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Introduction:

Epp ur Si Muove

There are two opposed types of stupidity. The first is the (occasionally) hyper
intelligent subject who just doesn't "get it;' who understands a situation logically,
but simply misses its hidden contextual rules. For example, when I first visited
New York, a waiter at a cafe asked me: "How was your day?" Mistaking the
phrase for a genuine question, I answered him truthfully ("l am dead tired, jet
lagged, stressed out . . ."), and he looked at me as if I were a complete idiot . .
and he was right: this kind of stupidity is precisely that of an idiot. Alan Turing
was an exemplary idiot: a man of extraordinary intelligence, but a proto- psy
chotic unable to process implicit contextual rules. In literature, one cannot avoid
recalling )aroslav Hasek's good soldier Svejk, who, when he saw soldiers shoot
ing from their trenches at the enemy soldiers, ran into no-man's land and started
to shout: "Stop shooting, there are people on the other side ! " The arch-model
of this idiocy is, however, the naive child from Andersen's tale who publicly
exclaims that the emperor is naked -thereby missing the point that, as Alphonse
Allais put it, we are all naked beneath our clothes.
The second and opposite figure of stupidity is that of the moron: the stupid
ity of those who fully identify with common sense, who fully stand for the "big
Other" of appearances. In the long series of figures beginning with the Chorus
in Greek tragedy-which plays the role of canned laughter or crying, always
ready to comment on the action with some common wisdom-one should
mention at least the "stupid" common-sense partners of the great detectives:
Sherlock Holmes's Watson, Hercule Poirot's Hastings . . . These figures are there
not only to serve as a contrast to and thus make more visible the detective's gran
deur; they are indispensable for the detective's work. In one of the novels, Poirot
explains to Hastings his role: immersed in his common sense, Hastings reacts to
the crime scene the way the murderer who wanted to erase the traces of his act
expected the public to react, and it is only in this way, by including in his analysis
the expected reaction of the common-sense "big Other;' that the detective can
solve the crime.
But does this opposition cover the entire field? Where, for instance, are we
to put Franz Kafka, whose greatness resides (among other things) in his unique
ability to present idiocy as something entirely normal and conventional' (Recall
the extravagantly "idiotic" reasoning in the long debate between the priest and
Josef K. which follows the parable "Before the Law;') For this third position,
we need look no further than the Wikipedia entry for "imbecile": "Imbecile is
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a term for moderate to severe mental retardation, as well as for a type of crimi
nal. It arises from the Latin word imbecillus, meaning weak, or weak-minded.
'Imbecile' was once applied to people with an IQ of 26-50, between 'moron'
(IQ of 51-70) and 'idiot' (IQ 0-25 ) :' So it is not too bad: beneath a moron, but
ahead of an idiot-the situation is catastrophic, but not serious, as (who else?) an
Austrian imbecile would have put it. Problems begin with the question: where
does the root "becile" preceded by the negation ("im-") come from? Although
the origins are murky, it is probably derived from the Latin baculum (stick,
walking stick, staff), so an "imbecile" is someone walking around without the
help of a stick. One can bring some clarity and logic into the issue if one con
ceives of the stick on which we all, as speaking beings, have to lean, as language,
the symbolic order, that is, what Lacan calls the "big Other:' In this case, the tri
partite idiot - imbecile-moron makes sense: the idiot is simply alone, outside the
big Other, the moron is within it (dwelling in language in a stupid way), while
the imbecile is in between the two-aware of the need for the big Other, but
not relying on it, distrusting it, something like the way the Slovene punk group
Laibach defined their relationship towards God (and referring to the words on
a dollar bill "In God we trust"): "Like Americans, we believe in God, but unlike
Americans, we don't trust him:' In Lacanese, an imbecile is aware that the big
Other does not exist, that it is inconsistent, "barred:' So if, measured by the IQ
scale, the moron appears brighter than the imbecile, he is too bright for his own
good (as reactionary morons, but not imbeciles, like to say about intellectuals) .
Among the philosophers, the late Wittgenstein i s a n imbecile par excellence,
obsessively dealing with variations of the question of the big Other: is there an
agency which guarantees the consistency of our speech? Can we reach certainty
about the rules of our speech?
Does not Lacan aim at the same position of the (im)becile when he concludes
his "Vers un signifiant nouveau" with: "I am only relatively stupid-that is to say,
I am as stupid as all people-perhaps because I got a little bit enlightened"?'
One should read this relativization of stupidity-"not totally stupid" -in the
strict sense of non-All: the point is not that Lacan has some specific inSights
which make him not entirely stupid. There is nothing in Lacan which is not
stupid, no exception to stupidity, so that what makes him not totally stupid is
only the very inconsistency of his stupidity. The name of this stupidity in which
all people participate is, of course, the big Other. In a conversation with Edgar
Snow in the early 1970S, Mao Zedong characterized himself as a hairless monk
with an umbrella. Holding an umbrella hints at the separation from heaven, and,
in Chinese, the character for "hair" also designates law and heaven, so that what
Mao is saying is that-in Lacanese-he is subtracted from the dimension of the
1

Jacques Lacan, «Vers un signifiant nouveau:' Ornicar 17-18 (1979) , p. 23.
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big Other, the heavenly order which regulates the normal run of things. What
makes this self-designation paradoxical is that Mao still designates himself as a
monk (a monk is usually perceived as someone who, precisely, dedicates his life
to heaven)-so how can one be a monk subtracted from heaven? This "ilnbecil
ity" is the core of the subjective position of a radical revolutionary (and of the
analyst).
The present book is thus neither The Complete Idiot's Guide to Hegel, nor is it
yet another university textbook on Hegel (which would be for morons, of course);
it is something like The Imbecile's Guide to Hegel-Hegel for those whose IQ is
somewhere close to their bodily temperature (in Celsius), as the insult goes. But
only something like it: the problem with "imbeciles" is that none of us, as ordi
nary speakers, knows what the "im" negates: we know what "imbecile" means,
but we don't know what "becHe" is-we simply suspect that it must somehow
be the opposite of "imbecile:" But what if, here too, persists the mysterious ten
dency for antonyms (such as heimlich and unheimlich-about which Freud wrote
a famous short text) to mean the same thing? What if "becHe" is the same as
"imbecile;' only with an additional twist? In our daHy use, "becHe" does not stand
on its own, it functions as a negation of "imbecile;' so that, insofar as "imbecile"
already is a negation of a kind, "becile" must be a negation of negation-but, and
this is crucial, this double negation does not bring us back to some primordial
positivity. If an "imbecile" is one who lacks a substantial basis in the big Other, a
"becHe" redoubles the lack, transposing it into the Other itself. The becHe is a not··
imbecile, aware that if he is an imbecile, God himself also has to be one.
So what does a becile know that idiots and morons don't? The legend has
it that, in 1633, Galileo Galilei muttered, "Eppur si muove" ("And yet it moves") ,
after recanting before the Inquisition h i s theory that the Earth moves around
the Sun: he was not tortured, it was enough to take him on a tour and show
him the torture devices . . . There is no contemporary evidence that he did in
fact mutter this phrase, but today the phrase is nsed to indicate that, although
someone who possesses true knowledge is forced to renounce it, this does not
stop it from being true. But what makes this phrase so interesting is that it can
also be used in the exact opposite sense, to assert a "deeper" symbolic truth
about something which is literally not true--like the "Eppur si muove" story
itself, which may well be false as a historical fact about Galileo's life, but is true
as a designation of Galileo's subjective position while he was forced to renounce
his views. In this sense, a materialist can say that, although he knows there is no
God, the idea of a God nonetheless "moves" him. It is interesting to note that,
in "Terma;' an episode from the fourth season of The X-Files, "E pur si muove"
replaces the usual "The truth is out there;' meaning that, even if their existence
2 See Alain Badiou, Lefilii et l'injini, Paris: Bayard 2010,

p.

10.
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is denied by official science, alien monsters nonetheless move around out there.
But it can also mean that, even if there are no aliens out there, the fiction of an
alien invasion (like the one in The X-Files) can nonetheless engage us and move
us: beyond the fictiou of reality, there is the reality ofthe fictiou.'
Less Than Nothing endeavors to draw all the ontological consequences from
this eppur si muove. Here is the formula at its most elementary: "moving" is the
striving to reach the void, namely, "things move;' there is something instead of
nothing, not because reality is in excess in comparison with mere nothing, but
because reality is less than nothing. This is why reality has to be supplemented
by fiction: to conceal its emptiness. Recall the old Jewish j oke, loved by Derrida,
about a group of Jews in a synagogue, publicly admitting their nullity in the
eyes of God. First, a rabbi stands up and says: "0, God, I know I am worthless,
I am nothing!" After he has finished, a rich businessman stands up and says,
beating himself on the chest: "0, God, I am also worthless, obsessed with mate
rial wealth, I am nothing! " After this spectacle, an ordinary poor Jew also stands
up and proclaims: "0, God, I am nothing . . ." The rich businessman kicks the
rabbi and whispers in his ear with scorn: "What insolence! Who is that guy who
dares to claim that he too is nothing!" Effectively, one already has to be some
thing in order to be able to achieve pure nothingness, and Less Than Nothing
discerns this weird logic in the most disparate ontological domains, on different
levels, from quantum physics to psychoanalysis.
This weird logic, the logiC of what Freud called the drive, is perfectly ren
dered in the hypothesis of the "Higgs field;' Widely discussed in contemporary
particle physics. Left to their own devices in an environment in which they
can pass on their energy, all phYSical systems will eventually assume a state of
lowest energy; to put it another way, the more mass we take from a system, the
more we lower its energy, until we reach the vacuum state of zero energy. There
are, however, phenomena which compel us to posit the hypothesis that there
has to be something (some substance) that we cannot take away from a given
system without raiSing that systems energy. This "something" is called the Higgs
field: once this field appears in a vessel that has been pumped empty and whose
temperature has been lowered as much as possible, its energy will be further
lowered. The "something" which thus appears is a something that contains less
energy than nothing, a "something" that is characterized by an overall negative
energy-in short, what we get here is the phYSical version of how "something
appears out of nothing:'
3 Freud's own eppur si muove was the saying of his teacher Charcot which Freud often
repeated: "La theorie, rest bon, mais �a nempeche pas d'exister'" ("Theory is good, but it
doesn't prevent [facts which do not fit it] from existing"), and it goes without saying that
the same ambiguity holds for this version, i.e. ) that it should not be reduced to simple
empiricism.
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Eppur si muove should thus be read in contrast to many versions of the
extinction/overcoming of the drive, from the Buddhist notion of gaining a dis
tance towards desire up to the Heideggerian "going-through" Will which forms
the core of subjectivity. This book tries to demonstrate that the Freudian drive
cannot be reduced to what Buddhism denounces as desire or to what Heidegger
denounces as the Will: even after we reach the end of this critical overcoming
of desire-will-subjectivity, something continues to move. What survives death is
the Holy Spirit sustained by an obscene "partial object" that stands for the inde
structible drive. One should thus (also) invert Elisabeth Kilbler-Ross's five stages
of how we relate to the proximity of death in the Kierkegaardian sense of the
"sickness unto death;' as the series of five attitudes towards the unbearable fact
of immortality. One first denies it: "What immortality? After my death, I will
just dissolve into dust! " Then, one explodes into anger: "What a terrible predica
ment I'm in! No way out ! " One continues to bargain: "OK, but it is not me who is
immortal, only the undead part of me, so one can live with it . . ." Then one falls
into depreSSion: "What can I do with myself when I am condemned to stay here
forever? " Finally, one accepts the burden of immortality.
So why do we focus on Hegel? In the history of philosophy (or Western
philosophy, which amounts to the same thing), this eppur si muove arrived at its
most consistent formulation in German Idealism, especially in Hegel's thought.
Since, however, the axiom of this book is that "One divides into two;' the central
body of the book is split into a part on Hegel and a part on Lacan as a rep
etition of Hegel. In each case, the book follows the same systematic four-step
approach. With Hegel, we begin with the obvious historical question: in what
meaningful sense can one still be a Hegelian today, bearing in mind the radically
changed historical constellation? Then comes a description of the basic mech
anisms or formulae of the dialectical process, followed by the more detailed
explication of Hegel's basic thesis on the Absolute as not only Substance, but
also Subject; finally, we raise the difficult non-trivial question of the limitations
of the Hegelian project. With Lacan, and bearing in mind that Lacan's theory
is here interpreted as a repetition of Hegel, the first step is the presentation of
Lacan's (explicit and impliCit) references to Hegel, that is, of Lac an as a reader of
Hegel. What follows is the presentation of suture as the elementary mechanism
of the signifying process, the mechanism which enables ns to understand Lacan's
definition of the signifier as "that which represents the subject for another signi
,
fier: The next logical step is to examine the object generated by the signifying
process, the Lacanian objet a in all its dimensions. Finally, Lacan's notion of
sexual difference and his logiC of non-All are submitted to a close reading which
uncovers the ultimate limitation and deadlock of Lacanian theory.
It was said (in the old days before smoking became stigmatized) that the
second and the third most pleasurable things in the world were the drink before
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and the cigarette after. Accordingly, apart from the Hegelian Thing, Less Than
Nothing also deals with a series ofbefores (Plato, Christianity, Fichte) and afters
(Badiou, Heidegger, quantum physics). Platds Parmenides deserves a close
reading as the first exercise in dialectics proper, celebrated by Hegel and Lacan.
Since Hegel was the philosopher of Christianity, it is no wonder that a Hegelian
approach to Christ's death brings out a radical emancipatory potential. Fichte's
thought is enjoying a deserved comeback: although he sometimes appears to
be just one step from Hegel, their universes are thoroughly different, since the
way Fichte articulates the relationship between the I and its Other reaches well
beyond so-called "subjective idealism:' Alain Badiou's attempt to overcome
Lacan's antiphilosophy confronts us with the basic question of the possibility
of ontology today. Reading Heidegger against the grain, one discovers a thinker
who was, at some points, strangely close to communism. The philosophical
implications and consequences of quantum physics are still unexplored-what
if, beyond the false alternative of pragmatism ("it works, who cares what it
means philosophically") and New Age obscurantism, a Hegelian reading opens
up the path for a new materialist interpretation?
On top of this, six interludes are inserted between the chapters of the two
centrai parts, dealing with the reverberations of these philosophical topics in
literature, art, science, and ideology, as well as in the work of philosophers
opposed to the Hegel/Lacan axis. Three additional topics are elaborated apropos
of Hegel: the ambiguities of Marx's references to Hegel; the unique status of
madness in Hegel's theory of mind; the multiple points at which Hegel's system
generates an excess which threatens to explode its framework (rabble, sexuality,
marriage) . With regard to Lacan, the first interlude deals with the retroactivity
of the signifying process; the second one opposes Lacan's anti-correlationism to
Quentin Meillassonx's recent critique of post-Kantian correlationism; the third
one explores the limitations of the notion of the subject at work in the cognitive
sciences. Finally, the conclusion elaborates the political implications of Lacan's
repetition of Hegel.
But how does this reference to Hegel fit our own historical moment?
There are four main positions which, together, constitute today's ideologico
philosophical field: first, the two sides of what Badiou appropriately baptized
"democratic materialism" : (I) scientific naturalism (brain sciences, Darwinism
. . . ) , and (2) discursive historicism (Foucault, deconstruction . . . ); then, the
two sides of the spiritualist reaction to it: (3) New Age "Western Buddhism:'
and (4) the thought of transcendental finitude (culminating in Heidegger) .
These four positions form a kind of Greimasian square along the two axes
of ahistorical versus historical thought and of materialism versus spiritual
ism. The thesis of the present book is double: (I) there is a dimension missed
by all four, that of a pre-transcendental gap/rupture, the Freudian name for
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\vhich is the drive; (2) this dimension designates the very core of modern
subjectivity.
The basic premise of discursive materialism ,vas to conceive language itself
as a mode of production, and to apply to it Marx's logic of commodity fetishism.
So, in the same ·way that, for Marx, the sphere of exchange obliterates (renders
invisible) its process of production, the linguistic exchange also obliterates
the textual process that engenders meaning: in a spontaneous fetishistic mis
perception, we experience the meaning of a word or act as something that is
a direct property of the designated thing or process; that is, we overlook the
complex field of discursive practices which produces this meaning. vVhat one
should focus on here is the fundamental ambiguity of this notion of linguistic
fetishism: is the idea that, in the good old modern way, we should distinguish
between "objective" properties of things and our projections of meanings onto
things, or are we dealing with the more radical linguistic version of transcen
dental constitution, for which the very idea of "objective reality;' of "things
existing out there, independently of our mind;' is a "fetishistic illusion" which
is blind to how our symbolic activity ontologically constitutes the very reality
to which it "refers" or which it designates? Neither of these two options is
correct-what one should drop is their underlying shared premise, the (cmde,
abstract-universal) homology between discursive "production" and material
production.'1
Kafka was (as always) right when he wrote: "One means that Evil has is
the dialogue." Consequently, this book is not a dialogue, since the underlying
premise that sustains its double thesis is unashamedly Hegelian: what we refer
to as the continent of "philosophy" can be considered as extending as much as
one wants into the past or into the future, but there is a unique philosophical
moment in which philosophy appears "as such" and which serves as a key-as
the only key-to reading the entire preceding and following tradition as phi
losophy ( in the same way that Marx claims that the bourgeoisie is the first class
in the history of humanity which is posited as such, as a class, so that it is only
with the rise of capitalism that the entirety of history hitherto becomes read
able as the history of class struggle). This moment is the moment of German
4 This "discursive materialism" relies on the so-called "linguistic turn" in philosophy
which emphasizes how language is not a neutral medium of designation, but a practice
embedded in a life world: we do things v-lith it, accomplish specific acts . . . Is it not time
to turn this cliche around: who is it that, today, claims that language is a neutral medium
of designation? So, perhaps, one should emphasize how language is not a mere moment
of the life world, a practice within it: the tme miracle of language is that it can also serve
as a neutral medium which just designates a conceptllailideal content. In other words,
the tme task is not to locate language as a neutral medium within a life-world practice,
but to show how, within this life world, a neutral medium of designation can nonetheless
emerge.
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Idealism delimited by two dates: 1787, the year in which Kant's Critique of Pure
Reason appeared, and 1831, the year of Hegel's death. These few decades repre
sent a breathtaking concentration of the intensity of thinking: in this short span
of time, more happened than in centuries or even millennia of the "normal"
development of human thought. All that took place before can and should be
read in an unashamedly anachronistic way as the preparation for this explosion,
and all that took place in its aftermath can and should be read as precisely this
the aftermath of interpretations, reversals, critical (mis)readings, of German
Idealism.
In his rejection of philosophy, Freud quoted Heinrich Heine's ironic descrip
tion of the Hegelian philosopher: "With his nightcap and his night - shirt tatters,
he botches up the loopholes in the structure of the world:' (The nightcap and
night -shirt are, of course, ironic references to the well-known portrait of Hege!.)
But is philosophy at its most fundamental really reducible to a desperate attempt
to fill in the gaps and inconsistencies in our notion of reality and thus to provide
a harmonious Weltanschauung? Is philosophy really a more developed form of
the sekundiire Bearbeitung in the formation of a dream, of the effort to harmo
nize the elements of a dream into a consistent narrative? One can say that, at
least with Kant's transcendental turn, the exact opposite happens: does Kant
not fully expose a crack, a series of irreparable antinomies, which emerges the
moment we want to conceive reality as All? And does not Hegel, instead of over
coming this crack, radicalize it? Hegel's reproach to Kant is that he is too gentle
with things: he locates antinomies in the limitation of our reason, instead of
locating them in things themselves, that is, instead of conceiving reality-in -itself
as cracked and antinomic. It is true that one finds in Hegel a systematic drive
to cover everything, to propose an account of all phenomena in the universe in
their essential structure; but this drive does not mean that Hegel strives to locate
every phenomenon within a harmonious global edifice; on the contrary, the
point of dialectical analysis is to demonstrate how every phenomenon, every
thing that happens, fails in its own way, implies a crack, antagonism, imbalance,
in its very heart. Hegel's gaze upon reality is that of a Roentgen apparatus which
sees in everything that is alive the traces of its future death.
The basic coordinates of this time of the unbearable density of thought are
provided by the mother of all Gangs of Four: Kant, Fichte, Schelling, Hege!.'
5 I, of course, fully endorse the results of the new research which demonstrated conclu
Sively not only that there is no simple linear progression in the order of succession of
these four names-Fichte and Hegel clearly "misunderstood" Kant in their critique,
Schelling misunderstood Fichte, Hegel was totally blind to what is arguably Schelling's
greatest achievement, his treatise of human freedom-but also that, often, one cannot
even directly pass from one name to another: Dieter Henrich showed how, in order to
grasp the inner logic of the passage from Kant to Fichte, one should take into account
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Although each of these four names stands for a '\vorld of its own:' for a unique
radical philosophical stance, one can arrange the series of the four great German
Idealists precisely with reference to tlie four "conditions" of philosophy elabo
rated by Badiou: Kant relates to (Newtonian) science, his basic question being
what kind of philosophy is adequate to the Newtonian breakthrough; Fichte
relates to politics, to the event that is the French Revolution; Schelling relates
to (Romantic) art and explicitly subordinates philosophy to art as the highest
approach to the Absolute; and Hegel, finally, relates to love; his underlying
problem is, from the very beginning of his thought, that onove.
It all begins with Kant, with his idea of the transcendental constitution of
reality. In a way, one can claim that it is only with this idea of Kant's that philoso
phy reached its own terrain: prior to Kant, philosophy was ultimately perceived
as a general science of Being as such, as a description of the universal structure of
entire reality, with no qualitative difference from particular sciences. It was Kant
who introduced the difference between ontic reality and its ontological horizon,
the a priori network of categories which determines how we understand reality,
what appears to us as reality. From here, previous philosophy is readable not as
the most general positive knowledge of reality, but in its hermeneutic core, as the
description of the historically predominant "disclosure of Being:' as Heidegger
would have put it. (Say, when Aristotle, in his Physics, struggles to detlne life
and proposes a series of detlnitions-a living being is a thing which is moved by
itself, which has in itself the cause of its movement-he is not really exploring
the reality of living beings; he is rather describing the set of pre-existing notions
which determine what we always-already understand by "living being" when we
deSignate an object as "alive.")
The most appropriate way to grasp the radical character of the Kantian
philosophical revolution is with regard to the difference between Schein
(appearance as illusion) and Erscheinung (appearance as phenomenon) In pre
Kantian philosophy, appearance was conceived as the illusory (defective) mode
in which things appear to us, finite mortals; our task is to reach beyond these
false appearances to the way things really are (from Plato's Ideas to scientitlc
"objective reality"). With Kant, however, appearance loses this pejorative char
acteristic: it deSignates the way things appear (are) to llS in what we perceive
as reality, and the task is not to denounce them as "mere illusory appearances"
and to reach over them to transcendent reality, but an entirely different one,
that of discerning the conditions ofpossibility of this appearing of things, of their
"transcendental genesis": what does such an appearing presuppose, what must
always-already have taken place for things to appear to us the way they do? If,
for Plato, a table that I see in front of me is a defective/imperfect copy of the
Kant's first critical followers, Reinhold, Jacobi, and Schulze, in other words, how Fichte's
early system can only ue properly understood as a reaction to these early critics of Kant.
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eternal Idea of the table, for Kant, it would have been meaningless to say that
the table I see is a defective temporal/material copy of its transcendental condi
tions. Even if we take a transcendental category like that of Cause, for a Kantian
it is meaningless to say that the empirical relation of causality between two phe
nomena participates in (is an imperfect copy of) the eternal Idea of a cause: the
causes that I perceive between phenomena are the only causes that there are,
and the a priori notion of Cause is not their perfect model, but, precisely, the
condition of possibility of me perceiving the relationship between phenomena
as causal.
Although an insurmountable abyss separates Kant's critical philosophy
from his great idealist successors (Fichte, Schelling, Hegel), the basic coordi
nates which render possible Hegel's Phenomenology of Spirit are already there in
Kant's Critique of Pure Reason. First, as Dieter Henrich put it concisely, "Kant's
philosophical motivation was not identical with what he took to be the original
motivation for doing philosophy"': the original motivation for doing philoso
phy is a metaphysical one, to provide an explanation of the totality of noumenal
reality; as such, this motivation is illusory, it prescribes an impossible task, while
Kant's motivation is a critique of all possible metaphysics. Kant's endeavor thus
comes afterwards: in order for there to be a critique of metaphysics, there first has
to be an original metaphysics; in order to denounce the metaphysical "transcen
dental illusion;' this illusion must first exist. In this precise sense, Kant was "the
inventor of the philosophical history of philosophy"': there are necessary stages
in the development of philosophy, that is, one cannot directly get at truth, one
cannot begin with it, philosophy necessarily began with metaphysical illusions.
The path from illusion to its critical denunciation is the very core of philoso
phy, which means that successful ("true") philosophy is no longer defined by its
truthful explanation of the totality of being, but by successfully accounting for
the illusions, that is, by explaining not only why illusions are illusions, but also
why they are structurally necessary, unavoidable, and not just accidents. The
"system" of philosophy is thus no longer a direct ontological structure of reality,
but "a pure, complete system of all metaphysical statements and proofs:" The
proof of the illusory nature of metaphysical propositions is that they necessarily
engender antinomies (contradictory conclusions), and since metaphysics tries
to avoid the antinomies which emerge when we think metaphysical notions to
their end, the "system" of critical philosophy is the complete-and therefore self
contradictory, "antinomic" -series of metaphysical notions and propositions:
"Only the one who can look through the illusion of metaphysics can develop the
6 Dieter Henrich, Between Kant and Hegel: Lectures on German Idealism, Cambridge,
MA: Harvard University Press 2008, p. 32.
7 Ibid.
S Ibid.
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most coherent, consistent system of metaphysics, because the consistent system
of metaphysics is also cOJ1tradictory"·�-that is to say, precisely, inconsistent.9 The
critical "system" is the systematic a priori structure of all possible/thinkable
"errors" in their immanent necessity: what we get at the end is not the Truth that
overcomes/sublates the preceding illusions-the only tmth is the inconsistent
edifice of the logical interconnection of all possible illusions . . . is this not what
Hegel did in his Phenomenology (and, at a different level, in his Logic)? The only
(but key) difference is that, for Kant, this "dialogic" process of tmth emerging as
the critical denunciation of the preceding illusion belongs to the sphere of our
knowledge and does not concern the noumenal reality which remains exter
nal and indifferent to it, while, for Hegel, the proper locus of this process is the
Thing itself.
Schopenhauer famously compared Kant "to a man at a ball, who all evening
has been carrying on a love affair with a masked beauty in the vain hope of
making a conquest, when at last she throws off her mask and reveals herself to
be his wife" -the situation of Johann Strauss's Fledermaus. For Schopenhauer,
of course, the point of the comparison is that the masked beauty is philosophy
and the wife Christianity--Kant's radical critique is really just a new attempt to
support religion, his transgression is a false one. What, however, if there is more
truth in the mask than in the real face beneath it? What if this critical game radi
cally changes the nature of religion, so that Kant effectively did undermine what
it was his goal to protect? Perhaps those Catholic theologians who saw Kant's
criticism as the original catastrophe of modern thought that opened up the way
to liberalism and nihilism were actually right?
Pichte's "radicalization" of Kant is the most problematic link in the chain
of German Idealists: he was and is dismissed, ridiculed even, as a half-crazy
solipsistic "subjective idealist:' (No wonder that, for the Anglo-Saxon analytic
tradition, Kant is the only German Idealist to be taken seriously-with Fichte,
we enter the domain of obscure speculation.) Being the least popular, it takes
the greatest effort to get to the true core of his thought, his "fundamental
insight" (Fichte's Grundeinsicht-the title of Dieter Henrich's study on Fichte ) .
However, h i s work is worth t h e effort: as with all truly great thinkers, a proper
understanding of his work reveals an nnsurpassed description of the deep
structure of engaged subjectivity.
Schelling's thought is to be divided into two phases, the early "philoso
phy of identity" and the late "philosophy of revelation"-and, as is so often the
case, Schelling's true breakthrough occurs between the two, in the short period
between 1805 and 1815 when he produced his two absolute masterpieces, the
treatise on human freedom and the three versions of the "ages of the world"
9 Ibid.
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manuscript. A whole n e w universe is disclosed here: the universe of pre-logical
drives, the dark "ground of Being" which dwells even in the heart of God as that
which is "in God more than God himself' For the first time in the history of
human thought, the origin of Evil is located not in humanity's Fall from God,
but in a split in the heart of God himself.
In Schelling, the ultimate figure of Evil is not Spirit as opposed to Nature,
but Spirit directly materialized in Nature as un-natural, as a monstrous distor
tion of natural order, from evil spirits and vampires to monstrous products of
technological manipulations (clones, etc.). Nature in itselfis Good, in it, the evil
ground is by definition always subordinated to the Good: "at each stage of nature
prior to the appearance of man the ground is subordinated to existence; in other
words, the self-will of the particular is necessarily subordinated to the universal
will of the whole. Hence, the self-will of each individual animal is necessarily
subordinated to the will of the species, which contributes to the harmony of the
whole of nature:'w When, with the emergence of man, the ground of existence
is allowed to operate on its own, egotistically asserting itself, this does not only
mean that it asserts itself against divine love, the harmony of the whole, the uni
versal (non-egotistic) will-it means that it asserts itself in the very form of its
opposite: the horror of man is that, in it, Evil becomes radical: no longer simple
egotistic evil, but Evil masked (appearing) as universality, as is exemplarily the
case in political totalitarianism, in which a particular political agent presents
itself as the direct embodiment of the universal Will and Freedom of humanity."
Nowhere is the difference between Hegel's thought and Schelling's late phi
losophy more palpable than regarding the question of the beginning: while
Hegel begins with the poorest notion of being (which, in its abstraction, its lack
of determinations, equals nothing), Schelling's "negative philosophy" (which
remains part of his system, but supplemented by "positive" philosophy) also
begins with the affIrmation of a negation, of a void, but this void is the affIrmative
force of the will's desire: "all beginning lies in an absence; the deepest potency,
which holds fast to everything, is non-being and its hunger for being:'ll From
the domain of logic and its a priori notions, we pass into the domain of actual
life, whose starting point is a yearning, the "hunger" of a void to be filled in by
positive actual being. Schelling's critique of Hegel is thus that, in order to really
pass from being/nothingness to actual becoming which results in "something"
10 Bret W. Davis, Heidegger and the Will: On the Way to the Ge1assenheit, Evanston:
Northwestern University Press 2007, p. 107.
11 For a more detailed analysis of this reversal, see my The Indivisible Remainder,
London: Verso Books 1996.
12 F. W. J. Schelling, Siimmtliche Werke, Part 2, Vol. 1, Stuttgart-Augsberg: J. G. Cotta,
1856-61, p. 294, as quoted and translated by Bruce Matthews in his introduction to
Schelling's The Grounding olPositive Philosophy, Albany: SUNY Press 2007, p. 34.
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po sitive, the "nothing" with which we begin should be a "living nothing:' the
void of a desire which expresses a will to generate or get hold of some content.
The enigma of Henrich's reading of German Idealism is why he systematically
downplays the role of Schelling, especially the middle Schelling of Freiheitschrift
and Weltalter. This is mysterious because it was precisely this middle Schelling
who explored in the greatest depth what Henrich designates as Fichte's (and
German Idealism's) central problem, that of the "Spinozism of freedom": how
to think the Ground of Freedom, a trans· subjective Ground of subjectivity which
not only does not constrain human freedom but literally grounds it? Schelling's
answer in Freiheitschrift is literally Ground itself: human freedom is rendered
possible by the distinction, in God itself; between the existing God and its own
Ground, what in God is not yet fully God. This accounts for Schelling's unique
ness, also with regard to Hiilderlin's "On judgment and Being": like the late Fichte
(although in a totally different mode, of course), Schelling arrives at the trans
subjective Ground of subjective freedom, but for Hiilderlin (and Fichte), this
trans-subjective order of Being (or divine Life) is fully One, pre-reflective, indi
visible, not even self-identical (because self-identity already involves a formal
distance of a term from itselfl-it was only Schelling who introduced a radical
gap, instability, discord, into this very pre-subjective/pre-reflexive Ground. In
his most daring speculative attempt in Weltalter, Schelling tries to reconstruct
(to "narrate") in this way the very rise of logos, of articulated discourse, out of
the pre-logical Ground: logos is an attempt to resolve the debilitating deadlock
of this Ground. This is why the two true highpoints of German Idealism are the
middle Schelling and the mature Hegel: they did what no one else dared to do·
they introduced a gap into the Ground itself
Hiilderlin's famous hagment "On judgment and Being" deserves further
mention, since it is often taken as an indication of a kind of "alternative reality;'
of a different path that German Idealism might have taken in order to break
out of the Kantian inconsistencies. Its underlying premise is that subjective
self-consciousness strives to overcome the lost unity wifh Being/the Absolute/
God £i'om which it has been irrevocably separated by the "primordial division
,,
[ U,.- Theilungl:' the discursive activity of "judgment [ Urteil] :
Being [Seynl-expresses the joining [VerbindllogJ of Subject and Object. Where
Subject and Object are absolutely, not just partially united [vereinigetj, and hence so
united that no division can be undertaken, without destroying the essence [vVesenl
of the thing that is to be sundered [getfennt], there and not otherwise call we talk of
an absolute Being, as is the case in intellectual intuition.
But this Being must not be equated [verwechseltl with Identity. vVhen I say: I
am I, the Subject (Ego) and the Object (Ego) are not so united that absolutely no
sundering can be undertaken, without destroying the essence of the thing that is to
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be sundered; on the contrary the Ego is only possible through this sundering of Ego
from Ego. How can 1 say "I" without self-consciousness? But how is self-consciousness
possible? Precisely because I oppose myself to myself; 1 sunder myself from myself.
but in spite of this sundering I recognize myself as the same in the opposites. But
how far as the same? I can raise this question and I must; for in another respect
[Rliksicht] it [the Ego] is opposed to itself. So identity is not a uniting of Subject
and Object that takes place absolutely, and so Identity is not equal to absolute Being.
Judgment: is in the highest and strictest sense the original sundering of Subject
and Object most intimately united in intellectual intuition, the very sundering which
first makes Object and Subject possible, their Ur-TheHung. In the concept of divi
sion [TheUung] there lies already the concept of the reciprocal relation [Beziehung]
of Object and Subject to one another. and the necessary presupposition of a whole
of which Object and Subject are the parts. "I am I" is the most appropriate example
for this concept of UrtheUung in its theoretical form, but in practical UrtheHung, it
[the ego] posits itself as opposed to the Non-ego, not to itself.
Actuality and possibility are to be distinguished as mediate and immedi
ate consciousness. When I think of an object [Gegenstand] as possible, I merely
duplicate the previous consciousness in virtue of which it is actual. There is for us
no thinkable possibility, which was not an actuality. For this reason the concept of
possibility has absolutely no valid application to the objects of Reason, since they
come into consciousness as nothing but what they ought to be, but only the concept
of necessity [applies to them] The concept of possibility has valid application to
the objects of the understanding, that of actuality to the objects of perception and
intuition.'3
Hiilderlin's starting point is the gap between (the impossible return to) the
traditional organic unity and the modern reflexive freedom: we are, as finite,
discursive, self-conscious subjects cast out of oneness with the whole of
being to which we nevertheless long to return, yet without sacrificing our
independence-how are we to overcome this gap? His answer is what he calls
the "eccentric path" : the split between substance and subjectivity, Being and
reflection, is insurmountable, and the only reconciliation possible is a narrative
one, that of the subject telling the story of his endless oscillation between the
two poles. While the content remains non-reconciled, reconciliation occurs in
the narrativeform itself- the exact inverse of the logical assertion of the subject's
identity (I = I) where the very form (division, redoubling, of the I's) undermines
content (identity).
13 Friedrich Holderlin, "Uber UrtheU und Seyn" (1795), as translated in H. S. Harris,
Hegel's Development: Toward the Sunlight 1770-1801, Oxford: Clarendon Press 1972,
PP· 515-16.
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Holderlin's solution should be put in its context and conceived as one of
the three versions of how to solve the same problem-the gap between subjec
tive autonomy and the organic Whole that characterizes modernity; the other
two versions are Schiller's and Schlegel's. For Schiller, free human life within
nature and culture is possible if it achieves that kind of internal organization,
determination from within, or harmony of parts that is characteristic of both
natural and artistic beauty. In a beautihll natural object, we find, as it were, "the
person of the thing"; we have a sense of "the free consent of the thing to its
technique" and of "a rule which is at once given and obeyed by the thing;' and
this is a model for the free consent of an individual to the worth of a social
repertoire or way of lite. Friedrich Schlegel, on the contrary, seeks to enact a
kind of imperfect yet always energetic freedom in continuous, ironic, witty,
self-revising activity that characterizes romantic poetry-a kind of commit
ment to eternal restlessness. It is easy to see how these three positions form
a kind of triangle: Schiller-Schlegel-Hiilderlin. Schiller believes in the subject's
integration into the organic substantial order-free selfhood can wholly appear
in beautifi.ll nature and art; Schlegel asserts the force of subjectivity as the con
stant unsettling of any substantial hannony (one can claim that, in German
Idealism, this opposition repeats itself in the guise of Schelling versus Fichte
the positivity of the Ur-Grund prior to reflection versus the "eternal restlessness"
of subjectiVity).
Hegel occupies here a fourth position-what he adds to Hblderlin is a purely
formal shift oftransposing the tragic gap that separates the reflecting subject from
pre- reflexive Being into this Being itself. Once we do this, the problem becomes
its own solution: it is our very division from absolute Being which unites us
with it, since this division is immanent to Being. Already in Hblderlin, division
is redoubled, self�relating: the ultimate division is not the Subject-Object divi
sion, but the very division between division (of Subject-Object) and unity. One
should thus supplement the formula of "identity of identity and non-identity"
with "division between division and non -division." Once we accomplish this
step, Being as the inaccessible pre-reflexive Ground disappears; more preCisely,
it reveals itself as the ultimate reflexive category, as the result of the self- relating
division: B eing emerges when clivision divides itself from itself. Or, to put it in
Hblderlin's terms, the narrative is not merely the subject coping with its division
from Being, it is Simultaneously the story B eing is telling itself about itself. The
loss supplemented by the narrative is inscribed into Being itself Which means
that the last distinction on which Hiilderlin insists, the one between intellectual
intuition (the immediate access to Being, the subject's direct one-ness with it)
and the "eccentric" narrative path (that mediates access to Being through narra
tive reconciliation), has to fall: the narrative already does the job of intellectual
intuition, of uniting us with Being. Or, in more paradoxical terms: the standard
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relationship between the two terms should be turned around. I t is intellectual
intuition which is merely a reflexive category, separating us from B eing in its
very enacting of the subject's immediate one-ness with Being, and it is the
narrative path which directly renders the life of Being itself:
That "the truth is the whole" means that we should not look at the process that is
self-manifestation as a deprivation of the original Being. Nor should we look at it
only as an ascent to the highest. The process is already the highest . . . The subject
for Hegel is . . . nothing but the active relationship to itself. In the subject there is
nothing underlying its self-reference, there is only the self-reference. For this reason,
there is only the process and nothing underlying it. Philosophical and metaphorical
models such as "emanation" (neo-Platonism) or "expression" (Spinozism) present
the relationship between the infinite and the finite in a way that fails to characterize
what the process (self-manifestation) is.14
It is, therefore, H6lderlin, not Hegel, who remains here metaphysical, cling
ing to the notion of a pre-reflexive Ground accessible through intellectual
intuition-what is properly meta-physical is the very presupposition of a sub
stantial Being beyond the process of (self-)differentiation. (This is also the
reason why-as we can see in the last paragraph of the fragment-H61derlin
subordinates possibility to actuality.) This is why Hegel appropriates the solu
tion of H6lderlin's Hyperion (what, in reality, cannot be reconciled is reconciled
afterwards, through its narrative reconstruction) against H61derlin himself: in a
clear parallel to Hegel's Phenomenology of Spirit, H6lderlin sees the solution in
a narrative which retroactively reconstructs the very "eccentric patll' (the path of
the permanent oscillation between the loss of the Center and the repeated failed
attempts to regain the immediacy of the Center) as the process of maturation,
of spiritual education. This solution does not imply discursive constructivism
(the consistency of our reality is that of an apres-coup narrative), but a mum
more radical Hegelian position: while the discursive constructivism can be read
as a neo-Kantian language-transcendentalism (as Gadamer put it in his para
phrase of Heidegger's thesis on "language as a house of being:' "to be is to be
understood"; that is, the horizon of understanding sustained by language is the
ultimate transcendental horizon of our approach to being), that is, while the
discursive transcendentalism focuses on how what we experience as "reality"
is always-already mediated/constructed by language, H6lderlin's solution shifts
the focus to how (as Lacan put it) the signifier itselffalls into the real, that is,
how the signifying intervention (narrativization) intervenes into the real, how it
brings about the resolution of a real antagonism.
14

Henrich, Between Kant and Hegel, pp. 289-90.
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Hegel thus remains the peak of the entire movement of German Idealism: all
four are not equal, they are three plus one. But why? What makes Hegel unique?
One of the ways to circumscribe this uniqueness of Hegel is to use the Lacanian
notion of the "lack in the Other" which, in Hegel's case, points towards the
unique epistemolo gico-ontological mediation absent in all three other Idealists:
the most elementary figure of dialectical reversal resides in transposing an
epistem ological obstacle into the thing itself, as its ontological failure (what
appears to us as our inability to know the thing indicates a crack in the thing
itself, so that our very failure to reach the full truth is the indicator of truth).
It is the premise of the present book that this "fundamental insight" of Hegel
has lost none of its power today; that it is far more radical (and a far greater
threat to metaphysical thinking) than all the combined anti-totality topics of
contingency-alterity-heterogeneity."
One can well imagine a truly obscene version of the famous "The
Aristocrats" joke that easily beats all the vulgarity of family members vomiting,
defecating, fornicating, and humiliating each other in all possible ways: when
asked to perform, they give the talent agent a short course in Hegelian thought,
debating the true meaning of negativity, of sublation, of Absolute Knowledge,
and so forth, and, when the bewildered agent asks them the name of the weird
show, they enthusiastically reply: "The Perverts!" Indeed, to paraphrase the
good old Brecht's slogan "What is the robbing of a bank against a founding of a
new bank?": what is the disturbing shock of family members defecating into one
another's mouths compared to the shock of a proper dialectical reversal?,6
15 I am here deeply indebted to Catherine Malabou, Lavenir de Hegel, Paris: J. Vrin 1996
(available in English as The Future ofHegel, trans. Lisabeth During, London: Routledge
2005). Iavenir de Hegel is-together with Gerard Lebrun's La patience du concept and
Beatrice Longuenesse's Hegel et la critique de fa metaphysique-one of the books on
Hegel that, in an almost regular rhythm of every decade or two, mysteriously surface
in France, books which are epochal in the strictest meaning of the word: they redefine
the entire field into which they intervene-literally, nothing remains the same after
one immerses oneself in one of these books. One cannot but fully agree with Derrida
when he wrote that "nothing will ever absolve us from following step by step, page by
page, the extraordinary trajectory of The Future of Hegel . . . I once again urge all to read
this book."
To this series we should add Rebecca Comay's Mourning Sickness (Palo Alto: Stanford
University Press 2011), the latest " the book" on Hegel, confirming the suspicion that
over the past few decades, at least -only a woman can write a really good book on Hegel.
16 For " The Aristocrats" see the Wikipedia entry for "The Aristocrats (joker' One
should nonetheless insist that, instead of relying on the reversal of superficial innocence
into a dirty (sexualized) message, good jokes more often practice the opposite reversal
of vulgar obscenity into innocence, as in the wonderfully stupid (apolitical!) Russian
joke from the time of the Soviet Union: two men, strangers to each other, sit in the same
compartment on a train. After a long silence, one suddenly addresses the other: "Have
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However, the aim of Less Than Nothing is not to simply (or not so simply)
return to Hegel, but, rather, to repeat Hegel (in the radical Kierkegaardian
sense) Over the last decade, the theoretical work of the Party Troika to which I
belong (along with Mladen Dolar and Alenka Zupan t ic) had the axis of Hegel
Lacan as its "undeconstructible" point of reference: whatever we were doing,
the underlying axiom was that reading Hegel through Lacan (and vice versa)
was our unsurpassable horizon. Recently, however, limitations of this horizon
have appeared: with Hegel, his inability to think pure repetition and to render
thematic the singularity of what Lacan called the objet a; with Lacan, the fact
that his work ended in an inconsistent opening: Seminar XX (Encore) stands for
his ultimate achievement and deadlock-in the years after, he desperately con
cocted different ways out (the sin thome, knots . . . ) , all of which failed. So where
do we stand now?
My wager was (and is) that, through their interaction (reading Hegel through
Lacan and vice versa), psychoanalysis and Hegelian dialectics mutually redeem
themselves, shedding their accustomed skin and emerging in a new unexpected
shape. The book's motto could have been Alain Badiou's claim that "the anti
philosopher Lacan is a condition of the renaissance of philosophy. A philosophy
is possible today only if it is compatible with Lacan:'>? Guy Lardreau made the
same point with regard to the ethico-political space when he wrote that Lacan
"is the only one thinking today, the only one who never lies, Ie chasse-canaille
,,
[the scoundrels-hunter] -and "scoundrels" here are those who propagate the
semblance ofliberation which only covers up the reality of capitalist perversion,
which, for Lardreau, means thinkers such as Lyotard and Deleuze, and for us
many more. What Badiou shares with Lardreau is the idea that one should think
through Lacan, go further than he did, but that the only way beyond Lacan is
through Lacan. The stakes of this diagnosis are clearly political: Lacan unveiled
the illusions on which capitalist reality as well as its false transgressions are
you ever fucked a dog?" Surprised, the other replies: "No-have you?" "Of course not. I
just asked to start a conversation!"
17 Alain Badiou, Manifesto for Philosophy, London: Verso Books 1999, p. 84. Who is
antiphilosopher to whom? Badiou somewhere speculates that Heraclitus is the anti
philosopher to Parmenides, the sophists to Plato (although they temporarily and
logically precede him), Pascal to Descartes, Hume to Leibniz, Kierkegaard (and Marx?)
to Hegel, and even Lacan to Heidegger. However, this picture has to be complicated:
is Kant's thought-or even the entirety of German Idealism with its central motif, the
primacy of practical over theoretical reason-not the antiphilosophy to classical meta
physics in its last great mode (of Spinoza and Leibniz)? Or is Sade-in the Lacanian
reading-not the antiphilosopher to Kant, so that Lacan's "avec" means to read a phi
losopher through his antiphilosopher? And is Hegel's true antiphilosopher not already
the late Schelling? Or, a step even further, is Hegel's uniqueness not that he is his own
antiphilosopher?
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based, but his final result is that we are condemned to domination-the Master
is the constitntive ingredient of the very symbolic order, so the attempts to over
come domination only generate new flgures of the 1vlaster. The great task of
those who are ready to go through Lacan is thus to articulate the space for a
revolt which will not be recaptured by one or another version of the discourse of
the Master. Lardreau, together with Christian Jambet, tlrst tried to develop this
opening by focusing on the link behveen domination and sexuality: since there
is no sexuality 'without a relation of domination, any project of "sexual libera
tion" ends up generating new forms of domination-or, as Kafka would have
put it, revolt is not a cage in search of a bird, but a bird in search of a cage. Based
on this insight that a revolt has to be thoroughly de-sexualized, Lardreau and
Jambet outlined the ascetic-Maoist-Lacanian figure of "angel" as the agent of
radical emancipation. However, confronted with the destructive violence of the
Cultural Revolution and especially of the Khmer Rouge regime in Kampuchea,
they abandoned any notion of a radical emancipation in social relations and
ended up in a split position of afllrming the lesser evil in politics and the need
for an inner spiritual revolution: in politics, we should be modest and simply
accept that some Masters are better than others, and that the only revolt pos
sible is an inner spiritual one.18 The present book rejects this spiritualization of
revolt and remains faithful to Badiou's original project of a radical emancipatory
project which passes through Lacan.

18 Following this path, Jambet immersed himself in the thought of MolIa Sadra, the
great Iranian thinker from the seventeenth century-a position which is not foreign to
the Gnostic turn of European thinkers like Peter Sloterdijk. See Christian Jarnbet, The
Act afBeing, New York: Zone Books 2006.

Part I
THE DRINK B E F OR E

C HA P T E R 1

"Vacillating the S emblances"

V"HAT CANNOT BE SAID MUST BE SHOWN
The famous last proposition of Wittgenstein's Tractatus-- "Whereof one cannot
speak, thereof one must be silent"�involves an obvious paradox: it contains
a superfluous prohibition, since it prohibits something which is already in
itself impossible.' This paradox faithfully reproduces the predominant attitude
towards the aesthetic representation of the Holocaust: it shouldn't be done,
because it can't be done. Jorge Semprluls Spanish-Catholic origins play a crncial
role in his reversal of this prohibition: for Semprlm, it is not poetic fiction but
prosaic documentary which is impossible after Auschwitz. For Elie Wiesel, by
contrast, there can be no novel about the Holocaust: any text claiming to be
such is either not about the Holocaust or is not a noveL Rejecting this claim
that literature and the Holocaust are incommensurable, Semprun argues that
the Holocaust can only be represented by the arts: it is not the aestheticization
of the Holocaust which is false, but its reduction to being the object of a docu
mentary report. Every attempt to "reproduce the facts" in a documentary way
neutralizes the traumatic impact of the events described�or as Lacan, another
atheist Catholic, pnt it: truth has the structure of a fiction. Almost no one is able
to endure, still less to enjoy, a snuff film showing real torture and killing, but we
can enjoy it as a fiction: when truth is too traumatic to be confronted directly, it
can only be accepted in the guise of a fiction. Claude Lanzmann was right to say
that if by chance he were to stumble upon some documentary footage showing
the actual murder of inmates in Auschwitz, he would destroy it immediately.
Such a documentary would be obscene, disrespectful towards the victims even.
When considered in this way, the pleasure of aesthetic fiction is not a simple
form of escapism, but a mode of coping with traumatic memory-a survival
mechanism.
But how are we to avoid the danger that the aesthetic pleasure generated by
fiction will obliterate the proper trauma of the Holocaust? Only a minimal aes
thetic sensitivity is needed to recognize that there would be something false about
an epic novel on the Holocaust, written in the grand style of nineteenth-century
Ludwig Wittgenstein, Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus, New York: Cosima Classics
2007·
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psychological realism: the universe of such novels, the perspective from which
they are written, belongs to the historical epoch that preceded the Holocaust.
Anna Akhmatova encountered a similar problem when, in the Soviet Union
of the '930S, she tried to depict the atmosphere of the Stalinist terror. In her
memoirs she describes what happened when, at the height of the Stalinist purges,
she was waiting in a long queue outside the Leningrad prison to learn the fate of
her arrested son Lev:
One day somebody in the crowd identified me. Standing behind me was a young
woman, with lips blue from the cold, who had of course never heard me called by
name before. Now she started out of the torpor common to us all and asked me in
a whisper (everyone whispered there), "Can you describe this?" And I said, "I can:'
Then something like a smile passed fleetingly over what had once been her face.z
What kind of description is intended here? Surely it is not a realistic description
of the situation, but a description which extracts from the confused reality its
own inner form, in the same way that, in his atonal music, Schoenberg extracted
the inner form of totalitarian terror. At this level, truth is no longer something
that depends on the faithful reproduction of facts. One should introduce here
the difference between (factual) truth and truthfulness: what makes a report of
a raped woman (or any other narrative of a trauma) truthful is its very factual
unreliability, confusion, inconsistency. If the victim were able to report on her
painful and humiliating experience in a clear way, with all the data arranged into
a consistent order of exposition, this very quality would make us suspicious. The
same holds for the unreliability of the verbal reports given by Holocaust survi
vors: a witness who was able to offer a clear narrative of his camp experience
would thereby disqualify himself. In a Hegelian way, the problem is here part of
the solution: the very deficiencies of the traumatized subject's report on the facts
bear witness to the truthfulness of his report, since they signal that the reported
content has contaminated the very form in which it is reported.'
What we are dealing with here is, of course, the gap between the enunci
ated content and the subjective position of enunciation. G. K. Chesterton wrote
2 Quoted from Elaine Feinstein, Anna of All the Russians, New York: Alfred A. Knopf
2005, p. 170.
3 Primo Levi's late book on the chemical elements ( The Periodic Table, New York: Alfred
A. Knopf l996) should be read against this background of the difficulties-indeed the
fundamental impossibility-of fully narrativizing one's condition. of telling one's life
story as a consistent narrative: for Levi, the trauma of the Holocaust prevented it. So,
for him, the only way to avoid the collapse of his symbolic universe was to find support
in some extra-symbolic Real, the Real of the classification of chemical elements (and, of
course, in his version, the classification served only as an empty frame: each element was
explained in terms of its symbolic associations).
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apropos of Nietzsche that he "denied egoism simply by preaching it": "To preach
anything is to give it away. First, the egoist calls life a war without mercy, and
then he takes the greatest possible trouble to drill his enemies in war. To preach
egoism is to practice altruism:'4 The medium here is not the message, quite
the opposite: the very medium that we use-the universal intersubjectivity of
language-undermines the message. It is not only that we should, therefore,
denounce the particular position of enunciation that sustains the universal
enunciated content--the white, wealthy 111 ale subject who proclaims the uni
versality of human rights, for example. It is far lnore important to unearth the
universality that sustains, and potentially undermines, his particular claim. The
supreme case here, as noted by Bertrand Russell, is that of the solipsist trying
to convince others that he alone really exists. Could one extend this argument
to the problem of tolerance or intolerance? Perhaps not altogether, although
there is a similar catch involved in preaching tolerance: it (presup )poses its
presupposition-that is, the subject deeply "bothered" by the Neighbor-and
thus only reasserts it. Did Paul Claude! not get it right in his lamous reply to
jules Renard: "Mais la tolerance?" "II y a des rnaisons pour ,a!" (une rnaison de
tolerance is one French expression for a brothel)? And did not Chesterton, as was
so often the case, also get it right with his famous quip, "Tolerance is the virtue
of the man without convictions"?
The aesthetic lesson of this paradox is clear. The horror of the Holocaust
cannot be represented; but this excess of represented content over its aesthetic
representation has to infect the aesthetic form itself. What cannot be described
should be inscribed into the artistic form as its uncanny distortion. Perhaps a
reference to Wittgenstein's Tractatus can again be of some help here. According
to the Tractatus, language depicts reality by virtue of sharing a logical form in
common with it.
4.121 Propositions cannot represent logical form: it is mirrored in them. What finds
its reflection in language, language cannot represent. What expresses itself in lan
guage, ·we cannot express by means of language. Propositions show the logical form
of reality. They display it.
We IU10w that a pictnre of a sunset represents a sunset because both the picture
and the sunset share a similar "pictorial form." Similarly, a proposition and
what it represents share a similar "logical form": a proposition depicts a fact,
and just as a fact can be analyzed into independent states of affairs, a proposi
tion can be analyzed into independent elementary propositions. Wittgenstein
here draws a distinction between saying and shOWing: while a proposition
4 G. K. Chesterton, Orthodoxy, San Francisco: Ignatius Press 1995, p. 38.
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says that such-and-such fact is the case, it shows the logical form by virtue of
which this fact is the case. The upshot of this distinction is that we can only
say things about facts in the world; logical form cannot be spoken about, only
shown: "4.1212 What can be shown, cannot be said." If we read this proposi
tion together with the final proposition ("Whereof one cannot speak, thereof
one must be silene') , the conclusion is that what we cannot speak about can
be shown, that is, directly rendered in/by the very form of speaking. In other
words, Wittgenstein's "showing" should be understood not merely in a mystical
sense, but as inherent to language, as the form oflanguage. Let us return to our
example of trauma: we cannot directly talk about or describe it, but the trau
matic excess can nevertheless be "shown" in the distortion of our speech about
the trauma, in its elliptic repetitions and other distortions. In his novel Le grand
voyage, Semprun invented just such a new form-a "logical form" of narrative
that would be adequate to the trauma of the Holocaust by way of "showing" what
cannot be directly described.'
The narrative of Semprun's novel unfolds during a j ourney in a cramped and
squalid boxcar carrying 120 resistance fighters from Compiegne to Buchenwald;
Gerard, the first-person narrator of the story, is one of these prisoners. The
narrative only fleetingly remains in the boxcar: in sudden temporal switches
Gerard's narration lurches back and forth from the time before the war to the
moment of liberation in 1945, to two, three, sixteen, or an unspecified number
of years later. These switches are rendered as moments within Gerard's frac
tured stream of consciousness; as he undergoes the ordeal of the journey in the
present, he remembers and "fore-members" (remembers-imagines the future),
since the experience has fragmented him into a splintered self. Details of his life
in the past, present, and future flow through his mind like multiple currents in
an unimpeded stream: he is simultaneously a partisan in the French resistance, a
deported prisoner of the Germans, and a survivor of Buchenwald. By recreating
Gerard's consciousness as an intersection of three time zones, Semprun renders
the fluid timeless ordeal of the camp inmate who has lost his sense of life as a
chronological passage from yesterday through today into tomorrow.
The topic of the "death of the subject:' of its dispersal in a pandemonium
of conflicting and fragmented narrative lines, is usually seen as a result of elitist
artistic reflections, divorced from the real concerns of real people; Semprun's
unique achievement is to establish the link between this modernist revolution
in writing and our most traumatic historical experience. The true focus of Le
grand voyage is not what really happened on the way to Buchenwald, but how
such a terrible event affects the very identity of the subject: its elementary con
tours of reality are shattered, the subject no longer experiences himself as part
5 Jorge Semprun, The Long Voyage, New York: Overlook Press 2005.
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of a continuous flow of history which devolves from the past towards the future.
Instead, his experience moves in a kind of eternal present in which present,
past, and future, reality and fantasy, directly interact. In his theory of relativity,
Einstein proposes to interpret time as a fourth dimension of space in which past
and future are all "now;' already here; because of our limited perception, we just
cann ot see them, we can only see the present. In SemprlUl's novel, it is as it after
goin g through the nightrnare of the life in a camp, our perception widens and
·we can see all three dimensions of time Simultaneously-time becomes space,
giving us an uncanny freedonl to move back and forth along it just as we wander
around in an open space, with past and future as different paths that we can take
at will. There is, however, a price to be paid for this freedom, a blind spot in this
Held of spatialized time: we can see everything except the present of the camp
itself. This prohibited present is, of course, death-being alive aher Buchenwald
is not the same as having survived it intact: the shadow of death taints Gerard's
memories of innocent prewar friendships-he learns later that many of his
friends have been killed-and poisons his postwar life. Life in the camp is thus
not so much the ultimate referent of his memories as the distorting screen which
taints and spoils them all. Semprun juxtaposes Gerard's pleasure at reading the
childhood memories offered in Proust with the painful and deferred memory
of his arrival at the Buchenwald concentration camp-his "madeleine" is the
strange smell that recalls the crematory oven:
And suddenly, borne on the breeze, the cnrious odor: sweetish, cloying, with a bitter
and truly nauseating edge to it. The peculiar odor that would later prove to be from
the crematory oven . . The strange smell would immediately invade the reality
of memory. I would be reborn there; I would die if returned to life there. I would
embrace and inhale the muddy, heady odor of that estuary of death."
"\Vhat resuscitates the trauma are not merely the irrllllediate painful associa
tions of the details which recall the camp, but, even more, the power of these
recent memories to "color" and thus spoil the more ancient, gentle memories.
Robert Antelme, in his testimony Lespece humaine, evokes a similar case of
overdetermination: the pleasurable memory of a lover ringing the doorbell has
been indelibly colored by the painfLll memory of the Gestapo ringing the same
bell at the moment of one's arrest.' Both in this instance and in Semprun's use
of Proust's ringing garden bell, the survivors find that rnemory has been colo
nized by the experience of the Holocaust: there is no way to retrieve the pleasant
memory of a lover waiting at the door without simultaneously triggering the
corruption of that memory by the tranma.
6 Ibid., p. 39.
7 See Robert Antehne, Lespece hUl1laine, Paris: Gallimard 1978.
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The same shift from linear narrative time to the fragmented synchronic
ity of different times characterizes French vanguard cinema of the late 1950S
and early 1960s, most visibly in the work of Alain Resnais, whose first film, the
documentary Night and Fog, also deals with the Holocaust. Resnais's master
piece, Last Year in Marienbad, is about a couple whose affair is told in temporal
slices the order of which is never clear: the time structure of the narrative exists
as a synchronic mass wherein past, present, and future are all equally availa
ble, and can potentially all be present. The script for Marienbad was written
by Alain Robbe-Grillet, the leading author of the French nouveau roman who
also directed films. No wonder Semprtin collaborated with Resnais: apart
from writing two scenarios for him, he was an unacknowledged contributor to
Resnais's Ie t'aime, je t'aime. In discussing this film, Gilles Deleuze introduced
the concept of the "sheet of time" -a traumatic point in time, a kind of magnetic
attractor which tears moments of past, present, and future out of their proper
context, combining them into a complex field of multiple, discrete, and interact
ing temporalities. In Ie t'aime, je t'aime, the "sheet" is the narrator's traumatic
memory of the death (murder?) of his beloved. Claude Ridder-a writer who, in
despair after the death of his love, has attempted suicide-is approached to be a
test-subject at a mysterious facility devoted to researching time travel. The scien
tists' plan is to send him back into his own past, exactly one year earlier, but for
only one minute. Unfortunately, the experiment goes out of control, and Claude
finds himself unstuck in time, bounced between random moments of his life,
re-experiencing snippets from his past, in a mixture of moments of love, doubt,
confusion, happiness, and even day-to-day routine, all in the form of tiny frag
ments, shuffled about or replayed like a scratched record. While the scientists
running the botched experiment frantically try to retrieve Claude, he becomes
more and more fixated on past moments, returning to them and repeating them
endlessly. Does something similar not happen to Gerard in Le grand voyage? He
also comes unstuck from the linear temporal flow, caught in an interactive loop
between multiple traumatic sheets of time.
There is more than just a formal parallel between these procedures in
cinema and literature: Le grand voyage is a novel which was only possible after
the arrival of cinema, incorporating as it does the cinematic sensibility and
techniques of montage, flashbacks, imagining the future, visual hallucina
tions, etc. Another distinguishing cinematic feature of the novel's narrative is
the sudden rise of details (images, objects, sounds) shown in close-up, their
excessive and intrusive proximity overshadOwing the narrative context of
which they are a part. The hermeneutic temptation to read these details as
symbols and to search for their hidden meaning should be resisted: they are
exposed fragments of the real which resist meaning. The meaning of their
context-the terrible situation of the Shoah-is too traumatic to be assumed,
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so this sudden focus on Inaterial details serves the purpose of keeping meaning
at a distance.
The problem the survivors encounter is not only that 'witnessing is in1pos
sible , that it always has an element of prosopopoeia, since the true witness is
always already dead and we can only speak on his behalf. There is also a sym
metric problem encountered at the opposite end: there is no proper public, no
listener adequate to receive the witnessing. The most traumatic dremll Prilno
Levi had in Auschwitz was about his survival: the war is over, he is reunited with
his family, telling them about his life in the camp, but they gradually become
bored, start to yawn and, one after another, leave the table, so that finally Levi
is left alone. An anecdote from the Bosnian war in the early 1990S makes the
same point: many of the girls who survived brutal rapes later killed themselves,
having rejoined their community only to find that no one was really ready to
listen to them, or accept their testimony. In Lacan's terms, what is missing here
is not only another human being, the attentive listener, but the "big Other" itself,
the space of the symbolic inscription or registration of my words. Levi made
the same point in his direct and simple way: "What we are doing to jews is so
irfepresentable in its horror that even if someone will survive the camps, he
will not be believed by those who were not there-they will simply declare him
a liar or a mentally ill person!"" Since Levi was not an artist, he did not draw
the artistic consequences of this fact-but Sempn'm did. During the "present"
of the boxcar journey in Le grand voyage, Gerard conveys his memories to an
unnamed companion dubbed "Ie gars de Semur" (the guy from Semur). Why
this need for an interlocutor? What function does he have? Gerard informs us
at the outset that his companion will die upon arriving at the camp, so he clearly
stands for the dWindling presence of the big Other, the recipient of our speech.
In the concentration camp, there is no big Other, no one on whom we can
count to receive and verify our testimony. This is what makes even our survival
meaningless.
This brings us again to the fate of modern art. Schoenberg still hoped that
somewhere there would be at least one listener who would truly understand
his atonal music. It was only his greatest pupil, Anton Webern, who accepted
the tact that there is no listener, no big Other to receive the work and properly
recognize its value. In literature, James Joyce still counted on future generations
of literary critics as his ideal public, claiming that he wrote Finnegans Wake to
keep them occupied for the next 400 years. In the aftermath of the Holocaust,
we, writers and readers, have to accept that we are alone, reading and writing at
our own risk, with no guarantee from the big Other. (It was Beckett who drew
this conclusion in his break with joyce.)
I:l

Primo Levi, !l This Is a ivian, New York: Alfred A. Knopf 2000,

p.

63.
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This lack of the big Other does not, however, mean that we are irrevocably
trapped in the misery of our finitude, deprived of any redemptive moments.
In Semprun's novel, G,rard witnesses the arrival of a truckload of Polish Jews
at Buchenwald; they had been stacked into a freight train almost 200 to a car,
traveling for days without food and water in the coldest winter of the war. On
arrival, all had frozen to death except for fifteen children, kept warm in the
middle of a bundle of bodies. When the children were removed from the car
the Nazis let their dogs loose on them. Soon only two fleeing children were left:
The little one began to fall behind, !be SS were howling behind them and then the
dogs began to howl too, the smell of blood was driving !bern mad, and !ben the
bigger of the two children slowed his pace to take the hand of the smaller . . . together
!bey covered a few more yards . . . till the blows of the clubs felled them and, together
they dropped, their faces to the ground, their hands clasped for all eternity.'

What should not escape our attention is that the freeze of eternity is (again)
embodied in the hand as partial object: while the bodies of the two boys perish,
the clasped hands persist for all eternity like the smile of the Cheshire cat . . . It
is not hard to imagine how this scene might appear on screen: as the soundtrack
records what is happening in reality (the two children being clubbed to death) ,
t h e image of their clasped hands freezes, immobilized for eternity-while the
sound renders temporary reality, the image renders the eternal Real. (Exactly
such a procedure was used by Manuel de Oliveira in the last scene of his A
Talking Picture.)'" It is the pure surface of such fixed images of eternity, not any
deeper Meaning, which allows for redemptive moments in the bleak story of the
Shoah. One should read this imagined scene together with two variations. Recall
the final shot of Thelma and Louise: the frozen image of the two women in the
car "flying" over the precipice. Is this a vision of positive utopia (the triumph of
feminine subjectivity over death), or a masking of the miserable reality about
to come? From my youth, I remember an old Croatian avant-garde short film
about a man chasing a woman around a large table, the two of them madly
giggling. The chase goes on, and the giggling gets louder and louder, even
when the couple disappear behind the table and we see only the man's hands
being raised. In the fmal shot, we see the dead woman's mutilated body, but the
giggling goes on . . .
The weakness of the final shot from Thelma and Louise is that the frozen
image is not accompanied by a soundtrack recording what is "really" happen
ing (the car crashing, the screams of the women)-strangely, this lack of reality
undermines the utopian dimension of the frozen image. In the Croat film, the
9 Semprun, The Long Voyage, p. 172.
10 l owe this information to Dalmar Abdulmejid, Chicago.
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relations are inverted: i t i s the soundtrack \,vhich continues the fantasy of the
erotic play, while the frozen image of the dead body confronts us with reality.
The image thereby radically changes our perception of the soundtrack: the same
laughter loses its erotic innocence, turning into the obscene giggling of haunting
undead voices, The lesson is clear: in the scene imagined by Sempnln, the frozen
image accompanying the reality registered in sound stands for a positive eternal 
ethical utopia, while in the Croat film, the laughter which persists even after its
bearer has been murdered stands for the evil-obscene undead.
Eternity is to be taken here in the strictest Platonic sense. In one of the
Agatha Christie stories, Hercule Poirot discovers that an ugly nurse is the
same person as the beautiful woman he had previously met on a trans-Atlantic
voyage, she has merely disgUised herself to hide her natural beauty. Hastings,
Poirot's Watson-like companion, remarks sadly that if a beauty can make herself
appear ugly, then the same can also be done vice versa. What then remains in
man's infatuation beyond deception? Does this insight into the unreliability of
the beautiful woman not Signal the end of love? "No, my friend;' replies Poirot,
"it announces the beginning of wisdom:' In other words, such skepticism, such
awareness of the deceptive nature of feminine beauty, misses the point, which
is that feminine beauty is nonetheless absolute, an absolute which appears: no
matter how fragile and deceptive it may be at the level of substantial reality,
what transpires in/through the moment of Beauty is an Absolute-there is more
truth in the appearance than in what may be hidden beneath it. Therein resides
Plato's deep insight: Ideas are not the hidden reality beneath appearances (Plato
was well aware that this hidden reality is that of ever-changing corrupting and
corrupted matter); Ideas are nothing but the very form of appearance, this form
as such--or, as Lacan succinctly rendered Plato's point, the supra- sensible is
appearance as appearance. For this reason, neither Plato nor Christianity are
forms of Wisdom-they are both anti-Wisdom embodied.
VVhat this means is that, in conceiving of art, we can return to Plato without
shame. Plato's reputation has suffered on account of his claim that poets should
be thrown out of the city. (Rather sensible advice, judging from my own post
Yugoslav experience, where the path to ethnic cleansing was prepared by the
dangerous dreams of poets--the Bosnian Serb leader Radovan Karadzic being
only one among them. If the West has its military-industrial complex, we in
the ex-Yugoslavia had a poetic-military complex: the post-Yugoslav war was
triggered by an explosive mixtnre of poetic and military components.) From
a Platonic standpoint, what does a poem about the Holocaust do? It proVides a
"description without place": it renders the Idea of Holocaust.
Recall the old Catholic strategy for guarding men against the sins of the
flesh: when tempted by a voluptuous female body, imagine how it will look
in a couple of clecades-the wrinlded skin and sagging breasts . . . (better still,
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imagine what lurks even now beneath the skin: the raw flesh and bones, bodily
fluids, half-digested food and excrement . . . ). The same advice had already been
given by Marcus Aurelius in his Meditations:

Like seeing roasted meat and other dishes in front of you and suddenly realizing:
This is a dead fish. A dead bird. A dead pig. Or that this noble vintage is grape juice,
and the purple robes are sheep wool dyed with shellfish blood. Or making love
something rubbing against your peniS, a brief seizure and a little cloudy liquid.
Perceptions like that-latching onto things and piercing through them, so we
see what they really are. That's what we need to do all the time-aU through our lives
when things lay claim to our trust-to lay them bare and see how pointless they are,
to strip away the legend that encrusts them.!l
Par from enacting a return to the Real destined to break the imaginary spell of
the body, such procedures amount to an escape from the Real, the Real which
announces itself in the seductive appearance of the naked body. That is to say,
in the opposition between the spectral appearance of the sexualized body and
the repulsive body in decay, it is the spectral appearance which is the Real, while
the decaying body is merely reality-that to which we take recourse in order
to avoid the deadly fascination of the Real as it threatens to draw us into its
vortex ofjouissance. A "raw" Platonism would claim here that only the beautiful
body fully materializes the Idea, and that a body in material decay simply falls
away from its Idea, is no longer its faithful copy. Prom a Deleuzian (and, here,
Lacanian) perspective, on the contrary, the specter that attracts us is the Idea
of the body as Real. This body is not the body in reality, but the virtual body in
Deleuze's sense of the term: the incorporeal/immaterial body of pure intensities.
(One should thus invert the usual opposition within which true art is "deep"
and commercial kitsch superficial: the problem with kitsch is that it is all too
"profound;' manipulating deep libidinal and ideological forces, while genuine
art knows how to remain at the surface, how to subtract its subject from the
"deeper" context of historical reality.)
The same goes for contemporary art, where we encounter often brutal
attempts to "return to the real;' to remind the spectator (or reader) that she is
perceiving a fiction, to awaken her from the sweet dream. This gesture has two
main forms which, although opposed, amount to the same thing. In literature
or cinema, there are (especially in postmodern texts) self-reflexive reminders
that what we are watching is a mere fiction, such as when the actor on screen
addresses us directly as spectators, thus ruining the illusion of the autonomous

11 Marcus Aurelius, Meditations, trans. Gregory Hays, New York: Modern Library 2002,
pp· 70-1.
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space of the narrative, or the writer directly intervenes in the story to add an
ironic comn1ent; in theatre, there are occasional brutal acts (like slaughtering a
chicken onstage) which awaken us to the reality of the stage. Instead of confer
ring on these gestures a kind of Brechtian dignity, perceiving them as versions of
extraneatiol1, one should rather denounce them for what they are: escapes from
the Real, t h e exact opposite of what they claim to b e , desperate attempts t o avoid
the real of the illusion itself, the Real that emerges in the guise of an illusory
spectacle.

IDEA ' S APPEARING
And the same goes for love-that is to say, what is it to find oneself passion
ately in love' Is it not a kind of permanent state of exception? All the proper
balances of our daily life are disturbed, everything we do is colored by the
underlying thought of "that:' The situation is properly "beyond Good and
Evil": we feel a weird indifference towards our moral obligations with regard
to our parents, children, friends-even if we continue to meet them, we do so
in a mechanical way, in a mode of "as if"; everything pales into insignificance
compared to our passionate attachment. In this sense, falling in love is like the
blinding light that hit Saul/Paul on the road to Damascus: a kind of religious
suspension of the Ethical, to use Kierkegaard's terms. An Absolute intervenes
and derails the normal run of our affairs: it is not so much that the standard
hierarchy of values is inverted, but, more radically, that another dimension
enters the scene, a different level of being. And, of course, the same holds for
an authentic political engagement. In his Conflict of the Faculties, written in the
mid-1790S, Immanuel Kant addresses a simple but difficult qnestion: is there
true progress in history? (He meant ethical progress in regard to freedom, not
just material development.) Kant conceded that actual history is confused and
offers no clear proof: we might think of how the twentieth century brought
unprecedented democracy and welfare, but also the Holocaust and the Gulag.
But Kant nonetheless concluded that, although progress cannot be proven, we
can discern signs which indicate that it is possible. Kant interpreted the French
Revolution as such a sign which painted towards the possibility of freedom: the
hitherto unthinkable happened, a whole people fearlessly asserted their freedom
and equality. For Kant, even more important than the often bloody reality of
what occurred on the streets of Paris was the enthusiasm that the events in
France gave rise to in the eyes of sympathetic observers all around Europe (and
also in Haiti ! ) :
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The recent Revolution of a people which is rich in spirit, may well either fail or
succeed, accumulate misery and atrocity. it nevertheless arouses in the heart of
all spectators (who are not themselves caught up in it � a taking of sides according
to desires which borders on enthusiasm and which. since its very expression was
not without danger, can only have been caused by a moral disposition within the
human race,ll
Do not these words also fit perfectly the Egyptian uprising of February 2011
that toppled President Mubarak? The French Revolution was for Kant a sign
of history in the triple sense of signum rememorativum, demonstrativum, prog
nosticum. The Egyptian uprising was also a sign in which the memory of the
long past of authoritarian oppression and the struggle for its abolition reverber
ates; an event which now demonstrates the possibility of a change; and a hope
forfuture achievements. Whatever our doubts, fears, and compromises, for that
instant of enthusiasm, each of us was free and participating in the universal
freedom of humanity. All the skepticism expressed behind closed doors even by
many worried progressives was proven wrong.
First, one could not help but note the "miraculous" nature of the events
in Egypt: something happened that few had predicted, violating the experts'
opinions, as if the uprising was the result not simply of social causes but of the
intervention of a foreign agency into history, an agency that we can call, in a
Platonic fashion, the eternal Idea of freedom, justice, and dignity.
Second, the uprising was universal: it was immediately possible for all of
us around the world to identify with it, to know what it was about, without any
need for a cultural analysis of the specific features of Egyptian society. In con
trast to the Kbomeinist revolution in Iran-where leftists had to smuggle their
message into a predominantly Islamist frame-here, the frame was clearly that
of a universal and secular call for freedom and justice, so that even the Muslim
Brotherhood had to adopt this language of secular demand. The most sublime
moment occurred when Muslims and Copts joined in a common prayer on the
Tahrir square, chanting "We are One!" thus proViding the best answer to the
sectarian religious violence. Those neoconservatives who criticized multicul
turalism in the name of the universal values of freedom and democracy were
confronted with a moment of truth: You want universal freedom and democ
racy? This is what people are demanding in Egypt, so why are you uneasy? Is it
because the Egyptian protesters also want social and economic justice, not just
market freedom?
Third, the violence of the protesters was purely symbolic, an act of radical
and collective civil disobedience: they suspended the authority of the state-it

12 Immanuel Kant, "The Conflict of Faculties;' in Political Writings. Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press 1991, p. 182.
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'ivas not just a n inner liberation, but a social act of breaking the chains of servi
tude valoninire. The physical violence was perpetrated by Mubarak's hired thugs,
\vho entered Tahrir Square on horses and camels to k:nock the protesters around;
the most the protesters did \-vas defend themselves.
Fourth, although combative, the protesters' message was not one of killing.
The demand was for Mubarak to go, to leave his post and the country, and thus
open up a space for freedom in Egypt, a freedom that excluded no one-the
protesters' call to the army and even the hated police was not "Death to you!"
but "vVe are brothers! Join us!" This last feature clearly distinguishes emancipa
tory from rightist-populist demonstrations: although the rightist mobilization
proclaims the organic unity of the People, this unity is sustained by a call to
annihilate a designated enemy (Jews, traitors . . . ) .
Vhen President Obanla welcomed the uprising a s a legitinlate expression
of opinion thaI needed to be acknowledged by the government, the confusion
was total: the crowds in Cairo and Alexandria did not want their demands to be
acknowledged by the government; they denied the very legitimacy of the gov
ernment. They did not want the Mllbarak regime as a partner in dialogue; they
wanted Mubarak to go. They not only wanted a new government that would
listen to their opinions, they wanted to reshape the entire state. They did not
have "opinions"; they were the truth of the situation in Egypt. .Nlllbarak under
stood this much better than Obama. There was no room for compromise here:
either the entire Mubarak power edifice fell, or the uprising would be co-opted
and betrayed. The protracted strnggle which dragged on in Egypt was not a
conflict of visions, but the conflict between a vision of freedom, the "eternal"
Platonic Idea of freedom, and a blind clinging to power ready to use all means
pOSSible-terror, food deprivation, exhaustion, bribery-to crush the will to
fi·eedom.
This "truth of Plato" received its clearest formulation in one of the great
anti-Platonic works, Gilles Deleuze's The Logic oI Sense, where Deleuze begins
by "inverting" Plato's dualism of eternal Ideas and their imitations in sensuous
reality into the dualism of substantial (material) bodies and the pure impassive
suriace of Sense, the flux of Becoming which is to be located on the very border
line of Eeing and non-Being. Senses are surfaces which do not exist, but merely
subsist: "They are not things or tacts, but events. We cannot say that they exist,
but rather that they subsist or inhere (haVing this minimum of being which is
appropriate to that which is not a thing, a nonexisting entity)."" The Stoics, who
developed this notion of "incorporeals:' were

13 Gilles Deleuze, The Logic o.(Scnse, trans. Mark Lester \"lith Charles Stivale, New York:
Columbia University Press 1990, p. 5.
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the first to reverse Platonism and to bring about a radical inversion. For if bodies
with their states, qualities. and quantities, assume all the characteristics of substance
and cause, conversely, the characteristics of the Idea are relegated to the other side,
that is to this impassive extra-Being which is sterile, inefficacious, and on the surface
of things: the ideational or the incorporeal can no longer be anything other than an
"effecf" 4

This dualism is the "materialist truth" of the dualism of Ideas and material
things, and it is against this background that one should envisage a return to
Plato. Let us take an unexpected example: A Woman Throwing a Stone, a lesser
known painting by Picasso from his surrealist period in the 1920S, offers itself
easily to a Platonist reading: the distorted fragments of a woman on a beach
throwing a stone are, of course, a grotesque misrepresentation, if measured by
the standard of realist reproduction; however. in their very plastic distortion,
they immediately/intuitively render the Idea of a "woman throwing a stone;' the
"inner form" of such a figure. This painting makes clear the true dimension of
Plato's philosophical revolution, so radical that it was misinterpreted by Plato
himself: the assertion of the gap between the spatio-temporal order of reality
in its eternal movement of generation and corruption, and the "eternal" order
of Ideas-the notion that empirical reality can "participate" in an eternal Idea,
that an eternal Idea can shine through it, appear in it. Where Plato got it wrong
is in his ontologization of Ideas (strictly homologous to Descartes's ontologiza
tion of the cogito), as if Ideas form another, even more substantial and stable
order of "true" reality. What Plato was not ready (or, rather, able) to accept was
the thoroughly virtual, "immaterial" (or, rather, "insubstantial") status of Ideas:
like sense-events in Deleuze's ontology, Ideas have no causality of their own;
they are virtual entities generated by spatio-temporal material processes. Take
an attractor in mathematics: all positive lines or points in its sphere of attrac
tion only endlessly approach it, without ever reaching its form-the existence of
this form is purely virtual; it is nothing more than the form towards which the
lines and points tend. However, precisely as such, the virtual is the Real of this
field: the immovable focal point around which all elements circulate-the term
"form" here should be given its full Platonic weight, since we are dealing with an
"eternal" Idea in which reality imperfectly "participates:' One should thus fully
accept that spatio-temporal material reality is "all there is;' that there is no other
"more true" reality: the ontological status of Ideas is that of pure appearing. The
ontological problem of Ideas is the same as the fundamental problem addressed
by Hegel: how is meta-physics possible. how can temporal reality participate in
the eternal Order, how can this order appear, transpire, in it? It is not "how can
we reach the true reality beyond appearances?" but "how can appearance emerge
14 Ibid, p. 7.
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in reality?" The conclusion Plato avoids is implied in his own line of thought: the
supersensible Idea does not dwell beyond appearances, in a separate ontological
sphere of fully constituted Being; it is appearance as appearance. No wonder that
the two great admirers of Plato's Parmenides, Hegel and Lacan, both provide
exactly the same formula of the "truth" of the Platonic supersensible Idea: the
supersensible

comes from the world of appearance which has mediated it; in other words, appear
ance is its essence and, in fact, its filling. The supersensible is the sensuous and the
perceived posited as it is in truth; but the truth of the sensuous and the perceived is
to be appearance. The supersensible is therefore appeamnce qua appearance . . . It is
often said that the supersensible world is not appearance; but \vhat is here under
stood by appearance is not appearance, but rather the sensuous world as itself the
really actual. \5
\!Vhen Lacan describes how Parrhasins painted the curtain in order to prompt
Zeuxis to ask him, "OK, now please draw aside the veil and show me what you
have painted]" his interpretation of the story reads as an explication of the
above-quoted passage from HegeL Pan·hasius's painting

appears as something else (as another thing) than that as what it gives/presents
itself, or, rather, it gives/presents itself now as being this (an)other thing. The paint
ing does not rival appearance, it rivals what Plato designated as the Idea which is
beyond appearance. It is because the painting is this appearance which says that it is
what gives appearance, that Plato raises himself against painting as an activity which
rivals his own.16
The implicit lesson of Plato is not that everything is appearance, that it is not
possible to draw a clear line of separation between appearance and reality (that
would have meant the victory of sophism), but that essence is "appearance as
appearance," that essence appears in contrast to appearance within appear
ance; that the distinction between appearance and essence has to be inscribed
into appearance itself. Insofar as the gap between essence and appearance is
inherent to appearance, in other words, insofar as essence is nothing but appear
ance reflected into itself, appearance is appearance against the background of
nothing-everything that appears nltimately appears out of nothing (or, to pnt
it in terms of quantum physics, all entities arise out of the quantum vacillations

15 G. W. F Hegel, Phenomenology oiSpirit, trans. A. V. Miller, Oxford: Oxford University
Press 1977, p. 89·
16 Jacques Lacan, The Four Fundamental Concepts of Psycho-Analysis, New York: W. vv.
Norton & Company 1978, p. 103.
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of the void) . Appearance is nothing in itself; it is just an illusory being, but this
illusory being is the only being of essence, so that the reflective movement of
essence

is the movement nothing to nothing. and so back to itself. The transition, or becom
ing, sublates itself in its passage; the other that in this transition comes to be, is not
the non-being of a being, but the nothingness of a nothing, and this, to be the nega
tion of a nothing, constitutes being. Being only is as the movement of nothing to
nothing, and as such it is essence; and the latter does not have this movement within
it, but is this movement as a being that is itself absolutely illusory, pure negativity,
outside of which there is nothing for it to negate but which negates only its own
negative, and this negative, which latter is only in this negating.17
The answer to "Why is there Something rather than Nothing? " is thus that there
is only Nothing, and all processes take place "from Nothing through Nothing to
Nothing:' However, this nothing is not the Oriental or mystical Void of eternal
peace, but the nothingness of a pure gap (antagonism, tension, "contradiction" ) ,
the pure form of dislocation ontologically preceding any dislocated content.
Such a radical ontological claim is not only dismissed by common sense as a
meaningless play with words, it was also problematized by many followers and
critics of Hegel from Schelling to Dieter Henrich, whose diagnosis is that the
Hegelian negation of negation only works if we confuse two meanings of imme
diacy: immediacy as the immediate starting point of a process and immediacy
as the result of mediation (self-relating negation). Henrich's critical conclusion
is that Hegel's attempt to provide a circular foundation for the dialectical process
by way of demonstrating how the process itself retroactively posits/grounds its
own presuppositions fails, and that what is needed is an immediate absolute
starting point provided by the subject's Selbst- Vertrautheit (self-acquaintance),
preceding any reflexive movement of self-consciousness.
One can nonetheless defend Hegel here: as a model of what he has in mind,
let us take the notion of the clinamen in all its radicality: it is not that there
are first atoms, which then deviate from their straight path (or not)-atoms are
nothing but their clinamen. There is no substantial «something" prior to the
clinamen which gets caught up in it; this "something" which deviates is created,
emerges, through the clinamen itself. The clinamen is thus like the photon with
no mass: for an ordinary particle (if there is such a thing), we imagine it as an
object with a mass, such that when its movement is accelerated its mass grows; a
photon, however, has no mass in itself, its entire mass is the result of its accelera
tion. The paradox is here the paradox of a thing which is always (and nothing

17 G. W. F. Hegel, The Science ofLogic. trans. A. V. Miller, Atlantic Highlands: Humanities
Press 1969. p. 400.
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but) a n excess with regard to itself: i n its "nonnal" state, i t i s nothing. This brings
us back to Lacan's notion of the objet (j as surplus-enjoyment: there is no "basic
enjoyment" to which one adds the surplus-enjoyment; enjoyment is always a
surplus, in excess. The object-in-itself (photon, atom) is here not negated!
mediated, it emerges as the (retmaetive) result of its mediation.
This result brings us back unexpectedly to Plato's Parmenides, which uncan
nily ends up evoking a hypothesis that points forward towards the thesis that
there is only Nothing, that all processes take place "from Nothing through
Nothing to Nothing": "If one is not, then nothing is.''18 Is not Pannenides, even
more than Plato's Sophist, the dialogue on the corrosive all-pervasive force of
nothingness? It begins already in Parmenides 130c-d, when Parmenides raises
a question that perplexes Socrates and forces him to admit his limitation: are
there also Ideas of the lowest material things, Ideas of excrement, dust . . . ? Is
there an eidos for "things that might seem absurd, like hair and mud and dirt,
or anything else totally undignified and worthless?" (130C). What lurks behind
this question is not only the embarrassing fact that the noble notion of Form
could also apply to excremental objects, but a much more precise paradox that
Plato approaches in his Statesman (262a-263a), in which he makes a crucial
claim: divisions (of a genus into species) should be made at the proper joints.
For example, it is a mistake to divide the genus of all human beings into Greeks
and barbarians: "barbarian" is not a proper form because it does not designate
a positively defined group (species), but merely all persons who are not Greeks.
The positivity of the term "barbarian" thus conceals the fact that it serves as the
container for all those who do not fit the form "Greek:' Hegel's (and Lacan's)
hypothesis is that this holds for all divisions of a genus into species: every genus,
in order to be fully divided into species, has to include such a negative pseudo
species, a "part of no-part" of the genus, all those who belong to the genus but
are not covered by any of its species. This "contradiction" between a genus
and its species, embodied in an excessive group whose consistency is purely
"negative;' is what sets a dialectical process in motion.
In the domain of art as the "sensible appearing of the Idea" (a notion which
should be fully rehabilitated-on condition that we conceive of the Idea as the
surface of an Event that shines through a unique physical constellation), we
confront a strictly h01llologous question: what object -content can be made into
a topic of art? The history of art is a history of the gradual disclosure of new
domains: with Romanticism, chaotic ruins and mountains become sublime; in
high-quality detective novels, corrupted megalopolises and decaying suburbs,
not to mention murder, are included; in fin de siecle modernism, feminine hys
teria becomes a topic, and so on. Mladen Dolar is right to link this problem

18 Plato, The Dialogues afPlato, Vol. 4, trans. B. Jowett, Oxford: Oxford University Press
1892.
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to that of the agalma, the ineffable x, the secret treasure that (also) eludes
predication:

�
we have here the necessary counterpart, the Platonian missing half, as it were, for
a theory of the object a. There are two very different, sharply opposed, views of the
object in Plato-agalma and junk (shall we say "agalma and shit" to make for a better
slogan?)-which should ultimately be made to converge in the concept of object a,
and the theory of the object has to account for both from the same piVOt.19
The objet a is thus the name for the ultimate unity of the opposites in Plato
. . . In the early 1920S, Lenin proposed that Marxist philosophers should form a
"society of the materialist friends of Hegel" -today, perhaps, the time has come
for radical philosophers to form a "society of the materialist friends of Plato:'
Plato is the first in a series of philosophers (Descartes and Hegel being the two
main others) who fell out of favor in the twentieth century, being blamed for all
our misfortunes. Badiou has enumerated six main (and partially intertwined)
forms of twentieth-century anti-Platonism:
1. Vitalist anti-Platonism (Nietzsche, Bergson, Deleuze): the assertion of the
real of life-becoming against the intellectualist sterility of Platonic Forms-as
Nietzsche put it, "Plato" is the name for a disease . . .

2 . Empiricist-analytic anti-Platonism: Plato believed in the independent exist
ence of Ideas; but, as Aristotle already knew, Ideas do not exist independently
of sensuous things whose forms they are. The main counter-Platonic thesis of
analytic empiricists is that all truths are either analytic or empirical.

3. Marxist anti-Platonism (for which Lenin is not blameless) : the dismissal
of Plato as the first Idealist, opposed to pre-Socratic materialists as well as to
the more "progressive" and empirically oriented Aristotle. In this view (which
conveniently forgets that, in contrast to Aristotle's notion of the slave as a
"talking tool;' there is no place for slaves in Plato's Republic), Plato was the main
ideologist of the class of slave owners . . . "
4. Existentialist anti-Platonism: Plato denies the uniqueness of singular exist
ence and subordinates the Singular to the universal. This anti-Platonism has

19 Mladen Dalar, "In Parmenidem Parvi Commentarii:' Helios 31:1-2 (2004), p. 65.
20 Does the parallel between the passage from Plato to Aristotle and the passage
from Kant to Hegel really hold? Is Hegel really, as Bukbarin put it, ''the Aristotle of the
bourgeoisie"? Not so fast . . .
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a Christian version (Kierkegaard: Socrates versus Christ) and an atheist one
(Sartre: "existence precedes essence" ) .

5. Heideggerian anti-Platonism: Plato as t h e founding figure of "Western meta
physics, " the key moment in the historical process of the "forgetting of Being;'
the starting point of the process which culminates in today's technological
nihilism ("from Plato to NATO . . .")
6. "Democratic" anti -Platonism in political philosophy, ficom Popper to Arendt:
Plato as the originator of the "closed society;' as the first thinker who elabo
rated in detail the project of totalitarianism. (For Arendt, at a more refined level,
Plato's original sin was to have subordinated politics to Truth, not seeing that
politics is a domain of phronesis, of jndgments and decisions made in unique,
unpredictable situations.)
Plato's pOSition is thus similar to that of Descartes: "Plato" is the negative point
of reference which unites otherwise irreconcilable enemies: Marxists and anti
Communist liberals, existentialists and analytic empiricists, Heideggerians and
vitalists . . .
S o why a return t o Plato? Why do we need a repetition of Plato's found
ing gesture? In his Logiques des mondes, Badiou proVides a succinct definition
of "democratic materialism" and its opposite, "materialist dialectics": the axiom
which condenses the first is " There is nothing but bodies and languages . . ;' to
which materialist dialectics adds ". . . with the exception of truths:'" One should
hear in mind the Platonic, properly meta-physical, thrust of this distinction:
prima facie, it cannot but appear as a proto-idealist gesture to assert that mate 
rial reality is uot all that there is, that there is also another level of incorporeal
truths. Badiou here makes the paradoxical philosophical gesture of defending,
as a materialist, the autonomy of the "immaterial" order of Truth. As a material
ist, and in order to he thoroughly materialist, Badiou focuses on the idealist topos
par excellence: how can a human animal forsake its animality and put its life in
the service of a transcendent Truth? How can the "transubstantiation" from the
pleasure-oriented life of an individual to the life of a subject dedicated to a Cause
occur? In other words, how is a free act pOSSible? How can one break (out of)
the network of the causal connections of positive reality and conceive an act
that begins by and in itself? Again, Badiou repeats, within the materialist frame,
the elementary gesture of idealist anti-reductionism: human Reason cannot be
reduced to the result of evolutionary adaptation; art is not just a heightened pro
cedure for producing sensual pleasure but a medium of Truth; and so on.

21 Author's translation: Alain Badiou, Logiques des mondes, Paris: Seuil 2oo6, p. 9.
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This, then, i s o u r basic philosophico-political choice (decision) today: either
repeat in a materialist vein Plato's assertion of the meta-physical dimension of
"eternal Ideas:' or continue to dwell in the postmodern universe of "democratic
materialist" historicist relativism, caught in the vicious cycle of the eternal
struggle with "premodern" fundamentalisms. How is this gesture possible,
thinkable even? Let us begin with the surprising fact that Badiou identifies the
"principal contradiction:' the predominant antagonism, of to day's ideological
situation not as the struggle between idealism and materialism, but as the strug
gle between two forms of materialism (democratic and dialectical). Plus, to add
insult to injury, "democratic materialism" stands for the reduction of all there is
to the historical reality of bodies and languages (the twins of Darwinism, brain
science, etc., and of discursive historicism), while "materialist dialectics" adds
the "Platonic" ("idealist") dimension of "eternal" Truths. To anyone acquainted
with the dialectics of history, however, there should be no surprise here.

FROM FICTIONS TO SEMBLANCES
In order to discern the emancipatory potential of Plato's thought, it must be
placed against the background of the sophist revolution. In breaking with the
"closed" mythic universe, the Ancient Greek sophists liI,e the ill-famed Gorgias
asserted and played upon the self-referential abyss of language, which turns in
its circle, lacking any external support. Plato's main task was to deal with this
predicament which he experienced as a true horror vacui: aware that there could
be no return to mythic closure, he tried to control the damage by re-anchoring
language in the meta-phYSical reality of Ideas.
This is why his Parmenides, in which Plato himself enacts a self-critical col
lapse of his teaching on Ideas, is the closest he comes to being a sophist-the
conclusion of the eight sophistic logical exercises covering the matrix of all logi
cally possible relations between Being and the One is a Gorgias one: nothing
exists, etc. Is not Parmenides the ultimate treatise on the signifier (One) and the
real (Being), deploying the full matrix of their possible relations? The result is
a version of the beautiful neopagan ("wicca") notion that after death everybody
gets what they believed in: Valhalla for the Vikings, Hell or Paradise for the
Christians, nothing at all for the materialists, and so on-all variations, even
if they are contradictory (self-contradictory and contradictory with regard to
each other), are in some sense true. That is to say, each of the hy p otheses in
the second part of Parmenides is to be read as pointing towards a specific onto
logical sphere within a "crazy" pluralistic ontology, and the task is to provide a
precise description of each of these spheres, notWithstanding eventual logical
mistakes in Plato's reasoning.
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In all his later dialogues, Plato endeavors to control the damage by trying to
dravv a clear line of separation bet"ween self-referential sophistic language gaInes
and a speech which refers to substantial truths external to it. What Plato cannot
accept is the Hegelian solution: all such exercises are true, they all have ontologi
cal relevance.
The crucial dialogue in this series is the Sophist, in which Plato deals with
the problem of non-being, trying to outline a third way between two opposite
extremes: Parmenides's assertion of the unconditional One and Gorgias's sophis
tic playing with the multiplicity of non-being. Plato classifies sophistry as the
appearance-making art: imitating trne wisdom, sophists produce appearances
that deceive; in their empty ratiocinations and search for rhetorical effects, they
obviously talk about something that does not exist. But how can one talk about
non-being, making it appear as something that is? To answer this question, Plato
is compelled to counter Parmenides's thesis that "it is impossible that things that
are not are": things which are not (but only appear to be) also somehow are
how? Plato defines Not-Being not as the opposite of Being (i.e., not as excluded
hom the domain of Being), but as a Difference within the domain of Being: neg ·
ative predication indicates something different hom the predicate (when I say
"this is not black;' I thereby imply that it is a color other than black). Plato's basic
strategy is thus to relativize non-being, that is, to treat it not as an absolute nega""
lion of being but as a relational negation of a predicate. This is how the sophist
brings about a (relative) non-being and thus produces a false appearance: not
by talking about absolute Nothing, but by attributing false predicates to entities.
At the origin of Plato's troubles is thus the undecidable ontological status
of semblances. What is a semblance? As a key to understanding the notion of
semblant, Lacan proposes Benthallls theory of fictions, which fascinates him
for a very precise reason: the axis on which Lacan focuses is not "fIction versus
reality" but "fiction versus (the real of) jouissance:' As Jelica Sumic explains:

semblance, as conceived by Lacan, is intended to designate that which, coming
hom the symbolic, is directed towards the reaL This is precisely what characterizes
Bentham's fictions. Indeed, as a fact of language, made of nothing but the signifier,
Bentham's legal fictions are nonetheless capable of distributing and modifying pleas
ures and pains, thereby affecting the body. What held Lucan's attention in reading
Bentham's Theory of Fictions "vas precisely that something which is ultimately an
apparatus of langllage--Bentham defines fictions as owing their existence to lan
guage alone-is capable of inflicting pain or provoking satisfaction that can only be
experienced in the body . . . Hence by openly stating that fictions are nothing but an
artificial device, "a contrivance;' to use Bentham's proper term, designed to provoke
either pain or pleasure, Bentham brings into question all human institutions insofar
as they are an apparatus destined to regulate the modes of jouissance by dressing
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them up in the virtues of the useful and the good. Bentham's concept of fictions
can be seen as an effective manner of denouncing the moral and social ideals of the
epoch. of exposing them as being nothing but a semblance, a make�believe.22
So, when Lacan claims that every discourse generates a semblance ofjouissance,
one should read this as involving genitivus objectivus as well as subjectivus: the
semblance of jouissance (not a fully real one) and a jouissance in (the fact that
what we are dealing with is a mere) semblance." Bentham is here far from the
crude logic of "unmasking:' or discerning low motives-pleasure, power, envy,
etc.-beneath high ethical reasons; the enigma he is confronting is a strange
eppur si muove-even when an (ideological) fiction is clearly recognized as a
fiction, it still works: "it is possible to use fictions in order to attain the real
without believing in them:'" This is the paradox of which Marx was already
aware when he painted out that "commodity fetishism" persists even after its
illusory nature has become transparent. Niels B ohr provided its perfect formu
lation in response to a friend who asked if he really believed that the horseshoe
above his door would bring him good luck: "Of course not, but I've been told it
works even if one doesn't believe in it!"
What distinguishes humans from animals is their ability to pretend as
opposed to simply getting caught up in an illusion: I pretend that something
is x while knowing full well it is not x. Pretending (jaire-semblant) is to be dis
tinguished from direct attempts to create an illusion. When we watch a horror
movie, we are pleasurably terrified-pleasurably, precisely because while giving
ourselves up to the spectacle we know very well that that is just what it is. But
imagine our shock and withdrawal if, all of a sudden, we became aware that
what we were watching was in fact a snuff movie depicting real acts of horror.
This is also why scarecrows can be frightening: not because we are duped into
believing they are alive, but because we have to confront the fact that they work,
while knowing very well they are just artifacts. A scarecrow confronts us with
the efficiency of a simulacrum: "while scarecrows scare crows because they
flap and shake in the wind, scarecrows scare humans because the collapse of
their success at imitating a human reveals, in a sometimes abrupt and startling
manner, indications that they are a simulacrum of a human:'" What makes
scarecrows terrifying is the minimal difference which makes them in-human:

22 Jelica Sumic, "On the Patb of tbe Semblant;' Umbr(a) 1 (2007), pp. 12-13.
23 This point was made already by Aristotle: we are able to enjoy the mimesis-say, in
theatrical staging or in a painting-of something which is in itself ugly and which we
would find extremely repelling were we to encounter it in reality.
24 Sumic, "On the Path of the 5emblant;' p. 13.
25 Russell Grigg, "Semblant, Phallus and Object in Lacan's Teaching;' Umbr(a) 1 (2007),
p. 134·
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there i s "nobody a t home" behind the mask-as with a human who has turned
into a zombie .
There is, however, a fundamental ambiguity at work here, which is why
Lacan moved on from fictions to semblances. The distinction is between sym
bolic fiction proper and semblance in the sense of a simulacrull1. Although, in
both cases, the illusion works in spite of our awareness that it is only an illusion,
there is a fine line separating them. It is crucial to distinguish here between
pretending as a form of politeness, part of the "alienation" constitutive of the
symbolic order as such, and the cynical instrumental use of norms which relies
on another subject believing in them. It is one thing to greet an acquaintance
with a polite "Nice to see you!" when we both know that I do not really mean it;
it is another thing to play the other for a sucker, expecting him to fall for our lies.
(The catch is not only that the first case cannot be dismissed as hypocrisy-in
being polite, I "lie Sincerely"-but also that the second case is not that of a simple
lie-in duping the other, I become my own sucker . . . )
David K. Lewis, one of the most perspicuous American philosophers,
approached the interesting prohlem of "truth in fiction" along just these lines:
"'.",Then we read a work of flction, there is a pact between writer and reader that
both will respect the illusion that the reported events are true. But what about a
situation where the writer violates this flctional truth, this truth in fiction, either
by violating the "truth" of his fictive universe out of sloppiness or by having the
characters relate a flction which wrongly passes for truth within the narrative
universe of the fiction? In an epic novel, say, a minor character killed off in the
first chapter pops up alive and well in a much later chapter-�there is no mystery
to it, the writer simply forgot that the person is dead . . . " In the more complex
second case, recall the outcry provoked by the "false flashback" at the begin
ning of Hitchcock's Stage Fright: a man jumps into a car driven by the heroine
and, as he starts telling her why he is running away, the events he describes are
shown in flashback. At the film's end, we learn that he was lying: he is in fact the
murderer. What caused the outcry was that Hitchcock had here violated one of
the fundamental rules of narrative cinema: what is shown directly as a flashback
must have really happened in the universe of the film; it's "cheating" if we later
learn that it was a lie.27

26 It is said of Edgar Wallace-the English detective-fiction writer popular behveen the
two world wars but today forgotten, ,,,,,ho was known as a extremely fast and prolific
writer-that one of his secretary's duties was to check the fate of his characters to prevent
these kind of accidents, like the same person being killed tVI,rice.
27 The actress who played the victim of these lies was Jane Wyman, Ronald Reagan's
first wife; later, during his presidency, Reagan specialized in such violations of even his
OWIl "fictional truth:' He once told a crowd the "true" story of an heroic \!Vorld War II
pilot who, after all communications with his doomed plane were lost, did not eject, but
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So what is the properly ontological problem here? Lewis asks a very simple
but pertinent question: "why does this iteration of fiction not collapse into itself?
How do we distinguish pretending [that fiction is true J from pretending to
pretend?"" It is here that Lacan enters, with his distiriction between imaginary
lure and symbolic fiction proper: it is only within the symbolic space that we can
pretend to pretend, or, lie in the guise of truth. Lewis's question is thus ultimately
a question about the "truthful lie" of the symbolic order itself: how is it that the
symbolic does not "fall into the real"? How is it that it cannot be reduced to
simple signs, to an inner-worldly relation between signs and what they designate,
as is the case with smoke signifying fire? The solution is a Platonic one: human
language proper only functions when fiction counts for more than reality, when
there is more truth in a mask than in the stupid reality beneath the mask, when
there is more truth in a symbolic title (father, judge . . . ) than in the reality of
the empirical bearer of this title. This is why Lacan is right when he points out
that a Platonic supra-sensible Idea is an imitation of imitation, appearance as
appearance-something that appears on the surface of substantial reality.
The key formula of semblance was proposed by J-A. Miller: semblance is
a mask (veil) of nothing." Here, of course, the link with the fetish offers itself:
a fetish is also an object that conceals the void. Semblance is like a veil, a veil
which veils nothing-its function is to create the illusion that there is something
hidden beneath the veil. This brings us back to the anecdote, repeatedly evoked
by Lacan and mentioned above, about Zeuxis and Parrhasius, two painters from
Ancient Greece, who compete to determine who can paint the more convincing
illusion." Zeuxis produced such a realistic picture of grapes that birds tried to
eat them. But Parrhasius won by painting a curtain on the wall of his room so
realistic that Zeuxis asked him to draw it back so that he could see the painting
behind it. In Zeuxis's painting, the illusion was so convincing that the image
was mistaken for the real thing; in Parrhasius's painting, the illusion resided
in the very notion that what the viewer saw in front of him was just a veil cov
ering up the hidden truth. This is also how, for Lacan, feminine masquerade
works: the woman wears a mask in order to make us react like Zeuxis in front
of Parrhasius's painting-OK, now take off the m ask and show us what you really

tried to save his co-pilot, with the result that both were killed. When asked how he knew
this, since both pilots had died, Reagan mumbled something like, "It must have been
like this, he was a true American . . ," No wonder Jane and Ronald split up-Nancy was
obViously more at home with such redoubled lies.
28 See David K. Lewis, "Truth in Fiction;' in Philosophical Papers, Vol. 1, Oxford: Oxford
University Press 1983. p. 23.
29 Jacques-Alain Miller, "Of Semblants in the Relation Between Sexes;' Psychoanalytical
Notebooks 3 (1999), p. 10.
30 See Lacan, The Four Fundamental Concepts of Psycho-Analysis, p. 103.
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are! D eveloping these reflections of Lacan, Bernard Baas \vas right to point Ollt
that

the formula "all discourse is semblance" can also be understood according to the
logic articulated in the mathernes of sexuation: the affirmative universal proposition
"all x verifies the function f(x)" implies-contrary to strict mathematical logic-the
exception that makes the rule and that, in a certain way, founds it: "there exists at
lC'ast one x that does not verify the function f(x)" . . . the universal law that states that
"all discourse is semblance" demands, for that discourse, that there exists at least one
discourse that \vould not be "semblance," because such a discourse is precisely that
which forbids all discourse from escaping this law.3'
Strangely, Baas does not supplement this masculine version with the feminine
one: "there is no discourse which is not a discourse of semblance" implies that
"not�all discourse is a discourse of semblance." This indicates how we are to
reach a "discourse which is not semblance": not through the exception (one dis
COLlfse which is not . . . ), but through treating the multipliCity of discourses as
"non-AU;' through discerning their inconsistency, their points of impossibility.
This is what Lacan, in his late teaching, called "to vacillate the semblances": not
to reach beyond, to an exception, but to reach their inconsistent non-All.
Therein resides the deadlock reached by Nietzsche who, in one and the same
text (Beyond Good and Evil), seems to advocate two opposed epistemological
positions: on the one hand, the notion of truth as the unbearable Real Thing-as
dangerous, lethal even, like directly gazing into Plato's sun -so that the problem
becomes how mnch truth a man can endure without diluting or falsifying it; on
the other hand, the "postmodern" notion that appearance is more valuable than
stupid reality, and that, ultimately, there is no final Reality, only the interplay of
multiple appearances, so that the very opposition between reality and appear �
ance should be abandoned." Does not hnmanity's greatness lie in its ability
to prioritize brilliant aesthetic appearance over gray reality? This, in Badion's
terms, is the passion of the Real versus the passion of semblance. How are we to
read these two opposed positions together? Is Nietzsche here simply inconsist
ent, oscillating between two mutually exclusive views? Or is there a "third way"?
That is to say, what if the two opposed options (passion of the Real / passion
of the semblance) render palpable Nietzsche's struggle, his failure to articulate
the "right" position whose formulation elnded him? There is not just the inter
play of appearances, there is a Real-this Real, however, is not the inaccessible

31 Bernard Baas, "Semblance: Putting Philosophizing to the Test:' Umbr(a) 1 (2007),
p. 86.
32 I rely here on Alenka ZupanCic, "Truth According to Nietzsche;' an intervention at
the symposium Alltinomies of Postmodern Reason, Essen, March 15, 2002.
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Thing, but the gap which prevents our access to it, the "rock" of the antagonism
which distorts our view of the perceived object through a partial perspective.
The "truth" is thus not the "real" state of things, accessed by a "direct" view of
the object without any perspectival distortion, but the very Real of the antago
nism which causes the perspectival distortion itself. Again, the site of truth is
not the way "things really are in themselves;' beyond perspectival distortion,
but the very gap or passage which separates one perspective from another, the
gap (in this case, social antagonism) which makes the two perspectives radically
incommensurable. The "Real as impossible" is the cause of the impossibility of
our ever attaining the "neutral" non-perspectival view of the object. There is a
truth, and not everything is relative-but this truth is the truth of the perspecti
val distortion as such, not a truth distorted by the partial view from a one-sided
perspective.
This brings us back once again to Plato: in the history of philosophy, the
first exemplary case of "vacillating the semblances" occurs in the second part
of Platds Parmenides, with the deployment of eight hypotheses on the relation
between Being and One. Each hypothesis, of course, describes the contours of
a semblance-however, taken all together, they are not "mere semblances;' but
"semblances vacillated." And is not the Hegelian dialectical process the climax of
this strategy of "vacillating the semblances"? Each figure of consciousness, each
notion, is described and denounced in its semblance, without any reliance on an
external standard of truth.

D IALECTICAL GYMNASTICS?

No,

THANKS!

Parmenides is a dialogue from Plato's middle period-in a much more literal
sense than is usually meant. Its very form is that of a composite: the first part is a
typical "Socratic dialogue;' this time turned against Socrates himself; the second
part is exemplary of Plato's late dialogues in which one of the interlocutors
develops his line of reasoning, with his partner limited to exclamatory punctua
tions like "So it is!" or "By Zeus, you are right! " and so on. However, this "middle
period" character of the text in no way reduces it to a transitional work-it is,
in a way, more radical than Plato's later dialogues because it brings about the
collapse of the big Other, revealing its cracks and inconsistencies.
Parmenides first demonstrates to Socrates the weaknesses of his theory of
Ideas, pointing out that, before risking such a grand theory, Socrates should
first engage in some conceptual exercise, introducing movement into Ideas
themselves. What then follows is a kind of philosophical counterpoint to Satie's
"gymnopedies" -a vast network of "dialectical gymnastics;' logical exertions
actualizing the matrix of all possible relations between One and Being. The
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exact statns of this exercise is not clear; what is clear, however, is that there is no
positive result, as if the exercise were its own point. The only result is that there
s no consistent totality, no "big Other." The whole interpretive problem arises
,\o,lhen this result is read as merely negative: such a reading generates the need to
fi l l the gap, to propose a new positive theory-which is what the late Plato then
attempts to do, passing from one supplement to another, from chom in Timaeus
to > . But what if such a reading is conditioned by a kind of perspectival illusion,
involving a failure to see how the result is not merely negative, but is in itself
already positive, already what we were looking for? To see this, one has only to
effect a parallax shift and grasp the problem as (containing) its own solution.
One often hears talk of Plato's "esoteric teaching" which runs counter to
his official idealism-the two main candidates are, for New Agers, a Gnostic
dualism positing the feminine material principle as a counterpoint to idealism,
and, for Leo Strauss, a ruthless and cynical realism, downgrading the theory of
Ideas to the status of a "noble lie:' What if it is Parmenides that delivers Plato's
true teaching-not as something hidden, but in plain view' The trick is to take
seriously (literally), as true ontology, what is usually seen as a playful dialecti
cal exercise in following all possible hypotheses ad absurdum. The truth is not
hidden behind the logical exercises, it is not the negative-theological message
that the ineffable One is beyond the grasp of logic; it is simply that Plato really
means what he says.
A parallel with Hegel could be of some use here. One way to determine
exactly when "Hegel became Hegel" is to look at the relationship between logic
and metaphysics: the early "pre-Hegelian" Hegel distinguishes between Logic
(the study of pure notions as organon, the means to ontological analysis proper)
and Metaphysics (the study of the basic ontological structure of reality), and
he "becomes Hegel" the moment he drops this distinction and realizes that
Logic already is Metaphysics: what appears as an introductory analysiS of the
tools reqUired to grasp the Thing is already the Thing.;; In an homologous
way, we should not read the second part of Parmenides as a mere logical exer
cise preparing the way for the ontology proper-it is already this ontology.
Does not Plato himself not point in this direction in the following Hegelian
sounding passage?

By Heaven, can we be ready to believe that the absolutely real has no share in move
ment, life, soul or wisdom? That it does not live or think, but in solemn holiness,
33 Note the reversal of the usual reflexive move: it is not that what we thought to be the
Thing reveals itself to be merely a step towards the Thing; it is that what appeared to be a
mere preparatory move reveals itself to be already the Thing itself. And, needless to add,
this reflexive move compels us to change the very definition of what "the Thing itself"
is-it is no longer a substantial In-itself.
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unpossessed of mind, stands entirely at rest? That would be a dreadful thing to
admit. (248e)
Such a radical "Hegelian" conclusion is, however, too much for the majority
of interpreters. Traditional readings of the second part of Parmenides move
between two interpretive extremes: they see in it either an exercise in pure logical
gymnastics, or the negative-theological indication of the Unsayable One. For the
Neoplatonists, who were the first to propose the latter reading, the purpose of

Parmenides
goes far beyond the making of subtle linguistic distinctions. The exercise in
dialectic provides symbolic and numinous adumbrations of the nature of the super
essential One and how one might approach it The negative conclusions of the first
Hypothesis, for example, are not illustrations of the nonsensical nature of the pure
One. Rather, they demonstrate the failure of reason and language to grasp the ineffa
ble non-relative One that rises above all forms of relative knowledge. The dialectical
exercise, which ranges over the whole field of discourse and considers all the logical
permutations of any proposition, is a meditation for freeing the mind from clinging
to any one philosophical position or assumption, thereby opening it up to mystical
illumination. It is the Platonic via negativa.34
Or, as Findlay put it: "Those unable or unwilling to draw conclusions from more
or less palpable hints, or constitutionally unable to understand metaphysical or
mystical utterances, or to enter into mystical feelings . . . should certainly never
engage in the interpretation ofPlato:'3S Badiou calls this Neoplatonic move from
the inconsistent multiplicity of (logical) reasoning to the trans-discursive One
(whatever its name, from Substance to Life) "the Great Temptation" of material
ist thought. Both Hegel and Lacan, two great admirers of Parmenides, rejected
this "misunderstood ecstasy" (Hegel), this "Neoplatonic confusion" (Lacan).
But is the only alternative to reading Parmenides as a piece of mystical nega
tive theology-its lesson being that the Absolute is ineffable, that it eludes the
grasp of our categories, that we san say anything and/or nothing about it-to
reduce it to a jokey logical exercise (non-substantial reasoning with no connec
tion with reality), perhaps not even intended seriously (surely Plato must have
been aware of the logical fallacies in some of the arguments) ? Perhaps Hegel was
right to see in this dialogue the summit of the Greek dialectic. What if we reject

34 Thomas J. McFarlane, "Plato's Parmenides;' Center for Integral Science, December 1,
1988, revised March 3, 2004, available at integralscience.org.
35 J. N. Findlay, Plato: The Written and Unwritten Doctrines, New York: Humanities
Press 1974, p. 26.
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both options and treat the "contradictions" not a s signs o f the limitation of our
reason, but as belonging to the "thing itself"? What if the matrix of all possible
relations between the One and Being is also effectively the matrix of the "impos
sible" relations between the signifier and the Real?
Crucial here is the shift hom the first to the second part of the dialogue. In
the first part, Socrates tries to resolve the paradox that opposites can be attrib
uted to the same entity (oneness and muItipiicity, rest and movement, etc.) by
way of distinguishing between the eternal order of Ideas and empirical reality.
The same empirical thing can be one and multiple-it can Simultaneously par
ticipate in the Idea of oneness and the Idea of multiplicity: a man is at once
one, this individual, and multiple, a cOlIlbination of parts or organs-but the
Ideas of oneness or of multiplicity cannot. In the second part, Parmenides (in
a supreme example of Platonic irony, given what we know of the "real" histori
cal Parrnenides) introduces the dynamiCS of relating, mutual participation, and
"contradiction" into the real of Ideas themselves. In order to be One, one has to
be multiple (to participate in multiplicity), and so on.-"everything would tall
apart, and great havoc would follow, if it turned out that there could be a contra
diction in the order of forms themselves";6-"if someone could show that kinds
and forms themselves have in themselves these opposite properties, that would
call for astonishment. But if S0111eone should demonstrate that I am one thing
and many, what's astonishing about that?" (129C).
The succession of eight hypotheses in the second part should thus be con
ceived like the succession of categories in Hegel's logic, where each categorial
determination is developed so that its inherent "contradiction" (inconsistency)
is brought out. So what if we conceive the passage from the first to the second
part of Parmenides as homologous to the Hegelian passage from phenomenology
to logic? The !lrst part works like any otber of Plato's early dialogues: someone
who pretends to know is questioned by the Socratic figure who compels him to
admit the inconsistency of his position and tbus the vanity of his knowledge;
the exceptional feature here is that this procedure has become self-reflexive: the
flgure who pretends to know is now Socrates himself, whose teaching on Ideas
is submitted to criticism in dialogue with Pannenides. In the second part, we
pass from phenomenological dialogue to the logical self�deployment of notional
determinations.
In her detailed introduction to Parmenides, Mary Louise Gill tries to avoid
both predominant readings (Parmenides as a treatise on negative theology or as
a logical exercise) by taking the second part literally, as an attempt to resolve the
deadlock of the first part (where Parmenides has shown up the inconsistencies
of Socrates' theory of forms, while nonetheless uneqUivocally asserting that the

36 Dolar, "In Parmellidem Parvi Commentarii," p. 67.
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forms are needed if we are to understand being)." This heroic effort leads her to
differentiate between the strength and pertinence of the various hypotheses: for
her, the third hypothesis (asserting that the One and Many [the others] are not
incompatible, that others can partake in the One as wholes, as parts, and get from
this partaking their limit) points towards the solution: "Deduction 3 produced
some highly constructive results by assuming that the one is altogether one and
that the others somehow partake ofif'38 Parmenides destroys this promise in the
fourth hypothesis only by accepting the unwarranted premise that the One and
the others are totally incompatible.
Sympathetic and rigorous as Gill's attempt is, it seems to miss the point of
the entire matrix of the eight hypotheses in their structural unity: what is the
meaning of the matrix itself, irrespective of the varying quality of particular lines
of argumentation? This brings us back to a reading of the entire set of hypoth
eses as a formal matrix of eight possible worlds: each hypothesis formulates a
world's "immanent transcendental" (in Badiou's precise meaning of the term ) .
Parmenides is thus Plato's "logics of worlds." T h e eight worlds implied b y the
eight hypotheses are not some kind of forerunner of a postmodern "plurality of
universes": they arise against the background of a certain impossibility or dead
lock which generates them-the impossibility of "reconciling" Being and the
One, the Real and the Signifier, of making them overlap symmetrically. There are
many worlds because Being cannot be One, because a gap persists between the
two. What we should bear in mind here is that the couple of the One and Being
prefigures the couple of Plato himself and Aristotle: in contrast to Aristotelian
ontology, with its orientation towards being as the most basic notion in theory,

Platonism identifies unity as the central concept from which all reasoning begins. One
could say that Platonism is "henology" ( to hen = the One) as opposed to "ontology:'
"The One" (an artificial philosophical word, which was not there before the school of
Parmenides) is used here as a subject, not as a predicate or a numeral. For Aristotle,
the concept of oneness is only an aspect of the particular. Every particular is "one;'
insofar as it is indivisible and individual. "Oneness;' in this view, basically depends
on the meaning of "Being." In Platonism, the reverse is true: the concept of the One
is self-sufficient, so to speak, preceding the domain of particulars. Accordingly, the
One accounts for the existence of particulars in a manifold that is somehow unified,
structured, and determinate. It is a variant of the One. All these basic predicates of the
particular can be interpreted in terms of the One that precedes all being.19
Mary Louise Gill, introduction to Plato's Parmenides, trans. Mary Louise Gill and
Paul Ryan, Indianapolis: Hackett 1996.
38 Ibid., p. 107.
39 Dieter Henrich, Between Kant and Hegel, Cambridge. MA: Harvard University Press
2008, pp. 85-6.
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There i s yet another way t o understand the link between Pannell ides's two parts:
to focus on what the dialogue itself claims is the goal of the second part, namely
to lay the ground for the proper understanding of the doctrine of Ideas whose
critique has been laid out in the first part. Viewed in this way, the "pessimistic"
conclusion that nothing at all exists, etc., should be qualified as a rejection of pre
Platonic cosmic monism: nothing fully exists, reality is a confused mess about
\vhich nothing consistent can be said; and if we remain within the coordinates
of cosmic monism and do not posit a realn1 of Ideas external to Cosmos-if ·we
limit ourselves to the One-All of the eternally changing reality-this One-All
ultimately reveals itself to be nothing at all.

FROM THE O NE TO DEN
Parmenides's dialectical exercise is divided into eight parts: apropos of each of
the two basic hypotheses-if' the 011e is and if the 011e is not-he examines the
consequences Jar the One, and the consequences Jor the Others; plus he adds a
subtle but crucial distinction between the One which has being and the bare
One, so that altogether we get eight hypotheses:

I!lpothesis_ IL_

There is One
One is
One is
There is One
One is not
There is no One
One is not
There is no One

COl1sequenas for

Result

the One
the One
the Others
the Others
the One
the One
the Others
the Others

negative
positive
positive
negative
positive
negative
positive
negative

In the case of hypotheses 2, 3, 5, and 7, which predicate being (or non-being) of
the One, the result is positive: predication is possible; that is, positive statements
can be made of the One (or of the not One), In the case of hypotheses 1, 4 , 6,
and 8, which put the One out of the sphere of being (or non-being), the resnlt is
negative: predication is not possible; that is, nothing can be asserted of the One
(or of the not One):

( 1 ) "There is One;' but a totally ineffable-unpredictable One without Being, a
One which is neither true nor false-Dolar is right to point out that this One
is not the non-symbolic Real, but the lack of a signifier, the "barred" signi
fier ($), which is as such still inherent to the order of the signifier,40
40 Dolar, "In Parrnenidem Parvi Commentarii;' p. 67.
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(2) One with Being, "One is": we can predicate it, we are dealing with One
which is; but crucial here is the implied difference between One and Being:
"If one is, it participates in being, and is therefore something different from
being, for otherwise it would make no sense to assert that one is:'4' But the
moment we concede this difference, we are compelled to repeat it indefi
nitely, i.e., within each of its poles: every One again is and is One, every
being is and is one, etc.: "'The one that is' falls apart into one and being,
but in such a way that each part includes the other as its part. This inner
division, once it has started, cannot be stopped: the moment we have two
parts, we have infinitely many of them:' Or, to put it in Hegelese, each term
has two species, itself and the other term; each term is the encompassing
unity of itself and its other. We enter thereby the problematic space of self
referential paradoxes: "One is now at one and the same time the whole and
the part, and so into infinity, it is both limited and unlimited, it both moves
and stands still, it is both identical and different, like and unlike itself and
others, both equal and unequal to itself and to others etc:' If the result of the
first hypothesis is that we cannot predicate anything of the One, the result of
the second hypothesis is that "anything goes;' we can predicate all possible,
even mutually exclusive, predicates. Dolar draws here exactly the opposite
conclusion to Armand Zaloszyc: Lacan's Y a d'/'Un is a paraphrase not of the
first, but of the second of Parmenides's hypotheses:

Lacan's famous dictum Y a d'l'Un can be read as a paraphrase of this second
hypothesis. Translating it simply by "There is One" one loses the paradox of the
French formulation, where the partitive article (de) treats the one as an indefi
nite quantity (as in II y a de l'eau, "There is water;' i.e. an indefinite quantity of
it), implying, first, that there can be an immeasurable quantity of one, i.e. of
what is itself the basis of any measuring, and second, if the quantity is indefinite,
then it is divisible (like water)-but into what, if one is the minimal unity?42
But does this weird immeasurable quantity not mean that the One of the
second hypothesis should not be linked to Lacan's Y a d'/'Un, that the "One
which is;' the unary Signifier, S should rather be opposed to the immeasura
"
ble "there is (something of the) One;' which is characterized by a divisibility
and thns a multiplicity not composed of Ones? The paradox is here a very
elegant Hegelian one: although Plato is the philosopher of the One, what he
is unable to think (as opposed to just "represent") is precisely the One as a
concept. To do this, one needs not only a self-relating reflexive predication
(the One is a "one One;' an x which partakes of the Idea of One with regard

41 Ibid., p. 81.
42 Ibid., p. 82.
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t o Oneness itself)�which Plato possesses�but also the positive concept of
zero (which Plato does not possess) : to get a pure concept of the One, not
just the notion of one thing, the x which "partakes of the idea of One with
regard to Oneness itself" has to be zero, a void, devoid of all content. Or, to
put it in a more descriptive way: being-a-One adds nothing to the content of
an object; its only content is the form of self-identity itself.
In Dolar's reading, the first two hypotheses are two circles which par
tially intersect, so that the first hypothesis stands for the One without B eing,
that is, the One from which the part of it which intersects with Being is sub
tracted, and the second hypothesis stands for the narrow intersection of the
two circles of One and Being.
(3) One with Being does not preclude Others with Being: there can be
Others with predicates.
(4) One without Being precludes Others and thus also their predication.
(5) It concerns a One, something that is an entity, but which does not exist,
i.e., does not have Being. Even if One is not, we can still predicate it, i.e., neg
ative predication is possible, we know what we are saying when we negate a
predicate.
(6) The One is here not only deprived of Being, but deprived of its very
character of One: it is no longer a non�existent entity, but a nonentity-�and,
as such, cannot be predicated.
(7) What does the fact that the One is a non-existing entityrnean for Others?
As in the case of the hypothesis 5, Others can be predicated.
(8) If� however, One is not only a non-existent entity, but a nonentity, then
there are also no Others, existing or non-existing--there is nothing at all.
To account for the difference between hypothesis 5�one can talk (make propo
sitions, say true things) about non-being; truth has a structure of (symbolic)
fiction�and hypothesis 7�everything is a fluid appearance�we must intro
duce a tripartite distinction between symbolic fiction, imaginary illusion, and
the appearance of the Real: the One of hypothesis 5, the One that does not exist,
but which we can talk about, is the symbolic fiction; the dispersed not-One of
hypothesis 7 is that of imaginary illusion; and, we may add, the One that is not
One of hypothesis 8 is the Real as impossible.
Radically opposed to Dolar's reading of Parmenides is that of Armand
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Zaloszyc, according to whom "Y a d'/'Un" is the formula for the pure jouissance
One, that is, a jouissance not yet mediated by the Other, the symbolic order, not
yet "departmentalized;' accountable. The missing link which legitimizes us in
establishing a connection between this thesis of Lacan and the first hypothesis of
Plato's Parmenides (which asserts the One totally external to Being, with no rela
tion to or participation in Being) is provided by the Neoplatonist "mysticism"
of Plotinus-recall that, for Lacan, the mystical ex-stasis is the paradigmatic
example of the jouissance-One. Parmenides was the Neoplatonists' favorite of
Plato's texts, and they read it as a powerful assertion of the ineffability of the One
with which the mystical experience reunites us:

The demonstration of the first hypothesis of the Parmenides leads to the conclusion
that it is impossible that the One exists. So it is, the One of this first hypothesis, being
one by definition, could neither have parts nor be a whole. Therefore, it will have
neither beginning. nor end, nor limits. For the same reason, it will not participate
in time. It will therefore have no being since to be implies the participation in a
time. And, if it is not at all. then can it have something that belongs to it or comes
from it? Most certainly not. Therefore it has no name; there is no definition, no
perception, and no knowledge of it. Is it possible that this be so of the One? No.
From this demonstration of impossibility it can surely be legitimately introduced
that "since the One in no way participates with being," it does not exist, that there is
nothing beyond being, that being is therefore all. The Neoplatonists chose to read
the Parmenides demonstration of impossibility differently. They agreed that there
is an incompatibility between the One and being. but rather than deducing that the
One does not exist, they concluded that no doubt the One did not exist in terms of
being, but that beyond being, there is the One, that the One ex -sists from being.
In this way. "there is the One" constitutes a formula that opposes ontology and
leads towards the notion of the not-all of a radical Other, in terms of the other
ness with which there is no relation, where emerges the logic of the Parmenides
demonstration
Being on one side, and on the other, the there is-they are incompatible. Being
on one side, the real on the other. We immediately see that this opposition is the
one at work in negative theologies, in the pursuit of a non-knowledge that equals
itself to learned ignorance, in the accounts given by the great Christian mystics of
their experience, using oxymorons drawn from The Mystic Theology of Pseudo
Dionysius the Aeropagite.43
There are two arguments for this reading. When Lacan talks about jouissance
feminine, he always qualifies it-"if a thing like that were to exist (but it does

43 Armand Zaloszyc, ''Y a d'l'Un;' intervention at the Congress of the World Association
of Psychoanalysis, Rome, July 13-16, 2006.
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not) ,, -thereby confirming its incommensurability with the order o f being
(existence). Plus, his formula is Y a d'I'Un, and the impersonal il y a is, like the
German es gibt which plays such a key role in late Heidegger, clearly opposed
to being (in English, this distinction gets blurred, since one cannot avoid the
verb "to be" in translation) . There is, however, one conclusive counter-argument
which pretty much ruins the case: Zaloszyc refers to the Neoplatonic mystics
as the missing link between Plato and Lacan, yet, as we have already seen,
Lacan explicitly rejects the Neoplatonist reading of Parmenides. It thus seems
that Dolar's opposed reading-wherein the One versus Being is, in Lacanese,
the symbolic versus the Real-is much more convincing. But let us see where
Zaloszyc's reading leads him:

The One that there is, is the one of the jouissance One, that is, the jouissance des
ignated in the terms of the first hypothesis of the Parmenides . . it is opposed to
a jonissance developed partes extra partes that is consequentially accountable and
numerable according to the measurements of the signifier. If Ive think about it, the
being itself is only determined by meaningfulness, whereas we refer the jouissance
One to the real. The real as impossible, as we have already seen.
So there is a jouissance that is not without a relation to the Other of the signi
fIer (that is alienated to the signifier), and there is an autistic jouissance, separated
from the signifier and separated from the Other, for which the paradigm is the n011relation. That is the j ouissance One. From there, there are t,,1'0 ways to go: either
maintain that there is no other being than being, with the will to foreclose the jouis
sance One, or support the idea that there is the One that exists apart from being, in
which case the demonstration of impossibility takes into account the trace that this
One leaves in the Other, in the form of "there is no sexual relation" . . .
The passage from the jouissance One to the Name-of-the-Father is the passage
from the not-all to an all, but this passage leaves an un-sublated remainder/excess,
the trace that the jouissance One will leave there. One of the forms of this excess is
jouissance feminine, the other is the Freudian Ur-Vater, the one who enjoys all the
wornen.44
Insofar as, for Lacan, this One is (also) an "indivisible remainder" which makes
the sexual relationship inexistent, one can understand how Y a d'l'U17 is strictly
correlative to il n'y a pas de rapport sexuel: it is the very object-obstacle to it; it
is not primarily the mystical all-encompassing One of the infamous "oceanic
feeling" derided by Freud, but a "little piece of the Real:' the excremental remain
der which disturbs the harmony of the Two. The equation of the two excesses
(jouissance feminine and Ur-Vater) also makes sense: it points towards Lacan's
statement that "woman is one of the names of the father:'

44 Ibid.
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What makes Zaloszyc's solution problematic is that it is ultimately incom
patible with the very logic of the non-All to which it refers: it reduces it to
the "masculine" logic of exception; symptomatically, Zaloszyc himself uses
the term "exception" to designate the feminine position: "The feminine side
of sexuation will present itself, not without a tie to the phallic signifier, but
also not without having preserved a relation with the j ouissance One" ; this
is what "makes a woman an exception:' namely an exception to the phallic
symbolic order.
How are we to relate the One of Y a d'l'Un ("there is [some] One, something
of a One:' developed by Lacan in Seminar XX [Encore]) to the series of unary
signifiers, prior to their unification through a phallic Master-Signifier-the infi
nitely self-divisible series of S , (S, (S , (S . . . . ) ) ) , which also replicates the frame
of the materialist ontology of multiplicities and Void? There is a good reason
Lacan uses the common French expression Y a d'/'Un, which is as far as possible
from the elevated mystical assertion of the One beyond all being(s), epekeina tes
ousias (like "there is water there" -an unspecified quantum) . However, the One
of Y a d'/'Un is not yet the One of counting: the diffuse "there is something of
the One" precisely prevents the fixation of limits which would render possible
the counting of Ones. What if one reads Lacan's Y a d'l'Un as the formula of the
minimal libidinal fixation (on some One) constitutive of drive, as the moment
of the emergence of drive from the pre-evental One-less multiplicity? As such,
this One is a "sinthome:' a kind of "atom of enjoyment:' the minimal synthesis of
langnage and enjoyment, a unit of signs permeated with enjoyment (like a tic we
compulsively repeat ) . Are such Ones not quanta ofenjoyment, its smallest, most
elementary packages?
Obscurantist idealists like to vary the motif of "almost nothing": a minimum
of being which nonetheless bears witness to divinity ("God is also present in the
tiniest speck of dust . . . "). The materialist answer to this is the less than nothing.
The first to propose this answer was Democritus, the father of Ancient Greek
materialism (and also, incidentally, one of the first to formulate the principle of
equality- "Equality is everywhere noble:' as he put it) To express this "less than
nothing:' Democritus took recourse to a wonderful neologism den (first coined
by the sixth-century-BC poet Alcaeus) , so the basic axiom of his ontology is:
"Nothing is no less than Othing:' or, as the German translation goes, "Das Nichts
existiert ebenso sehr wie das Ichts. "45 It is crucial to note how, contrary to the late
Wittgensteinian thrust towards ordinary langnage, towards langnage as part of
a life world, materialism begins by violating the rules of ordinary langnage, by

45 This translation probably relies on Meister Eckhart, who had already coined "Ichls"
as a positive version of "Nichts;' i.e., the void in its positive/generating dimension-the
nihil out of which every creation proceeds. What Eckhart saw was the link between the
subject and negativity.
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thinking against language. (Since med'hen does not literally mean "nothing;' but
rather "not -one," a more adequate transposition of den into English would have
been something like "atone" or even "tone," +6)
The Ancient Greeks had two words for nothing, medel1 and Duden, which
stand for two types of negation: Duden is a factual negation, something that is
not but could have been; meden is, on the contrary, something that in principle
cannot be, From meden we get to den not simply by negating the negation in
meden, but by displacing negation, or, rather, by supplementing negation with
a subtraction. That is to say, we arrive at den when we take away from meden
not the whole negating prefix, but only its first two letters: meden is med'hen,
the negation of hen (one): not-one. Democritus arrives at den by leaving out
only me and thus creating a totally artificial word den. Den is thus not nothing
without "no;' not a thing, but an othing, a something but still within the domain
of nothing, like an ontological living dead, a spectral nothing-appearing-as
something. Or, as Lacan put it: "Nothing, perhaps? No-perhaps nothing, but
not nothing";" to which Cassin adds: "I would love to make him say: Pas rien,
mais moins que rien (Not nothing, but less than nothing)",S-den is a "blind pas
senger" of every ontology.49 As such, it is "the radical real;' and Democritus is a
true materialist: "No more materialist in this matter than anyone with his senses,
than me or than Marx, for example. But 1 cannot swear that this also holds for
Freud"-Lacan suspects Freud's link to kabbala obscurantism."
In characterizing den as the result of "subtraction afier negation" (something
nothing-othing), Cassin, of course, cannot resist tbe temptation to have a stab
at Hegel: "It cannot be dialecticized precisely insofar as it is not an assumed and
sublated negation of negation, but a subtraction after negation "51 The rise of den
is thus strictly homologous to that of objet a which, according to Lacan, emerges
when the two lacks (of the subject and of the Other) coincide, that is, when
alienation is followed by separation: den is the "indivisible remainder" of the sig
nifying process of double negation-something like Sygne de CoUlontaine's tic,
this minimal eppur si muove which survives her utter Versagung (renunciation).
The later reception of Democritus, of conrse, immediately "renormalized" den
by way of ontologizing it: den becomes a positive One, atoms are now entities in
the empty space, no longer spectral "othings"(1ess-than-nothings).

46 Not to mention the weird fact that, in English, den means "cave, hideout, nest, safe
place:'
47 Lacan, The Four Fundamental Concepts ofPsycho�Analysis, p. 62.
48 Alain Badiou and Barbara Cassin, II l1y a pas de rapport sexuel, Paris: Fayard 2010,
p. 82.
49 Jacques Lacan, 'T Etonrdit;' Scilicet 4, Paris: Seuil 1973, p. 51.
50 Ibid.
51 Badiou and Cassin, Il ny a pas de rapport sexuel, p. 83.
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The neologism den evokes density and thus points towards the primor
dial, pre-ontological, contraction: den is, arguably, the first name for Lacan ' s Y
a d 'l ' Un -there are ones, minimal points of contraction, of ens which is not yet
the ontologically constituted One. Perhaps, an anachronistic reference to Kant
can nonetheless be of some help here: meden follows the logic of negative judg
ment, it negates being as a predicate, while den asserts non-being as a (positive)
predicate-den is nothingness (the void) which somehow "is" in itself, not only
as a negation of (another) being. In other words, den is the space of indistinc
tion between being and non-being, "a thing of nothing:' as the "undead" are the
living dead. (The well-known "Panta rei, ouden menei" of Heraclitus can thus
be read as: "everything flows, nothing remains"-"nothing" as the very space of
indistinction of things and no-thing.)
Predictably, the Eleatic Melissus, in his critique of Democritus, dismissed
den with the scathing remark that "far from being a necessary existent, [it 1 is
not even a word:' In a way, he is right: we need a non-word to designate some
thing that, precisely, does not yet exist (as a thing)-den lies outside the scope
of the unity of logos and being. Democritean atomism is thus the first material
ist answer to Eleatic idealism: Eleatics argue from the logical impossibility of
the void to the impossibility of motion; Democritean atomists seem to reason
in reverse, deducing from the fact that motion exists the necessity that the
void (empty space) exists. The ultimate divide between idealism and material
ism does not concern the materiality of existence ("only material things really
exist"), but the "existence" of nothingness/the void: the fundamental axiom of
materialism is that the void/nothingness is (the only ultimate) real, Le., there
is an indistinction of being and the void. If, for Parmenides, only being is, for
Democritus, nothing is as much as being. In order to get from nothing to some
thing, we do not have to add something to the void; on the contrary, we have to
subtract, take away, something from nothing. Nothing and othing are thus not
simply the same: "Nothing" is the generative void out of which othings, primor
dially contracted pre-ontological entities, emerge-at this level, nothing is more
than othing, negative is more than positive , Once we enter the ontologically fully
constituted reality, however, the relationship is reversed: something is more than
nothing, in other words, nothing is purely negative, a privation of something.
This, perhaps, is how one can imagine the zero-level of creation: a red divid
ing line cuts through the thick darkness of the void, and on this line, a fuzzy
something appears, the object-cause of desire-perhaps, for some, a woman's
naked body (as on the cover of this book) Does this image not supply the
minimal coordinates of the subject-object axis, the truly primordial axis of
evil: the red line which cuts through the darkness is the subject, and the body
its object?
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"N OTHING EXISTS "
Hypoth eses 1 and 2-if the One is and if the One is not-are followed by a brief
argument (155e-157b) which is sometimes taken as a hypothesis of its own (so
that we get nine instead of eight hypotheses), but more often as a mere appendix
to the first two. This reasoning effectively provides a kind of mediation between
hypotheses 1 and 2: if the result of hypothesis 1 was that the One, taken solely in
virtue of itself, apart from everything else, is nothing at all (or totally undescrib
able), and if the result ofhypothesis 2 was that the One, taken in virtue of others,
is everything indiscriminately (large and slnall, similar and dissimilar, in move
ment and at rest . . . ), the appendix tries to resolve this antinomy by introducing
the temporal dimension. A One which exists in time can without any contradic�
tion change in time from one state to another (it can move, say, and then be at
rest). But the interest of this otherwise commonsensical solution is that it again
arrives at a paradoxical result when Pannenides focuses on the simple question:
when does the One in question change? "If it is in motion, it has not yet changed.
If it is at rest, it has already changed. When it changes must it not be neither in
motion nor at rest? But there can be no time when a thing is neither in motion
nor at rest." Parmenides proposes that the change between the two states occurs
in an instant, and that the instant is not in time. At that instant, the object is
neither in motion nor at rest, but is poised for both alternatives:

The instant seems to signify something such that changing occurs from it to each of
two states. For a thing doesn't change from rest while rest continues, or from motion
while motion continues. Rather, this queer creature, the instant, lurks between
motion and rest�being in no time at all-and to it and from it the moving thing
changes to resting and the resting thing changes to moving. (ls6d-e)
Parmenides goes on to complicate the issue when he applies the same notion of
the instant to the change from being to non�being or vice versa: at that instant, a
thing neither is nor is not. (The problem with this solution is that it violates the
Law of Excluded Middle which says that, at any instant, a thing should be either
F or not F.) In this middle space, many weird things can take place-how can
we not think of Gramsci's remark: "the crisis lies precisely in the fact that the old
is dying and the new cannot be born. In the interregnum, a variety of morbid
symptoms appear"?
The Real we are dealing with here is the Real of the pure virtual surface,
the "incorporeal" Real, which is to be opposed to the Real in its most terrifying
imaginary dimension, the primordial abyss which swallows up everything, dis
solving all identities-a figure well known in literature in multiple guises, from
Edgar Allan Poe's maelstrom and Kurtz's "horror" at the end of Conrad's Heart of
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Darkness, to Pip from Melville's Moby Dick who, cast to the bottom of the ocean,
experiences the demon God:

Carried down alive to wondrous depths, where strange shapes of the unwarped
primal world glided to and fro before his passive eyes . . . Pip saw the multitudi
nous, God-omnipresent, coral insects, that out of the firmament of waters heaved
the colossal orbs. He saw God's foot upon the treadle of the loom, and spoke to it;
and therefore his shipmates called him mad. 52
This Real (whose best-known Freudian case is the dreamer's look into Irma's
throat from Traumdeutung), this over-abundant obscene-morbid vitality of the
primordial Flesh, is not the Real of pure appearance which is the truth of the
Platonic Idea. It is again Deleuze who can help us draw a clearer line of dis
tinction between these two Reals. On the very first page of his Logic of Sense,
Deleuze describes pure becoming with a reference to Alice in Wonderland: when
Alice "becomes larger;'

she becomes larger than she was. By the same token, however, she becomes smaller
than she is now. Certainly. she is not bigger and smaller at the same time. She is
larger now; she was smaller before. But it is at the same moment that one becomes
larger than one was and smaller than one becomes. This is the simultaneity of a
becoming whose characteristic is to elude the present. Insofar as it eludes the present,
becoming does not tolerate the separation or the distinction of before and after, or of
past and future. It pertains to the essence of becoming to move and to pull in both
directions at once: Alice does not grow without shrinking, and vice versa.53
Temporarily, the Sense-Event, its Becoming, is a pure Instant, the borderline
between the past and the future, the point at which opposites coincide, at which
a thing simultaneously grows bigger and smaller, etc.-the Instant is precisely
the accumulation of the opposite predicates Plato is struggling with. One should
thus not be surprised that Deleuze links this notion of becoming to Plato's
Philebos and Parmenides, where Plato describes a process in which

hotter never stops where it is but is always going a paint further, and the same
applies to "colder;' whereas definite quality is something that has stopped going on
and is fixed. (Philebos 24d)
the younger becoming older than the older, the older becoming younger than
the younger-but they can never finally become so; if they did they would no longer
be becoming, but would be so. (Parmenides 154e-155a)
52 Herman Melville, Moby Dick: or, The White Whale, Boston: SI. Botolph Society 1892,
p· 391.
53 Deleuze, The Logic of Sense, p. 1.
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A s Deleuze shows i n The Logic of Sense, t h e Sense-Event a s pure insubstantial
Becoming takes place on the borderline between the two "positive" domains (of
things and of words):

Sense is both the expressible or the expressed of the proposition, and the attribute of the
state of affairs. It turns one side towards things and one side towards propositions
It is exactly the boundary between things and propositions. It is this aliquid at once
extra-Being and inherence, that is, this minimum of being which befits inherences.5<:
Deleuze introduces here the opposition between two modes of time, Chronos
(the time of bodily substances) and Aion (the time of immaterial becoming):
the cyclic time of material transformations, of the generation and corruption
of things-which is, at its most basic level, the "terrifying, measureless present"
of the primordial Chaos-and the pure linearity of the flux of becoming. In
Chronos, "only the present exists in time. Past, present and future are not three
dimensions of time; only the present fills time, whereas past and future are two
dimensions relative to the present in time:'" This Now of Chronos should be
opposed to the Instant of Aion:

In accordance with Aion, only the past and future inhere or subsist ill time. Instead
of a present which absorbs the past and future, a hlture and past divide the present
at every instant and subdivide it ad infinitum into past and future, in both directions
at once. Or, rather, it is the instant without thiclmess and without extension, which
subdivides each present into past and future, rather than vast and thiclc presents
which comprehend both future and past in relation to one another.56
This difference between the two becomings, the becoming- mad of the depths of
the primordial formless Chaos and the surface of the infinite divisibility of the
Instant, is "almost the difference between the second and third hypotheses of
Parmenides-that of the 'now' and that of the 'instant''''':

·Whereas ChrOIlOS was inseparable from circularity and its accidents-such as block
ages or precipitations, explosions, disconnections, and indurations-Aion stretches
out in a straight line, lilnitless in either direction. Always already passed and eter
nally yet to come, Aion is the eternal truth of time: pure emptyform of time, which
has freed itself of its present corporeal content and has thereby unwound its own
circle, stretching itself out into a straight line. 58
54
55
56
57
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Hypothesis 3 proper, which then follows ("if one is, what are the consequences
for the others") , avoids this paradox by way of outlining a common-sense, real
istic ontology: although the others are not the One, they can have some relation
to the One, they can partake of the form of the One: when they are combined
into a Whole, this Whole is One; as parts of this Whole, each of them is also
One, etc. The form of One thus delimits the parts in relation to each other and
to the whole; it "accounts for the organization of parts in a unified whole;'59 that
is, it acts as the "principle of structure for the entities it combines:'60 If we take
the form of the One away from the others, we get a chaotic unlimited multitude.
Can Plato's "illogical" change of order between hypotheses 3 and 4 be
explained as an after-effect of the mysterious appendix (or hypothesis 3) which
follows hypothesis 2 and is a kind of symptomal excess of the entire matrix, its
"part of no-part;' a something (an hypothesis) which counts for nothing? If we
correct the order of hypotheses and exchange the places of 3 and 4, the under
lying pattern emerges: entities that result from the hypothesis are describable!
sayable if the One is or if it is not, that is, if we are within the order of positive
being (asserted or negated), whereas the result is negative if we are within the
order of "there is (or is no) One:' The reason for this repartition is that, to put
it in Deleuzian terms, for Plato, predication (insofar as it is possible) within the
order of being is at the level of bodies and their properties!qualities, not at the
level of becoming: its basic form is substance-copula-predicate, not substance
verb or even directly impersonal verb-it is '�lice is green;' not '�lice greens" or
even "it greens (on Alice):'
In order to grasp properly the key distinction between the next two hypoth
eses, 5 and 6, one should focus on a detail which may appear minor but on
which everything hinges: the status of predication. Hypotheses 5 and 6 explore
the consequences for the One if "One is not"; 5 reads "is not" as the assertion
of a non-predicate, while 6 reads "is not" as a direct outright negation. In other
words, in 5, "One is not" means that the One partakes of many characteristics
(is unlike the others, like itself, and so on), among them non-being. The con
sequences of this triplicity are far-reaching: when we say "x is large;' this does
not mean that the object x is large because it directly participates in the Idea of
largeness; it rather means that x partakes of being in relation to largeness. This
triplicity holds not only for the predicative use of the verb "being": if we say that
Socrates and Plato are similar in that they are both Greek, they are not similar
because they both partake of the Idea of Greek- they are similar because they

both partake of the Idea of Similarity in relation to being-Greek.
So it is not only a question of the distinction between the transitive
predicative and the intransitive-existential use of "is" ("Socrates is ugly" versus

59 Gill, introduction to Parmenides, p. go.
60 Ibid., p. 91.
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"So crates is")-in the logic that rules hypothesis 5, the very being i s reflected
into-it self: when we say that "Socrates is:' it means "Socrates is 'is', he partakes
in b eing:' We are thus dealing with two diffe rent modes of being, the imrnediate,
dire ct existe nce-in -reality, and the fluid surface "being" which is indifferent to
"real" being or non-being. So, what if we follow Delenze and read these two types
of being anachronistically, through the later Stoic distinction between material
b odies that exist in spatia-temporal reality, and the famous "immat.erials;' pure
surface-events which comprise what is sayable, what we can speak about? The
moment we speak about something, its imnlediate existence is suspended, its
being becomes a reflexive predicate, which is why we can speak about things
which are in the mode of being or in the mode of non-being-or, to quote Gill's
conclusion: "Many more things exist in Plato's ontology than exist in ours. For
hin1 anything describable is:'61 A unicorn can have one horn, four legs, and
so all, and not exist. (We can also discern in this Deleuzian reading an echo
of Parmenides's fonnding formula of philosophy which asserts the sameness of
thinking/speaking-logos--and being.)
The next step in our interpretation of Parmenides should be to link this
opposition between material bodies and the "immaterial" to the enigmatic dif
ference between the first two hypotheses: "if it is One" and "if One is:' Perhaps
we should read "if it is One" as Lacan does, as the impersonal "s'il y a d'l' Un;' as
a "there is . . . ;' not the fn11 assertion of being. The difference between the first
two hypotheses is thus the difference between "there is One" and "the One is:'
So, if we can properly talk only about entities suspended in limbo between
being and non-being, of being in the mode of non-being, why can we not say
anything about this One of the first hypothesis? In other words, if we can only
describe and talk about that which partakes of One, when is the result of "there
is one" the impossibility of saying anything at all? The negative results of some
of the hypotheses in Parmenides should be read in a Hegelian way, as a determi
nate negation: each time we get a very specific negative result not to be confused
with the others. The negative resnlt of hypothesis 1 is thus to be opposed to the
result of the last hypothesis, which is also total nothingness: the void of hypoth
esis 1 is not the ultimate abyss of reality (the Buddhist sunyata), but a pure One
which, lacking any further qualifications, immediately erases itself. To put it in
Lacanese, it is the lack of signifier-One which is still inherent to the order of
the signifier-One, $, the barred signifier . . in short, the void of subjectivity.
$ is not the unsayable beyond the sayable, but the unsayable that is inherent
to the sayable.
The last two hypotheses (7 and 8) explore the consequences of "One is not"
for the others, and what makes them so interesting is not the logical (in)accuracy

61 Ibid., p. 99.
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o f the underlying reasoning, but the fact that, taken together, they come uncan
nily close to describing what we in the West perceive as the Buddhist ontology
of pure fleeting substance-less appearances (hypothesis 7) beneath which there
is nothing but the void of Nothingness (hypothesis 8) Gill is right to point out
how "the effort required to make one's way through the previous deductions is
rewarded by vivid imagery here":

The others appear one and many, but aren't so really. They appear large, small,
and equal, and they appear like and unlike themselves and each other, but they
aren't really .. if the others are other, they must be other than something. They
can't be other than the one, if it is not, so they must be other than each other . . .
they are other than each other, and they are unlimited in multitude . . . You take
some small mass that seems to be one, but it suddenly disintegrates into many little
bits. The small mass you started with now seems immense in relation to them.
These are mere appearances, because without oneness to determine the individ
uality of things and the relations between them, the properties and relations we
observe alter with our perspective . . . Imagine looking at a distant galaxy with the
naked eye and then looking at it with a powerful telescope. At first you see only
one tiny glowing object, but then a multitude of stars. What you see depends on
your perspective.62
The result of the last hypothesis is the reality beneath this twinkling play of
appearances-nothing. So why do we get first the play of appearances and then
just outright Nothingness? It all hinges again on the difference between "there is
no One" and "the One is not" : hypothesis 7 considers the consequences for the
others if the One is not, while hypotheSiS 8 considers the consequences for the
others if there is no One. If the One is not (as full ontological reality), the space
remains open for Ones which just are, that is, for the fluid play of appearances in
which others can partake of the One and thus acquire a temporary fragile con
sistency If, however, there is no One, not even a temporary delusive appearance
of Oneness is possible, leaving just the void of Nothingness.
We can take the conclusion of Parmenides (the result of hypothesis 8 :
"nothing exists") i n two opposed ways: either literally, a s the conclusion of the
entire matrix of hypotheses, Le., as the ultimate ontological statement, or as a
reductio ad absurdum which in a negative way demonstrates the necessity of
some kind of stable forms: "The lesson is that there must be forms, or stable
objects of some sort, if there is to be any world at all:'6, Is this alternative not the
alternative between materialism and idealism at its purest? Here are the very last
lines of Parmenides:

62 Ibid., pp. 102-3.
63 Ibid., p. 106.
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Then may Ive n o t s u m u p the argument i n a word and say truly: If one i s not, then
n othing is?
Certainly.
Let thus much be said; and further let us affirm what seems to be the truth, that,
whether one is or is not, one and the others in relation to themselves and one
another, all of them, in every way, are and are not, and appear to be and appear not
to be.
Most true
Is this not the most snceinct, minimal definition of dialectical materialism? If
there is no One, just multiplicities of multiplicities, then the ultimate reality is
the Void itself; all determinate things "are and are no!."6, Should we then add
to the eight hypotheses a ninth one, which, although not explicitly posited as
a hypothesis, is the truth of the entire series: "Nothing is"? (Or is it rather that
"nothing is" is the truth of the eighth hypothesis alone?)
It all depends on what, precisely, we mean by zero, nothing, or the void.
First, there are two zeroes, the zero of measure (like a zero degree, the point of
reference chosen to establish a quantitative difference, which is arbitrary-for
measuring temperature, Celsius and Fahrenheit posit a different zero) and zero
as the neutral element, like 0 in addition and subtraction: whichever number we
add 0 to or subtract 0 from, this number remains the same. This, perhaps, offers
one approach to the "analyst's neutrality": the analyst is just there as an inert
objet a, slhe does not actively intervene. However, we should add to this neu
trality of 0 the opposite case of multiplication wherein 0 is, on the contrary, the
absorbing element: whichever number we multiply with 0, the result is o . What
this means is that it is nonetheless the analyst's mere presence which has the
magic effect of transforming the patient's flow of speech into a prosopopoeia.
Imagine the patient telling his analyst a passionate story about some of his recent
adventures or fantasies: the very presence of the analyst, her "ironic" stance, de
subjectivizes the patient: it transubstantiates his authentic subjective expression
into a puppet-like delivery of a brie-a-brae of falsified memories and fragments
lifted trom totally different situations, originally addressed to different persons
(like the patient's hther), or even originally spoken by others. In this sense, the

64 I-has's notion of "manys" (multiple multiplicities) is effectively close to Badiou:
"manys" means that multiplicity cannot be reduced to a multiplicity of Ones, so that their
correlative is Nothing, the Void. (See Andrew Haas, Hegel and the Problem ofMultiplicity,
Evanston: Northwestern University Press 2000.) The key dilemma here is whether this
multiple multiplicity is sustained only by the Void as the ultimate ontological reference,
or whether we need a correlative notion of One. If we do, then what kind of One? The
barred One, the One of pure Difference? Lacan's Ya d'l'Un?
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analyst's neutral presence functions as t h e absorbing element: no matter how
well thought out and planned the patient's speech is, once it is performed in the
analytic setting (frame) , its status is that of prosopopoeia and is "absorbed" into
a free association.65
This distinction between the neutral/absorbing zero and the zero of measure
is not to be confused with another distinction which also relates to the psy
choanalytic practice: the distinction between nothing and the void. Nothing is
localized, like when we say "there is nothing here;' whUe the void is a dimension
without limits." In psychoanalytic dinics, this couple is clearly operative in the
distinction between psychosis and hysteria: in psychosis, we encounter so-called
"depersonalization' or the feeling of the loss of reality, which refers to a void;
while in hysteria, this void is localized as a nothing, a specific dissatisfaction.
What this means is that nothing is always a nothing within some specific frame
work: there is nothing within a frame where we expected something.67 The first
task in the analysis of a psychotic is thus arguably the most difficult, but also the
most crucial: that of "hystericizing" the psychotic subject, that is, transforming
the void of his "depersonalization' into a hysterical dissatisfaction. The opposite
of this transformation is the case of psychotic forclusion, where the excluded
element throws the subject back into the void. But why? Because the excluded
element-the Name-of-the-Father-is not just one among the signifiers, but
a signifier-frame, a signifier which sustains the texture of an entire symbolic
framework.
So, to conclude, if we return from the second to the first part of Parmenides,
i.e., t.o the status of Ideas, then the result should be that Ideas do not exist, do
not. have ontological reality of their own: they persist as purely virtual points of
reference. That is to say, the only appropriate conclusion is that eternal Ideas are
Ones and Others which do not participate in (spatio-temporal) Being (which is
the only actual being there is) : their status is purely virtual. This virtual status
was made clear by Deleuze, one of the great anti-Platonists. Deleuze's notion
of the Virtual is to be opposed to the ali-pervaSive topic of virtual reality: what
matters to Deleuze is not virtual reality, but the reality of the virtual (which, in
Lacanian terms, is the Real). Virtual Reality in itself is a rather miserable idea:

65 It is crucial not to confuse this neutral/absorbing zero with the zero of measure. as do
those inauthentic analysts who endeavor to impose some normative standard of psychic
"sanity" onto the patient in order to measure his or her deviation from it.
66 I rely here on Jacques-Alain Miller, "Logique du non-savoir en psychanalyse;' La
causefreudienne 75 (July 2010), pp. 169-84.
67 It is only this nothing, and not the void, which can then be counted as 1. One should
apply this lesson to the key problem of Neoplatonist mystics: how to pass from the
primordial abyss of the limitless Void to the One? By way of framing it and thus turning
it into a nothing which can be counted as One.
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that of imitating reality, of reproducing experience in a n artificial medium. The
reality of the Virtual, on the other hand, stands for the reality of the Virtual as
such, for its real effects and consequences.

G ORGIAS, NOT PLATO, WAS THE ARCH- STALINIST!
From this concluding point, we can return to Gorgias and raise again the ques
tion of the relationship between Plato and the sophists. Let us approach the
problem in the terms of the Platonic dieresis: the gradual subdivision of a genus
into species which allows us to define the particular entity we are trying to grasp
(to arrive at humans, we divide beings into living and non-living; the living into
plants and animals; animals into mammals and all others; mammals into those
who have speech and those who do not . . . ). When such division involves an
"antagonistic" either/or (Good against Evil, freedom against oppression, moral
ity against hedonism, etc.), there are, ronghly speaking, two philosophical
approaches to it: either one opts for one pole against the other, or one adopts the
"deeper" attitude of emphasizing the complicity of the opposites, and of advo
cating a proper balanced measure or unity. Although Hegel's dialectic seems
like a version of the second approach (the "synthesis" of opposites), he actnally
opts for an unheard-of third version: the way to resolve the deadlock is neither
to engage in fighting for the "good" side against the "bad;' nor to try to bring
them together in a balanced "syntheSiS;' but to opt for the bad side of the initial
either/or. Lacan made the same point in his seminar . . . au pire: in the choice
between "Ie pere au pire" (the father or worse), the ethical choice opts for what
is worse. Of course, this "choice of what is worse" fails, but in that failure it
undermines the entire field of the alternative and thus enables us to overcome
its terms. (Say, in politics, in the choice between organic unity and destructive
terror, the only way to arrive at the truth is to begin with the "wrong" choice of
destructive terror.)
Therein resides the insurmountable difference between Hegel and the New
Age notion ofbalancing opposites. Take the classic case of the French revolution
ary Terror: according to the common perception, Hegel condemns the French
Revolution as the ilnrnediate assertion of an abstract-universal Freedom which,
as such, has to end in its opposite: a universal terror directed at all particular
content. To this abstract freedom-so the story goes-Hegel opposes the "con
crete Freedom" of the modern rational state in which one's individual freedom
is grounded in assuming one's place within the articulated totality of the social
order . . . The problem with this common perception is that it does not take
into acconnt the immanent temporal dimension of the dialectical process. A
historical agent is never directly confronted with the choice: either revolutionary
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terror or organic rational state. On the eve of the revolution, the only choice is
between the old "organic" order and revolution, inclusive of its terror. What tips
the balance of choice towards revolution in this situation is the insight into how
the organic harmony of the ancien regime is itself a fake, an illusion concealing
the reality of brutal violence, division, and chaos.
Adolphe de Custine's experience of visiting Russia in the 1830S illustrates
an interesting, properly Hegelian point: the very object of his inquiry alienated
itself from him when he approached it. Custine went to Russia searching for
an immediate organic order, that is, he wanted to fmd a society which, unlike
modern Western Europe after the French Revolution, remained hierarchically
ordered and grounded in tradition. However, what he found there was the exact
opposite: not an organic social unity, but a fragile mixture of brutal order and
chaos. Not only was there an immense chaos behind the appearance of total
power and order; the state power itself functioned chaotically, exposed as it was
to the whims of the Tsar. (This feature-chaos in the guise of order and totalitar
ian control-persists even today and was strikingly present in the Soviet era.)"
"Organic unity" thus reveals itself to be the mode in which its opposite, inherent
instability, appears. The "secret" of despotic societies is that they did not find
their "inneres Gestalt;' their inner form; this holds also for fascism which was
always torn between modernism and a return to tradition. Against any kind of
"organic" temptation, it is absolutely crucial for emancipatory politics to remain
faithful to the universalist/secular project of modernity.
Our first choice thus has to be revolution, because it is only after we pass
through the zero-level of revolution that the space for the modern rational state
(always referred to by Hegel as the "post-revolutionary" state) opens up: only
the "wrong" choice of abstract terror creates the space for the choice of rational
state. We can see now how the infamous Hegelian triad is grounded in the tem
poral structure of a repeated choice: in this case, the "triad" of ancien regime,
its abstract negation in the Revolutionary Terror, and its sublation in the post
revolutionary rational state, is set in motion by two consecutive choices
first, the choice of revolution against the ancien regime; then, the choice of the
modern rational state with its concrete freedom. How are we to square these
dialectical reversals with the Platonic dieresis? One has to go back from Plato to
Gorgias, the first to propose a dieretic matrix of divisions; his On Nature, or the
Non-existent (the text survived only in summary form in Sextus Empiricus and
Aristotle's On Melissus, Xenaphanes, and Gargias) can be summed up in three
propositions: (a) nothing exists; (b) if anything existed, it could not be known;
(c) if anything did exist, and could be known, it could not be communicated
to others. If ever there was a clear case of the Freudian logic of the borrowed

68 See Irena Gross, The Scar ofRevolution. Berkeley: University of California Press 1991.
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kettle (providing mutually exclusive reasons), this i s it: ( 1 ) nothing exists; (2)
'VIlhat exists cannot be known; (3) -"vhat we know cannot be communicated to
others . . . But more interesting is the repeated "diagonal" mode of division of
genre into species: Things either exist or do not If they exist, they can either be
known or can not. If they can be known, they can either be communicated to
others or can not. Surprisingly, we find the same progressive differentiation at
the opposite end of the history of Western philosophy, in the twentieth -century
sophistics called "dialectical materialism." Stalin's "Dialectical and Historical
Materialism" enumerates four features of lvlarxist dialectics:
The principal features of the Marxist dialectical method are as f()liows:

Contrary to metaphysics, dialectics does not regard nature as an accidental agglom
eration of things, of phenomena, unconnected with, isolated from, and independent
of, each other, but as a connected and integral whole, in which things, phenomena
are organically connected with, dependent on, and determined by, each other.
Contrary to metaphysics, dialectics holds that nature is not a state of rest and
immobility, stagnation and immutability, but a state of continuous movement and
change, of continuous renewal and development, where something is always arising
and developing, and something always disintegrating and dying away.
Contrary to metaphysics, dialectics does not regard the process of development
as a simple process of growth, where quantitative changes do not lead to qualitative
changes, but as a development which passes from inSignificant and imperceptible
quantitative changes to fundamental qualitative changes; a development in which
the qualitative changes occur not gradually, but rapidly and abruptly, taking the
form of a leap from one state to another; they occur not accidentally but as the
natural result of an accumulation ofimperceptible and gradual quantitative changes.
Contrary to metaphysics, dialectics holds that internal contradictions are inher
ent in all things and phenomena of nature, for they all have their negative and
positive sides, a past and a future, something dying away and something developing;
and that the struggle between these opposites, the struggle between the old and the
new, beh\reen that which is dying away and that which is being born, betw"een that
which is disappearing and that which is developing, constitutes the internal content
of the process of development, the internal content of the transformation of quanti
tative changes into qualitative changes.69
First, nature is not a conglomerate of dispersed phenomena, but a connected
whole. Then, this Whole is not immobile, but in a state of constant movement
and change. Next, this change is not only a gradual quantitative drifting, but

69 Josef Stalin, "Dialectical and Historical Materialism;' in History of the Communist
Porty of the Soviet Union (Bolsheviks): Short Course, ed. Commission of the Central
Committee of the C.P.S.D.(R), New York: International Publishers 1939, pp. 106-7
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involves qualitative jumps and ruptures. Finally, this qualitative development is
not a matter of harmonious deployment, but is propelled by the struggle of the
opposites . . . The trick here is that we are effectively not dealing merely with the
Platonic dieresis, the gradual subdivision of a genus into species and then species
into subspecies: the underlying premise is that this "diagonal" process of divi
sion is really vertical, i.e., that we are dealing with different aspects of the same
division. To put it in Stalinist jargon: an immobile Whole is not really a Whole,
but just a conglomerate of elements; development which does not involve quali
tative jumps is not really a development, but just an immobile stepping at the
same place; a qualitative change which does not involve a struggle of the oppo
sites is not really a change, but just a quantitative monotonous movement. Or,
to put it in more ominous terms: those who advocate qualitative change without
a struggle of the opposites really oppose change and advocate the continuation
of the same; those who advocate change without qualitative jumps really oppose
change and advocate immobility . . . The political aspect of this logic is clearly
discernible: "those who advocate the transformation of capitalism into socialism
without class struggle really reject socialism and want capitalism to continue;'
and so on.
There are two famous quips by Stalin which are both grounded in this logic.
When he answered the question "Which deviation is worse, the rightist or the
leftist one?" with "They are both worse!" the underlying premise was that the
leftist deviation was really ("objectivelY;' as Stalinists liked to put it) not leftist
at all, but a concealed rightist one! When Stalin wrote, in a report on a party
congress, that the delegates unanimously approved the Central Committee
resolution by a large majority, the underlying premise was, again, that there
was really no minority within the party: those who had voted against thereby
excluded themselves from the party. In all these cases, the genus repeatedly over
laps (fully coincides) with one of its species. This is also what allows Stalin to read
history retroactively, so that things "become clear" retroactively: it was not that
Trotsky first fought for the revolution alongside Lenin and Stalin and then, at a
certain stage, opted for a different strategy than the one advocated by Stalin; this
last opposition (Trotsky/Stalin) "makes it clear" how, "objectively;' Trotsky was
against revolution from the beginning.
We find the same procedure in the claSSificatory impasse the Stalinist ideolo
gists and political activists faced in their struggle for collectivization in the years
1928-33. In their attempt to account for their effort to crush the peasants' resist
ance in "scientific" Marxist terms, they divided peasants into three categories
(classes ) : bednyaki, the "miserable ones;' the poor peasants (no land or minimal
land, working for others) , natural allies of the workers; serednyaki, the "middle
ones;' the autonomous middle peasants (owning land, but not employing
others), rich but oscillating between the exploited and exploiters; and "kulaks"
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(kula/d) who, apart from employing other workers to work on their land, were
also lending them money or seeds, etc. -they were the exploiters proper, the
"class enemy" ·which, as sllch, has to be "liquidated." However, in practice, this
classification became more and lllore blurred and inoperative: in the generalized
poverty, clear criteria no longer applied, and peasants in the other two categories
often joined kulaks in their resistance to forced collectivization. An additional
category was thns introduced, that of a "subkulak," a peasant who, although too
poor to be considered a kulak proper, nonetheless shared the kulak "counter
revolutionary" attitude. "Subkulak" was thus
a term Ivithout any real social content even by Stalinist standards, but merely rather
unconvillcingly rnasquerading as such. As was oftlcially stated, "by 'kulak; we mean
the carrier of certain political tendencies which are most frequently discernible in
the subkulak, male and female:' By this means, any peasant whatever was liable to
dekulakisation; and the "subkulak" notion was widely employed, enlarging the cat
egory ofvictirns greatly beyond the official estimate of kulaks proper even at its most
strained.7°
The "subkulak" was thus the paradoxical intersection of species: a subspecies
of the species "kulaks" whose members came from the other two species. As
such, "subkulak" was the embodiment of the ideological lie (falsity) of the entire
"objective" classification of farnlers into three categories: its function was to
account for the fact that all strata of farmers, not only the wealthy ones, resisted
collectivization. No wonder that the official ideologists and economists finally
gave up trying to provide an "objective" definition of kulak: "The grounds given
in one Soviet comment are that 'the old attitudes of a kulak have almost dis
appeared, and the new ones do not lend themselves to recognition:"" The art
of identifying a kulak was thus no longer a matter of objective social analysis;
it became the matter of a complex "hermeneutics of suspicion:' of identifying
an individual's "true political attitudes" hidden beneath their deceptive public
proclamations, so that Pravda had to concede that "even the best activists often
cannot spot the kulak:'"
What all this points towards is the dialectical mediation of the "subjec
tive" and "objective" dimension: "subkulak" no longer designates an "objective"
social category but rather the point at which objective social analysis breaks
down and the subjective political attitude directly inscribes itself into the
"objective" order�in Lacanese, "sublculalc" is the point of subjectivization of the

70 Robert Conquest, The Harvest of Sorrow, New York: Oxford University Press 1986,
P · 119·
71 Ibid., p. 120.
72 Ibid.
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"objective" chain: poor peasant-middle peasan t-kulak. It is not an "objective"
sub-category (or sub-division) of the class of "kulaks;' but simply the name for
the subjective political attitude of the "kulak:' This accounts for the paradox
that, although it appears as a subdivision of the class of "kulaks;' "subkulaks"
is a species that overflows its own genus (that of kulaks), since "subkulaks" are
also to be found among middle and even poor farmers. In short, "subkulak"
names political division as such, the Enemy whose presence traverses the entire
social body of peasants, which is why he can be found everywhere, in all three
peasant classes.
This brings us back to the procedure of Stalinist dieresis: "subkulak" names
the excessive element that traverses all classes, the outgrowth which has to
be eliminated. There is, in every "objective" classification of social groups, an
element which functions like "subkulak" -the point of subjectivization masked
as a subspecies of "objective" elements of the social body. It is this point of sub
jectivization which, in the strictest sense of the term, sutures the "objective"
social structure-and one should bear in mind the contrast between this notion
of suture and the predominant use of the term (the element which "sutures"
the ideological space, obliterating the traces of its dependence on its decen
tered "Other Scene;' enabling it to present itself as self-sufficient): the point of
subjectivization "sutures" not the ideological Inside, but the Outside itself: the
"suture" is the point of subjectivization which guarantees the consistency of the
"objective" field itsel£ What this also means is that the procedure of dieresis
is not endless: it reaches its end when a division is no longer a division into
two species, but a division into a species and an excremental leftover, a formless
stand-in for nothing, a "part of no-part:' At this fmal p oint, the singular excre
ment reunites with its opposite, the universal; that is, the excremental leftover
functions as a direct stand-in for the Universal.
In his polemic against Badiou's reading of Paul, Agamben defines the singu
larity of the Christian position with regard to the opposition between Jews and
Greeks (pagans) not as a direct affirmation of an all-encompassing universal
ity ("there are neither Jews nor Greeks"), but as an additional divide that cuts
diagonally across the entire social body and as such suspends the lines of separa
tion between social groups: a ("Christian') subdivision of each group is directly
linked with a ("Christian') subdivision of all other groups. (The difference
between Badiou and Agamben is that, for Badiou, this new "Christian' collec
tive is the site of singular universality, the self-relating universality of naming,
of subjective recognition in a name, while Agamben rejects the title of univer
sality.) The common-sense classificatory approach would say, what's the big
deal? B eing Christian or non-Christian is simply another classification that cuts
across and overlaps with other classifications, like the fact that there are men and
women, which also cuts across all ethnic, religious, and class divides. There is,
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however, a crucial difference here: for Paul, "Christian" does n o t designate yet
another predicate (property or quality) of the individual, but a "performative"
seIf-recognition grounded only in its own naming; in other words, it is a purely
subjective feature-and, Badiou adds, only as such can it be truly universal. The
opposition between the objectie-neutral universal approach and the subjective
partisan approach is false: only a radical subjective engagement can ground true
universality. The constellation here is therefore exactly the same as that of the
"subkulaks" in the Stalinist discourse: "subkulaks" are also tbe "remainder" of
kulaks which cuts across the entire field, a subjective-political category masked
as a social-objective quality.
So, when Agamben defines "Christians" not directly as "non-Jews;' but as
"non-non- Jews;';:; this double negation does not bring us back to the starting
positive determination; it should rather be read as an example of what Kant
called "infinite judgment;' which, instead of negating a predicate, asserts a non
predicate: instead of saying that Christians aren't Jews, one should say that they
are non-Jews, in the same sense that horror fiction talks about the "undead." The
undead are alive while dead, they are the living dead; in the same way, Christians
are non-Jews while remaining Jews (at the level of their pre-evental, positive
social determination)-they are Jews who, as Paul put it, "died for [in the eyes
of] the [Jewish] Law:'
To go even further back, Gorgias's argumentation should be read in the
same way. It may appear that Gorgias proceeds in three consecutive divisions:
first, things either exist or do not; then, if they exist, they can either be known
or can not; finally, if they can be blown, we can either communicate this knowl
edge to others or can not. However, the truth of this gradual subdivision is again
the repetition of one and the same line of division: if "\ve cannot communicate
something to others, it means that we "really" do not lmow it ourselves; if we
cannot know something, it means that it "really" does not exist in itself. There is
a truth in this logiC; as Parmenides, Gorgias's teacher and reference point here,
already put it: thinking (knOWing) is the same as being, and thinking (knowing)
itself is rooted in language (communication)-"The limits of my language are
the limit of my world:'
The lesson of Hegel and Lacan is that one should turn this dieresis around:
we can only speak about things that do not exist (Bentham himself was on the
right track here with his theory of flctions)-or, more modestly and precisely,
speech (presup )poses a lack/hole in the positive order of being. So not only can
we think about non-existing things (which is why religion is consubstantial with
"human nature;' its eternal temptation), we can also talk without thinking�not
only in the vulgar sense of just babbling incoherently, but in the Freudian sense

73 Giorgio Agamben, Le temps qui teste, Paris: Payot & Rivages 2000, p. 168.
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of "saying more than w e intended;' of making a symptomatic slip of the tongue.
It is not that we know something but cannot communicate it to others-rather
that we can communicate to others things we don't know (or, more precisely, to
paraphrase Donald Rumsfeld, things we do not know we know, since, for Lacan,
the unconscious as une bivue is un savoir qui ne se sait pas)
This is why the Hegelian-Lacanian position is neither that of Plato nor
that of his sophist opponents: against Plato, it asserts that we not only can
talk about things that we do not understand or think, but that ultimately we
talk only about them, about fictions; while against the sophists it asserts that
this in no way devalues truth, since, as Lacan put it, truth has the structure
of a fiction.
Does so-called "postmodern relativism" thus only reach a deadlock that
Plato was already struggling with in his repeated attempts to distinguish true
philosophical knowledge from sophistic trickery? Is the very drawing of such
a line not the highest act of sophistic trickery (in the same way it is claimed
that the very attempt to draw a strict line between ideology and "true" non
ideological knowledge is the most ideological act of all)? Does this then mean
that Lacan himself effectively was a sophist, in this sense, when he asserted that
"there is no Other of the Other;' no ultimate guarantee of Truth exempted from
the circular (self-referential) play of language? If every such line of separation
is "undecidable;' does this mean that Badiou's desperate struggle against post
modernist-deconstructionist "sophists;' and his heroic Platonic insistence on
Truth as independent of historical language games, amounts to an empty gesture
with no foundation? Badiou can nonetheless be defended here: the opposition
between Truth and doxa occurs within the "undecidable" self-referential field
of language, so when Badiou emphasizes the undecidability of a Truth-Event,
his conception is radically different from the standard deconstructionist notion
of undecidability." For B adiou, undecidability means that there are no neutral
"objective" criteria for an Event: an Event appears as such only to those who
recognize themselves in its call; or, as Badiou puts it, an Event is self-relating,
including itself-its own nomination-among its components. While this does
mean that one has to decide about an Event, such an ultimately groundiess deci
sion is not "undecidable" in the standard sense. It is, rather, uncannily similar
to the Hegelian dialectical process in which-as Hegel had already made clear
in the Introduction to his Phenomenology-a "figure of consciousness" is not
measured by any external standard of truth but in an absolutely immanent way,
through the gap between itself and its own exemplification/staging. An Event is
thus "non-All" in the precise Lacanian sense of the term: it is never fully verified
precisely because it is infinite, that is, because there is no external limit to it. The

74 See Alain Badiou, L�tre et l'evenement, Paris: Minuit 1989.
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conclusion to be drawn is that, for the very same reason, the Hegelian "totality"
is also "non-All:'
The reference to Hegel is crucial here, since, especially in the Anglo-Saxon
tradition, he is often perceived as the ultimate "sophist;' abandoning any objec
tive rational criteria of truth and succumbing to the mad self-referential play
of the Absolute Idea. The element of truth in this reproach is that, for Hegel,
the truth of a proposition is inherently notional, determined by the immanent
notional content, not a matter of c01nparison between notion and reality-in
Lacanian terms, there is a non-All (pas-tout) of trnth. It may sound strange to
invoke Hegel with regard to the non-All-is he not the philosopher of All par
excellence? The Hegelian truth, however, is precisely without an external limi
tationlexception that would serve as its measure or standard, which is why its
criterion is absolutely immanent: a statement is compared with itself, ·with its
own process of enunciation,
Badiou and Barbara Cassin are engaged in an ongoing dialogue which can
best be characterized as a new version of the ancient dialogue between Plato and
the sophists: the Platonist Badiou against Cassin's insistence on the irreducibil
ity of the sophists' rupture. The fact that Badiou is a man and Cassin a woman
takes on a special Significance here: the opposition between the Platonist's trust
in the firm foundation of truth and the sophists' groundless play aI' speech is
connoted by sexual difference. So, from the strict Hegelian standpOint, perhaps
Cassin is right to insist on the irreducible character of the sophist's posi
tion: the self-referential play of the symbolic process has no external support
which vvould allow us to draw a line, within the language game, between
truth and falsity. Sophists are the irreducible "vanishing mediators" between
mythos and logos, between the traditional mythic universe and philosophical
rationality, and, as such, they are a permanent threat to philosophy. Why is
this the case?
The sophists broke down the mythic unity of words and things, playfully
insisting on the gap that separates words from things; and philosophy proper
can only be understood as a reaction to this, as an attempt to close the gap the
sophists opened up, to provide a foundation of truth for words, to return to
mythos but under the new conditions of rationality. This is where one should
locate Plato: he first tried to provide this foundation with his teaching on Ideas,
and when, in Parmenides, he was forced to admit the ffagility of that foundation,
he engaged in a long struggle to re-establish a clear line of separation between
sophistics and truth." The irony of the history of philosophy is that the line of

75 The opposition between the sophists and Plato is also linked to the opposition
between democracy and corporate organic order: the sophists are dearly democratic,
teaching the art of seducing and convincing the crowd, while Plato outlines a hierarchic
corporate order in "\vhich every individual has his or her proper place, allowing for no
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philosophers who struggle against the sophistic temptation ends with Hegel, the
"last philosopher;' who, in a way, is also the ultimate sophist, embracing the self
referential play of the symbolic with no external support of its truth. For Hegel,
there is truth, but it is immanent to the symbolic process-the truth is meas
ured not by an external standard, but by the "pragmatic contradiction;' the inner
(in)consistency of the discursive process, the gap between the enunciated
content and its position of enunciation.

position of singular universality.

C H A P TE R

2

"Where There Is Nothing, Read That
I Love You"

When an atheist philosopher writes about religion, she should take great care
to resist the temptation formulated long ago by Rousseau: "By accusing me of
being religious you excuse yourself for being a philosopher; it is as if I were to
renounce wine when it would make you drunk:" This temptation is at its most
seductive when a philosopher encounters cases which reveal the obscene disa�
vowed underside of a religious edifice, as is the case with The Gathering (2003 ) ,
a modest but interesting horror fi l m s e t i n t h e English countryside. The remains
of an old Christian church are discovered buried beneath the earth, revealing
stone statues and reliefs of the suffering Christ and a heterogeneous group of
individuals observing him dying. It takes the local clergy and archaeologists
some time to get the point: the sculpture is not about Christ (who is, strangely,
shown hom behind) but about those who came to see him die. A priest from the
local church links the sculpture to the words allegedly written by St. Aristobulus
(a first�century bishop) about "those who came to watch": "From the east and
the west they came, from the city and the plain. Not in holy reverence to our
Lord, but in lust." At the same time, the film shows us people wandering around
the city whose faces strangely resemble those on the statues, and, furthermore, a
researcher finds the same faces on many depictions of the crucifixion from the
Middle Ages and the Renaissance. The conclusion is clear: those who came to
the crucifixion not to mourn or worship, but for entertainment or out of rnere
curiosity, were cursed to walk the Earth immortal and bear witness to the suf�
fering of men�as in the case of the Wandering Jew, immortality is here not a
blessing but a curse. (Recall that Hamlet's father also returns as a ghost because
he was murdered in the full flower of his sins.) The movie then takes a predict�
able turn: the immortal witnesses are gathering in the city because they have a
premonition that something terrible is about to happen there.

1 "VOllS vous excusez d'etre philosophe en m'accusant d'Nre devote; c'est comme si j'avois
renonce au vin lorsqu'il vous eut enivre:' Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Julie; au, La Nouvelle
Heloise, Amsterdam: Marc Michel Rey 1769, p. 284.
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A CHRISTIAN TRAGEDY?
There is a deeper question that has to be raised here: is there not always a
moment of lust (Freud called it Schaulust) in witnessing a traumatic event like
a crucifIxion? And does not the claim that we come to watch out of compas
sion and respect make it even (hypocritically) worse? Such a perverse logic was
brought to its peak by Nicolas Malebranche, for whom, in the same way that the
saintly person uses the suffering of others to bring about his own narcissistic
satisfaction in helping those in distress, God also ultimately loves only himself,
and merely uses man to promulgate his own glory. Malebranche here draws a
consequence worthy of Lacan's reversal of Dostoyevsky ("If God doesn't exist,
then nothing is permitted") : it is not true that, had Christ not come to Earth to
deliver humanity, everyone would have been lost-quite the contrary, nobody
would have been lost; in other words, every human being had to fall so that
Christ could come and deliver some of them. Malebranche's conclusion is here
properly perverse: since the death of Christ is a key step in realizing the goal of
creation, at no time was God (the Father) happier then when he was observing
his Son suffering and dying on the Cross.
Is this perversion inscribed into the very core of Christianity, or can the
Christian edifIce be read in a different way? And if so, is this path opened up by
the specifIcally Christian notion of love? The wager of properly Christian love
is to demonstrate to the Other (God) that it exists by way of loving it uncon
ditionally, beyond the Good; in this way, the anxiety and incertitude over the
Other's desire is "sublated" in the act of love. Fran,ois Balmes draws attention
here to the parallel with Descartes's cogito and its doubt: In the same way that
the incertitude of radical doubt turns into the certitude of cogito ergo sum, the
incertitude over God's desire/will, taken to the extreme, turns into the certi
tude of love, regardless of my exposure to damnation. This extreme form of
ecstatic love is to be radically opposed to (Ancient) tragedy: in pure love, I
freely consent to my own damnation or disappearance, I ecstatically assume it,
while in tragedy, I (also) accept my Fate, but I accept it as an external force
without consenting to it-the tragic hero rejects it absolutely, protesting against
it to the end (Oedipus at Colonus-the case of Antigone is here more ambigu
ous). In other words, in contrast to the notion of amor fati, there is no love
in the tragic hero's acceptance of his damnation by Fate. Therein resides the
tragic hero's uncompromising fidelity to his desire: not in the acceptance of
Fate, but in holding on to his desire against Fate, in a situation where everything
is lost.
Is there, then, no properly Christian tragedy? Here, Antigone is to be
opposed to Sygne de CoUfontaine from Paul Claudel's r:Otage: if Oedipus and
Antigone are the exemplary cases of Ancient tragedy, Sygne stands for the
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Christian tragedy.1 Sygne lives i n the modern world ·where G o d i s dead: there i s
n o objective Fate, our fate i s our own choice, w e are fully responsible for it. Sygne
first follows the path of ecstatic love to the end, sacrifking her good, her ethical
substance for God, for his pure Otherness; and she does it not on account of
some external pressure, but out of the innermost freedom of her being-hence
she cannot blame Fate when she finds herself totally humiliated, deprived of all
ethical substance. This, however, is why her tragedy is much more radical than
that of either Oedipus or Antigone: when, mortally wounded after taking the
bullet meant for her despicable and hated husband, she refuses to confer any
deeper sacrificial meaning on her suicidal intervention, there is no tragic beauty
in this refusal·-her "No" is signaled merely by a repellent grimace, a compulsive
facial tic. There is no tragic beauty because her total sacrifice has deprived her
of all inner beauty and ethical grandeur, so that all that remains is a disgusting
excremental stain, a living shell deprived of life. There is no love here either; all
her love was consumed in her previous renunciations. In a way, Sygne is here
crucified, her "No" akin to Christ's "Father, why have you forsaken me?" -which
is also a gesture of defiance, a kind of "Up yours! " directed at the God-Father.
Balmes is right to point out that this properly Christian "No" in all its forms is
the "unthinkable" traumatic core of pure love, a scandal which undermines it
from within. Here is his breathtakingly precise formulation:

The unthinkable in pure love is, in a sense, Christianity itself, the scandal of the
Cross, the Passion and the death of Christ, the "Why did you abandon me?" from
the psalm taken over by Christ and on which the mystics of pure love conferred a
radicality intolerable for the Church.}
This moment of tragedy, this return of the tragic at the very heart of Christianity
as the religion of love, is also the point which the self-erasing mysticism of
ecstatic love cannot properly grasp: when mystics talk about the "Night of
the World;' they directly identify this Night (the withdrawal from external
reality into the void of pure innerness) with the divine Beatitude, with the selr
erasing immersion into Divinity; for Christianity, in contrast, the unbearable

2 As a matter of fact, Christian tragedy is no longer a tragedy proper; its horror reaches
beyond the tragic. When Terry Eagleton wrote, "For many a tragic theorist, Agamemnon
is tragic but Auschwitz is not;' he meant it as a sarcastic stab at those postmodern elitists
who celebrate the ethical grandeur of a solitary hero's suicidal passion, ignoring the much
less heroic plight of the suffering of millions of ordinary people. One should nonetheless
read his statement as simply being true: Auschwitz is not tragic; it is a blasphemy to call it
tragic, since its victims were deprived of the minimum of personal dignity which enables
the subject to pose as a tragic hero.
3 Fran�ois Balmes, Dieu, le sexe et la verite, Ramonville Saint-Ague: En��s 2007, p. 196.
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and unsurpassable tension remains, there is an ex-timate "No" at the very heart
of the loving " Yes" to it all. This "No" has nothing to do with the imaginary logic
of hainamoration, the reversal of narcissistic love into hatred.
Claudel himself found Sygne's refusal of reconciliation with Turelure at the
end of EOtage mysterious: it imposed itself on him while he was writing the
drama, since it was not part of the original plan (first, he intended the mar
riage of Sygne and Turelure to mark the reconciliation of the ancien regime and
the new regime in the Restoration; later, he planned to have Badillon convince
the dying Sygne to give the demanded sign of pardon and reconciliation to
Turelure). Significantly, most critics perceived Sygne's refusal as a mark not of
her radicality but of her failure to follow through with the sacrifice demanded
of her, that is, to give her full consent to marriage with the despicable Turelure.
The idea is that, by refusing to give any sign of consent and dying in ice-cold
silence, Sygne disavows the religious principles which had hitherto dictated her
behavior. As Abel Hermant wrote:

Turelure tries to extract from Sygne a word, a sign of pardon. which would be for
him the sign that he has definitely conquered her and reached the end of his ambi
tions. But Sygne refuses this pardon, on which nonetheless her eternal salvation
seems to depend. She thus renders all her sacrifices worthless in the last minute.4
Claudel feebly protested such readings: "I believe she is saved;' but conceded
that the meaning of her final act was not clear even to him: '�t the play's end, the
characters escape all psychological investigation: at the human level, Sygne of
course refused to fulfill her sacrifice; we do not know any more about it, and the
author himself can only 'suppose' a meaning for her fmal gesture:"
In "The Ancient Tragical Motif as Reflected in the Modern;' a chapter of
Volume I of Either/Or, Kierkegaard proposed his fantasy of what a modern
Antigone would have been.' The conflict is now entirely internalized: there
is no longer a need for Creon. While Antigone admires and loves her father
Oedipus, the public hero and savior of Thebes, she knows the truth about him
(his murder of the father, his incestuous marriage). Her deadlock is that she is
prevented from sharing this accursed knowledge (like Abraham, who likewise
could not communicate to others the divine injunction to sacrifice his son) :
she cannot complain, or share her pain and sorrow with others. In contrast to
Sophocles's Antigone, who acts (to bury her brother and thus actively assume
her fate), she is unable to act, condemned forever to impassive suffering. The

4 Quoted from Jean-Pierre Kempf and Jacques Petit, rOtage, Paris: Archives des Lettres
Modernes 1966, p. 65.
5 Ibid., p. 53.
6 S0ren Kierkegaard, Either/Or, Vol. 1, New York: Anchor Books 1959, pp. 137-62.
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unbearable burden of her secret, of her destructive agalma, finally drives her to
death, in which alone she finds the peace that would otherwise have come with
symbolizing or sharing her pain and sorrow. Kierkegaard's paint is that this situ
ation is no longer properly tragic (again, in a similar way, Abraham is also not a
tragiC figure).
We can imagine the same shift also in the case of Abraham. The God who
commands him to sacrifice his son is the superego-God, the perverse "version
of the father;' the God who, for his own pleasure, submits his servant to the
ultimate test. What makes Abraham's situation non-tragic is that God's demand
cannot be made public, shared with the community of believers, included in
the big Other, unlike the sublime tragic moment which occurs precisely when
the hero addresses the public with his terrible plight, when he puts his predica
ment into words. To put it SUCcinctly, the demand addressed to Abraham has a
status similar to that of a ruler's "dirty secret" when solicited to commit a crime
which the State needs, but which cannot be admitted publicly. When, in the
fall of 1586, Queen Elizabeth I was under pressure from her ministers to agree
to the execution of Mary Stuart, she replied to their petition with the famous
"answer without an answer": "If I should say I would not do what you request, I
might say perhaps more than I think. And if I should say I would do it, I might
plunge myself into peril, whom you labor to preserve:'7 The message was clear:
she was not ready to say that she did not want Mary executed, since this would
be "more than I think"; but while she clearly wanted her dead, she did not want
to aftlrm this act of judicial murder publicly. The implicit message is thus also
clear: "If you are my true and faithful servants, do this crime for me, kill her
without making me responsible for her death, allow me to protest my ignorance
and even punish some of you to maintain this false appearance . . ." Can we not
imagine God himself giving a similar answer were Abraham to ask him pub·
licly, in front of his fellow elders, if he really wanted him to kill his only son?
"If ! should say I do not want you to lull Isaac I might say perhaps more than I
think. And if I should say you should do it, I might plunge myself into peril (that
of appearing to be an evil barbaric God, asking YOll to violate my own sacred
Laws), from which you, my faithful follower, labor to save me:'
Furthermore, insofar as Kierkegaard's Antigone is a paradigmatically mod
ernist figure, we can extend his mental experiment and imagine a postmodern
Antigone, with a Stalinist twist: in contrast to the modernist one, she would find
herself in a position in which, to quote Kierkegaard himself, the ethical itself
would be the temptation. One version would undoubtedly be for Antigone to
publicly renounce, denounce, and accuse her father (or, in a different version,
her brother Polynices) of his terrible sins out of her unconditional love for him.

7 Robert Hutchinson, Elizabeth's Spymaster, London: Orion Books 2006, p. 168.
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The Kierkegaardian catch is that such a public act would render Antigone even
more isolated, absolutely alone: no one-with the exception of Oedipus himself,
were he still alive-would understand that her act of betrayal is the supreme act
of love . . . Is this predicament of the "postmodern" Antigone not also that of
Judas, who was secretly enjoined by Christ to publicly betray him and pay the
full price for it?
Antigone would thus be entirely deprived of her sublime beauty-all that
would signal the fact that she was not a pure and simple traitor to her father, but
that she acted out of love for him, would be some barely perceptible repulsive
tic, like Sygne de CoUfontaine's hysteric twitch of the lips, a tic which no longer
belongs to the face, but whose insistence disintegrates the unity of a face. Can we
not imagine a similar tic on Judas's face-a desperate twitch of his lips signaling
the terrible burden of his role?
Far from just throwing herself into the jaws of death, possessed by a strange
wish to die or to disappear, Sophocles's Antigone insists up to her death on
performing a precise symbolic gesture: the proper burial of her brother. Like
Hamlet, Antigone is a drama of a failed symbolic ritual-Lacan insisted on this
continuity (he had analyzed Hamlet in the seminar that preceded The Ethics of
Psychoanalysis, which deals with Antigone). Antigone does not stand for some
extra-symbolic real, but for the pure signifier-her "purity" is that of a signifier.
This is why, although her act is suicidal, the stakes are symbolic: her passion is
the death drive at its purest-but here, precisely, we should distinguish between
the Freudian death drive and the Oriental nirvana. W h at makes Antigone a pure
agent of the death drive is her unconditional demand for the symbolic ritual to
be performed, an insistence which allows for no displacement or other form of
compromise-this is why Lacaos formula of drive is $-D: the subject uncondi
tionally insisting on a symbolic demand.
The problem with Antigone is not the suicidal purity of her death drive
but, quite the opposite, that the monstrosity of her act is covered up by its aes
theticization: the moment she is excluded from the community of humans, she
turns into a sublime apparition evoking our sympathy by complaining about
her plight. This is one of the key dimensions of Lacaos move from Antigone to
Sygne de CoUfontaine: there is no sublime beauty in Sygne at the play's end-all
that marks her as different from common mortals is the tic that momentarily
disfigures her face. This feature which spoils the harmony of her beautiful face,
the detail that sticks out and renders it ugly, is the material trace of her resistance
to being co-opted into the universe of symbolic debt and guilt.
This, then, should be the first step in a consistent reading of Christianity:
the dying Christ is on the side of Sygne, not of Antigone; Christ on the Cross
is not a sublime apparition but an embarrassing monstrosity. Another aspect of
this monstrosity was clearly perceived by Rembrandt, whose "Lazarus," one of
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the most traumatic classic paintings, depicts Christ i n t h e a c t of raising Lazarus
from the dead. What is striking is not only the portrayal of Lazarus, a monstrous
living-dead figure returning to life, but, even more so, the terrified expression
on Christ's face, as if he were a magician shocked that his spell has actually
worked, disgusted by what he has brought back to life, aware that he is playing
with forces better left alone. This is a true Kierkegaardian Christ, shocked not by
his mortality but by the heavy burden of his supernatural powers which border
on blasphemy, the blasphemy at work in every good biography: "Biography is
in fact one of the occult arts. It uses scientific means-documentation, analysis,
inquiry-to achieve a hermetic end: the transformation of base material into
gold. Its final intention is the most ambitious and blasphemous of all-to bring
back a human being to life:"
The death of God, as is well known, can be experienced in a plurality of
modes: as a tragic loss generating a deep melancholy; as a joyful opening into
a new freedom; as a simple fact to be coldly analyzed . . . But in its most radical
dimension, the death of God is strictly correlative to-is the other side of-the
immortalization of the body Signaled by "Christ is not dead": there is something
in the human body which is more than a human body, an obscene undead partial
object which is more in the body than this body itself' To explain this paradox,
let me cite "Joe Hill;' the famons Wobblies song from 1925 (words by Alfred
Hayes, music by Earl Robinson) about the judiCial murder of Hill, a Swedish
born trade union organizer and singer. In the follOWing decades, it became a true
folk song, popularized around the world by Paul Robeson; here are the (slightly
shorteued) lyrics which present in a simple but effective way the Christological
aspect of the emancipatory collective, a struggling collective bound by love:
I dreamed I saw Joe Hill last night
Alive as you or me.
Says 1, "But Joe, you're ten years dead:'
"I never died;' says he.
"The copper bosses killed you, Joe,
They shot you, Joe," says I.
"Takes more than guns to kill a man�'
Says Joe, "[ didn't die:'
Richard Holmes, "The Biographical Arts;' review of Truth to Life, by A. o. J. Cockshut,
The Times (London), May JO, 1974, p. 11.
9 When (in Romans 7=4) Paul says that Christians die to the law through the body of
Christ, one should take note of the paradox: "law has been overcome through that which
is closely tied up with sin among humans:' The site of struggle and overcoming is the
body, not the law.
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And standing there as big as life,
And smiling with his eyes,
Joe says, "What they forgot to kill
Went on to organize:'
"Joe Hill ain't dead;' he says to me,
"Joe Hill ain't never died.
Where working men are out on strike,
Joe Hill is at their side:'

Crucial here is the subjective reversal: the mistake of the anonymous narra
tor who does not believe that Joe Hill is still alive is that he forgets to include
himself, his own subjective position, in the series: Joe Hill is not alive "out there;
as a separate ghost; he is alive here, in the very minds of the workers remember
ing him and continuing his fight-he is alive in the very gaze which (mistakenly)
looks for him out there. The same mistake of "reifying" the searched-for object
is made by Christ's disciples, a mistake which Christ corrects with the famous
words: "Where two or three are gathered in my name, I will be there."

THE BIG O THER
Is this, then, the Christian Holy Spirit-the Lacanian "big Other;' the virtual,
ideal agency kept alive by the work of individuals participating in it? Back in
1956, Lacan offered a short and dear definition of the Holy Ghost along these
lines: "The Holy Ghost is the entry of the signifier into the world. This is cer
tainly what Freud brought us under the title of death drive:'w What Lacan means,
at this stage of his thought, is that the Holy Ghost stands for the symbolic order
as that which cancels (or, rather, suspends) the entire domain of "life" -lived
experience, the libidinal flux, the wealth of emotions, or, to put it in Kant's terms,
the "pathologica!." When we locate ourselves within the Holy Ghost, we are
transubstantiated-we enter another life beyond the biological one. The status
of this big Other is ironic, an agency of objective irony-in what sense? In the
introduction to my book The Fright of Real Tears, I relate an experience of mine
to illustrate the sad state of Cultural Studies today:
Some months before writing this, at an art round table, I was asked to comment on
a painting I had seen there for the first time. I did not have any idea about it, so I
engaged in total bluff, which went on something like this: the frame of the painting
in front of us is not its true frame; there is another, invisible, frame, implied by the
10 Jacques Lacan, Le seminaire, Livre IV: La relation dbbjet, Paris: Seuil 1994, p. 48.
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structure o f the painting, the frame that entl:ames our perception o f the painting,
and these two frames do not overlap-there is an invisible gap separating the two.
The pivotal content of the painting is not rendered in its visible part, but is located
in this dis-location of the two frames, in the gap that separates them Are we, today,
in our post-modern madness, still able to discern the traces of this gap? Perhaps
more than the reading of a painting hinges on it; perhaps, the decisive dimension
of humanity \vill be lost when \'le yvill iose the capacity to discern this gap . . . To my
surprise, this brief intervention was a huge success, and many following participants
referred to the dimension in-benveen-the-two-frames, elevating it into a term. This
very success made me sad, really sad. What I encountered here was not only the
efficiency of a bluff: but a much more radical apathy at the very heart of today's
Cultural Studies."

However, 125 pages later, in the book's last chapter, I reintroduce the same notion
of "between-the-twa- frames;' this time without irony, as a straightforward theo
retical concept:
One of the minimal definitions of a modernist painting concerns the function of its
frame. The frame of the painting in front of us is not its true frame; there is another,
invisible, frame, the frame implied by the structure of the painting, the frame that
enframes our perception of the painting, and these two frames by definition never
overlap-there is an invisible gap separating them. The pivotal content of the paint
ing is not rendered in its visible part, but is located ill this dis-location of the two
frames, in the gap that separates them.'"

What distressed me was how even some of my friends and followers missed the
point-most of those who noticed this repetition read it either as a self-parodic
indication of how I do not take my own theories seriously, or as a sign of my
growing senility (assuming I had simply forgotten by the end of the book that I
had mocked the very same notion in the introduction). Was it really so difficult
to perceive how my procedure here perfectly illustrated the point I was (and
am) repeatedly trying to make apropos of today's predominant attitude of cyni
cism and of not-taking-oneself-seriously? Even when a subject mocks a certain
belief, this in no way undermines the belief's symbolic effkacy-the belief often
continues to determine the subject's activity. When we make fun of an attitude,
the truth is often in this attitude, not in the distance we take towards it: I make
fun of it to conceal from myself the fact that it actually determines my activity.
Someone who mocks his own love for a woman, say, often thereby expresses his
uneasiness at being so deeply attached to her.
11 Slavoj Zitek, The Fright afReal Tears, London: BFI 1999, pp. 5-6.
12 Ibid., p. 130.
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Peter Sellars's version of Cos; fan tufte takes place in the present (a US naval
base, with Despina as a local bar owner, and the two gentlemen-naval officers
-returning not as ':Albanians;' but as violet-and-yellow-haired punks). The
main premise is that the only true passionate love is . that between the philoso
pher Alfonzo and Despina, who experiment with two young couples in order
to act out the impasse of their own desperate love. This reading hits the very
heart of the Mozartean irony which is to be opposed to cynicism. If, to sim
plify it to the utmost, a cynic fakes a belief that he privately mocks (preaching
sacrifice for the fatherland, say, while privately amassing profits . . . ), an ironist
takes things more seriously than he appears to-he secretly believes in what he
publicly mocks. Alfonzo and Despina, the cold philosophical experimenter and
the corrupt, dissolute servant girl, are the true passionate lovers using the two
pathetic couples and their ridiculous erotic imbroglio as instruments to confront
their traumatic attachment. And it is only today, in our postmodern age, alleg
edly full of irony and lacking all belief, that the Mozartean irony reaches its full
actuality, confronting us with the embarraSSing fact that-not in our interior
lives, but in our acts themselves, in our social practice-we believe much more
than we are aware of. Apropos of Moliere's Tartuffe, Henri Bergson emphaSized
how Tartuffe is funny not on account of his hypocrisy, but because he gets caught
in his own mask of hypocrisy:
He enters so thoroughly into the role of a hypocrite that he plays it almost sincerely.
In this way, and this way only, can he become comic. Were it not for this material
sincerity. were it not for the language and attitudes that his long-standing experi
ence as a hypocrite has transformed into natural gestures, Tartuffe would be simply
odiouS.13

Bergson's precise expression "material sincerity" fits perfectly with the
Althusserian notion of the Ideological State Apparatus, the external ritual
which materializes ideology: the subject who maintains his dlstance towards
the ritual is unaware of the fact that the ritual already dominates him from
within. Even if it is misrecognized or simply "not taken seriously;' this
big Other is nonetheless effective-an efficacy clearly discernible in the
case of the big Other as the "subject supposed to not know;' as the agency
of innocent appearance whose ignorance should be maintained.'4 This
13 Henri Bergson, Laughter: An Essay on the Meaning of the Comic. trans. Cloudesley
Brereton and Fred Rothwell, New York: MacMillan 1913. p. 144-5.
'4 The "subject supposed to believe" can also be defined as the "subject supposed not
to know": in a delicate situation, the polite thing to do is to pretend to believe what my
partner in conversation is claiming. in other words to pretend not to know that what
he claims is not true, to act as if it were true. For example, when a foreigner desperately
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point i s nicely expressed i n t h e distinction be-r"veen mere politeness and
ta ct proper:
Follo'wing the rules of politeness is never quite enough, it requires tact. In a won
derful scene in one of Truffaut's early movies, Delphine Seyrig, a femme du monde,
tries to teach the young Jean-Pierre Leaud the difference between politeness and
tact. "Imagine you inadvertently enter a bathroom ,vhere a woman is standing
naked under a shower. Politeness requires that you qnickly close the door and say
'Pardon, Madame!' \Nhereas tact would be to quickly close the door and say 'Pardon,
Monsieur!'" In both cases there is the respect for the other, for the other's intimacy
upon which one has umvittingly intruded, and this requires a polite excuse. The
rules are satisfied in the first case. But in the second case, one makes more: one
pretends not to have seen, one pretends that the intrusion was so marginal that one
couldn't even make out the sex of the exposed person, and even though the hapless
lady may well know that you are pretending, she will still very much appreciate
your effort.li

Such discretion can appear in unexpected forms and places. In China, the local
party bosses are popular targets of obscene jokes mocking their vulgar tastes
and sexual obsessions. (Far from originating with ordinary people, these jokes
mostly express the attitude of the higher nomenklatura towards the lower
cadres.) In one joke, a small provincial party boss has just returned from the big
city with a pair of shiny new black shoes. When his young secretary brings him
tea, he wants to impress her with the quality of his shoes; so when she leans over
his table he moves his foot just under her skirt and tells her he can see (reflected
in his shoe) that her underpants are blue. The next day the flirting goes on, and
he tells her that today her underpants are green. On the third day, the secretary
decides not to wear any underwear at all; looking at his shoes for the reflection,
the party boss desperately exclaims: ''I've just bought these shoes, and already
the surface is cracked!" In the final displacement, precisely when the boss is able
to see the reflected "thing itself;' he withdraws from recognizing it and reads
it as a feature of the mirror reflecting it. One might even detect here, beneath
the surface of the boss's vulgar boastfulness, a gesture of hidden politeness: in a
gentle misrecognition, he prefers to appear an idiot than to comment rudely on
what he can see. The procedure is here different from that of fetishistic displace
ment: the subject's perception does not stop at the last thing he sees before the
direct view of the vaginal opening (as in the fetishistic flxation), for his shoe
trying to understand me emphatically nods, signaling that he is following what I am
saying, even if it is dear from his replies that he is not, it would be very impolite to
brutally point this out.
15 Mladen Dolar, "The Art of the Unsaid" (unpublished paper).
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is not his fetish, the last thing he sees before seeing the vaginal crack; when,
unexpectedly and inadvertently, he does get the view of the crack, he as it were
assumes it as his own, as his own deficiency
In politics, a supreme case of discretion or the art" of the unsaid took place
during the secret meeting between Alvaro Cunhal, the leader of the Portuguese
Communist Party, and Melo Antunes, the pro-democracy member of the army
body which de facto ran the country after the coup against the old Salazar
regime in 1974. The situation was extremely tense: on the one side there was the
Communist Party and the radical army officers, ready to start the real socialist
revolution, taking over factories and land (arms were already being distributed
to the people, etc.); on the other side conservatives and democratic liberals were
ready to stop the revolution by any means necessary, induding military interven
tion. In their meeting, Antunes and Cunhal, both highly respected intellectuals,
made a deal without stating it: there was no agreement whatsoever-explicitly,
they only disagreed-but they left the meeting with the understanding that the
communists would not start a revolution, thereby allowing the "normal" demo
cratic state to fully form, and that the anti-socialist military would not ban the
Communist Party, but accept it as a key player in the Portuguese democratic
process. One can daim that this discreet meeting literally saved Portugal, pre
venting a bloody civil war at the very last minute. The logic of their discretion
later extended to how the two participants treated their meeting. When asked
about it (by a journalist friend of mine) , Cunhal said that he would confirm it
only if Antunes did not deny it-if Antunes denied it, then the thing never took
place. When my friend then visited Antunes, he did not confirm the meeting,
but listened silently as my friend told him what Cunhal had said-thus, by way
of not denying it, he met Cunhal's condition and implicitly confirmed it. This is
how gentlemen of the Left act in politics.
There are, of course, limits to this logic of polite ignorance. Some decades
ago, a woman was slowly beaten to death in the courtyard of a big apartment
block in Brooklyn; of the more than seventy witnesses who dearly saw what was
going on from their windows, not one called the police. Why not? As the later
investigation established, the most prevalent excuse by far was that each witness
thought someone else would surely have already reported it. This fact should not
be dismissed moralistically as a mere excuse for moral cowardice and egotistic
indifference: what we encounter here is also a function of the big Other-this
time not as Lacan's "subject supposed to know;' but as what one might call "the
subject supposed to call the police:'
The mechanism at work here is the same as that underlying Golda Meir's
famous reply when asked whether she believed in God: "I believe in the Jewish
people, and they believe in God:' This formula of transitive beliefis today univer
salized: one does not believe oneself, but, relying on another "subject supposed
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t o believe;' one can act a s i f one believes. Furthermore, one should read Meir's
statement in a very precise way: it does not imply the position of the elitist leader
who feeds his naive-believing subjects with Platonic "beautiful lies." The State of
Israel is here exemplary: the fetishist disavowal is inscribed into its very founda
tions. Although it has, according to surveys, the most atheistic population in
the world (more than 60 percent of the Jews in Israel do not believe in God),
its basic legitimization (claiming the land given to them by God) is theological
-the implicit formula is thus: "We know very well there is no God, but we none
theless believe he gave us the holy land:'
The "subject supposed to believe" thus does not have to exist: it suffices
that its existence is presupposed as a purely virtual entity, "the Jewish people:'
And this was also the fatal mistake of the witnesses of the drawn-out Brooklyn
murder: they misread the symbolic (fictional) fimction of the "subject supposed
to call the police" as an empirical function, wrongly concluding that there must
be at least someone who would actually make the call, that is, they overlooked
the fact that the hmction is operative even if there is no actual subject who
enacts it. One could even imagine an empirical test for this dain1: if the circum
stances could be recreated so that each of the witnesses were to think that he or
she was alone in observing the gruesome scene, one could predict that, despite
their opportunistic avoidance of "getting involved in something that isn't my
bnsiness;' the majority of them would have called the police.
So, again, what is the big Other? A lady from Germany once told me that her
sex life was minimal: she had to seduce her husband once every couple of weeks,
"just so that I can tell my psychoanalyst that I still have sex life" -the analyst is
here the big Other, the agency for which one has to maintain the appearance (of
an active sex life). Here is a more ominous version of the same logic: in 2009,
an unfortunate Greek man wrote several letters to a Greek civil servant over
several months, complaining that he had yet to receive his pension; the civil
servant finally replied with a letter informing him that the reason for the delay
was that he was dead." The shocking nature of the message lies not only in its
obvious contradiction with the fact that the addressee was actually alive, and the
performative paradox that this fact implies (the message saying that I am dead
is addressed to me, that is, it presupposes that I am alive). The very fact that this
paradox can occur implies a more complex situation: the message addresses the
dimension in me which makes me dead even while I am still alive, the "mortify
ing" dimension of the signifler, of being inscribed into (reduced to) the network
of symbolic representation. In other words, what the message is saying is some
thing like the following: even if you are biologically alive, you no longer exist for
the big Other; as far as the state network is concerned, you are dead.
16 l owe this reference to Nikitas Fessas, Athens.
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Apropos of the multiple meanings of the "big Other" in Lacan, Balmes
was right to emphasize that the solution is not to attempt to distinguish clearly
between the various meanings (the Other as the place of speech, the desiring
Other, etc.)." What is much more important is to analyze what Hegel would have
called the "self-movement of the notion;' the way one meaning, on account of
its inherent tensions and implications, passes into another (often its opposite) .
For example, what differentiates hysteria from psychosis i s their different rela
tion to the "enjoyment of the Other" (not the subject's enjoyment of the Other,
but the Other who enjoys [in] the subject): a hysteric finds it unbearable to be
the object ofthe Other's enjoyment, she finds herself "used" or "exploited;' while
a psychotic willfully immerses himself in it and wallows in it. (A pervert is a
special case: he posits himself not as the object of the Other's enjoyment, but
as the instrument of the Other's enjoyment-he serves the Other's enjoyment.)
The root of these shifts in the meaning of big Other is that, in the subject's rela
tion to it, we are effectively dealing with a closed loop best rendered by Escher's
famous image of two hands drawing each other. The big Other is a virtual order
which exists only through subjects "believing" in it; if, however, a subject were to
suspend its belief in the big Other, the subject itself, its "reality;' would disappear.
The paradox is that symbolic fiction is constitutive of reality: if we take away the
fiction, we lose reality itself. This loop is what Hegel called "positing the presup
positions:' This big Other shouid not be reduced to an anonymous symbolic
field-there are many interesting cases where an individual stands for the big
Other. One should think not primarily of leader-figures who directly embody
their communities (king, president, master), but rather of the more mysterious
protectors of appearances-such as otherwise corrupted parents who desperately
try to keep tlleir child ignorant of their depraved lives, or, if it is a leader, then
one for whom Potemkin villages are built."
When, in David Lean's Brief Encounter, the lovers meet for the last time
at the desolate train station, their solitude is immediately disturbed by Celia
Johnson's noisy and inquisitive friend who, unaware of the underlying tension
between the couple, goes prattling on about ridiculously inSignificant everyday
incidents. Unable to communicate directly, the couple can only stare desper
ately. This common prattler is the big Other at its purest: while it appears as an
17 Balmes, Dieu, Ie sexe et la verite.
18 Today, it seems that appearances no longer have to be protected. We all know the
innocent child from Andersen's "The Emperor's New Clothes" who publicly proclaims
the fact that the emperor is naked-today, in our cynical era, such a strategy no longer
works, it has lost its disturbing power, since everyone now proclaims that the emperor
is naked (that Western democracies are torturing terrorist suspects. that wars are fought
for profit, etc., etc.), and yet nothing happens, nobody seems to mind, the system just
goes on functioning as if the emperor were fully dressed.
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accidental and unfortunate intrusion, its role i s structurally necessary. 1 9 When,
towards the end of the fHm, we see this scene a second time, accompanied by
Celia John sons voice over, she tells ns that she was not listening to what her
friend was saying, indeed she had not understood a word; however, precisely as
snch , her prattling provided the necessary support, as a kind of safety-cushion,
for the lovers' last meeting, preventing its self-destructive explosion or, worse,
its decline into banality. That is to say, on the one hand, the very presence of the
na"ive prattler who "understands nothing" of the situation enables the lovers to
maintain a minimum of control over their predicament, since they feel com
pelled to "maintain proper appearances" in front of this gaze. On the other hand,
in the few words privately exchanged before the big Other's interruption, they
had come to the brink of conffonting the unpleasant question: if they're really so
pass ionately in love that they can't live without each other, why don't they simply
divorce their spouses and get together? The prattler then arrives at exactly the
right moment, enabling the lovers to maintain the tragic grandeur of their pre
dicament. Without the intrusion, they would have had to confront the banality
and vulgar compromise of their situation. The shift to be made in a proper dia
lectical analysis thus goes from the condition of impossibility to the condition of
possibility: what appears as the "condition of impossibility;' or the obstacle, is in
fact the condition that enables what it appears to threaten to exist.
Two further "as if's" in BriefEncounter, the Ilrst in Roald-Dahl-style: what if
Celia Johnson were suddenly to discover that Trevor Howard was really a bach
elor who had concocted the story of his marriage and two children to add a
melodramatic-tragic flavor to the afhir, and to avoid the prospect of long-term
commitment? Then, one in Bridges-of-Madison-Connty-style: what if, at the
end, Celia Johnson were to discover that her husband had known all about the
affair from the beginning and had jnst been pretending ignorance in order to
maintain appearances and/or not to hurt or put additional pressure on his wife?
To a person in a state of emotional trauma, possessed by a desire to dis
appear or [all into the void, a superflcial external intrusion (like the friend
prattling on) is often the only thing standing between him and the abyss of self
destruction: what appears as a ridiculous intrusion becomes a life-saving inter
vention. So when, alone with her companion in a carriage compartment, Celia
19 A similar case of a character standing in for the big Other occurs in the Bond film
Casino Royale, in the guise of the confused, intrusively friendly and comically punctual
Swiss bank representative who organizes the money transfers for the poker players.
Towards the end of the film-when, in the lush garden of a Montenegrin villa, the
recuperating Bond and Vesper Lynd decide to stay together, and start to ernbrace
the Svviss banker appears, embarrassed but intrusive, with a stupid smile, asking
Bond to type in the password needed to access the money he has won-the proverbial
Liebes-Sfoerer
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Johnson complains about the incessant yapping and even expresses a desire to
kill the intruder ("I wish you would stop talking . . . . I wish you were dead now.
No, that was silly and unkind. But I wish you would stop talking") , we can well
imagine what would have happened had the acquaintance really stopped talking:
either Celia would have immediately collapsed, or she would have been com
pelled to utter a humiliating plea: "Please, just carry on talking, no matter what
you are saying . . ." Is this unfortunate intruder not a kind of envoy of (a stand-in
for) the absent husband, his representative (in the sense of Lacan's paradOxical
statement that woman is one of the Names-of-the-Father)? She intervenes at
exactly the right moment to prevent the drift into self-annihilation (as in the
famous scene in Vertigo where the phone rings just in time to stop Scottie and
Madeleine's dangerous drift into erotic contact) .
The husband and the prattler are effectively two aspects o f one and the same
entity, the big Other, the addressee of Celia Johnson's confession. The husband is
both the ideal recipient of the confession-dependable, open, understanding
and the one who above all cannot be confessed to-he must be protected from
the truth; he is the subject supposed to not know: "Dear Fred. There's so much
that I want to say to you. You're the only one in the world with the wisdom and
gentleness to understand it. . . . As it is, you are the only one in the world that
I can never tell. Never, never . . . I don't want you to be hurf' The prattler, for
her part, is the wrong person at the right time and place: Celia Johnson wants
to confess to her, but cannot: "I wish I could trust you. I wish you were a wise,
kind friend instead of a gossiping acquaintance I've known casually for years
and never particularly cared for:" "
In dealing with the big Other, it is crucial to be attentive to the interplay
between the anonymous field and the subject impersonating it. One popular
myth from the late Communist era in Eastern Europe was that there existed a
department of the secret police whose function was to invent and put into circu1ation political jokes about the regime and its representatives, for they were aware
of the positive stabilizing function of such jokes (offering ordinary people an
easy and tolerable way to let off steam, easing their frustrations, etc.). Attractive
as it is, this myth overlooks a rarely mentioned but nonetheless crucial feature
of jokes: they never seem to have an author, as if the question "who is the author
of this joke?" were an impossible one. Jokes are originally "told;' they are always
already "heard" ("Have you heard the one about . . . ?"). Therein resides their
mystery: they are idiosyncratic; they stand for the unique creativity of language
but are nonetheless "collective;' anonymous, authorless, arriving all of a sudden
20 Brief Encounter is a cult film among gay men, on account of the way it recalls the
atmosphere of gay couples secretly meeting in the darkness of train stations at night;
however, what if its libidinal structure is more that of a lesbian affair (in which, as we
know from Lacan, the Third who guarantees it is the paternal figure)?
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out o f nowhere. The idea that there has to be a n author o f a joke i s properly para
noid: it means that there has to be an "Other of the Other;' of the anonymous
symbolic order, as if the unfathomable generative power of language has to be
personalized, located in an agent who controls it and secretly pulls the strings.
This is why, from the theological perspective, God is the ultimate jokester. This
is the thesis of Isaac Asimov's channing short story "Jokester;' about a group of
historians of langnage who, in snpport of the hypothesis that God created man
out of apes by telling them a joke, try to reconstruct this joke, the "mother of
all jokes" which first gave birth to spirit (Incidentally, for those in the Judeo
Christian tradition, this is superfluous, since we all know what the joke was:
"Do not eat from the tree of knowledge! " -the first prohibition which is clearly
a joke, a perpleXing temptation whose point is unclear.)
Is God then the big Other? The answer is not as simple as it may appear. One
can say that he is the big Other at the level of the enunciated, but not at the level
of the enunciation (the level which really matters). Saint Augustine was already
fully aware of this problem, when he asked the naive but crucial question: if
God sees into the innermost depths of our hearts, knowing what we really think
and want better than we do ourselves, why then is a confession to God neces
sary? Are we not telling him what he already knows? Is God then not like the
tax authorities in some countries who already know all about our incOlne, yet
still ask us to report it, just so they can compare the two lists and establish who
is lying? The answer, of course, lies in the position of enunciation. In a group of
people, even if everyone knows my dirty secret (and even if everyone knows that
everyone else knows it) , it is still crucial for me to say it openly; the moment I do,
everything changes. But what is this "everything"? The moment I say it, the big
Other, the instance of appearance, knows it; my secret is thereby inscribed into
the big Other. Here we encounter the two opposite aspects of the big Other: the
big Other as the "subject supposed to know;' as the Master who sees everything
and secretly pulls the strings; and the big Other as the agent of pure appear
ance, the agent supposed to not know, the agent for whose benefit appearances
are to be maintained. Prior to my confession, God in the hrst aspect of the big
Other already knows everything, but God in the second aspect does not This
difference can also be expressed in terms of subjective assmnption: insofar as
I merely know it, I do not really assume it subjectively, in other words, I can
continne to act as if I do not know it; only when I confess to it in public can I
no longer pretend not to know." The theological problem is the following: does
21 In his De Doctrina Christiana, Augustine artfully evoked the independence of
the properly symbolic-performative dimension of speech with regard to the inner
psychological attitude of the speaker, in order to justify the authority of the Church and its
representatives even when they are (as persons) sinful and corrupted-the moral quality
of the speaker is irrelevant, what matters is that the doctrine he preaches is orthodox: "It is
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not this distinction between the two Gods introduce finitude into God himself?
Should not God as the absolute Subject be precisely the one for whom the enun
ciated and its enunciation totally overlap, so that whatever we intimately know
has already been confessed to him? The problem is that such a God is the God
of a psychotic, the God to whom I am totally transparent also at the level of
enunciation.

THE DEATH OF G OD
Is the Holy Spirit, then, a version of this big Other, of what Hegel calls "objec
tive spirit" or spiritual substance? It is crucial not to equate them: the properly
Christian-Hegelian notion of the Holy Spirit is misunderstood when reduced to
the humanist claim that "God" is nothing but our (human) awareness of God, so
that the Holy Spirit is simply the spiritual substance of humanity. Here are two
representative passages:
Finite consciousness knows God only to the extent to which God knows himself,
spirit is nothing other than those who worship him.
Man knows God only insofar as God knows himself as man. The Spirit of man,
whereby he knows God, is simply the spirit of God himself."

In short, from the properly Hegelian perspective, announced already in Eckhart,
one should reverse the proposition that "to believe that God exists is to believe
that I stand in some relation to his existence such that his existence is itself the
reason for my belief'" My belief in God is, on the contrary, the reason for God's
very existence, or, God qua Holy Ghost, the spiritual substance of the Christian
collective, its presupposition, is alive only insofar as it is itself posited by the con
tinuous activity of individuals. However, it is crucial not to confuse this gesture
with the standard "materialist" notion that God is just a fiction projected by the
believers, the conclusion drawn by Solomon: "there is no 'alien' God who reaches
possible for a person who is eloquent but evil actually to compose a sermon proclaiming
the truth for another, who is not eloquent but who is good to deliver:' Do we not find
here an embryo of the corrupt and cynical ghostwriter composing great speeches for the
na'ive political leader?
22 As quoted by Robert C. Solomon in In the Spirit of Hegel, Oxford: Oxford University
Press 1983, p. 626; based on G. W. F. Hegel, Lectures on the Philosophy ofReligion, ed. and
trans. E. B. Speirs and /. Burdon Sanderson, London: Kegan Paul, Trench, Triibner 1895.
Emphasis added.
23 Sam Harris, The End ofFaith, New York: W. W. Norton & Company 2005, p. 63.
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down to us; God is Spirit and Spirit is us, nothing more."J·l What one should
render problematic here is the fateful "nothing more": of course there is no Spirit
as a substantial entity above and beyond individuals, but this does not make
Hegel a nominalist�there is "something more" than the reality of individuals,
and this "more" is the virtual Real which always supplements reality, "more than
nothing, but less than something:' In other ""'lords, if there is "nothing more"
than us (human individuals) in Spirit, how are we to account for the central tenet
of Christianity, the event of Christ's incarnation? Why do humans not directly
recognize themselves�their Spirit-in the figure of an alien substantial God?
Why do they not directly "kill God" as a transcendent Subject, allowing him to
survive only as the virtual symbolic order kept alive by the incessant activity of
each and everyone of us? Solomon confronts this problem:
It is the "middle term" of the Trinity that exercises Hegel the most: God or "Spirit"
is easily reinterpreted as immanent, and the "Holy Ghost" already has precisely the
status Hegel ·wants it to have, as Spirit effused throughout the community. But it is
the role of Jesus that distinguishes Christianity hom other religions, and the notion
of "incarnation" which "contradicts all understanding:" ;

But this solution avoids the problem nicely stated centuries ago by Lessing
("How is it possible that Christianity can base the whole of its faith on an his
torical accident?" ) by claiming that "Hegel's answer, in fact, is found in Goethe,
who described this as an allegory, 'a particular considered only as an illustration,
as an example of the universal."'!6 Read in this way, of course, Hegel is not
a religious man, much less the "greatest abstract thinker of Christianity:' He is,
perhaps, one of the first great humanists of German philosophy. That was Hegel's
secret, and the source of Kierkegaard's righteous complaint: "Modern philosophy is
neither more nor less than paganism. But it wants to make itself and us believe that
it is Christianity:'27

Alasdair Macintyre was thus quite correct when he claimed that "if Kierkegaard
hadn't existed, it would be necessary to invent him" ��or even "God invented
Kierkegaard to throw light on HegeL""
Hegel does indeed say that Christ is an example-but, he adds, an "example
of example" and thus "the absolute example," which means, preCisely, that it
24
25
26
27
28

Solomon, In the Spirit oj Hegel, p. 629.
Ibid., p. 628.
Ibid.
Ibid., p. 634.
Quoted from ibid., p. 634.
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is no longer a mere example, but an example which is more the "thing its elf"
exemplified in/by it than the thing itself-in other words, it is only through this
"example" that the exemplified "thing itself" becomes what it is. This is why
Christ's incarnation "contradicts all understanding": wbat understanding cannot
grasp is how, in Christianity, its universal/eternal Truth is based "on an historical
accident;' namely how its necessity is itself grounded in a contingency In this
precise sense, Hegel is not a "humanist": for a humanist, it is easy to see how all
individuals are passing contingent embodiments/examples of the eternal human
Spirit." What a humanist cannot grasp is that this universal Spirit, in order to
become "for itself;' to fully actualize itself, has to be directly incarnated in a sin
gular contingent individual who is not its mere "example" but the full actuality of
the Universal. So when this singular individual dies, it is not just the substantial
In -itself of a transcendent God which dies; what dies is also God qua spiritual
substance, the universal Spirit which is kept alive by the incessant activity of all
passing contingent individuals-such a representation is still too "substantial:'
At a more basic level, what we are dealing with here is the shift from abstract
to concrete universality. At the level of abstract universality, we can oppose
the universal symbolic system as a non-psychological "objective social fact"
to individual subjects and their interaction. We reach concrete universality
when we ask how the anonymous symbolic system exists for the subject, that
is, how the subject experiences it as "objective;' universal. In order for a uni
versality to become "concrete;' For-itself, it has to be experienced as such, as a
non-psychological universal order, by the subject.'" This precise distinction
enables us to account for the passage of what Hegel called "objective spirit"
(OS) to "absolute spirit" (AS) We do not pass from OS to AS by way of a
simple subjective appropriation of "reWed" OS subjectivity (in the well-known
Feuerbach-young-Marx pseudo-Hegelian mode: ''the collective human subjec
tivity recognizes in OS its own product, the reified expression of its own creative
power")-this would be a Simple reduction of OS to subjective spirit (SS). But
neither do we accomplish this passage by positing beyond OS another, even
more In-itself absolute entity that encompasses both SS and OS. The passage
from OS to AS resides in nothing but the dialectical mediation between OS and
29 Even Badiou remains a «humanist" when he remarks how "the Idea is nothing other
than that by which individuals discover within themselves the action of thought as
immanence to the True. This discovery immediately indicates both that the individual
is not the author of this thought but merely that through which it passes, and that this
thought would, nevertheless, not have existed without all the incorporations which make
up its materiality:' (Alain Badiou, Second Manifesto for Philosophy, Cambridge: Polity
2011, p. 109.) Is this not the old Hegelian idea of spiritual substance as something which
cannot be reduced to individuals' experience and activity. but which nonetheless only
exists when it is kept alive by the individuals' incessant activity?
30 The Freudo-Lacanian answer to this question is symbolic castration.
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55, i n the

above-indicated inclusion ohhe gap that separates 0 5 !Tom 55 within
so that as has to appear (be experienced) as such, as an objective "reified"
entit)', b)' 5S itself (and in the inverted recognition that, without the subjective
reference to an In-itself of the as, subjectivity itself disintegrates, collapses into
psychotic autism)."
What, then, is that which does not die, the material support ofthe Holy Spirit?
When Robeson sang "joe Hill" at the legendar), Peace Arch concert in 1952, he
changed the key line from "What the), forgot to kill" into: "What they can never
kill went on to organize." The immortal dimension in man, that in luan which
it "takes more than guns to kill;' the Spirit, is what went on to organize itself.
This should not be dismissed as an obscurantist-spiritualist metaphor-there is
a subjective truth in it: when emancipatory subjects organize themselves, it is the
"spirit" itself which organizes itself through them. One should add to the series
of what the impersonal "it" (das Es, ,a ) does (in the nnconscious, "it talks;' "it
enjoys") : it organizes itself (,'a sorganise-therein resides the core of the "eternal
Idea" of a revolutionary party) One should also shamelessly evoke the standard
scene from science-fiction horror movies in which the alien who has taken on
human appearance (or invaded and colonized a human being) is exposed, its
human form destroyed, so that all that remains is a formless slime, like a pool
of melted metal . . . the hero leaves the scene, satisfied that the threat has been
dealt with-and then the formless slime that the hero forgot to kill (or conld
not kill) starts to move, slowly organizing itself, and the old menacing figure is
reconstituted. Perhaps it is along these lines that we shonld read the Christian
practice of Eucharist,
55,

in which the participants in this love feast or sacrificial meal establish solidarity with
one another through the medium of a mutilated body. In this way, they share at the
level of sign or sacrament in Christ's own bloody passage from weakness to power,
death to transfigured life.32

Is not what we believers consnme in the Eucharist, Christ's flesh (bread) and
blood (wine), precisely the same formless remainder, "what they [the Roman
soldiers who crucified him] can never kilJ;' which then goes on to organize itself
as a community of believers? From this standpoint we shonld reread Oedipus
31 In the same way, in Christianity, we overcome the opposition between God as an
objective spiritual In-itself and human (believers') subjectivity by way of transposing this
gap into God himself: Christianity is "absolute religion" only and precisely insofar as, in
it, the distance that separates God from man separates God from himself (and man from
man, from the "inhuman" in him).
32 Terry Eagleton, Trouble with Strangers: A Study of Ethics, Oxford: ''''iley-Blackwell
2009, p. 272.
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himself as a precursor of Christ: against those-including Lacan himself-who
perceive Oedipus at Colonus and Antigone as figures driven by the uncom
promisingly suicidal death drive, "unyielding right to the end, demanding
everything, giving up nothing, absolutely unreconciled;'" Terry Eagleton is right
to point out that Oedipus at Colonus
becomes the cornerstone of a new political order. Oedipus's polluted body signi
fies among other things the monstrous terror at the gates in which, if it is to have
a chance of rebirth, the polis must recognize its own hideous deformity. This pro
foundly political dimension of the tragedy is given short shrift in Lacan's own
meditations . . . 34
In becoming nothing but the scum and refuse of the polis-the "shit of the
earth;' as St Paul racily describes the followers of Jesus, or the "total loss of human
ity" which Marx portrays as the proletariat-Oedipus is divested of his identity and
authority and so can offer his lacerated body as the cornerstone of a new social
order. 'i\m I made a man in this hour when I cease to be?" (or perhaps 'i\m I to be
counted as something only when I am nothing / am no longer human?"), the beggar
king wonders aloud.35

Does this not recall a later beggar king, Christ himself, who, by his death as a
nobody, an outcast abandoned even by his diSCiples, grounds a new community
of believers? They both re-emerge by way of passing through the zero-level of
being reduced to an excremental remainder. The notion of the Christian collec
tive of believers (and its later versions, from emancipatory political movements
to psychoanalytic societies) is an answer to a precise materialist question: how
to assert materialism not as a teaching, but as a form of collective life? Therein
resides the failure of Stalinism: no matter how "materialist" its teaching was, its
form of organization-the Party, which is an instrument of the historical big
Other-remained idealist. Only a collective of the Holy Spirit founded on the
"death of God;' on accepting the inexistence of the big Other, is materialist in its
very form of social organization.
This "transubstantiation;' by means of which our acts are experienced as
drawing strength from their own result, should not be dismissed as an ideo
logical illusion ("in reality there are simply individuals who are organizing
themselves") . Here is the shortest Jacob and Wilhelm Grimm fairy tale, "The
Willful Child":

33 Jacques Lacan, The Ethics ofPsychoanalysis, 1959-1960, trans. David Porter, New York:
W W Norton & Company 1992, p. 176.
34 Eagleton, Trouble with Strangers, pp. 185-6.
35 Ibid., p. 271.
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Once upon a time there was a child who was willful and did not do what his mother
wanted. For this reason God was displeased with him and caused him to become
ill, and no doctor could help him, and in a short time he lay on his deathbed. He
was lowered into a grave and covered with earth, but his little arm suddenly came
forth and reached up, and it didn't help when they put it back in and put fresh earth
over it, for the little arm always came out again. So the mother herself had to go to
the grave and beat the little arm with a switch, and as soon as she had done that, it
withdrew, and the child finally came to rest beneath the earth.

Is not this obstinacy that persists even beyond death freedom-the death drive
at its most elementary? Instead of condemning it, should we not rather celebrate
it as the last resort of our resistance? The death of Christ is also the death/end
of human mortality, the "death of death," the negation of negation: the death of
God is the rise of the undead drive (the undead partial object). Here, however,
Hegel is not radical enough: since he is not able to think objet a, he also ignores
bodily immortality ("undeadness") -both Spinoza and Hegel share this blind
ness for the proper dimension of the objet a. How can a Christian believer come
to terms with this obscene excess of immortality? Is the answer, once again, love?
Can one love this excess?
In what precise sense is Christianity the religion of love? Badiou provides
a standard reading: while, like Plato, Christianity mobilizes the power of love
to bind together subjects and sustain their fidelity to an event which marks a
rupture with their utilitarian daily lives, it subordinates love proper as the rise
of the Two-as the construction of a world from the Two-to a One, the One
of transcendent divinity. The open risk of a love affair, the exploration of the
consequences of love with no guarantee of a final success, is thus re-inscribed
into the One, the God above the Two as the ultimate goal and guarantee of love.
Against this intervention of a transcendent One which resolves the impos
sibility inscribed into the Two, Badiou insists on the immanence of love: the
real of a love-encounter is transformed into a symbolic bond, contingency is
transformed into necessity, by the love declaration ("I love you") , and the com
mitment announced in this declaration has then to be tested in the continuous
work of love. The "eternity" of love is the eternity of this commitment, not the
eternity of a transcendent-eternal guarantee.
But is such a reading of Christianity the ouly one possible? When Christ
answers his disciples, "Where two or three are gathered in my name, I will be
there;' does this also not dispense with any transcendence? Is love, divine love,
here not also reduced to the immanence of the link which unites the Two? In
other words, is the passage from God to the Holy Ghost not precisely the passage
from transcendence to an immanent link? The problem resides in the precise
nature of this link: after the reduction of transcendence, is the big Other still
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here? Furthermore, can we simply get rid of the big Other, or is a detour through
the illusion of the big Other inevitable? In Seminar XXIII, Lacan points out that
"psychoanalysis, with its success, demonstrates that one can also get rid of the
Narne-of-the-Father. One can get rid of it (ignore it: s'en passer) on condition
that one makes use of it (sen server)."36
What lurks in the background here is Lacan's dictum In w"'ile 5urgit de la
meprise -more precisely, de la meprise du sss (sujet suppose savoir) : one cannot
get directly at the inexistence of the big Other, one has first to be dnped by
the Other, because Ie Nom-du-P"re means that les non-dupes errent: those who
refuse to succumb to the illusion of 5SS also miss the truth concealed by this illu
sion. This brings us back to "God is unconscious": "God" (as snbject supposed
to know, as big Other, as the ultimate addressee beyond all empirical addressees)
is a permanent, constitutive structure of langllage; without Hiln, we are in psy
chosis- without the place of God-Father, the subject ends up in a Scbreberian
delirium.J7 God as sss is unsurpassable, in its basic dimension of big Other, of the
place of Truth. The big Other is thus the zero-level of the divine, it is "properly
the place where, if you allow me this play with words, god-godspeak-speak
ing (Ie dieu-Ie dieur-Ie dire) produces itself. It is saying which makes God out
of a nothing. And as long as something will be said, the hypothesis of God will
be here:'3R
The moment we speak, we (unconsciously, at least) believe in God--it
is here that we encounter Lacan's "theological materialism" at its purest: it is
speech (ours, ultimately) which creates God; however, God is here the moment
we speak-or, to quote the Talmud: "You have made me into a Single entity in
the world, for it is written 'Hear 0 Israel, the Lord is our god, the Lord is one;
and I shall make you into a single entity in the world:'39 Therein resides the
limit of Judaism: of course it can perform the humanist reversal, we--the collec
tive of believers-create God-One by praying to him; but Christ, its monstrous
excess, cannot be thought here. The Talmudic formula exemplifies the standard
circle of subjects and their virtual substance kept alive by the subjects' incessant
activity, substance as "the work of one and aIr' In his seminar on The Ethics of
Psychoanalysis, Lacan opposes to the thesis of the death of God the claim that
God is dead from the very beginning, it is just that he just did not know it; in
Christianity he finally learns it-on the Cross. The death of Christ is thus not an
actual death, but rather a becoming aware of what is already here. One should
nonetheless take note of how this process unfolds in two stages, the Jewish and
the Christian. While, in pagan religions, the gods are alive, )ewish believers
36
37
38
39

Jacques Laean, Le sinthome, Paris: Seuil 2oos, p. 136.
See Jacques Lacan, "La meprise du sujet suppose savoir;' Scilicet 1 (1968), p. 39.
Jacques Laean, Le serninaire, Livre XX : Encore, Paris: Seuil 1975, pp. 44--5.
Babylonian Talmud, Chagigah 3a.
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already took God's death into account-indications of this awareness abound in
the Jewish sacred texts. Recall, from the Talmud, the story about the two rabbis
who basically tell God to shut up: they fight over a theological question until,
unable to resolve it, one of them proposes: "Let Heaven itself testify that the Law
is according to my judgment:' A voice from heaven agrees with the rabbi who
first appealed: however, the other rabbi then stands up and claims that even a
voice from heaven was not to be regarded, "For Thou, 0 God, didst long ago
write down in the law which Thou gavest on Sinai, 'Thou shalt follow the multi
tude:" God himself had to agree: after saying, "My children have vanquished me!
My children have vanquished me!" he runs away . . . There is a similar story in
the Babylonian Talmud (Baba Metzia 59b), but here, in a wonderful Nietzschean
twist, God accepts his defeat with j oyous laughter:
R. Eliezer brought forward every imaginable argument, but the Sages did not accept
any of them. Finally he said to them: "If the Halakhah [religious law] is in accord
ance with me, let this carob tree prove it!" Sure enough the carob tree immediately
uprooted itself and moved one hundred cubits, and some say 400 cubits, from its
place. "No proof can be brought from a carob tree;' they retorted. And again he said
to them "If the Halakhah agrees with me, let the channel of water prove it!" Sure
enough, the channel of water flowed backward. ''No proof can be brought from a
channel of water:' they rejoined. After yet another trial with a wall> R. Eliezer then
said to the Sages: "If the Halakhah agrees with me, let it be proved from heaven:'
Sure enough, a divine voice cried out> "Why do you dispute with R. Eliezer> with
whom the Halakhah always agrees?" R. Joshua stood up and protested: "'The Torah
is not in heaven!' (Deut. 30:12). We pay no attention to a divine voice because long
ago at Mount Sinai You wrote in your Torah at Mount Sinai> 'After the majority must
one incline' (Ex. 2302)." R. Nathan met [the prophet] Elijah and asked him, "What
did the Holy One do at that moment?" Elijah: "He laughed [with joy] , saying, 'My
children have defeated me, my children have defeated me:"

The outstanding feature of this story is not only the divine laughter which
replaces the sorrowful complaint, but the way the Sages (who stand for the big
Other, of course) win the argument against God: even God Himself, the absolute
Subject, is decentered with regard to the big Other (the order of symbolic regis
tration) , so that, once his injunctions are written down, he can no longer touch
them. We can thus imagine why God reacts to his defeat with joyous laughter:
the Sages have learnt his lesson that God is dead, and that the Truth resides in
the dead letter of the Law which is beyond his control. In short, after the act of
creation is accomplished, God loses even the right to intervene in how people
interpret his law.
Modern liberal-democratic readers like to refer to this story as a parable
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about democracy: the majority wins, God as the ultimate Ivlaster has to concede
defeat. This is, however, to miss the key message: the Sages do not simply stand
for the majority, they stand for the big Other, for the unconditional authority
of the dead letter of the Law to which even God himself has to bow. To give
this story a Christian (and, simultaneously, radical-democratic) twist, we have
to suspend the reference to the big Other, accept the big Other's inexistence, and
conceive the Sages as a collective which ne s'autorise que de lui-meme. To put
it in Hegelese, in the two Talrrmdic stories, God is dead "For us or in himself;'
which is why, even if believers no longer really believe in him, they continue to
practice the ritual of belief-it is only in Christianity that God dies "for himself'
God thus has to die twice, in itself and for itself: in Judaism, he dies in itself by
way of being reduced to the performative effect of (humans) talking about him;
but such a God continues to function, so has to die for itself, which happens in
Christianity.
This, perhaps, is the most concise definition of the Hegelian Absolute
KnOWing: fully assuming the big Other's inexistence, that is to say, the inexist
ence of the big Other as the subject-supposed-to-know. There is a key difference
between this knowing and what, in a certain Socratic or mystical tradition, is
called docta ignorantia: the latter refers to the SUbject's knOWing its ignorance,
while the ignorance registered by the subject of Absolnte Knowing is that of the
big Other itself The formula of true atheism is thus: divine knowing and exist
ence are incompatible, God exists only insofar as he doesnt lmow (take note of,
register) his own inexistence. The moment God knows, he collapses into the
abyss of inexistence, like the familiar cartoon cat which falls only when it notices
there is no ground beneath its feel.
So why did Christ have to die? The paradox is that, in order for the virtual
Substance (the big Other) to die, the price had to be paid in the real of flesh and
blood. In other words, God is a fiction, but for the fiction (which structures
reality) to die, a piece of the real had to be destroyed. Since the big Other as a
virtual order, a symbolic fiction, is effective in its very inexistence�it does not
exist, but it nevertheless works-it is thus not enough to destroy the fktion from
the outside, to reduce it to reality, to demonstrate how it ernerged fI'om reality
(pace "vulgar" atheists like Richard Dawkins). The fiction has to be destroyed
from within, that is, its inherent falSity has to be brought out. To put it in descrip
tive terms, it is not enough to prove that God does not exist-the formula of true
atheism is that God himself must be made to proclaim his own inexistence, must
stop believing in himself. Therein lies the paradox: if we destroy the fiction from
outside, reducing it to reality, it continues to function in reality, to exert its sym
bolic efficacy-as in the famous joke about the aforementioned atheist Zionists
who do not believe that God exists, but nonetheless believe he gave them the
land of IsraeL "But now thus said the Lord that created you, Jacob, and he that
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formed you, Israel: Fear not, for I have redeemed you, I have called you b y your
name; you are mine" (Isaiah 43:1). This, exactly, is what is reversed (undone)
in the "subjective destitution" at work in consistent Christianity: I have to con
front the terror of the big Other's non-existence, which means that I myself am
deprived of my symbolic identity-as a barred subject ($), I am no one's and
nameless. And the same applies to God himself, which is why, in his unpublished
seminar from '974-5, Lacan explains that Christianity is the "true" religion: in it,
God ex-sists with regard to all: "He is ex-sistence par excellence, that is to say, in
short, he is repression in person, he is even the person supposed in repression.
And it is with regard to this that Christianity is true:'" Lacan refers here to "I
am what 1 am;' the answer the burning bush on Mount Sinai gives when Moses
asks it what it is; he reads it as the designation of a point at which a signifier is
lacking, at which there is a hole in the symbolic order-and this should be taken
in a strong reflexive sense, not only as an indication that God is a deep reality
beyond the reach of our language, but that God is nothing but this lack in the
symbolic order (big Other) As such, the divine "1 am what I am" effectively
prefigures the Cartesian cogito, the barred subject ($), this pure evanescent point
of enunciation betrayed by any enunciated. This nothing-whose stand-in (or
place-holder) is objet a - is the focus of love, or, as Simone Wen put it: "Where
there is nothing, read that 1 love you:'
It is with regard to this crucial feature that we might also locate the ultimate
limitation of Malabou's notion of plasticity, which she still conceives of as the
unity of opposites, of activity and passivity, of gathering and splitting. Malabou
seems to be caught in the notionai frame of polarity-of (the bad infinity of) two
poles each reverting into the other indefinitely, along the lines of the Freudian
Eros and Thanatos or the pagan notion of the universe as originating in the con
stant struggle of masculine and feminine, light and darkness, etc. So when she
writes, in an almost programmatic passage, the following, what is missing is the
assertion of the singular punctual moment of the full identity of the opposites:
An integrating and informing power, an originary synthetic power, plasticity also
requires a contrary power of dissociation and rupture. These two powers charac
terize perfectly the gait of the Hegelian text: gathering and splitting, both at work
in the System's own formation. They are two inseparable powers allowing an
idea of temporalizing synthesis and an idea of factual eruption to be articulated
together. My whole work is invested here, as it tries to show that the Hegelian
notion of temporality is located nowhere else but in the economy opened up by this
articulation.41
40 Jacques Lacan, Le seminaire, Livre XXII: R.S.l., 1974-1975 (unpublished).
41 Catherine Malabou, The Future of Hegel, London: Routledge 200j, p. 186.
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When a chaotic period of gestation culminates in the explosive ernption of a
ne'iV Form which reorganizes the entire field, this very imposition of the new
Necessity/Order is in itself thoroughly contingent, an act of abyssal/ungrounded
subjective decision. This brings us to the strict philosophlcal notion of subjectiv
ity, since what characterizes the subject-in contrast to substance-is precisely
such a complete coincidence of opposites: in the case of substance, synthesis and
splitting remain externally opposed. While "substance" already stands for the
encompassing unity of opposites, for the medium within which particular forces
reproduce themselves through their strnggle, in a "substantial" relationship the
two aspects, synthesis and splitting, are not yet brought to self- relating, so that
splitting as such would be that which brings about a synthesis, so that imposing
a new Necessity would be the highest gesture of contingency.
Two features which cannot but appear opposed characterize the modern
subject as it was conceptualized by German Idealism: (1) the subject is the
power of "spontaneous" (i.e., autonomous, starting-in-itself, irreducible to a
prior cause) synthetic activity, the force of unification, of bringing together the
manifold of sensuous data we are bombarded with into a unified representation
of objects; (2) the subject is the power of negativity, of introducing a gap/cnt
into the given-immediate substantial unity; it is the power of differentiating, of
"abstracting;' tearing apart and treating as self-sufficient what in reality is part
of an organic unity. In order to truly understand German Idealism, it is crucial
to think these two features not only together (as two aspects of one and the same
activity-i.e., the subject first tears apart natural unity then brings the membra
disjecta together into a new [his own "subjective"] unity), but as stricto sensu
identical: the synthetic activity itself introduces a gap/difference into substantial
reality; likewise the differentiation itself consists in imposing a unity.
But how, exactly, are we to understand this? The subject's spontaneity
ernerges as a disturbing cut into substantial reality, since the unity the tran
scendental synthesis imposes onto the natural manifold is precisely "synthetic"
(in the standard rather than Kantian sense, i.e., artificial, "unnatural") . To
evoke a common political experience: all great unifiers begin with a divisive
gesture-de Gaulle, for example, unified the French by way of introdUcing an
irreconcilable difference between those who wanted peace with Germany and
those who did not.
The same goes for Christianity: we are notfirst separated tram God and then
miraculously nnited with him; the point of Christianity is that the very separa
tion nnites us-it is in this separation that we are "like God;' like Christ on the
Cross, such that our separation from God is transposed into God himself So
when Meister Eckhart speaks of how, in order to open oneself up to the grace
of God, allowing Christ to be born in one's soul, one has to "empty" oneself of
everything "creaturely;' how is this kenosis related to the properly divine kenosis
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(or, for that matter, even t o the kenosis o f alienation, o fthe subject being deprived
of its substantial content)?
And likewise for ethics: a radical act of Good has to appear first as "evil,"
as disturbing the substantial stability of traditional mores. Kafka formulated
SUCcinctly the basic Judeo-Christian tenet concerning Good and Evil: "Evil
knows of the Good, but Good does not know of Evil. Knowledge of oneself
is something only Evil has:'" This is the proper Judeo-Christian answer to
the Gnostic-Socratic motto "Know yourselfl" The underlying idea that Evil
comes from eating the fruit of the tree of knowledge is radically opposed to
the Oriental and Platonic tradition for which Evil is grounded in the lack of the
evildoer's knowledge (you cannot knowingly do evil things) , so that the motto
"Know yourselfl" is simultaneously both ethical and epistemological. (This is
why, in some Gnostic readings of the Old Testament, the snake that seduces
Adam and Eve into eating from the tree of knowledge is an agent of the Good,
working against the evil God-Creator.) Does this mean that, in order to be good,
we should limit ourselves to ignorance? The dialectical position is more radical:
there is a third way, that of the primacy of Evil over the Good. It is necessary
to begin by choosing Evil; or, more precisely, every true Beginning as a radical
break with the past is by definition Evil, from which the Good can emerge only
afterwards, in the space opened up by that Evil.4l The infamous series of black
books (of communism, capitalism, psychoanalysis . . . ) should be recapitulated
in a black book on humanity itself-Brecht was right, humans are by nature
evil and corrupt; one cannot change them, but only limit their opportunities to
actualize their evil potential.
This is why, in Christianity, opposed features are attributed to Christ: he
brings peace, love, etc., and he brings a sword, turning son against father, brother
against brother. Again, this is one and the same gesture, not a logic of "first divide
in order to unite:' And, again, it is crucial not to confuse this "identity of oppo
sites" with the standard pagan motif of a divinity having two faces, a loving one
and a destructive one-we are talking about one and the same face. But this does
not mean that "the difference is only in us, not in God, who dwells in his blessed
Beyond" (as in the old simile that sees reality as like a painting: if we look at it
from too close up, we see only blurred stains; but viewed from a proper distance
we can see the global harmony)-or, rather, it is like that, but not as external
42 Franz Kafka, The Blue Octavo Notebooks, ed. Max Brod, Cambridge, MA: Exact
Change '99', p. 24.
43 This is why a true Christian should not rely too much on "Father, forgive them, for
they know not what they do": ignorance is not an excuse, but a form of hypocrisy. The
only excusable violation of the divine command not to kill is when it is done with full
awareness: in the terrible solitude of the decision, one assumes the act, knowing there is
no other way.
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to God-in-himself' this shift is inherent to God. The dialectic of appearance
holds here also: appearing is not external to God; God also is only as deep as he
appears; his depth has to appear as depth, and it is this appearing that introduces
a gap/cut. God has to appear "as such" in the domain of appearance itself, tearing
it apart-it is nothing but this appearing.
This is why those who see a deep affinity between Heidegger and Buddhism
miss the point: when Heidegger speaks about the "appropriating event (Ereignis ) ;'
he introduces a dimension which, precisely, is missing in Buddhisn1-that
of the fundamental historicity of Being. Although what is erroneously called
"Buddhist ontology" desubstantializes reality into a pure !low of singular
events, what it cannot think is the "eventuality" of the Void of Being itself.
To put it another way, the goal of Buddhism is to enable a person to achieve
Enlightenment by "traversing" the illusion of the Self and rejoining the Void
what is unthinkable within this space is Heidegger's notion of the human being
as Da-Sein, as the "being-there" of Being itself, as the site of the event-arrival
of Being, so that it is Being itself that "needs" Dasein; with the disappearance
of Dasein, there is also no Being, no place where Being can, precisely, take
place. Can one imagine a Buddhist claiming that the Void (sunyata) itself needs
humans as the site of its arrival? One perhaps can, but in a conditional form
which totally difters from Heidegger's: namely in the sense that, of all sentient
beings, only humans are able to achieve Enlightenment and thus break the circle
of suffering.
Perhaps the clearest indication of the gap that separates Christianity from
Buddhism is the difference in their respective triads. That is to say, in their
respective histories, each divided itself into three main strands. In the case of
Christianity, we get the triad of Orthodoxy-Catholicism-Protestantism, which
neatly fits the logic of Universal-Particular-Individual. In Buddhism, by con
trast, we get a case of what in Hegel occurs as a "downward synthesis" in which
the third term, whose function is to mediate between the first two, does so in a
disappOinting-regressive way (in llegel's Phenomenology, for example, the whole
dialectic of observing Reason culminates in the ridiculous figure of phrenol·
ogy) The main split within Buddhism is between Hinayana ("the small wheel")
and Mahayana ("the great wheel") . The fIrst is elitist and demanding, trying to
maintain a fidelity to Buddha's teaching, focusing on the individual's effort to
overcome the illusion of the Self and attain Enlightenment. The second, which
arose from a split with the Hrst, subtly shifts the accent onto compassion for
others: its central figure is the bodhisattva, the individual who, after achieving
Enlightenment, decides out of compassion to return to the world of material
illusions in order to help others to achieve Enlightenment, in other words, to
work to end the suffering of all sentient beings. The split here is irreducible:
working for one's own Enlightenment only reasserts the centrality of the Self
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i n the very a c t o f striving for its overcoming, while the "great wheel" route out
of this predicament just displaces the deadlock: egotism is overcome, but at the
price of universal Enlightenment itself turning into an object of the instrumen
tal activity of the Self
It is easy to identify the inconsistency of the Mahayana move, which cannot
but have fateful consequences: when the Mahayana reinterpretation focuses on
the figure of the bodhisattva-the one who, after achieving Enlightenment and
entering nirvana, returns to the life of illusory passions out of compassion for all
those still caught in the Wheel of Craving-a simple question arises: if, as radical
Buddhists emphatically point out, entering nirvana does not mean that we leave
this world and enter another, higher reality-in other words, if reality remains
as it is and all that changes is the individual's attitude towards it-why, then, in
order to help other suffering beings, must we return to our ordinary reality?
Why can we not continue to dwell in the state of Enlightenment in which, as we
are taught, we remain living in this world? There is thus no need for Mahayana,
for the "larger wheel": the small (Hinayana) wheel is itself large enough to allow
the Enlightened one to help others achieve Enlightenment. In other words, is
not the very concept of the bodhisattva based on a theologico-metaphysical
misunderstanding of the nature of nirvana? Does it not, in an underhand way,
turn nirvana into a higher meta-physical reality? No wonder that Mahayana
Buddhists were the first to give a religious twist to Buddhism, abandoning the
Buddha's original agnostic materialism, his explicit indifference towards the
religious topic.
It would, however, be an utterly non-Hegelian reading of Buddhism if
we were to locate "the Fall" in its historical development in the humanitarian
"betrayal" of its original message enacted by the Mahayana turn: if there is an
Hegelian axiom, it is that the flaw has to be located at the very beginning of the
entire movement. What, then, is already wrong with the Hinayana itself? Its flaw
is precisely that to which the Mahayana reacts, as its symmetrical reversal: in
striving for my own Enlightenment, I regress into egotism in my very attempt to
erase the constraints of my Self.
So, how to bring these two orientations, Hinayana and Mahayana, together?
What they both exclude is a shattering proto-conservative insight: what if truth
does not alleviate our suffering? What if truth hurts? What if the only peace
attainable comes from immersing oneself in illusion? Is this conclusion not the
hidden underlying premise of the third major school, the Vajrayana, which pre
dominates in Tibet and Mongolia? Vajrayana is clearly regressive, involving the
reinscription of traditional ritualistic and magical practices into Buddhism: the
opposition between Self and others is here overcome, but through its "reification"
in ritualized practices which are indifferent to this distinction. It is an interesting
fact of historical dialectic that Buddhism, which originally dispensed with all
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institutional ritual and dogma to focus solely on the individual's Enlightenment
and overcoming of suffering, ended up clinging to the most mechanical and
firmly entrenched institutional hierarchical framework .
The point here is not to make fun of the "superstitious" features of Tibetan
Buddhism, but to become aware of how this total externalization does the job,
"delivers the goods": is not the use of the prayer-"wheel-and of ritual more
generally-also a means to achieve "mindlessness;' to empty one's ll1ind and
repose in peace? So, in a way, Tibetan Buddhism is wholly faithful to the
Buddha's pragmatic orientation (ignore theological niceties, focus on helping
people): sometimes, following blind ritual and immersing oneself in theologico 
dogmatic hair-splitting is pragmatically t h e most effective way t o achieve the
goal of inner peace. The same holds for sexuality, where, sometimes, the best
cure for impotence is not just to "relax and let go" (the moment one formulates
this as an injunction, it has the opposite of the intended effect), but to approach
sex as a bureaucratic procedure, establishing in detail "what one is planning
to do. This logic is also that of intelligent utilitarians who are well aware that
moral acts cannot be directly grounded in utilitarian considerations ("I will do
this becanse, in the long run, it is the best strategy for bringing me the most
happiness and pleasure . . ."); but the conclusion they draw is that the Kantian
"absolutist" morality ("do your duty for the sake of duty") can and should be
defended preCisely on utilitarian grounds-it is also the one that works best in
real life.
What then is the Buddhist answer to the Hegelian question: if we suffering
humans need to be awakened into Enlightenment, how did we fan asleep in the
first place? How did the Wheel of Desire emerge out of the eternal Void? There
are three main answers which strangely echo the triad of Hinayana, Mahayana,
and Vajrayana. The first, standard answer invokes the Buddha's practico-ethical
attitude: instead of dwelling on metaphysical enigmas, begin with the fact of
suffering and the task of helping people out of it. The next answer draws our
attention to the obvious cognitive paradox ilnplied in the question itself: our
very state of ignorance Inakes it impossible for us to answer it-it can only be
answered (or even posed in a proper way) once one reaches full Enlightenment.
(Why then do we not receive an answer hom those who claim to have reached
Enlightenment?) Finally, there are some Tibetan Buddhist hints at dark demonic
forces which disturb the balance of nirvana from within.
It is here that the gap separating Hegel from the Buddhist experience is
unbridgeable: for Hegel as a Christian philosopher, the problem is not "how to
overcome the split;' since the split stands for subjectivity, for the gap of negativ
ity, and this negativity is not a problem but a solution, it is already in itself divine.
The divine is not the abyssal, all-encompassing Substance/Unity behind the mul
titude of appearances; the divine is the negative power tearing apart the organic
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unity. Christ's "death" is not overcome, but elevated into Spirit's negativity."
Imagine experiencing oneself abandoned by God, left to one's own devices, with
no big Other secretly watching over one and guaranteeing a happy outcome-is
this not another name for the abyss of freedom? This abandonment in a state of
freedom causes anxiety-as Lacan reinterpreted Freud-not because the divine
is far from us, but because it is all too close, since it is in our freedom that we are
"divine" -as Lacan put it, anxiety does not signal the loss of the object-cause of
desire, but its over-proximity. If freedom is God's supreme gift to us (taking the
word "gift" in all its fundamental ambiguity: "present" and "poison" -a poison
ous and dangerous present, then), then being abandoned by God is the most
God can give us. Crucial for Christianity, in contrast to all other religions, is
this immanent reversal of abandonment into proximity-or, to put it in terms of
"bad news/good news" medical jokes: the bad news is that we are abandoned by
God; the good news is that we are abandoned by God and left with our freedom.
What to make, then, of the standard reproach that Hegel transposes
Christianity-a religion of love and passion, of total subjective engagement
into a narrative representation of "abstract" speculative truth? Although
Christianity is the "true" religion, in it the truth still appears in the medium of
representation (and not in its own conceptual medium) , so that speculative phi
losophy is the truth (the true-adequate form) of the Christian truth (content);
the passion and pain of subjective engagement are thus dismissed as a secondary
narrative husk to be discarded if we want to reach the truth in its own conceptual
element. What this critique misses is that the casting off of the pathetic-narrative
existential experience-the transubstantiation of the subject from a "concrete"
self immersed in its life world into the subject of pure thought-is itself a process

of ''abstraction'' which has to be accomplished in the individual's "concrete" experi
ence, and which as such involves the supreme pain of renunciation.
F o r Badiou, love is a "scene of t h e Two" a s such, grounded only in itself, its
own "work of love;' lacking any Third which would provide a proper support
or Ground: when I am in love with someone, my love is neither One nor Three
(I do not form with my beloved a harmonious One in fusion, nor is our rela
tionship grounded in a Third, a medium which would provide predetermined
coordinates for our love and thus guarantee its harmony) ." This is what makes
44 This is why there is also an homology between this necessity of Christ as the
immediate embodiment of the spiritual substance and the necessity of illusion on which,
among others, Bourdieu insists in his critique of Levi-Strauss's explanation of potlatch: it
is not enough just to claim that Christ is a reified-immediate materialization of the Holy
Spirit, the true question is why the Holy Spirit has to appear first in the immediate form
of a singular human being.
45 I rely here on Alain Badiou, "What is Love, or, The Arena of the Two;' lecture at the
European Graduate School, Saas-Fee, Switzerland, August 9, 2008.
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love so fragile: it is, as Badiou puts it, a process of pure presentation, a radically
contingent encounter incessantly in search of some form of re-presentation in
the big Other that would guarantee its consistency. Therein resides the function
of marriage: through its ritual, the raw real of a love passion is registered in,
and thus recognized by, the big Other of the public order, and, ultimately (in a
church marriage), by God, the ultimate big Other itself. This is why, as Badiou
perspicuously notes, love is in its very notion atheist, godless: all the talk about
God's love for llS or our love for God should not deceive us. How, then, are we
to explain the central role oflove (of God's love for humanity) in Christianity?
Precisely by the fact that Christianity is, at its deepest core, already atheistic,
a paradoxically atheistic religion. When Christ says to his followers deceived
after his death on the Cross that, whenever there is love between them, he will
be there, alive among them, this should not be read as a guarantee that Christ
Love is a Third term in the relationship of love, its guarantee and foundation,
but, on the contrary, as another way of proclaiming the death of God: there is
no big Other which guarantees our fate; all we have is the self-grounded abyss
of our love.
What this means is also that Hegel really is the ultimate Christian phi
losopher: no wonder he often uses the term "love" to designate the play of the
dialectical mediation of opposites. What makes him a Christian philosopher
and a philosopher of love is the fact that, contrary to the common misunder
standing, in the arena of dialectical struggle there is no Third which unites and
reconciles the two struggling opposites.

THE ATHEIST WAGER
In Lacan's formulae of sexuation, "non-All" deSignates the feminine position, a
field which is not totalized because it lacks the exception, the Master-Signifier.
Applied to Christianity, this means that the Holy Spirit is feminine, a commnnity
not based on a leader. The shift to the feminine occurs already in Christ: Christ is
not a male figure; as many subtle readers have noted, his strangely passive stance
is that of feminization, not of male intervention. Christ's impassivity thus points
towards the feminization of God: his sacrifice follows the same logic as that of
the heroine of Henry James's Portrait of a Lady, or of Sygne de Colifontaine in
Claudel's I:Otage. Christ is not a Master figure, but the objet a, occupying the
position of the analyst: an elnbarrassing excess, answering questions with j okes
and riddles that only confound his listeners further, already acting as his own
blasphemy.-'" Recall the strange parable of the talents from the Gospel of Matthew:
46 Paul relates to Christ a little bit like Plato does to Socrates: like Socrates, Christ does
not expose a doctrine, he is a provocateur who performatively stages an attitude towards
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For it will be as when a man going on a journey called his servants and entrusted
to them his property; to one he gave five talents, to another two, to another one,
to each according to his ability. Then he went away. He who had received the five
talents went at once and traded with them; and he made five talents more. So also,
he who had the two talents made two talents more. But he who had received the one
talent went and dug in the ground and hid his master's money. Now after a long time
the master of those servants came and settled accounts with them. And he who had
received the five talents came forward, bringing five talents more, saying, "Master,
you delivered to me five talents; here I have made five talents more:' His master said
to him, "Well done, good and faithful servant; you have been faithful over a little, I
will set you over much; enter into the joy of your master:' And he also who had the
two talents came forward, saying. "Master, you delivered to me two talents; here I
have made two talents more." His master said to him, "Well done, good and faith
ful servant; you have been faithful over a little, I will set you over much; enter into
the joy of your master:'
He also who had received the one talent came forward, saying, "Master. I knew
you to be a hard man, reaping where you did not sow, and gathering where you did
not winnow; so I was afraid, and I went and hid your talent in the ground. Here you
have what is yours." But his master answered him, <You wicked and slothful servantJ
You knew that I reap where I have not sowed, and gather where I have not win
nowed? Then you ought to have invested my money with the bankers, and at my
coming I should have received what was my own with interest. So take the talent
from him, and give it to him who has the ten talents. For to every one who has will
more be given, and he will have an abundance; but from him who has not, even what
he has will be taken away. And cast the worthless servant into the outer darkness;
there men will weep and gnash their teeth." (Matthew 25"4-30)

It is not hard to imagine how much an American business-oriented Baptist
pastor would love this parable: does it not confirm the parallel between religion
and business, promoting in both the dynamic capitalist spirit of venture, circu1ation risk, and expansion? Preachers who expound the word of God must act
'
like businessmen expanding their business ! However, is it not also possible to
read the parable in the opposite way, especially if we bear in mind the alternative
life by means of pragmatic paradoxes; like Plato, Paul then articulates these provocations
into a consistent doctrine. Is this attitude of Socrates. the first philosopher, towards his
polis (community) not that of subtraction in the Badiouian sense: a gesture of rejecting
what Kant later called the "private use of reason;' of bracketing the possible uses of
knowledge for the social good and welfare, of pursuing an autonomous work of self
examination wherever it will take us? In this simple sense, the ongoing "Bologna reform"
of European higher education is an anti-Socratic gesture par excellence, a threat to the
very foundation of the European legacy.
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version in Luke 19:1l-2T here the master is a nobleman who has to leave for "a
distant country to receive for himself a kingdom:' although he is not wanted
there; the three men are not servants but (ten) slaves; the nobleman's attendants
protest at his decision to give the third man's minas to the one who already has
ten ("'Sir, he has ten minas already!"'); and the parable concludes with a cruel
order: "'But as for these enemies of mine who did not want me to be their king,
bring them here and slaughter them in front of me!'" -hardly a gesture worthy of
a good man. Is it not much more appropriate to do as William Herzog proposed,
and celebrate the third servant as a whistle-blower denouncing the exploitation
of the poor?" In other words, what if we read the third man's decision to hide the
talent, withdrawing it from commercial circulation, as a gesture of subtraction
from the field of (economic) power, as a refusal to participate in it? The master's
furious reaction is thus fully justifled: what this servant did is lIlUCh worse than
stealing his money or hiding the profit-had he done that, the servant would
still have participated in the business spirit of "reaping where I have not sowed:'
But the servant went much further: he rejected the entire "spirit" of profit and
exploitation and thus attacked the very foundations of the master's existence
and was this not why Christianity had such problems coming to terms with
collecting interest, which means precisely to "reap where I have not sowed"? The
parable is definitely an exercise in weird humor, so John Caputo is right to reier
to Kierkegaard's Johannes Climacus who says that humor serves as the incognito
of the religious-the problem resides in the precise determination ofthis humor,
a humor inextricably mixed with horror.48
One can conceive of the entire history of Christianity as a reaction not
against preceding religion(s), but against its own excessive/subversive core, that
of the true dimension of the Holy Ghost (the egalitarian emancipatory collec·
tive which cancels any organic-hierarchical social link) : all the great theologians
embraced the task of making Christianity compatible with a hierarchical social
body. Saint Augustine took the Ilrst major step in this direction by way of
"inventing psychological interiority:' thereby withdraWing hom a literal and
socially dangerous interpretation of Christ's radical sayings (to follow him one
must hate one's mother and father; the rich will never enter paradise; etc.). The
whole art of Thomas AqUinas culminates in a form of sophistry deSigned to
reconcile the literal meaning of the Bible with the demands of a hierarchical
society. Recall, for example, his demonstration that although Christ preaches
the renunciation of earthly wealth (i.e., the sinful character of private property),
this holds only for people who are themselves holy (priests, etc.); if ordinary
47 William R. Herzog II, Parables as Subversive Speech: Jesus as Pedagogue of the
Oppressed, Louisville: WestminsterlJohn Knox Press 1995.
48 John D. Caputo and Gianni Vattirno, After the Death a/ God, ed. Jeffrey W. Robbins,
New York: Columbia UniverSity Press 2007, p. 138.
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people were to want to abolish private property, they would sin against God.
This, however, in no way leads to a "spurious infinity" of the gap between really
existing Christianity and the true Christianity, so that every really existing form
of the Church necessarily misses its notion. The solution here is the properly
Hegelian one: the true Idea of the Christian collective was realized, but outside
of the Church as an institution-which, however, does not mean that it survived
in intimate, authentic religious experiences which had no need for the institu
tional frame; rather, it survived in other institutions, from revolutionary political
parties to psychoanalytic societies . . . It is thus only in post-religiOUS "atheist"
radical-emancipatory collectives that we fmd the proper actualization of the
Idea of the Christian collective-the necessary consequence of the "atheistic"
nature of Christianity itself.
The standard reproach addressed to this project of "Christian materialism"
is that it amounts to a "barred" belief: not being courageous enough to make the
"leap of faith;' I retain the Christian form of religious engagement without its
content. My reply is that this "emptying the form of its content" already takes
place in Christianity itself, at its very core-the name of this emptying is kenosis:
God dies and resurrects itself as the Holy Ghost, as the form of collective belief.
It is a fetishistic mistake to search for the material support of this form (the res
urrected Christl-the Holy Ghost is the very collective of believers, what they
are searching for outside of the collective is already there in the guise of the love
that binds them. Adrian Johnston recently formulated a pertinent critical point
apropos of my project of "Christian atheism" :
You and Badiou clearly, openly, and unambiguously are thoroughgoing athe
ists, thinkers insisting on the non-existence of any big Other, One-All, and so on.
Moreover, both of you labor to reveal, in a non-reductive manner, the material basisl
genesis of "spiritual" phenomena. And, of course, you yourself vehemently insist on
reading Christianity as the "religion of atheism:' But, from others' texts I've read and
conversations I've had these past few years, some people register you and Badiou as
religious in the same fashion that audiences register Penn and Teller as magical: "I
know full well that Badiou and Z itek are atheists, but nonetheless .. :'; "I know that
Christianity is, as the religion of atheism, an immanent self-negation of religion, but
nonetheless . . . (I continue to relate to it as religion. in a religious mode replete with
all its established rituals, practices, etc.):' I guess one of the things I'm saying is that
the tactic of employing Christianity as a tempting Trojan horse carrying within it
the explosive potentials of an atheistic-materialist radical politics carries dangerous
risks arising from this je sais bien, mais quand meme reaction evident in those who
latch onto you and Badiou as licensing, as displaying strains of phenomenology and
its offshoots, a version of "post-secular" Continental philosophy.49
49 Adrian Johnston, personal communication.
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Is it true, then, that what I offer is a form of belief deprived of its structure, 'which
effectively amounts to a disavowed belief' My counter-argument here is donble.
First, I conceive my position 110t as being somewhere in between atheislll and
religious belief, but as the only true radical atheism, that is, an atheism which
draws all the consequences from the inexistence of the big Other, Therein
resides the lesson of Christianity: as we have seen, it is not only that we do not
believe in God, but that God himself does not believe in himself, so that he also
cannot survive as the non-substantial symbolic order, the virtual big Other who
continues to believe in our stead, on our behalf. Second, only a belief which sur
vives such a disappearance of the big Other is belief at its most radical, a wager
more crazy than Pascal's: Pascal's ,"vager remains epistemological, concerning
only our attitude towards God, that is, we have to assume that God exists, the
wager does not concern God himself; for radical atheism, by contrast, the wager
is ontological-the atheist subject engages itself in a (political, artistic, etc.)
project, "believes" in it, without any guarantee. My thesis is thus double: not
only is Christianity (at its core, if disavowed by its institutional practice) the only
truly consistent atheism, it is also that atheists are the ol1ly true believers.
Let us for a moment. return to Pascal. The first thing of note is his rejection
of all attempts to demonstrate the existence of God: Pascal concedes that "we
do not know if He is;' and so seeks instead to provide prudential reasons for
believing in him: we should wager that God exists becanse it is the best bel:
"God is, or He is not:' But to which side shall we incline? Reason can decide nothing
here. There is an infinite chaos which separates us, A game is being played at the
extremity of this infinite distance where heads or tails will turn up " . vVhich will
yon choose then? Let us see. Since you mnst choose, let us see which interests you
least, You have two things to lose, the true and the good; and two things to stake,
your reason and your will, your knowledge and your happiness; and your nature has
two things to shun, error and misery. Your reason is no more shocked in choosing
one rather than the other, since you must of necessity choose , . But your happiness?
Let us weigh the gain and the loss in wagering that God exists.50

Pascal appears to be aware of the immediate objection to this argument, for he
imagines an opponent replying: "That is very fine. Yes, I must wager; but I may
perhaps wager too much:' In short, when one wagers on God, one does put
something at stake, which presumably one loses if God does not exist: truth, the
respect for one's worldly life . . . (Indeed, it is strange how utilitarian-pragmatist
Pascal's reasoning is.) A series of other objections follow:
50 Pascal, cited in Alan Hajek, "Pascal's Wager;' online entry from The Stanford
Encyclopedia of Philosophy (Summer 2011 Edition), ed, Edward N. Zalta. I rely here
extensively on this entry,
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(1) Pascal assumes that the same matrix of decision and reward applies
to everybody-but what if the rewards are different for different people?
Perhaps, for example, there is a predestined infinite reward for the Chosen,
whatever they do, and finite utility for the rest?
(2) The matrix should have more rows: perhaps there is more than one way
to wager for God, and the rewards that God bestows vary accordingly. For
instance, God might not reward infinitely those who strive to believe in him
only for the utilitarian-pragmatic reasons that Pascal gives. One could also
imagine distinguishing beliefbased on faith from belief based on evidential
reasons, and posit different rewards in each case.
(3) Then there is the obvious many-Gods objection: Pascal had in mind the
Catholic God, but other theistic hypotheses are also live options, i.e., the
"(Catholic) God does not exist" column really subdivides into various other
theistic hypotheses (but the Protestant God exists, Allal! exists, there is no
God . . . ). The obverse of this objection is the claim that Pascal's argument
proves too much: its logical conclusion is that rationality requires believing
in various incompatible theistic hypotheses.
(4) Finally, one can argue that morality requires you to wager against
God: wagering for God because of the promise of future profit violates the
Kantian definition of the moral act as an act accomplished for no "patho
logical" reasons. Voltaire, arguing along these lines, suggested that Pascal's
calculations, and his appeal to self-interest, were unworthy of the gravity of
the subject.
Underlying all this is the basic paradox of belief as a matter of decision: as if
to believe something or not were a matter of decision and not of insight. So, if
we read Pascal's wager together with his no less well-known topic of customs,
one can argue that the core of his argument does not directly concern belief but
rather acting: one cannot decide to believe, one can only decide to act as if one
believes, in the hope that belief will arise by itself; perhaps this trust that if you
act as if you believe, belief will arise, is itself the wager:
You would like to attain faith, and do not know the way; you would like to cure your
self of unbelief, and ask the remedy for it. Learn of those who have been bound like
you, and who now stake all their possessions. These are people who know the way
which you would follow, and who are cured of an ill of which you would be cured.
Follow the way by which they began; by acting as if they believed, taking the holy
water, having masses said, etcY
51 Pascal, cited in ibid.
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Perhaps the only way out of these impasses is what, in his unpublished "secret"
writings, Denis Diderot elaborated under the title of the "lnaterialist's credo." In
"Entretien d'lln Philosophe avec la marechale de "*;' he concluded: "Apr!:s tout,

le plus court est de se conduire com me si Ie vieillard existait . . . meme quand on ny
croil pas." (Alier all, the most straightforward way is to behave as if the old guy
exists . . . even if one doesn't believe it.) This may appear to amount to the same
as Pascal's wager with regard to rituals: even if you do not believe in them, act as
if you believe. However, Diderot's point is exactly the opposite one: the only way
to be truly moral is to act morally without regard to God's existence. In other
words, Diderot directly inverts Pascal's wager (the advice to place your bet on
the existence of God): "En un mot que la plupart ant tout a perdre et rim a gagner
a nier un Dieu renumerateur et vengeur." (In a word, it is that the majority of
those who deny a remunerating and revenging God have all to lose and nothing
to gain.)" In his denial of the remunerative and vengeflll God, the atheist either
loses everything (if he is wrong, he will be damned forever) or gains nothing
(if he is right, there is no God, so nothing happens). It is this attitude which
expresses true confidence in one's belief and makes one do good deeds without
regard to divine reward or "as if the old guy exists" --this old guy is, of course,
God-the-Pather, which recalls Lacan's formula Ie pere au pire- father or worse.
It is at this level that one should oppose Pascal and Diderot: while Pascal bets
on God-the-Pather, Diderot enjoins us to parier sur Ie pire, to put one's wager
on the worse. In true ethics, one acts fr01ll the position of the inexistence
of the big Other, assuming the abyss of the act deprived of any guarantee or
support.
Authentic belief is to be opposed to the reliance on (or reference to) a(nother)
subject supposed to believe: in an authentic act of belief, I myself fully assume
my belief and thus have no need for any figure of the Other to guarantee that
belief; to paraphrase Lacan, an authentic belief ne s'a uthorise que de lui-meme. In
this precise sense, authentic belief not only does not presuppose any big Other
(is not a belief in a big Other), but, on the contrary, presupposes the destitution
of the big Other, the full acceptance of its inexistence.
This is also why a true atheist is at the opposite end from those who want to
save religion's spiritual truth from its "external" dogmatic-institutional context.
A profoundly religious friend once commented on the subtitle of a book of
mine, "the perverse core of Christianity": "I fully agree with you there! I believe
in God, but I find repulsive and deeply disturbing all the twists celebrating sac
rifice and humiliation, redemption through suffering, God organizing his own
son's killing by men. Can't we have Christianity without this perverse core?"
I could not bring myself to answer him: "But that is precisely the point of my
52 Denis Diderot, "Observations sur Hemsterhuis;' Oeuvres, Vol. I, Paris: Robert Laffont
'994, p. 759·
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book: what I want is all those perverse twists of redemption through suffering,
the death of God, etc., but without God!"
Thus, as we have said, God has to die twice, first as real, then as symbolic;
first in Judaism, then in Christianity. In Judaism, the God of the real survives as
Word, as the virtual-dead Other whose specter is kept alive by the ritual perfor
mance of his subjects; in Christianity, this virtual Other itself dies. In Judaism,
the God perceived directly as real dies; in Christianity, the God who is uncon
scious dies. The passage from paganism to Judaism is one of sublimation (the
dead god survives as the symbolic Other) ; the death of Christ is not sublimation,
in other words it is not the death of the real God who is resurrected in the Holy
Ghost as the symbolic Other, like Julius Caesar who returns as sublimated in the
symbolic title "Caesar:'
In strict parallel with this double move from paganism to Judaism and from
Judaism to Christianity is the move from traditional authoritarian power to
democracy and from democracy to revolutionary power: it is only in revolu
tionary power that the big Other really dies. In democracy, the place of power is
empty, but the electoral procedure functions as a kind of ersatz-Other provid
ing the legitimacy for power. That is to say, democracy-in the way this term is
used today-concerns above all formal legality: its minimal requirement is the
unconditional adherence to a certain set of formal rules which guarantee that
antagonisms are fully absorbed into the agonistic game. "Democracy" means
that, whatever electoral manipulation takes place, every political agent will
unconditionally respect the results. In this sense, the US presidential elections
of 2000 were effectively "democratic": in spite of the obvious electoral duplicity
and the patent meaninglessness of the fact that a couple of hundred voters in
Florida decided who would be the president, the Democratic candidate accepted
defeat. In the weeks of uncertainty after the elections, Bill Clinton made an
appropriately acerbic comment: "The American people have spoken; we just
don't know what they said:' This comment should be taken more seriously than
Clinton himself intended: even now, we do not know what they said-maybe
because there was no substantial "message" behind the result at all. Jacques
Alain Miller has elaborated on the idea that democracy implies the "barred"
big Other;" however, the Florida example demonstrates that there neverthe
less is a "big Other" which continues to exist in democracy: the procedural "big
Other" of electoral rules which must be obeyed whatever the result-and this
"big Other;' this unconditional reliance on rules, is what a more radical politics
threatens to suspend.
This Kantian limitation of democracy is strictly homologous to the limi
tation of Kojin Karatanj's Kantian "transcendental" solution to the antinomy
53 Jacques-Alain Miller. Le neveu de Lacan. Lagrasse: Verdier 2003, p. 270.
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of money (we need an X which will be money and will not be money) When
Karatani reapplies this solution to power (we need some centralized power,
but not fetishized into a substance which is "in itself" Power)-and when he
explicitly evokes the structural homology with Duchamp (the object becomes
a work of art not because of its inherent properties, but simply by occupying
a certain place in the structure)-does this not all exactly fit Lefort's theoriza
tion of democracy as a political order in which the place of power is originally
empty and is only temporarily occupied by the elected representatives? Along
these lines, even Karatani's apparently eccentric suggestion of combining elec
tions with selection by lot is more traditional than it may appear (he himself
mentions Ancient Greece)-paradoxically, it fulfills the same function as does
Hegel's theory of monarchy.
Karatani here takes a heroic risk in proposing a crazy-sounding definition of
the difference between the dictatorship of the bourgeoisie and the dictatorship
of the proletariat: "If universal suffrage by secret ballot, namely, parliamentary
democracy, is the dictatorship of the bourgeoisie, the introduction of lottery
should be deemed the dictatorship of the proletariat:' In this way, " the center
exists and does not exist at the same time"S4: it exists as an empty place, a tran
scendental X, and it does not exist as a substantial positive entity. But is this
really enough to undermine the "fetishism of power"? When an ordinary indi
vidual is allowed temporarily to occupy the place of power, the charisma of
power is bestowed on him, following the nsual logic of fetishistic disavowal: "I
know very well that this is an ordinary person like me, but nonetheless . . (while
in power, he becomes the instrument of a transcendent force, power speaks
and acts through him) ! " Does this not fit the general matrix of Kant's solutions,
where metaphysical propositions (God, immortality, etc.) are asserted, "under
erasure;' as postulates? Consequently, would not the true task be precisely to
get rid of the very mystique of the place of power? This is why, in his writings of
1917, Lenin reserves his most acerbic irony for those who engage in an endless
search tor some kind of "guarantee" for the revolution. This guarantee takes two
main forms, in terms of either the reified notion of social Necessity (the revolu
tion must not be risked too early; one has to wait for the right moment, when
the situation is "mature" with regard to the laws of historical development) or
the idea of normative ("democratic") legitimacy ("the majority of the popula
tion is not on our side, so the revolution would not really be democratic")-as
if, before the revolutionary agent risks the seizure of state power, it should seek
permission from some flgure of the big Other (organize a referendum to ascer
tain whether the majority supports the revolution). Not surprisingly, a very
Christian point.
54 Kojin Karatani, Transcritique: On Marx and Hegel, trans. Sabu Kosho, Cambridge,
MA: MIT Press 2003, p. 183.
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"Do NOT COMPROMISE YOUR DESIRE "
It is only against this background of the fall of the big Other that one can prop
erly grasp Lacan's famous formulation of the basic ethical axiom implied by
psychoanalysis:
It is because we know better than those who went before how to recognize the nature
of desire, which is at the heart of our experience, that a reconsideration of ethics is
possible, that a form of ethical judgment is possible, of a kind that gives this ques
tion the force of a Last Judgment: Have you acted in conformity with the desire that
is in you?;;

This is Lacan's maxim of the ethics of psychoanalysis: "the only thing of which
,
one can be guilty is of having given ground relative to one's desire: ,6 This maxim,
simple and clear as it appears, becomes elusive the moment one tries to specify
its meaning. For Lacan, properly ethical acts are rare: they occur like "miracles"
which interrupt the ordinary run of things; they do not "express" the entire "per
sonality" of the subject, but function as a break in the continuity of "personal
identity:' Take the case of Maximilian Kolbe, which confronts us with a weird
but crucial ethical dilemma. Kolbe was a Polish Franciscan monk who, during
the 1920S and 1930S, was involved in writing and organizing mass propaganda
for the Catholic Church, with a clear anti-Semitic and anti-Masonic edge. With
the outbreak of World War II, he helped people threatened by the Nazis, among
them many Jews, and for this he was arrested and sent to Auschwitz. When, in the
summer of '94', after the escape of a prisoner, the Germans selected ten others
to be starved to death as a punishment, one of them broke down in tears, claim
ing he had a family which needed him; Kolbe voluntarily offered himself in the
man's stead and died three weeks later of starvation. For this, he was later beati
fied by Pope John Paul II. How to fit these two aspects of Kolbe's life together?
Most commentators take one of the many easy ways out. Some simply try to
deny or minimize Kolbe's anti-Semitism (even dismissing the rumors about it
as a KGB plot). Some insist on the scholastic distinction between anti-Semitism
proper and anti-Judaism-a "mere" prejudice against Jews, not a murderous
hatred of them-claiming that Kolbe's error was of the second, minor sort.
Others interpret his helping the Jews and final sacrifice as acts of repentance:
having witnessed the suffering of the Jews under the Nazi occupation, Kolbe
changed his view and tried to assuage his guilt. Still others take the risky step of
minimizing not his anti-Semitism, but his final self-sacrificial gesture, pointing
out that the man he saved was not a Jew but a Catholic Pole. All these versions
55 Lacan, The Ethics ofPsychoanalysis, p. 314.
56 Ibid., p. 319.
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are desperate attempts to avoid the embarrassing fact that the two attitudes (and
activities) can easily coexist: a person who is anti-Semitic can also be capable
of a dignified act of ethical self-sacrifice�and, even more embarrassingly, the
(explicit) motivation for Kolbe's noble self-sacrifice may well have been the very
conservative-Catholic ideology \,vhich had sustained his anti-Semitism.
An ethical act is one that does not comprise or express the entire person,
but is a moment of grace, a "miracle" which can occur also in a non-virtuous
individual. This is why such acts are diffkult to imagine, and why, when they do
OCCllr, one often tends to invent a narrative which normalizes them. Recall the
"Assassins;' the Ismaili sect, part of the Shia orientation of Islam, that fascinated
the Western gaze from the twelfth century on: according to myth they were
ruthless murderers who obeyed their master's orders unconditionally, without
regard for their own lives; after they had killed their target (always in public and
with a dagger), they did not run away, but waited to be apprehended and pun
ished. They were able to perform these ruthless acts because they were under the
influence of hashish. In the mysterious mountain fortress of Alamut in northern
Iran, they were manipulated by their leader, who first drugged them and then,
while they were comatose, moved them to a secluded garden decked out with
all the features of the Muslim paradise, including beautiful girls ready for sex.
On being returned to ordinary life, they were convinced they had experienced
a heavenly episode-so when their leader told them that, if they succeeded in
assassinating the designated target, they would return to paradise, they willingly
complied. A closer historical study, however, qUickly dispels the myth: the name
hashishi is local to Syria only, where it functions as a general term of popular
abuse; it was applied to "Assassins" as "an expression of contempt for the wild
beliefs and extravagant behaviour of the sectaries-a derisive comment on their
conduct:'57 The standard explanation (they were called "assassins" because they
used hashish to ready themselves for their ruthless acts) has thus to be inverted:
"it was the name that gave rise to the story, rather than the reverse . . . For
Western observers in particular, such stories may also have served to provide a
rational explanation for behavior that was otherwise totally inexplicable:',s The
story about the recreated paradise was thus a fantasy concocted to rationalize
the traumatically "incomprehensible" fact that the Ismaiii followers were ready
to fUllction as perfect killing machines, willing to sacrifke their own lives in
the accomplishment of the task-a fantasy, in short, that enabled Westerners to
re-translate a pure "ethical" act into an act determined "pathologically" (in the
Kantian sense of the term). How, then, does such an ethics stand with regard to
the panoply of today's ethical options? It seems to fit three of its main versions:
57 Bernard Lewis, The Assassins, New York: Basic Books 2003, p. 12.
58 Ibid.
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liberal hedonism, immoralism, and "Western Buddhism:'" Let us run through
these positions one by one.
The first thing to state categorically is that Lacanian ethics is not an ethics of
hedonism: whatever "do not compromise your desire" means, it does not mean
the unrestrained rule of what Freud called "the pleasure principle," the function
ing of the psychic apparatus that aims at achieving pleasure. For Lacan, hedonism
is in fact the model of postponing desire on behalf of "realistic compromises":
it is not only that, in order to attain the greatest amount of pleasure, I have to
calculate and economize, sacrificing short-term pleasures for more intense long
term ones; what is even more important is that jouissance hurts. So, first, there
is no break between the pleasure principle and its counterpart, the "reality prin
ciple": the latter (compelling us to take into account the limitations that thwart
our direct access to pleasure) is an inherent prolongation of the former. Second,
even (Western) Buddhism is not immune to the lures of the pleasure principle;
the Dalai Lama himself wrote: "The purpose of life is to be happy"-not true for
psychoanalysis, one should add." It was Nietzsche who observed that "human
beings do not desire happiness, only the Englishmen desire happiness" -today's
globalized hedonism is thus merely the obverse of the fact that, in the conditions
of global capitalism, we are ideologically "all Englishmen" (or, rather, Anglo
Saxon Americans . . . ). So what is wrong with the rule of the pleasure principle?
In Kant's description, ethical duty functions like a foreign intruder that disturbs
the subject's homeostatic balance, its unbearable pressure forcing the subject to
act "beyond the pleasure principle:' ignoring the pursuit of pleasures. For Lacan,
exactly the same description holds for desire, which is why enjoyment is not
something that comes naturally to the subject, as a realization of his or her inner
potential, but is the content of a traumatic superegoic injunction.
If hedonism is to be rejected, is Lacanian ethics then a version of the heroic
immoralist ethics, enjoining us to remain faithful to ourselves and persist on
our chosen way beyond good and evil? Think of don Giovanni in the last act of
Mozart's opera, when the Stone Guest confronts him with a choice: he is near
death, but ifhe repents of his sins, he can still be redeemed; if, however, he does
not renounce his sinful life, he will burn in hell forever. Don Giovanni heroically
refuses to repent, although well aware that he has nothing to gain, except eternal
suffering, for his persistence. Why does he do it? Obviously not for any profit or
59 The larger problem here is that psychoanalysis seems able to accommodate itself to
all today's predominant ethical stances-the three mentioned above plus a further two:
the Levinasian-Derridean ethics of responsibility to Otherness; and the conservative
advocacy of the need to reassert the symbolic law (in the guise of paternal authority) as
the only way to resolve the deadlock of hedonistic permissiveness.
60 Dalai Lama (Tenzin Gyatso), foreword to Mark Epstein, Thoughts Without a Thinker,
New York: Basic Books 1996, p. xiii.
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promise of pleasure to come. The only explanation is his utmost fidelity to the
dissolute life he has chosen. This is a dear case of hnmoral ethics: don Giovanni's
life vvas undoubtedly ilnmoral; however, as his fidelity to himself proves, he was
immoral not for pleasure or profit, but out of principle, ading the way he did in
accordance with a fundamental choice.
Or, to take a feminine example also frorn opera: George Bizet's Carmen.
Cannen is, of course, irnn10ral (ruthlessly promiscuous, ruining men's lives,
destroying families), but nonetheless thoroughly ethical (faithful to her chosen
path to the end, even when this means certain death) Along these lines, Lee
Edelman has developed the notion of homosexuality as involving an ethics of
"now;' of unconditional fidelity to jouissance, of following the death drive by
totally ignoring any reference to the future or engagement with the practical
complex of worldly afhirs. Homosexuality thus stands for the thorough assump
tion of the negativity of the death drive, of withdrawing from reality into the
real of the "night of the world:' Along these lines, Edelman opposes the radical
ethics of homosexuality to the predominant obsession with posterity (i.e., chil
dren) : children are the "pathological" moment which binds us to pragmatic
considerations and thus compels us to betray the radical ethics of jouissance.6t
(Incidentally, does this line of thought�the idea that homosexuality at its most
fundamental involves the rejection of children-not justify those who argue that
gay couples should not be allowed to adopt children1) The figure of an innocent
and helpless child is the ultimate ethical trap, the emblem-fetish ofbetraying the
ethics ofjouissance.
Friedrich Nietzsche (a great admirer of Carmen) was the great philosopher
of immoral ethics, and we should always remember that the title of Nietzsche's
lnasterpiece is "genealogy of morals;' not "of ethics": the two are not the same.
Morality is concerned with the symmetry of my relations to other humans; its
zero-level rule is "do not do to me what you do not want Ine to do to yoU:'6Z
Ethics, in contrast, deals with my consistency in relation to myself, my fidelity to
my own desire. On the back flyleaf of the 1939 edition of Lenin's Materialism and
Empirio-Criticism, Stalin made the following note in red pencil:
1) Weakness
2) Idleness
3) Stupidity
These are the only things that can be called vices. Everything else, in the absence of
the aforementioned, is undoubtedly virtue.
61 See Lee Edelman, No Future: Queer Theory and the Death Drive, Durham: Duke
University Press 2005.
62 Which is why the best psychoanalytic reply to this moral maxim is to imagine what it
would mean for a masochist to promise us that he will follow it in relating to llS.
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NB! If a man is 1) strong (spiritually), 2) active, 3) clever (or capable), then he is
good, regardless of any other "vices"!
,) plus 3) make 2)."

This is as concise as ever a formulation of immoral ethics; in contrast, a weakling
who obeys moral rules and worries about his guilt stands for unethical morality,
the target of Nietzsche's critique of resentment. It is a supreme irony (and one of
the greatest cases of poetic justice) that, among American writers, the one who
provided the most precise formulation of the same immoral ethics was none
other than the rabidly anti-Communist Russian emigrant Ayn Rand, in her first
(still moderate) US success, the play Night ofJanuary 16th. Although written in
a traditional realist mode, this courtroom (melo )drama engages its spectators
in a very contemporary, almost Brechtian, manner: at the beginning, the twelve
jury members are randomly selected from among the theater audience; they are
seated on the stage and, at the play's end, they briefly withdraw before returning
to deliver the verdict of guilty or not guilty-Rand proVided different final lines
depending on which it was. The decision they have to make is not only about
the murder of Bjorn Faulkner, a ruthless Swedish tycoon: did Karen Andre,
his devoted mistress and secretary, do it or not? It is also about two opposed
ethics-to quote the play itself:
if you value a strength that is its own motor, an audacity that is its own law, a spirit
that is its own vindication-if you are able to admire a man who, no matter what
mistakes he may have made in form, had never betrayed his essence: his self
esteem-if, deep in your hearts, you've felt a longing for greatness and for a sense of
life beyond the lives around you, if you have known a hunger which gray timidity
can't satisfy . . . 64
63 First published in Russian in Pravda, December 21, 1994. Beneath this note, Stalin
appended in blue pencil: "Alas, what do we see, what do we see?" The translation quoted
from Donald Rayfield, Stalin and His Hangmen, London: Penguin Books 2004, p. 22.
64 Ayn Rand, Night of January 16th, New York: Signet Books 1968, p. 118. Rand herself
was aware of the limitations of this early attempt of hers; as she wrote in the 1968
"Introduction" to the play first performed in 1934, at this stage in her career, she was not
yet ready to portray directly (her vision of) the ideal man (her first version is Howard
Roar in The Fountainhead, New York: Signet Books 1992): "What I was ready to write
about was a woman's feeling for her ideal man, and this is what I did in the person of
Karen Andre" (p. 6). However, the fact that the portrayal of the woman's longing for
such an ideal man precedes the direct portrayal of this ideal clearly indicates how Rand's
figure of the ideal man is ultimately a feminine fantasy-no wonder that we find already
in this early play noir-sounding feminine-masochist dialogues which are one of the
trademarks of her later style, like the following exchange: "KAREN: He seemed to take
a delight in giving me orders. He acted as if he were cracking a whip over an animal he
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In short, if you advocate immoral ethics, you will find Karen not guilty; if,
however, you believe in social respectability, in a life of service, duty, and unself
ishness, etc., then you will flnd Karen guilty.
There is, however, a limit to tbis Stalinist immoral ethics: not that it is too
immoral, but that it is secretly too moral, still relying on a figure of the big Other.
In what is arguably the most intelligent legitimization of Stalinist terror, Maurice
Merleau-Ponty's Humanism and Terror Ii'om 1946, the terror is justified as a
kind of wager on the h,ture, almost in the mode of Pascal: if the final result of
to day's horror turns out to be a bright communist future, then this outcome will
retroactively redeem the terrible things a revolutionary has to do today. Along
similar lines, even some Stalinists themselves-when forced to admit (mostly
in private) that many of the victims of the purges were innocent, that they were
accused and killed because "the Party needed their blood to fortify its unity"
imagined a future moment of final victory when all the victims would be given
their due, and their innocence and sacrifice for the Cause would be recognized.
This is what Lacan, in his seminar on Ethics, refers to as the "perspective of the
Last Judgment;' a perspective even more clearly discernible in two key terms
of the Stalinist discourse, "objective guilt" and "objective meaning": while you
can be an honest individual who acts with the most sincere intentions, you are
nonetheless "objectively guilty" if your acts serve reactionary forces-and it is, of
course, the Party that decides what your acts "objectively mean."
Here, again, we get not only the perspective of the Last Judgment (from
which the "objective meaning" of your acts is formulated), but also the agent in
the present who already has the unique ability to jndge today's events and acts
from this perspective.65 The name of Raskolnikov (the hero of Dostoyevsky's
Crime and Punishment) evokes a split (raskol); Raskolnikov is "the split one"
bnt split between what and what? The standard answer is that he is "torn between
the 'Napoleonic idea; the notion that all is permitted to a strong person, and
the 'Russian idea' of selfless devotion to humanity"66-however, this version
misses the properly "totalitarian" coincidence of the two ideas: it is my very self
less devotion to humanity, my awareness that I am an instrument of Humanity,
which justifies my claim that all is permitted to me. The paradox is thus that
wanted to break. And I was afraid. STEVENS: Because you didn't like that? KAREN:
Because I liked it . . ." (p. 82).
65 The same goes for such a radical hedonist atheist like the Marquis de Sade: perspicuous
readers of his work (such as Pierre Klossowski) guessed long ago that the compulsion to
enjoy which drives the Sadean libertine implies a hidden reference to a hidden divinity,
to \vhat Lacan called the "Supreme-Being-of-Evil;' an obscure God demanding to be fed
with the suffering of the innocents.
66 Ulrich Schmidt, quoted in Fyodor Dostoyevsky, The Brothers Karamazov, Norton
Critical Edition, trans. and ed. Susan McReynolds Odda, second edition, New York:
W. W Norton & Company 2011, p. 779.
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what Raskolnikov lacks is the split itself, the distance between the two ideas, the
"Napoleonic" and the "Russian:'
We can see now why Lacan's motto "i/ ny a pas de grand Autre" (there is no
big Other) takes us to the very core of the ethical problematic: what it excludes
is precisely this "perspective of the Last Judgment:' the idea that somewhere
even if as a thoroughly virtual reference point, even if we concede that we can
never occupy its place and pass the actual judgment-there must be a standard
which would allow us to take the measure of our acts and pronounce on their
"true meaning:' their true ethical status. Even Derrida's notion of "deconstruc
tion as justice" seems to rely on a utopian hope which sustains the specter of
"infinite justice:' forever postponed, always to come, but nonetheless here as the
ultimate horizon of our activity.
The harshness of Lacanian ethics lies in its demand that we thoroughly
relinquish this reference to the big Other-and its further wager is that not
only does this renunciation not plunge us into ethical insecurity or relativism
(or even sap the very fundamentals of ethical activity), but that renouncing the
guarantee of some big Other is the very condition of a truly autonomous ethics.
Recall that the exemplary dream Freud used to illustrate his procedure of dream
analysis was a dream about responsibility (Freud's own responsibility for the
failure of his treatment of Irma)-this fact alone indicates that responsibility
is a crucial Freudian notion. But how are we to conceive of this responsibility?
How are we to avoid the common misperception that the basic ethical message
of psychoanalysis is, precisely, that we should relieve ourselves of responsibility
and instead place the blame on the Other ("since the Unconscious is the dis
course of the Other, I am not responsible for its formations, it is the big Other
who speaks through me, I am merely its instrument") ? Lacan himself pointed
the way out of this deadlock by referring to Kant's philosophy as the crucial
antecedent of psychoanalytic ethics.

LACAN AGAINST B UDDHISM
According to the standard critique, the limitation of the Kantian universal
istic ethic of the "categorical imperative" (the unconditional injunction to do
one's duty) resides in its formal indeterminacy: the moral Law does not tell me
what my duty is, it merely tells me that I should accomplish my duty, and so
leaves room for an empty voluntarism (whatever I decide will be my duty is my
duty). However, far from being a limitation, this very feature brings us to the
core of Kantian ethical autonomy: it is not possible to derive the concrete obli
gations pertaining to one's specific situation from the moral Law itself-which
means that the subject himself must assume the responsibility of translating the
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abstract injunction into a series of concrete obligations. The full acceptance of
this paradox compels us to reject any reference to duty as an excuse: "I know this
is heavy and can be painhll, but what can I do, this is my duty . . ." Kant's ethics is
often taken as justifying such an attitude-no wonder Adolf Eichmann himself
referred to Kant when trying to justify his role in planning and execnting the
Holocaust: he was just doing his duty and obeying the Fiihrer's orders. However,
the aim of Kant's emphasis on the subject's full moral autonomy and responsibil.
ity was precisely to prevent any such maneuver of putting the blame on some
figure of the big Other.
During an unfortunate debate I had with Bernard-Henri Levy (in the prem
ises of Le Nouvel Obse}"vateur in Paris), he related (what maybe was, or not) a
personal experience to illustrate his opposition to killing. During the Bosnian
war in the early 1990S, he had visited the beSieged Sarajevo, where he was taken
to a frontline trench by an officer of the Bosnian government. From here,
looking through the scope of a gun, he was able to see a Serb soldier on a nearby
hill occasionally shooting at civilians in the city. Looking at the soldier with his
finger on the trigger, Levy was tempted to shoot, but he resisted-the injunction
"Do not kill!" is for him unconditional. To me, such a reaction was moralistic
hypocrisy at its purest: Levy fully supported the Bosnian side in the conflict (as
did I, so there was no disagreement there) , but his refusal to take the shot meant
that, while he would have expected a Bosnian soldier in the same position to pull
the trigger, he wanted to keep his hands clean and leave the necessary dirty work
to others. In the face of such a dilemma, the only truly universalistic stance is to
be ready to dirty one's own hands.
The core of Lacan's atheism is best discerned in the conceptual couple
of "alienation" and "separation" which he develops in his Four Fundamental
Concepts of Psycho-Analysis." In a first approach, t h e b i g Other stands for
the subject's alienation in the symbolic order: the big Other pulls the strings;
the subject does not speak, he is "spoken" by the symbolic structure. In short,
this "big Other" is the name for the social substance, for all that on account
of which the subject never fully controls the effects of his acts, so that their
final outcome is always other than what he aimed at or anticipated. Separation
takes place when the subject takes note of how the big Other is in itself incon
sistent, lacking ("barred;' as Lacan liked to put it) : the big Other does not
possess what the subject lacks. In separation, the subject experiences how his
own lack with regard to the big Other is already the lack that affects the big
Other itself. To recall Hegel's immortal dictum concerning the Sphinx: "The
enigmas of the Ancient Egyptians were enigmas also for the Egyptians them
selves:' Along the same lines, the elusive, ilnpenetrable Dieu obscur has to be
67 See Chapter 11 in Jacques Lacan, The Four Fundamental Concepts afPsycho-Analysis,
Ne\v York: W. W. Norton & Company 1978.
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impenetrable also to himself; he has to have a dark side, something that is in
him more than himself.'"
During the Chinese Cultural Revolution, the Red Guards referred to suicide
as "alienating oneself from the Party and people:'" One is tempted to ask here,
with regard to the Lacanian couple of alienation and separation: what, then,
would separation from the Party and people have been? The question is not as
meaningless as it may appear, insofar as, for Lacan, separation stands for redou
bled alienation: the subject enacts separation when his lack coincides with the
lack in the Other, that is, when he recognizes that the Other also does not have
what he is missing. In short, in this context, separation involves the insight
that the distance separating the subject from the Party and people is already
immanent to the Party and people themselves-in other words, the Party itself is

already alienated from the people.
So what does it mean to abandon the topic of the Last Judgment? As is often
the case, Kafka provides the key here: "It is only our conception of time that
makes us call the Last Judgment by this name. It is, in fact, a kind of martial
law:'70 In other words, the absence of the Last Judgment does not mean that
there is merely historical evolution with no moments of what Benjamin called
"suspended dialectics:' when the continuous flow is momentarily immobilized:
the Last Judgment does not come at the end of times, it is the martial law-the
state of exception-here and now.
The only other school of thought that fully accepts the inexistence of the big
Other is Buddhism. Is the solution then to be found in Buddhist ethics? There
are reasons to consider this option. Does not Buddhism lead us to "traverse
the fantasy:' overcoming the illusions on which our desires are based and con
fronting the void beneath each object of desire? Furthermore, psychoanalysis
shares with Buddhism the insistence that there is no Self as a substantive agent
of psychic life: no wonder Mark Epstein, in his book on Buddhism and psy
choanalysis, refers positively to Lacan's early essay on the "mirror stage:' with its
notion of the Ego as an object, the result of the subject's identification with the
idealized fIxed image of itself:" the Self is the fetishized illusion of a substantial
core of subjectivity where, in reality, there is nothing. This is why, for Buddhism,
the point is not to discover one's "true Self;' but to accept that there is no such
thing, that the "Self" as such is an illusion, an imposture. In more psychoanalytic
68 The same goes for women in psychoanalysis: the masquerade of femininity means
that there is no inaccessible feminine x beneath the multiple layers of masks, since these
masks ultimately conceal the fact that there is nothing to conceal.
69 Quoted from Niall Ferguson, The War of the World, London: Penguin Books 2007,
p. 620.
70 Kafka, The Blue Octavo Notebooks, p. 90.
71 Epstein, Thoughts Without a Thinker, p. 152.
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terms: not only should one analyze resistances, but, ultimately, "there is really
nothing but resistance to be analyzed; there is no true self waiting in the wings to
be released:'" The self is a disruptive, false, and, as such, unnecessary metaphor
for the process of awareness and knowing: when we awaken to knowing, we
realize that all that goes on in us is a flow of "thoughts without a thinker:' The
impossibility of figuring out who or what we really are is inherent, since there is
nothing that we "really are;' just a void at the core of our being. Consequently, in
the process of Buddhist Enlightenment, we do not quit this terrestrial world for
another truer reality-we just accept its non-substantial, fleeting, illusory char
acter; we embrace the process of "going to pieces without falling apart:' In the
Gnostic mode, for Buddhism, ethics is nltimately a qnestion of knowledge and
ignorance: our craving (desire), our attachment to terrestrial goods, is condi
tioned by our ignorance, so that deliverance comes with proper Imowing. (What
Christian love means, on the contrary, is that there is a decision not grounded in
knowledge-Christianity thus breaks with the entire tradition of the primacy of
Knowledge which runs hom Buddhism through Gnosticism to Spinoza. )
Crucial t o Buddhism is t h e reflexive change from t h e object to the thinker
himself first, we isolate the thing that bothers us, the cause of our suffering; then
we change not the object but ourselves, the way we relate to (what appears to us
as) the cause of our suffering: "What was extinguished was only the false view
of self: What had always been illusory was understood as such. Nothing was
changed but the perspective of the observer:'73 This shift involves great pain; it is
not merely a liberation, a step into the incestuous bliss of the infamous "oceanic
feeling"; it is also the violent experience of losing the ground under one's feet,
of being deprived of the most familiar stage of one's being. This is why the path
towards Buddhist Enlightenment begins by focusing on the most elementary
feelings of "injured innocence;' of suffering an injustice without cause (the pre
ferred topic of narcissistic, masochistic thoughts: "How could she do this to me?
I don't deserve to be treated that way")." The next step is to make the shift to the
Ego itself; the subject of these painful emotions, rendering clear and palpable its
own fleeting and irrelevant status-the aggression directed against the object
causing the suffering should be turned against the Self itself. We do not repair
the damage; rather, we gain the inSight into the illusory nature of that which
appears to need repair.!'
72 Ibid., p. 121.
73 Ibid., p. 83·
74 Ibid., p. 211.
75 Although, even here, there is a fundamental ambiguity in the Buddhist edifice: is
the goal of the Buddhist meditation nirvana as the shift in the subject's stance towards
reality, or is this goal the fundamental transformation of reality itself, so that all suffering
disappears and all living beings are relieved of their suffering? That is to say, is not the
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What, then, is the nature of the gap that separates psychoanalysis from
Buddhism? In order to answer this question, we need to confront the basic
enigma of Buddhism, its blind spot: how did the fall into samsara, the Wheel
of Life, occur? This enigma is the exact opposite of the main Buddhist concern:
how can we break out of the Wheel of Life and attain nirvana?,6 The nature and
origin of the impetus by means of which desire <deception) emerged out of the
Void is the big unknown in the heart of the Buddhist edifice: it points towards an
act that "breaks the symmetry" within nirvana itself and thus makes something
appear out of nothing <as in quantum physics with its notion of symmetry
breaking). The Freudian answer is the drive: what Freud calls the "drive" is not,
as it may appear, the Buddhist Wheel of Life, the craving that enslaves us to the
world of illusions. The drive, on the contrary, goes on even when the subject
has "traversed the fantasy" and broken out of its illusory craving for the (lost)
object of desire. And therein lies the difference between Buddhism and psycho
analysis, reduced to its formal minimum: for Buddhism, after Enlightenment <or
"traversing the fantasy"), the Wheel no longer turns, the subject de-subjectivizes
itself and finds peace; for psychoanalysis, on the other hand, the wheel continues
to turn, and this continued turning-of-the-wheel is the drive <as Lacan put it
in the last pages of Seminar XI: after the subject traverses the fantasy, desire is
transformed into drive). What psychoanalysis adds to Buddhism is thus in fact
a new version of Galileo's eppur si muove: imagine a Lacanian being tortured by
a New Age Western Buddhist into admitting that inner peace can be achieved;
after the forced concession, as he leaves the room, he qUietly mumbles: "But
nonetheless, it continues to move! "77
This is what Lacan is aiming at when he emphasizes the difference between
the Freudian death drive and the so-called "nirvana principle" according to
effort to enter nirvana caught between two radically opposed extremes, the minimalist
and the maximalist? On the one side, reality remains as it is, nothing changes, it is just
fully perceived as what it is, a mere insubstantial flow of phenomena that does not really
affect the void at the core of our being; on the other side, the goal is to transform reality
itself so that there will be no suffering in it, so that all living beings will enter nirvana.
76 This shift is homologous to Hegel's reversal of the classic metaphysical question: how
can we see through false appearances to their underlying essential reality? For Hegel, the
question is, on the contrary: how has appearance emerged out of reality?
77 Of course, the Buddhist nirvana is not to be confused with the Western mystical
ascension into a higher reality beyond this world: the Wheel continues to turn, things
in their reality remain exactly as they are, they are just perceived in a new way, i.e., the
individual existentially accepts the non-substantial character of reality. We are thus not
dealing with the "purification" of desires, but with a different way of relating to desire.
The fact is nonetheless that, in nirvana, the "enlightened" individual extracts himself
from the Wheel of Craving: even if the Wheel goes on turning, he is no longer caught in
that turning.
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-which every life system tends to-wards the lowest level of tension, ultinlately
towards death. To put it in terms of the Higgs field in quantum physics, "noth
ingness" (the void, being deprived of all substance) and the lowest level of energy
paradoxically no longer coincide; at the lowest level of tension, or in the void,
the dissolution of all order, it is "cheaper" (it costs the system less energy) to
persist in "something" than to dwell in "nothing:' It is this distance that sus
tains the death drive (namely, the drive as such, since "every drive is virtually
a death drive").78 Far from being the same as the nirvana principle (the striv
ing towards the dissolution of all tension, the longing for a return to original
nothingness), the death drive is the tension which persists and insists beyond
and against the nirvana principle. In other words, far from being opposed to the
pleasure principle, the nirvana principle is its highest and most radical expres
sion. In this precise sense, the death drive stands for its exact opposite, for the
dimension of the "undead;' of a spectral life which insists beyond (biological)
death. So does the paradox of the Higgs Held not also prefigure the mystery
of symbolic castration in psychoanalysis? What Lacan calls "symbolic castra
tion" is a deprivation, a gesture of taking away (the loss of the ultimate and
absolute-"incestuous" -object of desire) which is in itself giving, productive,
generative, opening up and sustaining the space of desire and of meaning. The
frustrating nature of our human existence, the very fact that our lives are forever
out of joint, marked by a traumatic imbalance, is what propels us towards
permanent creativity.
This is why psychoanalysis is firmly entrenched in the Western Judeo
Christian tradition, not only against Oriental spirituality but also against Islam,
which, like Oriental spirituality, endorses the thesis on the ultimate vanity and
illusory nature of every object of desire. On the 614th night of One Thousand
and One Nights, Judar, following the orders of a Moroccan magician, had to
open seven doors that would lead him to a treasure. When he came to the
seventh door,
there issued forth to him his mother, saying, "I salute thee, 0 my son!" He asked,
""\l\1hat art thou?" and she ansyvered, "0 my SOIl, I am thy mother who bare thee nine
months and suclJed thee and reared thee:' Quoth he, "Put off thy clothes:' Quoth
she, "Thou art my son, how wouldst thou strip me naked?" But he said "Strip, or I
will strike off thy head with this sword;" and he stretched out his hand to the brand
and drew it upon her saying, "Except thou strip, I will slay thee:' Then the strife
became long bet\veen them and as often as he redoubled on her his threats, she put
off somewhat of her clothes and he said to her, "Doff the rest;' with many menaces;
78 Jacques Lacan, "Position of the Unconscious;' trans. Bruce Fink, in Richard Feldstein,
Bruce Fink, and Maire Jaanus, eds, Reading Seminar XI: Laean's Four Fundamental
Concepts afPsychoanalysis, New York: SUNY Press 1995, p. 275.
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while she removed each article slowly and kept saying, "0 my son, thou hast disap
pointed my fosterage of thee," till she had nothing left but her petticoat trousers.
Then said she, "0 my son, is thy heart stone? Wilt thou dishonour me by discover
ing my shame? Indeed, this is unlawful, 0 my son!" And he answered, "Thou sayest
sooth; put not off thy trousers:' At once, as he uttered these words, she cried out, "He
hath made default; beat him!" Whereupon there feU upon him blows like rain drops
and the servants of the treasure flocked to him and dealt him a funding which he
forgot not in all his days.79

On 615th night, we learn that Judar was given another chance and tried again;
when he came to the seventh door,
the semblance of his mother appeared before him, saying, "Welcome, 0 my son!"
But he said to her, "How am I thy son, 0 accursed? Strip!" And she began to wheedle
him and put off garment after garment. till only her trousers remained; and he said
to her, "Strip, 0 accursed!" So she put off her trousers and became a body without a
soul. Then he entered the hall of the treasures, where he saw gold lying in heaps . . . ·o

Fethi Benslama has pointed out how this passage indicates that Islam knows
what our Western universe denies: the fact that incest is not forbidden, but
inherently impossible (when one finally gets the naked mother, she fades away
as a bad specter). Benslama refers here to Jean-Joseph Goux," who demon
strated how the Oedipus myth is a Western myth and as such an exception with
regard to other myths; its basic feature is precisely that "behind the prohibition,
the impossible withdraws itself":S> the very prohibition is read as an indication
that incest is possible.
Here, however, we should remain faithful to the Western "Oedipal" tradition:
of course every object of desire is an illusory lure; of course the full jouissance
of incest is not only prohibited, but in itself impossible; nevertheless, Lacan's les
non-dupes errent must still be asserted. Even if the object of desire is illusory,
there is a real in this illusion: the object of desire in its positive content is vain,
but not the place it occupies, the place of the Real; which is why there is more
truth in the unconditional fidelity to one's desire than in the resigned insight
into the vanity of one's striving.
As we have seen, at the core of this paradox is a formal structure homolo
gous to that of the Higgs field in quantum physics: what, in the Higgs field,
79 Richard Francis Burton (trans.), The Arabian Nights: Tales from A Thousand and One
Nights, New York: Random House 2001, p. 44l.
80 Ibid., p. 443.
81 See Jean-Joseph Goux, Oedipe philosophe, Paris: Aubier 1990.
82 Fethi Benslama, La psychanalyse a l�preuve de /'Islam, Paris: Aubier 2002, p. 259.
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is called the double vacuum3} appears here in the guise of the irreducible gap
between ethics (understood as the care of the self, as striving towards authen
tic being) and morality (understood as the care for others, responding to their
call). Insofar as the authenticity of the Self is taken to tne extreme in Buddhist
meditation, \vhose goal is precisely to enable the subject to overcome (or, rather,
snspend) its Self and enter the vacuum of nirvana, one should remember the
Zen Buddhist claim that "Zen and the sword are one and the sanle;' a principle
grounded in the opposition between the reflexive attitude of our ordinary daily
lives (in which we cling to life and fear death, strive for egotistic pleasures and
profits, hesitate instead of acting directly) and the enlightened stance in which
the difference between life and death no longer matters, in which we regain
the original self-less unity and become directly our acts. In a unique short
circuit, militaristic Zen masters interpret the basic Zen message (that libera,
tion entails losing one's Self, uniting immediately with the primordial Void) as
being identical with total military fidelity, with immediately following orders
and performing ones duty without concern for the Self and its interests. The
standard anti·militaristic cliche about soldiers being drilled into a state of mind·
less subordination is here asserted as being identical to Zen Enlightenment.
Within this attitude, the warrior no longer acts as a person; he is thoroughly de·
subjectivized; or, as D. T. Suzuki himself put it: "it is really not he but the sword
itself that does the killing. He had no desire to do harm to anybody, but the
enemy appears and makes himself a victim. It is as though the sword performs
automatically its function of justice, which is the function of mercy:'"4
Does this description not provide the ultimate example of the phenomena·
logical attitude which, instead of intervening into reality, just lets things appear
as they are? The sword itself does the killing; the enemy just appears and makes
himself a victim-the warrior is in it for nothing, reduced to being the passive
observer of his own acts. No wonder that, "struck by his leader's cold demea·
nor and his utter ruthlessness towards their enemies, one of his comrades once
compared Pol Pot with a Buddhist monk who had attained the 'third level' of
consciousness: 'You are completely neutral. Nothing moves you. This is the
highest level:"s; One should not dismiss this as an obscene false parallel: Pol Pot
did indeed come from a Buddhist cultural background, and there is a long tradi·
tion of militarist discipline in Buddhism. We find the same authoritarian streak
in Tibetan Buddhism--for example, in a traditional Tibetan custom which has
undergone a strange transformation over the last half-century:

83 For a closer elaboration of this notion, see Chapter 10 of the present book.
84 Quoted in Brian Victoria, Zen at War, New York: vVeatherhill 1998, p. 110.
85 Quoted from Ferguson, The War of the World, p. 623.
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During the Cultural Revolution, if an old landowner met emancipated serfs on the
road he would stand to the side, at a distance, putting a sleeve over his shoulder,
bowing down and sticking out his tongue-a courtesy paid by those of lower status
to their superiors-and would only dare to resume his journey after the former serfs
had passed by. Now things have changed back: the former serfs stand at the side
of the road, bow and stick out their tongues, making way for their old lords. This
has been a subtle process, completely voluntary, neither imposed by anyone nor
explained.86

In short, the ex-serfs somehow detected that with Deng Xiaoping's "reforms;'
they were once again at the bottom of the social scale; however, much more
interesting than the redistribution of social hierarchy signaled by this change
is the fact that the same traditional ritual survived such tremendous social
transformations. In order to dispel any illusions about Tibetan society, is it not
enough to note the distasteful nature of this custom. Over and above the usual
stepping aside and bOWing-to add insult to injury, as it were-the subordinated
individual had to fix his face in an expression of humiliating stupidity (open
mouthed with tongue stretched out, eyes turned upwards, etc.) in order to Signal
with this grotesque grimace his worthless stupidity. The crucial point here is
to recognize the violence of this practice, a violence that no consideration of
cultural differences and no respect for otherness should wash over.
The point here is not to criticize Buddhism, but merely to emphasize the
irreducible gap between subjective authenticity and moral goodness (in the
sense of social responsibility): the difficult thing to accept is that one can be
totally authentic in overcoming one's false Self and yet still commit horrible
crimes-and vice versa, of course: one can be a caring subject, morally com
mitted to the full, while existing in an inauthentic world of illusion with regard
to oneself. This is why all the desperate attempts by Buddhists to demonstrate
how respect and care for others are necessary steps towards (and conditions of)
Enlightenment misfire: Suzuki himself was much more honest in this regard
when he pointed out that Zen is a meditation technique which implies no partie
ular ethieo-political stance-in his politieal life, a Zen Buddhist may be a liberal,
a fascist, or a communist. Again, the two vacuums never coincide: in order to be
fully engaged ethieo-politically, it is necessary to exit the "inner peace" of one's
subjective authenticity.

86 Wang Lwong and Tsering Shakya, The Strugglefor Tibet, London: Verso Books 2009,
p· n
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Fichte's Choice

Perhaps the most productive way to deal with an "official" history of philosophy
is to consider how a philosopher who was "overcome" by his successor (accord
ing to this "official" line) reacted (or would have reacted) to his successor. How
would Plato react to Aristotle, or Wagner to Nietzsche, or Husserl to Heidegger,
or Hegel to Marx?' The most intriguing case of this "rebellion of the vanqUished"
was German Idealism, wherein each of the "predecessors" in the "official" line
of progress (Kant-Fichte-Schelling-Hegel-Iate Schelling) reacted to the critique
or interpretation of his work by his successor. Fichte wanted merely to complete
Kant's philosophy with his Wissenschaftslehre, and Kant's disparaging remarks
about Fichte are well known: he rejected as meaningless and tautological the
very term Wissenschaftslehre ("doctrine about knowledge") . Fichte's "subjec
tive idealism" was then followed by Schelling's philosophy of identity, which
supplements the transcendental-subjective genesis of reality with a philoso
phy of nature. Fichte bitterly rejected this "supplement" as a misreading of his
Wissenschaftslehre, as one can read in their correspondence. (On the other hand,
Schelling himself was not slow to retort that Fichte had radically changed his
position in reaction to Schelling's critique.) Hegel's "overcoming" of Schelling is
a case in itself: Schelling's reaction to Hegel's idealist dialectic was so strong that
it has increasingly come to be seen as the next (even final) step in the inner devel
opment of German Idealism-indeed, there is a book (by Walther Schulze) with
the title The Accomplishment oj German Idealism in Schelling's Late Philosophy.
Schelling's first and decisive break out of the constraints of his early philoso
phy of identity occurs with his Treatise on the Essence of Human Freedom from
1807 (the year of Hegel's Phenomenology ojSpirit! ), to which Hegel reacted in his
(posthumously published) lectures on the history of philosophy with a brief and
ridiculously inadequate dismissal which totally misses the point of Schelling's
masterpiece. What is today considered a highpoint in the entire history of phi
losophy appeared to Hegel as an insignificant minor essay. No wonder, then, that
the topic among contemporary Hegel scholars is "What would Hegel's rejOinder
have been to Schelling's critique of dialectics as a mere 'negative philosophy'?"
1 As to the last example. there have been attempts to reconstruct Hegel's answer to Marx's
"materialist reversal" of dialectics-I myself have elsewhere proposed a demonstration of
why one should speak of Marx's idealist reversal of Hegel.
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Among others, Dieter Henrich and Frederick Beiser have tried to reconstruct a
Hegelian answer.
When, in 1841, it was announced that the old Schelling would go to Berlin
and start teaching there, answering the call by the Prussian king himself to
fight the "dragonseed of Hegelian pantheism" with its "facile omniscience:'
Karl Rosenkranz, a leading pupil of Hegel, wrote that he was "delighted" by this
prospect:
I looked forward to the fIght that this occasion must cause. I rejoiced in quiet over
what by all appearances would be the toughest test of the Hegelian system and its
adherents. I revelled ill the feeling of progress, ·which for philosophy must spring
from this. I greeted this challenge as a phenomenon never before encountered in
philosophy, where a philosopher should have the power to step beyond the circle
of his creation and grasp its consequences, which in the history of philosophy until
DOW is without precedent.2

It is effectively as if, on such occasions, an impossible encounter takes place: a
philosopher is somehow able to step onto his own shoulders and see himself,
his thought, "objectively:' as part of a larger movement of ideas, interacting
with what comes after. What is the philosophical status of these "retroactive"
rejOinders? It is all too easy to claim (in the postmodern vein of the "end of the
grand narratives") that they bear witness to the failure of every general scheme
of progress: they do not so much undermine the underlying line of succession
(from Kant to late Schelling) as, rather, highlight its most interesting and lively
moment, the moment when, as it were, a thought rebels against its reduction to
a term in the chain of "development" and asserts its absolute right (or claim) .
Sometimes, such reactions are mere outbursts o f a helpless disorientation;
sometimes, they are themselves the true moments of progress. That is to say;
when the Old is attacked by the New, this first appearance of the New is, as a rule,
flat and naive-the true dimension of the New arises only when the Old reacts to
(the first appearance of) the New. Pascal reacted from a Christian standpoint to
scientific secular modernity, and his "reaction" (his struggling with the problem
of how to remain a Christian in the new conditions) tells us much more about
modernity than its direct partisans.3 True "progress" emerges from the reaction
2 Karl Rosenkranz, Ober Schelling und Hegel: Ein Sendschreiben an Pierre Leroux,
Konigsberg: Gebriider Bontrager 1843, p. 7, as quoted and translated by Bruce Matthews
in his introduction to F. W. J. Schelling, The Grounding of Positive Philosophy, Albany:
SUNY Press 2007, p. 8 .
3 Likewise, in cinema history, it was t h e silent directors who resisted sound, from
Chaplin to Eisenstein, who brought to light the truly shattering dimension of sound
cinema.
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of the Old to progress. True revolutionaries are always reflected conservatives.
As Roman Bainton, Luther's commentator, put it: "The most intrepid revolu
tionary is the one who has a fear greater than anything his opponents can inflict
upon hini'4-a version of Racine's "I fear God, and I have no other fears;' from
his Athalie.
One of the great cases of a philosopher answering his successor is that of
Husserl vis-ii-vis Heidegger. Husserl is often reproached for trying to cling onto
the "abstract" Cartesian subject, that is, for failing to fully grasp In-der- Welt
Sein, the subject's active engagement in its life world-only Heidegger, it is said,
was able to make this move, in Sein und Zeit. What if, however, it is Heidegger
who is not "concrete" enough in his critique of Husserl? What ifhe overlooks the
existential base of Husserl's phenomenological reduction? Husserl's phenome
nological reduction is an exemplary case of the gap between the pure logical
process of reasoning and the corresponding spiritual attitude. If one limits
oneself to the process of reasoning, Husserl's deduction cannot but appear an
extravagant exercise in "abstract reasoning" at its worst: all we can be sure that
really exists is the process of thinking that is I; so if we want an absolutely sci
entific starting point, we will have to bracket the naIve-realist notion of things
existing out there in the world and take into account only their pure appearance,
the way they appear to us and are correlative to our (transcendental) acts. What
such an understanding misses is that the state described by Husserl in terms of
the "phenomenological reduction" is much more than this, approaching an exis
tential experience and attitude close to some currents within early Buddhism:
the attitude of Realitiitsverlust, of experiencing reality as a dream, a totally de
substantialized flow of fragile and ephemeral appearances, in relation to which
I am not an engaged agent, but a stunned passive observer observing my own
dream. Even when I act, it is not the core of me that acts-I observe my "self;'
another ethereal appearance, interacting with other appearances.
Husser! should thus also be read against the background of the unity of phi10sophy and the existential position in actual life, which was for the first time
explicitly posited by Fichte, who "proposed to develop a philosophical theory
from the perspective of the living mind that directly reflected the actual life of
the mind:'5 This attitude is best expressed in Fichte's saying that the kind of phi
losophy one has depends on what kind of man one is: philosophy is not a neutral
world-view, but a reflective appropriation of one's pre-theoretical existential atti
tudes. And is not Hegel's Phenomenology of Spirit a systematic deployment of
this stance? Is not every "figure of consciousness" described by Hegel a unity of
4 Quoted from James Gaines, Evening in the Palace of Reason, London: Harper Collins
2005, p. 19.
5 Dieter Henrich, Between Kant and Hegel, Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press
2008, p. 16.
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a philosophical notion and a practical life�world position?' This brings us back
to Balmes and the reasons why Lacan retained the tenn "subject": Hussed's phe
nOlllenological reduction implicitly refers to the existential experience of a kind
of "psychotic" disengagement for which there is no place in the Heideggerian
edifice. This is why Husserl's manuscripts on passive synthesis and tilne
consciousness are so precious.
Far from being mere footuotes in the history of philosophy or pathetic dead
ends, these detours of the Old which, instead of graciously conceding defeat and
leaving the scene, persist and counter-attack the New, are in fact the very cata
lysts of its "development:' To grasp a philosophy at its most radical, one should
imagine, for example, how Kant would have answered Hegel, how Hegel would
have answered the late Schelling or Marx, how Husser! would have answered
Heidegger.

FROM FICHTE ' S IcH TO HEGEL ' S SUBJECT
Arguably the most interesting case of such a retroactive rejoinder is presented by
Fichte's late philosophy in which he (implicitly or explicitly) answers his critics,
primarily Schelling. Let ns then focus on Fichte's shift from the self positing I to
the asubjective divine Being as the ultimate ground of all reality. Here is Gunter
Zoller's succinct description of this basic shift in Fichte's doctrine horn the Jena
period (1794-99) to the Berlin period (1799-1814): in the Jena period,
the 1, in its capacity as absolute I, had functioned as the principle of all knowledge.
After 1800, the I provides the form Uch/arm: "I�form"), of knowledge as such. The
ground is now no longer identified with the I qua absolute I but with something
absolute prior to and originally independent of the I (Seyn, "Being;' or Gott, "God").
By contrast, the I qua I-form is the basic mode for the appearance of the absolute,
which does not appear itself and as such.7

One should be very precise in reading this shift: it is not simply that Fichte
"abandons" the I as the absolute ground, redUcing it to a subordinate moment of
the trans�subjective Absolute, to a mode or form of appearance of this Absolute.
If anything, it is only now (after Jena) that Fichte correctly grasped the basic
6 As we have already seen, one should read even Plato's Parmel1ides in the same way: the
only way to properly understand the logical gymnastics of its second part is by reading
the eight (or nine) hypotheses as descriptions of concrete experiences of reality.
7 Gunter Zoller, "Thinking and Willing in the Later Fichte;' in Daniel Breazeale and
Tom Rockmore, eds, After lena: New Essays on Fichte's Later Philosophy, Evanston:
Northwestern University Press 2008, p. 55.
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feature of the I: the I i s "as such" a split of t h e Absolute, the "minimal difference"
of its self-appearing. In other words, the notion of ! as the absolute Ground of all
being secretly but unavoidably "substantivizes" the subject.
Fichte is, however, unable to formulate this insight clearly-his limitation is
discernible in the wrong answer he gives to the crucial question: to whom does
the Absolute appear in the I-form? Fichte's answer is: to (subjective) appearance,
to the subject to whom the Absolute appears. What he is not able to assert is
that, in appearing to the subject, the Absolute also appears to itselj; i.e., that the
subjective reflection of the Absolute is the Absolute's self-reflection.
The key text is here the Wissenschaftslehre from 1812, in contrast to the Jena
versions of Wissenschaftslehre from '794-99. In these early versions, Fichte's
strategy is the standard subjective-idealist one of critically denouncing the
"reified" notion of objective reality, of things existing out there in the world of
which the subject is also part: one should dispel this necessary illusion of inde
pendent objective reality by way of deploying its subjective genesis. Here, the
only Absolute is the spontaneous self-positing of the absolute I: the absolute I
deSignates the coincidence of being and acting ( Tat-Handlung), it is what it does.
Against this version of the Fichtean I, Hegel made the well-known remark that
it has the same relation to things as an empty purse has to money. One should
not dismiss this parallel as simply a case of mocking aggression, implying that
Fichte's self-positing of the absolute I which engenders all its content out of itself
has the same (nil) value as an empty purse expected to generate money out of
itself; that is, in the same way that someone has to put money into the purse
from outside, the content of the pure I should "affect" the I from outside and
thus cannot be generated out of the absolute I's "self-affection:' On the contrary,
this parallel should be given its full weight, also taking into account Kant's use
of money as an example in his criticism of the ontological proof of the existence
of God-you cannot deduce existence from the concept alone, it is not the same
thing to have a concept of 100 thalers and to have 100 thalers in your pocket.
Hegel's reply is that, precisely, God is not the same type of object as 100 thalers:
at the level of the Absolute, the containing Form can generate its own content.
In 1812, however, Fichte takes one further step backwards: "it is no longer
the absoluteness of the things that is unveiled as an unavoidable illusion, but
the absoluteness of the I itself" The self-positing of the I is itself an illusory
appearance, an "image" of the only true Absolute, the trans-subjective immova
ble absolute Being ("God"). Back in 1790S, after Fichte had explained to Madame
de Stael the I's self-positing, she snapped back: "So you mean that the absolute
I is like Baron Miinchhausen, who saved himself from drowning in a swamp
by grabbing his hair and pulling himself out with his own hands?" It is as if
8 Johannes Brachtendorf, "The Notion of B eing in Fichte's Late Philosophy:' in ibid.,
p. I S7·
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the late Fichte accepted this critique, conceding that the self-reflecting I is a
chimera floating in lnicl-air, which has to be grounded in some firm positive
Absolute. The critical analysis has thus to take a further step back: first from
objective reality to the transcendental I, then from the tl:anscendental l to the
absolute Being: the 1's self-positing is an image of the divine Absolute, not the
Absolute itself:
the Absolute appears, as life teaches us. The appearance of the Absolute means that it
appears as the Absolute. Since determinacy comes with negation, the Absolute must
bring forth its own opposite, a non-Absolute, to be able to appear as the Absolute.
This non-Absolute is the Absolute's appearance. The appearance is also that to
which the Absolute appears. Thus, the Absolute can appear to the appearance only
if at the same time its opposite, namely the appearance, appears to the appearance as
welL There is no appearing of the Absolute without an appearing of the appearance
to itselt that is, ,,,"ithout reflectivity of the appearance. Since the Absolute appears
necessarily, the self-reflection of the appearance is necessary too.
Fichte relates the unitary aspect of the appearance to the appearing of the
Absolute, \vhereas the multiplicity aspect is linked to the appearance's self
reflection. Since self-reflection is a process, there is transmutation and genesis
,vithin the appearance when it appears to itself. Employing the notion of being as
unity and immutability, Fichte concludes that the appearance is insofar as it is a
manifestation or a self-revelation of the Absolute; and that the appearance is not
insofar as it is self-reflective.!}

This shift can also be formulated as one from positing to appearing: while in
'794, the 1posits itself as positing itself; in 1812,
the appearance appears to itselfas appearing to itself To appear, however, is an activity.
Thus, the appearance appears to itself as being active through itself, or as a principle
"from itself, out of itself, through itself' Fichte concludes that, since the appearance
is constituted by the act of appearing to itself, it conceives of its own existence (its
"formal being") as grounded in itself. As soon as the appearance reflects on itself, it
understands itself to exist through itself, that is, to be a se. But this cannot be true, as
the TVissenschaftslehre demonstrates. Only One is in the sense of aseitas, namely the
Absolute, so that appearance cannot truly be in this sense.lO

A double mediation has to be accomplished here. Firstly, if, in the appearing of
the Absolute, the Absolute appears as the Absolute, this means that the Absolute
9 Ibid.
10 Ibid., p. 158 (emphasis to first sentence added)
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has to appear as absolute in contrast to other "mere" appearances-so there must
be a cut in the domain of appearances, a cut between «mere)' appearances and
the appearance through which the Absolute itself transpires. In other words,
the gap between appearance and true Being must inscribe itself into the very
domain of appearing.
But what this reflectivity of appearing means is that the Absolute also exposes
itself to the danger of merely "appearing" to be the Absolute-the appearing of
the Absolute turns into the (misleading, illusory) appearing to be the Absolute.
Is not the entire history of religion (from a materialist standpoint, of course) the
history of such false appearances of the Absolute? At this level, "the Absolute"
is its own appearing, that is, an organization of appearances which evokes
the mirage that there is, hidden behind it, an Absolute which appears (shines
through it) . Here, in effect, fhe illusion is no longer one of mistaking appearing
for being, but of mistaking being for appearing: the only "being" of the Absolute
is its appearing, and the illusion is that this appearing is a mere "image" behind
which there is a transcendent true Being. So when Fichte writes the following he
overlooks that error which is the exact opposite of mistaking images for being
(that of taking as the true being what is effectively only its image), namely the
error of mistaking beingfor images (in other words of taking as merely an image
of the true being what is effectively the true being itself): "Every error without
exception consists in mistaking images for being. The Wissenschaftslehre has for
the first time pronounced how far this error extends through showing that being
is only in God:'n At this level, one should fhus accept the Derridean theological
conclusion: "God" is not an absolute Being persisting in itself, it is the pure vir
tuality of a Promise, the pure appearing of itself. In other words, the ''Absolute"

beyond appearances coincides with an "absolute appearance," an appearance
beneath which there is no substantial Being.
Second mediation: if the Absolute is to appear, appearing itself must appear
to itself as appearing, and Fichte conceives this self-appearing of appearance as
subjective self-reflection. Fichte is right to endorse a two-step critical approach
(first the move from the object to its subjective constitution, then the meta
critical step of deploying fhe abyssal mirage of the subject's self-positing); what
he gets wrong is the nature of the Absolute that grounds subjectivity itself.
The late Fichte's Absolute is an immovable transcendent In-itself, external to
the movement of reflection. What Fichte cannot think is the "life;' movement,
mediation, in the Absolute itself: how, precisely, the Absolute's appearing is not a
mere appearance, but a self-actualization, a self-revelation, of the Absolute. This
immanent dynamicS does not make fhe Absolute itself a subject, but it inscribes
subjectivization into its very core.
11 Quoted in ibid., p. 158.
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What Fichte was furthermore unable to grasp is the speculative identity of
these two extreme poles (pure absolute Being and the appearance appearing to
itself): the I's self-positing self-retlectivity is, quite literally, the "image" of the
Absolute as self�grounded Being. Therein resides the objective irony of Pichte's
development: Fichte, the philosopher of subjective self-positing, ends up reduc
ing subjectivity to a mere appearance of an immovable absolute In-itself The
proper Hegelian reproach to Fichte is thus not that he is too "subjective;' but, on
the contrary, that he is unable to really think Substance also as Subject: the shift
of his thought towards the asubjective Absolute is not a reaction to his earlier
excessive subjectivism, but a reaction to his inability to formulate the core of
subjectivity.
Hegel's true novelty can be seen with regard to the topic of "absolute" ideal
ism, in terms of the standard history of post -Kantian thought formed by the
triad ofFichte's "subjective" idealism, Schelling's "objective" idealism, and Hegel's
"absolute" idealism. The designation of Schelling's Idenlitiitsphilosophie as "objec
tive" idealism is, however, deceiving: the whole point of his ldentitiitsphilosophie
is that subjective idealism (transcendental philosophy) and objective idealism
(philosophy of nature) are two approaches to the Third, the Absolute beyond
or beneath the duality of spirit and nature, subject and object, underlying and
manifesting itself in both. (The late Fichte does something similar when he
passes Ii'om the transcendental I (0 the divine Being as the absolute Ground of
all reality.) In this sense, it is meaningless to call Hegel's philosophy "absolute
idealism": his point is precisely that there is no need for a Third element, the
medium or Ground beyond subject and object-substance. We start with objec
tivity, and the subject is nothing but the selt�mediation of objectivity. When, in
Hegel's dialectics, we have a couple of opposites, their unity is not a Third, an
underlying medium, but one of the two: a genus is its own species, or, a genus
ultimately has only one species, which is why specific ditlerence coincides with
the difference between genus and species.
We can thus identify three positions: metaphysical, transcendental, and
"speculative:' In the first, reality is simply perceived as existing out there, and
the task of philosophy is to analyze its basic structure. In the second, the phi
losopher investigates the subjective conditions of the possibility of objective
reality, its transcendental genesis. In the third, subjectivity is re-inscribed into
reality, but not simply reduced to a part of objective reality. While the sub
jective constitution of reality-the split that separates the subject from the
In-itself--is fully admitted, this very split is transposed back into reality as
its kenotic self-emptying (to use the Christian theological term) Appearance
is not reduced to reality; rather the very process of appearance is conceived
from the standpoint of reality, so that the question is not "How, if at all, can
we pass from appearance (0 reality?" bnt "How can something like appearance
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arise in the midst of reality? What are the conditions for reality appearing
to itself?"
For Henrich, Fichte's problem is that of recognition: how do I know that
what I see when I look at myself is "me"? Lacan's solution is: I do not know,
recognition is misrecognition; in other words, "]" is originally a void, a failure to
locate myself in the order of Being. There is a constitutive gap between the I and
the substance of !, or what I am as object-this impossibility is missed by Fichte
and Henrich.
One of the standard gags in American TV comedy is the late-recognition
scene-a man sees a car being towed away, laughs cruelly at the owner's mis
fortune, before recoiling in surprise a couple of seconds later: "But, wait, that's
my car!" The most elementary form of this gag is, of course, that of delayed self
recognition: I pass a glass door and think I see behind it an ugly, disfigured guy;
I laugh, and then, all of a sudden, realize that the glass was a mirror, and that the
figure I saw was myself. The Lacanian thesis is that this delay is structural: there
is no direct self-acquaintance; the self is empty.

THE FICHTEAN WAGER
What are the philosophical roots of Fichte's error regarding the status of
appearing? Let us return to the early Fichte (of the Jena period), who is usually
perceived as a radical subjective idealist. On this reading, there are two possible
descriptions of our reality: "dogmatic" (Spinozan deterministic materialism: we
are part of reality, submitted to its laws, an object among others, our freedom is
an illusion) and "idealist" (the subject is autonomous and free; as the absolute
I it spontaneously posits reality). Reasoning alone cannot decide between the
two, the decision is a practical one; or, to quote again Fichte's famous dictum:
what philosophy one chooses depends on what kind of man one is-and, in
this choice, Fichte passionately opts for idealism. However, a closer look quickly
makes clear that this is not Fichte's position. Idealism is for Fichte not a new
positive teaching which should replace materialism, but, to quote Peter Preuss's
perspicuous formulation:
merely an intellectual exercise open to anyone who accepts the autonomy of theo
retical reason. Its function is to destroy the current deterministic dogma. But if it
were now itself to become a theoretical understanding of reality it would be every
bit as bad. While human life is no longer seen as a mere natural event it would now
be seen as a mere dream. We would be no more human in the one understanding
than the other. In the one understanding I am the material to which life happens
as an event, in the other I am the uninvolved spectator of the dream which is my
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life. Fichte finds each of these to be equal cause for lament. No, the task is not to
replace OIle theoretical philosophy with another one, but to get out of philosophy
altogether. Philosophical reason is not autonomous, but has its foundation in practi
cal reason, i e., the will . . . Fichte is widely misunderstood as -opting for idealism over
realism . . . neither realism (of whatever kind) nor idealism (of whatever kind) yields
knowledge, theoretical understanding of reality. Both yield unacceptable nonsense
if taken to their final conclusions. And precisely this yields the valuable conclusion
that the intellect is not autonomous. The intellect, to function properly as part of a
whole human being, must relate to the activity of that being. Human beings do con
template and try to understand reality, but not from a standpoint outside the world.
Human beings are in the world and it is as agents in the world that we require an
understanding of the world. The intellect is not autonomous but has its foundation
in our agency, in practical reason or the will."

How does the will provide this foundation?
in an act of faith it transforms the apparent pictnre show of experience into an
objective world of things and of other people . . . faith indicates a free (i.e., theoreti
cally unjustifiable) act of mind by which the conditions within which we can act and
use our intellects corne to be for US.l3

Fichte's position is thus not that a passive observer of reality chooses determin
ism, while an engaged agent chooses idealism: taken as an explanatory theory,
idealism does not lead to practical engagement, but to the passive position of
being the observer of one's own dream (reality is already constituted by me, I
only have to observe it like that, that is, not as a substantial independent reality,
but as a dream). Both materialism and idealism lead to consequences which
make practical activity meaningless or impossible. In order for me to be prac
tically active, engaged in the world, I have to accept myself as a being "in the
world;' caught in a situation, interacting with real objects which resist me and
which I try to transform. Furthermore, in order to act as a free moral subject,
I have to accept the independent existence of other subjects like me, as well
as the existence of a higher spiritual order in which I participate and which
is independent of natural determinism. To accept all this is not a matter of
knowledge-it can only be a matter of faith. Pichte's point is thus that the exist
ence of external reality (of which I myself am a part) is not a matter of theoretical
proofs, but a practical necessity, a necessary presupposition of myself as an agent
intervening in reality, interacting with it.
12 Peter Preuss, translator's introduction to Johann Gottlieb Fichte, The Vocation of
Man, Indianapolis: Hackett 1987, pp. viii, x�xi.
13 Ibid., p. xi.
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The irony is that Pichte here comes uncannily close to Nikolai Bukharin,
a die-hard dialectical materialist who, in his Philosophical Arabesques (one
of the most tragic works in the entire history of philosophy-a manuscript
written in 1937, when he was in the Lubyanka prison, awaiting execution), tries
to bring together for the last time his entire life-experience into a consistent
philosophical edifice. The first and crucial choice he confronts is that between
the materialist assertion of the reality of the external world and what he calls
the "intrigues of solipsism:' Once this key battle is won, once the life-asserting
reliance on the real world liberates us from the damp prison-house of our fan
tasies, we can breathe freely, simply going on to draw all the consequences from
this first key result. The mysterious feature of the book's first chapter, in which
Bukharin confronts this dilemma, is its tension between form and content:
although, at the level of content, Bukharin adamantly denies that his book is
dealing with a choice between two beliefs or primordial existential decisions, the
whole chapter is structured like a dialogue between a healthy but naive material
ist and Mephistopheles, standing for the "devil of solipsism:' a "cunning spirit"
which "drapes itself in an enchantingly patterned cloak of iron logic, and . . .
laughs, poking out its tongue:'" "Curling his lips ironically:' Mephistopheles
tempts the materialist with the idea that, since all we have direct access to are
our subjective sensations, the only way we can pass from them to the belief in
some external reality independent of them is by a leap of faith, "a salta vitale
(as opposed to salta mortale):'" In short, Mephistopheles's "devil of logic" tries
to seduce us into accepting that the belief in independent external reality is a
matter of faith, that the existence of "holy matter" is the fundamental dogma
of the "theology" of dialectical materialism. After a series of arguments (which,
one has to admit, although not all devoid of philosophical interest, are irredeem
ably marked by a pre-Kantian naivete), Bukharin concludes the chapter with the
ironic call (which, nonetheless, cannot conceal the underlying despair): "Hold
your tongue, Mephistopheles! Hold your dissolute tongue!"" But in spite of this
exorcism, the devil continues to reappear throughout the book-see the first
sentence of Chapter 12: "After a long interval, the demon of irony again makes
his appearance:'" As in Fichte, external reality is a matter of faith, of breaking the
deadlock of theoretical sophistry with a practical salta vitale.
Where Fichte is more consistent than Bukharin is in his awareness that
there is an element of credo qua absurdum in this leap: the discord between
our knowledge and our ethieo-practical engagement is irreducible, one cannot
bring them together in a complete "world-view:' Fichte here radiealizes Kant,
14
15
16
17

Nikolai Bukharin, Philosophical Arabesques, London: Pluto 2005, p. 40.
Ibid., p. 41.
Ibid., p. 46.
Ibid., p. 131.
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who had already conJectured that the transcendental l, in its "spontaneity;' occu
pies a third space between phenomena and lloumena. The subject's freedom/
spontaneity is not the property of a phenomenal entity, hence it cannot be dis
missed as a false appearance concealing the noun1enal fact that we are totally
caught in an inaccessible necessity; however, it is also not simply noumenaL
In a mysterious subchapter of his Critique of Practical Reason entitled "Of the
Wise Adaptation of Man's Cognitive Faculties to His Practical Vocation;' Kant
endeavors to answer the question of what would happen to us if we were to gain
access to the noumenal domain, to the Ding an sich:
instead of the conflict which nmv the moral disposition has to wage \vith inclina
tions and in which, after some defeats, moral strength of mind may be gradually
won, God and eternity in their awful majesty would stand unceasingly before our
eyes . . . Thus most actions conforming to the law \vould be done from fear, few
would be done from hope, none from duty. The moral worth of actions, on which
alone the worth of the person and even of the world depends in the eyes of supreme
·wisdom, would not exist at all. The conduct of man, so long as his nature remained
as it is now, v·muld be changed into mere mechanism, where, as in a puppet show,
everything would gesticulate well but no life v·muld be found in the figures.l�

In short, the direct access to the noumenal domain would deprive us of the very
"spontaneity" which forms the kernel of transcendental freedom: it would turn
us into lifeless automata, or, to put it in today's terms, "thinking machines:' The
implication of this passage is much more radical and paradoxical than it may
appear. If we ignore its inconsistency (how could fear and lifeless gesticulation
coexist?), the conclusion it imposes is that, at the level of phenomena as well
as at the noumenal level, humans are a "mere mechanislu" with no autonomy
and ti-eedoll1: as phenomena, we are not free, we are a part of nature, a "mere
mechanism;' totally subjugated by causal links, a part of the nexus of causes
and effects; and as noumena, we are again not free, but reduced to a "mere
mechanism:'19 Our freedom persists only in a space between the phenomenal
and the nOllmena!. It is therefore not that Kant simply limited causality to the
phenomenal domain in order to be able to assert that, at the noumenal level, we
are free autonomous agents: we are only free insofar as our horizon is that of the
pheuOluenal, insofar as the noumenal domain remains inaccessible to liS.20 Kant
18 Immanuel Kant, Critique afPractical Reason, New York: Macmillan 1956, pp. 152-3.
19 Is not \vhat Kant describes as a person who directly lmows the noumenal domain
strictly homologous to the utilitarian subject whose acts are fully determined by the
calculus of pleasures and pains?
20 Kant's own formulations here are misleading, since he often identifies the
transcendental subject vvith the noumenal I \vhose phenomenal appearance is the
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formulated this impasse in his famous statement that he had to limit knowledge
in order to create space for faith. Along the same lines,
Fichte's philosophy ends in total cognitive skepticism, i.e., in the abandonment of
philosophy proper, and looks instead to a kind of quasi-religious faith for wisdom.
But he thinks that this is not a problem, since all that matters is practical: to produce
a world fit for human beings, and to produce myself as the person I would be for all
eternity.�1

The limitation of this position resides in Kant's and Fichte's inability to conceive
positively of the ontological status of this neither-phenomenal-nor-noumenal
autonomous-spontaneous subject (this is already Heidegger's reproach in Sein
und Zeit: traditional metaphysicS cannot think the ontological status of Dasein) .
Hegel's solution here involves the transposition o f the epistemological limitation
into ontological fact: the void of our knowledge corresponds to a void in being
itself, to the ontological incompleteness of reality.
This transposition enables us to cast new light on the Hegelian definition of
freedom as "conceived necessity": the consistent notion of subjective idealism
compels us to invert this thesis and conceive of necessity as (ultimately nothing
but) conceived freedom. The central tenet of Kant's transcendental idealism is
that it is the subject's "spontaneous" (i.e., radically free) act of transcendental
apperception that changes the confused flow of sensations into "reality:' which
obeys necessary laws. The point is even clearer in moral philosophy: when Kant
claims that moral Law is the ratio cognoscendi of our transcendental freedom,
does he not literally say that necessity is conceived freedom? In other words,
the only way for us to get to know (conceive of) our freedom is via the fact of
the unbearable pressure of the moral Law, of its necessity, which enjoins us to
act against the compulsion of our pathological impulses. At the most general
level, one should posit that "necessity" (the symbolic necessity that regulates our
lives) relies on the abyssal free act of the subject, on its contingent decision, on
what Lacan calls the point de capitan, the "quilting point:' which magically turns
confusion into a new Order. Is this freedom that is not yet caught up in the web
of necessity not the abyss of the "night of the world"?
For this reason, Fichte's radicalization of Kant is consistent, not just a sub
jectivist eccentricity. Fichte was the first philosopher to focus on the uncanny
contingency at the very heart of subjectivity: the Fichtean subject is not the over
blown Ego = Ego as the absolute Origin of all reality, but a finite subject thrown
empirical "person;' thus recoiling from his radical insight that the transcendental subject
is a pure formal-structural function beyond the opposition of the noumenal and the
phenomenal.
21 Preuss, introduction to The Vocation of Man, p. xii.
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into, caught up in, a contingent social situation forever eluding mastery.v The

Anstoss, the primordial impulse that sets in motion the gradual self-limitation
and self.-determination of the initially void subject, is not lnerely a mechanical
external impulse: it also )Joints towards another subject who, in the abyss of
its fi'eedom, functions as the challenge (Aujjorderung) compelling me to limit/
specify my heedom, that is, to accomplish the passage from the abstract egotis
tic freedom to concrete freedom within the rational ethical universe; perhaps
this intersubjective Aufforderung is not merely the secondary specification of the
Anstoss, but its exen1plary original case. It is important to bear in mind the two
primary meanings ofAnstoss in German: check, obstacle, hindrance, something
that resists the boundless expansion of onr striving; and an impetus or stimulus,
something that incites our activity. Anstoss is not simply the obstacle the abso
lute I posits for itself in order to stimulate its activity, so that by overcoming the
obstacle it can assert its creative power (like the games the proverbial ascetic
saint plays with himself, inventing increasingly perverse temptations in order
to confirm his strength by successfully resisting them). If the Kantian Ding an
sich corresponds to the Freudian-Lacanian Thing, Anstoss is closer to the objet
petit a, to the primordial foreign body that "sticks in the throat" of the subject, to
the object-cause of desire that splits it up: Fichte himself defines Anstoss as the
non-assimilable foreign body that causes the subject's division into the empty
absolute subject and the finite determinate subject, limited by the non-I.
Anstoss thus designates the moment of the "run-in;' the hazardous knock,
the encounter with the Real in the midst of the ideality of the absolute I: there is
no subject without Anstoss, without the collision with an element of irreducible
faeticity and contingency-"the I is supposed to encounter within itself some
thing foreign:' The point is thus to acknowledge "the presence, within the I itself,
of a realm of irreducible otherness, of absolute contingency and incomprehensi
bility . . . Ultimately, not just Angelus Silesius's rose, but every Anstoss whatsoever
ist ohne Warum:'" In clear contrast to the Kantian noumenal Ding that affects
our senses, Anstoss does not come from outside, it is stricto sensu ex -timate: a
non-assimilable foreign body in the very core of the subject. As Fichte himself
emphaSizes, the paradox of Anstoss resides in the fact that it is simultaneously
"purely subjective" and not produced by the activity of the I. If Anstoss were not
"purely subjective;' if it were already the non> I, part of objectiVity, we would fall
back into "dogmaticism"; that is, Anstoss would effectively amount to no more
than a shadowy remainder of the Kantian Ding an sich and would thus only
confirm Fichte's inconsequentiality (the most common reproach against him).
22 See Daniel Breazeale, "Check or Checkmate? On the Finitude of the Fichtean Self:'
in Karl Ameriks and Dieter Sturrna, eds, The Modem Subject: Conceptions of the Self in
Classical German Philosophy, Albany: SUNY Press 1995.
23 Ibid., p. 100.
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If Ansloss were simply subjective, it would be a case of the subject's vacuous
playing with itself, and we would never reach the level of objective reality; that is,
Fichte would effectively be a solipsist (another commonplace reproach against
his philosophy). The crucial point is that Ansloss sets in motion the constitution
of "reality": at the beginning is the pure I with the non-assimilable foreign body
at its heart; the subject constitutes reality by way of assuming a distance towards
the Real of the formless Anstoss and conferring on it the structure of objectivity.
What imposes itself here is the parallel between the Fichtean Anstoss and the
Freudian-Lacanian scheme of the relationship between the primordial Ich ( Ur
Ich) and the object, the foreign body in its midst, which disturbs its narcissistic
balance, setting in motion the long process of the gradual expulsion and struc
turation of this inner snag, through which (what we experience as) "external,
objective reality" is constituted.
If Kant's Ding an sich is not Fichte's Anstoss, what is the difference? Or, to
put it in another way: where do we find in Kant something prefiguring Fichte's
Anstoss? One should not confuse Kant's Ding an sich with the "transcendental
object:' which (contrary to some confused and misleading formulations found
in Kant himself) is not noumenal but the "nothingness:' the void on the horizon
of objectivity, of that which stands against the (fmite) subject, the minimal form
of resistance that is not yet any positive determinate object that the subject
encounters in the world-Kant uses the German expression Dawider, what is
"out there opposing itself to us, standing against us:' This Dawider is not the
abyss of the Thing, it does not point to the dimension of the unimaginable, but
is, on the contrary, the very horizon of openness towards objectivity within
which particular objects appear to a finite subject.

ANS T oss AND TAT-HANDLUNG
To recapitulate, Anstoss is formally homologous to the Lacanian objet a: like a
magnetic field, it is the focus of the I's positing activity, the point around which
this activity circulates, yet it is in itself entirely insubstantial, since it is created
posited, generated, by the very process which reacts to it and deals with it. It is
like in the old joke about the conscript who pleaded insanity in order to avoid
military service: his "symptom" was to compulsively examine every paper within
reach and exclaim, "That's not it! " When examined by the military psychiatrists,
he does the same, so the psychiatrists finally gave him a paper confirming his
release from military service. The conscript reaches for it, examines it, and
exclaims: "That's it! " Here, also, the search itself generates its object. And therein
resides the ultimate paradox of the Fichtean Anstoss: it is not immediately exter
nal to the circular movement of reflection, but an object which is posited by this
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very (self-referential) movement. Its transcendence (impenetrability, irreduc
ibility to an ordinary represented object) coincides with its absolute immanence.
Is Anstoss then immanent or transcendent? Does it "provoke/disturb" the
I from the outside, or is it posited by the I itself? In other words: do we have,
first (ideally), the pure Life ofthe self-positiog I, which then posits the obstacle?
If it is transcendent, we have the finite subject limited by Anstoss (be it in the
form of the Kantian Thing-in -itself, or in the form, today much more accept
able, of intersubjectivity, of another subject as the only true Thing, as the ethical
Anstoss); if it is immanent, we get the boring, perverse logic of the I which posits
an obstacle in order to overCOlne it. So the only solution is: absolute simultaneity/
overlapping of self-positing and obstacle; that is, the obstacle is the excremental
"reject" of the process of self-positing, not so much posited as ejected, excreted!
secreted, as the obverse of the activity of self-positing. In this sense, Ansloss is
the transcendental a priori of positing, that which incites the I to endless posit
ing, the only non-posited element. Or, in Lacanese, following Lacan's logic of
"non-All": the (finite) I and the non-I (object) limit each other, while, at the
absolute level, there is nothing which is not I, the I is unlimited, and for that
reason non-AIl-the Ansloss is that which makes it non-All.
Sylvain Portier formulated this crucial point clearly: "If we are trying to
account for the 'limit; we should be careful never to represent it in an objec
tive, or, rather, objectivized way:'::'4 The standard assertion that Kant was aware of
the necessity of presupposing an external X that aifects us when we experience
sensations, while Fichte closed the circle of transcendental solipsism, misses the
point, the finesse of Fichte's argumentation: Fichte dispenses with the Ding an
sich not because he posits the transcendental subject as an infinite Absolute,
but precisely on account of the transcendental suhject's finitude-or, as the early
Wittgenstein put it: "Our life has no end in just the way in which our visual field
has no limits:' Like the field of vision, life is finite, and, for that very reason,
we cannot ever see its limit ---in this precise sense, "eternal life belongs to those
who live in the present" ( Troctalus 6-4311): precisely because we are within our
finitude, we cannot step out of it and perceive its limitation. This is what Fichte
aims at when he elnphasizes that one should not conceive of the transcendental
I as a closed space surrounded by another external space of noumenal entities.
This point can be made very clearly in terms of Lacan's distinction between
the subject of the enunciated and the subject of the enunciation: when I directly
posit! deHne myself as a finite being, existing in the world among other beings,
at the level of enunciation (the position from which I speak) I already objectiv
ize the limit between myself and the rest of the world; that is, I adopt the infinite
position from which I can observe reality and locate myself in it. Consequently,
24 Sylvain Portier, Fichte et le depassement de fa "chose en soi " (1792-1799), Paris:
L'Harmattan 2005, p. 30.
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the only way for me to truly assert my finitude is to accept that my world is
infinite, since I cannot locate its limit within it." As Wittgenstein points out,
this is also the problem with death: death is the limit of life which cannot be
located within life-and only a true atheist can fully accept this fact, as was made
clear by Ingmar Bergman in his great manifesto for atheism, which he develops
precisely apropos of his "religious" film The Seventh Seal:
My fear of death was to a great degree linked to my religious concepts. Later on, I
underwent minor surgery. By mistake, I was given too much anaesthesia. I felt as
if I had disappeared out of reality. Where did the hours go? They flashed by in a
microsecond.
Suddenly I realized, thai is how it is. That one could be transformed from being
to non-being-it was hard to grasp. But for a person with a constant anxiety about
death, now liberating. Yet at the same time it seems a bit sad. You say to yourself that
it would have been fun to encounter new experiences once your soul had had a little
rest and grown accustomed to being separated from your body. But I don't think that
is what happens to you. First you are, then you are not. This I find deeply satisfying.
That which had formerly been so enigmatic and frightening, namely, what might
exist beyond this world, does not exist. Everything is of this world. Everything exists
and happens inside us, and we flow into and out of one another. It's perfectly fine
like that.l6

There is thus a truth in Epicurus's well-known argument against the fear of
death (there is nothing to fear: while you are still alive, you are not dead, and
when you are dead, you feel nothing): the source of the fear of death is the power
of imagination; death as an event is the ultimate anamorphosis-in fearing it, we
experience a non-event, a non-entity (our passage to non-being), as an event.
Ernesto Laclau has developed the idea that, in an antagonistic relation
ship, external difference coincides with internal difference: the difference that
separates me from other entities around me, and thus guarantees my identity,
sinmltaneously cuts into my identity, leaving it flawed, unstable, truncated."
This tension should be extended to the full dialectical identity of opposites: the
condition of possibility of identity is, at the same time, its condition of impos
sibility; the assertion of self-identity is based on its opposite, on an irreducible
remainder that truncates every identity.
This is why Fichte is right to claim that the arch-model for all identity is
I = I, the subject's identity with itself; the formal-logical notion of (self-)identity
25 This is also what makes Fichte's notion of Anstoss so difficult: Anstoss is not an object
within the represented reality, but the stand-in, within reality, for what is outside reality.
26 Ingmar Bergman, My Life in Film, London: Faber and Faber 1995, pp. 240-1.
27 See Ernesto Laclau, Emanclpation(s), London: Verso Books 1995.
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comes second, it has to be grounded in a transcendental logical notion of the
sell� identity of the J. When Fichte emphasizes that the absolute I is not a fact
( Tatsache) but a deed ( Tat-Handlung)-that its identity is purely and thoroughly
processual-he means precisely that the subject is the result of its own failure to
become a subject: I try to fully actualize myself as a subject, I fail (to become a
subject), and this failure is the subject (that ] am). Only in the case of the subject
do we get this It[lI coincidence of failure and success, of identity as grounded in
its own lack; in all other cases, there is the appearance of a substantial identity
that precedes or underlies processuality. And the point of Fichte's critique of
realist "dogmatism" is to assert the transcendental-ontological priority of this
pure processuality of the l over every substantial entity: every appearance of
substantial identity has to be accounted for in terms of transcendental genesis,
as the "reified" result of the pure ['S processuality. The passage from ] = ] to the
delimitation between the ] and the non-] is thus the passage from immanent
antagonism to external limitation that guarantees the identity of the opposed
poles: the pure self-positing I does not simply divide itselfinto the posited non-I
and the finite I opposed to it; it posits the non -I and the finite I as mutually
limiting opposites in order to resolve the immanent tension of its processuality.
The claim that the limitation of the subject is Simultaneously external and
internal, that the subject's external limit is always its internal limitation, is, of
course, developed by Fichte into the main thesis of his "absolute transcendental
idealism" : every external limit is the result of an internal self-limitation. This is
what Kant does not see: for him, the Thing-in-itself is directly the external limit
of the phenomenal field constituted by the subject, in other words the limit that
separates the noumenal from the phenomenal is not the transcendental subject's
self�limitation, but simply its external limit.
However, does all this endorse the standard reading, according to which
Fichte marks the passage to transcendental absolute idealism wherein every
external limit of subjectivity is co-opted, re-inscribed as a moment of the sub
ject's inflnite self-mediation/limitation? We should read the thesis that every
limit of the subject is (grounded in) the subject's self-limitation in conjunction
with the thesis on the overlapping of external and internal limitation; if we do
so, then the accent of the subject's "self-limitation" shifts hom the subjective to
the objective genitive: the "limitation of the self" not in the sense that the subject
is the full agent and master of its own limitation, encompassing its limits within
the activity of its self-mediation, but in the sense that the external limitation
of the self truncates from within the very identity of the subject.-It is (again)
Portier who clearly spells out this point:
What the I, insofar as it is precisely the "absolute C' is not, that is to say, the "non-I"
itself, is thus (for the 1) absolutely nothing, a pure nothingness or, as Fichte himself
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put it, a kind of "non-being" . . . we should thus take care not to represent to our
selves the non-I as an other level than that of the I: outside the "transcendental field"
of the positing I, there is truly nothing but the absence of all space, in other words,
the non-level, the void that is proper to the non_I.28

What this means is that, since there is nothing outside the (self-)positing of the
absolute I, the non-I can only emerge-can only be posited-as correlative to
the I's non-positedness: the non-I is noth ing but the non-positedness of the I. Or,
translated into terms closer to our common experience: since, in Fichte's abso
lute egological perspective, all positing activity is the activity of the I, when the
I encounters the non-I as active, as objective reality exerting active pressure on
the I, actively resisting it, this Can only be the result of the I's own passivity: the

non-I is active only insofar as I render myselfpassive and thus let it act back upon
me." Therein lies, for Fichte, the fatal flaw of Kant's Thing-in-itself: insofar as
the Kantian Thing is conceived as existing independently of the I and, as such,
exerting pressure on it, we are dealing here with an activity in the non-I to which
no passivity in the I itself corresponds-and this is totally unthinkable for Fichte,
a remainder of metaphysical dogmatism.
This brings us to the topic of the subject's finitude: in Fichte, the a priori
synthesis of the finite and the infinite is the finitude of the positing I:
the J , that is to say. the "act of reflection-into-itself,' always has to "posit something
absolute outside itself,' all the while recognizing that this entity can only exist "for
it;' that is to say, relatively to the finitude and the precise mode of intuition of the 1.30

Fichte thus resumes the basic insight of the philosophy of reflection, which is
usually formulated in a critical mode: the moment the subject experiences itself
as redoubled in reflection, caught in oppositions, and so on, it has to relate this
split/mediated condition of its own to some presupposed Absolute inaccessible
to it, set up as the standard which the subject tries to rejoin. The same insight
can also be made in more common-sense terms: when we humans are caught in
a turmoil of activity, it is our propensity to inJagine an external absolute point
of reference that would provide an orientation for, and bring some stability
to, that activity. What Fichte does here, in the best tradition of transcendental
28 Portier, Fichte et Ie depassement de la "chose en soi;' pp. 134, 136.
29 With regard to Fichte's intense ethico-practical stance, this means that whenever I
succumb to the pressure of circumstances, I let myseIf be determined by this pressure
I ani determined by external causes only insofar as I let myself be determined by them;
in other words, my determination by external causes is never direct, it is always mediated
by my acquiescing to them.
30 Portier, Fichte et Ie depassement de la ''chose en soi;' p. 54.
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phenomenology, is to read this constellation in a purely immanent \vay: we
should never forget that this Absolute, precisely insofar as it is experienced by
the subject as the presupposition of its activity, is actually posited by it, that is
"can only exist 'for jf" Two crucial consequences follow lrom such an imIna
nent reading: first, the infinite Absolute is the presupposition of a finite subject;
its specter can only arise within the horizon of a finite subject experiencing its
finitude as such. Second, this experience of the gap that separates the subject
from the infinite Absolute is inherently practical, compelling the subject to
incessant activity. Seidel perspicnously concludes that, with this practical vision,
Fichte also opens up the space for a new radical despair: not only the despair
that I cannot realize the Ideal; not only the despair that reality is too hard for
me; but despair at the suspicion that the Ideal is in itself invalidated, not worth
the effortY

D IVISION AND LIMITATION
One can see now the absolutely central role of the notion of limitation in
Fichte's entire theoretical edifice: in contrast to dogmatic realism which posits
the substantial non -I as the only true and independent agency, and in contrast
to "idealist realism" it la Descartes or Leibniz�for which the only true reality
is that of monadic spiritual substance, and all activity of the non-l is a mere
illusion�for Fichte, the relationship of the I and the non-I is one of mutual
limitation. Although this mutual limitation is always posited within the absolute
I, the key point is to conceive of this I not in a realist way, as a spiritual substance
which "contains in itself everything;' but as an abstract, purely transcendental
ideal medium in which the I and the non-I delimit themselves mutually. It is not
the absolute I which is "(the highest) reality"; on the contrary, the I itself only

acquires reality through/in its real engagement with the opposingforce of the non·]
which frustrates and limits it�there is no reality of the I outside its opposition to
the non-I, outside this shock, this encounter of an opposing/frustrating power
(which, in its generality, encompasses everything, from the natural inertia
of one's own body to the pressure of social constraints and institutions upon
the I, not to mention the traumatic presence of another I). Depriving the I of
the non -I equals depriving it of its reality. The non-I is thus primordially not the
abstract object (Objekt) of the subjeds distanced contemplation, but the obj ect
as Gegenstand, what stands there against me, as an obstacle to my effort. As such,
the subject's passivity in the face of an object that frustrates its practical effort of
31 George J. Seidel, Fiehte's Wissenschaftslehre of 1794: A Commentary on Part 1, West
Lafayette: Purdue University Press 1993, pp. 116-17-
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positing, its thetic effort, i s properly pathetic, or, rather, pathic." Or, t o put i t i n
yet another way, t h e subject c a n only be frustrated (and experience the object a s
a n obstacle) insofar as i t i s itself oriented towards the outside, "pushing" outside
in its practical effort.
So, within the (absolutely positing) I, the (finite) I and the non-I are posited
as divisible, limiting each other-or, as Fichte put it in his famous formula: "J
oppose in the J a divisible non-J to the divisible I." Jacobi was thus in a way right
when, in a unique formula from his famous letter to Pichte, he designated the
latter's Wissenschaftslehre as a "materialism without matter": the "pure con
sciousness" of the absolute I within which the I and the non-I mutually delimit
each other effectively functions as the idealist version of matter in abstract mate
rialism, that is, as abstract (mathematical) space endlessly divided between the
I and the non-I.
Nowhere is the proximity of (and, Simultaneously, the gap between)
Fichte and Hegel more clearly discernible than in the difference between their
respective notions of limitation. What they both share is the insight into how,
paradoxically, far from excluding each other, limitation and true infinity are two
aspects of the same constellation. In Hegel, the overlapping of true infinity and
self-limitation is developed in the notion of self-relating: in true infinity, the
relation-to-other coincides with self-relating-this is what, for Hegel, defines
the most elementary structure of life. A number of contemporary researchers
in the life sciences, from Lynn MarguliS to Francisco Varela, assert that the true
problem of biology is not how an organism and its environment interact or
connect, but, rather, how a distinct self-identical organism emerges out of its
environs. How does a cell form the membrane which separates its inside from
its outside? The true problem is thus not how an organism adapts to its envi
ronment, but how there comes to be something, a distinct entity, which must
adapt itself in the first place. At this crucial point, the language of contempo
rary biology starts to resemble, quite uncannily, the language of Hegel. When
Varela, for example, explains his notion of autopoiesis, he repeats almost ver
batim the Hegelian notion of life as a teleological, self-organizing entity. His
central notion of the loop or bootstrap points towards the Hegelian Setzung der
Voraussetzungen (positing the presuppositions) :
Autopoiesis attempts t o define the uniqueness o f the emergence that produces life
in its fundamental cellular form. It's specific to the cellular level. There's a circular or
network process that engenders a paradox: a self�organizing network of biochemi
cal reactions produces molecules, which do something specific and unique: they
create a boundary, a membrane, which constrains the network that has produced
32 Portier, Fichte et Ie depassement de la ''chose en soi," p. 154.
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the constituents of the membrane. This is a logical bootstrap, a loop: a network
produces entities that create a boundary, which constrains the network that
produces the boundary. This bootstrap is precisely what's unique about cells. A self
distinguishing entity exists when the bootstrap is completed. This entity has pro
duced its own boundary. It doesn't require an external agent to notice it, or to
say, ''I'm here:' It is, by itself; a self-distinction. It bootstraps itself out of a soup of
chemistry and physics.33

The conclusion to be drawn is thus that the only way to account for the emer
gence of the distinction between the "inside" and "outside" constitutive of a living
organism is to posit a kind of sel!�reflexive reversal by means of which-to put
it in Hegelese-the One of an organism as a Whole retroactively "posits" as its
result, as that which it dominates and regulates, the set of its own causes (i.e., the
very multiple processes out of which it emerged). In this way, and only in this
way, an organism is no longer limited by external conditions, but is fi.mdamen
tally self�limited-again, as Hegel wonld have articulated it, life emerges when
the external limitation (of an entity by its environs) turns into self-limitation.
This brings us back to the problem of inflnity: for Hegel, true inflnity does not
stand for limitless expansion, but for active self-limitation (self-determination)
in contrast to being-determined-by-the-other. In this precise sense, life (even
at its most elementary, as a living cell) is the basic form of true infinity, since it
already involves the minimal loop through which a process is no longer simply
determined by the Outside of its environs but is itself able to (over)determine
the mode of this determination and thus "posits its presuppositions:' Infinity
acquires its first actual existence the moment a cell's membrane starts to func
tion as a self.boundary. So, when Hegel includes minerals in the category of
"life;' as the lowest form of orgauisms, does he not anticipate Lynn Margulis,
who also insists on forms of life preceding vegetable and animal life?
In Fichte, however, the link between infinity and limitation is completely
difJerent: the Fichtean inflnity is an "acting inflnity;' the infinity of the SUbject's
practical engagement.l4 Although, obviously, an animal can also be frustrated by
objects/obstacles, it does not experience its predicament as stricto sensu limited;
it is not aware of its limitation, since it is simply constrained by/in it. But man
does experience his predicament itself as hustratingly limited, and this experi
ence is sustained by his inflnite striving to break out of it. In this way, man's
"acting infinity" is directly grounded in his experience of his own finitude.
Or, to put it in a slightly different way, while an animal is Simply/immediately
limited, namely while its limit is external to it and thus invisible from within its
33 Francisco Varela, "The Emergent Self;' in John Brockman, ed., The Third Culture:
Beyond the Scientific Revolution, New York: Simon & Schuster 1996, p. 212.
34 Portier, Fichte et le depassemellt de fa "chose en soi;' p. 158.
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constrained horizon (if an animal were to speak, it would not be able to say, "I
am limited to my small, poor world, unaware of what I am missing") , a man's
limitation is "self-limitation" in the precise sense that it cuts into his very iden
tity from within, frustrating it, "finitizing" it-and this prevents man not only
from "becoming the world;' but from becoming himself. This is the (often over
looked) counterpart of Fichte's basic thesis on how "I oppose in the I a divisible
non-I to the divisible I. " The fact that the limit between the I and the object/
obstacle falls within the I entails not only the triumphant conclusion that the I is
the encompassing unity of itself and its objective other; it also entails the much
more unpleasant and properly traumatic conclusion that the object/obstacle
cuts into the I's identity itself, rendering it finite/frustrated.
This crucial insight enables us to approach what some interpreters see as the
problem for Fichte: how to pass from the I to the non-I as an In-itself that has
a consistency outside the I's reflexive self-movement? Does the I's circular self
positing hang in mid -air, unable ever to really ground itself? (Recall Madame
de Stael's comparison of Fichte's self-positing I to Baron Miinchhausen.) Pierre
Livet proposed an ingenious solution:" since there must be a kind of external
point of reference for the I (without it, the I would simply collapse into itself),
and since this point nonetheless cannot be directly external to the I (since any
such externality would amount to a concession to the Kantian Thing-in-itself
that impedes the I's absolute self-positing), there is only one consistent way out
of this deadlock: to ground the circular movement of reflexivity in itself-not by
way of the impossible Miinchhausen trick in which the founded X retroactively
prOvides its own foundation, but by way of referring to another l . In this way,
we get a point of reference which is external to a singular I. and which the latter
experiences as an opaque impenetrable kernel. yet which is nonetheless not
foreign to the reflexive movement of ( self-)positing. since it is merely another
circle of such (self-)positing. (In this manner. Fichte can ground the a priori
necessity of intersubjectivity.)
One can only admire the elegant simplicity of this solution which calls
to mind the Lacanian-Freudian notion of the neighbor as the impenetrable
traumatic Thing. However. ingenious as the solution is. it nonetheless fails. in
neglecting the fact that the I's relating to the object. in the strict formal sense
of transcendental genesis, precedes the I's relating to another I: the primor
dial Other. the Neighbor qua Thing. is not another subject. The Anstoss which
awakens (what will have been) the subject out of its pre-subjective status is an
Other. but not the Other of (reciprocal) intersubjectiity.

35 See Pierre Livet, "Intersubjectivite, refiexivite et recursivite chez Fiehte:' in Archives
de philosophie 50:4 (October�December 1987).
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THE FINITE ABSOLUTE
We can see now the fatal flaw in dismissing Pichte's thought as the extreme
point of German Idealism, as representing idealism "at its worst:' According
to this comlllonplace, Hegel represents the moment of madness, the dream of
a System of Absolute Knowledge; but, as this view goes, his work nonetheless
contains a lot of useful historical material as well as rnany valuable insights on
history, politics, culture, and aesthetics. Fichte, on the contrary, as an earlier,
crazier version of Hegel, represents nothing more than madness (see Bertrand
Russell in his History of Western Philosophy). Even Lacan refers in passing to
the radical position of solipsism as a form of madness advocated by no wise
man. Even those who praise Fichte see in his thought an extreme formulation
of modern subjectivity. And, upon skimming Pichte's work, it cannot but appear
to be so: we start with Ich = Ich, the J's self-positing; then we pass to not-I; then
. . . In other words, pure abstract ratiocinations, supported by ridiculous argu
ments and references to mathematics, oscillating between weird jmllps and poor
comillon sense.
However, the paradox is that, as in Kant, Schelling, and all of German
Idealism, what appears as abstract speculation becomes a source of substantial
insight the moment we relate it to our lllost concrete experience. For example,
when Fichte claims that it is because the absolute/ideal self is posited by the
finite self that the op-positing of the non-self occurs, this makes sense as a spec
ulative description of the flnite subject's concrete practical engagement: when I
(as finite subject) "posit" an ideal/unattainable practical goal, the finite reality
outside me appears as "not -self;' as an obstacle to my goal to be overcome, trans
formed. This is Fichte's version (after Kant) of the "primacy of practical reason":
the way I perceive reality depends on my practical projects. An obstacle is not
an obstacle to me as an entity, but to me as engaged in realiZing a project: "if
my ideal as a health professional is to save lives, then I will begin to see in my
patients the things I need to be concerned about: I will begin to see 'things' such
,
as high blood pressure, high cholesterol levels, etc: ,6 Or, an even more perspicu
ous example: "If . . . I am a rich capitalist being driven through a slum district in
my air-conditioned limousine, I do not see the poverty and misery of the local
inhabitants. What I see is people on welfare who are too lazy to work, etc:'37
Sartre was thus really in a Fichtean mood when, in a famous passage from Being
and Nothingness, he claimed that
whatever may be the situation in which he finds himself, the for-itself must wholly
assume this situation with its peculiar coefficient of adversity, even though it be
36 Seidel, Fichte's Wissenschaftslehre Of1794, p.
37 Ibid., pp. 87-8.
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insupportable. I s i t not I who decides t h e coefficient o f adversity i n things and even
their unpredictability by deciding myself?"

The weird-sounding syntagm "coefficient of adversity" belongs to Gaston
Bachelard, who subjected to critique Husser!'s notion of noematic objectivity
as constituted by the transcendental subject's noetic activity, arguing that this .
notion ignores the object's "coefficient of adversity:' the inertia of objects resist
ing subjective appropriation. While conceding the point about the inertia of the
In-itself, the idiocy of the real, Sartre points out, in a Fichtean manner, that one
experiences this inertia of the Real as adversity, as an obstacle, only with regard
to one's determinate projects:
my freedom to choose my goals or projects entails that I have also chosen the obsta
cles I encounter along the way. It is by deciding to climb this mountain that I have
turned the weakness of my body and the steepness of the cliffs into obstacles, which
they were not so long as I was content simply to gaze at the mountain from the
comfort of my chair.39
It is only this primacy of the practical which provides the key to the proper
understanding of how Fichte reduces the perceived thing to the activity of its
perceiving, that is, how he endeavors to generate the (perceived) thing out of its
perception. From this phenomenological standpOint, the In-itself of the object
is the result of the long arduous work through which the subject learns to distin
guish, within the field of its representations, between mere illusory appearance
and the way the appearing thing is itself. The In-itself is thus also a category of
appearing: it does not designate the immediacy of the thing independent of its
appearing to us, but the most mediated mode of appearing. But how?
The I transfers a certain quantum of reality outside of itself; it externalizes
part of its activity in a non-I which is thereby "posited as non-posited:' that
is, appears as "independent" of the l. Fichte's paradox here is that "it is the 1's
finitude
and not its refleXiVity proper, which renders necessary the different
modalities of the objectivization of the non-I to which this I relates itself" " To
put it in somewhat simplified terms, the I is caught in its self-enclosed circle of
objectivizations not because it is the infinite Ground of all being, but precisely
because it is finite. The key point here is the paradoxical link between infinity
(in the sense of the absence of external limitation) and finitude: every limita
tion has to be self-limitation not because the I is an infinite divine ground of all
being, but precisely because of its radical finitude: as such, as finite, it cannot

38 Jean-Paul Sartre, Being and Nothingness, London: Methuen 1957, p. 327.
39 Robert Bernasconi, How to Read Sartre, London: Granta Books 2006, p. 48.
40 Portier, Fichte et Ie depas�ement de la ''chose en soi;' p. 222.
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"climb upon its own shoulders" (or "jump over its own shadow") and perceive
its own external limitation. Portier is fully justified in speaking of the '''circle' of
the finite absolute Knowing": finitude and infinity are here no longer opposed;
it is our very encounter with the obstacle (and thus Ollr brutal awareness of our
finitude) that, simultaneously, makes us aware of the infinity in ourselves, of the
infinite Duty that haunts us in the very core of our being.41
The standard interpretation claiming that Fichte cannot deduce the neces'
sity of the "shock;' of the encounter with the obstacle which triggers the subject's
activity, thus simply misses his point: this "shock" has to arise "out of nowhere"
because of the subject's radical finitude-it stands for the intervention of the
radical Outside which by definition cannot be deduced (if it were deducible,
we would be back with the metaphysical subject/substance which generates its
entire content out of itself):
Fichte's stroke of genius resides undoubtedly in the fact that he makes out of the
inevitable lack that pertains to his categorical deduction, not the weakness, but
the supreme force of his system: the fact that Necessity can only be deduced from the
practical point of view is itself (theoretically and practically) necessary.4'

It is here, in this coincidence of contingency and necessity, of freedom and
limitation, that we effectively encounter the "acme of Fichte's edifice."'1J In this
"shock;' in the impact of the non,1 on the I-described by Fichte as simultane,
ously "impossible" and "necessary"-finitude (being constrained by an Other)
and freedom are no longer opposed, since it is only through the shocking
encounter with the obstacle that I become free.
This is why, for Fichte, it is the infinite I, not the non, I, which has to "fini,
tize" itself, to appear as the (self,)limited I, to split itself into the absolute I and
the finite I opposed to non, L What this means is that, as Portier puts it in a
wonderfully concise way, "every non,I is the non,I of an I, but no I is the I of a
,
non,!: " This, however, does not mean that the non,] is simply internal to the
I, the outcome of its selhelating. One should be very precise here: over and
above the standard "dogmatic" temptation to conceive of the I as part of the
non, I, as part of objective reality, there is the much more tricky and no less "dog,
matic" temptation of transcendental realism itself; of hypostasizing the absolute
I into a kind of noumenal meta,Subject/Substance which engenders the finite
subject as its phenomenal/empirical appearance. In this case, there would be
no trnly "real" objects: the objects would be ultimately mere phantom,objects,
4'
42
43
44

Ibid., p. 244·
Ibid., p. 230.
Ibid., p. 238.
Ibid., p. 253·
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specters engendered by the absolute I in its circular play with itself. This point is
absolutely crucial if we are to avoid the notion of Fichte as the ridiculous figure
of the "absolute idealist": the absolute I is not merely playing with itself, posit
ing obstacles and then overcoming them, all the while secretly aware that it is
the only player/agent in the house. The absolute I is not the absolute real/ideal
Ground of everything; its status is radically ideal, it is the ideal presupposition of
the practically engaged finite I as the only "reality" (since, as we have seen, the
I becomes "real" only through its self-limitation in encountering the obstacle of
the non-I). This is why Fichte is a moralist-idealist, an idealist of infinite Duty:
freedom is not something that substantially coexists with the I, but something
that has to be acquired through arduous struggle, through the effort of culture
and self-education. The infinite I is nothing but the process of its own infinite
becoming.
This brings us to Fichte's solution of the problem of solipsism: although at
the level of theoretical observation we are passive receivers and at the level of
practice we are active (we intervene in the world, impose our projects onto it),
we cannot overcome solipsism from a theoretical standpoint, but only from a
practical one: "[if] no effort, [then] no objecf'" As a theoretical I, I can easily
imagine myself as a solitary monad caught in an ethereal, non -substantial web of
my own phantasmagorias; but the moment I engage in practice, I have to strug
gle with the object'S resistance-or, as Fichte himself put it: "The coercion on
account of which belief in reality imposes itself is a moral coercion, the only one
possible for a free being:'4' Or, as Lacan put it much later: ethics is the dimen
sion of the Real, the dimension in which imaginary and symbolic balances are
disturbed. This is why Fichte can and has to reject the Kantian solution of the
dynamic antinomies: if we resolve them in the Kantian way, by sinIply assigning
each of the two opposed theses to a different level (phenomenally we are subject
to necessity, while noumenally we are free), we obfuscate the fact that the world

into which we intervene with our free acts is the very world ofphenomenal reality
in which we strugglefor ourfreedom . This is also why Fichte can avoid the above
mentioned inIpasse reached by Kant in his Critique of Practical Reason, where
he endeavors to answer the question of what would happen to us were we to gain
access to the noumenal domain, to the Ding an sich (we would be mere puppets
deprived of our freedom) . Fichte allows us to clarify this confusion which arises
when we insist on the opposition between the noumenal and the phenomenal:
the I is not a noumenal substance, but the pure spontaneity of self-positing; this
is why its self-linIitation does not need a transcendent God who manipulates
our terrestrial situation (limiting our knowledge) in order to foster our moral
growth-one can deduce the subject's limitation in a totally immanent way.
45 Ibid., p. 232.
46 Cited in ibid., p. 224.
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Interpreters like to enlphasize the radical break or "paradigm shift" that takes
place between Kant and Fichte; however, Fichte's focus on the subject's finitude
compels us to acknowledge a no less radical break between Fichte and Schelling.
Schelling's idea (shared also by the young Hegel) is that Fichte's one-sided sub
jective idealism should be supplemented by objective idealism, since only such a
two-sided approacli can give us a complete image of the absolute Subject-Object.
What gets lost in this shift hom FicMe to Schelling is the unique standpoint of
the subject's finitude (the finitude that determines Fichte's basic attitude towards
reality as an engaged-practical one: the Fichlean synthesis can only be given as
practical ellort, as endless striving). In Fichte, the synthesis of the finite and the
infinite is given in the infinite effort of the finite subject, and the absolute I itself
is a hypo-thesis of the "thetic" practical-flnite subject; whereas, in Schelling,
the original datum is the Absolute qua indifference of the subject-object, and
the subject as opposed to the object emerges as the Abjal/, a falling-off; from the
Absolute, which is why rejoining the Absolute is for Schelling no longer a matter
of the 1's practical effort, but of an aesthetic submergence into the Absolute's
indifference, which amounts to the subject's self-overcoming. In other words,
from Fichte's standpoint, Schelling regresses to a pre-Kantian "idealist realism";
his Absolute is again the noumenal absolute Entity, and all finite/delimited enti
ties are its results/fall-offs. For Fichte, on the contrary, the status of the Absolute
(the self-positing !) remains thoroughly transcendental-ideal; it is the transcen ·
dental condition of the flnite 1's practical engagement, its hypo-thesis, never a
positively given ens realissimus.
It is precisely because the status of the Absolute is, for Fichte, transcendental
ideal that he remains faithful to the basic Kantian insight that time and space
are a priori jorms of sensibility; this prohibits any naive-Platonic notion of
finite/material/sensuous reality as the secondary "confused" version of the true
intelligible/noumenal universe. For Kant (and Fichte), material reality is not a
blurred version of the true noumenal world, but a fully constituted reality of its
own. In other words, the fact that time and space are a priori forms of sensibil
ity means that what Kant called "transcendental schematism" is irreducible: the
orders/levels of sensibility and intelligibility are irreducibly heterogeneous, and
one cannot deduce anything about material reality from the categories of pure
reason themselves.
Fichte's position with regard to the status of nature nonetheless remains the
radicalized Kantian one: if reality is primordially experienced as the obstacle to
the I's practical activity, this means that nature (the inertia of material objects)
exists only as the stuff of our moral activity, that its justification can only be
practical-teleological, not speculative. This is why Fichte rejected all attempts
at a speculative philosophy of nature-and why Schelling, the great practitioner
of the philosophy of nature, ridiculecl Fichte: if nature can only be justified
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teleologically, this means that air and light exist only so that moral individuals
can see each other and thus interact. Well aware of the difficulties such a view
poses to our sense of what is credible, Fichte replied with sarcastic laughter:
They answer me: 'i\ir and light a priori, just think of it! Ha ha hal Ha ha hal Ha ha
hal Come on, laugh along with us! Ha ha hal Ha ha hal Ha ha hal Air and light a
priori: tarte a fa creme, ha ha hal Air and light a priori! Tarte a fa creme, ha ha hal Air
and light a priori! Tarte a la creme, ha ha hal" et cetera ad infinitum.47

The weird nature of this outburst in part resides in its contrast to the more
typical common-sense laughter at the philosopher's strange speculations, the
kind of laughter whose exemplary case is the joke told in poor taste about the
philosopher-solipsist: "Let him hit his head against a wall and he will soon dis
cover ifhe is alone in the world, ha ha ha!" Here, the philosopher-Fichte laughs
at the common-sense argument that air and light are obviously not here just to
enable our moral activity, but just are out there, whether we act or not. Fichte's
laughter is all the more strange for resembling the traditional realist philoso
pher's direct appeal to the obviousness of reality as the best argument against
abstract speculations. When Zeno the Cynic was confronted with Eleatic proofs
of the non-existence of movement, he simply raised and moved his middle
finger, or so the story goes . . . (In another version, he simply stood up and
started to walk about.) However, according to Hegel, when one of the students
present applauded the master for this proof that movement exists, Zeno beat him
up-appeals to immediate reality do not count in philosophy, only conceptual
thinking can do the job of demonstration. What, then, could Fichte's laughter
mean, since he laughs not from the standpoint of common-sense realism (which
tells us that movement exists and that air and light are out there independently
of our activity), but at this standpOint? The key to the answer is (as is often
the case with philosophers who hide their crucial formulation in a footnote or
a secondary remark) squeezed between parentheses. Here is Fichte's decisive
explanation of the non-I:
( [According to the usual opinion,] the concept of the non-self is merely a general
concept which emerges through abstraction from everything represented [aUem
Vorgestellten]. But the shallowness of this explanation can easily be demonstrated.
If I am to represent anything at all, I must oppose it to that which represents [the
representing self] Now within the object of representation [ Vorstellung] there can
and must be an X of some sort. whereby this object discloses itself as something to
be represented. and not as that which represents. But that everything wherein this X
47 j. G. Fichte, Fichte: Early Philosophical Writings, ed. and trans. Daniel Breazeale,
Ithaca: Cornell University Press 1988, p. 347.
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may be is not that ·which represents but something to be represented, is something
that no object can teach me; for merely to be able to posit something as an object, I
have to lmow this already; hence it must lie initially in myself; that which represents,
prior to any possible experience.-And this is an observation so striking that anyone
who fails to grasp it and is not thereby uplifted into transcendental idealism, must
unquestionably be suffering from mental blindness.)43

The logic of this argumeutation may appear surprising to anyone not well
versed in German idealism: it is precisely because there is something more in
the non-Self, in the object, than the subject's representations ( Vorstellul1gen);
precisely because it cannot be reduced to a general, shared, feature abstracted
from representations; and precisely because it "discloses itself as something
to be represented, and not as that which represents;' that this surplus over my
representations must lie in me, in the representing subject.49
Seidel is thus fully justified in emphasizing that Fichte's Nicht-Ich should be
read according to what Kant called "infinite judgment:' Kant introduced the key
distinction between negative and indefinite judgment: the positive judgment
"the soul is mortal" can be negated in two ways, when a predicate is denied to
the subject ("the soul is not mortal"), and when a non-predicate is affirmed ("the
soul is non-mortal")-the difference is exactly the same as the one, known to
every reader of Stephen King, between "he is not dead" and "he is undead:' The
indefinite judgment opens up a third domain which undermines the underlying
distinction: the "undead" is neither alive nor dead, but precisely the monstrous
"living dead:' And the same goes for "inhuman": " he. is not human" is not the
same as "he is inhuman" -"he is not human" means simply that he is external to
humanity, animal or divine, while "he is inhuman" means something thoroughly
different, namely that he is neither human nor not··human, but marked by a
terrifying excess which, although negating what we understand as "hnmanity;'
is inherent to being human. And, perhaps, one shonld risk the hypothesis that
this is what changes with the Kantian revolution: in the pre- Kantian universe,
humans were simply humans, beings of reason, fighting the excess of animal
lust and divine madness; only with Kant and German Idealism does the excess
to be fought become absolutely immanent, located at the very core of subjec
tivity itself (which is why, with German Idealism, the metaphor for that core
is the night, the "night of the world;' in contrast to the Enlightenment notion
of the Light of Reason dispelling the surrounding darkness). So when, in the
,
48 Quoted from Seidel, Fichte's Wissenschaftslehre oj 1794, pp. 50-1.
49 Kant had already made the same point in his account of transcendental synthesis:
how do we get from the confused multitude of passive subjective impressions to the
consistent perception of objective reality? By way of supplementing this subjective
multitude with, again, the subject's act of transcendental synthesis ...
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pre-Kanhan universe, a hero goes mad, i t means h e is depdved of h i s human
ity, as the animal passions or divine madness take over; with Kant, by contrast,
madness signals an explosion of the very core of a human being. In precisely
the same way, the Fichtean non-Self is not a negation of the predicate, but an
affirmation of a non· predicate: it is not "this isn't a SeU:' but "this is a non· Self:'
which is why it should be translated into English more alien as "noll·Self"
rather than "not· Self" " (More precisely: the moment we arrive at Fichte's third
proposition·-·the mutual delimitation/determination of Self and non· Self-the
non· Self effectively turns into a not·Self, something.)
Fichte starts with the thetic judgment: Ich = Ich, pure immanence of Life,
pure Becoming, pure self· positing, Tat·Handlung, the full coincidence of
posited with positing. I am only through the process of positing myself; and
I am nothing but this process- this is intellectual intuition, this mystical flow
inaccessible to consciousness: every consciousness needs something opposed to
itself Now-and here is the key-the rise of Non·lch out of this pure flow is not
(yet) delimited from Ich: it is a pure formal conversion, like Hegel's passage from
Being to Nothingness. Both Ich and non·Ich are unlimited, absolute. How, then,
do we pass from non·Ich to Object as not·lch? Through Anstoss, this ex·timate
obstacle. Anstoss is neither Nicht·lch (which comprises me) nor Object (which is
externally opposed to me). Anstoss is neither "absolutely nothing" nor something
( a delimited object); it is (to refer to the Lacanian logic of suture, as deployed by
Miller in his classical text) nothing counted as something (in the same way as the
number one is zero counted as one) The distinction between form and content
on which Fichte insists so much is crucial here: as to its content) Anstoss is
nothing; as to its form, it is (already) something-it is thus "nothing in the form
of something:' This minimal distinction between form and content is already at
work in the passage tram the first to the second thesis: A � A is the pure form,
the formal gesture of self· identity, the self· identity of a form with itself; non·Self
is its symmetrical opposite, a formless content. This minimal reflexivity is also
what makes the passage from A � A (Ich = Ich) to the positing of non· Self neces
sary: without this minimal gap between form and content, the absolute Self and
the absolute non·Self would simply and directly overlap.
In the Preface to the second edition of the Critique of Pure Reason, Kant
contends that
all possible speculative knowledge of reason is limited to mere objects of experi
ence. But our further contention must also be duly borne in mind, namely, that
though we cannot know these objects as things in themselves, we must yet be in
the position at least to think them as things in themselves; otherwise we should
50 See Seidel, Fichte's Wissenschaftslehre of1794, p. 89,
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be landed in the absurd conclusion that there can be appearance without anything
that appears.Sl

Is this not exactly the Hegelian - Lacanian thesis, however? Is not the super
sensible which is "appearance qua appearance" predsely an appearance in
which nothing appears? As Hegel put it in his Phenomenology: beyond the veil
of appearances, there is only what the subject puts there. This is the secret of
the Sublime that Kant was not ready to confront. So we turn back to Fichte: is
not the Anstoss precisely such an appearance without anything that appears, a
nothing which appears as something' This is what brings the Fichtean Anstoss
uncannily close to the Lacanian objet petit D, the object-cause of desire, which is
also a positivization of a lack, a stand-in for a void.
Some decades ago, Lacan invited ridicule when he stated that the meaning
of the phallus is "the square of -l"�but Kant had already compared the Thing
in -itself as ens rationis to a "square root of a negative number:'52 It is insofar
as we apply this comparison also to Fichte's Anstoss that the Kantian distinc
tion between what we can only think and what we can know assumes all its
weight: we can only think the Anstoss, we cannot blOW it as a determinate
object -of-representation.

THE POSITED PRESUPPOSITION
To recapitulate, Fichte's attempt to get rid of the Thing-in-itself follows a very
precise logic and intervenes at a very precise point in his critique of Kant. Let
us recall that, for Kant, the Thing is introdnced as the X that affects the subject
when it experiences an object through its senses: the Thing is primarily the
source of sensuous affections. If we are to get rid of the Thing, it is thus abso 
lutely crucial t o show h o w t h e subject c a n affect a n d a c t upon itself; n o t only at
the intelligible level but also at the level of (sensuous) aflections; the absolute
subject must be capable of temporal auto-affection.
For Fichte, this J's "sentimental auto-affection" by means ofwhich the subject
experiences its own existence, its own inert given character, and thus relates to
itself (or, rather, is for itself) as passive, as affected, is the ultimate foundation of
all reality. This does not mean that all reality, all experience of the other as inert!
resisting, can be reduced to the subject's self-experience; it means that it is only
the subject's passive self-relation which opens the subject up to the experience
of otherness.
51 Immanuel Kant, Critique of Pure Reason, trans. Norman Kemp Smith, London:
MacMillan 1929, p. 27 (emphasis in last sentence added).
52 Kant, quoted in Leo Freuler, Kant et Ia metaphysique speculative, Paris: Vrin 1992,
p. 223·
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Therein culminates Fichte's entire effort, i n the deployment o f the notion of
the subject's ''sensuous auto-affection" as the ultimate synthesis of the subject and
the object. If this is feasible, then there is no longer the need to posit, behind the
transcendental ]'S spontaneity, the unknowable "noumenal X" that the subject
"really is": if there is genuine self-affection, then the I is also able to fully know
itself, that is, we no longer have to refer to a noumenal "l or he or it, the Thing
that thinks;' as Kant does in The Critique of Pure Reason. And, thereby, we can
also see how Fichte's urgency to get rid of the Thing-in-itselfis linked to his focus
on the ethico-practical engagement of the subject as grounded in its freedom: if
the subject's phenomenal (self-)experience is just the appearance of an unknown
noumenal substance, then our freedom is just an illusory appearance and we are
really like puppets whose acts are controlled by an unknown mechanism. Kant
was fully aware of this radical consequence-and, perhaps, all of Fichte can be
read as an attempt to avoid this Kantian deadlock.
But, one may ask, does this assertion of the subject's capacity to get to know
itself fully not contradict Fichte's focus on the subject as practically engaged,
struggling with objects/obstacles that frustrate its endeavors, and thereby as
finite? So can only an infmite being fully know itself? The answer is that the
Fichtean subject is precisely the paradoxical conjunction of these two features,
finitude and freedom, since the subject's infinity (the infinite striving of its ethical

engagement) is itself an aspect of its finite condition.
The key here is again provided by Fichte's notion of the mutual delintita
tion of subject and object, Self and not -Self: every activity is posited in/as the
object only insofar as the Self is posited as passive; and this positing of the Self as
passive is still an act of the Self, its self-limitation. I am only a passive X affected
by objects insofar as I (actively) posit myself as a passive recipient. Seidel ironi
cally calls this the "law of the conservation of activity": "when reality (activity)
is canceled in the self, that quantum of reality (activity) gets posited in the non
self. If activity is posited in the non-self, then its opposite (passivity) is posited
in the self: I (passively) see the (actively) blooming apple." However, this can
only happen "because I (actively) posit passivity in my-self so that activity may
be posited in the non-self . . . The non-self cannot act upon my consciousness
unless I (actively, that is, freely) allow it to do SO:'53
Kant had already prefigured this in his so-called "incorporation thesis":
causes only affect me insofar as I allow them to affect me. This is why "you
can because you must": every external intpossibility (to which the excuse "I
know I must, but I cannot, it is impossible . . ." refers) relies on a disavowed self
limitation. Applied to the sexual opposition of the "active" male and "passive"
female stance, this Fichtean notion of the activity of the non-I as strictly
53 Seidel, Fichtes Wissenschaftslehre of '794, p. 104.
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correlative to the I's passivity brings us directly to Olto Weininger's notion of
woman as the embodiment of man's fall: woman exists (as a thing out there,
acting upon man, disturbing his ethical stance, throwing him off the rails) only
insofar as man adopts the stance of passivity; she is literally the result of man's
withdrawal into passivity, so there is no need for man to actively fight woman
his adoption of an active stance automatically pulls the ground out from under
wOlnan's existence, since her entire being is nothing but man's non-being.
Here "Pichte asks himself whether the quantity (that is, the activity) of the
self can ever equal zero (� o), whether the self can ever be totally at rest, ever
totally passive:' Fichte's answer, of course, is no: "For the non -self has reality only
to the extent that the self is affected by it; otherwise, as such, it has no reality at
all . . . I do not see anything I do not will to see:'" However, the way we read the
exact status of the non -Self is crucial here: if we read it in accordance with the
Kantian infinite judgment, that is, as a non-Self that comprises Self itself (in the
same way that the "undead" comprises the dead), then, prior to positing objec
tivity, the constituting/constitutive gesture of Ich should be an immobilization,
a withdrawal, a self-emptying of the non-Self, a selt�reduction to a zero which
is the Self; this reduction to zero opens up the space, literally, for Ich's activity of
positing/mediating.
Fichte gets caught in a circle here. His first proposition is: A � A, Ich �
Ich, i.e., absolute self-positing, pure substanceless becoming, Tat-Handlung
(deed-activity), "intellectual intuition:' Then comes the second proposition:
A � non-A, Ich � non-Ich, the self posits a non-self which is absolutely opposed
to it-here enters the absolute contradiction. Then comes the mutual limitation
which resolves this self-contradiction in its double form, practical (the Self posits
the not -self as limited by the self) and theoretical (the self posits itself as limited
by the not-self) -the Self and the not-self are at the same level, divisible.55 The
ambiguity here lies in the fact that "the absolute self of the first principle is not
something . . it is simply what it is:'>6 Only with delimitation,
[bl oth are something: the not-self is what the self is not, and vice versa. As opposed
to the absolute self (though, as will be shown in due course, it can only be opposed
to it insofar as it is represented [by it] , not insofar as it is in itself), the non-self is
absolutely nothing (schlechthin Nichts); as opposed to the limitable self, it is a negative
quantity.57
54 Ibid.
55 Note the finesse of Fichte's reflexive formulation: in theoretical form, the self posits
itself as limited, it does not directly posit the object as limiting the self; in practical form,
it posits the object as limited/determined by the self, it does not directly posit itself as
limitinglforming the object.
56 Henrich, Between Kant and Hegel, p. 64.
57 Ibid., pp. 64-5.
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However, from the practical standpoint, the finite Self posits the infinite Self in
the guise of the Ideal of Unity of Self and not-Self, and, with it, the non-self as
an obstacle to be overcome. We thus find ourselves in a circle: the absolute Self
posits non-self and then finitizes itself by its delimitation; however, the circle
closes itself, the absolute presupposition itself (the pure self-positing) returns
as presupposed, that is, as the presupposition of the pOSited, and, in this sense,
as depending on the pOSited. Far from being an inconsistency, this is the crucial,
properly speculative, moment in Fichte: the presupposition itself is (retroac
tively) posited by the process it generates.

THE FICHTEAN BONE IN THE THROAT
So perhaps, before dismissing his philosophy as the climactic point of subjectiv
ist madness, we should give Fichte a chance. To properly understand his passage
to full idealism it is necessary to bear in mind how he radicalizes the primacy of
practical reason, which had already been asserted by Kant. Kant's first critics had
already noticed the ambiguous relationship, in his practical philosophy, between
the categorical imperative itself as the direct "fact of reason" and the postulates
of pure practical reason (the immortality of the soul, the existence of God . . . ) ,
i n other words the so-called "moral image o f the world" which alone makes onr
moral activity meaningful: we have to trust that the reality in which we inter
vene is already in itself structured in such a way that will enable us to achieve
our practical goals and progress to a better world. Kant's premise is that these
postulates-the entire "moral image of the world" -do not have the same direct
and unconditional status as does our moral awareness (of the categorical imper
ative), but are the result of a secondary reasoning on the cognitive implications
of our moral awareness. Once we concede this point, the parallel imposes itself
between the postulates of practical reason which guarantee the meaningfuiness
of our moral activity and the regulative ideas of pure (theoretical) reason which
guarantee the consistency of our knowledge. The divine teleology that we can
obscurely discern in nature is not a cognitive category, it just helps us systema
tize our knowledge of nature; that is, we proceed as ifthere was a God who rules
the world, but without knowing this for sure. And the same holds also for practi
cal reason: when we act morally, we proceed as if there is a "moral world order:'
It was, as Henrich notes, Schulze who developed this critique in detail, likening
the structure of Kant's moral theology to the cosmological proof of the existence of
God, in which one moves from the unavoidability of thinking the idea of God to the
belief in the existence of what we are thinking . . . In Kant's moral theology. we have,
first, the fact of the moral law that we presuppose. We then infer from this fact of
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reason, which is merely the awareness of the categorical imperative, the existence of
a moral world order . . . the inference pursues the same illegitimate course of reason
ing as the cosmological proof. Both infer from something given something else that
is inaccessible to our experienceY

This gap thus leaves open the possibility that our moral freedom is just an illu
sion, that we are noumenally blind automata. Fichte's answer to this reproach
is very precise and refined: the reproach itself silently presupposes the primacy
of theoretical over practical reason. It is only for theoretical reason that objec
tive reality is more than "mere" subjective certainty; trom the standpoint of
theoretical reason, the self-positing I (which exists only in the subjective mode,
"for itself") does not exist at all, there is no such thing in "objective reality:'
Furthermore, insofar as the space of practical activity involves the opposition/
conflict between subject and object, the I and the non-I-that is, the endless
effort of the I to impose its mould on objective reality-"the entire existence
of practical reason is founded on the conflict between the self�determining
element within us and the theoretical-knowing element. And practical reason
would itself be canceled if this conflict were eliminated."59 Therein resides the
difference between the ontological proof of God's existence and the postulates of
practical reason: "the cosmo-theological one is based entirely upon theoretical
reason, whereas the moral proof is based upon the conflict between theoretical
reason and the I in itself'6D
This Fichtean primacy of practical over theoretical reason is much more
radical than the Kantian one: while Kant asserts the primacy of practical reason,
he still keeps the two spheres apart-his point is ultimately that one has to limit
the scope of (theoretical) lmowledge to make space for (practical) beliefs. With
Fichte, on the contrary, practical philosophy "becomes for the first time a part of
epistemology": he finds "elements to be basic in cognition itself that tradition
ally had been separated trom cognition and connected instead with pleasure and
action:'61
It is only by taking into account this primacy of practical philosophy that we
can answer the key question: how does Fichte pass from the I's self-positing to
the I's self-limitation by way of positing the non-I? In Simpler terms, how does
he pass from the absolnte SUbject's self-positing to the mutual delimitation of
subject and object? The problem resides in the fact that Fichte does not sub
scribe to the founding axiom of the post-Hegelian transcendental philosophy of
tlnitude, which asserts the correlation between subject and object as the ultimate
58
59
60
61

Ibid., p. 161.
Ibid., p. 76.
Ibid., p. 161.
Ibid., p. 208.
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horizon of our experience: for him, the two relata of the subject-object rela
tionship are not of equal weight, one of them-the I-is absolutely privileged,
since the I is all reality. For this reason, Fichte can only designate the object as
"not -I;' that is, its status has to be purely negative, with no positive force to it.
The relationship is here that of a logical negation: the object is a non-subject
and nothing above that. However, Fichte's thought in its entirety is a gigantic
effort to conceive of all reality as originating from the I's (mind's) self-relating
and the I's endless "practical" struggle with its opposite (the object, not-I) as the
unsurpassable fact of our lives-and the category which fits this relation is not
that of negation, but that of what Kant called "real opposition" (in his ''Attempt
to Introduce the Concept of Negative Magnitude into Philosophy" from his pre
critical phase, 1763-4). When two opposed forces collide, each can diminish the
intensity ("quantity of a quality") of the opposite, but this diminishing is by defi
nition the effect of the opposed positive force. To give a thoroughly simplified
example: two groups of boys pull a rope in opposite directions; if the rope moves
left, this means that the "negative magnitude" of the right group's force is the
result of the overwhelming power of the left group's force (the rope not only did
not move in the direction in which they pulled it, but moved away from them).
According to Henrich (who is worth quoting in extenso on this point), Fichte
ultimately cheats here: his whole construction of the not -l is based upon confus
ing (or jumping between) logical negation and real opposition-in other words,
he treats what he introduces as the result of a logical negation (and as such a
purely negative entity, a non-entity) as a positive counter-force:
Kant takes it for granted that such a reduction of reality in one particular is due to
a real force in another particular . " the ontological status of being a negative par
ticular depends, in some respect, on some other particular's being positive. By way
of contrast, Fichte assumes that all reality has to be found in the self. He therefore
cannot avoid saying that the non-self is nothing but an X that reduces the self's
reality. This is the origin of Fichte's infamous and unsettling theory of the Anstoss
the impulse that takes place in the activity of the self and brings about its reflecting
on itself . . .
Fichte's assumption that there is absolute reality in the self depends entirely on
his smuggling in a real ontological negation, by way of the negative element in the
term "not-self:' Fichte simply calls the object the not-self, and then he introduces the
idea of its being negative. Now he means that the being negative of the not-self is an
ontological negativity, and only negative in this sense. This is obviously a philosophi
cal sleight-of-hand, a shell game, in which Fichte shifts the meaning of his terms."

62 Ibid., p. 194.
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Note Henrich's excessively aggressive dismissal of Anstoss, betraying traces of
nneasiness (to be contrasted to Daniel Breazeale's much more subtle analysis)
and bearing witness to his inability to perceive the inner necessity of Anstoss.
True, Pichte himself was not able fully to account for the precise status ofAns!oss
(is it the last remainder of the Thing-in-itself; absolutely external to the I and
thus limiting it, or just a self-posited obstacle?); however, the urge that pushed
him to introduce this notion was absolutely consistent with the deepest logic of
his thought. What Fichte failed to see was that, in the subject-object relationship,
the subject is a negative entity, a pure self-relating negativity-which is why, in
order not to "implode into itself;' it needs a minimum of objectal support. That
is to say, although Fichte repeatedly emphasizes how the subject is not a thing
but a self-relating process, a Tat-Handlung, he conceives of the subject in an all
too-positive way when he claims that the absolute I (subject) is all reality-the
subject is, on the contrary, a hole in reality. As such, the ] (subject) is in no posi
tion to "transfer" its reality onto the not-] (object); on the contrary, it is itself in
need of a "little bit of reality" (of an object) to regain its minimum consistency.
What this means is that the subject by definition cannot be "complete": it is in
itself "thwarted;' the paradoxical result of its own failure-to-be. To describe it in
the simplified terms of the loop of symbolic representation: the subject endeav
ors to adequately represent itself; this representation fails, and the subject is the
result of this failure. Recall what one might be tempted to call the "Hugh Grant
paradox" (referriug to the famous scene from Four Weddings and a Funeral):
the hero tries to express his love to his beloved, only to get caught in stum
bling and confused repetitions; yet it is in this very failure to deliver his message
in a perfect way that he bears witness to its authenticity. Is not Fichte himself
unexpectedly on the track of this same insight when he
shifts from the term vorstellen (representation) to the word darstellen (presentation).
But 'what now does representation present? As soon as I have arrived at presentation
from representation, the question " What is represented?" has an entirely different
meaning. In representation, of course, it would be the object that is represented.
But what is presented in the representation ill the sense of darstellen? The answer is
obvious: the self!63

And here we corne to the crucial point: the otherness, the "stranger in my very
heart;' which Fichte endeavored to discern under the name of Anstoss, is this
"bone in the throat" which prevents the direct expression of the subject (and
63 Ibid., p. 200. Note how the Derridean metaphysics-of-presence relationship between
presentation and re-presentation is inverted here: the "presentation" is more mediated,
evasive, than the re-presentation of the object; i.e., the subject is "presented" through the
lacunae, distortions, repetitions, twists, etc., of the object's re-presentation.
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which-since the "subject" is the failure of its own direct expression-is strictly
correlative to the subject). Which means that the minimal emptying of subject,
the reduction of its reality (of its "thingness"), is constitutive of subjectivity: the
subject is caught in its loop because it is not-All, finite, lacking, because a loss
of-reality is co-substantial with it, and Anstoss is the positivization of this gap.
Anstoss is the In-itself in the mode of For-the-subject/self.
A century and a half later, Lacan called this same "bone in the throat" the
objet petit a. Insofar as the "subject" is the name for self-relating absolute nega
tivity, Anstoss as the minimal form of not-I is not a (logical) negation of the
subject's (full and only) reality, but, on the contrary, the result of the negation of
the negation which "is" the subject. One does not begin with a positivity which
is then negated; one begins with negation, and the object's positivity is the result
of the (self-related) negation of this negation. Or, to put it in Lacanese, the object
a has no positive substantial being of its own, is nothing but the positivation of
a lack: not a lacking object, but an object which positivizes a lack (negativity),
whose positivity is nothing but a positivized negativity. It is here that imagina
tion enters: this positivization of a lack is the zero-level imagination. At its most
radical ontological level, imagination fIlls in the void/lack that "is" the subject,
that is, what the subject originally "imagines" is its own objectal counterpoint,
itself as a determinate being.
It is crucial to grasp correctly here the link between imagination
(Einbildung) and representation ( Vorstellung). Although closely connected, they
are not simply the same (in the Simplified "transcendental" sense that, since all
reality is subjective, its status has to be that of the subject's imagination); there
is a very precise distinction between the two. First, representation: how does
Ficlite corne to re-presentation as the mediating moment between subject and
object, between the I and the not-I? Again, his idea is not the simple common
sensical notion of representation as the subjective stand-in (representative) of a
(represented) object. Here Henrich is again worth quoting in detail:
if the Self is absolute reality itself, its reality cannot be reduced. Since the relation
between the subject and the object is the relation between the real and the nega
tive, no real relation between the real and the negative is possible. Therefore, only
a logical relation that excludes any real relation between the two of them will do. A
real relation between the two of them presupposes some third mediating element.
This element must have the character of the subject to a certain degree, and just
as this element has the character of the self only to a certain degree, so also it is
affected by the object. . . . In this third element, the Self itself is not limited: the
limitation of the Self would be impossible, if the Self really is all reality. Nonetheless,
there is something that is limitation . . . So conceived, limitation is an entity
that makes the relation between subject and object possible. In this respect the
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limited relation between subject and object is the elementary ontological status of
representation."64

So why can the subject not simply be limited by the object? Not because the
subject is absolute in the naive sense of being the all-encompassing reality, but
precisely because it is finite, caught in its self-relating loop and therefore unable
to step out of itself and draw a line of delimitation between subjective and objec
tive: every limit the subject draws is already "subjective:' In other words, for the
subject to be able to draw a clear "objective" limit between itself and the not-I, its
objectivity, it would have to break out of its own loop and adopt a neutral posi
tion from which it would have been possible for the subject to compare itself
with objectivity. The subject cannot simply be limited by the object because it is
caught in its own loop, that is, because every relation it entertains with objectiv
ity is already a mode of self-relating; the subject's direct relation to the object
cannot be a relation of real opposition between two positive forces delimiting
each other, but only a purely logical relation between the subject and an empty
negative X, not even the Kantian Thing-in-itself.
We can now see why representation needs to be supplemented by imagina
tion proper: since the field of representations remains within the loop of the
subject's self-relating, it is by definition always inconsistent, full of lacunae,
which the subject must somehow flll in to create a minimally consistent Whole
ofa world-and the function of imagination is precisely to Ill! in these gaps. Now
we can also see clearly the difference between representation and imagination:
representation is the subjective mode of objectivity (objects are "represented" for
the subject), while imagination is the objective mode of subjectivity (the subject's
void is present[ifi]ed as an [imagined] object). In other words, while representa
tion represents something (its object), imagination represents nothing (which
"is" the subject). Fichte did not see all of this clearly, which explains why he often
seems to be using "imagination" simply as a name for the subjective positing of
objectivity, that is, for "subjective objectivity." But Kant already had a presenti
ment of the underlying true raison d'etre of imagination: it arises because the
subject is finite and boundless, with no externality-this is why tbe synthesis
through imagination is needed to constitute reality: "No psychologist has yet
thought that the imagination is a necessary ingredient of [the] perception [of
reality] itself'"
Even Heidegger fell short here in his elaboration of the difference between
the Ancient Greek and the modern understanding of fimtasy: in Greek
thought, phantasia referred to the coming-into-appearance of entities, to their
64 Ibid., p. 195.
65 Immanuel Kant, Critique of Pure Reason, ed. and trans. Paul Guyer and Allen W.
Wood, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 1998, p. 239.
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un-concealment against the background of withdrawal/concealment. As such,
phantasia concerns Being itself-in contrast to modern subjectivism, wherein
fantasy designates man's "merely subjective" fantasizing, disconnected from
"objective" reality:
In unconcealment fantasia comes to pass: the coming-into-appearance, as a par
ticular something, of that which presences-for man, who himself presences toward
what appears. Man as representing subject, however "fantasizes," i.e., he moves in
imaginatio, in that his representing imagines, pictures forth, whatever is, as the
objective, into the world as picture.66

Lacan's precise use of fantasy restores something of the original Greek meaning:
"fantasy" has for him a kind of transcendental status; it is constitutive of reality
itself, a frame which guarantees the ontological consistency of reality. Heidegger
nonetheless falls short here: what he fails to see is how imagination as opposed
to the "objective"-that is, precisely in its "merely subjective" aspect-is needed
to constitute the phenomenal "objective reality:' Things become even more
complex when Fichte tries to show how, out of the play of subjective imagi
nation which is entirely contained within the loop of the mind's self-relating,
the necessary belief in an external world independent of our perception/
imagination arises. The I's self-limitation and its constant overcoming first con
stitute a play of imagination within which "consciousness in a state of dreaming
can be understood as related to itself so that it experiences itself as wavering, or
as moving into and out of states freely. It is thus not really determined by any
thing that could adequately be described as an object:'67 So, again, how do we
pass from here to the (belief in the) external world? Pichte's answer is beautifully
paradoxical: it is not that, in its representations, the I stumbles upon something
which so resists the free play of its imagination that it can ouly be accounted for
as an external counter-force; on the contrary, the problem the I resolves with the
(hypo- )thesis of external reality is that of its own full self-awareness as a mind
what happens in the mind must be posited for it as "mentaI:' Here again, a longer
passage from Henrich is unavoidable:
First, sensations are nothing but states of the mind. In order to know them as
mental, that is, to have them for the mind as such, we must distinguish sensations
from something that is not mental at all . . . In order to become aware of itself. the
mind has to introduce freely a mental construct of something that corresponds to
66 Martin Heidegger, The Question Concerning Technology and Other Essays, New
York: Harper & Row 1977> p. 147. l owe this reference to Heidegger to Andre Nusselder,
Frameworks: Fantasy in Lacanian Psychoanalysis (unpublished manuscript).
67 Henrich, Between Kant and Hegel, p. 213.
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the sensations, '\vhich is the image of the external world . . . once we are able to think
of sensations as somehow having something corresponding to them, we have per
ceptions. So construed, sensations are not now states of the mind; they are correlated
to something that is not mental: they are of something. At this point, the dosed, self
relating system of the mind is opened for the first time . . . To the question "What is
the world?" we may now offer the following answer: it is the indeterminate dimen
sion of correlates to the states of our minds.68

It is easy to see the paradox here: the mind has to posit something as not-mental
in order to become aware of itself as mind, and this non -lnental X is again "a
mental construct of something that corresponds to the sensations"; so "the closed,
self-relating system of the mind is opened for the first time"�but it is obviously
a false opening, because it is opened towards something which is again a mental
construct. Is the absurd-subjectivist sleight-of-hand not clearly discernible here,
i.e., is Fichte not clearly claiming that "what is outside the mind is nothing but
a construct of the self-reference of the mind itself"?69 The mistake again is to
conceive of this constellation only in a theoretical mode of subjectivity: if one
adopts the stance of a passive-nentral observer, then the objective correlations to
our sensations remain purely mental, lacking any real counter-force able to resist
the subject---within this mode, of course, all I have direct access to are my sensa
tions, and all other entities are my "mental constructs:' In short, if Fichte were to
have remained at this level, he would have really been a Berkeleyan subjectivist
(as Lenin wrongly assumed in his Materialism and Empirio-Criticism). So the
key question is: how does the relationship between subject and object become
one of real opposition, that is, how does the external world become a real oppos
ing force to the E According to Fichte, this happens only when our mind adopts
a practical stance towards the world. In the theoretical-observational stance, it is
easy to conceive of reality as a mere dream that unfolds in front of our eyes-but
reality "hurts" and resists ns once we start intervening in it and trying to change
it. Here enters, of course, Fichte's infamous "spurious inflnity": the practical Self
can never totally overcome the resistance of the not -I, so "the self's original prac
tical constitution is a striving (Streben)" �ultimately the endless ethical striving
to create a reality that would fully conform to the moral ideal."
Here, however, another surprise awaits us. Fichte does not remain at the
level of abstractlindeterminate striving, but tries to show how this striving
(corresponding to pure subjective inwardness) becomes determinate in the
guise of a particular object�and the name he chooses for this object-which-is
determinate-striving is none other than drive: "What begins as indeterminate
68 Ibid., pp. 214-15.
69 Ibid., p. 221.
70 Ibid., p. 213.
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striving becomes determinate, once it is an object of thought. We may well
wonder what this object is which simultaneously has the nature of striving.
Fichte's answer: 'This object is a drive ( Trieb),:'" The parallel with Freud is here
truly breathtaking: in exactly the same way that, in Fichte's conception of drive,
striving is posited as such (Le., in its limitation-determination), the drive for
Freud is always irreducibly linked to a partial object. Fichte accomplishes here
a crucial step beyond subjectivism which Lacan himself was not able to make
until his Seminar XI (1963-4). Prior to this date, Lacan really did not know what
to do with the Freudian drive or "libido" -basically, he reduced it to the scien
tific objectificationf"reification" of the authentic intersubjective reality of desire.
Only with Seminar XI was Lacan able to think the Freudian drive as an uncanny
"undead" partial object.

THE FIRST MODERN THEOLOGY
Only against this background of Fichte's complex position can we properly
approach the genealogical topic of Jacobi's necessary role in the passage from
Kant to Fichte. Fichte's reaction to Jacobi's criticism of Kant is paradigmatic of
how a true philosopher proceeds, fearlessly running against the grain of the
predominant common sense. jacobi claimed that Kant was inconsistent in his
clinging to the notion of a Thing-in-itself: the only truly consistent transcen
dental philosophy would have been "transcendental egoism"-the denial of the
real givenness of other minds, and of any knowledge of an external world: we
are never in contact with anything other than our own minds, even our most
immediate sensations are nothing but qualifications of our mental states. "Kant
should have had the courage to teach this theory, but he shrank from ie'" For
Jacobi, of course, this result is patently absurd, self-refuting, a clear example
of the kind of blind alley down which philosophical speculation can lead; he
mentions it merely in order to step out of the domain of philosophy and advo
cate a return to the original "irrational" beliefs of humanity: "philosophy could
never be a satisfactory explication of reality:' since "any philosophy whatsoever,
once made consistent, ineVitably denies fundamental beliefs that no human life
can abandon:'73 Fichte, however, did not shrink from the full implications of
Kant's transcendentalism: he met jacobi's challenge and openly endorsed what
jacobi had deemed an absurd (im)possibility. Note how the triad Kant-Jacobi
Fichte reverses the expected "normal" succession of philosophical positions: it
is not that a half-way position is first radicalized to its consistent-but-absurd
7 1 Ibid, p. 218.
72 Ibid., p. 111.
73 Ibid., p. 109·
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conclusion and then rejected; on the contrary, what is first treated as a reduc
tio ad absurdum, proposed ironically as a plainly nonsensical and self-defeating
radicalization, is then taken seriously and fully endorsed. The truly tragic posi
tion here is Jacobi's: he outlined the contours of an extreme" position he abhorred
(transcendental egoism), with the critical intent of combating tendencies that
might lead towards it, but his efforts had the unintended consequence of provid
ing a program for his opponents to follow-to "understand the world in terms of
the self referential nature of the mind:'"
The key question is thus: how did what appeared to Jacobi (and also to Kant)
as a nonsensical "transcendental egOism" suddenly become a viable philosophi
cal option' What changed in the underlying presuppositions? This brings us to
what Henrich repeatedly analyzes as "Fichte's fundamental insight;' the core of
which is the critical rejection of the self-reflective model of self-consciousness:
self-consciousness cannot be accounted for as a second-level consciousness, a
mind turning its eye upon itself� taking itself as its object; that is, it is not that
there is first a consciousness of objects and then the mind bends back and makes
itself its object-this would involve an infinite regress, pIns it would leave unan
swered the simple question: when I see myself as an object, how do I recognize
it as "myself"? It is, rather, that I mllst in a certain way already be pre-reflexively
acquainted with myself (what Henrich calls Selbst- Vertrautheit) in order to be
able to recognize "myself" in the object of reflection. But Fichte does not stop
here, with this vague notion of a pre-reflexive self-awareness or self-acquaintance;
he develops all the consequences of the failure of the self-reflexive model of self
consciousness, the first of which is his own version of Lacan's axiom il ny a pas
de meta-langage: self�consciousness is caught in an inescapable circle or, rather,
a self-referential loop-a human mind is not only aware of itself, it exists only
through this (self-)awareness, for itself
the faculty of representation (Le., the mind) does not exist at all except for the faculty
of representation. There is no mind plus something for which it is that would entail
a separation between the mind and its being-for-X. There is no access to the mind
from the outside; and there is no mind that is not already for itself. The very essence
of the mind is its self-referential character.75

There is thus no "objective" approach to self-consciousness (I): if we look at
it from the outside, it disappears, dissolving into an objective psycho-physical
process:

74 Ibid., p. 209.
75 Ibid., p. 171.
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The faculty of representation exists for fhe faculty o f representation and through the
faculty of representation: this is the circle within which every finite understanding,
that is, every understanding that we can conceive, is necessarily confined. Anyone
who wants to escape from this circle does not understand himself and does not
know what he wants.76

Note here the absolutely crucial invocation of fmitude: the circle holds for "every
finite understanding:' What this means is that the self-relating loop of the I is
not a sign of its absolute/infinite power (as in primitive solipsistic subjectivism,
where the I is the only absolute/infinite reality which creates everything else),
but, on the contrary, the sign of its fmitude. So when we read in Fichte what can
only appear to common sense as ridiculously overblown statements about the
absolute I positing itself and then, within the absolute I, op-positing the finite I
and fhe finite non-I, we should always bear in mind that the I's self-positing is
not a miracle performed by a quasi-divine infinite entity which acts as causa sui
(like Baron Miinchhausen pulling himself out of the swamp by his own hair)
on the contrary, the closed loop of self-relating is the sign of the I's ultimate
finitude, of its being caught within its own horizon, of being itself only for itself.
The key term "positing" is to be opposed here to "reflecting": in self
consciousness, the I does not reflect upon itself as its own object, it directly
posits itself-which means that we cannot even distinguish between the posit
ing subject and the subject as the result of this positing. As Fichte puts it, the
I absolutely posits itself as positing, it "is" nothing but the process of its (self-)
positing. Fichte's formulation is very precise and has to be taken literally: it is not
just that the mind (I) relates to itself-the mind (I) is nothing but this process of
self-relating. Therein lies the circle or loop Fichte talks about: the relating itself
not only creates what it relates to, it also is what it relates to.
But even this-the notion of the I's absolute self�positing-is only the first
step. Around 1800, Fichte engaged in a closer and very refined analysis of the I's
self-positing, and arrived at a further surprising resuit, a kind of "splitting the
atorn" of the absolute I's self-positing: he discovered that the most elementary
structure of self-consciousness-the 1's self-positing-is more complex than it
initially appears, and displays a precise structure. Fichte's starting point is that
the Self is not a product of some pre-subjective activity that generates it-the
Self comes immediately with the activity. Already in 1795, Fichte employed
the metaphor of the eye (das Auge): the Self is an activity into which an eye is
inserted, an activity which sees itself and is only through seeing itself. His next
step is to admit that "we cannot account for the duality of the activity and the
eye in terms of one of them alone" : "Neither the eye nor the activity can provide
this account. In this moment, the idea of a ground of the structure becomes
76 Ibid., pp. 66-7.
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indispensable:'" In other words, the concept of the Self loses its explanatory
power: it can no longer be the ultimate explanans, bllt is itself in need of explana
tion. It is here that Fichte conhonts his greatest theoretical challenge: how can
one conceive this Ground of the Self without betraying the basic insight into the
I's self-positing, into how the I exists only for the I, and without thereby regress
ing into a pre-Kantian metaphysics in which the Gronnd is God as a noumena!
Thing which de facto cancels the I's freedom, deprecating it as a mere "subjec
tive" illusion?
The only solution is for self-consciousness (i.e., the I) to be "incorporated
into the ground rather than only being . . . an effect of it":78 in self-consciousness,
the Ground itself "enters into a relationship of self-reference;' that is, the I's self
consciousness is simultaneously and immediately the self-consciousness of the
Ground itself.79 The interdependence of the Ground and self-consciousness is
here radically ontological and not merely epistemological: it is not only that the
Ground becomes aware of itself through the I's self-consciousness; insofar as the
Ground constitutes self�consciousness, we should say that the Ground "is what
it is only in what it constitutes."Bo
In his very subtle reading in which he tries to reconstruct Fichte's implicit
reasoning, Henrich points out that Fichte here imperceptibly introduces a notion
of self-relating that is radically different from the self-relating of the absolnte I
who is nothing but its own self-positing: because of this new notion of relation,
we have to interpret "the knowledge of the product abont itself and its origin
as an ontological relation between the ground and itself, by way of its essential
product, the mind":"' "self-consciousness relates itself to the absolute ground
and presupposition of its activity; but self consciousness also relates itself to
itself, because the ultimate ground and activity is nothing but the manifestation
,
of itself in selF consciousness: g,
God not only has to manifest itself, but is nothing but its own self
manifestation (in an exact homology to the I which not only posits itself, but
is nothing but its self-positing); only in this way is God not a Thing in-itself
which as such limits human freedom. A being which exists only through its self
manifestation is a living being, and so it is because of this thoroughly processual
character of God that Fichte calls the Ground of the Self life: "God is nothing
but spiritual life:'s,
77
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But in spite of this full immanence of the free self-consciousness to the
Ground, "this process of the world is absolutely justified by virtue of itself. We
are only essential elements in it, 'essential' only as vehicles for it. The manifes
tation takes place in and by ourselves, but what is manifested is not our own
individual nature:'" What this means is that, with his fateful step towards the
Ground of the I, Fichte nonetheless violates the basic axiom of his project of the
science of knowledge, the thesis that the I exists only for the I as absolutely self
positing, i.e., that there cannot be any external ground for it.
Fichte's passage to theology is thus again not simply a consequence of the
insight into how the self-positing I is an illusion of groundless self-relating
which would have imploded into nothingness without an external supporting
Ground. Henrich provides a detailed analysis of the line of reasoning which
brought Fichte to pass from the absolute I to God as the ultimate ground of
being. Fichte's problem here is this: how can one conceive of a trans-subjective
God, a God who grounds subjectivity, but who is nonetheless not a Thing-in
itself? The problem is strictly homologous to that of the Marxist notion of class
(self-)consciousness (or, more generally, ideological consciousness) : how to
conceive of the self-consciousness's dependence on the Ground (the "economic
base:' the material process of social life) without falling into "economic reduc
tionism" and conceiving self-consciousness as a mere "ideological effect" of the
economic material process which is the only "real"?"
Henrich is right to try to explicate Fichte's implicit reasoning, but perhaps
he is not clear enough in showing how Fichte's oscillations and ambiguities dem
onstrate two things Simultaneously: (1) that there is a deep necessity involved in
accomplishing the step to the Ground of the Self's freedom, and to the irreduc
ible multiplicity of Selves which coexist within this Ground: and (2 ) that, within
Fichte's horizon, it is inlpossible to accomplish this step, in other words, that all
ofFichte's reasoning is false and ultimately irrelevant here. In short, Fichte is con
fronting the Real of his thought-something simultaneously both necessary and
inlpossible. And-to make a leap of thought, if not of faith-there is a concept
which fits perfectly Fichte's requirements for the Ground of freedom: Lacan's
concept of the "big Other:' (We leave aside here the complex relationship between
the big Other and Hegel's "objective Spirif') This is why Fichte can conceive God
as the spiritual Life in which individual self-consciousnesses participate: it is not
a linlitation of the I's freedom, but its very ground. This is how he tries to realize
the project of the "Spinozism of freedom:' and this is why his theology is
84 Ibid., p. 272.
85 No wonder, then, that Fichte's description of the relationship between Ground and
self-consciousness often sounds like the young Lukacs's attempt to conceive of class
consciousness not as a passive "reflection" of its economic ground-base but as its
immanent constituent.
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the first modern theology and perhaps the only one� Hegel's, of course, being the
alternative. It qualifies as the first modern theology because it contains a poten
tial for overcoming the antagonism bet\veen freedom and religion. Fichte conceives
of the concept of God in such a way that, by definition, -God cannot impose any
restriction upon freedom. God is manifestation, and manifestation takes place in
free self-reference. For this reason, it is absolutely unintelligible to think of God
as a person who imposes demands on human beings. Fichte's conception of God
precludes this antagonism.S6

As Henrich demonstrates, Fichte cannot resolve the problem of the multiplicity
of I's-not only how to account for it, i.e., describe its genesis, but how even to
conceive of it. That is to say, the rnOlnent Fichte introduces the idea of a pre
subjective Ground of the I, he has to confront the question of how a multitude of
I's can coexist and interact within this shared Ground. The problem here is that,
once we accept the premise of a pre- and trans-subjective order which serves as
the subjects' shared Ground,
the order in which these distinct selves exist ·would prove not to be mental at all.
In other \vords, any individual self is a closed system, and \vhile there are many
individual selves, the manifestation takes place in all selves individually. III order for
us to account for the existence of such an order of different selves, we would have
to violate Fichte's methodological principle, because now we would invoke a non
mental structure that is, nevertheless, essential for understanding what the mind is.s7

This leads Fichte to postulate-in a wholly justified immanent way-an a- or
pre-subjective knowledge: insofar as the divine Ground is not a blind mechani
cal substance, but a spiritual order, an order of knowledge, and, Simultaneously,
anonymous/pre-subjective, we must presuppose that "something that is already
knowledge precedes the individual selves:'"" In other words, against any kind
of phenomenological deduction of this knowledge out of inter-subjective
interaction, we must presuppose that,
rather than all knowledge somehow belonging to the knower (the self-asserting self),
now the knowing subjects have to belong to this non-individual epistemic process
the primary, anonymous knowledge, which Fichte always tried to render plausible
by appeal to the paradigm of mathematical evidence (a somewhat Platonic move), is
a form of knowledge that we cannot in any way claim to be individualized.89
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And it is only here that Fichte reaches the true limit of his daring endeavor:
although this structure of anonymous knowledge is pre-subjective, it has to
include "a dimension with respect to which we can distinguish a multitude of
individual knowers . . . This means that any of these selves knows, in advance,
that there are other selves, despite having no direct access to their minds:'" The
problem Fichte struggles with (and cannot resolve) here corresponds perfectly
to the problem in Claude Levi-Strauss's "structural anthropology" solved by
Lacan: what kind of subject fits the symbolic structure? How can we think the
immanence of the excluded subject to the anonymous symbolic structure (big
Other) ? Or, to put it the other way round: what kind of structure do we have to
think so that it effectively involves the subject, not only as its epiphenomenal
"effect;' but as its immanent constituent? Lacan's answer, of course, is that the
condition of freedom (of a free subject) is the "barred" big Other, a structure
which is inconsistent, with gaps.
As Henrich demonstrates in a detailed reconstruction of Fichte's reason
ing, the close analysis of the structure of subjective self-relating reveals a split
in the midst of subjectivity: a split between the subject's immediate (but pre
conceptual) self-acquaintance (self-awareness) and a moment of knowledge
which is not yet subjectivized but remains "anonymous"-is this not pre
cisely the split between $ and S the signifying chain of knowledge? How can
"
the two be mediated? Through S which represents the subject in the chain of
"
knowledge at the site of its inconsistency.
The Lacanian notion of Ie grand Autre (the big Other, vaguely corresponding
to what Hegel called "objective spirit" or the "spiritual substance" of individual
lives), triumphantly resolves this problem. The big Other is a totally subjectiv
ized substance: not a Thing-in-itself, but a Substance which exists only insofar
as it is continuously sustained by the work of "all and everyone:' Reproducing
Fichte's formula of the subject's self-positing, the big Other is the Ground
presupposition which is only as permanently "posited" by subjects.
Fichte cannot resolve the status of Ground because he does not have at
his disposal a term which would designate an entity that is not-mental, that is
asubjective, and yet at the same time is not a material "thing:' but purely ideal.
This, however, is exactly what the Lacanian "big Other" is: it is definitely not
mental (Lacan repeatedly emphasizes that the status of the big Other is not
psychological), it does not belong to the order of the subject's experience; but
it is also not the pre-symbolic material Real, a thing or process in reality inde
pendent of subjectivity-the status of the big Other is purely virtual, as an ideal
structure of reference; that is, it exists only as the subject's presupposition. (The
big Other is thus close to what Karl Popper, in his late writings, deSignated as
90 Ibid., p. 283.
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the Third World, neither objective reality nor subjective inner experience.) The
Lacanian "big Other" also resolves the problem of the plurality of subjects: its
role is precisely that of the Third, the very medium of the encounter between
subjects.
This is also how one should approach Hegel's outrageously "speculative" for
mulations about Spirit as its own result, as a product ofitself: while "Spirit has its
beginnings in nature in general:'
the extreme to which spirit tends is its freedom, its infinity, its being in and for itsel£
These are the two aspects; but if we ask what Spirit is, the immediate answer is that
it is this motion, this process of proceeding from, of freeing itself from, nature; this
is the being, the substance of spirit itsel£91

Spirit is thus radically de-substantialized: Spirit is not a positive counter-force
to nature, a different substance which gradually breaks and shines through the
inert natural stuff; it is nothing but this process of ffeeing-itself�from. Hegel
explicitly disowns the notion of Spirit as some kind of positive Agent which
underlies the process:
Spirit is usually spoken of as subject, as doing something, and apart from what it
does, as this motion, this process, as still something particular, its activity being
more or less contingent . . . it is of the very nature of spirit to be this absolute liveli
ness, this process, to proceed forth from naturality, immediacy, to sublate, to quit its
naturality, and to come to itself, and to free itself, it being itself only as it comes to
itself as such a product of itself; its actuality being merely that it has made itself into
what it isy2

If ''it is ol1ly as a result of itself that it is spirit:'" then this means that the standard
talk about the Hegelian Spirit which alienates itself to itself and then recognizes
itself in its otherness and thus reappropriates its content is deeply misleading:
the Self to which spirit returns is produced in the very movement of this return;
or, that to which the process of return returns to is produced by the very process
of returning. Recall here the concise and unsurpassed formulations from Hegel's
Logic on how essence
presupposes itself and the sublating of this presupposition is essence itself; con
versely, this sublating of its presupposition is the presupposition itself. Reflection
91 G. W F. Hegel, Hegels Philosophie des subjektiven GeisteslHegels Philosophy of
Su�jective Spirit, trans. and ed. M. J. Petry, Dordrecht: D. Reidel 1978, pp. 6-7.
92 Ibid.
93 Ibid.
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therefore finds before it a n immediate which i t transcends and from which i t i s the
return. But this return is only the presupposing of what reflection finds before it.
What it thus found only comes to be through being left behind . . . For the presup
position of the return-into-self-that from which essence comes, and is only as this
return-is only in the return itself.94

When Hegel says that a Notion is the result of itself, that it provides its own
actualization, this claim whim at first cannot but appear extravagant (the notion
is not simply a thought activated by the thinking subject, but that it possesses
a magic property of self-movement . . . ) , loses its mystery the moment we grasp
that the Spirit as the spiritual substance is a substance, an In-itself, which sus
tains itself only through the incessant activity of the subjects engaged in it. Say,
a nation exists only insofar as its members take themselves to be members of
this nation and act accordingly; it has absolutely no content, no substantial
consistence, outside this activity. The same goes for, say, the notion of commu
nism-this notion "generates its own actualization" by way of motivating people
to struggle for it.
Henrich raises here what is for him a key question: can Hegel (and Schelling,
we have to add) account for the central problem with which Fichte struggled
through his entire life, that of self-relating subjectivity? Fichte and Hegel share
the project of grasping the basic ontological structure of reality simultaneously
as complete self-reference and as the struggle of oppositions. So while both
their systems are based on a self-referential structure, the specific matrix of
self-reference is different in earn case: Fichte focuses on the mental self-ref
erence that constitutes the I and on the I's self-identification (How do I know
who I am?), whereas Hegel's matrix is that of the self-relating negation. With
this shift of focus, Hegel never even encountered the problem Fichte struggled
with his whole life; so the crucial question (ignored by Hegel) is: can one dem
onstrate, from the Hegelian premises, that once we move within the matrix of
self-relating negation, the Fichtean problem of mental self-relating can either
be resolved or else dismissed as an illusory pseudo-problem? Henrich's reply is
a negative one, which is why he insists that we bear in mind "not only the cor
respondence between the failures of Fichte and the merits of Hegel, but also that
between the merits of Fichte and the failures of HegeJ:'" In other words, there is
no unilateral progress in German Idealism: each of its four great names (Kant,
94 G. W F. Hegel, Hegel's Science of Logic, Atlantic Highlands: Humanities Press
International 1989, p. 402. Various nationalist movements with their striving to «return
to the origins" are exemplary here: it is the very return to the "lost origins" which
literally constitutes what was lost, and, in this sense, the Nation/notion-as a spiritual
substance-is the "product of itself'
95 Henrich, Between Kant and Hegel, p. 330.
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Fichte, Schelling, Hegel) struggled with a fundamental problem and ultimately
failed to resolve it, but this does not mean that each linear successor resolved
his predecessor's problell1 in a move of A ujh ebung-rather, the successor radi
cally changed the field, so that the problem itself disappeared. Fichte "missed
the point" of Kant's thought; Schelling and Hegel "missed the point" of Fichte's
(and of each other's).
Measured by his own inherent standards, the passage in Fichte from the
self-positing subject to its ground (God as infinite Life) is not a compromise,
a withdrawal from his earlier assertion of radical subjectivity, but a necessary
consequence of thinking through the implications of the very notion of sub
jectivity. The subject is not only or principally the active agent who "posits"
(creates, dominates, exploits) objectivity (Heidegger), but a site of "abstraction;'
tearing apart the links of organic totality, illusion, finitude-of what we refer to
as "merely subjective." Subject only emerges as a gap in substance, as an effect
of its incompleteness/inconsistency. This is what Hegel celebrates as the absolute
power of Understanding: "The action of separating the elements is the exercise
of the force of Understanding, the most astonishing and greatest of all powers, or
rather the absolute power:' This celebration is in no way qualified; that is, Hegel's
point is not that this power is nonetheless later "sublated" into a subordinate
moment of the unifying totality of Reason. The problem with Understanding is
rather that it does not unleash this power to the end, that it takes it as external
to the thing itself-like, in the above-quoted passage from the Phenomenology,
the standard notion that it is merely our Understanding ("mind") that separates
in its imagination what in "reality" belongs together, so that the Understanding's
"absolute power" is ll1erely the power of our imagination which in no way con
cerns the reality of the thing analyzed. We pass from Understanding to Reason
not when this analyzing, or tearing apart, is overcome in a synthesis which
brings us back to the wealth of reality, but when this "tearing apart" is displaced
from being "merely a power of our mind" onto things themselves, as their inher
ent power of negativity.-And the key dialectical insight is that the "synthesis;'
the bringing-together of what was torn apart by Understanding, is the absolute,
most radical, act of tearing apart-a violent imposition of unity.
Henrich correctly locates Hegel's great breakthrough, the moment "Hegel
became Hegel;' at the precise point where he dropped the "methodological
distinction between the critical and the systematic discourses ( reflectionis and
rationis);'" between the critical analysis of the notions of Understanding and
the positive deployment of the categories in the guise of a constructive system
of Reason: the positive system of Reason is nothing but the "way towards itself"
through the diaiectical analysis of the categories of Understanding. He also
96 Ibid., p. 313.
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correctly claims that this tension nonetheless persists in the guise of the differ
ence between the Phenomenology of Spirit and the Science of LOgic: how does
the Phenomenology relate to the system? Is it an external introduction to it or
part of it? The problem is not only an abstract one; it gets complicated by the
fact that many of the analyses of the Phenomenology are (sometimes almost
verbatim) included in the system (for example, the dialectic of the struggle of
consciousness[es] for recognition reappears at the beginning-second chapter
of part one-of the Philosophy of Spirit)
What makes Henrich's reflections so interesting is that he relies on them
in his critique of Marx (and of Marx's critique of Hegel); his basic claim is that
Marx's project of the critique of ideology "depends on the conceptual apparatus
of the Phenomenology of Spirit;' which is why, in his critique of Hegel's Philosophy
of Right, Marx cannot properly get Hegel's notion of the State (which already
presupposes the notional structure of the Science of Logic)." The problem Hegel
struggles with in his Philosophy of Right is that a fully realized autonomy and
freedom do not consist only in
accepting and following the will's own law, but also involve requiring that there be
a reality that corresponds structurally to the will's own structure . . . Hegel's answer
is that it is the rational state whose good constitution respects the freedom of its
citizens. This is the structure in reality that corresponds to the internal structure of
the will,98

For this precise reason, a state is not only an instrument of civil society des
tined to guarantee the satisfaction of its subjects' particular needs: the subjects
do not accept the laws of their rational state "because it proVides for the fulfIll
ment of all the needs of the natural individual. Instead, the will accepts the state
because only with reference to it can the self-reference of the will's own structure
be completed:'" Henrich's critique of Marx should thus in no way be dismissed
as a proof that he "remains caught up in bourgeois ideology:'
The Marxist analysis of the state as a structure of class domination (and, in
this sense, as an instrument of civil society) misses the crucial problem Hegel
was struggling with, "leaving the objective issue between Hegel's institutionalism
of freedom and socialism (with its spontaneity) entirely unsettled:" " The price
paid for this neglect was that the problem returned with a vengeance in the guise
of the Stalinist "totalitarian" state.
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Part 2
THE THING ITSELF: HEGEL

C HA P T E R 4

Is It Still Possible to B e a Hegelian Today?

The main feature of historical thought proper is not "mobilism" (the motif of
the fluidification or historical relativization of all forms of life), but the full
endorsement of a certain impossibility: after a true historical break, one simply
cannot return to the past, or go on as if nothing happened-even if one does,
the same practice will have acquired a radically changed meaning. Adorno pro
vided a nice example with Schoenberg's atonal revolution: after it took place,
it was (and is), of course, possible to go on composing in the traditional tonal
way, but the new tonal music has lost its innocence, since it is already "medi
ated" by the atonal break and thus functions as its negation. This is why there is
an irreducible element of kitsch in twentieth-century tonal composers such as
Rachmaninov-something of a nostalgic clinging to the past, something fake,
like the adult who tries to keep alive the na"ive child within. And the same goes
for all other domains: with the emergence of Platds philosophical analysis of
notions, mythical thought loses its immediacy, any revival of it becomes fake;
after Christianity, revivals of paganism become nostalgic simulacra.
Writing, thinking, or composing as if a Rupture has not occurred is more
ambiguous than it may appear and cannot be reduced to a non-historical denial.
Badiou once famously wrote that what unites him with Deleuze is that they are
both classical philosophers for whom Kant, the Kantian break, did not happen
but is this really so? Maybe this holds for Deleuze, but definitely not for Badiou.'
Nowhere is this clearer than in their different handling of the Event. For Deleuze,
an Event really is a pre-Kantian cosmological One which generates a multitude,
which is why the Event is absolutely immanent to reality, while the Badiouian
Event is a break in the order of being (transcendentally constituted phenomenal
reality), the intrusion of a radically heterogeneous ("noumenal") order, so that
we are clearly in (post -) Kantian space. This is why one can even define Badiou's
systematic philosophy (developed in his last masterpiece, Logics of Worlds) as
Kantianism reinvented for the epoch of radical contingency: instead of one
1 Even with Deleuze, one can claim that his Spinoza is a post-Kantian Spinoza, a
Spinoza imperceptibly re-read through a post-Kantian frame. Deleuze does something
like Fellini in Satyricon, where he stages the Roman pagan universe the way it appears
retrospectively, from the Christian standpoint-with the underlying idea that one can
really grasp what paganism was only in this retrospective way.
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transcendentally constitnted reality, we get a multiplicity of worlds, each delin
eated by its transcendental matrix, a multiplicity which cannot be mediated!
unifIed into a single larger transcendental frame; instead .of the moral Law, we
get fidelity to the Truth-Event, which is always specific with regard to a partinl
lar situation of a World.
Is not Hegel's speculative idealism the exemplary case of such a properly
historical impossibility? Can one still be a Hegelian after the post-Hegelian
break with traditional metaphysics which occurred more or less simultaneously
in the works of Schopenhauer, Kierkegaard, and Marx? After all this, is there
not something inherently false in advocating a Hegelian "absolute Idealism"?
Will not any re-affirmation of Hegel fall victim to the same anti-historical illu
sion, by-paSSing the impossibility of being a Hegelian after the post-Hegelian
break, writing as if that break had not happened? Here, however, one should
complicate things a little bit: under certain conditions, one can and should write
as if a break had not happened. What are these conditions? To put it simply
and directly: when the break in question is not a true but a false break, in fact
one which obliterates the true break, the true point of impossibility. Our wager
is that this, preCisely, is what happened with the "official" post -Hegelian anti
philosophical break (Schopenhauer-Kierkegaard-Marx): although it presents
itself as a break with idealism as embodied in its Hegelian climax, it ignores
a crucial dimension of Hegel's thonght; that is, it ultimately amounts to a des
perate attempt to go on thinking as if Hegel had not happened. The hole left by
this absence of Hegel is then, of course, filled in with the ridiculous caricature
of Hegel the "absolute idealist" who "possessed Absolute Knowledge:' The
re-assertion of Hegel's speculative thought is thus not what it may appear to
be-a denial of the post-Hegelian break-but rather a bringing-forth of that
very dimension whose denial sustains the post -Hegelian break itself.

HEGEL VERSUS NIETZSCHE
Let us develop this point apropos of Gerard Lebrun's posthumously published
L'envers de la dialectique, one of the most convincing and forceful attempts
to demonstrate the impossibility of being Hegelian today-and, for Lebrun,
"today" stands under the sign of Nietzsche.'
Lebrun accepts that one cannot "refute" Hegel: the machinery of his dialec
tics is so all-encompassing that nothing is easier for Hegel than to demonstrate
2 See Gerard Lebrun, L'envers de La dialectique: Hegel a la lumiere de Nietzsche, Paris: Seuil
2004. The irony is that, three decades earlier, Lebrun published one of the greatest books
on Hegel, defending him against his critics: La patience du concept (Paris: Gallimard
1973).
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triumphantly how all such refutations are inconsistent, to turn them against
themselves ("one cannot refute an eye disease;' as Lebrun quotes Nietzsche
approvingly). Most ridiculous among such critical refutations is, of course,
the standard Marxist-evolutionist idea that there is a contradiction between
Hegel's dialectical method-which demonstrates how every fIxed determina
tion is swept away by the movement of negativity, how every determinate shape
fInds its truth in its annihilation-and Hegel's system: if the destiny of every
thing is to pass away in the eternal movement of self-sublation, does the same
not hold for the system itself? Is not Hegel's own system a temporary, histori
cally relative formation which will be overcome by the progress of knowledge?
Anyone who fInds such a refutation convincing is not to be taken seriously as a
reader of Hegel.
How, then, can one move beyond Hegel? Lebrun's solution goes by way
of Nietzschean historical philology: one should bring to light the "eminently
infra-rational" lexical choices which are grounded in how living beings cope
with threats to their vital interests. Before Hegel sets in motion his dialecti
cal machinery, which "swallows up" all content and elevates it to its truth by
destroying it in its immediate being, a complex network of semantic decisions
has already been taken imperceptibly. In uncovering these, one begins to "unveil
the obverse of the dialectics. Dialectics is also partial. It also obfuscates its pre
suppositions. It is not the meta-discourse it pretends to be with regard to the
philosophies of 'Understanding:" Lebrun's Nietzsche is decidedly anti-Heideg
gerian: for Lebrun, Heidegger re-philosophizes Nietzsche by way of interpreting
the Will to Power as a new ontological First Principle. More than Nietzschean,
Lebrun's approach may appear Foucauldian: what he aims at is an "archaeology
of the Hegelian knowledge;' its genealogy in concrete life-practices.
But is Lebrun's "philological" strategy radical enough in philosophical
terms? Does it not amount to a new version of historicist hermeneutics or,
rather, of a Foucauldian succession of epochal epistemi? Does this not, if not
legitimize, at least render understandable Heidegger's re-philosophization of
Nietzsche? That is to say, one should raise the question of the ontological status
of the "power" which sustains particular "philological" confIgurations-for
Nietzsche himself, it is the Will to Power; for Heidegger, it is the abyssal game of
"there is" which "sends" different epochal confIgurations of the disclosure of the
world. In any case, one cannot avoid ontology: historicist hermeneutics cannot
stand on its own. Heidegger's history of Being is an attempt to elevate historical
(not historicist) hermeneutics directly into transcendental ontology: there is for
Heidegger nothing behind or beneath what Lebrun calls infra-rational semantic
choices; they are the ultimate fact/horizon of our being. Heidegger, however,
3 Lebrun, Vmvers de la diale,tique. p. 23.
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leaves open what one might call the antic question: there are obscure hints all
through his work of a "reality" which persists out there prior to its ontological
disclosure. That is to say, Heidegger in no way equates the epochal disclosure of
Being with any kind of "creation"-he repeatedly concedes as an un-problematic
fact that, even prior to their epochal disclosure or outside it, things somehow
"are" (persist) out there, although they do not yet "exist" in the full sense ofbeing
disclosed "as such;' as part of a historical world. But what is the status of this
ontic persistence outside of ontological disclosure?4
From the Nietzschean standpoint, there is more in the "infra-rational"
semantic decisions than the fact that every approach to reality has to rely on
a pre-existing set of herrneneutic "prejudices" or, as Heidegger would have put
it, on a certain epochal disclosure of being: these decisions effectuate the vital
pre-reflexive strategy ohhe Will to Power. For such an approach, Hegel remains
a profoundly Christian thinker, a nihilist whose basic strategy is to repackage a
profound defeat, the withdrawal from life in all its painful vitality, as a triumph
of the absolute Subject. That is to say, from the standpoint of the Will to Power,
the effective content of the Hegelian process is one long story of defeats and
withdrawals, of sacrifices of vital self-assertion: again and again, one has to
renounce vital engagement as still too "immediate" and "particular:' Exemplary
is here Hegel's passage from the Revolutionary Terror to the Kantian morality:
the utilitarian subject of civil society, the subject who wants to reduce the State to
being the guardian of his private safety and well-being, has to be crushed by the
Terror of the revolutionary State which can annihilate him at any moment for
no reason whatsoever (the subject is not punished for something he has done,
for some particular content or act, but for the very fact of being an independent
individual opposed to the universal)--this Terror is his "truth:' So how do we
pass from Revolutionary Terror to Kant's autonomous and free moral snbject?
By way of what, in more contemporary language, one could call a full identifi
cation with the aggressor: the subject should recognize in the external Terror,
in this negativity which constantly threatens to annihilate him, the very core
of his (universal) subjectivity: in other words, he should fully identify with it.
Freedom is thus not freedom from a Master, but the replacement of one Master
with another: the external Master is replaced with an internal one. The price
for this identification is, of course, the sacrifice of all "pathological" particular
content-duty should be accomplished "for the sake of duty:'
4 And, incidentally, Lacan's prima facie weird decision to stick to the term "subject"
in spite of Heidegger's ,yell-known critique of subjectivity is grounded precisely in this
obscure excess of the ontic over its ontological disclosure: "subject" is for Lacan not the
self-present autonomous agent reducing the whole of reality to its object, but a pathetic
subject, that which suffers, which pays the price for being the site of the ontological
disclosure in antic flesh -the price whose Freudian name is, of course, "castration,"
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Lebrun demonstrates how this same logic holds also for language:
State and language are two complementary figures of the Subject's accomplishment:
here as well as there, the sense that I am and the sense that I enunciate are submitted
to the same imperceptible sacrifice of what appeared to be our "self" in the illusion
of immediacy.5

Hegel was right to point out again and again that, when one talks, one always
dwells in the universal-which means that, with its entry into language, the
subject loses its roots in the concrete life world. To put it in more pathetic terms,
the moment I start to talk, I am no longer the sensually concrete I, since I am
caught up in an impersonal mechanism which always makes me say something
different from what I wanted to say-as the early Lacan liked to say, I am not
speaking, I am being spoken by language. This is one way to understand what
Lacan called "symbolic castration" : the price the subject pays for its "transub
stantiation" from being the agent of a direct animal vitality to being a speaking
subject whose identity is kept apart from the direct vitality of passions.
A Nietzschean reading easily discerns in this reversal of Terror into autono
mous morality a desperate strategy of turning defeat into triumph: instead of
herOically fighting for one's vital interests, one pre-emptively declares total sur
render and gives up all content. Lebrun is here well aware how unjustified the
standard critique of Hegel is according to which the dialectical reversal of utter
negativity into a new higher positivity, of catastrophe into triumph, functions as
a kind of deus ex machina, precluding the possibility that the catastrophe might
be the fmal outcome of the process-the well-known common-sense argument:
"But what if there is no reversal of negativity into a new positive order? " This
argument misses the point, which is that this is, precisely, what happens in the
Hegelian reversal: there is no real reversal of defeat into triumph but only a
purely formal shift, a change of perspective, which tries to present defeat itself
as a triumph. Nietzsche's point is that this triumph is a fake, a cheap magician's
trick, a consolation prize for losing all that makes life worth living: the real loss
of vitality is supplemented by a lifeless specter. In Lebrun's Nietzschean reading,
Hegel thus appears as a kind of atheist Christian philosopher: like Christianity,
he locates the "truth" of all terrestrial finite reality in its (self-)annihilation
reality reaches its truth only through/in its self-destruction; unlike Christianity,
Hegel is well aware that there is no Other World in which we will be repaid for
our terrestrial losses: transcendence is absolutely immanent, what is "beyond"
finite reality is nothing but the immanent process of its self-overcoming. Hegel's
name for this absolute immanence of transcendence is "absolute negativity:' as
5 Lebrun, L.envers de la dialectique, p. 83.
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he makes clear in an exemplary way in the djalectics of Master and Servant: the
Servant's secure particular/flnite identity is unsettled when, in experiencing the
fear of death during his confrontation with the Master, he gets a whiff of the infi
nite power of negativity; through this experience, the Servant is forced to accept
the worthlessness of his particular Self:
For this consciousness was not in peril and fear for this element or that, nor for this
or that moment of time, it was afraid for its entire being; it felt the fear of death,
the sovereign master. It has been in that experience melted to its inmost soul, has
trembled throughout its every fibre, and all that was fixed and steadfast has quaked
within it. This complete perturbation of its entire substance, this absolute dissolu
tion of all its stability into fluent continuity, is, however, the simple, ultimate nature
of self-consciousness, absolute negativity, pure self-relating existence, which conse
quently is involved in this type of cOllsciousness.6

What, then, does the Servant get in exchange for renouncing all the wealth of
his particular Self? Nothing-in overcoming his particular terrestrial Self, the
Servant does not reach a higher level of a spiritual Self; all he has to do is to
shift his position and recognize in (what appears to him as) the overwhelm
ing power of destruction which threatens to obliterate his particular identity
the absolute negativity which forms the very core of his own Self. In short, the
subject has to fully identify with the force that threatens to wipe him out: what
he feared in fearing death was the negative power of his own Self. There is thus
no reversal of negativity into positive greatness-the only "greatness" here is
this negatiVity itself Or, with regard to suffering: Hegel's point is not that the
suffering brought about by the alienating labor of renunciation is an interme
diary moment that must be patiently endured while we wait for our reward at
the end of the tunnel-there is no prize or profit to be gained at the end for our
patient subruission; suffering and renunciation are their own reward, all that
has to be done is to change our subjective position, to renounce our desper
ate clinging to our finite Selves with their "pathological" desires, to purify our
Selves towards their universality. This is also how Hegel explains the overcoming
of tyranny in the history of states: "One says that tyranny is overturned by the
people because it is undignified, shameful, etc. In reality, it disappears simply
because it is superfluous:" It becomes superfluous when people no longer need
the external force of the tyrant to make them renounce their particular interests,
but when they become "universal citizens" by directly identifying the core of
their being with this universality-in short, people no longer need the external
6 G. W. F. Hegel, Phenomenology of Mind, second revised edition, trans. J. B. Baillie,
Mineola: Dover 2003, p. no.
7 G. W. F. Hegel, Jenaer Realphilosophie, Hamburg; Felix Meiner Verlag 1969, pp. 247-8.
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master when they are educated into doing the job of discipline and subordination
themselves.
The obverse of Hegel's "nihilism" (all finite/determinate forms of life reach
their "truth" in their self-overcoming) is its apparent opposite: in continuity with
the Platonic metaphysical tradition, he is not ready to give negativity full rein,
that is, his dialectics is ultimately an effort to "normalize" the excess of negativ
ity. For late Plato already, the problem was how to relativize or contextualize
non-being as a subordinate moment of being (non-being is always a particular/
determinate lack of being measured by the fullness it fails to actualize; there is
no non-being as such, there is always only, e.g., "green" which participates in
non-being by not being "red" or any other color, etc.) . In the same vein, Hegelian
"negativity" serves to "proscribe absolute difference" or "non-being":' negativity
is limited to the obliteration of all finite/immediate determinations. The process
of negativity is thus not just a negative process of the self-destruction of the
finite: it reaches its telos when fmite/immediate determinations are mediated/
maintained/elevated, posited in their "truth" as ideal notional determinations.
What remains after negativity has done its work is the eternal parousia of the
ideal notional structure. What is missing here, from the Nietzschean standpoint,
is the affirmative no: the no of the joyous and heroic confrontation with the
adversary, the no of struggle which aims at self-assertion, not self-sublation.

STRUGGLE AND RECONCILIATION
This brings us back to the incompatibility between Hegel's thought and any kind
of evolutionary or historicist "mobilism" : Hegel's dialectics "in no way involves
the recognition of the irresistible force of becoming, the epopee of a flux which
takes everything with it":
The Hegelian dialectics was often-but superficially-assimilated to a mobilism.
And it is undoubtedly true that the critique of the fixity of determinations can give
rise to the conviction of an infinite dialectical process: the limited being has to dis
appear again and always. and its destruction extends to the very limit of our sight
. . . However, at this leveL we are still dealing with a simple gOing-on (Geschehen) to
which one cannot confer the inner unity of a history (Geschichte).9

To recognize this, to thoroughly reject the "mobilist" topic of the eternal flux
of Becoming which dissolves all fixed forms, is the first step towards dialecti
cal reason in its radical incompatibility with the allegedly "deep" insight that
8 Lebrun, I.envers de la dialectique, p. 218.
9 Ibid., p. l1.
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everything comes out of the primordial Chaos and is again swallowed by it, a
form of Wisdom which persists from ancient cosmologies up to and including
Stalinist "dialectical materialism:' The most popular form of "mobilism" is the
traditional view of Hegel as the philosopher of "eternal strnggle;' popularized by
Marxists from Engels to Stalin and Mao: the well,known "dialectical" notion of
life as an eternal conflict between reaction and progress, old and new, past and
future. This belligerent view, which advocates our engagement on the "progres,
sive" side, is totally foreign to Hegel, for whom "taking sides" as such is illusory
(since it is by deflnition unilateral).
Let lIS take social struggle at its most violent: war. What interests Hegel is
not struggle as such, but the way the "truth" of the engaged positions emerges
through it, namely how the warring parties are "reconciled" through their mutual
destruction. The true (spiritual) meaning of war is not honor, victory, defense,
etc., but the emergence of absolute negativity (death) as the absolute Master
which reminds us of the false stability of our organized, finite lives. War serves
to elevate individuals to their "truth" by making them renounce their particular
self�interests and identify with the State's universality. The true enemy is not the
enemy we are fighting but our own flnitude-recall Hegel's acerbic remark on
how easy it is to proclaim the vanity of Ollr finite terrestrial existence, but how
much more difficult it is to accept when enforced by a wild enemy soldier who
breaks into our home and starts to slice up members of our family with a saber.
In philosophical terms, Hegel's point here concerns the primacy of "self,
contradiction" over the external obstacle (or enemy). We are not flnite and
self-inconsistent because our activity is always thwarted by external obstacles;
we are thwarted by external obstacles because we are finite and inconsistent.
In other words, what the subject engaged in a struggle perceives as the enemy,
the external obstacle he has to overcome, is the materialization of the subject's
irnmanent inconsistency: the struggling subject needs the figure of the enelny to
sustain the illusion of his own consistency, his very identity hinges on his oppos
ing the enemy, so much so that his (eventual) victory amounts to his own defeat
or disintegration. As Hegel likes to pllt it, in fighting the external enemy, one
(unknowingly) flghts one's own essence. So, far from celebrating engaged strug'
gle, Hegel's point is rather that every embattled position, every taking of sides,
bas to rely on a necessary illusion (the illusion that, once the enemy is anni,
hilated, I will achieve the flJ!1 realization of my being). This brings us to what
would have been a properly Hegelian notion of ideology: the misapprehension
of the condition of possibility (of what is an inherent constituent of yom posi,
tion) as the condition of impossibility (as an obstacle which prevents your full
realization)-tbe ideological subject is unable to grasp how his entire identity
hinges on what he perceives as tbe disturbing obstacle. This notion of ideology
is not just an abstract mental exercise: it fits perfectly with fascist anti-Selnitism
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a s the most elementary form o f ideology-one i s even tempted t o say: as ideol
ogy as such, kat' exochen. 'The anti-Semitic figure of the Jew, the foreign intruder
who disturbs and corrupts the harmony of the social order, is ultimately a fetish
istic objectivization, a stand-in, for the "inconSistency" of the social order itself,
for the immanent antagonism ("class struggle") which generates the dynamic of
its instability.
Hegel's interest in the "conflict of the opposites" is thus that of the nentral
dialectical observer who discerns the "Cunning of Reason" at work in struggle:
a subject engages in struggle, is defeated (as a rule, in his very victory), and this
defeat brings him to his truth. We can clearly measure here the distance that sepa
rates Hegel from Nietzsche: the innocence of exuberant heroism that Nietzsche
wants to resuscitate, the passion of risk, of hIlly engaging in a struggle, of victory
or defeat-these are all absent; the "truth" of the struggle emerges only in and
through defeat.
This is why the standard Marxist denunciation of the falsity of the Hegelian
reconciliation (already made by Schelling) misses the point. According to this
critique, the Hegelian reconciliation is false because it occurs only in the Idea,
while real antagonisms persist-in the "concrete" experience of the "real hfe"
of individuals who cling to their particular identity, state power remains an
external cOlnpulsion. Therein resides the crux of the young Marx's critique of
Hegel's political thought: Hegel presents the modern constitutional monarchy
as a rational State in which antagonisms are reconciled, as an organic Whole in
which every constituent flnds, or can find, its proper place, but he thereby obfus··
cates the class antagonism which continues in modern societies, generating the
working class as the "non-reason of the existing Reason;' as the part of modern
society which has no proper part in it, as its "part of no-part" (Ranciere).
What Lebrun rejects in this critique is not its diagnosis (that the pro
posed reconciliation is dishonest, an "enforced reconciliation" [erpresste
Ve rs ohnung] -the title of one of Adorno's essays-which obfuscates the antago
nisms' persistence in social reality), rather: "what is so admirable in this portrait
of the dialectician rendered dishonest by his blindness is the supposition that
he could have been honest:'" In other words, instead of rejecting the Hegelian
reconciliation as false, Lebrun rejects as illusory the very notion of dialectical
reconciliation, renouncing the demand for a "true" reconciliation itself. Hegel
was fully aware that reconciliation does not alleviate real suffering and antag
onisms -his formula from the foreword to his Philosophy of Right is that one
should "recognize the Rose in the Cross of the present"; or, to put it in Marx's
terms: in reconciliation one does not change external reality to fit some Idea,
one recognizes this Idea as the inner "truth" of the miserable reality itself The
10 Ibid., p. 115.
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NIarxist reproach that, instead of transforming reality, Hegel 111 erely proposes
a new interpretation of it, thus in a way misses the point-it is lmocking on an
open door, since, for Hegel, in order to pass from alienation to reconciliation,
we do not have to change reality, but rather the way we p e rceive and relate to it.
The same insight underlies Hegel's analysis of the passage from labor to
thought in the subchapter on Master and Servant in the Phenomenology ofSpirit.
Lebrun is fully justitled in emphasizing, against Kojeve, that Hegel is far from
celebrating (collective) labor as the site of the productive self-assertion of human
subjectivity, as the process of forceful transformation and appropriation of
natural objects, their subordination to human goals. All flnite thought remains
caught in the "spurious intlnity" of the never-ending process of the (trans )for
mation of objective reality which always resists the full subjective grasp, so that
the sUbject's work is never done: 'As an aggressive activity deployed by a finite
being, labor signals above all man's impotence to integrally take possession
of nature."" This finite thought is the horizon of Kant and Pichte: the endless
practieo-ethical struggle to overcome external obstacles as well as the SUbject's
own inner nature. Their philosophies are the philosophies of struggle, while
in Hegel's philosophy, the fundamental stance of the subject towards objective
reality is not that of practical engagement, of confrontation with the inertia of
objectivity, but that of letting- it -be: purifled of its pathological particularity, the
universal subject is certain of itself; it knows that its thought already is the form
of reality, so it can renounce enforcing its projects upon reality, it can let reality
be the way it is.
This is why my labor gets all the more close to its truth the less I work to
satisfy my need, that is, to produce objects I will consume. This is why industry
which produces for the market is spiritually "higher" than production for one's
own needs: in market-production, I manufacture objects with no relation to my
needs. The highest form of social production is therefore that of a merchant: "the
merchant is the only one who relates to the Good as a perfect universal subject,
since the object in no way interests him on behalf of its aesthetic presence or its
use value, but only insofar as it contains a desire of an other:'12 And this is also
why, in order to arrive at the "truth" oflabor, one should gradually abstract from
the (external) goal it strives to realize.
The parallel with war is appropriate here: in the same way that the "truth" of
the military struggle is not the destruction of the enemy, but the sacrifice of the
"pathological" content of the warrior's particular Self its purification into the
universal Self, the "truth" of labor as the struggle with nature is also not victory
over nature, compelling it to serve human goals, but the self-purification of the
laborer itself: Labor is Simultaneously the (trans)formation of external objects
11 Ibid., p. 207.
12 Ibid., p. 206.
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and the disciplinary self-formation/education (Bildung) of the subject itself.
Hegel here celebrates precisely the alienated and alienating character of labor:
far from being a direct expression of my creativity, labor forces me to submit
to artificial discipline, to renounce my innermost immediate tendencies, to
alienate myself from my natural Self:
Desire has reserved to itself the pure negating of the object and thereby unalloyed
feeling of self. This satisfaction, however, just for that reason is itself only a state of
evanescence, for it lacks objectivity or subsistence. Labour, on the other hand, is
desire restrained and checked, evanescence delayed and postponed; in other words,
labour shapes and fashions the thing.'3

As such, labor prefigures thought, it achieves its telas in thinking which no
longer works on an external stuff, but is already its own stuff, or, which no longer
imposes its subjectivelfinite form onto external reality but is already in itself
the infinite form of reality. For finite thought, the concept of an object is a mere
concept, the subjective goal one actualizes when, by way of labor, one imposes
it onto reality. For speculative thought, on the contrary, thought is not merely
subjective, it is in itself already objective-it renders the objective conceptual
form of the object. This is why inner Spirit, certain of itself, "no longer needs to
form/shape nature and to render it spiritual in order to fixate the divine and to
make its unity with nature externally visible: insofar as the free thought thinks
externality, it can leave it the way it is (kann er es lassen wie es ist):" 4
This sudden retroactive reversal hom not -yet to already- is (we never directly
realize a goal-we pass from striving to realize a goal to a sudden recognition
that it is already realized) is what distinguishes Hegel from all kinds of histori
cist tropes, including the standard Marxist critical reproach that the Hegelian
ideal reconciliation is insuftlcient, since it leaves reality (real pain and suffering)
the way it is, and that what is needed is actual reconciliation through radical
social transformation. For Hegel, the illusion is not that of the enforced "false
reconciliation" which ignores the persisting divisions; the true illusion resides
in not seeing that, in what appears to us as the chaos of becoming, the infinite
goal is already realized: "Within the finite order, we cannot experience or see
that the goal is truly achieved. The accomplishment of the infinite goal resides
only in overcoming the illusion [ Tiiuschung-deceptionl that this goal is not
yet achieved."15
13 Hegel, Phenomenology ofMind, p. Ill.
14 G. W. F. Hegel, Vorlesungen uber die Philosophie der Geschichte (Werke, Vol. 12),
Frankfurt: Suhrkamp 1970, p. 323.
15 G. W. F. Hegel, Encyklopiidie del' philosophischen Wissenschaften im Grundrisse, Vol. 1:
Die Logik, Berlin: Dunder and Humblot 1843, p. 384 (§212).
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In short, the ultimate deception lies in the failure to see that one already has
what one is looking for-like Christ's disciples awaiting his "real" reincarnation,
blind to the fact that their collective already was the Holy Spirit, the return of
the living Christ. Lebrun is thus justified in noting that the final reversal of the
dialectical process, as we have seen, far from involving the magical intervention
of a deus ex machina, is a purely formal turnaround, a shift in perspective: the
only thing that changes in the ±lnal reconciliation is the subject's standpoint
the subject endorses the loss, re-inscribes it as its triumph. Reconciliation is thus
simultaneously both less and more than the standard idea of overcoming an
antagonism: less, because nothing "really changes"; more, because the subject of
the process is deprived of its very (particular) substance.
Here is an unexpected example: at the end ofHoward Hawks's classic Western
Red River, a "psychologically unfounded" twist occurs which is usually dismissed
as a simple weakness of the script. The entire film moves towards the climactic
confrontation between Dunson and Matt, a duel of almost mythic proportions,
predestined by fate, as an inexorable conflict between two incompatible subjec
tive stances; in the final scene, Dunson approaches Matt with the determination
of a tragic hero blinded by his hatred and marching towards his ruin. The brutal
fist fight which then ensues is unexpectedly ended when Tess, who is in love
with Matt, fires a gun into the air and shouts at the two men: "anybody with half
a mind would know you two love each other:' A quick reconciliation follows,
with Dunson and Matt chatting like old buddies: this "transition of Dunson from
anger incarnate, all Achilles all the time, to sweetness and light, happily yield
ing to Matt . . . is breathtaking in its rapiditt'" Robert Pippin is fully justified in
detecting beneath this technical weakness of the script a deeper message:
the struggle for power and supremacy that we have been watching . . . has been
a kind of shadow play . . . a fantasy largely staged by Dunson to justify himself.
There never was any great struggle, never any real threat of a fight to the death
. . . The mythic struggle we have been watching is itself the result of a kind of self
mythologization . . . a fantasy narrative frame that is also demythologizing itself in
front of liS.'7

This is how Hegelian reconciliation works-not as a positive gesture of resolv
ing or overcoming the conflict, but as a retroactive insight into how there never
really was a serious conflict, how the two opponents were always on the same
side (a little bit like the reconciliation between Figaro and Marcellina in The
Marriage of Figaro, where they are brought together by the realization that they
16 Robert Pippin, Hollywood Westerns and American Myth, New Haven: Yale University
Press 2010, p. 52.
17 Ibid., pp. 54-5.
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are mother and son). This retroactivity accounts also for the specific temporal
ity of reconciliation. Recall the paradox of the process of apologizing: if I hurt
someone by making an nnkind remark, the proper thing for me to do is to offer
a sincere apology, and the proper thing for her to do is to say something like,
"Thanks, I appreciate it, but I wasn't offended, I knew you didn't mean it, so
you really owe me no apology!" The point, of course, is that despite this flnal
result, one still has to go through the entire process of offering the apology: "you
owe me no apology" can only be said after I have offered an apology, so that
although, formally, "nothing happens;' and the offer of apology is proclaimed
unnecessary, something is gained at the end of the process (perhaps, even, a
friendship is saved).'"
Perhaps this paradox provides a clue to understanding the twists and turns
of the Hegelian dialectical process. Let us take Hegel's critique of the Jacobin
Revolutionary Terror, understood as an exercise in the abstract negativity of
absolute freedom which, unable to stabilize itself in a concrete social order, has
to end in a fury of self-destruction. One should bear in mind here that, insofar as
we are dealing with a historical choice (between the "French" path of remaining
within Catholicism, and thus being obliged to engage in Revolutionary Terror,
and the "Germar!' path of Reformation), this choice involves exactly the same
elementary dialectical paradox as that, also from the Phenomenology of Spirit,
between the two readings of "the Spirit is a bone" which Hegel illustrates by the
phallic metaphor (phallus as the organ of insemination or phallus as the organ
of urination): Hegel's point is not that, in contrast to the vulgar empiricist mind
which sees only urination, the proper speculative attitude has to choose inselni
nation. The paradox is that to choose insemination directly is the infallible way
to miss it: it is not possible to choose directly the "true meaning;' in other words,
one has to begin by making the "wrong" choice (of urination)- the true specula
tive meaning emerges only through the repeated reading, as the after-effect (or
by-product) of the first, "wrong," reading."
And the same goes for social life in which the direct choice of the "concrete
universality" of a particular ethical life world can only end in a regression to
18 A scene in Ernst Lubitsch's wonderful To Be or Not to Be, a short dialogue between
the two famous Polish theater actors, Maria Tura and her self-centered husband Josef�
playfully subverts this logic. Josef tells his wife: "I gave orders that, in the posters
announcing the new play we are starring in, your name will be at the top, ahead on
mine-you deserve it, darling!" She kindly replies: "Thanks, but you really didn't have
to do it, it was not necessary!" His answer is, of course: "I knew you would say that, so I
already canceled the order and put my name back on top ..."
19 This logic of urinationlinsemination holds also for Hegel himself, for the two images
of Hegel: the "corporate organicist Hegel" is the urination aspect, wrong but necessary:
one has to begin the reading of Hegel with the "wrong Hegel;' only in this way can one
arrive at the right one.
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premodern organic society that denies the infinite right of subjectivity as the
fundamental feature of modernity. Since the subject-citizen of a modern state
can no longer accept his immersion in some particular � ocial role that confers
on him a determinate place within the organic social Whole, the only route to
the rational totality of the modern State leads through Revolutionary Terror:
one should rnthlessly tear up the constraints of premodern organic "concrete
universality" and fully assert the inflnite right of subjectivity in its abstract
negativity.
In other words, the point of Hegel's analysis of the Revolutionary Terror
is not the rather obvious insight into how the revolutionary project involved
the unilateral assertion of abstract Universal Reason and was as such doomed
to perish in self-destructive fury, being unable to transpose its revolutionary
energy into a stable social order; Hegel's point is rather to highlight the enigma
of why, in spite of the fact that Revolutionary Terror was a historical deadlock,
we have to pass through it in order to arrive at the modern rational State.
Here also, then, one has to do something (offer an apology, enact a reign of
Terror) in order to see how it is superfluous. This paradox is sustained by the dis
tinction between the "constative" and the "performative" dimensions of speech,
between the "subject of the enunciated" and the "subject of the enunciation": at
the level of the ennnciated content, the whole operation is meaningless (why do
it-offer an apology, go through the Terror-when it is superfluous?); however,
what this common-sense inSight forgets is that only the "wrong" superfluous
gesture creates the subjective conditions which make it possible for the subject
to really see why the gesture is superfluous. It only becomes possible to say that
my apology is unnecessary after I have offered it, to see how the Terror is super
fluous and destructive afier one has gone through it. The dialectical process is
thus more refined than it may appear: the standard notion is that one can only
arrive at the flnal truth along the path of error, so that the errors along the way
are not simply discarded, but "sublated" in the !lnal truth, preserved in it as its
moments. The evolutionary notion of dialectical process tells us that the result is
not just a dead body, that it does not stand alone, in abstraction hom the process
that engendered it: in this process, different moments fIrst appeared in their
unilateral immediate form, while the final syntheSiS gathers them as sublated,
maintaining their rational core. What this standard notion misses is how the
previous moments are preserved precisely as superfluous. In other words, while
the preceding stages are indeed superfluous, we need time to arrive at the point
from which we can see that they are so.
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A STORY TO TELL
How are we to counter this diagnosis of the "disease called Hegel:' which centers
on the dialectical reversal as an elnpty [annal gesture of presenting defeat as
victory? The first observation that imposes itself is that reading "infra-rational"
semantic choices as strategies for coping with obstacles to the assertion ofUfe is in
itself already an "infra-rational" selnantic choice. But more important is to note
how snch a reading subtly perpetuates a narrow view of Hegel which obliterates
many key dimensions of his thought. Is it not possible to read Hegel's systematic
"sublation" of each and every shape of consciousness or social life-form as, pre
cisely, a description of all possible life-forms, with their vital "semantic choices;'
and their inherent antagonisms ("contradictions") ?20 If there is a "semantic
choice" that underlies Hegel's thought, it is not the desperate wager that, retro
actively, one will be able to tell a consistent, all-encompassing and meaningful
story in which every detail will be allotted its proper place, but, on the con
trary, the weird certainty (comparable to the psychoanalyst's certainty that the
repressed will always return, that a symptom will always spoil every figure of
harmony) that, with every figure of consciousness or form of life, things will
always somehow "go wrong:' that each position will generate an excess which
will augur its self�destrnction.
Does this mean that Hegel does not advocate any determinate "semantic
choice;' since, for him, the only "truth" is the endless process of the "generation
and corruption" of deterrninate "semantic choices"? Yes, but on condition that
we do not conceive this process in the usual "mobilist" sense.
How, then, does the truly historical thought break with such universalized
"mobilism"? In what precise sense is it historical and not simply the rejection
of "mobilism" on behalf of some eternal Principle exempted tram the flow of
generation and corruption? The key resides in the concept of retroactivity which
concerns the very core of the relationship between Hegel and Marx: it is the
main reason why, today, one should return from Marx to Hegel and enact a
"materialist reversal" of Marx himself.
To approach this complex issue, let me begin with Gilles Deleuze's notion
of a pure past: not the past into which things present pass, but an absolute past
"where all events, including those that have sunk without trace, are stored and
remembered as their passing away;'" a virtual past which already contains things
20 In this precise sense, the eight hypotheses of the second part of Plato's Parmenides
form a systematic Hegelian exercise: they deploy the matrix of all possible "semantic
choices" in the relationship between the One and Being, with the final "nihilistic"
outcome that there is no ultimate Ground guaranteeing the consistent unity of reality,
i.e., that the ultimate reality is the Void itself.
21 James 'V"illiams, Gilles Deleuze's Difference and Repetition: A Critical Introduction
and Guide, Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press 2003, p. 94.
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which are still present (a present can become past because in a way it is already,
it can perceive itself as part of the past; "what we are doing now is [will have
been] history"). "It is with respect to the pure element of the past, understood as
the past in general, as an a priori past, that a given former present is reproduc
ible and the present present is able to reflect itself."" Does this mean that the
pure past involves a thoroughly deterministic notion of the universe in which
everything that is still to happen (to come), all actual spatia-temporal deploy
ment, is already part of an ilIlInemorial/atemporal virtual network? No, and for
a very precise reason: because "the pure past must be all the past but must also be
amenable to change through the occurrence of any new presene'23 It was none
other than T. S. Eliot, that great conservative, who Ilrst clearly formulated this
link between our dependence on tradition and onr power to change the past:
[tradition] cannot be inherited, and if you want it you must obtain it by great labour.
It involves, in the fJrst place, the historical sense, which we may call nearly indispen
sable to anyone who would continue to be a poet beyond his tv..renty-fifth year; and
the historical sense involves a perception, not only of the pastness of the past, but
of its presence; the historical sense compels a man to write not merely with his own
generation in his bones, but with a feeling that the whole of the literature of Europe
from Homer and within it the whole of the literature of his own country has a simul
taneous existence and composes a simultaneous order. This historical sense, "\vhich
is a sense of the timeless as well as of the temporal and of the timeless and of the
temporal together, is what makes a writer traditionaL And it is at the same time what
makes a writer most acutely conscious of his place in time, of his contemporaneity.
No poet, no artist of any art, has his complete meaning alone. His significance,
his appreciation is the appreciation of his relation to the dead poets and artists. You
cannot value him alone; you must set him, for contrast and comparison, among the
dead. I mean this as a principle of aesthetic, not merely historical, criticism. The
necessity that he shall conform, that he shall cohere, is not one-sided; what happens
when a new work of art is created is something that happens simultaneously to all
the works of art which preceded it. The existing monuments form an ideal order
among themselves, which is modified by the introduction of the new (the really
new) work of art among them. The existing order is complete before the new work
arrives; for order to persist after the supervention of novelty, the whole existing order
must be, if ever so slightly, altered; and so the relations, proportions, values of each
work of art toward the whole are readjusted; and this is conformity between the old
and the new. Whoever has approved this idea of order, of the form of European, of
English literature, will not find it preposterous that the past should be altered by the
22 Gilles Deleuze, Difference and Repetition, trans. Paul Patton, London: Continuum
2001, p. 81.
23 Williams, Gilles Deleuze's Difference and Repetition, p. 96.
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present a s much a s the present i s directed b y the past. And the poet 'who i s aware of
this will be aware of great difficulties and responsibilities
What happens is a continual surrender of himself as he is at the moment to
something which is more valuable. The progress of an artist is a continual self
sacrifice, a continual extinction of personality. There remains to define this process
of depersonalization and its relation to the sense of tradition. It is in this deperson
alization that art may be said to approach the condition of science.2-{

When Eliot says that in judging a living poet "you must set him among the dead:'
he formulates a precise example of De1euze's pure past. And when he writes that
"the existing order is complete before the new work arrives; for order to persist
after the supervention of novelty, the whole existing order must be, if ever so
slightly, altered; and so the relations, proportions, values of each work of art
toward the whole are readjusted:' he no less clearly formulates the paradoxical
link between the completeness of the past and our capacity to change it retro
actively: precisely because the pure past is complete, each new work re-sets its
entire balance. This is how one should read Kafka's critique of the notion of the
Day of judgment as something which will arrive at the end of time: "Only our
concept of time makes it possible for us to speak of the Day of Judgment by that
name; in reality it is a summary court in perpetual session." Every historical
moment contains its own judgment in the sense of its "pure past" which allocated
a place to each of its elements, and this judgment is being constantly rewritten.
Recall Borges's precise formulation of the relationship between Kafka and his
multitude of precursors, from ancient Chinese authors to Robert Browning:
Kaf1<.a's idiosyncrasy, in greater or lesser degree, is present in each of these writings,
but if Kafka had not written we would not perceive it; that is to say, it would not exist
. . . each writer creates his precursors. His work modifies our conception of the past,
as it will modify the future.'5

In the same way, a radical revolution does (what previously appeared as) the
impossible and thereby creates its own precursors-this, perhaps, is the most
succinct definition of what an authentic act is. Such an act proper should be
located in the trilogy (which strangely reflects the "European trinity" of English,
French, and German) : acting out, passage a tacte, Tat-Handlung (Pichte's neolo
gism for the founding gesture of the subject's self-positing in which the activity
and its result fully overlap). Acting out is a hysterical outburst within the same
24 T. S. Eliot, "Tradition and the Individual Talent;' in The Sacred v\lood: Essays on
Poetry and Criticism, London: Methuen 1920, pp. 43-5, 4725 Jorge Luis Borges, "Kafka and His Precursors;' in Other Inquisitions: 1937-1952, trans.
Ruth 1. C. Simms, New York: Simon & Schuster 1964, p. 108.
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big Other; passage a raete destructively suspends the big Other; Tat-Handlung
retroactively rearranges it. As jacques-Alain Miller put it, "the status of the act is
retroactive" :26 a gesture "will have been" an act; it becomes an act if, in its conse
quences, it succeeds in disturbing and rearranging the "big Other:' The properly
dialectical solution of the dilemma "Is it really there, in the source, or did we just
read it into the source?" is thus: it is there, but we can only perceive and state this
retroactively, from the perspective of the present,27
One of the standard procedures of de-fetishizing/de-reifying critique is to
denounce (what appears as) a direct property of the perceived object as the sub
ject's (the observer's) "reflexive determination": the subject ignores how her gaze
is already included in the perceived content. An example from recent theory:
post-structuralist deconstructionism does not exist (in itself, in France), since
it was invented in the US, for and by the American academic gaze with all its
constitutive limitations.�8 In short, an entity like "post-structuralist deconstruc
tianism" (a term not used in France) comes into existence only for a gaze that
is unaware of the details of the philosophical scene in France: this gaze brings
together authors (Derrida, Deleuze, Foucault, Lyotard, and so on) who are
simply not perceived as part of the same episteme in France, just as the concept
of mm nair posits a unity which did not exist "in itself' And in the same way,
the French gaze, ignorant of the ideological tradition of American individual
ist, anti-combo populism, and looking through existentialist lenses, mistook the
heroic-cynical, pessimist-fatalist stance of the noir hero for a SOcially critical
attitude. Likewise, the American perception inscribed the French authors into
the field of radical cultural criticism, thereby conferring on them a feminist, etc.,
critical social stance for the most part absent in France itself. So just as mm noir
26 Jacques-Alain Miller, "Lacte entre intention et consequence;' La cause freudienne 42
(May 1999), pp. 7-16.
27 The traditional definition of a good lover (the one who, by gently playing with my
body, makes me aware ofnew capacities for intense enjoyment) also perfectly exemplifies
the gap between the In�itself and For-itself: the point is neither that the lover merely
brings to the light a capacity to enjoy which is already fully constituted deep within me
but that I am simply unaware of; nor that the lover moulds, actively shapes, my capacity
to enjoy. The point is rather that the lover actualizes that which was already in me in the
status of an In-itself.
28 The prefix "post-" in "post-structuralism" is thus a reflexive determination in the strict
Hegelian sense of the term: although it seems to designate a property of its object-the
change, the cut, in the French intellectual orientation-it effectively involves a reference
to the gaze of the subject perceiving it: "post-" here refers to what went on in French theory
after the American (or German) gaze had been turned its way, while "structuralism"
tout court designates French theory "in itself," before it was noticed by the foreign gaze.
In short, "post�structuralism" is structuralism from the moment it was noted by the
foreign gaze.
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is not a category of American cinema, but primarily a category of the French
cinema criticism and (later) of the historiography of cinema, so too "post
structuralist deconstructionisrn" is not a category of French philosophy, but
primarily a category of the American (mis)reception of the French theorists
designated as such.
This, however, is only the first step, at the level of (external) reflection. In
the next and crucial step, these subjective determinations are developed pre
cisely as not merely "subjective" but as Simultaneously affecting the "thing itself."
The notion of "post -structuralist deconstructionism;' although resulting from a
limited foreign perspective, draws out of its object potentials invisible to those
directly engaged within it. Therein resides the ultimate dialectical paradox
of truth and falsity: sometimes, the aberrant view which misreads a situation
from its limited perspective can, OIl account of this very limitation, perceive
the "repressed" potential of the observed constellation. And, furthermore, the
external lnisperception can sometimes have a productive influence on the mis
perceived "original" itself: forcing it to become aware of its own "repressed"
truth (arguably, the French notion of noir, although the result of a mispercep
tion, exerted a strong influence on later American movie-making). Is not the
American reception of Derrida a supreme example of this productivity of the
external misperception? Although it clearly was a misperception, did it not
have a retroactive but productive influence on Derrida himself, forcing him to
confront ethico-political issues more directly? Was the American reception of
Derrida in this sense not a kind of pharmakon, a supplement to the "original"
Derrida himself--- a poisonous stain-fake, distorting the original but at the same
time keeping it alive? In short, would Derrida still be so "alive" today had it not
been for the American misperception of his work?
Here, Peter Hallward falls short in his otherwise excellent Out of This World,
where he stresses only the aspect of the pure past as the virtual field in which the
fate of all actual events is sealed in advance, since "everything is already written"
in it. 29 At this point, where we view reality sub specie aeternitatis) absolute freedom
coincides with absolute necessity and its pure automatism: to be free means to
let oneself freely flow in/with the substantial necessity. This topic reverberates
even in today's cognitivist debates on the problem of free will. Compatibilists
such as Daniel Dennett have an elegant solution to the incompatibilists' com
plaints about determinism:w when incompatibilists complain that our freedom
cannot be combined with the fact that all our acts are part of the great chain of
natural determinism, they secretly make an unwarranted ontological assump
tion: first, they assume that we (the Self, the Ifee agent) somehow stand outside
reality, then they go on to complain about how they feel oppressed by the notion
29 Peter Hallward, Out of This World, London: Verso Books 2006.
30 See Daniel Dennett, Freedom Evolves, Harrnondsworth: PengUin Books 2003.
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that reality in its determinism controls them totally. This is what is wrong with
the notion of us being "imprisoned" by the chains of natural determinism: we
thereby obh,scate the fact that we are part of reality, that the (possible, local)
conflict between our "free" striving and the external reality that resists it is a
conflict inherent in reality itself That is to say, there is nothing "oppressive" or
"constraining" about the fact that Ollr innermost strivings are (pre)determined:
when we feel thwarted in our freedom by the pressure of external reality, there
must be something in us, some desire or striving, which is thus thwarted, but
where do such strivings come from if not this same reality? Our "free will" does
not in some mysterious way "disturb the natural course of things;' it is part and
parcel of this course. For us to be "truly" and "radically" free would entail that
there be no positive content involved in our free act-if we want nothing "exter
nal" and particular or given to determine our behavior, then "this would involve
being free of every part of ourselves;'e , When a determinist claims that our free
choice is "deterrnined;' this does not mean that our free will is somehow con
strained, that we are forced to act against our will-what is "determined" is the
very thing that we want to do "freely;' that is, without being thwarted by external
obstacles.
To return to Hallward: while he is right to emphasize that, for Deleuze,
ffeedom "isn't a matter of human liberty but of liberation from the human;'"
of fully submerging oneself in the creative flux of absolute Life, the political
conclusion he draws from this seems too facile:
The immediate political implication of such a position . . is clear enough: since a
free mode or monad is simply one that has eliminated its resistance to the sovereign
will that works through it, so then it [ol1mvs that the more absolute the sovereign's
power, the more "free" are those subject to it.,J

But does Hallward not overlook here the retroactive movement on which
Deleuze also insists, namely how this eternal pure past which fully determines
us is itself subjected to retroactive change? We are thus Simultaneously less free
and more free than we think: we are thoroughly passive, determined by and
dependent on the past, but we have the fi'eedom to define the scope of this deter
mination, to (over)determine the past which will determine us. Deleuze is here
unexpectedly close to Kant, for whom I am determined by causes, but I (can)
retroactively determine which causes will determine me: we, subjects, are pas
Sively affected by pathological objects and motivations; but, in a reflexive way,
31 Nicholas Fearn, Philosophy: The Latest Answers to the Oldest Questions, London:
Atlantic Books 2005, p. 24.
32 Hallward, Out a/ This World, p. 139.
33 Ibid.
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we have the minimal power to accept (or reject) being affected in this way, that
is, we retroactively determine the causes allowed to determine us, or, at least,
the mode of this linear determination. "Freedom" is thus inherently retroactive:
at its most elementary, it is not simply a free act which, out of nowhere, starts a
new causal link, but a retroactive act of determining which link or sequence of
necessities will determine us. Here, one should add a Hegelian twist to Spinoza:
freedom is not simply "recognized/known necessity;' but recognized/assumed
necessity, the necessity constituted/actualized through this recognition. So when
Deleuze refers to Proust's description of Vinteuil's music that haunts Swann-"as
if the perf(lrmers not so much played the little phrase as executed the rites nec
essary for it to appear"--he is evoking the necessary illusion: generating the
sense-event is experienced as ritualistic evocation of a pre-existing event, as if
the event was already there, waiting for our call in its virtual presence.
The key philosophical implication of Hegelian retroactivity is that it under
mines the reign of the Principle of Sufficient Reason: this principle only holds
in the condition of linear causality where the sum of past causes determines a
future event-retroactivity means that the set of (past, given) reasons is never
complete and "sufficient," since the past reasons are retroactively activated by
what is, within the linear order, their effect.

CHANGING THE DESTINY
What directly resonates in this topic is, of course, the Protestant motif of predes
tination: far from being a reactionary theological motif, predestination is a key
element of the materialist theory of sense, on condition that we read it along the
lines of the Deleuzian opposition between the virtual and the actuaL That is to
say, predestination does not mean that our fate is sealed in an actual text exist
ing from eternity in the divine mind; the texture which predestines us belongs
to the purely virtual eternal past which, as such, can be retroactively rewritten by
our acts. In predestination, fate is substantialized into a decision that precedes
the process, so that the burden of individnals' activities is not to performatively
constitute their fate, but to discover (or guess) their pre-existing fate. What
is thereby obfuscated is the dialectical reversal of contingency into necessity,
that is, the way the outcome of a contingent process takes on the appearance of
necessity: things retroactively "will have been" necessary.
This, perhaps, would have been the ultimate meaning of the Singularity
of Christ's incarnation: it is an act which radically changes our destiny. Prior
to Christ, we were determined by Fate, caught up in the cycle of sin and its
payment; but Christ's erasure of our past sins means precisely that his sacrifice
changes our virtual past and thus sets us free. When Deleuze writes that "my
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wound existed before me; I was born to embody it;' does not this variation on
the theme of the Cheshire cat and its smile from Alice in Wonderland (the cat
was born to embody its smile) provide a perfect formula for Christ's sacrifice:
Christ was born to embody his wound, to be crucified? The problem is with the
literal teleological reading of this proposition: as if the actual deeds of a person
merely actualize their atemporal-eternal fate inscribed in their virtual idea:
Caesar's only real task is to become worthy of the events he has been created to
embody. Arnor fati. What Caesar actually does adds nothing to what he virtually is.
When Caesar actually crosses the Rubicon this involves no deliberation or choice
since it is simply part of the entire, immediate expression of Caesarness, it simply
unrolls or "unfolds something that was encompassed for all times in the notion of
Caesar:'34

But what about the retroactivity of a gesture whicb (re)constitutes this past itself?
This, perhaps, is the most succinct definition of what an authentic act is: in our
ordinary activity, we effectively just follow the (virtual-fantasmatic) coordinates
of our identity, while an act proper involves the paradox of an actual move which
(retroactively) changes the very virtual "transcendental" coordinates ofits agent's
being-or, in Freudian terms, which not only changes the actuality of our world
but also "moves its underground." We have thus a kind of reflexive "folding back
of the condition on to the given it was the condition for":" while the pure past
is the transcendental condition for our acts, our acts not only create new actual
reality, they also retroactively change this very condition.
This brings us to the Deleuzian notion of the sign: actual expressions are
signs of a virtual Idea which is not an ideal but, rather, a problem Common sense
tells us that there are true and false solutions to every problem; for Deleuze, on
the contrary, there are no definitive solutions to problems, solutions are just
repeated attempts to deal with the problem, with its impossible·real. Problems
themselves, not solutions, are true orfalse. Each solution not only reacts to "its"
problem, but retroactively redefines it, formulating it from within its own spe
cific horizon. Which is why the problem is universal and the solutions or answers
are particular. Deleuze is here unexpectedly close to Hegel: for Hegel, the Idea of
the State, say, is a problem, and each specifle form of the state (Ancient republic,
feudal monarchy, modern democracy . . . ) simply proposes a solution, redefin
ing the problem itself The passage to the next "higher" stage of the dialectical
process occurs precisely when, instead of continuing to search for a solution,
we problematize the problem itself, abandoning its terms-when, for example,
instead of continuing to search for a "true" State, we drop the very reference
34 Ibid., p. 54·
35 Williams, Gilles Deleuze's Difference and Repetition, p. 109.
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to the State and look for a communal existence beyond the State. A problem is
thus not only "subjective;' not just epistelllological, a problem for the subject
who tries to solve it; it is stricto sensu ontological, inscribed into the thing itself:
the structure of reality is "problematic." That is to say, actual reality can only
be grasped as a series of answers to a virtual problem--in Deleuze's reading of
biology, for instance, the development of the eye as an organ must be grasped as
a solution to the problem of how to deal with light. And this brings us back to
the sign�actual reality appears as a "sign" when it is perceived as an answer to
virtual problem: "Neither the problem nor the question is a subjective determi
nation marking a moment of insufficiency in knowledge. Problen1atic structure
is part of objects themselves, allowing them to be grasped as signs."36
This explains the strange way in which Deleuze opposes signs and represen
tations: for common sense, a mental representation directly reproduces the way
a thing is, while a sign just points towards it, designating it with a (more or less)
arbitrary signifier. (In a representation of a table, I "see directly" a table, while its
sign just points towards the table.) For Deleuze, on the contrary, representations
are mediate, while signs are direct, and the task of a creative thought is that of
"making movement itself a work, without interpositions; of substituting direct
signs for mediate representations:')! Representations are figures of objects as
objective entities deprived of their virtual support or background, and we pass
from representation to sign when we are able to discern in an object that which
points towards its virtual ground, towards the problem with regard to which it is
an answer. To put it succinctly, every answer is a sign of its problem. This brings
us to Deleuze's notion of the "blind seer": blind to actual reality, sensible only
to the virtual dimension of things. Deleuze resorts to a wonderful metaphor of
a spider deprived of eyes and ears but infinitely sensitive to whatever resonates
through its virtual web. As Hallward paraphrases it:
Actual or constituted forms slip through the web and make no impression, for the
web is designed to vibrate only on contact with virtual or intensive forms. The more
fleeting or molecular the movement, the more intense its resonance through the
web. The web responds to the movements of a pure multiplicity before it has taken
on any definite shapeY

This brings us to the central problem of Deleuze's ontology: how are the
virtual and the actual related? "Actual things express Ideas but are not caused
by them:'," The notion of causality is limited to the interaction of actnal things
36
37
38
39

Deleuze, D�flerence and Repetition, pp. 63-4.
Ibid., p. 8.
Hallward, Out of This World, p. 118.
Williams, Gilles Deleuze's Difference and Repetition, p.

200.
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and processes; on the other hand, this interaction also causes virtual entities
(sense, Ideas) : Deleuze is not an idealist, Sense is for him always an ineffec
Eve, sterile shadow accompanying actual things. What this means is that, for
Deleuze, (transcendental) genesis and causality are totally opposed: they move at
different levels:
Actual things have an identity, but virtual ones do not, they are pure variations. An
actual thing must change-become something different-in order to express some
thing. vVhereas, the expressed virtual thing does not change"-only its relation to
other virtual things, other intensities and Ideas changes.40

How does this relation change? Only through the changes in actual things which
express Ideas, since the entire generative power lies in actual things: Ideas belong
to the domain of Sense which is "only a vapor which plays at the limit of th ings
and words"; as such, Sense is "the Ineffectual, a sterile incorporeal deprived of
its generative pOWd'4' Think of a group of dedicated individuals fighting for the
Idea of communism: in order to grasp their activity, we have to take into account
the virtual Idea. But this Idea is in itself sterile, it has no proper causality: all
causality lies in the iudividuals who "express" it.
The lesson to be drawn from the basic paradox of Protestantism (how is it
possible that a religion which taught predestination sustained capitalism, the
greatest explOSion of human activity and freedom in history) is that freedom
is neither grasped necessity (the vulgata from Spinoza to Hegel and traditional
Marxists) nor overlooked (ignored) necessity (the thesis of the cognitive and
brain sciences: freedom is the "user's illusion" of our consciousness, which is
unaware of the bio-neuronal processes that determine it), but a Necessity which
is presupposed and/as unknown/unknowable. We know that everything is pre
determined, but we do not know what our predetermined destiny is, and it is
this uncertainty which drives our incessant activity. Freud's infamous statement
"anatomy is destiny" should also be read along these lines, as a Hegelian speCLl
lative judgment in which the predicate "passes over" into the subject. That is
to say, its true meaning is not the obvious one, the standard target of feminist
critique ("the anatomical difference between the sexes directly determines the
different sOcio-symbolic roles of men and women" ) , but rather the opposite: the
"truth" of anatomy is "destiny;' in other words a symbolic formation. In the case
of sexual identity, an anatomic difference is "sublated;' turned into the medium
of appearance/expression-more precisely, into the material support-of a
certain symbolic formation.
40 Ibid.
41 Deleuze, Difference and Repetition, p. 156.
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This is how one should differentiate historicity proper from organic evolu
tion. In the latter, a universal Principle is slowly and gradually differentiating
itself; as such, it remains the calm, underlying, all-encompassing ground that
unities the bustling activity of struggling individuals, the endless process of
generation and corruption that is the "cycle of life:' In history proper, on the
contrary, the universal Principle is caught in an "inflnite" struggle with itself;
that is, the struggle is each time a struggle for the fate of the universality itself In
organic life, particular moments are in struggle with one another, and through
this struggle the Universal reproduces itself; in Spirit, the Universal is in struggle
with itself.
This is why the eminently "historical" moments are those marked by great
collisions in which a whole form oflile is threatened, when the established social
and cultural norms no longer guarantee a minimum of stability and cohesion;
in such open situations, a new form of life has to be invented, and it is at this
point that Hegel locates the role of great heroes. They operate in a pre-legal,
stateless zone: their violence is not bound by the usual moral rules, they enforce
a new order with the subterranean vitality which shatters all established forms.
According to the usual doxa on Hegel, heroes follow their instinctual passions,
their true motifs and goals are not clear to themselves, they are the unconscious
instruments of a deeper historical necessity giving birth to a new spiritual life
form. However, as Lebrun points out, here one should not impute to Hegel the
standard teleological notion of a hidden hand of Reason pulling the strings of
the historical process, following a plan established in advance and using the
passions of individuals as instruments for its implementation. First, since the
meaning of their acts is a priori inaccessible to the individuals who accom
plish them, heroes included, there is no "science of politics" able to predict the
course of events: "nobody ever has the right to declare himself a depositary of
the Spirit's self-lUlowledge:'" and this impossibility "spares Hegel the fanaticism
of 'objective responsibility"'''-in other words, there is no place in Hegel for the
Marxist -Stalinist figure of the communist revolutionary who understands the
historical necessity and posits himself as the instrument of its implementation.
However, it is crucial to add a further twist here: if we merely assert this impos
sibility, we are still "conceiving the Absolute as Substance, not as Subject" -we
are still surmising that there is some pre-existing Spirit imposing its substantial
Necessity on history, while accepting that knowledge of this Necessity is denied
us. To be consistently Hegelian, however, we must take a crucial step further and
insist that historical Necessity does not pre-exist the contingent process of its
actualization, that is, that the historical process is also in itself "open:' undecided
-this confused mixture "generates sense insofar as it unravels itself':
42 Lebrun, L:cnvers de fa dialectique, p. 40.
43 Ibid., p. 41.
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It is people, and they only, who make history; while Spirit explicates itself through
this making . . . The point is not, as in a naIve theodicy, to find a justification for
every event. In actual time, no heavenly harmony resonates in the sound and fury.
It is only once this tumult recollects itself in the past, once what took place is con
ceived, that we can say, to put it briet1y, that the "course of History" is a little bit
better outlined. History runs forward only for those who look at it backwards; it
is linear progression only in retrospect . . . Hegelian "providential necessity" has so
little authority that it seems as if it learns from the run of things in the world which
were its goals.-H

This is how one should read Hegel's thesis that, in the course of the dialectical
development, things "become what they are": it is not that a temporal deploy
ment merely actualizes some pre-existing atemporal conceptual structure�this
atemporal conceptual structure is itself the result of contingent temporal deci
sions. Let us take an exemplary case of a contingent decision whose outcome
defined the agent's entire life-Caesar's crossing of the Rubicon:
It is not enough to say that crossing the Rubicon is part of the complete notion of
Caesar. One should rather say that Caesar is defined by the fact that he crossed the
Rubicon. His life didn't follow a scenario written in the book of some goddess: there
is no book which would already have contained the relations of Caesar's life, for the
simple reason that his life itself is this book, and that, at every moment, an event is
in itself its own narrative.4j

But why should we not then say that there is simply no atemporal conceptual
structure, that all there is is a gradual temporal deployment? Here we encoun
ter the properly dialectical paradox which defines true historicity as opposed
to evolutionist historicism, and which was much later, in French structuralism,
formulated as the "primacy of synchrony over diachrony." Usually, this primacy
was taken to mean the ultimate denial of historicity in structuralism: a histori
cal development can be reduced to the (imperfect) temporal deployment of a
pre-existing atemporal matrix of all possible variations/combinations. This
simplistic notion of the "primacy of synchrony over diachrony" overlooks the
properly dialectical point, made long ago by, among others, T. S. Eliot (see the
long quote above) with regard to how each truly new artistic phenomenon not
only designates a break with the entire past, but retroactively changes this past
itself. At every historical conjuncture, the present is not only present, it also
encornpasses a perspective on the past immanent to it�after the disintegration
of the Soviet Union, say, the October Revolution is no longer the same historical
44 Ibid., pp. 4'-4.
45 Ibid., p. 87·
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event: it is (from the trinmphant liberal-capitalist view) no longer the beginning
of a new progressive epoch in the history of humanity, but the beginning of a
catastrophic swerving off-course of history which reached its end in 1991.
This is the ultimate lesson of Hegel's anti-"mobilism": dialectics has nothing
whatsoever to do with the historicist justification ofa particular politics or prac
tice at a certain stage of historical development, a justification which may then
be lost at a later "higher" stage. Reacting to the revelation of Stalin's crimes at the
twentieth congress of the Soviet Communist Party, Brecht noted how the same
political agent who had earlier played an important role in the revolutionary
process (Stalin) had now become an obstacle to it, and praised this as a proper
"dialectical" inSight�but one should thoroughly reject this logic. In the dialecti
cal analysis of history, on the contrary, each new "stage" "rewrites the past" and
retroactively de-legitimizes the previous one.

THE OWL OF MINERVA
Back to Caesar: once he crossed the Rubicon, his previous life appeared in a
new way, as a preparation for his later world-historical role; that is, it was trans
formed into part of a totally different life story. This is what Hegel calls "totality"
or what structuralism calls "synchronic structure": a historical moment which is
not limited to the present but includes its own past and future, in other words,
the way the past and the future appeared to and from this moment. The main
implication of conceiving the symbolic order as such a totality is that, far hom
reducing it to a kind of transcendental a priori (a formal network, given in
advance, which limits the scope of human practice), one should follow Lacan
and focus on how the gestures of symbolization are entwined with and embed
ded in the process of collective practice. What Lacan elaborates as the "twofold
moment" of the symbolic function reaches far beyond the standard theory of
the performative dimension of speech, as developed in the tradition from ). L.
Austin to John Searle:
The symbolic function presents itself as a twofold movement in the subject: man
makes his own action into an object, but only to return its foundational place to it in
due time. In this equivocation, operating at every instant, lies the whole progress of
a function in which action and lmowledge alternate.46

The historical example evoked by Lacan to clarify this "twofold movement" is
indicative in its hidden references: "in phase one, a man who works at the level of
46 Jacques Lacan, Ecrits: A Selection, trans. Bruce Fink, New York: W. W. Norton &
Company 2002, pp. 72-3.
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production in our society considers himself to belong to the ranks of the prole
tariat; in phase two, in the name of belonging to it, he joins in a general strike:'47
Lacan's (in1plicit) reference here is to Luld.cs's History and Class Consciousness,
a classic Marxist work from 1923 whose widely acclaimed French translation
was published in the mid-1950s. For LulGics, consciousness is opposed to mere
knowledge of an object: knowledge is external to the known object, while con
sciousness is in itself "practicaL" an act which changes its very object. (Once a
worker "considers himself to belong to the ranks of the proletariat;' this changes
his very reality: he acts differently.) One does something, one counts oneself as
(declares oneself) the one who did it, and, on the base of this declaration, one
does something new-the proper mOl1lent of subjective transformation occurs at
the moment of declaration, not at the moment ohhe acL This reflexive nloment
of declaration means that every utterance not only transmits some content, but
also, simultaneously, determines how the subject relates to this content. Even the
most down-to-earth objects and activities always contain such a declarative
dimension, which constitutes the ideology of everyday life.
However, Lukacs remains all too idealist when he proposes simply replacing
the Hegelian Spirit with the proletariat as the Subject-Object of History: Lukacs
is here not really Hegelian, but a pre· Hegelian idealist. ,8 One is even tempted
to talk here of Marx's "idealist reversal of Hegel": in contrast to Hegel, who was
well aware that the mvl of IVlinerva takes wing only at dusk, after the fact
that Thought follows Being (which is why, for Hegel, there can be no scientific
inSight into the future of sOciety)-Marx reasserts the primacy of Thought:
the owl of Minerva (German contemplative philosophy) should be replaced by
the singing of the Gaelic rooster (French revolutionary thought) announcing
the proletarian revolution-in the proletarian revolutionary act, Thought will
precede Being. Marx thus sees in Hegel's motif of the owl of Minerva an indica
tion of the secret positivism of Hegel's idealist speculation: Hegel leaves reality
the way it is.
The Hegelian reply is that the delay of consciousness does not imply a naive
objectivism which claims that consciousness is caught in a transcendent objec
tive process. A Hegelian accepts Lukacs's notion of consciousness as opposed
to mere lmowledge of an object; what is inaccessible to consciousness is the
impact of the subject's act itself; its own inscription into objectivity. Of course
thought is immanent to reality and changes it, but not as fully self-transparent
self-consciousness, not as an Act aware of its own impact. Marx himself none
theless comes close to this paradox of non-teleological retroactivity when, in his
Grundrisse manuscripts, apropos the notion oflabor, he pointed out how
47 Ibid., p. 7348 See Georg Lukacs, History and Class Consciousness, Cambridge, MA: MIT Press 1972.
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even the most abstract categories, despite their validity-precisely because of their
abstractness-for all epochs, are nevertheless, in the specific character of this
abstraction, themselves likewise a product of historic relations, and possess their
full validity only for and vvithin these relations.
Bourgeois society is the most developed and the most complex historic organi
zation of production. The categories which express its relations, the comprehension
of its structure, thereby also allows insights into the structure and the relations of
production of all the vanished social formations out of whose rnins and elements
it built itself np, whose partly still unconquered remnants are carried along within
it, whose mere nuances have developed explicit significance within it, etc. Human
anatomy contains a key to the anatomy of the ape. The intimations of higher devel
opment among the subordinate animal species, hmvever, can be understood only
after the higher development is already known.49

In short, to paraphrase Pierre Bayard, what Marx is saying here is that the
anatomy of the ape, although it was formed earlier in time than the anatomy
of man, nonetheless in a certain way plagiarizes by anticipation the anatomy
of man. The question, however, remains: does Hegel's thought harbor such an
openness towards the future, or does the closure of his System a priori preclude
it? In spite of misleading appearances, we should answer yes, Hegel's thought is
open towards the fnture, but preCisely on account of its closure. That is to say,
Hegel's opening towards the future is a negative: it is articulated in his nega
tive/limiting statements like the famous "one cannot jump ahead of one's time"
from his Philosophy of Right. The impossibility of directly borrowing from the
future is grounded in the very fact of retroactivity which makes the fntnre a
priori unpredictable: we cannot climb onto our own shoulders and see our
selves "objectively;' in terms of the way we fit into the texture of history, because
this texture is again and again retroactively rearranged. In theology, Karl Barth
extended this unpredictability to the Last Judgment itse1t; emphasizing how the
final revelation of God will be totally incommensurable with our expectations:
God is not hidden to us; He is revealed. But what and how we shall be in Christ,
and what and how the World will be in Christ at the end of God's road, at the break
ing in of redemption and completion, that is not revealed to us; that is hidden. Let
us be honest: we do not knmv what we are saying when we speak of Jesus Christ's
coming again in judgment, and of the resurrection of the dead, of eternal life and
eternal death. That with all these there will be bound up a piercing revelation-a
seeing, compared to which all our present vision will have been blindness-is too
often testified in Scripture for us to feel we ought to prepare ourselves for it. For
Karl Marx, Grundrisse: Foundations of the Critique ofPolitical Economy, trans. Martin
Nicolaus, London: Penguin Books 1993, p. 1.05.
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we do not know what will be revealed when the last covering is removed from our
eyes, from all eyes: how we shall behold one another and what we shall be to one
another-men of today and men of past centuries and millennia, ancestors and
descendants, husbands and wives, wise and foolish, oppressors and oppressed, trai
tors and betrayed, murderers and murdered, '-Vest and East, Germans and others,
Christians, Jews, and heathen, orthodox and heretics, Catholics and Protestants,
Lutherans and Reformed; upon what divisions and unions, what confrontations and
cross-connections the seals of all books will be opened; how much will seem small
and nnimportant to us then, how much will only then appear great and important;
for what surprises of all kinds we must prepare ourselves.
We also do not know what Nature, as the cosmos in which we have lived and
still live here and now, will be for us then; what the constellations, the sea, the broad
valleys and heights, which we see and know now, will say and mean then.50

With this inSight, it becomes clear how false, how "all too human;' is the fear
that the guilty will not be properly punished-here, especially, we must abandon
our expectations: "Strange Christianity, whose most pressing anxiety seems to
be that God's grace might prove to be all too free on this side, that hell, instead
of being populated with so many people, might some day prove to be empty!";'
And the same uncertainty holds for the Church itself-it possesses no superior
Imowledge, it is like a postman who delivers the mail with no idea what it says:
"The Church can only deliver it the way a postman delivers his mail; the Church
is not asked what it thinks it is thereby starting, or what it makes of the message.
The less it makes of it and the less it leaves on it its own fingerprints, the more
it simply hands it on as it has received it -and so much the better:';' There is
only one unconditional certainty in all this-the certainty ofjesus Christ as our
savior, which is a "rigid deSignator" remaining the same in all possible worlds:
We know just one thing: that Jesus Christ is the same also in eternity, and that His
grace is whole and complete, enduring through time into eternity, into the new
world of God which will exist and be recognized in a totally different way, that it
is unconditional and hence is certainly tied to no purgatories, tutoring sessions, or
reformatories in the hereafter."

No wonder Hegel formulated this same limitation apropos politics: especially
as communists, we should abstain from any positive imagination of the future
communist society. We are) of course, borrOWing from the future) but how we
50
51
52
53

Karl Barth, God Here and Now, London: Routledge 2003, pp. 45-6.
Ibid., p. 42.
Ibid., p. 49.
Ibid., p. 46.
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are doing so -will only become readabl.e once the future is here, so we should not
put too much hope in the desperate search for the "germs of communism" in
today's society.
Is the ultimate consequence of our awareness of the "retroversive effect"
thus a negative one? Should we limit, reject even, ambitious social actions, since
they always, for structural reasons, lead to unintended (and as such potentially
catastrophic) results? A further distinction has to be drawn here: between the
"openness" of the ongoing symbolic activity which is canght up in the "retro
versive effect;' with the meaning of each of its elements decided retroactively,
and the act in a rnuch stronger sense of the term. In the first case, the unin
tended consequences of our acts are simply due to the big Other, the complex
symbolic network which overdetermines (and thus displaces) their meaning. In
the second case, the unintended consequences emerge from the very failure of
the big Other, that is, from the way our act not only relies on the big Other, but
radically challenges and transforms it. The awareness that the power of a proper
act is to retroactively create its own conditions of possibility should not make us
afraid to embrace what, prior to the act, appears as impossible: only in this way
does our act touch the Real. Replying to Judith Butler's reproach that it is not
clear to what moral or political end his eHort at exploring and problematizing
liberal notions of freedom and justice is directed, Talal Asad offers a wonderful
Hegelian answer:
there can be no abstract answer to this question because it is precisely the implica
tions of things said and done in different circumstances that one tries to understand
. . . one should be prepared for the fact that what one aims at in one's thinking may
be less significant than where one ends up . . in the process of thinking one should
be open to ending up in unanticipated places-·whether these produce satisfaction
or desire, discomfort or horror.'4

We are hee only against the background of this non-transparency: if it were
possible for us to fully predict the consequences of our acts, our freedom would
effectively be only "known necessity" in the pseudo-Hegelian way, for it would
consist in freely choosing and wanting what we know to be necessary. In this
sense, freedom and necessity would fully coincide: I act freely when I know
ingly follow my inner necessity, the instigations that I find in myself as my true
substantial nature. Bnt if this is the case, we are stepping back hom Hegel to
Aristotle, for we are no longer dealing with the Hegelian subject who produces
("posits") its own content, but with an agent bent on actualizing its immanent
potentials, its positive "essential forces;' as the young Marx put it in his deeply
54 Talad Asad, Wendy Brown, Judith Butler, Saba Mahmood, Is Critique Secular?,
Berkeley: University of California Press 2009, pp. 138-9.
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Aristotelian critique of Hegel. VVhat gets lost here is the dialectics of the consti
tutive retroactivity of sense, of the continuous retroactive (re)totalization of our
experience.
Such openness for radical contingency is diHlcult to maintain-even
a rationalist like Habermas was not able to do so. His late interest ill religion
breaks with the traditional liberal concern for tbe humanist, spiritual, etc.,
content hidden in the religious form; what interests him is this form itself: in
particular, among those who really fundamentally believe and are ready to put
their lives at stake for their beliefs, displaying the raw energy and unconditional
commitment missing fronl the anemic sceptical-liberal stance �as if the influx
of such unconditional engagement could revitalize the post-political dessication
of democracy Habermas is reacting here to the same problem as Chantal Mouffe
does with her "agonistic pluralism" -namely, how to reintroduce passion into
politics. Is he not, however, thereby engaged in a kind of ideological vampirism,
sucking the energy from naive believers without being ready to abandon his own
basic secular-liberal stance, so that full religious belief retains a kind of fascinat
ing and mysterious Otherness' As Hegel already showed apropos the dialectic
of Enlightenment and faith in his Phenomenology oISpirit, such an opposition of
formal Enlightenment and hmdamental-substantial beliefs is false, an untenable
ideologico-existential position. What should be done is to hIlly assume the iden
tity of the two opposed moments, which is precisely what apocalyptic "Christian
materialism" can do: it brings together the rejection of divine Otherness and the
unconditional commitment.
It is, however, at this very point-after fully conceding Hegel's radical break
with traditional metaphysical theodicy, and fully admitting Hegel's openness
towards the yet-to-come-that Lebrun makes his critical move. Lebrun's fun
damental Nietzschean strategy is, first, to admit the radical nature of Hegel's
undermining of traditional metaphysics, but then, in a crucial second step,
to demonstrate how this radical sacriflce of metaphysical content saves the
minimal form of metaphysics. The accusations concerning Hegel's theodicy, of
course, fall short: there is no substantial God who writes the script of History
in advance and watches over its realization; the situation is open, truth emerges
only through the very process of its deployment, and so on and so forth-but
what Hegel nonetheless maintains is the much deeper presupposition that, as
dusk falls over the events of the day, the owl 01 Minerva will take wing, that there
always is a story to be told at the end, a story which ("retroactively" and "contin
gently" as much as one wants) reconstitutes the Sense of the preceding process.
Likewise, with regard to domination, Hegel is of course against every fonn
of despotic domination, so the critique of his thought as a divinization of the
Prussian monarchy is ridiculous; however, his assertion of subjective freedom
comes with a catch: it is the heedom of the subject who undergoes a violent
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"transubstantiation" frOlll the individual stuck on his particularity to the uni
versal subject who recognizes in the State the substance of his U\vn being. The
mirror-obverse of this mortification of individuality as the price to be paid for
the rise of the "truly" free universal subj ect is that the State's power retains its
full authority-all that changes is that this anthority (as in the entire tradition
from Plato onwards) loses its tyrannical-contingent character and becomes a
rationally justified power.
The question is thus whether or not Hegel is effectively pursuing a desper
ate strategy of sacrificing everything, all metaphysical content, in order to save
the essential, the form itself (the form of a retrospective rational reconstruction,
the form of authority which imposes on the subject the sacrifice of all partic'
ular content, etc.). Or is it rather that Lebrun himself, in making this type of
reproach, enacts the fetishistic strategy of je sais bien, mais quand meme . . . -"I
know very well that Hegel goes to the end in destroying metaphysical presup'
positions, but nonetheless . . "7 The answer to this kind of reproach talces the
form of a pure tautology which marks the passage from contingency to neces'
sity: there is a story to be told ifthere is a story to be told. That is to say, if; due to
contingency, a story emerges at the end, then this story will appear as necessary.
Yes, the story is necessary, but its necessity is itself contingent.
Nevertheless, is there not a grain of truth in Lebrun's critical point? Does
Hegel not effectively presuppose that, contingent and open as history may be, a
consistent story can always be told after the event? Or, to put it in Lacan's terms,
is not the entire edifice of Hegelian historiography based on the premise that,
no matter how confused the events themselves, a subject supposed to know will
emerge at the end, magically converting nonsense into sense, chaos into a new
order? Recall simply his philosophy of history with its narrative of world history
as the story of the progress offreedom . . . And is it not true that, if there is a lesson
to be learned from the twentieth century, it is that all the extreme phenomena
that occurred in it can never be unified in a Single encompassing philosophi'
cal narrative? One simply cannot write a "phenomenology of the Spirit of the
twentieth century:' uniting technological progress, the rise of democracy, the
failed communist experiment, the horrors of fascism, the gradual end of coloni,
alism . . . But why not? Is this really the case? What if one can and should write
precisely such a Hegelian history of the twentieth century, this "age of extremes"
(Eric Hobsbawm), as a global narrative delimited by two epochal constellations,
with its starting point in the (relatively) long peaceful period of capitalist expan'
sian from 1848 till 1914, whose subterranean antagonisms then exploded with
the First World War, and its conclusion in the ongoing global,capitalist "New
World Order" which emerged after 1990, as a return to a new all-encompassing
system signaling a kind of Hegelian "end of history:' but whose antagonisms
already annOllnce new explosions? Are the great reversals and unexpected
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explosions of the topsy-turvy twentieth century, its numerous "coincidences of
the opposites" -the reversal of liberal capitalism into fascislll, the even more
weird reversal of the October Revolution into the Stalinist nightmare-not the
very privileged stuff which seems to call for a Hegelian reading? What would
Hegel have made of today's struggle of liberalism against fundamentalist faith?
One thing is sure: he would not have simply taken the side of liberalism, but
would have insisted on the "mediation" of the opposites."

POTENTIALITY VERSUS VIRTUALITY
Convincing as it may appear, Lebrun's critical diagnosis of the Hegelian wager
that there is always a story to tell nonetheless once again falls short: Lebrun
misses an additional twist which complicates the image of Hegel. Yes, Hegel
sublates time in eternity-but this sublation itself has to appear as (hinges on)
a contingent temporal event. Yes, Hegel sublates contingency in a universal
rational order-but this order itself hinges on a contingent excess (the State as
a rational totality, say, can only actualize itself through the "irrational" figure of
the king at its head). Yes, struggle is sublated in the peace of the reconciliation
(mutual annihilation) of the opposites, but this reconciliation itself has to appear
as its opposite, as an act of extreme violence. So Lebrun is right in emphasizing
that Hegel's topic of the dialectical struggle of the opposites is as far as pos
sible from an engaged attitude of "taking sides": for Hegel, the "truth" of the
struggle is always, with an inexorable necessity, the mntual destruction of the
opposites-the "truth" of a phenomenon always resides in its self-annihilation,
in the destruction of its immediate being. But Lebrun here nonetheless misses
the paradox proper: not only did Hegel have no problem taking sides (with an
often very violent partiality) in the political debates of his time, his entire mode
of thinking is deeply "polemical" - always intervening, attacking, taking sides,
and, as such, a long way from the detached position of Wisdom observing the
ongoing struggle from a neutral distance, aware of its nullity sub specie aeter
nita tis. For Hegel, the true ("concrete") universality is accessible only from an
engaged "partial" standpoint.
55 And let us not forget that, for Hegel himself, his philosophi cal reconstruction of
history in no way pretends to "cover everything:' but consciously leaves blanks: the
medieval period, for example, is for Hegel one big regression�no wonder that, in his
lectures on the history of philosophy, he dismisses the whole of medieval thought in a
couple of pages, flatly denying any historical greatness to flgures like Thomas Aquinas.
Not to mention the destruction of great civilizations like the Mongols' wiping out so
much of the Muslim world (the destruction of Baghdad, etc.) in the thirteenth century
there is no "meaning" in this destruction, the negativity unleashed here did not create the
space for a new shape of historkal life.
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The Hegelian relationship between necessity and freedom is usually read in
terms of their ultimate coincidence: true freedom has nothing to do with capri
dous choice; it means the priority of self-relating to relating-to-other; in other
words, an entity is free when it can deploy its immanent potential without being
impeded by any external obstacle. From here, it is easy to develop the standard
argument against Hegel: his system is a fully "satmated" set of categories, with
no place for contingency and indeterminacy, for in Hegel's logic, each category
follows with an inexorable immanent .logical necessity from the preceding one,
with the entire series of categories forming a self·enclosed Whole. We can see
now what this argument misses: the Hegelian dialectical process is not this "sat·
mated", self-contained, necessary Whole, but the open and contingent process
through which such a Whole forms itself In other words, the reproach confuses
being with becoming: it perceives as a fixed order of Being (the network of cate·
gories) what is for Hegel the process of Becoming which, retroactively, engenders
its necessity.
The same point can also be made in terms of the distinction between
potentiality and virtuality. Quentin Meillassoux has outlined the can·
tours of a post·metaphYSical materialist ontology whose basic premise is the
Cantorian multiplicity of infinities which cannot be totalized into an all·
encompassing One. He relies here on Badiou, who also pointed out how
Cantor's great materialist breakthrough concerns the status of infinite numbers
(and it was precisely because this breakthrough was materialist that it caused
so much psychiC trauma for Cantor, a devout Catholic): prior to Cantor, the
Infinite was linked to the One, the conceptual form of God in religion and meta·
physics; atier Cantor, the Infinite enters the domain of the Multiple-it implies
the actual existence of infinite multiplicities, as well as an infinite number of
different infinities.56 Does, then, the choice between materialism and idealism
concern the most basic scheme of the relationship between multipliCity and
the One in the order of the signifier? Is the primordial fact that of the multi·
plicity of signifiers, which is then totalized through the subtraction of the One;
or is the primordial fact that of the "barred One"-more precisely, that of the
tension between the One and its empty place, of the "primordial repression"
of the binary signifier, so that multiplicity emerges to fill in this emptiness,
the lack of the binary signifIer? Although it may appear that the hrst version
is materialist and the second idealist, one should resist this easy temptation:
from a truly materialist position, multiplicity is only possible against the back·
ground of the Void-it is only this which makes the multipliCity non ,All. The
(Deleuzian) "genesis" of the One out of primordial multipliCity, this prototype
of "materialist" explanation of how the totalizing One arises, should therefore
56 Alain Badiou, Second manifeste pour la philosoph ie, Paris: Fayard 2009, pp. 127-8.
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be rejected: no wonder that Deleuze is simultaneously the philosopher of the
(vitalist) One.
With regard to its most elementary formal configuration, the couple of
idealism and materialism can also be rendered as the opposition between pri
mordial lack and the self-inverted curvature of being: while, for "idealism;' lack
(a hole or gap in the order of being) is the unsurpassable fact (which can then
either be accepted as such, or filled in with some imagined positive content), for
"materialism;' lack is ultimately the result of a curvature of being, a "perspecti
val illusion;' a form of appearance of the torsion of being. Instead of reducing
one to the other (instead of conceiving the curvature of being as an attelnpt to
obfuscate the primordial lack, or the lack itself as a mis-apprehension of the
curvature), one should insist on the irreducible parallax gap between the two.
In psychoanalytical terms, this is the gap between desire and drive, and here
also, one should resist the temptation to give priority to one tenn and reduce
the other to its structural effect. That is to say, one can conceive the rotary
motion of the drive as a way to avoid the deadlock of desire: the primordial lack!
impossibility, the fact that the object of desire is always missed, is converted into
a profit when the aim of libido is no longer to reach its object, but to repeatedly
tnm around it -satisfaction is generated by the very repeated failure of direct
satisfaction. And one can also conceive desire as a mode of avoiding the cir
cularity of the drive: the self-enclosed rotary movement is recast as a repeated
failure to reach a transcendent object which always eludes its grasp. In philo
sophical terms, this couple echoes (not the couple of Spinoza and Hegel, but) the
couple of Spinoza and Kant: the Spinozan drive (not grounded in a lack) versus
Kantian desire (to reach the noumenal Thing) .
But does Hegel really begin with contingent multiplicity? Does h e not
rather offer a "third way;' through the point of non-decision between desire
and drive? Does he not actually begin with Being, and then deduce the mul
tiplicity of existents (beings-there), which emerges as the result of the Ilrst
triad (or, rather, quadruple) being-nothing-becoming-existent? Here, one
should bear in mind the key fact that, when he writes about the passage from
Being to Nothingness, Hegel resorts to the past tense: Being does not pass
into Nothingness, it has always already passed into Nothingness, and so on.
The first triad of the Logic is not a dialectical triad, but a retroactive evoca
tion of a kind of shadowy virtual past, of something which never passes since
it has always already passed: the actual beginning, the Ilrst entity which is
"really here;' is the contingent multiplicity of beings-there (existents) . To put
it another way, there is no tension between Being and Nothingness which
would generate the incessant passage of one into the other: in themselves,
prior to dialectics proper, Being and Nothingness are directly and immediately
the same, they are indiscernible; their tension (the tension between form and
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content) appears only retroactively, if one looks at them from the standpoint of
dialectics proper.
Such an ontology of the non-All asserts a radical contingency: not only are
there no laws which hold of necessity, every law is in itself contingent-it can
be overturned at any moment. This amounts to a suspension of the Principle of
Sufficient Reason: a suspension not only epistemological, but also ontological.
That is to say, it is not only that we can never get to knmv the entire network of
causal determinations, but this chain is in itself "inconclusive;' opening up the
space for the immanent contingency of becoming-such a chaos of becoming,
subjected to no pre-existing order, is what defines radical materialism. Along
these lines, Meillassoux proposes a precise distinction between contingency and
chance, linking it to the distinction between virtuality and potentiality:
Potentialities are the non-actualized cases of an indexed set of possibilities under the
condition of a given law (vI,hether aleatory or not). Chance is every actualization of
a potentiality for "\vhich there is no univocal instance of determination on the basis
of the initial given conditions. Therefore I will call contingcmy the property of an
indexed set of cases (not of a case belonging to an indexed set) of not itself being
a case of sets of cases; and virtuality the property of every set of cases of emerg
ing within a becoming which is not dominated by any pre-constituted totality of
possibles."
A clear case of potentiality is the throw of a die through which what was already
a possible case becomes a real case: it was determined by the pre-existing order
of possibilities that there is a one in six chance of number six turning up, so when
number six does actually turn up, a pre-existing possible is realized. Virtuality,
on the contrary, designates a situation in which one cannot totalize the set of
possibles, so that something new emerges, a case is realized for which there was
no place in the pre-existing set of possibles: "time creates the possible at the
very moment it makes it come to pass, it brings forth the possible as it does the
real, it inserts itself in the very throw of the die, to bring forth a seventh case, in
principle unforeseeable, which breaks the fixity of potentialities.";; One should
note here Meillassoux's precise formulation: the New arises when an X emerges
which does not merely actualize a pre-existing possibility, but whose actualiza

tion creates (retroactively opens up) its own possibility:
If we maintain that becoming is not only capable of bringing forth cases on the basis
of a pre-given universe of cases, we must then understand that it follows that such
57 Quentin Meillassoux, "Potentiality and Virtuality:' Collapse: Philosophic Research and
Development 2 (2007), pp. 71 ,2.
58 Ibid., p. 74.
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cases irrupt, properly speaking, from nothing, since no structure contains them as
eternal potentialities before their emergence: we thus make irruption ex nihilo the
very concept of a temporality delivered to its pure immanence.59
In this way, we obtain a precise definition of time in its irreduCibility: time is
not only the "space" of the future realization of possibilities, but the "space" of
the emergence of something radically new, outside the scope of the possibili
ties inscribed into any atemporal matrix. This emergence of a phenomenon ex
nihilo, not fully covered by the sufficient chain of reasons, is thus no longer-as
in traditional metaphysics�a sign of the direct intervention of some super
natural power (God) into nature, but, on the contrary, a sign of the inexistence
of God, that is, a proof that nature is not-All, not "covered" by any transcendent
Order or Power which regulates it. A "miracle" (whose formal definition is the
emergence of something not covered by the existing causal network) is thus can··
verted into a materialist concept: "Every 'miracle' thus becomes the manifestation
of the inexistence of God, insofar as every radical rupture of the present in rela
tion to the past becomes the manifestation of the absence of any order capable
of overseeing the chaotic power of becoming:'60
On the basis of these insights, Meillassoux brilliantly undermines the stand
ard argument against the radical contingency of nature and its laws (in both
senses: of the hold of laws and of the laws themselves), namely: if it is so radi
cally contingent, how is it that nature is so permanent, that it (mostly) conforms
to laws? Is this not highly improbable, the same improbability as that of the die
always falling with six face up? This argument relies on a possible totalization of
possibilities/probabilities, with regard to which the uniformity is improbable: if
there is no standard, nothing is more improbable than anything else. This is also
why the "astonishment" on which the Strong Anthropic Principle in cosmology
counts is false: we start from human life, which could have evolved only within
a set of very precise preconditions, and then, moving backwards, we cannot but
be astonished at how our universe was furnished with precisely the right set of
characteristics for the emergence oflife-only a slightly different chemical com
position, density, etc., would have made life impOSSible. This "astonishment"
again relies on the probabilistic reasoning which presupposes a pre-existing
totality of possibilities.
This is how one should read Marx's aforementioned thesis about the
anatomy of man as a key to the anatomy of ape: it is a profoundly materialist
thesis in that it does not involve any teleology (which would propose that man is
"in germ" already present in ape; that the ape immanently tends towards man).
It is precisely because the passage from ape to man is radically contingent and
59 Ibid., p. 72.
60 Ibid., p. 75.
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unpredictable, because there is no inherent "progress" involved, that one can
only retroactively determine or discern the conditions (not "sufficient reasons")
for man in the ape. And, again, it is crucial to bear in mind here that the non-All
is ontological, not only epistemological: when we stumble upon "indetermi
nacy" in nature, when the rise of the New cannot be fully acconnted for by the
set of its pre-existing conditions, this does not mean that we have encountered
a limitation of our knowledge, our inability to understand the "higher" reason
at work here, but, on the contrary, that we have demonstrated the ability of our
mind to grasp the non-All of reality:
The notion of virtuality permits us . . . to reverse the sigl1s, malting of every radical
irruption the manifestation, not of a transcendent principle of becoming (a miracle,
the sign of a Creator), but of a time that nothing subtends (an emergence, the sign
of non-All). We can then grasp what is signified by the impossibility of traCing a
genealogy of novelties directly to a time before their emergence: not the incapacity
of reason to discern hidden potentialities, but, quite on the contrary, the capacity of
reason to accede to the ineffectivity of an All of potentialities which would pre-exist
their emergence. In every radical novelty, time makes manifest that it does not actu
alize a germ of the past, but that it brings forth a virtuality which did not pre-exist in
any way, in any totality inaccessible to time, its own advent.61
For we Hegelians, the crucial question here is this: where does Hegel stand
with regard to this distinction between potentiality and virtuality? On a first
approach, there is massive evidence that Hegel is the philosopher of potentiality:
is not the whole point of the dialectical process as the development from In-itself
to For-itself that, in the process of becoming, things merely "become what they
already are" (or were from all eternity)? Is not the dialectical process the tem
poral deployment of an eternal set of potentialities, which is why the Hegelian
System is a self�enclosed set of necessary passages? This mirage of overwhelm
ing evidence dissipates, however, the moment we fully take into account the
radical retroactivity of the dialectical process: the process of becoming is not
ill itself necessary, but is the becoming (the gradual contingent emergence) of
necessity itself This is also (among other things) what "to conceive substance as
subject" means: the subject as the Void, the Nothingness of self-relating negativ
ity, is the very nihil out of which every new figure emerges; in other words, every
dialectical passage or reversal is a passage in which the new figure emerges ex
nihilo and retroactively posits or creates its necessity.

61 Ibid., p. 80.
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THE HEGELIAN CIRCLE OF CIRCLES
The stakes in this debate-is Hegel a thinker of potentiality or a thinker of
virtuality?-are extremely high: they concern the (in)existence ofthe "big Other"
itself. That is to say, the atemporal matrix which contains the scope of all possi
bilities is one name of the "big Other:' and another is the totalizing story we can
tell after the fact, or the certainty that such a story will always emerge. Nietzsche
reproaches modern atheism precisely for the fact that, in it, the "big Other"
survives-true, no longer as the substantial God, but as the totalizing symbolic
hame of reference. This is why Lebrun contends that Hegel is not an atheist con
veniently presenting himself as a Christian, but effectively the ultimate Christian
philosopher. Hegel always insisted on the deep truth of the Protestant saying
"God is dead": in his own thought, the substantial-transcendent God dies, but
is resurrected as the symbolic totality which guarantees the meaningful con
sistency of the nniverse-in a strict homology with the passage trom God qna
substance to the Holy Spirit as the community of believers in Christianity. When
Nietzsche talks about the death of God, he does not have in mind the pagan
living God, but precisely this God qua Holy Spirit, the community of believers.
Although this community no longer relies on a transcendent Guarantee of a
substantial big Other, the big Other (and thereby the theological dimension) is
still here as the symbolic frame of reference (in Stalinism, say, in the guise of the
big Other of History which guarantees the meaningfulness of our acts ) .
B n t is this shift from t h e living gods of t h e real to t h e dead God of t h e Law
really what happens in Christianity? Is it not tbat this shift already takes place in
judaism, so that the death of Christ cannot stand for this shift, but for something
much more radical-precisely for the death of the symbolic-"dead" big Other
itself? The key question is thus: is the Holy Spirit still a figure ohhe big Other, or
is it possible to conceive it outside of this frame? If the dead God were to morph
directly into the Holy Ghost, then we would still have the symbolic big Other.
But the monstrosity of Christ, this contingent singularity interceding between
God and man, is proof that the Holy Ghost is not the big Other surviving as the
spirit of the community after the death of the substantial God, but a collective
link of love without any support in the big Other. Therein resides the properly
Hegelian paradox of the death of God: if God dies directly, as God, he survives
as the virtualized big Other; only if he dies in the guise of Christ, his earthly
embodiment, does he also diSintegrate as the big Other.
As Christ died on the Cross, the earth shook and darkness descended, signs
that the heavenly order itself-the big Other-was disturbed: not only did some
thing horrible happen in the world, but the very coordinates of the world itself
were shaken. It was as if the sinthome, the knot tying the world together, had
been unraveled, and the audacity of the Christians was to take this as a good
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omen, or, as Mao would put it 111uch later: "there is great disorder under heaven,
the situation is excellent." Therein resides what Hegel calls the "monstrosity" of
Christ: the insertion of Christ between God and man is strictly equivalent to the

fact that "there is no big Other"-Christ is inserted as the singular contingency
on which the universal necessity of the "big Other" itself hinges. In claiming that
Hegel is the ultimate Christian philosopher, Lebrun is thus-to paraphrase T. S.
Eliot-right for the wrong reason.
Only if we bear in mind this dimension can we really see why the Darwinian
(or other evolutionary) critics of Hegel miss the point when they ridicule his
claim that there is no history in nature, that there is history only in human soci
eties: Hegel does not imply that nature is always the same, that forms of vegetal
and animal life are forever fixed, so that there is no evolution in nature�what he
claims is tbat there is no history proper in nature: "The living conserves itself, it
is the beginning and the end; the product in itself is also the principle, it is always
as such active:'62 Life eternally repeats its cycle and returns to itself: substance is
again and again reasserted, children becon1e parents, and so on. The circle here
is perfect, at peace with itself It is often perturbed-horn without: in nature we
do of course have gradual transformations of one species into another, and we
do get clashes and catastrophes which obliterate entire species; but what we do
not perceive in nature is the Universal appearing (posited) as such, in contrast
to its own particular content -a Universal in conflict with itself: In other words,
what is missing in nature is what Hegel called the "monstroSity" of Christ: the
direct embodiment of the arkhe of the entire universe (God) in a singular indi
vidual who walks around as one among the mortals. It is in this precise sense
that, in order to distinguish natural from spiritual movement, Hegel uses the
strange term "insertion": in an organic process, "nothing can insert itselfbetween
the Notion and its realization, between the nature of the genus determined in
itself and the existence which is conformed to this nature; in the domain of the
Spirit, things are wholly differenf'6} Christ is such a figure which "inserts itself"
between God and its creation. Natural development is dominated and regnlated
by a principle, arkhe, which remains the same throughout the movement of
its actualization, be it the development of an organism fr01ll its conception to
its maturity or the continuity of a species through the generation and decay of
its individual members-there is no tension here between the universal prin
ciple and its exemplification, the universal principle is the calm universal force
which totalizes and encompasses the wealth of its particular content; however,
"life doesn't have history because it is totalizing only externally"6'--- it is a
62 G. W. F. Hegel, Vorlesungen ubel' die Philosophie det Religion (Werke, Vol. 16),
Frankfurt: Suhrkamp 1970, pp. 525-6.
ubet die Philosophie der Geschichte, p. 90.
63 Hegel,
64 Lebrun, L'envers la dia/ectique, p. 250.
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universal genus which encompasses the multitude of individuals who struggle,
but this unity is not posited in an individual. In spiritual history, on the con
trary, this totalization occurs for itself; it is posited as such in the singular figures
which embody unjversaHty against its own particular content.
Or, to put it another way, in organic life, substance (the universal Life) is
the encompassing unity of the interplay of its subordinate moments, that which
remains the same through the eternal process of generation and corruption, that
which returns to itself through this movement; with subjectivity, however, predi
cate passes into subject: substance does not return to itself it is re-totalized by
what was originally its predicate, its subordinated moment. The key moment
in a dialectical process thus involves the "transubstantiation" of its focal point:
what was at flrst just a predicate, a subordinate moment of the process (say,
money in the development of capitalism) , becomes its central moment, rell-oac
tively degrading its presuppositions, the elements out of which it emerged, into
its subordinate 1110ments, elements of its self-propelling circulation.
Robert Pippin exemplifies in what sense the Hegelian Spirit is "its own
result" with reference to the finale of Proust's A la Recherche: how does Marcel
flnally "become what he is"? By way of breaking with the Platonic illusion that
his Self can be "secured by anything, any value or reality that transcends the
wholly temporal human world":
It was . . . by failing to become "what a writer is;' to realize his inner "writerly
essence"-as if that role must be some transcendentally important or even a defi
nite, substantial role� that Marcel realizes that such a becoming is important by
not being secured by the transcendent, by being wholly temporal and finite, always
and everywhere in suspense, and yet nonetheless capable of some illumination . . . If
Marcel has become who he is, and this somehow continuous with and a product of
the experience of his own past, it is unlikely that we will be able to understand that
by appeal to a substantial or underlying self, now discovered, or even by appeal to
successor substantial selves, each one linked to the future and past by some sort of
self-regard.65
It is thus only by way of fully accepting this abyssal circularity, in which the search
itself creates what it is looking for, that the Spirit "finds itself' This is why the
verb "failing;' as used by Pippin, is to be given full weight: the failnre to achieve
the (immediate) goal is absolutely crucial to, constitutive of, this process-or, as
Lacan put it: la verite surgi! de la meprise. If, then, "it is only as a result of itself
that it is spirit;'" this means that the standard talk about the Hegelian Spirit

65 Robert Pippin, The Persistence of Subjectivity, Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press 2005, pp. 332-4.
66 HegeJ, Hegels Philosophie des subjektiven Geistes, pp. 6-7.
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which alienates itself to itself� then recognizes itself in its otherness and thus re
appropriates its content, is deeply misleading: the Self to which Spirit returns is
produced in the very movement of this return, or, that to which the process of
return is returning is produced by the very process of returning. In a subjective
process, there is no "absolute subject;' no pennanent central agent playing with
itself the game of alienation and disalienation, losing or dispersing itself and then
re-appropriating its alienated content: after a substantial totality is dispersed, it
is another agent--previously its subordinated moment-which re-totalizes it. It
is this shifting of the center of the process from one moment to another which
distinguishes a dialectical process from the circular movement of alienation and
its overcoming; it is because of this shift that rhe "return to itself" coincides with
accomplished alienation (when a subject re-totalizes the process, its substantial
unity is fully lost). In this precise sense, substance returns to itself as subject, and
this trans-substantiation is what substantial life cannot accomplish.
The logic of the Hegelian triad is thus not the externalization of Essence fol
lowed by the recuperation of the alienated Otherness by Essence, but a wholly
different one. The starting point is the pure multiplicity of Being, a flat appear
ing with no depth. Through self�mediation of its inconsistency, this appearing
constructs or engenders the Essence, the depth, which appears in and through
it (the passage from Being to Essence). Finally, in the passage from Essence to
Concept, the two dimensions are "reconciled" so that Essence is reduced to the
self-nlediation, cut, within appearing itself Essence appears as Essence within
appearing, this is its entire consistency, its truth. Consequently, when Hegel talks
about how the Idea "externalizes" (entausse,.t) itself in contingent appearances,
and then re-appropriates its externality, he applies one of his many misnomers:
what he is actually describing is the very opposite process, that of "internaliza
tion;' the process whereby the contingent surface of being is posited as such,
as contingent -external, as "mere appearance;' by way of generating, in a self
reflective movement, (the appearance of) its own essential "depth:' In other
words, the process in which Essence externalizes itself is simnltaneonsly the
process which generates this very essence: "externalization" is strictly the same
as the formation of the Essence which externalizes itself. The Essence ret
roactively constitutes itself through its process of externalization, through its
loss-this is how one should understand the much-quoted statement of Hegel
that the Essence is only as deep as it is wide.
This is why the pseudo-Hegelian topic of the subject which first exter
nalizes itself and then re-appropriates its alienated substantial Otherness is
to be rejected. First, there is no pre-existing subject which alienates itself by
way of positing its otherness: the subject stricto sensu emerges through this
process of alienation in the Other. This is why the second move-Lacan calls it
separation-in which the subject's alienation in the Other is posited as correlative
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to the separation of the Other itself from its ex-timate core, this overlapping
of two lacks, has nothing to do with the subject integrating or internalizing its
otherness. (However, a problem remains here: Lacan's duality of alienation and
separation obviously also displays the formal structure �f a kind of "negation of
negation;' but how is this redoubled negation related to the Hegelian negation
of negation 1)
Perhaps what is missing in Lebrun is the proper image of a circle that would
render the unique circularity of the dialectical process. For pages, he fights with
different images to differentiate the Hegelian "circle of circles" hom the circular
ity of traditional (premodern) Wisdom, from the ancient topic of the "cycle of
life;' its generation and corruption. How, then, are we to read Hegel's descrip
tion, wliich seems to evoke a full circle in which a thing merely becomes what
it is? "Necessity only shows itself at the end, bnt in snch a way precisely that
this end reveals how it was equally the First. Or, the end reveals this priority
of itself by the fact that, in the change actualized by it, nothing emerges which
was not already there."" The problem with this full circle is that it is too perfect,
that its self-enclosure is double-its very circularity is re-marked in yet another
circular mark.
In other words, the very repetition of the circle undermines its closure and
surreptitiously introduces a gap into which radical contingency is inscribed: if
the circular closure, in order to be fully actual, has to be re-asserted as closure,
this means that, in itself, it is not yet truly a closure-it is only (the contingent
excess of) its repetition which makes it a closure. (Recall again the paradox of
the monarch in Hegel's theory of the rational State: one needs this contingent
excess to actualize the State as a rational totality. This excess is, in Lacanese, that
of the signifier without the signified: it adds no new content, it just performa
tively registers something that is already here.) As such, this circle undermines
itself it only works if we supplement it with an additional internal circle, so
that we get the figure of the "inside-inverted eight" (regularly referred to by
Lacan, and also invoked once by Hegel). This is the true figure of the Hegelian
dialectical process, a figure missing in Lebrun's book.
This brings us Ilnally to Hegel's absolutely unique position in the history of
philosophy. The ultimate anti-Hegelian argument invokes the very fact of the
post-Hegelian break: what even the most fanatical partisan of Hegel cannot deny
is that something changed after Hegel, that a new era of thought began which
can no longer be accounted for in Hegelian terms of absolute conceptual media
tion; this rupture occurs in different guises, from Schelling's assertion of the
abyss of pre-logical Will (vulgarized later by Schopenhauer) and Kierkegaard's
insistence on the uniqueness of faith and subjectivity, through Marx's assertion
67 G. W. F. Hegel, Phanomenologie des Geistes, second edition, Berlin: Dunder and
Humblot 1843, p. 190 (§257).
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of the actual socio-economic life-process, and the full autonomization of the
mathematicized natural sciences, up to Freud's motif of the "death drive" as a
repetition that insists beyond all dialectical mediation. Something happened
here, for there is a clear break between before and after, and while one can argue
that Hegel already announces this break, that he is the last idealist metaphysi·
cian and the first post·metaphysical historicist, one cannot really be a Hegelian
after this break, for Hegelianism has lost its innocence forever. To act like a full
Hegelian today is equivalent to writing tonal music after the Schoenbergian
revolution. Hegel is the ultimate "bad guy" in this grand narrative, his work
the final achievement of metaphysics. In his thought, system and history thor·
oughly overlap: the consequence of the equation of the Rational and the Actual
is that the conceptual system is nothing but the notional structure of history, and
history is nothing but the external deployment of this system.
The predominant Hegelian strategy that is emerging as a reaction to this
scarecrow image of Hegel the Absolute Idealist offers a "deflated" image of Hegel
freed of ontological·metaphysical commitments, reduced to a general theory
of discourse, of possibilities of argumentation. This approach is best exempli·
fied by so·called Pittsburgh Hegelians (Brandom, McDowell), and is ultimately
advocated also by Robert Pippin, for whom the point of Hegel's thesis on Spirit
as the "truth" of Nature "is simply that at a certain level of complexity and organ·
ization, natural organisms come to be occupied with themselves and eventually
to understand themselves in ways no longer appropriately explicable within
the boundaries of nature or in any way the result of empirical observation.""
Consequently, the "sublation" of Nature in Spirit ultimately means that "natural
beings which by virtue of their natural capacities can achieve it are spiritual:
haVing achieved it and maintaining it is being spiritnal; those which cannot are
not."" So, far from describing an ontological or cosmic process through which an
entity called Notion externalizes itself in nature and then returns to itself from it,
all Hegel tried to do was to provide "some manageable account of the nature of
the categorical (if not ontological) necessity for spirit·concepts in making sense
of what these [human] organisms are dOing, saying, and building:'" This kind of
avoidance of full ontological commitment, of course, brings us close to Kantian
transcendentalism-which Pippin willingly concedes, conceiving Hegel's system
as a systematic exposition of all possible forms of intelligibility:
The idea is that the structure "Logic--- Philosophy of nature�Philosophy of spirit"
is an attempt at comprehending the possibility of all determinate intelligibility (the
68 Robert Pippin, Hegel's Practical Philosophy, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press
2008, p. 46.
69 Ibid., p. 53.
70 Ibid., pp. 52-3.
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possibility of representational or conceptual content, of objective purport, whatever
one's most general statement of such possibility amounts to) . . So for the Concept
to be in or to underlie something is to claim that the thing has a principle of intel�
ligibility, it can be rendered intelligible, given an account of, illuminated as what
it truly is, ·INhere intelligibility is itself a logical notion and one inseparable from
self... knowledge, knowledge of what explanatory satisfaction amouuts to. I have
already mentioned the similarity with Kant's Critique-"Metaphysics of Nature"
"Metaphysics of Morals" structure, although for many reasons Hegel would certainly
insist that he is not presenting Kantian-like subjective conditions of intelligibility.
But the issue is still, I am suggesting, intelligibility, a rendering of accounts, and
Hegel clearly believed he could provide something like the comprehensive possibil
ity of any account-giving.�l
The Hegelian passage from Nature to Spirit is thus not a movement in the "thing
itself;' but occurs in the domain of the self-reflective movement of thinking
about nature:
Nature itself, that is, does not "develop into spirif' Thinking through accounts of
nature can be said to lead one to spirit's own standards ("for itself") of account
giving, and therewith to the nature of normative authority in general, the central issue
in our achievement of collective like-rnindedness, in spirit's own self-realization."
If, then, in ontological terms, spirit naturally evolves as a capacity of natural
beings, why not simply endorse materialist evolutionism? That is to say, if
to quote Pippin -"at a certain level of complexity and organization, natural
organisms come to be occupied with themselves and eventnally to understand
themselves;' does this not mean that, precisely, in a certain sense natnre itself
does "develop into spirit"? What one should render problematic is precisely
Pippin's fragile balance between ontological materialism and epistemologi
cal transcendental idealism: he rejects the direct idealist ontologization of the
transcendental account of intelligibility, but he also rejects the epistemological
consequences of the ontological evolutionary materialism. (In other words, he
does not accept that the self-reflection of knowledge should construct a kind
of bridge to materialist ontology, accounting for how the normative attitude of
"accounting for" itselfcould have emerged out of natnre.)
The same ambiguity can be discerned already in Habermas: no wonder he
praises Brandom, since Habermas also avoids directly approaching the "big"
ontological question ("are humans really a subspecies of animals, is Darwinism
true?"), the question of God or Nature, of idealism or materialism. It would be
71 Ibid., pp. 49-50.
72 Ibid., p. 49.
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easy to prove that _Habern1as's neo�Kantian avoidance of ontological cornmit�
ment is in itself necessarily ambiguous: while Habermasians treat naturalism as
an obscene secret not to be publicly admitted ("of course man developed from
nature, of course Darwin was right . . ,") , this obscure secret is a lie, it covers up
the idealistform of their thought (the a priori normative transcendentals of com
munication which cannot be deduced from natural being). While Habermasians
secretly think they are really materialists, the truth resides in the idealist form
of their thinking.
To avoid a tatal misunderstanding: the point is not that one should take sides
and opt for one consistent stance, either evolutionary materialism or speculative
idealism. The point is rather that one should fully and explicitly accept the gap
which manifests itself in the incompatibility of the two stances: the transcen
dental standpoint is in a sense irreducible, for one cannot look "objectively" at
oneself and locate oneself in reality; and the task is to think this impossibility itself
as an ontological fact, not only as an epistemological limitation. In other words,
the task is to think this impossibility not as a limit, but as a positive fact--and
this, perhaps, is what at his most radical Hegel does.
Such a "deflated" image of Hegel is not enough; the post-Hegelian break
must be approached in more direct terms. True, there is a break, but in it Hegel
is the "vanishing mediator" between its "before" and its "after;' between tradi
tional metaphysics and post-metaphysical nineteenth- and twentieth-century
thought. That is to say, something happens in Hegel, a breakthrough into a
unique dimension of thought, which is obliterated, rendered invisible in its true
dimension, by post-metaphysical though!." This obliteration leaves an empty
space which has to be filled in so that the continuity of the development of phi
losophy can be re�established. But, we may ask, fllled in with what? The index of
this obliteration is the absurd image of Hegel as the "absolute idealist" who "pre
tended to know everything;' to possess Absolute Knowledge, to read the mind
of God, to deduce the whole of reality out of the self-movement of (his) Mind
an image which is an exemplary case of what Freud called Deck-Brinnerung
(screen-memory), a fantasy-formation destined to cover up a traumatic truth.
In this sense, the post � Hegelian turn to "concrete reality) irreducible to notional
mediation;' should rather be read as a desperate posthumous revenge of meta�
physics, as an attempt to reinstall metaphysics, although in the inverted form of
the primacy of concrete realityi·'
73 So why did Hegel's thought occur when it did, not earlier or later? It appeared in the
unique historical moment of the passage between the ancient (premodern) and the new
(modern) world-in this in-between. Hegel, for a brief moment, saw something that was
not visible either before or after. Today, we find ourselves in another such passage, which
is why there is a need to repeat Hegel.
74 Another way to deal with this embarrassing excess, this outgruwth of philosophy
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Perhaps, however, we encounter here also the limit of Hegel, although not
in the Nietzschean sense deployed by Lebrun. If life is a substantial universal
ity, is not then what inserts itself in the gap betweeu its Notion and the Notion's
actualization, and what thereby breaks the substantial circularity of life, death?
To put it bluntly: if Substance is Life, is the Subject not Death? Insofar as, for
Hegel, the basic feature of pre-subjective Life is the "spurious intlnity" of the
eternal reproduction of the life substance through the incessant movement of
the generation and corruption of its elements-that is, the "spurious infinity"
of a repetition without progress--the ultimate irony we encounter here is that
Freud, who called this excess of death over life the "death drive;' conceived it
precisely as repetition, as a compulsion to repeat. Can Hegel think this weird
repetition which is not progress, but also not the natural repetition through
which substantial life reproduces itself? A repetition which, by its excessive
insistence, breaks precisely with the cycle of natural repetition?

which fits neither the coordinates of preceding metaphysics nor those of post-Hegelian
"antiphilosophy" (Badiou), is to cast Hegel as a freak who should simply be forgotten
or ignored. To give just one example, from Mehdi Belhaj Kacem: "Hegel is nothing but
a parenthesis-a grandiose one, but still a parenthesis-between Kant and Badiou"
(quoted from Marianne 671, February 27, 2010, p. 24).

INTE R L U DE 1

Marx as a Reader of Hegel, Hegel as a
Reader of Marx
The big political shift in Hegel's development occurred when he abandoned
his early fascination with the Romantic vision of the non-alienated society of
Ancient Greece as a beautiful organic community of love (as opposed to the
modern society of the Understanding, with its mechanical interaction between
autonomous egotistical individuals). With this shift, Hegel began to appreci
ate the very thing that had previously repelled him: the "prosaic;' non-heroic
character of modern societies with their complex division of professional and
administrative labor, in which "no one simply could be heroically responsi
ble for much of anything ( and so could not be beautiful in action):" Hegel's
full endorsement of the prose of modern life, his ruthless dismissal of all
longing for the heroic old times, is the (often neglected) historical root of his
thesis about the "end of art": art is no longer an adequate medium for express
ing such a "prosaic" disenchanted reality, reality deprived of all mystery and
transcendence.2
The young Hegel, especially in his System der Sittiichkeit, was still fascinated
by the Greek polis as the organic unity of individual and society: here, social
substance does not yet stand opposed to individuals as a cold, abstract, objec
tive legality imposed from outside, but appears as the living unity of "customs;'
of a collective ethical life in which individuals are "at home;' recognizing it as
their own substance. From this perspective, cold universal legality is a regres
sion from the organic unity of customs-the regression fronl Greece to the
Roman empire. Although Hegel soon accepted that the subjective freedom of
modernity has to be accepted, that the organic unity of the polis was forever
lost, he nonetheless insisted on the need for some kind of retnrn to a renewed
unity, to a new polis that would offer individuals a deeper sense of social soli·
darity and organic unity beyond the "mechanistic" interaction and individualist
competition of civil society.

1 Robert Pippin, The Persistence afSubjectivity, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press
2005, p. 296.
2 Hannah Arendt's refusal to carry out this shift is what links her to Heidegger: she
rejected the "prosaic" character of modern "bourgeois" life.
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Hegel's crucial step towards maturity occurs when he really "abandons
the paradigm of the polis" by reconceptualizing the role of civil society.' First,
civil society is for Hegel the "state of Understanding;' the state reduced to the
police-apparatus regulating the chaotic interaction of individuals each of whom
pursues his egotistic interests. This individualistic-atomistic notion of freedom
and the notion of a legal order imposed on individuals as an external limita
tion of that freedom are strictly correlative. The need thus arises to pass from
this "state of Understanding" to the true "state of Reason;' in which individuals'
subjective dispositions are harmonized with the social Whole, in which indi
viduals recognize the social substance as their own. The key lTIOVe occurs when
Hegel fully develops the mediating role of civil society: the "system of multi
lateral dependence" whose ultimate modern form is the market economy�in
which particular and universal are separated and opposed, in which every indi
vidual pursues only his private goals, in which organic social unity decomposes
into external mechanical interaction-is in itself already the reconciliation of
the particular and the universal in the guise of the famous "invisible hand" of
the market, on account of which, by pursuing his private interests at the expense
of others, every individual contributes to the welfare of all. It is thus not simply
that one has to "overcome" the mechanical or external interaction of civil society
in a higher organic unity: civil society and its diSintegration plays a crucial
mediating role, so that the true reconciliation (which does not abolish modern
subjective freedom) has to recognize how this disintegration is in itself already
its opposite, a force of integration. Reconciliation is thus radically immanent: it
implies a shift of perspective with regard to what first appeared as disintegra
tion. In other words, insofar as civil society is the sphere of alienation, of the
separation between subjectivity persisting in its abstract individuality and an
objective social order opposing it as an external necessity limiting its fi'eedom,
the resources for reconciliation should be found in this very sphere (in what
appears, "at first sight, as the least spiritual, as the most alienating: the system
of needs"'), not in the passage to another "higher" sphere. The structure here
is that of the Rabinovitch j oke: Rabinovitch wants to emigrate from the Soviet
Union for two reasons: "First, I fear that, if the socialist order disintegrates, all the
blame for the communist crimes will be put on us, the Jews:' To the state bureau
crat's objection: "Bnt nothing will ever change in the Soviet Union! Socialism is
here to stay forever!" Rabinovitch calmly answers: "This is my second reason:'
The true (second) reason can be enunciated only insofar as it is produced as a
reaction to the bureaucrat's rejection of the flrst reason. The civil society version
3 Jean-Fran�ois Kervegan, " 'La vie ethique perdue dans ses extremes . . .' Scission et
reconciliation dans la theorie hegeIienne de la 'Sittlichkeit;" in Olivier Tinland, ed.,
Lectures de Hegel, Paris: Le Livre de Poche 2005, p. 283.
4 Ibid., p. 291.
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is: "There are two reasons lllodern society is reconciled with itself. The first is
the interaction within civil society . . ." "But civil-society interaction is a matter
of constant strife, the very mechanism of disintegration, of ruthless competi
tion!" "Well, this is the second reason, since this very strife and competition
makes individuals thoroughly interdependent and thus creates the ultimate
social link
The whole perspective thus changes: it is no longer that the organic
Sittlichkeit of the polis disintegrates under the corrosive influence of modern
abstract individuality in its multiple modes (the market economy, Protestantism,
etc.), and that this unity should somehow be restored at a higher level: the point
of Hegel's analyses of antiquity, best exemplified by his repeated readings of
Antigone, is that the Greek polis itself was already marked, cut through, by fatal
immanent antagonisms (public-private, masculine-feminine, human-divine,
fl'ee men-slaves, etc.) which belie its organic unity. Abstract universal individu
alism (Christianity), far hom causing the disintegration of the Greek organic
unity, was, on the contrary, the necessary flrst step towards true reconcilia
tion. Likewise the market, far from being simply a corrosive force, provides the
mediating process which forms the basis of a true reconciliation between the
universal and the Singular. Market competition really brings people together,
while organic order divides them. The best indication of this shift in the mature
Hegel concerns the opposition of customs and law: for the early Hegel, the trans
formation of customs into institutionalized law is a regressive move from organic
unity to alienation (the norm is no longer experienced as part of my substantial
ethical natme, but as an external force that constrains my freedom), while for
the mature Hegel, this transformation is a crucial step forward, opening up and
sustaining the space of modern subjective freedom.
The problem here, of course, is whether the market dynamic really provides
what it promises. Does it not in fact generate a permanent destabilization of
the social body, especially by increasing class distinctions and giving rise to a
"mob" deprived of the basic conditions of life? Hegel's solution bere was very
pragmatic--- h e opted for secondary palliative measures like colonial expansion
and, especially, the mediating role of estates (Stande). And his dilemma is still
ours today, two hundred years later. The clearest indication of Hegel's histori
cal limit lies in his double use of the same term Sitten (customs, social ethical
order): it stands for the immediate organic unity that has to be left behind (the
Ancient Greek ideal), and for the higher organic unity which should be realized
in a modern state.
It is easy to play fhe historicist card here and claim that Hegel was unable
to grasp the capitalist dynamiC proper because of the limitation of his historical
experience. Jameson is right to draw attention to the tact that, "despite his famil
iarity with Adam Smith and emergent economic doctrine, Hegel's conception of
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work and labor-I have specifically characterized it as a handicraft ideology-
betrays no anticipation of the originalities of industrial production or the
factory system"5�-in short, Hegel's analyses of 1vork and production cannot be
"transferred to the new industrial situation:'6 There is a series of interconnected
reasons for this limitation, all grounded in the constraints of Hegel's historical
experience. First, his notion of the industrial revolution involved only Adam
Smith-type manufacturing where the work process was still that of a group of
individuals using tools, not yet that of the factory in which the machinery sets
the rhythm and individual workers are de facto reduced to organs serving the
machinery, to its appendices. Second, he could not yet imagine the way abstrac
tion rules would develop in capitalism: when Marx describes capital's mad
self-enhancing circulation, which reaches its apogee in today's meta-reflexive
speculations on futures, it is far too simplistic to claim that the specter of this
self-engendering monster pursuing its interests with no regard for human or
environnlental concerns is an ideological abstraction, and that, behind this
abstraction, there are real people and natural objects on whose productive
capacities and resources capital's circulation is based and on which it feeds like
a gigantic parasite. The problem is that this "abstraction" is not only character
istic of our (the financial speculator's) misperception of social reality, but that
it is "real" in the precise sense of determining the structure of Inaterial social
processes themselves: the fate of whole swathes of the population and some
times of whole countries can be decided by the "solipsistic" speculative dance of
Capital, which pursues its goal of profitability with blessed indifference to how
its movements will affect social reality. Therein lies the fundamental systemic
violence of capitalism, much Inore uncanny than the direct pre-capitalist socio
ideological violence: it is no longer attributable to concrete individuals and their
"evil" intentions, but is purely "objective;' systemic, anonymous.
Here we encounter the Lacanian difference between reality and the Real:
"reality" is the social reality of the actual people involved in interaction and
in the productive processes, while the Real is the inexorable "abstract" spec
tral logic of Capital that determines what goes on in social reality. This gap is
tangible in the way the econonlic situation of a country can be considered to be
good and stable by the international financial experts, even when the majority
of its people are worse off than before--reality does not matter, what matters
is the situation of Capital. And, again, is this not more true than ever today?
Do not phenomena usually classed as features of "virtual capitalism" (future
trading and similar financial speculations) point towards the reign of "real
abstraction" at its purest, much more radical than in Marx's time? In short,
the highest form of ideology does not involve getting caught in ideological
5 Fredric Jameson, The Hegel Variations, London: Verso Books 2010, p. 68.
6 Ibid.
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spectrality, forgetting about real people a n d their relations, b u t precisely i n
overlooking this Real of spectrality and in pretending t o address directly "real
people with their real problems:' Visitors to the London Stock Exchange are
given a free leaflet explaining how the stock market is not about mysteri
ous fluctuations, but about real people and their products--this is ideology
at its purest.
Here, in the analysis of the universe of Capital, we should not only push
Hegel towards Marx, Marx himself should be radicalized: it is only today, in rela
tion to global capitalism in its "post-industrial" form, that, to put it in Hegelian
terms, really existing capitalism is reaching the level of its notion. Perhaps, we
should once again follow Marx's old anti-evolutionist motto (incidentally, taken
verbatim from Hegel) that the anatomy of man provides the key to the anatomy
of a monkey-i.e., that, in order to describe the inherent notional strncture of
a social formation, we must start with its most developed form. 1vlarx located
the elementary capitalist antagonism in the opposition between use-value and
exchange-value: in capitalism, the potential of this opposition is fully realized,
the domain of exchange-value acquires autonomy, is transformed into the
specter of self-propelling speculative capital which uses the productive capaci
ties and needs of actual people only as its temporary disposable embodiment.
Marx derived his notion of economic crisis from this very gap: a crisis occurs
when reality catches up ·with the illusory self-generating mirage of money beget·
ting more money-this speculative madness cannot go on indefinitely, it has to
explode in ever more serious crises. The ultimate root of the crisis is for Marx
the gap between use- and exchange-value: the logic of exchange-value follows its
own path, its own mad dance, irrespective of the real needs of real people. It may
appear that this analysis is highly relevant today, when the tension between the
virtual universe and the real is reaching almost unbearable proportions: on the
one hand, we have crazy solipsistic speculations about futures, mergers, etc., fol
lOWing their own inherent logic; on the other hand, reality is catching up in the
guise of ecological catastrophes, poverty, the collapse of social life in the Third
World, and the spread of new diseases.
This is why cyber-capitalists appear as the paradigmatic capitalists today
why Bill Gates can dream of cyberspace as providing the hame for what he
calls "frictionless capitalism:' What we have here is an ideological short - circuit
between two versions of the gap between reality and virtuality: the gap between
real production and the virtual or spectral domain of Capital, and the gap
between experiential reality and the virtual reality of cyberspace. The real horror
of the motto "frictionless capitalism" is that, even though actnal "frictions" con
tinue to insist, they become invisible, forced into a netherworld outside onr
"postmodern" and post-industrial universe; this is why the "frictionless" uni
verse of digitalized communication, technological gadgets, etc., is constantly
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haunted by the notion of a global catastrophe lurking just around the corner,
threatening to explode at any moment.
It seems as if the gap between my fascinating cyberspace persona and the
miserable flesh which is "me" off-screen translates into the immediate experi
ence of the gap between the Real of the speculative circulation of capital and the
drab reality of the impoverished masses. However, is this recourse to a "reality"
which will sooner or later catch up with the virtual game really the only way to
pursue a critique of capitalism? What if the problem of capitalism is not this
solipsistic dallCe, but precisely the opposite: that it continues to disavow its gap
with "reality;' that it presents itself as serving the real needs of real people? The
paradox of this virtualization of capitalism is ultimately the same as iliat of the
electron in particle physics. The mass of each elementary particle is composed
of its mass at rest plus the surplus proVided by the acceleration of its movement:
however, an electron's mass at rest is zero, its mass consists only of the surplus
generated by the acceleration, as if we are dealing with a nothing which acquires
some deceptive substance only by magically spinning itself into an excess of
itself. Does not today's virtual capitalist flmction in a homologous way-his "net
value" is zero, he just operates with the surplus, borrowing from the future?
This compels us to thoroughly reformulate the standard Marxist topic
of "reification" and "commodity fetishism;' insofar as the latter still relies on
a notion of the fetish as a solid object whose stable presence obfnscates its
social mediation. Paradoxically, fetishism reaches its acme precisely when the
fetish itself is "dematerialized;' turned into a fluid "immaterial" virtual entity;
money fetishism will culminate with the passage to its electronic form, when
the last traces of its materiality will disappear-electronic money is the third
form, after "real" money, which directly embodies its value (in gold or silver),
and paper money which, although a "mere sign" with no intrinsic value, still
clings to a material existence. And it is only at this stage, when money becomes
a purely virtual point of reference, that it finally assumes the form of an inde
structible spectral presence: l owe you $1000, and no lnatter how many material
notes I bnrn, I still owe you $1000, the debt is inscribed somewhere in virtual
digital space.
Does the same not hold also for warfare? Par from pointing towards !wenty
first -century warfare, the attack on the World Trade Center in September 2001
was rather the last spectacular act of twentieth-century warfare. What awaits
us is something much more uncanny: the specter of an "immaterial" war in
which the attacks are invisible-viruses, poisons, which can be everywhere and
nowhere. At the level of visible material reality, nothing happens, there are no
big explosions, and yet the known universe starts to collapse, life diSintegrates.
We are entering a new era of paranoid warfare in which the greatest task will
be to identify the enemy and his weapons. It is only with this thoroughgoing
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"dematerialization" -when lVIarx's famous thesis from The Communist Manifesto,
that in capitalisrll "all that is solid melts into air;' acquires a nluch more literal
meaning than the one he had in mind, when our material social reality is not
only dominated by the spectral or speculative movement of Capital but is
itself progreSSively "spectralized" (the "Protean Self" replacing the old self
identical Subject, the elusive fluidity oUts experiences superseding the stability
of owned objects), in short, when the usual relationship between solid material
objects and fluid ideas is inverted (objects are progreSSively dissolved in fluid
experiences, while the only stable things are virtual symbolic obligations)-il
is only at this point that what Derrida called the spectral aspect of capitalism is
f,111y actualized.
This is why the key feature of contemporary capitalism is not only the
hegemony, but also the (relative) autonomy of flnancial capital: it may seem
like the banks are just engaging in speculation, shuffling numbers here and
there, and nobody is exploited, since exploitation happens in "real" production.
But why did we have to give billions of dollars to the banks in 2008 and 2009?
Because, without a functioning banldng system, the entire (capitalist) economy
collapses. Banks should thus also count as privatized commons: insofar as
private banks control the flow of investments and thus represent, for individual
companies, the universal dimension of social capital, their profit is really a rent
we pay for their role as universal mediator. This is why state or other forms of
social control over banks and collective capital in general (like pension funds)
are crucial in taking a flrst step towards the social control of commons. Apropos
the reproach that such control is economically inefficient, we should recall not
only those cases in which such control was very effective (this was, for example,
how Malaysia avoided crisis in the late 1990S), but also the obvious fact that the
2008 financial crisis was triggered precisely by the failure of the banking system.
Let us take a closer look at Marx's classical description of the passage from
money to capital, with its explicit allusions to the Hegelian and Christian back
ground. First, there is the simple act of market exchange in which I sell in order
to bny-I sell the product I own or have made in order to buy another one
which is of some use to me: "The simple circulation of commodities-selling in
order to buy-iS a means of carrying out a purpose unconnected with circula·
tion, namely, the appropriation of use-values, the satisfaction of wants:" What
happens with the emergence of capital is not just the simple reversal of CM·C
(Commodity-Money-Commodity) into M-C-M, i.e., of investing money in
some commodity in order to sell it again and thus get back to (more) money;
the key eHect of this reversal is the eternalization of circulation: "The circulation
of money as capital is, on the contrary, an end in itself, for the expansion of value
7 Karl Marx, Capital: A Critique afPolitical Economy, trans. Samuel Moore and Edward
Aveling, New York: Random House 1906, p. 169.
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takes place only within this constantly renewed movement. The circulation of
capital has therefore no lilnits:'s Crucial here is the difference between the tradi
tional miser, hoarding his treasure in secret, and the capitalist who augments his
treasure by throwing it into circulation:
The restless never-ending process of profit-making alone is ·what he aims at.
This boundless greed after riches, this passionate chase after exchange-value, is
common to the capitalist and the miser; but ,vhile the miser is merely a capital
ist gone mad, the capitalist is a rational miser. The never-ending augmentation of
exchange-value, which the miser strives after, by seeking to save his money from
circulation, is attained by the more acute capitalist, by constantly throwing it afresh
into circulation.Y
This madness of the miser is nonetheless not something which simply disap
pears with the rise of "normal" capitalism, nor is it a pathological deviation. It is
rather inherent to it: the miser has his moment of triumph in the economic crisis.
In a crisis, it is not-as one would expect-money which loses its value, so that
we have to resort to the "real" value of commodities; commodities themselves
(the embodiment of "real [use 1 value") become useless, because there is no one
to buy them. In a crisis,
money suddenly and immediately changes from its merely nominal shape, money
of account, into hard cash. Profane commodities can no longer replace it. The use
value of commodities becomes value-less, and their value vanishes in the face of their
own form of value. The bourgeois, drunk with prosperity and arrogantly certain of
himself, has just declared that money is a purely imaginary creation. "Commodities
alone are money;' he said. But now the opposite cry resounds over the markets of the
world: only money is a commodity . . In a crisis, the antithesis between commodi
ties and their value-form, money, is raised to the level of an absolute contradiction,lO
It is crucial how, in describing this elevation of money to the status of the only
true commodity ("The capitalist knows that all commodities, however scurvy
they may look, or however badly they may smell, are in faith and in truth money,
inwardly circnmcised jews""), Marx resorts to the precise Pauline definition of
Christians as "inwardly circumcised jews": Christians do not need actual cir
cumcision (the abandonment of ordinary commodities with lise values, dealing
8 Ibid., pp. 169-70.
9 Ibid., pp. 170-1.
10 Karl Marx, Capital: A Critique of Political Economy, Vol. 1, trans. Ben Fowkes,
Harmondsworth: Penguin Books 1976, pp. 236,
11 Marx, Capital: A Critique of'Political Economy, trans. Moore and Aveling, p, 172.
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only with money), since they know that each of these ordinary commodities is
already "inwardly circumcised;' that its true substance is money. In a certain
sense, this self-engendering speculative movement of Capital can also be said to
indicate a limit of the Hegelian dialectical process, and one that eludes Hegel's
grasp. It is in this sense that Lebrun lnentions the "fascinating image" of Capital
presented by Marx (especially in his Grund,.isse): "a monstrous mixture of the
good infinity and the bad infinity, the good infinity which creates its presuppo
sitions and the conditions of its growth, the bad infinity which never ceases to
surmount its crises, and which fInds its limit in its own nature."12 Actually, it is in
Capital itself that we find this Hegelian description of the circulation of capital:
in the circulation M-C-M, both the money and the commodity represent only
different modes of existence of value itself, the money its general mode, and the
commodity its particular, or, so to say, disguised mode. It is constantly changing
from one form to the other without thereby becoming lost, and thus assumes an
antomatically active character. If now we take in turn each of the nyo different
forms which self-expanding value successively assumes in the course of its life, we
then arrive at these two propositions: Capital is money: Capital is commodities.
In truth, however, value is here the active factor in a process, in which, while con�
stantly assuming the form in turn of money and commodities, it at the same time
changes in magnitude, differentiates itself by throwing off surplus-value from itself;
the original value, in other words, expands spontaneously. For the movement, in the
course of which it adds surplus-value, is its own movement, its expansion, there
fore, is automatic expansion. Because it is value, it has acquired the occult quality of
being able to add value to itself. It brings forth living offspring, or, at the least, lays
golden eggs.
Value, therefore, being the active factor in such a process, and assuming at
one time the form of money, at another that of commodities, but through all these
changes preserving itself and expanding, it requires some independent form, by
means of which its identity may at any time be established. And this form it pos
sesses only in the shape of money. It is under the form of money that value begins
and ends, and begins again, every act of its own spontaneous generation.13
Note how Hegelian references abound here: with capitalism, value is not a mere
abstract "mute" universality, a substantial link between the multiplicity of com
modities; from the passive medium of exchange, it turns into the "active factor"
of the entire process. Instead of just paSSively assuming the two different forms
of its actual existence (money-commodity), it appears as the subject "endowed
12 Gerard Lebrun, L'envers de fa dialectique: Hegel a fa fumiere de Nietzsche, Paris: Seuil
2004, p. 311.
13 Marx, Capital: A Critique o.fPolitical Economy, trans. Moore and Aveling, pp. 171-2.
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with a motion of its own, passing through a life-process of its own": it differ
entiates itself from itself: positing its otherness, and then again overcomes this
difference�the entire movement is its own movement. In this precise sense,
"instead of simply representing the relations of commodities, it enters . . . into
private relations with itself": the "trnth" of its relating to its otherness is its self
relating, in its self-movelnent, capital retroactively "sublates" its own material
conditions, changing them into subordinate moments of its own "spontaneous
expansion" -in pure Hegelese, it posits its own presuppositions.
Crucial in the qnoted passage is the expression "an automatically active
character;' an inadequate translation of the Gennan words used by Marx to
characterize capital as "automatischem Subjekt;' an "automatic subject," an oxy
moron uniting living subjectivity and dead automatism. This is what capital is:
a subject, but an automatic one, not a living one-and, again, can Hegel think
this "monstrous mixture;' a process of subjective self-mediation and retroactive
positing of presuppositions which, as it were, gets caught up in a substantial
"spurious infinity," a subject which itself becomes an alienated substance?
This is perhaps also the reason why Marx's reference to Hegel's dialectics in
his "critique of political ecouomy" is ambiguous, oscillating between taking it as
a mystified expression of the logic of capital and taking it as a model for the rev
olutionary process of emancipation. First, there is the dialectic as the "logic of
capital": the development of the commodity-form and the passage from money
to capital are clearly formulated in Hegelian terms (capital is money-substance
turning into the self-mediating process of its own reproduction, etc.). Then,
there is the Hegelian notion of the proletariat as "substance· less subjectivity:'
the grandiose Hegelian scheme of the historical process moving from pre-class
society to capitalism in a gradual separation of the subject from its objective
conditions, so that the overcoming of capitalism means that the (collective)
subject re-appropriates its alienated substance. Perhaps this oscillation between
the two is conditioned by a third term: the precise status of the social antago
nism Cclass struggle"). The problem here is whether Hegel can think the class
strnggle, or whether Kant gets closer to it with his antinomies, which just have to
be ontologized, conceived as a paradoxical feature of reality itself. But does not
such an ontologization contradict Marx's notion of class struggle as historically
limited, as an antagonism to be overcome with the disappearance of capitalism?
In response, one can argue that neither Marx nor Freud are really able to think
antagonism: ultimately, they both reduce it to a ieature of (social or psychic)
reality, unable to articulate it as constitutive of reality itself, as the impossibility
around which reality is constructed-the only thought able to do this comes
later, originating in the difIerential logic of "structuralism:'
Marx's reading of Hegel's dialectic as an idealist formulation of the logic of
capitalist domination fails to go all the way: what the Hegelian dialectical process
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deploys i s the (mystified) expression of the mystification immanent to the circu
lation of capital, or, in Lacanian terms, of its "objectively -social" fantasy-to put
it in somewhat naIve terms, for Marx, capital is not "really" a subject-substance
which reproduces itself by way of positing its own presuppositions and so on;
what this Hegelian fantasy of capital's self-generating reproduction obliterates is
workers' exploitation, that is, how the circle of capital's self-reproduction draws
its energy from the external (or, rather, "ex-timate") source ohalue, how it has to
parasitize workers. So why not pass directly to a description of workers' exploi
tation, why bother with fantasies which sustain the functioning of capital? It is
crucial for Marx to include in his description of capital this intermediary level
of "objective fantasy:' which is neither the way capitalism is actually experienced
by its subjects (they are good empirical nominalists unaware of the "theological
niceties") nor the "real state of things" (workers explOited by capital). But the
problem is how to think together the Hegelian circulation of capital and its de
centered cause, the labor force, that is, how to think the causality of a productive
subject external to the circulation of capital without resorting to the Aristotelian
positivity of workers' productive potential? For Marx, the starting point is pre
cisely snch a positivity: the productive force of human labor; and he accepts
this starting point as unsurpassable, rejecting the logic of the dialectical process
which, as Hegel put it, progresses "from nothing through nothing to nothing:'
In short, capital is money which is no longer a mere substance of wealth,
its universal embodiment, but value which, through its circulation, generates
more value, value which mediates or posits itself, retroactively positing its own
presuppositions. First, money appears as a mere means for the exchange of com
modities: instead of endless bartering, we first exchange our product for the
universal equivalent of all commodities, which can then be exchanged for any
commodity we Inay need. Then, once the circulation of capital is set in Inotion,
the relationship is inverted, the means turns into an end-in-itself; the very
passage through the "material" domain of use-values (the production of com
modities which satisfy individuals' particular needs) is posited as a moment of
what is substantially the self-movement of capital itself. From this moment on,
the true aim is no longer the satisfaction of individuals' needs, but simply more
money, the endless repeating of the circulation as such. This arcane circular
movement of self�positing is then equated with the central Christian tenet of the
identity of God-the-Father and his Son, of the immaculate conception in which
the single Father directly (without a female spouse) begets his only Son and thus
forms what is arguably the ultimate single-parent family.
Is capital then the true Subject or Substance' Yes and no: for Marx, this self
engendering circular movement is-to put it in Freudian terms-precisely the
"unconscious fantasy" of capitalism which parasitizes the proletariat as "pure
substanceless subjectiVity"; for this reason, capital's speculative self-generating
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dance has a limit, and brings about the conditions for its own collapse. This
insight allows us to solve the key interpretive problem of the passage quoted
above: how are we to read its first three words, "in truth, however"? First, of
course, they imply that this truth has to be asserted against some false appear
ance or experience: the everyday assumption that the ultimate goal of capital's
circulation is still the satisfaction of human needs, that capital is just a means to
bring about this satisfaction in a more efficient way. However, this "truth" is not
the reality of capitalism: in reality, capital does not engender itself, but extracts
the worker's surplus-value. There is thus a necessary third level to be added to
the simple opposition of subjective experience (of capital as a means of satis
fying people's needs) and objective social reality (of exploitation): namely, the
"objective deception;' the disavowed "unconscious" fantasy (of the mysterious
self-generating circular movement of capital), which is the truth (although not
the reality) of the capitalist process. Again, to quote Lacan, truth has the structure
of fiction: the only way to formulate the truth of capital is through a reference
to this fktion of its "immaculate" self-generating movement. And this insight
also allows us to locate the weakness of the above-mentioned "deconstruction
ist" appropriation of Marx's analysis of capitalism: although it emphasizes the
endless process of deferral which characterizes this movement, as well as its
fundarnental inconclusiveness, its self-blockage, the "deconstructionist" retell
ing still describes the jimtasy of capital-it describes what individuals believe,
although they do not know it.
What all this means is that the urgent task is to repeat Marx's "critique of
political economy:' but without succumbing to the temptation of the multiple
ideologies of "post-industrial" society. The key change concerns the status of
private property: the ultimate element of power and control is no longer the last
link in the chain of investment-the flrm or individual who "really owns" the
means of production. The ideal capitalist today functions in a wholly different
way: investing borrowed money, "really owning" nothing, maybe even indebted,
but nonetheless still controlling things. A corporation is owned by another
corporation, which again borrows money from banks, which may ultimately
manipulate money owned by ordinary people like ourselves. With Bill Gates, the
notion of "private property of the means of production" becomes meaningless,
at least in its standard sense.
It is easy to miss the irony here: the fact that Marx needed Hegel to formu
late the logic of capital (the crucial breakthrough in Marx's work occurred in
the mid-1850S, when, after the failure of the 1848 revolutions, he started to read
Hegel's Logic again) means that what Hegel was not able to see was not some
post-Hegelian reality but rather the properly Hegelian aspect of the capitalist
economy. Here, paradoxically, Hegel was not idealist enough, for what he did
not see was the properly speculative content of the capitalist economy, the way
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financial capital functions as a purely virtual notion processing "real people:'
And does not exactly the same hold for modern art? Robert Pippin endorses
Hegel's thesis OIl the "end of art"-with a qualification: it does not refer to art
as such, but only to representational art, to the art which relies on some pre
subjective substantial notion of "reality" that art should reflect, re-present in the
medium of seIlSUOUS materials:
Representational art cannot adequately express the jidl subjectivity of experience, the
1Vholly self-legislating, self authorizing status of the norms that constitute such sub
jectivity, Of, thus, cannot adequately express who we (now) are. Only philosophy
can "heal" such a self-inflicted wound and allow the self-determining character of
experience its adequate expression. ("Only philosophy;' that is, on Hegel's official
account. I am trying to suggest here that there is no reason a form of art, like abstrac
tion, could not make such a point in a nondiscursive way.)'-!
This is how Pippin reads� in a conscionsly anachronistic way, with the
benefit of the hindsight of those who live two centuries after Hegel�Hege]'s
prophecy, in his Lectures 011 Aesthetics, that post-Romantic art will enact the "self
transcendence of art but within its own sphere and in the form of art itself":15 art
transcends itself as representational art, it overcomes its limitation to the repre
sentational sphere. What Hegel could not grasp (insofar as his thought was, as
every thought is, "his time conceived in thought") was the notional possibility of
an art that would overC01ne in itself, as art, the medium of representation, and
thus function as an art adeqnate to the total reflexivization (subjective media
tion) of life conceptualized in his absolute Idealism."
The interest of Pippin's gesture resides in the fact that he rejects the standard
story which goes something like this: with Hegel, Western metaphysiCS reached
its apogee in the figure of Absolute Knowing, the actual infinity of the total
conceptual mediation of all reality�nothing can any longer resist the power of
notional conceiving; God himself is, as Hegel put it with an implicit but all the
more unsl1rpassable acerbic irony, "an interesting representation" (meaning: a
mere representation, Vorstellung, whose truth is its notional content). However,
post-Hegelian philosophy, in all its versions, is a reaction against this totality of
14 Pippin, The Persistence of Subjectivity, p. 300.
15 G. 'AZ F. Hegel, Aesthetics: Lectures all Fine Arts, Vol. 1, trans. T. M. Knox, Oxford:
Clarendon Press 1975, p. 80.
16 It would be interesting for Hegelian Higher Criticism to engage in a debate about the
possible candidates for this post-Hegelian artistic version of the total subjectivization
of substance: is it only the modernist break proper-Schoenberg's atonality in music,
Kandinsky's abstraction in painting, etc.-or can figures like Richard Wagner also be
read in this Ivay?
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absolute notional self-111 e diation, against this all-powerful Spirit which swallows
everything up. Finitude (either human finitude as such, man's separatedness
from God; or the finitude of man's sensual life and material production) is fully
reasserted, meaning, mnong other things, that art regains its rights against phi
losophy. The first step in this directiou was already taken by Scheiling in his
System o{ Transcendental Idealism, where he places art above philosophy as the
highest synthesis of Spirit and Nature, of Subject and Object, of thought and
senses: philosophy is limited to the thinking subject opposed to nature, to sen
suous reality; the harmonious balance of the two sides is achieved only in a
work of art.
When, however, Pippin envisages a new possibility for art after Hegel, he
does not ground it in any limitation of Reason, of reflexive mediation: for him,
the modernist break (abstract art) has nothing to do with the reassertion of the
unsurpassable horizon of finitude. Pippin remains faithful to Hegel: there is no
transcendent Truth from which we, as finite hUlnans, remain forever cut oft:
either in the form of an Infinite Reality which art cannot properly represent,
or in the form of a Divinity too sublime to be grasped by our finite mind. In
other words, the point of Pippin's rehabilitation of art is not that the Absolute
cannot be directly conceptually grasped, that it can only be hinted at, evoked as
an unfathomable X, in artistic metaphors; his rehabilitation of art has nothing
to do with the assertion of an irrational spirituality, too subtle to let itself be
caught in the crude analytical categories of human Reason, of a spirituality
which can only be experienced in the form of artistic intuition. Modernist art
is thoroughly reflexive, in contrast to traditional art which still relies on a non
reflected acceptance of some substantial medium or reality; it is reflexive in the
radical sense of questioning its own medium. This is what "abstraction" means:
a reflexive questioning of the very medium of artistic representation, so that this
medium loses its natural transparency. Reality is not just "out there;' reflected or
imitated by art, it is something constructed, something contingent, historically
conditioned --and therein resides the legacy of German Idealism, which
destroyed the classical picture of the sensible-intelligible relation. Sensibility could
not now be understood as an unclear representation of the world that reason could
work to clarify or could represent better, nor could it be understood as a vivid,
"lively" impression, guiding the abstracting and generalizing intellect
The
content of sensibility was, after Kant, to be understood as the material object of the
understanding's synthesizing, active work . . . Sensory data became representative as
a result of this work by the understanding, and considered apart from such enform
ing, conceptualizing activity, it counted as mere stuff� preintelligible materiality.'7
17 Pippin, The Persistence afSubjectivity, p. 297
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T h e consequence o f all this for t h e visual arts is that "painterly and indeed sen
sible representations cannot be understood on some mimetic model of seeing
through the image (or sensation) to the object itself":"
'i\bstraction" in this Hegelian sense does not mean abstraction of "everything that
was not intrinsic to art as such;' but abstraction from dependence on sensual imme
diacy, and so a kind of enactment of the modernist take on normativity since Kant:
self-legislation . . . Paintings by Pollock and Rothko are not presentations of paint
drips and color fields and flat canvas. They thematize and so render self-conscious
components of sensible meaning that we traditionally would not see and understand
as such, would treat as given. Said another way, they present the materiality of such
components in their conceptual signifkance; such materiality is mentioned, cited,
or quoted, as well as used, as well as occupying space on a stretched canvas. And
this can make sense because the "result" character of even sensible apprehension . . .
has come to b e part of the intellectual habits of mind o f modern self-understanding,
even if unattended to as such.19
This is why one can only agree with Pippin's endorsement of Michael Fried's
rejection ofnlOdernism and postmodernislTI as consecutive "stages" of historical
development; "postmodernism" is rather the name for a regression, for a refusal
to follow the consequences of the modernist break:
There was no failure of modernism, no exhaustion by the end of abstract expres
sionism. Rather, there was (and still is) a failure to appreciate and integrate the
self-understanding reflected in such art (the same kind of failure to appreciate mod
ernism, or the same kind of straw-men attacks, in what we call postmodernism).
The aftermath-minimalism, "literalism;' op and pop art, postmodernism-can be
understood better as evasions and repressions than as alternatives.20
Or, to put it in Badiou's terms, there is no postmodernist Event: postmodern
ism is not an Event proper, but, at its most basic, a reactive formation, a way
of betraying the modernist break, of re- integrating its achievement into the
dominant field. The apparent "radicality" of some postmodern trends should
not deceive ns here: this-often spectacular-"radicality" is there to fascinate
us with its deceptive lure, and thus to blind us to the fundamental absence of
thought proper. Suffice it to recall recent trends in the visual arts: gone are the
days of simple statues or harned paintings-what we see now are the frames
themselves without paintings, dead cows and their excrement, videos of the
18 Ibid., p. 304.
19 Ibid., pp. 304-\.
20 Ibid., p. 301.
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inside ofthe human body (gastroscopy and colonoscopy), the inclusion of odors
in the exhibition, and so 011 and so forth. Here, again, as in the domain of sexu
ality, perversion is no longer subversive: the shocking excesses are part of the
system itself; what the system feeds on in order to reprbduce itself Perhaps this
gives us one possible definition of postrnodern art as opposed to modernist art:
in postmodernism, the transgressive excess loses its shock value and is fully
integrated into the established art market.
This weird postmodern space where excesses lose their subversive edge
brings us to a further critical point which concerns the properly modern capitalist
class struggle in its difference from traditional caste and feudal hierarchies: since
Hegel's notion of domination was limited to the traditional struggle between
master and servant, what he could not envisage was the kind of relationship
of domination which persists in a post-revolutionary situation (referring here
to the "bourgeois" revolution doing away with traditional privileges), where all
individuals recognize each other as autonomous free subjects. This "prodigious
social leveling" of a modern democracy
certainly does not exclude the emergence of wealth and of profound distinctions
between rich and poor, even in the socialist countries. Nor is it ill any way to be
understood as the end of classes in their economic sense: there are still workers and
managers in these societies, there is still profit and exploitation, reserve armies of
the unemployed, and so on and so forth. But the new cultural equality . . . is infused
with a powerful hatred of hierarchy and special privileges and v\lith a paSSionate
resentment of caste distinctions and inherited cultural superiority. It is permitted to
be wealthy, so long as the rich man is as vulgar as everyone else.l.l
A situation which, one might add, opens up the unexpected possibility of a
genuinely proletarian re-appropriation of "high culture:'
All these cases of Hegel's historical limitation seem to themselves call for an
Hegelian analysis: laborers reduced to an appendix of machinery; reality domi
nated by the virtual/ideal self-movement of capital's circulation; a hierarchy
persisting in the very form of "plebeianization" �paradaxical reversals which
seem to give body to all the twists and turns of the most sophisticated dialectic.
What kind of "reconciliation" can we then imagine in these new conditions?
Apropos Hegel's "reconciliation" in a modern post-revolutionary state, Jameson
outlines a higher, "enlarged" version of Hegelian reconciliation, a version appro
priate for our global capitalist epoch: the project of a "human age" characterized
by "production-far-us" (the end of classes) and ecology." Jameson's view is that,
far from standing for the ultimate "end of history:' the reconciliation proposed
21 Jameson, The Hegel Variations, p. WI.
22 Ibid., pp. 113-15.
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at the end of the chapter on Spirit in the Phenomenology is a tenlporary, fragile
synthesis� Hegel himself was aware that this reconciliation was under threat, as
is clear from his panicky reaction to the revolution of 1830 and the first signs of
universal democracy (recall his furious rejection of the British electoral Reform
Bill, the first step towards universal elections) Is it then not consistent that,
in view of the new contradictions of the nineteenth-century capitalist system
which exploded the fragile Hegelian synthesis, a renewed Hegelian approach
which remains faithful to the idea of concrete universality, of universal rights for
all, "calls in its very structure for the subsequent enlargements of later history"�3
and for a new project of reconciliation? Such a move is nonetheless illegitimate:
it does not take into account in a sufficiently radical way that the same paradox
as that of the retroactive positing of presuppositions holds also for the future.
This is why Hegel was right to insist that the owl of Minerva takes flight only
at dusk; and also why the twentieth-century communist project was utopian pre
cisely insofar as it was not radical enough-that is, insofar as the fundamental
capitalist thrust of unleashed productivity survived in it, deprived of its concrete
contradictory conditions of existence. The inadequacy of Heidegger, Adorno
and Horkheimer, and so on, lies in their abandonment of the concrete social
analysis of capitalism: in their very critique or overcoming of Marx, they in a
certain way repeat Marx's mistake-like him, they take unleashed productivity
as something ultimately independent of the concrete capitalist social forma
tion. Capitalism and communism are not two different historical realizations,
two species, of "instrnmental reason" -instrumental reason as such is capitalist,
grounded in capitalist relations, and "really existing socialism" failed because it
was ultimately a subspecies of capitalism, an ideological attempt to "have one's
cake and eat it;' to break out of capitalism while retaining its key ingredient.
Marx's notion of the communist society is itself the inherent capitalist fantasy;
that is, a fantasmatic scenario for resolving the capitalist antagonisms he so aptly
described. In other words, our wager is that, even if we take away the teleologi
cal notion of communism (the society of fully unleashed productivity) as the
implicit standard by which Marx measures the alienation of existing society, the
bulk of his "critique of political economy;' his inSights into the self-propelling
vicious cycle of capitalist (re)production, survives.
The task of contemporary theory is thus double: on the one hand, to repeat
the Marxist "critique of political economy" without the utopian-ideological
notion of comlllunism as its inherent standard; on the other hand, to imagine
really breaking out of the capitalist horizon without falling into the trap of
returning to the eminently premodern notion of a balanced, (self·)restrained
society (the "pre-Cartesian" temptation to which most contemporary ecology
23 Ibid., p. 115.
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succumbs). A return to Hegel is crucial in order to perform this task, a return
which dispenses with all the classic anti-Hegelian topics, especially that ofHegei's
voracious narcissism, of the Hegelian Idea swallowing up or internalizing the
whole of reality. Instead of trying to undermine or overcome this "narcissism"
from the outside, emphasizing the "preponderance of the objective" (or the
fact that "the Whole is the non-true;' and every other similar motif in Adorno's
rejection of "identitarian" idealism), one should rather problematize this flgure
of Hegel by asking a simple question: which Hegel is our point of reference here?
Do not both Lukacs and Adorno refer to the "idealist-subjectivist" (mis)reading
of Hegel, to the standard image of Hegel as the "absolute idealist" who posited
Spirit as the true agent of history, its Subject-Substance? Within this hamework,
Capital can effectively appear as a new embodiment of the Hegelian Spirit, an
abstract monster which moves and mediates itself, parasitizing the activity of
actual, really existing individuals. This is why Lukacs also remains all too ideal
ist when he proposes simply replacing the Hegelian Spirit with the proletariat
as the Subject-Object of History: Lukacs is here not really Hegelian, but a pre
Hegelian idealist.
If� however, one problematizes this figure, another Hegel appears, a lllore
"materialist" Hegel for whom the reconciliation between subject and substance
does not mean that the subject "swallows" its substance, internalizing it into
its own subordinate moment. Reconciliation rather amounts to a much more
modest overlapping or redoubling of the two separations: the subject has to rec
ognize in its alienation from substance the separation of substance from itself,
This overlapping is what is missed in the Feuerbachian-Marxian logiC of dis
alienation in which the subject overcomes its alienation by recognizing itself
as the active agent which has itself posited what appears to it as its substantial
presupposition. In the Hegelian "reconciliation" between subject and substance,
there is no absolute Subject which, in total self-transparency, appropriates or
internalizes all objective substantial content. But "reconciliation" also does not
mean (as it does in the line of German Idealism hom Hiilderlin to Schelling)
that the subject should renounce the hubris of perceiving itself as the axis of
the world and accept its constitutive "de-centering;' its dependency on some
primordial, abyssal Absolute beyond or beneath the subject/object divide, and,
as such, also beyond the subject's conceptual grasp. The subject is not its own
origin: Hegel firmly rejects Fichte's notion of the absolute I which posits itself
and is nothing but the pure activity of this self-positing. But the subject is also
not just a secondary accidental appendix or outgrowth of some pre-subjective
substantial reality: there is no substantial Being to which the subject can return,
no encompassing organic Order of Being in which the subject has to find its
proper place. "Reconciliation" between subject and substance means the accept
ance of this radical lack of any firm foundational point: the subject is not its own
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origin, it comes second, it is dependent upon its substantial presuppositions; but
these presuppositions also do not have a substantial consistency of their own
but are always retroactively posited.
What this also means is that communism should no longer be conceived
as the subjective (re)appropriation of the alienated substantial content-all ver
sions ofreconciliation as "subject swallows the substance" should be rejected. So,
again, "reconciliation" is the full acceptance ohhe abyss of the de-substantialized
process as the only actuality there is: the subject has no substantial actuality, it
comes second, it emerges only through the process of separation, the overcom
ing of its presuppositions, and these presuppositions are also just a retroactive
effect of the same process of their overcoming. The result is thus that there is, at
both extremes of the process, a failure or negativity inscribed in the very heart of
the entity we are dealing with. If the status of the subject is thoroughly "proces
sual;' this means that it emerges only tlirough the failure to fully actualize itself.
This brings us again to one possible formal definition of the subject: a subject
tries to articulate ("express") itself in a signifying chain, this articulation fails,
and in and through this failure, the subject emerges: the subject is the failure of
its signifying representation-which is why Lacan writes the subject of the signi
fier as $, as "barred:' In a love letter, the very failure of the writer to formulate his
declaration in a clear and effective way, his vacillations, the letter's fragmentary
style, and so on, can in themselves be proof (perhaps the necessary and only
reliable proof) that the love he professes is authentic-here, the very failure to
deliver the message properly is the sign of its authenticity. If the message is deliv
ered too smoothly, it will arouse the suspicion that it is part of a well-planned
approach, or that the writer loves himself, the beauty of his writing, more than
his love-object, that the latter is effectively reduced to a pretext for engaging in
the narcissistically satisfying activity of writing.
And the same goes for substance: substance is not only always already lost, it
only comes to be through its loss, as a secondary return-to-itself-which means
that substance is always already subjectivized. In the "reconciliation" between
subject and substance, both poles thus lose their firm identity. Take the case of
ecology: radical emancipatory politics should aim neither at complete mastery
over nature nor at humanity's humble acceptance of the predominance of Mother
Earth. Rather, nature should be exposed in all its catastrophic contingency and
indeterminacy, and the unpredictable consequences of human agency fully
assumed-viewed from this perspective of the "other Hegel;' the revolutionary
act no longer involves the Lukacsian substance-subject as its agent, as the agent
who knows what it is doing while acting.
Hegel is, of course, fully aware of the fact that our thinking wants to "jump
ahead of its time" and project a future; his point is that such thinking is always
and by definition "ideological;' mistaken: its intervention into Being generates
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something unexpected, totally different from what was projected. Therein
resides the lesson of the French Revolution: the pure thought of universal equal
ity and freedom, imposing itself onto social Being) generated the Terror. IV[arx's
counter-argument here is that his revolutionary theory is not a utopian projec
tion into the future: it ll1erely extrapolates tendencies and possibilities from the
antagonisllls of the present. Hegel is wrong in his basic presupposition that one
can rationally grasp the Present as a Totality: it cannot be done because our
historical Present is in itself split, traversed by antagonisms, incomplete-the
only way to concretely grasp it as a rational totality is from the standpoint of the
revolutionary agent which will resolve those antagonisms. Present antagonisms
are not "readable" on their own ternlS; they are like the Benjaminian traces
which are readable only from the future. What Hegel rejects is precisely such a
totalization-from-the-t'uture: the only totality accessible to us is the flawed total
ity of the present, and the task of Thought is to "recognize the Heart in the
Cross of the present;' to grasp how the Totality of the Present is complete in its
very incompleteness, how this Totality is sustained by those very features which
appear as its obstacles or fatal flaws.
The task here is to leave behind the standard "subjectivist" reading of
Hegelian "reconciliation" whose clearest instance is Lukacs's History and Class
Consciousness but which also underlies Marx's reference to HegeU4 According
to this reading, in reconciliation, the subject recognizes itself in the alienated
substance (substantial content); that is, it recognizes in it the reified product of
its own work, and thereby re-appropriates it, transforms it into a transparent
medium of its self-expression. The key feature here is that the subject, the agent of
re-appropriation, is in the singular (even if it is conceived as a collective subject);
what thereby disappears is the dimension of what Lacan calls the "big Other;' the
minimally "objectivized" symbolic order, the minimal self-transcendence which
alone sustains the dimension of intersubjectivity-intersubjectivity can never be
dissolved into the direct interaction of individuals.
This is why one should reject not only the (in)famously stupid "dialectical
materialist" substitution of "idea" with "matter" as the absolute (so that dialec
tics becomes a set of dialectical "laws" of matter's movement), but also Lukacs's
more refined "materialist reversal of Hegel;' his substitution of Hegel's "idealist"
subject�object (the absolute Idea) with the proletariat as the "actual" historical
subject-object. Lnkacs's "reversal" also implies a formalist and non-Hegelian
separation of the dialectical method from the material to which it is applied:
Hegel was right to describe the process of the subject's alienation and re
appropriation of the "fetishized" or reWed substantial content, he just did not
see that what he described as the Idea's self-movement is actually an historical
24 See Georg Lukacs, History and Class Consciousness, London: Merlin Press 1975.
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development which culminates in t h e emergence of t h e substanceless subjectiv
ity of the proletariat and its re-appropriation of the alienated substance through
a revolutionary act. The reason we should reject this "materialist reversal" is
that it remains all too idealist: locating Hegel's idealism in the "subject" of the
process (the "absolute Idea" ) , it fails to see the subjectivist "idealism" inherent
in the very matrix of the dialectical process (the self-alienated subject which
re-appropriates its "reitled" substantial content, positing itself as the absolute
subject-object).
There are two ways to break out oE this "idealism": either one rejects Hegel's
dialectics as such, dismissing the notion of the subjective "mediation" of all sub
stantial content as irreducibly "idealist;' proposing to replace it with a radically
different matrix (Althusser: structural (over)determination; Deleuze: difference
and repetition; Derrida: differance; Adorno: negative dialectics with its "pre
ponderance of the objective"); or one rejects such a reading of Hegel (focused
on the idea of "reconciliation" as the subjective appropriation of the alienated
substantial content) as "idealist;' as a misreading which remains blind to the
true subversive core of Hegel's dialectic. This is our position: the Hegel of the
absolute Subject swallowing up all objective content is a retroactive fantasy of his
critics, starting with late Schelling's turn to "positive philosophy:' This "positiv
ity" is found also in the young Marx, in the guise of the Aristotelian reassertion
of positive forces or potentials of Being pre-existing logical or notional media
tion. One should thus question the very image of Hegel-the-absolute-idealist
presupposed by his critics-they attack the wrong Hegel, a straw man. What are
they unable to think? The pure processuality of the subject which emerges as "its
own result:' This is why talk about the subject's "self-alienation" is deceptive, as
if the subject somehow precedes its alienation-what this misses is the way the
subject emerges through the "self�alienation" of the substance, not of itself. We
should therefore reject the young Marx's celebration of the subject's productive
powers or potentials, of its essential nature-Marx is here secretly Aristotelian,
presupposing a "substantial" subject which pre-exists the deployment of these
potentials in history; that is, his critical move
represents a kind of regression to an Aristotelian or naturalist essentialism, one
which borrows a teleological logk of such "natures" that abandons rather than com
pletes the Hegelian project. The key and very controversial point to be defended is:
Hegel's self-malting model is not derived from the Aristotelian notions of natural
growth and maturation into some flourishing state.'5

25 Robert Pippin, Hegel's Practical Philosophy, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press
2008, p. 1J.
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One standard criticism addressed by some late partisans of "dialectical material
ism" against the "subjectivist" Marxism of the young Lukacs is that there is at least
one key advantage of "dialectical materialism": since it locates human history in
the general frame of an all-encompassing "dialectics of liature;' it is much more
appropriate for grasping the ecological problematic. But is this really so? Is it not,
on the contrary, that the dialectical�materialist vision with its "objective laws of
nature" justifies a ruthless technological dOlnination over and exploitation of
nature? While the philosophically mnch more refined Adornian view of nature
as the encompassing Other of humanity, out of which humanity emerged and to
which it forever remains indebted (from Dialectic afEnlightenment), clearly sees
this, it does not offer much more than the weJJ�known cliches of the "critique of
instrumental reason" : it fails to provide a clear way to think "nature" philosophi�
cally, in its priority to hmnanity.
We can see now why Adorno's project of "negative dialectics;' which
sees itself as the overcoming of Hegel's "positive" dialectics, misses the point.
"Negative dialectics" wants to break out of the conflnes of the "principle of
identity" which enslaves or subordinates every otherness through conceptual
mediation. In Hegel's idealism, negativity, alterity, and difference are asserted,
but only as subordinate secondary moments serving their opposite�the abso
lute Subject re�appropriates all otherness, "sublating" it into a moment of its
own self-mediation. Adorno counters this with his "prinlacy of the objective":
instead of appropriating or internalizing all otherness, dialectics should remain
open towards it, granting ultimate primacy to the objective over the subjective,
to difference over identity. What if, however, the image of Hegel's dialectic this
critique presupposes is wrong' What if, in its innermost core, Hegel's dialec�
tic is not a machine for appropriating or mediating all otherness, for sublating
all contingency into a subordinated ideal moment of the notional necessity?
What if Hegelian "reconciliation" already is the acceptance of an irreducible
contingency at the very heart of notional necessity? What if it involves, as its
culminating Inon1ent, the setting-free of objectivity in its otherness? In this case,
it is Adorno's "negative dialectics" which, paradoxically, remains within the con�
fines of "identitarian" thought: the endless critical "work of the negative" which
is never done, since it presupposes Identity as its starting point and foundation.
In other words, Adorno does not see how what he is looking for (a break- out
from the confines of Identity) is already at work at the very heart of the HegeJian
dialectic, so that it is Adorno's very critique which obliterates the snbversive core
of Hegel's thought, retroactively cementing the figure of his dialectic as the pan�
logicist monster of the all-consuming Absolute Notion.
Does this mean that the ultimate subjective position we can adopt is that of
a split which characterizes the fetishistic disavowal? Is it the case that all we can
do is take the stance of: "although I know very well that there is no big Other,
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that the big Other is only the sedimentation, the reified form, of intersubjec
tive interactions, I am compelled to act as if the big Other is an external force
which controls us all"? It is here that Lacan's timdamental insight into how the
big Other is "barred:' lacking, in-existent even, acquires its weight: the big Other
is not the substantial Ground, jt is inconsistent or lacking, its very functioning
depends on subjects whose participation in the symbolic process sustains it. In
place of both the submersion of the subject in its substantial Other and the sub
ject's appropriation of this Other we thus have a mutual implication through lack,
through the overlapping of the two lacks, the lack constitutive of the subject and
the lack of/in the Other itself It is perhaps time to read Hegel's famous formula
"One should grasp the Absolute not only as substance, but also as subject" more
cautiously and literally: the point is not that the Absolute is not substance, but
subject. The point is hidden in the "not only . . . but also:' that is, in the interplay
between the two, which also opens up the space offreedom-we are free because
there is a lack in the Other, because the substance out of which we grew and on
which we rely is inconsistent, barred, failed, marked by an impossibility.
But what kind of freedom is thereby opened up? Here we should raise a clear
and brutal question in all its naIvete: if we reject 1vlarx's critique and enlbrace
Hegel's notion of the owl of Minerva which takes flight only at dusk-that is,
if we accept Hegel's claim that the position of an historical agent able to iden
tify its own role in the historical process and to act accordingly is inherently
impossible, since such self-referentiality makes it impossible for the agent to
factor in the impact of its own intervention, of how this act itself will affect the
constellation--what are the consequences of this position for the act, for eman
cipatory political interventions? Does it mean that we are condemned to acting
blindly, to taking risky steps into the unknown whose Hnal outcome totally
eludes us, to interventions whose meaning we can establish only retroactively, so
that, at the moment of the act, all we can do is hope that history will show mercy
(grace) and reward our intervention with at least a modicum of success? But
what it instead of conceiving this impossibility of factoring in the consequences
of our acts as a limitation of our freedom, we conceive it as the zero-level (nega
tive) condition of our freedom?
The notion of freedom as known necessity found its highest expression
in Spinoza's thought, and no wonder that Spinoza also provided the most snc
cinct definition of the personalized notion of God: the only true God is nature
itself-that is, substance as causa sui, as the eternal texture of causes-effects.
The personalized notion of God as a wise old man who, sitting somewhere up
there in the heavens, rules the world according to his caprice, is nothing but the
mystified positive expression of our ignorance-when our knowledge of actual
natural causal networks is limited, we as it were fill in the blanks by project
ing a supreme Cause onto an unknown highest entity. From the Hegelian view,
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Spinoza just needs to be taken more literally than he was ready to take himself:
what if this lack or incompleteness of the causal network is not only epistemo
logical but also ontological' What if it is not only our knowledge of reality but
reality itself which is incomplete? In this case, is not the personalized notion of
God also an indication (a mystifled indication, but nonetheless an indication)
of the ontological incompleteness of reality itself? Or, to put it in terms of the
classical Hegelian distinction between what I want or mean to say and what I
actually say, when I say "God;' I want to name the transcendent absolute Person
who governs reality, but what I really say is that reality is ontologically incom
plete, that it is n1m"ked by a fundamental impossibility or inconsistency.
In this sense Dostoyevsky was right: it is only the personalized God--- i nsofar
as he is the name for a desiring/lacking Other, for a gap in the Other-who
gives heedom: I am not free by being the creator and master of all reality, when
nothing resists lny power to appropriate all heterogeneous content; I am free
if the substance of my being is not a full causal network, but an ontologically
incomplete field, This incompleteness is (or, rather, can also be) signaled by an
opaque desiring God, a God who is himself marked by imperfections and fini
tude, so that when we encounter him, we confront the enigma of "What does he
want?" an enigma which holds also for God himself (who does not know what
he wants) ,
But, again, what does this mean for our ability t o act, t o intervene i n history?
There are in French two words for the "future" which cannot be adequately
rendered in English: fUlur and avenir. Futur stands for the future as the con
tinuation of the present, as the full actualization of tendencies which are already
present, while avenir points more towards a radical break, a discontinuity
with the present-avenir is what is to corne (a venir), not j ust what will be. For
example, in the contemporary apocalyptic situation, the ultimate horizon of the
"future" is what jean-Pierre Dupuy calls the dystopian "flxed paint," the zero
point of ecological breakdown, global economic and social chaos, etc.-even
if it is indefinitely postponed, this zero-point is the virtual "attractor" towards
which our realily, left to itself; tends. The way to combat the future catastro
phe is through acts which interrupt this drifiing towards the dystopian "fixed
point;' acts which take upon themselves the risk of giving birth to some radical
Otherness "to come:' We can see here how ambiguous the slogan "no future" is:
at a deeper level, it deSignates not the impossibility of change, but precisely what
we should be striving for-to break the hold the catastrophic "hlture" has over
us, and thereby to open up the space for something New "to come,"

C HA P T E R 5

Parataxis: Figures of the Dialectical Process

The widespread use of the notion of "intellectual intuition" in post -Kantian
German Idealism is not the sign of a regression to pre-critical metaphysics
(as orthodox Kantians claim) . For post-Kantian Idealists, "intellectual intui
tion" is not a passive intuitive reception or vision of nomnenal reality: on
the contrary, it always designates an active, productive, spontaneous faculty,
and, as sucb, it remains fjrmly rooted in the Kantian topic of the active syn
thesis of transcendental imagination (which is why those who rehabilitate
this notion enthusiastically refer to sections 76 and 77 of Kant's Critique
of Judgment).' So why did Kant reject this notion? What threshold did he
refuse to cross?
In 1804, towards the end of his life, Kant wrote that the two hinges on which
his entire thought turns are the ideality of space and time and the reality of the
concept of freed01TI. � Kant's opposition to the common -sense attitude is clear
here: for common-sense naturalism, space and time are real (real objects and
processes "are" in space and time, space and time are not merely the transcen
dental horizon of our experience of reality), while freedom is ideal (a form of the
self-perception of our conscious Self with, perhaps, no foundation in basic reality
where only matter really exists). For Kant, on the contrary, space and time are
ideal (not properties of things in themselves, but forms of perception imposed
on phenomena by the transcendental Self), while freedom is real in the most
radical (even Lacanian) sense; freedom is an inexplicable, "irrational;' unac
countable "fact of reason;' a Real which disturbs our notion of (phenomenal)
spatio-temporal reality as governed by natural laws. For this reason, our experi
ence of ffeedom is properly traumatic, even for Kant himself; who mistakes the
Real as the impossible which happel1s (that which "I cannot not do") for the Real
as the impossible-to-happen (that which "I cannot ever fully accomplish" ) . That
is to say, in Kantian ethics, the true tension is not between the subject's idea that
he is acting only for the sake of duty and the hidden fact that there was actually
some pathological motivation at work (vnlgar psychoanalysis); the true tension
1 See Robert Pippin, The Persistence of Subjectivity, Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press 2005, p. 43.
2 See Dieter Henrich, Between Kant and Hegel: Lectures on German Idealism, Cambridge,
MA: Harvard University Press 2008, p. 53.
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is exactly the opposite one: the abyss ally tree act is unbearable, traumatic, in
that 'when we accomplish an act out of freedom, and in order to sustain it, we
experience it as conditioned by some pathological motivation. One is tempted to
refer here to the key Kantian concept of schematization: a free act cannot be sche
matized, integrated into our experience, so, in order to schematize it, we have
to "pathologize" it. And Kant himself; as a rule, misreads the true tension (the
difficulty in endorsing and assuming a free act) as the standard tension affecting
the agent who can never be sure if his act really was free, rather than motivated
by hidden pathological impulses. This is why, as Kierkegaard put it, the true
trauma lies not in our mortality, but in our immortality: it is easy to accept that
we are just a speck of dust in the infinite universe; what is much more difficult to
accept is that we effectively are immortal tree beings who, as such, cannot escape
the terrible responsibility of our heedom.
The root of this trouble lies with the deadlock at the heart of the Kantian
edifice, as noted by Henrich: Kant starts with our cognitive capacity-the
Self with its three features (unity, synthetic activity, emptiness) is alIected by
nomnenal things and, through its active synthesis, organizes impressions into
phenomenal reality; however, once he arrives at the ontological result of his
critique of knowledge (the distinction between phenomenal reality and the
noumenal world of Things-in-themselves), "there can be no return to the self:
There is no plausible interpretation of the self as a member of one of the two
worlds:'3 This is where practical reason comes in: the only way to return from
ontology to the Self is via freedom: freedom unites the two worlds, and provides
lor the unity or coherence of the Self-- t his is why Kant repeated again and again
the motto: "subordinate everything to freedom:" Here, however, a gap between
Kant and his followers occurs: for Kant, freedom is an "irrational" fact of reason,
it is simply and inexplicably given, something like an umbilical cord inexpli
cably rooting our experience in the unknown noumenal reality, not the First
Principle out of which one can develop a systematic notion of reality, while the
Idealists from Fichte onwards cross this limit and endeavor to provide a system
atic account of freedom itself. The status of this limit changes with the Idealists:
what was for Kant an a priori limitation, so that the very notion of "going over" is
stricto sensu meaningless, becomes for the Idealists just an indication that Kant
was not yet ready to pursue his project to the end, to draw all the consequences
from his breakthrough. For the Idealists, Kant got stuck half-way, while for Kant,
his Idealist followers totally misunderstood his critique and fell back into pre
critical metaphysics or, worse, mystical Schwarm ere;.
There are thus two main versions of this passage:' (1) Kant asserts the gap
3 Ibid., p. 52.
4 Ibid., p. 59·
5 Which is still one of the great dividing lines among philosophers: those-mostly of
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of finitude, transcendental schematism, the negative access to the Noumenal
(via the Sublime) as the only one possible, and so forth, while Hegel's absolute
idealism closes the Kantian gap and returns to pre-critical metaphysics. (2) It
is Kant who goes only half-way in his destruction of metaphysics, still main
taining the reference to the Thing�in-itself as an external inaccessible entity,
and Hegel is merely a radicalized Kant, who moves from our negative access
to the Absolute to the Absolute itself as negativity. Or, to put it in terms of the
Hegelian shift !l'om epistemological obstacle to positive ontological condition
(our incomplete knowledge of the thing becomes a positive feature of the thing
which is in itself incomplete, inconsistent): it is not that Hegel "ontologizes"
Kant; on the contrary, it is Kant who, insofar as he conceives the gap as Inerely
epistemological, continues to presuppose a fully constituted noumenal realm
existing out there, and it is Hegel who "deontologizes" Kant, introducing a gap
into the very texture of reality. In other words, Hegel's move is not to "overcome"
the Kantian division, but, rather, to assert it "as such," to remove the need for
its "overcoming," for the additional "reconciliation" of the opposites, that is, to
gain the inSight-through a purely formal parallax shili-into how positing the
distinction "as such" already is the looked-for "reconciliation." Kant's limitation
lies not in his remaining within the confines of finite oppositions, in his inability
to reach the Infinite, but, on the contrary, in his very search for a transcendent
domain beyond the realm of finite oppositions: Kant is not unable to reach the
Infinite--what he is unable to see is how he already has what he is looking for.
Gerard Lebrun has clarified this crucial point in his analysis of Hegel's critique
of Kant's antinomies.6
The commonplace among defenders of Kant is that Hegel's critique, although
apparently lTIOre audacious (Hegel sees contradictions everywhere), onlydOlnes
ticates or blunts the Kantian antinomies. Kant is, so the story goes (as retold
from Heidegger to postmodernists) , the first philosopher who really confronted
the subject's finitude not only as an empirical fact, but as the very ontological
horizon of our being. This led him to conceive antinomies as genuine unresolv
able deadlocks, inescapable scandals of reason, in which human reason becomes
involved by its very nature-the scandal of what he even calls "euthanasia of
Reason:' The impasse is here irreducible, there is no mediation between the
opposites, no higher syntheSiS. We thus get the very contemporary image of a
the analytic orientation-who think that Kant is the last "continental" philosopher who
"makes sense;' and that the post - Kantian turn of German Idealism is one of the greatest
catastrophes, regreSSions into meaningless speculation, in the history of philosophy,
and those for whom the post-Kantian speculative-historical approach is the highest
achievement of philosophy.
6 Gerard Lebrun, ''Lantinomie et son contenu;' in Olivier Tinland, ed., Lectures de
Hegel, Paris: Le Livre de Poche 2005.
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human subject caught in a constitutive deadlock, marked by an a priori ontolog
ical split or gap. As for Hegel, although he may appear to radicalize antinon1ies
by conceiving them as "contradictions" and universalizing then1, seeing them
everyw-here, in every concept we use, and, going eVel} further, ontologizing
them (while Kant locates antinomies in our cognitive approach to reality, Hegel
locates them in reality itself), Hegel's radicalization is a ruse: once reformulated
as "contradictions;' antinomies are caught in the machinery of the dialectical
progress, reduced to an in-between stage, a moment on the road towards the
final reconciliation. Hegel thus effectively blunts the scandalous edge of the
Kantian antinomies which threatened to bring Reason to the edge of madness,
renormalizing them as part of a global ontological process.
Lebrun demonstrates that this commonly shared conception is thoroughly
wrong: it is Kant himself who actually defuses the antinomies. One should
always bear in mind Kant's result: there are no antinomies as such, they emerge
simply out of the subject's epistemological confusion between phenomena and
noumena. After the critique of Reason has done its l,york, we end up with a
clear and unambiguous, non-antagonistic, ontological picture, with phenomena
on one side and noumena on the other. The whole threat of the "euthanasia of
Reason:' the spectacle of Reason as forever caught in a fatal deadlock, is ulti·
mately revealed as a mere theatrical trick, a staged performance designed to
confer credibility on Kant's transcendental solution. This is the feature that Kant
shares with pre·critical metaphysics: both positions remain in the domain of
Understanding and its ftxed determinations, and Kant's critique of metaphys·
ics spells out the final result of metaphysics: as long as we move in the domain
of Understanding, Things·in.themselves are out of reach, our Imowledge is
ultimately in vain.
In what, then, does the difference between Kant and Hegel with regard to
antinomies effectively reside? Hegel changes the entire terrain: his basic reproach
concerns not what Kant says, but Kant's unsaid, Kant's "unknown knowns" (to
use Donald Rumsfeld's newspeak)-Kant cheats, his analysis of antinomies
is not too pOof, but rather too rich, for he smuggles into it a whole series of
additional presuppositions and implications. Instead of really analyzing the
immanent nature of the categories involved in antinomies (finitude versus infin
ity continnity versus discontinuity, etc.) , he shifts the entire analysis onto the
'
way we, as thinking subjects, use or apply these categories. Which is why Hegel's
basic reproach to Kant concerns not the immanent nature of the categories, but,
in an almost Wittgensteinian way, their illegitimate use, their application to a
domain which is not properly theirs. Antinomies are not inscribed into categories

themselves, they only arise when we go beyond the proper domain of their use
(the temporal·phenomenal reality of our experience) and apply them to noumenal
reality, to objects which cannot ever become objects of our experience. In short,
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antinOlnies emerge t h e moment w e confuse phenomena and nOUlnena, objects
of experience with Things-in-themselves.
Kant can only perceive finitude as the finitude of the transcendental subject
who is constrained by schematism, by the telnporal limitations of transcenden
tal synthesis: for him, the only finitude is the finitude of the subject; he does
not consider the possibility that the very categories he is dealing with may be
'jinite, " i.e., that they may remain categories of abstract Understanding, not yet
the truly infinite categories of speculative Reason. And Hegel's point is that this
move from categories of Understanding to Reason proper is not an illegitimate
step beyond the limits of our reason; it is rather Kant himself who oversteps
the proper limits of the analysis of categories, of pure notional determinations,
illegitimately projecting onto this space the topic of temporal subjectivity, and so
forth. At its most elementary, Hegel's move is a reduction, not an enrichment, of
Kant: a subtractive move, a gesture of taking away the metaphysical ballast and
of analyzing notional determinations in their ilnmanent nature.

IN PRAISE OF UNDERSTANDING
So what, preCisely, is Understanding? Jameson characterizes Understanding
( Verstand) as a kind of spontaneous ideology of our daily lives, of our imme
diate experience of reality. As such, it is not merely a historical phenonlenon
to be dissolved through dialectical critique and the practical transformation
of the relations which engender it, but a permanent, trans-historical fixture
of our everyday reality. True, Reason ( Vernunft) "has the task of transforming
the necessary errors of Verstand into new and dialectical kinds of truths,'" but
this "transformation" leaves intact the everyday efficacy of Understanding, its
formative role in our ordinary experience-all Reason can achieve is a kind of
Kantian critical delimitation of the proper sphere of Understanding; in other
words, it can only make us aware of how, in our daily lives, we are victims of nec
essary ("transcendental" ) illusions. Underlying this reading of the opposition of
Reason and Understanding is a profoundly non-Marxian notion of ideology (or,
rather, a profoundly non-Marxian splitting of this notion) probably taken from
Althusser (and, maybe, Lacan): in a Kantian mode, Jameson seems to imply
that there are two modes of ideology, a historical one (forms linked to specific
historical conditions which disappear when these conditions are abolished, like
traditional patriarchy) and an a priori transcendental one (a kind of spontane
ous tendency to identitarian thinking, to reificatioll, etc., which is co-substantial
with language as such, and which, for this reason, can be assimilated to the
7 Fredric Jameson, The Hegel Variations, London: Verso Books 2010, p. 119-
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illusion of the big Other as the "subject supposed to know") . Closely linked to
this notion of ideology is Jamesons (rarely noticed, but all the more persistent)
motif of the unsayable, of things better left unsaid-for example, in his review
of my Parallax View in the London Review of Books, his argument against the
notion of parallax is that, as the name for the most elementary split/diffraction,
it endeavors to nalne something which is better left unnamed. In a similar way,
Jameson subscribes to the Kantian tendency of (some of) today's brain scientists
to insist on the a priori structural unknowability of consciousness:
what Hegel's contemporaries called the not-l is that which consciollsness is conscious
of as its other, and not any absence of consciousness itself, something inconceivable
except as a kind of science-fictional picture-thinking, a kind of thought of otherness.
But it is hard to understand hOlv we could know something without knowing what
its absence entails: and it may well be, as Colin McGinn argues, that consciousness
is one of those philosophical problems which human beings are structurally unfit
to solve; and that in that sense Kant's was the right position to take: that, although
its existence is as certain as the Cartesian cogito, consciousness must also remain
perpetually unknowable as a thing-in-itselfB
The least one can say about these lines is that they are profoundly non
Hegelian, even taking into account Jameson's unexpected dialectical point: since
an element can be properly grasped only through its difference to its opposite,
and since the I's opposite-the not-I-is inaccessible to the I as it is in itself, the
consequence of the unknowability of the not-I as it is In-itself; independently
of the I, is the unknowability of consciousness (the J) itself as it is In-itself. The
standard solipsist-empiricist claim that "the subject can only know itself, its sen
sations" is thus proven wrong: if the not-I is unknowable, the I itself suffers the
same lot. The question to be raised here is whether this circle is inescapable.
Are we caught in it right to the end, so that every speculation about the Outside
is always already a retroactive /;mtasy from the standpOint of the Inside? Or,
as Hegel would have put it, is every presupposition already posited? jameson
develops this impossibility of breaking out in his perspicuous reading of the
concept ofpositing as the key to what Hegel means by "idealism:' His first move
is to dialectically mediate the very opposition of positing and presupposing: the
core of "positing" is not the direct production of objects, since such a produc
tion remains abstractly opposed to what is simply given (I as a finite subject
find in front of me material objects and then proceed to "positing" by working
on them); the core of "positing" concerns these presuppositions themselves;
that is, what are primordially posited are presuppositions themselves. Recall
Heidegger's notion of the essence of modern technology as Gestell: in order for
8 Ibid., p. 32.
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the subject to technologically manipulate and exploit reality, this reality has to
be "posited"!presupposed (or, as Heidegger puts it, disclosed) in advance as an
object of possible technological exploitation, as a reserve of raw materials and
energies, and so 011. It is in this sense that one should conceive what is posited "in
terms of presuppositions: for positing somehow always takes place 'in advance'
of other kinds of thinking and other kinds of acts and eventS;'9 or, even more
pointedly, "in tenns of theatrical settings or pro-filmic arrangements, in ,,yhich,
ahead of time, a certain number of things are placed on stage, certain depths are
calculated, and an optical center also carefully provided, the laws of perspective
invoked in order to strengthen the illusion to be achieved":l0
Kant's theory-phenomenon and noumenoll-looks somewhat different if it is
grasped as a specific \vay of positing the world . . . it is no longer a question of belief:
of taking the existence of objective reality, of the noumenon, of a world independ
ent of human perceptions, on faith. But it is also not a question of following in
Fichte's footsteps and affirming that objective reality-the noumenon, which has
now become the not-I-is summoned into being by the primal act of the 1, which
"posits" it (I1mv using the term in a metaphysical sense).
Rather, that beyond as \vhich the noumenon is characterized now becomes
something like a category of thinldng . . . It is the mind that posits 110umena in the
sense in which its experience of each phenomenon includes a beyond along with it
The l1oumenOI1 is not something separate from the phenomenon, but part and
parcel of its essence; and it is within the mind that realities outside or beyond the
mind are "posited.""
We should introduce here a precise distinction between the presupposed or
shadowy part of what appear as antic objects and the ontological horizon of
their appearing. On the one hand, as was brilliantly developed by Husser! in
his phenomenological analysis of perception, every perception of even an ordi
nary object involves a series of assumptions about its unseen back-side, as well
as about its background; on the other hand, an object always appears within a
certain horizon of hermeneutic "prejudices" which proVide an a priori frame
within which we locate the object and which thus make it intelligible-to observe
reality "without prejudices" means to understand nothing. This same dialectic
of "positing the presuppositions" plays a crucial role in our understanding of
history: "just as we always posit the anteriority of a nameless object along with
the name or idea we have just articulated, so also in the matter of historical tem
porality we always posit the pre-existence of a formless object which is the raw
9 Ibid., p. 27·
10 Ibid., p. 28.
II Ibid., p. 29.
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material of our emergent social or historical articulation:'u This «formlessness"
should also be understood as a violent erasure of (previous) fonns: whenever a
certain act is "posited" as a founding one, as a historical cut or the beginning of a
new era, the previous social reality is as a rule reduced to· a chaotic "ahistorical"
conundrum-say, when the Western colonialists "discovered" black Africa, this
discovery was read as the first contact of «pre-historical" primitives with civi
lized history proper, and their previous history basically blnrred into a "formless
matter:' It is in this sense that the notion of "positing the presuppositions" is "not
only a solution to the problems posed by critical resistance to mythic narratives
of origin . . . it is also one in which the emergence of a specific historical form
retroactively calls into existence the existence of the hitherto formless matter
from which it has been fashioned.")}
This last claim should be qualified, or, rather, corrected: what is retroactively
called into existence is not the «hitherto fonnless Inatter" but, precisely, matter
which was well articulated before the rise of the new, and whose contours were
only blurred, or became invisible, Ii'om the horizon ohhe new historical form
with the rise of the new form, the previous form is (mis)perceived as "hitherto
formless matter;' that if., the "formlessness" itself is a retroactive effect, a violent
erasure of the previous form.14 If one misses the retroactivity of such positing of
presuppositions, one flnds oneself in the ideological universe of evolutionary
teleology: an ideological narrative thus emerges in which previous epochs are
conceived as progressive stages or steps towards the present "civilized" epoch.
This is why the retroactive positing of presuppo�itions is the materialist "substi
tute for that 'teleology' for which [Hegel] is ordinarily indicted:'"
What this means is that, although presuppositions are (retroactively)
posited, the conclusion to be drawn is not that we are forever caught in this
circle of retroactivity, so that every attempt to reconstruct the rise of the New
out of the Old is nothing but an ideological narrative. Hegel's dialectic itself
is not yet another grand teleological narrative, but precisely an effort to avoid
the narrative illusion of a continuous process of organic grmvth of the New out
of the Old; the historical forms which follow one another are not successive
12 Ibid., pp. 85-6.
13 Ibid., p. 8714 So what about the obvious counter-argument, invoking the abundance of ethnological
studies of these pre-historical societies, with detailed descriptions of their rituals, systems
of kinship, myths, etc.? Classic ethnology and anthropology were precisely studies of
"pre-historic" societies, studies which systematically overlooked the specificity of these
societies, interpreting them as a contrast to the civilized societies. Recall how, in their
description of the primitive myths of origin, the early anthropologists read, say, the
statement that a tribe originates from the owl, as a literal belief ("they really believe their
predecessors were owls"), totally missing the way such statements effectively functioned.
15 Jameson, The Hegel Variations, p. 87-
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figures 'within the same teleological frame, but successive re-totalizations, each
of them creating ("positing") its own past (as well as projecting its own future).
In other ,vords, Hegel's dialectic is the science of the gap between the Old and
the New, of accounting for this gap; more precisely, its true topic is not directly
the gap between the Old and the New, but its self-reflective redoubling-when it
describes the cut between the Old and the New, it Simultaneously describes the
gap, 'Nithin the Old itself; between the Old "in-itself" (as it was before the New)
and the Old retroactively posited by the New. It is because of this redoubled
gap that every new form arises as a creation ex nihilo: the Nothingness out of
which the New arises is the very gap between the Old-in-itself and the Old-for
the-New, the gap which makes impossible any account of the rise of the New in
terms of a continuous narrative. ro
We should add a further qualification here: what escapes our grasp is not
the way things were before the arrival of the New, but the very birth of the New,
the New as it was "in itself;' hom the perspective of the Old, before it managed
to "posit its presuppositions:' This is why fantasy, the fantasmatic narrative,
always involves an impossible gaze, the gaze by means of which the subject is
already present at the scene of its own absence-the illusion is here the same as
that of "alternate reality" whose otherness is also "posited" by the actual totality,
which is why it remains within the coordinates of the actual totality. The way
to avoid this utopian reduction of the subject to the impossible gaze witnessing
an alternate reality from which it is absent is not to abandon the topos of alter
nate reality as such, but to reformulate it so as to avoid the mystification of the
theosophic mytho-poetic narrative which pretends to render the genesis of the
cosmos (of the fully constituted reality, ruled by logos) out of the proto-cosmic
pre-ontological chaos. Such attempts only obfuscale the point that the repressed
spectral "virtual history" is not the "truth" of the otHcial public history, but the
fantasy which fills in the void of the act that brought about history. At the level
of family lite, this distinction is palpable in so-called False Memory Syndrome:
the "memories" unearthed (being seduced or molested by a family member),
the repressed stories that haunt the imagination of the living, are precisely such
"primordial lies" destined to forestall the encounter with the ultimate rock of
impossibility, the fact that "there is no sexual relationship:' And the same goes,
at the level of social lite, for the notion of the primordial Crime that grounds the
legal Order: the secret narrative that tells its story is purely f'mtasmatic.
In philosophy proper, this fantasrnatic mystification resides at the very
core of Schelling's Weltalter project. What Schelling endeavored to accomplish
in Weltalter is precisely such a mytho-poetic fantasmatic narrative that would
16 Marx himself \vas aware of this gap when, in the last chapter of Volume 1 of Capital,
he confronted the chaotic brutality of the actual rise of capitalism with the narrative of
"so-called primordial accumulation:'
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account for the emergence of logos itself out ofthe pre-logical proto-cosmic Real;
however, at the very end of each of the three successive drafts of Weltalter-that
is to say, at the very point at which the passage hom mythas to logos, fi-OIn the
Real to the Symbolic, should have been deployed-Schelling was compelled to
posit an uncanny act of Ent-Scheidung (decision or separation), an act in a way
more primordial than the Real of the "eternal Past" itself The repeated failure
of his Weltnlter drafts signals precisely Schelling's honesty as a thinker-the fact
that he was radical enough to acknowledge the impossibility of grounding the act
or decision in a proto-cosmic myth. The line of separation between materialism
and obscurantist idealism in Schelling thus concerns precisely the relation
ship between the act and the proto-cosmos: idealist obscurantism deduces
or generates the act from the proto-cosmos, while materialism asserts the
primacy of the act and denounces the fantasmatic character of the proto-cosmic
narrative.
So, apropos Schelling's clairn that man's consciousness arises frOlll the pri
mordial act which separates the present-actual consciousness from the spectral,
shadowy realm of the unconscious, one has to ask a seemingly naIve but crucial
questioll: what, precisely, is the unconscious here? Schelling's answer is unam
biguous: the "unconscious" is not primarily the rotary motion of drives ejected
into the eternal past; the "unconscious" is rather the very act of Ent-Scheidung
by means of which drives were ejected into the past. Or, to put it in slightly
different terms: what is truly "unconscious" in man is not the immediate oppo
site of consciousness, the obscure and confused vortex of "irrational" drives,
but the very founding gesture of consciousness, the act of decision in which I
"choose myselC by which I combine this multitude of drives into the unity of my
Self. The "unconscious" is not the passive stuff of inert drives to be used by the
creative "synthetic" activity of the conscious Ego; the "unconscious" in its most
radical dimension is rather the highest Deed of my self-positing, or (to resort
to later "existentialist" terms) the choice of my fundamental "project" which, in
order to remain operative, must be "repressed;' kept out of the light of day. To
quote f)-om the admirable flnal pages of the second draft of Weltalter:
That primordial deed which makes a man genuinely himself precedes all individual
actions; but immediately after it is put into exuberant freedom, this deed sinks into
the night of unconsciousness. This is not a deed that could happen once and then
stop; it is a permanent deed, a neverending deed, and consequently it can never
again be brought before consciousness. For man to Imow of this deed, conscious
ness itself would have to return into nothing, into boundless freedom, and would
cease to be consciousness. This deed occurs once and then immediately sinks back
into the unfathomable depths; and nature acquires permanence precisely thereby.
Likewise that will, posited once at the beginning and then led to the outside, must
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immediately sink into unconsciousness. Only in this way is a beginning possible, a
beginning that does not stop being a beginning, a truly eternal beginning. For here
as well, it is true that the beginning cannot know itself. That deed, once done, is
done for all eternity. The decision that in some manner is truly to begin must not
be brought back to consciousness; it must not be called back, because this would
amount to being taken back. If, in malung a decision, somebody retains the right to
reexamine his choice, he will never make a beginning at all.17
"What we encounter here is, of course, the logic of the "vanishing mediator": of
the founding gesture of differentiation which must sink into invisibility once the
difference between the vortex of "irrational" drives and the universe of logos is in
place. Schelling's hmdamental move is thus not simply to ground the ontologi
cally structured universe of logos in the horrible vortex of the Real; if we read
him carefully, there is a premonition in his work that this terrifying vortex of the
pre-ontological Real is itself (accessible to us only in the guise of) a fantasmatic
narrative, a lure destined to detract llS from the true traumatic cut, that of the
abyssal act of Ent-Scheidung.
It is against this background that one can raise two further critical points
about Jameson's notion of Understanding as an eternal or unsurpassable
form of ideology. The first thing to note is that this unsurpassable character
is in itself redoubled: first, there is Understanding as the a priori tendency of
human thinking towards identitarian reification; then, there is the unsurpass
ability of the circle of "positing the presuppositions" which prevents us from
stepping outside ourselves and grasping the not -I in all its forms, spatial and
temporal (hom external reality as it is independently of llS, to our own histori
cal past) The first critical point to be made here is that the features Jameson
attributes to Understanding ("common-sense empirical thinking of exter
nality, formed in the experience of solid objects and obedient to the law of
non-contradiction") dearly are historically limited: they designate modern
secular empiricist common sense, which is very different from, say, a "primitive"
holistic notion of reality permeated by spiritual forces.
However, a much more important critical point concerns the way Jameson
formulates the opposition between Understanding and Reason: Understanding
is understood as the elementary form of analyzing, of fixing differences and
identities, redUcing the wealth of reality to an abstract set of features; this spon
taneous tendency towards identitarian reiflcation has to be then corrected by
dialectical Reason, which faithfully reproduces the dynamiC complexity of
reality by outlining the fluid network of relations within which every identity is
located. This network both generates every identity and, Simultaneously, causes
17 Slavoj 2:izek and F. w. ). von Schelling, The Abyss afFreedom / Ages ofthe World, trans.
Judith Norman, Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press 1997, pp. 181�2.
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its ultimate downfall. This, however, is emphatically not the way Hegel conceives
the difference between Understanding and Reason�let us read carefully a well�
known passage fron1 the "Fore\vord" to the Phenomenology:
To break up an idea into its ultimate elements means returning upon its moments,
which at least do not have the form of the given idea when found, but are the imme�
diate property of the self Doubtless this analysis only arrives at thoughts which
are themselves familiar elements, fixed inert determinations. But what is thus sepa
rated, and in a sense is unreal, is itself an essential moment; for just because the
concrete fact is self-divided, and turns into unreality, it is something self-moving,
self�active. The action of separating the elements is the exercise of the force of
Understanding, the most astonishing and greatest of all powers, or rather the abso
lute power. The circle, "\vhich is self-enclosed and at rest, and, qua substance, holds
its own moments, is an immediate relation, the immediate, continuous relation of
clements \vith their unity, and hence arouses no sense of wonderment. But that an
accident as such, when cut loose from its containing circumference,-that what is
bound and held by something else and actual only by being connected with it,
should obtain an existence all its own, gain freedom and independence on its own
account-this is the portentous power of the negative; it is the energy of thought,
of pure Self's
Understanding, precisely in its aspect of analyzing, tearing the unity of a thing
or process apart, is here celebrated as "the most astonishing and greatest of all
powers, or rather the absolute power" -as such, it is, surprisingly (for those who
stick to the commonly held view of dialectics), characterized in exactly the same
terms as Spirit which is, with regard to the opposition between Understanding
and Reason, clearly on the side of Reason: "Spirit is, in its simple truth, con
sciousness, and forces its moments apart:' Everything turns on how we are to
understand this identity-and-difference between Understanding and Reason: it
is not that Reason adds something to the separating power of Under standing, re
establishing (at some "higher level") the organic unity of what Understanding has
sundered, supplementing analysis with synthesis; Reason is, in a way, not more
but less than Understanding, it is-to put it in the well-known terms of Hegel's
opposition between what one wants to say and what one actually says-what
Understanding, in its activity, really does, in contrast to what it wants or means
to do. Reason is therefore not another faculty supplementing Understanding's
"one-sidedness": the very idea that there is something (the core of the substan
tial content of the analyzed thing) which eludes Understanding, a trans-rational
Beyond out of its reach, is the fundamental illusion of Understanding. In other
18 G. W. F. Hegel, Phenomenology of lvIind, trans. J. B. Baillie, Mineola: Dover 2003,
p. 18; translation modified.
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words, all we have to do to get from Understanding to Reason is to subtract from
Understanding its constitutive illusion.
Understanding is not too abstract or violent, it is, on the contrary, as Hegel
remarked of Kant, too soft towards things, too afraid to locate its violent move
ment of tearing things apart in the things themselves.19 In a way, it is epistemology
versus ontology: the illusion of Understanding is that its own analytical power
the power to lnake "an accident as such . . . obtain an existence all its own, gain
freedom and independence on its own account" -is only an "abstraction:' some
thing external to "true reality" which persists out there intact in its inaccessible
hlllness. In other words, it is the standard critical view of Understanding and
its power of abstraction (that it is just an impotent intellectual exercise which
misses the wealth of reality) which contains the core illusion of Understanding.
To put it in yet another way, the mistake of Understanding is to perceive its own
negative activity (of separating, tearing things apart) only in its negative aspect,
ignoring its "positive" (productive) aspect-Reason is Understanding itself in its
productive aspect.!O
Let us indulge in an excursus at this point. What is abstract thinking? Recall
Samuel Maoz's Lebanon, a recent fllm about the 1982 Lebanon war which draws
on Maoz's own memories as a young soldier, rendering the war's fear and claus
trophobia by shooting most of the action !i'om inside a tank. The movie follows
four inexperienced soldiers dispatched to "mop up" enemies in a Lebanese town
that has already been bombarded by the Israeli Air Force. Interviewed at the
2009 Venice festival, Yoav Donat, the actor who played Moaz as a young soldier,
said: "This is a movie that makes you feel like you've been to war;' Maoz himself
said his £lIm was not a condemnation of Israel's policies, but a personal account
of what he went through: "The mistake I made is to call the film 'Lebanon'
because the Lebanon war is no different in its essence from any other war
and for me any attempt to be political would have flattened the film;'" This is
19 There is a wonderfully vulgar Jewish joke about a Polish-Jevolish wife, tired after a
hard day's \vork. Vlhen her husband comes home, also tired but aroused, he says to her:
"I cannot make love to you now, but I need some kind of release-can you suck me off
and swallow my sperm? This would help me a lot:' The wife replies: "I am too tired to do
that now, darling -why don't you just masturbate and fInish in a glass, and I will drink it
in the morning?" Does not this wife-contrary to the cliche about the holistic-intuitive
reasoning of women as opposed to masculine rational analysis-provide an example
of the ruthless feminine use of Understanding, of its power to separate what naturally
belongs together?
20 In a strict homology to this Hegelian logic, it is meaningless to demand that psycho
analysis should be supplemented by psycho-synthesis, re-establishing the organic unity
of the person shattered by psychoallalysis: psychoanalysis already is this synthesis.
21 Silvia Aloisi, "Israeli Film Relives Lebanon vVar from Inside Tank;' Reuters, September
8, 2009·
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ideology at its purest: the focus on the perpetrator's traumatic experience enables
us to ignore the entire ethieo-political background of the conflict: what was the
Israeli anny doing deep in Lebanon? and so OIl. Such a "humanization" thus
serves to obfuscate the key question: the need for a ruthless political analysis of
the stakes involved in the deployment of armed forces.
Here one immediately encounters the ideological moron's riposte: but why
shouldn't the depiction of the horror and perplexity of combat be a legitimate
topic for art? Is not such personal experience also part of war? Why should artis
tic depictions of war be limited to the great political divisions which determine
such conflicts? Is not war a multi-faceted totality? In an abstract way, all this is
of course true; however, what gets lost is that the true global meaning of a war
and one's personal experience of it cannot coexist within the same space: an
individual's experience of war, no matter how "authentic;' inevitably narrows its
scope and as such is in itself a violent abstraction jrOIn the totality. Like it or not,
refusing to light is not the same for a Nazi murdering jews in the ghetto as for a
partisan resisting the Nazis; likewise, in the Lebanon war of 1982, the "trauma"
of the Israeli soldier in the tank is not the same as the trauma of the Palestinian
civilian he is shelling-focusing on the fonner only serves to obfuscate what was
at stake in the Israeli invasion.
Fredric jameson has argued that Saint Augustine's most celebrated achieve
ment-his invention of the psychological depth of the believer, with all the
complexity constituted by inner doubt and despair-is strictly correlative to (or
is the other side of) his legitimization of Christianity as a state religion, as fully
compatible with the obliteration of the last remnants of radical politics from the
Christian edifice." The same holds for, among others, the anti-communist ren
egades of the Cold War era: as a rule, their turn against communism went hand
in hand with a turn towards a certain Freudianism, with their discovery of the
psychological complexity of individual lives.
But does this mean that the only truthful account is a de-subjectivized one,
with no place for subjective experience? It is here that the key Lacanian dis
tinction between the subject ($, the "barred" non-psychological agent) and the
"person" has to be mobilized: what lies behind the screen of the wealth of a
person's "inner life" is not "objective reality" but the subject itself-the political
subject, in our case.
The act of abstraction, of tearing apart, can also be understood as an act of
self-imposed blindness, of refusing to "see it all:' In his Blindness and Insight, Paul
de Man developed a refIned reading of Derrida's "deconstruction" of Rousseau
22 See Fredric Jameson, "On the Sexual Production of Western Subjectivity; or, Saint
Augustine as a Social Democrat;' in Renata Saleel and Slavoj Zizek, eds, Gaze and Voice
as Love Objects, Durham: Duke University Press 1996.
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in On Grammatology.23 D e Man's thesis is that, in presenting Rousseau as a "log
ocentrist" caught in the Inetaphysics of presence, Derrida overlooks how the
motifs and theoretical moves involved in deconstructing that metaphysics are
already operative in Rousseau's text-often, the "deconstructive" point Derrida
is malting about Rousseau bas already been articulated by Rousseau bimself
Furthermore, this oversight is not an accident, but a structural necessity:
Derrida can only see what he sees (deploy his deconstructive reading) through
such blindness. And it would be easy to demonstrate the same paradoxical over
lapping of blindness and insight in other great Derridean readings-say, for his
detailed reading of Hegel in Clas. Here also, the price for the complex theoretical
move of demonstrating how Hegel fails to see that a condition of impossibility
is a condition of possibility-how he produces something whose status he has
to disavow in order to maintain the consistency of his edifice, and so forth--is
a violent Simplification of the underlying frame of Hegel's thought. The latter
is reduced by Derrida to the absolute-idealist "metaphysics of presence;' where
the Idea's self-mediation is able to reduce all Otherness, and all Hegel's formula
tions which run against this image are read as so many signs of his symptomatic
inconsistency, of Hegel not being able to control his own theoretical production,
of being forced to say more, or something different, than what he wanted to say.
But how, exactly, are we to read this co-dependence of inSight and blind
ness? Is it possible to avoid the standard reading that imposes itself with
an apparently self-evident force: the reading according to which the co
dependence of inSight and blindness is an indication of our unsurpassable fini
tude, of the radical impossibility of our reaching the standpoint of infmity, of
an inSight no longer marred by any kind of blindness? It is our wager that Hegel
offers another way here: what he calls "negativity" can also be couched in terms
of insight and blindness, as the "positive" power of "blindness;' of ignoring parts
of reality. How does a notion emerge out of the confused network of impressions
we have of an object? Through the power of "abstraction;' of blinding oneself to
most of the features of the object, reducing it to its constitutive key aspects. The
greatest power of our mind is not to see more, but to see less in a correct way, to
reduce reality to its notional determinations-only such "blindness" generates
the insight into what things really are.
The same principle of "less is more" holds for reading the body of a book: in
his wonderful How to Talk About Books You Haven't Read, Pierre Bayard dem
onstrates (taking an ironic line of reasoning which is ultimately meant quite
seriously) that, in order to really formulate the fundamental insight or achieve
ment of a book, it is generally better not to read it all-too much data only blurs
23 See Paul de Man, Blindness and Insight: Essays in the Rhetoric of Contemporary
Criticism, second rev. ed., Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press 1983.
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onr clear vision.24 For example, many essays on Joyce's Ulysses-� and often the
best ones-were written by scholars who had not read the whole book; the same
goes for books on Kant or Hegel, where a truly detailed knowledge often only
gives rise to a boring specialist exegesis, rather than living insights. The best
interpretations of Hegel are always partial: they extrapolate the totality from a
particular fIgure of thought or of dialectical movement. As a rule, it is not a
reading of a thick book by Hegel himself; but some striking, detailed observa
tioIl-often wrong or at least one-sided-made by an interpreter that allows us
to grasp Hegel's thought in its living movement.
The tension between insight and blindness accounts for the fact that Hegel
uses the term Begrijf (notion) with two opposed meanings: "notion" as the very
core, the essence, of the thing, and "notion" as "mere notion" in contrast to "the
thing itself:' And one should bear in mind that the same goes for his use of the
term "subject": the subject as elevated above the objective, as the principle of life
and mediation of objects, and the subject as designating something "merely sub
jective;' a subjectively distorted impression in contrast to the way things really
are. It is all too sin1ple to treat these two aspects in terms of the "lowerJJ�per
taining to the abstract approach of Understanding (the reduction of the subject
to the "merely subjective")-and the "higher"-involving the truly speculative
notion of the Subject as the mediating principle of Life or reality. The point is,
rather, that the "lower" aspect is the key constituent of the "higher": one over
comes the "merely subjective" precisely by fully endorsing it. Recall again the
passage hom the Preiace to the Phenomenology celebrating the disjunctive power
of "abstract" Understanding: Hegel does not overcome the abstract character of
Understanding by sl1bstantially changing it (replacing abstraction with syntheSiS
etc.), but by perceiving in a new light this same power of abstraction: what at first
appears as the weakness of Understanding (its inability to grasp reality in all its
complexity, its tearing apart of reality's living texture) is in fact its greatest power.

PHENOMENA, NOUMENA, AND THE LIMIT
Although Kant makes it clear that antinomies result hom the misapplication of
categories, and that they disappear the moment we clarify this confusion and
respect the gap that separates noumena from phenomena, he nonetheless has to
insist that this misapplication is not a contingent mistake, but a kind of neces
sary illusion inscribed into the very functioning of our Reason. One thus needs
to be very precise in describing the true contOllrs of the passage from Kant to
Hegel: with his philosophical revolution, Kant made a breakthrough the radical
ity of which he was himself unaware; so, in a second move, he withdraws from
24 See Pierre Bayard, How to Talk About Books You Haven't Read, London: Granta 2009.
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this radicality and desperately tries t o navigate into the safe -waters o f a more tra
ditional ontology. Consequently, in order to pass "from Kant to Hegel;' we have
to move not "forward" but backward: back from the deceptive envelope to iden�
tify the true radicality of Kant's breakthrough-in this sense, Hegel was literally
"more Kantian than Kant himself' One of the points where we see this clearly
is in the distinction between phenomena and noumena: Kant's explicit justifica�
tion of why we need to introduce noumena remains well within the confines of
traditional ontology with its distinction between appearance and true reality
appearances cannot stand on their own, there mnst be something behind them
which sustains them:
The canse of our not being satisfied with the substrate of sensibility, and of our
therefore adding to the phenomena noumena which only the pure understanding
can think, is simply as follows. The sensibility (and its field, that of the appearances)
is itself limited by the understanding in such fashion that it does not have to do
with things in themselves but only 'with the mode in which, owing to our subjective
constitution, they appear. The Transcendental Aesthetic, in all its teaching, has led
to this conclusion; and the same conclusion also, of course, follows from the concept
of an appearance in general; namely, that something which is not in itself appear
ance must correspond to it. For appearance can be nothing by itself, outside our
mode of representation. Unless, therefore, we are to move constantly in a circle, the
word appearance must be recognized as already indicating a relation to something,
the immediate representation of which is, indeed, sensible, but which, even apart
from the constitution of our sensibility (upon which the form of our intuition is
grounded), must be something in itself, that is, an object independent of sensibility.'';
There is, however, an implicit clash between this account, in which phenomena
and noumena are distinguished as two types (spheres) of (positively existing)
objects, and Kant's key thesis that, since noumena are radically transcendent,
never given as objects of our experience, the concept of a noumenon is "a merely
limiting concept, the function of which is to curb the pretensions of sensibility;
and it is therefore only of negative employment":"
The division of objects into phenomena and noumena, and the world into a world
of the senses and a world of the understanding, is therefore quite inadmissible in
the positive sense although the distinction of concepts as sensible and intellectual is
certainly legitimate. For no object can be determined for the latter concepts, and con
sequently they cannot be asserted to be objectively valid . . . What our understanding
25 Immanuel Kant, Critique of Pure Reason, trans. Norman Kemp Smith, London:
Macmillan 1929, pp. 269-70.
26 Ibid., p. 272.
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acquires through this concept of a noumenOD, is a negative extension; that is to say,
understanding is not limited through sensibility; on the contrary, it itself limits sen
sibility by applying the term noumena to things in themselves (things not regarded
as appearances). But in so doing it at the same time sets·limits to itself, recognizing
that it cannot know these noumena through any of the categories, and that it must
therefore think them only under the title of an unknown something.';
True, we can read these lines as simply restating the standard division of all
objects into phenomena and noumena: the "negative employment" of "noume
non" merely reasserts the radical transcendence of the In-itself; its inaccessibility
to our experience: there is an endless field of positive things out there, which can
never become objects of our experience, so we can refer to them only in a nega
tive way, well aware that they are "in themselves" fully positive, the proper cause
and foundation of phenomena. But is there not another, much more radical
notion lurking behind the concept of a noumenon- that of the pure negativity,
that is, the self- limitation, afphenomena as such, as opposed to their limitation by
another positive transcendent domain? In this case, negativity is not a mirror
like effect of transcendent positivity (so that we can only grasp the transcendent
In-itself in a negative way); on the contrary, every positive figure of the In-itself
is a "positivization" of negativity, a fantasmatic formation we construct in order
to fill in the gap of negativity. As Hegel put it with unsurpassable clarity in his
Phenomenology: behind the curtain of phenomena, there is only what we put
there. NegatiVity thus precedes transcendent positivity, the self-limitation of
phenomena precedes what is beyond the limit-this is the deep speculative
sense of Kant's thesis that the "division of objects into phenomena and noumena,
and the world into a world of the senses and a world of the understanding, is . . .
inadmissible in the positive sense": the limit between phenomena and noumena
is not the limit between two positive spheres of objects, since there are only phe
nomena and their (self-)limitation, their negativity. The moment we get this, the
moment we take Kant's thesis on the negative employment of "noumena' more
literally than he did himself, we pass from Kant to Hegel, to Hegelian negativity.
This is how one should read the key statement that understanding "limits
sensibility by applying the term noumena to things in themselves (things not
regarded as appearances) But in so doing it at the same time sets limits to itself,
recognizing that it cannot know these noumena through any of the categories:'
Our understanding first posits noumena as the external limit of "sensibility"
(that is, of the phenomenal world, objects of possible experience): it posits
another domain of objects, inaccessible to us. But in doing so, it "limits itself": it
admits that, since noumena are transcendent, never to be an object of possible
experience, it cannot legitimately treat them as positive objects. That is to say,
27 Ibid., p. 272-3.
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in order to distinguish noumena a n d phenomena a s two positive domains, our
understanding would have to adopt the position of a meta-language, exempt
from the limitation of phenomena, dwelling somewhere above the division.
Since, however, the subject dwells within phenomena, how can it perceive their
limitation (as Wittgenstein also noted, we cannot see the limits of our world
from within our world)? The only solution is that the limitation of phenomena
is not external but internal, in other words that the field of phenomena is in
itselfnever "an;' complete, a consistent Whole; this self-limitation of phenomena
assumes in Kant the form of the antinomies of pure reason. There is no need for
any positive transcendent domain of noumenal entities which limit phenom
ena from outside�phenornena with their inconsistencies, their self-limitations,
are "all there is;' The key conclusion to be drawn from this self-limitation of
phenomena is that it is strictly correlative to subjectivity: there is a (transcen
dental) subject only as correlative to the inconsistency, self�limitation, or, more
radically, "ontological incompleteness;' of phenomenal reality. The moment we
conceive the inconsistency and self-limitation of phenomenal reality as second
ary, as the effect of the subject's inability to experience the transcendent In-itself
the way it "really is;' the subject (as autonomous-spontaneous) becomes a mere
epi-phenomenon, its freedom becomes a "mere appearance" conditioned by the
fact that noumena are inaccessible to it (to put it in a somewhat simplified way:
I experience myself as free insofar as the causality which effectively detennines
me is inaccessible to me). In other words, the subject's freedom can be ontologi
cally grounded only in the ontological incompleteness of reality itself.
And, to avoid the obvious reproach, this purely negative use of noumena in
no way implies a naive "subjective idealism;' a universe in which there is nothing
bnt (self-)limited subjective phenomena: of course there are things-processes out
there not yet known or discovered by us, there is what naive realism designates
as "objective reality;' but it is wrong to designate it as noumenal-this deSigna
tion is all too "subjective." Noumena designate the In-itself as it appears to us,
embedded in phenomenal reality; if we deSignate our unknowns as "noumena;'
we thereby introduce a gap which is not warranted by their mere unknowabil
ity: there is no mysterious gap separating us trom the unknown, the unknown
is simply unknown, indifferent to being · known. In other words, we should
never forget that what we know (as phenomena) is not separated trom things
in-themselves by a dividing line, bnt is constitutive of them: phenomena do not
form a special ontological domain, they are simply part of reality.
This brings us to Hegel's basic criticism of Kant, of his insistence on the
limitation that our tinitude imposes on our knowledge. It is that, beneath Kant's
modesty, there is a hidden arrogance: when Kant claims that we humans, con
strained by our tinite Understanding, cannot ever come to know the totality
of the universe, he continues to represent this intinite task as one that another,
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infinite, Understanding would be able to accomplish, as if the problem is simply
one of extending or extrapolating our capacity to infinity, rather than changing
it qualitatively. The model for such false reasoning is the well-known naturalist
determinist idea that, were an infInite mind able to know extenSively all the
atoms in the universe, their position, force, and movement, it would be able to
predict their future behavior with the utmost precision-as if the very notion of
a finite mind extended to infinity were not in itself nonsensical. When we repre
sent to ourselves a mind able to grasp infinity, the image we refer to is that of a
mind somehow able to count an infinite number of elements in the same way we
are able to count a finite number of them. In a wonderfully vicious image, Hegel
likens Kant's notion of an infinite mind to the way a poor church organist tries
to explain God's greatness to a simple peasant: "In the same way you know every
individual in our village by name, God intimately knows every single fly among
the infinite number of flies that buzz aronnd the globe . . ",e
This brings us to the gap between what is explainable-in-principle and what
is actually explained-in-fact-this gap is fully operative in the cognitive sci
ences: thought is a product of the brain and can in principle be accounted for in
terms of neuronal processes; it is only a matter of fact that we are not yet there.
According to this view, this gap is purely cognitive: it is simply the gap between
the empirical limitation of our knowledge of reality and reality itself: For Hegel,
on the contrary, this gap is notional, categorical:
The proposition which states that aUf actual, real knowledge, the way it exists at
this moment, articulated in causal explanations, is finite and even no knowledge
in the absolute meaning of the word, but a mere certainty, is ultimately not really a
proposition about the limits of our lmowledge, but a proposition about the form of
our knowledge. It is a notional, tautological, proposition.29
The mistake resides in the fact that !'be limit pertaining to the form itself (to
the categories used) is misperceived as a contingent empirical limitation. In
the case of cognitivism: it is not that we already have the categorial apparatns
necessary to explain consciousness (neuronal processes, etc.» and our failure
to have yet done so pertains only to the empirical limitation of our knowing the
relevant facts about our brain; the true limitation lies in the very form of our
knowledge, in the very categorial apparatus we are using. In other words, the
gap between the form of Imowledge and its empirical limitation is inscribed in
this form itself. It is because Kant locates the limitation in the finitude of our
28 G. W. F. Hegel, Vorlesungen iiber die Philosophie der Religion 1 (Werke, Vol. 16),
Frankfurt: Suhrkamp 1986, pp. 493-4.
29 Pirmin Stekeler-Weithofer, Philosophie des SelbstbewLisstseins, Frankfurt: Suhrkamp
2005, p. 23.
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temporal-empirical experience that he is inconsistent i n h i s dealing with the
antinomies of pure reason.
Here, then, possibility is narrowed down: what appears as possible-in
principle, rendered impossible only on account of our empirical limHations, is
revealed to be irnpossible also in principle, in its very notional-formal deter
minations. However, the obverse of this narrowing-down of the Held of the
possible is its extension: the Hegelian totality is not merely the totality of the
actual content; it includes the in1manent possibilities of the existing constella
tion. To "grasp a totality" one should include its possibilities; to grasp the truth
of what there is, one should include its failure, what might have happened but
was missed. But why should this be the case? Because the Hegelian totality is an
"engaged" totality, a totality disclosed to a partial partisan view, not a "neutral"
overview transcending engaged positions-as Georg Lukacs recognized, such a
totality is accessible only from a practical standpOint that considers the possibil
ity of changing it. Hegel has thus a lot to teach us about the topic of possibility
versus actuality. What is involved in a dialectical analysis of: say, a past event,
such as a revolutionary break? Does it really amount to identifying the underly
ing necessity that governed the course of events in all their apparent confusion?
What if the opposite is true, and dialectical analysis reinserts possibility into the
necessity of the past? There is something of an unpredictable miraculous elner
gence in every passage from "negation" to "negation of negation;' in every rise
of a new Order out of the chaos of disintegration-which is why for Hegel dia
lectical analYSis is always the analYSis of past events.lO No dednction will bring
us fron1 chaos to order; and to locate this moment of the magical turn, this
unpredictable reversal of chaos into Order, is the true aim of dialectical analysis.
For example, the aim of the analysis of the French Revolution is not to unearth
the "historical necessity" of the passage hom 1789 to the jacobin Terror and then
to Therrrlidor and Empire, but rather to reconstruct this succession in terms af a

series of (to use this anachronistic term) existential decisions made by agents who,
caught up in a whirlwind of action, had to invent a way out of the deadlock (in the
same way that Lacan reconceptualizes the succession of oral, anal, and phallic
stages as a series of dialectical reversals).
As a rule, Hegel's famous suggestion that one should conceive the Absolute
not only as substance but also as subject conjures up the discredited notion
30 One of the paradoxes of this properly dialectical tension behveen possibility and
actuality is that, in a situation involving an ultimate choice (to live or to die, to kill oneself
or to go on living and struggling), the choice of suicide can help the subject to postpone
actually killing themselves: "Now that I've decided to kill myself, I know that the escape
from my desperate situation is open to me, and till that moment, I can take life more
easily since r am rid of the unbearable pressure to choose .. :' -in this way, I gain time to
eventually reconsider my decision and go on living.
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of some kind of "absolute Subject:' a mega-Subject creating the universe and
keeping watch over our destiny. For Hegel, however, the subject, at its very
core, also stands for finitude, the cut, the gap of negativity, which is why God
only becomes subject through Incarnation: he is not already in himself; prior
to Incarnation, a mega-Subject ruling the universe. Kant and Hegel are usually
contrasted along the lines of finite versus infinite: the Hegelian subject as the
totalizing and infinite One which mediates all multiplicity: the Kantian subject
marked by finitude and the gap that forever separates it from the Thing. But, at a
more fundamental level, is not exactly the opposite the case? The basic function
of the Kantian transcendental subject is to continuously enact the transcen
dental synthesis of apperception, to bring into One the multitude of sensible
impressions; while the Hegelian subject is, in its most basic dimension, the agent
of splitting, division, negativity, redoubling, the "fall" of Substance into finitude.
Consequently, it is crucial not to confuse Hegel's "objective spirit" with
the Diltheyan notion of a life-form, a concrete historical world, as "objectiv
ized spirit:' the product of a people, its collective genins: the moment we do
this, we miss the point of "objective spirit;' which is precisely that it is spirit in
its objective form, experienced by individuals as an external irnposition, a con
straint even-there is no collective or spiritnal super-Subject that would be the
author of "objective spirit:' whose "objectivization" this spirit would have been.
In short, for Hegel there is no collective Subject, no Subject-Spirit beyond and
above individual humans. Therein resides the paradox of "objective spirit": it
is independent of individuals, encountered by them as given, pre-existent, as
the presupposition of their activity; yet it is nonetheless spirit, that is, some
thing that exists only insofar as individuals relate their activity to it, only as their
(pre )supposition."

THE DIFFEREND
Such a reading cannot but appear to be at odds with the standard reading of Hegel
as an "absolute idealist:' There is a nice exercise in the genre of Z itek-bashing
which perfectly illustrates this gap that separates me from the common-sense
notion of Hegel; the author takes as his starting point a passage from my Preface
to the new edition of For They Know Not What They Do which allegedly demon
strates "how badly Z izek mishandles Hegel:' I originally wrote:
Hegel has nothing to do with such a pseudo-Hegelian vision (espoused by some
conservative Hegelians like Bradley and McTaggart) of society as an organic
31 See Myriam Bienenstock, "Qu'est-ce que 'lesprit objectif' selon Hegel?;' in Tinland,
Lectures de Hegel.
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harmonious vVhole, within which each member asserts his or h e r "equality" with
others through performing his or her particular duty, occupying his or her par
ticular place, and thus contributing to the harmony of the ·Whole. For Hegel, on
the contrary, the "transcendent world of formlessness" (in short: the Absolute) is at
war with itself, this means that (self-)destructive formlessness (absolute, self-relating
negativity) must appear as such ill the realm of fillite reality. The point of Hegel's
notion of the revolutionary Terror [in the Phenomenology] is precisely that it is a
necessary moment in the deployment of freedom. 32
From this, my critic generates his scathing commentary:
We correct: Bradley (and the British Idealists generally) were not bad readers of
Hegel when it came to political philosophy . . . Hegel was very much concerned,
from his student days up through his mature System, with the possibility of life in a
society as a harmonious existence, of being reconciled to the ,vorld and to one's life
in it. Early-on, this takes the form of a Romantic idolization of Greek life as a sort
of naturliche Harmonie; by the point of his Jena writings, Hegel had already become
critical of this tendency in the thought of his contemporaries.
If a modern man was to be reconciled to his world, then it could only be through
a moralische Harmonie, a harmony which was not merely given but which was
comprehended in thought; a man had to not merely be an harmonious part of his
society, but had to recognize this harmony, had to comprehend his own existence
(including what is most "inward" and private for him, such as his feelings & religious
sentiments) as being integrated with the whole of life. The bulk of Hegel's criticisms
of his contemporary society make the complaint that it does not make sufficient
allowance for this reconciliation to become possible; the life of private individuals
is too abstract from the affairs of the state (or the church, or various other social
organizations), or else the state (or the church, or various other social organizations)
does not make sufficient allowance for the free self-determination of individual
actors to do as they judge best. Hegel does not think that moralische Harmonie is
impossible; on the contrary, the possibility of this harmony is the highest achieve
ment of modern civilization (and its philosophical handmaiden, Hegel's System, is
directed towards helping this Harmonie corne about more fully). This is the " end of
History": with modernity Spirit lmows its world as its own product, comprehends
what is given to it as always already implicitly Spirit, as capable of being rationally
comprehended, and the social world of "Objective Spirit" is a place where Spirit can
feel "at home with itself in its other;' where the individual peculiarities of a particular
32 Slavoj Z iZek, For They Know Not What They Do, second ed., London: Verso Books
2002, p. xliv. Passage reproduced in Daniel Lindqnist, "Christianity and the Terror; or,
More Z izek-Bashing:' at sohdan.blogspoLcom, October 17, 2007. However, Lindquist
misquotes the reference to "self-relating negativity" as "self-negating negativity:'
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subject are recognized as determinations of the "universal" of society, and not some
thing over and against it.
Zizek is one hundred eighty degrees wrong about Hegel's "the Absolute": it
is not a nihil, a "transcendent world of formlessness;' or any other ding-an-sich
like transcendence. Hegel's Absolute is not the Schellingian "night in which all
cows are black"; the Absolute is the most contentful thing there is. The Absolute
is a concrete universal; it has its being, its truth, only in the particular determina
tions ("moments") which make up Hegel's system-those which make up the triad
of Logic, Nature, and Spirit. The Absolute is not "at war with itself"; the Absolute
particularizes itself in the asunderness of nature and returns to unity with itself in
the reconciliation of asunderness v\'ith unity. To put it in religious terms, the Father
begets the Son, and they are united in the Spirit of charity which proceeds from
both; God creates a "fallen" world of disorder, enters into it in His only Son, and the
world is reconciled to God through the life of the Spirit; the sinful individual, sepa
rated from God, becomes an adopted child of God in the community of the Spirit.
The Absolute does not wage war in the divine comedy.
The "absolute, self-negating negativity" [sic] of the Terror is a moment of
history, just as the Fall of Adam is a moment in the Christian story of salvation
history. For Hegel, the Terror is an exemplar of the "abstract universal": in "absolute
freedom" one refuses to recognize any "given" content as adequate 10 the universal,
to Reason,-thus the purely formal "Supreme Being" of the French Revolution, and
its trumpeting of "Liberty, Equality, and Fraternity" while the actual state was rank
tyranny of the lowest sort. The "point" of Hegel's reference to the Terror is not "that
it is a necessary moment in the deployment of freedom" (for this would apply to
everything Hegel includes in his System), but that the Terror shows what happens
when the drive for the Universal in human life takes a utopian form, trying to build
everything up anew out of pure thought rather than recognizing and cultivating
what is already rational in human lite.31
Here we have the differ end at its purest, and, insofar as we remain within the
confines of the standard�textbook interpretation, the notion of Hegel which
underlies this critique will appear not only convincing but even obvious-as if
what I am offering is an eccentric reading against which it suffices to recall the
basic facts known to any student of HegeL This is why, for me, replying to this
critique is almost embarrassing: everything it claims about Hegel is, of course,
·well known to me, since it consists in precisely the pred01llinant image of Hegel
that I endeavor to undermine�so one cannot simply invoke it against llle . . .
The question nonetheless remains: what justifies me rejecting this image? Let
us begin with the last sentence from the quoted passage: after admitting that
Revolutionary Terror was necessary (in a purely formal sense, as a subordinate
33 Lindquist, "Christianity and the Terror:'
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moment i n the development), m y critic reduces i t to the outcome of a wrong
choice: the Terror "shows what happens when the drive for the Universal in
hum all life takes a utopian form, trying to build everything up anew out of pure
thought"--- it explodes when, instead of "recognizing and cultivating what is
already rational in hlllnan life;' that is, instead of searching for and endorsing the
underlying rationality of the existing order and imposing changes in continuity
with this tradition, people want to enact a violent rupture with the past, turn
the world on its head and start again from year-zero. The problem here is that
it is precisely this quality of the French Revolution that Hegel unambiguously
celebrated to the end of his life-here are his sublime words from the Lectures

on the Philosophy of World History:
It has been said that the French revolution resulted from philosophy, and it is not
without reason that philosophy has been called Weltweisheit [world wisdom] ; for
it is not only truth in and for itself, as the pure essence of things, but also truth in
its living form as exhibited in the affairs of the world. Vve should not, therefore,
contradict the assertion that the revolution received its first impulse from philoso
phy . . . Never since the sun had stood ill the firmament and the planets revolved
around him had it been perceived that man's existence centers in his head, i.e. in
thought, inspired by which he builds up the world of reality . . . not until now had
man advanced to the recognition of the principle that thought ought to govern spir
itual reality. This was accordingly a glorious mental dawn. All thinking being shared
in the jubilation of this epoch. Emotions of a lofty character stirred men's minds at
that time; a spiritual enthusiasm thrilled through the world, as if the reconciliation
between the divine and the secular was now first accomplished.H

This, of course, did not prevent Hegel from coldly analyzing the inner
necessity of this explosion of abstract freedom turning into its opposite, the selt�
destructive Revolutionary Terror; however, one should never forget that Hegel's
critique is immanent, accepting the basic principle of the French Revolution
(and its key supplement, the Haitian Revolution) . One should be very clear
here: Hegel in no way subscribes to the standard liberal critique of the French
Revolution which locates the wrong turn in '792-3, whose ideal is 1789 without
1793, the liberal phase without the Jacobin radicalization-for him '793-4 is
a necessary immanent consequence of 1789; by 1792, there was no possibility
of taking a more "moderate" path without undoing the Revolution itself. Only
the "abstract" Terror of the French Revolution creates the conditions for post
revolutionary "concrete freedom:'
34 G. W. F. Hegel, Lectures 0/1 the Philosophy of History (translation of Vorlesungal
uber die Philosophie der Vveltgeschichte), trans. J. Sibree, London: Henry G. Bolm 1861,
Pp· 465-6.
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If one wants to put it in terms of choice, then Hegel here t()llows a para
doxical axiom which concerns logical temporality: the first choice has to be the
wrong choice. Only the wrong choice creates the conditions for the right choice.
Therein resides the temporality of a dialectical process: there is a choice, but
in two stages. The first choice is between the "good old" organic order and the
violent rupture with that order-and here, one should take the risk of opting for
"the worse:' This first choice clears the way for the new beginning and creates
the condition for its own overcoming, for only after the radical negativity, the
"terror:' of abstract universality has done its work can one choose between this
abstract universality and concrete universality. There is no way to obliterate the
temporal gap and present the choice as threefold, as the choice between the old
organic substantial order, its abstract negation, and a new concrete universality.
It is this paradoxical priority of the wrong choice that provides the key to
the Hegelian "reconciliation": it is not the organicist harmony of a Whole within
which every moment sticks to its particular place, as opposed to a Held torn apart,
in which every moment strives to assert its one-sided autonomy. Every particu
lar moment does fully assert itself in its one-sided autonomy, bnt this assertion
leads to its ruin, to its self-destruction-and this is the Hegelian "reconciliation":
not a direct reconciliation in mutual recognition, but a reconciliation in and
through the struggle itself: The "harmony" Hegel depicts is the strange harmony
of "extremes" themselves, the mad violent dance of every extreme turning into
its opposite. Within this mad dance, the Absolute is not the all-encompassing
container, the space or field within which particular moments are at war with
each other-it is itself caught np in the struggle. Here, again, my critic misreads
my claim that "the 'transcendent world of formlessness' (in short: the Absolute)
is at war with itself; this means that (self-)destructive formlessness (absolute,
self-relating negativity) must appear as such in the realm of finite reality": he
reads these lines as if I am asserting that the Hegelian Absolute is the abstract
negativity of a Universal suspending all its particular content, the proverbial
night in which all cows are black, and then triumphantly makes the elementary
point that, on the contrary, the Hegelian Absolute is a concrete universal. But
the choice proposed here by my critic-the choice between abstract nniversal
ity and concrete organic system in which the universal engenders and contains
the wealth of its particular determinations-is a false one: what is missing here
is the third, properly Hegelian, choice, precisely the one I invoked in the quoted
passage, namely the choice of abstract universality as such, in its opposition to
its particular content, appearing within its own particular content (as one of its
own species), encountering among its species as its own "oppositional deter
mination:' It is in this sense that "the 'transcendent world of formlessness' (in
short: the Absolnte) is at war with itself" and that " (self-)destructive formless
ness (absolute, self-relating negativity) must appear as such in the realm of finite
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reality": this abstract universality becomes "concrete" not only by deploying itself
in the series of its particular determinations, but by including itself in this series.
It is because of this self-inclusion (self-referentiality) that the Absolute is "at war
with itself' as in the case of Revolutionary Terror, where abstract negativity is no
longer a transcendent In-itself, but appears "in its oppositional determination;'
as a particular force opposed to and destroying all (other) particular content. In
more traditional Hegelian terms, tbis is what it means to say that, in a dialecti
cal process, every external opposition, every struggle between the subject and
its external opposite, gives way to an "internal contradiction;' to a struggle of
the subject with itself: in its struggle against Faitb, Enligbtenment is at war with
itself; it opposes itself to its own substance. Denying that the Absolute is "at
war with itself" means denying the very core of the Hegelian dialectical process,
reducing it to a kind of Oriental Absolute, a neutral or impassive medium in
which particulars struggle against each other.
This is also why my critic is wrong when he claims that the Absolute
is not "at war with itself"; the Absolute particularizes itself in the asnnderness of
nature and returns to unity with itself ill the reconciliation of asunderness with
unity. To put it in religious terms, the Father begets the Son, and they are united
in the Spirit of charity which proceeds from both; God creates a "fallen" world of
disorder, enters into it in His only Son, and the world is reconciled to God through
the life of the Spirit; the sinful individual, separated from God, becomes an adopted
child of God in the community of the Spirit.3s
Although tbis may appear a faithful summary of Hegel's deployment of the
Absolute, it misses the key feature-the fact that, as Hegel repeats again and
again, the Absolute is the "result of itself;' the outcome of its own activity. What
this means is that, in the strict sense of the term, there is no Absolute which exter
nalizes or particularizes itself and then unites itself with its alienated Otherness:
the Absolute emerges out of this process of alienation; that is, as the result of its
own activity, the Absolute "is" nothing but its "return to itself' The notion of an
Absolute which externalizes itself and then reconciles itself with its Otherness
presupposes the Absolnte as given in advance, prior to the process of its becom
ing; it posits as the starting point of the process what is effectively its result. The
insuffiCiency of this standard notion of the Hegelian process becomes palpable
when my critic puts it in religiOUS terms: on a close reading, one cannot fail to
note how he evokes two different "triads;' Hrst the triad of the Father begetting
the Son and then uniting with him in the Spirit, then the triad of God creating a
fallen world and then reconciling himself with it by entering into it in the guise
35 Lindquist, "Christianity and the Terror:'
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of Christ, his Son. It is true that, in this way, "the sinful individual, separated
from God, becomes an adopted child of God in the community of the Spirit";
however, the price paid for this is that God himself has to be separated from
himself, that he has to die in the guise of his Son's crucifixion. Is the death of
Christ not the ultimate proof that, in the tension between God and the fallen
world, God is at war with himself, which is why he has to "enter" the fallen
world in the guise of his oppositional determination, as a miserable individual
called Jesus'

NEGATION OF THE NEGATION
But is not the claim that the Absolute is the "result of itself;' the outcome of
its own activity, yet another sophism recalling Baron Miinchhausen? Dieter
Henrich made this point in philosophical terms when he explained how Hegel
never succeeded in clearly presenting the basic "matrix" of his dialectical proce
dure, "a second-order discourse that could interpret what he was doing. I believe
that without that key I am offering to you [my readers] the system remains
'
ultimately inaccessible:'" As is well known, Henrich tries to find this key in his
classic essay on Hegel's logiC of reflection: his claim is that Hegel came closest to
articulating the basic matrix of his procedure when, at the beginning of his logic
of Essence, he deals briefly with the different modes of reflection. The question,
as always, is whether this key delivers what it promises: does it really open the
door to the innermost secret of Hegel's dialectics? Here is how Henrich begins
his explanation:
Starting only with negation means having nothing but negation. Now in order to have
nothing but negation, we need negation more than once. For, in Hegel's view, nega�
hon is relational in the sense that there must be something it negates. But inasmuch
as there is nothing that negation could possibly negate-owing to the assumption
that we have only negation-negation can only negate itself Accordingly, autono
mous negation can only be a negation of negation. This means that autonomous
negation is originally self-referential: in order to have only negation, we have to have
negation twice . . .
We do not have, first, some particular proposition, and subsequent t o this the
negation of it, and, then, a further negation of the negation that might give us back
the propositionY

36 Henrich, Between Kant and Hegel, p. 317.
37 Ibid., pp. 317-18.
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For common-sense reasoning, all this is, of course, meaningless sophistry:
one cannot begin with negation, negation presupposes a positive entity that is
negated. This is why it is crucial to explain what is meant by the self-referential
negation through convincing examples-and here, it seems, Henrich does not
live up to his own standards: a gap persists between the above-quoted abstract
determination of the self-relating negation and the example of Hegel's procednre
provided by Henrich some pages earlier:
[Hegel] pursues the following strategy: he invokes Kant's idea of autonomy (com
plete self-determination) as his criterion, and then notes that there are various \Nays
in which the individual agent can acquire and observe this principle . . . Now the
critical analysis of the philosopher can shm.v that the discrepancy remains between
the demands of autonomy and the state of consciousness or behavior that the agent
has already achieved. Moreover, the proof of this discrepancy is simultaneously the
justification of the demand for a higher form of moral life. This higher form elimi
nates the defects of the previous ones and so completes it '" the nevI' form requires
lhat the preceding one remain present, anticipating completion, even though it is no
longer the ultimate form.38
To illustrate this very procedure (in a way which, of course, rnns counter to
Henrich's political orientation), let us note how the Marxist critique of "bour
geois" freedom and equality provides a perfect case of such a pleroma (fnlfillment
of the law) : if we remain at the level of merely legal equality and freedom, this
has consequences which lead to the immanent self-negation of freedom and
eqnality (the un-freedom and inequality of the exploited workers who "freely"
sell their labor-power on the market); the abstract legal principle of ffeedom
and eqnality has thus to be supplemented by a social organization of prodnction
which will no longer allow for the self-undermining of the principle in its very
enactment. The principle of freedom and eqnality is thereby "sublated": negated,
but in snch a way that it is maintained at a higher leveL" This example enables
us to clarify the paradoxical starting point of Henrich's "key": Hegel does not
actually start with negation, he starts with an apparent positivity which, upon
closer inspection, immediately reveals itself to be its own negation: so, in our
example, positive "bourgeois" freedom and equality reveal themselves (in their
actualization) as their opposites, as their own negation. This is not yet negation
proper, negation as a rnovement of mediation-the movement proper begins
when the original form (which "is" its own negation) is negated or replaced
38 Ibid., pp. 305-6.
39 Therein resides the difference between Marxist anti�capitalism and the conservative
anti-capitalists who want to sacrifice the very principle of freedom and equality in order
to establish a more harmoniolls organic society.
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by a higher form; and the "negation of negation" occurs when we realize that
this higher fonn which negated the first effectively maintains (and even asserts
more strongly) the starting point, in other words truly actualizes it, confers on
it some positive content: the immediate assertion of freedom and equality really
is its opposite, its self-destruction; it is only when it is negated or elevated to a
higher level (in the SOcially just organization of the economy, and so on) that
freedom and equality become actual. This is why, at the end of his Science of
Logic, Hegel says that if one wants to count the 1I1Oments of a dialectical process,
they can be counted either as three or as four-what is negated is already in
itselfnegated. But there is a further point to be added here: it is not only that, as
in our example, if one sticks to abstract subjective autonomy without its more
concrete fulfillment, this autonomy negates itself. Much more importantly, this
"sticking" is necessary, unavoidable, one cannot by-pass it and move on directly
to a more concrete higher form: it is only through the "excessive" sticking to the
lower form that the selfnegation takes place which then creates the need (or
opens up the space) for the higher form. (Recall Hegel's example of the French
Revolution: the "abstract" freedom and equality had first to negate themselves in
[or reveal themselves as 1 absolute Terror-only in this way was the space created
for a post-revolutionary "concrete" State. )
We can clearly s e e here what is wrong with o n e of the basic common-sense
criticisms of Hegel: "Hegel always presupposes that the movement goes on-a
thesis is opposed by its anti-thesis, the 'contradiction' gets aggravated, we pass
to the new position, etc., etc. But what if a moment refuses to get caught in the
movement, what if it simply insists in (or resigns itself to) its inert particular
ity: 'OK, I am inconsistent with myself; but so what? I prefer to stay where I
am . . .'" The mistake of this criticism is that it misses the point: far from being
a threatening abnormality, an exception to the "normal" dialectical movement,
this-the refusal of a moment to become caught in a movement, its sticking to
its particular identity-is precisely what happens as a rule. A moment turus into
its opposite precisely by way of sticking to what it is, by refusing to recognize its
truth in its opposite.
But is there 110t a more radical (in theoretical and political terms) example
which fits much better Henrich's abstract description of starting with nega
tion and then reaching a new positivity through self-relating negation-that of
crime? The central figure of G. K. Chesterton's religious thriller The Man Who
Was Thursday is a mysterious chief of a super-secret Scotland Yard department
who is convinced that "a purely intellectual conspiracy would soon threaten the
very existence of civilization":
He is certain that the scientific and artistic worlds are silently bound in a crusade
against the Family and the State. He has, therefore, formed a special corps of
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policemen, policemen who are also philosophers. It is their business to watch the
beginnings of this conspiracy, not merely in a criminal but in a controversial sense
The work of the philosophical policeman . . . is at once bolder and more subtle
than that of the ordinary detective. The ordinary detective goes to pot�houses to
arrest thieves; we go to artistic tea-parties to detect pessimists. The ordinary detec
tive discovers from a ledger or a diary that a crime has been committed. V've discover
from a book of sonnets that a crime will be committed. We have to trace the origin
of those dreadful thoughts that drive men on at last to intellectual fanaticism and
intellectual crime.40
Would not thinkers as different as Popper, Adorno, and Levinas also subscribe
to a slightly modified version of this idea, where the actual political crime is
called "totalitarianism" and the philosophical crime is condensed in the notion
of "totality"? A straight road leads from the philosophical notion of totality to
political totalitarianism, and the task of the "philosophical policeman" is to
discover from one of Plato's dialogues or a treatise by Rousseau that a political
crime will be committed. The ordinary political policeman goes to secret meet
ings to arrest revolutionaries; the philosophical policeman goes to philosophical
symposia to detect proponents of totality. The ordinary anti-terrorist policeman
tries to detect those preparing to blow up buildings and bridges; the philo
sophical policeman tries to detect those about to deconstruct the religiOUS and
moral foundations of our societies. The same insight was already formulated by
Heinrich Heine in his History ofReligion and Philosophy in Germany from [834,
although as a positive, admirable fact; "Mark you this, you proud men of action,
you are nothing but the unconscious henchmen of intellectuals, who, otten in
the humblest seclusion, have meticulously plotted your every deed:'4' As cul
tural conservatives would put it today, deconstructionist philosophers are much
more dangerous than actual terrorists: while the latter want to undermine our
politico-ethical system in order to impose their own religious-ethical regime,
deconstructionists want to undermine order as such:
We say that the most dangerous criminal now is the entirely lawless modern phi
losopher. Compared to him, burglars and bigamists are essentially moral men; my
heart goes out to them. They accept the essential ideal of man; they merely seek it
wrongly. Thieves respect property. They merely wish the property to become their
property that they may more perfectly respect it. But philosophers dislike property
as property; they wish to destroy the very idea of personal posseSSion. Bigamists
respect marriage, or they would not go through the highly ceremonial and even
40 G. K. Chesterton, The Man Who Was Thursday, Harmondsworth: Penguin Books
1986, pr· 44-5·
41 Quoted from Dan Hind, The Threat to Reason, London: Verso Books 2007, p. 1.
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ritualistic formality of bigamy. B u t philosophers despise marriage as marriage.
Murderers respect human life; they merely wish to attain a greater fullness of human
life in themselves by the sacrifice of what seems to them to be lesser lives. But philos
ophers hate life itself, their mvn as much as other people's . . The common criminal
is a bad man, but at least he is, as it were, a conditional good man. He says that if only
a certain obstacle be removed-say a Ivealthy uncle-he is then prepared to accept
the universe and to praise God. He is a reformer, but not an anarchist. He \vishes to
cleanse the edifice, but not to destroy it. But the evil philosopher is not trying to alter
things, but to annihilate themY
This provocative analysis demonstrates the limitation of Chesterton, and the
inadequacy of his Hegelianism: what he does not grasp is that ul1iversal(ized)

crime is no longer a crime-it sublates (negates/overcomes) itself as crime and
turns from transgression into a new order. He is right to claim that, compared
to the "entirely lawless" philosopher, burglars, bigamists, murderers even,
are essentially moral: a thief is a "conditionally good man;' he does not deny
property as such, he just wants more of it for himself and is then quite ready
to respect it. However, the conclusion to be drawn from this is that crime is as
such "essel1tially moral;' that it desires simply a particular illegal reordering of
the global moral order which itself should remain unchanged. And, in a truly
Hegelian spirit, one should take this proposition (of the "essential morality" of
the crime) as far as its imlnanent reversal: not only is crime "essentially moral"
(in Hegelese: an inherent moment of the deployment of the inner antagonisms
and "contradictions" of the very notion of moral order, not something that dis
turbs moral order from outside, as an accidental intrusion) ; bnt morality itself
is essentially crimi n al- again, not only in the sense that the universal moral
order necessarily "negates itself" in particular crimes, but, more radically, in
the sense that the way morality (and, in the case of theji, property) asserts itself is
already in itselfa crime- "property is theft;' as they used to say in the nineteenth
century. That is to say, we should pass trom theft as a particular criminal viola
tion of the universal form of property to this form itself as a criminal violation:
what Chesterton fails to perceive is that the "universalized crime" he projects
onto "lawless modern philosophy" and its political equivalent, the "anarchist"
movement that aims at destroying the totality of civilized life, already exists in
the guise of the existing rule of the law, so that the antagonism between the law
and crime reveals itself to be inherent to crime, as the antagonism between uni
versal and particular crime." This point was clearly made by none other than
42 Chesterton, The Man TVho Was Thursday, pp. 45-6.
43 We might recall here an unexpected Hegelian moment from popular culture: the
(somewhat awkward) Hegelianism of the first three installments of the Star 'Wars saga: as
in Chesterton's The Alan Who vVas Thursday, where the criminal mastermind is revealed
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Richard Wagner who, in his draft for the play Jesus of Nazareth, written some
time between lat.e 1848 and early 1849, attributes to Jesus a series of alternate
supplementations of the Commandments:
The commandment saith: Thou shalt not commit adultery! But I say unto you: Ye
shall not marry without love. A marriage without love is broken as soon as entered
into, and whoso hath wooed without love, already hath broken the wedding. If ye
follow my commandment, how can ye ever break it, since it bids you do what your
own heart and soul desire? -But where ye marry without love, ye bind yourselves
at variance with God's law, and in your wedding ye sin against God; and this sin
avengeth itself by your striving next against the law of mall, in that ye break the
marriage-vow.4-!
The shift from jesus' actual words is crucial here: jesus "internalizes" the prohi
bition, rendering it much more severe (the Law says do not commit adultery, but
I say if you even covet another's wife in your mind, it is the same as if you had
already committed adultery, etc.); Wagner also internalizes it, but in a different
way-the inner dimension is not that of intention, but of the love that should
accompany the Law (marriage) True adultery is not copulating outside mar
riage, but copulating in marriage without love: simple adultery just violates the
Law from outside, while marriage without love destroys it from within, turning
the letter of the Law against its spirit. So, to paraphrase Brecht once again: what
is simple adultery compared to the adultery that is a loveless marriage? It is
not by chance that Wagner's underlying formula "marriage is adultery" recalls
Proudhon's "property is thetf'-in the stormy events of 1848, Wagner was not
only a Feuerbachian celebrating sexual love, but also a Proudhonian revolution
ary demanding the abolition of private property; so no wonder that, on the same
page, Wagner attributes to jesus a Proudhonian supplement to "Thou shalt not
steal!":
This also is a good law: Than shalt not steal, nor covet another man's goods. Who
goeth against it, sinneth: but I preserve you from that sin, inasmuch as I teach you:
Love thy neighbour as thyself; which also mcaneth: Lay not up for thyself treasures,
to be none other than God himself, we gradually discover that senator Palpatine, the
leader of the Republic in its war against the separatist federation, is none other than
Darth Sidius, the mysteriOUS supreme Sith lord behind the actions of the separatists�in
fighting the separatists, the Republic is flghting itself; which is why the moment of its
triumph and the defeat of the separatists is the moment of the Republic's conversion into
the evil Empire.
44 Richard Wagner, Jesus of Nazareth and Other Writings, Lincoln: University of
Nebraska Press 1995, p. 303.
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whereby thon stealest from thy neighbour and makest him to starve: for ,,,,hen thou
hast thy goods safeguarded by the law of man, thou provokest thy neighbour to sin
against the law:)'
This is how the Christian "supplement" to the Book should be conceived: as
a properly Hegelian "negation of negation;' which resides in the decisive shift
from the distortion of a notion to a distortion constitutive of this notion, that is,
to this notion as a distortion-in-itself. Recall again Proudhon's dialectical motto
"property is theft": the "negation of negation" is here the shift from theft as a
distortion ("negation;' violation) of property to the dimension of theft inscribed
into the very notion of property (nobody has the right to hIlly own the means
of production; they are by nature inherently collective, so every claim "this is
mine" is illegitimate). As we have just seen, the same goes for crime and law,
for the passage from crime as the distortion ("negation" ) of the law to crime
as sustaining the law itself, the idea of the law itself as universalized crime. We
should note that, in this notion of the "negation of negation;' the encompass
ing unity of the two opposed terms is the "lowest;' "transgressive" one: it is not
crime which is a moment onaw's self-mediation (or theft which is a moment of
property's self-mediation); the opposition of crime and law is inherent to crime,
law is a subspecies of crime, crime's self-relating negation (in the same way that
property is theft's selt�relating negation). And, ultimately, does not the same go
for nature itself? Here, the "negation of negation" is the shift from the idea that
we are Violating some natural balanced order to the idea that imposing on the
Real such a notion of balanced order is in itself the greatest violation-which
is why the premise, the first axiom even, of every radical ecology is "there is no
Nature:' Chesterton wrote: "Take away the supernatural and what you are left
with is the unnatural:' We should endorse this statement, but in a sense opposite
to that intended by Chesterton: we should accept that nature is "unnatural;' a
freak show of contingent disturbances with no inner rhyme or reason. The same
dialectical reversal characterizes the notion of violence: it is not only that an
outburst of violence is often a passage a l 'a cte as a sign of impotence; one could
claim that this reversal is inherent to the notion of violence as such, and not only
a feature or sign of a deficient violence. Violence as such -the need to attack the
opponent-is a sign of impotence, of the agent's exclusion tram what it attacks.
I treat with violence only that which escapes my control, that which I cannot
regulate or steer from within.
The lines quoted above from Wagner cannot bnt evoke the famous pas
sages from The Communist Manifesto which respond to the bourgeois reproach
that communism wants to abolish freedom, property, and family: it is capitalist
freedom itself which, as the freedom to buy and sell on the market, is the very
45 Ibid., pp. 303-4
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form of un-freedom for those who have nothing but their labor-power to sell;
it is capitalist property itself which is the "abolition" of property for those who
do not own the means of production; it is bourgeois marriage itself which is
universalized prostitution. In all these cases, the external opposition is internal
ized, so that one opposed term becomes the form of appearance of the other
(bourgeois freedom is the form of appearance of the unfreedom of the majority,
etc.) . However, at least in the case of freedom, for Marx this means that commu
nism will not abolish freedom but, by abolishing capitalist servitude, bring about
actual freedom, the Ii-eedom which will no longer be the !fErn of appearance of
its opposite. It is thus not freedom itself which is the form of appearance of its
opposite, but only a false freedom, freedom distorted by relations of domination.
Underlying the dialectic of the "negation of negation;' then, a Habermasian
"normative" approach immediately imposes itself: how can we talk about crime
without a preceding notion onegal order that is violated by the criminal trans
gression? In other words, is not the notion oflaw as universalized or self-negated
crime self-destructive? This, precisely, is what a properly dialectical approach
rejects: what precedes transgression is just a neutral state of things, neither good
nor bad (neither property nor theft, neither law nor crime); the balance of this
state of things is then violated, and the positive norm (law, property) arises as
a secondary move, as an attempt to counteract and contain the transgression.
With regard to the dialectic of fi-eedom, this means that it is "alienated, bour
geois" freedom itself which creates the conditions and opens up the space for
"actual" freedom.46
The shift fi'om negation to the negation of negation is thus a shift from the
objective to the subjective dimension: in direct negation, the subject observes
a change in the object ( its disintegration, its passage into its oppOSite) , while in
the negation of negation, the subject includes itself in the process, taking into
account how the process it is observing affects its own position. Let us take the
"highest" example, that of the cruciflxion: the subject flrst observes the most
46 In political terms, "negation of negation" designates the moment in a process when
the agent radically shifts the blame for the deadlock, with the result that it gets even
worse. A decade or so ago, when Israel was repeatedly hit by terror attacks, liberal peace
loving Jews repeated the mantra that while of course they recognized the injustice of
the occnpation of the West Bank, in order to have proper negotiations, the other side
had to stop the attacks-their continuation would only make the Israeli establishment
more obstinate and a compromise less likely. For some years now no terror attacks have
been carried out in Israel; the only terror is the continuous low-level pressure on the
West Bank Palestinians (crop burnings, poisoning of water supplies, even the burning
of mosques), and the result is the exact opposite of Israel withdrawing from the West
Bank: the expansion of Israeli settlements and a simple ignorance of the Palestinians'
plight. Shall we draw the sad conclusion that, while violence does not work, renouncing
it works even less?
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radical "negation" imaginable, the death of God; then, it becomes aware of how
the death of God opens up the space for its own (subjective) freedom.
Such a reading of the negation of negation runs counter to the commonly
held notion according to which the first negation is the splitting or particu
larization of the inner essence, its externalization, and the second negation the
overcoming of that split. No wonder that this notion caused many interpreters
of Hegel to n10ck the negation of negation as a magical mechanism which guar
antees that the final outcome of a process will always be happy. B ack in 1953,
the young Louis Althusser published a text in La revue de l'enseignement philos
ophique in which he congratulated Stalin for rejecting the "negation of negation"
as a universal law of dialectics," a rejection shared by Mao. It is easy to under
stand this rejection as the expression of the spirit of struggle, of "one divides into
two": there is no reunification, no final synthesis, the struggle goes on forever.
However, the Hegelian dialectical "syntheSiS" has to be clearly delimited from
the "synthesis-of-the-oPPosites" model with which it is as a rule identified. In
psychoanalysis, this model has two versions. The first is subjectivist: the psycho
analytical treatment is conceived as the reflexive appropriation of the alienated
unconscious substance, and, on a first approach, it may appear that Freud's
famous wo es war soli ich werden fits perfectly the process of "the unconscious
substance becoming subject." The second version is substantialist, and it should
come as no surprise to true Freudians that the first person to propose it was
lung, the arch-renegade, in his pseudo-Hegelian "compensation theorY:' (In the
opposition between Freud and lung, Freud was here the truer Hegelian.) The
basic idea of "compensatioll theory" is the elevation of the Unconscious into the
hidden substantial Truth of the human subject-with our one-sided rationalist
subjectivism, we in the West have lost sight of this substantial Truth in the depth
of our being:
Whenever life proceeds one-sidedly in any given direction, the self-regulation of the
organism produces in the unconscious an accumulation of all those factors which
play too small a part in the individual's conscious existence. For this reason I have
put forward the compensation theory of the unconscious as a complement to the
repression theory.48
It is easy to see how this relates to neurotic symptoms and therapy: when the
ego becomes too narrow and rigid, excluding the ("irrational") tendencies
that do not fit its (self-) image, these tendencies return in the guise of neurotic
47 See Dominique Pagani, Feminite et communaute chez Hegel, Paris: Editions Delga
2010, p. 43.
48 C. G. Jung, Civilization in Transition (The Collected Works of C. G. Tung, Vol. 10),
London: Routledge '979, p. 14 (§20).
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symptoms. For example, when a man curtails his feminine "shadow" (anima),
cutting it out of his identity, it returns to haunt him in the guise of lllonstroLlS
and obscene feminine flgures in which he is not able to recognize himself: and
which he experiences as brutal foreign intrusions. The goal of therapy is there
fore not to eliminate these symptoms. but to integrate them into a wider Self
that transcends the narrow confines of ego. The symptoms stand for forces that
are not in themselves evil and destructive: what makes them such is the false
perspective of the ego, or, as Hegel would have put it, evil resides in the very
gaze that sees evil everywhere around it. So when the ego is haunted by neurotic
symptoms, the task of the therapist is to get the patient to see how his ego is part
of the problem, not its solution: the patient should shift his perspective and rec
ognize in his symptoms the violent expression of the disavowed part of himself.
The true illness is that of the ego itself; and the neurotic symptoms are desperate
attempts at a cure, attempts to re-establish the balance disturbed by the ego's
narrow frame which has excluded crucial parts of the Self's content:
A neurosis is trnly removed only when it has removed the false attitude of the ego.
We do not cure it-it cures as. A man is ill, but the illness is nature's attempt to heal
him, and what the neurotic flings away as absolutely worthless contains the true gold
we should never have found elsewhere:19
No wonder that some partisans of Tung see in this "compensation theory" a
Hegelian inspiration:
It was Hegel who argued that the only v.ray a battle could cease between a thesis
and an antithesis was through the construction of a synthesis that would include
elements from both sides and transcend the opposition. Although Jung denied that
Hegel was an influence of his thought, it is hard to imagine Jungian thought without
the Hegelian model that sees conflict overcome through the creation of a transcend
ent "third" which is neither thesis nor antithesis but a new entity in which both are
included.50

Here, however, Jung was for once right: there really is no trace of Hegel in Tung's
"compensation theory." This may appear too hasty, since many of Jung's formu
lations effectively recall Hegel's notion of the reconciliation of the subject with
its alienated substance-how the subject has to recognize in the foreign power it
fights the misrecognized part of its own substance. This dialectic of recognition
effectively belongs to the young Hegel; it found its definitive expression in the
Jena-period fragments on love and reconciliation, and, later, in Hegel's reading
49 Ibid., p. 170.
50 David Tracey, How to Read lung, London: Granta Books 2006, p. 81.
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of Antigone as the tragic confrontation of two opposed positions, Antigone's and
Creon's, both blinded by their one-sidedness and thus each unable to recognize
the moment of their own truth in the other. Here is fung's most "Hegelian" formu
lation: "The individual is faced with the necessity of rec"ognizing and accepting
what is different and strange as a part of his own life, as a kind of 'also-[";;
Is it then possible to say, in line with "recognizing and accepting what is dif
ferent and strange as a part of his own life;' that the goal of the analytic process
is, in a vaguely Hegelian way, to enable the patient to "set straight" the libidi
nal compromises that characterize his subjective position, and to arrive at the
truth about his desire? No, for a very precise and simple reason: because there
is no substantial truth to be appropriated, in which the subject or patient might
recognize his authentic place. We should thus reject the matrix underlying the
first philosophically relevant attempt to establish the link between Hegel and
psychoanalysis, namely, that undertaken within the tradition of the Frankfurt
School, Hrst elaborated by Jurgen Habermas in Interest and Human Knowledge,
and later acquiring its definitive j()fmulation in Helmut Dahmer's Libido and
Society. The basic matrix involved here is provided by the homology between
the Hegelian process of alienation and its overcorning through subjective media
tion, or reflexive re-appropriation, of the alienated substantial content, and the
Freudian process of repression and its overcoming through the analytic process
wherein the patient is brought to recognize his own content in what appeared
to him as the weird formations of the unconscious. Like Hegelian reflection,
psychoanalysis does not generate neutral-objective knowledge, but a "practical"
knowledge which, when subjectively assumed, radically changes its bearer.
From a contemporary perspective, it is easy to see the limitations of such
a notion of reconciliation�it sufflces to attempt to apply it to the struggle
between the Nazis and the Jews. Again, on a first approach, the Jungian notion
of the "shadow" as the misrecognized alter ego seems fitting here: is there not
indeed a strange echOing and redoubling between the Nazi elevation of Aryan
Germans and the Jews' perception of themselves as the chosen nation? Was it
not already Schoenberg who dismissed Nazi racism as a miserable imitation of
the Jewish identity as the chosen people? And yet would it not be obscene to
say that each of these two parties should recognize in its opponent its own truth
and substance, its own second Self? For the Jews, this could only mean that
they should recognize how, in the guise of the Nazi hatred of them, they suffer
the reaction to the fact that they excluded themselves from organic communal
life and thereby abandoned themselves to a rootless, alienated existence. It is
immediately clear what is wrong here: what's missing is the radical asymme
try of the opposed poles. While the (anti-Semitic figure of the) "Jew" really is
5 1 C. G. Tung, The Structure and Dynamics of the Psyche (The Collected Works of C. G.
Tung, Vol. 8), London: Routledge '970, p. 393 (§764).
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a kind of "symptom" of Nazism, Nazism is deflnitely not in any symmetrical
way a symptom of Judaism, the return of its repressed, its inner truth, for it is
an obscenity to say that, in their struggle against Nazism, the Jews "fling away
as absolutely worthless the true gold they should never have found elsewhere:'
The opposition of poles thus conceals the fact that one of the poles already
is the unity of the two-so, for Hegel, there is no need for a third element to
bring the two together." This is why Hegel's dialectics is radically groundless,
abyssal, a process of the self-relating of the Two which lacks any Third-for
example, there is no external Third, no Ground, no shared medium in which
the opposition between law and crime is "synthesized": the dialectical "truth"
of their opposition is that crime is its own species, the encompassing unity of
itself and its opposite. With regard to the opposition of liberal individualism
and fundamentalism, today's communitarians advocate a kind of Jungian "com
pensation theory": we in the West put too much emphaSiS on individualism,
neglecting the bonels of community, which then return to haunt us in the guise
of the fundamentalist threat; the way to fight fundamentalism is thus to change
our own view, to recognize in it the distorted image of the neglected aspect of
our own identity. The solution lies in restoring the proper balance between indi
vidual and community, creating a social body in which collective and individual
freedom organically supplement each other. What is wrong here is this very
figure of a balanced harmony of the two opposed principles. We should start,
on the contrary, with the immanent "contradiction" (antagonism) of capitalist
individualism-fundarnentalism is ultimately a secondary, "reactive" phenom
enon, an attempt to counteract and "gentrify" this antagonism.
For Hegel, the goal is thus not to (re)establish the symmetry and balance of
the two opposing principles, but to recognize in one pole the symptom of the
failure of the other ( and not vice versa): fundamentalism is a symptom of liber
alism, Antigone is a symptom of Creon, etc. The solution is to revolutionize or
change the universal term itself (liberalism, etc.), so that it will no longer require
its symptom as the guarantee of its unity. Consequently, the way to overcome
the tension between secular individualism and religiOUS fundamentalism is not
to find a proper balance between the two, but to abolish or overcome the source
of the problem, the antagonism at the very heart of the capitalist individualist
project.
52 Another example fro111 contemporary political conflicts suggests itself here: in
the struggle between market liberalism and state interventionism, each side should
recognize its need for the other. Only an effective state guarantees the conditions for the
development of the market, and only a thriving market economy provides the resources
for an efficient state. However, this very example also indicates the limitation of such
logic: what if the antagonism reaches such a pitch that the reconciliation is not feasible?
What if the only viable solution is to change the entire system?
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It is this move towards self-relating negativity that is absent in Zen
Buddhism, which also relies on a kind of "negation of negation": first, we deny
the substantial character of reality and assert that the only Absolute is the Void
itself; then, we overcome the Void itself insofar as it is still opposed to posi
tive reality and assert the ultimate sameness of the plurality of phenomena and
the Void. This is why the basic feature of the Buddhist ontology is the notion
of the radical interdependence of phenomena: phenomena are totally non-sub
stantial, there is nothing behind them, no Ground, only the Void; that is, if we
isolate a thing from its relations to other things and try to grasp it as it is "in
itself;' we get only Void. In nirvana, we existentially assume this Void--not by
denying phenomena, but by fully assnming their non-substantial character. The
ethical implication of this notion of Void is that "good has no priority over evil.
The priority of good over evil is an ethical imperative but not an actual human
condition:';3 "Good and evil are completely interdependent. There is no good
without evil and vice versa. There is no nothingness wHhout somethingness and
vice versa:'," When we realize this (not only notionally, but also existentially),
we reach "the point where there is neither good nor evil, neither life nor death,
neither nothingness or somethingness . . . This is freedom."» At this point, "I
am neither good nor bad. I am nothing '\vhatsoever."56 From this position, even
Hegel's dialectics appears not radical enough: for Hegel, Being still has priority
over Nothing, negativity is contained to the self-mediating movement of the
absolute Spirit which thus maintains a minilllUlll of substantial identity, and
the Hegelian "Cunning of Reason" indicates that a substantial force underlies the
interplay of phenomena, teleologically directing it.
From the Hegelian standpoint, what is missing here is the properly dialecti
cal paradox of a Nothingness which is prior to Somethingness and, even more,
of a weird Something which is less than nothing. In other words, the Buddhist
inter-relation and de-substantialization of reality remains at the level of the thor
ough interdependence of the opposite poles: no good without evil, no something
without nothing, and vice versa-and we can overcome this duality only by way
of withdrawing into the abyss of the absolute and unconditional Void. But what
about a properly Hegelian dialectical process in which negativity is not reduced
to a self-mediation of the positive Absolute, but in which, on the contrary, posi
tive reality appears as the result of self-relating negativity (or, with regard to
ethics, in which the good is a self-negated or self-mediated evil)?

53 Masao Abe, Zen and Western Thought, Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press 1985,
P 191.
54 Ibid., p. 201.
55 Ibid.
56 Ibid., p. 191.
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F ORM A N D CONTENT
Can the matrix of the "subjective re-appropriation of the alienated objective
content" still be applied to Lacan's "return to Freud"? Is not the whole thrust of
Lacan's reading of Freud directed against such a subjective re-appropriation of
alienated Otherness? For Lacan, is not the alienation of the subject in the Other
constitutive of subjectivity? The obvious answer is no-however, it is our aim to
give this "no" a djfferent twist frOlTI the usual one: not to (ut the link which con
nects Lacan to Hegel (a path which was increasingly followed by Lacan himself),
but to make, in reading Hegel through Lacan, a new "return to Hegel;' that is,
to discern the contours of a different Hegel, a Hegel who no longer fits the sub
jectivist matrix of the subject appropriating (internalizing through notional
mediation, sublating, idealizing) all substantial content.
One of the best indicators of the dimension which resists the pseudo- Hege
lian understanding of psychoanalytic treatment as the process of the patient's
appropriation of repressed content is the paradox of perversion in the Freudian
theoretical edifice: perversion demonstrates the insufficiency of the simple logic
of transgression. The standard wisdom tells us that perverts actually do what
hysterics only dream about doing, for "everything is allowed" in perversion, a
pervert openly actualizes all repressed content �and yet, nonetheless, as Freud
emphasizes, nowhere is repression as strong as in perversion, a fact amply con
finned by our late-capitalist reality in which total sexual permissiveness causes
anxiety and impotence or frigidity instead ofliberation. This compels us to draw
a distinction between the repressed content and the form of repression, where
the form remains operative even after the content is no longer repressed-in
short, the subject can fully appropriate the repressed content, but repression
remains. Commenting on a short dream had by one of his patients (a woman
who at first refused to tell Freud the dream "because it was so indistinct and
muddled"), which revealed itself to refer to the fact that the patient was preg
nant bnt in doubt as to the baby's father (i.e., the parenthood was "indistinct and
muddled") , Freud draws a key dialectical conclusion:
the lack of clarity shown by the dream was a part of the material which instigated
the dream: part of this material, that is, was represented in the form of the dream.
The form of a dream or the form in which it is dreamt is used with quite surprising
frequency for representing its concealed subject-matterY
The gap between form and content is here properly dialectical, in contrast to
the transcendental gap whose point is that every content appears within an
57 Sigmund Freud, The Interpretation afDreams, trans. James Strachey, New York: Avon
Books 1965, p. 367.
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a priori formal fi-arne, and hence we should always be aware of the invisible
transcendental fl-ame which "constitutes" the content we perceive-or, in struc�
tural terms, we should distinguish between the elements and the formal places
these elements occupy. We only attain the level of proper dialectical analysis of
a form when we conceive a certain formal procedure not as expressing a certain
aspect of the (narrative) content, but as marking or signaling that part of the
content which is excluded from the explicit narrative line, so that -and herein
resides the proper theoretical point-if we want to reconstruct "all" of the nar
rative content, we mLlst reach beyond the explicit narrative content as such and
include those formal features which act as a stand-in for the "repressed" aspect
of the content.5" To take the well-lmown elementary example from the analysis
of melodramas: the emotional excess that cannot express itself directly in the
narrative line finds its outlet in the ridiculously sentimental musical accompani
ment or in other formal features_
Exemplary is here the way Claude Berri's Jean de Florette and Manon des
Sources displace Marcel Pagnol's original film (and his own later novelization
of it) on which they are based. That is to say, Pagno!'s original retains traces of
the "authentic" French provincial community lite, with its old, quasi-pagan reli
gious patterns, while Berri's films fail in their effort to recapture the spirit of this
closed, premodern comnlunity However, unexpectedly, the inherent obverse
of Pagno!'s universe is the theatricality of the action and the element of ironic
distance aud comicality, while Berri's films, though shot more "realistically;'
place the emphaSis on destiny (the musical leitmotif of the films is based on
Verdi's La Jorza del destino), and on the melodramatic excess whose hystericality
often borders on the ridiculous (like the scene in which, after the rain by-passes
his field, the desperate Jean cries and shouts at Heaven). So, paradoxically, the
closed, ritualized, premodern community implies theatrical comicality and
irony, while the modern, "realistic" rendering involves Fate and melodramatic
excess. In this respect, Berri's two mIllS are to be opposed to Lars von Trier's
Breaking the Waves: in both cases, we are dealing with the tension between form
and content; however, in Breaking the Waves, the excess is located in the content
(the subdued pseudo-documentary form makes this excess palpable), while in
Berri, the excess in the form obfuscates and £hus renders palpable the flaw in the
content, the impossibility today of realiZing the pure classical tragedy of D estiny.
Therein lies the key consequence of the move from Kant to Hegel: the very
gap between content and form is to be reflected back into the content itself, as
an indication that the content is not all, that something was repressed/excluded
from it. This exclusion which establishes the form itself is the "primordial
58 The thesis that form is part of content, the return of its repressed, should be
supplemented by its reversal: content is ultimately also nothing but an effect and
indication of the incompleteness of the tonn, of its "abstract" character.
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repression" ( Ur- Verdriingung), a n d no matter how much w e bring out all the
repressed content, this primordial repression persists. How do we explain this?
The immediate answer involves the identity of the repression with the return of
the repressed, which means that the repressed content does not pre-exist repres
sion, but is retroactively constituted by the very process of repression. Through
different forms of negation or obfuscation (condensation, displacement, den
egation, disavowal . . . ) , the repressed is allowed to penetrate public conscious
speech, to find an echo iu it (the most direct example comes from Freud: when
one of his patients said, "I don't know who this woman in my dream is, but I
am sure she is not my mother!" the mother, the repressed, entered into speech)
What we get here is another kind of "negation of negation"; that is, the content
is negated or repressed, but this repression is in the same gesture itself negated
in the guise of the return of the repressed (which is why we are definitely not
dealing here with the properly Hegelian negation of negation). The logic seems
similar to that of the relationship between sin and Law in Paul, where there is no
sin without Law, where the Law itselfcreates the transgression it tries to subdue,
so that, if we remove the Law, we also lose what the Law tried to "repress" -or,
in more Freudian terms, if we remove the "repression;' we also lose the repressed
content. Is the proof not provided by today's typical patient, whose reaction to
the same dream would be: "I don't know who this woman in my dream is, but I
am sure she has something to do with my mother!"? The patient says this, but
there is no liberation, no truth-effect, no shift in his subjective position-why?
Again, what remains "repressed" even when the barriers preventing access to
the repressed content come down? The first answer is, of course: the form itself.
That is to say, both the positive and the negative form ("this is my mother"; "this
is not my mother") move within the same field, the field of the symbolic form,
and what we should focus on is a more radical "repression" constitutive of this
form itself, what Lacan (at some point) called symbolic castration or the prohi
bition of incest- a negative gesture which sustains the very symbolic form, so
that even when we say, "This is my mother! " the mother is already lost. That is
to say, this negative gesture sustains the minimal gap between the symbolic and
the Real, between (symbolic) reality and the impossible Real.
However, insofar as we are dealing here with the properly dialectical media
tion between form and content, we should not reduce primordial repression
simply to the form of a gap: something insists, the weird positivity of an excessive
"content" not only impervious to negation, but produced by the very process of
redoubled (self-relating) negation. Consequently, this something is not simply a
remainder of the pre-symbolic Real that resists symbolic negation, but a spectral
X called by Lacan the objet a or surplus-enjoyment. Here Lacan's key distinction
between pleasure (Lust, plaisir) and enjoyment (Geniessen, jouissance) comes
into play: what is "beyond the pleasure principle" is enjoyment itself; the drive
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as such. The basic paradox ofjouissance is that it is both impossible and una
voidable: it is never fully achieved, always missed, but, simultaneously, we never
can get rid of it�every renunciation of enjoyment generates an enjoyment in
renunciation, every obstacle to desire generates a desire for an obstacle) and
so 011. This reversal provides the minimal definition of surplus-enjoyment: it
involves a paradoxical "pleasure in pain." That is to say, when Lacan uses the
term plus-de-jouir, one has to ask another naIve but crucial question: in what
does this surplus consist? Is it merely a qualitative increase of ordinary pleasure?
The ambiguity of the French expression is decisive here: it can mean "surplus
of enjoyment" as well as "no enjoyment" -the surplus of enjoyment over lnere
pleasure is generated by the presence of the very opposite of pleasure, namely
pain; it is the part ofjouissance which resists being contained by homeostasis, by
the pleasure-principle; it is the excess of pleasure produced by "repression" itself,
which is why we lose it if we abolish repression. This is what Herbert Marcuse, in
his Eros a11d Civilization, misses when he proposes a distinction between "basic
repression" ("the 'modifications' of the instincts necessary for the perpetuation
of the human race in civilization") and "surplus-repression" ("the restrictions
necessitated by social domination"):
while any form of the reality principle demands a considerable degree and scope of
repressive control over the instincts, the specific historical institutions of the reality
principle and the specific interests of domination introduce additional controls over
and above those indispensable for civilized human association. These additional
controls arising from the specific institutions of domination are what we denote as
surplus-repression ,9
Marcuse offers as examples of surplus-repression "the modifications and
deflections of instinctual energy necessitated by the perpetuation of the mono
gamic-patriarchal family, or by a hierarchical division of labor, or by public
control over the individual's private existence."'o Although he concedes that
basic and surplus-repression are de facto inextricably intertwined, one should
go a step further and render problematic their very conceptual distinction: it
is the paradox of libidinal economy Ihat snrplus or excess is necessary for even
for the most "basic" functioning. An ideological ediflee "bribes" subjects into
accepting "repression" or renunciation by way of offering surplus-enjoyment
(Lacan's plus - de -jouir) � that is, enjoyment generated by the "excessive" renunci
ation of enjoyment itself; surplus-enjoyment is by definition enjoyment-in-pain.
(Its paradigmatic case is the Fascist call "Renounce corrupt pleasures! Sacrifice
yourselffor your country!" a call which promises an obscene enjoyment brought
59 Herbert Marcuse, Eros and Civilization, Boston: Beacon Press 1974, p. 37.
60 Ibid., pp. 37-8.
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about by this very renunciation.) Thus one cannot have only "basic" repression
without surplus-repression, since it is the very enjoyment generated by surplus
repression which renders "basic" repression palpable to subjects. The paradox
we are dealing ·with here is thus a kind of "less is more": "more" repression is
less traumatic, more easily accepted, than less. vVhen repression is diminished,
it becomes much more dilHcult to endure and provokes rebellion. (This may
be one of the reasons why revolutions break out not when oppression is at its
height, but when it diminishes to a more "reasonable" or "rational" level-··the
diminishing deprives repression of the aura which makes it acceptable.)
To return to Hegel: can one really claim that this excess produced by the
very process of self-relating negation is beyond his scope? In a neglected passage
from the subchapter of the Phenomenology describing the structure of the utili
tarian Enlightenment universe, Hegel (tor the first time) formulates the basic
paradox of the "pleasure principle": the fact that the greatest threat to pleasure
is not a scarcity that prevents full access to it, but the excess of pleasure itself. In
the utilitarian universe, "everything exists to pleasure and delight [man] , and, as
he first comes from the hand of God, he walks the earth as in a garden planted
for him:' But what disturbs this paradise is that, having also "plucked the fruit of
the tree of knowledge of good and evil;' man's
inherently good nature is also so constituted that the superfluity of delight does it
harm, or rather his singleness contains as a factor in its constitution a principle that
goes beyond it; his singleness can overreach itself and destroy itself. To prevent this,
he finds reason a useful means for duly restraining this self-transcendence, or rather
for preserving himself when he does go beyond the determinate: for such is the
force of consciousness . . . The principle of measure or proportion has, therefore, the
determinate function of preventing pleasure in its variety and duration from being
quite broken off: i.e. the function of "measure" is immoderation.6'
This lesson is repeatedly imparted to us by advertising: to enjoy our product
fully and permanently, we must enjoy it in proper measure (drink reasonably,
consume only one bar of chocolate at a time . . . ) �only such restraint guaran
tees true "immoderation;' a prolonged life of pleasure; as Lacan pointed out, the
Freudian pleasure principle is not a principle of unbridled ecstatic enjoyment,
but a principle of restraint.
The proof that Hegel's formulation of the "beyond of the pleasure prin
ciple" is embedded in his notion of subjectivity lies in his definition of the
subject as "the activity of the formal rationality of satisfying impulses."6' This
61 Hegel, Phenomenology oflvlind, p. 330.
62 G. W. F Hegel, Hegels Philosophie des subjektiven GeisteslHegel's Philosophy of
Subjective Spirit, trans. and ed. M. ). Petry, Dordrecht: D. Reidel 1978, p. 253 (§475) .
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idea is developed in his Introduction to the Lectures on the Philosophy of

World History:
[Man) places the ideal, the realm of thought, between the demands of the impulse
and their satisfaction. In the animal, the two coincide; it cannot sever their connec
tion by its own etforts�only pain or fear can do so. In man, the impulse is present
before it is satisfied and independently of its satisfaction; in controlling or giving
rein to his impulses, man acts in accordance with ends and determines himself in the
light of a general principle. It is up to him to decide what end to follow; he can even
make his end a universal one. In so doing, he is determined by whatever conceptions
he has formed of his own nature and volitions. It is this which constitutes man's
independence: for he knows what it is that determines hi111 . (,3
This means that rationality, at first merely interposing itself as an agency for
the better satisfaction of impulses, ends up subordinating all natural goals to
itself ("positing its presuppositions") and becoming its own goal: rationality first
emerges as
a hedonic calculus aiming at the general satisfaction of my impulses (in happiness);
but finally, if I am to be fully satisfied in my action�in my regard that it is my
own�the rationality principle that I apply must not be conditional 011 a contingent
end like happiness (which may depend on some view of desire preference that I can't
be sure is my own, since others may have influenced my selection of it). Rather, the
principle of my action must involve my willing that I be present in my action as a
free agent. 6·1
No wonder, then, that the identity of opposites is clearly discernible in the case
of pleasure and duty. Not only is it possible to elevate pleasure into a duty (a la
the narcissistic hedonist), it is also possible to elevate duty into a pleasure (d la
the sentimental moralist) . But what about the majority of cases in which the two
are simply opposed? The catch is: am I able to do my duty, not when it curtails
my pleasures, but when it gives me pleasure to do it? Only if I am able to do so
will the two domains be truly separated. If I cannot tolerate the pleasure that
may result as a by-product, then my carrying out of my duty will already be con
taminated by pleasure, by the economy of "moral masochism:' In other words, it
is crucial to distinguish between tolerating pleasure as an accidental by-product
of doing my duty, and doing a duty because it proVides me pleasure.
63 G. W. F. Hegel, Lectures on the Philosophy of World Hist01y�Introduction: Reason in
History, trans. H. B. Nisbet, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 1975, pp. 49-50.
64 Allen Speight, Hegel, Literature and the Problem of Agency, Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press 2001, p. 129.
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NEGATION WITHOUT A FILLING
The "coincidence of the opposites" thus has nothing whatsoever to do with the
"eternal harmony/struggle" of opposed forces, the constituent of every pagan
cosmology. In a given society, certain features, attitudes, and norms of life are
not perceived as ideologically marked but appear as "neutral;' as part of a non
ideological common-sense way of lite. "Ideology" is then reserved lor those
explicitly posited ("marked" in the semiotic sense) positions which stand out
from or against this background (like extreme religious zeal, dedication to some
political orientation, etc.). The Hegelian point here would be that it is precisely
this neutralization of certain features within a spontaneously accepted back
ground which is ideology at its purest (and at its most effective) . Here, then, is a
true case of the "coincidence of the opposites": the actualization of a notion (ide
ology in this case) at its purest coincides with (or more precisely appears as) its
opposite (as non-ideology) And, mutatis mutandis, the same goes for violence:
social-symbolic violence at its purest appears as its opposite, as the spontaneity
of the milieu in which we dwell, as neutral as the air that we breathe.
What this last example clearly shows is that, in the Hegelian "negation of
negation;' the level shifts: first negation directly changes the content within
the same horizon, while in the negation of negation, "nothing really changes;'
the horizon is simply turned around, so that "the same" content appears as its
opposite. Another unexpected example: in the mid-1990s, the servicing of goods
organized by the state in North Korea's centralized and fully regulated economy
gradually ceased to function: the lood distribution system delivered increasingly
smaller rations, factories simply stopped paying salaries, the medical system was
without medicines, electricity and water were available for only a couple of hours
per week, cinemas stopped showing mms, etc. The reaction of ordinary North
Koreans to this disintegration may be surprising to some: the needs which were
no longer being met by the state were, up to a point, accommodated by primitive
forms of a modest market capitalism, grudgingly tolerated by the state: indi
viduals selling home-grown vegetables, tlsh or mushrooms, dogs and rats (or
trading them for family valuables like jewelry or clothes); electronic devices and
DVDs smuggled in from China. What emerged was a brutal survivalist market
economy, as if the country had regressed to a kind of Hobbesian state of nature:
find your market niche (from selling homemade corn noodles to hairdressing)
or die. It was thus not some elementary form of solidarity but raw egoism which
won the day: in a cruel irony, at this zero-point, the official ideology of total soli ·
darity and the dedication of individuals to the community was supplemented by
its pure and simple opposite. The Hegelian point to be made here is, of course,
that tbis negation of the offkial ideology was not external, but internal to it:
the explosion of egoism was "in itself" already there in the actual subjective
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economy of those who participated in the ofl)cial communal rituals-they par
ticipated as a matter of survival, as part of a pure egoist strategy of avoiding state
terror. A recent docu-fiction book (based on interviews with refugees) describes
the moment when Tun-sang, a privileged student at a Pyongyang university, after
encountering a starving homeless child, suddenly realized that he no longer
believed in the North Korean official ideology:
He now knew for sure that he didn't believe. It was an enormous moment of self
revelation, like deciding one was an atheist. It made him feel alone. He was different
from everybody else, burdened by a secret he had discovered about himself.
At first he thought his life would be dramatically different with his newfound
clarity. In fact, it was much the same as ever before. He ,vent through the motions
of being a loyal subject. On Saturday mornings he showed up punctually at the
ideological lectures at the university.6<;
However, he then noticed that the faces of his fellow students
were still and expressionless, as blank as mannequins in a department store window.
He realized suddenly he wore the same vacant expression all his face. In fact,
they all probably felt exactly the same way he did about the contents of the lecture.
"They know! They all kno"'w!" he nearly screamed, he was so certain . . . Jun-sang
realized he was not the only nonbeliever out there. He was even convinced that he
could recognize a form of silent communication that was so subtle it didn't even rise
to the level of a wink or a nod.66
One should read these lines literally: far from experiencing a loss of individual
ity through immersion in a primordial collective identity, the individuals who
participated in the obligatory ideological rituals were absolutely alone, reduced
to a punctnal indiViduality, unable to communicate their true inner subjective
stance, totally divorced from the ideological big Other. What we encounter
here is one of the purest examples of the shift from alienation to separation as
developed by Lacan in his seminar on the four fundamental concepts of psy
choanalysis: radical alienation in the public ideological order, where people
seem to lose their indiViduality and act like puppets, is no less a form of radical
separation, the total withdrawal of subjects into their mute Singularity excluded
from any symbolic collective-it was this Singularity produced by the state
ideological machine which exploded in North Korea when the state servicing
of goods ceased to function. (Perspicuous analysts of Stalinism had already
6S Barbara Demick, Nothing to Envy: Ordinary Lives in North Korea, New York: Spiegel
& Grau 2009, pp. 19S�6.
66 Ibid., p. 196.
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noted that the Stalinist collective rendered individuals less solidary and more
survivalist-egotist than normal bourgeois society, where elements of solidarity
survive as a reaction against market competition.)6�
The underlying logic here is that of the retroactive positing of presupposi
tions. This logic also allows us to see what is wrong in the Hobbesian vision of the
Monarch as the One who brutally but necessarily imposes peaceful coexistence
upon the multitude of individuals who, left to themelves, would descend into a
state where homo homini lupus. This supposedly "natural" state of the war of all
against all is a retroactive product of the imposed state power; that is, in order for
that power to function, the One has to sever the direct lateral links between indi
viduals: "the relation to the One makes of every subject a traitor to his fellows. It
is false to assert that the One is put in the place of the third because homo homini
lupus, as Hobbes would say. It is the fact of putting the One in the place of the
transcendent lawgiver or considering him as its representative that makes a wolf
out of a man:'68 A similar point was made by Sofia Nasstr6m: it is the state itself
that "frees" people hom their responsibility to each other, narrowing the space
of direct communal solidarity and reducing people to abstract individuals·-in
short, the state itself creates the problem it then strives to resolve.oo
What this more complicated model including retroactivity indicates is that
the Hegelian triad is never really a triad, that its number is not 3. There were
three steps in the f0f111ation of Russian national identity: first, the substantial
starting point (premodern Orthodox Russia); then, the violent modernization
enforced by Peter the Great, which continued throughout eighteenth century
and created a new French-speaking elite; finally, after 1812, the rediscovery of
"Russianness;' the return to forgotten authentic origins.7° It is crucial to bear in
67 More generally, one of the great ironies of the fall of the communist regimes is that,
while it was perceived as the end of ideology (capitalism winning over a crude ideology
which had tried to impose its narrow views on society), the parties that succeeded the
communists in the post-communist countries proved to be the most ruthless "non
ideological" agents of capitalism (in Poland, Hungary), while even those communists
who are still in power (in China, Vietnam) endorse a brutal capitalism.
68 Moustapha Safonan, Why Are the Arabs Not Free? The Politics of 'Writing, Oxford:
Wiley Blackwell 2007.
69 See Sofia Nasstrom, The An-Archical State: Logics ofLegitimacy in the Social Contract
Condition, dissertation, Stockholm Series in Politics 99, Stockholm: Stockholm University
2004. Did not the same logic apply to Iraq in 2007? The only convincing argument that
resurfaced towards the end of 2006 for why the US Army should not leave Iraq was that
its abrupt withdrawal would plunge the country into the total chaos of a large-scale civil
war with the disintegration of all state institutions. The supreme irony of this argument
was that the US intervention itself created the conditions in which the Iraqi state was not
able to function properly.
70 Perhaps, however, the true beginning, the first term which started the entire moment,
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mind that this rediscovery of authentic roots was only possible through and for
the educated eyes of the French-speaking elite: "authentic" Russia existed only
for the "French gaze." This is why it was a French composer (working at the
imperial court) who wrote the first opera in Russian and thus started the tradi
tion, and why Pushkin himself had to use French words to make clear to his
readers (and to himself) the true meaning of his authentic Russian terms. Later,
of course, the dialectical movement goes on: "Russianness" immediately splits
into liberal populism and conservative Slavophilism, and the process culminates
in the properly dialectical coincidence of modernity and primitivisln: the fasci
nation of the early twentieth-century modernists with ancient barbaric cultural
forms. The compleXity of this example accounts for why it seems that Hegel
secretly oscillates between two matrices of the negation of negation. The first
matrix is: (1) substantial peace; (2) the subject's act, its one-sided intervention
which disturbs the peace, disrupts the balance; (3) the revenge of Destiny which
re-establishes the balance by way of annihilating the subject's excess. The second
is: (1) the subject's act; (2) the failure of the act; (3) the shift of perspective which
inverts this failure into success." It is easy to see that the last two moments of the
first triad overlap with the first two moments of the second triad-it all depends
on where we start to count: if we start with substantial unity and balance, the
subjective act is the negation; if we start with the subjective act as the moment of
positing, negation is its failure.
What this complication implies is that, already at the abstract -formal level,
we should distinguish four rather than only three stages of a dialectical process.
Decades ago, MAD magazine published a series of variations on the topic of how
a subject can relate to a norm at four levels: in fashion, say, the poor don't care
how they dress; the lower middle classes try to follow the fashion but always lag
behind; the upper middle classes dress in accordance with the latest fashion;
those at the top, the trend-setters, also don't care how they dress since the way
they dress is the fashion. Or, with regard to the law, the outcasts do not care what
the law says, they just do whatever they want; the utilitarian egotists follow the
law, but only approximately, when it suits their interests; the moralists strictly
follow the law; while those at the top, like the absolute monarch, again do what
ever they want since what they do or say is the law In both cases, the logiC is
the same: we progress from ignorance to partial commitment and then to full
commitment, but to these three steps another is added: the highest level which
the "thesis;' was Peter's modernization, so that what preceded it was just its formless
substantial presupposition.
71 Jean Baudrillard was therefore in a way right when-tongue in cheek, of course-he
proposed a new Hegelian triad: thesis-antithesis-prothesis. The third moment which
"resolves" the contradiction is by definition "prothetic" (virtual, artificial, symbolic, not
substantially natural),
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paradoxically coincides with the lowest-at this highest level, people do exactly
the same as at the previous level, but with a subjective attitude which is the same
as the attitude of those at the lowest leveL Does this not fit with Augustine's
saying that, if you have Christian love, you can do whatever you want since what
you do will automatically be in accordance with the law? And do these four
steps not also provide a model for the "negation of negation" ? We start with
a totally non-alienated altitude (1 do what 1 want), then we progress through
partial alienation (1 restrain myself; my egotism) followed by total alienation (1
surrender myself completely to the norm or law), until finally, in the figure of
the Master, this total alienation is self-negated, coinciding with its opposite.
This more complex model, which distinguishes between two .,lienations or
negations, partial and total, also enables us to answer one of the critical points
often made against Hegel: namely that he cheats when he presents the inner
deployment of a constellation in such a way that the lowest point of self-relating
negation magically reverts into a new higher positivity-at best, what we should
get, instead of the total destruction or self-erasure of the entire movement, is a
return to the immediate substantial starting point, so that we would find our
selves in a cyclical universe. But the first surprise is that Hegel himself outlines
this option in his Phenomenology, in the chapter on absolute freedom and the
Terror:
Out of this tumult spirit would be hurled back upon its starting point, the ethical
world and the real world of spiritual culture, which would thus have been merely
refreshed and rejuvenated by the fear of the lord, that has again entered men's hearts.
Spirit would have anew to traverse and continually repeat this cycle of necessity, if
only complete interpenetration of self-consciousness and the substance were the
final result: an interpenetration in which self-consciousness, which has experienced
the force of its universal nature operating negatively upon it, would try to know and
find itself not as this particular self-consciousness but only as universal, and hence,
too, would be able to endure the objective reality of universal spirit, a reality, exclud
ing self-consciousness qua particular. ?"
In Revolutionary Terror, the Singular consciousness experiences the destructive
consequences of keeping itself separate from the universal substance: in such a
separation, substance appears as a negative power which arbitrarily annihilates
every singular consciousness. Here we can employ one of Hegel's famous word
plays: the ambiguity of the German expression zugrundegehen, which means to
disintegrate, fall apart, bnt literally also zu Grunde gehen, to reach one's ground-
the positive outcome of the Terror is that, in the subject's very annihilation, the
72

Hegel, Phenomenology ofMind, pp. 348-9.
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subject reaches its ground, finds its place in the ethical substance, accepts its
unity with this substance. On the other hand, since ethical substance is actual
only as the force which mobilizes singular subjects, the annihilation of the singu
lar subject by the substance is simultaneously the substance's self-annihilation,
which means that this negative movement of self�destruction seems compelled
to repeat itself indefinitely. It is at this point, however, that the inevitable "but"
enters, articulated in a precise line of argumentation:
But this is not the form the final result assumed. For in absolute freedom there was
no reciprocal interaction either oet\veen an external world and consciousness, which
is absorbed in manifold existence or sets itself determinate purposes and ideas, or
between consciousness and an external objective world, be it a world of reality or
of thought. What that freedom contained was the world absolutely in the form of
consciousness, as a universal will, and, along with that, self-consciousness gathered
ont of all the disperSion and manifoldness of existence or all the manifold ends and
judgments of mind, and concentrated into the bare and simple self . . . In the sphere
of culture itself it does not get the length of viewing its negation or alienation in
this form of pure abstraction; its negation is negation with a tIlling and a content
either honour and \vealth, which it gains in the place of the self that it has alienated
from itself; or the language of esprit and insight, which the distraught consciousness
acquires; or, again, the negation is the heaven of' belief or the principle of utility
belonging to the stage of enlightenment. All these determinate elements disappear
'with the disaster and ruin that overtake the self in the state of absolute freedom;
its negation is meaningless death, sheer horror of' the negative which has nothing
positive in it, nothing that gives a filling.
At the same time, however, this negation in its actual manifestation is not some
thing alien and external. It is neither that universal background of necessity in which
the moral world is swamped, nor the particular accident of private possession, the
whims and humours of the owner, on l,vhich the distraught consciousness finds itself
dependent; it is universal will, which in this its last abstraction has nothing positive,
and hence can give nothing in return for the sacrifice. But just on that account this
will is in unmediated oneness with self-consciousness, it is the pure positive because
it is the pure negative; and that meaningless death, the unfilled, vaCUOLlS negativity
of self, in its inner constitutive principle, turns round into absolute positivityJ3
In an uncanny act of what Pierre Bayard calls "plagiarizing the future;' Hegel
seems to quote Lacan here: how can "negation with a filling" not evoke all the
Lacanian formulae ior mling in !"he lack, for an object which serves as the place
holder of the lack (Ie tenant-lieu du manque), etc.? The infamous reversal of the
negative into the positive occurs here at a very precise point: at the moment
73 Ibid., p. 349·
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when the exchange breaks down. Throughout the whole period of what Hegel
calls Bildung (culture or education through alienation), the subject is deprived
of (a part of) its substantial content, yet it gets something in exchange for this
deprivation, "either honour and wealth, 'which it gains in the place of the self
that it has alienated from itself; or the language of esprit and insight, which
the distraught consciousness acquires; or, again, the negation is the heaven of .
belief or the principle of utility belonging to the stage of enlightenment:' In
Revolutionary Terror, this exchange breaks down, the subject is exposed to the
destructive abstract negativity (embodied in the State) which deprives it even of
its biological substance (of lile itself), without giving anything in return-death
is here utterly meaningless, "the most cold-blooded and meaningless death of
all, with no more significance than cleaving a head of cabbage or swallowing a
draught of water;' without even surviving as a noble lnemory in the minds of
friends and family. How, then, does this pure negativity or loss "magically" turn
into new positivity? What do we get when we get nothing in exchange? There is
only one consistent answer: this nothingness itself When there is no filling of the
negation, when we are forced to confront the power of negativity in its naked
purity and are swallowed by it, the only way to go on is to realize that this nega
tivity is the very core of our being, that the subject "is" the void of negativity. The
core of my being is not some positive feature, but merely the capacity to rnediate
or negate all fixed determinations; it is not what j am, but the negative way I
am able to relate to what(ever) I am." But does Hegel not thereby endorse what
one is tempted to call the mother of all ideological mystifications of the French
Revolution, first formulated by Kant, for whom, more important than the often
bloody reality of what occurred on the streets of Paris, was the enthusiasm that
the Revolution gave rise to among sympathetic observers throughout Europe?
74 This power is not a merely negative one, but the positive power of negativity itself,
the power to generate new forms, to create entities ex nihilo. Apropos labor as thwarted
desire and the forming of objects, Jameson makes a perspicuous observation on the
difference between Master and Servant: the Servant's negativity, his renouncing of
immediate satisfaction and the forming of objects, "trumps idealism and constitutes
a philosophically more satisfactory force of the dissolution of the physical (and of
everything else) than the Master's ignorant Samurai-like fearlessness" (Jameson, The
Hegel Fariations, p. 56). In short, while the Master fearlessly risks his life and assumes the
negativity of death, the life he leads is a life enslaved to sensual satisfaction (to consuming
the objects produced by the Servant), while the Servant effectively anuihilates immediate
material existence through its de-formation�the Servant is thus more "idealist" than the
Master, since he is able to force Ideas onto reality.
But, again, Lebrun voices a gnawing suspicion that this triumph of negativity conceals
a bitter taste: is such a reversal of the negative into the positive not yet another case of
" if you can't beat them, join them;' of the desperate strategy of turning total defeat into
victory by way of "identifying with the enemy"?
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The revolution which we have seen taking place in our own times in a nation of
gifted people may succeed, or it may fail. It may be so filled with misery and atroci
ties that no right-thinking mall would ever decide to make the same experiment
again at such a price, even if he could hope to carry it out successfully at the second
attempt. But I maintain that this revolution has aroused in the hearts and desires
of all spectators who are not themselves caught up in it a sympathy which borders
almost on enthusiasm, although the very utterance of this sympathy was fraught
with danger. It cannot therefore have been caused by anything other than a moral
disposition within the human race.?'
The mystification resides in the reversal of the external negativity of the
Revolutionary Terror into the sublime internal power of the moral Law within
each of us--but can this sublation (Aufhebung) actually be accomplished? Is the
violence of the Terror not too strong for such a domestication? Kant himself is
fully aware of this excess: in the Metaphysics of Morals (1797), he characterizes
the central defining event of the French Revolution (regicide) as a "suicide of the
state;' as a pragmatic paradox opening up an "abyss" into which reason fUlls, as
an indelible crime (crimen immortale, inexpiable) which precludes forgiveness
in this world or in the next:
Of all the atrocities involved in overthrowing a state by rebellion . . . it is the formal
execution of the monarch that strikes horror in a soul filled with the idea of human
rights, a horror that one feels repeatedly as soon and as often as one thinks of such
scenes as the fate of Charles I or Louis XVU6
All the oscillations involved in the encounter with the Real are here: a regicide is
something so terrible one cannot fully represent it to oneself in all its dimensions;
it cannot really happen (people cannot be so evil), it should only he constructed
as a necessary virtual point; the actual regicide was not a case of diabolical evil,
of an evil accomplished for no pathological reason (and thus indistinguishable
from the Good), since it was in fact done for a pathological reason (the fear that,
if the king were allowed to live, he might return to power and exact revenge), It is
interesting to note how the standard Kantian suspicion about an act being truly
good or ethical is here weirdly mobilized in the opposite direction: we cannot be
sure that an act really was "diabolically evil;' that some pathological motivation
did not make it a normal case of evil. In both cases, empirical causality appears
to be suspended, the excess of another noumenal dimension see1llS to intrude
75 Immanuel Kant, "The Contest of Faculties:' in Political vVritings, second ed., trans.
H. B. Nisbet, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 1991, p. 182.
76 Immanuel Kant, The Metaphysics of Morals, in Practical Philosophy, trans. and ed.
Mary J. Gregor, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 1996, pp. 464-5.
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violently into our reality, Kant is thus unable to assume this ultimate politicai
infinite judgment.
Hegel is the only one who fully asserts the identity of the two extremes, of
the Sublime and of the Terror: "Hegel's unflinching identification of the Terror
as the inauguration of political modernity does not prevent him from amrming
the Revolution in its entirety as inevitable, comprehensible, justifiable, horrible,
thrilling, mind-numbingly boring, and infinitely productive:'" Hegel's sublime
words on the French Revolution from his Lectures on the Philosophy of World
History are, if anything, even more enthusiastic than Kant's, and he rejects the
easy way out of the traumatic "infinite judgment" in both its versions: First,
the liberal dream of "1789 without 1793" (the idea that we could have had the
Revolution without the Terror, with the latter seen as an accidental distortion) .
Second, the conditional endorsement o f 1793 a s the price that had t o be paid
in order for the nation to enjoy the institutions of modern civil society as the
"rational kernel" which remains after the repellent shell of the revolutionary
upheaval has been discarded.'s (Marx reverses this relationship: he praises the
enthusiasm of the Revolution, treating the later prosaic, commercial order as its
banal truth. )
Furthermore, Hegel also clearly registers the limit o f what may appear to be
his own solution: the above-mentioned Aufhebung of the abstract freedom or
negativity of the Revolution in the concrete post-revolutionary rational state.
As Rebecca Comay summarizes this argument (not without irony): "Hegel loves
the French Revolution so much he needs to purge it of the revolutionaries:'"
However, as Comay makes clear, a close reading of the last part of the chapter on
Spirit in the Phenomenology reveals how, far from celebrating the Aufhebung of
Terror in the inner freedom of the subject obeying only his autonomous voice
of conscience, Hegel is fully aware that
such freedom on its own terms does nothing to redeem the blocked promise of the
Revolution. Hegel makes it bitterly clear that the sublime purity of the moral will
call be no antidote to the terrifying purity of revolutionary virtue. He demonstrates
that all the features of absolute freedom are carried over into Kantian morality:
the obsessionality, the paranoia, the suspicion, the surveillance, the evaporation of
objectivity within the sadistic vehemence of a subjectivity bent on reproducing itself
within a world it must disregard.3o

77 Rebecca Cornay, Mourning Sickness: Hegel and the French Revolution, Palo Alto:
Stanford University Press 2011, p. 76.
78 Ibid., pp. 76-7.
79 Ibid., p. 90.
80 Ibid., p. 93.
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The excess of the Revolution thus resists its AuJhebung in both its dimensions:
not only is inner moral freedom not strong enongh to pacify the Revolutionary
Terror (to account for it, to justify it), it is also-and this is the obverse of the
same failure-not strong enough to actualize the Revolution's emancipatory
promise. Inner moral heedom, even when overblown in the Romantic absolute
subject, always and by definition conceals a resigned acceptance of the existing
social order of domination:
Hegel has relentlessly dismantled every attempt to displace or dissolve the traumatic
rupture of the French Revolution within a spiritual, philosophical, or aesthetic
upheaval. Political revolution can no longer be absorbed into the Copernican rev
olution of Kant or Fichte, or into the various cultural revolutions projected from
Schiller on . . . Hegel is as unforgiving here as Marx: every retreat from politics to the
freedom of moral self-consciousness rehearses the Stoic impasse, provokes the scep
tical rejOinder, and culminates in a self-serving misery in ·which can be discerned a
secret collusion with the existent.s,

Comay notes how this brutal critique of Kant's practical thought reveals Hegel
at his most Freudo-Nietzschean, deploying the "hermeneutics of suspicion" at
its most radical: "The catalogue of Freudian concepts (and at times even vocab
ulary) marshalled by Hegel throughout this section is impressive: repression,
perversion, isolation, splitting, disavowal, fetishism, projection, introjection,
incorporation, masochism, mourning, melancholia, repetition, death drive:'s�
With Hegel's analysis of the steps which follow his critique of the Kantian ethical
edifice (Fichtean concrete duty, the Schillerian aestheticization of ethics, the
hypocrisy of the Beautiful Soul), we are just caught fllrther in this downward
spiral, right down to the solipsistic madness of "vaporized subjectivity" and its
self� ironic mirroring. Even when describing how this self-destructive patho
logical Narcissism reaches its peak, admitting the void in its heart, Hegel is well
aware that the fetish is not only an object filling in the void: "The void carved
by the missing object turns iuto a Illling lor itself: even absence provides its own
bitter consolation."83 Referring to Origen, Hegel "goes so far as to suggest glee
fully, on Enlightenment's behalf, that even castration can be a defence against
castration: the florid example of Origen shows how an all too literal injury can
serve to preempt the ultimate traumatic wonnding"84-a thesis fully confirmed
by psychoanalysis, which demonstrates how a castration in reality (cutting off
one's penis or testicles) can fuuction as a way of avoidiug the wound of symbolic
81
82
83
84

Ibid., p. 149.
Ibid., p. 96.
Ibid., p. 114.
Ibid., p. 124.
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castration (this was the strategy of the "skopci" sect in Russia and Eastern Europe
during the late nineteenth century).
We touch here on a problematic nerve, highlighted by the Young Hegelian
reproach that Hegel surrenders to the existing social misery. Does Hegel not
detect a hidden confonnism in the critical stance itself? This is why, in a pro
foundly Hegelian way, Catherine Malabou calls for the abandonment of the
critical stance towards reality as the ultimate horizon of our thinking, under
whatever name it may appear, from the Young Hegelian "critical critique" to
twentieth-century Critical Theory.s) "Vhat such a critical stance fails to accom
plish is the fulfillment of its own gesture: the radicalization of the subjective
negative-critical attitnde towards reality into a fnll critical self-negation. Even if
it leaves one open to the accusation of having "regressed" to the Old Hegelian
position, one should adopt the authentically Hegelian absolute position which,
as lvlalabou points out, involves a kind of speculative "surrender" of the Self
to the Absolute, albeit in a Hegelian -dialectical way: not the immersion of the
subject in the higher unity of an all-encompassing Absolute, but the inscription
of the "critical" gap separating the subject from the (social) substance into this
substance itselt� as its own antagonism, or self-distance. The "critical" stance
is thus not directly canceled in some higher-level Yes to a positive Absolute; it
is rather inscribed into the Absolute itself as its own gap. This is why Hegelian
Absolute Knowledge, far from Signaling a kind of subjective appropriation or
internalization of all substantial content, should be read against the background
of what Lacan called "subjective destitution:' In the very last pages of the chapter
on Spirit, this "surrender to the Absolute" takes the form of an unexpected and
abrupt gesture of reconciliation: "The reconciling Yes, in which the two I's let go
their antithetical existence, is the existence of the T which has expanded into a
duality, and therein remains identical with itself" " While this formulation may
sound emptily abstract, the worst kind of exercise in formal-dialectical think
ing, it pays to read it closely, bearing in mind its precise context. Just before
the quoted passage, Hegel characterizes reconciliation as "externalization;' a
kind of counter-move to the standard dialectical internalization of the external
opposition: here, it is the inner contradiction of the subject which is external
ized in the relationship among subjects, indicating the subject's acceptance of
itself as part of the outer social world over which it does not exert control. What
is accepted in the Yes of reconciliation is thus a basic alienation in an almost
Marxist sense: the meaning of my acts does not depend on me, on my inten
tions, it is decided afterwards, retroactively. In other words, what is accepted,
85 See Judith Butler and Catherine Malabou, Sois man corps. Une lecture contemporaine
de fa domination et de la servitude chez Hegel, Paris: Bayard 2010.
86 G. W. F. Hegel, Phenomenology aiSpirit, trans. A. V. Miller, Oxford: Oxford UniverSity
Press 1977, p. 409.
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what the subject has to assume, is its radical and constitutive deceutering in the
symbolic order.
"The two" in the passage just quoted refers to the opposition between the
acting and the judging consciousness: to act is to err, the act is by definition
partial, it involves guilt, but the judging consciousness does not admit that its
judging is also an act, it refuses to include itself in what it judges. It ignores the
fact that the true evil lies in the neutral gaze which sees evil everywhere around
itself; so that it is no less tainted than the acting consciousness. In geopolitical
terms, this gap between the judging consciousness and the acting consciousness,
between knOWing and doing, is the gap between Germany and France: reconcili
ation is the reconciliation of the two nations, where the Word of reconciliation
should be pronounced by Germany-German thought should reconcile itself
with the acting French hero (Napoleon) . We are dealing here with a purely per
formative formal gesture of abandoning purity and accepting the "stain" of one's
complicity with the world. The one who pronounces the word of reconciliation is
the judging consciousness, renouncing its critical attitude. But far from amount
ing to conformism, only such a Yes (expressing a readiness to accept the evil, to
dirty one's hands) opens up the space for real change. As such, this reconcilia
tion is simultaneously both precipitous and belated: it occurs all of a sudden, as
a kind of flight forward, before the situation seems ready for it, and, at the same
time, like Kaflcas Messiah, it comes one day too late, when it no longer matters.
But how does such an elementary gesture of accepting (oneself as part of)
the contingency of the world open up the space for real change? Towards the
end of the "Preface" to his Philosophy of Right, Hegel def1nes the task of phi
losophy: like the owl of Minerva which takes flight at dusk, philosophy can only
paint "gray on gray;' in other words it only translates into a lifeless conceptual
scheme a form of life which has already reached its peak and entered its decline
(is becoming "gray" itself). COlnay perspicuously reads this "gray on gray" as a
figure of "minimal difference""7 (or, as Nietzsche would have put it, of the "short
est shadow;' although Nietzsche speaks of midday, of course): the difference
between the decrepit reality and its notion when the difference is at its minimal,
purely formal, in contrast to when a wide gap exists between an ideal and the
misery of its actual existence.
How can such a tautology open up the space for the New? The only solu
tion to this paradox is that the New we are dealing with is not primarily the
future New, but the New of the past itself; of the thwarted, blocked, or betrayed
possibilities ("alternate realities") which have disappeared in the actualiza
tion of the past: the actualization ( Verwirklichung)-that is, the acceptance of
actuality-brought about by Reconciliation involves the "deactivation of the
87 Comay, Mourning Sickness, p. 142.
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existent and the reactivation and reenactment (in every sense) of the thwarted
futures of the past. Actuality thus expresses precisely the presence of the virtual:
it opens history to the 'no longer' of a blocked possibility and the persistence
of an unachieved 'not yd""' The Hegelian tautology "gray on gray" should be
linked to the Deleuzian notion of pure repetition as the rise of the New: what
emerges in the repetition of the same actual "gray" is its virtnal dimension, the
lost "alternate histories" of what might have happened hut did not. "The French
Revolution is the French Revolution" does not add any new positive knowledge,
any new positive deterrninations, but it reminds us of the spectral dimension of
the hopes that the Revolution evoked and which were thwarted by its outcome.
Such a reading also enables ns to see how we can think together Reconciliation as
internalizing memory (Er-Innerung) and the retroactive healing of the wounds
of the Spirit which undoes (ungeschehenmachen) catastrophes of the past in an
act of radical forgetting:
Forgetting is not opposed to the work of remembrance but proves here to be its
most radical achievement: oblivion brings memory itself to a point beyond its own
beginning. To forget, to undo the past, to make it all "un-happen:' is precisely to
remember a moment before it all happened, to undo the inexorability of fate by
restaging the beginning, even if only in imagination and in proxy: to act as if we
could take it over again, as if we could cast aside the legacy of dead generations, as if
we could refuse the mourning work of cultural succession, as if we could cast off our
patrimony, rewrite our origins, as if every moment, even those long vanished, could
become a radically new beginning-unprecedented, unrehearsed, unremembered.39

Reconciliation as pure repetition does not bring us back to some mythical
beginning, but to the moment just before the beginning, before the flow of
events organized itself into a Fate, obliterating other alternative possibilities.
For example, in the case of Antigone, the point is not to somehow restore the
organic unity of mores (SUtlichkeit), since there never was such a unity-a split
is constitutive of the very order of Sittlichkeit. Antigone is a story about this divi
sion constitutive of power, and one should avoid the boring moralistic topic of
who is right or who is worse, Antigone or Creon, the representative of respect
for the sacred or the representative of secular power. As Stalin would have put
it, they are both worse (than what? Than the power of the people! ) , part of the
same hierarchic power machine. The only way to break the deadlock of their
conflict is to step outside of their common ground and imagine a third option
from which to reject the entire conflict as false-something like the Chorus
taking over, arresting both Antigone and Creon for posing a threat to the people,
88 Ibid., p. 145.
89 Ibid., pp. 147-8.
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putting at risk their very survival, and establishing itself as a collective body of
revolutionary justice, a kind of Jacobin committee for public safety keeping the
guillotine busy.
The problem here is: how does this negation of negation which changes the
entire fIeld relate to the Freudo-Lacanian negation of negation which ends with
the spectral not-not-nothingness? Does not the shift from the first negation
("negation with a fHling"), where I sacrifice the core of my being in exchange
for something (heaven of belief, honor, utility, wealth " , ) , to the negation of
negation ("negation without a filling") point towards what Lacan, in his reading
of Claude!, deployed as the strncture of Versagung, where we pass from the
sacrifice made for something to the sacrifice made for nothing?
Let us clarify this crncial point by way of a detour through literature: not
Claude!'s L'Otage (Lacan's own reference in his explication of Versagung), but
J. M. Coetzee's Disgrace, a profoundly Hegelian novel set in post -apartheid South
Africa. David Lurie is a divorced, middle-aged scholar ofRomantic poetry whose
unrealized ambition is to write a chamber opera about Byron's life in Italy. He
has become a victim of "the great rationalization" of his Cape Town university,
which has been turned into a technical college, where he now teaches courses in
"communication skills" that he finds nonsensical. He is such a nonentity that not
only do his students look straight through him, even the prostitute he patronizes
weekly, and for whom he has begun buying gifts, stops receiving him. When he
is hauled before an academic tribunal after a misbegotten affair with Melanie,
a beautiful black student, he refuses to defend himself against charges of sexual
harassment, although his conduct towards Melanie has fallen only a little short
of rape. He finally blurts out an apology, but the members of the tribunal are not
satisfied, and demand to Imow whether it reflects his sincere feelings and comes
hom the heart. He rashly tells his judges that his liaison with the pretty and
almost totally passive Melanie transformed him, if only briefly: "I was no longer
a fifty-year-old divorce at a loose end. I became a servant of Eros."
To escape this suffocating situation, David moves in with his daughter Lucy,
a stolid lesbian who, like him, seems to have been abandoned by the world,
and lives in an isolated farm on the South African plain, surviving by selling
flowers and vegetables at a local market. Their relations with Petrus, the African
farmer who is their nearest neighbor, become increasingly troubled. Once Lucy's
servant, he now owns his own plot of land, and is conspicuously absent when
David and Lucy become the victims of a vicious criminal assault: three black
youngsters beat David and burn his face, while Lucy is gang raped. We are
given hints that the attacks are part of Petrus's plan to take over Lucy's farm.
In the wake of these brutal attacks, David's angry demands for justice receive
no response from the overstretched police, and his attempts to confront one of
the assailants (whom Petrus is protecting) are met with silence and evasive lies.
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Finally, Petrus informs David that he plans to marry Lucy and take control of
her farm to provide her with protection, To David's shock and surprise, Lucy
tells him that she will accept Petrus's offer and give birth to the child she bears as
the resnlt of the rape. Lucy seems to understand what David cannot: that to live
where she lives she n1ust tolerate brntalization and humiliation and simply keep
going. "Perhaps that is what [ must learn to accept;' she tells her father. "To start
at ground level. With nothing . . . No cards, no weapons, no property, no rights,
no dignity . . . Like a dog:'
Again needing to escape a terrible deadlock, David volunteers to work for
Bev, a friend of Lucy's who runs the local veterinary clinic, He soon comes to
realize that Bev's primary role, in this impoverished land, is not to heal animals
but to kill them with as much love and mercy as she can SUlnmon, He becomes
Bev's lover, although she is conspicuously ugly. I-Ie returns briefly to Cape Town,
where he visits Melanie's family and apologizes to her father. At the novel's end,
David is also reconciled to his life with Lucy; he thus reclaims a kind of dignity
based on the very fact that he has given up everything: his daughter, his notion
of justice, his dream of writing an opera on Byron, and even his favorite dog,
which he helps Bev to put down. He no longer needs a dog, since he has himself
accepted to live "like a dog" (echoing the final words of Kafka's The Trial)
Perhaps this is what true Hegelian reconciliation looks like�and maybe this
example enables us to clear up some confusions about what that reconciliation
actually involves." David is portrayed as a disenchanted cynic who exploits his
power over students, and the rape of his daughter seems a kind of repetition
which establishes a certain justice: what he did to Melanie happens again to his
daughter. However, it is all too simple to say that David should recognize his
own responsibility for the predicament he finds himself in�such a reading of
David as a "tragic" character who gets his comeuppance in his final humiliation
still relies on a kind of moral balance or justice being established at the end, and
thus avoids the deeply disturbing fact that the novel in fact has no clear moral
compass. This ambiguity is condensed in the character of Petrus who, while
ruthlessly ambitious and manipulative beneath his polite exterior, nonetheless
90 A particularly cruel variation of the bad news/good news medical joke, encompassing
the entire triad of good-bad-good news, usefully illustrates the Hegelian triad inclusive
of the final "reconciliation": After his wife has undergone a long and risky operation, the
husband approaches the doctor to inquire about the outcome, The doctor begins: "Your
wife survived, she will probably live longer than you, But there are some complications:
she will no longer be able to control her anal muscles, so excrement will dribble
continuously out of her anus; there will also be a flow of bad-smelling yellow jelly from
her vagina, so any sex is out. Plus her mouth will malfunction and food will fall out .. :'
Noting the expression of rising panic on the husband's face, the doctor taps him kindly
on the shoulder and smiles: "Don't worry, 1 was only joking! Everything is OK-she died
during the operation�'
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stands for a kind of social stability and order. The political message implied by
his ascendance to pmver within the small local cOlnmunity is not a racist one
("this is what happens if you allow the blacks to take over: no real change, just a
reorganization of domination which makes things even-worse than before" ), bnt
one that highlights the re-el11ergence of a gangster-like patriarchal-tribal order
which, one can argue, is the result of white rule which kept the blacks in a state
of apartheid, preventing their inclusion in modern society.
The wager of the novel is that the very radicality of the white hero's utter
resignation and acceptance of this new oppressive order confers on him a kind
of ethical dignity. If David can be seen as a contemporary Sygne de Colitontaine,
Versagung is enacted here in a reversed way: it is not that the subject renounces
everything for a higher Cause and then notices he has thereby lost the Cause
itself; it is rather that the subject Simply loses everything, his egoist interests as
well as his higher ideals, and his wager is then that this total loss itself will be
converted into some kind of ethical dignity.
But something is n1issing at the end of Disgrace) something that would cor
respond to the repulSive tic on the face of the dying Sygne, as a mute gesture of
protest, of the refusal to reconcile, or to Julie's "Happiness is boring" at the end
of La Nouvelle Heioise. One can imagine the boy in Der Jasager or in Massnahme,
when he accepts his death, doing the same-emitting a barely perceptible repeti
live gesture of resistance, an eppur si muove that persists, a pure figure of the
undead drive. Here the objet a is generated through the process of the negation
of negation as its excess or product. But is not the process of Versagung as the
loss of a loss precisely the process of the loss of the objet a, the object-cause of
desire? In Vertigo, Scottie first loses the object of his desire (Madeleine), and
then, when he learns that Madeleine was a fake from the very beginning, loses
his desire itself. Is there a way out of this abyss to a Ilew objet a? Can we say that
what is lost iu Versagung is the fantasmatic status of the objet a (the fantasy
frame which sustained the subject's desire), so that the Versagung, which equals
the act of traversing the fantasy, opens up the space for the emergence of the
pure drive beyond fantasy?

I N T E R L U DE 2

Cogito in

the History ofMadness

Levinas's early critique of Hegel and Heidegger in his Totality and Infinity is a
model of the anti-philosophical procedure: for Levinas, the infinity of relating
to the divine Other is the excess which breaks out of the circle of philosophical
totality. It is crucial to note here that Derrida is not an antiphilosopher-on the
contrary, Derrida at his best (say, in his detailed "deconstructive" readings of
Levinas, Foucault, Bataille, etc.) convincingly demonstrates how, in their effort
to break out of the closed circle of philosophy, to assert a point of reference
outside the horizon of philosophy (infinity versus totality in Levinas, madness
versus cogito in the early Foucault, sovereignty versus Hegelian domination in
Bataille), they remain within the field they try to leave behind.' No wonder, then,
that Foucault reacted so violently to Derrida's critical analysis of his History of
Madness, accusing Derrida of remaining within the confines of philosophy: yes,
Derrida does, but therein lies his strength with regard to those who pretend all
too easily to have reached a domain beyond philosophy. What Derrida does is
not only "deconstruct" philosophy, demonstrating its dependence on an exter
nal Other; even more so, he "deconstructs" the attempt to locate a sphere outside
philosophy, demonstrating how all anti-philosophical eiforts to determine this
Other remain indebted to a frame of philosophical categories.
Cogito, madness, and religion are interlinked in Descartes (see his thought
experiment with the malin genie) as well as in Kant (his notion of the tran
scendental subject emerged Ii-om the critique of Swedenborg, whose religious
dreams stand for madness). Simultaneously, the cogito emerges through a dif�
ferentiation from (or a reference to) madness, and the cogito itself (the idea of
the cogito as the point of absolute certainty, "subjective idealism") is perceived
(not only) by common sense as the very epitome of the madness of philosophy,
of its crazy paranoid system-building (cf. the "philosopher as madman" motif
in the late Wittgenstein). Simultaneously, religion (direct faith) is evoked as a
form of madness (Swedenborg for Kant, or religion generally tor Enlightenment
1 For example, Levinas's--and, later, Marion's-talk about God "beyond Being" simply
reduces being to the domain of positive reality, including its transcendental-ontological
horizon, failing to raise the phenomenological question of how the divine dimension
"beyond being" nonetheless appears 'within a certain horizon of the disclosure
of being.
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rationalists, up to Dawkins today), and religion (God) enters as the solution to
(solipsistic) madness (Descartes).
This triangle of cogito, religion, and madness is the focus of the polemic
between Foucault and Derrida, in which they both share the key underlying
premise: that the cogito is inherently related to madness, The difference is that,
for Foucault, the cogito is grounded in the exclusion of madness, while, for
Derrida, the cagita itself can only emerge through a "mad" hyperbole (univer
salized doubt), and remains marked by this excess: before it stabilizes itself as res
cagitans, the self transparent thinking substance, the cagita explodes as a crazy
punctual excess.2
Foucault's starting point is a hmdamental change in the status of madness
which took place in the passage from the Renaissance to the classical Age of
Reason (the beginning of the seventeenth century). During the Renaissance
(Cervantes, Shakespeare, Erasmus, etc.), madness was a specific phenomenon
of the human spirit which belonged to the series of prophets, possessed vision
aries, saints, clowns, those obsessed by demons, and so on, It was a meaningful
phenomenon with a truth of its own: even if madmen were vilified, they were
treated with awe, as if messengers of a sacred horror. With Descartes, however,
madness is excluded; in all its varieties, it comes to occupy a position that was
formerly the preserve ofleprosy. It is no longer a phenomenon to be interpreted,
its meaning searched for, but a simple illness to be treated under the well
regulated laws of a medicine or a science that is already sure of itself; sure that it
cannot be mad. This change concerns not only theory, but social practice itself:
from the Classical Age on, madmen were interned, imprisoned in psychiatric
hospitals, deprived of the full dignity of a human being, studied and controlled
like a natural phenomenon.
In his Histaire de fafolie, Foucault dedicated three or four pages to the passage
in the Meditations in which Descartes arrives at cagita elgo sum. Searching for
the absolutely certain foundation of knowledge, Descartes analyses the main
forms of delusion: delusions of the senses and sense perception, the illusions
of madness, dreams. He ends with the most radical delusion imaginable, the
hypotheSiS that everything that we experience is not true, bnt a universal dream,
an illusion staged by an evil genius (malin genie). From here, he arrives at the
certainty of the cagita (I think) : even if ! can doubt everything, even if all I see
is an illnsion, I cannot doubt that I think all this, so the cagita is the absolutely
certain starting point for philosophy. Foucault's objection here is that Descartes
does not really confront madness, but rather avoids thinking it: he excludes
madness from the domain of reason. In the Classical Age, Reason is thus based
on the exclusion of madness: the very existence of the category "madness" is
2 A solid, balanced account of this polemic is given in Roy Boyne, Foucault and Derrida:
The Other Side of Reason, London: Unwin Hyman 1990.
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historically determined, along vvith its opposite "reason"; that is, it is deternlined
through power relations. Madness in the modern sense is not directly a phe
nomenon we can observe, but a discursive construct which emerges at a certain
historical moment, together with its double, Reason in the modern sense.
In his reading of Histoire de 10 folie, Den'ida focused on these four pages
on Descartes which, for him, provided the key to the entire book. Through a
detailed analysis, he tries to demonstrate that, far from excluding madness,
Descartes pushes it to an extreme: universal doubt, where J suspect that the
entire world is an illusion, is the greatest madness imaginable. O ut of this uni
versal doubt the cogito emerges: even if everything is an illusion, J can still be
sure that J think. Madness is thus not excluded by the mgito: it is not that the
cogito is not mad, but the cogito is true even if I am totally mad. Extreme doubt,
the hypotheSiS of universal madness, is not external to philosophy, but strictly
internal to it, a hyperbolic moment, the moment of madness, which grounds
philosophy. Of course, Descartes later "domesticates" this radical excess with his
image of man as a thinking substance, dominated by reason; he constructs a phi
losophy which is clearly historically conditioned. But the excess, the hyperbole
of universal madness, is not itself historical; it is the excessive moment which
grounds philosophy in all its historical forms. Madness is thus not excluded by
philosophy: it is internal to it. Of course, every philosophy tries to control this
excess, to repress it�bllt in repressing it, it represses its own innermost founda
tion: "Philosophy is perhaps the reassurance given against the anguish of being
mad at the point of greatest proximity to madness:'3
In his reply, Foucault first tries to prove, through a detailed reading of
Descartes, that the madness he evokes does not have the same status as sensory
illusions and dreams. When I suffer sensory illusions of perception or when I
dream, I remain normal and rational, I only deceive myself with regard to what
J see. In madness, on the contrary, I myself am no longer normal, I lose my
reason. So madness has to be excluded if ! am to be a rational subject. Derrida's
refusal to exclude madness from philosophy bears witness to the fact that he
remains a philosopher who is unable to think the Outside of philosophy, who is
unable to think how philosophy itself is determined by something that escapes
it. Apropos the hypotheSiS of universal doubt and the Evil Genius, we are not
dealing with true madness, but with the rational subject who feigns to be mad,
who makes a rational experiInent, never lOSing his control over it.
Finally, on the very last page of his reply, Foucault tries to identify the
true difference between himself and Derrida. He attacks (without naming it)
the practice of deconstruction and textual analysis, for which "there is nothing
outside the text;' so that we are caught in an endless process of interpretation.
3 Jacques Derrida, "Cogito and the History of Madness;' in 1tVriting and Difference,
trans. Alan Bass, Chicago: University of Chicago Press 1978, p. 59.
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Foucault, on the contrary, does not practice textual analysis, but analyses dis�
courses, "dispositijS:' formations in which texts and statements are interlinked
with extra-textual mechanisms of power and control. What we need is not deeper
textual analyses, but analyses of the way discursive practices are combined with
practices of power and domination. But does this rejection of Derrida hold?
Let us go through the debate once again, this time taking Derrida as the start
ing point. As Derrida made clear in his essay on Foucault's Histoire de la folie,
madness is inscribed in the history of cogito at two levels. First, throughout the
entire philosophy of subjectivity from Descartes through Kant, Schelling, and
Hegel, up to Nietzsche and Husser!, the cagilo is related to its shadowy double,
the pharmakon, which is madness. Second, madness is inscribed into the very
(pre)history of the cogito itself, as part of its transcendental genesis:
the Cogito escapes madness only because at its own moment, under its own author
ity, it is valid even if I am mad, even if my thoughts are completely mad . . . Descartes
never interns madness, neither at the stage of natural doubt nor at the stage of meta
physical doubt . . . Whether I am mad or not, Cogito, sum . . even if the totality of
the world does not exist, even if nonmeaning has invaded the totality of the world,
up to and including the very contents of my thought, I still think, I am while I think.4

Derrida leaves us in no doubt that, "as soon as Descartes has reached this extrem
ity, he seeks to reassure himself, to certify the Cogito through God, to identify
the act of the Cogito with a reasonable reason:" This withdrawal sets in "from
the moment when he pulls himself out of madness by determining natural light
through a series of principles and axioms:" The term "light" is here crucial in
measuring Descartes's distance from German Idealism, in which, precisely, the
core of the subject is no longer light, but the abyss of darkness, the "Night of the
World:' This, then, is Derrida's fundamental interpretive gesture: one of
separating, within the Cogito, on the one hand, hyperbole (which I maintain cannot
be enclosed in a factual and determined historical structure, for it is the project
of exceeding every finite and determined totality), and, on the other hand, that in
Descartes's philosophy (or in the philosophy supporting the Augustinian Cogito or
the Husserlian Cogito as well) which belongs to a factual historical structure.!

Here, when Derrida asserts that "the historicity proper to philosophy is located
and constituted in the transition, the dialogue between hyperbole and the finite
4
5
6
7

Ibid., pp. 55-6.
Ibid., p. 58.
Ibid., p. 59.
Ibid., p. 60.
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structure, . . . in the diflerence between history and historicity;' he perhaps falls
too short.8 This tension may appear very "Lacanian": is it not a version of the
tension between the Real-the hyperbolic excess-and its (ultimately always
failed) symbolization? The matrix we thus arrive at is that of an eternal oscil·
lation between the two extren1es, the radical expenditure, hyperbole, excess,
and its later domestication (as in Kristeva, the oscillation between Semiotic
and Symbolic). Both extremes are illusionary: pure excess as well as pure finite
order would disintegrate, cancel themselves out. Such an approach misses the
true point of "madness;' which is not the pure excess of the "night of the world;'
but the madness of the passage to the symbolic itself; of imposing a symbolic
order onto the chaos of the Real.' If madness is constitutive, then every system of
meaning is minimally paranoid, "mad:' Recall again Brecht's slogan "What is the
robbing of a bank compared to the founding of a new bank?"-therein resides
the lesson of David Lynch's Straight Story: what is the ridiculously pathetic
perversity of figures like Bobby Peru in Wild al Hearl or Frank in Blue Velvet
compared to deciding to cross the US central plane on a lawnmower to visit a
dying relative? Measured against this act, Frank's and Bobby's outbreaks of rage
are but the impotent theatrics of old and sedate conservatives. In the same way,
we should say: what is the mere madness caused by the loss of reason compared
to the madness of reason itself?
This step is the properly "Hegelian" one-which is why Hegel, the philoso·
pher who made the most radical attempt to think the abyss of madness at the
core of subjectivity, is also the philosopher who brought to its "mad" climax
the philosophical System as the totality of meaning. This is why, for very good
reasons, from the common-sense perspective "Hegel" stands for the mmnent
at which philosophy goes "mad;' explodes in a "crazy" pretense to ''Absolute
Knowledge:'
It is thus not enongh simply to oppose "madness" and symbolization:
there is, in the history of philosophy itself (of philosophical "systems"), a
privileged point at which the hyperbole, philosophy's ex· timate core, directly
inscribes itself into it, and this is the moment of the cogita, of transcendental
philosophy. "Madness" is here "tamed" in a different way, through a "transcen·
dental" horizon which does not cancel it in an all·encompassing world·view, but
maintains it.
"In the serene world of mental illness, modern man no longer commu
nicates with the madman: . . . the man of reason delegates the physician to
madness, thereby authorizing a relation only through the abstract universality of
8 Ibid.
9 Recall Freud, who, in his analysiS of the paranoid Judge Schreber, points out how
the paranoid "system" is not madness, but a desperate attempt to escape madness-the
disintegration of the symbolic universe-through an ersatz universe of meaning.
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disease:'lQ However, what about psychoanalysis? Is not psychoanalysis precisely
the point at which the "man of reason" re-establishes his dialogue with madness,
rediscovering the dimension of truth in it-not the same truth as before, in the
premodern universe, but a different, properly scientifiC, one? Foucault himself
dealt with this in his later History o{Sexuality, where psychoanalysis is conceived
as the culmination of "sex-as-the-ultimate-truth" logic of confession.
In spite of the finesse of Foucault's reply, he ultimately falls into the trap of
an historicism which cannot account for its own position of enunciation; this
impossibility is redoubled in Foucault's characterization of his "object;' madness,
which oscillates between two extremes. On the one hand, his strategic aim is to
make madness itself talk, as it is in itself, outside of the (scientific, etc.) discourse
on it: "it is definitely not a question of a history of ideas, but of the rudimen
tary movements of an experience. A history not of psychiatry, but of madness
itself; in its vivacity, before knowledge has even begun to close in on if'" On
the other hand, the (later) model deployed in his Discipline and Punish and
History of Sexuality compels him to posit the absolute immanence of the (exces
sive, transgressive, resisting . . . ) object to its manipulation by the dispositif of
power-lmowledge: in the same way that "the carceral network does not cast the
inassimilable into a confused hell; there is no outside";" in the same way that the
"liberated" man is himself generated by the dispositif that controls and regulates
him; in the same way that "sex" as the inassimilable excess is itself generated
by the discourses and practices that try to control and regulate it; madness is
also generated by the very discourse that excludes, objectivizes, and studies it,
there is no "pure" madness outside it. As Boyne puts it, Foucault here "effec
tively acknowledg[ es I the correctness of Derrida's formulation;'" that is, of if n'y
a pas de hors-texte," providing his own version of it. When Foucault writes that
"Perhaps one day [transgression 1 will seem as decisive for our culture, as much
a part of its soil, as the experience of contradiction was at an earlier time for
dialectical thought;'" does he not thereby miss the point, which is that this day
has already arrived, that permanent transgression already is a key feature of late
10 Michel Foucault, Madness and Civilization, trans. Richard Howard, London:
Tavistock 1967, p. x.
11 Michel Foucault, Folie et demison: Histoire de la folie a tage classique, Paris: PIon 1961,
p. vii; as translated in Boyne, Foucault and Derrida, pp. 55-6.
12 Michel Foucault, Discipline and Punish, trans. Alan Sheridan, Harmondsworth:
Penguin Books 1977, p. 301.
13 Boyne, Foucault and Derrida, p. 118.
14 "Reading ... cannot legitimately transgress the text toward something other than it ..
There is nothing outside the texf' (Jacques Derrida, OJ Grammatology, Baltimore: Johns
Hopkins UniverSity Press 1976, p. 158.)
15 Michel Foucault, Language, Counter-Memory, Practice, trans. Donald F. Bouchard
and Sherry Simon, Oxford: Blackwell 1977, p. 33.
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capitalism? And this is why his conclnding objection to Derrida's il n'y a pas de
hors-texte seems to miss the mark, when he characterizes it in terms of a
reduction of discursive practices to textual traces; elision of the events which are
produced in these practices, so that all that remains of them are marks for a reading;
inventions of voices behind the texts, so that we do not have to analyze the modes
of the implication of the subject in the discourses; the assignation of the originary
as lwhat is] said and not-said in the text, so that we do not have to locate discursive
practices in the Held of transformations in which they effectuate themselves.16

No wonder that some Marxists took Foucault's side here, conceiving his polemic
with Derrida as the latest chapter in the eternal struggle between materialism and
idealism: Foucault's n1aterialist analysis of discursive practices versus Derrida's
endless self- reflexive textual games. A further point in favor of Foucault seems
to be that he remains a radical historicist, reproaching Derrida for his inability
to think the exteriority of philosophy. This is how he sums up the stakes of their
debate:
could there be something prior or external to the philosophical discourse? Can the
condition of this discourse be an exclusion, a refusal, an avoided risk, and, why not,
a fear? A suspicion rejected passionately by Derrida. Pudenda origo, said Nietzsche
with regard to religious people and their religion.1-

However, Derrida is much closer to thinking this externality than Foucault, for
whom exteriority involves a simple historicist reduction which cannot account
for itself (when Foncault was asked from what position he was speaking, he
employed the cheap rhetorical trick of claiming that this was a "police" question,
"who are you to say that"-but he combined this reply with the opposite claim
that genealogical history is an "ontology of the present"). It is easy to submit
philosophy to such a historicist reduction (philosophers can easily dismiss such
external reduction as relying on a confusion between genesis and value); it is
much more difficult to think its inherent excess, its ex -timate core. These, then,
are the true stakes of the debate: ex-timacy or direct externality?
This dark core of madness at the heart of the cagita can also be determined
in a more genetic way. Daniel Dennett draws a convincing and insightful par
allel between an animal's physical environment and the human environment,
including not only human artifacts (clothes, houses, tools) but also the "virtual"
environment of the discursive web: "Stripped of [the 'web of discourses'] , an
16 Michel Foucault, "Mon corps, ce papier, ce feu;' in Histoire de fa folie a !'age classique,
Paris: Gallimard 1972, p. 602.
17 Ibid., p. 584.
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individual human being is as incomplete as a bird without feathers, a turtle
without its sheW')!! A naked man is the same nonsense as a shaved ape: without
language (and tools and . . . ), man is a crippled animal-it is this lack which
is supplemented by symbolic institutions and tools, so that the point made
obvious today in popular culture fjgures like Robocop (man as simultaneously
super-animal and crippled) holds from the very beginning. How do we pass
from the "natural" to the "symbolic" environment? This passage is not direct,
one cannot account for it within a continuous evolutionary narrative: some
thing has to intervene between the two, a kind of "vanishing mediator;' which is
neither Nature nor Culture--this in-between is not the spark of logos magically
conferred on homo sapiens, enabling him to form his supplementary virtual
symbolic environment, but precisely something which, although it is also no
longer nature, is not yet logos, and has to be "repressed" by logos-the Freudian
name for this in" between is, of course, the death drive.
Perhaps, even more than Descartes, the philosopher who stands for one
extreme of "madness" is Nicolas Malebranche, with his "occasionalism."
Malebranche, a disciple of Descartes, drops the latter's ridiculous reference to
the pineal gland as the point of contact between material and spiritual substance,
body and soul; but how, then, are we to explain their coordination, if there is no
contact between the two, no point at which a soul can act causally on a body
or vice versa? Since the two causal networks (that of ideas in my mind and that
of bodily interconnections) are totally independent, the only solution is that a
third, true Substance (God) continuously coordinates and mediates between
the two, thereby maintaining the semblance of continuity: when I think about
raising my hand and my hand then rises, my thought causes the raising of my
hand not directly but only "occasionally" -upon noticing my thought directed
at raising my hand, God sets in motion the other, material, causal chain which
leads to my hand actually being raised.
If we replace "God" with the big Other, the symbolic order, we can see the
proximity of occasionalism to Lacan's position: as Lacan put it in his polemic
against Aristotle in "Television;' the relationship between soul and body is
never direct, since the big Other always interposes itself between the two."
Occasionalism is thus essentially a name for the "arbitrariness of the signifier;'
for the gap that separates the network of ideas from the network of bodily (real)
causality, for the fact that it is the big Other which accounts for the coordination
of the two networks, so that, when my body bites into an apple, my soul experi
ences a pleasurable sensation. This same gap was targeted by the ancient Aztec
priests who organized human sacrif1ces to ensure that the sun would rise again:
the human sacrifice was an appeal to God to sustain the coordination between
18 Daniel C. Dennett, Consciousness Explained, New York: Little, Brown 1991, p. 416.
19 See Jacques Lacan, "Television;' October 40 (Spring 1987)·
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the two series, bodily necessity and the concatenation of symbolic events.
"Irrational" as the Aztec priest's sacrifice may appear, its underlying prelDise
is far more insightful than our commonplace intuition according to which the
coordination between body and soul is direct, i.e., that it is "natural" for me to
have a pleasurable sensation when I bite into an apple since this sensation is
caused directly by the apple: what gets lost is the intermediary role of the big
Other in guaranteeing the coordination between reality and our mental experi
ence of it. And is it not the same with our immersion in Virtual Reality? When I
raise my hand in order to push an object in virtual space, this object effectively
moves-my illusion, of course, is that it was the movement of my hand which
directly caused the relocatioIl of the object, for in my immersion, I overlook the
intricate mechanisms of computerized coordination, homologous to the role of
God guaranteeing the coordination between the two series ill occasionalism. �o
It is a well-known fact that the "close the door" button in most elevators is a
totally non-functioning placebo, placed there just to give us the impression that
we can somehow speed things up-when we push the close button, the door
closes in exactly the same amount of time as it would had we only pressed the
floor button. This extreme and clear case of take participation is an appropri
ate metaphor for the participation of individuals in our "postmodern" political
process. And it represents occasionalism at its purest: from Malebranche's per
spective, we are el1ectively pressing such buttons all the time, and it is God's
incessant activity that coordinates between our action and the event that follows,
while we think the event results frOID our action.
For this reason, it is crucial to keep open the radical ambiguity involved
in how cyberspace will affect our lives: it does not depend on technology as
such but on the mode of its social inscription. Immersion in cyberspace can
intensify our bodily experience (a new sensuality, a new body with more organs,
new sexes . . . ), but it also opens up the possibility for someone manipulating
the cyberspace machinery to literally steal our own (virtual) body, depriving us
of control over it, so that OIle no longer relates to one's body as to "one's own:'
What we encounter here is the constitutive ambiguity of the notion of mediati
zation." Originally this referred to the gesture by means of which a subject was
stripped of its direct, immediate right to make decisions; the great master of
political mediatization was Napoleon, who left to the monarchs he conquered
the appearance of power, while they were effectively no longer in a position to
exercise it. At a more general level, one could say that just such a "mediatiza
tion" of the monarch defines constitutional monarchy: in it, the monarch is
20 The main work of Nicolas Malebranche is De la recherches de la verite, Paris: Vrin
1975 (originally published 1674-5) .
21 A s t o this ambiguity, s e e Paul Virilio, The A r t of the Motor, Minneapolis: University
of Minnesota Press 1995.
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reduced to the point of a purely formal symbolic gesture of "dotting the ;'s:' of
signing and thereby conferring performative force on the edicts whose content
has been determined by the elected governing body. And, mutatis mutandis,
does not the same hold also for the progressive digitalization of our everyday
lives, ill the course of which the subject is also luore and more "mediatized;'
imperceptibly stripped of his power, all the while under the false impression
that it is being increased? When our body is mediatized (calIght in the network
of electronic media), it is simultaneously exposed to the threat of a radical
"proletarianization": the subject is potentially reduced to the pure $, since
even my own personal experience can be stolen, manipulated, regulated by the
mechanical Other.
One can see, again, how the prospect of radical virtualization bestows on
the computer a position strictly homologous to that of God in Malebranchean
occasionalism: since the computer coordinates the relationship between my
mind and (what I experience as) the movement of my limbs (in virtual reality),
one can easily imagine a computer which runs amok and starts to act like an
Evil God, disturbing that coordination--when the mental signal to raise my
hand is suspended or even connteracted in (the virtual) reality, the most fun
damental experience of the body as "mine" is undermined. It thus seems that
cyberspace effectively realizes the paranoid fantasy elaborated by Schreber, the
German judge whose memoirs were analyzed by Freud: the "wired universe" is
psychotic insofar as it seems to materialize Schreber's hallucination of the divine
rays through which God directly controls the human mind. In other words, does
not the externalization of the big Other in the computer acconnt for the inher
ent paranoiac dimension of the wired universe? Or, to put it another way: the
commonplace is that the ability to npload consciousness into a computer flnally
frees people from their bodies-but it also frees the machines from "their" people
. . . Which brings us to the Wachowski brothers' Matrix trilogy: much more
than Berkeley's God who sustains the world in his mind, the ultimate Matrix is
Malebranche's occasionalist God.
What, then, is the Matrix? Simply the Lacanian "big Other:' the virtual sym
bolic order, the network that structures reality for us. This dimension of fhe "big
Other" is that of the constitutive alienation of the subject in the symbolic order:
the big Other pulls the strings, the subject does not speak, he "is spoken" by the
symbolic structure. In short, this "big Other" is the name for the social Substance,
for the agency thanks to which the subject never fully dominates the effects of
his acts, thanks to which the final outcome of his activity is always something
other than what he aimed at or anticipated. However, it is crucial to note that,
in the key chapters of his Four Fundamental Concepts of Psycho-Analysis, Lacan
struggles to delineate the operation that follows alienation and is in a sense its
counterpoint, t11at of separation: alienation in the big Other is followed by the
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separation ji'om the big Other. Separation takes place when the subject takes note
of how the big Other is in itself inconsistent, purely virtual, "barred;' deprived of
the Thing-and fantasy is an attempt to fill out this lack of the Other, not of the
subject, that is, to (re)constitute the consistency of the big Other.
Following the same paranoid twist, the thesis of The Matrix is that this big
Other is externalized in the really existing Mega -Computer. There is-there has
to be�a Matrix because "things are not right, opportunities have been missed,
something goes wrong all the time;' in other words, the film's idea is that it is
so because the Matrix obfuscates the "true" reality behind it all. The problem
with the film is that it is not "crazy" enough, because it supposes another "real"
reality behind our everyday reality sustained by the Matrix. One is tempted to
claim, in Kantian fashion, that the mistake of conspiracy theory is homologous
to the "paralogism of pure reason;' to the confusion betvveen the two levels: sus
picion (of received scientific, social, etc., opinion) as the formal methodological
stance, and the positivization of this suspicion in another global all-explanatory
para-theory.
The excess of madness at the heart of the cogito is thns closely linked to the
topic of freedom. The "antagonism" of the Kantian notion of freedom (as the
most concise expression of the antagonism of freedom in bourgeois life itself)
does not lie where Adorno locates it (the self-imposed law means that ti-eedom
coincides with self-enslavement and self-domination, that KanHan "spontane
ity" is in actuality its opposite, utter self-control, the thwarting of all spontaneous
impetuses), but is, as Robert Pippin put it, " much more on the SUlface:'" For Kant
as for Rousseau, the greatest moral good is to lead a fully autonomous life as a free
rational agent, and the worst evil is subjection to the will of another; however,
Kant has to concede that man does not elnerge as a free mature rational agent
spontaneously, through his natural development, but only through an arduous
process of maturation sustained by harsh diScipline and education which cannot
but be experienced by the subject as an external coercion:
Social institutions both to nourish and to develop such independence are necessary
and are consistent with, do not thwart, its realization, but with freedom understood
as an individual's causal agency this will always look like an external necessity that we
have good reasons to try to avoid. This creates the problem of a form of dependence
that can be considered constitutive of independence and that cannot be understood
as a mere compromise with the particular will of another or as a separate, marginal
topic of Kant's dotage. This is, in effect, the antinomy contained within the bourgeois
notions of individuality, individual responsibility 23
22 Robert Pippin, The Persistence of Subjectivity, Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press 2005, p. 118.
23 Ibid., P I'. U8-19·
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Here one can indeed imagine Kant as an unexpected precursor of Foucault's
thesis, in his Discipline and Punish, on the formation of the free individual
through a complex set of disciplinary micro-practices-and, as Pippin does
not hesitate to point out, this antinOlny explodes even- more intensely in Kant's
socio-historical reflections, focused on the notion of "unsocial sociability":
what is Kant's notion of the historical relation between democracy and mon
archy if not this same thesis (of the link between freedom and submission to a
higher authority) applied to the historical process itself? In the long term (or in
its notion), democracy is the only appropriate form of government; however,
because ofthe immaturity of the people, the conditions for a functioning democ
racy can only be established through a non-democratic monarchy which, in the
exertion of its benevolent power, brings the people to political maturity. And,
as 10 be expected, Kant does not fail to mention the Mandevillean rationality of
the market in which each individual's pursuit of his or her egotistic interests is
what works best (much better than direct altruism) for the common good. At its
most extreme, this leads Kant to the notion that human history itself is governed
by an inscrutable divine plan, within which we mortals are destined to play a
role unbeknownst to us-here, the paradox grows even stronger: our freedom is
linked to its opposite not only "hom below" but also "from above"; that is, not
only can it arise only through our submission and dependence, but our freedom
as such is a moment in a larger divine plan-our freedom is not truly an aim-in
itself, but serves a higher purpose.
We can clarify-if not to resolve-this dilemma by introducing some further
distinctions into the notion of "noumenal" freedom itself. Upon a closer look,
it becomes evident that, for Kant, discipline and education do not directly work
on our animal nature, forging it into human individuality: as Kant points out,
animals cannot be properly educated, since their behavior is already predestined
by their instincts. What this means is that, paradoxically, in order to be educated
into freedom (qua moral autonomy and self-responsibility), I already have to be
free in a sense much more radical, "noumenal;' monstrous even. The Freudian
name for tbis monstrous freedom is, again, the death drive. It is interesting to
note how philosophical narratives of the "birth of man" are always compelled
to presuppose a moment in human (pre)history when (what will become) man
is no longer a mere animal but also not yet a "being of language;' bound by
symbolic Law; a moment of thoroughly "perverted;' "denaturalized;' "derailed"
nature which is not yet culture. In his anthropological writings, Kant empha
sized that the human animal needs disciplinary pressure in order to tame that
uncanny "unruliness" which seems to be inherent to human nature-a wild,
unconstrained propensity to insist stubbornly on one's own will, whatever the
cost. It is on account of this that the human animal needs a Master to discipline
him: discipline targets this "unruliness;' not the animal nature in man. In Hegel's
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Lectures 011 Philosophy of History, a similar role is played by the reference to
"negroes": significantly, Hegel deals with "negroes" before history proper (which
starts with ancient China), in the section entitled "The Natural Context or the
Geographical Basis of World History": "negroes" here stand for the human spirit
in its "state of nature;' they are described as a kind of perverted, monstrous
children, simultaneously naive and corrupted, living in a pre-lapsarian state of
innocence, and, precisely as snch, the cruelest of barbarians; part of nature and
yet thoroughly denaturalized; ruthlessly manipulating nature through primi
tive sorcery, yet simultaneously terrified by raging natural forces; mindlessly
brave cowards.�4
This in-between is the "repressed" of the narrative form (in this case, of
Hegel's "grand narrative" of the world-historical succession of spiritual forms) :
not nature a s such, but the very break with nature which i s (later) supplemented
by the virtual universe of narratives. According to Schelling, prior to its assertion
as the medium of the rational Word, the subject is the "inf1nite lack of being"
(unendliche Mangel an Seil1), the violent gesture of contraction that negates every
being outside itself. This insight also forms the core of Hegel's notion of madness:
when Hegel determines madness to be a withdrawal hom the actual world, the
closing of the soul onto itself: its "contraction;' he all too quickly conceives of
this withdrawal as a "regression" to the level of the "animal soul" still embedded
in its natural environment and determined by the rhythm of nature (night and
day, etc.). But does not this withdrawal, on the contrary, amount to a severing
of links with the Umwelt, the end of the subject's immersion in its immediate
natural environment, and is it not, as such, the founding gesture of "humaniza
tion"? Was not this withdrawal-into··the-self accomplished by Descartes with his
universal doubt and reduction to the cogito, which, as Derrida pointed out, also
involves a passage through the moment of radical madness?
This brings us to the necessity of the Fall: given the Kantian link between
dependence and autonomy the Fall is unavoidable, a necessary step in the moral
progress of man. That is to say, in precise Kantian terms: the "Fall" is the very
renunciation of my radical ethical autonomy; it occurs when I take refuge in a
heteronomous Law, in a Law experienced as imposed on me from the outside.
The f1nitude in which I search for support to avoid the dizziness of freedom is
the finitude of the external-heteronomous Law itself. Therein resides the diffi
culty of being a Kcmtian. Every parent knows that the child's provocations, wild
and "transgressive" as they may appear, ultimately conceal and express a demand
for the figure of authority to set nrm limits, to draw a line which means "This
tar and no further!" thus enabling the child to clearly map what is possible and
what is not possible. (And does the same not go also for hysteric's provocations?)
24 See G. vv. F. Hegel, Lectures on the Philosophy af World History-Introduction: Reason
in History, trans. H. B. Nisbet, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 1975, pp. J76-90.
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This, precisely, is what the analyst refuses to do, and this is what makes him so
traumatic for the analysand-paradoxically, it is the setting of a firm limit which
is liberating, and it is the very absence of a £Irrrl limit which is experienced as
suffocating.
This is why the Kantian autonomy of the subject is so difficult-its implica
tion is precisely that there is no one else, no external agent of "natural authority:'
who can do the job for me, that ! myself have to set the limit to my natural
"unruliness:' Although Kant famously wrote that man is an animal which
needs a master, this should not deceive us: what Kant was aiming at was not the
philosophical commonplace according to which, in contrast to animals whose
behavioral patterns are grounded in their inherited instincts, man lacks such finn
coordinates which, therefore, have to be imposed on him from outside, through
a cultural authority; rather, Kant's true aim is to point out how the very need for
an external master is a deceptive lure: man needs a master in order to conceal
from himself the deadlock of his own difllcult freedom and self-responSibility.
In this precise sense, a truly enlightened "mature" human being is a subject who
no longer needs a master, who can fully assume the heavy burden of defining
his own limitations. This basic Kantian (and also Hegelian) lesson was put very
clearly by Chesterton: "Every act of will is an act of self-limitation. To desire
action is to desire limitation. In that sense every act is an act of self-sacrifice:'�5
The lesson here is thus in a precise sense an Hegelian one: the external
opposition between freedom (transcendental spontaneity, moral autonomy, and
self-responsibility) and slavery (submission, either to my own nature, its "path
ological" instincts, or to an external power) has to be transposed into freedom
itself, as the "highest" antagonism between monstrous freedom qua "unruliness"
and the true moral freedom. However, a possible counter-argument here would
be that this noumenal excess of freedom (Kantian "unruliness;' the Hegelian
"night of the world") is a retroactive result of the disciplinary mechanisms them
selves (along the lines of the Paulinian motif of "Law creates transgression;' or
the Foucauldian topic of how the very diSCiplinary measures that try to regulate
sexuality generate "sex" as the elusive excess)-the obstacle creates that which it
endeavors to control.
Are we then dealing with the closed circle of a process positing its own
presuppositions? Our wager is that the Hegelian dialectical circle of positing
presuppositions, far from being closed, generates its own opening and thus
the space for freedom. In order to see this, one has to begin with what appears
to be the very opposite of freedom: blind mechanical habit. In the shift from
Aristotle to Kant, to modernity with its subject as pure autonomy, the status of
habit changes from organic inner rule to something mechanical, the opposite of
25 G. K. Chesterton, Orthodox.y, San Francisco: Ignatius Press 1995, p. 45.
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human ffeedom: ffeedom can never become habit(ual); i f i t becomes a habit, it
is no longer true freedom (which is why Thomas Jefferson wrote that if people
are to remain free, they have to rebel against the government every couple of
decades) . This eventuality reaches its apogee in Christ, who is "the figure of a
pure event, the exact opposite of the habitua!:'"
Hegel here provides the immanent corrective to Kantian modernity. As
Catherine Malabou notes, Hegel's Philosophy of Spirit begins with a study of the
same topic with which Philosophy of Nature ends: the soul and its functions.
This redoubling otters a clue as to how Hegel conceptualizes the transition from
nature to spirit: "not as a sublation, but as a reduplication, a process through
which spirit constitutes itself in and as a second nature."27 The name for this
second nature is habit. So it is not that the human animal breaks with nature
through the creative explosion of spirit, which then gets "habituated;' alienated,
turned into a mindless routine; the reduplication of nature in "second nature"
is primordial, it is only this reduplication that opens up the space for spiritual
creativity.
Perhaps this Hegelian notion of habit allows us to account for the figure
of the zombie, slowly dragging itself around in a catatonic mode but persisting
forever: are zombies not figures of pure habit, of habit at its most elementary,
prior to the rise of intelligence (language, consciousness, and thinking)?" This
is why a zombie par excellence is always someone we knew before, when he was
still normally alive�the shock for a character in a zombie movie comes when
they recognize the formerly ffiendly neighbor in the creeping flgure relent
lessly stalking them." What Hegel says about habits thus has to be applied to
zombies: at the most elementary level of human identity, we are all zombies; our
"higher" and "free" human activities are dependent on the reliable functioning
of our zombie-habits-in this sense, being-a-zombie is a zero-level of humanity,
humanity's inhuman or mechanical core. The shock of meeting a zombie is thus
not the shock of encountering a foreign entity, but the shock of being confronted
by the disavowed foundation of our own humanity.}C
26 Catherine Malabou, The Future afHegel, London: Routledge 2005, p. 117. (A work on
which J rely extensively here.)
27 Ibid., p. 26.
28 l owe this observation to Caroline Schuster, Chicago.
29 Zombies, these properly u�-canny (un-heimlich) figures, are therefore to be opposed
to aliens who invade the body of a terrestrial: while aliens look and act like humans, but
are really foreign to the human race, zombies are humans who no longer look and act like
humans; while, in the case of an alien, we suddenly become aware that someone close to
us-"\vife, son, father-has been colonized by an alien, in the case of a zombie, the shock
is that this strange creep is someone close to us
.30 There is, of course, a big difterence between sluggish, automated, zombie-like
movements and the subtle plasticity of habits proper, of their refined know-how;
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Hegel's conception of habit is unexpectedly close to the logic of what Derrida
called pharmakon, the ambiguous supplement which is simultaneously a force
of death and a force of life. Habit is, on the one hand, the dulling of life, its
mechanization (Hegel characterizes it as a "mechanism of self-feeling"3'): when
something turns into a habit, it means that its vitality is lost, we just mechanically
repeat it without being aware of it. Habit thus appears to be the very opposite of
freedom: freedom means making creative choices, inventing something new, in
short, precisely breaking with (old) h abits. Think about language, whose "habit
ual" aspect is best exemplified by standard ritualized greetings: "Hello, how are
you? Nice to see you!" -we do not really mean it, there is no living intention in
it, it is just a "habit:'
On the other hand, Hegel emphasizes again and again that there is no freedom
without habit: habit provides the background and foundation for every exercise
of freedom. Take language again: in order for us to exercise fi'eedorn in using lan
guage, we have to get fully accustomed to it, habituated (in)to it, we have to learn
to practice it, to apply its rules "blindly;' mechanically, as a habit: only when a
snbject externalizes what he learns in mechanized habits is he "open to be other
wise occupied and engaged."32 Not only language, but a much more complex set
of spiritual and bodily activities have to be turned into a habit in order for a
human subject to be able to exert his "higher" functions of creative thinking and
working-all the operations we perform all the time mindlessly, such as walking,
eating, holding things, and so on and so forth, have to be learned and turned
into mindless habits. Through habits, a human being transforms his body into
a mobile and fluid means, the soul's instrument, which serves us without our
having to focus conSCiously on it. lu short, through habits, the subject appropri
ates his body. As Alain points out in his commentary on Hegel:
When freedom comes it is in the sphere of habit . . . Here the body is no longer a
foreign being, reacting belligerently against me; rather it is pervaded by soul and has
become soul's instrument and means; yet at the same time, in habit the corporeal
self is understood as it truly is; body is rendered something mobile and fluid, able to
express directly the inner movements of thought without needing to involve thereby
the role of consciousness or reflection.33
however, habits proper arise only when the level of habit is supplemented by the level of
consciousness proper and speech. What the "blind" zombie-like behavior provides is, as
it were, the "material base" for the refined plasticity of habits proper: the stufffrom which
these habits proper are made.
31 G. W. F. Hegel, Philosophy afMind, trans. William Wallace, ':Additions" trans. A. V.
Miller, Oxford: Clarendon Press 1971, §41O Remark.
32 Ibid., §41O.
33 Alain, Idees: Introduction a fa philosoph ie, Paris: Flammarion 1983, p. 200; as translated
in Malabou, The Future afHegel, p. 36.
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More radically even, for Hegel, living itself (leading a life) is for us something
we must learn as a habit, starting with birth itself. Recall how, seconds after
birth, the baby has to be shaken and thereby reminded to breathe-otherwise,
forgetting to breathe, it will die, Indeed, as Hegel reminds us, a human being
can also die of habi!: "Human beings even die as result of habit-that is, if they
have become totally habituated to life, and spiritually and physically blunted:" ,'
Nothing thus comes "naturally" to human being, including walking and seeing:
The form of habit applies to spirit in all its degrees and varieties. Of all these modifi
cations, the most external is the determination of the individual in relation to space;
this, which for man means an upright posture, is something which by his will he has
made into a habit. Adopted directly, without thinking, his upright stance continues
through the persistent involvement of his ·wilL Man stands upright only because
and insofar as he wants to stand, and only as long as he wills to do so without con
sciousness of it. Similarly, to take another case, the act of seeing, and others like it,
are concrete habits which combine in a single act the multiple determinations of
sensation, of consciousness, intuition, understanding, and so forth.]>

Habit is thus "depersonalized" willing, a mechanized emotion: once I become
habituated to standing, I will it without consciously willing it, since my will
is embodied in the habit. In a habit, presence and absence, appropriation and
withdrawal, engagement and disengagement, interest and disinterest, subjectiv
ization and objectivization, consciousness and unconsciousness, are strangely
interlinked, Habit is the unconsciousness necessary for the very functioning of
consciousness:
in habit our consciousness is at the same time present in the subject-matter, inter
ested in it, yet conversely absent from it, indifferent to it; . . . our Self just as much
appropriates the subject-matter as, on the contrary, it draws away from it; . . . the
soul, on the one hand, completely pervades its bodily activities and, on the other
hand, deserts them, thus giving them the shape of something mechanical, of a merely
natural effect.36

And the same goes for my emotions: their display is not purely natural or spon
taneous; we learn to cry or laugh at appropriate moments (recall how, for the
japanese, laughter functions in a different way than for us in the West: a smile
can also be a sign of embarrassment and shame). The external lnechanization
34 G, W E Hegel, Elements of the Philosophy ofRight, trans, H B. Nisbet, Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press 1991, p. 195 (§151)
35 Hegel, Philosophy of Mind, §410 Addition,
36 [bid,
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of emotions-hom the ancient Tibetan prayer wheel which prays for me
to "canned laughter" where the TV set laughs for me, turning my emotional
display quite literally into a mechanical display--is thus based in the fact that
emotional displays, including the most "sincere:' are already in themselves
"mechanized."
However, the highest level (and, already, the self�sublation) of habit is lan
guage as the medium of thought -in it, the couple of possession and withdrawal
is taken to the limit. The point is not only that, in order to speak a language "flu
ently:' we have to master its rules mechanically, without thinking about it; much
more radically, the co-dependence of insight and blindness determines the
very act of understanding: when I hear a word, I not only immediately abstract
from its sound and "see through it" to its meaning (recall the weird experi
ence of becoming aware of the non-transparent vocal materiality of a word-it
appears as intrusive and obscene . . . ), but I have to do so if ! am to experience
meaning at alL
If, for Hegel, man is fundamentally a being of habit, if habits actualize them
selves when adopted as automatic reactions which occur without the subject's
conscious participation, and, fInally, if we locate the core of subjectivity in its
ability to perform intentional acts, to realize conscious goals, then, paradoxi
cally, the human subject is at its most fundamental a "disappearing subject:'p
The habit's "unreflective spontaneity"3s accoullts for rhe well· known paradox of
subjectively choosing an objective necessity, of willing what unavoidably will occur:
through its elevation into a habit, a reaction which was first something imposed
on me from outside is internalized, transformed into something that I perform
automatically and spontaneously, "from inside":
If all external change is repeated, it turns into a tendency internal to the subject.
The change itself is transformed into a disposition, and receptivity, formerly passive,
becomes activity. Thus habit is revealed as a process through which man ends by
willing or choosing what carne to him from outside. Henceforth the will of the indi
vidual does not need to oppose the pressure of the external world; the will learns
gradually to want what is.39

What makes habit so central is the temporality it involves: having a habit involves
a relationship to the future, prescribing how I will react to some future event.
Habit is a feature of the organism's economizing of its forces, of building up a
reserve for the future. That is to say, in its habits, subjectivity "embraces in itself
37 Malaboll, The Future afHegel, p. 75.
38 Ibid., p. 70.
39 Ibid., pp. 70-1.
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its future ways o f being, the ways i t will become actuaL"-10 This means that habit
also complicates the relationship between possibility and actuality: it is stricto
sensu the actuality oj a possibility. This means is that habit belongs to the level
of virtuality (defined by Deleuze precisely as the actuality of the possible): habit
is actual, a capacity to react in a certain way that J fuUy possess here and now,
and simultaneously a possibility pointing towards my reacting a certain \vay
in the future.
Interesting conceptual conseqnences follow from this notion of habit.
OntologicaUy, with regard to the opposition between particular accidents and
universal essence, habit can be described as the "becoming-essential of the
accident" :-11 once an externally caused accident has been repeated enough times,
it is elevated into the universality of the subject's inner disposition, into a feature
that belongs to and defines its inner essence. This is why we can never deter·
mine the precise beginning of a habit, the point at which external occurrences
change into habit-once a habit has been formed, its origins are obliterated
and it appears as if it was always already there. The conclusion is thus clear,
almost Sartrean: man has no permanent substance or universal essence; he is to
his very core a creature of habit, a being whose identity is formed through the
elevation of contingent external accidents or encounters into an internal(ized)
universal habit. Does this mean that only humans have habits? Here, Hegel is
much more radical-he takes a decisive further step and leaves behind the old
opposition of nature as fully determined in its closed circular movement versus
man as a being of openness and existential freedom: "for Hegel, nature is always
second n ature."4' Every natural organism has to regulate its exchange with its
environment, the assimilation of the environment into itself, through habit
ual procedures which "reflect" into the organislll , as its inner dispositions, its
external interactions.
Because of the virtual status of habits, adopting a (new) habit is not simply
a matter of changing an actual property of the subject; rather, it involves a kind
of reflexivity, a change in the subject's disposition which determines his reaction
to changes, a change in the kind of changes to which the subject is submitted:
"Habit does not simply introduce mutability into something that would other
wise continue without changing; it suggests change within a disposition, within
its potentiality, within the internal character of that in which the change occurs,
which does not change:'" This is what Hegel means by self-differentiation as
the "sublation" of externally imposed changes into self·changes, of external into
40 Ibid., p. 76.
4' Ibid., p. 75·
42 Ibid., p. 57.
43 PeJix Ravaisson, De l'habitude, Paris: Fayard 1984, p. 10; as translated in Malabou, The
Future afHegel, p. 58.
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internal differenc e-only organic bodies differentiate themselves: an organic
body maintains its unity by internalizing an externally imposed change into a
habit to deal with future such cbanges.
If this is the case, however, if the whole of (organiC, at least) nature is already
second nature, in what does the difference between animal and human habits
consist? Hegel's most provocative and unexpected contribution concerns this
very question of the genesis of human habits: in his Anthropology (which opens
the Philosophy of Spirit) we find a uniqne "genealogy of habits" reminiscent of
Nietzsche. This part of the Philosophy of Spirit is one of the hidden, not yet fully
exploited, treasures of the Hegelian system, where we find the clearest traces of
what one can only call the dialectical-materialist aspect of Hegel: the passage
hom nature to (human) spirit is developed here not as a direct external interven·
tion of Spirit, as the intervention of another dimension disturbing the balance
of the natural circuit, but as the result of a long and tortuous "working through"
by means of which intelligence (embodied in language) emerges from natural
tensions and antagonisms. This passage is not direct, for Spirit (in the guise of
speech-mediated human intelligence) does not directly confront and dominate
biological processes�Spirit's "material base" forever remains pre-symbolic
(pre-linguistic) habit.
So how does habit itself arise? In his genealogy, Hegel conceives habit as the
third, concluding, moment of the dialectical process of the Soul, whose struc
ture follows the triad of notion-judgment-syllogism. At the beginning, there
is Soul in its immediate unity, in its simple notion, the "feeling soul": "In the
sensations which arise from the individual's encounter with external objects, the
sonl begins to awaken itself'44 The Self is here a mere "sentient Self;' not yet a
subject opposed to objects, but just experiencing a sensation in which the two
sides, subject and object, are immediately united: when I experience a sensation
of touch, it is simultaneously the trace of the external object I am touching and
my inner reaction to it; sensation is a Janus-faced entity in which subjective and
objective immediately coincide. Even in later stages of the individual's develop
ment, this "sentient Self" survives in the guise of what Hegel calls a "magical
relationship:' referring to phenomena that, in Hegel's times, were designated with
terms like "magnetic somnambulisrrl' (hypnosis), all the phenomena in which
my Soul is directly�in a pre-reflexive, non-thinking way�linked to external
processes and affected by them. Instead of bodies influencing each other at a dis
tance (Newtonian graVity), we have spirits influencing each other at a distance.
Here, the Soul remains at the lowest level of its functioning, directly immersed
in its environment. (What Freud called "oceanic feeling:' the source of religious
experience, is thus for Hegel a feature of the lowest level of the Soul.) What the
44 Malabou, The Future afHegel, p. 32.
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Soul lacks here i s a dear self-feeling, a feeling o f itself a s distinguished from
external reality, which is what happens in the next moment, that of judgment
( Urteil-Hegel here mobilizes the word-play of Urteil with Ur-Teil, "primordial
divide/division"):
The sensitive totality is, in its capacity as an individual, essentially the tendency to
distinguish itself in itself, and to wake up to the judgment in itself; in virtue of which
it has particular feelings and stands as a subject in respect of these aspects of itself.
The subject as such gives these feelings a place as its own in itself.45

All problems arise from this paradoxical short-circuit of the feeling of Self
becoming a specific feeling aITIong others, and, simultaneously, the encornpass
ing container of all feelings, the site where all dispersed feelings can be brought
together. Malabou provides a wonderfully precise formulation of this paradox
of the feeling of Self:
Even if there is a possibility of bringing together feeling's manifold material, that
possibility itself becomes part of the objective content. The form needs to be the
content of all that it forms: subjectivity does not reside in its own being, it "haunts"
itself. The soul is possessed by the possession of itself. 46

This is the crucial featnre: possibility itself has to actualize itself, to become a
fact; or, the form needs to become part of its own content (or, to add a fnrther
variation on the same moti!; the trame itself has to become part of the framed
content). The subject is the trame/form/horizon of his world and part of the
framed content (of the reality it observes) , and the problem is that it cannot see
or locate itself within its own frame: since all there is is already within the frame,
the frame as such is invisible. The possibility of locating oneself within one's
reality has to remain a possibility-however, and herein lies the crucial point,
this possibility itself has to actualize itself qua possibility, to be active, to exert
influence, qua possibility.
There is a link to Kant here, to the old enigma of what exactly Kant had
in mind with his notion of "transcendental apperception;' of self-consciousness
accompanying every act of my consciousness (when I am conscious of some
thing, I am thereby always also conscious of the fact that I am conscious of it)
Is it not an obvious fact that this is empirically not true, that I am not always
reflexively aware of my awareness itself? Interpreters of Kant try to resolve this
problem by claiming that every conscious act of mine can potentially be ren
dered self-conscious: if I want to, I always can turn my attention to what I am
45 Hegel, Philosophy afMind, §407·
46 Malabou, The Future afHegel, p. 35·
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doing. But this is not strong enough: transcendental apperception canIlot be an
act that never need actually happen, that just could have happened at any point.
The solution to this dilemma lies precisely in the notion of virtuality in the strict
Deleuzian sense, as the actuality of the possible, as a paradoxical entity the very
possibility of which already produces or has actual effects. Is not this Virtual
ultimately the symbolic as such? Take symbolic authority: in order to fllll c tion
as an effective authority, it has to remain not -fully-actualized, an eternal threat.
This, then, is the status of the Self: its self�awareness is, as it were, the actuality
of its own possibility. Consequently, what "haunts" the snbject is his inaccessible
noumenal Self, the "Thing that thinks;' an object in which the subject would
fully "encounter himself"" Of course, for Kant, the same goes for every object of
my experience which is always phenomenal, that is inaccessible in its noumenal
dimension; however, with the Sell; the impasse is accentuated: all other objects
of experience are given to me phenomenally, but, in the case of the subject, I
cannot even get a phenomenal experience of me-since I an1 dealing with
"myself' ill this unique case, phenomenal self-experience would equal nOl1me
nal access; that is, if I were to be able to experience "myself" as a phenomenal
object, I would thereby eo ipso experience myself in my noumenal identity,
as a Thing.
The underlying problem here is the impossibility of the subject's objectiv
izing himself: the subject is singular arid the universal frame of "his vvorld;' for
every content he perceives is "his own"; so how can the subject include himself
(count himself) in the series of his objects? The subject observes reality from an
external position and is Simultaneously part of this reality, without ever being
able to attain an "objective" view of reality with himself included it. The Thing
that haunts the subject is himself in his objectal counterpoint, qua object. Hegel
writes: "The subject finds itself in contradiction between the totality systema
tized in its consciousness, and the particular determination which, in itself, is
not fluid and is not reduced to its proper place and rank. This is mental derange
ment [ Verriicktheil j :" " This has to be read in a very precise way. Hegel's point
is not simply that madness signals a short-circuit between totality and one of
its particular moments, a "fixation" of totality in this moment on account of
which the totality is deprived of its dialectical fluidity-although some of his
formulations ll1ay appear to point in this direction.49 The "particular determina47 Hume drew a lot of mileage-too much�out of this observation regarding how,
upon introspection, alI I perceive in myself are my particular ideas, sensations, emotions,
never my "Self" itself.
48 As quoted in Malabou, The Future ofHegel, p. 35; translation modified from Hegel,
Philosophy of Mind, §408.
49 Is not paranoid ftxation such a short-circuit, in "\vhich the totality of my experience
becomes non-dialectically "fixated" on a particular moment, the idea of my persecutor?
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lion which, in itself; is not fluid" and resists being "reduced to its proper place
and rank" is the subject himself, or, more precisely, the feature (signifier) that
re-presents him (holds his place) within the structured ("systematized") totality;
and since the subject cannot ever objectivize himself� the "contradiction" here is
absolute.'o With this gap, the possibility of madness emerges-and, as Hegel puts
it in proto- Foucauldian terms, madness is not an accidental lapse, a distortion, '
or an "illness" of human spirit, but is inscribed into an individual spirit's basic
ontological constitution, fflf to be human means to be potentially mad:
This interpretation of illsanity as a necessarily occurring form or stage in the devel
opment of the soul is naturally not to be understood as if we were asserting that
every mind, every soul, must go through this stage of extreme derangement. Such
an assertion would be as absurd as to assume that because in the Philosophy of
Right crime is considered as a necessary manifestation of the human will, therefore
to commit crime is an inevitable necessity for el'ery individuaL Crime and insanity
are extremes which the human mind in general has to overcome in the course of its
development.5'

Although not a factual necessity, maduess is a formal possibility constitutive
of human mind: it is something whose threat has to be overcome if we are to
emerge as "normal" subjects, which means that "normality" can only arise as
the overcoming of this threat. This is why, as Hegel puts it a couple of pages
later, "insanity must be discussed before the healthy, intellectual consciousness,
although it has that consciousness for its presupposition :'" Hegel here evokes the
relationship between the abstract and the concrete: although, in the empirical
state of things, abstract determinations are always already embedded in a con·
crete Whole as their presupposition, the notional reproduction or deduction of
this Whole has to progress from the abstract to the concrete: crimes presuppose
the rule of law, they can only occur as their violation, but must be nonetheless
grasped as an abstract act that is "sublated" through the law; abstract legal rela
tions and morality are de facto always embedded in some concrete totality of
50 Upon a closer look, it becomes clear that the Hegelian notion of madness oscillates
between the nvo extremes which one is tempted to call, with reference to Benjamin's
notion of violence, constitutive and constihlted madness. First, there is constitutive
madness: the radical "contradiction" of the human condition itself, between the subject
as "nothing:' as the evanescent punctuality, and the subject as "all;' as the horizon of its
world. Then, there is "constituted" madness: the direct fixation upon, identification with,
a particular feature as an attempt to resolve (or, rather, cut short) the contradiction. In a
'''lay homologous with the ambiguity of the Lacanian notion of the objet petit a, madness
names at the same time the contradiction or void and the attempt to resolve it.
51 Hegel, Philosophy ofMind, §408 Addition.
52 Ibid.
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Customs, but, nonetheless, the Philosophy of Right has to progress from the
abstract moments of legality and morality to the concrete Whole of Customs
(family, civil society, state) . The interesting point here is not only the parallel
between madness and crime, but the fact that madness is located in a space
opened up by the discord between actual historical development and its COll
ceptual rendering, that is, in a space which undermines the vulgar-evolutionist
notion of dialectical development as a conceptual reproduction of factual his
torical development which purifles the latter of its insignificant empirical
contingencies. Insofar as madness de facto presnpposes normality while con
ceptually preceding it, one can say that the "madman" is precisely a subject who
wants to "live"-to reproduce in actuality itself-the conceptual order, to act as
if madness also effectively precedes normality.
We can now see in what precise sense habits form the third, concluding,
moment of the triad, its "syllogism": in a habit, the subjectfinds a way to "possess
itseif," to stabilize its OWJl inner content in "having" as its property a habit, not
a positive actual feature, but a virtual entity, a universal disposition to (re)act
in a certain way. Habit and madness are thus to be thought together: habit is
a way of stabilizing the imbalance of madness. Another way to approach the
topic is via the relationship between sonl and body as the Inner and the Outer,
as a circular relationship in which body expresses the soul and the soul receives
impressions from the body-the soul is always already embodied and the body
always already impregnated with its soul:
vVhat the sentient selffinds within it is, on the one hand, the naturally immediate, as
"ideally" ill it and made its own. On the other hand and conversely, what originally
belongs to the central individuality . . . is determined as natural corporeity, and is so
feltY

So, on the one hand, through feelings and perceptions, I internalize objects that
affect me from outside: in a feeling, they are present in me not in their raw
reality, but "ideally;' as part of my mind. On the other hand, through grimaces,
etc., my body immediately "gives body" to my inner soul which thoroughly
impregnates it. However, if this were the entire truth, then man would have been
simply a "prisoner of this state of nature;'5; moving in the closed loop of abso
lute transparency provided by the mutnal mirroring of body and soulY What
happens with the moment of "judgment" is that the loop of this closed circle is
broken-not by the intrusion of an external element, but by a self-referentiality
53 Ibid., §401; translation modified via Malabou, The Future afHegel, pp. 32-3.
54 Malabou, The Future of Hegel, p. 67.
55 Physiognomy and phrenology remain at this level, as do contemporary New Age
ideologies enjoining us to express or realize our true Selves.
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which twists this circle into itself. In other vvords, the problelll is that, "since the
individual is at the same time only what he has done, his body is also the expres �
sion of himself which he has himself produced."" This means that the process of
corporeal self-expression has no pre-existing referent as its lllooring point: the
entire movement is thoroughly self-referential, it is only through the process of
"expression" (externalization in bodily signs) that the expressed Inner Self (the
content of these signs) is retroactively created-or, as Malabou puts it concisely:
"Psychosomatic unity results from an auto-interpretation independent of any
referenf';7 The transparent mirroring of the soul and the body in the natural
expressivity thus turns into total opacity:
If a work signifies itself, this implies that there is no "outside" of the work, that the
work acts as its own referent: it presents what it interprets at the same moment it
interprets it, forming one and the same manifestation . . . The spiritual bestows form,
but only because it is itself formed in returnY

What this "lack of any ontological guarantee outside the play of signification" "
means is that the meaning of our gestures and speech acts is always haunted
by the spirit of irony: when I say A, it is always possible that I do it in order to
conceal the fact that I am non-A-Hegel refers to Lichtenberg's well-known aph
orism: "You certainly act like an honest man, but I see from your face that you
are forcing yourself to do so and are a rogue at hearf" " The ambiguity is here
total and undecidable, because the deception is the one that Lacan designates as
specifically human, namely the possibility oflying in the guise of truth. Which is
why it goes even further than the quote from Lichtenberg-the reproach should
rather be: "You act like an honest man in order to convince us that you mean
it ironically, and thus to conceal from us the fact that you really are an honest
man!" This is what Hegel means in his precise claim that, "for the individual
ity, it is as much its countenance as its mask which it can lay aside":" in the gap
between appearance (mask) and my true inner stance, the truth can be either in
my inner stance or in my mask. This means that the en10tions I perfonn through
the mask (the false persona) I adopt can in a strange way be more authentic
and truthful than what I really feel in myself When 1 construct a false image
of myself which stands in for me in a virtual community in which I participate
56 G. W. F. Hegel, Phenomenology ofSpirit, trans. A. V. Miller, Oxford: Oxfclfd University
Press, 1977> p. 185-6.
57 Malabou, The Future ofHegel, p. 71.
58 Ibid., p. 72.
59 Ibid., p. 68.
60 Hegel, Phenomenology oISpirit, p. 193·
61 Ibid., p. 191.
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(in virtual sexual interaction, for example, a shy man often assumes the screen
persona of an attractive, prOluiscuous wOluan), the emotions I feel and feign as
part of my screen persona are not simply false: although (what I think of as) my
true self does not feel them, they are nonetheless in a sense "true:' For example,
what if, deep inside, I am a sadistic pervert who dreams of beating up other
men and raping women; in my real-life interaction with other people, I am not
allowed to enact this true selt so I adopt a more humble and polite persona-in
this case, is not my true self much closer to what I adopt as a fictional screen
persona, while the self of my real-life interactions is a mask concealing the
violence of my true self?
Habit provides the way out of this predicament. How? Not as the subject's
"true expression;' but by locating the truth in "mindless" expression-recall
Hegel's constant motif that truth is in what you say, not in what you mean to say,
Consider again the enigmatic status of what we call "politeness": when, upon
meeting an acquaintance, I say, "Glad to see you! How are you today?" it is clear
to both of us that, in a way, I "do not mean it seriousli'62. However, it would
nonetheless be wrong to label my act as simply "hypocritical;' since, in another
way, I do mean it: the polite exchange does establish a kind of pact between the
two of us; in the same sense as I do "sincerely" laugh through the canned laugh
ter (the proof being that I effectively do "feel relieved" afterwards) , This brings
us to one possible defInition of a madman, as a subject unable to participate in
this logic of "sincere lies;' so that when a friend greets him with "Nice to see
you! How are you?" he explodes: "Are you really glad to see me or are you just
preteuding? And who gave you the right to probe into my state?"
The same overlapping of appearance with truth is often at work in ideo
logical self-perception, Recall Marx's brilliant analysis of how, in the French
revolntion of 1848, the conservative-republican Party of Order functioned as a
coalition of the two branches of royalism (Orleanists and Legitimists) in the
"anonymous kingdom of the Republic:'o; The parliameutary deputies of the
Party of Order saw their republicanism as a mockery: in parliamentary debates,
they frequently made royalist slips of the tongue and ridiculed the Republic to
let it be known that their true aim was to restore the monarchy, What they were
not aware of was that they themselves were duped as to the true social impact
of their rule, What they were effectively doing was establishing the conditions
of the bourgeois republican order they despised so much (by, for instance, guar62 If my interlocutor suspects that I am really interested, he may even be unpleasantly
surprised, as though I were aiming at something too intimate and of no concern to me-
or, to paraphrase the old Freudian joke, "Why are you saying you're glad to see me, when
you're really glad to see me!?"
63 See Karl Marx, "Class Struggles ill France;' in Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels,
Collected v\lorks, Vol. 10, London: Lawrence & Wishart 1978, p. 104.
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anteeing the safety of private property). So it is not that they were just royalists
vvearing a republican mask: although they experienced themselves as such, it
was their very "inner" royalist conviction that was the deceptive front masking
their true social role. In short, tar from being the hidden truth of their public
republicanism, their sincere royaliS1l1 was the fantas111atic support of their actual
republicanism-it was what added the passion to their activity. Is it not the case,
then, that the deputies of the Party of Order were also feigning to feign to be
republicans, to be what they really were?
Hegel's radical conclusion is that the sign with which we afe dealing
here, in corporeal expressions, "in truth signifIes nothing" (in Wahrheit nicht
bezeichnet)." Habit is thus a strange sign which "signifies the fact that it signifies
nothing:'" What Hblderlin proposed as the formula for our destitute predica·
ment -for an era in which, because the gods have abandoned us, we are "signs
without meaning" -acquires here an unexpected positive interpretation. And
we should take Hegel's formula literally: the "nothing" in it has a positive weight;
that is, the sign -which "in truth signifies nothing" is what Lacan calls the signi
fier, that which represents the subject for another signifier. The "nothing" is the
void of the subject itself, so that the absence of an ultimate reference means
that absence itself is the ultimate reference, and this absence is the subject itself.
This is why Malabou writes: "Spirit is not that which is expressed by its expres·
sions; it is that which originally terrifies spirit."66 The dimension of haunting)
the link between spirit qua the light of Reason and spirit qua obscene ghost, is
crucial here: spirit or Reason is, by a structural necessity, forever haunted by the
obscene apparitions of its own spirit.
The human being is this night, this empty nothing, that contains everything in its
simplicity�all unending wealth of many representations, images, of which none
belongs to him-or \vhich are not present. This night, the interior of nature, that
exists here-pure self-in phantasmagorical representations, is night all around it,
in 'which here shoots a bloody head-there another white ghastly apparition, sud
denly here before it, and just so disappears. One catches sight of this night 'when one
looks human beings in the eye-into a night that becomes awfll1.67
64 Hegel, Phenomenology aISpirit, p. 191; translation modified via Malabou, The Future
of Hegel, p. 67·
65 Malabou, The Future of Hegel, p. 67.
66 Ibid., p. 68.
67 G. W F. Hegel, "Jenaer Realphilosophie;' in Friihe palitische Systeme, Frankfurt:
Ullstein 1974, p. 204; translation quoted from Donald Phillip Verene, Hegel's Recollection,
Albany: SUNY Press 1985, Pl'. 7-8. Hegel also mentions the "night-like abyss within
which a world of infinitely numerous images and presentations is preserved without
being in consciousness" (G. Vi. F. Hegel, Hegels Philosophic des subjektiven Geistes/Hegel's
Philosophy of Subjective Spirit, Vol. 3, trans. and ed. M. J. Petry, Dordrecht: D. Reidel 1978,
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Again, one should not be blinded by the poetic power of this description, but
read it precisely. The first thing to note is how the objects which treely float
around in this "night of the world" are membra disjecta, partial objects, objects
detached from their organic Whole-is there not a strange echo between this
passage and Hegel's description of the negative power of Understanding which is
able to abstract an entity (a process, a property) from its substantial context and
treat it as if it has an existence of its own? "That an accident as such, detached
from what circumscribes it, what is bound and is actual only in its context with
others, should attain an existence of its own and a separate freedom-this is the
tremendous power of the negative:'66 It is thus as if, in the ghastly scenery of the
"night of the world;' we encounter something like the power of Understanding
in its natural state, spirit in the guise of a proto-spirit-this, perhaps, is the
most precise definition of horror: when a higher state of development violently
inscribes itself in the lower state, in its ground/presupposition, where it cannot
but appear as a monstrous mess, a disintegration of order, a terrifying unnatural
combination of natural elements.
In the context of contemporary science, we enconnter this horror at its
purest when genetic manipulations go awry and generate objects never seen in
nature, freaks like goats with a gigantic ear instead of a head or a head with one
eye, meaningless accidents which nonetheless touch our deeply repressed fanta
sies and thus trigger wild interpretations. The pure Self as the "inner of nature""
stands for this paradoxical short-circuit of the supernatural (spiritual) in its
natural state. Why does it occur? The only consistent answer is a materialist one:
because spirit is part of nature, and can occur or arise only through a monstrous
self-ffliction (distortion, derangement) of nature. Therein lies the paradoxical
materialist edge of cheap spiritualism: it is precisely because spirit is part of
nature, because spirit does not intervene into nature-which is already consti
tuted, ready-made somewhere else-but has to emerge out of nature through its
derangement, that there is no spirit (Reason) without spirits (obscene ghosts) ,
that spirit i s forever haunted b y spirits.
It is from this standpoint that we should (re)read Sartre's deservedly famous
description in Being and Nothingness of the cafe waiter who, with an exaggerated
theatricality, performs the cliched gestures of a waiter and thus "plays at being a
waiter in a cafe":

p. 153 [§453J ) . Hegel's historical source here is Jacob Bohme.
68 Hegel, Phenomenology of Spirit, p. 19.
69 A strange expression, since, for Hegel, nature, precisely, has 110 interior: its ontological
status is that of externality, not only externality with regard to some presupposed Interior,
but externality with regard to itself.
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His movement is quick and forward, a little too precise, a little too rapid. He comes
toward the patrons with a step a little too quick. He bends forward a little too eagerly;
his voice, his eyes express an interest a little too solicitolls for the order of the cus
tomer. Finally there he returns, trying to imitate in his walk the inflexible stiffness
of some kind of automaton

Does not Sartre's underlying ontological thesis-that "the waiter in the cafe can
not be immediately a cafe waiter in the sense that this inkwell is an inkwell"-
point forward towards Lacan's classic thesis that a madman is not only a beggar
who thinks he is a king, but also a king who thinks he is a king? We should
be very precise in this reading: as Robert Bernasconi notes in his commentary,
there is much more to Sartre's thesis than a simple point about mauvaise fai
and self�objectivization (in order to cover up-or escape from-the void of his
freedom, a subject clings to a firm symbolic identity); what Sartre does is show
how, through the very exaggeration of his gestures, through his very over-identi
fication with the role, the waiter in question Signals his distance from it and thus
asserts his subjectivity. True, this French waiter
plays at being a waiter by acting like an automaton, just as the role of a waiter in the
United States, by a strange inversion, is to play at acting like one's friend. However,
Sartre's point is that, whatever game the waiter is called upon to play, the ultimate
rule that the waiter follows is that he must break the rules, and to do so by following
them in an exaggerated manner. That is to say, the waiter does not simply follow
the unwritten rules, which would be obedience to a certain kind of tyranny, but,
instead, goes overboard in following those rules. The waiter succeeds in rejecting
the attempt to reduce him to nothing more than being a waiter, not by refusing the
role, but by highlighting the fact that he is playing it to the point that he escapes it.
The waiter does this by overdoing things, by doing too much. The French waiter,
instead of disappearing into the role, exaggerates the movements that make him
something of an automaton in a way that draws attention to him, just as, we can add,
the quintessential North American waiter is not so much friendly as overfriendly.
Sartre uses the same word, trop, that we saw him using in Nausea to express this
human superfluity/'

And it is crucial to supplement this description with its symmetrical
opposite: one is truly identified with one's role precisely when one does not "over
identify" with it, but accompanies one's role-playing, following the rules, with
small violations or idiosyncrasies deSigned to signal that, beneath the role, there
is a real person who cannot be directly identified with it or reduced to it. In other
70 Jean-Paul Sartre, Being and Nothingness, London: Methuen 1957, p. 59.
71 Robert Bernasconi, How to Read Sartre, London: Granta 2006, p. 38.
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words, it is totally wrong to read the waiter's behavior as a case of m auvaise fOi:
his exaggerated act opens up, in a negative way, the space for his authentic self,
since its message is "] am not what ] am playing at being:' True mauvaise fOi
consists precisely in embellishing my playing a role with idiosyncratic details-it
is this "personal touch" which provides the space for f,lIse freedom, allowing me
to accommodate myself to my self�objectivization in the role ] am playing. (So
what about those rare and weird moments in an American cafeteria when we
suddenly suspect that the waiter's friendliness is genuine?)77
This brings us back to our original question: in what does the difference
between animal and human habits consist? Only humans, spiritual beings, are
haunted by spirits-why? Not simply because, in contrast to animals, they have
access to universality, but because this universality is for them simultaneously
necessary and impossible; that is, it is a problem. In other words, while for human
subjects the place of universality is prescribed, it has to remain empty, it can
never be filled in with its "proper" content. The specificity of man thus con
cerns the relationship between universal essence and its accidents: for animals,
accidents remain mere accidents; only the human being posits universality as
such, relates to it, and can therefore reflectively elevate accidents into universal
essence. This is why man is a "generic being" (Marx): to paraphrase Heidegger's
definition of Dasein, man is a being for which its genus is for itself a problem:
"Man can 'present the genus' to the degree that habit is the unforeseen element
of the genus:'"
This formulation opens up an unexpected link to the notion of hegemony
as developed by Ernesto LacIau: there is forever a gap between the universality
of man's genus and the particular habits which fill in its void; habits are always
"unexpected;' contingent, accidents elevated to universal necessity. The pre
dominance of one or another habit is the result of a struggle for hegemony, a
struggle over which accident will occupy the empty place of the universality.
That is to say, with regard to the relationship between universality and particu
larity, the "contradiction" in the human condition-a human subject perceives
reality from a singular subjective viewpoint and, simultaneously, perceives
72 Sartre also draws attention to a crucial distinction between this kind of "playing
a role" and a theatrical "playing a role" where the subject merely imitates the gestures
of a waiter for the amusement of spectators or as part of a stage performance: in clear
opposition to the theatrical imitation, the waiter who "plays being a waiter" really is a
waiter. As Sartre put it, the waiter "realizes" the condition of being a waiter, while an
actor who plays a waiter on stage is "irrealized" ill his role. In linguistic terms, what
accounts for this difference is the performative status of my acts: in the case of an actor,
the perforrnative "effkacy" is suspended. A psychotic is precisely one who does not see
(or, rather, "feel") this difference: for him, both the real waiter and the actor are just
" playing a role."
73 Malauou, The Future of Hegel, p. 74
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himself a s included i n this same reality a s a part, a s a n object i n it-means that
the subject has to presuppose universality (there is a universal order, some kind
of "Great Chain of Being;' of which he is a part), while, simultaneously, it is
forever impossible for him to entirely fm in this universality with its particular
content, to harmonize the Universal and the Particular (since his approach to
reality is forever marked-colored, twisted, distorted-by his singular perspec
tive). Universality is always silnultaneously necessary and impossible.
Laclau's concept of hegemony offers an exemplary matrix of the relation
ship between universality, historical contingency, and the limit of an impossible
Real-and one should always keep in mind that we are dealing here with a
distinct concept whose speCifiCity is often missed (or reduced to some vague
quasi-Gramscian generality) by those who reler to it. The key feature of the
concept of hegemony resides in the contingent connection between intra -social
differences (elements within the social space) and the limit that separates society
itself from non-society (chaos, utter decadence, the dissolution of all social
links)-the limit between the social and its exteriority, the non-social, can only
articulate itself in the guise of a difference (by mapping itself onto a difference)
between elements within social space. In other words, radical antagonism can
only be represented in a distorted way, through particular differences internal
to the system. External differences are thus always already also internal, and,
furthermore, the link between the internal and external difference is ultimately
contingent, the result of political struggle for hegemony.
The standard anti-Hegelian counter-argument here is, of course, that this
irreducible gap between the universal (frame) and its particular content is what
characterizes Kantian finite subjectivity. Is not Hegelian "concrete universal
ity" the most radical expression of the fantasy of full reconciliation between the
universal and the particular? Is not its basic feature the self�generation of the
entire particular content out of the self-movement of universality itself? Against
this common reproach, we should insist on the closeness of Laclau's notion of
hegemony to the Hegelian notion of "concrete universality:' In the latter, the
specific difference overlaps with the difference constitutive of the genus itself,
just as, in Laclau's notion of hegemony, the antagonistic gap between society
and its external limit, non-society, is mapped onto an intra-social structural
difference. Laclau himself rejects the Hegelian "reconciliation" between uni
versal and particnlar on behalf of the gap that forever separates the empty or
impossible universal from the contingent particular content that hegemonizes
it. It however, we take a closer look at Hegel, we see that-insofar as every par
ticular species does not "Ht" its universal genus-when we finally arrive at a
particular species that fully fits its notion, that universal notion itself is trans
formed into another notion. No existing historical State fully fits the notion of
the State-the necessity of a dialectical passage from the State ("objective spirit;'
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history) into Religion ("absolute spirit") involves the fact that the only existing
State that effectively fits its notion is a religious community-which, precisely,
is no longer a State. Here we encounter the properly dialectical paradox of "con
crete universality" qlla historicity: ill the relationship between a genus and its
subspecies, one of these subspecies will always be the element that negates the
very universal feature of the genus. Different nations have different versions of
soccer; Americans do not (or did not) have soccer, because "baseball is their
soccer." Hence also Hegel's famous claim that modern people do not pray in the
morning, because reading the newspaper is their morning prayer. In the same
way, in disintegrating "socialist" states, writers' and other cultural clubs did act
as political parties. In the same way, "woman" becomes one of the subspecies
of man, Heideggerian Daseinsanalyse one of the subspecies of phenomenology,
"sublating" the preceding universality.
The impossible point of "self-objectivization" would be precisely the point
at which universality and its particular content are fully harmonized-in short,
where there would be no struggle for hegemony. And this brings us back to
madness: its most sllccinct defInition is that of a direct harmony between univer
sality and its accidents, of a cancellation of the gap that separates the two-for
the madman, the object which is his impossible stand-in within objectal reality
loses its virtual character and becomes a fully integral part of that reality. In
contrast to madness, habit avoids this trap of direct identification thanks to its
virtual character: the subject's identification with a habit is not a direct identifi
cation with sonle positive feature, but an identification with a disposition, with
a Virtuality. Habit is the outcome of a struggle for hegemony: it is an accident
elevated to an ''essence,'' to universal necessity, made to fill in its empty place.

C HA P TER 6

"Not Only as Substance, But Also as Subj ect"

CONCRETE UNIVERSALITY
Hegel's great originality is that he shows exactly how an interpretation that aims
at nothing more than universality, that disallows any role for the singularity of the
exegete, an interpretation, indeed, that refuses to be plastic, in the sense of both
"universal and individual;' "\vould be in reality particular and arbitrary.'

The stakes are very precise in this passage from Catherine Malabou's ground
breaking book on Hegel. Every interpretation is partial, "embedded" in an
interpreter's ultimately contingent subjective position; however, far from block
ing access to the universal truth of the interpreted text, full acceptance of this
contingency and of the need to work throngh it is the only way the interpreter
can access the universality of the content of the text. The interpreter's contingent
subjective position provides the impetus, the urge or urgency, which sustains
an authentic interpretation. If we want to attain the universality of the inter
preted text directly, as it is "in itself;' bypassing, erasing, or abstracting from
the engaged position of the interpreter, then we either have to admit defeat and
accept historicist relativism, or elevate into a fixed universal In-itself what is
effectively a particular and arbitrary reading of the text. In other words, the uni ·
versality we arrive at in this way is abstract universality, a universality which
excludes rather than encompasses the contingency of the particular. The true
"concrete universality" of a great historical text like Antigone (or the Bible or a
play by Shakespeare) lies in the very totality of its historically determined read
ings. The crucial feature to bear in mind here is how concrete universality is
not true concrete universality without including in itself the subjective position of
its reader-interpreter as the particular and contingent point from which the uni
versality is perceived. That is to say, in the Hegelian deployment of a process of
cognition, the subject of cognition is not only the universal medium of reflection
in which particular thoughts occur, a kind of receptacle containing thoughts
about determinate objects as its particular content. The opposite also holds: the
object of cognition is a universal In-itself, and the subject stands precisely for
what the word "subjective" means in its standard use, as when we talk about
1 Catherine Malabou, The Future o.fHegel, London: Routledge 2005, p. 181.
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"subjective perceptions which distort the way a thing really is:' Hence the true
particularity of a universal Notion is not simply one of its species which can,
as snch, be grasped by a neutral subject observing this universality (as when,
in reflecting upon the notion of the State, I see that the state in which I live is a
particular species, and that there are also other kinds of states); rather, the true
particularity is, primarily, the particular subjective position jrom which the uni,
versal Notion is acceptable to me (in the case of State: the fact that I am a member
of some particular state, rooted in its particular ideological structure, "colors"
my universal notion of the State). And, as Marx knew very well, this dialectic
holds also for the rise of universality itself: it is only in a specific, particular,
historical constellation that the universal dimension of a Notion can appear "as
such:' Marx's example is that of labor: only in capitalism, in which I exchange
my labor power for money as the universal commodity, do I relate to my specific
profession as one contingent particular form of employment; only here does the
abstract notion of work become a social fact, in contrast to medieval societies
in which the laborer does not choose his fleld of work as a profession, since he
is directly "born" into it. (The same goes for Freud and his discovery of the uni,
versal function of the Oedipus complex.) In other words, the very gap between
a universal notion and its particular historical form appears only in a certain
historical epoch. What this means is that we truly pass from abstract to concrete
universality only when the knOWing subject loses its external pOSition and itself
becomes caught up in the movement of its content-only in this way does the
universality of the object of cognition lose its abstract character and enter into
the movement of its particular content.
Concrete universality should thus be strictly distinguished from histori,
cism. In relation to the notion of human rights, a Marxist symptomal reading
can convincingly identify the particular content that gives it a specifically bour,
geois ideological spin: universal human rights are effectively the rights of white
male property owners to exchange freely on the market, exploit workers and
women, as well as exert political domination. The identification of the particular
content that hegemonizes the universal form is, however, only half the story. The
other half, no less crucial, consists in asking a much more difficult question con,
cerning the emergence of the form of universality itself. How and under what
speciflc historical conditions does abstract Universality itself become a "fact of
(social) life"? Under what conditions do individuals experience themselves as
subjects of universal human rights? This is the point of Marx's analysis of com,
modity fetishism: in a society in which commodity exchange predominates,
individuals in their daily lives relate to themselves, as well as to the objects they
encounter, as contingent embodiments of abstract and universal notions. What
I am, in terms of my concrete social or cultural background, is experienced as
contingent, since what ultimately defines me is the abstract universal capacity
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to think andlor to work. Any object that can satisfy my desire is experienced as
contingent, since my desire is conceived as an abstract formal capacity, indiffer
ent towards the multitude of particular objects that may satisfy it, but never fully
do. The modern notion of a profession, as just noted, implies that I experience
myself as an individual who is not directly "born into" his social role. What I
will become depends on the interplay between contingent social circumstances
and my free choice. The contemporary individual has a profession-he is an
electrician or a professor or a waiter-but it would be meaningless to claim
that a lnedieval serf was a peasant by profession. The crucial point here is that,
again, in the specific social conditions of commodity exchange within a global
market economy, "abstraction" becomes a direct feature of actual social life. It
has an impact on the way individnals behave and relate to their fate and to their
social surroundings. Marx shares Hegel's insight into how Universality becomes
"for itself" only insofar as individuals no longer fully identify the kernel of
their being with their particular social situation: they experience themselves as
forever "out of joint" with regard to this situation. In other words, in a given
social structure, Universality becomes "for itself" only in those individuals who
lack a proper place in it. The mode of appearance of an abstract Universality,
its entering into actual existence, thus produces violence, disrupting the former
organic equilibrium.
It is thus not only that every universality is haunted by a particular content
that taints it; it is also that every particular position is haunted by its implicit
universality, which undermines it. Capitalism is not just universal In-itself; it is
universal For-itself; as the tremendous corrosive power which undermines all
particular life worlds, cultures, and traditions, cutting across them, sucking them
into its vortex. It is Ineaningless to ask, "Is this universality genuine or Inerely a
mask for particular interests?" This universality is directly actual as universal
ity, as the negative force of mediating and destroying all particular content. And
the same logic holds for emancipatory struggle: the particular culture desper
ately trying to defend its identity has to repress the universal dimension which
is active at its very heart, that is, the gap between the particular (its identity)
and the universal which destabilizes it from within. This is why the "leave our
culture alone" argument fails. Within every particular culture, individuals do
suffer and do protest�-women protest when forced to undergo clitOridectomy,
for example-and these protests against the parochial constraints of ones culture
are formulated from the standpoint of universality. Actual universality is not the
"deep" feeling that different cultures ultimately share the same basic values, etc. ;
actual universality "appears" (actualizes itselj) as the experience of negativity, of
the inadequacy-to-itselj; of a particular identity. "Concrete universality" does not
concern the relationship of a particular to the wider Whole, the way it relates
to others and to its context, but rather the way it relates to itself, the way its very
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particular identity is split from within. The standard problem of universality
(how can I be sure that what I perceive as universality is not colored by my
particular identity) thereby disappears: "concrete universality" means precisely
that my particular identity is corroded from within. that the tension between
particularity and universality is inherent to my particular identity-or, to put it
in more formal terms, that specific difference overlaps with generic difference.
In short, a universality arises "for itself" only through or at the site of a
thwarted particularity. Universality inscribes itself into a particular identity as its
inability to fully become itself: I am a universal subject insofar as I cannot realize
myself in my particular identity-this is why the modern universal subject is by
definition "out of joint;' lacking its proper place in the social edifice. This thesis
has to be taken literally: it is not only that universality inscribes itself into my
particular identity as its rupture, its out -orjointness; universality "in itself" is in
its actuality nothing but this cut which blocks tram within all and every particu·
lar identity. Within a given social order, a universal claim can be made only by a
group that is prevented hom realizing its particular identity-women thwarted
in their effort to realize their feminine identity, an ethnic group prevented from
asserting its identity, and so on. This is also why, for Freud, "everything has
a sexual connotation;' why sexuality can infect everything: not because it is
"the strongest" component in people's lives, exerting a hegemony over all other
components, but because it is the one most radically thwarted in its actualiza
tion, marked by that "symbolic castration" on account of which, as Lacan put it,
there is no sexual relationship. Every universality that arises, that is posited "as
such:' bears witness to a scar in some particularity, and rernains forever linked
to this scar.
Recall Krzysztof Kieslowski's passage from documentary to fiction cinema:
we do not simply have two species of cinema, documentary and fiction; the
fiction cinema emerged out of the inherent limitations of the documentary
cinema. Kieslowski's starting point was the same as for all filmmakers in the
"socialist" countries: the conspicuous mismatch between the drab social reality
and the bright, optimistic images which pervaded the heavily censored official
media. Kieslowski's initial reaction to the fact that Polish social reality was, as
he put it, "unrepresented" was, of course, to pursue a more adequate representa
tion of real life in all its drabness and ambiguity-ill short, to adopt an authentic
documentary approach. But Kieslowski soon came to reject this, for reasons
best captured by the end of the documentary First Love (1974). Here the camera
follows a young unmarried couple through the girl's pregnancy, their wedding,
and the delivery of the baby, ending by showing the father holding the newborn
baby and crying. Kieslowski reacted to the obscenity of such unwarranted intru·
sian into the intimate lives of others with the "fright of real tears": there is a
domain of fantasmatic intimacy marked by a "No trespassing!" sign and which
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should be approached only via fiction. This is also the why the French Wronique
in The Double Life of Wrol1ique rejects the puppeteer: he wants to probe too far,
which is why, after he tells her the story of her double life, she is deeply hurt
and escapes back to her father towards the end of the film.' "Concrete univer·
sality" is a name for this process through which fiction explodes documentary
.trom within, for the way the emergence of fiction cinema resolves the inherent
deadlock of the documentary cinema.3 Another example fi'om cinema history is
provided by one of its great mysteries: the sudden eclipse of the Western in the
mid·1950S. Part of the answer lies in the fact that, at the same moment, space
opera emerged as a genre-so one can venture the hypothesis that space opera
took the place of the Western in the late 1950S. The dialectical point here is that
the Western and space opera are not two subspecies of the genre "adventure:'
Rather, we should shift the perspective and start only with the Western-in the
course of its development, the Western then encounters a deadlock and, in order
to survive, has to "reinvent" itself as space opera--space opera is thus structur
ally a subspecies of the Western, in the same way that, for Kieslowski, fIction is
a subspecies of documentary.
And does the same not hold for the passage from the State to the religious
community in Hegel? They are not simply two species of the genre of "large
socio-ideological cOl1ullunities"; it is rather that the State, in its particular forms,
cannot ever resolve the deadlock inscribed in its notion (Le., cannot adequately
represent and totalize the community-in the same way that, for Kieslowski,
documentary cannot adequately render the core of social reality) and so needs
to pass over into another notion, that of the Church. The Church is, in this sense,
"more State than the State itself;' it actualizes the notion of the State by shifting to
another notion. In all these cases, universality is located in the enchaimnent or
overlapping of particnlarities: A and B are not parts (species) oftheir encompass·
ing nniversality; A cannot fully become A, actualize its notion, without passing
into B, which is formally its subspecies, but a subspecies which undermines
the very species under which it is formally subsumed. Every species contains a
subspecies which, precisely insofar as it effectively realizes the notion of this
species, explodes its frame: the space opera is "a Western at the level of its notion"
and, for that very reason, no longer a Western. Instead of a universality subdi
vided into two species, we thus get a particular species which generates another
2 For a more detailed account of this passage, see Chapter 1 of Slavoj Zizek, The Fright of
Real Tears: KrzysztofKieslowski Between Theory and Post-Theory, London: British Film
Institute 2001.
3 Or, in philosophy, the point is not to conceive eternity as being opposed to temporality,
but to conceive it as something that emerges from \vithin our temporal experience. (This
paradox caIl also be turned arollnd, as was done by Schelling: one can conceive of time
itself as a subspecies of eternity, as the resolution of a deadlock of eternity.)
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species as its OVvl1 subspecies, and true ("concrete") universality is nothing but
this movement in the course of which a species engenders a subspecies which
negates its own species. The same dialectical mediation between the universal
and the particular can also be formulated in terms of a universal notion and its
examples. The difference between the idealist and the materialist use of exanl
pIes is that, in the Platonic-idealist approach, examples are always imperfect,
they never perfectly render what they are supposed to exemplify, while for a
materialist there is always nlore in the example than in what it exemplifies, in
other words, the example always threatens to undermine what it is supposed
to exemplify since it gives body to what the exemplifled notion itself represses
or is unable to cope with. (Therein resides Hegel's materialist procedure in the
Phenomenology: each "flgnre of consciousness" is first exemplified and then
undermined through its own example.) This is why the idealist approach always
demands a mnltitude of examples--since no single example really fits, one has
to enumerate a great many of them in order to indicate the transcendent wealth
of the Idea they exemplify, the Idea being the flxed point of reference for the
floating examples. A materialist, on the contrary, tends to return obsessively to
one and the same example: it is the particular example which remains the same
in all symbolic universes, while the universal notion it is supposed to exemplify
continually changes its shape, so that we get a multitude of universal notions
circulating around a single example. Is this not what Lacan does, returning
to the same exemplary cases (the gnessing-game with five hats, the dream of
Irma's injection, etc.), each tinle providing a new interpretation? The material
ist example is thus a universal Singular: a singnlar entity which persists as the
universal through the multitude of its interpretations.
This dialectic reaches its apogee when the universal as such, in contrast to
its particular content, enters into being, acquires real existence�this is the rise
of subjectivity described in Hegel's theory of the Notion as the first moment
of his "subjective logic:' Two introductory remarks should be made here. First,
one should note the paradox of the fundamental difference between the logic of
Essence and the logiC of the Notion: preCisely because the logic of Essence is the
logic of Understanding-and, as such, sticks to fIxed oppositions, being unable
to grasp their self-mediation-it results in a mad dance of self-destruction in
which all flxed determinations are dissolved. The logic of the Notion, by con
trast, is the logiC of fluid self-mediations which, precisely for this reason, is able
to generate a stable structure. Second, the term "subjective logic" is fully justified
in the precise sense that, for Hegel, the "Notion" is not the usual abstract nniver
sality deSignating a common feature of an empirical multiplicity-the original
"Notion" is the "1," the subject itself. Hegel proVides the most concise presentation
of the "subjectivity" of the Notion at the beginning of his "Subjective Logic;'
where he first defines individuality as "the reflection of the Notion out of its
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determinateness into itself It i s the self-mediation o f the Notion insofar a s its
otherness has made itself into an other again, whereby the Notion has reinstated
itself as self-identical, but in the determination of absolute negativitY:'4
It is easy to see how universality and particularity are co-present in every
Notion: every Notion is by definition universal, designating a single abstract
feature that unites a series of particulars, and precisely as such, it is always already
particular-not ill addition to its universality, but by virtue of it. "Hmnan" is a
universal Notion, designating the universal dimension of all human beings, and
as such it is particular, or determinate-it designates a certain feature, ignoring
endless others (not only are there beings who are not human, but every human
being has an endless number of other properties which can also be designated by
other determinate Notions. Universality and particularity are thus two aspects
of one and the same Notion: its very "abstract" universality makes it particular.
A Notion is thus an immediate unity of indeterminacy and determination: it is
both elevated above, or subtracted hom, the texture of spatia-temporal reality,
and simultaneously a fixed abstract determination. Why and how is the Notion
subjective? First in the simple sense that it is posited as snch only in the mind
of a subject, a thinking being who possesses the power of abstraction: only a
thinking being can subtract or abstract hom the empirical multitude a single
uniting feature and designate it as such, Then, in a much more radical sense:
the passage to individuality is the passage Fom subjective Notion to Subject (Self,
I) itself as a pure Notion. What can this mean? Is not the subject in its Singular
ity what Kierkegaard emphasizes as the Singularity irreducible to all universal
mediation?
In a determinate Notion, universality and particularity ilnmediately coexist;
that is, the notion's universality immediately "passes" int.o its particular detenni
nation. The problem here is not how to reconcile or "synthesize" the opposites
(the universal and the particular aspects of a Notion), but, on the contrary, how
to pull them apart, how to separate universality from its "otherness;' from its
particular determinations. The absolute contradiction between universality
and particularity can only be resolved, their immediate overlapping can only be
mediated, when the Notion's universality is asserted or posited (or appears) as
such, in opposition to its otherness, to every particular determination. In such a
move, the Notion returns "out of its determinateness into itselj�' it reinstates itself
"as self-identical, but in the determination of absolute negativity"-absolutely
negating all and every positive content, all and every particular determina
tion. The pure I (the Cartesian cagita, or Kantian transcendental apperception)
is just such an absolute negation of all determinate content: it is the void
of radical abstraction from all determinations, tbe form of "I think" emptied of
4 G. W. F. Hegel, Hegel; Science of Logic, trans. A.
Humanities Press International 1989, p. 618.
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all determinate thoughts. What happens here is what Hegel himself refers to as
a "miracle": this pure universality emptied of all content is simultaneously the
pure singularity of the "r"; it refers to myself as the unique evanescent point
which excludes all others, which cannot be replaced by any others-my self is,
by definition, only me and nothing else. The I is, in this sense, the coincidence of
pure universality with pure singularity, of radical abstraction with absolute sin
gularity.s And this is also what Hegel aims at when he says that in "I" the Notion
as such comes to exist: the universal Notion exists in the form of the I in which
absolute singularity (it is me, only me) overlaps with radical abstraction (as pure
I, ! am totally indistinguishable from all other I's).' In Paragraphs 1343 and 1344
of the Science ofLogic, he then adds the "bad news" that accompanies the "good
news" of the Notion's return-to-itself from its otherness: "Individuality is not
only the return of the Notion into itself; but immediately its loss"; that is, in
the guise of an individual I, the Notion not only returns to itself (to its radical
universality), freeing itself from the otherness of all particular determinations;
it Simultaneously emerges as an actually existing "this;' a contingent empirical
individual immediately aware of itself, a "being-far-self":
Through individuality, where the Notion is internal to itself; it becomes external to
itself and enters into actuality . . . The individual, therefore, as self-related negativ
ity, is immediate identity of the negative with itself; it is a being-for-self Or it is the
abstraction that determines the Notion, according to its ideal moment of being, as an
immediate. In this way, the individual is a qualitative one or this.?

We flnd here already the allegedly "illegitimate" move from notional determi
nations to actual existence whose best-known version occurs at the end of the
5 Along these lines, Hegel proposes a precise definition of consciousness: it emerges
when the distinction between the universal consciousness and the individual self has
been superseded: the self knows itself in its awareness of its universal duty.
6 The two sides of universality, positive and negative, are easily discernible in the case
of the category of Grund (ground). In German as ,vell as in English, the word has an
underlying meaning that is opposed to its main meaning (reason-cause and foundation):
Hegel refers to the German expression zu Grunde gehen, which means "to fall apart, to
disintegrate"; in English, one of the meanings of "ground" as a verb is "to bring down,
knock down, flatten" (with a similar legal sub-meaning of "to punish, or impose a sanc
tion"). One should take note of the fact that the "positive" meanings (cause, foundation)
mostly belong to "ground" as a substantive and the "negative" meanings to "ground" as
a verb. \>\1hat this tension points towards is the opposition of beiug and becoming, stasis
and movement, substance and subject, In-itself and For-itself: as activity, as movement,
ground is the activity of self-erasure: ground asserts itself against its grounded effects by
destroying them.
7 Hegel, Hegel's Science of Logic, p. 621.
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Logic, when the Idea releases itselfinto Nature as its externality. Let us avoid the
standard idealist misunderstanding: of course, this speculative move does not
"create" the flesh-and-blood individual, but it "creates" the "1;' the self-relating
empty point of reference that the individual experiences as "itself' as the void at
the core of its being.
This is the first, theoretical, triad of the Notion; once this is accomplished
and the singular universality of the Subject is in place, we face the opposite
process: not U-P-I, but U-I-P-not tbe contradiction between Universal and
Particular resolved by the I, but the contradiction between the Universal and
the I resolved by the Particular. That is to say, how can the pure I break out of
the abyss of radical self-relating negativity in which universality and singular
ity immediately coincide, excluding all determinate content? Here we enter the
practical domain of will and decision: the subject qua pure Notion has to freely
determine itseH� to posit S011le deterrninate particular content which will count
as "its own." And what we should not forget is that this determinate content (as
the expression of the subject's heedom) is irreducibly arbitrary: it is ultimately
grounded only in the subject's "It is so because I will it so;' the moment of pure
subjective decision or choice which stabilizes a world. In his Logics of Worlds, by
way of designating this moment, Badiou proposes the concept of "point" under
stood as a simple decision in a situatiou reduced to a choice of Yes or No. He
implicitly refers to Lacan's point de capitan, of course-and does not this imply
that there is uo "world" outside language, no world whose horizon of meaning
is not determined by a symbolic order? The passage to truth is therefore the
passage fimn language ("the limits of my language are the limits of my world")
to the letter, to "mathemes" which run diagonally across a multitude of worlds.
Postmodern relativism is preCisely the thought of the irreducible multitude of
worlds, each of them sustained by a specific language game, so that each world
"is" the narrative its rnembers tell themselves about themselves, with no shared
terrain, no common language; and the problem of truth is how to establish
something that-to use the ternlS popular in modal logic-relnains the same in
all possible worlds.

HEGEL, SPINOZA . . . AND HITCHCOCK
It is at this precise point that the contrast between Hegel and Spinoza appears
at its purest: Spinoza's Absolute is a Substance which "expresses" itself in its
attributes and modes without the subjectivizing point de capitan. True, Spinoza's
famous proposition omnis determinatio est negatio may sound Hegelian, but the
two opposed ways in which it can be read (depending on what negatio refers to)
are both decidedly anti-Hegelian: (1) if it refers to the Absolute itself; it makes a
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negative·theological point: every positive determination of the Absolute, every
predicate we attribute to it, is inadequate, fails to grasp its essence and thus
already negates it; (2 ) if it reiers to particular empirical things, it makes a point
about their transient nature: every entity delimited [rani others by a particnlar
determination will sooner or later join the chaotic abyss out of which it arose,
for every particular determination is a negation not only in the sense that it
will involve the negation of other particular determinations (if a rose is red, it
is not blue, green, yellow . . . ), but in a more radical sense that refers to its long.
term instability. Is Hegel's point then that these two readings are in fact simply
identical, something like: "the Absolute is not a positive entity persisting in its
impermeable identity beyond the transient world of finite things; the only true
Absolute is nothing but this very process of the rising and passing away of all
particular things"? Such a vision remains, however, all too close to a pseudo·
Oriental HeracIitean wisdom concerning the eternal flow of the generation and
corruption of all things under the sun-in more philosophical terms, such a
vision relies on the univocity of being.
In defense of Spinoza, one could definitely claim that Substance is not
simply the eternal generative process which continues without any interrup
tion or cut, but that it is, on the contrary, the universalization of a cut or fall
(clinamen): Substance is nothing but the constant process of "falling" (into
determinate/particular entities); everything there is, is a fall (if we are pennit·
ted to read the iamous proposition from Wittgenstein's Tractatus- "Der Welt ist
was der Fall ist "-more literally than he meant it, discerning in der Fall also the
meaning "fall") . There is no Substance which falls, curves, interrupts the flow,
etc.; substance simply is the infinitely productive capacity of such falls/cuts/
interruptions, they are its only reality.8 In such a reading of Spinoza, Substance
and clinamen (the curvature of the Substance which generates determinate enti
ties) directly coincide; in this ultimate speculative identity, Substance is nothing
but the process of its own "talI;' the negativity that pushes towards productive
determination; or, in Lacanian terms, the Thing is directly the objet a.
However, the problem with such a universalization ofthe clinamen (what the
late Althusser called "aleatory materialism") is that it "renormalizes" the clina·
men and thus turns into its opposite: if all that there is are interruptions or falls,
8 Spinoza's thought should be dearly distinguished from the Plotinian tradition of
emanation: in emanation, effects fall outside of the One, the Supreme Being, they are
ontologically inferior to it, the process of creation is the process of gradual degradation/
corruption, while Spinor-a asserts the absolute univocity of being, which means that all
reality is 110t only caused by Substance, but remains within Substance, it never falls out of
it. The standard Plotinian program of reverSing degradation-in short, the teleological
program of returning effects to their Origin -is meaningless for Spinoza: why return to
something we never left in the first place?
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then the key aspect o f surprise, of the intrusion o fa n unexpected contingency, is
lost, and we find ourselves in a boring, flat universe whose contingency is totally
predictable and necessary When Quentin Meillassoux insists on contingency as
being the only necessity, he flnds himself in the same predicament: his mistake
is to conceive the assertion of contingency according to the masculine side of
Lacan's formulae of sexuatioll, namely according to the logic of universality and
its constitutive exception: everything is contingent, with the exceptio n af co n tin 
gency its elf; which is abs o lutely necessary-necessity thus becomes the external
guarantee of the universal contingency. What we should oppose to this univer
salization of contingency is not the universalization of necessity (everything that
is is necessary, except for this necessity itself, which is contingent), but the "femi�
nine" non -All of contingency: there is nothing which is not contingent, which is
why not�al1 is contingent. Simultaneously, there is the non�Al1 of necessity: there
is nothing which is not necessary, which is why not-aU is necessary. "Not-all is
necessary" means that, from time to time, a contingent encounter occurs which
undermines the predominant necessity (the space of possibilities sustained by
this necessity), so that in it, the "impossihle" happens.' The key point is that, if
there is to be a m01nent of surprise in the cut or fall, it can only occur against the
background of a continuous flow, as its interruption.
In contrast to Spinoza, for whom there is no lvlaster-Signifier enacting a
cut, marking a conclusion, "dotting the i;' but just a continuous chain of causes,
the Hegelian dialectical process involves cuts, sudden interruptions of the con�
tinuous flow, reversals which retroactively restructure the entire field. In order
to properly understand this relationship between a continuous process and its
cuts or ends, we should ignore the stupid notion of a "contradiction" in Hegel's
thought between method (endless process) and system (end); it is also not suf�
ficient to conceive cuts as moments within an encompassing process, internal
differences which arise and disappear. A parallel with the flow of speech might
be of some help here: the flow of speech cannot go on indefinitely, there has to
be Ie moment de co n e/u re , like the point that concludes a sentence. It is only the
dot at the end that retroactively fixes or determines the meaning of the sen�
tence. However, it is crucial to add that this dot is not a simple fixation which
removes all risk, abolishing all ambiguity and openness. It is, on the contrary, the
dotting itself; its cut, which releases-sets free-meaning and interpretation: the
dot always occurs contingently, as a surprise, it generates a surplus�why here?
What does this mean?
This element of surprise emerges at its purest in tautology-Hegel himself
analyzes tautology through expectation and surprise, the excess is here the unex�
pected lack itself: ''A rose is . . . a rose" -we expected something, a determination,
9 See Alenka ZupanCic, "Realno in njegovo nemazno" ("The Real and its Impossible"),
Problemi 1-2 (2010).
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a predicate, but what we get is just the repetition ohhe subject, which makes the
phrase latent with virtual meaning, Far !l'om clarifying things, tautology gives
birth to the specter of some imponderable depth which escapes words; far from
being an index of perfection, it hints at an obscene contingent underside. When
do we say, "The law is the law"? Precisely when the law is encountered as unjust,
arbitrary, etc., and we then add, "But, nonetheless, the law is the law;' The final
cut is then simultaneously the opening, what triggers or sets in motion a new
process of endless interpretation. And, of course, the same goes for the absolute
ending, the conclusion of Hegel's system.
The consequence of asserting the radical univocity of being is that all distinc
tions between "essential" and "secondary:' between "actual" and "virtual:' and so
forth, have to be dropped. With regard to the classic Marxist distinction between
base and superstructure, this means that the sphere of economic production is
in no way more "real" than ideology or science, that it has no ontological priority
over them, so we should abandon even the notion of the "determination in the
last instance" of all social life by the economy. With regard to the topic of virtual
reality, this means that it is not enough to say that reality is always supplemented
by virtuality; one should drop the distinction itself and claim that all reality is
virtual. In the economy, one should also drop the distinction between the "real
economy" (the production of material goods) and the "virtual economy" (finan
cial speculation with no foundation in real production) : the whole economy, no
matter how real, is already virtual. Such a direct universalization is nonetheless
too hasty. If what we experience as reality is to retain its consistency, it has to be
supplemented by a virtual "fiction" -this paradox, known already to Bentham,
was poignantly formulated by Chesterton: "Literature and fiction are two entirely
different things. Literature is a luxury, fiction is a necessity."l0 However, it was
also Bentham who saw clearly that we nevertheless can (and should) clearly dis
tinguish between reality and fiction-therein resides the paradox he tried to
capture with his notion of fictions: although we can clearly distinguish between
reality and fiction, we cannot simply drop fiction and retain only reality; if we
drop fiction, reality itself disintegrates, loses its ontological consistency
A few years ago, a caricature appeared in a German daily newspaper depict
ing five men answering the question: "What would you like to do during your
summer holiday?" Each of them gave a different answer (read a good book,
visit a faraway country, rest on a sunny beach, have fun eating and drinking
with friends . . . ), but, in a cloud above the head of each of them, depicting what
they were really dreaming about, was an image of a naked woman. The point is
obvious. Beneath the semblance of civilized interests, there is only one thing:
sex. The caricature is formally wrong: we all know that we are "really always
10 G. K. Chesterton, "A Defence of Penny Dreadfuls;' in The Defendant, New York
Dodd Mead 1902, p. 10.
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thinking about that;' but the question is in what precise way, what works as the
object-cause of our desire, what fantasy-frmne sustains our desire? One way to
make this point clear would be to invert the caricature and have each man giving
the same answer� "I want to have a lot of sex!"-and putting the non-sexual
ideas (resting on a sunny beach, etc.) into the clouds to represent their intimate
thoughts, thus providing a clue to what precise mode ofjauissance is being tar
geted: one man dreams of having sex in a faraway, exotic place like a Hindu
temple, surrounded by erotic statues; another dreams about making love on a
secluded, sandy beach (maybe with an exhibitionist twist such as being secretly
observed by a group of children playing nearby), and so on.
At its best, cinema plays with this role of Hction (or fantasy) as a supple·
ment to reality, guaranteeing its consistency. This is not just a case of relying on
special effects to present a fantasized world as reality: cinema is at its best when,
through the subtleties of mise-en-scene, it makes the spectator experience reality
itself as something fantasmatic. In the final scene of Alfonso euaron's Children
of" Men, Theo and Kee, a young black illegal-immigrant woman with the first
newborn baby, a hope for all humanity, board a small boat. Theo rows Kee and
her baby out to the buoy that marks the rendezvous point with the Tomorrow, a
lab-ship carrying the independent scientist who is working on solving the infer
tility problem. Kee sees blood dripping in the boat, and Thea admits that he was
shot during their escape. As the Tomorrow emerges from the thick fog, Thea
loses consciousness and slumps to the side of the boat. The beauty of this ending
is that, although shot realistically, as an actual event, it can clearly also be read
as the fantasy of the dying Thea to whom the boat magically appears out of the
mystic fog-- in reality, they are just alone in a drifting boat, going nowhere.
A more complex procedure is that of the so-called "Hitchcockian ellipse;'
whose exemplary case is the murder of Townsend in the UN building in North
by Northwest." Roger Thornhill arrives at the UN, secretly followed by the killer
Valerian. In the reception hall, Thornbill asks a clerk to call Townsend, who duly
arrives. When the two men are standing face to face, we see Valerian observ
ing them from the corridor and putting on his gloves-an indication that he is
about to kill someone. We do not yet know who he plans to murder, though we
probably assume that it is Thornhill, since Valerian's group already tried to kill
him the previous evening. The three characters are positioned in a line, with
Thornhill and Townsend facing each other, and Valerian behind Townsend,
so that the latter also functions as an obstacle, preventing a direct confi"onta
lion between Thornhill and Valerian, the true opponents. Thornhill suddenly
draws f!'om his pocket the photo he found in "Kaplan's" hotel room, shOWing
11 I rely here on the outstanding analysis in Jean-Jacques Marimbert, Eric Dufour,
Laurent Jullier, and Julien Servois, Analyse d'une oeuvre: La mort aux trousses: A.
Hitchcock, 1959, Paris: Vrin 2008, pp. 49-52
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Townsend, van Damme (the master criminal of the £lIm), and a few others.
Pointing at van Damme, Thornhill asks Townsend, "Do you know this man?"
But there is no time for Townsend to reply: in a short blurred shot, we see a
knife flying towards him, then Townsend's face distorted "into a grimace of pain
and surprise as he falls forward into Thornhill's anns" A brief shot of Valerian
running away from the scene follows, before the mm cuts back to Thornhill and
Townsend, who slides down, revealing a big knife stuck in his back Confused,
Thornhill automatically grabs the knife and pulls it out At that very moment
a photographer takes a shot of Thornhill holding the knife above Townsend's
body, obviously creating the impression that he is the murderer Realizing this,
Thornhill drops the Icnife and runs away in the confusion-clearly acting like a
guilty suspect"
What is notable about this scene is that we do not really see the murder
being carried out-not only do we never see Townsend and Valerian in the
same shot, but the very continuity of the action is broken: we see what happens
beforehand (Valerian's preparations) and afterwards (Townsend dropping into
Thornhill's arms), but we do not see Valerian throwing the knife, nor even his
face when he decides to act; we only see its effect, Townsend's shocked face.
The causal chain seems interrupted in this "Hitchcockian abstraction": the clear
link between Valerian and Townsend's death is, of course, implied, but at the
same time the immediate impression is that Townsend drops dead because he
has seen something terrifying and/or forbidden, something he should not have
seen, in the photo shown to him by Thornhill (which, in a way, is true!), so
that Thornhill's sudden gesture of reaching into his pocket and pulling out the
photo becomes equivalent to the threatening gesture of pulling out a gun. This
effect is reinforced by the general spatial disposition of the scene, which clearly
mobilizes Hitchcock's classical division between the space of ordinary reality
(the busy reception hall of the UN building with groups of people talking in the
background) and the space of an obscene subterranean proto-reality in which
danger lurks (the cellar in Psycho; in Vertigo, the dark room behind the mirror in
the florist's reception room, from which Scottie observes Madeleine through the
crack, etc.) . In other words, it is as if the only reality of the scene is that of the big
reception hall in which Thornhill and Townsend meet, while Valerian operates
from another spectral space, visible to no one, interrupting the normal causal
chain of ordinary reality, and thus dispossessing Thornhill of the act attributed
to him (or, rather, attributing to him an act which was not his).
Why is this fictional supplement needed? What hole does it fill? In order
to guarantee the symbolic consistency of our "sphere" of life (to use Sloterdijk's
expression), something-some excremental waste-has to disappear. The
paradox of radical ecology, which blames humanity for disturbing the natural
homeostasis, is that, in it, a self-relating reversal of this logiC of exclusion takes
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place: the "excrement;' the destructive element which has to disappear so that
the balance can be re-established, is nltimately humanity itself As a result of
its hubris, its will to dominate and exploit nature, humanity has become the
stain in the picture of the natural idyll (as in those narratives in which eco
logical catastrophe is seen as the revenge of the Mother Earth or Gaia for the
wounds inflicted on her by humanity). Is this not the ultimate proof of the ideo
logical nature of ecology? "What this means is that there is nothing more distant
from a truly radical ecology than the image of a pure idyllic nature cleansed
of all human dirt. Perhaps, then, in order to break out of this logic, we should
change the very coordinates of the relationship between humanity and pre
human nature: humanity is anti-nature, it does intervene in the natural cycle,
disturbing or controlling it "artificially;' postponing the inevitable degeneration,
buying itself time. Nevertheless, as such, it is still part of nature, since "there is
no nature:' If Nature conceived as the balanced cycle of Life is a human fantasy,
then humanity is (closest to) nature precisely when it brutally establishes its
division from nature, imposes on it its own temporary, limited order, creating
its own "sphere" within the natural multiplicity." Do we not find a similar logiC
in the radical-revolutionary imaginary? In a song originally part of The Measure
Taken, but later leti out, Brecht proposes to identify the revolutionary agent with
the cannibal who ate the last of the cannibals in order to annihilate cannibalism
-the Chorus sings of the wish to be the last bit of dirt in the room, which, in the
final gesture of erasing itself, will make the entire space clean.
Cinema at its worst tries to fill this void not by way of fiction, but by
directly depicting the excluded dirt. For example, the worst moment of vulgar
ity in Schindler, List occurs when Spielberg could not resist the temptation of
directly staging the moment of Schindler's ethical transformation from a cold
manipulator of the misfortunes of others to a subject overwhelmed by a sense of
responsibility towards the Jews. The transformation occurs when Schindler, out
on a morning ride with his mistress on a hill above Cracow, observes German
units entering the Jewish ghetto. The moment of ethical awareness is accompa
nied by the shots of the little Jewish girl in the red coat (in a black-and-white
mm) This depiction is properly obscene and blasphemous: it encroaches in a
vulgar way upon the abyssal mystery of the sudden rise of goodness, trying to
establish a causal link where a gap should be leti open. A similar vulgarity occurs
12 The ideological aspect of ecology should also be denounced in relation to architec
ture. Architecture should be in harmony with its natural environment? But architecture
is by deflnition anti-nature, an act of delimitation against nature: one draws a line sepa
rating inside from outside, clearly stating to nature, "Stay outside! The inside is a domain
from which you are exclnded!"-the Inside is a de-naturalized space to be filled with
artifacts. The etfort to harmonize architecture with the rhythms of nature is a secondary
phenomenon, all attempt to obliterate the traces of the original founding crime.
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i n Pollock, a film which likewise failed t o resist a temptation, i n this case that
of depicting the very moment of the invention of action painting. Predictably
enough, the drunken Pollock aCcidentally spills a jug of paint onto a canvas,
and, surprised by the complex and strangely attractive� stain that results, gets
an idea for a new technique. The value of this vulgar account of the mysterious
moment of creation is the same as that of Jonathan Swift's ironic account of the
birth of language: at first, in order to inform others about absent objects, people
carried on their backs small replicas of all objects, until someone came up with
the ingenious idea of replacing the models with words designating the objects.
The relationship between reality and flction also holds for substance and
subject: true, substance is always already a subject, it emerges only retroactively,
through its subjective mediation; nonetheless, we should distinguish them
the subject always, constitutively, comes second, it refers to an already given
Substance, introducing into it abstract distinctions and fictions, tearing apart its
organic unity. This is why, while we can interpret the Spinozan substance as the
"subject at work:' there is in Spinoza no subject at a distance from Substance.
If the limit has priority over what is beyond it, then all there is is (phe
nomenal) reality and its limitation. There is nothing beyond the limit, or, more
precisely, what is beyond the limit coincides with the limit itself; this coinciding
of the limit with its beyond means that the Beyond has always already passed
over into the process of becoming which generates determinate (phenomenal)
entities. In other words, the Beyond is like Hegel's pure Being: always already
reflected/mediated, passed-over into becoming. The limit is thus not merely
negative, it is the productive negativity which generates determinate reality;
alternatively: negation is always already the negation of negation, the productive
movement of its own disappearing.
What is beyond the limit, beyond the screen which denies us (protects us
from) any direct access to the In-itself? There is only one convincing answer:
what is "really" beyond the limit, on the other side of the screen, is not nothing,
but rather the same reality we find in front of the screen. Think of a theater stage
and all the machinery behind it used to generate the staged illusion: what really
accounts for the latter is not this machinery as such but the hame which delimits
the "magic" space of the stage from the "ordinary" reality offstage; if we want
to explore the mystery of the illusion by going backstage, we will discover there
exactly the same ordinary reality as exists in front of stage. (The proof is that,
even if the backstage machinery is totally visible, as in some theaters, the staged
reality is still generated.) What counts is that one part of ordinary reality is sepa
rated from the rest by a frame which deSignates it as a magical space of illusion.
We have one and the same reality, separated from itself (or, rather, redoubled)
by a screen. This inversion-into-itself by way of which reality encounters itself
on a fantasmatic stage is what compels us to abandon the univocity of being:
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the field of (what we experience as) reality is always traversed by a cut which
inscribes appearance into appearance itself. In other words, if there is a field of
reality, then it is not enough to claim that reality is inherently fantas111 atic, that it
is always constituted by a transcendental frame; this frame has to inscribe itself
into the field of reality, ill the guise of a difference between "ordinary" reality
and the ethereal reality: within our experience of reality (structured by fantasy),
a part of reality has to appear to us as "fantasmatic;' as not "real reality."
Recall the scene, hom Vertigo, of Scottie's and Judy's first date (at Ernie's
again, as with Madeleine), where the couple fails to engage in a meaningful con
versation. All of a sudden, Scottie's gaze fixes on some point behind Judy, and
we see that he is looking at a woman vaguely similar to Madeleine, dressed in
the same gray gown. When Judy notices what has attracted Scottie's gaze, she is,
of course, deeply hurt. The crucial lTlOment here is when we see, from Scottie's
point of view, the two women in the same shot: Judy on the right, close to him,
the woman in gray to the left, in the background. Again, we have vulgar reality
side-by-side with an ethereal apparition of the ideal. The split from the shot
of Midge and the portrait of Carlotta is here externalized onto two different
persons: Judy close up and the momentary spectral apparition of Madeleine
behind-with the additional irony, missed by Scottie, that the vulgar Judy is in
tact the Madeleine he is desperately seeking among the fleeting appearances of
strangers. This brief moment in which Scottie is deluded into thinking that what
he sees is Madeleine is the moment at which the Absolute appears: it appears "as
such" in the very domain of appearances, in those sublime moments when a
supra-sensible dimension "shines through" in our ordinary reality. When Plato
introduces three ontological levels (Ideas, their material copies, and copies of
these copies) ancl dismisses art as the "copy of a copy;' what gets lost is that the
Idea can only emerge in the distance that separates our ordinary material reality
(the second level) tram its copy. When we copy a material object, what we actu
ally copy, what our copy reiers to, is never this particular object itselfbut its Idea.
It is similar to a mask which engenders a third reality, a ghost in the mask which
is not the face hidden beneath it. In this precise sense, the Idea is the appearance
as appearance (as Hegel and Lacan put it) : the Idea is something that appears
when reality (the first-level copy or imitation of the Idea) is itself copied. It is
that which is in the copy more than the original itself: No wonder that Plato
reacted in such a panicky way against the threat of art: as Lacan pointed out
in his Seminar XI, art (as the copy of a copy) does not compete with material
objects as "direct;' first-level copies of the Idea; rather, it competes with the
supra-sensible Idea itself. We should take this redoubling of reality in the strong
est sense, as a fundamental feature of the ontology of our world: every field of
reality contains an enframed, separated, part which is not experienced as fully
real, but as fictioIl.
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Does this cut in the univocity of being, this necessity of supplementing
"ordinary reality" with fiction, demonstrate that lack is primordial with regard
to curvature? One can easily generate curvature from lack and vice versa. On
the one hand, we can conceive curvature (the rotary movement of the drive) as
a way of avoiding the deadlock of primordial lack. What comes first is the lack:
the incestuolls Object of desire is always missing, it eludes the subject's grasp,
all that desire can catch are the metonymies of the Thing, never the Thing itself.
However, this repeated failure to reach the Thing can be inverted into success
if the source of enjoyment is defined not as reaching the Thing, but as the satis
faction brought about by the repeated effort to arrive at it. This brings us to the
Freudian drive, whose true aim is not its goal (object), but the repeated attempt
to reach it (for example, what brings satisfaction in the oral drive is not its object
[milk] , but the repeated act of sucking). We can thus conceive curvature, its
circular movement, as ontologically secondary, as a way of turuing the failure of
desire into success.
On the other hand, in a Deleuzian mode, one can conceive the experience
of lack itself as a kind of perspectival illusion, as a misrecognition of the rotary
movement of the drive. In this case, what comes first, the primordial fact, is the
rotary movement of the drive, and desire emerges frOlll a teleological misread
ing of the drive, as if its circular movelnent does 110t bring satisfaction in itself
but has to be read as a reaction to some primordial lack." What, then, comes
first, lack or curvature? Hegel or Spinoza? This choice is a trap to be avoided:
one should insist that the alternative "lack or curvature" is a kind of primordial
diffraction, a parallax with no priority.
It is precisely apropos the topic of the clinamen that the gap separating Hegel
from Spinoza can be formulated. Spinozan Substance can be conceived as the
productive force which generates the multiplicity of clinamina, and which is as
such a virtual entity totally immanent to its products, present and actual only in
its products, in clinamina. For Hegel, however, the actually existing plurality of
clinamina presupposes a more radical "clinamen" �a reversal or negativity� in
the Substance itself (which is why Substance has to be conceived also as subj ect)
To put it in Gnostic terms, the Fall, the gap between God and reality, presup
poses a prior reversal in God himself. The example of alternative modernities
will help make this clear: for a Spinozan, the plurality of modernities expresses
the productive power of the capitalist social Substance, while for a Hegelian,
there is a plurality of modernities because the capitalist social Substance is in
itself "perverted;' antagonistic. So why is there something rather than nothing?
Deleuze provided lIlany wonderful descriptions of this reversal, in particular in his
essay on Kafka, where he reads the inaccessible transcendence (of the Court or Castle)
the hero tries (and fails) to reach as an inverted misperception of the surplus of imma
nent productivity over its object.
13
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Because nothing itself is divided into two (the "false" and the "true" vacuum,
to put it in the terms of quantmll physics)-it is this tension or gap in the void
which pushes it towards generating somethings. q
How, then, are we to think together the two monlents of negativity united
in the German word Verneinung, the Freudo-Spinozan ver (clinamen and other
forms of displacement) and the 1110re radical Hegelian nein (cut, negation, void)?
What if the two dimensions are brought together in Lacan's formula $-a, which
conjoins the void or negativity of the subject and the stain that blurs reality' Ver
stands for the anamorphic distortion of reality, for the stain which inscribes the
subject into reality, and nein is the gap, hole, in reality. They are two sides of the
same coin, or, rather, the opposite sides of a Mobius band: the correlation of the
empty place and the excessive object. There is no gap withont a protraction or
distortion ofreality (no subject without its objectal counterpart), and vice versa,
every anamorphic distortion of reality bears witness to a subject.
Is it then possible to describe some kind of underlying structure which
allows us to generate the alternative of lack and curvature? It is here, perhaps,
that the distinction between the two vacuums, the "false" one and the "real" one,
can be of some use insofar as it renders a minimal structure of imbalance, of a
gap that divides a thing from itself; which can be operationalized in the direction
either of the "false" vacuum (fllll peace as the nnattainable goal) or of the "true"
vacuum (the balance of the circular movement). Perhaps this gap separating
the two vacuums is then the ultimate word (or one of them, at least) that we
can pronounce on the universe: a kind of primordial ontological dislocation or
difjerance on account of which, no matter how peaceful things may appear sub
specie aeternitatis, the ulliverse is out of j oint and eppur si muove.'5 So it is not
enough to say, in a radical reading of Spinoza, that Substance is nothing but the
process of its clinamen-here, Substance re111ains One, a Cause immanent to its
effects. Here we should take a step further and reverse the relationship: there
is no Substance, only the Real as the absolute gap, non-identity, and particular
phenomena (modes) are Ones, so many attempts to stabilize this gap. (What
this also means is that the Real at its most radical is not a contingent encounter:
the encounter is how the Real�the Real of the absolute gap�returns within the
constituted reality as its symptomal point of impossibility.)
This notion of two vacuums, however, brings us back to Hegel, to the gap
between Substance and Subject hinted at in the famous formula about the
14 For a detailed elaboration of the notion of two vacuums, see the last chapter of the
present book.
15 Although one should add that, in his theologico-political turn relating the process of
diffha nce to the impossible point of Messianic Justice, Derrida has privileged the side of
desire/lack, conceiving the process of dUJerance as always failed and lacking with regard
to the goal of Messianic Justice which, like democracy, always remains "to come:'
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Absolute being "not o71ly a Substance, bnt also a Subject:' The Hegelian totality
is not the ideal of an organic Whole, but a critical notion-to locate a phenom
enon in its totality does not mean to see the hidden harmony of the Whole,
but to include in a system all its "symptoms;' antagonisms, and inconsistencies
as integral parts. On this reading, the "false vacuum" designates the existing
organic Whole, with its deceitful stability and harmony, while the true vacuum
integrates into this Whole all the destabilizing excesses which are necessary for
its reproduction (and which ultimately bring about its ruin). The Hegelian dia
lectical process thus functions as a repetitive undermining of a "false vacuum"
by a "true" one, as a repetitive shih from Substance to Subject. At its most
radical, this gap appears as the minimal ethical contrast between Buddhism
and Hegelian dialectics, between the attainment of peace (the primordial Void,
Symmetry, Balance, Harmony, or whatever it is called) and the persistent eppur
si muove. Buddhism thus provides a radical answer to the question "Why is there
something and not nothing?": there is only Nothing, nothing "really exists;' all
"somethings;' all determinate entities, emerge only from a subjective perspecti
val illusion. Dialectical materialism here goes a step further: even Nothing does
not exist-ifby "Nothing" we mean the primordial abyss in which all differences
are obliterated. What, ultimately, "there is" is only the absolute Difference, the
self-repelling Gap.
In order to grasp the radical link between the subject and nothingness (the
Void), one should be very precise in reading Hegel's famous statement on sub
stance and the subject: it is not enough to emphasize that the subject is not a
positively existing self- identical entity, that it stands for the incompleteness of
substance, for its inner antagonism and movement, for the Nothingness which
thwarts the substance from within, destroying its unity, and thus dynamizes it
the notion best rendered by Hegel's remark, apropos the "uurest" of substantial
unity, that the Self is this very unrest ("eben diese Unruhe ist das Se/bst"). This
notion of the subject still presupposes the substantial One as a starting point,
even if this One is always already distorted, split, and so on. And it is this very
presupposition that should be abandoned: at the beginning (even if it is a mythi
cal one), there is no substantial One, but Nothingness itself; every One comes
second, emerges through the self-relating of this Nothingness. In other words,
Nothing as negation is not primarily the negation of something, of a positive
entity, but the negation of itself.
Hegel formulated this crucial insight at the beginning of the second book of
his Logic (on "Essence" ) , when he deals with the logic of reflection." Hegel begins
16 As we saw in Chapter 5, many interpreters of Hegel-exemplarily Dieter Henrich in
his classic essay "Hegels Logik def Reflexion" (in Hegel im Kontext, Frankfurt: Suhrkamp
2010 )-have argued that this part ofLogic, which articulates the triad ofpositing -external
determining reflection, provides the basic matrix for the dialectical process as such.
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with the opposition, constitutive of the notion of essence, between essence and
its appearing in the illusory being (Schein) : "The immediacy of the determinate
ness in illusory being over against essence is consequently nothing other than
essence's own immediacy""-beneath the flux of the illusory being (of appear
ing: Schein), there is no substantial selridentical Essence: the immediacy of
illusory appearing overlaps with the immediacy of the non-illusory substance,
of its "true" being; or, in Lacanian terms, "essence is this structure in which the
most interior is conjoined to the most exterior in its turning:'18 What this Ineans
is that all there is is the flux of illusory being, of its passing determinations, and
the nothingness beneath it:
These two moments, namely the nothingness, but as persisting [BestehenJ, and the
being, but as a moment, or the negativity in itself and the reflected immediacy, that
constitute the moments of illusory being, are thus moments of the essence itself; what
we have here is not an illusory show of being in essence, or an illusory show of
essence in being; the illusory being in essence is not the illusory being of an other,
but is illusory being in itself, the illusory being of essence itself Illusory being is essence
itself in the determinateness of being.'9

Hegel had already made this claim in his Phenomenology, where he stated that
the supra-sensible essence is appearance as appearance; it is that which is in the
copy more than the original itself.

THE HEGELIAN SUBJECT
This brings us back to the statement all substance and subject from the
"Introduction" to the Phenomenology: Hegel does not simply say that "Substance
is Subject"-what he says is that one should not conceive the Absolute "only as
Substance, but also as Subject:' The Subject is thus not merely a subordinated
moment of Substance, of the substantial totality; but neither is Substance directly
the Subject, so that we should not assert their immediate identity. ("Substance
the Origin of everything, its founding principle-is the productive power of
self-relating negativity which is the core of subjectivity"; that is, Substance in
its actuality is nothing but the subject at work.) The Subject is always already
related to some heterogeneous substantial content, it always comes second, as
17 Hegel, Hegel's Science of Logic, p. 397·
18 Jacques-Alain Miller, ''A Reading of the Seminar From an Other to the other;' lacanian
ink 29 (Spring 2007), p. 1J.
19 Hegel, Hegel's Science of Logic, pp. 397-8. A. V. Miller's otherwise excellent translation
has been corrected in a few places in the quotations that follow.
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the negation or mediation of this content, as its splitting or distortion, and this
secondary character should be maiutained to the end, the subject should never
be directly elevated into the grounding Principle of all reality.
This "restraining" of the subject-the idea that Hegel's Substance = Subject
works as an "infinite judgment" of two incompatible terms and not as a full
subjectivization of Substance, not as the direct assertion of the Subject as the
productive ground of all reality, as the agent which "swallows up" or appropri
ates all there is -should 110t be read as a half-baked compromise, in the sense
of "too much subjectivity is self-destructive, so we must maintain the proper
measure:' Such a compromised position is not only philosophically naive, but
outright wrong: the move towards "restraining" the subject equals the full asser
tion of subjectivity, since, at its most elementary, the "subject" is not a substantial
agent generating all reality, but precisely the moment of cut, failure, finitude,
illusion, "abstraction:' "Not only as Substance, but also as Subject" does not mean
simply that Substance is "really" a force of subjective self-mediation, etc" but
that Substance is in itself ontologically flawed, incomplete. This is what Hegel
clearly saw, against the "subjectivist" tradition which peaks in Fichte's notion of
the self-positing of the absolute I: the subject does not come first, it is not a new
name for the One which grounds all, but the name for the inner impossibility or
self-blockage of the One.
What this means is that illusion is necessary, that it is inherent to truth: la
verite surgit de la meprise ("truth arises out of misrecognition"), as Lacan at his
most Hegelian put it, and this is what the Spinozan cannot accept. What the
Spinozan can and does think is the necessity of error; what he cannot accept is
error or misrecognition as immanent to truth and prior to it-epistemologically
and ontologically, the process has to begin with error, and truth can only emerge
second, as a repeated error, as it were. Why? Because, as we have seen apropos
Understanding and Reason, truth (Reason) is not a correction of error (of the
unilateral abstractions of Understanding) ; truth is error as such, what we effec
tively do when we commit (perceive ourselves as committing) an error, so that
error lies in the very gaze which perceives the act as an error. In other words,
Hegel's "Substance as Subject" should thus be read in a way homologous to
Lacan's re-reading of Freud's famous formula wo es war soli ich werden, which
also should not be interpreted as a demand for the simple subjectivization of
the unconscious substance ("I should appropriate my unconscious"), but as the
recognition of my place within it, of how the subject exists only through the
inconsistency of the unconscious.
To recapitulate, the Hegelian motif of Substance as Subject means that the
Absolute qua Real is not simply different or differentiated from finite entities
the Absolute is nothing but this difference. At its most elementary, the Real is
non-identity itself: the impossibility for X to be (come) "fully itself." The Real is
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not the external intruder o r obstacle preventing the realization o f X's identity
with itself: but the absolutely immanent impossibility of this identity. It is not
that X cannot fully realize itself as X because an external obstacle hinders it-the
impossibility comes first, and the external obstacle ultimately just materializes
this impossibility. As such, the Real is opaque, inaccessible, out of reach, and
undeniable, impossible to by-pass or remove-in it, lack and surplus coincide.
This overlapping seems foreign to dialectics: its coincidence of opposites appears
to be not of the saIne nature as the reversals and mediations of the dialecti
cal process. The Real is rather the opaque-indeterminate, abyssal, pre-logical
Background that is always already there, presupposed by every properly dialec
tical process. No wonder that the philosopher who first comes to mind here is
Schelling, who, in his critique of Hegel's "negative" philosophy, thematized the
pre-logical Ground of Being as a positivity which is opaque and simultaneously
unavoidable. But is this really so?
The Hegelian wager is that the dialectical process retroactively posits this
presupposed Background as a sign of its own incompleteness. That is to say,
in Hegel, the beginning has the status of the Lacanian Real, which is always
already lost, left behind, mediated, and so on, and yet Simultaneously something
we can never get rid of, something which forever insists, continues to haunt
us. For example, jouissance as real is lost for those who dwell in the symbolic
order, is never given directly and so forth; however, the very loss of enjoyment
generates an enjoyment of its own, a surplus-enjoyment (plus.de-jouir), so
that jouissance is simultaneously something always already lost and something
we cannot ever rid ourselves of. What Freud called the compulsion to repeat
is grounded in this radically ambiguous status of the Real: what repeats itself
is the Real itself, which, lost from the very beginning, persists in returning
again and again
Does not the Hegelian beginning have the same status, especially when he
deals with the beginning of philosophy? It seellls to repeat itself again and again:
Oriental spirituality, Parmenides, Spinoza-all stand for the inaugural gesture
of philosophy which has to be left behind if we are to progress on the long road
hom Substance to Subject. However, this beginning is not an obstacle pulling us
back, but the very motif or instigator of "development": the true development,
the passage to a new level, occurs only through settling accounts with the inau
gural gesture again and again. The beginning is thus what Fichte called Anstoss:
obstacle and incitement at the same time. The inaugural gesture always repeats
itself in a new guise: the Oriental beginning (China and India, the first version of
Being and Nothingness) stands for the pre-philosophical abyss of chaotic mythol
ogy; Parmenides stands for the philosophical beginning proper, the break with
mythology and the conceptual assertion of the One; while Spinoza deSignates
the modern beginning (Substance as the container of thriving multiplicities).
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VVhy is Parmenides, who asserts that only Being, the One, exists, not Oriental?
Why is he the first Western philosopher? The difference is not at the level of
content, but at the level of form: Parmenides says the Salne as the Orientals, but
he says it in conceptual form. By stating that "Being is and non-Being is not;' by
affirming the unity of being and thinking, he introduces difference, a minimal
formal mediation, into the One, in contrast to Oriental One which is totally
abyssal, which neither is nor is not. W The difference between Oriental thought
and Parmenides's is thus the difference between the In-itself and the For-itself
Parmenides is the first "dogmatic" in Chesterton's sense. Chesterton wrote
Orthodoxy as a reply to the critics of his previous book, Heretics (1908); in the
very last paragraph of "Concluding Remarks on the Importance of Orthodoxy;'
the last chapter of Heretics, he says:
Truths turn into dogmas the instant that they are disputed. Thus every man who
utters a doubt defines a religion. And the scepticism of our time does not really
destroy the beliefs, rather it creates them; gives them their limits and their plain and
defiant shape. VVe who are Liberals once held Liberalism lightly as a truism. Now it
has been disputed, and we hold it fiercely as a faith. We who believe in patriotism
once thought patriotism to be reasonable, and thought little more about it. Now we
knmv it to be unreasonable, and know it to be right. We who are Christians never
lmew the great philosophic common sense which inheres in that mystery until the
anti-Christian writers pointed it out to us. The great march of mental destruction
will go on. Everything will be denied. Everything will become a creed. It is a reason
able position to deny the stones in the street; it will be a religious dogma to assert
them.!!

This is a profoundly Hegelian inSight: one should not confnse dogma with the
immediate pre-reflexive acceptance of an attitude. Medieval Christians were not
"dogmatic" (jnst as it is senseless to say that the ancient Greeks "dogmatically"
believed in Zeus and other Olympian divinities: they were simply part of their
life world), they became "dogmatic" only when modern Reason started to doubt
religious truths. A "dogmatic" stance is always already mediated by its oppo
site, and this is also why contemporary fundamentalism really is "dogmatic": it
clings to its articles of faith against the threat of modern secular rationalism_ In
short, "dogma" is already the result of the decomposition of a substantial organic
Whole. Hegel describes this decomposition as a twofold movement. First, there
20 What we encounter here is again the retroactive blurring of articulations, i.e.,
the transformation of the past into a formless matter: for Hegel, what we have before
Pannenides is a chaotic multiplicity without any proper inner conceptual art.iculation,
like the arbitrary mixture of objects (gods, animals, symbols, etc.) in Indian mythology.
21 G. K. Chesterton, Heretics, New York: John Lane 1905, p. 304.
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is the "autonomization" of what were originally only accidental predicates of the
Substance-recall the famous passage from the Phenomenology:
The circle that remains self-enclosed and, like substance, holds its moments together,
is an immediate relationship, one therefore which has nothing astonishing about it.
But that the accidental as such, detached from what circumscribes it, what is bound
and is actual only in its context with others, should attain an existence of its ovvn and
a separate freedom-this is the tremendous power of the negative.oo

Second, there is the opposite autonomization of substantial unity itself: Substance
no longer functions as the container, the mediating unity, of its particular
content, but instead posits or asserts itself as the negative unity of that content,
as the power of destruction of all its particular determinations-this negativity
lies at tlie base of spiritual freedom, since spirit is, "formally speaking, freedom,
the concept's absolute negativity or self-identity. Considered as this formal
aspect, it may withdraw itself by abstracting from everything exterior and hom
its own externality, its very existence:" ; This self-relating negativity of substance,
its self-contraction to an empty point, is singularity as opposed to particularity.
The speculative point here is to think tllese two moves together: accidents of
a substance can attain an existence of their own, cut off from their substantial
Whole, only insofar as Substance itself reduces or contracts itself to the point
of singularity. The gap, the loosening of the links, between Substance and its
accidents (particular determinations) presupposes the radical "contradiction;'
at the very heart of Substance itself; between its fullness and its void, between
its all-inclusiveness and its all-excluding self-relationship, between S and $ (the
subject as "barred" Substance, Substance dispossessed of its content). The con
crete expression of this link is the speculative identity between the subject (the
void of self-relating negatiVity) and an accidental aspect of Substance autono
mized into an "organ without a body": this "partial object" is the correlate of
the "pure" subject. The subject is to be opposed here to what we usually refer
to as the "person": "person" stands for the substantial wealth of a Self, while
the subject is this substance contracted to the Singular point of negative self
relating. One should bear in mind here that the two couples, subject-object and
person-thing, form a Greimasian semiotic square. That is to say, if we take the
"subject" as the starting point, it has two opposites: its contrary (counterpart) is,
of course, the "object;' but its "contradiction" is the "person" (the "pathological"
G. W. F. Hegel, Phenomenology afSpirit, trans. A. V. Miller, Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 1977, pp. 18-19·
As quoted in Malabou, The Future afHegel, p. 160, which is modified from the trans
lation in G. W. E Hegel, Philosophy of1V1ind, trans. William Wallace, Oxford: Clarendon
Press 1971, § 38 2
22
23
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wealth of inner life as opposed to the void of pure subjectivity). In a symmetrical
way, the opposite counterpart to a "person" is a "thing:' and its "contradiction"
is the subject. "Thing" is something embedded in a concrete life world, in which
the entire wealth of the meaning of the life world echoes, while "object" is an
"abstraction;' something extracted from its embeddedness in the hfe world.
The subject is not the correlate of a thing (or, more precisely, a body): a
person dwells in a body, while the subject is the correlate of a (partial) object, of
an organ without a body. Against the standard notion of person-thing as a life
world totality from which the subject-object couple is extrapolated, one should
thus insist on the subject-object couple (in Lacanese: $-a, the barred subject
coupled with the objet petit 0) as primordial-the couple person-thing is its
secondary "domestication." What gets lost in the passage from subject· object
to person-thing is the twisted relationship of the Mobius band: "persons" and
"things" are part of the same reality, while the object is the impossible equiva
lent of the subject itself. We arrive at the object when we pursue the side of the
subject (of its signifying representation) on the Mobius track to the end and flnd
ourselves on the other side of the same place Ii·om where we started. One should
thus reject the topic of the personality as a soul-body nnity or organic Whole
which is dismembered in the process of reiflcation and alienation: the subject
emerges out of the person as the product of the violent reduction of the person's
body to a partial object."
So when Hegel writes that the concept is a "free subjective concept that is for
itself and therefore possesses personality-the practical, objective concept deter
mined in and for itself which, as person, is impenetrable atomic subjectivity:'
he may appear to be creating a meaningless short-circnit between the abstract
logical domain of concepts, of notional determinations, and the psychological
domain of personality, of actual persons.25 However, upon a closer look, one
can clearly see his point: personality in its "impenetrable atomic subjectivity;'
the abyss or void of the "I" beyond all my positive properties, is a conceptual
singularity: it is the "actually existing" abstraction of the concept; i.e., in it, the
negative power of the concept acquires actual existence, becOlnes "for itself."
And Lacan's $, the "barred subject;' is precisely such a conceptual Singularity,
24 One should also bear in mind here how the Freudian notion of the "partial object" is
not that of an element or constituent of the body, but of an organ which resists its inclu
sion within the Whole of a body. This object, which is the correlate of the subject, is the
subject's stand-in within the order of objectivity: it is the proverbial "piece of flesh;' that
part of the subject that the subject had to renounce in order to emerge as subject. Is this
not what Marx was aiming at when he wrote about the rise of the class consciousness of
the proletariat? Proletarian subjectivity only emerges when the worker is reduced to an
equivalent of money, selling the commodity "labor-power" on the market.
25 Hegel, Hegel's Science of Logic, p. 824. Translation slightly modified.
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a singularity devoid o f any psychological content. I t is i n this precise sense that
Hegel writes: "The singular individual is, on its own terms, the transition of
the category from its concept into external reality; it is pure schema itself'�6
Every word carries its full weight in this precise and condensed proposition. The
subject in its uniqueness, far from standing for the singularity of existence irre
ducible to any universal notion (an idea varied endlessly by Kierkegaard in his
critique ofl-legel), stands for precisely the opposite: the way the universality of a
notion passes over into "external reality;' acquires actual existence as part of this
temporal reality. The properly dialectical twist here is, of course, that universal··
ity acquires actnal existence in the guise of its very opposite, of the retraction of
the multiplicity of reality into pure Singularity. Since external reality is defined
by its spatia-temporal coordinates, the subject in his or her actuality has to exist
in {'ilne, as the self-sublation of space in time; and since he or she is the notion
that acquires temporal existence, this temporality can only be that of a "schema"
in Kant's sense of the term, namely the a priori temporal form that mediates
between the atemporal conceptual universality and the spatio-temporal "exter
nal realitY:' Consequently, since external reality is correlative to the subject that
constitutes it transcendentally, this subject is the "pure schema" of this reality
not simply its transcendental horizon, the frame of a priori categories of Reason,
but its schema, the a priori form of temporal hnitude itself, the temporal horizon
of the atemporal a priori itself Therein resides the paradox (which Heidegger
was the first to identify-in his Kant and the Problem of Metaphysics): the pure
I as the agent of transcendental synthesis is not "above" atemporal categories of
reason, but the "schema" of temporal finitude which delineates the held of their
application.
But is not this subject which, through transcendental syntheSiS, "sutures"
reality into a consistent Whole, a new version of Identity embracing its opposite?
Is not radical negativity here turned into the ground of a new identity? There is
a parallel between Foucault's critique of Derrida's reading of Descartes's cogito,
and the standard "postmodern" critique of the Hegelian notion of contradic
tion, of the series difference-opposition -contradiction. For Foucault, Descartes
(and, following him, Derrida) progresses from madness to universal doubt as
a more "radical" version of madness, so that he can then self-cancel it in the
rational cogito. Foucault's counter-argument is that madness is not less but more
radical than the notion of universal doubt, that the passage from madness to
dream silently excludes the unbearable excess of madness. In a homologous way,
Hegel appears to "radicalize" difference in opposition, and then opposition in
contradiction; however, this "progress" effectively cancels what is really trou
bling in the notion of difference for a monist philosopher: the notion of radical
26 As quoted in Malabou, The Future of Hegel, p. 18, rnoditled from Miller's translation
in Hegel, Phenomenology a/Spirit, p. '43 (§236).
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heterogeneity, of a totally contingent external otherness which cannot be related
dialectically to the inwardness of the One. With the passage from (the simple
external) difference (of indifferent units) to opposition (which already inher
ently relates the opposed units) and then to contradiction (in which the gap is
posited within the One, as its inherent split, or self-inconsistency), the road is
prepared for the se1f-sublating of the difference and for the return to the One
able to internalize and thus "dialectically mediate" all differences.
Laclau also follows this line of critique when, in dealing with the Real, he
seems to oscillate between the formal notion of Real as antagonism and the
more "empirical" notion of the Real as that which cannot be reduced to a formal
oppositiou: "the opposition A-B will never fully become A-not A. The 'B-ness'
of the B will be ultimately non-dialectizable. The 'people' will always be some
thing more than the pure opposite of power. There is a Real of the 'people' which
resists symbolic integratioIl."27 The crucial question, of course, is: what, exactly,
is the character of this excess of the "people" that is "more than the pure oppo
site of power;' what in the "people" resists symbolic integration? Is it simply the
wealth of its (empirical or other) determinations? If this is the case, then we are
not dealing with a Real that resists symbolic integration, because the Real here
is precisely the antagonism A-not A, so that "that which is in B more than not
PI.' is not the Real in B but B's symbolic determinations. Since Laclau, of course,
fully admits that every One-ness is split by an inherent gap, the dilemma is this:
is the inherent impossibility of the One achieving full self-identity the result of
the fact that it is always affected by heterogeneous Others, or is the One's being
affected by Others an indication of how it is split or thwarted in itself? The only
way to "save the Real" is to assert the primacy of the inner split: the primordial
fact is the One's inner impediment; the heterogeneous Others merely material
ize, or occupy the place of, that impediment�·which is why, even if they are
annihilated, the impossibility (of the One reaching its full selr identity) remains.
In other words, if the intrusion of heterogeneous Others were the primary fact,
the annihilation of these external obstacles would allow the One to realize its
full self-identity. ,8
27 Ernesto Laclau, On Populist Reason, London: Verso Books 2005, p. 152.
28 The Lacanian "logic of the signifier" even compels us to go a step further and assert
that the selfidentity of an entity itself implies this entity's inner split or impediment:
"self-identity" involves the reflexive gesture of identifying an entity with the void of its
structural place, the void filled in by the signifier identifying this entity�"A :::; ;;.' can
occur only within the symbolic order, where the identity of A is guaranteed-constituted
by the "unary feature" that marks (stands for) the void in its core. "You are John" means;
the core of your identity is the abyssal je ne sais quai designated by your name. So it is not
only that every identity is always thwarted, fragile, fictitious (as the postmodern "decon
structionist" mantra goes): identity itse!f'is stricto sensu the mark of its opposite, of its
own lack, of the fact that the entity asserted as self-identical lacks full identity.
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ABSOLUTE KNOWING
It is only this speculative notion of identity which enables us to fully grasp the
thrust of Hegel's critique of Kant, namely his rejection of the need for an a priori
formal-transcendental frame as a measure or standard which would allow us
to judge from the outside the validity of all content (cognitive, ethical, or aes
thetic): "we do not need to import criteria, or to make use of our own bright
ideas and thoughts during the course of the inquiry; it is precisely when we
leave these aside that we succeed in contemplating the matter at hand as it is
in and jor itself"" This is what Hegel means by "absolute" Idealism: not the
magical ability of Spirit to generate all content, but Spirit's thorough passiv
ity: adopting the stance of "Absolute Knowing;' the subject does not ask if the
content (some particular object of inquiry) meets some a priori standard (of
truth, goodness, beauty); it lets the content measure itself, by its own immanent
standards, and thus self-authorizes itself. The stance of "Absolute Knowing" thus
hIlly coincides with thorough (absolute) historicism: there is no transcendental
"big Other;' there are no criteria that we can apply to historical phenomena to
judge them; all such criteria must be immanent to the phenomena themselves_
It is against this backgronnd that one should understand the "near-Kafkaesque"
(Pippin) claim in Hegel'S Aesthetics that a portrait of a person can be "more
like the individual than the actual individual himself":'" what this implies
is that the person itself is never fully "itself;' that it does not coincide with
its concept.
Such a notion of Absolute Knowing is grounded already in Hegel's definition
of Self-Consciousness, in the passage from Consciousness to Self-Consciousness
(in the Phenomenology). Consciousness first experiences a failure to grasp the
In -itself: the In-itself repeatedly eludes the subject, all content supposed to pertain
to the In-itself reveals itself as having been put there by the subject itself, so that the
subject becomes increasingly caught up in the web ofits own phantasmagorias. The
subject passes from the attitude of Consciousness to that of Self-Consciousness
when it reflexively assumes this failure as a positive result, inverting the problem
into its own solution: the subject's world is the result of its own "positing:'" This
is also how Hegel resolves the apparent contradiction between the reflexivity of
modern art and the rise of "still life' or landscape painting, that is, depictions
of nature at its most "spiritless": his solution is that the proper object of attention
29 Hegel, Phenomenology aISpirit, p. 54.
30 G. W. F. Hegel, Aesthetics: Lectures on Fine Arts, Vol. 2, Oxford: Clarendon Press 1975,
pp. 866-7.
31 Does Adorno not make a similar point when he claims that the Kantian tran
scendental constitution is a misnomer, or, more precisely, a positive spin given to a
limitation, namely to the fact that the subject is not able to reach beyond its subjective
horizon?
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is the landscape painting itself, not the natural landscape as such"-such paint
ings are really paintings about painting itself, a visual counterpart to poems or
novels about writing literature, for what we admire in a painting of a dead fish
on a kitchen table is the artifice of the painter whose mastery is displayed.;;
Parenthetically, a dead fish is a good example for another, quite different,
reason: what renders it uncanny are its eyes, which continue to stare at us, and
lead us to a further consequence Hegel draws, which is more daring, almost sur
realistic. Even when a painting depicts natural objects, it is always about spirit,
the material appearing of spirit. There is, however, a privileged organ of the
human body in which spirit reverberates most directly: the eye as the "window
into the human soul;' as the object which, when we look into it, confronts us with
the abyss of the person's inner life. The conclusion from these two premises is
that, insofar as art creates natural objects which are "ensouled" (beseelt), insofar
as, in a painting, all objects become suffused with human meaning, it is as if
the artistic treatment transforms every visible surface into an eye, so that, when
we look at a painting, we look at a "thousand-eyed Argus;'H The artwork thus
becomes a monstrosity, a multiplicity of eyes staring at us from all sides-hence
one can say that artistic beauty is, as Lacan put it in his Seminar XI, precisely an
attempt to cultivate, to tame, this traun1atic dimension of the Other's gaze, to
"put the gaze to rest."
And is not what Hegel calls ''Absolute Knowing" ( Wissen, not Ericenntniss
or knowledge) the end-point of these reversals, when the subject stumbles upon
the final limitation, the limitation as such, which can no longer be inverted into a
productive self-assertion? Absolute Knowing thus "does not mean 'knowing eve
rything.' It rather means-recognizing one's limitations."35 "Absolute Knowing"
is the fInal recognition of a limitation which is "absolute" in the sense that it is
not determinate or particular, not a "relative" limit or obstacle to our knowledge
that we can clearly see and locate as snch. It is invisible "as such" because it is the
limitation of the entire field as such-that closure of the field which, from within
the Held itself (and we are always by definition within it, because in a way this
field "is" ourselves) cannot but appear as its opposite, as the very openness of the
field. The dialectical buck stops here: the subject can no longer play the game
32 G. W. F. Hegel, Aesthetics: Lectures on Fine Arts, Vol. 1, Oxford: Clarendon Press 1975,
p. 29.
33 This is why, in his History and Class Consciousness, Lukacs is profoundly Hegelian
when he uses "(self- )consciousness" not as a term for passive reception/representation
or awareness, but as referring to the unity of intellect and will: "(self- )consciousness" is
inherently practical, it changes its subject-object--once the working dass arrives at its
adequate class consciousness, it changes into an actual revolutionary subject in its social
reality.
34 Hegel, Aesthetics, Vol. 1, p. 153.
35 Robert C. Solomon, In the Spirit a/Hegel, Oxford: Oxford University Press 1983, p. 639.
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of the "experience of consciousness;' comparing the For-us with the In-itself
and thereby subverting both of them, since there is no longer any shape of the
In-itself available as a measure of the truth of the For-us.
Surprisingly, Hegel here rejoins Fichte's critique of Kant's Thing-in-itself.
The problem of the In-itself should thus be radically transformed: if, by the
In -itself� we understand the transcendent X to which our representations refer,
then this X can only be a void of Nothingness; this, however, in no way implies
that there is no real, that there are only our subjective representations. All deter
minate being is relational, things only are what they are in relation to otherness,
or, as Deleuze put it, perspectival distortion is inscribed into the very identity
of the thing. The Real is not out there, as the inaccessible transcendent X never
reached by our representations; the Real is here, as the obstacle or impossibil
ity which makes our representations flawed, inconsistent. The Real is not the
In-itself but the very obstacle which distorts our access to the In-itself; and this
paradox provides the key for what Hegel calls "Absolute Knowing:'
Absolute Knowing thus takes the impossibility of a meta-language to the
extreme. In our ordinary experience, we rely on the distinction between For-us
and In-itself: we attempt to draw the line between how things appear to us and
how they are in themselves, outside of their relation to us: we distinguish sec
ondary properties of things (which exist only for us, like their color or taste)
from their primary properties (shape, and so on) which characterize things as
they are in themselves; at the end of this road is the pure mathematical formal
ism of quantum physics as the only (totally non-intuitive) In-itself accessible to
us. This final result, however, simultaneously renders visible the paradox which
underlies all distinctions between the In-itself and the For-us; what we posit
as the "In-itself" of things is a product of the centuries-long labor of scientific
research-in short, a lot of subjective activity (of experimentation, creating new
concepts, etc.) is needed to arrive at what is "objective:' The two aspects, the
In-itself and the For-itself, thus reveal themselves to be dialectically mediated
as Hegel put it, they both (along with their distinction) "fall into consciousness."
What Hegel calls ''Absolute Knowing" is the point at which the subject fnlly
assumes this mediation, when he abandons the untenable project of taking up
a position from which he might compare his subjective experience and the way
things are independently of his experience -in other words, Absolute Knowing
is a name for the acceptance of the absolute limitation of the circle of our sub
jectivity, of the impossibility of stepping outside of it. Here, however, we should
add a crucial qualifkation; this acceptance in no way amounts to any kind of
(individual or collective) subjectivistic solipsism. We mllst displace the In-itself
from the fetishized "outside" (with regard to subjective mediation) to the very
gap between the subjective and the objective (between For-us and In-itself,
between appearances and Things-in-themselves). Our knowing is irreducibly
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"subjective" not because we are forever separated from reality-in-itself: but pre
cisely because we are part of this reality, because we cannot step outside it and
observe it "obj ectively:' Far from separating liS from reality, the very limitation
on our knowing-its inevitably distorted, inconsistent character-bears witness
to our inclusion in reality.
It is a commonplace to oppose Hegel's "ridiculous" Absolute Knowing to a
modest skeptical approach which recognizes the excess of reality over every con
ceptualization. What if, however, it is Hegel who is 11luch more modest? What if
his Absolute Knowing is the assertion of a radical closure: there is no meta-lan
guage, we cannot climb on our own shoulders and see our own limitations, we
cannot relativize or historicize ourselves? What reaUy is arrogant, as Chesterton
made clear, is preCisely such self-relativization, the attitude of "knowing one's
limitations;' of not agreeing with oneself�-as in the proverbial "wise" insight
according to which we can only approach reality asymptotically. What Hegel's
Absolute Knowing deprives us of is precisely this minimal self-distance, the
ability to put ourselves at a "safe distance" from our own location.
This brings us to the difficult question raised by Catherine Malabou in The
Future o{Hegel-that ofthe historicity of Hegel's own system. There are passages
in Hegel (not too many, but numerous enough to be considered systematic)
which explicitly belie the notion of the "end of history;' demonstrating that he
in no way thought that, at his historical moment, history had come to an end.
At the very end of his entire "system;' in the conclusion to the Lectures on the
History ofPhilosophy, he tersely states that this is, for the time being, the state of
knowledge: "Dies ist nun der Standpunkt der jetzigen Zeit, und die Reihe der geis
tigen Gestaltungen ist fUr j etzt damit geschlossen:'o6 ("This is now the standpOint
of our time, and the series of spiritual formations is thereby, for now, closed:')
Note the triple historical relativization (now, our time, jar now), an over-insist
ence which makes the statement almost symptomatic-one thing is sure here:
Hegel definitely applied also to himself the well-known lines from the "Preface"
to his Philosophy afRight:
As for the individual, every ODe is a son of his time; so philosophy also is its time
apprehended in thoughts. It is just as foolish to fancy that any philosophy can tran
scend its present \vorld, as that an individual could leap out of his time or jump over
Rhodes. If a theory transgresses its time, and builds up a world as it ought to be, it
has an existence merely in the unstable element of opinion, which gives room to
every wandering fancy.r
36 G. W. F. Hegel, Vorlesungcn uber die Geschichte der Philosophie, Vol. 3, Leipzig: Philipp
Redarn 1971, p. 628.
37 G. W F. Hegel, Hegel, Philosophy of Right, trans. S. W Dyde, London: George Bell
1896, pp. xxviii-xxix.
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Proof abounds that this was not just a formal concession. In the Introduction
to Lectures on the Philosophy of World History, he concludes that ':America is
therefore the country of the future, and its world-historical importance has yet
to be revealed in the ages that lie ahead;'38 and he makes a similar statement
about Russia: both are "immature" states, states which have not yet reached
the full actualization of their historical form. Even in his much· maligned
philosophy of nature, he concedes his own historically conditioned limita·
tion: "We must be content \vith what we can, in fact, comprehend at present.
There is plenty that cannot be comprehended yet:'"''' In all these cases, Hegel,
"for a moment, [takes] an external point of view with respect to the (univer·
sally comprehensive) story he is telling and announces that at some later stage
a more articulate (universally comprehensive) story will be available"-- how,
from what position, can he do this?40 VVhence comes this excess or remain
der of historicist common sense which relativizes the highest speculative
insights? It is clear that there is no space for it within the Hegelian philosophical
narrative.
Is this then the task of a proper "materialist reversal of Hegel": to introduce
this self·relativization into the "system" itself? To recognize traces which, for
us today, remain unreadable traces; to recognize the irreducible parallax gap
between multiple narratives (of those in power, of those oppressed . . . ) which
cannot be brought together, etc.? What if, however, this conclusion, convincing
as it may appear prima jacie, proceeds all too fast? What if there is no external
opposition between the "eternal" System of Knowing and its historicist (self·)
relativization? What if this (selt� )relativization does not come from ontside, but
is inscribed in the very heart of the System? The true "non· All" is thus not to be
sought in a renunciation of systematicity that pertains to the project of "nega·
tive dialectics;' in the assertion of finitude, dispersion, contingency, hybridity,
multitude, and so forth, but in the absence of any external limitation that would
allow us to construct and/or validate elements with regard to an external measure.
Read in this way, the infamous "closure of the Hegelian system" is strictly cor·
relative to (the obverse of) its thorough (self· )relativization: the "closure" of the
System does 110t mean that there is nothing outside the System (the naive notion
of Hegel as the individual who claimed to have achieved "Absolute Knowledge of
everything"); it means that we are forever unable to "rejlexivize" this Outside, to
inscribe it within the Inside, even in the purely negative (and deceptively modest,
38 G. W. F. Hegel, Lectures on the Philosophy of World History-Introduction: Reason in
History, trans. H. B. Nisbet, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 1975, p. 170.
39 G. W. F. Hegel, Hegel's Philosophy of Nature, trans. A. V Miller, Oxford: Clarendon
Press 1970, p. 62.
40 Ermanno Bencivenga, Hegel's Dialectical Logic, Oxford: Oxford University Press
2000, p. 75.
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self�deprecating) mode of aclmowledging that reality is an absolute Otherness
which forever eludes our conceptual grasp.
Throughout his Persistence afSubjectivity, Pippin distinguishes between the
actual, historically limited Hegel, and what he (once) refers to as the "eternal
Hegel;' by which he means not a trans-historical eternal truth of Hegel, but,
rather, the way each post-Hegelian epoch has to reinvent the position of
"Absolute Knowing" to ask the question: how would Hegel have conceptualized
our predicament, how can one be Hegelian today? For example, Pippin is fully
aware that Hegel's answer to the social crisis of his time (his notion of consti
tutional monarchy organized into "estates") is not "workable" today, does not
do the job of bringing about the "reconciliation" of our antagonisms; however,
what we can elaborate is a Hegelian "reconciliation" (dialectical mediation) of
today's tensions. Or, in the case of abstract art (arguably Pippin's most brilliant
example) : of course Hegel did not predict it, there is no theory of abstract art in
Hegel's aesthetics; however, one can easily and convincingly extrapolate from
Hegel's reflections on the decline of the key role of art in the modern "reflexive"
world the notion (and possibility) of abstract art, as a "reflexivization" of art
itself; as art questioning and thematizing its own possibility and procedures.
The problem here is whether this distinction between the "actnal" Hegel
(some of whose solutions are obviously dated) and the "eternal" Hegel introduces
a Kantian formalism, in tenns of the distinction between Absolute Knowing as
a formal procedure of totalized self�reflection, and its contingent, empirically
conditioned, historical instantiations. Is not this idea of a form independent of
its accidental content profoundly anti-Hegelian? In other words, does not this
solution amount to a "historicization" of Hegel whose obverse is the "spurious
infinity" of reflexive knowledge: in each epoch, hnmanity tries to formulate its
autonomy, to grasp its predicament; it ultimately fails, but the process goes on,
with the formulations getting better and better over time?
How then are we to escape from this deadlock? How to overcome the
debilitating alternative of either asserting Hegel's philosophy as the moment of
Absolute Knowing in the naive sense of the term (with Hegel, history reached
its end, he basically "knew everything there is to know"), or the no less naive
evolutionist historicization of Hegel in which, while dropping the obviously
historically conditioned content of Hegel's thought, the notion of the "eternal
Hegel" is retained as a kind of regnlative Idea to be approached again and
again' The properly dialectical way out is to conceive the gap that separates
the "eternal" Hegel from the "empirical" Hegel not as a dialectical tension, not
as the gap between the inaccessible Ideal and its imperfect realization, but as
an empty, purely formal distance, as an index of their identity. That is to say,
Hegel's ultimate point is not that, in spite of our limitation, our embeddedness
in a contingent historical context, we�or Hegel himself, at least -can somehow
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overcome this limitation and gain access to Absolute Knovlledge (to which his
toricist relativism then responds that we can never reach this position, that we
can only aim at it as at an impossible Ideal). What he calls Absolute Knowing
is, on the contrary, the very sign of our total capture-we are condemned to
Absolute Knowing, we cannot escape it, since "Absolute Knowing" means that
there is no external point of reference from which we could perceive the relativ
ity of our own "merely subjective" standpoint.
What if, then, we conceive Hegel's Absolute Knowing as an act of "dotting
the i" which is simultaneously the closing moment of traditional metaphysics
and, by the same token, the opening moment in the extensive field of post
Hegelian thought. It is as if Hegel himself, by way of closing his system, opens
up the field for the multiple rejections of his thought. The best way to encapsu·
late the Hegelian moment of tina1 closure is thus to repeat the formula used by
the young Georg Lukacs in his Theory of the Novel: "The path is finished, the
journey begins:' The circle is closed, we have reached the end, the immanent
possibilities are exhausted, and, at this same point, everything is open. This is
why to be a Hegelian today does not mean to assume the superfluous burden of
some metaphysical past, but to regain the ability to begin from the beginning.
One can read the formula of Absolute Knowing as an infinite judgment
whose trnth resides in the ridiculous dissonance between its two poles: the
knowledge of the Absolute, the mind of God, the ultimate truth about the
universe, was formulated by that contingent individual, Professor Hegel from
Germany. Maybe we should really read this infinite judgment just like the infa·
mous "the Spirit is a bone": ''Absolute Knowing" is not the tota1 1U1ow1edge of the
universe the individual Hegel claimed to achieve, but a paradoXical name for the
very absurdity of this claim, or, to paraphrase the Rabinovitch joke once again:
"I possess Absolute Knowing:' "But that is absurd, no finite being can possess it! "
"Well, Absolute Knowing i s nothing but the demonstration o f that limit:'
It is thus emphatically a case of shedding the "false" skin of Hegel·the·
Abso1ute·Idealist in order to extract the "rational core" of Hegel's dialectics:
Hegel does write and sound as it' he is naively claiming ''Absolute Knowing" (and
the idealist Cunning of Reason, etc.), but this detour through a false appearance
is necessary, for Hegel's point can only be made through the patent absurdity of
his starting point. The same goes for our (re)assertion of dialectical materialism:
that, philosophically speaking, Stalinist "dialectical materialism" is imbecility
embodied is not so much beside the point as, rather, the point itself, since the
point is precisely to conceive the identity of our Hegelian· Lacanian position
and the philosophy of dialectical materialism as a Hegelian infinite judgment, a
speculative identity of the highest and the lowest, like the formula of phrenology
"the Spirit is a bone:' In what, then, does the difference between the "highest"
and the "lowest" reading of dialectical materialism consist? The steely Fourth
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Teacher" committed a serious philosophical error when he ontologized the
difference between dialectical and historical materialism, conceiving it as the
difference between metaphysica universalis and metaphysica specialis, universal
ontology and its application to the special domain of society. All one has to do
here in order to pass from the "lowest" to the "highest" is to displace this differ
ence between the universal and the particular into the particular itself "dialectical
materialism" provides another view on humanity itself, different from histori
cal materialism. Yes, again, the relationship between historical and dialectical
materialism is that of a parallax: they are substantially the same, the shift from
the one to the other is purely one of perspective. It introduces topics like the
death drive, the "inhuman" core of the human, which reach beyond the horizon
of the collective praxis of humanity; the gap between historical and dialectical
materialism is thus asserted as inherent to humanity itself, as the gap between
humanity and its own inhuman excess.

THE IDEA ' S CONSTIPATION?
Such a notion of Absolute Knowing enables us to avoid the trap into which even
jameson falls when he identifies narcissism as that which "may sometimes be
feIt to be repulsive in the Hegelian system as such;'" or, in short, as the central
weakness of Hegel's thought expressed in his claim that reason should find itself
in the actual world:
We thereby search the whole world, and outer space, and end up only touching
ourselves, only seeing our own face persist through multitudinous differences and
forms of otherness. Never truly to encounter the not-I, to come face to face with
radical otherness (or, even worse, to find ourselves in an historical dynamic in which
it is precisely difference and otherness which is relentlessly being stamped out);
such is the dilemma of the Hegelian dialectic, which contemporary philosophies of
difference and otherness seem only able to confront with mystical evocations and
imperatives.4J

Let us take Hegel's dialectics at its most "idealist;' that is, at the level which
appears to confirm the accusation of narcissism: the notion of the sublation
(AuJhebung) of all immediate material reality. The fundamental operation of
AuJhebung is reduction: the sublated thing survives, but in an "abridged" edition,
41 Who, today, has to remain unnamed, like Benjamin's dwarf hidden within the puppet
of historical materialism.
42 Fredric Jameson, The Hegel Variations, London: Verso Books 2010, p. 130.
43 Ibid., p. 131.
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as it were, torn out of its life-world context, reduced to its essential feature, all the
movement and wealth of its life reduced to a fixed mark. It is not that, after the
abstraction of Reason does its mortifying job with its fixed categories or notional
determinations, speculative "concrete universality" somehow returns us to the
lushness of Lite: once we pass from empirical reality to its notional Aufhebung,
the immediacy of Life is lost forever. There is nothing more foreign to Hegel
than lamenting the loss of the richness of reality when we grasp it conceptually
recall his unambiguous celebration of the absolute power of Understanding
hom his Foreword to the Phenomenology: "The action of separating the ele·
ments is the exercise of the force of Understanding, the most astonishing and
greatest of all powers, or rather the absolute power:' This celebration is in no way
qualified, for Hegel's point is not that this power is nonetheless later "sublated"
into a subordinate moment of the unifying totality of Reason. The problem with
Understanding is rather that it does not unleash this power to the end, that it
takes itself as being external to the Thing itself. The standard notion is that it is
merely our Understanding ("the mind") that separates in its imagination what
in "reality" belongs together, so that the Understanding's "absolute power" is
merely the power of our imagination which in no way concerns the reality of the
thing analyzed. We pass from Understanding to Reason not when this analyzing,
tearing apart, is overcome in a synthesis which brings us back to the wealth of
reality, but when this power of "tearing apart" is transferred from being "merely
in our mind" into Things themselves, as their inherent power of negativity.
This point can also be made apropos the properly dialectical notion of
abstraction: what makes Hegel's "concrete universality" infinite is that it includes
"abstractions" in concrete reality itself; as their immanent constituents. To put
it another way: what, for Hegel, is the elementary move of philosophy with
regard to abstraction? It is to abandon the common-sense empiricist notion of
abstraction as a step away from the wealth of concrete empirical reality with its
irreducible multiplicity of features: life is green, concepts are gray, they dissect,
lTIOrtify, concrete reality. (This common -sense notion even has its pseudo
dialectical version, according to which such "abstraction" is a feature of mere
Understanding, while "dialectics" recuperates the rich tapestry of reality.)
Philosophical thought proper begins when we become aware of how such a
process of "abstraction" is inherent to reality itself: the tension between empirical
reality and its "abstract" notional determinations is immanent to reality, it is a
feature of "Things themselves:' Therein lies the anti· nominalist accent of philo·
sophical thinking-for example, the basic insight of Marx's "critique of political
economy" is that the abstraction of the value of a commodity is its "objective"
constituent. It is life without theory which is gray, a flat stupid reality-it is only
theory which Inakes it "green;' truly alive, bringing out the complex underlying
network of mediations and tensions which makes it lllove.
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This is how we should distinguish "true infinity" from "spurious (or bad)
illfinity": bad infinity is the asymptotic process of discovering ever new layers of
reality-reality is posited here as the In-itself which can never be fully grasped,
only gradually approached, for all we can do is discern particular "abstract" fea
tures of the transcendent and inaccessible plenitude of the "real Thing:' The
movement of "true infinity" is exactly the opposite: one includes the process
of "abstraction" in the "Thing itself' This brings us, unexpectedly, to the ques
tion: what is involved in the dialectical self-deployment of a notion? Imagine,
as a starting pOh1t, being caught in a cOltlplex and confused empirical situation
which we try to understand, to bring some order to. Since we never start from
the zero- point of pure pre-notional experience, we begin with the double move
ment of applying to the situation the abstract universal notions at our disposal,
and of analyzing the situation, comparing its elements to one another and with
our previous experiences, generalizing and formulating empirical universals.
Sooner or later, we become aware of inconsistencies in the notional schemes
we are using to understand the situation: something which should have been
a subordinate species seems to encompass and dominate the entire field; dif
ferent classifications and categorizations clash, without us being able to decide
which is the more "true;' and so on and so forth. We spontaneously dismiss such
inconsistencies as signs of the deficiency of our understanding: reality is much
too rich and complex for our abstract categories, ·we will never be able to deploy
a notional network capable of capturing its diversity. Then, however, if we have a
refined theoretical sense, we sooner or later notice something strange and unex
pected: it is not possible to clearly distinguish the inconsistencies of our notion
of an object from the inconsistencies which are immanent to the object itself:
The "Thing itself" is inconsistent, full of tensions, oscillating between its dif
ferent determinations, and the deployment of these tensions, this struggle, is
what makes it "alive:' Take a particular political state: when it malfunctions, it
is as if its particular (specific) features are in tension with the universal Idea of
the State; or take the Cartesian cog ito: the difference between me as a particular
person embedded in a particular life world and me as an abstract Subject is part
of my particular identity itself, since to act as an abstract Subject is a feature that
characterizes individuals in nlodern Western society. Here, again, what appears
as a conflict behveen two "abstractions" in our mind reveals itself as a tension in
the Thing itself.
A similar case of Hegelian "contradiction" may be found the notion of "lib
eralism," as it functions in contenlporary discourse: its many meanings turn
around two opposed poles: economic liberalism (free market individualism,
opposition to strong state regulation, etc.) and political libertarian liberalism
(where the accent is on equality, social solidarity, permissiveness, etc.)-in the
US, Republicans are more liberal in the first sense and Democrats in the second.
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The point, of conrse, is that while one cannot decide through closer analysis
which is the "true" liberalism, one also cannot resolve the deadlock by trying
to propose a kind of "higher" dialectical synthesis, or "avoid the confusion" by
drawing a clear distinction betvveen the tlNO senses of the term. The tension
between the two meanings is inherent in the very content that "liberalism"
tries to designate, it is constitutive of the notion itself; hence this ambiguity, far
from Signaling the limitation of our knowledge, signals the innermost "truth"
of the notion of liberalism. What happens here is not that "abstractions" lose
their abstract character and are drowned in full concrete reality-they remain
"abstractions" and relate to each other as "abstractions."
Back in the 1960s, one "progressive" theorist of education created a stir when
he published the results of a simple experiment: he asked a group of five·year
old children to draw an image of themselves playing at home; two years later, he
asked the group to do the same thing again, after they had undergone a year and
a half of primary school. The difference was striking: the self-portraits of the
five-year-aIds were exuberant, lively, f\lll of color, surrealistically playful, but two
years later, the portraits were much more rigid and subdued, plus a large number
of children spontaneously chose to use only an ordinary gray pencil, although
other colors were available. Quite predictably, this experiment was invoked as
proof of the "oppressiveness" of the school apparatus, of how the school drill
and diScipline was crushing children's spontaneous creativity, and so on. From a
Hegelian standpoint, one should, on the contrary, celebrate this shift from color
ful liveliness to gray order as an indication of spiritnal progress: nothing is lost
in the reduction of lively colorfulness to gray discipline, everything stands to be
gained-the power of the spirit is precisely to progress from the "green" imme
diacy of life to its "gray" conceptual structure, and to reproduce in this reduced
medium the essential determinations to which our immediate experience
blinds us.
The sanle mortification occurs in historical memory and monunlents of
the past where what survives are objects deprived of their living souls-here
is Hegel's comment apropos Ancient Greece: "The statues are now only stones
from which the living soul has flown, just as the hymns are words from which
belief has gone:'" As with the passage from substantial God to Holy Spirit, the
properly dialectical re-animation is to be sought in this very medium of "gray"
notional determinations: "The understanding, through the form of abstract uni
versality, does give [the varieties of the sensuous] , so to speak, a rigidity of being
. . . but, at the same time through this simplification it spiritually animates them
and so sharpens them."45 This "simplification" is precisely what Lacan, referring
44 Hegel, Phenomenology ojSpirit, p. 455.
45 As quoted in Malabou, The Future of Hegel, p. 97, modifIed from the translation in
Hegel, Hegel, Science ofLogic, p. 611 (§133 8 ).
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to Freud, deployed as the reduction of a thing to Ie trait unaire (der einzige Zug,
the unary feature): we are dealing with a kind of epitomization by means of
which a multitude of properties is reduced to a single dominant characteristic,
so that we get "a concrete shape in which one determination predominates, the
others being present only in blurred outline":" "the content is already the actual
ity reduced to a possibility (zur Moeglichkeit geti/gte Wirklichkeit), its immediacy
overcome, and the embodied shape reduced to abbreviated, simple determina
tions of thought:'''
The dialectical approach is usually seen as trying to locate the phenomenon
to-be-analyzed in the totality to which it belongs, embedded in its rich historical
context, and thus to break the spell of fetishizing abstraction. This, however, is
the most dangerous trap to be avoided: for Hegel, the true problem is the oppo
site one, the fact that, when we observe a thing, we see too much in it, we fall
under the spell of the wealth of empirical detail which prevents us from clearly
perceiving the notional determination which forms the core of the thing. The
problem is thus not how to grasp the wealth of determinations, but precisely
how to abstract £i'om them, how to restrict our gaze and learn to grasp only the
notional determination.
Hegel's formulation is here very precise: the reduction to the signify
ing "unary feature" reduces or contracts actuality to possibility, in the precise
Platonic sense in which the notion (Idea) of a thing always has a deontological
dimension to it, deSignating what the thing should become in order to fully be
what it is. "Potentiality" is thus not simply a name for the essence of a thing as
the potentiality actualized in the multitude of empirical things of a certain genre
(the Idea of a chair is a potentiality actualized in empirical chairs) . The multiple
actual properties of a thing are not simply reduced to the inner core of the thing's
"true reality"; what is more important is that a name accentuates (profiles) the
thing's inner potential. When I call someone "my teacher;' I thereby outline what
I expect from him; when I refer to a thing as "chair;' I profile the way I intend to
use it. When I observe the world around me through the lenses of a language, I
perceive its actuality through the lenses of the potentialities hidden or latently
present in it. Potentiality thus appears "as such," becomes actual as potential
ity, only through language: it is the appellation of a thing that brings to light
("posits") its potentials.
Once we grasp Aufhebung in this way, we can immediately see what is wrong
with one of the main pseudo- Freudian reasons for dismissing Hegel: the notion
of Hegel's System as the highest and most over-blown expression of the oral
economy. Is the Hegelian Idea not effectively a voracious eater "swallowing"
every object it stumbles upon? No wonder Hegel perceived himself as Christian:
46 Hegel, Phenomenology a/Spirit, p. 16 ($128); translation modified.
47 Ibid, p. 17
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for him, the transubstantiation o f the bread into Christ's flesh signals that the
Christian subject can integrate and digest God himself lvithout remainder. Is
not the Hegelian process of conceiving or grasping a sublimated version of
digestion? Hegel writes:
If the iudividual human being does something, achieves something, attains a goal,
this fact must be grounded in the way the thing itself, in its concept, acts and behaves.
If I eat an apple, I destroy its organic self-identity and assimilate it to myself. That
I can do this entails that the apple in itself, already, in advance, before I take hold
of it, has in its nature the determination of being subject to destruction, having in
itself a homogeneity with my digestive organs such that I can make it homogeneous
with myself.�g

Is not what he describes here a lower version of the cognitive process itself, in
which, as Hegel likes to point out, we can only grasp the object if this object itself
already "wants to be with or by us"? One should pursue this metaphor to the
end: the standard critical reading constructs the Hegelian absolute Substance
Subject as thoroughly cons tip a ted- retaining within itself the ingested content.
Or, as Adorno put it in one of his cutting remarks (which, as is all too often the
case with him, miss the mark), Hegel's system "is the belly turned mind;' pre
tending that it has swallowed the totality of indigestible Otherness.49 But what
about the inevitable counter-movement, Hegelian defecation? Is not the subject
of what Hegel calls "Absolute Knowing" also a thoroughly emptied subject, a
subject reduced to the role of pure observer (or, rather, registrar) of the self
movement of the content itself?
The richest is therefore the most concrete and most subjective, and that which with
draws itself into the simplest depth is the mightiest and most all-embracing. The
highest, most concentrated point is the pure personality which, solely through the
absolute dialectic which is its nature, no less embraces and holds everything within
itselpo

In this strict sense, the subject itself is the abrogated or cleansed substance, a sub·
stance reduced to the void of the empty form of self-relating negativity, emptied
of all the wealth of "personality" --in Lacanese, the move from substance to
48 As quoted in Malabou, The Future ofHegel, p. 97, modified from the translation in
G. W. F. Hegel, Lectures on the Philosophy of Religion, Vol. 3: The Consummate Religion,
trans. R. F. Brown, P. C. Hodgson and J. M. Stewart, Berkeley: University of California
Press 1987, p. 12749 Theodor W. Adorno, Negative Dialectics, London: Continuum 2007, p. 23.
50 Hegel, Hegel's Science of Logic, p. 841.
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subject is the move from S to $, the subject is the barred substance. (Adorno
and Horkheimer, in The Dialectic afEnlightenment, make the critical point that
the Self bent on mere survival has to scarify all content that would make sur
vival worthwhile; this very move is what Hegel asserts.) Scbelling referred to this
same move as contraction (again, with the excremental connotation): the subject
is the contracted substance.
Does the final subjective position of the Hegelian System thus compel us to
turn around the digestive metaphor? The supreme (and for many the most prob
lematic) case oft-his counter-movement occurs at the very end of the Logic, when,
after the notional deployment is completed, closing the circle of the absolute
Idea, the Idea, in its resolution or decision, "freely releases itself" into Nature
lets it go, discards it, pushes it away from itself; and thus liberates it.;' Which is
why, for Hegel, the philosophy of nature is not a violent re-appropriation of its
externality; it rather involves the passive attitude of an observer: "philosophy
has, as it were, simply to watch how uature itself sublates its externality:';'
The same move is accomplished by God himself who, in the guise of Christ,
as a finite mortal, also "freely releases itself" into temporal existence. And the
same goes for early modern art, where Hegel accounts for the rise of "dead
nature" paintings (not only of landscapes, flowers, etc., but of food and dead
animals) in the following way: precisely because, in the development of art,
subjectivity no longer needs the visual as the principal medium of its expres
sion-the accent haVing shifted to poetry as a more direct means of expressing
the subject's inner life-the natural is "released" from the burden of expressing
subjectivity and can thus now be approached, and visually depicted, on its own
terms. Furthermore, as some perspicuous readers of Hegel have already pointed
out, the very snblation of art itself in the philosophical sciences (in conceptual
thought)-the fact that it is no longer obliged to serve as the principal medium
of the expression of spirit -brings art a certain freedom, allowing it to stand
on its own. Is this not the very definition of the birth of modern art proper, as
a practice no longer subordinated to the task of representing spiritual reality?
The way abrogation relates to sublation is not in terms of a simple succes
sion or external opposition: not "first you eat, then you shit." Defecation is the
immanent conclusion of the entire process: without it, we would be dealing with
the "spurious infinity" of an endless process of sublation. The process of subla
tion itself can only reach its end in this counter·'movement:
contrary to what one would initially imagine, these &0 processes of sublation and
abrogation are completely interdependent. Considering the last moment of absolute
spirit (Philosophy), one readily notes the synonymy between the verbs aufheben and
51 Ibid., p. 843·
52 Hegel, Philosophy a/Mind, p. 28.
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befreien ("to liberate"), a s well a s ablegen ("to discard;' "to remove;' "to take away").
Speculative abrogation, in no way alien to the process of Aujhebung, is indeed its
fulfillment. Abrogation is a sublation of sublation, the result of the Aufhebungs work
on itself and, as such, its transformation. The movement of suppression and pres
ervation produces this transformation at a certain moment in history, the moment
of Absolute Knowledge. Speculative abrogation is the absolute sublation, ifby "abso
lute" we mean a relief or sublation that frees from a certain type of attachment.53

True cognition is thus not only the notional "appropriation" of its object: the
process of appropriation goes on only as long as cognition remains incomplete.
The sign of its completion is that it liberates its object, lets it be, drops it. This
is why and how the movement of sublation has to culminate in the self�relating
gesture of sublating itself.
So what about the obvious counter-argument: is not the part which is abro
gated or released merely the arbitrary, temporary aspect of the object, that which
the notional mediation or reduction can afford to let go as being in itself worth
less? This is precisely the mistake to be avoided, for two reasons. First (if one may
be permitted to extend the excremental metaphor), the released part is, precisely
as discarded, the manure of spiritual development, the ground out of which
further development will grow. The release of Nature into its own thus lays the
foundation for Spirit proper, which can develop itself only out of Nature, as its
inherent self-sublation. Second (and more fundamentally), what is released into
its own being in speculative cognition is ultimately the object of cognition itself
which, when truly grasped (begriffen), no longer has to rely on the subject's active
intervention, but develops according to its own conceptual automatism, with the
subject reduced to a passive observer who, without making any contribution
(Zulun), allows the thing to deploy its potential and merely registers the process.
This is why Hegelian cognition is simultaneously both active and passive, but in
a sense which radically displaces the Kantian notion of cognition as the unity
of activity and passivity. In Kant, the subject actively synthesizes (confers unity
on) the content (the sensuous multiplicity) by which it is passively affected. For
Hegel, on the contrary, at the level of Absolute Knowing, the cognizing subject is
thoroughly passivized: it no longer intervenes in the object, but merely registers
the immanent movement of the object's self-differentiation/determination (or,
to use a more contemporary term, the object's autopoietic self-organization).
The subject is thus, at its most radical, not the agens of the process: the agens is
the System (of knowledge) itself which "automatically" deploys itself, without
the need for any external impetus. This utter passivity, however, simultaneously
involves the greatest activity: it takes the most strenuous effort for the subject to
"erase itself" in its particular content, as an agent intervening in the object, and
53 Malabou, Future of Hegel, p. 156.
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to expose itself as a neutral medium, as the site of the System's self-deployment.
Hegel thereby overcomes the standard dualism between System and Freedom,
between the Spinozist notion of a substantial deus sive natura of which I am a
part, caught in its determinism, and the Fichtean notion of the subject as an
agent opposed to inert stuff, trying to dominate and appropriate it. The supreme
moment of the subject's freedom is when it sets free its object, leaving it alone to
freely deploy itself: "The Idea's absolute freedom consists in [its resolution] to
freely let go out of itself the moment of its particularitY:'54 '�bsolute freedom" is
here literally absolute in the etymological meaning of absolvere: releasing, letting
go. Schelling was the first to criticize this move as illegitimate: after completing
the circle of the logical self-development of the Notion, and being aware that
it had all taken place in the abstract medium of thought, Hegel had somehow
to make the passage to real life-however, there were no categories in his logic
capable of accomplishing this passage, which is why he had to resort to terms
like "decision" (the Idea "decides" to release Nature from itself), which are not
categories of logic, but of the will and practical life. What this critique clearly
misses is the way the act of releasing the other is thoroughly immanent to the
dialectical process, as its conclusive moment, the sign of the completion of the
dialectical circle. Is this not the Hegelian version of Ge/assenheit?
This, then, is how one should read Hegel's "third syllogism of Philosophy:'
Spirit-Logic-Nature: the starting point of the speculative movement is spiritual
substance, into which subjects are immersed; then, through a strenuous con
ceptual effort, the wealth of this substance is reduced to its underlying logical
or notional structure; once this task is accomplished, the fully developed logical
Idea can release Nature out of itsel£ Here is the key passage:
The Idea, . . . in positing itself as absolute unity of the pure Notion and its reality
and thus contracting itself into the immediacy of being, is the totality in this
form-nature.
But this determination has not issued from a process of becoming, nor is it a
transition. as when above, the subjective Notion in its totality becomes objectivity,
and the subjective end becomes life. On the contrary, the pure Idea in which the
determinateness or reality of the Notion is itself raised into Notion, is an absolute lib
eration for which there is no longer any immediate determination that is not equally
posited and itself Notion; in this freedom, therefore, no transition takes place; the
simple being to which the Idea determines itself remains perfectly transparent to it
and is the Notion that, in its determination, abides with itself. The passage is there
fore to be understood here rather in this manner, that the Idea freely releases itself
in its absolute self-assurance and inner poise. By reason of this freedom, the form
54 G. W. F. Hegel, Encyklopiidie der philosophischen Wissenschaften im Grundrisse, Vol.
l: Die Logik, Berlin: Dunder and Humblot ,843, pp. 4'3-'4 (§244).
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of its determinateness is also utterly free-the externality of space and time existing
absolutely on its own account without the moment of subjectivity)S

Hegel here repeatedly insists how this "absolute liberation" is thoroughly differ
ent from the standard dialectical "transition:' But how? The suspicion lurks that
Hegel's "absolute liberation" relies on the absolute mediation of all otherness: I
set the Other free after I have completely internalized it . . . But is this really so?
One should reread here Lacan's critique of Hegel: what if, far from denying
what Lacan calls the "subjective disjunction;' Hegel on the contrary asserts an
unheard-of division that runs through the (particular) subject as well as through
the (universal) substantial order of "collectivity," uniting the two? That is to say,
what if the "reconciliation" between the Particular and the Universal occurs pre
cisely through the division that cuts across the two? The basic "postmodern"
reproach to Hegel-that his dialectic admits antagonisms only to resolve them
magically in a higher synthesis-strangely contrasts with the good old Marxist
reproach (already formulated by Schelling) according to which Hegel resolves
antagonisms only in "thought;' through conceptual mediation, while in reality
they remain unresolved. One is tempted to accept this second reproach at face
value and use it against the first one: what if this is the proper answer to the
accusation that Hegelian dialectics magically resolves antagonisms? What if, for
Hegel, the point is precisely not to "resolve" antagonisms "in reality;' but just to
enact a parallax shift by means of which antagonisms are recognized "as such"
and thereby perceived in their "positive" role?
The passage from Kant to Hegel is thus much more convoluted than it may
appear-let us approach it again through their opposition with regard to the
ontological proof of God's existence. Kant's rejection of this proof takes as its
starting point the thesis that being is not a predicate: even if one knows all the
predicates of an entity, its being (existence) does not follow, for one cannot con
clude from a notion to being. (The argument is clearly posed against Leibniz,
according to whom two objects are indiscernible if all of their predicates are the
same.) The implications for the ontological proof are clear: in the same way that
I can have a perfect notion of 100 thalers and still not have them in my pocket, I
can have a perfect notion of God and God can still not exist. Hegel's first remark
on this line of reasoning is that "being" is the poorest, most imperfect, notional
determination (everything "is" in some way, even my wildest imaginings); it is
only through further notional determinations that we get to existence, to reality,
to actuality, which are all much more than mere being. His second remark is that
the gap between notion and existence is precisely the mark of fmitude, it holds
for finite objects lilre 100 thalers, but not for God: God is not something I can
have (or not have) in my pocket.
55 Hegel, Hegel's Science of Logic, p. 843.
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On a first approach, it may seem that the opposition is here ultimately that
between materialism and idealism: Kant insists on a minimum of materialism
(the independence of reality with regard to notional determinations), while
Hegel totally dissolves reality in its notional determinations. However, Hegel's
true point lies elsewhere: it involves a much more radical "materialist" claim that
a complete notional determination of an entity, to which one would only have
to add "being" in order to arrive at its existence, is in itself an abstract notion, an
empty abstract possibility. The lack of (a certain mode of) being is always also
an inherent lack of some notional determination-for a thing to exist as part
of material reality, a whole set of notional conditions or determinations have
to be met (and other determinations to be lacking). With regard to 100 thalers
(or any other empirical object), this means that their notional determination is
abstract, which is why they possess an opaque empirical being and not full actu
ality. So when Kant draws a parallel between God and 100 thalers, one should
ask a simple and naive question: does Kant really possess a (fully developed)
concept of God?
This brings us to the true finesse of Hegel's argumentation, which runs in
both directions: against Kant but also against Anselm's classic version of the
ontological proof. Hegel's argument against the latter is not that it is too concep
tual, but that it is not conceptual enough: Anselm does not develop the concept
of God, he just refers to it as the sum of all perfections which, as such, is pre
cisely beyond the comprehension of our finite human mind. In other words,
Anselm merely presupposes "God" as an impenetrable reality beyond our com
prehension (outside the notional domain), for his God is precisely not a concept
(something posited by our conceptual work), but a purely presupposed pre- or
non-conceptual reality. Along the same lines, albeit in the opposite sense, we
should note the irony that Kant talks about thalers, that is, money, whose exist
ence as money is not "objective;' but depends on "notional" determinations.
True, as Kant says, haVing a concept of 100 thalers is not the same as having
them in your pocket; but let us imagine a process of rapid inflation which totally
devalues the pocketed 100 thalers; yes, the same objects are there in reality, but
they are no longer money, just meaningless, worthless coins. In other words,
money is precisely an object whose status depends on how we "think" about it:
if people no longer treat this piece of metal as money, if they no longer "believe"
in it as money, it no longer is money." So when Kant argues that those who want
56 This point, incidentally, was already made by the young Marx, who noted in his doc
toral thesis: "Real talers have the same existence that the imagined gods have. Has a real
taler any existence except in the imagination, if only in the general or rather common
imagination of man? Bring paper money into a country where this use of paper is
unknown, and everyone will laugh at your subjective imagination" (Karl Marx, "The
Difference Between the Democritean and Epicurean Philosophy of Nature: Fragment
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t o prove the existence of G o d from his notion are like those who think they can
become richer by adding zeros to their banknotes, he misses the fact that, in
capitalism, one actually can get rich in this way: in a successful act of fraud, say,
one falsifies one's financial assets in order to get credit, then invests the money
and gets rich.
With regard to material reality, the ontological proof of God's existence
should thus be turned around: the existence of material reality bears witness
to the fact that the Notion is not fully actualized. Things "materially exist" not
when they meet certain notional requirements, but when they fail to meet
them-material reality is as such a sign of imperfection. In this sense, as we saw
in Chapter 1, for Hegel the truth of a proposition is inherently notional, deter
mined by the immanent notional content, not a matter of comparison between
notion and reality-in Lacanian terms, there is a non-All (pas-tout) of truth. So,
to pursue the rather tasteless metaphor, Hegel was not a sublimated coprophag
ist, as the usual notion of the dialectical process would lead us to believe. The
matrix of the dialectical process is not that of defecation-externalization fol
lowed up by a swallowing up (re-appropriation) of the externalized content; on
the contrary, it is one of appropriation followed by the excremental movement
of dropping, releasing, letting go. What this means is that one should not equate
externalization with alienation: the externalization which concludes a cycle of
dialectical process is not alienation, it is the highest point of dis-alienation: one
really reconciles oneself with some objective content not when one still has to
strive to master and control it, but when one can afford the supreme sovereign
gesture of letting this content go, of setting it free. Which is why, incidentally, as
some perceptive interpreters have pointed out, far from subdUing nature totally
to man, Hegel unexpectedly opens up a space for ecological awareness. For him,
the drive to exploit nature technologically is still a mark of man's finitude; in
such an attitude, nature is perceived as an external object, an opposing force
to be dominated; adopting the standpoint of Absolute Knowing, however, the
philosopher does not experience nature as a threatening other to be controlled
and dominated, but as something that should be left to follow its inherent path.
Here Louis Althusser was wrong when he opposed the Hegelian Subject
Substance, as a "teleological" process-with -a -subject, to the materialist -dialectical
"process without a subject:' The Hegelian dialectical process is in fact the most
radical version of a "process without a subject;' in the sense of an agent control
ling and directing it-be it God or humanity, or a class as a collective subject. In
his late writings, Althusser came to recognize this, but what remained obscure to
him was how the fact that the Hegelian dialectical process is "without a subject"
means exactly the same as Hegel's fundamental thesis that "the Absolute must
from the Appendix;' in Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels, Marx and Engels: Collected
Works, Vol. 1, London: Lawrence & Wishart 1975, p. 104).
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be grasped not only as Substance, but also as Subject": the emergence of a pure
subject qua void is strictly correlative to the notion of "System" as the self
deployment of the object itself with no need for any subjective agent to drive it
.
forward or direct it.
This is why it is a mistake to treat Hegelian self-consciousness as a kind of
meta-Subject, a Mind, much larger than an individual human mind, aware of
itself: once we do this, Hegel can only appear as a ridiculous spiritualist obscu
rantist, claiming that there is some kind of mega-Spirit controlling our history.
Against this cliche, one should emphasize how fully aware Hegel is that "it is in
the finite consciousness that the process of knowing spirit's essence takes place
and that the divine self-consciousness thus arises. Out of the foaming ferment
of finitude, spirit rises up fragrandi'57 However, although our awareness-the
(self-) consciousness of finite humans-is the only actual site of spirit, this does
not entail any kind of nominalist reduction. There is another dimension at work
in "self-consciousness;' the one deSignated by Lacan as the "big Other" and by
Karl Popper as the Third World. That is to say, for Hegel, "self-consciousness" in
its abstract definition stands for a purely non-psychological self-reflexive fold of
registering (re-marking) one's own position, of reflexively "taking into account"
what one is doing.
Therein resides the link between Hegel and psychoanalysis: in this precise
non-psychological sense, "self-consciousness" for psychoanalysis is an object
a tic, say, a symptom which betrays the falsity of my position of which I am
unaware. For example, I do something wrong, and I conSciously tell myself
that I had the right to do it; but, unbeknown to me, a compulsive act which to
me appears mysterious and meaningless "registers" my guilt, bears witness to
the fact that, somewhere, my guilt is remarked. Along the same lines, Ingmar
Bergman once noted that, towards the end of their careers, both Fellini and
Tarkovsky (whom he admired) unfortunately started to make "Fellini fIlms" and
"Tarkovsky fIlms;' and that the same weakness affected his Autumn Sonata-it
is a "Bergman fIlm made by Bergman:' In The Autumn Sonata, Bergman lost
his creative spontaneity: he started to "imitate himself;' to reflexively follow his
own formula-in short, The Autumn Sonata is a "self-conscious" fIlm, even if
Bergman himselfwas psychologically totally unaware ofthis. This is the function
of the Lacanian "big Other" at its purest: this impersonal, non-psychological,
agency (or rather site) of registering, of "taking note of" what takes place.
This is how one should grasp Hegel's notion of the State as the "self
consciousness" of a people: "The state is the self-conscious ethical substance:'"
A State is not merely a blind mechanism applied to regulate social life, it always
also contains a series of practices, rituals, and institutions that serve to "declare"
57 Hegel, Lectures on the Philosophy of Religion, Vol. 3, p. 233.
58 Hegel, Philosophy ofMind, p. 263·
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its own statns, in the guise of which the State appears to its subjects as what it
is-parades and public celebrations, solemn oaths, legal and educational ritnals
which assert (and thereby enact) the subject's belongingness to the State:
the self-consciousness of the state has nothing mental about it, if by "mental" we
understand the sorts of occurrences and qualities that are relevant to our own
minds. What self-consciousness amounts to, in the state's case, is the existence of
reflective practices. such as, but not limited to, educational ones. Parades displaying
the state's military strength would be practices of this kind, and so would statements
of principle by the legislature, or sentences by the Supreme Court-and they would
be that even if all individual (human) participants in a parade, all members of the
legislature or of the Supreme Court were personally motivated to play whatever role
they play in this affair by greed, inertia, or fear, and even if all such participants or
members were thoroughly uninterested and bored through the whole event, and
totally lacking in any understanding of its significance. 59

So it is quite clear to Hegel that this appearing has nothing to do with conscious
awareness: it does not matter what individuals' minds are preoccupied with
while they are participating in a ceremony, the truth resides in the ceremony
itself. Hegel made the same point apropos the marriage ceremony, which reg
isters the most intimate link of love: "the solemn declaration of consent to the
ethical bond of marriage and its recognition and confirmation by the family
and community constitnte the formal conclusion and actuality of marriage;
which is why it belongs to "impertinence and its ally, understanding:' to see
"the ceremony whereby the essence of this bond is expressed and confirmed
as an external formality:' irrelevant with regard to the inwardness of passionate
feeling.60
This, of course, is not the whole story: Hegel also emphasized the need for
a subjective element of individual self-awareness through which a State alone
fully actualizes itself-there has to be an actual individual "I will!" which imme
diately embodies the will of the State, and therein consists Hegel's deduction
of monarchy. However, here, we are in for a surprise: the Monarch is not the
privileged point at which the State becomes fully aware of itself, of its own nature
and spiritnal content; the Monarch is rather an idiot who merely supplies the
purely formal aspect of "This is my will! So be it!" to a content imposed on it
from outside: "In a fully organized state . . . all that is required in a monarch is
someone to say 'yes' and to dot the 'i'; for the supreme office should be such
59 Bencivenga, Hegel's Dialectical Logic, pp. 63-4.
60 G. W. F. Hegel, Elements of the Philosophy of Right, trans. H. B. Nisbet, Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press '99', pp. 204-5.
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that the particular character of its occupant is of no significance:'" The State's
"self-consciousness" is thus irreducibly split between its "objective" aspect (the
self-registration in State rituals and declarations) and its "subjective" aspect
(the person of the Monarch conferring on it the form of individual will)-the
two never overlap. The contrast between the Hegelian Monarch and the "totali
tarian" Leader who is effectively supposed to know could not be stronger.

THE ANIMAL THAT I AM
What the critics of Hegel's voracity need is thus, perhaps, a dose of a good laxative.
Hegel is much less a voracious subjectivist even with regard to the idealist topic
par excellence, that of the debasement of the animality of man. Let us approach
this topic through Derrida's The Animal That Therefore I Am." Although the
title was intended as an ironic stab at Descartes, one should perhaps take it with
a more literal naivete-the Cartesian cogito is not a separate substance different
from the body (as Descartes himself misunderstood the cogito in his illegiti
mate passage from cogito to res cogitans); at the level of substantial content, I am
nothing but the animal that I am. What makes me human is the very form, the
formal declaration, of me as an animal.
Derrida's starting point is that every clear and general differentiation
between humans and "the animal" in the history of philosophy (from Aristotle
to Heidegger, Lacan, and Levinas) should be deconstructed: what really author
izes us to say that only humans speak, while animals merely emit signs; that
only humans respond, while animals merely react; that only humans experience
things "as such;' while animals are just captivated by their life world; that only
humans can feign to feign, while animals just directly feign; that only humans
are mortal, experience death, while animals just die; or that animals enjoy a
harmonious sexual relationship of instinctual mating, while for humans, il ny
a pas de rapport sexuel; and so on and so forth? Derrida displays here the best
of what we cannot but call the "common sense of deconstruction;' asking naive
questions which undermine philosophical propositions taken for granted for
centuries. What, for example, allows Lacan to claim with such self-confidence,
without providing any data or arguments, that animals cannot feign to feign?
What allows Heidegger to claim as a self-evident fact that animals do not relate
to their death? As Derrida emphasizes again and again, the point of this ques
tioning is not to cancel the gap that separates man from (other) animals and
61 Ibid., p. 323. See Interlude 3, below, for a detailed discussion of Hegel's defense of
monarchy.
62 Jacques Derrida, The Animal That Therefore I Am, New York: Fordham University
Press 2008.
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attribute also t o (other) animals properly "spiritual" properties-the path taken
by some eco- mystics who claim that not only animals, but even trees and plants
communicate in a language of their own to which we humans are deaf. The
point is rather that all these differences should be re-thought and conceived in
a different way, multiplied, "thickened"- and the first step on this path is to
denounce the all-encompassing category of "the animal:'
Such a negative characterizations of animals (as speechless, worldless, etc.)
generate the appearance of a positive determination which is false: animals as
being captured within their environment, and so on. Do we not encounter the
same phenomenon in traditional Eurocentric anthropology? Viewed through the
lenses of modern Western "rational" thought taken as the standard of maturity,
its Others cannot but appear as "primitives" trapped in magic thinking, "really
believing" that their tribe originates from their totemic animal, that a pregnant
woman has been inseminated by a spirit and not by a man, etc. Rational thought
thus engenders the figure of "irrational" mythical thought -what we get here is
(again) a process of violent Simplification (reduction, obliteration) which occurs
with the rise of the New: in order to assert something radically New, the entire
past, with all its inconsistencies, has to be reduced to some basic defining feature
("metaphysics;' "mythical thought;' "ideology". . . ). Derrida himself succumbs
to the same simplification in his deconstructive mode: the past as a whole is
totalized as "phallogocentrism" or "metaphysics of presence;' which-it can be
argued-is secretly modeled upon Husser!' (Derrida here differs from Deleuze
and Lacan, who treat philosophers one by one, without totalizing them.) Does
not the same thing happen when the Western Judeo-Greek legacy is opposed
to the "Oriental" stance, thereby obliterating the incredible wealth of positions
covered by the term "Oriental thought"? Can we really put into the same cat
egory, say, the Upanishads, with their "corporate" metaphysics of castes, and
Confucianism with its agnostic-pragmatic stance?
But is not such a violent leveling a necessary feature of every critical move, of
every rise of the New? Perhaps then, instead of dismissing en bloc such "binary
logic;' one should assert it, not only as a necessary step of simplification, but as
inherently true in that very Simplification. To put it in Hegelese, it is not only
that, say, the totalization effected under the heading "the animal" involves the
violent obliteration of a complex multiplicity; it is also that the violent reduction
of such a multiplicity to a minimal difference is the moment of truth. That is to
say, the multiplicity of animal forms is to be conceived as a series of attempts
to resolve some basic antagonism or tension which defines animality as such, a
tension which can only be formulated from a minimal distance, once humans
are involved. Recall the well-known elaboration of the general equivalent from
the first edition of Capital, Volume 1, where Marx writes:
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It is as if, alongside and external to lions, tigers, rabbits, and all other actual animals,
which form when grouped together the various kinds, species, subspecies, fami
lies, etc. of the animal kingdom, there existed in addition the animal, the individual
incarnation of the entire animal kingdom.63

Doe not this image of money as "the animal" romping alongside all the hetero
geneous instances of particular sorts of animality that exist around it capture
what Derrida describes as the gap that separates the Animal from the multiplic
ity of actual animal life? In Hegelese again, what man encounters in the Animal
is itself in the oppositional determination: viewed as an animal, man is the spec
tral animal existing alongside really existing animal kinds. Does this not also
allow us to give a perverse twist to the early Marx's determination of man as
Gattungswesen, a species-being: it is as if, alongside particular subspecies, the
species as such comes to exist. Perhaps this is how animals view humans, and
this is the reason for their perplexity.
The key point here is that it is not enough to say that, while such a determi
nation of animals as speechless, etc., is wrong, the determination of humans as
rational, speaking, etc., is right, so that we just have to provide a more adequate
defmition of animality-the entire field is false. This falsity can be thought in
terms of the Kierkegaardian couple of becoming and being: the standard opposi
tion animal/human is formulated from the perspective of the human as being, as
already constituted; it cannot think the human in its becoming. It thinks animals
from within the given human standpOint, it cannot think the human from the
animal standpoint. In other words, what this human/animal difference obfus
cates is not only the way animals really are independently of humans, but the
very difference which effectively marks the rupture of the human within the
animal universe. It is here that psychoanalysis enters: the "death drive" as Freud's
name for the uncanny dimension of the human-in -becoming. This In-between
is the "repressed" of the narrative form (in Hegel's case, of the "grand narrative"
of the world-historical succession of spiritual forms): not nature as such, but the
very break with nature which is (later) supplemented by the virtual universe of
narratives. The answer to Derrida's claim that every feature attributed exclu
Sively to "man' is a fiction could thus be that such fictions nonetheless have a
reality of their own, effectively organizing human practices-that humans are
precisely animals who become committed to their fictions, adhering to them
scrupulously (a version of Nietzsche's claim that man is the animal capable of
making promises).
63 As reproduced in Karl Marx, Value: Studies, trans. Albert Dragstedt, London: New
Park 1976. Marx dropped this sentence from the second edition of Capital, where he
rearranged the first chapter.
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Derrida begins his exploration of this obscure "twilight zone" with a report
on a kind of primordial scene: after waking, he goes naked to the bathroom
where his cat follows him; then the awkward moment occurs-he is standing
in front of the cat which is looking at his naked body. Unable to endure this
situation, he puts a towel around his waist, chases the cat outside, and takes a
shower. The eat's gaze stands for the gaze of the Other-an inhuman gaze, but
for this reason all the more the Other's gaze in all its abyssal impenetrability.
Seeing oneself being seen by an animal is an abyssal encounter with the Other's
gaze, since-precisely because we should not simply project onto the animal
our inner experience-something is returning the gaze which is radically Other.
The entire history of philosophy is based upon a disavowal of such an encounter,
right up to Badiou, who is all too quick in characterizing a human being not yet
converted into a subject (to the Event) as a "human animal:' Sometimes, at least,
the enigma is admitted-by, among others, Heidegger, who insists that we are
not yet able to determine the essence of a being which is "living:' And, sporadi
cally, we can even find direct reversals of this disavowal: not only is the gaze of
the animal recognized, it is also directly elevated into the key preoccupation of
philosophy, as in Adorno's surprising proclamation: "Philosophy exists in order
to redeem what you see in the gaze of an animal:'64
I remember seeing a photo of a cat after it had been subjected to some lab
experiment in a centrifuge, its bones half broken, its skin half hairless, its eyes
looking helplessly into the camera-this is the gaze of the Other disavowed
not only by philosophers, but by humans "as such." Even Levinas, who wrote
so much about the face of the helpless other as the original site of the ethical
responsibility, explicitly denied that an animal's face could function like this.
One of the few exceptions here is Bentham, who made a simple proposal:
instead of asking, "Can animals reason and think? Can they talk?" we should
rather ask, "Can they suffer?" Human industry alone is continuously causing
an immense suffering to animals which is systematically disavowed-not only
laboratory experiments, but special regimes to produce eggs and milk (turning
lights on and off to shorten the day, the use of hormones, etc.), pigs which are
half blind and barely able to walk, fattened up rapidly to be slaughtered, and so
on and so forth. Many of those who visit a chicken factory find themselves no
longer able to eat chicken meat, and although all of us know what goes on in
such places, this knowledge has to be neutralized so that we can act as if we do
not know. One way to facilitate this ignorance is with the Cartesian notion of
the animal-machine. Cartesians warn us against having compassion for animals:
when we hear an animal emitting sounds of pain, we should always bear in mind
that these sounds do not express any real inner feeling-since animals do not
64 Theodor Adorno and Max Horkheimer. Towards a New Manifesto. London: Verso
Books 2011, p. 71. Translation slightly modified.
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have souls, they are just sounds generated by a complex mechanism of muscles,
bones, fluids, etc., that one can clearly see through dissection. The problem is
that the notion of the animal-machine developed into La Mettrie's EHomme
Machine: for a fully committed neuro-biologist, exactly the same claim can be
made about the sounds and gestures emitted by humans in pain; there is no
separate interior domain of the soul where pain is "really felt;' such sounds and
gestures are simply produced by the complex neuro-biological mechanisms of
the human organism.
In revealing the larger ontological context of this animal suffering, Derrida
resuscitates the old motif of German Romanticism and Schelling, taken over by
Heidegger and Benjamin, of the "great sorrow of nature": "It is in the hope of
requiting that [sorrow] , of redemption from that suffering, that humans live and
speak in nature:'" Derrida rejects this Schellingian-Benjaminian-Heideggerian
motif of the sadness of nature, the idea that nature's numbness and muteness
signals an infinite pain, as being teleologically logocentric: language becomes
a telos of nature, nature strives towards the Word to be relieved of its sadness,
to reach its redemption. But this mystical topos nonetheless raises the right
question by, again, reversing the standard perspective: not "What is nature for
language? Can we grasp nature adequately in or through language?" but "What
is language for nature? How does its emergence affect nature?" Far from belong
ing to logocentrism, such a reversal is the strongest suspension of logocentrism
and teleology, in the same way that Marx's thesis on the anatomy of man as
the key to the anatomy of ape subverts any teleological evolutionism. Derrida is
aware of this complexity: he describes how the animal sadness
doesn't just derive from the inability to speak and from muteness, from a stupefied
or aphasic privation of words. If this putative sadness also gives rise to a lament,
if nature laments, expressing a mute but audible lament through sensuous sighing
and even the rustling of plants, it is perhaps because the terms have to be inverted.
Benjamin suggests as much. There must be a reversal, an Umkehrung in the essence
of nature . . . nature (and animality within it) isn't sad because it is mute. On the
contrary. it is nature's sadness or mourning that renders it mute and aphasic, that
leaves it without words.66

Following Benjamin, Derrida thus interprets this reversal as revealing that what
makes nature sad is not "a muteness and the experience of powerlessness, an
inability ever to name; it is, in the first place, the fact of receiving one's name.""
Our insertion into language, our being given a name, functions as a memento
65 Derrida, The Animal That Therejore I Am, p. 19.
66 Ibid.
67 Ibid., pp. 19-20.
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mori-in language, we die in advance, we relate to ourselves as already dead.
Language is in this sense a form of melancholy, not of mourning: in it, we treat
an object which is still alive as already dead or lost, so that when Benjamin
speaks about "a foreshadowing of mourning;' one should take this as the very
formula of the melancholy.
There is, however, a barely concealed ambiguity in Derridas claims: if
sadness is prior to muteness (lack of language), if it causes muteness, is then
the primordial function of language to release or abolish this sadness? But if
this is the case, how can this sadness originally be the sadness of receiving one's
name? Am I left without words at the unheard-of violence of someone naming
me, imposing a symbolic identity on to me, without asking for my consent? And
how can the sadness caused by this reduction to the passivity of being-named be
experienced by nature itself? Does not such an experience presuppose that one
already dwells in the dimension of naming, of language? Should one not limit
such a claim to so-called domestic animals? Lacan noted somewhere that, while
animals do not speak, domestic animals nonetheless already dwell in the dimen
sion of language (they react to their names, run to their master when they hear
it called, obey orders, etc.), which is why, although they do not have access to
"normal" subjectivity, they can nonetheless be affected by (human) pathology: a
dog can be hystericized, and so on. So, to return to the sad and perplexed gaze of
the laboratory cat, what it expresses is perhaps the eat's horror at having encoun
tered The Animal, namely ourselves, humans: what the cat sees is us in all our
monstrosity, and what we see in its tortured gaze is our own monstrosity. In this
sense, the big Other (the symbolic order) is already here for the poor cat: like the
prisoner in Kaflds penal colony, the cat suffered the material consequences of
being caught in the symbolic gridlock. It effectively suffered the consequences
of being named, included in the symbolic network.
To resolve this problem, should we distinguish between two sadnesses: the
sadness of natural life prior to and independent of language, and the sadness
of being named, subjugated to language? There is, first, the "infinite melan
choly of all living things;' a tension or pain which is resolved when a Word is
spoken; then, however, the pronunciation of a Word itself generates a sadness
of its own (referred to by Derrida). Does not this insight into the intimate
link between language and pain bring us close to Richard Rorty's definition
of humans as beings who suffer and are able to narrate their suffering-or,
as Derrida put it, to man as the autobiographical animal? What Rorty does
not take into account is the additional pain (the surplus-pain) generated by
language itself.
Maybe Hegel can show us a way out here, when he interprets gravity as an
indication that matter (nature) has its center outside itself and is condemned
to strive endlessly towards it; spirit, on the contrary, has its center in itself, with
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the rise of spirit, reality returns to itself from its self-externalization. Spirit,
however, is only actual in human thought, whose medium is language, and lan
guage involves an even more radical externalization-nature thus returns to
itself through a repeated externalization (or, as Schelling would have put it, in
language, a subject contracts itself outside itself).
There is an underlying necessity at work here: every speaker-every name
giver- has to be named, has to be included in its own chain of nominations,
or, to refer to the joke often quoted by Lacan: "I have three brothers, Paul,
Ernest, and myself' No wonder that, in many religions, God's name is secret,
one is prohibited from pronouncing it. The speaking subject persists in this in
between: prior to nomination, there is no subject, but once it is named, it already
disappears in its signifier-the subject never is, it always will have been.
But what if that which characterizes humans is this very openness to the
abyss of the radical Other, this perplexity of "What does the Other really want
from me?" In other words, what if we turn the perspective around here? What
if the perplexity a human sees in the animal's gaze is the perplexity aroused
by the monstrosity of the human being itself? What if it is my own abyss I see
reflected in the abyss of the Other's gaze-" dans ses yeux, je vois rn a perte ecrite;
as Racine put it in PhMre? Or, in Hegelese, instead of asking what Substance
is for the Subject, how the Subject can grasp Substance, one should ask the
obverse question: what is (the rise of the) Subject for (pre-subjective) Substance?
G. K. Chesterton proposed such a Hegelian reversal precisely apropos man and
animals: instead of asking what animals are for humans, for our experience, we
should ask what man is for animals-in his less well-known Everlasting Man ,
Chesterton conducts a wonderful mental experiment along these lines, imag
ining the monster that man might have seemed at first to the merely natural
animals around him:
The simplest truth about man is that he is a very strange being; almost in the sense
of being a stranger on the earth. In all sobriety, he has much more of the external
appearance of one bringing alien habits from another land than of a mere growth of
this one. He has an unfair advantage and an unfair disadvantage. He cannot sleep
in his own skin; he cannot trust his own instincts. He is at once a creator moving
miraculous hands and fingers and a kind of cripple. He is wrapped in artificial band
ages called clothes; he is propped on artificial crutches called furniture. His mind
has the same doubtful liberties and the same wild limitations. Alone among the
animals, he is shaken with the beautiful madness called laughter; as ifhe had caught
sight of some secret in the very shape of the universe hidden from the universe itself.
Alone among the animals he feels the need of averting his thought from the root
realities of his own bodily being; of hiding them as in the presence of some higher
possibility which creates the mystery of shame. Whether we praise these things as
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natural to man or abuse them as artificial in nature, they remain in the same sense
unique.58

This is what Chesterton called "thinking backwards": we have to put ourselves
back in time, before the fateful decisions were made or before the accidents
occurred that generated the state which now seems normal to us, and the best
way to do it, to render palpable this open moment of decision, is to imagine
how, at that point, history might have taken a different turn. With regard to
Christianity, instead of losing time probing into how it related to Judaism-how
it misunderstands the Old Testament by reading it as announcing the arrival
of Christ-and then trying to reconstruct what the Jews were like prior to
Christianity, unaffected by the retroactive Christian perspective, one should
rather turn the perspective around and "extraneate" Christianity itself, treat it as
Christianity-in-becoming and focus on what a strange beast, what a scandalous
monstrosity, Christ must have appeared to be in the eyes of the Jewish ideologi
cal establishment.
A hyperbolic example is provided by those rare societies which, until now,
had succeeded in avoiding contact with "civilization:' In May 2008, the media
reported on the discovery of an "uncontacted tribe" in the thick rainforest
along the Brazilian-Peruvian frontier: they had never had any contact with the
"outside world"; their way of life had probably remained unchanged for over
10,000 years. Photos of their village were released, taken from a plane. When
anthropologists first fiew over the area, they saw women and children in the
open and no one appeared to be painted. Only when the plane returned a few
hours later did they see tribesmen covered head-to-toe in red: with their skin
painted bright red, heads partially shaved, arrows drawn back in the longbows
and aimed square at the aircraft buzzing overhead, their gesture was unmis
takable: Stay away! And the gesture was correct: contact is usually a disaster
for such remote tribes. Even if the loggers do not shoot them or force them
off the land, diseases against which these isolated humans have no resistance
typically wipe out half an uncontacted tribe's numbers in only a few years. Our
civilization is for them literally a melting pot-they melt and disappear into it,
like the ancient frescoes in Fellini's Roma which were protected as long as they
were isolated in their underground vacuum-the moment the (very careful and
respectful) researchers entered their domain, they started to disintegrate. We
often ask ourselves how we would react to meeting aliens much more developed
than ourselves-in the case of uncontacted tribes, we ourselves are the aliens.
Therein resides the horror of these pictures: we see the terrified natives observ
ing an inhuman Other, and we ourselves are this Other.
68 G. K. Chesterton, The Everlasting Man, Mineola: Dover 2007, pp. 30-1.
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How, then, do we humans affect nature? When fires raged in the Peloponnese
in the summer of 2007, one photo of the ravaged area showed a field of large
cacti half-burned in such a strange way that they appeared almost melted, their
shape protracted in a multitude of ways, somehow like D ali's famous painting
of the "melted" clock, twisted in the middle like a thick pancake. What makes
such images so fascinating is the way they represent not only a destruction
internal to reality, but a destruction of the very texture of reality, of reality'S
basic coordinates. The first effect is that of a denaturalized nature: nature half
destroyed loses its "organic" character, appearing as a bricolage, an artificial
composite of heterogeneous elements chaotically thrown together. The second
effect is that of a temporal disturbance: it seems as if we are no longer dealing with
nature in its regular rhythm of generation and corruption, growth and decay, but
with a twisted space in which, in an obscene way, as in the case of cancerous
protuberances, new forms of life grow out of decay itself. A third effect is that
of a multiple anamorphic distortion: when plants appear as partially "melted:'
unnaturally prolonged in different directions, it is as if the object itself, in its dis
torted material reality, has incorporated multiple perspectives, fractured views
of how we would perceive it if we were to look at it from different standpoints.
It thus appears that one can no longer clearly distinguish between the object's
immediate reality and the subjective perspectives on it -the distortions involved
in looking awry at the object are inscribed into its very objective reality.
In Hegelian terms, such a landscape embodies the coincidence of the
extremes of In-itself and For-us: in catching Sight of such a weird scene, our
first impression is that we are getting a glimpse of nature In-itself in its mon
strous pre-human form. However, it is precisely as such that nature inscribes,
in the guise of its distortion, the monstrosity of man, his awkward place within
nature. Man is such an anamorphic distortion of nature, a perturbance of the
"natural" rhythm of generation and corruption. When we hear a statement like
Hiilderlin's famous "poetically dwells man on this earth:' we should not imagine
man's dwelling as a hut near a stream in a forest, but precisely as such a distorted
"denaturalized" landscape.

I N TE R L U DE 3

King, Rabble, War . . . and Sex

The most famous passage in Jack London's Martin Eden is the final paragraph,
describing the hero's suicide by drowning:
He seemed floating languidly in a sea of dreamy vision. Colors and radiances
surrounded him and bathed him and pervaded him. What was that? It seemed
a lighthouse; but it was inside his brain-a flashing, bright white light. It flashed
swifter and swifter. There was a long rumble of sound, and it seemed to him that he
was falling down a vast and interminable stairway. And somewhere at the bottom
he fell into darkness. That much he knew. He had fallen into darkness. And at the
instant he knew, he ceased to know.

How had Martin arrived at this point? What pushed him to suicide was his very
success-the novel presents the crisis of investiture in its simple but most radical
form: after long years of struggle and hard work, Martin finally succeeds and
becomes a famous writer; however, while he is floating in wealth and fame, one
thing puzzles him,
a little thing that would have puzzled the world had it known. But the world would
have puzzled over his bepuzzlement rather than over the little thing that to him
loomed gigantic. Judge Blount invited him to dinner. That was the little thing, or
the beginning of the little thing, that was soon to become the big thing. He had
insulted Judge Blount, treated him abominably, and Judge Blount, meeting him on
the street, invited him to dinner. Martin bethought himself of the numerous occa
sions on which he had met Judge Blount at the Morses' and when Judge Blount had
not invited him to dinner. Why had he not invited him to dinner then? he asked
himself. He had not changed. He was the same Martin Eden. What made the differ
ence? The fact that the stuff he had written had appeared inside the covers ofbooks?
But it was work performed. It was not something he had done since. It was achieve
ment accomplished at the very time Judge Blount was sharing this general view and
sneering at his Spencer and his intellect. Therefore it was not for any real value. but
for a purely fictitious value that Judge Blount invited him to dinner.
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This little puzzling thing grows larger and larger, turning into the central obses
sion of his life:
His thoughts went ever around and around in a circle. Th� centre of that circle was
"work performed"; it ate at his brain like a deathless maggot. He awoke to it in the
morning. It tormented his dreams at night. Every affair ofHfe around him that pen
etrated through his senses immediately related itself to "work performed:' He drove
along the path of relentless logic to the conclusion that he was nobody, nothing.
Mart Eden, the hoodlum, and Mart Eden, the sailor, had been real, had been he; but
Martin Eden! the famous writer. did not exist. Martin Eden, the famous writer, was
a vapor that had arisen in the mob-mind and by the mob-mind had been thrust into
the corporeal being of Mart Eden, the hoodlum and sailor.

Even his beloved Lizzy, who had not wanted to marry him, now desperately
throws herself at him, proclaiming that she loves him totally; when she claims
that she is ready to die for him, Martin tauntingly replies:
Why didn't you dare it before? When I hadn't a job? When I was starving? When I
was just as I am now, as a man, as an artist, the same Martin Eden? That's the ques
tion I've been propounding to myself for many a day-not concerning you merely.
but concerning everybody. You see I have not changed, though my sudden apparent
appreciation in value compels me constantly to reassure myself on that pOint. I've
got the same flesh on my bones, the same ten fingers and toes. I am the same. I have
not developed any new strength nor virtue. My brain is the same old brain. I haven't
made even one new generalization on literature or philosophy. I am personally of
the same value that I was when nobody wanted me. And what is puzzling me is why
they want me now. Surely they don't want me for myself, for myself is the same old
self they did not want. Then they must want me for something else, for something
that is outside of me, for something that is not I! Shall I tell you what that something
is? It is for the recognition I have received. That recognition is not I. It resides in the
minds of others.

What Martin cannot accept is the radical gap that forever separates his "real"
qualities from his symbolic status (in the eyes of the others): all of a sudden, he
is no longer a nobody avoided by the respectable public but a famous author
invited to dinner by the pillars of society, with even the beloved woman now
throwing herself at his feet. But he is fully aware that nothing has changed in
him in reality, he is now the Same person as he was, and even all his works were
already written when he was ignored and despised. What Martin cannot accept
is this radical de-centering of the very core of his personality which "resides in
the minds of others": he is nothing in himself, just a concentrated projection of
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others' dreams. This perception that his agalma, what now makes him desired
by others, is something outside of him not only ruins his narcissism, it also kills
his desire: "Something has gone out of me. I have always been unafraid of life,
but I never dreamed of being sated with life. Life has so filled me that I am empty
of any desire for anything." It is this "conclusion that he was nobody, nothing"
which drove him to suicide.
Frank D. Gilroy's From Noon Till Three, a quite unique comedy Western
from 1976, deals with the same topic of the consequences of symbolic alienation.
Here is a summary of the plot, courtesy of Wikipedia: In the American West
of the late nineteenth century, Graham Dorsey (Charles Bronson), a member
of a gang, is involved in a failed bank robbery; on the run, he finds himself
at the ranch of the widow Amanda Starbuck (Jill Ireland) and stays there for
three hours ("from noon till three"). He tries to force himself on Amanda, who
resists his advances rather inventively; the frustrated Graham decides on a ruse:
he pretends he is impotent, hoping to play on Amanda's sympathy. The decep
tion works, and they make love three times; afterwards, they have a long talk
and even dance to Amanda's music box, with Graham wearing Mr. Starbuck's
old tuxedo. A neighbor boy stops by to tell Amanda about an attempted bank
robbery in town. On Amanda's instigation, Graham leaves to help his fellows,
but he is spotted and chased. Graham eludes them when he comes upon Dr.
Finger, a traveling dentist, steals his horse and wagon, and exchanges clothes
with him at gunpoint. Dr. Finger is taken for Graham and shot dead; the posse,
recognizing Mr. Starbuck's horse and tux, bring the dead body back to the
Starbuck ranch. Amanda, seeing what she thinks is Graham's body (she cannot
see the face) faints. But it turns out Dr. Finger was a quack, and the first person
Graham encounters after his escape is one of Dr. Finger's dissatisfied custom
ers, which leads to Graham being sent to prison on a year-long sentence for Dr.
Finger's crimes. During this time, Amanda is at first ostracized by the towns
people, but an impassioned speech proclaiming her love for Graham leads to a
surprising turnaround: the townspeople not only forgive her, they see Graham
and Amanda's story as remarkable. The story then becomes a legend, spawn
ing a popular book (entitled From Noon Till Three), dime novels, a stage play,
and even a popular song. The legend of Graham and Amanda becomes bigger
than the reality, and when her book becomes a worldwide bestseller it makes
Amanda a very wealthy woman. Graham, who reads the book while in prison,
is amused by the distortions. After serving his time, a disguised Graham takes
one of Amanda's guided tours of her ranch and stays behind, intending to reveal
himself. Amanda does not recognize him and becomes frightened: for every
detail of their love encounter he tells her, she cries back: "It's in the book!" It
is only when Graham shows her "something that's not in the book" (his penis)
that Amanda believes him; but instead of joy, she is worried: if word got out
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that Graham was alive, the legend of Graham and Amanda would be done for.
Even Graham's suggestion that he live with her incognito is no good; after all, if
Amanda were to live with another man, the legend would still be destroyed. The
encounter ends up with Amanda pointing a gun at Granam . . . but at the last
moment she decides to shoot herself. Graham is now heartbroken: not only has
he lost Amanda, he also loses his identity: people laugh when he tells them he is
Graham, since he looks nothing like his description in the book. The fact that he
encounters his public figure everywhere (he hears "their song" at a local saloon
and walks in on a stage production of From Noon Till Three) literally drives him
crazy. In the end he is confined to an insane asylum, where he meets the only
people who believe him and accept him as Graham: his fellow inmates. Finally,
he is content. Indeed, as Lacan once remarked, every one of us always tries to
transform himself into a character in the novel which is his own life.'
Note the symmetry with Martin Eden: both Graham and Amanda relate to
their "legend" (their public symbolic identity), but they react differently when
reality catches up with it: Amanda chooses the legend over reality, for in a weird
variation of the famous line from a John Ford Western ("when reality doesn't fit
the legend, print the legend"), she shoots herself to save her own legend. Graham,
on the contrary, chooses reality (they should live together even if this will ruin
the legend), but is unaware that the legend has a power of its own which also
determines their (social) reality. The price he pays is that his symbolic identity
is literally taken from him: the material proof of his identity-(the shape of) his
penis-does not hold in public, since the penis should not be confused with the
phallus. The only place where he is recognized as who he is is the lunatic asylum;
to paraphrase Lacan: a madman is not only someone other than Graham Dorsey
thinking he is Graham Dorsey, a madman is also Graham Dorsey thinking he is
Graham Dorsey-a further confirmation that the denial of symbolic castration
leads to psychosis.
Insofar as symbolic castration is also a name for the gap between my imme
diate stupid being and my symbolic title (recall the proverbial disappOintment of
the adolescent: is that miserable coward really my father?), and since a symbolic
authority can only function insofar as, in a kind of illegitimate short -circuit, this
gap is obfuscated and my symbolic authority appears as an immediate property
or quality of me as a person, each authority has to protect itself from situations
in which this gap becomes palpable. For example, political leaders know very
well how to avoid situations in which their impotence might be revealed; a
father knows how to hide his humiliations (when his boss shouts at him, and so
1 But does the same not also hold for philosophy? Is not the ultimate goal of a
philosophical system to account for the thinker himself. to construct a narrative in
which the thinker is the main character (Hegel, exemplarily)? Kierkegaard's critique is
that Hegel fails precisely here.
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forth) from the gaze of his son. What is protected by such "face saving" strate
gies is appearance: although I know very well my father is ultimately impotent,
I refuse to believe it, which is why the effect of witnessing the open display of
his impotence can be so shattering. Such humiliating moments fully deserve to
be called "castrating experiences;' not because father is shown to be castrated
or impotent, but because the gap between his miserable reality and his sym
bolic authority is rendered palpable and can no longer by ignored by way of
fetishistic disavowal.
Is this not the problem of The King's Speech, the film which triumphed at the
2011 Oscars? The problem of the soon-to-be-king, the cause of his stuttering, is
precisely his inability to assume his symbolic function, to identify with his title.
The king thus displays a minimum of common sense, experiencing the stupid
ity of seriously accepting that one is a king by divine will-and the task of the
Australian voice-coach is to render him stupid enough to accept his being a king
as his natural property. As usual, Chesterton got it right: "if a man says that he
is the rightful King of England, it is no complete answer to say that the exist
ing authorities call him mad: for if he were King of England that might be the
wisest thing for the existing authorities to do:' In the key scene of the film, the
coach sits on the king's chair: the furious king demands that he stand up, and the
coach refuses, asking by what right the king can command him. The king shouts
back: "Divine right, if you must! I'm your king! ! ! " at which point the coach has
won the argument-now the king believes he is a king. The solution of the film
is thus, of course, a reactionary one: the king is "normalized;' the force of his
hysterical questioning is obliterated.
Another winner at the 2011 Oscars, Black Swan, the feminine counterpart
to The King's Speech, is even more reactionary: its premise is that, while a man
can be dedicated to his mission (as the king is in The King's Speech) and still
lead a normal private life, a woman who totally dedicates herself to her mission
(here, to be a ballerina) enters on the path to self-destruction-her success is
paid for by her death. It is easy to recognize in this plot the old tapas of a woman
torn between her artistic vocation and a happy, calm private life, who makes the
wrong choice and dies-in Michael Powell's Red Shoes it is also a ballerina, while
in Offenbach's Hoffman's Tales and Kieslowski's Double Life of Wronique it is a
singer. Hoffman's Tales presents the heroine's dedication to her artistic vocation
as the result of manipulation by a dark devilish character, while The Double Life
of Wronique stages both versions of the choice: the Polish Weronika, who has
chosen to sing, dies during a performance, while the French Veronique with
draws into privacy and survives. The two recent films, The King's Speech and
Black Swan, thus work in a complementary way as a reassertion of the traditional
couple under the masculine authority: for the man, a naIve assumption of sym
bolic authority: for the woman, withdrawal into privacy-a clear conservative
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strategy designed t o counteract the rise o f the postmodern post -Oedipal mode
of subjectivity.
For Hegel, the king is defined as a subject who accepts this radical decenter
ing, that is, to quote Marx again, accepts the fact that he is a king because others
treat him as a king, not the other way round-otherwise, if he thinks that he is
a king "in himself:' he is a madman. According to legend, during the decisive
battle between the Prussian and the Austrian armies in the 1866 war, the Prussian
king, formally the supreme commander of the Prussian army, observing the
fight from a nearby hill, looked worried at (what appeared to him) the confu
sion on the battleground, where some of the Prussian troops even seemed to be
retreating. General von Maltke, the great Prussian strategist who had planned
the battle deployment, turned to the king in the middle of this confusion and
said: "May I be the first to congratulate your majesty on a brilliant victory?"
This exemplifies the gap between S and S , at its purest: the king was the Master,
,
the formal commander totally ignorant of the meaning of what was happen
ing, while von Moltke embodied strategic knowledge-although, at the level of
actual decisions, the victory was Moltke's, he was correct in congratulating the
king on behalf of whom he was acting. The stupidity of the Master is palpable in
this gap between the confusion of the master-figure and the objective-symbolic
fact that he had already won a brilliant victory. We all know the old joke refer
ring to the enigma about who really wrote Shakespeare's plays: "Not William
Shakespeare, but someone else with the same name:' This is what Lacan means
by the "decentered subject:' this is how a subject relates to the name which fixes
its symbolic identity: John Smith is (always, by definition, in its very notion)
not John Smith, but someone else with the same name. As Shakespeare's Juliet
already knew, I am never "that name"-the John Smith who really thinks he is
John Smith is a psychotic. This key point was missed by the young Marx in his
critique of Hegel's Philosophy of Right; after quoting the beginning of §281:
Both moments in their undivided unity-(a) the will's ultimate ungrounded self,
and (b) therefore its similarly ungrounded objective existence (existence being the
category which is at home in nature)-constitute the Idea of something against
which caprice is powerless. the "majesty" of the monarch. In this unity lies the actual
unity of the state, and it is only through this, its inward and outward immediacy,
that the unity of the state is saved from the risk of being drawn down into the sphere
of particularity and its caprices. ends and opinions. and saved too from the war of
factions round the throne and from the enfeeblement and overthrow of the power
of the state.Z
2 G. W F. Hegel, Hegel's Philosophy ofRight, trans. T. M. Knox, Oxford: Oxford University
Press 1978, p. 185
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Marx adds his (all too common-sensical) ironic commentary:
The two moments are [a I the contingency of the will, caprice, and [b I the contin
gency of nature, birth; thus, His Majesty: Contingency. Contingency is thus the
actual unity of the state.
The way in which, according to Hegel, an inward and outward immediacy [of
the state] is to be saved from collision, [due to caprice, factions,] etc., is incredible,
since collision is precisely what it makes possible . . .
The prince's hereditary character results from his concept. He is to be the person
who is specified from the entire race of men, who is distinguished from all other
persons. But then what is the ultimate fixed difference of one person from all others?
The body. And the highest function of the body is sexual activity. Hence the highest
constitutional act of the king is his sexual activity, because through this he makes a
king and carries on his body.3

Marx concludes with the sarcastic note that the Hegelian monarch is nothing
more than an appendix to his penis-to which we should say: yes, but that is
precisely Hegers point, namely that such an utter alienation, such a reversal by
which a person becomes an appendix of its biological organ of procreation, is
the price to be paid for acting like the state's sovereignty embodied.' One can
clearly see, from §281 quoted above, how the institution of hereditary monarchy
is for Hegel the solution to the problem of caprice and of factions, the problem,
in short, of the contingency of power. This contingency is overcome not by a
deeper necessity (say, in the sense of Plato's philosopher-kings, rulers whose
knowledge legitimizes their power), but by an even more radical contingency:
we posit at the top a subject effectively reduced to an appendix of his penis, a
subject who did not make himself what he is (through the labor of mediation),
but is immediately born into it. Of course, Hegel is fully aware that there is no
deeper necessity operating behind the scenes to guarantee that the monarch will
be a wise, just, and courageous person-on the contrary, in the figure of the
monarch, contingency (the contingency of his properties and qualifications) is
taken to an extreme; all that matters is his birth.' In socio-political life, stability
can only be gained when all subjects accept the result of this contingent process,
since the contingency of birth is exempted from social struggles.
3 Karl Marx, Critique of Hegel:' "Philosophy of Right; trans. Annette Jolin and Joseph
O'Malley, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 1970, pp. 35, 40.
4 Note also the irony of the situation: insofar as the gap between my immediate bodily
being and my symbolic identity is the gap of castration, being reduced to one's penis is
the very formula of castration.
5 Also in inherent philosophkal terms, we can see here how radical Hegel is in his
assertion of contingency: the only way to overcome contingency is through its redoubling.
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A n obvious counter-argument arises here: does Hegel not remain caught
in an illusion of purity-namely of the purity of the expert-knowledge of the
state bureaucracy which only works rationally for the common good? True, he
concedes an irreducible impurity (the contingent play of partial interests and
factional struggles) of political life, but is not his illusory wager that, if one iso
lates this moment of impurity (subjective caprice) in the figure of the monarch,
this exception will make the rest (the body of the state bureaucracy) rational,
exempted from the play of conflicting partial interests? With this notion of state
bureaucracy as the "universal class;' is not the state thus depoliticized, exempted
from the properly political differend? However, while Hegel is well aware that
political life consists of a contingent "war of factions around the throne;' his idea
is not that the monarch takes upon himself this contingency and thus magically
turns the state bureaucracy into a neutral machine, but that, on account of his
being-determined by the contingency of biological descent, the king himselfis in
a formal sense elevated above political struggles.
In Lacanese, the passage from inherent notional self-development which
mediates all content to the act or decision which freely releases this content is, of
course, the passage from S , (knowledge, the chain of signifiers) to S , (the perfor
mative Master-Signifier). In a strictly homologous sense, the Hegelian Absolute
Knowing is a knowledge which is "absolved" from its positive content-how?
Jean-Claude Milner has developed a notion of Absolute Knowing (savoir absolu)
which, without even mentioning Hegel, is simultaneously close and distant from
him. Milner's starting point is the grammatical opposition between relative and
absolute in the use of verbs: when I say, "I know Latin;' my knowing is related
to a determinate object, it is supplemented by this object, in contrast to simply
saying, "I know;' where knowledge is "absolved" (freed) from such attachments.
Such "absolute" knowing is "the agent of its own deployment whose object is
merely its occasion and whose subject is its instrument; it follows its internal
law that I call surplus-knowing:" Milner's model of this Absolute Knowing is
not Hegel, but the post-Hegelian Wissenschajt, university science in continuous
progress: its surplus is something which is not yet here as said/known, but always
to be produced. The difference that separates surplus-knowing from established
knowledge is thus a pure difference immanent to knowing, with no reference to
its external object: the difference between the known and the not-yet-known,
the difference which makes the field of knowledge forever incomplete. Miiner's
objection to this notion of Absolute Knowing is that it involves only a "more"
and not a "less;' only a surplus and not a lack of knowing-the reason why
Lacan rejects it as the pure figure of the University Discourse. So far so good
but where does Hegel, his Absolute Knowing, fit into all this? Hegel's Absolute
6 Jean Claude Milner, Clartes de tout, Paris: Verdier 2011, p. 54.
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Knowing does involve a "less": it refers to a constitutive lack, the lack in the
Other itself, not in our knowledge. Hegel's Absolute Knowing is not an open
field of endless progress, and it is the overlapping of the two lacks (the subject's
lack of knowing and the lack in the Other itself) that accounts for its "closure:'
To explain the mode of functioning of the objectless knowing, Milner evokes
the TV series Dexter, in which a father who knows his son is genetically deter
mined to become a serial killer tells him to become a cop and thus satisfy his
innate urge to kill by killing only the killers themselves.' In a homologous way,
Milner's aim is to operate like a bird flying high up in the air, with no attachment
to any particular object on the land; from time to time, the bird dives and picks
out its victim-like Milner who, in his work, picks on one particular knowledge
after another and tears it apart by displaying its inconsistency. But is this not pre
cisely the mode of functioning of Hegel's own Absolute Knowing which moves
from one to another shape of knowing, touching it in its Real, i.e., bringing out
its immanent/constitutive antagonism?
Schelling was thus wrong in his critique of Hegel: the intervention of the act
of decision is purely immanent, it is the moment of the "quilting point:' of the
reversal of constative into performative. Does not the same go for the king in the
case of the State, according to Hegel's defense of the monarchy? The bureaucratic
chain of knowledge is followed by the king's decision which, as the "completely
concrete objectivity of the will:' "reabsorbs all particularity into its single self,
cuts short the weighing of pros and cons between which it lets itself oscillate per
petually now this way and now that, and by saying 'I will' makes its decision and
so inaugurates all activity and actuality" (§281). Hegel emphasizes this apartness
of the monarch already when he states that the "ultimate self-determination'
can "fall within the sphere of human freedom only insofar as it has the position
of a pinnacle, explicitly distinct from, and raised above, all that is particular and
conditional, for only so is it actual in a way adequate to its concept" (§281). This
is why "the conception of the monareli' is
of all conceptions the hardest for ratiocination, i.e. for the method of reflection
employed by the Understanding. This method refuses to move beyond isolated cat
egories and hence here again knows only raisonnement, finite points of view, and
deductive argumentation. Consequently it exhibits the dignity of the monarch as
something deduced, not only in its form, but in its essence. The truth is, however,
that to be something not deduced but purely self-originating is precisely the
conception of monarchy.

In the next paragraph, Hegel further elaborates this speculative necessity of the
monarch:
7 Ibid., p. 60.
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This ultimate self in which the will ofthe state is concentrated is, when thus taken in
abstraction, a single self and therefore is immediate individuality. Hence its "natural"
character is implied in its very conception. The monarch, therefore, is essentially
characterized as this individual, in abstraction from all his other characteristics,
and this individual is raised to the dignity of monarchy in an immediate, natural,
fashion. i.e. through his birth in the course of nature.
Remark: This transition of the concept of pure self-determination into the
immediacy of being and so into the realm of nature is of a purely speculative char
acter, and the apprehension of it therefore belongs to logic. Moreover, this transition
is on the whole the same as that familiar to us in the nature of willing, and there the
process is to translate something from subjectivity (i.e. some purpose held before
the mind) into existence. But the proper form of the Idea and of the transition here
under consideration is the immediate conversion of the pure self-determination of
the will (i.e. of the simple concept itself) into a single and natural existent without
the mediation of a particular content (like a purpose in the case of action)
In the so-called "ontological" proof of the existence of God, we have the same
conversion of the absolute concept into existence . .
Addition: It is often alleged against monarchy that it makes the welfare o f the
state dependent on chance, for, it is urged, the monarch may be ill-educated, he
may perhaps be unworthy of the highest position in the state, and it is senseless that
such a state of affairs should exist because it is supposed to be rational. But all this
rests on a presupposition which is nugatory, namely that everything depends on the
monarch's particular character. In a completely organized state, it is only a question
of the culminating point of formal decision (and a natural bulwark against passion.
It is wrong therefore to demand objective qualities in a monarch); he has only to say
"yes" and dot the "i", because the throne should be such that the significant thing in
its holder is not his particular make-up . . . In a well-organized monarchy, the objec
tive aspect belongs to law alone, and the monarch's part is merely to set to the law
the subjective "I will':

The speculative moment that Understanding cannot grasp is "the transition of
the concept of pure self-determination into the immediacy of being and so into
the realm of nature:' In other words, while Understanding can well grasp the
universal mediation of a living totality, what it cannot grasp is that this total
ity, in order to actualize itself, has to acquire actual existence in the guise of an
immediate "natural" singularity,' One can also say that Understanding misses
8 The Marxists who mocked Hegel here paid the price for this negligence: in the regimes
which legitimized themselves as Marxist, a Leader emerged who, again, not only directly
embodied the rational totality, but embodied it fully, as a figure of full Knowledge and not
merely the idiotic dotter of the i's. In other words, the Stalinist Leader is not a monarch,
which makes him all the worse,
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the christological moment: the necessity of a singular individual embodying
the universal Spirit. The term "nature" should be given its full weight here: in
the same way that, at the end of the Logic, the Idea's completed self-mediation
releases from itself Nature, collapses into the external immediacy of Nature, the
State's rational self-mediation has to acquire actual existence in a will which is
determined as directly natural, unmediated, stricto sensu "irrational:' Recall
here Chesterton's appraisal of the guillotine (which was used precisely to behead
a king):
The guillotine has many sins, but to do it justice there is nothing evolutionary
about it. The favourite evolutionary argument finds its best answer in the axe. The
Evolutionist says, ''Where do you draw the line?" the Revolutionist answers, "1 draw
it here: exactly between your head and bodY:' There must at any given moment be an
abstract right or wrong if any blow is to be struck; there must be something eternal
if there is to be anything sudden.'

It is from here that one can understand why Badiou, the theorist of the Act, has
to refer to Eternity: the Act is only conceivable as the intervention of Eternity
into time. Historicist evolutionism leads to endless procrastination, the situa
tion is always too complex, there are always further aspects to be accounted for,
the pondering of pros and cons is never over. Against this stance, the passage to
the act involves a gesture of radical and violent Simplification, a cut like that of
the proverbial Gordian knot: the magical moment when the infinite pondering
crystallizes itself into a simple "yes" or "no:'
This brings us to the topic of sublation versus sublimation. In Seminar VII,
Lacan opposes sublation as dialectical mediation to sublimation: sublation
includes all particulars into a dialectical totality, while sublimation takes a non
sublated remainder of the Real and elevates it directly into the embodiment of
the impossible Thing that eludes all mediation. But is this move of sublimation
really foreign to Hegel? With regard to the king, is not Hegel's point that, while
all individuals have to "become what they are" through their work and thus to
mediate or sublate their natural immediacy, the king is the only one who directly
(by his nature) is that which his symbolic title deSignates him to be (one is a king
by birth). The circle of mediation can thus only be concluded when it is sup
plemented by a "raw" non-mediated "irrational" element which "sutures" the
rational totality.
When Hegel articulates the three parallel moves-from Logic to Nature,
from the rational totality of the State to Monarch, and the ontological proof of
God-does he not suggest that (a personal) God arises out of the same necessity
9 G. K. Chesterton, Orthodoxy, San Francisco: Ignatius Press 1995, p. 116.
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as the Monarch? That God is the Monarch of the universe? This example makes
it clear how the notional development can never reach its completion (in the
naive sense of the completed chain of reasons by means of which "everything
is deduced")-the arbitrary intervention of the Master-Signifier designates the
point at which contingency intervenes in the very heart of necessity: the very
establishment of a necessity is a contingent act." In a totally different field,
Dennett detects the need for "conversation-stoppers" in the endless pursuit of
argumentation which, because of the finitude and limitation of our situation,
never comes to an end: there are always some other aspects to take into account,
etc.U Is this need not the need for what Lacan called the Master-Signifier
(Dennett himself refers to the "magic word;' or to a fake dogma): for something
that will cut the Gordian knot of endless pros and cons with an act of (ultimately
arbitrary and imperfect) decision?
Apropos school exams, Lacan pointed out a strange fact: there must be a
minimal gap, a delay, between the grading of the exam papers and the act of
announcing the results. In other words, even if I know that I prOVided perfect
answers to the questions, there will remain a minimal element of insecurity until
the results are announced-this gap is the gap between constative and perform
ative, between measuring the results and taking note of them (registering them)
in the full sense of the symbolic act. The whole mystique of bureaucracy at its
most sublime hinges on this gap: you know the facts, but you can never quite be
sure how these facts will be registered by the bureaucracy. And, as Jean-Pierre
Dupuy points out, the same holds for elections: in the electoral process also,
the moment of contingency, of hazard, of a "draw;' is crucial." Fully "rational"
elections would not be elections at all, but a transparent objectivized process.
Traditional (premodern) societies resolved this problem by invoking a trans
cendent source which "verified" the result, conferring authority on it (God, the
king . . . ). Therein lies the problem of modernity: modern societies perceive
themselves as autonomous, self-regulated; that is, they can no longer rely on an
external (transcendent) source of authority. But nevertheless, the moment of
hazard has to remain operative in the electoral process, which is why commen
tators like to dwell on the "irrationality" of votes (one never knows where the
votes wjJ] swing in the final days of an election campaign . . . ). In other words,
democracy would not work if it were reduced to permanent opinion-polling
fully mechanized and quantified, deprived of its "performative" character; as
10 Descartes and other «voluntarists" were on the track of this paradox when they
pointed out how universal necessary laws hold because of the arbitrary divine decision:
2 + 2 = 4 and not 5 because God willed it so.
11 Daniel Dennett, Darwin's Dangerous Idea: Evolution and the Meanings of Life. New
York: Touchstone 1996, p. 506.
12 Jean-Pierre Dupuy, La marque du sacre, Paris: Carnets Nord 2008.
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Lefort pointed out, voting has to remain a (sacrificial) ritual, a ritualistic self
destruction and rebirth of society." The reason is that this hazard itself should
not be transparent, it should be minimally externalized/relied: "the people's
will" is our equivalent of what the Ancients perceived as the imponderable will
of God or the hand of Fate. What people cannot accept as their direct arbitrary
choice, the result of a pure hazard, they can accept if it refers to a minimum of
the "Real"-Hegel knew this long ago, and this is the entire point of his defense
of monarchy. And, last but not least, the same goes for love: there should be an
element of the "answer of the Real" in it ("we were forever meant for each other") ,
I cannot really accept that my falling i n love hinges o n a pure contingency."
Even such a superb reader of Hegel as Gerard Lebrun falls short here in
inscribing Hegel into the Platonic tradition of "philosopher-kings": every exer
cise of power has to be justified by good reasons, the bearer of power has to
be properly qualified for it by his knowledge and abilities, and power should
be exercised for the good of the entire community-this notion of power sus
tains Hegel's concept of the state bureaucracy as the "universal class" educated to
protect state interests against the particular interests of members and groups in
civil society. Nietzsche counters this received notion by questioning its underly
ing premise: what kind of power (or authority) is it which needs to justify itself
with reference to the interests of those over whom it rules, which accepts the
need to provide reasons for its exercise? Does not such a notion of power under
mine itself? How can I be your master if! accept the need to justify my authority
in your eyes? Does this not imply that my authority depends on your approval,
so that, acting as your master, I effectively serve you (recall Frederick the Great's
famous notion of the king as the highest servant of his people)? Is it not rather
that authority proper needs no reasons, since it is simply accepted on its own?
As Kierkegaard put it, for a child to say that he obeys his father because the
latter is wise, honest, and good, is a blasphemy, a total disavowal of true paternal
authority. In Lacanian terms, this passage from "natural" authority to authority
justified with reasons is, of course, the p assage from the Master's discourse to
the University discourse. This universe of the justified exercise of power is also
eminently anti-political and, in this sense, "technocratic": my exercise of power
should be grounded in reasons accessible to and approved by all rational human
beings, for the underlying premise is that, as an agent of power, I am totally
replaceable, I act in exactly the same way everyone else would have acted in my
place-politics as the domain of competitive struggle, as the articulation of irre
ducible social antagonisms, should be replaced by rational administration which
directly enacts the universal interest.
13 See Claude Lefort, Essais sur Ie politique, Paris: Seuil 1986.
'4 See Slavoj Z izek, Looking Awry, Cambridge, MA: MIT Press 1991.
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But is Lebrun right in imputing to Hegel such a notion of justified author
ity? Was Hegel not fully aware that true authority always contains an element of
tautological self-assertion? "It is so because I say it is so!" The exercise of author
ity is an "irrational" act of contingent decision which bre aks the endless chain
of enumerating reasons pro et contra. Is this not the very rationale of Hegel's
defense of monarchy? The state as a rational totality needs at its head a figure
of "irrational" authority, an authority not justified by its qualifications: while
all other public servants have to prove their capacity to exert power, the king is
justified by the very fact that he is a king. To put it in more contemporary terms,
the performative aspect of the state's actions is reserved for the king: the state
bureaucracy prepares the content of state action, but it is the signature of the
king which enacts it, enforcing it upon society. Hegel was well aware that it is
only this distance between the "knowledge" embodied in the state bureaucracy
and the authority of the Master embodied in the king which protects the social
body against the "totalitarian" temptation: what we call a "totalitarian regime"
is not a regime in which the Master imposes his unconstrained authority and
ignores the suggestions of rational knowledge, but a regime in which Knowledge
(the rationally justified authority) immediately assumes "performative" power
Stalin was not (did not present himself as) a Master, he was the highest servant
of the people, legitimized by his knowledge and abilities.
This insight of Hegel's points towards his unique position between the
Master's discourse (of traditional authority) and the University discourse (of
modern power justified by reasons or by the democratic consent of its sub
jects): Hegel recognized that the charisma of the Master's authority is a fake,
that the Master is an impostor-it is only the fact that he occupies the posi
tion of a Master (that his subjects treat him as a Master) which makes him a
Master. However, he was also well aware that, if one tries to get rid of this excess
and impose a self-transparent authority fully justified by expert knowledge, the
result is even worse: instead of being limited to the symbolic head of state, "irra
tionality" spreads over the entire body of social power. Kafka's bureaucracy is
just such a regime of expert knowledge deprived of the figure of the Master
Brecht was right when, as Benjamin reports in his diaries, he claimed that Kafka
is "the only genuine Bolshevik writer:'"
Is Hegel's position then a cynical one? Does he tells us to act as if a monarch
is qualified to rule by his properties, to celebrate his glory, etc., although we
know very well that he is a nobody in himself? A gap nonetheless separates
Hegel's position from cynicism: the Hegelian (utopian?) ;vager is that one can
admire a monarch not for his supposed real qualities, but on account of his
very mediocrity, as a representative of human frailty. Here, however, things get
15 Quoted in Stathis Gourgouris, Does Literature Think?, Palo Alto: Stanford University
Press 2003, p. 179.
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complicated: is not the excess at the top of the social edifice (king, leader) to
be supplemented by the excess at its bottom, those who have no proper place
within the social body, what Ranciere calls its "part of no-part;' and what Hegel
called the Piibel (rabble) ? Hegel fails to take note of how the rabble, in its very
status as the destructive excess of the social totality, its "part of no-part;' is the
"reflexive determination" of the totality as such, the immediate embodiment of
its universality, the particular element in the guise of which the social total
ity encounters itself among its elements, and, as such, the key constituent of its
identity. ,6 This is why Frank Ruda is fully justified in reading Hegel's short pas
sages on the rabble in his Philosophy ofRight as a symptomatic point of his entire
philosophy of right, if not of his entire system." If Hegel had seen the universal
dimension of the rabble, he would have invented the symptom (as Marx-who
saw in the proletariat the embodiment of the deadlocks of the existing society,
the universal class-did) ." In other words, what makes the notion of the rabble
symptomatic is that it describes a necessarily produced "irrational" excess of the
modern rational state, a group of people for whom there is no place within the
organized totality, although they formally belong to it-as such, they perfectly
exemplify the category of Singular universality (a Singular which directly gives
body to a universality, by-passing the mediation through the particular):
§244 When the standard of living of a large mass of people falls below a certain
subsistence level-a level regulated automatically as the one necessary for a member
of the society-and when there is a consequent loss of the sense of right and wrong,
of honesty and the self-respect which makes a man insist on maintaining himself by
his own work and effort, the result is the creation of a rabble of paupers. At the same
time this brings with it, at the other end of the social scale, conditions which greatly
facilitate the concentration of disproportionate wealth in a few hands.
16 Note the dialectical finesse of this last feature: what «sutures" the identity of a social
totality as such is the very "free-floating" element which dissolves the fixed identity of
any intra-social element. One can even establish a link between Hegel's residual anti
Semitism and his inability to think pure repetition: when he gives way to his displeasure
with the Jews who stubbornly stick to their identity, instead of "moving forward" and, like
other nations, allowing their identity to be sublated (aufgehoben) in historical progress, is
not his displeasure caused by the perception that the Jews remain caught in the repetition
of the same? Parenthetically, I am here in full solidarity with Benjamin Nays who, in
his The Persistence of the Negative (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press 2010),
emphasizes and deploys the link between the vicissitudes of the "purely philosophical"
notion of negativity and the shifts and impasses of radical politics: when one talks on
negativity, politics is never far behind.
17 I rely here on Frank Ruda's Hegel's Rabble: An Investigation into Hegel's Philosophy of
Right, London: Continuum 2011.
18 l owe this formulation to Mladen Dolar.
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We can easily see here the link between the eminently political topic of the status
of the rabble and Hegel's basic ontological topic of the relationship between uni
versality and particularity, that is, the problem of how to understand Hegelian
"concrete universality:' If we understand "concrete universality" in the usual
sense of the organic subdivision of the universal into its particular moments, so
that universality is not an abstract feature in which individuals directly partici
pate, and the participation of the individual in the universal is always mediated
through the particular network of determinations, then the corresponding
notion of society is a corporate one: society as an organic W h ole in which each
individual has to find its particular place, in which I participate in the State by
fulfIlling my particular duty or obligation. There are no citizens as such, one
has to be a member of a particular estate (a farmer, a state official, mother in a
family, teacher, artisan . . . ) in order to contribute to the harmony of the Whole.
This is the Bradleyian proto-fascist Hegel who opposes atomistic liberalism (in
which society is a mechanical unity of abstract individuals) on behalf of the State
as a living organism in which each part has its function. Within this space, the
rabble has to appear as an irrational excess, as a threat to social order and sta
bility, as outcasts excluded and excluding themselves from the "rational" social
totality.
But is this truly what Hegel is aiming at with his "concrete universality"?
Is not the core of dialectical negativity the short-circuit between the genus and
(one of) its species, so that the genus appears as one of its own species opposed
to others, entering into a negative relationship with them? In this sense, concrete
universality is precisely a universality which includes itself among its species, in
the guise of a singular moment lacking particular content-in short, it is pre
cisely those who are without their proper place within the social Whole (like the
rabble) who stand for the universal dimension of the society which generates
them. This is why the rabble cannot be abolished without radically transforming
the entire social edifice-and Hegel is fully aware of this; he is consistent enough
to confess that a solution of this "disturbing problem" is impossible not for exter
nal contingent reasons, but for strictly immanent conceptual reasons. While
he enumerates a series of measures to resolve the problem (police control and
repression, charity, export of the rabble to colonies " . ) , he himself admits that
these are only secondary palliatives which cannot really resolve the problem
not because the problem is too hard (because there is not enough wealth in
society to take care of the poor), but because there is too much wealth-the
more society is wealthy, the more poverty it produces:
§245 When the masses begin to decline into poverty, (aJ the burden of maintaining
them at their ordinary standard of living might be directly laid all the wealthier
classes, or they might receive the means of livelihood directly from other public
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sources of wealth (e.g. from the endowments of rich hospitals, monasteries, and
other foundations). In either case, however, the needy would receive subsistence
directly. not by means of their work, and this would violate the principle of civil
society and the feeling of individual independence and self-respect in its individual
members. (b) As an alternative, they might be given subsistence indirectly through
being given work, i.e. the opportunity to work. In this event the volume of produc
tion would be increased, but the evil consists precisely in an excess of production
and in the lack of a proportionate nwnber of consumers who are themselves also
producers. and thus it is simply intensified by both of the methods (a) and (b) by
which it is sought to alleviate it. It hence becomes apparent that despite an excess of
wealth civil society is not rich enough, i.e. its own resources are insufficient to check
excessive poverty and the creation of a penurious rabble.

Note the finesse of Hegel's analysis: he points out that poverty is not only a
material condition, but also the subjective position of being deprived of social
recognition, which is why it is not enough to provide for the poor through
public or private charity-in this way, they are still deprived of the satisfaction of
autonomously taking care of their own lives. Furthermore, when Hegel empha
sizes how SOciety-the existing social order-is the ultimate space in which the
subject finds his or her substantial content and recognition, namely how subjec
tive freedom can actualize itself only in the rationality of the universal ethical
order, the implied (although not explicitly stated) obverse is that those who do
not fmd this recognition have also the right to rebel: if a class of people is system
atically deprived of their rights, of their very dignity as persons, they are eo ipso
also released from their duties towards the social order, because this order is no
longer their ethical substance. The dismissive tone of Hegel's statements about
the "rabble" should not blind us to the basic fact that he considered their rebel
lion fully justified in rational terms: the "rabble" is a class of people to whom
systematically, not just in a contingent way, recognition by the ethical substance
is denied, so they do not owe anything to society, and are dispensed of any duties
towards it.
Negativity-the non-recognized element of the existing order-is thus
necessarily produced, inherent to it, but with no place within the order. Here,
however, Hegel makes an error (measured by his own standards): he does not
venture the obvious thesis that, as such, the rabble should immediately stand
for the universality of society. As excluded, lacking recognition of its particu1ar position, the rabble is the universal as such. On this point at least, Marx
was right in his critique of Hegel, since he was here more Hegelian than Hegel
himself-as is well known, this is the starting point of the Marxian analysis:
the "proletariat" deSignates such an "irrational" element of the "rational" social
totality, its unaccountable "part of no-part:' the element systematically generated
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by it and, simultaneously, denied the basic rights that define this totality; as such,
the proletariat stands for the dimension of universality, for its emancipation
is only possible in/through the universal emancipation. In a way, every act is
proletarian: "There is only one social symptom: every individual is effectively
proletarian, that is to say, he does not dispose of a discourse by means of which
he could establish a social link:'" It is only from such a "proletarian" position of
being deprived of a discourse (of occupying the place of the "part of no-part"
within the existing social body) that an act can emerge.
How, then, do the two excesses (at the top and at the bottom) relate to each
other? Does not the link between the two provide the formula for a populist
authoritarian regime? In his Eighteenth Brumaire, an analysis of the first such
regime (the reign of Napoleon III), Marx pointed out that while Napoleon
III played one class off against the other, stealing from one in order to satisfY
another, the only true class base of his rule was the lumpenproletarian rabble.
In a homologous way, the paradox of fascism is that it advocates a hierarchical
order in which "everybody has his/her proper place;' while its only true social
base is a rabble (SA thugs and so forth)-in it, the only direct class link of the
Leader is the one which connects him to the rabble, only among the rabble was
Hitler truly "at home:'
Hegel is of course aware that objective poverty is not enough to generate a
rabble: this objective poverty must be subjectivized, changed into a "disposition
of the mind;' experienced as a radical injustice on account of which the subject
feels no duty or obligation towards society. Hegel leaves no doubt that this injus
tice is real: society has a duty to guarantee the conditions for a dignified, free,
autonomous life to all its members-this is their right, and if it is denied, they
also have no duties towards society:
Addition: The lowest subsistence level, that of a rabble of paupers, is fIXed automati
cally, but the minimum varies considerably in different countries. In England, even
the very poorest believe that they have rights; this is different from what satisfies
the poor in other countries. Poverty in itself does not make men into a rabble; a
rabble is created only when there is joined to poverty a disposition of mind, an
inner indignation against the rich, against society. against the government, &c. A
further consequence of this attitude is that through their dependence on chance
men become frivolous and idle, like the Neapolitan lazzaroni for example. In this
way there is born in the rabble the evil of lacking self-respect enough to secure sub
sistence by its mm labour and yet at the same time of claiming to receive subsistence
as its right. Against nature man can claim no right, but once society is established,
poverty immediately takes the form of a wrong done to one class by another. The
19 Jacques Lacan, "La troisieme;' Lettres d'Eco!e freudienne 16 (1975), p. 187.
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important question of how poverty is to be abolished is one of the most disturbing
problems which agitate modern society. (§244)

It is easy to discern the ambiguity and oscillation in Hegel's line of argumenta
tion here. He first appears to blame the poor themselves for subjectivizing their
position as that of a rabble, for abandoning the principle of autonomy which
obliges subjects to secure their subsistence by their own labor, and for claim
ing that they should receive from society the means for survival as a right. He
then subtly changes the tone, emphasizing that, in contrast to his relations with
nature, man can claim rights against society, which is why poverty is not just
a social fact but a wrong done to one class by another. Furthermore, there is a
subtle non sequitur in the argument: Hegel passes directly from the indignation
of the rabble against the rich/society/government to their lack of self-respect
the rabble is irrational because it demands a decent life without working for it,
thus denying the basic modern axiom that freedom and autonomy are based
on the work of self-mediation. Consequently, the right to subsist without labor
can only appear as irrational because [Hegel] links the notion of right to the notion
of the free will that can only be free if it becomes an object for itself through objec
tive activity. To claim a right to subsist without activity and to claim this right at the
same time only for oneself, according to Hegel, therefore means to claim a right that
has neither the universality nor the objectivity of a right. The right that the rabble
claims is for Hegel therefore a right without right and . . . he consequently defines the
rabble as the particularity that unbinds itself also from the essential interrelation of
right and duty."

But indignation is not the same as lack of self-respect: it does not automatically
generate the demand to be provided for without working. Indignation can also
be a direct expression of self-respect: since the rabble is produced necessarily, as
part of the social process of the (re )production of wealth, it is society itself which
denies it the right to participate in the social universe of freedoms and rights-it
is denied the right to have rights, for the "right without right" is effectively a
meta-right or reflexive right, a universal right to have rights, to be in a position
to act as a free autonomous subject. The demand to be provided for without
working is thus a (possibly superficial) form of appearance of the more basic
and in no way "irrational" demand to be given a chance to act as an autonomous
free subject, to be included in the universe of freedoms and obligations. In other
words, since the rabble are excluded from the universal sphere of free autono
mous life, their demand is itself universal-their "claimed right without right
contains a latent universal dimension and is itself not at all a mere particular
20 Ruda, Hegel , Rabble, p. 132.
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right. As a particularly articulated right it is a right that latently affects anyone
and offers the insight into a demand for equality beyond the existing objective
statist circumstances:'2!
There is a further key distinction to be introduced here, a distinction
only latent in Hegel (in the guise of the opposition between the two excesses
of poverty and wealth) but elaborated by Ruda: members of the rabble (those
excluded from the sphere of rights and freedoms):
can be structurally differentiated into two types: there are the poor and there are the
gamblers. Anyone can non-arbitrarily become poor, but only the one that arbitrarily
decides not to satisfy his egoist needs and desires by working can become a gambler.
He relies fully on the contingent movement of bourgeois economy and hopes to
secure his own subsistence in an equally contingent manner-for example by
contingently gaining money on the stock-market. 22

The excessively wealthy are thus also a species of the rabble in the sense that they
violate the rules of (or exclude themselves from) the sphere of duties and free
doms: they not only demand that society provide for their subsistence without
work, they are de facto so provided. Consequently, while Hegel criticizes the
position of the rabble as that of an irrational particularity egoistically oppos
ing its mere particular interests against the existing and rationally organized
universality, this differentiation between the two distinct rabbles demonstrates
that only the rich rabble falls under Hegel's verdict: "While the rich rabble is,
as Hegel judges correctly, a mere particular rabble, the poor rabble contains,
against Hegel's judgment, a latent universal dimension that is not even inferior
to the universality of the Hegelian conception of ethics?'"
One can thus demonstrate that, in the case of the rabble, Hegel was inconsis
tent with regard to his own matrix of the dialectical process, de facto regressing
from the properly dialectical notion of totality to a corporate model of the social
Whole. Is this a simple empirical and accidental failure on Hegel's part, such
that we can correct this (and other) similar points and thereby establish the
"true" Hegelian system? The point is, of course, that here also one should apply
the fundamental dialectical guideline: such local failures to properly deploy the
mechanism of the dialectical process are its immanent symptomal points, they
indicate a more fundamental structural flaw in the basic mechanism itself. In
short, if Hegel had articulated the universal character of the rabble, his entire
model of the rational State would have had to have been abandoned. Does this
mean that all we have to do here is make the passage from Hegel to Marx? Is
21 Ibid.
22 Ibid.
23 Ibid., p. 133.
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the inconsistency resolved when we replace the rabble with the proletariat as
the "universal class"? Here is how Rebecca Comay sums up the socia-political
limitation of Hegel:
Hegel is not Marx. The rabble is not the proletariat. communism is not on the
horizon, and revolution is not a solution . . . Hegel is not prepared to see in the con
tradiction of civil society the death knell of class society, to identify capitalism itself
as its own gravedigger, or to see in the disenfranchised masses anything more than
a surge of blind, formless reaction, "elemental, irrational, barbarous, and terrify
ing" . . . a swarm whose integration remains unrealized and unrealizable, an "ought"
. . . But the aporia, untypical for Hegel. points to something unfinished or already
crumbling within the edifice whose construction Hegel declares to be completed, a
failure of both actuality and rationality that undermines the solidity of the state he
elsewhere celebrates, in Hobbesian language, as an earthly divinity.24

Is Hegel thus simply constrained by his historical context, did he come too early
to see the emancipatory potential of the "part of no-part:' so that all he could
have done was to honestly register the unresolved and unresolvable aporias of
his rational state? Perhaps; but does not the historical experience of the twen
tieth century also render problematic Marx's vision of the revolution? Are we
not today, in the post-Fukuyama world, exactly in the late Hegel's situation?
We see "something unfinished or already crumbling within the edifice" of the
liberal-democratic welfare state which, in the utopian Fukuyama moment of the
1990S, may have appeared as the "end of history:' the finally found best possible
politico-economic form. Perhaps, then, we encounter here yet another case of
non-synchronicity: in a way, Hegel was closer to the mark than Marx, the twen
tieth-century attempts to enact the Aujhebung of the rage of the disenfranchised
masses into the will of the proletarian agent to resolve the social antago
nisms ultimately failed, the "anachronistic" Hegel is more our contemporary
than Marx.
We can also see how wrong Althusser was when, in his crude opposition
between overdetermined structure and the Hegelian totality, he reduced the
latter to a simple synchronicity that he called "expressive totality": for Althusser's
Hegel, every historical epoch is dominated by one spiritual principle which
expresses itself in all social spheres. However, as the example of the temporal
discord between France and Germany demonstrated, non-contemporaneity is
for Hegel a principle: Germany was politically in delay with regard to France
(where the Revolution took place), which is why it could only prolong it in
the domain of thought; however, the Revolution itself emerged in France only
24 Rebecca Cornay, Mourning Sickness: Hegel and the French Revolution, Palo Alto:
Stanford University Press 2011, p. 141.
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because France itself was in delay with regard to Germany, that is, because
France had missed the Reformation which asserts inner freedom and thus rec
onciles secular and spiritual domains. So, far from being an exception or an
accidental complication, anachronism is the "signature" of consciousness:
"experience is continually outbidding itself, perpetually making demands that
it (Le., the world) is unequipped to realize and unprepared to recognize, and
comprehenSion inevitably comes too late to make a difference, if only because
the stakes have already changed:'" This anachronistic untimeliness holds espe
cially for revolutions: "The 'French' Revolution that provides the measure of
'German' untimeliness is itself untimely . . . There is no right time or 'ripe time'
for revolution (or there would be no need of one). The Revolution always arrives
too soon (conditions are never ready) and too late (it lags forever behind its
own initiative):' " We can see now the stupidity of those "critical Marxists" who
repeat the mantra that Stalinism emerged because the first proletarian revolu
tion occurred in the wrong place (in semi-developed ':Asiatic"-despotic Russia
instead of Western Europe)-revolutions always, by definition, occur at the
wrong time and place, they are always "out of place:' And was not the French
Revolution conditioned by the fact that, because of its absolutism, France was
lagging behind England in terms of capitalist modernization? But is this non
contemporaneity irreducible? Is not Absolute Knowing, the concluding moment
of the Hegelian system, the moment when, finally, history catches up with itself,
when notion and reality overlap in full contemporaneity? Comay rejects this
easy reading:
Absolute knowing is the exposition of this delay. Its mandate is to make explicit the
structural dissonance of experience. If philosophy makes any claim to universality)
this is not because it synchronizes the calendars or provides intellectual compensa
tion for its own tardiness. Its contribution is rather to formalize the necessity of
the delay, together with the inventive strategies with which such a delay itself is
invariably disguised, ignored, glamorized, or rationalized.27

This delay-ultimately not only the delay between the elements of the same his
torical totality, but the delay of the totality with regard to itself, the structural
necessity for a totality to contain anachronistic elements which alone make it
possible for it to establish itself as a totality-is the temporal aspect of a gap
which propels the dialectical process, and far from filling in this gap, ':Absolute
Knowing" makes it visible as such, in its structural necessity:
25 Ibid., p. 6.
26 Ibid., p. 7.
27 Ibid., p. 6.
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Absolute knowing is neither compensation, as in the redemption of a debt,
nor fulfilment: the void is constitutive (which does not mean that it is not
historically overdetermined). Rather than trying to plug the gap through the accu
mulation of conceptual surplus value, Hegel sets out to demystify the phantasms we
find to fill it.1B

Therein lies the difference between Hegel and historicist evolutionism: the latter
conceives historical progress as the succession of forms, each of which grows,
reaches its peak, and then becomes outdated and disintegrates, while for Hegel,
disintegration is the very sign of "maturity:' for there is no moment of pure syn
chronicity when form and content overlap without delay.
Perhaps we should conceive the European trinity itself as a Borromean
knot of anachronisms: the model-like excellence of each nation (British
political economy, French politics, German philosophy) is grounded in an
anachronistic delay in other domains (the excellence of German thought is the
paradoxical result of its politico-economic backwardness; the French Revolution
was grounded in the delay of capitalism due to French state absolutism, and so
on. In this sense, the trinity worked like a Borromean knot: each two nations
are linked only through the intermediary of the third (in politics, France links
England and Germany, etc.).
We should risk taking a step further here and demystify the very notion of
a world-historical nation, a nation destined to embody the level world history
has reached at a certain point. It is often claimed that, in China, if you really hate
someone, the curse you address to him is: "May you live in interesting times!"
As Hegel was fully aware, in our history, "interesting times" are effectively times
of unrest, war, and power struggles, with millions of innocent bystanders suffer
ing the consequences: "The history of the world is not the theatre of happiness.
Periods of happiness are blank pages; for they are periods of harmony, periods
of the missing opposition." " Should we then conceive the succession of great
"historical" nations which, passing the torch from one to the other, embody
progress for a period (Iran, Greece, Rome, Germany " . ) not as a blessing in
which one nation is temporarily elevated to world-historical rank, but, rather,
as the transmitting of a kind of contagious spiritual disease, a disease which a
nation can only get rid of by passing it on to another nation, a disease which
brings only suffering and destruction to the people contaminated by it? The
Jews were a normal nation living in a happy "blank page" of history until, for
reasons unknown, God selected them as his chosen people, which brought them
only pain and dispersion-Hegel's solution is that this burden can be passed on,
28 Ibid., 125.
29 G. W F. Hegel, Lectures on the Philosophy of History, trans. J. Sibree, London: Henry
G. Bohn 1861. p. 73; translation modified.
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and one can return t o the happy "blank page:' Or, t o put it in Althusserian terms,
while people live like individuals, from time to time some of them have the
misfortune of being interpellated into subjects of the big Other.
So, back to rabble, one can argue that the position of the "universal rabble"
perfectly captures the plight of today's new proletarians. In the classical Marxist
dispositif of class exploitation, capitalist and worker meet as formally free indi
viduals on the market, equal subjects of the same legal order, citizens of the same
state, with the same civil and political rights. Today, this legal frame of equal
ity, this shared participation in the same civil and political spaces, is gradually
dissolving with the rise of new forms of social and political exclusion: illegal
immigrants, slum-dwellers, refugees, etc. It is as if, in parallel to the regression
from profit to rent, the existing system, in order to continue to function, has to
resuscitate premodern forms of direct exclusion-it can no longer afford exploi
tation and domination in the form of legal and civil authority. In other words,
while the classic working class is exploited through their very participation in
the sphere of rights and freedoms-i.e., while their de facto enslavement is real
ized through the very form of their autonomy and freedom, through working
in order to provide for their subsistence- today's rabble is denied even the right
to be exploited through work, its status oscillating between that of a victim pro
vided for by charitable humanitarian help and that of a terrorist to be contained
or crushed; and, exactly as described by Hegel, they sometimes formulate their
demand as the demand for subsistence without work (like the Somali pirates) .
We should bring together here, a s aspects o f the same limitation, the two
topics on which Hegel fails (by his own standards): the rabble and sex. Far from
providing the natural foundation of human lives, sexuality is the very terrain
upon which humans detach themselves from nature: the idea of sexual perver
sion or of a deadly sexual passion is totally foreign to the animal universe. Here,
Hegel himself falls short of his own standards: he only describes how, through
culture, the natural substance of sexuality is cultivated, sublated, mediated
we humans no longer just make love for procreation, we enter into a complex
process of seduction and marriage in which sexuality becomes an expression
of the spiritual bond between a man and a woman, and so on. However, what
Hegel misses is how, in humans, sexuality is not only transformed or civi
lized, but, much more radically, changed in its very substance: it is no longer
the instinctual drive to reproduce, but a drive that finds itself thwarted in rela
tion to its natural goal (reproduction) and thereby explodes into an infinite,
properly meta-physical, passion. The becoming-cultural of sexuality is thus
not the becoming-cultural of nature, but the attempt to domesticate a properly
un-natural excess of the meta-physical sexual passion. This excess of negativity
discernible in sex and apropos the rabble is the very dimension of "unruliness"
identified by Kant as the violent freedom on account of which man, in contrast
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to animals, needs a master. So it is not just that sexuality is the animal substance
which is then "sublated" into civilized modes and rituals, gentrified, disciplined,
etc.-the excess of sexuality itself, sexuality as the unconditional Passion which
threatens to explode all "civilized" constraints, is the result of Culture. In terms
of Wagner's Tristan: civilization is not only the universe of the Day, of the rituals
and honors that bind us, but the Night itself, the infinite passion in which the
two lovers want to dissolve their ordinary daily existence-animals know no
such passion. In this way, civilization/Culture retroactively posits/transforms its
own natural presupposition, retroactively "denaturalizes" nature itself-this is
what Freud called the Id, libido. This is how, here also, in fighting its natural
obstacle, its opposed natural substance, Spirit fights itself, its own essence.
Elisabeth Lloyd suggests that the female orgasm has no positive evolution
ary function: it is not a biological adaptation with evolutionary advantages, but
an "appendix;' like male nipples." In the embryonic stage of growth, male and
female both have the same anatomical structure for the first two months, before
the differences set in-the female acquires the ability to orgasm only because the
male will later need it, just like the male acquires nipples only because the female
will later need them. All the standard explanations (like the "uterine upsuck"
thesis-the orgasm causes contractions that "suck up" sperm and thus aid con
ception) are false: while sexual pleasure and even the clitoris are adaptive, the
orgasm is not. The fact that this thesis provoked a furor among feminists is in
itself proof of the decline of our intellectual standards: as if the very superflu
ity of the feminine orgasm does not make it all the more "spiritual" -let us not
forget that, according to some evolutionists, language itself is a by-product with
no clear evolutionary function. One should be attentive not to miss the properly
dialectical reversal of substance at work here: the moment when the immedi
ate substantial ("natural") starting point is not only acted upon, transformed,
mediated/cultivated, but changed in its very substance. We not only work upon
and thus transform nature-in a gesture of retroactive reversal, nature itself
radically changes its "nature:'" This is why Catholics who insist that only sex for
procreation is human, while coupling out of lust is bestial, totally miss the point,
and end up celebrating the animality of men.
Why is Christianity opposed to sexuality, accepting it as a necessary evil
only if it serves its natural purpose of procreation? Not because in sexuality
our lower nature explodes, but precisely because sexuality competes with pure
spirituality as the primordial meta-physical activity. The Freudian hypothesis
30 See Elisabeth Lloyd, The Case of the Female Orgasm, Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University Press 2006.
31 In a homologous way. once we enter the domain of legal civil SOciety, the previous
tribal order of honor and revenge is deprived of its nobility and all of a sudden appears
as common criminality.
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is that the passage from animal instincts (of mating) to sexuality proper (to
drives) is the primordial step from the physical realm of biological (animal)
life to meta-physics, to eternity and immortality, to a level which is heteroge
neous with regard to the biological cycle of generation ahd corruption." Plato
was already aware of this when he wrote about Eros, the erotic attachment to
a beautiful body, as the first step on the way towards the supreme Good; per
ceptive Christians (like Simone Weill discerned in sexual longing a striving for
the Absolute. Human sexuality is characterized by the impossibility of reaching
its goal, and this constitutive impOSSibility eternalizes it, as is the case in the
myths about great lovers whose love persists beyond life and death. Christianity
conceives this properly meta-physical excess of sexuality as a disturbance to be
erased, so it is paradoxically Christianity itself (especially Catholicism) which
wants to get rid of its competitor by reducing sexuality to its animal function of
procreation: Christianity wants to "normalize" sexuality, spiritualizing it from
without (imposing on it the external envelope of spirituality-sex must take
place in a loving relationship and with respect for one's partner and so on), and
thereby obliterating its immanent spiritual dimension, the dimension of uncon
ditional passion. Even Hegel succumbs to this mistake when he sees the properly
human-spiritual dimension of sexuality only in its cultivated or mediated form,
ignoring how this mediation retroactively transubstantiates or eternalizes the
very object of its mediation. In all these cases, the aim is to get rid of the uncanny
double of spirituality, of a spirituality in its obscene libidinal form, of the excess
which absolutizes the instinct itself into the eternal drive.
The limitation of Hegel's notion of sexuality is clearly discernible in his
theory of marriage (from his Philosophy of Right), which nonetheless deserves a
close reading: beneath the surface of the standard bourgeois notion of marriage
lurk many unsettling implications. While a subject enters marriage voluntarily,
surrendering his or her autonomy by way of immersion into the immediate or
substantial unity of the family (which functions with regard to its outside as one
person), the function of the family is the exact opposite of such a substantial
unity: it is to educate those born into it to abandon their (parental) family and
pursue their path independently of it. The first lesson of marriage is thus that
that the ultimate goal of every substantial ethical unity is to dissolve itself by
giving rise to individuals who will assert their full autonomy against the substan
tial unity which gave birth to them.
This surrender of autonomous individuality is the reason Hegel opposes
those (including Kant) who insist on the contractual nature of marriage: "though
marriage begins in contract, it is precisely a contract to transcend the standpoint
32 This is why the Catholic argument that sex without procreation, whose aim is not
procreative, is animal is so erroneous: the exact opposite is true, sex spiritualizes itself
only when it abstracts from its natural end and becomes an end-in-itself.
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of contract, the standpoint from which persons are regarded in their individ
uality as self-subsistent units. The identification of personalities, whereby the
family becomes one person and its members become its accidents (though sub
stance is in essence the relation of its accidents to itself), is the ethical mind"
(§163). It is clear in what sense, for Hegel, marriage is "a contract to transcend
the standpoint of contract": a contract is a deal between two or more autono
mous individuals each of whom retains their abstract freedom (as is the case
in the exchange of commodities) , while marriage is a weird contract by which
the two concerned parties oblige themselves precisely to abandon or surrender
their abstract freedom and autonomy and to subordinate it to a higher organic
ethical unity."
Hegel's theory of marriage is formulated against two opponents: his rejection
of the contract theory is linked to his critique of the Romantic notion of mar
riage which conceives its core as the passionate love attachment of the couple, so
that the form of marriage is at best merely the external registration of this attach
ment and at worst an obstacle to true love. We can see how these two notions
supplement each other: if the true core of marriage is the passionate inner love,
then, of course, marriage itself is nothing but an external contract. For Hegel,
on the contrary, the external ceremony is precisely not merely external-in it
resides the very ethical core of marriage:
It is in the actual conclusion of a marriage, Le. in the wedding, that the essence of the
tie is expressed and established beyond dispute as something ethical, raised above
the contingency of feeling and private inclination. If this ceremony is taken as an
external formality, a mere so-called "civil requirement': it is thereby stripped of all
significance except perhaps that of serving the purpose of edification and attesting
the civil relation of the parties . . . As such it appears as something not merely indif
ferent to the true nature of marriage, but actually alien to it. The heart is constrained
by the law to attach a value to the formal ceremony and the latter is looked upon
merely as a condition which must precede the complete mutual surrender of the
parties to one another. As such it appears to bring disunion into their loving dis
position and, like an alien intruder, to thwart the inwardness of their union. Such
a doctrine pretentiously claims to afford the highest conception of the freedom,
33 In a weird argumentative turn, Hegel deduces the prohibition of incest from the very
fact that "marriage results from the free surrender by both sexes of their personality-a
personality in every possible way unique in each of the parties": "Consequently, it ought
not to be entered by two people identical in stock who are already acquainted and
perfectly known to one another; for individuals in the same circle of relationship have
no special personality of their own in contrast with that of others in the same circle. On
the contrary, the parties should be drawn from separate families and their personalities
should be different in origin" (§168).
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inwardness, and perfection of love; but in fact it is a travesty of the ethical aspect
of love. the higher aspect which restrains purely sensual impulse and puts it in the
background . . . In particular, the view just criticised casts aside marriage's specifi
cally ethical character, which consists in this, that the consciousness of the parties is
crystallised out of its physical and subjective mode and lifted to the thought of what
is substantive; instead of continually reserving to itself the contingency and caprice
of bodily desire. it removes the marriage bond from the province of this caprice,
surrenders to the substantive. ( §164)

Along these lines, Hegel rejects the Romantic view of Schlegel and his friends
that "the wedding ceremony is superfluous and a formality which might be
discarded. Their reason is that love is, so they say, the substance of marriage
and that the celebration therefore detracts from its value. Surrender to sensual
impulse is here represented as necessary to prove the freedom and inwardness
of love-an argument not unknown to seducers" (§164). What the Romantie
view thus misses is that marriage is "ethieo-Iegal [rechtlich sittliche] love, and this
eliminates from marriage the transient, fickle, and purely subjective aspects of
love:' The paradox here is that, in marriage, "the natural sexual union-a union
purely inward or implicit and for that very reason existent as purely external-is
changed into a union on the level of mind, into self-conscious love": the spiritu
alization of the natural link is thus not simply its internalization; it rather occurs
in the guise of its opposite, of the externalization in a symbolic ceremony:
the solemn declaration by the parties of their consent to enter the ethical bond of
marriage, and its corresponding recognition and confirmation by their family and
community. constitutes the formal completion and actuality of marriage. The knot
is tied and made ethical only after this ceremony, whereby through the use of signs,
i.e. oflanguage (the most mental embodiment of mind), the substantial thing in the
marriage is brought completely into being. (§164)

Here Hegel foregrounds the "performative" function of the marriage ceremony:
even if it appears to the love partners as mere bureaucratic formalism, it enacts
the inscription of their sexual link into the big Other, an inscription which radi
cally changes the subjective position of the concerned parties. This explains the
well-known fact that married people are often more attached to their spouses
than may appear to be the case (including to themselves): a man may have secret
affairs, may even dream ab out leaving his wife, but anxiety prevents him from
doing so when the chance presents itself-in short, we are ready to cheat on
our spouses on condition that the big Other does not know it (register it) . The
last quoted sentence is very precise here: "The knot is tied and made ethical
only after this ceremony, whereby through the use of signs, i.e. of language (the
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most mental embodiment of mind), the substantial thing in the marriage is
brought completely into being:' The passage from a natural link to spiritual self
consciousness has nothing to do with "inner awareness" and everything to do
with the external "bureaucratic" registration, a ritual whose true scope may be
unknown to its participants, who may think they are just performing an external
formality.
The key feature of marriage is not sexual attachment, but "the free consent
of the persons . . . to make themselves one person, to renounce their natural and
individual personality to this unity of one with the other. From this point of
view, their union is a self-restriction, but in fact it is their liberation, because in
it they attain their substantive self-consciousness" <§162). In short, true freedom
is the liberation from pathological attachments to particular objects determined
by caprice and contingency. But Hegel here goes to the end, right up to the dia
lectical reversal of necessity into contingency: to overcome contingency does
not mean to arrange a marriage on the basis of a careful examination of the
future partner's mental and physical qualities <as in Plato); it is rather that, in
marriage, the partner is contingent, and this contingency should be assumed as
necessary. So when Hegel deals with the two extremes of prearranged marriages
and marriages based on attraction and love, on ethical grounds he prefers the
first one. At one extreme,
the marriage is arranged by the contrivance of benevolent parents; the appointed
end of the parties is a union of mutual love, their inclination to marry arises from the
fact that each grows acquainted with the other from the first as a destined partner.
At the other extreme, it is the inclination of the parties which comes first, appear
ing in them as these two infinitely particularized individuals. The more ethical way
to matrimony may be taken to be the former extreme or any way at all whereby the
decision to marry comes first and the inclination to do so follows, so that in the
actual wedding both decision and inclination coalesce. (§162)

The beginning of the last sentence is worth rereading: "The more ethical way
to matrimony may be taken to be the former extreme or any way at all whereby
the decision to marry comes first and the inclination to do so follows . . ."-in
other words, the prearranged marriage is more ethical not because the benevo
lent elder relatives can see further and are in a better position than the young
couple, blinded by their passions, to judge if they have the qualities needed to
make for a happy shared life; what makes it more ethical is that, in this case,
the contingency of the partner is directly and openly assumed-I am simply
informed that I am expected to freely choose as a life-long partner an unknown
person imposed on me by others. This freedom to choose what is necessary
is more spiritual because physical love and emotional ties come as secondary:
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they follow the abyssal decision to marry. Two consequences follow from this
paradox: not only is the surrender of abstract freedom in marriage a double sur
render (I not only surrender my abstract freedom by agreeing to immerse myself
in the family unity; this surrender itself is only formally free, since the partner
to whom I surrender my abstract freedom is de facto chosen by others) ; further
more, the surrender of my abstract freedom is not the only surrender implied by
the act of marriage-let us read carefully the following passage:
The distinction between marriage and concubinage is that the latter is chiefly a
matter of satisfying natural desire, while this satisfaction is made secondary in the
former . . . The ethical aspect of marriage consists in the parties' consciousness of
this unity as their substantive aim, and so in their love, trust, and common sharing
of their entire existence as individuals. When the parties are in this frame of mind
and their union is actual, their physical passion sinks to the level of a physical
moment, destined to vanish in its very satisfaction. On the other hand, the spiritual
bond of union secures its rights as the substance of marriage and thus rises, inher
ently indissoluble, to a plane above the contingency of passion and the transience of
particular caprice. (§163)

So what do we surrender in marriage?" Insofar as, in marriage, pathological
attraction and lust are sublated into a symbolic link and thus subordinated to
spirit, the consequence is a kind of de-sublimation of the partner: the implicit
presupposition (or, rather, injunction) of the standard ideology of marriage is
that, precisely, there should be no love in it. The true Pascalian formula of mar
riage is therefore not "You don't love your partner? Then marry him or her,
embrace the rituals of a shared life, and love will emerge by itself!" but, on the
contrary: ''Are you too much in love with somebody? Then get married, ritualize
your relationship in order to cure yourself of the excessive passionate attach
ment, to replace it with boring daily customs-and if you cannot resist passion's
temptation, there are always extra-marital affairs " ." Marriage is thus a means
of re-normalization which cures us of the violence of falling in love-in Basque,
the term for falling in love is maitemindu which, literally translated, means "to
be injured by love:' In other words, what is sacrificed in marriage is the object
the lesson of marriage is that of Mozart's Cos! fan tutte: the replaceable object.
What makes Cos! the most perplexing, traumatic even, among Mozart's
operas is the very ridiculousness of its content: it is almost impOSSible to "suspend
our disbelief" and accept the premise that the two women do not recognize
their own lovers in the Albanian officers. No wonder, then, that throughout the
nineteenth century the opera was performed in an amended version in order to
34 I rely here on Jure Simoniti, "Verjetno bi pod drugim imenom disala drugace;'
Problemi 1-2 (2010).
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render the story credible. There were three main types of amendment, which
fit perfectly the main modes of the Freudian negation of a certain traumatic
content: (1) the staging implied that the two women knew all along the true
identity of the ''Albanian officers" -they just pretended not to know in order
to teach their lovers a lesson; (2 ) the couples reunited at the end are not the
same couples as at the beginning; they change places diagonally, so that, through
the confusion of identities, the true, natural love links are established; (3) most
radically, only the music was used, with a wholly new libretto telling a totally
different story.
Edward Said drew attention to Mozart's letters to his wife Constanze from
September 30, 1790, that is, at the time he was composing Cos,; after expressing
his pleasure at the prospect of meeting her again soon, he goes on: "If the people
were to be able to see into my heart, I would have to be almost ashamed of
myself . . ." At this point, as Said perceptively notes, one would have expected the
confession of some dirty private secret (sexual fantasies about what he will do
to his wife when they will finally meet, etc.); however, the letter goes on: "every
thing is cold to me-cold like ice:'" It is here that Mozart enters the uncanny
domain of "Kant avec Sade;' the domain in which sexuality loses its passionate,
intense character and turns into its opposite, a "mechanical" exercise in pleasure
executed with a cold distance, like the Kantian ethical subject doing his duty
without any pathological commitment. Is not this the underlying vision of Cosl:
a universe in which subjects are determined not by their passionate engage
ments, but by a blind mechanism that regulates their passions? What compels us
to bring Cos. close to the domain of "Kant avec Sade" is its very insistence on the
universal dimension already indicated by its title: "they are all acting like this,"
all determined by the same blind mechanism. In short, Alfonso, the philoso
pher who organizes and manipulates the game of changed identities in Cosl, is a
version of the figure of the Sadean pedagogue educating his young diSciples in
the art of debauchery. It is thus oversimplified and inadequate to conceive this
coldness as that of "instrumental reason:'
The traumatic core of Cos. lies in its radical "mechanical materialism;' in
the Pascalian sense alluded to above: Pascal advised non-believers to ''Act as
if you believe, kneel down, follow the ritual, and belief will come by itself!"
Cos. applies the same logic to love: far from being external expressions of an
inner feeling, love rituals and gestures are what generate love itself-so act as if
you are in love, follow the procedures, and love will emerge by itself. Moralists
who condemn Cosl for its alleged frivolity thus totally miss the point: Cos; is
an "ethical" opera in the strict Kierkegaardian sense of the "ethical stage:' The
ethical stage is defined by the sacrifice of the immediate consumption of life,
35 See Edward W Said, "COS! fan tutte;' Lettre International 39 (Winter 1997), pp. 69-70.
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of our yielding to the fleeting moment, in the name of some higher universal
norm. If Mozart's Don Giovanni embodies the aesthetic (as was developed by
Kierkegaard himself in his detailed analysis of the opera in Either/Or), the lesson
of Cosl is ethical-why? The point of Cosl is that the love that unites the two
couples at the beginning of the opera is no less "artificial;' mechanically brought
about, than the second falling in love of the sisters with the exchanged part
ners dressed up as Albanian officers, which happens as the result of Alfonso's
manipulations-in both cases, we are dealing with a mechanism that the sub
jects follow in a blind, puppet-like way. Therein consists the Hegelian "negation
of the negation" : first, we perceive the "artificial" love, the product of manipula
tion, as opposed to the initial "authentic" love; then, all of a sudden, we become
aware that there is actually no difference between the two-the original love is
no less "artificial" than the second. The conclusion being that, since the one love
counts just as much as the other, the couples can return to their initial marital
arrangement.
In Lacanian terms, marriage subtracts from the object (partner) "what is
in him/her more than him/herself;' the objet a, the object-cause of desire, it
reduces the partner to an ordinary object. The lesson of marriage which follows
Romantic love is: you are passionately in love with that person? So marry her
and you will see what he or she is in everyday life, with his or her vulgar tics,
petty meanness, dirty underwear, snoring, and so forth. One should be clear
here: it is marriage whose function it is to vulgarize sex, to take all true passion
out of it and turn it into a boring duty. And we should even correct Hegel on
this point: sex is in itself not natural, it is the function of marriage to reduce it
to a subordinated pathological/natural moment Hegel should also be corrected
insofar as he confuses idealization and sublimation: what if marriage is the key
test of true love in which sublimation survives idealization? In blind passion, the
partner is not sublimated, he or she is rather simply idealized; married life defi
nitely de-idealizes the partner, but does not necessarily de-sublimate him or her.
The old saying "love is blind, but lovers are not" should be read in a precise
way, as pointing towards the structure of disavowal: "I know very well (that my
beloved is full of flaws), but nonetheless (I fully love him/her):' The point is thus
not that we are more cynical realists than it may appear, but that, when in love,
this realism becomes inoperative: in our acts, we follow our blind love. In an
old Christian melodrama, a temporarily blinded ex-soldier falls in love with the
nurse who takes care of him, fascinated by her goodness, forming in his mind
an idealized image of her; when his blindness is cured, he sees that, in her bodily
reality, she is ugly. Aware that his love would not survive extended contact with
this reality, and that the inner beauty of her good soul has a higher value than
her external appearance, he intentionally blinds himself by looking into the sun
for too long, so that his love for the woman will survive. If there ever was a false
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celebration of love, this is it. In true love, there is no need for an idealization
of its object, no need to ignore the object's discordant features: the ex-soldier
would be able to see the beauty shining through the nurse's "ugliness" itself.
It is easy to see the parallel between the rabble and sex here: Hegel does
not recognize in the rabble (rather than the state bureaucracy) the "universal
class"; likewise, he does not recognize in sexual passion the excess which is .
neither culture nor nature. Although the logic is different in each case (apropos
the rabble, Hegel overlooks the universal dimension of the excessive/discordant
element; apropos sex, he overlooks the excess as such, the undermining of the
opposition nature/culture), the two failures are linked, since excess is the site
of universality, the way universality as such inscribes itself into the order of its
particular content.
The underlying problem is the following: the standard "Hegelian" scheme
of death (negativity) as the subordinate or mediating moment of Life can only
be sustained if we remain within the category of Life whose dialectic is that of
the self-mediating Substance returning to itself from its otherness. The moment
we effectively pass from Substance to Subject, from Life( -principle) to Death
(-principle), there is no encompassing "synthesis;' death in its "abstract nega
tivity" forever remains as a threat, an excess which cannot be economized. In
social life, this means that Kant's universal peace is a vain hope, that war forever
remains a threat to organized state Life, and, in individual subjective life, that
madness always lurks as a possibility.
Does this mean that we are back at the standard tapas of the excess of nega
tivity which cannot be "sublated" in any reconciling "synthesis;' or even at the
nalve Engelsian view of the alleged contradiction between the openness of
Hegel's "method" and the enforced closure of his "system" ? There are indications
which point in this direction: as has been noted by many commentators, Hegel's
"conservative" political writings of his last years (such as his critique of the
English Reform Bill) betray a fear of any further development which will assert
the "abstract" freedom of civil society at the expense of the State's organic unity
and thereby open the way to more revolutionary violence." Why did Hegel step
back here, why did he not dare to follow his basic dialectical rule, courageously
embracing "abstract" negativity as the sale path to a higher stage of freedom?
Hegel may appear to celebrate the prosaic character of life in a well
organized modern state, where heroic disturbances are overcome in the tran
quility of private rights and the security of the satisfaction of needs: private
property is guaranteed, sexuality is restricted to marriage, the future is safe. In
this organic order, universality and particular interests appear reconciled: the
"infinite right" of subjective singularity is given its due, individuals no longer
36 Hegel died a year after the French Revolution of 1830.
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experience the objective state order as a foreign power intruding on their rights,
they recognize in it the substance and frame of their very freedom. Lebrun
here poses the fateful question: "Can the sentiment of the Universal be dissoci
ated from this appeasement?"" Against Lebrun, our answer should be: yes, and
this is why war is necessary-in war, universality reasserts its right over and
against the concrete-organic appeasement in prosaic social life. Is not the neces
sity of war thus the ultimate proof that, for Hegel, every social reconciliation is
doomed to fail, that no organic social order can effectively contain the force of
abstract -universal negativity? This is why social life is condemned to the "spu
rious infinity" of an eternal oscillation between stable civic life and wartime
perturbation-the notion of "tarrying with the negative" acquires here a more
radical meaning: not just to "pass through" the negative but to persist in it.
This necessity of war should be linked to its opposite: the necessity of a rebel
lion which shakes the power edifice from its complacency, making it aware of
both its dependence on popular support and of its a priori tendency to "alienate"
itself from its roots. Or, as Jefferson famously wrote, "a little rebellion now and
then is a good thing": "It is a medicine necessary for the sound health of govern
ment. God forbid that we should ever be twenty years without such a rebellion.
The tree ofliberty must be refreshed from time to time with the blood of patriots
and tyrants. It is its natural manure:'" In both cases, war and rebellion, a "ter
roristic" potential is unleashed: in the first, it is the state that unleashes absolute
negativity to shatter individual subjects out of their particular complacency; in
the second, it is the people themselves who remind the state power of the ter
roristic dimension of democracy by shattering all particular state structures. The
beauty of the Jacobins is that, in their terror, they brought these two opposed
dimensions together: the Terror was Simultaneously the terror of the state against
individuals and the terror of the people against particular state institutions or
functionaries who exceSSively identified with their institutional positions (the
objection to Danton was simply that he wanted to rise above others) . Needless to
say, in a properly Hegelian way, the two opposed dimensions are to be identified;
that is, the negativity of state power against individuals sooner or later inexora
bly turns against (the individuals who exercise) the state power itself
Apropos war, Hegel is thus again not fully consistent with regard to his own
theoretical premises: to be consistent, he would have had to accomplish the
Jeffersonian move, the obvious dialectical passage from external war (between
states) to "internal" war (revolution, rebellion against state power) as a sporadic
explosion of negativity which rejuvenates the edifice of power. This is why, in
37 Gerard Lebrun, Lenvers de la dialectique: Hegel a la lumiere de Nietzsche, Paris: Seuil
2004, p. 214.
38 Quoted from Howard Zinn, A People's History of the United States, New York:
HarperCollins 2001, p. 95.
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reading the infamous Paragraphs 322-324 of Hegel's Philosophy of Right, where
Hegel justifies the ethical necessity of war, one should be very careful to note
the link between his argumentation here and his basic propositions on the self
relating negativity that constitutes the very core of a free autonomous individual.
Here Hegel simply applies this basic self-relating negativity constitutive of free
subjectivity to relations between states:
§322 Individuality is awareness of one's existence as a unit in sharp distinction
from others. It manifests itself here in the state as a relation to other states. each of
which is autonomous vis-a.-vis the others. This autonomy embodies mind's actual
awareness of itself as a unit and hence it is the most fundamental freedom which a
people possesses as well as its highest dignity.
§323 This negative relation of the state to itself is embodied in the world as the
relation of one state to another and as if the negative were something external. In
the world of existence, therefore, this negative relation has the shape of a happening
and an entanglement with chance events coming from without. But in fact this nega
tive relation is that moment in the state which is most supremely its own, the state's
actual infinity as the ideality of everything finite within it. It is the moment wherein
the substance of the state-i.e. its absolute power against everything individual
and particular, against life, property, and their rights, even against societies and
associations-makes the nullity of these finite things an accomplished fact and
brings it home to consciousness . . .
An entirely distorted account o f the demand for this sacrifice results from
regarding the state as a mere civil society and from regarding its final end as only the
security of individual life and property. This security cannot possibly be obtained by
the sacrifice of what is to be secured-on the contrary . . .
War is not t o b e regarded as an absolute evil and as a purely external accident,
which itself therefore has some accidental cause, be it injustices, the passions of
nations or the holders of power, &c . • or in short. something or other which ought
not to be. It is to what is by nature accidental that accidents happen, and the fate
whereby they happen is thus a necessity. Here as elsewhere, the point of view from
which things seem pure accidents vanishes if we look at them in the light of the
concept and philosophy, because philosophy knows accident for a show and sees in
it its essence, necessity. It is necessary that the finite-property and life-should be
definitely established as accidental, because accidentality is the concept of the finite.
From one point of view this necessity appears in the form of the power of nature,
and everything is mortal and transient. But in the ethical substance, the state, nature
is robbed of this power, and the necessity is exalted to be the work of freedom, to be
something ethical. The transience of the finite becomes a willed passing away, and
the negativity lying at the roots of the finite becomes the substantive individuality
proper to the ethical substance . . .
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In peace civil life continually expands; all its departments wall themselves in,
and in the long run men stagnate. Their idiosyncrasies become continually more
fixed and ossified. But for health the unity of the body is required, and if its parts
harden themselves into exclusiveness, that is death. Perpetual peace is often advo
cated as an ideal towards which humanity should strive. With that end in view, Kant
proposed a league of monarchs to adjust differences between states, and the Holy
Alliance was meant to be a league of much the same kind. But the state is an individ
ual, and individuality essentially implies negation. Hence even if a number of states
make themselves into a family. this group as an individual must engender an oppo
site and create an enemy. As a result of war, nations are strengthened, but peoples
involved in civil strife also acquire peace at home through making wars abroad. To
be sure, war produces insecurity of property, but this insecurity of things is nothing
but their transience-which is inevitable. We hear plenty of sermons from the pulpit
about the insecurity, vanity. and instability of temporal things, but everyone thinks,
however much he is moved by what he hears, that he at least will be able to retain
his own. But if this insecurity now comes on the scene in the form of hussars with
shining sabres and they actualize in real earnest what the preachers have said, then
the moving and edifying discourses which foretold all these events turn into curses
against the invader.

The function of what Hegel conceptualizes as the necessity of war is precisely the
repeated untying of organic social links. When, in his Group Psychology, Freud
outlined the "negativity" of untying social ties ( Thanatos as opposed to Eros,
the force of the social link), he (with his liberal limitations) all too easily dis
missed the manifestations of this untying as the fanaticism of the "spontaneous"
crowd (as opposed to artificial crowds: the Church and Army). Against Freud,
we should retain the ambiguity of this movement of untying: it is a zero level
that opens up the space for political intervention. In other words, this untying
is the pre-political condition of politics, and, with regard to it, every political
intervention proper already goes "one step too far;' committing itself to a new
project (or Master-Signifier)." Today, this apparently abstract topic is relevant
once again: the "untying" energy is largely monopolized by the New Right (the
Tea Party movement in the US, where the Republican Party is increasingly split
between Order and its Untying). However, here also, every fascism is a sign of
failed revolution, and the only way to combat this rightist untying will be for the
Left to engage in its own untying-and there are already signs of it (the large
demonstrations all around Europe in 2010, from Greece to France and the UK,
where the student demonstrations against university fees unexpectedly turned
violent). In asserting the threat of "abstract negativity" to the existing order as a
Badiou also jumps all too directly from mere "animal life" to the political Event,
ignoring the negativity of the death drive which intervenes between the two.
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permanent feature which can never be aujgehoben, Hegel is here more material
ist than Marx: in his theory of war (and of madness), he is aware of the repetitive
return of the "abstract negativity" which violently unbinds social links. Marx
re-binds violence into the process out of which a New Order arises (violence
as the "midwife" of a new society), while in Hegel, the unbinding remains
non-sublated.
One cannot emphasize enough how these "militaristic" ruminations are
directly grounded in Hegel's fundamental ontological insights and matrices.
When Hegel writes that the state's negative relation to itself (its self-assertion as
an autonomous agent whose freedom is demonstrated through its readiness to
distance itself from all its particular content) "is embodied in the world as the
relation of one state to another and as if the negative were something external;' he
evokes a precise dialectical figure of the unity of contingency and necessity: the
coincidence of external (contingent) opposition and immanent (necessary) self
negativity-one's own innermost essence, the negative relation-to-oneself, has
to appear as a contingent external obstacle or intrusion. This is why, for Hegel,
the "trutll' of the external contingent opposition is the necessity of negative self
relating. And this direct coincidence of the opposites, this direct overlapping (or
short-circuit) between extreme internality (the innermost autonomy of the Self)
and the extreme externality of an accidental encounter, cannot be "overcome;'
the two poles cannot be "mediated" into a stable complex unity. This is why
Hegel surprisingly evokes the "solemn cycles of history;' making it clear that
there is no final Aujhebung here: the entire complex edifice of the particular
forms of social life has to be put at risk again and again-a reminder that the
social edifice is a fragile virtual entity which can disintegrate at any moment,
not because of contingent external threats, but because of its innermost essence.
This regenerating passage through radical negativity can never be "sublated" in
a stable social edifice-a proof, if one is needed, of Hegel's ultimate material
ism. That is to say, the persistent threat that radical self-relating negativity will
threaten and ultimately dissolve any organic social structure points towards
the finite status of all such structures: their status is virtual-ideal, lacking any
ultimate ontological guarantee, always exposed to the danger of disintegration
when, triggered by an accidental external intrusion, their grounding negativ
ity explodes. The identity of opposites here does not mean that, in an idealist
way, the inner spirit "generates" external obstacles which appear as accidental:
external accidents which cause wars are genUinely accidental, the point is that, as
such, they "echo" the innermost negativity that is the core of subjectivity.

C HA P T E R 7

The Limits of Hegel

A LIST
Let us jump in medias res and confront the question head-on: can Hegel think the
notion which, according to Lacan, condenses all the paradoxes of the Freudian
field, the notion of the non-All? If we take "Hegel" as the ridiculous textbook
figure of an absolute idealist who, under the headline "the Whole is the True;'
claims to integrate the entire wealth of the universe into the totality of rational
self-mediation, then the answer is, of course, a resounding no. If, however, we
take into account the true nature of the Hegelian totality-that it designates
a Whole plus all its "symptoms;' the excesses which do not fit into its frame,
antagonisms which ruin its consistency, and so on-then the answer becomes
more blurred. Here is an improvised list of what Hegel "cannot think;' a series
of concepts mostly elaborated by psychoanalysis and Marxism: repetition; the
unconscious; overdetermination; objet a; matherne/letter (science and mathe
matics); lalangue; antagonism (parallax); class struggle; sexual difference.' Upon
a closer look, however, it becomes clear that one should be very precise about
what Hegel "cannot do": it is never a question of simple impossibility or inability.
There is, in all these cases, a tiny, imperceptible line of separation which compels
us to supplement the assertion of impossibility with a qualifying "yes, but . . :':
Hegel does think repetition, but not a pure non-productive one, not a
"mechanical" repetition which just strives for more of the same: his notion of rep
etition always involves sublation; in other words, through repetition, something
is idealized, transformed from an immediate contingent reality to a notional
universality (Caesar dies as a person and becomes a universal title) ; or, at least,
through repetition, the necessity of an event is confirmed (Napoleon had to lose
twice to get the message that his time was over, that his first defeat was not just
an accident). The fact that Hegel misses the excess of purely mechanical repeti
tion in no way implies that he is excessively focused on the New (the progress
which takes place through idealizing Aufhebung)-on the contrary, bearing in
mind that the radically New emerges only through pure repetition, we should
say that Hegel's inability to think pure repetition is the obverse of his inability
to think the radically New, that is, a New, which is not potentially already in the
1 This list was suggested to me by Mladen Dolar.
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Old and has just to be brought out into the open through the work of dialectical
deployment.
Hegel does also think the unconscious, but it is the formal unconscious,
the transcendental universal form of what I am doing as Dpposed to the imme
diate particular content which is the focus of my attention-to take the most
elementary example from the beginning of the Phenomenology: when I say
"Now!" I mean this particular moment, but what I say is every now, and the
truth is in what I say. The Freudian unconscious is, on the contrary, the uncon
scious of particular contingent associations and links-to take a classic Freudian
example, when his patient dreams about a funeral she attended the previous
day, the "unconscious" of this dream was the totally contingent fact that, at the
funeral, the dreamer had met an old flame for whom she still cared.
Linked to this is the impossibility, for Hegel, of thinking overdetermina
tion: Hegel can think it, but only in the formal sense of a universal genus which
includes itself as its own species and thus encounters, among its species, itself in
its "oppositional determination:' What he cannot think is the complex network
of particular links organized along the lines of condensation, displacement, and
so on. In more general terms, the Hegelian process always deals with radical
clear cut (re)solutions; what is totally foreign to it is the Freudian logic of prag
matic and opportunistic compromises-something is rejected, but not quite,
since it returns in a Ciphered mode; it is rationally accepted, but isolated or neu
tralized in its full symbolic weight and so on and so forth. We thus get a mad
dance of distortions which follow no clear univocal logic, but form a patchwork
of improvised connections. Recall the legendary case of the forgetting of the
name Signorelli from Freud's The Psychopathology of Everyday Life: Freud could
not recall the name of the painter of the Orvieto frescos and produced as sub
stitutes the names of two other painters, Botticelli and Boltraffio; his analysis of
the blockage brings to light the signifying associations which linked Signorelli
to Botticelli and Boltraffio (the Italian village of Trafoi was where he received
the message informing him of the suicide of one of his patients, who had been
struggling with sexual problems; Herr, the German word for Mister-Signor-is
linked to a trip to Herzegovina, where an old Muslim had told Freud that if one
can no longer have sex, then there is no reason to go on living). The complex
rhizomatic texture of such associations and displacements has no clear triadic
structure with a clear final resolution; the result of the tension between "thesis"
(the name Signorelli) and "anti-thesis" (its forgetting) is the compromise
formation of falsely remembering two other names in which (and this is
their crucial feature) the dimension on account of which Freud was unable to
remember Signorelli (the link between sex and death) returns in an even more
conspicuous way. There is no place for such logic in Hegel, who would have
dismissed Freud's example as a game of trifling contingencies. The Freudian
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negation of negation is not a radical resolution of a deadlock, but, in its basic
guise, the "return of the repressed" and, as such, by definition a compromise
formation: something is asserted and Simultaneously denied, displaced, reduced,
encrypted in an often ridiculously ad hoc way.
Hegel does think a kind of objet a, but it is merely the contingent singularity
to which the rational totality clings-like the state clings to the monarch-or
the indifferent pretext for a struggle. For example, one way for the subject to
demonstrate its autonomy is for it to be ready to put everything, even its life,
at stake for some minor object: although this object is in itself unimportant, its
very indifference signals that what the struggle is about is the subject's dignity
and autonomy, not its interests. This, however, is not yet the material remainder
to which the sUbject's very consistency clings: Hegel does propose the formula
"the Spirit is a bone;' but as the absolute contradiction, not as a little bit of the
real constitutive of subjectivity.
Although one finds in Hegel's texts surprising evocations of jouissance
( Geniessen, not just pleasure, Lust)-for example, Geniessen of the believer is
for him the true goal of religious rituals-there is no place in his thought for
jouissance as the Real, as a substance (the only substance recognized by psycho
analysis). Insofar as jouissance is Real and truth is symbolic, one should add that,
in Hegel's notional space, there is also no place for the gap that separates truth
from the Real-or, as Lacan put it SUCcinctly: "The true or the real? At this level,
everything is set up as if these two terms are synonymous. But the unpleasant
thing is that they are not . . . When we are dealing with the real, the true is in
divergence:'2
Here (as elsewhere), and as is always the case in a properly dialectical
misrecognition, what Hegel does not see is not simply some post-Hegelian
dimension totally beyond his grasp, but the very "Hegelian" dimension of the ana
lyzed phenomenon. For example, what Marx demonstrates in Capital is how the
self-reproduction of capital obeys the logic of the Hegelian dialectical process
of a substance-subject which retroactively posits its own presuppositions.
Marx designates capital as "an automatically active character"-an inadequate
translation of the German words used by Marx to characterize capital as "autom
atischem Subjekt;' "automatic subject;' an oxymoron uniting living subjectivity
and dead automatism. This is what capital is: a subject, but an automatic one,
not a living one. Can Hegel think this "monstrous mixture;' a process of subjec
tive self-mediation and retroactive positing of presuppositions which as it were
gets caught in a substantial "spurious infinity;' a subject which itself becomes
an alienated substance? Perhaps this same limitation also accounts for Hegel's
inadequate understanding of mathematics, his reduction of mathematics to the
2 Jacques Lacan, Le seminaire, Livre XXIX: L'insu que sait de l'une bevue s'aUe a mourre,
December 14, 1976 (unpublished).
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very model of the abstract "spurious infinity:' What Hegel was unable to see
is how, like the speculative movement of capital in Marx, modern mathemat
ics also displays the same "monstrous mixture of the good infinity and the bad
infmity": the "bad infinity" of repetition combined with' the "true infinity" of
self-relating paradoxes.
No modern science can be reduced to mathematical formalism since it
always includes also a minimum of empirical testing and measuring which
introduce the aspect of contingency-no one knows in advance what the
measurements will show. This element is missing in mathematics, where the
contingency is limited to the selection or positing of the axioms with which
the theoretician begins, and all that follows are the rational consequences of
those axioms. Even such an "abstract" science like quantum physics, in which
dense positive materiality is dissolved into the pure virtuality of quantum waves,
has to expose itself to measurement. Modern science from Galileo to quantum
physics is thus characterized by two connected features: mathematization (the
statements to be proven are mathematized formulae) and a reliance on meas
urement which introduces an irreducible element of contingency. Both aspects
imply the meaningless real of the silent, infinite universe: the real of mathema
tized formulae deprived of sense, the real of radical contingency.' Is there a place
for modern science in Hegel? Is his thought not the last great attempt to "sublate"
empirical-formal science into speculative Reason? Is not the explosive growth of
Along the same lines, the time has come to declare Bach the greatest modernizer
of European music, the key agent in inscribing music into the Newtonian scientific
formalized universe. Prior to Bach's time, music was perceived within the Renaissance
horizon of harmonia mundi: its harmonies were conceived as part of the global harmony
of the universe, expressed in the harmony of celestial spheres, of (Pythagorean)
mathematics. of society as a social organism. of the human body-all these levels
harmoniously reflected in each other. Around Baclis time, a totally different paradigm
started to emerge: that of a "well-tempered" scale, in which musical sounds are to be
arranged following an order not grounded in any higher cosmic harmony, but which
has an (ultimately arbitrary) rational structure. (True, Bach was obsessed with the
Pythagorean mysticism of numbers and their secret meanings, but the status of this
obsession is exactly the same as that of Newton's obscurantist Gnostic fantasies which
comprise more than two thirds of his written work: a reaction to the true breakthrough,
an inability to assume all its consequences.) This was Baclis true fidelity (in the
Badiouian sense): to draw all the consequences from this de-cosmologization of music.
All the talk about Baclis deep spirituality, about how his oeuvre is dedicated to God,
should not deceive us here: in his musical practice, he was a radical materialist (in the
modern formalized -mathematized sense), exploring the immanent possibilities of the
new musical formalism. It is the "Italian" re-assertion of emotional melody (pursued also
by his composer-son who, in taking this line, committed a kind of parricide and was for
a short while even more popular than his father) which marked the expressive-ideallst
reaction to Bach's materialist breakthrough.
3
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the natural sciences from the eighteenth century onwards simply beyond of the
scope of Hegel's thought?
The topic of nature confronts us with yet another problem raised by Hegel's
critics: does not Hegel's deduction of nature clearly posit a limit to this retro
activity? Is not the passage from logic to nature a case of externalization, of the
concept positing its otherness? Does not Hegel begin with logic, with ideal cat
egories, and then try to "deduce" material reality from this shadowy realm? Is
this not a model case of idealist mystification? The problem with this counter
argument is that it knocks at an open door: Hegel himself explicitly says that his
"system of logic is the realm of shadows, the world of simple essentialities freed
from all sensuous concreteness:'4
Hegel is thus no Platonic idealist for whom Ideas constitute a higher onto
logical realm with regard to material reality: they form a pre-ontological realm
of shadows. For Hegel, spirit has nature as its presupposition and is simultane
ously the truth of nature and, as such, the "absolute first"; nature thus "vanishes"
in its truth, is "sublated" in the spirit's self-identity:
This identity is absolute negativity, because the notion has its complete external
objectivity in nature, but this, its externalization, has been sublated, and it has
become identical with itself. At the same time therefore, it is only as this return out
of nature that the concept constitutes this identity.s

Note the precise triadic structure of this passage, in the most orthodox "Hegelian'
mode: thesis-the notion has its complete external objectivity in nature; antith
esis ("but")-this externality is sublated and, through this sublation, the notion
achieves its self-identity; synthesis ("at the same time therefore")-it is only as
this return out of nature that the concept constitutes this identity. This is how
one should understand identity as absolute negativity: the spirit's self-identity
emerges through its negative relationship (sublation) of its natural presuppo
sitions, and this negativity is "absolute" not in the sense that it negates nature
"absolutely;' that nature "absolutely" (totally) disappears in it, but in the sense
that the negativity of sublation is self-related, in other words that the outcome
of this work of negativity is the spirit's positive self-identity. The key words in
the quoted passage are: complete and only. The notion "has its complete exter
nal objectivity in nature" : there is no "other" objective reality, all that "really
exists" as reality is nature, spirit is not another thing that adds itself to natural
4 G. W F. Hegel, Hegel's Science of Logic, trans. A. V. Miller, Atlantic Highlands:
Humanities Press International 1989, p. 58.
5 G. W F. Hegel, Hegels Philosophie aes subjektiven GeisteslHegel's Philosophy ofSub;ective
Spirit, Vol. 1, trans. and ed. M. J. Petry, Dordrecht: D. Reidel 1978, pp. 24-5. Emphases
mine.
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things. This is why "it is only as this return out of nature that the concept con
stitutes [its] identity": there is no spirit pre-existing nature which somehow
"externalizes" itself in nature and then re-appropriates this "alienated" natural
reality-the thoroughly "processual" nature of spirit (spirit is its own becom
ing, the result of its own activity) means that spirit is only (Le., nothing but)
its "returning to itself" from nature. In other words, "returning to" is fully
performative, the movement of the return creates what it is returning to.
The passage from nature to freedom can be rendered in terms of a very
precise reversal of the dialectical relationship between necessity and contin
gency: "nature" stands for the contingency of necessity (in nature, events occur
necessarily, following inexorable laws; however, the very fact of these laws-why
such a ratio between velocity and mass and not a different one-is utterly con
tingent, things are just like that, there is no "why"), while "freedom" stands for
the necessity of contingency (freedom is not just blind contingency, an act is not
free just because it is contingent, just because "I could have decided otherwise" ;
in true freedom, my abyssal/contingent decision grounds a new necessity of its
own, actualized in the chain of reasons-I acted in such and such a way for that
reason . . . ). To put it another way: in nature, necessity appears (realizes itself) in
the form of contingency (necessity is the underlying law which regulates what
appears a chaotic contingent interaction), while in freedom, contingency appears
(realizes itself) in the form of necessity (my contingent decision is a decision to
ground a new necessity, a necessity of a deontological-ethical-order).
Necessity and contingency thus not only dialectically supplement each
other, but, in a much more stringent way, free each other into their own essence
through the mediation of freedom. Mere blind necessity is best encapsulated
in the formula "It is so because it is so" -no further questions asked. E ; me'
because it is so-as if we are dealing with a contingent decision, since all we
could add to this brute fact is that "it could (also) be otherwise:' Blind natural
necessity is thus "radically passive in relation to itself"': it is, as it were, oppressed
by its own imposition, without any space to relate to itself-and, on behalf of
this imposition, it coincides with its opposite, with contingency. So how can
necessity redeem itself from this contamination by blind contingency and posit
itself as true necessity? Hegel's answer is: through the mediation of freedom:
"NeceSSity does not become freedom by vanishing, but only because its still inner
identity is manifested:'7 It is in this sense that freedom is "conceived necessity":
necessity posited as such, conceived in . . . In what? In its necessity, precisely:
in its inner logic that makes it necessary and not just something that merely
"is so because it is so:' Freedom is thus the very "inter-:' the gap that separates
necessity from itself. Conversely, contingency, in its immediacy, as blind natural
6 Catherine Malabou, The Future of Hegel, London: Routledge 2005, p. 162.
7 Hegel, Hegels Science of Logic, p. 571.
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contingency, also coincides with its opposite, with necessity: that something is
contingent ultimately means that it is just so according to blind natural laws.
The only way for contingency to get rid of this stain of necessity and posit itself
(manifest itself) as true contingency is through the mediation of freedom: it is
only here that contingency is a matter of a subject's contingent decision.
Contingency is thus not externally opposed to necessity, it is the result of
necessity's self-relating: when necessity loses its immediate-natural character
and reflects itself as such, it acquires freedom which, in its immediate appear
ance, is contingency, the abyss of "It is so because I want it so, because I decided it
so!" This reflection-into-itself equals the inscription of the enunciation into the
enunciated content: as we saw earlier, when the Hegelian monarch announces
"So be it! I want it so!" this is not only the moment of the contingent supple
ment which concludes the chain of necessity, but simultaneously the moment
of enunciation with regard to a series of statements: through his act, statements
prepared by the state bureaucracy acquire performative power, become actual
ized. Common sense tells us that every statement has to be enunciated in order
to actualize itself, and that the moment (and location) of its enunciation is
contingent; what philosophical reflection adds is the insight into how this con
tingent moment is not simply external but immanent: the contingent expression
of a necessary truth signals the contingency of this necessary truth itself.
We should then oppose the Marxist line, from the young Lukacs to Kojeve,
which rejected the dialectics of nature as a mistalce: the philosophy of nature is a
crucial and immanent part of the Hegelian system. It is also by far the most dis
credited part of Hegel's philosophy, the permanent butt of jokes, from quoting
Hegel's alleged claim that "if theory doesn't fit the facts, so much worse for the
facts" to the anecdote that he deduced the necessity of eight planets around the
sun, not knowing that astronomers had already discovered the ninth (Neptune).
(The irony here is that, a decade or so ago, astronomers re-categorized Neptune
as a sateilite, no longer as a planet-so, in fact, Hegel was right . . . ) The standard
reproach to Hegel is that he tries to abolish the absolute heterogeneity of the
Other, its thoroughly contingent character. But there is in Hegel a name for such
irreducible contingent Otherness: nature. It is irreducible in the sense that, even
if it is gradually more and more "conceptualized;' mediated, it remains there
as the irreducibly contingent background for human history. No big fuss for
Hegel here: the contingency of nature means, among other things, that there
is no guarantee that a meaningless asteroid will not hit the earth and kill us all.
Nature is contingent, there is no secret substantial Mind overseeing things to
make sure that nothing terrible will happen.
When Hegel defines nature, he says not only that it is the Otherness of the
Idea, but that it is the Idea itself in its Otherness-however, what this "idealist"
turn means is that Otherness should be displaced into nature itself: nature is
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not only the Other of the Idea, but Other with regard to itself: (So, insofar as
the Idea returns to itself in spirit, one should raise the question: is spirit then
also in some mode "Other with regard to itself"? Yes-precisely as what we
usually call "second nature;' spirit petrified in spiritual substance.) This is why
nature at its zero level is space: not only the Otherness of the Idea (the Idea in its
Otherness), but Otherness with regard to itself-a coexistence of points (exten
sively side-by-side), with no content to it, no difference, the same throughout
in its pure extensive in-difference. Far from being the "mystery" of something
containing objects, space is literally the most stupid thing there is. And it does
not get "sublated" in the sense that it is no longer there: natural objects which
"sublate" space remain spatial objects! Where spatiality is negated is in chemism,
magnetism, and then organism, where objects are no longer dead composites of
elements-parts, where we get an "eternal" ideal unity which cannot be located
at a certain point in space: there is no "center" of an organism at some point in
space. Here, perhaps, Hegel points towards relativity (it has been noted that his
critique of Newtonian space foreshadows the Einsteinian critique): if the zero
level of nature is space, then natural objects should develop out of space, not be
conceived as mysterious chunks of matter that from who-knows-where "enter"
space. The only thing that can happen to pure space is asymmetry, its becom
ing de-homogenized, "curved"-so the idea that "matter" is the effect of curved
space is implied by Hegel's theory of space.
Even such a perceptive dialectician as Jameson falls into a trap here in his
dismissive judgment that Hegel's concept of life, "pre-Darwinian as it is, is
probably far too metaphysical and epistemological (highest form of the unity
of subject and object) to be of much interest for us today:" What about recent
biological theories which focus on self-referentiality (drawing a line between
inside and outside) as a constitutive feature of the life process, and which often
read as verbatim passages from Hegel's Naturphilosophie? However, even when,
in reading Hegel's philosophy of nature, one stumbles upon many unexpected
pearls (his critique of Newton uncannily pointing towards Einstein; his theory
of life uncannily prefiguring theories of autopoiesis; etc.), the basic fact remains
that its fundamental tenor is totally inadequate in relation to the two key fea
tures of modern Galilean science: mathematical formalization and openness to
the contingency of (experimental) measurement. As Popper made abundantly
clear, the very core of the modern scientific method lies in its effort to formulate
a precise experimental setup capable of falSifying a prior hypothesis-and there
is simply no place for such a stance in Hegel.
This inability of Hegel to think mathematical formalization is the obverse
of his inability to think the overdetermined space of what Lacan called lalangue.
8 Fredric Jameson, The Hegel Variations, London: Verso Books 2010, p. 2.
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What happens in late Lacan is the passage from (or the splitting of) the unity
of conceptual thinking {in)to the duality of matheme and lalangue: on the one
hand, mathematical or logical formulae and schemes (formulae of sexuation, the
four discourses, etc.); on the other, the explosion of word-play and other forms
of poetic discourse-a move unthinkable for Hegel, who insists on the priority
of conceptual thinking.'

NECESSITY AS SELF-SUBLATED CONTINGENCY
What if Kierkegaard's critique of Hegel, which endlessly varies this motif of irre
ducible contingency, relies on a fatal misunderstanding of Hegel's fundamental
insight? The first thing that strikes the eye is that Kierkegaard's critique is based
on the (thoroughly Hegelian! ) opposition between "objective" and "subjective"
thought: "While objective thought translates everything into resnlts . . . subjec
tive thought puts everything into process and omits the result . . . because an
existing individual is constantly in process of coming to be:''" For Kierkegaard,
obViously, Hegel represents the ultimate achievement of "objective thought": he
"does not understand history from the point of view of becoming, but with the
illusion attached to pastness understands it from the point of view of a final
ity that excludes all becoming:'" Here, one should be very careful not to miss
Kierkegaard's point: for him, only subjective experience is effectively "in becom
ing:' and any notion of objective reality as an open-ended process with no fixed
finality still remains within the confllles of being. But why, we may ask? Because
any objective reality, as "processual" as it might be, is by definition ontologi
cally fully constituted, present as a positively existing domain of objects and
their interactions; only subjectivity deSignates a domain which is in itselj"open:'
marked by an inherent ontological failure:
Whenever a particular existence has been relegated to the past, it is complete, has
acquired finality. and is in so far subject to a systematic apprehension . . . but for
whom is it so subject? Anyone who is himself an existing individual cannot gain this
9 A nicely vulgar example of lalangue in Slovene: every (honest) Slovene knows what
the Mona Lisa's smile is all about. Slovenes do not have their own dirty words, so they
have to borrow them, mostly from Serbo and Croat, but also from Italian. So they know
that "Mona" is a popular Italian name for vagina, and "lisa" (pronounced "leeza") is the
root of the Slovene verb "to lick:'
10 S0ren Kierkegaard. Concluding Unscientific Postscript, trans. David F. Swenson and
Walter Lowrie, Princeton: Princeton University Press 1968, p. 68.
11 Ibid., p. 272.
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finality outside existence which corresponds to the eternity into which the past has
entered.'2

What if, however, Hegel actually does the exact opposite?' What if the wager of
his dialectic is not to adopt the "point of view of finality" towards the present,
viewing it as if it were already past, but, precisely, to reintroduce the openness
of the future into the past, to grasp that-which-was in its process of becoming, to
see the contingent process which generated existing neceSSity? Is this not why
we have to conceive the Absolute "not only as Substance, but also as Subject"?
This is why German Idealism already exploded the coordinates of the stand
ard Aristotelian ontology structured around the vector running from possibility
to actuality. In contrast to the idea that every possibility strives to fully actual
ize itself, one should conceive of "progress" as the movement of restoring the
dimension of potentiality to mere actuality, of unearthing, in the very heart of
actuality, a secret striving towards potentiality. Recall Walter Benjamin's notion
of revolution as redemption through repetition of the past: apropos the French
Revolution, the task of a true Marxist historiography is not to describe the
events the way they really were (and to explain how these events generated the
ideological illusions that accompanied them); the task is rather to unearth the
hidden potentiality (the utopian emancipatory potential) which was betrayed
in the actuality of revolution and in its final outcome (the rise of utilitarian
market capitalism). Marx's point is not primarily to make fun of the Jacobin's
wild revolutionary hopes, to point out how their enthused emancipatory rheto
ric was just a means used by the historical "Cunning of Reason" to establish the
vulgar commercial capitalist reality; it is rather to explain how these betrayed
radical-emancipatory potentials continue to "insist" as historical "specters"
that haunt the revolutionary memory, demanding their enactment, so that the
later proletarian revolution should also redeem (lay to rest) these past ghosts.
These alternative versions of the past which persist in a spectral form consti
tute the ontological "openness" of the historical process, as was-again-clear
to Chesterton:
The things that might have been are not even present to the imagination. If some
body says that the world would now be better if Napoleon had never fallen, but
had established his Imperial dynasty, people have to adjust their minds with a jerk.
The very notion is new to them. Yet it would have prevented the Prussian reaction;
saved equality and enlightenment without a mortal quarrel with religion; unified
Europeans and perhaps avoided the Parliamentary corruption and the Fascist and
Bolshevist revenges. But in this age of free-thinkers, men's minds are not really free
to think such a thought.
12 Ibid., p. 108.
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What I complain o fi s that those who accept the verdict o f fate i n this way accept
it without knowing why. By a quaint paradox, those who thus assume that history
always took the right turning are generally the very people who do not believe there
was any special providence to guide it. The very rationalists who jeer at the trial by
combat, in the old feudal ordeal, do in fact accept a trial by combat as deciding all
human history,13

This, however, does not mean that, in a historical repetition in the radical
Benjaminian sense, we simply return to the open moment of decision and,
this time, make the right choice. The lesson of repetition is rather that our first
choice was necessarily the wrong one, and for a very precise reason: the "right
choice" is only possible the second time, for only the first choice, in its wrong
ness, literally creates the conditions for the right choice. The notion that we
might have already made the right choice the first time, but just blew the chance
by accident, is a retroactive illusion. A reference to Georg Biichner may be of
some help here, with his great motif of Destiny as that which predetermines our
lives-there is no free will, "the individual is no more than a foam on the wave"
(as he put it in a letter to his fiancee in 1833) : "The word must is one of the curses
with which mankind is baptized. The saying 'It must be that offenses come; but
woe to him by whom the offense cometh' is terrifying. What is it in us that
lies, murders, steals? I no longer care to pursue this thoughf''4 What terrified
Biichner was the fact that, although our acts are predetermined, we experience
ourselves as thoroughly responsible for them-the paradox resolved by Kant
and Schelling with the hypothesis of an atemporal transcendental act by means
of which each of us has always already chosen our eternal character: what we
experience as fate is our "nature," the outcome of an unconscious choice. And it
is only at this point that the true dialectic of freedom and necessity, of choice and
determination, begins.
The common-sense "dialectics" of freedom and necessity conceives of
their articulation in the sense of the famous lines from the beginning of Marx's
Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte: "Men make their own history, but
they do not make it as they please; they do not malee it under self-selected cir
cumstances, but under circumstances existing already, given and transmitted
from the pasf'" We are partially, but not totally, determined: we have a space of
freedom, but within the coordinates imposed by our objective situation. What
13 G. K. Chesterton, "The Slavery of the Mind;' in The Collected Works of G. K.
Chesterton, Vol. 3. San Francisco: Ignatius 1990, p. 290.
14 Quoted in Georg Biichner, Complete Plays and Prose, New York: Hill and Wang 1963,
p. xiii.
15 Karl Marx, The Karl Marx Library, Vol. 1, trans. Saul K. Padover, New York: McGraw
Hill 1972, p. 245.
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this view fails to take into account is the way our freedom (free activity) retroac
tively creates ("posits") its objective conditions: these conditions are not simply
given, they emerge as the presuppositions of our activity. (And vice versa: the
space of our freedom itself is sustained by the situation in which we find our
selves.) The excess is thus double: we are not only less free than we think (the
contours of our freedom are predetermined), we are Simultaneously more free
than we think (we freely "posit" the very necessity that determines us). This is
why, to arrive at our "absolute" freedom (the free positing of our presupposi
tions), we have to pass through absolute determinism.
But does not Hegel's rejection of the "Cleopatnis nose" thesis in his great
Logic (what we would call today the "butterfly-effect" thesis, the idea that small
accidents can change the course of world history-as the beauty of Cleopatra's
nose changed the course of ancient Roman history) point towards a view which
reduces the role of contingency in history? For Hegel, the error of such rea
soning involves the "inadmissible application' of a mechanical notion of cause
to large-scale processes in organic or spiritual life: the "common jest" that, in
history, great effects can result from ridiculously small causes is "an instance of
the conversion which spirit imposes on the external; but for this very reason,
this external is not a cause in the process, in other words, this conversion itself
sublates the relationship of causality:'" One should read these lines very closely,
not as a simplistic dismissal of external mechanical causality. What does Hegel
mean here by "conversion'? Recall the case oflanguage: the leader says a simple
word ("yes" or "no"), and the result can be a great war with hundreds of thou
sands of dead-from the external mechanistic standpoint, the vibration of a few
sounds (a human voice pronouncing a brief word) "caused" a concatenation of
events, leading to thousands of deaths-and in a way this is true, but only if we
take into account the "conversion' which makes material elements the bearers
and transmitters of meaning in a way which has nothing to do with their little bit
of immediate material reality. In this sense, the relation of causality is "sublated"
here: it is negated, but maintained and elevated at a higher level, for the causal
ity is no longer immediate mechanical causality (like the proverbial billiard ball
hitting another ball), but a causality mediated by meaning. But in all this, we
should bear in mind that the whole process has also to take place at the level of
immediate materiality: there is meaning, but this meaning can exert its "higher"
causal power only as materialized in sounds or letters, it has no "pure" existence
of its own,17
16 Hegel, Hegels Science afLagic, pp. 562-3.
17 And it is easy to see why Hegel mentions not only spiritual life, but also organic
life: organic life already points towards such a "conversion" which sublates mechanical
causality. Due to the organic unity of a living body, a weak part (the brain) can direct
the movements of much larger and stronger parts, i.e., to account for how an organism
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What, then, is the central insight of the Hegelian dialectics of necessity and
contingency? Not only does Hegel (quite consistently with his premises) deduce
the necessity of contingency-namely how the Idea necessarily externalizes itself
(acquires reality) in phenomena which are genuinely contingent-he also (and
this aspect is often neglected by many commentators) develops the opposite and
theoretically much more interesting thesis, that of the contingency of necessity.
That is to say, when Hegel describes the progress from "external" contingent
appearance to "inner" necessary essence, the appearance's "self-internalization"
through self-reflection, he is not thereby describing the discovery of some pre
existing inner Essence, something that was already there (this, exactly, would
have been a "reiflcation" of the Essence) , but a "performative" process of con
structing (forming) that which is "discovered:' As Hegel himself puts it in his
Logic, in the process of reflection, the very "return" to the lost or hidden Ground
produces what it returns to. It is then not only inner necessity that is the unity
of itself and contingency as its opposite, necessarily positing contingency as its
moment; it is also contingency which is the encompassing unity of itself and its
opposite, necessity; that is to say, the very process through which necessity arises
out of necessity is a contingent process.
One can put it also in the terms of the dialectics of ontology and episte
mology: if the encompassing unity of necessity and contingency is necessity,
then the necessity (gradually discovered by our cognition as the underlying
Notion of the phenomenal contingent multiplicity) had to be there all the time
waiting to be discovered by our cognition-in short, in this case, Hegel's central
idea (first clearly formulated in his Introduction to the Phenomenology) that
our way towards truth is part of the truth itself, is canceled, and we regress to
the standard metaphysical notion of Truth as a substantial In-itself, independ
ent of subject's approach to it. Only if the encompassing unity is contingency
can we claim that the subject's discovery of necessary truth is simultaneously
the (contingent) constitution of this truth itself, that, to paraphrase Hegel, the
very return to (rediscovery of) eternal Truth generates this Truth. So, far from
being an "essentialist" who develops the entire content out of the necessary
self-deployment of the Notion, Hegel is-to use today's terms-the ultimate
thinker of autopoiesis, of the process of the emergence of necessary features out
of chaotic contingency, the thinker of contingency's gradual self-organization, of
the gradual rise of order out of chaos.
How, then, can necessity arise out of contingency? The ouly way to avoid
the obscurantism of "emergent properties" is to bring into play negativ
ity: at its most radical, necessity is not a positive principle of regularity that
overcomes contingency, but the negative obverse of contingency: what is
works. one has to refer to a minimum of ideality, of links which cannot be reduced to the
mechanical interaction of physical parts.
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"necessary" above all is that every contingent particular entity find its truth
in its self-cancellation, disintegration, death. Let us imagine an entity which
persists in its singularity, endeavoring to impose itself as a lasting necessity
-the actual necessity is the negativity which destroys this entity. This is
Hegelian universal necessity in its actuality: the negative power which brings
to its truth every particularity by way of destroying it. Necessity is thus nothing
but the "truth" of contingency, contingency brought to its truth by way of its
(self-)negation.
The standard view of Hegel's system is that of a closed circle of categories
which succeed one another with a logical necessity, and the critical energy is
focused on the "weak points" of that deduction, on passages where Hegel seems
to "cheat;' proposing a new category which does not really follow from what
precedes it. This perspective must be radically reversed: each passage in Hegel is
a moment of creative invention, the New does not arise automatically but comes
as a miraculous surprise. This is what it means to reproduce a process through
its dialectical analysis: to re-introduce possibility and ontological openness into
what retroactively appears as a closed succession determined by its immanent
necessity. So when Hegel says that, in a dialectical process, the thing becomes
what it always already was, this clearly offers itself to be read as an assertion
of full ontological closure: there is nothing radically new, what emerges in the
dialectical movement is just the full actualization of what was in potentia (or in
itself) already there. However, the same statement can also be read in a much
more radical (and literal) way: in a dialectical process, the thing becomes "what it
always already was"; that is, the "eternal essence" (or, rather, concept) of a thing is
not given in advance, it emerges, forms itself in an open contingent process-the
eternally past essence is a retroactive result of the dialectical process. This retro
activity is what Kant was not able to think, and Hegel himself had to work long
and hard to conceptualize it. Here is how the early Hegel, still struggling to dif
ferentiate himself from the legacy of the other German Idealists, qualifies Kant's
great philosophical breakthrough: in the Kantian transcendental synthesis, "the
determinateness of form is nothing but the identity of opposites. As a result, the
a priori intellect becomes, at least in principle, a posteriori as well; for a posteri
ority is nothing but the positing of the opposite:'" In principle, the meaning of
this dense passage seems clear: the "determinateness of form" is another name
for concrete universality, for the fact that the universal form of a concept gen
erates out of itself its particular content, that it is not merely a form imposed
on an independent empirical content. And since the notional universality and
the particularity of its content-in short, the a priori of the universal form
and the a posteriori of its content -are the opposites (precisely the opposites
18 G. W F. Hegel, Faith and Knowledge, trans. Walter Cerf and H. S. Harris, Albany: State
University of New York Press 1977> p. 78.
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that Kant keeps apart, ultimately external t o each other, since the immanent
transcendental form is imposed onto a content that affects the subject from the
outside), the determinateness of form equals the unity of opposites, the fact that
the content is generated by its form. The question is how, concretely, we are to
read this identity of opposites. The standard critical reading is satisfied with
seeing in it the very model of how the Idea mediates or posits all its particular
content, that is, as the extreme "idealist" affirmation of the primacy of the a
priori over the a posteriori. What such a reading clearly misses is the opposite
movement, the irreducible "umbilical cord" on account of which every a priori
universality remains attached to ("overdetermined" by) the a posteriori of a par
ticular content. To put it somewhat bluntly: yes, the universal notional form
imposes necessity upon the multitude of its contingent contents, but it does so
in a way whieh itself remains marked by an irreducible stain of cantingeney
or, as Derrida would have put it, the frame itself is always also a part of the
enframed content. The logic here is that of the Hegelian "oppositional determi
nation" (gegensiitzliehe Bestimmung), in which the universal genus encounters
itself among its particular and contingent species."
Hegel introduces this notion of "oppositional determination" in his logic
of essence, when he discusses the relationship between identity and difler
ence; his point there is not only that identity is always the identity of identity
and dilierence, but that difference itself is also always the difference between
itself and identity; in the same way, it is not only necessity that encompasses
both itself and contingency, but also-and more fundamentally-it is contin
gency itself which encompasses both itself and necessity. Or, with regard to the
tension between essence and appearance, the fact that essence has to appear
not only means that essence generates or mediates its appearances, but that the
difference between essence and appearance is internal to appearance: essence
has to appear within the domain of appearances, as a hint that "appearances
are not all" but are "merely appearances." Insofar as this opposition appears in
language as the opposition between the universal content of meaning and its
expression in a contingent particular form (of the signifier), it is no wonder that
language provides the ultimate example of this dialectical unity of opposites
and no wonder that Hegel rejects the idea of constructing a new, more precise,
artificial language which would eliminate the imperfections of our natural Ian guages: "There is no such thing as a superior language or benchmark idiom.
Every language is an instance of the speculative. Philosophy's role is to show
19 In Marx's hands, this is rendered as follows: among the species of production, there
is always one which gives a specific character to the universality of production within a
given mode of production. In feudal societies, artisanal production itselfis structured like
another domain of agriculture, while in capitalism, agriculture itself is "industrialized";
that is, it becomes one of the domains of industrial production.
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how, in each language, the essential is said and exhibited through the idiom's
accidents:'20
The starting point of a philosophical thought has to be the contingency of
one's own language as the "substance" of one's thinking:·there is no direct path
to universal truth through abstracting from the contingencies of one's "natural"
tongue and constructing a new artificial or technical language whose terms
would carry precise meanings. This, however, does not mean that a thinker
should naively rely on the resources of his own language: the starting point for his
reflection should rather be the idiosyncrasies of this language, which are in a way
redoubled contingencies, contingencies within a contingent (historically rela
tive) order itself. Paradoxically, the path from the contingency (of one's natural
language) to the necessity (of speculative thought) leads through the redoubled
contingency: one cannot escape thinking in one's language, this language is
one's unsurpassable substance; however, thinking means thinking against the
language in which one thinks-language inevitably ossifies our thoughts, it
is the medium of the fixed distinctions of Understanding par excellence. But,
while one has to think against the language in which one thinks, one has to do
so within language, there is no other option. This is why Hegel precludes the
possibility (developed later especially in Anglo-Saxon analytical philosophy) of
purifying our natural language of its "irrational" contingencies and constructing
a new artificial language that would faithfully reflect conceptual determinations.
Where, then, in language itself, can we find some support for thinking against
it? Hegel's answer is: where language is not a formal system, where language is
at its most inconsistent, contingent, idiosyncratic. The paradox is that one can
only combat the "irrationality" of language on behalf of the immanent notional
necessity if this necessity itself relies on what is most "irrational" in language,
on its redoubled irrationality or contingency. The situation is similar to that of
the Freudian logic of the dream, in which the Real announces itself in the guise
of a dream within a dream. What Hegel has in mind here is often uncannily
close to Lacan's notion of lalangue: word-play, double meanings, and so on-his
great example in German are words with opposite or multiple meanings (like zu
Grunde gehen, "disintegrate / fall apart" and, literally, "to go to, to reach, one's
ground;' etc., not to mention the notorious Aufhebung with its three meanings:
to cancel/annihilate, to preserve, to elevate to a higher level). Aufhebung is often
put forward as exemplary of everything that is "idealist-metaphysical" about
Hegel: does it not signal the very operation by means of which all external con
tingency is overcome and integrated into the necessary self-deployment of the
universal notion? Against this operation, it is fashionable to insist that there is
always a remainder of contingency, of particularity, which cannot be aujgehoben,
20 Malabou, The Future of Hegel, p. 171.
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which resists its conceptual (dis)integration. The irony here is that the very term
Hegel uses to designate this operation is marked by the irreducible contingency
of an idiosyncrasy of the German language.
There is no conceptual clarity without taking lalangue as a starting point
or, to put it in more conceptual terms, not only does necessity express itself in
the appearance of contingency, but this necessity itself does not pre-exist the
contingent multitude of appearances as their ground-it itself emerges out
of contingency, as a contingency (say, the multiple meanings of Aufhebung)
elevated into the necessity of a universal concept." Does not Freud intend some
thing strictly homologous with his notions of symptoms, jokes, and slips of
tongue? An inner necessity can only articulate itself through the contingency of
a symptom, and vice versa: this necessity (say, the constant urge of a repressed
desire) comes to be only through this articulation. Here also, necessity does not
simply pre-exist contingency: when Lacan says that repression and the return of
the repressed (in symptomal formations) are the front and the back of one and
the same process, the implication is precisely that the necessity (of the repressed
content) hinges on the contingency (of its articulation in symptoms) . Critics
of Hegel emphaSize only the first aspect, necessity as the inner principle domi
nating its contingent expressions, neglecting the second one, namely how this
necessity itself hinges on contingency, is nothing but contingency elevated into
the form of necessity.
This brings us to the Hegelian Aufhebung (sublation) as a movement
through which every contingent particularity is aufgehoben (sublated) in its uni
versal notion. The standard argument against Aufhebung is that there is always
a remainder which resists it, which persists in its immediate idiocy. What if,
however, this is the very point of the truly Hegelian Aufhebung, of the "nega
tion of negation" ? The direct attempt at Aufhebung is the initial "position" ; it
is "negated" in its failure, in the element that resists it; the "negation of nega
tion" is then the insight into how this resisting element, this obstacle, is in itself
a positive condition of possibility-the Aufhebung has to be sustained by its
constitutive exception.
So what if the lesson of the Hegelian Aufhebung is that the loss itself (the
failure) is to be celebrated? Hegel was fully aware of how the weight given to
an event by its symbolic inscription "sublates" its immediate reality-in his
Philosophy of History, he offers a wonderful characterization of Thucydides's
21 And Hegel was far from conceding any priority to the German language-an
interesting biographical detail: when, in the 18105. he was considering the invitation of
a Dutch friend to accept a university post in Amsterdam, he not only started to learn
Dutch, but immediately bombarded his friend with requests to inform him on Dutch
language idiosyncrasies like forms of word-play, so that he would be able to develop his
thoughts in Dutch.
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history of the Peloponnesian war: "In the Peloponnesian War, the struggle was
essentially between Athens and Sparta. Thucydides has left us the history of
the greater part of it, and his immortal work is the absolute gain which human
ity has derived from that contesf'" One should read this judgment in all its
naivete: in a way, from the standpoint of world history, the Peloponnesian War
took place so that Thucydides could write a book on it. The term "absolute"
should be given here all its weight: from the relative standpoint of our finite
human interests, the numerous real tragedies of the Peloponnesian war are, of
course, infinitely more important than a book; but from the standpoint of the
Absolute, it is the book that matters. One should not be afraid to say the same
thing about some truly great works of art: the Elizabethan era occurred in order
to produce Shakespeare; Shakespeare's work is "the absolute gain which human
ity has derived" from the vicissitudes of his era. And yes, why not? -Hitchcock's
masterpieces of the 1950S are the "absolute gain" which humanity derived from
the Eisenhower period in the US. Sometimes, even, an author's inlportance may
be condensed not in his work, but in a book written on him-although Samuel
Johnson was the author of A Dictionary of the English Language and the spiri
tus movens of the thriving "public sphere" of eighteenth-century London, he is
today remembered almost exclusively for The Life of Samuel Johnson, the ample
biography written by his friend James Boswell (1791).
Here a surprising link with Heidegger suggests itself In his reading of
"essence" ( Wesen) as a verb ("essencing"), Heidegger provides a de-essentialized
notion of essence: while, traditionally, "essence" refers to a stable core that guar
antees the identity of a thing, for Heidegger, "essence" is something that depends
on the historical context, on the epochal disclosure of being that occurs in and
througll ianguage as the "house of being:' The expression " Wesen der Sprache"
does not means "the essence oflanguage;' but the "essencing" done by language,
language bringing things into their essence, language "moving us" so that things
matter to us in a particular kind of way. so that paths are made within which we can
move among entities. and so that entities can bear on each other as the entities they
are . . . We share an originary language when the world is articulated in the same
style for us, when we "listen to language:' when we ''let it say its saying to US:'2.3

For example, for a medieval Christian, the "essence" of gold resides in its incor
ruptibility and divine sheen, which make it a "divine" metal, while for us, it is,
among other things, a resource to be traded in commodity markets or a material
22 G. W. F. Hegel, Lectures on the Philosophy of History, trans. J. Sibree, London: Henry
G. Bohn 1861, p. 27723 Mark Wrathall, How to Read Heidegger, New York: W W Norton & Company 2006,
PP 94-5·
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appropriate for aesthetic purposes. (Or, to take another example, the voice of
a castrato was for Catholics the very voice of an angel prior to the Fall, while
for us today it is a monstrosity.) There is thus a fundamental violence in this
"essencing" ability of language: our world is given a partial twist, it loses its bal
anced innocence, one partial color gives its tone to the Whole. The operation
designated by Laclau as that of hegemony is inherent to language.

VARIETIES OF SELF-RELATING NEGATION
However, the question persists: does this Hegelian assertion of radical contin
gency open up the space for the coincidence of repression with the return of the
repressed which exemplifies the properly Freudian "negation of negation" (the
repression-negation-of some content only works if it is itself negated, if the
repressed returns)? Lacan repeats the classic argument against the dialectical
triad, the return of the starting point back to itself through its self-mediation:
"When one makes two, there is never a return. It never comes back to make one
again, even if it is a new one:'" It may seem that Hegel's basic premise is that
the two come back to One, even if we concede the key point that this One is a
new One: not the One which was lost in alienation-externalization, but a new
One "performatively" created in the very process of returning-to-itself. When a
substantial unity dissolves into the multiplicity of its predicates, it is one of its
former predicates which establishes itself as a new subject, retroactively positing
its presuppositions. However, even this properly dialectical image of permanent
transubstantiation remains misleading: to put it bluntly, for Hegel, there is no
One at the beginning, every One is a return-to-itself from the two. The One to
which one returns is constituted through return, so it is not that One splits into
two-One is a Two of which one part is nothing. Here is how, in an extremely
condensed passage, Hegel formulated the gap that separates the dialectical
process proper from Plotinian "emanation" : "The simple unity, its becoming,
is that sublation of all predicates-the absolute negativity; the coming-out
[emanation: Herausgehenl is this negativity in itself-one should not begin with
oneness and then pass to duality:'" The last part says it all, directly rejecting
the standard notion of the dialectical process as the deployment or division of
the initial or immediate One into Two- one should not begin with oneness and
then pass to duality. Why not? Because the One is only constituted through the
passage to duality, through its division. The unexpected consequence of this fact
is that, contrary to the common notion that the number of Hegelian dialectics
24 Jacques Lacan, Le seminaire, Livre XX: Encore, Paris: Seuil 1975. p. 79·
25 G. W. F. Hegel, Vorlesungen ilber die Geschichte der Philosophie (Werke, Vol. 18),
Frankfurt: Suhrkamp 1979, p. 450.
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is 3, in other words that Hegel's goal is to overcome all dualisms in a higher
"synthesis:' to reconcile the opposites in an encompassing third medium, the
proper number of dialectics is 2: not 2 as the duality of polar opposites, but 2
as the inherent self-distancing of the One itself: the One only becomes One by
way of redoubling itself, by acquiring a minimal distance towards itself. This is
why, when Badiou defines love as the construction of a world from the perspec
tive of the Two, one should recognize in this definition an echo of the Hegelian
dialectic: love brings the two together so that their gap is maintained, there is
no pseudo-Wagnerian or mystical fusion here, the gap between the two is paral
lactic and as such unsurpassable. This point has already been made by Jameson
when, apropos Antigone, he insisted that the opposition between human law and
divine law has to be read
not as a struggle between the state and the family or clan that tears society apart; but
first and foremost as the division which brings society itself into being in the first
place by articulating its first great differentiations, that of warrior versus priest, or of
city versus clan, or even outside versus inside . . . Each of these larval powers brings
the other into being and reinforces the distinctiveness of its opposite number . . . the
contradiction which ultimately tears the polis apart and destroys it . . . is the same
opposition that brings it into being as a viable structure in the first place,16

Here we can see again the gap that separates Hegel from historicist evolution
ism: from the historicist standpoint, every historical figure has its moment of
maturity which is then followed by the period of decay. For example, capitalism
was progressive until the middle of the nineteenth century, when it had to be
supported in its struggle against premodern forms of life; but with the aggra
vation of class struggle, capitalism became an obstacle to the further progress
of humanity and will have to be overcome. For a real dialectician, there is no
moment of maturity when a system functions in a non-antagonistic way: para
doxical as this may sound, capitalism was at the same time "progressive" and
antagonistic, in decay, and the threat of its decay is the very driving force of its
"progress" (capitalism has to revolutionize itself constantly to cope with its con
stitutive "obstacle") . The family and the state are thus not simply the two poles
of the social Whole; it is rather that society has to split itself from itself in order
to become One-it is this tearing apart of the social Whole, this division itself,
which "brings society itself into being in the first place by articulating its first
great differentiations, that of warrior versus priest:' It is in this precise sense that
one should read Badiou's claim: "The real is not what brings together, but what
separates:' Even more pointedly, one should add that the real is the separation
(antagonistic split) which, as such, brings together a socio-symbolic field.
26 Jameson, The Hegel Variations, pp. 82-3.
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The Hegelian reading of Antigone as a play dealing with "the emergence
of an articulated society as sucb" thus demonstrates the radically anti-corpo
ratist nature Hegel's social thought:" the underlying premise of this thought is
that every social articulation is by definition always "inorganic;' antagonistic.
And the lesson of this insight is that, whenever we read a description of bow
an original unity becomes corrupted and splits, we should remember that we
are dealing with a retroactive ideological fantasy which obfuscates the fact tbat
such an original unity never existed, that it is a retroactive projection generated
by the process of splitting. There never was a harmonious state wbich was split
into warriors and priests. Or, at a different level, when we use a conventional
gesture like shaking hands, we should not presume that originally such a gesture
or expression had a literal meaning (I offer you my hand to demonstrate that I
am not holding a knife, and so on)-the gap between literal meaning and cliched
use is there from the beginning: that is, from the moment shaking hands became
a gesture, it meant more than demonstrating tbat one was not armed, it became
a performative act of signaling an openness to social contact, and so on and
so forth. We encounter here the topic of what quantum physics calls the two
vacuums:" in order for the hierarchical power to establish itself, it has to redou
ble or divide itself into "true" (warrior) and "false" (priestly) power-it is this
division which, far from weakening power, constitutes it. The ruling class has to
divide itself in order to rule-the rule is here "divided we stand, united we falL"
A certain "negation of negation" is also constitutive of the phallic signifier. Tbat
is to say, what makes the phallic signifier such a complex notion is not only that,
in it, the symbolic, imaginary, and real dimensions are intertwined, but also that,
in a double self-reflexive step which uncannily imitates the process of tbe "nega
tion of negation;' it condenses tbree levels: it is (1) position: the signifier of the
lost part, of what the subject loses and lacks with its entry into (or submission
to) the signifying order: (2) negation: the signifier of (this) lack: and (3) negation
of negation: itself the lacking/missing signifier." The phallus is the part which is
lost ("sacrificed" ) with the entry into the symbolic order and, Simultaneously,
the signifier of this 10ss.30
When Badiou emphasizes that double negation is not the same as affirma
tion, he thereby merely confirms the old Lacanian motto "les non-dupes errenf'"
Let us take the affirmation "I believe:' Its negation is: "r do not really believe, I am
just pretending to believe:' Its properly Hegelian negation of negation, however,
is not the return to direct belief, but the self-relating pretense: "I pretend to
27
28
29
30
31

Ibid., p. 80.
For a more detailed account of the notion of two vacuums, see Chapter 14.
Fran�ois Balmes, Dieu, Ie sexe et la verite, Ramonville Saint-Agne: E res 2007. p. 150.
Ibid., p. 166.
In Alain Badiou, Logics of Worlds, London: Continuum 2009.
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pretend to believe;' which means: "I really believe without being aware of it:' Is
not irony, then, the ultimate form of the critique of ideology today-irony in the
precise Mozartian sense of taking statements more seriously than the subjects
who utter them themselves? Or, as Descartes put it at the beginning of Chapter
3 of his Discourse on Method: "very many are not aware of what it is that they
really believe; for, as the act of mind by which a thing is believed is different
from that by which we know that we believe it, the one act is often found without
the other:' Again, how does this Lacanian "negation of negation" relate to the
Hegelian one? Let us take negation in the guise of man's abandonment by God:
there is no happy ending here; in the "negation of negation" we are no less alone
and abandoned as before, all that happens is that we experience this abandon
ment in its positive dimension, as the space of our freedom. Another version of
this reversal was discerned by Chesterton who, in his wonderful text The Book
of Job, shows why God has to rebuke his own defenders, the "mechanical and
supercilious comforters of Job":
The mechanical optimist endeavors to justify the universe avowedly upon the
ground that it is a rational and consecutive pattern. He pOints out that the fine thing
about the world is that it can all be explained. That is the one point, if ! may put it
so, on which God, in return, is explicit to the point of violence. God says. in effect,
that if there is one fine thing about the world. as far as men are concerned, it is that it
cannot be explained. He insists on the inexplicableness of everything. "Hath the rain
a father? . . . Out of whose womb came the ice?" (38:28). He goes farther, and insists
on the positive and palpable unreason of things; «Hast thou sent the rain upon the
desert where no man is, and upon the wilderness wherein there is no man?" (38:26)
. . . To startle man, God becomes for an instant a blasphemer; one might almost say
that God becomes for an instant an atheist. He unrolls before Job a long panorama of
created things, the horse, the eagle, the raven, the wild ass, the peacock, the ostrich,
the crocodile. He so describes each of them that it sounds like a monster walking in
the sun. The whole is a sort of psalm or rhapsody of the sense of wonder. The maker
of all things is astonished at the things he has Himself madeY

God is here overwhelmed by the miracle of his own creation-and we should
not miss the negative aspect also at work here. In referring to the chaotic wealth
of creatures, God is not boastfully asserting the infinite gap which separates Job
from him (as in: "Who are you to complain about your little misery? You have
no idea what the universe is . . . "); he is-implicitly, at least-also admitting that
Job has nothing to complain about because his case is in no way unique: the
whole world is a terrifying unreasonable mess. This "negation of negation" thus
32 G. K. Chesterton, The Book of Job, London: Cecil Palmer & Hayward, 1916,
p. xxii-xxiii.
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deprives job even of the last solace brought by the hope that, in God's eyes at
least, his suffering has some deeper meaning: what he thought to be his own
perplexity reveals itself to be the perplexity of God himself. This brings us again
to Lacan's key motif of the lack in the Other, best rendered by Hegel's famous
remark that the secrets of the Egyptians were secrets also for the Egyptians
themselves: the secret of God is also a secret for God himself.
So far so good, we may say: by way of transposing what appears as an
epistemological limit into the Thing itself, Hegel shows how the problem is
its own solution-but in what precise sense? To avoid a fatal misunderstand
ing: this crucial dialectical move from epistemological obstacle to ontological
impossibility in no way implies that all we can do is reconcile ourselves to this
impossibility, i.e., accept reality itself as imperfect. The premise of psychoanaly
sis is that one can intervene with the symbolic into the Real, because the Real is
not external reality-in-itself, but a crack in the symbolic, so one can intervene
with an act which re-configures the field and thus transforms its immanent point
of impossibility. "Traversing the fantasy" does not mean accepting the misery of
our lives-on the contrary, it means that only after we "traverse" the fantasies
obfuscating this misery can we effectively change it.
Furthermore, there is a subtle difference between the two versions of the
reversal ofthe epistemological limit into ontological impossibility, "Rabinovitch's"
and ':Adorno's:'" In the first one, we get a clear solution, no antagonism persists
here (if, of course, one ignores the social censorship which prevents Rabinovitch
from directly stating his true reason) The truth wins, and the interesting point
is how it can do so only through error (confirming Hegel's point that the path
to truth is part of the truth). In other words, the elegant economy of the joke is
that the very necessity of the detour through the first (false) reason confirms
the second (true) reason: Rabinovitch wants to emigrate because of the social
oppression exemplified by the bureaucrat's response to his first reason (com
munism will last forever). Although it may appear to follow the same logic,
Adornds example does not resolve the antagonism, for all that happens in its
resolution is that the epistemological antinomy is displaced into the Thing itself,
as its immanent antagonism-the antagonism is thereby fully confirmed. The
key question here is: where in the triad of the dialectical process should one
locate the precise moment of the explosion of the antagonism which underlies
the entire process? Do we encounter the antagonism at its purest at the moment
of the most aggravated negativity-that is, of the negativity brought to self
relation -or in the final result of the process, namely the reversal of negativity
into the new positivity? Does the result assert or cancel the antagonism? Or does
it, in some way, do both?
33 These two names refer to the two examples mentioned in Interlude 1 (the Soviet joke
on Rabinovitch's and Adorno's antagonistic notion of society)
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Insofar as the Hegelian "reconciliation" is at its core the reversal of the condi
tion of impossibility into a condition of possibility, or the recognition that what
appeared as an obstacle is a positive condition of the existence of the very thing
thwarted by this obstacle, the ambigUity remains: does reconciliation reconcile
in the sense of overcoming the antagonism, or in the sense of the reconciliation
with the antagonism (or, in some sense, both at the same time, if we can say that
the reconciliation with antagonism changes its antagonistic nature)? When, in
the Phenomenology, Hegel introduces the notion of reconciliation as the way
to resolve the deadlock of the Beautiful Soul, his term deSignates the accept
ance of the chaos and injustice of the world as immanent to the Beautiful Soul
which deplores it, the Beautiful Soul's acceptance of the fact that it participates
in the reality it criticizes and judges, not any kind of magical transformation of
this reality.
Does not the development of Brecht's plays from the 1920S to the early 1930S
also enact an homologous kind of renunciation? The plays of the '20S, exem
plarily The Beggar's Opera, perform a brutal sacrifice of all ideological ideals
to cynical earthly interests-power, money, sex-that lie at the core of the ego
tistic subject; then, in the "learning plays" of the early '30s, exemplarily in The
Measure Taken, this subject itself is obliterated in a gesture of radical sacrifice
on behalf of the collective. It is crucial to note how the second sacrifice is not
an external reversal of the first one (of the sacrifice of all ideological ideals),
but its immanent accomplishment: first we sacrifice or renounce everything for
our ego, then we realize that we have thereby lost or sacrificed the ego itself.
Why? Because the subjective position of a thoroughly cynical ego is impossible:
the "ego" only functions insofar as it is sustained by its fantasmatic support of
illusions and dreams." What makes Brecht's learning plays so uncanny and dis
turbing is that there is no deeper subjective condition or message beneath this
mechanism (denouncing it as an oppressive ideological operation, celebrating it
as an elementary ethical gesture . . . )-all Brecht does is stage this mechanism of
sacrifice in its formal neutrality."
Or, to shift the accent slightly, can we read Hegel's "negation of negation" qua
self-relating negativity also in the sense of this position of utter despair when the
subject not only assumes a radical loss, but is then deprived of this loss itself
not in the sense of regaining what was lost, but in the mum more radical sense
of finding itself in a radical void after losing the very coordinates which made
the loss meaningful? In Hitchcock's Vertigo, Scottie first experiences the loss of
Madeleine, his fatal love; when he recreates Madeleine in Judy and then discov
ers that the Madeleine he knew was Judy all along pretending to be Madeleine,
34 I rely here on Mladen Dalar, "Brecht's Gesture:' in 11th International Istanbul Biennial
Reader: What Keeps Mankind Alive?, Istanbul: istanbul Kiiltiir ve Sanat Vakfl 2009.
35 l owe this point to Fredric Jameson.
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what he discovers is not simply that Judy is a fake (he knew that she was not
the true Madeleine, since he had recreated a copy of Madeleine out of her), but
that, because she is not a fake-she is Madeleine; Madeleine herself was already a
fake-the objet a disintegrates, the very loss is lost, we get a negation of negation.
l! is important to remember here that the last shot of Vertigo-after Judy falls
from the tower, Scottie stands on the edge, looking down-gave rise to radically .
opposed readings: for some interpreters, this shot signals that Scottie survives
as a totally broken man, for others, it is a kind of happy ending (Scottie is now
cured of his disease, he can look down into the abyss)-an ambivalence which
perfectly reproduces the ambiguity of the outcome of the Hegelian negation of
negation (utter despair or reconciliation). So, again: where does the Hegelian
negation of negation stand with regard to this ambiguity?
A closer look at different modalities of the negation of negation in Hegel
is needed here. First, we have the "Rabinovitch-matrix" (the reversal of the
problem into its own solution: "thesis" -I want to emigrate because, after the
fall of socialism, they will blame us, the Jews, for the communist crimes; "anti
thesis" -but socialism will never fall, it will last forever; "synthesis" -that is the
true reason I want to emigrate), which ends with a positive resolution. Then
we have the <�dorno-matrix" in which the reversal of the problem into its own
solution (here: the transposition of an epistemological limitation into an onto
logical impossibility) brings no resolution, but, on the contrary, renders visible
the underlying antagonism in its pure state. Finally, we have the "Irma-matrix;'
the logic which underlies Freud's dream of Irmas injection. The dream begins
with a conversation between Freud and his patient Irma about the failure of her
treatment due to an infected needle; in the course of the conversation, Freud
gets closer to her, approaches her face and looks deep into her mouth, confront
ing the horrible sight of the red flesh of her throat. At this point of unbearable
horror, the tone of the dream changes, the horror all of a sudden passes into
comedy: three doctors, Freud's friends, appear, who, in a ridiculous pseudo
profeSSional jargon, enumerate multiple (and mutually exclusive) reasons why
Irmas poisoning by the infected needle was nobody's fault (there was no injec
tion; the needle was clean . . . ). So there is first a traumatic encounter (the sight
of Irmas throat), followed by the sudden shift into comedy, which enables the
dreamer to avoid an encounter with the true trauma. l! may appear that the
triad of the "Irma-matrix" is that of "IRS": first, the imaginary duality; then, its
aggravation into the abyss of the Real; finally, the symbolic resolution. However,
a more precise reading discloses that in fact we get two Reals in the dream, in
that each of its two parts concludes with a figuration of the ReaL In the conclu
sian of the first part (the conversation between Irma and Freud), this is obvious:
the look into Irmas throat renders the Real in the guise of primordial flesh, the
palpitation of the life substance as the Thing itself, in its disgusting dimension
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as a cancerous outgrowth. However, in the second part, the comic symbolic
exchange or interplay between the three doctors also ends up with the Real,
this time in its opposite aspect-the Real of writing, of the meaningless formula
of trimethylamine. The difference hinges on the different starting point: if we
start wtth the imaginary (the mirror-confrontation of Freud and Irma), we
get the Real in its imaginary dimension, as a horrifying primordial image that
cancels the imagery itself; if we start with the symbolic (the exchange of argu
ments between the three doctors), we get the signifier itself transformed into the
Real of a meaningless letter or formula. These two figures are the two opposite
aspects of the Real: the abyss of the primordial Life-Thing and the meaningless
letter or formula (as in the Real of the modern science)
How does this duality of the imaginary Real and the symbolic Real relate to
the Real we encountered at the end of the "Adorno-matrix"? The Real we get in
the ''Adorno-matrix'' is neither ofthe first two, but the "real Real;' a purely formal
Real, the Real of an antagonism ("contradiction" ) . And what we should add here
is this Real is in itself redoubled: as we have already seen, the Real is character
ized by a kind of "coincidence of opposites;' of the purely material contingent
remainder (the objet a, a little piece of reality) and the pure Real of formal antag
onism. This brings us to the key question: does Hegel generate the objet a at the
end of the process of negation of negation? That is to say: the Lacanian Real at
its most radical is not a pre-symbolic substance; it rather emerges through the
redoubling of the symbolic, through the passage from alienation to separation
(defined as the overlapping of the two lacks). So does not the triumphant tone
of the Hegelian negation of negation hinge on the fact that, while Hegel can
maybe conditionally-think antagonism, he is not able to think the ultimate
speculative identity of the purely formal antagonism and the contingent remain
der or excess of a little piece of reality? This limitation, this inability to think the
"indivisible remainder" of the dialectical form not as an excess of the Real which
simply eludes dialectical mediation, but as the product of this mediation, as its
concluding moment, is clearly discernible in Hegel's theory of marriage (from
his Philosophy of Right).,6

THE FORMAL ASPECT
So, again, can Hegel think the excess of the death drive (of love as the lethal
passion) which persists as a kind of "indivisible remainder" after the dialectical
resolution of the process in a rational totality? And if he cannot, are we really
dealing with a fundamental systemic failure? Would it not be appropriate to
36 See G. W. F. Hegel, Hegel, Philosophy of Right, trans. T. M. Knox, London: Oxford
University Press 1978, pp. 111-16.
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claim that, if Hegel were faithful to his own inner logic, he should have applied
here the same reasoning as he does in his deduction of the necessity of mon
archy as the peak of the rational state? When Hegel claims that the conception
of the monarch is "of all conceptions the hardest for ratiocination, i.e. for the
method of reflection employed by the Understanding;' the speculative moment
that Understanding cannot grasp is "the transition of the concept of pure self
determination into the immediacy of being and so into the realm of nature:'
In other words, while Understanding can well grasp the universal mediation
of a living totality, what it cannot grasp is that this totality, in order to actual
ize itself, has to acquire actual existence in the guise of an immediate "natural"
singularity. Should we then posit that, in a strictly homologous way, the rational
totality of reconciled family life has to generate a "passionate attachment" to the
contingent singularity of the beloved?
The difference that separates Lacan from Hegel is thus a minimal difference,
a tiny, barely perceptible feature which changes everything. It is not Hegel versus
another figure, but Hegel and his spectral double-in the passage from Hegel
to Lacan, we do not pass from One-Hegel to another One-Lacan. They are not
two, but the One-Hegel plus his objet a . This brings us back to the relationship
between repetition and minimal difference: minimal difference is something
which emerges in pure repetition. In Henning Mankel's police procedural series,
Inspector Kurt Wallander has a father whose means of survival is painting-he
paints all the time, making hundreds of copies of the same painting, a forest
landscape over which the sun never sets (therein resides the "message" of the
painting: it is possible to hold the sun captive, to prevent it from setting, to freeze
a magical moment, extracting its pure appearance from nature's eternal circular
movement of generation and degeneration). There is, however, a "minimal dif
ference" in these otherwise identical paintings: in some, there is a small grouse
in the landscape, while others are without the grouse, as if eternity itself, frozen
time, has to be sustained by a minimal variation, a kind of stand-in for what
really distinguishes each painting, its unique, purely virtual intensity.
Deleuze's most radical anti-Hegelian argument concerns this pure differ
ence: Hegel is unable to think pure difference which is outside the horizon of
identity or contradiction; Hegel conceives a radicalized difference as contradic
tion which is then, through its dialectical resolution, again subsumed under
identity. (Here, Deleuze is also opposed to Derrida who, from Deleuze's perspec
tive, remains caught within the vicious cycle of contradiction/identity, merely
postponing resolution indefinitely.) And, insofar as Hegel is the philosopher
of actuality or actualization, insofar as, for him, the "truth" of a potentiality is
revealed in its actualization, Hegel's inability to think pure difference is linked to
his inability to think the virtual in its proper dimension, as a possibility which
already qua possibility possesses its own reality: pure difference is not actual,
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it does not concern different actual properties of a thing or differences among
things, its status is purely virtual, it is a difference which takes place at its purest
precisely when nothing changes in actuality, when, in actuality, the same thing
repeats itself. It may appear that it is only Deleuze who formulates the truly
post-Hegelian program of thinking difference: the Derridean "opening" which
emphasizes the endless difference, the dissemination that can never be sub
lated or re-appropriated, etc., remains within the Hegelian framework, merely
"opening" it up . . . But, here, the Hegelian counter-argument would be: is not
"pure" virtual difference the very name for actual self-identity? Is it not constitu
tive of actual identity? More precisely, in the terms of Deleuze's transcendental
empiricism, pure dlfference is the virtual support or condition of actual iden
tity: an entity is perceived as "(self-)identical" when (and only when) its virtual
support is reduced to a pure difference. In Lacanese, pure difference concerns
the supplement of the virtual object (Lacan's objet a); its most plastic experience
is that of a sudden change in (our perception of) an object which, with regard
to its positive qualities, remains the same: "although nothing changes, the thing
all of a sudden seemed totally different" -as Deleuze would have put it, it is the
thing's intensity which changes. (For Lacan, the theoretical problem or task is
here to distinguish between the Master-Signifier and the objet a, both of which
refer to the abyssal X in the object beyond its positive properties.) As such, pure
difference is closer to antagonism than to the difference between two positive
social groups, one of which is to be annihilated. The universalism that sustains
an antagonistic struggle is not exclusive of anyone, which is why the highest
triumph lies not in the destruction of the enemy, but in the explosion of "uni
versal brotherhood" in which agents of the opposing camp change sides (recall
the proverbial scenes of police or military units j oining demonstrators). It is in
such an explosion of all-encompassing brotherhood, from which no one is in
principle excluded, that the difference between "us" and "the enemy" as positive
agents is reduced to a pure formal difference.
This brings us to the topic of difference, repetition, and change (in the sense
of the rise of something genuinely new) Jean-Luc Godard proposed the motto
"Ne change rien pour que tout soit different" ("Change nothing so that everything
will be different"), a reversal of "Some things must change so that everything
remains the same:' In some political constellations, such as the late capitalist
dynamic in which only constant self-revolutionizing can maintain the system,
those who refuse to change anything are effectively the agents of true change:
the change of the very principle of change. We all know the Oriental principle of
the cosmic Whole which reproduces itself through the incessant movement and
'struggle of its parts-all the parts move and thereby maintain the deeper peace
of the cosmic Whole. The most elementary formula of Western negativity is the
disturbance of the Whole which occurs precisely when something gets stuck,
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fIxed, refuses to move, thereby disturbing the cosmic balance of change, throw
ing it out of joint.
Deleuze's thesis according to which New and repetition are not opposed,
for the New arises only from repetition, must be read against the background of
the difference between the virtual and the actual: changes which concern only
the actual aspect of things are only changes within the existing frame, not the
emergence of something really New-the New only emerges when the virtual
support of the actual changes, and this change occurs precisely in the guise of
a repetition in which a thing remains the same in its actuality. In other words,
things really change not when A transforms itself into B, but when, while A
remains exactly the same with regard to its actual properties, it "totally changes"
imperceptibly. This change is the minimal difference, and the task of theory is
to subtract this minimal difference from the given fIeld of multiplicities. In this
sense, subtraction is also another name for the Hegelian sublation (Aufhebung)
or negation of negation: in it, radical change (negation) overlaps with the pure
repetition of the same. This means that the inertia of the Old and the rise of
the New also coincide in the dialectical notion of repetition. The New emerges
when, instead of a process just "naturally" evolving in its flow of generation and
corruption, this flow becomes stuck, an element (a gesture) is fIxed, persists,
repeats itself and thus perturbs the "natural" flux of (de)composition. This per
sistence of the Old, its "stuckness:' is the only possible site of the rise of the New:
in short, the minimal definition of the New is as an Old which gets stuck and
thereby refuses to pass away.
Here is the crux of the post-Hegelian rupture: its most elementary feature,
from Kierkegaard to Marx, is the gap that emerges between sublation and repeti
tion; that is, repetition acquires autonomy with regard to sublation, and the two
are now opposed-either a thing is sublated into a higher mode of its existence,
or it just drags on in its inertia. This "liberation" of repetition from the hold of
sublation, this idea of a non-cumulative repetition which just runs on empty, not
generating anything new, is usually taken as the minimal index of post-Hegelian
materialism, in its break with the Hegelian circle of total conceptual mediation.
Under Lacan's influence, Jean Hyppolite read in this way the philosophical foun
dation of the Freudian notion of death drive as the compulsion to repeat. As
Lacan points out in his Seminar II, another name for this excess of repetition
over organic progress is mechanism: what the post-Hegelian thought brings out
is the notion of a non-cumulative mechanical repetition.
Is this diagnosis correct, however? Was not Hegel fully aware that the way
spirit arises out of the organic natural process is through a mechanical repetition
which disturbs the free organic deployment? This is the point of his discussions
ofhabit, etc., in the "Anthropology" section of his Philosophy ofSpirit: in the triad
of mechanical process, organic process, and the properly spiritual process, the
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spiritual dimension needs a "regressive" support in mechanical habits ("blind"
learning of the rules of language, etc.). There is no spirit without a machine,
the appearance of spirit is a machine which colonizes the organism, the victory
of spirit over mere life appears as a "regression" of life to a mechanism. (This
fact finds its extreme expression in Descartes's "dualism" : the assertion of pure
thinking is correlative to the reduction of nature to a blind mechanism.)
How are we to clarify this elusive difference between Hegel and Freud?
Mladen Dolar proposed to read "Hegel is Freud" as the ultimate philosophical
infinite judgment, since Hegel and Freud cannot but appear absolute opposites:
Absolute Knowing (the unity of the subject and the Absolute) versus the uncon
scious (the subject not master in his own house); excessive knowledge versus
lack of knowledge. The first complication in this simple opposition is that, for
Freud and Lacan, the unconscious is not a blind instinctual field but also a kind
of knowledge, an unconscious knowledge, a knowledge which does not know
itself ("unknown knowns:' in terms of Rumsfeldian epistemology)-so what if
Absolute Knowing is to be located into the very tension between the knowl
edge aware of itself and the unknown knowledge? What if the "absoluteness" of
knowing refers not to our access to the divine Absolute-in-itself, or to a total self
reflection through which we would gain full access to our "unknown knowing"
and thus achieve subjective self-transparency, but to a much more modest (and
all the more difficult to think) overlapping between the lack of our "conscious"
knowledge and the lack inscribed into the very heart of our unknown knowl
edge? It is at this level that one should locate the parallel between Hegel and
Freud: if Hegel discovers unreason (contradiction, the mad dance of opposites
which unsettles any rational order) in the heart of reason, Freud discovers reason
in the heart of unreason (in slips of tongue, dreams, madness). What they share
is the logic of retroactivity: in Hegel, the One is a retroactive effect of its loss, the
very return to the lost One constitutes it; and in Freud, repression and the return
of the repressed coincide, the repressed is the retroactive effect of its return.
There are also good reasons for linking the Freudian unconscious to self
consciousness as self-reflexivity: "self-consciousness is an object:' for in an
object-symptom, I reflexively register a truth about myself inaccessible to my
consciousness. This, however, is not quite the same as the Hegelian unconscious:
it is a particular (singular) unconscious, a kind of contingent transcendental, a
contingent knot-sinthome holding together the subject's universe. In clear con
trast to this Freudian unconscious, the Hegelian unconscious is formal: it is the
form of enunciation invisible in the enunciated content; it is systemic, not a con
tingent bricolage of /ateral links (what Lacan calls lalangue); that is, it resides in
·the universal symbolic form on which the subject unknowingly relies, not in
the contingent "pathological" desire which transpires in slips of tongue. Hegel's
unconscious is the unconscious of self-consciousness itself, its own necessary
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non-transparency, the necessary overlooking of its own form ("das Formel/e")
in the content it confronts. The unconscious is the universal form of particular
content: when Hegel says that the truth is in what I say, not in what I mean
(to say), he means that truth is in the universality of the meaning of words as
opposed to the particular intention. The contrast between the Freudian uncon
scious (singular contingent links, word-play) and the Hegelian unconscious (the
universal scheme overlooked by our conscious focusing on the particular, or what
Hegel himself calls das Formel/e) is thus obvious-Lacan speaks of the "Hegelian
unconscious;' opposing it to the Freudian. The most succinct definition of the
Hegelian unconscious is provided towards the end of the "Introduction" to
the Phenomenology, where Hegel determines das Formelle as In-itself or For-us
(the philosophical observer) in contrast to the for-consciousness (how things
appear to the engaged subject itself), as the process in contrast to its abstract
result, and as the determinate negation in contrast to abstract negation which
leaves the negated content behind:
the result which at any time comes about in the case of an untrue mode of knowl
edge cannot possibly collapse into an empty nothing, but must necessarily be taken
as the negation of that of which it is a result . . . this origination of the new object
which offers itself to consciousness without consciousness knowing how it comes
by it-that to us, who watch the process. is to be seen going on, so to say. behind its
back. Thereby there enters into its process a moment of being in itself, or of being
for us, which is not expressly presented to that consciousness which is in the grip of
experience itself. The content. however. of what we see arising, exists for it, and we
lay hold of and comprehend merely its formal character [das Formelle] , i.e. its bare
origination;for it, what has thus arisen has merely the character of object. while, for
us, it appears at the same time as a process and coming into being.37

In short, when the subject passes from one "object" (which can also be an entire
mode of life) to another, it appears to it that the new "object" (content) is simply
immediately found; what the subject does not see is the process of mediation,
going on behind its back, which generated the new content out of the inconsist
encies of the old one. The Freudian unconscious also has a formal aspect and is
not merely a matter of content: recall the cases when Freud interprets a dream
so that what is repressed or excluded from its content returns as a feature of the
form of the dream (in a dream about pregnancy, the fact that the dreamer is not
sure who the father is articulates itself in the guise of an uncertainty about what
the dream was about); furthermore, Freud emphasizes that the true secret of the
dream is not its content (the "dream-thoughts"), but the form itself:
37 G. W. F. Hegel, Phenomenology ofMind, second rev. ed., trans. ). B. Baillie, Mineola:
Dover 2003, p. 53.
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The latent dream-thoughts are the material which the dream-work transforms into
the manifest dream . . . The only essential thing about dreams is the dream-work that
has influenced the thought-material. We have no right to ignore it in our theory,
even though we may disregard it in certain practical situaUons. Analytic observation
shows further that the dream-work never restricts itself to translating these thoughts
into the archaic or regressive mode of expression that is familiar to you. In addi
tion, it regularly takes possession of something else, which is not part of the latent
thoughts of the previous day, but which is the true motif force for the construc
tion of the dream. This indispensable addition [unentbehrliche Zutatl is the equally
unconscious wish for the fulfillment of which the content of the dream is given its
new form. A dream may thus be any sort of thing in so far as you are only taking
into account the thoughts it represents-a warning, an intention, a preparation, and
so on; but it is always also the fulfillment of an unconscious wish and, if you are
considering it as a product of the dream-work, it is only that. A dream is therefore
never simply an intention, or a warning, but always an intention, etc., translated into
the archaic mode of thought by the help of an unconscious wish and transformed to
fulfill that wish. The one characteristic, the wish-fulfillment, is the invariable one;
the other may vary. It may for its part once more be a wish, in which case the dream
will, with the help of an unconscious wish, represent as fulfilled a latent wish of the
previous day.3$

Every detail is worth analyzing in this brilliant passage, from its implicit opening
motto "what is good enough for practice-namely the search for the meaning
of dreams-is not good enough for theory:' to its concluding redoubling of the
wish. Its key inSight is, of course, the "triangulation" of latent dream-thought,
manifest dream-content, and the unconscious wish, which limits the scope of
or, rather, directly undermines-the hermeneutic model of the interpretation of
dreams (the path from the manifest dream-content to its hidden meaning, the
latent dream-thought), which travels in the opposite direction to the path of the
formation of a dream (the transposition of the latent dream-thought into the
manifest dream-content by the dream-work). The paradox is that this dream
work is not merely a process of masking the dream's "true message": the dream's
true core, its unconscious wish, inscribes itself only through and in this very
process of masking, so that the moment we re-translate the dream-content back
into the dream-thought expressed in it, we lose the "true motive force" of the
dream-in short, it is the process of masking itselfwhich inscribes into the dream
its true secret. One should therefore reverse the standard notion of penetrating
deeper and deeper into the core of the dream: it is not that we first move from
the manifest dream-content to the first-level secret, the latent dream-thought,
38 Sigmund Freud, Introductory Lectures on Psychoanalysis, Harmondsworth: Penguin
Books 1973, pp. 261-2.
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and then, taking a step further, go even deeper, to the dreams unconscious core,
the unconscious wish. The "deeper" wish is located in the very gap between the
latent dream-thought and the manifest dream-content.
Nonetheless, the Freudian form of the unconscious is not the same as the
Hegelian one. But, more importantly, instead of automatically taking this gap
that separates Freud from Hegel as an indication of Hegel's limitation ("Hegel
.
could not see that . . :'), one should reverse the underlying question: not only
"Can Hegel think the Freudian unconscious?" but also "Can Freud think
the Hegelian unconscious?" It is not that there is something "too radical for
Hegel" missing from his thought, something with regard to which Freud is
more consistent and "goes further;' but the very opposite: like Hegel, Freud is a
thinker of conflict, struggle, of "self-contradiction" and inherent antagonisms;
but, in clear contrast to Hegel, in Freud, a conflict is not resolved by a self
contradiction being taken to an extreme and, with its self-cancellation, a new
dimension emerging. On the contrary, the conflict is not resolved at all, the
"contradiction" is not brought to its climax, but is rather stalled, brought to a
temporary halt in the guise of a compromise-formation. This compromise is
not the "unity of opposites" in the Hegelian sense of the "negation of negation;'
but a ridiculously failed negation, a negation which is hindered, derailed, dis
torted, twisted, sidetracked, a kind of clinamen of the negation (to use the neat
formulation proposed by Mladen Dolar) In other words, what eludes Hegel (or
what he would have dismissed as trifling or accidental) is overdetermination:
in the Hegelian dialectical process, negativity is always radical or radicalized,
and conSistent-Hegel never considers the option of a negation that fails, so
that something is just half-negated and continues to lead a subterranean exist
ence (or, rather, insistence)." He never considers a constellation in which a new
spiritual principle continues to coexist with the old one in an inconsistent total
ity, or in which a moment condenses (verdichten) a multiplicity of associative
causal chains, so that its explicit "obvious" meaning is there to conceal the true
repressed one. What would Hegel have made of Freud's dream on Irmas injec
tion, the interpretation of which unearths a kind of superposition of multiple
interpretive lines (getting rid of the guilt for the failure of Irmas treatment;
the wish to be like the primordial father who possesses all the women; and so
on)? What would Hegel have said about a dream in which the remains of the
day ( Tagesreste) are connected to the core of the dream only through verbal
or similar marginal associations? What would he have said about a dream of a
woman patient ("Her husband asked her: 'Don't you think we ought to have the
piano tuned?' And she replied: 'Its not worth it . . ."'), where the clue is prOvided by
the presumed mental occurrence of the same fragment of speech in a previous
39 Maybe this is why it was a Jew who invented psychoanalysis: are not the Jews as a
nation the exemplary case of the persistence of the Old which refuses its sublation?
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analytic session during which she had suddenly caught hold of her jacket, one
of the buttons having come undone, as though she were saying: "Please don't
look [at my breasts l; it's not worth it:' There is no notional unity here between
the two levels (the dream scene and the accident during the previous session) ,
what connects them i s just a signifying bridge. Hegel does refer t o lalangue, to
word-play, but "within the limits of reason alone": Aujhebung contains a happy
coincidence of three meanings which form the same notion, while in the dream
logic, multiple meanings remain disparate.
This is also why Hegel cannot think overdetermination. For example, in the
social sphere, this is how the economy plays its role of determining the social
structure "in the last instance": the economy is never directly present as an
actual causal agent, its presence is purely virtual, it is the social "pseudo-cause;'
but, precisely as such, absolute, non-relational, the absent cause, something that
is never "at its own place": "that is why 'the economic' is never given properly
speaking, but rather designates a differential virtuality to be interpreted, always
covered over by its forms of actualization:'" It is the absent X which circulates
between the multiple levels of the social field (economic, political, ideological,
legal . . . ), distributing them in their specific articulation. One should thus insist
on the radical difference between the economic as this virtual X, the absolute
point of reference of the social field, and the economic in its actuality, as one
of the elements ("subsystems") of the actual social totality: when they encoun
ter each other-or, in Hegelese, when the economic as virtual encounters itself
in the guise of its actual counterpart as its "oppositional determination" -this
identity coincides with absolute (self-)contradiction. However, although the
Hegelian concept of oppositional determination captures the key feature of
overdetermination, what gets lost is the multiplicity of "factors" (the causal links
of signification) which are only parasitically exploited or manipulated, never
created, by the "last instance:'
At this precise point, politics enters: the space of politics is opened up by the
distance of the "economy" from itself, by the gap that separates the economy as
the absent Cause from the economy in its "oppositional determination;' as one
of the elements of the social totality. The economy is thus here doubly inscribed
in the precise sense which defines the Lacanian Real: it is simultaneously the
hard core (what the struggle ultimately is about) "expressed" in other struggles
through displacements and other forms of distortion, and the very structuring
principle of these distortions. Politics which occurs in this in-between space is
non-All: its formula is not "everything is political;' but "there is nothing which
is not political;' which means that "not-all is political:' The field of the political
. cannot be totalized, "there is no class relationship;' there is no meta-language in
40 Gilles Deleuze, Difference and Repetition, trans. Paul Patton, London: Continuum
2001, p. 186.
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which we can "objectively" describe the whole political field, every such descrip
tion is already partial (for example, Left and Right are not simply two options
within a field, but two different visions of the entire field, and there is no neutral
way to describe how the field "really is;' the difference that constitutes it is the
impossible/real of an antagonism) . In this sense, Lenin was right to claim that,
although the economy determines in the last instance, everything is decided in .
the political struggle.
There are, in Hegel, traces of the logic of Verstellung (not direct negation, but
inconsequential complication, displacement, etc.) of a fundamental principle
such a logic is inscribed into the very heart of the Hegelian notion of totality,
which is a Whole plus its constitutive distortions, symptoms, excesses. There
are, in Hegel, traces of the "compromising" logic-its main case, significantly, is
the necessary production of the rabble in the modern bourgeois society. Hegel
outlines a fundamental deadlock (the more a society is rich, the less it can take
care of the rabble), and then outlines three main strategies to deal with the
problem (public works, private charities, export of the surplus rabble to colo
nies), making it clear that, in the long term, these procedures only aggravate the
problem, so that all one can do is more or less successfully contain it-there is
no clear logical solution here, just a compromise limiting the problem. In such
cases, the only reconciliation is the (resigned) reconciliation with the fact that
the problem is insoluble (within the framework of the "rational state" outlined
by Hegel)-as market advocates would put it, the excess of the rabble is the price
we have to pay for living in a free rational state. But is not the famous dialectic
of servitude and domination also a case of compromise? The (future) servant
decides not to go to the end and really risk his life; his exposure to negativity is
thus thwarted, and the power of the negative is re-channeled into the formation
of material objects.
Is it thus inadequate to say that Freud complicates the Hegelian negation
by adding an additional twist, another turn of the screw, "negating the negation
itself" not in the Hegelian sense of radicalizing negation and thus bringing it to
its self-relation, but in the sense of thwarting it, introducing an obstacle to the
full deployment of the power of the negative-as if the power of the negative gets
caught up in a quagmire of compromises, of half-successes, and is thus diverted
from its straight path? The difference between Hegel and Freud with regard to
negativity can in no way be reduced to the fact that, while Hegel radicalizes neg
ativity to its self-destructive extreme, Freud focuses on the compromise- forms
which block negativity half-way: in an asymmetrical way, one should also turn
things around. One of the standard reproaches to Hegel is that his radicaliza
tion of negativity is a fraud: as Georges Bataille put it, the Hegelian "work of
the negative" remains within the constraints of the "restricted economy;' with
an in-built mechanism guaranteeing that the radicalized negativity will convert
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into the subordinated moment of a new mediated positive order." Freud's death
drive, on the contrary, asserts the nihil unbound up to its radical climax, the
disappearance of all life (and, perhaps, the predicted implosion of the entire uni
verse); Freudian "compromises" are thus defense mechanisms postponing the
absolute catastrophe which does not even appear on Hegel's horizon. But, again,
this alternative simplification is also wrong and misleading: as we have already
amply demonstrated, the Hegelian "negation of negation" is far from being the
simple sublation of negativity in a new positive order, while the Freudian death
drive is not a push towards total disappearance or self-annihilation, but an
"undead" persistence attached to a contingent particularity.
The main point is that the quagmire of obstacles which prevents the full
deployment of negativity in Freud cannot be reduced to the wealth of empiri
cal reality resisting abstract notional determinations: what it implies is not the
external excess of reality over the conceptual power of the negative, but a more
radical level of "negativity" itself, the level indicated by the notion of the death
drive. The Freudian series of Vers ( Verdriingung-repression, Verwerfung
foreclosure, Verleugnung-disavowal, Verneinung-denial) which supplements
the Hegelian-dialectical No is thus not just a complication of that No, it points
towards a more radical No, the core of negativity which escaped Hegel and
which leaves its traces in different post-Hegelian versions of pure repetition.
According to Freud, the multiplicity of phalli in a dream always points towards
castration: multiplicity comes to fill in the gap, the lack, of the missing one. Can
we then say that-insofar as the unconscious does not know negation ("no"), as
Freud claims-the missing or excluded negation returns with a vengeance in the
multiple forms of the process of repression: repression itself, disavowal, denial,
etc.1" The answer is yes-on condition that we add that the very fact of the pro
liferation of quasi-negations bears witness to the fact that some kind of radical
negation is already at work in the unconscious, even if it is excluded. The field
of the unconscious-as the big Other-is structured around a loss or obstacle,
around an impossibility, and the key problem is discerning the exact nature of
this founding impossibility.

41 As we have just seen. the formal · matrix of the dialectical process precludes in
advance the possibility that the struggle to the death between the future master and the
future servant will end with the death of one of them. It is Hegel who here defuses the
destructive consequences and stages a compromise in the guise of a symbolic pact-just
before the end of the struggle, one of the combatants concedes defeat, making it clear he
is not ready to fight to the death.
42 Note how the Name-of-the-Father. the Signifier which is also the signifier of negation
{prohibition)-le-Nom-du-Pere as le-Non-du-Pere-is for Lacan the central signifier in
the unconscious.
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The true move "beyond Hegel" is not to be sought in the post-Hegelian return
to the positivity of "real life;' but in the strange affirmation of death that occurs
in the guise ofpure repetition-an affirmation which brings into line two strange
bedfellows, Kierkegaard and Freud. In Hegel, repetition plays a crucial role, but
within the economy of Aufhebung: through a mere repetition, an immediacy
is elevated into universality, a contingency is transformed into necessity-after
Caesar's death, "Caesar" is repeated no longer as the designation of a particular
individual, but as the name of a universal title. There is no place, within Hegel's
system, for thinking "pure" repetition, a repetition not yet caught in the move
ment of Aujhebung. In a famous passage from his letter to Schiller of August
16/17, 1797, Goethe reports on an experience which made him perceive a piece of
ruined reality as a symbol:
My grandfather's house, its courtyard and its gardens had been transformed from
the parochial-patrician home of an old Frankfurt elder into the most useful trading
and market place by wisely enterprising people. Curious coincidence during the
bombardment conspired to see the structure perish, but even today, reduced, for the
most part, to a pile of rubble, it is still worth twice as much as the current owners
paid my family for it 11 years ago. Conceivably, the whole thing may, in the future,
be bought and restored by yet another entrepreneur, and you can easily see that it
would, in more than one sense, stand as a symbol of thousands of other instances, in
this industrious city and in particular in my own eyes.43

The contrast between allegory and symbol is crucial here. Allegory is melan
cholic: as Freud pointed out, a melancholic treats an object which is still here
as already lost, for melancholy is pre-emptive mourning. So, in an allegoric
approach, one looks at a busy market-place and sees in it already the ruins it
will become-the ruins are the "truth" of the proud building we see. This is
melancholy at its purest. (No wonder that it was fashionable among the rich in
the Romantic era to build new houses partly as ruins, with bits of wall missing
and so on.) Goethe, however, does the exact opposite: he sees (the potential for)
futnre prosperity in the present pile of rubble ..... Crucial here is the rise of the
43 Johann Wolfgang Goethe, "Briefan Friedrich Schiller, 16./17. August 1797:' in Siimtliche
Werke, Briefe, Tagebucher und Gespriiche, Vol. 31: Johann Wolfgang Goethe mit Schiller
(1794-1799), Frankfurt: Deutscher Klassiker 1998, p. 390. l owe my thanks to Frauke
Berndt (Frankfurt am Main) , who proposed a perspicuous reading of this passage.
44 In a somewhat pathetic way, one could say the same about the ruins of 9/11: a
melancholic would see in them the "truth" of the arrogant dreams of US grandeur; i.e.,
she would see already in the Twin Towers themselves the ruins that lay ahead. while a
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symbol from ruin and repetition: Goethe's grandfather's house was not a symbol
for its first generation of owners-for them, it was just a zu-handenes object,
part of their environment with which they were engaged. It was only its destruc
tion, its reduction to a pile of rubble, that made it appear as a symbol. (There is
a temporal ambiguity in Goethe's last sentence: will the house become a symbol
when it is renovated, or is it already a symbol now, for the one able to see in
it its future renewal?) Meaning-allegoric or symbolic-arises only through
destruction, through an out-of-joint experience, or a cut which interrupts the
object's direct functioning in our environment." We should oppose Goethe
to Kierkegaard here: while, in Goethe, repetition generates meaning, for the
post-idealist Kierkegaard, there is only repetition (of the impossibility of reach
ing meaning), no (rise of new) meaning. This is one of the definitions of the
nineteenth-century post-idealist break: repetition is asserted as such, as a force of
its own, in its mechanical quality, in no way aufgehoben in new Meaning-from
physics and mechanics up to Kierkegaard and Freud's Wiederholungszwang.
But there is a paradox which complicates this critique of Hegel: is not abso
lute negativity, this central notion of Hegelian thought, precisely a philosophical
figure of what Freud called the "death drive" ? Insofar as-following Lacan-the
core of Kant's thought can be defined as the "critique of pure desire;' is not the
passage from Kant to Hegel then precisely the passage from desire to drive? The
very concluding lines of Hegel's Encyclopedia (on the Idea which enjoys repeat
edly transversing its circle) point in this direction, suggesting that the answer
to the standard critical question-"Why does the dialectical process always go
on? Why does dialectical mediation always continue its work?"-is precisely
the eppur si muove of the pure drive. This structure of negativity also accounts
for the quasi -"automatic" character of the dialectical process, for the common
reproach concerning its "mechanical" character: belying all the assurances that
dialectics is open to the true life of reality, the Hegelian dialectic is like a process
ing machine which indifferently swallows up and processes all possible contents,
from nature to history, from politics to art, delivering them packaged in the
same triadic form.
Heidegger was thus right with his thesis that Hegel does not render thematic
his basic operation of negativity, but he is, as it were, right for the wrong reason:
the core of Hegelian dialectics, inaccessible to Hegel himself, is the repetitive
(death) drive which becomes visible after the post-Hegelian break. But why
Goethean optimist would see in the ruins of 9/11 a symbol of the enterprising spirit of
that other "industrious city" that will soon replace the ruins with new buildings
45 In a strictly homologous way, for Hegel, self-consciousness arises out of the limitation
of consciousness: I cannot reach the object I aim at, it eludes my grasp, in all that I can
reach I discover my own product-so I turn my gaze towards my own activity and the
way it "posits" what appears to me as presupposed.
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should there not be at the base of dialectics a tension between dialectics and its
non-dialectizable core? In this sense, the death drive or the compulsion to repeat
is the heart of negativity, Hegel's non-thematized presupposition-inaccessible
not only to him, but, perhaps, to philosophy as such: its outlines were first
deployed by a theologian (Kierkegaard) and a (meta-)psychologist (Freud), and
a century later a philosopher (Deleuze) incorporated Kierkegaard's and Freud's
lesson. With regard to the precise status of negativity, the situation is thus in a
way reversed: it is Hegel who offers a series of Vers, of displaced variations of
negativity, and it is only in psychoanalysis, through Freud and Lacan, that we
can formulate the elementary form of negativity.
The post-Hegelian break has two aspects which are not to be confused: the
assertion of the positivity of actual being as opposed to notional mediation (affir
mationism), and the assertion of pure repetition which cannot be contained in
the idealist movement of sublation. Although the first aspect was much more
to the fore, it is the second which bears witness to a true philosophical revolu
tion. There is no complementarity between these two aspects, they are mutually
exclusive: repetition relies on the blockage of direct positive affirmation, we repeat
because it is impossible to directly affirm. Related to the opposition between
these two aspects is the opposition between finitude and infinity: the great
motif of the post-Hegelian assertion of positive being is the accent on material,
actual, finitude, while the compulsion to repeat introduces an obscene infinity
or "immortality"-not spiritual immortality, but an immortality of "spirits;' of
the living dead.
If, however, the death drive or the compulsion to repeat lies at the heart of
negativity, how are we to read Freud's famous claim that the unconscious (as
exemplified by the universe of dreams) knows no negation? It is all too easy to
refute this claim empirically by noting that, not so many pages after making
this claim, Freud himself outlines a number of ways in which dreams can effect
a negation of a certain state of things. Freud's example of Verneinung (when a
patient says, "I don't know who the woman is who appears in my dream, but
one thing is sure-she is not my mother!" one should interpret this assertion
as an unambiguous confirmation that the woman in the dream is the patient's
mother) remains pertinent here: negation belongs to the level of consciousness/
preconsciousness, it is one way for the conscious subject to admit their uncon
scious incestuous fixation. The Hegelian negation as the universalizing abolition
of particular content (say, the negation of the empirical wealth of an object in its
name), this violence inherent to idealization, is what is missing in the Freudian
unconscious. However, there is also a weird negativity which pervades the entire
sphere of the unconscious, from brutal aggression and self-sabotaging to hyste
ria, with its basic experience, apropos every object, of ce nest pas fa -so that it
is as if (in accordance with Freud's aforementioned insight that the multiplicity
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of phalli is a sign of castration) the suspension of negation is paid for by its
multiplication. What is the foundation and status of this all-pervasive "negativ
ity" which eludes the logical form of negation? Perhaps one way to read this
negation itself is as a positive fact, in the same way that, in a differential system,
absence itself can be a positive feature (for example, to refer to one of the best
known lines from the Sherlock Holmes stories, the fact that the dog didn't bark
in the night is in itself the curious incident). The difference between the system
of consciousness/preconsciousness and the unconscious is thus not simply
that, in the former, there is negation, while the unconscious is too primitive
to know the function of negation; it is rather that the system of consciousness/
preconsciousness perceives only the negative aspect of the negation, for it sees
negation only in its negative dimension (something is missing, etc.), ignoring
the positive space opened up by this negation.
When confronted by a fact that clearly goes against some deep conviction
of ours, we can react to it in one of two basic ways: either simply and brutally
rejecting it, or endorsing it in a "subl{im)ated" form, as something not to be
taken literally, but rather as an expression of a deeper or higher truth. For
example, we can either reject outright the idea of Hell (as a real place where
sinners suffer endless pain as punishment for their deeds), or we can claim that
Hell is a metaphor for the "inner turmoil" we suffer when we do something
wrong. Recall the well-known Italian expression se non e vera, e ben'trovato
"(even) if it is not true, it is well-founded (it hits the mark):' It is in this sense
that anecdotes about famous people, even when invented, often capture the core
of their personality more accurately than would an enumeration of their real
qualities-here also, "truth has the structure of a fiction;' as Lacan put it. There
is a wonderfully obscene Serbo-Croat version of this expression which perfectly
renders the proto-psychotic rejection of symbolic fiction: se non e vero, jebem
Ii mater! "Jebem ti mater" (pronounced "yebem ti mater;' meaning ''I'll fuck
your mother") is one of the most popular vulgar insults; the j oke, of course,
relies on the almost perfect rhyme, with the same number of syllables, between
e ben'trovato and jebem ti mater. The meaning thus changes into an explosion of
obscene rage, an attack on the other's most intimate primordial object: "It better
be true-if it's not true, I'll fuck your mother!" The two versions thus clearly
enact the two reactions to what literally turns out to be a lie: furious rejection, or
the "subl{im)ation" into a "higher" truth. In psychoanalytical terms, their differ
ence is that between foreclosure ( Verwerfung) and symbolic transubstantiation.
Freud deploys a whole series, a system even, of negations in the unconscious:
throwing-out of the Ego (Ausstossung), rejection ( Verwerfung), repression
. ( Verdriingung, itself divided into primordial repression- Ur- Verdriingung-and
"normal" repression), disavowal ( Verleugnung), denial ( Verneinung), up to the
complex ways in which acceptance itself can function as a mode of denial, as in
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so-called "isolation" (Isolierung), where a traumatic fact is rationally accepted,
but isolated from its libidinal-symbolic context." What further complicates the
scheme are objects and signifiers which somehow overlap with their own lack:
for Lacan, the phallus is itself the signifier of castration (this introduces all the
paradoxes of the signifier of the lack of signifier, of how the lack of a signi
fier is itself "remarked" in a signifier of this lack), not to mention l'objet petit
a, tbe object-cause of desire which is nothing but the embodiment of lack, its
place-holder. The relationship between object and lack is here turned around:
far from lack being reducible to the lack of an object, tbe object itself is a spectral
positivization of a lack. And one has to extrapolate this mechanism into the very
(pre-)ontological foundation of all being: tbe primordial gesture of creation is
not that of an excessive giving, of assertion, but a negative gesture of withdrawal,
of subtracting, which alone opens up the space for the creation of positive enti
ties. This is how "there is something rather than nothing": in order to arrive at
something, one has to subtract from nothing its nothing(ness) itself, that is, one
has to posit the primordial pre-ontological Abyss "as such;' as nothing, so that,
in contrast to (or against the background of) nothing, something can appear.
What precedes Notbing is less than nothing, the pre-ontological mUltiplicity
whose names range from Democritus's den to Lacan's objet a. The space of this
pre-ontological multiplicity is not between Notbing and Something (more than
nothing but less than something); den is, on the contrary, more than Something
but less than Nothing. The relationship between these three basic ontological
terms-Nothing, Something, den-thus takes the form of a paradOxical circle,
like Escher's famous drawing of the interconnected waterfalls forming a cir
cular perpetuum mobile: Something is more than Nothing, den is more than
Something (the objet a is in excess with regard to the consistency of Something,
the surplus-element which sticks out), and Nothing is more than den (which is
"less than nothing") .
The underlying problem here i s t o determine which o f the Freudian nega
tions is tbe primordial one-which one opens up the space for all the others.
From the Lacanian perspective, the most obvious candidate may appear to be
the notorious "symbolic castration;' the loss which opens up and sustains tbe
space of symbolization-recall, in relation to tbe Name-of-the-Father as the
bearer of symbolic castration, how Lacan, as we have seen, plays on the French
homophony between Ie Nom-du-Fere and Ie Non-du-Fere. But it seems more
productive to follow a more radical path of thinking beyond tbe father (pere)
to what is even worse (pire). Again, the most obvious candidate for this "worse"
46 An exemplary case of Isolierung is the way China's relation to the major famine that
occurred during the Great Leap Forward relies on a specific symbolic economy: while
formally admitting the horror (Mao's "mistakes"). it continues to be treated as taboo (the
admission is purely formal and accompanied by a prohibition on going into any detail).
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is the (death) drive, a kind of Freudian correlate of what Schelling called the
primordial "contraction;' an obstinate repetitive fIxation on a contingent object
which subtracts the subject from its direct immersion in reality.

FROM REPETITION TO DRIVE
What does the drive mean from a philosophical standpoint? In a vague general
sense, there is a homology between the shift from Kant to Hegel and the shift
from desire to drive: the Kantian universe is that of desire (structured around
the lack, the inaccessible Thing-in-itself), of endlessly approaching the goal,
which is why, in order to guarantee the meaningfulness of our ethical activity,
Kant has to postulate the immortality of the soul (since we cannot reach the goal
in our terrestrial life, we must be allowed to go on ad infinitum). For Hegel, on
the contrary, the Thing-in-itself is not inaccessible, the impossible does happen
here and now-not, of course, in the naive pre-critical sense of gaining access to
the transcendent order of things, but in the properly dialectical sense of shifting
the perspective and conceiving the gap (that separates us from the Thing) as the
Real. With regard to satisfaction, this does not mean that, in contrast to desire
which is constitutively non-satisfIed, the drive achieves satisfaction by way of
reaching the object which eludes desire. True, in contrast to desire, the drive is
by defInition satisfIed, but this is because, in it, satisfaction is achieved in the
repeated failure to reach the object, in repeatedly circling around the object.
Following Jacques-Alain Miller, a distinction has to be introduced here between
a lack and a hole: a lack is spatial, designating a void within a space, while a hole
is more radical, it deSignates the point at which this spatial order itself breaks
down (as in the "black hole" in physics)."
Therein lies the difference between desire and drive: desire is grounded in
its constitutive lack, while the drive circulates around a hole, a gap in the order
of being. In other words, the circular movement of the drive obeys the weird
logic of the curved space in which the shortest distance between two points
is not a straight line, but a curve: the drive "knows" that the quickest way to
realize its aim is to circulate around its goal-object. At the immediate level of
addressing individuals, capitalism of course interpellates them as consumers, as
subjects of desire, soliciting in them ever new perverse and excessive desires (for
which it offers products to satisfy them) ; furthermore, it obviously also manipu
lates the "desire to desire;' celebrating the very desire to desire ever new objects
and modes of pleasure. However, even if it already manipulates desire in a way
. which takes into account the fact that the most elementary desire is the desire to
47 See Jacques-Alain Miller, "Le nom-du-pere, s'en passer. s'en servir:' excerpted at www.
lacan.com
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reproduce itself as desire (and not to find satisfaction), at this level, we do not yet
reach the drive. The drive inheres in capitalism at a more fundamental, systemic,
level: the drive is that which propels forward the entire capitalist machinery, it
is the impersonal compulSion to engage in the endless circular movement of
expanded self-reproduction. We enter the mode of the drive the moment the
circulation of money as capital becomes an end in itself, since the expansion of
value takes place only within this constantly renewed movement. (One should
bear in mind here Lacan's well-known distinction between the aim and the goal
of drive: while the goal is the object around which the drive circulates, its true
aim is the endless continuation of this circulation as such.) The capitalist drive
thus belongs to no particular individual-it is rather that those individuals who
act as the direct "agents" of capital (capitalists themselves, top managers) have
to display it.
Miller recently proposed a Benjaminian distinction between "constituted
anxiety" and "constituent anxiety:' which is crucial with regard to the shift from
desire to drive: while the first designates the standard notion of the terrifying and
fascinating abyss of anxiety which haunts us, its infernal circle which threatens
to draw us in, the second stands for the "pure" confrontation with the objet petit
a as constituted in its very loss.,8 Miller is right to emphasize here two features:
the difference which separates constituted from constituent anxiety concerns
the status of the object with regard to fantasy. In a case of constituted anxiety,
the object dwells within the confines of a fantasy, while we get only the constitu
ent anxiety when the subject "traverses the fantasy" and confronts the void, the
gap, filled up by the fantasmatic object. Clear and convincing as it is, Miller's
formula misses the true paradox or, rather, ambiguity of the objet a, the ambigu
ity which concerns the question: does the objet a function as the object of desire
or of the drive? That is to say, when Miller defines the objet a as the object which
overlaps with its loss, which emerges at the very moment of its loss (so that all
its fantasmatic incarnations, from breast to voice to gaze, are metonymic figura
tions of the void, of nothing), he remains within the horizon of desire-the true
object -cause of desire is the void f:tlled in by its fantasmatic incarnations. While,
as Lacan emphasizes, the objet a is also the object of the drive, the relationship
is here thoroughly different: although in both cases the link between object and
loss is crucial, in the case of the objet a as the object-cause of desire, we have an
object which is originally lost, which coincides with its own loss, which emerges
as lost, while, in the case of the objet a as the object of the drive, the "object"
is directly the loss itself-in the shift from desire to drive, we pass from the lost
object to loss itself as an object. That is to say, the weird movement called "drive"
is not driven by the "impossible" quest for the lost object; it is a drive to directly
48 See ibid.
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enact the "loss"-the gap, cut, distance-itself. There is thus a double distinction
to be drawn here: not only between the objet a in its fantasmatic and post
fantasmatic status, but also, within this post-fantasmatic domain itself, between
the lost object-cause of desire and the object-loss of the drive.
This is what Lacan means by the "satisfaction of the drives": a drive does
not bring satisfaction because its object is a stand-in for the Thing, but because
a drive, as it were, turns failure into triumph-in it, the very failure to reach
its goal, the repetition of this failure, the endless circulation around the object,
generates a satisfaction of its own. To put it even more pointedly, the object of
the drive is not related to the Thing as a filler of its void: the drive is literally a
counter-movement to desire, it does not strive towards impossible fullness and
then, being forced to renounce it, get stuck onto a partial object as its remainder
-the drive is quite literally the very "drive" to break the All of continuity in
which we are embedded, to introduce a radical imbalance into it, and the differ
ence between drive and desire is precisely that, in desire, this cut, this fixation
onto a partial object, is as it were "transcendentalized," transposed into a stand
in for the void of the Thing.
So, when Hegel concludes his Encyclopedia with the claim that "the eternal
idea which exists in and for itself, eternally sets itself to work, engenders and
enjoys itself as absolute spirit" ("die ewige an und fur sich seiende Idee sich ewig
als absoluter Geist betiitigt, erzeugt und genieflt"49), does he not describe here a
repetitive circular movement of alienating or losing oneself in order to regain
oneself again, a movement which strangely recalls Lacan's definition of castra
tion as a movement in which the object is lost in order to be regained on the
ladder of desire? Is not the repetitive movement of losing and regaining oneself,
of alienation and disalienation, a movement which, as Hegel explicitly claims,
brings enjoyment, uncannily close to the circular movement of the drive?
Gregor Moder's ebullient Hegel in Spinoza focuses on this most elementary
opposition: lack or curvature?" In Freudian terms, this opposition appears as
that between desire or drive: desire is structured around its constitutive lack, each
determinate object of desire is, as Lacan put it, a "metonymy of a lack;' while the
drive, instead of pursuing an impossible object which forever eludes the subject,
finds satisfaction in its curved path, in circulating around its object. In more
philosophical terms, applied to the notion of Substance, this difference between
lack and curvature can be formulated as the follOWing alternative: (1) Substance
is lacking, thwarted, organized around absence, and the subject is located in this
lack, it is this lack; (2) Substance is not lacking anything, there is no lack around
which it is organized; Substance is just curved, inverted-into-itself, like a Mobius
49 G. W F. Hegel, Encyklopadie der philosophischen Wissenschaften, Vol.
Philosophie des Geistes, Berlin: Dunder and Humblot 1845, pp. 4'3-'4 (§577).
50 See Gregor Moder, Hegel in Spinoza, Ljubljana: Analecta 2009.
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band. The ultimate lesson of psychoanalysis is that human life is never "just life":
humans are not simply alive, they are possessed by the strange drive to enjoy
life in excess, passionately attached to a surplus which sticks out and derails the
ordinary run of things.
The basic paradox here is that the specifically human dimension-drive as
opposed to instinct-emerges precisely when what was originally a mere by
product is elevated into an autonomous aim: man is not more "reflexive"; on
the contrary, man perceives as a direct goal what, for an animal, has no intrinsic
value. In short, the zero-degree of "humanization' is not a further "mediation'
of animal activity, its reinscription as a subordinated moment of a higher total
ity (for example, we eat and procreate in order to develop our higher spiritual
potentials), but a radical narrowing of focus, the elevation of a minor activity
into an end-in-itself. We become "humans" when we get caught up in a closed,
self-propelling loop of repeating the same gesture and finding satisfaction in
it. We can all recall the archetypal cartoon scene: a cat jumps into the air and
turns on its own axis; but instead of plunging back down in accordance with the
normal laws of gravity, it remains suspended, turning around in the levitated
position as if caught in a loop of time, repeating the same circular movement
over and over again." In such moments, the "normal" run of things, of being
caught in the imbecilic inertia of material reality, is for a brief moment sus
pended; we enter the magical domain of suspended animation, of a kind of
self-sustaining ethereal rotation. This rotary movement, in which the linear pro
gress of time is suspended in a repetitive loop, is the drive at its most elementary.
This, again, is "humanization' at its zero-level: this self-propelling loop which
suspends or disrupts the linear temporal enchainment. This shift from desire to
drive is crucial if one is to grasp the true nature of the "minimal difference": at
its most fundamental, the minimal difference is not the unfathomable X which
elevates an ordinary object into an object of desire, but, rather, the inner torsion
which curves libidinal space and thus transforms instinct into drive.
Consequently, the concept of drive makes the alternative "either get burned
by the Thing or maintain a safe distance" false: for a drive, the "Thing itself" is
a circulation around the void (or, rather, hole). The drive as such is the death
drive-not in the sense of longing for universal negation or the dissolution of
all particularity, but, on the contrary, in the sense of the "spontaneous" life-flow
of generation and corruption becoming "stuck" on some accidental particularity
and circulating endlessly around it. If Life is a song played on an old LP (which
it defmitely is not), the drive arises when, due to a scratch on the LP surface, the
51 One also finds the same shot in some musical comedies which make use of the
elements of slapstick: when a dancer turns around in the air, they remain up there a
little bit too long, as if, for a brief moment, they had succeeded in suspending the law of
gravity. And, indeed, is not such an effect the ultimate goal of the art of dancing?
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needle gets stuck and the same fragment is repeated over and over. The deepest
speculative insight is that universality can only emerge when a particular flow
gets stuck on a singular moment. This Freudian notion of drive brings us to
the radical ambiguity of Hegel's dialectic: does it follow the logic of the drive or
not? Hegel's logic is a logic of purification, of "unsticking" : even when a subject
puts the whole of its libidinal investment into a contingent fragment of being
("I am ready to risk everything for that!"), this contingent fragment-the
Lacanian objet petit a -is, in its indifferent aCcidentality, an operator of purifica
tion, of "unsticking" from all (other) particular content. In Lacanese, this object
is a metonymy of lack. The subject's desire is here the transcendental void, and
the object is a contingent antic filler of this void. For the drive, in contrast, the
objet a is not only the metonymy of lack, but a kind of transcendental stain,
irreducible and irreplaceable in its very contingent singularity, not just a contin
gent antic fIller of a lack. While the drive involves getting stuck on a contingent
stain-object, dialectical negativity involves a constant process of "un-sticking"
from all particular content: jouissance "leans on" something, hanging on to its
particularity-and this is what is missing in Hegel, but operative in Freud.
The relationship between Hegel's negativity and Freud's death drive (or
compulsion to repeat) is thus a very specific one, well beyond their (hidden)
outright identity: what Freud was aiming at with his notion of death drive
more precisely, the key dimension of this notion to which Freud himself was
blind, unaware of the full significance of his discovery-is the "non-dialectical"
core of Hegelian negativity, the pure drive to repeat without any movement of
sublation or idealization. The paradox here is that pure repetition (in contrast
to repetition as idealizing sublation) is sustained precisely by its impurity, by the
persistence of a contingent "pathological" element to which the movement of
repetition gets and remains stuck. The key question is thus: can Hegel think the
"indivisible remainder" generated by every move of idealization or sublation?
Before concluding too qulckly that he cannot, we should bear in mind that, at
its most radical, the Lacanian objet a (the name of this "indivisible remainder")
is not a substantial element disturbing the formal mechanism of symbolization,
but a purely formal curvature of symbolization itself.
The objet a and pure repetition are thus closely linked: the a is the excess
which sets repetition in motion and simultaneously prevents its success (which
would reside in fully recapturing what one tries to repeat). And, insofar as Hegel
cannot think pure repetition (a repetition not yet caught in the movement of sub
lation or idealization), the objet a is Simultaneously the object missing in Hegel
and the way in which this object is missing: in the same way that, according to
. Derrida, the difference between the Hegelian Aufhebung and his own notion of
diff<i rance is barely perceptible, almost indistinguishable, the difference between
Hegel and what Hegel misses (cannot think) is barely perceptible: not a positive
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difference (where w e could clearly identify what i s missing), but just a "pure"
difference, a barely perceptible shift in the virtual or spectral accent of what
Hegel actually says. To produce this difference then, one need only repeat Hegel.
Paradoxically, repetition proVides the (absent) Hegelian answer to
Heidegger's critical point about how Hegel tails to deploy the phenomenologi
cal content of his central notion of negativity: at its zero-level, negativity is not
a destructive annihilation of whatever there is; it rather appears as a sudden
immobilization of the normal flow of things-at some point, things get stuck,
a Singularity persists beyond its proper term. In his reading of a ffagment of
Anaximander on order and disorder, Heidegger considers the possibility that
an entity
may even insist [bestehen J upon its while solely to remain more present, in the sense
of perduring lBestdndigen J . That which lingers persists [beharrtl in its presencing. In
this way it extricates itself from its transitory while. It strikes the wilful pose of per
sistence, no longer concerning itself with whatever else is present. It stiffens-as if
this were the only way to linger-and aims solely for continuance and subsistence.52

This is how, according to Deleuze, the New arises through repetition: things
flow, they follow their usual course of incessant change, and then, all of a sudden,
something gets stuck, interrupts the flow, imposing itself as New by way of its
very persistence. It is thus as if the excessive attachment, the excessive Yes to
a partial object, is a refleXive determination of negativity, a moment of oppo·
sitional determination in which negativity encounters itself among its species
( Verdriingung, Verwerfung . . . ) .
I s not the excess i n Hegel, that which cannot be counted, t o be located a t the
point where Hegel himself brings in the un-accountable? When, at the end of his
Great Logic, he provides a kind of formal description of the dialectical process,
he says that its moments can be counted as 3 or as 4-it is negativity which can be
counted two times, as direct negation and as self-relating negation. This excess
of negativity that is the death drive, the blind compulsion to repeat, that Hegel
misses apropos sexuality as well as the rabble, perhaps accounts for his inability
to think exploitation in the strict Marxist sense: Lacan had already drawn atten
tion to the link between surplus-value and surplus-enjoyment (surplus-value
being the surplus that emerges in the very equivalent exchange between worker
and capitalist). The de-centered element which is "exploited" in the dialectical
process is thus the third/fourth moment of self-relating negativity, this blind
repetitive productive force.
52 Martin Heidegger, "The Anaximander Fragment;' in Early Greek Thinking, trans.
David Farrell Krell and Frank A. Capuzzi, New York: Harper & Row 1984, p. 42.
Translation slightly modified.
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The underlying problem here is how we are to read Hegel's occasional
and tentative but nevertheless unambiguous self-relativizations and/or self
historicizations�facts waiting to be discovered by the natural sciences; the
impossibility of grasping the spiritual essence of countries like North America
and Russia which will deploy their potential only in the next century; the conse
quences of his argumentation for the necessity of war; and the characterization
of his own thought as the standpoint reached by spirit "for the time being:'
Robert Pippin's solution, distinguishing between the "eternal Hegel" and the his
torical Hegel of the system, is the trap to be avoided insofar as it reintroduces
a normative logic, a gap between the "ideal" Hegelian position and its histori
cal realizations. The properly Hegelian move is to reject any trans-historical
ideal which would enable us to measure and evaluate all empirical-historical
realizations of the Hegelian system, and to consider the changes in this ideal
itself. (Much more adequate is Andrew Cutrofello's notion of Gilles Deleuze, the
great contemporary anti-Hegelian, as embodying a repetition of Hegel today.)
Our starting point should be that ''Absolute Knowing" involves a recognition of
both radical historical closure (there is no meta -language, no way of looking at
oneselffrom the outside) and, simultaneously, of a radical openness of the future
(the focus of Catherine Malabou in her Future ofHegel) Furthermore, the task
is to think (beyond Hegel) this radical openness with (or even as) repetition:
for Hegel, repetition is sublation or idealization (say, from the Caesar-name to
the Caesar-title); that is, he cannot think the pure repetition of Kierkegaard and
Freud. Is not the excess of negativity over the reconciled social order also the
excess of repetition over sublation? The task Hegel has left us with, the big gap
in his thinking, is how to think this excess (discernible at many levels: in the
necessity of war, the threat of madness . . . ) without falling back into a relativist
historicism? This reference to the persistent excess of negativity-from the ever
present possibility of madness as constitutive of subjectivity, to the necessity of
war as the social form of the explosion of abstract universality-is also crucial
for understanding what Hegel means by "reconciliation" which, in contrast to a
"critical" attitude, characterizes the dimension of the Absolute. Reconciliation
does not mean that the subject finally succeeds in appropriating the otherness
which threatens its self-identity, mediating or internalizing (i.e., "sublating") it.
Quite the contrary, Hegelian reconciliation contains a resigned note: one has
to reconcile oneself with the excess of negativity as a positive ground or condi
tion of our freedom, to recognize our own substance in what appears to be an
obstacle.
In Kierkegaardian-Freudian pure repetition, as we have seen, the dialectical
movement of sublimation encounters itself, its own core, outside itself: in the
guise of a "blind" compulsion to repeat. It is here that we should apply the great
Hegelian motto concerning the internalizing of the external obstacle: in fighting
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its external opposite, blind non-sublatable repetition, the dialectical movement
fights against its own abyssal ground, its own core; in other words, the ultimate
gesture of reconciliation is to recognize in this threatening excess of negativity
the core of the subject itself. This excess has different names in Hegel: the "night
of the world;' the necessity of war, of madness, etc. Perhaps the same holds for
the basic opposition between Hegelian and Freudian negativity: precisely insofar
as there is an unbridgeable gap between them (Hegelian negativity idealizes and
sublates all particular content in the abyss of its universality, while the negativ
ity of the Freudian drive is expressed in its "sticking" to a contingent particular
content), Freudian negativity provides (quite literally) the "material basis" for
idealizing negativity. To put it in son1ewhat Simplified terms, every idealizing/
universalizing negativity has to be attached to a singnlar, contingent, "pathologi
cal" content which serves as its "sinthome" in the Lacanian sense (ifthe sinthome
is unraveled or diSintegrated, universality disappears). The exemplary model
for this link is Hegel's deduction of the necessity of hereditary monarchy: the
rational state as a universal totality mediating all particular content has to be
embodied in the contingent "irrational" figure of the monarch (and we can also
apply the same matrix to Hegel's treatment of the "rabble") . This excess of the
drive qua pure repetition is the "decentered" source of value that Hegel could
not conceptualize, the libidinal correlate of the labor-power which produces
surplus-value.
Does this mean that, once we have entered the Freudo-Kierkegaardian
world of pure repetition, we can forget about Hegel? Claude Levi-Strauss wrote
that the prohibition of incest is not a question without an answer, but rather the
opposite: an answer without a question, the solution of an unknown problem.
The same goes for pure repetition: it is an answer to the Hegelian problem, its
hidden core, which is why it can only be properly located within the Hegelian
problematic-once we enter the post Hegelian world, the concept of repetition
is "renormalized" and loses its snbversive edge. The relationship is similar to that
between the finale of Mozart's Don Giovanni and post -Mozartian Romanticism:
the scene of don Giovanni's death generates a terrifying excess which disturbs
the coordinates of Mozart's universe; however, although this excess points
forward towards Romanticism, it loses its subversive edge and is "renormalized"
once we reach Romanticism proper.
But does this not, paradoXically and unexpectedly, bring us back to the topic
of Aufhebung, this time applied to the very relationship between Hegel and his
post-Hegelian "repetition" ? Deleuze once characterized his own thought as an
essay in thinking as if Hegel had not existed, repeatedly making the point that
Hegel was a philosopher who should be simply ignored, not worked-through.
What Deleuze missed was how his own thought of pure repetition only works
as a weird sublation of Hegel. In this exemplary last revenge of Hegel, the great
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Hegelian motif of the path towards truth being part of the truth-of how, in
order to arrive at the right choice, one has to begin with the wrong choice
reasserts itself The point is not so much that we should not ignore Hegel, but that
we can only aftord to ignore him after a long and arduous working-through-Hegel.
The time has thus come to repeat Hegel

P art I I I
T HE T H IN G I T S E L F : LACAN

C HA P TER 8

Lacan as a Reader of He gel

[The] question of the termination of an analysis is that of the moment at \vhich the
subject's satisfaction is achievable in the satisfaction of all-that is, of all those it
involves in a human undertaking. Of all the undertaldngs that have been proposed
in this century, the psychoanalyst's is perhaps the loftiest, because it mediates in our
time between the care-ridden man and the subject of absolute knowledge.'

This passage from Rapport de Rome contains in nuce Lacan's program of the
early 1950s-a program that every professional philosopher would undoubtedly
dismiss as nonsense: namely, to bring together Heidegger (who defines "care"
as the fundamental feature of flnite Dasein) and Hegel (the philosopher of infi
nite Absolute Knowledge in which the Universal and the Particular are fully
mediated).' The Lacanian analyst as a t1gure of Absolute Knowing? Is not this
thesis restricted to a specific historical moment (the early 1950S), when Hegel's
influence on Lacan (mediated by Alexandre Kojeve and Jean Hyppolite) was at
its peak> Did not Lacan soon move from Hegel to Kant, insisting on the inac
cessible ("impossible") character of the Real that forever resists symbolization,
on the subject's unsurpassable separation from the cause of its desire? Is not
the best description of Lacan's central project that of a critique of pure desire,
where the term "critique" is to be understood in its precise Kantian sense: main
taining the gap that forever separates every empirical ("pathologica!") object
of desire from its "impossible" object -cause whose place has to remain empty?
And is not what Lacan calls "symbolic castration" this very gap which renders
every empirical object unsatisfactory? Indeed, in the following paragraphs of
the Rapport de Rome itself, Lacan already outlines the "limits within which it
1 Jacques Lacan, Berits: The First Complete Edition in English, trans. Bruce Fink, New
York: W. W Norton & Company 2006, p. 264.
2 If, measured by today's standards, this goal of uniting Hegel and Heidegger cannot
but appear blatantly inconsistent, one should remember the crucial role of Alexandre
Kojeve in Lacan's development-Lac an referred to Kojeve as his maitre (the only other
maitre being the psychiatrist Ch�rambault). Kojeve's central aim was precisely to bring
together Hegel and Heidegger, i.e., to read Hegel's motifs of negativity and, exemplarily,
the struggle·to-death between the (future) Master and Slave, through Heidegger's topic
of being -towards-death.
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is impossible for our teaching to ignore the structuring moments of Hegel's
phenomenology" :
But if there is still something prophetic in Hegel's insistence on the fundamental
identity of the particular and the universal, an insistence that reveals the extent of
his genius, it is certainly psychoanalysis that provides it with its paradigm by reveal
ing the structure in 'which this identity is realized as disjunctive of the subject, and
without appealing to the future.
Let me simply say that this, in my view, constitutes an objection to any reference
to totality in the individual, since the subject introduces division therein, as well
as in the collectivity that is the equivalent of the individual. Psychoanalysis is what
clearly relegates both the one and the other to the status of mirages.3

We are thereby back in familiar waters: Hegelian self-consciousness, the subject
of absolute notional self-mediation which supersedes or devours every alterity,
versus the Lacanian divided subject of the unconscious, by definition separated
from its Cause. It is not enough, however, to reduce Hegel to his grand formu
lae (the Absolute not only as Substance but also as Subject; the actuality of the
rational; Absolute Knowing; the self-canceling force of negativity; etc.) and then
to quickly reject him as the most extreme expression of the modern delirium
of the total subjective-notional mediation or appropriation of all reality. One
should display, apropos Hegel himself, what the author of one of the best books
on Hegel, Gerard Lebrun, called the "patience of the notion" (La patience du
concept, the bOOKS title) : to read Hegel's theoretical practice en detail, in minia
ture, following all his dialectical cuts and turns. The wager of such an operation
is double: it can ground the (only serious) critique of Hegel, the immanent cri
tique that measures him by his own standards, analyzing how he realizes his
own program; but it can also serve as a means to redeem Hegel, to unearth the
actual meaning of his great programmatic maxims as opposed to the standard
understanding of them.

THE CUNNING OF REASON
Where then do we stand with regard to Absolute Knowing? When, in his writ
ings around the Rapport de Rome, Lacan himself defines the conclusion of a
. 3 Lacan, Berits: The First Complete Edition in English, p. 242. Significantly, these
paragraphs were rewritten for Eaits-it would be interesting to analyze in detail how, in
his rewriting of the rapport for publication in 1966, Lacan desperately tried to erase (or,
at least, dilute) the traces of his Hegelianism.
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treatment a s the position o f Hegelian Absolute Knowing, how are w e t o read
this together with Lacan's insistence on human finitude, on the irreducible
future anterieur that pertains to the process of symbolization (every conclusion
involves a gesture of precipitation; it never occurs "now;' but in a now viewed
backwards)' Take the following passage: "What is realized in my history is
neither the past definite as what was, since it is no more, nor even the perfect of what has been in what I am, but the future anterior as what I will have been, given
what I am in the process ofbecoming."4 But the same goes for Hegel-when he
adopts the position of the "end of history:' presenting us with a coherent narra
tive about the entirety of history, he does not simply look at the past from the
present position; although he prohibits philosophy !ieom speculation about the
fllture and restricts it to comprehending what is the case, past and present, the
position from which he enacts the Hnal "reconciliation" has a futural dimension
of its own, that of a "future perfect" from which the present itself is seen from a
minimal distance, in its accomplished fonn:
It is a present that raises itself� it is essentially reconciled, brought to consumma
tion through the negation of its immediacy, consummated in universality, but in
a consnmmation that is not yet achieved, and which must therefore be grasped as
future-a now of the present that has consummation before its eyes; but because the
community is posited now in the order of time, the consummation is distinguished
from this "now" and is posited as future.'

This "future perfect" is that of accomplished symbolization, which is why, in
his Rapport de Rome, Lacan systematically identifies the conclusion of the ana
lytic treatment with Hegelian "Absolute Knowing": the aim of the treatment is
to achieve the same "future perfect" of accomplished symbolization. Each day's
edition of Le Monde, the most prestigious (and proverbially haughty) French
daily newspaper, appears in the early afternoon of the previous day (for example,
the issue for July 4 is on sale around 3 p.m. on July 3), as if the editors wanted to
Signal a simultaneous move of precipitation and delay: they write from eternity,
observing events hom a point later than that of other daily newspapers caught
up in immediate "live" reporting; however, simultaneously, they are able to see
the present itself from its immediate future (i.e., in its true potential, not only
the way it appears in its chaotic immediacy)-so, you can learn already in the
afternoon of July 3 how things look Ii'om the perspective of July 4. No wonder
Le Monde is accused of arrogance: this coincidence of delay and precipitation
4 Ibid., p. 247
5 G. V\� F. Hegel, Lectures on the Philosophy afReligion, Vol. 3: The Consummate Religion,
trans. R. F. Brown, P. C. Hodgson, and J. M. Stewart, Berkeley: University of California
Press 1987, p. 188.
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effectively betrays its pretense to standing for a kind of ''Absolute Knowing:' in
contrast to its rivals which merely report fleeting opinions.
So when, in his Rapport de Rome, Lacan reiers to Absolute Knowing, we
should look closely at how he conceives this identification of the analyst with
the Hegelian master, and not succumb to the temptation of quiclJy retranslating
Absolute Knowing into the accomplished symbolization. For Lacan, the analyst
stands for the Hegelian master, the embodiment of Absolute Knowing, insofar
as he renounces all forcing (jor<;age) of reality and, hIlly aware that the actual is
already in itself rational, adopts the stance of a passive observer who does not
intervene directly in the content, but merely manipulates the scene so that the
content destroys itself, when confronted with its own inconsistencies. This is
how one should read Lacan's indication that Hegel's work is "preCisely what we
need to confer a meaning on so-called analytiC neutrality other than that the
analyst is simply in a stupor"'-it is this neutrality which keeps the analyst "on
the path of non-action:" The Hegelian wager is that the best way to destroy an
enemy is to leave the field free for him to deploy his potential, so that his success
will be his failure, since the lack of any external obstacle will confront him with
the absolutely inherent obstacle of the inconsistency of his own position:
Cunning is something other than trickery. The most open activity is the greatest
cunning (the other must be taken in its truth). In other words, with his openness, a
man exposes the other in himself, he makes him appear as he is in and for himself,
and thereby does away with himself. Cunning is the great art of inducing others to
be as they are in and for themselves, and to bring this ant to the light of conscious
ness. Although others are in the right, they do not know how to defend it by means
ofspeech. Muteness is bad, mean cunning. Consequently, a true master [Meister] is
at bottom only he who can provoke the other to transform himself through his act.s

The wager of the Hegelian Cunning of Reason thus involves not so much a
trust in the power of Reason (we can take it easy and withdraw-Reason will
ensure that the good side wins out), as a trust in the power of "unreason" in
every determinate agent which, left to itself, will destroy itself: "If reason is as
cunning as Hegel said it was, it will do its job without your help.'" The Cunning
of Reason thus in no way involves a faith in a secret guiding hand guaranteeing
6 Lacan, Berits: The First Complete Edition in English, p. 242.
7 Ibid., p. 258.
,
8 G. W. E Hegel, jenaer Realphilosophic, Hamburg: Felix Meiner 1969, p. 199. Incidentally,
the text goes on: "Through cunning, the willing becomes feminil1e ... "-the "feminine
passivity" is thus for Hegel not inferior to man's, but superior to it: it is a passivity that
lets the (male) other undermine itself
9 Lacan, f:crits: The First Complete Edition in English, p. 341.
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that all the apparent contingency o f unreason will somehow contribute t o the
harmony of the Totality of Reason; if anything, it involves a trust in un-Reason,
the certainty that, no malter how well-planned things are, somehow they will go
wrong. This is what Lacan meant by his statement that "a letter always reaches
its destination" : there is no repression without the return of the repressed, every
totality-of-meaning is always disturbed by its symptom.
So what about the obvious counter-argument that this reference to Hegel is
operative only in the early Lacan, for whom the goal of the psychoanalytic cure is
the complete symbolization ("symbolic realization" ) of symptoms, and no longer
for the Lacan who becomes aware of the "barred" big Other? For the Lacan of the
1950S, focused on the symbolic, the success of the analytic treatment relies on the
liberating power of "symbolic realization;' of listening to and assuming the "I,
trutli' which "speaks" in and through the unconscious symptoms. In a Hegelian
mode, Lacan asserts the link, identity even, between language and death: in lan
guage, immediate reality is mortified or idealized in its notional sublation, and
insofar as the symbolic order is sustained by death drive "beyond the pleasure
principle;' one has to "subjectivize one's own death;' to recognize in it the only
master to be obeyed, and thereby to get rid of all other master figures." The
late Lacan, now focused on the Real, introduces the irreducible tension between
the symbolic and the real of death: "It is possible that all language is made [to
enable us 1 not to think death which, effectively, is the least thinkable thing:'"
Far from being the operator of death, language is here conceived as a defense
against-a screen protecting us from-the confrontation with death." Since
this tension is irreducible, the goal of analysis is no longer Lacan's version of
Hegelian Absolute KnOWing, namely the ideal of a total symbolization in which
the subject gets rid of its imaginary ego; it is now its very opposite (as deployed
in the seminar on The Ethics of Psychoanalysis)-the subject's heroic "forcing"
of the symbolic prohibition, his or her confrontation with the "Black Sun" of the
Real Thing.
Lacan's idea of the end or goal of the analytic treatment passes through three
main phases which vaguely fit the triad of symbolic, Real, and imaginary: first,
the symbolization of the symptoms; then, the violent encounter with the Real;
finally, the modest amelioration of our daily psychic economy. Lacan's limitation
is clearly discernible in how, in his last decades, he tends to oscillate between
10 Jacques Lacan, Berits, Paris: Seuil 1966, pp. 348-9.
11 Jacques Lacan, "Improvisation: desir de mort, feVe et reven;' from notes taken by
Catherine Millot in 1974, published in Ill n e 3 (1981).
12 Of course, it would be easy to unite the two opposed theses: language itself makes us
"mortal:' it makes us beings that relate to death as their innermost (im)possibility, so that
it itself opens up the gap against which it protects us-in a strict homology with the objet
a which is, for Lacan, at the same time the void and what fills in the void.
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two poles which are both "worse;' as Stalin would have put it. Sometimes
(exemplarily in his reading of Antigone), he conceives of the ethical act as a
kind of "forcing:' a violent act of transgression which cuts into imaginary and
symbolic semblances and makes the subject confront the terrifying Real in its
blinding destructive power�such traumatic encounters, such penetrations into
the forbidden or damned domain, in Antigone, are called ate, and can only be
sustained for a brief moment. These authentic moments are rare; one can only
survive them if one soon returns to the safe dOlnain of semblances-truth is
too painful to be sllstained for more than a passing mOlnent. At other times
(especially in his ruminations about the symptom towards the end of his life),
Lacan adopts the opposite (but effectively complementary) attitude of wisdom:
the analyst never knows what will happen when he pushes analysis too far and
dissolves the analysand's symptoms too radically-one can get more than one
expected, a local interpretive intervention into a particular symptomal forma�
tion can destabilize the subject's entire symbolic economy and bring abont a
catastrophic disintegration of his world. The analyst should thus remain modest
and respect appearances withont taking them too seriously; they are ultimately
all we have, all that stands between us and the catastrophe. It is easy to see how
these two stances complement each other: they rely on a (rather Heideggerian)
image of human life as a continuous dwelling in "inauthentic" semblances, inter
rupted tram time to time by violent encounters with the Real. (What this entire
field encompassing the two stances excludes is the Christian "work of love;' the
patient work of continuous tldelity to the encounter with the Real.) This modest
approach of merely "making life a little bit easier;' of diminishing suffering and
pain, forgetting about capitalized Truth, makes the late Lacan almost a Rortyan,
and clearly reverses his earlier fidelity to the biblical prescription:
But if God so clothes the grass of the field, which is alive today and tomorrow is
thrmVll into the furnace, will He not much more clothe you? You of little faith! Do
not worry then, saying, "What will we eat?" or "What will we drink?" or "What will
we wear for clothing?" For the Gentiles eagerly seek all these things; for your heav
enly Father knows that you need all these things. But seek first His kingdom and
His righteousness, and all these things will be added to you. So do not worry about
tomorrow; for tomorrow will care for itself. Each day has enough trouble of its own,
(Matthew 6:30-4)

Lacan often refers to these lines in order to denigrate healing as the primary goal
of psychoanalytic treatment: health comes par sure roit-in addition or in excess,
. and by itself: as an unintended bonus. Insofar as health concerns the organism
and its homeostasis, not Truth, its status is pathological in the Kantian sense,
so that Lacan's motto can also be expressed in terms of focusing on ethical duty
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and ignoring utilitarian concerns: do your duty, and happiness and the Good
will take care of thelTISelves. There are many variations of this attitude, best ren
dered by the saying "Take care of the pennies, and the pounds will take care of
themselves;' which should be inverted into: Take care of the sounds (signifiers),
and the sense (signified) will take care of itselt Lacan aims at the heroic stance
of "Take care of the truth, and the healing will take care of itself": confront the
Truth, risk everything, ignore the consequences, and health will come par su/"
croit . . . In short: confront the Real, and reality will take care of itself. Do not
compromise your desire, and your needs and demands will be provided Ior.
There is, however, a fundamental ambiguity which pertains to this attitude:
does it mean that one should ignore health and focus on the essential, on the
patient's articulation and assumption of the Truth of his or her desire, or does it
mean, in a more refined way, that psychic health is "essentially a by-product"? In
the latter case, health remains the true goal of the treatment, the point is simply
that it is counter-productive, self-destructive even, to make it a direct goal�one
should work on other things and count on health emerging as a by-product. But
if this is the case, should we not also invert the motto accordingly: take care of
the pathological reality, and the Real will take care of itself? Be modest, try to
help the patient by easing his suffering, and the Truth will emerge by itself?
Furthermore, this biblical formula can also be considered a denial of the
unconscious: "seek flrst His kingdom and His righteousness, and all these things
will be added to you" -by whom? By God, who will do the work behind the
scenes, in the same way He "clothes the grass of the field:" ) Lacan's thesis that
"God is unconscious" is endowed here with a new meaning: do your duty, and
God will be the mole, the agent of that subterranean unconscious "weaving of
the spirit" which will create the conditions for my act to succeed. In other words,
does Lacan himself not rely here on some kind of Cnnning of Reason which will
help the patient achieve health withont directly looking for it?

THE LACANIAN PROSOPOPOEIA
The mode of appearance of this Cunning of Reason is irony, which for Hegel
lies at the very core of dialectics: "All dialectics lets hold that which should hold,
treats it as if it fully holds [liisst das gelten, was gelten soll, als Db es gelte] , and,
in this way, it lets it destroy itself--the general irony of the world:'" With his
method of questioning, Socrates merely pushes his opponent-partner to make
his abstract idea more concrete ("what do you mean by justice, by happiness
13 Fran<;:ois Balmes, Dieu, le sexe et la verite, Ramonville Saint-Agne: E res 2007, p. 213.
14 G. W. F. Hegel, Vorlesungel1 iiber die Geschichte der Philosoph ie, Vol. 1, Leipzig: Philipp
Redam 1971, p. 581.
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?"), and, in this way, lets him reveal the inconsistency of his position and lets
this position destroy itself. The method does not impose external standards onto
an idea, it measures the idea by its own standards and lets it destroy itself through
its own self-explication. When Hegel writes that womankind is "the everlasting
irony of the community," 15 does he thereby not assert the feminine character of
irony or dialectics? , 6 What this means is that the very presence of Socrates, his
questioning attitude, transforms the speech of his partner into prosopopoeia:
When the participants in a conversation are confronted with Socrates, their words
all of a sudden start to sound like quotes and cliches, like borrowed voices; the par
ticipants are confronted with the abyss of what authorizes them in their speech, and
the moment they try to rely on the usual supports of authorization, authorization
fails. It is as if an inaudible echo of irony adds itself to their speech, an echo which
hollows out their words and their voice, and their voice appears as borrowed and
expropriated. '7

Recall the proverbial scene of a man making a speech in front of his wife, boast
ing of his great exploits, evoking high ideals, etc., and his wife silently observing
him with a barely concealed mocking smile-her silent presence has the effect
of ruining the pathos of his speech, of unmasking him in all his misery. It is
in this sense that, for Lacan, the Socratic irony announces the subjective posi
tion of the analyst: does not the same hold also for the analytic session? Recall
Umberto Eco's analysis of Casablanca, where he draws attention to a strange
habit of the Resistance hero Victor Laszlo: in every scene, he orders a different
drink, a Pernod, a cognac, a whisky. But why? Is this to be read as an indication
that, beneath the image of a heroic anti-fascist fighter, there dwells a refined,
decadent hedonist? No: it is simply that the scriptwriters did not treat Victor
Laszlo as a psychologically consistent personality, but as a composite of multiple
cliches. And it is the same in subjective reality: the mysterious "depth of person
ality" has to be demystified as the illusory effect of prosopopoeia, of the fact that
the subject's discourse is a bricolage of fragments from different sources.
The status of prosopopoeia in Lacan changes radically with the shift in the
status of the analyst from being the stand-in for the "big Other" (the symbolic
order) to being the "small other" (the obstacle which stands for the inconsist
ency, failure, of the big Other). The analyst who occupies the place of the big
Other is himself the medium of prosopopoeia: when he speaks, it is the big
Other who speaks (or, rather, keeps silence) through him; in the intersubjective
15 G. W F. Hegel, Phenomenology DISpirit, trans. A. V. Miller, Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 1977, p. 288.
16 l owe this insight to Mladen Dolar, Prozopopeja, Ljubljana: Analecta 2006, p. 186.
17 Ibid., pp. 214-15.
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economy of the analytic process, he is not just another subject, he occupies the
empty place of death. The patient talks, and the analyst's silence stands for the
absent meaning of the patient's talk, the meaning supposed to be contained
in the big Other. The process ends when the patient can himself assume the
meaning of his speech. The analyst as the "small other;' on the contrary, magi
cally transforms the words of the analysand into prosopopoeia, de-subjectivizing
his words, depriving them of the quality of being an expression of the consist
ent subject and his intention-to-mean. The goal is no longer for the analysand
to aSSUlne the meaning of his speech, but for him to assume its non-meaning,
its nonsensical inconsistency, which implies, with regard to his own status, his
de-subjectivization, or what Lacan calls "subjective destitution:'
Prosopopoeia is defined as "a figure of speech in which an absent or irnagi �
nary person is represented as speaking or acting:' The attribution of speech to an
entity commonly perceived to be unable to speak (nature, the commodity, truth
itself . . . ) is for Lacan the condition of speech as such, not only its secondary
complication. Does not Lacan's distinction between the "subject of the enuncia
tion" and the "subject of the enunciated" point in this direction? When I speak,
it is never directly "myself" who speaks-l have to have recourse to a fiction
which is my symbolic identity In this sense, all speech is "indirect": "I love you"
has the structure of "my identity as lover is telling you that it loves you:" s The
implication of prosopopoeia is thus a weird split of which Robert Musil was
aware: the "man without properties" (der Mann ohne Eigenschaften) has to be
supplemented with properties without man (Eigenschaften ohne Mann), without
a subject to whom they are attributed.
There are two correlative traps to be avoided here, the rightist and the leftist
deviations. The first, of course, is the pseudo- Hegelian notion that this gap
stands for a "selralienation" which I should strive to abolish ideally and then
fully assume my speech as directly my own. Against this version, one should
18 We encounter prosopopoeia in the guise of lacrimae rerum qUite literally at the very
end of part one of Kieslowski's Decalogue, when the father whose small son has just
drowned while skating on a frozen lake goes to an empty church to vent his despair. In
an impotent outburst of destructive rage, he knocks over the altar, causing the burning
candles to fall; the wax from the overturned candles drips down a painting of the
Virgin Mary, creating an image of tears. This "answer of the Real," the sign of the divine
compassion for the hero's misery, only takes place when he reaches the depth of utmost
despair, rejecting divinity itself-following the steps of Christ, one is united with God
only in the experience of utter abandonment by him. Significantly, the melting wax is the
last link in the chain of metonymic displacements of the motif of melting down: first, the
frozen milk melts; then, the ice that covers the lake melts, causing the tragedy; finally,
the wax melts-is this the final answer of the Real, the proof that we are not alone, that
"someone is out there;' or just another stupid coincidence? Whatever our reading, the
effect of prosopopoeia is here, the Thing itself cries on our behalf.
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insist that there is no I \vhich can, even ideally, assume its speech "directly;' by
passing the detour of prosopopoeia. vVearing a mask can thus be a strange thing:
sometimes, more often than \ve tend to believe, there is more truth in the mask
than in what we assume to be our "real self' Think of the proverbial shy and
impotent man \vho, while playing an interactive video game, adopts the screen
identity of a sadistic murderer and irresistible seducer-it is all too simple to say
that this identity is just an imaginary supplement, a temporary escape frorn his
real-life impotence. The point is rather that, since he knows that the video game
is "just a game;' he can "reveal his true self' do things he would never do in real
life interactions-in the guise of a fiction, the truth about himself is articulated.
Therein lies the truth of a charming story like Alexandre Dumas's The Man
in the Iron Mask: what if we invert the topic according to which, in OUf social
interactions, we wear masks to cover our true face? What if: on the contrary,
in order for us to interact in public with our true face, we have to have a mask
hidden somewhere, a mask which renders our unbearable excess, what is in us
more than ourselves, a mask which we can put on only exceptionally, in those
carnivalesque moments when the standard rules of interaction are suspended?
In short, what if the true function of the mask is not to be worn, but to be
kept hidden?"
The opposite trap is to elevate "that through which I speak" into an authen
tic site of Truth, so that "something in me deeper than myself, the Truth itself,
speaks through me." This is the Jungian version, involving a distinction between
my Ego and the Self, a much broader ground of my subjectivity, with the task
being to progress from my Ego to my true Self. Against this version, one should
assert that that which speaks through me is hmdamentally a lie.'" The tempta
tion here, of course, is to say that it is not the other through whom I speak,
but that the Other itself speaks through me: the ultimate prosopopoeia is the
one in which I myself am the other, the means used by X to speak. Does, then,
the key dialectical reversal apropos prosopopoeia go from the subject talking
through others to the subject itself as the site through which the Other speaks?
The shift hom me speaking through some figure of the Other to the I itself as
prosopopoeia? From "I cannot tell the truth about myself directly; this most
19 The standard argument against cyberspace is that we can always step out of it and
re-enter the game at will, in contrast to real life in which we are stuck, \vith no space
to withdraw to. The lesson of Buddhism (and the reason it comes close to the notion
of reality itself as a virtual fantasy space) is precisely that we can withdra\v from reality
itself, since the very notion of firm reality is an illusion---we can withdraw not into
another reality, but into the primordial Void itself.
20 And then there is the third, postmodern, temptation, the most dangerous of all: the
.
claim that there is no site of truth, that there are only layers of prosopopoeiae like the
layers of an onion, that every truth which speaks through a mask in prosopopoeia is
already another prosopopoeia.
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intimate truth i s so painful that ] can only articulate i t through another, by
adopting the mask, talking through the mask, of another entity:' to "truth itself
is talking through me"? This reversal involves the dialectical shift from predicate
to subject-from "what I am saying is true" to "truth is talking through me:'
And, furthermore, is not this shift also clearly sexualized? Woman is man's pros
opopoeia: she is man's symptom, she has no substance of her own, she is a 1nask
through which man speaks (more precisely, as Otto Weininger demonstrated, a
mask through which the fallen nature of man speaks). Woman cannot relate to
truth as an inherent value, she cannot tell the truth; however, truth can speak
in or through her. The reversal from "I speak the truth" to "I, the truth, speak"
occurs with woman's identification with the truth: men tell the truth, while in
woman, truth itself speaks.
The "primordial prosopopoeia' is effectively that of the symbolic order itself;
of the subject (constituting itself through) assumiug a symbolic mandate-or, as
Lichtenberg put it in one of his aphorisms: "There is a transcendent ventrilo
quism that makes people believe that something that was said on earth came
trom heaven:' In one of the Marx brothers' films, Groucho, caught telling a lie,
answers angrily: "Whom do you believe, your eyes or my words?" This appar
ently absurd logic renders perfectly the functioning of the symbolic order in
which the symbolic mask matters more than the direct reality of the individual
who wears it. It involves the by now familiar structure of what Freud called "fet
ishistic disavowal" : "] know very well that things are the way ] see them, that the
person in front of me is a corrupt weakling, but I nonetheless treat hiln respect
fully, since he wears the insignia of a judge, so that when he speaks, it is the law
itself which speaks through him." So, in a way, ] really do believe his words, not
my eyes. This is where the cynic who believes only hard facts falls short: when a
judge speaks, there is in a way more truth in his words (the words of the institu
tion of law) than in the direct reality of the person of judge; if one limits oneself
to what one sees, one simply lnisses the point. This paradox is what Lacan aims
at with his les non-dupes errent (those in the know err) : those who refuse to
let themselves get caught in the symbolic fiction and believe only what they
see with their own eyes are those who err most. What the cynic misses here is
the efficiency of the symbolic flction, the way it structures our (experience of)
reality. A corrupt priest preaching on goodness may be a hypocrite, but if people
endow his words with the authority of the Church, they may inspire them to
perform good deeds.
Here one should take note of a certain paradox: it is precisely when "]
speak" -when ] perceive myself as the agent of my speech-that, effectively,
"the big Other speaks through me:' that ] am "spoken:' since my speech acts are
totally regulated by the symbolic order in which [ dwell. And, conversely, the
only way for nle to bring Illy subjective position of enunciation into words is to
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let myself be surprised by what I say, to experience my own words as a case of "it
speaks in/through me:' This is what happens in the case of a symptom: in it, my
true subjective position finds a way to articulate itself against my will and inten
tion. The opposition is thus not directly between "I speak" and "the Other speaks
through me;' since these are the two sides of the same coin. When "it speaks"
through me, it is not the big Other which speaks: the truth that articulates itself
is the truth about the failures, gaps, and inconsistencies of the big Other."
The Talmud says: "The one who quotes properly brings redemption to the
world:' Is this not literally the formula of Stalinist argumentation? Freud also
emphasizes that the unconscious in dreams can only quote�dreams are like
a parrot, they are the ultimate prosopopoeia, just repeating speech fragments
qua remnants of the day, while also, of course, submitting Thein to cruel cuts
and rearrangements in order to squeeze its message into them. (The underly
ing premise of quotation: the big Other is always there, everything is already
written, so all that we can say shonld, if true, be supported by a quotation.)
This-and not the ridicnlous notion of some mysterions Spirit secretly pulling
the strings to guarantee a happy outcome-is what the Hegelian "Cunning of
Reason" amounts to: I hide nothing from YOll, I renounce all "hermeneutics
of suspicion;' I do not impute any dark motives to you, I just leave the field free
for you to deploy your potential and thus destroy yourself. There is more than
superficial word-play in the resonance between List der Vernunft (Cunning of
Reason) and Lust del' Vernunji (Pleasure of Reason): the Cunning of Reason
only works, the subject only allows itself to get caught in the trap of reason, if it
is bribed by some surplus-pleasure, and it is this surplus that is brought out by
the analytic stance.
It is easy to discern here the unexpected proximity of the Hegelian master to
the analyst, to which Lacan alludes: the Hegelian Cunning of Reason means that
the Idea realizes itself in and through the very failure of its realization. It is worth
recalling the sublime reversal found in Charles Dickens's Creat Expectations:
when, as a young man, Pip is described as a "fellow of great expectations;' every
body perceives this as a prediction of his future worldly success. At the novel's
end, however, when Pip abandons London and returns to his modest childhood
community, we realize that he lived up to the prediction that marked his life
only by finding the strength to leave behind the vain thrill of London's high
society, and thereby authenticate the notion of his being a "man of great expecta
tions:' Fmihermore, as befits a Hegelian novel, the ending of Creat Expectations
is deeply ambiguous in a way which evokes the radical ambiguity of the Hegelian
.

21 Again, one should note a shift in Lacan: while for the Lacan of the 19505 the
unconscious is the "discourse of the Other:' the moment he introduces the key notion
of the "barred Other" and draws out its consequences, the unconscious turns into the
discourse that registers the gaps and failures of the Other.
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r€conciliation�here i s the novel's last paragraph, describing Pip and Estella
meeting again at the ruins of Satis Honse:
"Vole are friends;' said 1, rising and bending over her, as she rose from the bench.
"And will continue friends apart;' said Estella. I took her hand in mine, and we went
out of the ruined place; and, as the morning mists had risen long ago when I flrst
left the forge, so the evening mists were rising now, and in all the broad expanse of
tranquil light they showed to me, I saw no shadow of another parting from her.

How are we to read the last words, "I saw no shadow of another parting from
her"? Do they mean that Estella and Pip will never part, that they will stay
together forever, or that it is only at this moment that Pip did not (or could not) see
the shadow of a future parting? Even more interestingly, we now Imow that this
ending was a revised second version: in the original ending, Estella has remar
ried and Pip remains single; following the advice of certain friends (Edward
Bulwer-Lytton, Wilkie Collins), Dickens wrote a more upbeat ending, snggesting
that Estella and Pip would marry, Many critics not only found this new ending a
concession to popular taste; some even proposed their own new ending-here is
G, B, Shaw's version, describing what happens after Estella and Pip run into one
another and then part again: "Since that parting, I have been able to think of her
without the old unhappiness; but I have never tried to see her again, and I know
I never shall," There is an ambiguity here again: "I know I never shall" -shall
what? See Estella again or try to see her again (which leaves open the prospect of
an unpremeditated encounter)? Another attempt was made by Douglas Brooks
Davies, who resolved the ambiguity of Dickens's second ending by opting for
the pessimistic version: when Estella and Pip are leaving the garden together,
"the evening sunlight of the moment when I left Satis holding Estellas hand was
so bright that it banished all shadows-even the metaphorical shadow of the
parting that we were soon (and permanently) to endure;' However, this dispel
ling of the ambiguity does not work because, in a way, it is superfluous, it says
too much - in an exact parallel with Hegel's ''Absolute Knowing;' where we also
see "no shadow of another parting from it": it, of course, includes its own his
toricity; however, to say this explicitly is already to say too much and involves a
regression to historicislll . The denouement of Great Expectations thus relies on
a kind of Hegelian reflexivity: what changes in the course of the hero's ordeal is
not only his character, but also the very ethical standard by which we measure
his character.
In his review of Badion's Ethics, Terry Eagleton wrote:
There is a paradox in the idea of transformation. If a transformation is deep-seated
enough, it might also transform the very criteria by which we could identify it, thus

_
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making it unintelligible to us. Bnt if it is intelligible, it might be because the trans
formation "\vas not radical enough. If we can talk about the change then it is not
full-blooded enough; but if it is full-blooded enough, it threatens to fall outside our
comprehension. Change must presuppose continuity-a subject to whom the altera
tion occurs-if we are not to be left merely with two incommensurable states; but
how can such continuity be compatible with revolutionary upheaval?"

The properly Hegelian solution to this dilemma is that a truly radical change
is self-relating: it changes the very coordinates by means of which we measure
change, In other words, a true change sets its own standards: it can only be meas
ured by criteria that result from it. This is what the "negation of negation" is: a
shili of perspective which turns failure into true success. And does the same not
go for the Freudian Fehlleistung (acte man q Ul!) - an act which succeeds in its
very failure? Robert Pippin is right to emphasize that "the realization that only
in such 'failure' is there success (success at being Geist) is an achievement like
no other" in the history of philosophy." This is where the standard reproach to
Hegel (that he fails to fully confront negativity, failure, collapse, etc., since there
is always a mechanism of redemption built into the dialectical process which
guarantees that the utter failure will magically be converted into its opposite)
faUs short: the story of the Hegelian dialectical reversal is not the story of failure
as a blessing in disguise, as a (painful but necessary) step or detour towards the
final trinmph that retroactively redeems it, but, on the contrary, the story of the
necessary failure of every success (of every direct project or act), the story of
how the only "success" the subject can gain is the reflexive shift of perspective
which recognizes success in failure itself.

LAC AN, MARX, HElD EGGER
Such a shili also lies at the very heart of the Hegelian relationship between lies
and truth. Winston Churchill was right when he characterized truth not as
something we search for, but as something upon which, occaSionally, we acci
dentally stumble: "Men stumble over the truth from time to time, but most pick
themselves up and hurry off as if nothing happened:' A psychologically intuitive
person may be able to recognize immediately-from a slight change of tone or of
gesture-when somebody has started to lie; but perhaps what one needs much
more is someone able to recognize when, in the generalized babble of daily com
munication, a person stumbles upon truth (Of, rather, when the truth starts to
22 Terry Eagleton,
23 Robert Pippin,
Press 2005, p. 78.

afDissent, London: Verso Books 2003, p. 246.
Persistence of Subjectivity, Cambridge: Cambridge University
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talk in or through the babble)-not, of course, factnal truth, but subjective truth,
which can also (even as a rule does) express itself in the guise of a (factual) lie.
The reason is that, at their most radical, lies are not a simple denial of truth;
they serve a mllch more refined protective function: to render the truth palpa
ble, tolerable. During World War II, Churchill qUipped: "In wartime, truth is so
precious that she should always be attended by a bodyguard oOies." And since,
in a way, life itself, especially love, is permanent warfare, lying is what keeps the
world together. Joseph de Maistre wrote: "if we want to teach an error, we should
. . . always begin with a truth."2-+ De Maistre had in mind how even the Inost cruel
sacrificial rituals of pagan religion implicitly harbor a correct insight into the
efficacy of sacrifice brought out in its true form by Christianity. However, from
a Hegelian standpoint, we should invert this statement: "if we wallt to teach a
truth, we should always begin with all error:'
The basic strategy of Brecht's celebrated adaptive cunning, exemplified
by his behavior during his interview by the House Un-American Activities
Committee (lcIUAC), is to "lie with (partial) truth": while all Brecht's answers to
the Committee were factually true, he tailored the facts to create a false overall
impression (in short: that he was not a dedicated communist propagandist, but
just an anti-fascist democrat). The principle underlying Brecht's strategy is best
expressed in his cynical reply to the reproach that he acted like a coward: "My
profession is not a hero, but a writer:' The problem here, of course, is that being a
hero-that is, having courage-is precisely not a profession, but a characteristic
that can be displayed in any situation where what is at stake is what Badiou calls
fidelity to a Truth-Event. Brecht's stance should be contrasted to that of Dashiell
Hammett, who found himself in a similar predicament at the same time: called
to testify before the HUAC, he was asked if he really was a trustee for a fund
that the Communist Party of the USA had organized to protect its persecuted
members and sympathizers. The truth was that he knew nothing about the fund,
but he was too proud to answer truthfully, since this would have implied that he
recognized the authority of the HUAC and accepted the need to defend himself;
so he refused to answer (and was duly sent to prison where, after only two weeks,
the guards began to address him as "Sir" --proof of the extraordinary power and
dignity of his personality). Both Brecht and Hammett lied, but where Brecht
lied with (partial) truth, Hammett lied to save his dignity and truthhllness."
24 Joseph de Maistre, Eclaircissement sur les sacrifices, Paris: L'Herne 2009, p. 29: "II faut
done toujours partir d'une verite pour enseigner une erreur:'
25 Another case of lying in the guise of truth: a corrupt philosophy professor from my
youth in Slovenia openly admitted his conformism, saying with a disarming smile: "I am
scum, I know it, so what?" The lie of such an admission resides in the gap between the
enunciated content and its subjective position of enunciation: by way of admitting his
corruption openly, did he not adopt an honest position which somehmv redeemed him
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No wonder that Georg Lukics, Brecht's great Marxist opponent, displayed more
ethical courage than Brecht when, after the crushing of the Hungarian rebel
lion at the end of 1956, he was arrested by the Soviets, who offered him freedom
on one condition: they had tapes of his phone collversations with the other
members of the Imre Nagy government and they knew that he had expressed
his disagreement with some of the government's anti-socialist measures-all the
Soviets wanted from him was to restate these disagreements publicly. Lukacs
declined, knowing perfectly well that to state the tactual truth under such
conditions would have been to lie.
In his first Seminar, Lacau defines error as a habitual embodiment of truth:
"as long as the truth will not be revealed in its entirety, that is to say, in all prob
ability till the end of time, it will be in its nature to propagate itself in the guise of
error: error is thus a constitutive structure of the revelation of being as such:'26
The reference here, of course, is to the Freudian universe in which truth articu
lates itself as a rupture of the normal or regular flow of our speech or activity: the
truth leaks out in the guise of slips of the tongue, failures to act, etc. Lacan wants
to draw a strict distinction between this Freudian procedure and the Hegelian
dialectic in which truth also arises out of errors, through the self-sublation of
the latter: Hegelian truth is the absolute disclosure which can only be fornlU
lated at the end of history, when the historical process is fully actualized, while
Freudian truth is partial, fragmentary, always just a rupture in the flow of igno
rance, never the revealed totality. The problem here is that since psychoanalysis
thus lacks the final point of total revelation which would enable it to firmly dis
tinguish truth hom error, how can it be sure that the other discourse which the
psychoanalytic interpretation discerns beneath the discourse of meprise is not
just another discourse of misrecognition? Aware of the problem, for a couple
of years Lacan effectively insisted on a homology between psychoanalysis and
Hegelian Absolute Knowing: the only difference being that the psychoanalyst
is more modest, aware that we cannot ever reach the point of accolllplished
symbolization/revelation. (Later, Lacan resorted to the classic Freudian answer:
the proof of the truth of a psychoanalytic interpretation is its own symbolic effi
cacy, the way it transforms the subject.) However, such a reading of Lacan as a
"weak Hegelian;' still faithful to the Hegelian goal and merely postponing indef
initely the final reconciliation, is stricto sensu wrong-that is, wrong with regard
to Hegel. In other words, the very notion of Absolute Knowing as accomplished
from corruption? Not at all: the appropriate response is to paraphrase the old Jewish joke
quoted by Freud: "If you are really scum, why are you telling us that you are scum?" Or, a
more aggressive version: "You say that you are scum, but this will not fool us-you really
.
are scum!"-in short: "Don't lie to us by telling the truth-you are scum!"
26 Jacques Lacan, Le semina ire, Livre 1 : Les rerits techniques de Freud, Paris: Seuil 1975,
P· 289.
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symbolization, the full revelation of Being, etc., totally misses the point of the
Hegelian "reconciliation" by turning it into an Ideal to be reached, rather than
something that is always already here and should merely be assumed. Hegelian
telnporality is crucial here: we enact "reconciliation" not by way of a miraculous
healing of wounds, and so forth, but by recognizing "the rose in the cross of
the present:' by realizing that reconciliation is already accomplished in what we
(mis)perceived as alienation.
Consequently, Hegel does deal with symptoms-in the sense that every
universality in its actualization generates an excess which undermines it. The
Hegelian totality is by definition "self-contradictory:' antagonistic, inconsistent:
the "Whole" which is the "True" (Hegel: " das Gonze is das Wahre') is the Whole
plus its symptoms, the unintended consequences which betray its untruth. For
Marx, the "totality" of capitalisln includes crises as its integral moments; for
Freud, the "totality" ofa human snbject includes pathological symptoms as incli
cators of what is "repressed" in the official image of the subject. The underlying
premise is that the Whole is never truly whole: every notion of the Whole leaves
something out, and the dialectical eflort is precisely the effort to include this
excess, to account for it. Symptoms are never just secondary failures or distor
tions of the baSically sound System-they are indicators that there is something
"rotten" (antagonistic, inconsistent) in the very heart of the System. This is
why the anti·Hegelian rhetoric which insists on how Hegel's totality misses the
details which stick out and destroy its equilibrinm misses the point: the space of
the Hegelian totality is the very space of the interaction between the ("abstract")
Whole and the details that elude its grasp, although they are generated by it. So
what if Hegel's thought is not a metaphysics, bnt a form of pataphysics in Alfred
Jarry's sense, a thinking of pathological incidents which ineVitably disturb the
inner logic of a process?
The paradigmatic case of Understanding, of its "abstract" reasoning, is thus
not primarily the isolated analysis of objects and processes, or a blindness to the
complex dynamic Whole within which an object is located (even Stalin was well
aware of this topic, with his endless variations on the motif of how "everything is
connected with everything else"), but rather a blindness to the structural role of
symptoms, of excesses and obstacles, a blindness to the productive role of these
obstacles. For example, at the level of Understanding, crises appear as obstacles
to capitalism's smooth functioning, obstacles that can and should he avoided
by the adoption of intelligent economic policies. Likewise, for Understanding,
the "totalitarian" character of the communist regimes of the twentieth century
appears as a regrettable consequence of "neglecting" the central role of dem
ocratic deciSion-making, not as a necessary feature of the twentieth-century
communist project as such. "Understanding" is thus inherently utopian (in the
ideological sense of the term): it dreams of, say, a society based on money, but in
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\vhich money would not be an instrument of fetishistic alienation and exploita
tion, but vvould simply mediate the exchange between free individuals; or of a
society based on parliamentary democracy which would fully and effectively
represent the people's will and so on.
So I-legel "cannot think the symptom" insofar as we understand the Cunning
of Reason in its traditional teleological sense, as a hidden rational order con
trolling historical contingency, manipulatively exploiting particular moments
in order to realize its hidden universal goal. However, the moment we take
1r;.(0 account the retroactivity of universal necessity--- the fact that each "use" of
particular moments for some universal goal, as well as this goal itself, emerge
retroactively in order, precisely, to "rationalize" the symptomal excess-we can
no longer accept the Hegelian Cunning of Reason in its standard sense. In his
early, Maoist-phase Theory of Contradiction, Badiou wrote: "To the nothing
new-under-the-sun, the thinking of revolt opposes the ever new insurgent red
sun, under the emblem of which the unlimited affirmative hope of rebellions
producers engenders ruptures:' This upbeat statement is supplemented by a
much more ominous-sounding one: "There is the radically New only because
there are corpses that no trumpet of Judgment will ever reawaken:'" The shock
ing brutality of this last statement should not blind us to its truth: if we really
want to assert a radical break, we must abandon the Benjaminian notion of
retroactive redemption, of a revolutionary act which redeems all past suffering
and defeats-as the Christians say, the dead should be left to bury the dead. No
Cunning of Reason can retroactively justify present suffering, as in the Stalinist
idea, elaborated by Merleau-Ponty in Humanism and Terror, that the good life of
the communist future will justify the cruelty of the contemporary revolutionary
process.
Robert Pippin is the only thinker today who heroically defines his goal as
the promotion of "bourgeois philosophy;' that is, the philosophy of legitimizing
and analyzing the "bourgeois" way of life centered on the notion of autono
mous and responsible individuals leading a safe life within the confines of civil
society. The problem, of course, comes back to the skeleton in the closet of every
bourgeois society: Pippin as a Hegelian (the US Hegelian) should know that, for
Hegel, modern bourgeois society could only have arisen through the mediation
of Revolutionary Terror (exemplified by Jacobins); furthermore, Hegel is also
aware that, in order to prevent its own death by habituation (immersion in the
life of particular interests), every bourgeois society needs to be shattered from
time to tinle by war.
A problem such as "can excesses like Auschwitz be justified, economized,
as necessary detours on the road towards a free society, can they be aufgehoben
27

Alain Badiou, Theorie de fa contradiction, Paris: Maspero 1975, p. 86.
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as moments of historical progress?" is, therefore, fron1 a strict Hegelian perspec
tive, badly posed: it presupposes a position of external substantial teleology that
is precluded by Hegel. There is no substantial historical Spirit weighing up in
advance the costs and benefits of a prospective historical catastrophe (e.g., is the
massacre of European Jevlry a price worth paying for the unprecedented peace
and prosperity of postwar Europe?): it is only actual humans, caught up in a
historical process, who generate a catastrophe which can then give birth to ne'v
ethico-political awareness, without any claim that this unintended result in any
way "justifies" or legitimizes the enormous suffering that led to it. Measured in
this way, no historical progress is "worth the price": all one can say is that the
ultilnate outcome of historical catastrophes is sometimes a higher ethical aware
ness which one should accept with humility and in memory of the blood spilled
on the path to realizing it. Such "blessings in disguise" are never guaranteed in
advance, which is why, insofar as a symptom is the point of "irrationality" of the
existing totality, a point which cannot be subsumed under any figure of totaliz
ing Reason, we should invert Marx's famous formula of recovering the "rational
core" of Hegel's dialectic and boldly propose to recover its Irrational core.
But, again, are we not contradicting here Lacan's explicit critique of the
Hegelian "Cunning of Reason"? Does not Lacan advocate Marx's "materialist
reversal of Hegel": what Hegel cannot think is the radical sense of a symptom
which undermines from within any Cnnning of Reason? For Marx, the totality
of Reason (which asserts its reign through its "cunning") is undermined in its
symptom (the proletariat as the "unreason within the domain of Reason;' as the
non-sense that no cunning can legitimate andlor rationalize). This dimension of
the symptom as "the return of truth as such into the gap of a certain knowledge"
is highly differentiated in Marx's critique, even if it is not made explicit there. And
one can say that a part of the reversal of Hegel that he carries out is constituted by
the return (which is a materialist return, precisely insofar as it gives it figure and
body) of the question of truth. The latter actually forces itself upon us .. not by
taking up the thread of the ruse of reason, a subtle form with which Hegel sends
it packing, but by upsetting these ruses (read Marx's political writings) which are
merely dressed up ,vith reason.,8

Marx "invents the symptom" when he conceptnalizes the position of the pro
letariat as the material "figure and body" which gives body to the "un-reason"
of the totality of Reason (the modern Rational State) conceptualized and legiti
mized by Hegelian Knowledge. Marx thus sees through the Hegelian trick
of legitimizing exploitation and other horrors as necessary moments of the
28 Lacan, Bcrits, p. 194.
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progress of Reason (Reason using evil human passions as means to actualize
itself), denouncing it as the legitimization of a miserable social reality which
is merely "dressed up with reason:' As such, the "message" of the symptom is:
"Men, listen, I am telling you the secret. I, truth, speak:'" In a symptom, "it
speaks:' the subject is surprised by it, taken aback, caught with his pants down;
a symptom is thus something that cannot be attributed to any subject or agent.
The temptation to be resisted here-the very temptation of the Cunning of
Reason-is to surmise another Ineta-Sllbject or Agent who organizes these
apparent failures and mistakes, turning them into steps towards the final Truth.
The Cunning of Reason is the desperate wager of trusting in history, the belief
that the big Other guarantees its final happy outcome-or, as Lacan put it in his
acerbic way:
The discourse of error--its articulation in action-could bear witness to the truth
against the apparent facts themselves. It was then that one of them tried to get
the cunning of reason accepted into the rank of objects deemed \vorthy of study.
Unfortunately, he was a professor . . Remain content, then, with your vague sense
of history and leave it to clever people to found the world market ill lies, the trade in
all-ant war, and the new law of self-criticism on the guarantee of my future firm. If
reason is as cunning as Hegel said it was, it will do its job without your help.30

A symptom is, on the contrary, that which undermines the big Other, that in
which the big Other reveals its gaps, inconsistency, failure, impotence. When
Lacan writes, "I, truth, speak;' this does not mean that the substantial "big
Other" in me speaks, but, on the contrary, that the big Other's failure breaks
through. Error is the partial un-truth which can be sublated into a subordinate
moment of the truth of Totality, while a symptom is a partial break-through
of the repressed truth of the Totality, a truth which belies totality. Lacan here
opposes error and mistake (miprise): while, in the Hegelian dialectical process,
truth arises tl1rough error, in the psychoanalytic process, it arises from a mistake
(or, rather, mis-apprehension)-truth says: "Whether you flee from me in deceit
or think you can catch me in error, I will catch up with you in the mistake from
which you cannot hide:'3' When I am in error, I hold as true something that is
not true; in a symptom, on the contrary, truth appears in what I hold as least
true, most contingent, unworthy of universality. Again, truth says:
I wander about in what you regard as least true by its very nature: in dreams, in the
way the most far-fetched witticisms and the most grotesque nonsense of jokes defy
29 Ibid., p. 340.
30 Ibid., p. 341.
31 Ibid.
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meaning, and in chance-not in its law, b u t rather i n its contingency. And I never
more surely proceed to change the face of the world than ·when I give it the profile
of Cleopatra's noseY

The implications of such a radical notion of the symptom are much more far
reaching than it may appear: the symptom is not a secondary expression of some
substantial content already dwelling deep in the subject-on the contrary, the
symptom is "open:' coming from the future, pointing towards a content that will
only come to be through the symptom." Recall Lacan's statement that "woman
is a symptom of man" -does this mean that, vulgari eloquentia, a woman comes
to ex -sist only when a man selects her as a potential object of libidinal invest
ment? So what is she prior to this investment? What if we conceive the idea of a
symptom that pre-exists what it is a symptom of, so that we can consider women
as symptoms wandering around in search of something to attach themselves to
as symptoms-or even just being satisfied with their role as empty symptoms?"
One can effectively claim that a woman who withdraws from sexual contact with
men is a symptom at its purest, a zero-level symptom-a nun, for example, who,
in rejecting becoming the symptom of a particular man (her sexual partner),
posits herself as the symptom of Christ, the man (ecce homo).
This notion of the paradoxical pre-existence of a symptom can also be given
a Benjaminian twist. In the middle of Tchaikovsky's "Francese a da Rimini"
(eleven minutes into it), there is a passage which sounds almost like Bernard
Herrmann, a kind of flight into the future; then the standard Romanticism
recovers itself It is really as if Tchaikovsky produced here a symptom in the
early Lacanian (or Benjaminian) sense of a message from the future, something
that its own time lacked the proper means to hear or understand. (This is how
modernism works: what were originally fragments of an organic Whole are
32 Ibid., p. 342.
33 Insofar as a symptom is inherently related to its interpretation, i.e., insofar as it
functions, somewhat like Joyce's Finnegans Wake, as an attempt to take into account and
answer in advance its possible interpretations, it has the intricate structure of a temporal
loop: a symptom is a purely reflexive entity, a pre-emptive reaction to its own future
effects.
34 What then is a man for a woman? A catastrophe, as Lacan conjectures? What if,
bearing in mind the couple symptomlfantasy, ITlan is a fantasy of a woman? Does
Lacan not point in this direction when he claims that don Juan is a feminine fantasy?
Both woman and man, not only woman, are thus co-dependent on each other, like
Escher's two hands drawing each other. The trap to be avoided here is to conceive this
relationship as being somehow complementary-as if, once a man finds his symptom
ill a woman and the same woman her fantasy embodied in a mall, there finally is a kind
of sexual relationship. vVe must bear in mind that fantasy and symptom are structurally
incompatible.
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autonomized-the same goes for Joan Mira's paintings.) No wonder that this
is the music used for the ballet sequence at the end of Torn Curtain-a kind of
revenge of Herrmann whose score Hitchcock discarded-a scene in which the
"repressed returns:' (Did he choose this piece?);;
There is a nice anecdote about a Latin American poet who modifIed the
political tenor of his poetry according to whoever was his most recent mistress:
when she was a proto-fascist rightist, he celebrated military discipline and patri
otic sacrifice; when he got involved with a pro-communist woman, he started
to celebrate guerrilla warfare; later, he moved on to a hippy mistress and wrote
about drugs and transcendental meditation. This is what "woman as a symptom
of man" lneans, not merely that a man uses a woman to articulate his message
on the contrary, woman is the determining factor: man orients himself towards
his symptom, he clings to it to give consistency to his life. And the Hegelian
Cunning of Reason works in a similar 'vay: it is not that Reason is a secret force
behind the scenes using human agents for its purposes: there are nothing but
agents following their particular purposes, and what they do "auto-poetically"
organizes itself into a larger pattern.
But did not Heidegger propose a much more radical critique of the Hegelian
Cunning of Reason, in a way which differs radically from Marx's critique (and
which enables us to recognize in Marx himself the presence of the Hegelian
notion of history as the story of dialectical redemption;6)? For the Cunning of
Reason to be operative, there is no need to resuscitate any transcendent rational
agency; particular contingent finite facts must be accounted for not in tern1S
of any such higher power, but in terms of their own intelligibility, which is the
true "infinite" immanent to the finite itself. The contrast with Heidegger's own
full assertion of finitude could not be clearer. Heidegger deploys all the conse
quences of such a radical assertion of finitude, up to and including a series of
self-referential paradoxes. His claim is that the ultimate failure, the breakdown
of the entire structure of meaning, the withdrawal from engagement and care
in other words the possibility that the totality of Dasein 's involvements "collapses
35 However, Hitchcock's discarding of Herrmann's score cannot simply be dismissed as
a concession to Hollywood commercial pressure. In the DVD edition of Torn Curtain,
one can also watch some scenes accompanied with the Herrmann score, among them the
Gromek murder. In the released version, this scene has no musical accompaniment, all
we hear are the occasional grunts and groans which render the oppressive
of the painfully prolonged activity of trying to kill Gromek much more
vmuld Herrmann's standard score of brassy vVagnerian ostinati!
36 vVhich accounts for the dear presence of the motif of the "Cunning of Reason" in
Marx's theoretical framework; for example, remarking on the consequences of English
colonial rule in India, Marx claimed that, in spite of all its destructive eHects upon Indian
society, colonization would push India into modernity.
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into itself; the ",mrld has the character of completely lacking significance":\!� i s
the innermost possibility of Dasein, that Dasein can succeed in its engagement
only against the background of a possible failure: "the interrelational structure
of the world of Care can fail in such a catastrophic way that Dasein vvill appear
not as the world-embedded, open-to-meaning, engaged agent in a shared worid
that it is, but, all at once as it were, the null basis of a nullity."38 Here Heidegger
is not just making the decisionist -existentialist point about hmv "being a subject
means being able to fail to be one," how the choice is ours and utterly contingent,
with no guarantee of success.39 His point is rather that the historical totality-of
meaning into which we are thrown is always already, "constitutively:' thwarted
jrom withi11 by the possibility of its utmost impossibility. Death, the collapse of
the structure of meaning and care, is not an external limit which, as such, vvould
enable Dasein to "totalize" its Ineaningful engagement; it is not the final quilt
ing point that "dots the i" of one's life span, enabling us to totalize a life slory
into a consistent, meaningful narrative. Death is precisely that which cannot
be included in any meaningti.ll totality, its meaningless facticity is a permanent
threat to meaning, its prospect a reminder that there is no final way out .j{) The
consequence of this is that the choice is not a direct choice between success and
failure, between authentic and inauthentic modes of existence: since the very
notion that one can successfully totalize one's life within an all-encompassing
structure-of-meaning is the ultimate inauthentic betrayal, the only true "success"
Dasein can have is to heroically confront and accept its ultimate failure.

THE "MAGICAL FORCE " OF REVERSAL
The contrast with Hegel is thus striking. If Hegel's underlying axiom is that "the
result of an untrue mode of knowledge must not be allowed to run away into an
empty nothing"" (note the prohibitive mode: "must not be allowed to . . ." ! ) 
i.e., that, through the work of "tarrying with the negative;' every outbreak of
negativity can be accounted for (rendered intelligible) in a narrative of meaning
and thus aujgehoben in an encompassing infinite totality-for Heidegger, it
37 Martin Heidegger, Being and Time, trans. John MacQuarrie and Edward Robinson,
New York: HarperCollins 2008, p. 23l.
38 Pippin, The Persistence ojSubjectivity, p. 64.
39 Ibid., p. 67·
40 Here we touch on the topic of Heidegger and psychiatric clinics: what about that
withdrawal from engagement which is not death but the psychotic breakdown of a living
human being? What about the possibility of "living in death;' of vegetating 'with no care,
like the Muselmannen in the Nazi camps?
41 Hegel, Phenomenology ofSpirit, p. 56.
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is a /()rmal (a priori) characteristic of Dasein's finitude that every meaningful
engagement will finally "run away into an empty nothing": all our meaningful
engagements are just so many contingent attempts to postpone the inevitable;
heroic acts against the background of the ultimate nullity of all human endeavor.
Does this critique of Hegel hold up however? On a first approach, it may well
appear justified-as Pippin has noted, when, in a tamous passage from the
Foreword to the Phenomenology, Hegel provides the most outstanding formula
tion of the reversal of the negative into a higher positivity, of the resurrection
of the infinite life after death, lie has recourse to a very strange term: "Spirit is
this power only by looking the negative in the face, and tarrying with it. This
tarrying with the negative is the magical force [ZauberkraftJ that converts it into
being:'" Effectively, it is "as if Hegel cannot help giving away his dodge and his
own uncertainty with that revealing (most un · Hegelian) word or Freudian slip,
Zauberlcraft" '"-an admission that there is something magical, something like
the intervention of a deus ex machina, in the dialectical reversal of the nega
tive into the positive. This is why we need to be very precise in circumscribing
this reversal. It is a commonplace about Hegel that he criticized the idea of the
Crusades for confounding the possession of the spiritual Truth of Christianity
with the possession of the physical site of Christ's tomb, the place of his cruci
fixion and resurrection. However, here again, the choice is not an immediate
one: in order to experience the spiritual Truth of Christianity one has to first
occupy the tomb and experience its emptiness-only in this disappOintment,
through this failure-in-triumph, does one reach the insight that, in order to "live
in Christ;' it is not necessary to travel to faraway lands and occupy empty tombs,
since Christ is already here whenever there is Love between his followers. To
recast this experience in the terms of the Rabinovitch j oke:
"We are going to Jerusalem to find Christ's tomb and to dwell in the presence of
divinitY:'
"But what you will discover in Jerusalem is that the tomb is empty, that there
is nothing to find, that all you have is yourselves, the commnnity of visiting
Christians . . ."
"Well, this community of spirit is the living Christ, and this is what we were
really looking for!"

The same goes for the resurrection itself: "Christ will be resurrected!" "But we,
his followers who wait for him, see nothing . . ." "True, you don't see-�but what
you don't see is that the spirit of this community of yours, the love that bonds
42 As quoted in Pippin, The Persistence of Su�jectivity, p. 77, modified from the
translation ill Hegel, Phenomenology afSpirit, p. 19.
43 Pippin, The Persistence of Subjectivity, pp. 77-8.
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you, is the resurrected Christ!" And likewise even more so for the topic of the
Second Coming: nothing will "really happen;' no God will miraculously appear;
people will just realize that God is already here, in the spirit of their collective.
Christopher Nolan's film The Prestige (2006)-a story about the deadly
rivalry between two magicians, the lower class Alfred Borden and the upper
class Robert Angier, in fin de siixle London-can, surprisingly, help us to grasp
clearly this "magical" aspect of Hegelian dialectics. The film can be read as an
allegory of the struggle for Hegel's legacy between Right and Left Hegelians.
The two magicians compete over who can deliver the best performance of the
"Transported Man" trick; Borden, the first to perform it, disappears into a box,
bounces a ball to another box across the stage, and instantly reappears within the
second box to catch the ball. Blackmailed into revealing the source of his trick
to Angier, Borden gives him one clue, the name of an inventor: "Tesla:' (This,
we later learn, is a lie: Borden simply used his twin brother to replace him.)
Angier travels to Colorado Springs to meet Nikola Tesla and learn the secret of
Borden's illusion. Tesla constructs a teleportation machine, but the device fails
to work. Angier then learns from Borden's notebook that he has been sent on a
wild-goose chase. Feeling he has wasted his money, he returns to Tesla's lab and
discovers that the machine can in fact create and teleport a duplicate of any item
placed in it. When Tesla is forced to leave Colorado Springs, Angier is left with
the machine. In a letter, Tesla warns Angier to destroy it. Angier refuses to do
so and returns to London to begin a final set of lOa performances with his new
act, "The Real Transported Man;' in which he disappears under huge arcs of
electricity and "teleports" Hfty yards from the stage to the balcony in a second.
Borden attends Angier's performance and is baffled; he slips backstage and Hnds
Angier inside a water tank, with a padlock on the latch that prevents his escape.
At the mm's end, the mortally wounded Angier reveals his secret to Borden:
each time he disappeared during the illusion, he fell through a trap door into
the tank and drowned; the machine created a duplicate who teleported to the
balcony and basked in the applause. Angier says he suffered to become great-a
philosophy Borden thought Angier had never learned.
The class rivalry between the upper-class Angier and the lower-class Borden
is reflected in, among other things, the different ways in which they organize the
illusion: Borden uses his twin brother to replace him, while Angier does it with
the help of true scientific wizardry (he really is redoubled). There is a celebra
tion of the aristocratic ethic of sacrifice (against cheap lower· class trickery) at
work here: for the sake of his art, Angier undergoes the terrible pain of drowning
during each performance. Therein resides Angier's revenge: Borden thinks that
only he is ready to truly suffer to become great (when he loses some fingers on
his hand, his twin brother also cuts off the same fingers to remain indiscernible
from him, etc.); however, at the end, he is forced to admit that beneath Angier's
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corrupted-aristocrat attitude there is a much more terrible sacrifice-each
performance is paid for with a suicide.
Early in the film, when a magician performs a trick with a small bird which
disappears in a cage on the table, a small boy in the audience starts to cry, claim
ing that the bird has been killed. The magician approaches him and finishes the
trick, gently producing a live bird out of his hand-but the boy is not satisfied,
insisting that this must be another bird, the dead one's brother. After the show,
we see the magician in a room behind the stage, bringing in a flattened cage and
throwing a squashed bird into a trash bin-the boy was indeed correct. The film
describes the three stages of a magic performance: the setup, or the "pledge;'
where the magician shO'ws the audience something that appears ordinary but is
probably not, making use of misdirection; the "turn;' where the magician makes
the ordinary act extraordinary; and the "prestige;' where the effect of the illu
sion is produced. Is not this triple movement the Hegelian triad at its purest?
The thesis (pledge), its catastrophic negation (turn), and the magical resolution
of the catastrophe (prestige) ? The catch, as Hegel was well aware, is that in order
for the miracle of the "prestige" to occur, somewhere there must be a squashed
bird--in The Prestige, it is Angier's drowned body.
We should thus have no qualms about admitting that there is something
of the "cheap magician" about Hegel, in his trick of synthesis, of Aujhebung.
Ultimately, there are only two ways to account for this trick, like the two versions
of the vulgar bad news/good news medical joke: (1) the good news is good, but it
concerns another subject ("The bad news is that you have a terminal cancer and
will die in a lllonth. The good news is: you see that beautiful nurse over there?
I've been trying to get her into bed for months; ilnally, yesterday, she said yes and
we made love the whole night like crazy . . . "); (2) the good news is bad news for
the subject, but from a different perspective ("The bad news is you have severe
Alzheimer's. The good news is: you have Alzheimer's, so you will have forgot
ten the bad news by the time you get home"). The true Hegelian "synthesis" is
the synthesis of these two options: the good news is the bad news itself-but
in order for us to see that, we have to shili to a different agent (from the bird
which dies to the one which replaces it; from the cancer-ridden patient to the
happy doctor, from Christ as individual to the community of believers). In other
words, the dead bird remains dead, it really dies; likewise in the case of Christ,
who is reborn as another subject, as the Holy Ghost.
We are dealing here with j okes in which we arrive at the final line only
through a dialogic undermining of a preceding position, an undermining which
unexpectedly involves our subjective standpoint. H The basic idea of Hegel's
44 Agamben is right in pointing out the ambiguity of the apocalyptic-messianic "time
that remains" as the time to end time: vI/hen we dwell in it, what appears to us as the
slowing down of the final demise of the (rule of) Law, as the endless deferral of this final
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dialectic is, on the contrary, that this dialogic process is not just subjective but
is inscribed in the reality of the "Thing itself": the tension which is reflected in
the dialogue is constitutive of reality-this is how Hegel's thesis that the path to
truth is part of truth itself should be conceived. Even the remark allegedly made
by Brecht in Sidney Hook's apartment, apropos the accused at the Moscow show
trials in the 1930S, can be recast in these terms:
In 1935 Brecht visited Hook's house in Manhattan. ·When Hook raised the question of
the recent arrest and. imprisonment of Zinoviev, Kameuev, and thousands of others,
Brecht is alleged by Hook to have replied calmly in German: "The more innocent
they are, the more they deserve to be shoe As Hook tells it, he then handed Brecht
his hat and coat. Brecht left "with a sickly smile,"4;

Brecht's statement is thoroughly ambiguous-it can be read as a standard asser
tion of radical Stalinism (your very insistence on your innocence, your refusal
to sacrifice yourself for the Cause, bears witness to your guilt, which resides
in giving preference to your individual interests over the larger interests of the
Party), or it can be read in a radically anti-Stalinist manner: if they were ill a
position to plot the assassination of Stalin and his entourage, and were "inno
cent" (that is, did not grasp the opportunity), then they really deserve to die
for having failed to rid us of Stalin. The true guilt of the accused is thus that,
instead of rejecting the very ideological hamework of Stalinism and ruthlessly
acting against Stalin, they narcissistically fell in love with their victimization and
either protested their innocence or became fascinated by the ultimate sacrifice
they could make for the Party by confessing to non-existent crimes. The prop
erly dialectical way to grasp the imbrication of these two meanings would be
to start with the first reading, followed by the common-sense moralistic reac
tion to Brecht: "But how can you say something so ruthless? Surely such a logic,
demanding a blind self-sacrifice to satisfy the accusatory whims of the Leader,
can only function within a terrifying and criminal totalitarian system-it is
surely the dnty of every ethical subject to fight such a system with all means
possible, including the phYSical removal, murder if necessary, of the totalitarian
leadership?" "Yes, so you can see how, if the accused were innocent, they deserve
all the more to be shot-they effectively were in a position to rid us of Stalin and
point, is retroactively revealed as the very anarchic state of freedom we were waiting for,
In a properly Hegelian twist, the protracted deferral that bars full access to the Thing is
already the Thing itself....... the structure of this unique d�fferance is thus yet again that of
the Rabinovitch
"The arrival of full parousia is endlessly postponed .. ," "But this
postponement
we strive for:'
45 David Caute,
Dancer Dejects: The Struggle for Cultural Supremacy During the
Cold \!\far, Oxford: Oxford UniverSity Press 2003, p. 299.
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his henchmen, and missed this unique opportunity to spare humanity hom his
terrible crimest".;!>
The same ambiguity can be discerned in the infamous statement attributed
to various Nazi leaders: "When I hear the word 'culture; I reach for my pistol:'
The Nazi's intended meaning was probably that he was ready to defend high
German culture with arms, if necessary, against the Jews and other barbarians;
the true meaning, however, is that he is himself a barbarian who explodes with
violence when confronted with true works of cultureY
Hegel's version of "inflnite judgment" is thus different from Kant's-there
is a negation of negation (of the Rabinovitch type) at work in its most famous
example, "the Spirit is a bone": (1) the Spirit is a bone; (2) this is nonsense, there is
an absolute contradiction between these two terms; (3) well, the Spirit is this con
tradiction. One can see the opposition between this procedure and the paradox
of identity as identifled by Hegel, where the very occurrence of an identical term
46 Although the same reversal also ,yorks in the opposite direction. Recently in Slovenia,
the public prosecutor started an action against an old communist functionary involved
in the show trials and mass killi ngs of members of the Slovene anti-communist units
imprisoned immediately after the end of World War II. Not long after the prosecution
was announced, I happened to meet another unrepentant old communist cadre and
asked him for a reaction; to my surprise, he told me that the accused functionary fully
deserved the harshest punishment, and added: "Not for what he is accused of, of course,
but for his true crime, decades later, of allowing the communists to lose power!"
47 This, of course, in no way elevates Brecht above ethico-political suspicion. The case
against him was succinctly expressed by vv. H. Auden: "To offer your art in vocal support
of the Party is one thing. To do so and still keep a bolt -hole and nest -egg is quite another
... From the moment of his espousaJ of Communism, Brecht stood on the sidelines,
cheering OIl a party he most emphatically did not wish to join, recommending that others
submit to a discipline which he himself refnsed" (quoted in Caute, The Dancer Defects,
p. 300). So when Brecht, the GDR Staatsdichter with an Austrian passport and a Swiss
bank account, wrote in his poem "In Dark Times" against poets who remain silent
in times of oppression�" [later generations J won't say: the times were dark / Rather,
why were these
silent?" �one should indeed raise the question: "So why was he
the dark places of the USSR and the international Communist
himself silent
movement were concerned?" (ibid.) Furthermore, when Fredric Jameson (see his Brecht
and Method, London: Verso Books 1998, p. 10) defends Brecht against the accusation
that he relied heavily on anonymous collaborators, even copying from them the majority
of some of his works, with the counter-argument that "these attacks depreciate politics
altogether-as the action of collectives�in the name of the personal and of individual
ownership," adding how, in this way, "the properly utopian features of Brecht's collective
work, and of collective and collaborative work of all kinds, are occulted and repudiated:'
one cannot but take note of the oxymoron "Brecht's collective work"-a collective
.
work which Brecht nonetheless, in a very pragmatic and totally non-utopian way, sold
on the market as his ()l,vn, resorting to all the finesse of "bourgeois" copyright law, and
demanding high sums of money as befitting one who sells his "individual ownership:'
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causes surprise: A rose is . . . (,ve expect a predicate, but get) a rose. The Hegelian
move is to treat this surprise/paradox as constitutive of identity: there is surprise
(and a ten1poral logic) in both cases, but of a different kin d.-1M
This in turn means that Heidegger's notion of death as the ultimate point
of impossibility that cannot be dialectically "sublated" or included in a higher
totality is no argument against Hegel: the Hegelian response is just to shift the
perspective in order to recognize this negativity itself in its positive aspect, as a
condition of possibility: what appears as the ultimate obstacle is in itself a posi
tive condition of possibility, for the universe of meaning can only arise against
the backgronnd ofits annihilation, Furthermore, the properly dialectical reversal
is not only the reversal of negative into positive, of the condition of impossibility
into the condition of possibility, of obstacle into enabling agency, but, simulta
neollsly, the reversal of transcendence into immanence, and the inclusion of the
subject of enunciation in the enunciated content.
This reversal-into-itself-the shili in the statns of what-is-aHtake from sign
to Thing, from predicate to subject-is crucial for the dialectical process: what
first appears as a mere sign (property, reflection, distortion) of the Thing turns
ont to be the Thing itself If the Idea cannot adequately represent itself; if its rep
resentation is distorted or deficient, then this Simultaneously Signals a limitation
or deficiency of the Idea itself Furthermore, not only does the universal Idea
always appear in a distorted or displaced way; this Idea is nothing but the distor
tion or displacement, the self-inadequacy, of the particular with regard to itself
This brings us to the most radical dimension of the (in)famous "identity
of opposites": insofar as "contradictiorl' is the Hegelian name for the Real, this
means that the Real is simultaneously the Thing to which direct access is impos
sible and the obstacle which prevents this direct access; the Thing which eludes
our grasp and the distorting screen which makes us miss the Thing. Is this not
how trauma works? On the one hand, trauma is the X that the subject is unable
to approach directly, that can only be perceived in a distorted way, through some
kind of protective lens, that can only be alluded to in a roundabout way, never
conffonted head on, etc On the other hand, however, for a subject who has
experienced a traumatic shock, the trauma also functions as the very opposite
of the inaccessible Thing-in-itself which eludes its grasp: it functions as some
thing here, in me, that distorts and disturbs my perspective on reality, twisting it
48 An unexpected version of the Rabinovitch joke circulated in ex-Yugoslavia: an officer
wants to educate a Gypsy soldier by teaching him poetry; so, in order to explain rhyme to
him, he gives an example: "I play balalaika, I screw your mother" (the line rhymes in the
original: Igram halalaileu, yebem tvoiu mniku. ) The Gypsy answers: "Oh, I get it! Here's
another one: I play balalaika, I screw your 'wife:' The offlcer comments: " But this doesn't
rhyme!" The Gypsy retorts: "No, it doesn't rhyme, but it is true," The catch is that, in Serb,
this last line loosely rhymes (Nije rima, ali je istina), so that we do finally get a rhyme.
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in a particular way. A woman ,vho bas been brutally raped and humiliated not
only cannot directly recall the rape scene; the repressed memory of the rape also
distorts her approach to reality, making her oversensitive to some of its aspects,
ignoring others and so on.
And is not this shift structurally homologous to that of the Rabinovitch j oke
quoted above? The very problem (obstacle) retroactively appears as its own solu
tion, since what prevents us from directly accessing the Thing is the Thing itself.
The only change here lies in the shih of perspective. In exactly the same way,
the final twist in Kat1ds parable "Before the Law" relies on a mere shift of per
spective: the man from the country, conhonted with the door of the Law that
prevents his access to the territying Thing (the Law), is told that hom the very
beginning the door was there only for him, in other words that he was hom the
beginning included in the Law-the Law was not just the Thing which fascinated
his gaze, it always already returned his gaze. And, to go a step further, the gap
that separates me hom God is the gap that separates God horn himself: the dis
tance is not abolished (I do not miraculously rejoin God), it is merely displaced
into God himself
Yet another way to articulate this key moment is in the more traditional
terms of the dialectical tension between the epistemological and the ontological
dimensions: the gap that separates the knowing subject from the known object
is inherent to the object itself, my knOWing a thing is part ofa process internal to
the thing, which is why the standard epistemological problem should be turned
around: not "How is my knowledge of the thing possible?" but "How is it that
knowledge appears within the thing as a mode of the thing's relating to itself?"
With regard to God, the problem is not "How can I know God?" but "How and
why does God generate in humans knowledge about himself?" that is, how does
my knowledge (and ignorance) of God function within God himself? Our alien
ation hom God is God's self alienation. When we lose God, it is not only that
God abandons us, God abandons himself

REFLECTION AND SUPPOSITION
Hegelian reflection is thus the opposite of the transcendental approach which
reflexively regresses tram the object to its subjective conditions of possibil
ity. Even the philosophy of the "linguistic turn" remains at this transcendental
level, addressing the transcendental dimension of language-that is, how the
horizon of possible meaning sustained by language in which we dwell flmc
tions as the transcendental condition of possibility for all our experience of
reality. Here, then, "the Signified falls into the signifier;' for the Signified is an
effect of the signifier, it is accounted for in the terms of the symbolic order as
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its transcendentally constitutive condition. �9 v\That dialectical reflection adds tc
this is another reflexive twist which grounds the very subjective-transcendental
site of enunciation in the "self-movement" of the Thing itself here, "the signi�
fier falls into the signified;' the act of enunciation falls into the enunciated, the
sign of the thing falls into the Thing itself When asked to explain the meaning
of a term X to someone who, while more or less fluent in our language, does not
know this specific term, we invariably respond with a potentially endless series
of synonyms, paraphrases, or descriptions of situations in which the use of the
term would be appropriate. in this way, through the very failure of our endeavor,
we circumscribe an empty place, the place of the right word-precisely the word
we are trying to explain. So at some point, after our paraphrases fail, all "\ye can
do is to conclude in exasperation: "In short, it is X!" Far from functioning as a
simple admission of failure, however, this can effectively generate an insight-if;
that is, through our failed paraphrases we have sllccesshllly circumscribed the
place of the term to be explained. At this point, as Lacan would have put it, "the
signifier fills into the signified;' the term becomes part of its own definition.
It is a little bit like listening to old mono recordings: the very crackling sounds
that filter and disturb the pure reprodnction of the human voice generate an
effect of authenticity, the impression that we are listening to (what was once)
a real person singing, while the very perfection of modern recordings, with
their stereo and other effects, strangely de-realize what we hear. This is why the
"enlightened" New Ager who implores us to fully realize or express our true Self
cannot but appear as its opposite�as a mechanical, depthless subject blindly
repeating his or her mantra.
To recapitulate: dialectical reversal is more complex than it may appear;
at its most radical, it is not only the reversal of a predicate (the reason against
49 A brief note should be added here. The partisans of "discourse analysis" often rail
against those who continue to emphasize the key structural role of the economic mode
of production and its dynamics, raising the specter of "vulgar Marxism" (or, another
popular catchword, "economic essentialism"): the insinuation is that such a view reduces
language to a secondary factor, locating historical
only in the
of
"\vhich is no
material production. There is, however, a symmetrical
"vulgar": that of proposing a direct parallel between language and production, i.e., of
conceiving-in Paul de Man style-language itself as another mode of production, the
"production of meaning:' According to this approach, in parallel with the "reification" of
productive labor in its result, the common-sense notion of speech as a mere expression
of some pre-existing meaning also "reifies" meaning, ignoring how meaning is not only
reflected in speech, but generated by it-it is the result of "signifying practice;' as it was
once fashionable to say. One should reject this approach as the ·worst example of non
dialectical formalism, involving a hypostasis of "production" into an abstract-universal
notion encompassing economic and "symbolic" production as its two species, and
neglecting their radically different status.
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becomes the reason for), but the shift oE the predicate itselfinto the position of
the subject. This key feature of the Hegelian dialectic can be clarified by way of
the well-known male-chauvinist notion of how, in contrast to man's firm self
identity, "the essence of woman is dispersed, elusive, dis'placed:' The appropriate
response here is to move from this claim that the essence of woman is forever
dispersed to the more radical claim that this dispersion or displacement as such
is the ''essence offemininity." This is a shift which, once again, can be retold in
terms of the Rabinovitch formula: "1 have found the essence of femininity:' "But
one cannot find it, femininity is dispersed, displaced . . ." "Well, this dispersion
is the essence of femininity , ," One should again insist here on the irreduc
ible character of this dialogical process: the fact that one cannot directly pass to
the "essence of femininity;' but must pass through the illusory assertion "I have
found the essence of femininity" and its failure, is not only a necessity which
affects our cognitive approach, but constitutes the Thing itself (the "essence of
femininity"). And the "subject" is not just an example here, but the name for a
formal structure: the subject "as such" is a subjectivized predicate; the subject is
not only always already displaced, and so on, it is this displacement. What this
means is, again, that the above-described dialogical structure is inscribed into
the very being of subject: the subject aims at representing itself; this representa
tion fails; the subject is this failure of its own representation.
The supreme case of this shift constitutive of the dimension of subjectivity
is that of supposition. Lacan began with the notion of the analyst as the "subject
supposed to know;' which arises through transference (the analyst is the one
supposed to know the meaning of the patient's symptoms). However, he soon
realized that he was dealing with a more general structure of supposition, in
which a figure of the Other is not only supposed to know, but can also believe,
enjoy, cry, and laugh, or even not Imow for us (from Tibetan prayer mills to
canned laughter). This structure of presupposition is not inflnite: it is strictly
limited, constrained by the four elements of the discourse. S -the subject sup
,
posed to believe; S , -the subject supposed to know; a--the subject supposed
to enjoy; and . . . what about $ ? Is it a "subject supposed to be a subject"? What
would this mean? What if we read it as standing for the very structure of sup
position: it is not only that the subject is supposed to have a quality, to do or
undergo something (to know, to enjoy . . . ) - the subject itself is a supposition,
for the subject is never directly "given;' as a positive substantial entity, we never
directly encounter it, it is merely a flickering void "supposed" between the two
signiflers. (We encounter here again the Hegelian passage from subject to predi
cate: hom the subject supposed to . . to the subject itself as a supposition.) That
is to say, what, precisely, is a "subject"? Think of a proposition, a statement-how,
when, does this statement become "sllbjectivized"? It becomes so when some
reflexive feature inscribes into it the subjective attitude-in this precise sense, a
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signifier "represents the subject for another signifier." The subject is the absent
X that has to be supposed in order to account for this reflexive twist, for this dis
tortion. And Lacan pushes on here to the end: the subject is not only supposed
by the external observer-listener of a signifying chain; it is in Uself a supposition.
The subject is inaccessible to itself as a Thing, in its noumenal identity, and, as
such, it is forever haunted by itself as object: what are all Doppelganger figures
if not figures of myself as an object that haunts me? In other words, not only
are others a supposition for me (I can only suppose their existence beneath the
reflexive distortion of a signifying chain), I myself am no less a supposition jar
myself something to be presumed (there must be an X that "I am;' the "I or It
or a Thing that thinks;' as Kant put it) and never directly accessible. Humes
famous observation that, no matter how closely or deeply I look into myselC all I
will find are specific ideas, particular mental states, perceptions, emotions, etc.,
never a "Self;' misses the point: this non-accessibility of the subject to itself as an
object is constitutive of being a "self'
One could even claim that, formally, this reversal !fom the subject supposed
to . . . to the subject itself as a supposition dejines subjectivity: substance appears
in phenomena, while a subject is nothing but its own appearance. (And these
formulae can be multiplied: the universal is nothing but the inadequacy, the non
identity, of the particular to/with itself; the essence is nothing but the inadequacy
of the appearance to itself, and so on and so forth.) This does not mean that the
subject is the stupid tautology of the Real ("things just are what they seem to
be"), but, much more precisely, that the subject is nothing but its own appeal-
ing, the appearing rejlected-into-itselp '-a paradoxical torsion in which a Thing
starts to function as a substitute jar itself As Robert pfaUer observes apropos this
substitution:
V\That is substituted can also appear itself; in a 1:1 scale, in the role of the substi
tute-there only must be some feature ensuring that it is not taken to be itself. Such
a feature is provided for by the threshold which separates the place of what is substi
tuting from what is being substituted-or symbolizes their detachment. Everything
that appears ill front of the threshold is then assumed to be the ersatz, as everything
that lies behind it is taken to be what is being substituted.
This is why the Kantian transcendental 1, its pure apperception, is a purely formal
function which is neither noumenal nor phenomenal-it is empty, no phenomenal
intuition corresponds to it, since, if it were to appear to itself, its self-appearance would be
the "Thing itself;' i.e., the direct self-transparency of a noumenon. The parallel betvveen
the void of the transcendental subject ($) and the void of the transcendental object, the
inaccessible X that causes our perceptions, is misleading here: the transcendental object
is the void
phenomenal appearances, while the transcendental subject already
appears as a
50
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There are scores of examples of such concealments that are obtained not by
miniaturization but only by means of clever localization. As Freud observed, the
very acts that are forbidden by religion are practiced in the name of religion. In
such cases-as, for instance, murder in the name of religion-religion also can do
entirely without miniaturization. Those adamantly militant advocates ofhuman Hfe,
for example, ·who oppose abortion, Will llot stop short of actually murdering clinic
personnel. Radical right-,ving opponents of male homosexuality in the USA act in
a similar way. They organize so-called "gay bashings" in the course of which they
beat up and finally rape gays. The ultimate homicidal or homosexual gratification
of drives can therefore also be attained, if it only fulflls the condition of evoldng the
semblance of a counter-measure. \Vhat seems to be "opposition" then has the effect
that the x to be fended off can appear itself and be taken for a non-xY

What we encollnter here yet again is the Hegelian "oppositional determination":
in the figure of the gay-basher raping a gay man, the gay encounters himself in
his oppositional determination; that is, tautology (self-identity) appears as the
highest contradiction." In other words, the structure is again that of the Mobius
band: if we progress far enough on one side, we reach our starting point again (a
gay sex act), but on the other side of the band. Lewis Carroll was therefore right:
a country can serve as its own map insofar as the model or lTlap is the thing itself
in its oppositional determination, that is, insofar as an invisible screen ensures
that the thing is not taken to be itself In this precise sense, the "primordial"
difference is not between things themselves, also not between things and their
signs, but between the thing and the void of an invisible screen which distorts
our perception of the thing so that we do not take the thing for itself The move
ment from things to their signs is not that of a replacement of the thing by its
sign, but that of the thing itself becoming the sign of..... not another thing, but.....
itself; the void at its very core."
This paradox brings us to the relationship between man and Christ: the
tautology "man is man" is to be read as a Hegelian infinite judgment, as the
encounter of "lnan" with its oppositional determination, with its counterpart on

51 Robert Pfaller, "The Potential of Thresholds to Obstruc:t and to Facilitate: On the
Operation of Displacement in Obsessional Neurosis and Perversion" (unpublished
paper, 2002).
52 In a homologous way, the very excess of ecological catastrophism (the end of the
world is nigh, etc.) functions as a defense, a way to obfuscate the true dangers. This is
why the only appropriate reply to an ecologist trying to convince us of the impending
threat is to suggest that the true target of his desperate argument is his own non-belief
in other words, our answer should be something like "Don't worry, the catastrophe is
sure to come!"
53 For a more detailed account of this structure, see my The Puppet and the Dwarf,
Cambridge, MA: MIT Press 2003.
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the other side o f the Mobius band. In the same way that, already i n our everyday
understanding, "the law is the law" means its opposite, the coincidence of law
with arbitrary violence ("What can you do, even if it is unjust and arbitrary, the
law is the law, you have to obey it!"), "man is nun" signals the non-coincidence
of man with man, the properly inhuman excess which disturbs its self-identity
and what, ultimately, is Christ but the name of this excess inherent to man,
man's extimate kernel, the monstrous surplus which, following the unfortunate
Pontius Pilat us, one of the few ethical heroes of the Bible (the other being Judas,
of course), can only be designated as " ecce homo " ?

B EYOND INTERSUBJECTIVITY
What is the status of this in -hun1a11 excess? In his attempt to describe the genesis
of our search for meaning, Wolfram Hogrebe claims that the subject's relation
to objectivity has to be gronnded in intersubjectivity: "without a dark You [das
dunk!e Du] , we do not have a chance to begin developing objective relations
with things.";' "Objectivity" can only arise as the notion of an X that remains the
same under different subjective perspectives or descriptions-it is the result of
such abstraction from subjective standpoints. What precedes it is the "mantic"
animist experience of reality as meaningful, full of unlu10wll meaning. It is not
that I begin with the encounter with objects around me, and then notice how
some of these objects have an inner life like me, so transfer onto them my inner
life; on the contrary, the transference comes first, ohjectivizatioll comes after.
Against this background, Hogrebe interprets popular-culture tlgures like
vampires, zombies, aliens, and replicants as uncanny figures of intelligent beings
deprived of emotions and of a horizon of meaning, lacking the searching-for
meaning attitude, properly "world-less" beings. As Markus Gabriel points out,
there is a shift here from Romanticism, in which uncanny monstrous doubles
stand for the "inhuman" abyss of the subject itself, to our own time in which
replicants, etc., stand for worldless "thinking machines:';; But is there not
an ambiguity present also in today's replicants or robots, from "terminators"
onwards? Are they not, beneath the appearance of desubjectivized "thinking
machines;' figures of the subject in its pure in-human state? Is not the alien or
terminator today's image of the "dark j" beyond human empathy?
54 Wolfram Hogrebe, Die vVirklichkeit des Denkens, Heidelberg: Universitatsverlag
Winter 2007, p. 13.
55 Markus Gabriel, "The Mythological Being of Reflection;' in Markus Gabriel and
Slavoj Z izek, eds., Mythology, Madness, and Laughter: Subjectivity in German Idealism,
London: Continuum 2009.
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One of the strategies lor taming this "dark I" is a kiss. Sandor Marai's Embers
ends with a definition of the kiss as "an answer, a clumsy but tender answer to
a question that eludes the power of language:';o This short definition effectively
circumscribes the key dimension of a kiss: crucially, it i"s given by the mouth, the
very organ of speech (and, in a fi.tll erotic kiss, also contacts the other's mouth) ,
depriving i t o f its ability t o talk, shutting i t off. A s such, the kiss i s a n answer to
the "question that eludes the power of language;' which is nothing other than
what Lacan calls " Che vuoi?" (What do you want?) , the question which concerns
the abyss of the Other's desire, the abyss opened up by speech but for which
every word fails. A kiss is a clumsy and desperate measure to pacify this abyss by
way of closing off its source through a direct intervention into the bodily Real:
"Shut up! Let my closeness to you close the gap which threatens to ruin our
relationship! " This is the truth in the cliche about prostitutes who allow their
customers to penetrate them but not to kiss them on the mouth-a Signal that
they do not want to surrender the abyss of their subjectivity to the closeness of
a stranger.
Is the traumatic encounter with the "divine" -in the guise of a meaningless
(or pre-meaning) Absolute which triggers, as a reaction, the search for meaning
effectively the primordial fact? Psychoanalysis provides a key insight here. Let
us approach it through The Perplexity ofHariya Hercules, an extraordinary short
novel by Manohar Shyam Joshi, and one of the classics of twentieth-century
Indian literature." Set in Delhi around 1960, the novel tells the story of Harihar
Dalt Twari (mockingly known as Hariya Hercules after the name of his bicycle,
which contrasts with Hariya's utterly non-heroic nature), an infinitely patient,
unmarried, middle-aged man who spends all his time attending to his blind,
infirm, and chronically constipated old father, who was once a pillar of society.
Hariya's care for his father includes regularly cleansing his rectum to clean out
the dried excrement. One day, while visiting a relative, Hariya hears that there
is a town called Goomalling in Australia; he hallucinates that his own double
lives there. The word "Goo mailing;' a signifler of father's desire, thus disturbs
Hariya's inner peace and triggers his perplexity, not only about his father but
about all things sexual. Having up to now simply ignored sexuality, he becomes
intrigued by how and why the sexual act brings pleasure, and tries to learn
from his older female relatives all about it. When his father dies soon after
wards, Hariya inherits one of his most precious possessions, a trunk containing
jewelry, pornographic pictures of group sex acts in which his father participated,
and a letter from a Tibetan lama. The letter describes the curse brought by the
father upon a Twari family when, in the mythic Himalayan town of Goomalling
56 Sandor Marai, Embers, London: Penguin Books 2003, p. 249.
57 Manohar Shyam Joshi, The Perplexity ofHariya Hercules, Ne"\v Delhi: Penguin Books
2009·
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(the same name as the real Australian town l ) , he stole the trunk that belonged
to the terrible deity of Goomalling. As a dutiflll son, Hariya goes looking for
Goomalling to return the trunk to the deity. After he mysteriously vanishes,
members of his community back in Delhi compose a multitude of stories, some
describing him as a self-sacrificing saint, others as a victim of manipulation and
robbery. In spite (or, rather, because) of all the disgusting details, this novel is
one of the most beautiful and touching stories about the rise of desire out of an
encounter with what Jean Laplanche would have called an "enigmatic signifier;'
a signifier which condenses the mystery of the Other's desire. As we know from
Freud and Lacan, the father is not simply a bearer of prohibition-the price he
has to pay for occupying this place is that he himself gets prohibited, and what
triggers Hariya's desire is this dark, prohibited side of the father. Furthermore, a
similar self-reflexive reversal of subject into object affects Hariya himself: after
he becomes perplexed by the mystery, he himself turns into an object of mystery,
for his disappearance triggers a multitude of inconsistent narratives concerning
his fate.
However, frolIl a strict lnaterialist standpoint, Laplanche's notion of the
"enigmatic signifier" should be critically supplemented: it is not a primordial
fact, an "original trauma" which sets the human animal on the path of subjec
tivization; it is, rather, a secondary phenomenon, a reaction to the primordial
fact of the over-proximity of the other, of his or her intrusive presence or bodily
material too-much-ness. It is this intrusive presence which is then interpreted
as an "enigma," as an obscure "message" from the other who "wants something"
from me. In this sense, the "Neighbor" refers not primarily to the abyss of the
Other's desire, the enigma of " Che vuoi?" of "What do you really want from
me?" but to an intruder who is always and by definition too near. This is why for
Hitler the Jew was a neighbor: no matter how far away the Jews were, they were
always too close; no matter how Inany were killed, the remnants were always too
strong." As usual, Chesterton made this point with utmost clarity: "The Bible
tells us to love our neighbors, and also to love our enemies; probably because
they are generally the same people:'
There is a problem to be claritled here: no matter how intruSively one touches
a dog or a cat, the intrusion will never be interpreted by it as an "enigmatic sig
nifier"; which means that something, some radical change, must have already
happened in a living being for it to experience something as an intrusion. It
seelns obvious that a violation is always a violation with regard to sonle presup
posed norm. Should one then say that, in order for something to be experienced
by the body as intrusion, a kind of primordial Ego already has to be constituted,
implying a line of division between the Inside and the Outside' Is it then the
58 l owe this idea to Alenka ZupanCic.
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homeostasis of the primordial Ego which is disturbed, derailed, by the intrusion
of the (death) drive, so that the opposition between Ego and drive is the opposi
tion between Life and Death? Which norm is violated in too-muchuess? The
properly Freudian materialist solution would be to tun} this relationship around
and to posit the paradox of an original excess, an excess "in itself" rather than
in relation to a presupposed norm. The Freudian drive is just such an excess-in
itself: there is no "normal" drive. The formation of the Ego with its borderline
between Inside (Ego) and Outside (non-Ego) is already a defense-formation, a
reaction against the excess of the drive. In short, it is not the excess of the drive
which violates the "norm" of the Ego, it is the "norm" (proper measure) itself
which is a defense against the excess of the drive.
It is for this reasoll that intersubjectivity is not a primordial or "natural"
state of human being. To find traces of a dimension "beyond intersubjectivity"
in Hegel, one should look for them in the very place which is the central ref
erence for the partisans of recognition: the famous chapter on servitude and
domination from the Phenomenology. Malabou has noted perceptively that, in
spite of the precise logical deduction of the plurality of subjects out ofthe notion
of life, there is an irreducible scandal, something traumatic and unexpected, in
the encounter with another subject, that is, in the fact that the subject (a self·
consciousness) encounters outside itself, in front of it, another living being in
the world which also claims to be a subject (a self-consciousness)." As a subject,
I am by definition alone, a singularity opposed to the entire world of things, a
punctuality to which all the world appears, and no amount of phenomenologi
cal description of how I am always already "together-with" others can cover np
the scandal of another such singularity existing in the world. In the guise of the
living being in front of lue who claims to be also a self�consciousness) infIn
ity assumes a determinate form, and this coincidence of opposites (the infinity
of self-relating consciousness is this particular I iving being) points towards the
infinite judgment "the Spirit is a bone:' which concludes the section on observ
ing reason in the Phenomenology.
The source of this scandal is that self�consciousness breaks with the oscilla
tion between attachment and detachment that characterizes the process of life:
life is at the same time the life of the species which reproduces itself through
the life and death of its members, and the life of each member. Each member's
attachment is thus split, divided between an attachment to its own particular
finite being and an attachment to its species (which 111e ans a detachment from its
particular being) Once we enter Spirit proper, however, this dialectic of attach
ment and detachment which characterizes the life of a species radically changes:
in the life of Spirit, a singularity interposes itself between the species and its
59 See Judith Butler and Catherine Malabou, Sois man corps: Une lecture contemporaine
de fa domination et de fa servitude chez Hegel, Paris: Bayard 2010.
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individual members. This means that an individual can no longer be reduced
to being a particular member of its species, subordinated to its higher universal
interest: a spiritual individual ("self-consciousness") has the "infinite right" to
universality, because his singular existence is not merely that of a member of
the species-in it, the universality of the species becomes "for itself," assumes a
determinate form. So when I encounter in front of me another self-conscious
ness, there is something in me (not simply my egotism, but something in the
very notion of self-consciousness) which resists the reduction of both myself
and the opposed self-consciousness to simple members of the human species:
what makes the encounter shocking is that in it, two universalities meet where

there is room onlyfor one.oo
In tbe original encounter, tbe Other is tbus not simply anotber subject
with whom 1 share the intersubjective space of recognition, but a traumatic
Thing. This is why this excess cannot be properly counted: subjects are never
1 + 1 + 1. . . , tbere is always an objectal excess wbich adds itself to the series.
'Ale find an echo of this excess in those science-fktion or horror stories where
strange tbings start to happen (murders, as a rule) among a group of people
in all isolated place (a small island or spacesbip, say) and everything points to
sometbing else being present-not another buman, all of wbom can be counted
without ever grasping the excess, but an alien monster which is less than One
but more than zero. (The psychoanalytic treatlnent recreates this scene; the
analyst is not another subject, tbere is no face to face, slbe is an object which
adds itself to the patient.) This excessive spectral object is, of course, a stand-in
for the subject, the subject itself as object, the subject's impossible-real objectal
counterpart.

60 The rather boring criticism of Hegel's starting point in the dialectic of servitude and
domination (the struggle to the death between the future master and the future servant)
is that Hegel cheats by silently ignoring the obvious radical solution: the two of them
really fight to the death, i.e., until one of them is actually killed-the "critical" point being
that since this result would have brought the dialectical process to a halt, the Hegelian
struggle to death is not really fought without restraint, but presupposes a certain implicit
symbolic pact that the result ·will not be death. But here, one cannot cheat and pretend
to fight to the death knowing that nobody will die: the (future) master's readiness to die
must be fully actual. The only solution is to accept that many struggles do end in death
and deadlock, so that, in order for the historical process to be set in ll1otion by the proper
dialectic of servitude and domination, many individuals had to die a meaningless death
which amounted to a pure expenditure, lost without trace in the dark past of (pre)history,
as so many nameless skulls strewn across the long road of history, to paraphrase Hegel.
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DRIVE VERSUS "VILL
The Freudian name for this excessive attachment to the objectal excess is the
drive, which brings us to the key question: can Hegel think the drive? Hegel
comes close to the Freudian drive in his elaboration of the notion of Force
(towards the end of the chapter on Consciousness in the Phenomenology)."'
The dialectic of the (substantial) Thing and its properties dissolves into the
"unconditioned universal" beneath the flow of phenomena; this universal gives
a positive form to the void at the heart of every Thing, the void that accounts
for the One-ness of the Thing and that can only be accounted for by the Thing's
name. "In itself;' this void is already the subject, the universal dimension of sub
jectivity; however, it "is still an object of consciousness;' "the result has to be
given an objective significance for consciousness. " Consciousness does not yet
know that there is nothing behind the veil of appearances-nothing but what
consciousness itself puts there. This feature captures the acephalous character
of the drive: it is not "mine;' the subject's, it is the very core of my being insist
ing "out there;' as a partial object which is not me. This remaining split between
consciousness and objective being has to be reflected into the object itself; it
appears there in the guise of the distinction between form and content: the form
of universality and its content, multiple particular "independent" elements.
The two moments of this distinction, of course, are not fixed opposites, but are
caught in an endless process of passing-in to-each-other, in an oscillation typical
of "spuriolls infinity":
the "matters" posited as independent directly pass over into their unity, and their
unity directly unfolds its diversity, and this once again reduces itself to unity. But this
movement is what is called Force. One of its moments, the dispersal of the independ
ent "matters" in their [immediate] being, is the expression of Force; but Force, taken
as that in which they have disappeared, is Force proper, Force which has beell driven
back into itself from its expression. First, however, the Force which is driven back
into itself must express itself; and, secondly, it is still Force remaining \vithin itself,
just as much as it is expression in this self-containedness.62

Does this being "driven back into itself" of the Force already point towards the
Freudo-Lacanian drive? Is the drive a Force in its being-driven-back.into-itself?
Does the rhythm of Force point towards the repetitive movement of the drive?
Hegel's Force is driven back into itself as the very power of annihilating the
appearances in which it expresses itself; it is not yet the potentiality of virtual
Power which retains its authority only as virtual, as the threat ofits actualization.

61 l owe this reference to Force to Benjamin Bliumis, NYU.
62 Hegel, Phenomenology of Spirit, p. 81.
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More precisely, the drive is not Power, but also not Force. It is a Force thwarted
in its goal, finding its aim in repeating the very failure to reach its goal. The drive
does not express jtseIf� it stumbles upon an external element or obstacle; it does
110t pass from one to another of its lnanifestations or expressions, it gets stuck on
one of them. It is not driven back to itselfthrough overcoming or annihilating its
expressions, but through not being able to do so.
The drive has nothing whatsoever to do with psychology: the death drive
(and the drive as such is the death drive) is not a psychiC (or biological) striv·
ing for death and destruction-as Lacan emphasizes repeatedly, the death drive
is an ontological concept, and it is this properly ontological dimension of the
death drive which is so difficult to think. Freud defined Trieb (drive) as a limit·
concept situated between biology and psychology, or nature and culture-a
natural force known only through its psychic representatives. But we should
take a step further here and read Freud more radically: the drive is natural, but
the natural thrown out of joint, distorted or deformed by culture; it is culture in
its natural state. This is why the drive is a kind of imaginary focus, or meeting
place, between psychoanalysis and cognitive brain sciences: the paradox of the
self.propelling loop on which the entire Freudian edifice is based and which
the brain sciences approach in metaphoric formulations, without being able
to define it preCisely. Due to this in·between status, the insistence of the drive
is "immortal;' an "undead" striving that insists beyond life and death. In the
classic German poem about two naughty children, Wilhelm Busch's "Max und
Moritz" (first published in 1865), the children continually act in a disgraceful
way towards respected authorities, until finally they both fall into a wheat mill
and come out cut up into tiny grains. But when the grains fall on the floor, they
form into the shapes of the two boys:
Rickeracke! Rickeracke!
Geht die Mi.ihle mit Geknacke.
Hier kann man sie noch erblicken,
Fein geschroten und in Stiicken.

In the original illustration, the shapes are sneering obscenely, insisting in their
evil even after death . . . (Adorno was right when he wrote that when one encoun·
ters a truly evil person, it is diHlcult to imagine that this person can ever die.)
The formula of the drive is thus the same as Kant's formula of duty, "Du kannst,
denn du sollst!" (You can, because yon must!)-a deeply ambiguous formula
that can be read in two ways which may appear to overlap, but are in fact very
different: (,) no matter how hard or impossible the task appears, you simply have
to do it!; (2) since you should do it, although you really cannot, you are forever
condemned 10 feel guilty for not having dOlle it. The Hrst version is the formula
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of the unconditional drive \vhich insists beyond life and death; the second is its
superego perversion.
This obstinacy can also be embodied in a particular organ, like a fist or the
feet, as in Hans Christian Andersen's "Red Shoes;' the story of Karen, a poor little
girl adopted by a rich old lady after her mother's death. Growing up vain, she
buys a pair of red shoes and wears them to church, where she pays no attention
to the service. When her adoptive mother becomes ill, Karen deserts her, prefer�
ring to attend a party in her red shoes. But once she begins dancing, she cannot
stop-the shoes take over: she cannot control them, they are stuck to her feet
and continue to dance, through fields and meadows, come rain or shine, night
and day. She cannot even attend her adoptive mother's funeral. An angel appears
to her, condemning her to dance until she grows cold and pale, as a warning to
vain children everyvvhere. Karen then asks the executioner to chop off her feet.
He does so and gives her a pair of wooden feet and crutches. Thinking that she
has suffered enongh for the red shoes, Karen decides to go to church, but the
chopped-off feet still wearing the red shoes dance before her, barring the way.
The following Sunday she tries again, thinking herself at least as good as the
others in church, but again the danCing shoes bar the way. Karen then goes to do
service in the parsonage, and when Sunday COlnes she dares not go to church. As
she sits alone at home and prays to God, it is as though the church comes home
to her and her heart becomes so filled with peace and joy that it bursts. She dies,
and her soul flies on rays of sunlight to heaven, where no one asks her about the
red shoes.63
In his fllm The Red Shoes, Michael Powell transposed Andersen's fairy tale
into a modern ballet -company setting, but with a strange twist: the dancing shoes
bring death to the heroine (called Vicky) not because they enact her fidelity to
her vocation, but because they push her towards the suicidal act of sabotaging
her return to a danCing career. Towards the fllm's end, Vicky is torn between the
charismatic-demoniac Lennontov, the director of the ballet company, and Julian,
a young composer for whom she gave up her career. Lermontov convinces her to
return to the company to dance in a revival of The Red Shoes, Julian's ballet based
on Andersen's fairy tale. On the opening night, as she is preparing to perform,
Julian appears in her dressing room to take her back with him. Lermontov arrives,
and he and Julian contend for Vicky's soul. Torn between her love for Julian and
63 Andersen himself located the origins of the story in an incident he witnessed as a
small child-in a wonderful example of the self-destructive, uncompromising stance:
His father was sent a piece of red silk by a rich customer, to make a pair of dancing
slippers for her daughter. Using red leather along ,vith the silk, the father worked very
carefully on the shoes, only to have the rich lady tell him they were inadequate. She said
he had done nothing but spoil her silk. "In that case," he said, "I may as well spoil my
leather too;' and cut up the shoes in front of her.
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her need to dance, she cannot decide what to do. Julian, realizing that he has
lost her, leaves for the railway station, while Lermontov consoles Vicky: "Sorrow
will pass, believe me. Life is so unimportant. And frOll1 now onwards, you will
dance like nobody ever before:' However, while being escorted to the stage by
her dresser, and wearing the red shoes, Vicky is suddenly seized by an irresistible
impulse and runs out of the theater. julian, on the platform at the train station,
sees her and runs helplessly towards her. Vicky jumps from a bakony and falls
in front of an approaching train. While lying on a stretcher, bloody and battered,
Vicky asks julian to remove the red shoes. Shaken by Vicky's death and broken
in spirit, Lermontov appears before the audience to announce that "Miss Page is
unable to dance tonight, nor indeed any other night." Nevertheless, the company
performs The Red Shoes with a spotlight on the empty space where Vicky would
have been.
This ending is deeply ambiguous with regard to the role of the shoes: did
Vid.l' run out of the theater to j oin Julian against (the will of) the red shoes, and
the shoes merely sabotaged the reunion of lovers by causing her deadly fall, or
did the shoes also lead her to run away? The key to this ambiguity is provided
by the difference between the drive and the Will: it is not that "drive" suggests
an unfocused pressure or impulse, while "will" implies concentration and domi
nation; for Freud, the "drive" is no less focused than the "will;' it always has an
object, the X onto which it is stuck and to which it repetitively returns, around
which it circulates. The "drive" is in many ways almost a photographic negative
of the "will": it is the push to eject its object, to lose it, to introduce a gap, not to
overcome it. Thus, we could even say that the will is a counter- movement to the
drive, an attempt to re-inscribe the "asubjectal" drive into the economy of the
Ego as the agency of control and domination.
In the standard description of the circular process of alienation and re
appropriation, the subject loses itself in its otherness in order to re-appropriate
its alienated substantial content; the drive is, at its most fundamental, this gesture
of loss itself, not as externally imposed, but as "willed" by the subject. In every
heroic narrative of recuperation, there is a moment of loss or betrayal which
enables the later redemption: Adam and Eve had to fall in order for Christ to
redeem us; Judas had to betray Christ in order for Christ to fulfill his mission,
and so on. There is a perverse core that we always stumble upon in these nar
ratives: was the Fall not a felix culpa? Did not God play a perverse game with
humans, provoking the Fall so that he would then be able to display his mercy
and love for fallen humanity? Was not Christ's betrayal by judas a key moment
that enabled humanity's redemption through Christ's crucifixion, that is, an act
that had to happen and that was clearly, if ambiguously, willed by Christ? This
negative act is the manifestation of the drive at its purest.
This, perhaps, is what Nietzsche had in mind when he insisted that the Will
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was unconditional, a matter of willing it all (the idea underlying the Eternal
Return of the Same) : we should also will, fully assume as what we wanted, the
dirty work that we prefer to leave to others in order to enjoy the result while
hypocritically condemning the way it was obtained. The pure Will to Will means
that Christ willed Judas to betray him, that God willed Adam and Eve to fall. On
the other hand, we should also avoid the perverse temptation of willing the Pall
in order to cast oneself as the Savior, like the nanny from Patricia Highsmith's
very first short story "The Heroine;' who sets the house on fire in order to
be able to save the children h'om death and thus earn the love and respect of
their parents. There lies the thin line that separates the drive from perversion:
in the drive proper, the loss is willed as such, in itself, not on account of its
instrumentalization.
One could thus venture the hypothesis that, if desire is as such, in its inner
most essence, hysterical-that is, marked by the hysterical "this is not that" -then
the drive is as such (almost) perverse. This is where Lacan's reading of Antigone
as exemplifying the ethics of desire ("do not give way on your desire") should be
corrected. In his feri! "Subversion of the Subject and Dialectics of Desire;' Lacan
proposes $- D as the formula of the drive: instead of moving beyond demand to
its gaps, to what is "in demand more than demand;' the drive insists on the lit
erality of the demand-which is exactly what Antigone does: her unconditional
demand is for the proper symbolic burial of her brother, and she insists on it
up to perea! mundus. Whatever she is, she is not hysterical: she wants what she
wants literally. As such, her act is beyond the opposition between consciousness
and the unconscious, and also beyond any figure of the big Other, inclusive of
the eternal unwritten Laws-it is an act of abyssal freedom and, as such, politi
cal. Lacan proposes as the true fornlula of atheism "God is unconscious": "God
could be unconscious. The hypothesis of the unconsciousness of God reflects
the hypothesis that knowledge is not gifted with reflexivity of consciousness:" 4
How, precisely, are we to grasp this ambiguous formula? Is it that God is our
unconscious (unconscious for us, operating as our "unknown knowns;' as the
"unconscious prejudices" or magical beliefs which determine Ollr activity), or
is it that God in himself "has" an unconscious, that his activity and knowl
edge are not transparent to himself? Does not the tradition from Boehme to
Schelling point in this second, more radical, direction? Insofar as deus sive
natura, the encompassing universe of reality, is "unconscious;' and insofar as
the Freudian unconscious belongs to the pre-ontological level, this leads us to
the conclusion that reality is in itself not fully ontologically constituted, non
AI!." Furthermore, should we not read the thesis "God is the unconscious"
64 Balmes, Dieu, le sexe et la verite, p. 53.
65 As Lac-an points out in his Four Fundamental Concepts ofPsycho-Analysis (New York:
vv. vv. Norton & Company 1998). See also Schelling's transposition of the distinction
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together with the thesis "the unconscious i s politics"? " I a m not even saying
'politics is the unconscious: but only 'the unconscious is politics:"66 The differ
ence is crucial here. In the first case, the unconscious is elevated into the "big
Other" which exists: it is posited as a substance which really dominates and
regulates political activity, in the sense of "the true mobilizers of our political
activity are not ideology or interests, but unconscious libidinal lllotivations." In
the second case, the big Other itself loses its substantial character, it is no longer
" the Unconscious," it changes into a fragile inconsistent field overdetermined by
political struggles,

THE UNCONSCIOUS OF SELF- CONSCIOUSNESS
It is along these lines that we can discern the contours of the theologico-political
in Lacan: the political nature of the unconscious means that it is not an under
lying deeper force secretly governing what appear as contingencies, expressing
itself through them: contingencies are irreducible, primary, they really are con
tiugencies, and the unconscious is strictly parasitic, opportunistically exploiting
unexpected contingencies to deliver its message. Freud is here radically opposed
to that Jungian New Age obscurantism for which, preCisely, "there are no
accidents:' and everything has a deeper meaning-therein resides the differ
ence between idealism and materialism (and, unexpectedly, Hegel is here on
the side of materialism: for him, speculative meaning articulates itself by way
of exploiting the contingent an1biguities or double meanings of our ordinary
language). This is why the Lacanian "de-centered subject" does not imply the
kind of de-centering usually associated with psychoanalysis: "there is something
in me more than myself� some foreign power which runs the show, so that I
am not responsible for my acts . . ." If anything, Lacan insists on the subject's
total responsibility: I am responsible even for acts and decisions of which I
am not aware.
Apropos the fear that the brain sciences will eventually demonstrate
that humans are in reality merely neuro-biological lnechanisms, that there is
"nobody home" beneath the surface of our phenomenal (self-)experience, one
should fully accept this fear and avoid the primordial idealist lure which tempts
between Existence (ontologically fully-constituted reality) and the dark spectral pre
ontological Ground of Existence into God himself, so that we must distinguish God's
existence from his chaotic pre-ontological "nature:' The whole of late Schelling could be
condensed into this reversal of deus sive natura: where Spinoza sees identity, synonymity,
"God or nature;' Schelling sees irreducible tension and struggle.
66 Lacan, seminar of May 10, 1967, in Le seminaire, Livre XIV: La logique du fantasme
(unpublished).
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us to substantialize our consciousness in some determinate component of
reality (the temptation to which David Chalmers sllccumbed in an exemplary
way), There effectively is nothing "beneath" or "behind;' since consciousness is
entirely phenomenal: the moment one brackets the phe-nomenal level of (selH
awareness and limits oneself to "reality;' consciollsness by definition disappears,
It is as if one ·were to take a close look at a rainbmo\T in order to locate some
mysterious X in reality that corresponds to "rainbow in itself' Consciousness
thus contronts us with the hard task of grasping the effectiveness, the (quasi-)
causal power, of the appearance as such-and the Freudian unconscious should
also be understood along these lines: not as a substance behind the appearances
of conscionsness, but as itself a mode of appearing. In other v'lOrds, the term
"unconscious" must be understood in terms of the Kanhan infinite judgment
rather than negative judgment: it is not that what it designates "is not conscious;'
it is rather that what it designates "is unconscious:' This is what differentiates the
Freudian unconscious from the neuronal unconscious of the material processes
going on in our brain when we think: the neuronal unconscious is merely not
conscious, while the Freudian unconscious is like the "undead;' it is inherent
to the psyche_
Here the Freudian hypothesis of the unconscious confronts us with the limits
of any torture or truth serum procedure designed to extract from the subject his
true position, "what he really thinks_" A truth serum may get results if there is
an ultimate truth the subject is trying to conceal-it may work if we are dealing
with facts the subject lUlows and is trying to hide-but what if the subject is
radically divided? For example, what if I pretend to believe in God, while sin
cerely thinking that there is no God, but this sincere conviction of mine is itself
mistaken, and the truth lies in the external rituals 1 follow? In other words, what
if! believe more than I believe I believe? Or, what if, while loving a person, I hate
lOVing her--what would the truth serum make me say?
We can see from this last example that the division of the subject is not
to be taken as a simple separation into two parts ·where "the right hand does
not know what the left hand is doing�' The division rather relies on a kind of
reflexivity: when I hate to love someone, my love is reflexively mediated by
hatred. Pippin indicates this reflexivity when he provides a concise definition of
what Hegel means by "spiritual" being, that is, of how the subject is a "spiritual"
entity: "The subject 'taking itself' to be a certain way is the 'object' to be such a
way:'6� Spirit means that a hmnan being, in its specific being-hun1an, ultimately
is what it "takes itself to be:' The key problem, of course, is how, exactly, we are
to understand this "taking oneself' Perhaps Pippin all too qUickly reduces it to
, a "normative" dimension: "taking myself to be a father" means that a behavior
67 Robert Pippin, Hegel's Practical Philosophy, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press
2008, p. 51.
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which follows certain norms (taking care of and educating my children, etc.) is
expected of me. But is it not more appropriate to conceive this "taking as" as the
act of assuming a certain symbolic identity (or title) conferred upon me, as the
"symbolic registration" of my identity? A "father" is someone who takes hin1self
(and is taken by others) as a father; nonnative demands or expectations are here
secondary: even if I do not meet or follow them, I am still a father, just a "bad
father;' one ·\,,,ho fails to act the way his title obliges him to act. In other words,
for the normative din1ension to be operative, the "big Other"�the scene of sym
bolic inscriptions and actions different from my immediate physical or psychic
identity-already has to be in place, and for Lacan, it is this reflexive "giving
account;' the inscription of what a subject does in the symbolic texture, which is
the proper locus of the unconscious.
There is thus a reflexivity inscribed into the very heart of psychoanalysis.
What Pippin fails to take into account is how the Freudian unconscious is not
raw stuff to be "mediated;' reflexively appropriated, by the subject, but the very
site of this reflective inscription. No wonder, then, that in his critical remarks
on psychoanalysis Pippin reduces it to yet another mode of the "substantial"
determination of the subject which misses the Kantian-Hegelian dimension
of reflexivity that sustains the subject's autonomy and self�responsibility: as a
subject, I cannot refer to the unconscious that determines me as a direct llloti
vation�if unconscious motives effectively determine me as an autonomous
subject, I should be the one who freely endorses the force of such motifs, who
accepts them as 111otives-in short, every reference to the irresistible force of
such motives has to involve a minimum of what Sartre called mauvaise fri. What
if, however, it is Pippin himself who misses a crucial homology between the
reflexiVity inscribed into the very heart of Kantian-Hegelian subjectivity and
the "reflexivity" of desire elaborated in detail by Lacan? What we have in mind
here with regard to Kant is the so-called "incorporation thesis;' the inextricable
nonnativity of even the most elementary perceptions: even when I merely state
the obvious, malting the most basic statement of fact, "a table is there in front
of me;' I am not purely passive, I also declare a fact, I reflectively Signal that I
uphold this statement. This, however, is exactly what Lacan has in mind when he
insists that, in every statement, the subject's position of enunciation is inscribed:
when I state: "I wear stone-washed jeans;' my statement always also renders how
I relate to this fact (I want to appear as having a down -to-earth attitude, or fol
lowing a fashion . . . ). This inherent reflexive moment of "declaration" (the fact
that every communication of a content always Simultaneously "declares itself"
as snch) is what Heidegger designated as the "as such" that specifies the properly
human dimension: an animal perceives a stone, but it does not perceive this
stone "as such," This is the "reflexivity" of the Signifier: every utterance not only
transmits some content, but, Simultaneously, renders how the subject relates to
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this content (in the terms of German Idealism, every consciousness is always
already self-consciousness).68
Pippin is sympathetic to Manfred Frank's rejection of "neostructnralism" as
unable to account for subjectivity or meaning, but critical of Frank's version of
pre-reflexive self-acquaintance as a crucial dimension of subjectivity. Pippin sees
this dimension in Kantian-Hegelian reflexivity/autonomy/self- responsibility,
but what he fails 10 see is how this Kantian reflexivity opens up a space for the
Lacanian subject of the unconsciOllS,69 The Freudian "unconscious" is inscribed
into this very reflexivity; take, for example, someone I "love to hate;' such as a
villain in a Hitchcock film: consciously, I just hate his guts, yet unconsciously I
(do not love him, but) love to hate him; that is, what is unconscious here is the
way I reflexively relate to my conscious atlitude. (Or take the opposite case of
someone I "hate to love" �like the hero in a film noir who cannot help loving
the evil femme fatale bnt hates himself for loving her.) This is what Lacan means
when he says that man's desire is always a desire to desire: in an exact formal
replica ofKantian reflexivity, I never simply and directly desire an object, I always
reflexively relate to this desire� J can desire to desire it, I can hate to desire it, I
can be indifferent to this desire of mine, just tolerating it neutrally. The philo
sophical consequence of this reflexivity of desire is crucial: it tells us how the
opposition between the conscious and the unconscious is related to the opposi
tion between consciousness and self-consciousness: the unconscious is not some
kind of pre-reflexive, pre-thetic, primitive substrate later elaborated upon by
conscious reflexivity; quite the contrary, what is most radically "unconscious" in
a subject is his self-consciousness itself, the way he reflexively relates to his con
scious attitudes. The Freudian subject is thus identical to the Cartesian cagita, or,
more precisely, to its later elaboration in Kantian-Hegelian self-consciousness.
During a recent multi-lingual public debate in Spain, Gianni Vattimo's
remarks were by mistake translated back to him in English, to which he mock
ingly replied: "I don't need a translator to understand myself!" The Freudian
divided subject is someone who, precisely, does need a translator to understand
him or herself--which is exactly the role the psychoanalyst plays for them. There
is a j oke which tells us more about what Lacan means with regard to the "divided

68 This self-declaratory reflexivity is also discernible in regard to fame: people can be
famous for this or that, but they can also be famous simpJy for being famous. Recall
the phenomenon of Paris Hilton, an absolute nobody adored by the trashy media, who
report on her every step. She is not famous for doing or being something special; the
dialectical reversal in her case consists in the fact that the media report on her most banal
behavior-jumping over a car in a crowded parking lot, eating a hamburger, shopping at
a discount store-simply because she is a celebrity. Her ordinariness, vulgarity even, is
directly transubstantiated into the feature of a celebrity.
69 See "On Not Being a Neo-Structuralist" in Pippin, The Persistence of Subjectivity,
pp. 168-85.
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subject" than pages and pages of theoretical elaboration (though, in order to
understand what it tells us, of course we need pages and pages of theoretical
elaboration . . . ): Two men, having had a drink or t\yO, go to the theater, where
they become thoroughly bored with the play. One of them feels an urgent need
to urinate, so he tells his friend to mind his seat while he goes to find a toilet:
"1 think I saw one down the corridor outside:' The man wanders down the cor
ridor, but finds no VVC; wandering ever further into the recesses of the theater,
he walks through a door and sees a plant pot. After copiously urinating into it
and returning to his seat, his friend says to him: "What a pity! You missed the
best part. Some fellow just walked on stage and pissed in that plant pot ! "" The
subject necessarily misses its own act, it is never there to see its own appearance
on the stage, its own intervention is the blind spot of its gaze.
What, then, divides the subject? Lacan's answer is simple and radical: its
(symbolic) identity itself-prior to being divided between different psychic
spheres, the subject is divided between the void of its cogito (the elusively punc
tual pure subject of enunciation) and the symbolic features which identify it in
or for the big Other (the signifier which represents it for other signifiers) . In
Agnieszka Holland's Europa, Europa, the hero (a young German Jew who passes
as an Aryan and fights in the Wehrmacht in Russia) asks a fellow soldier who
had been an actor prior to the war: "Is it hard to play someone else?" The actor
answers: "It's much easier than playing oneself' We encounter this otherness at
its purest when we experience the other as a neighbor: as the impenetrable abyss
beyond any symbolic identity. When a person I have known for a long time does
something totally unexpected, disturbingly evil, so that I have to ask myself,
"Did I really ever know him?" does he not effectively become "another person
with the same name"?
One strategy for coping with this gap that separates me !fom my name is
to add another (secret) name designed to capture the core of my being which
eludes my public name. In a German film about high -school delinquency, a
gang member says to his apprentice: "My name is jack. But you can call me
Jack." A nice play with tautology: in the closed gang universe, the norm is that
one is only allowed to call the boss by his nickname: "My name is jack, but YOll
can call n1e Jacko! " -the pseudO-intimacy of this invitation to use the nickname
implies an injunction to accept and participate in the relations of domination
and servitude that characterize the gang universe. The permission to address
the boss directly by his proper name is thus the highest privilege. Imagine God
telling you, "My name is God, but you can call me God!" -something definitely
much more frightening than "My name is God, but you can call me the Old One
in the Sky:'
70 l owe this joke to Simon Critchley, who used it in a (very) critical review of a book
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I n his wonderful Le plagiat p a r anticipation, Pierre Bayard developed i n detail
the idea that writers can plagiarize not only works from the past, but also works
from the future.l The accusation of plagiarism is grounded on a reselnblance
between two works which is so strong that it cannot be dislnissed as a lnere
coincidence or a sharing of the same style-so when we have two works from
different periods which very closely resemble each other, what is the key argu
ment for taking this as a paradoxical case of the earlier work plagiarizing the
not-yet existing work from its future, and not, as in the standard approach,
treating the latter as plagiarizing the former' Bayard proposes the criterion of
dissonance: if we can clearly establish that, in relation to the features shared
by the two works, the later one contains these features in a more fully devel
oped form, while the earlier one contains only undeveloped fragments which
do not fit into the totality of the work, but appear to strike a dissonant tone
(or if this work itself, as a whole, strikes a dissonant tone in its own cultural
context), then we can assume with reasonable certainty that the earlier work is
a plagiarism of the later one. Among other amusing references (like a passage
from Voltaire's Zadigwhich dearly points forward to Sherlock Holmes's method
of deduction), Bayard's great example is from a lesser-lmown novel by Guy
de Maupassant which contains an uncannily "Prollstian" passage on how a
contingent encounter with an everyday object can trigger a multiplicity of half
forgotten memories about the past. This novel was written three decades before
Proust began to publish his great cycle, and the passage is clearly "out of sync"
with the rest of the novel, so it really is as if Maupassant plagiarized Proust-as
it in a weird rupture of the linear temporal continuum, a door into the future
momentarily opened up, giving Maupassant a glimpse into what lay ahead
in literature.
There is an uncanny moment of plagiarizing the fnture in Hitchcock's
work. Vertigo contains an enigmatic episode in which Madeleine is seen
by Scottie as she opens a window and then inexplicably disappears hom the
honse. Does this scene not point forward to Psycho, to the appearance of
the mother's silhouette in the window-in both cases, a body appears out
1

See Pierre Bayard, Ie plagiat par anticipation, Paris: Editions de Minuit 2009.
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of nov.,rhere and disappears back into the void? The fact that in Vertigo this
episode remains unexplained tempts one to read it in a kind offutur anterieur,
as already pointing towards Psycho: is not the old lady who is the hotel clerk
of the hOllse in Vertigo a kind of strange condensation of Norman Bates and
his mother, the clerk (Norman) who is at the same time the old lady (mother) ,
thus providing i n advance a clue t o their identity, which i s the great mystery
of the film?
The question which immediately arises here is, of course, how seriously we
should take these claims. Surely not too seriously, since, in this case, we would
have to embrace the New Age topic of synchronicity and mystical communion
between spirits from different epochs, able to converse with each other in an
eternal present. Nonetheless, the idea of a "plagiarism by anticipation" should
not to be dismissed as a mere provocation; still less so does it imply any kind
of a hidden teleology in which the present points towards a future determined
in advance. On the contrary, this idea is profoundly anti· teleological and
materialist -all that needs adding to it is the key concept of retroactivity. !talo
Calvina's story "A Beautiful March Day" offers an idiosyncratic description of
the conspiracy against Julius Caesar. Calvino focuses on the unintended conse
quences of the act of killing Caesar: while the conspirators' intention was to kill
a tyrant and thereby restore Rome to its republican glory, their act effectively
abolishes the very conditions which sustained its intended meaning. As Molly
Rothenberg explains:

The very world in which it made sense to get rid of Caesar also vanishes with those
dagger strokes-not because Caesar held that world together, but because the assas
sins could not foresee that their act would also transform the way the act would
be judged. They could not factor in the historicity of their action; neither they nor
anyone else could predict or govern how the future ,,,,auld interpret the assassina
tion. Put another way, we could say that there simply was no way for them to take
into account the retroversive effect of future interpretations."
Here we encounter the key feature of the symbolic: the fundamental "openness"
it introdnces into a closed order of reality. Once we enter the symbolic, things
never simply are, they all "will have been;' they as it were borrow (part of) their
being from the future. Rothenberg employs a simple example of a tender state
ment: "Carl smiled as he gently stroked the velvety skin of his lover . . . ;' which
continues with a supplement that brutally changes the meaning of the first part:
". . . with the keen edge of a steak knife:' The cause of this irreducible "open·
. ness" of the sYlnbolic is not its excessive complexity (we never know into what

2 Molly Anne Rothenberg, The Excessive Subject: A New Theory of Social Change,
Cambridge: Polity Press 2010, p. 1.
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decentered context our statement will be inscribed), but the much more refined,
properly dialectical impossibility of taking into account the way our own inter
vention will transform the field. The speaking subject cannot take into account
the way it is itself "counted" in the signifying series; with regard to its own
inclusion, it is irreducibly split, redoubled.
How, then, to resolve this enigma without resorting to New Age obscu
rantism? The key is the properly dialectical notion of repetition through which
things "become what they are:' Maupassant becomes a plagiarist-in�advance of
Proust, he becomes what he is (a Proust ian avant la lettre), only once Proust
arrives. In Hegelese, the shift is trom In-itself to For-itself: through his repeti
tion in Proust, Maupassant retroactively becomes Proustian. This means that we
have to introduce a radical split between Maupassant's book as it is in itself and
his book as it is when read retroactively, after Proust-i.e., the fact of Proust's
text generates another Maupassant, the Proustian one. We are thus dealing with
three (and not two) texts here: Maupassant's original novel, Proust's cycle of
novels, and the Proustian Maupassant. But why talk like this, why not simply say
that Proust influences Ollr reading of Maupassant? Because such a retroactive
reading does not simply add another dimension to how we receive Maupassant:
rather, we need to grasp Maupassant's text as not-All, as open towards the future,
as full of gaps and inconsistencies waiting to be filled in.
Bayard himself retreats here with regard to his own theory when, in an all
too naive way, he tries to outline the filture Kafka was plagiarizing by antici
pation. What shonld make us suspicious of his attempt is the image of Kafka's
universe to which he refers-the boring standard image of Kafka as the pre
cursor of twentieth-century "totalitarianism" (an oppressed individual exposed
to the whims of arbitrary power, etc.). Invoking the even greater oppression of
women described in Kafka's texts, Bayard engages in a ridiculously Politically
Correct specnlation that Kafka had plagiarized a future (not yet written) novel
about an oppressed Muslim woman. This is Bayard at his worst, ignoring all
the profound ambignities concerning the role of women in Kafka's texts: they
are not only servants, but also corrupted with lust, helping those in power to
harass the hero. As Reinhard Stach demonstrated long ago, Kafka's image of
women is deeply indebted to Otto Weininger, the ultimate anti-feminist (and
anti-Semite). In outlining his ridiculous proposal, Bayard ignores his own basic
rule: instead of looking for dissonances in Kafka's work, he simply extrapolates
the contours of the future work from the standard cliches about Kafka. The
great dissonances in Kafka's work are constituted by his animal stories (about
dogs, and so forth), which clearly stand apart from the cliched image of the hero
caught up in a totalitarian machine. Among them, one should especially focus
on the very last literary text he was writing while close to death, the story about
the singing mouse Josephine-in this dissonant image of the role of the artist
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in a communist society, we find a woman of the future different from all the
corrupted seductive heroines fro111 Kafka's great novels.'
Another version of the SaI11 e retroactive mechanism is at work in cases
where a substantial decision, involving the rise of a nei"' Master-SignifIer which
rearranges the agent's entire symbolic economy, is taken and then undone, like
sending a letter which commits rne to a new relationship and then, when I dis
cover that the letter was lost in the post, reneging on the cOlllmitment. A case of
undoing can be found in Two Lovers (James Gray, 2008), a film loosely based on
Dostoyevsky's "White Nights;' wbich takes place in the Russian jewish part of the
Brighton beach suburb of New York. The hero, Leonard, emotionally unstable,
makes several unsuccessful suicide attempts (acts and then changes his mind)
At the start of the film, he jumps into the water in an attempted suicide, then
changes his mind and surfaces to be helped by a passer-by. He is split between
two women. His parents set him up with Sandra, the daughter of their potential
business partner, who is loving and caring, but conventional; the other woman is
lvlichelle, his outrageously daring and unconventional new neighbor. When he
learns that Michelle is dating Ronald, a married partner in her law firm, he tries
to break all contact with her and becomes more deeply involved with Sandra.
However, when a desperate Michelle calls him from the hospital where she is
being treated for a miscarriage, they become attached again; disappointed with
Ronald for not helping her enough in her distress, Michelle informs Leonard
that she has broken off the relationship and is going to San Francisco. Deciding
to go with her, Leonard buys two tickets online, purchases an engagement ring,
and packs for his trip. At a party the next day, Sandra's father, believing that
Leonard is planning to marry Sandra, offers him a partnership in the soon-to
be merged family businesses. Leonard duclcs out to meet Michelle, who tells
him that she is not going to San Francisco after all because Ronald has left his
wife and will marry her. Distraught, Leonard goes to the beach to kill himself;
however, as he steps in the ocean, he drops a glove that Sandra had bought for
him earlier; picking it up, he returns to the party and gives Sandra the engage
ment ring he bought for Michelle.
The movie deals with the standard theme of the choice between a secure,
emotionally stable marriage and a wild passionate bond destined to end in
catastrophe. It is a choice between happiness and what Lacan calls jouissance,
3 With regard to Weininger, we should risk the hypothesis that his masterpiece Sex and
Character is in a kind of negative dialogue with future, not directly borrowing from it

but rather reacting furiously to the prospect of emancipated feminine subjectivity. Along
similar lines, F. W. J. Schelling noted sorncv\'llcre that the explosion of decadent Evil in
Ancient Rome just before the rise of Christianity obeyed a deep necessity: it was as if,
suspecting what lay ahead, it made a last vicious attempt to assert itself. The same holds
for Weininger's negative plagiarism-by-anticipation: he attacks what has not yet arrived.
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excessive enjoyment beyond the pleasure principle, with the underlying implica
tion that, against the excess ofjouissance, hedonism (the reign of pleasure) and
law (in the narrower sense of public morality) are on the same side. To be able to
put everything at risk and jump into the unknown waters of a passionate affair
requires an act which may irreparably change the most basic coordinates of a
subject's life. However, the true interest and originality of the plot lies elsewhere:
in the precise temporality of the hero's decision and its retroactive cancellation.
After making the fatehll decision (the choice of Michelle) and thus apparently
reaching the point of no return, Leonard learns that his decision has been ren
dered meaningless (Michelle is no longer available), and so undoes it. Since
Sandra knows none of this, Leonard just acts as if nothing has happened, as if
there was no decision, and even opportunistically gives her the ring meant for
Michelle. The appearance of a smooth and seamless relationship with Sandra is
restored.
To get at the core of this situation, we can imagine three different versions of
the same plot, three what-ifs:
(1) What if, even after learning that Michelle will return to Ronald, Leonard were
to stick to his decision and drop Sandra, in recognition of the authenticity of his
love for Michelle? Perhaps, this would have been a true act?

(2) What if, after the decision is taken, Leonard is overcome with anxiety as he
becomes fully aware of the consequences of his act? In a panic, he would then
desperately search for a way out and find that he can undo the decision, retroac
tively erasing its traces. (The difference with the film plot is that, in this version,
he undoes the act not because Michelle dropped him, but of his own accord.)
( 3 ) Finally, what if, secretly knOWing about Leonard's distress and his commit
ment to Michelle, Sandra helped him by fdgning ignorance? Let us imagine that
Leonard had written Sandra a letter informing her of his decision to leave with
Michelle, but Sandra pretended that she missed the letter, thus giving him the
chance to undo his "mad" decision with grace and without a scandal. Such an act
of ignoring, of pretending not to know, is what is usually referred to as wisdom.
The circular relationship between the future and the past that we encounter here
goes "all the way down;' to the very emergence of the speaking subject out of the
"human animal"; in Lacan's account of this emergence, it sometimes appears that
the primordial fact is the encounter with the symbolic order, the parasitic intru
sion ofthe signifier which upsets the balance of the "human animal;' introducing
a gap into it, engendering a pathological excess of "undead" life over mere bio
logical life; sometimes, it appears that it is, on the contrary, the derailment of life
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itself, the emergence of a traumatic excess of "more than life:' which is the pri
mordial fact, and the symbolic order's function is rather to "normalize" and tame
this excess. The solution to this alternative is retroactive causality: the excess of
life comes first, but it can be recognized as such only retroactively, once the sym
boic order is already there; without this afier-effect, the excess oflile is merely a
natural accident. On a first approach, it may appear that the first account is the
"idealist" one (the signifying order intervenes into anilnal life from a lnysterious
outside, like a hand of God imparting spirit into bodies), while the second nar
rative is the "materialist" one (the disturbance of material-biological life comes
first, the symbolic order arises as a secondary defense mechanism). However,
the properly Hegelian (that is, dialectical-materialist) solution is more complex
as it involves retroactivity. True, there is first an excess, a derailing, of the natural
circuit of instincts; however, this derailment is confirmed as the foundation of
being-hnman (as its inhuman core) only by its effect, by the rise of the symbolic
order which endeavors to normalize it. Withont the symbolic order, the excess
remains an aberration of natnre, a meaningless freakish accident. The search
for this "pure" excess of life not yet contaminated/obfuscated by the symbolic
order is thus a mythical search for a fantasmatic entity: it is not that snch a
search is condemned to failure-we may well succeed in isolating this excess;
but there would be nothing "human" about it, it would be just a meaningless
deformation.
We encounter here yet again the innermost paradox of the symbolic order,
nalnely its retroactivity. The symbolic order is not a cause which intervenes from
the outside, Violently derailing the human animal and thus setting in motion
its becoming-human; it is an effect, bnt a paradOXical effect which retroac
tively posits its presupposition, its own cause.4 This temporal paradox holds
even more strongly for the relationship between a literary text and real life: in
his Tomorrow is Written, written before Plagiarizing the Future, Bayard prefig
ures the analyses of the later book, focusing on those literary texts in which the
author seems to predict his own fillure, especially the mode of his death.; Here
it is not a future text which is plagiarized, bnt reality itself which is (not plagia
rized but) described before it has happened. (Note how, in Bayard's own case,
the later book seems to precede the earlier one.) Apart from the obvious case
of Oscar Wilde who, in his The Picture of Dorian Gray, displayed an uncanny
awareness of the catastrophe which awaited him years later, the most interesting
4 And, incidentally, the same solution can be proposed to resolve the ambiguity of

the relation between an Event and its nomination in Badiou's thought: the Event is not
the same as its nomination, it is a Real to which nomination reacts, fixing it within the
symbolic space; however, there is nonetheless no Event prior to its nomination, since
only a nomination turns something which merely happened into an Event.
S Pierre Bayard, Demain est ecrit, Paris: Editions de Minuit 2005.
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example here is Jack London's Martin Eden, with its description of the writer's
suicide by drowning-a weird case of an autobiography which stretches into
the writer's future. An author usually writes his autobiography in old age, when
his life has come full circle, recapitulating his trajectory from the perspective
of maturity which allows him to see it in its totality, assigning each event to its
proper place. The extraordinary thing about Martin Eden (a novel, but clearly
an autobiographical one) is that Jack London wrote it in the middle of his life, at
the height of his snccess and creative powers--at this point, instead of ending in
the present, he did not stop but courageously went on, continuing his life story
into the future, right up to its tragic end.6
Perhaps a little prematurely, Bayard opposes his approach to that of psy
choanalysis, which sees the roots of the present narrative in the real of a past
trauma which can only be described (and may even be constituted) apres coup,
retroactively. Here, by contrast, the trauma lies not in the past but in the future,
from where it mysteriously casts its shadow over the present writing. In his
conceptual elaborations which follow the analyses of literary cases, Bayard pro
poses two new grammatical-ternporal categories in order to account for such
strange occurrences: the past to come (in the future) and thefuture which already
happened (in the past) , that is, which belongs to the past.
What, then, changes in the passage hom the Real of all accident to its
inscription into a narrative as a part of the subject's Fate? The Real accident is
purely contingent, while its synlbolic inscription into a life narrative makes it
not so much necessary as all expression of the subject's will. Even if the future
is that of a terrifying catastrophe, the subject wills it in the sense of willingly
accepting the conling catastrophe, of freely assuming its necessityJ Bayard is not
a spiritual obscurantist: when he talks about "the future being already written;'
he is not invoking some kind of divine big Other able to see across time into the
past as well as the future; on the contrary, he emphasizes human flnitude and
contingency, which means that the gap between the symbolic (narrative) and the
Real is irreducible-the future that has a retroactive causality on the present can
also not happen, due to some totally unforeseen contingency:

What then happens with the events-and which is the world that is sufficiently gen
erous to gather them?-for which the writing shows that they should have been
produced, but which were in the last moment stopped in their path towards realiza
tion? The life of Kafka, the very symbol of the precursor, bears witness to how an
entire human existence can be organized in such a way that it pOints towards an
event which should take place, but is finally thwarted.H
6 Ibid., pp. 123-47 Ibid., pp. 128-9·
8 Ibid., p. 142.
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The future Real ·which causes its present literary registration (inverting the
proper temporal order, so that the future cause precedes its effect, the present
narrative) may be a catastrophe that will befall the author (death, social disgrace,
etc.), but may also be a happy culmination of his effortS. The subject (author)
can thus relate in two ways to the future event: he can fully engage in bringing
it about, in realizing his Fate, but be thwarted by (what appears as, but may not
be) a pure external contingency; or, aware of his Fate as the catastrophe awaiting
him at the end of the path, he works desperately to thwart (or at least postpone)
its arrival-until, as in the well-known twist of the Oedipus myth or the appoint
ment in Samara, he discovers that the very effort to avoid his Fate ensures that
it will actually be realized. This basic temporal paradox of the symbolic order,
its "borrowing from the future" -or how the goal towards which our activity is
directed does not precede it but emerges through this very activity of trying to
reach it-brings us back to Hegel, to the link between intention and act which
lies at the core of his literary references.
One of the enigmas of Hegel's Phenomenology is how, in roughly the middle
of the book, there is a sudden surge in references to literary examples, which had
been absent up to that point. Allen Speight was right to identify as the key factor
the topic of agency, of the subject as an autonomous agent who has to justify
its acts with reasons and then assume their unexpected consequences-and the
narrative (the story told in literature or in a theatrical piece) is ultimately always
the drama of the subject's action, relating the subject's (painful or ridiculous,
tragic or comic) experience of the unintended consequences set in motion by
his actioll.9 A story is the story of things gone wrong, of intervening to achieve
A and getting B. This is why literary references arise not only in the long section
on "Spirit;' the quantitative and qualitative center of the entire book, but already
in the preceding section on "Reason;' with its second division on "The actual
ization of rational self-consciousness through its own activity:' 'which follows
the weird climax on "Observing Reason;' the notorious subdivision on physiog
nomy and phrenology. As Speight perceptively notices, the passage is announced
in Hegel's brief reference to Hanllet's meditations on Yorick's skull: in contrast
to the section on phrenology, where the skull as a dead object, in its immediate
material being, is supposed to provide the key to the human mind, Yorick's skull
is for Hamlet a self-erasing sign, a reminder of all the past acts and experiences
of the dead subject.
The three main figures tram literature that are then referred to are Goethe's
Faust, Schiller's Karl Moor, and Cervantes's Don Quixote. In all these cases, it is
as if "Spirit" casts its shadow backwards onto the chapter on Reason: the Iiter
. ary references contained in the latter point forward, towards their proper form
9 I rely here on Allen Speight, Hegel, Literature and the Problem afA.gency, Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press 2001.
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i n Spirit. In other words, at the level of Reason, we do not yet have a proper
spiritual substance, a historical totality which exists as an actual form of life, but
jnst abstract forms of subjective life, forms which can appear within different
historical epochs: it is only with Spirit that the succession of figures ("shapes
of consciousness") reproduces the sllccession of actual historical formations
from Greek Antiquity through Rome and the medieval self-alienation of Spirit,
up to the struggle of the Enlightenment against Belief: the French Revolution
and the post-revolutionary morality of the emerging bourgeois order-in
short, the section on Spirit is Hegel's first systematic exposition of a philosophy
of history.
The inner structure of the section on Spirit is, as expected, triadic. It starts
with the Ancient Greek substantial order of customs (Sittlichkeit), and the reading
of Antigone confronts us \vith the subterranean antagonism which leads to the
collapse of this order, to the split of its substantial unity into abstract individuals
opposed to the alienated objectivity. The next stage, Culture or self-alienated
Spirit, deals with the painfnl process of the subject's gradual overcoming of this
alienation through the hard work of Bildung, of the self�sacrificing "education"
destined to elevate the subject to the level of universality: to become a universal
subject reconciled with Substance, one has to renounce any direct identification
with the particular nature of one's identity. The reading of Diderot's Rameau's
Nephew then shows how the self-renouncing sacrifice of serving a noble Cause
shifts into a different self-alienation, the sacrifice of one's ethical substance itself
in the vain Hattery of the Monarch. The logic is again that of the immanent
self-relating reversal: one begins with a sincere readiness to sacrifice every
thing for the honor of serving a noble Cause, and one ends by sacrificing this
Cause itself; oflosing the honor itself.'" Finally, the third part describes the post
revolutionary "Spirit certain of itself": the rise of the (Kantian) subject who
directly knows itself as the bearer of the universal moral Law. This direct iden
tification with the Universal again leads to an antagonism: the conflict between
the acting subject who, as is the case with every act, imposes on objectivity its
partial project, and the judging subject who condemns the acting subject (the
"beautiflll souls"), but whose position is no less unilateral and false. The judging
subject refuses to see how he participates in the corrupted world he so vigor
ously condemns-as Hegel deploys it through implicit references to Rousseau
10 Does not the same shift repeat itself in the passage from Leninism to Stalinism:
dedicated self-sacrificing service to the revolutionary Cause turns into an unprincipled
opportunist flattering of the Leader? It would be interesting to explore how the passage
hom tragedy to comedy in Antiquity is repeated here in the guise of the passage from
medieval epics about heroes serving an honorable Canse (El Cid, Roland, Nibelungs)
to early modern comedy (from Don Quixote to Diderofs Rmneau) which describes the
inherent reversal of heroic service into flattery and theatricality.
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( The New Heloise) and Jacobi (not his philosophical works, but his novels), evil
is also ill the eye of those who perceive evil everywhere around them.
Speight develops in detail how each of the three epochs has its own literary
genre which articnlates the core of its socia-ethical antagonism (Greek tragedy,
Roman and then early modern comedy, the Ron1antic nove!), as well as a notion
which formulates the lesson of this antagonism. The lesson of the antagonisms
which lead to the hero's tragic fate in Greek drama is the immanent retrospectiv
ity of the true meaning of our acts (or, as we would put it today, "moral luck"): it
is only retrospectively, through accomplishing the act, that the subject becomes
aware of its true dimension (and of its own true motivations for accomplishing
it.) The lesson of comedy is the inherent theatricality of our social lives: every
act is acting, even when \ve (think we) just are who we are, we "act ourselves;'
we play a socially mediated role. And, finally, the lesson of the Romantic novel
concerns Evil and its forgiveness, namely the possibility of reconciliation: while
in Greek tragedy reconciliation was only possible in the guise of arnor fati, as the
tragic-heroic acceptance of Fate, the Romantic universe opens up the possibility
of resolving the conflict not with the agent's destruction, but with the mutual
reconciliation between the agent and its judge, both sides admitting their fatal
limitation.
We can now also see how referring to literature is an immanent part of the
Hegelian procedure: the way Hegel undermines a certain "shape of conscious
ness" is by first presenting it "in itself;' in its abstract notion (the way it perceives
itself as a consistent socio-ethical project), and then problematizing it, not by
measuring it against a pre-existing higher standard nor by submitting it to an
abstract-logical analysis which would unearth its "contradictions;' but by staging
it as a concrete stance of subjectivity in a historical life world: in today's termi
nology, Hegel is not interested only in logical contradictions, but more so in
pragmatic contradictions, in the tension between what we claim we are doing
and what we are actually dOing. Antigone describes what happens when a subject
effectively acts upon the premises of the ethics of immediate substantial customs,
and thereby brings out the inconsistency of this ethical figure, the inconsistency
which leads to its self-destruction. The reference to Antigone provides a model
of Hegel's reading. He begins with Antigone before her act of disobedience to
Creon's prohibition: her starting point is the simple substantial ethical aware
ness that there are higher (or, rather, deeper) laws than the public laws of the
city, laws which are "irrational:' coming from nowhere, but nonetheless have to
be obeyed unconditionally:

Zeus did not annOUllce those laws to me.
And Justice living with the gods below
sent no such laws for men. I did not think
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anything 'iyhich you proclaimed strong enough
to let a mortal override the gods
and their unwritten and unchanging laws.
They're not just for today or yesterday,
but exist {oreyer, and no one knows
·where they first appeared. So I did not mean
to let a fear of any human will
lead to my punishment among the gods.
But once she engages in the forbidden act (performing the funeral rite for
Polyuices) and faces the consequences, the threat that she will "die while still
alive;' only then does she become aware of the actual rule that guided her:

\Alhat law do I appeal to, claiming this?
If my husband died, therea. be another one,
and if I were to lose a child of mine
I'd have another with some other man.
But since my father and my mother, too,
are hidden away ill Hades' house,
I'll never have another living brother.
That was the Imy I llsed to honor you.
How are we to read this descent from the highly principled appeal to universal
eternal unwritten laws to the "apparently contingent and prudential reasoning"
which refers to quite precise particular praglnatic considerations?!! These scan
dalous lines, which have bothered interpreters up to and including judith Butler
(Goethe and many others even suggested they must be a later iutrusion), are
crucial for the "concrete universality" Hegel is aiming at: for a sister, the brother
is the particular which directly stands jar the universal, he is a pure Other not
marked by any (sexual or power) interest, and love for him is pure love, l� It is this
anchoring of her persistence in the figure of the brother that provides Antigone
with the "highest intuition of ethical essence;' and it is crucial that Antigone was
able to tormulate this inSight only aher she accomplished her act: only then did
she become aware of what she had done, of what had really motivated her-there
11 Speight, Hegel, Literature and the Problem ofAgenq, p. 59.
12 The obvious rebuke arises here: but 'what about incestuous desire? After all, we are in

Oedipus's family. It is here that we should invoke the good old Levi�Straussian example
of a tribe that treats all dreams as having a sexual meaning-except those which deal
directly with sexual matters. In the same 'iyay, we should suspect incestuous desire in all
families with close links-except for the Oedipus family.
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is no prior "goal" or "norm" which is merely executed in the act. We should not
read this retroactivity as Antigone simply becoming-aware of what was already
there in her unconscious, of what unconsciously she always already knew (such
a reading merely moves the pre-existing goal/norm into the unconscious) , but in
a more radically "decentered" fashion: the very norm that effectively guided her
comes-to-be only through its actualization, for the act generates its own norm,
the passage from intention to act is the passage from the "abstract universality"
of the Law (respect for the dead, they all deserve funeral rites) to the "concrete
universality" which exposes the particular content that sustains the universality
of the Law.
At the level of speech, this means that our thought-our intention-to-mean,
\vhat we want to say-is dependent on the process of its "expression" : I discover
what I want to say only by saying it. In today's cognitive sciences, this dependence
of thought on the linguistic process of its articulation was most clearly pointed
out by Daniel Dennett, who quotes Lincoln's tamous line "You can fool all the
people some of the time, and some of the people all the time, but you cannot fool
all the people all of the time;' drawing attention to its logical ambiguity: does it
mean that there are some people who can always be fooled, or that, on every
occasion, someone or other is bound to be fooled? His point is that it is wrong
to ask, "What did Lincoln really mean'''·-in all probability, Lincoln himself was
not aware of the ambiguity.'3 He simply wanted to make a witty point, and the
phrase "imposed itself on him" because "it sounded good." Here we have an
exemplary case of how, when the subject has a vague intention-to-signify and is
"looking for the right expression" (as we usually put it) , the influence goes both
ways: it is not only that, among the multitude of contenders, the best expres
sion wins, but some expression might impose itself which changes more or less
considerably the very intention-to-signify. Is this not what Lacan referred to as
the "ethcacy of the signifler"? The thought itself formulates itself through the
process of its articulation:

We don't first apprehend OUf experience in the Cartesian Theater and then, on the
basis of that acquired knowledge, have the ability to frame reports to express
The emergence of the expression is precisely what creates or fixes the content of the
higher-order thought expressed. There need be no additional episodic "thought:'
The higher-order state literally depends on-causally depends on-the expression
of the speech act.'4
The perfect example is a situation in which I become aware of a "deep" attitude
of mine, when, in a totally unexpected way, without any premeditation, I simply
13 Daniel C. Dennett, Consciousness Explained, Ne"\,\T York: Little, BrmvIl 1991, p. 244.
'4 Ibid., p. 315·
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blurt something out. Dennett himself reters t o the famous passage from o n e of
Bertrand Russell's letters to Lady Ottoline in which he recalls the circumstances
of his declaration of love to her: "I did not know I loved you till I heard myself
telling you so-for one instant I thought 'Good God, what have I said?' and then
I knew it was the truth:'15 For Dennett, this is not an exceptional feature but the
basic mechanism which generates meaning: a word or a phrase forces itself upon
us, and thereby in1poses a semblance of narrative order on our confused experi
ence; there is no pre-existing "deep awareness" expressed in this phrase-it is,
on the contrary, this very phrase which organizes our experience into a "deep
awareness:'
In literature, an outstanding example is provided by the very last lines of
Patricia Highsmith's Strangers on a Train: in contrast to Hitchcock's fUm version,
Guy does also kill Bruno's father, and, at the end of the novel, the detectives who
have been closely monitoring him for some time finally approach him to take
him in for questioning. Guy, who has been preparing for this moment for a long
time and has lnemorized his alibi in detail, reacts with a confessionary gesture of
surrender which takes even him by surprise: "Guy tried to speak, and said some
thing entirely different from what he had intended. 'Take me."'" Again, Dennett's
point would be that it is wrong to "substantialize" the attitude expressed in Guy's
last words, as if, "deep within himself;' he was all the time aware of his guilt and
nourished a desire to be arrested and punished for it. There was, of course, a
confessional "disposition" in Guy, but it was competing with other dispositions,
ambiguous, not clearly defined, and it won out due to a concrete contingent
constellation-not unlike Kieslowski's early film Blind Chance (1981), which
deals with three different outcomes of a man running for a train: he catches it
and becomes a communist official; he misses it and becomes a dissident; there
is no train and he settles down to a mundane life. This notion of mere chance
determining the course of a man's life was unacceptable to both communists and
dissidents (it deprives the dissident attitude of its deep moral foundation) . The
point is that in all three cases, the contingency which gave the "spin" to his life
is "repressed"; that is, the hero constructs his life story as a narrative leading to
its final result (a dissident, an ordinary man, a communist apparatchik) with a
"deep necessity." Is this not what Lacan referred to as the f'ltur anterieur of the
unconscious which "will have been" ?
In Hegel's own time, this properly dialectical self-relating in which meaning
emerges through the retroactive influence of its "expression" was formulated
in an unsurpassable way by Heinrich von Kleist, in his essay "On the Gradual
15 Ibid., p. 246, quoting (jeorn R. W. Clark, The Life of Bertrand Russell, London:
Weidenfeld & Nicolson 1975, p. 176.
16 Patricia Highsmith, Strangers on a Train, Harmondsworth: Penguin Books 1982,
P· 256.
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Formation of Thoughts in the Process of Speech" (from 1805, first published
posthumously in 1878) , which deserves to be quoted in full:

The French say l'apPetit vient en mangeant, and this empirical maxim remains true
jf one makes a parody of it and says ['idee vient en parlant.
Often I sit over my papers and I try to find out from what angle a given conflict
has to be judged. Usually, I look into the light, as the brightest spot I can find, as I
try to enlighten my inner being. Or else I seek out the first approach, the first equa
tion which expresses the obtaining relations, and from which the solution may be
derived simply through plain arithmetic. And look what happens: as soon as I talk
to my sister-who is sitting and working behind me-about this matter, I realize
what hours of hard thinking have not been able to make dear to me. It isn't as if she
was telling me in any direct sense. She does not know the law, and has never studied
her Euler and her Kastner. Neither is that what she leads me to the crucial point
through deft questions-although this latter case may occasionally occur. But since
I have some vague thoughts that are in some way connected with what I am looking
for, then once I have embarked on the formulation of the thought it is as if the need
to lead what has been begun to some conclusion transforms my hazy imaginations
into complete clarity in such a way that my insight is completed together with my
rambling sentence. I mix in inarticulate noises, I draw out my sentence connectives,
I use appositions where they are not strictly necessary and I use other rhetorical
tricks that will draw out speech: in this way I gain the time to fabricate my idea in
this workshop of reason.
Nothing in all this is more useful than some movement on the part of my sister,
a movement indicating that she intends to interrupt me. For my strained mind
becomes even more excited by the need to defend this inherent right to speak against
attack from the outside. The mind's abilities grow like those of a great general who is
faced with a very difficult situation.
It is against this background that I understand how useful Moliere found his
maid. For if, as he claims, he trusted her judgment more than his own, this would
indicate a degree of modesty on his part which I refuse to believe was there.
The other person's face is a curious source of inspiration for a person who
speaks. A single glance which indicates that a half-expressed thought is already
understood, bestows on us the other half of the formulation.
I believe that many a great orator, before he opened his mouth, did not know
what he was going to say. But the conviction that the necessary wealth of thought
would be naturally inspired by the conditions surrounding his speech and his result
ing excitement, causes him to be bold enough to make a beginning with his speech.
This makes me think of that "thunderbolt" of Mirabeau. Mirabeau sent the
Master of Ceremonies packing when the latter after the last national meeting led by
the King on June 23, in which the King had ordered the members of the assembly
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t o disperse, returned t o the meeting room where the assembly had not dispersed,
and asked whether they had received the King's orders. "Yes;' Mirabeau replied,
"we have understood the King's orders:'-I am convinced that when he made this
humane start he did not think of those bayonets with which he closed his speech.
"Yes, Sir;' he repeated, '\ve have understood them." -Oue can see that he has no idea
of where he is going. "However, on what authority do you think you are entitled"
he continues, and a sudden source of amazing thoughts began to flow for him, "to
address orders to us? We are the representatives of the nation!" -Ah, this was what
he neededl "The nation gives orders. It does not receive orders:'-And he surges up
the heights of hubris. "And to make everything perfectly plain to you;'-And only at
this point he finds the proper expression for the act of defIance for which his soul is
prepared, "YOll should go and tell your King that we shall not leave our places here
except when forced with bayonets." Upon which he settled, utterly satisfied, into a
chair.
Thinking about the Master of Ceremonies it is impossible to visualise him
except in a state of complete spiritual bankruptcy. The law is the same as that by
which an electrically neutral body, vvhen entering the atmosphere of a charged body,
will acquire the opposite (negative, bankrupt) electrical charge. And just as the
energy charge in the charged body is strengthened through interactioll, so in the
case of this annihilation of the opponent, Mirabeau's enthusiasm knew no bounds.
Perhaps it was just the twitching of the upper lip or an ambiguously uncertain
movement about the sleeves that caused the change of the course of events in France.
One reads that Mirabeau stood up, as soon as the Master of Ceremonies had left,
and proposed that the assembly should constitute itself as the national assembly and
as inviolable. For since he had lost his charge, like a Kleistian bottle, he had become
neutralized and he gave room in his mind to fear of the judiciary at Chatelet and to
carefulness in political action.
This is a curious convergence between the phenomena of the natural and the
moral world which, if one wished to pursue the matter, could be shown to apply
even in the minor subplots of this episode. But I shall leave my simile, and I shall
return to my subject.
Even La Fontaine gives a very fine example of the gradual constitution of
thought in the process of speaking in his fable entitled Les animaux malades de la
peste. In this fable the fox is forced to give a speech in defence of the lion without
knowing where on earth he should find snpport for his defence. The well-rounded
idea is born from a beginning which is dictated by necessity.
The fable is well known. The plague is ravaging the animal kingdom. The lion
assembles the "important" animals and explains that it must be offered Heaven with
a sacriflee in order to get it to relent. The lion maintained that there were many
sinners among the animals, and the greatest of these would have to be sacrificed for
the survival of the others. He therefore suggested that everyone should confess their
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sins to him He, for his part, had to admit that in the heat of hunger he had killed
many a sheep and even some dogs ,vho had come too close Moreover, he had once
by chance�in a gourmet mood-feasted on a shepherd. If no one else could show
greater weaknesses he was ready to die.
"Sir;' said the fux, who was trying to avert disaster from himself; "Yon are too
generous Your honest endeavour leads you too far "\-\That's wrong with strangling
a sheep? Or a dog, vlOrthless creature!" And then: "qnant au berger" he continues,
for this is the main point, "on peut dire" although he has no idea what to say about
him!, "qu'il meritait tout mal": he says that on the off chance that he can think of
something, and now he is in trouble. "Etant" he continues, a poor phrase to use, but
it does give him time: "de ces gens 1;\" and only at this pOint does he hit that thought
which gets him out of trouble: "qui sur Ies animaux se font un chimerique empire"
And now for the demonstration that the ass, the bloodthirsty one! (who eats away at
the herbs), that the ass was the proper sacrificial victim And everyone pounces on
the ass, tears him to pieces.
Such speech is truly thought in the vocal medium. The sequences of thoughts
and expressions go alongside each other, and the underlying psychological reali
ties converge. Language, under these conditions, is not manacles, it is not like
some impediment on the wheel of the spirit. Language is a second wheel on the
same axle!
The situation is quite different if the mind is finished already with a thought
before the speaking starts. Then the spirit stays back in the process of mere articula
tion and this business of articulation, far from exciting the spirit, on the contrary
reduces the mental intensity. If therefore a thought is expressed in a fuzzy way, then
it does not at all fullmv that this thought was conceived in a confused way. On the
contrary it is quite possible that the ideas that are expressed in the 1110st confusing
fashion are the ones that were thought out most clearly.
One often sees, in social company where congenial conversation inspires
everyone with continuous fresh ideas, that people who usually feel linguistically
inept feel inspired to break into flickering of unstable articulation, to take hold of
language-and produce something utterly incomprehensible. And when these
people have the others' attention they show through their embarrassed gestures that
they have no idea what they were really trying to say. It is quite probable that these
people have thought up something quite apt and clear But the abrupt change in
activity, the passage of the mind from thinking to articulation, this abrupt change
dampened that very excitement which was necessary for keeping the thought in
mind as well as for putting it into words. In such cases it is all the more neces
sary that language is available to us with facility and ease so that \vhat we have just
thought and are unable to articulate at that very same time, can at least be put into
words as soon as possible afterwards.
Quite generally, someone who-with the same degree of clarity-speaks faster
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than his opponent, ,vill have a distinct advantage over him. The reason is that the
fast talker is leading more troops into the field.
vVhen, in examinations, one abruptly examines open-minded and well
educated people, ,vithout introduction, on questions like "vVhat is the state?" or
"What is property?", one realizes how necessary it is that the mind be excited in a
certain way tor us to be able to recreate in our minds even thoughts that we have
had before. If the same people 'Nhom we examine ill this way are found in congenial
company where the talk has been about questions of the state and of property for
a while, then perhaps these people would have no trouble through comparisons,
contrasts and summary of the concepts concerned to find acceptable definitions.
But under examination conditions, where the preparation of the mind is missing,
one tlnds that they falter. Only an ignorant examiner will conclude that they do
not know.
For it is not we who know. It is a certain state of us that knows.
Only truly vulgar spirits, people who have learnt by heart yesterday what the
state is supposed to be and \-vho have forgotten it tomorrow, will have a ready answer.
Perhaps there is no more inappropriate occasion to show oneself in a positive light
than a public examination. I disregard the fact that public examinations are disgust
ing and hurtful to the sensitive mind. I disregard the fact that it is provoking to be
faced with a hack who looks at our knowledge in order to decide whether to buy us
if the number is five and to send us away if the number is six.
It is very hard to play on the illstrument of the human mind, to elicit its proper
sound from it. The mind gets so easily out of tune under clumsy hands. So much so,
that the greatest connoisseur of men, the consummate specialist in the midwifery
of thoughts-as Kant calls it-might well commit serious mistakes with the young
soul entrusted to him.
What ensures good results for such young people, by the way, even the most
ignorant among them, is the circumstance that the examiners' minds, in the case of
public examinations, are far too preoccupied to be able to pass a free judgment. Not
only do they often feel the indecency of the ,vhole procedure: it would be indecent
enough to ask someone to open his purse before our eyes, but how much more
indecent it is to ask him to open up his soul [or examination! There is another thing:
the examiners themselves have to pass a severe test in these examinations, and they
may often thank the Lord for being able to leave examinations without showing
weaknesses that are greater, perhaps, than those disclosed in the youth that has just
emerged from the university and whom they have examined.'7
17 Heinrich von Kleist, "On the Gradual Formation of Thoughts in the Process of
Speech;' translation by Christoph Harbsmeier of "Uber das Verfertigen der Gedanken
beim Reden;' in Werke in einem Band, Munich: Carl Hanser 1966, pp. 810-14. l owe this
reference to Kleist to MIaden Dolar.
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Kleist thus inverts the common ,visdom according to which one should open
one's mouth and say son1ething only when one has a clear idea of what one wants
to say: "If therefore a thought is expressed in a tuzzy way, then it does not at all
follow that this thought was conceived in a confused way. On the contrary it is
quite possible that the ideas that are expressed in the most confusing fashion
are the ones that were thought ont 111 0 st clearly." Let us return to his comment
on the famous episode from the French Revolution ·which occurred on June 23,
1789, when the king ordered the members of the assembly to disperse and then
left; the members refused to leave, so the king sent the Master of Ceremonies
back to the assembly, asking the members whether they had received the
king's orders:

"Yes;' Mirabeau replied, "we have understood the King's orders:'� I am convinced
that when he made this humane start he did not think of those bayonets with which
he closed his speech. "Yes, Sir;' he repeated, "we have understood them�'�One can
see that he has no idea of where he is going. "Hmvever, on what authority do you
think you are entitled;' he continues, and a sudden source of amazing thoughts
began to flow for him, "to address orders to lIS? We are the representatives of the
nation!" -Ah, this was what he needed! "The nation gives orders. It does not receive
orders:'-And he surges up the heights of hubris. "And to make everything perfectly
plain to you:'�Alld only at this point he finds the proper expression for the act of
defiance tor which his soul is prepared, "you should go and tell your King that ,ve
shall not leave our places here except when forced with bayonets." Upon which he
settled, utterly satisfied, into a chair.'s
What Kleist makes clear is the presence, in the Hegelian space, of another
Ver- which supplements the Freudian list of Ver-s ( Verdriingung, Verneinung,
Verwerjung . . J : the Ver- of Versprechen, of saying more than one wanted to
say. Is not the same mechanism, the same panicky reversal from impasse into
passe, at work in many legendary revolutionary gestures? In a famous speech
in Assemblee nationale, Robespierre claimed that there were traitors of the
Revolution even in the very hall, and then went on: "I say that anyone who trem
bles at this moment is guilty; for innocence never fears public scrutiny:' We can
imagine his reasoning: after the first statement, he noticed signs of unrest and
fear among the listeners; he quickly thought about how to exploit this fear
should he offer a carrot by adding something like, "If you are innocent, you have
nothing to fear"? No, better to use this fear itself as an argument for guilt.
Perhaps the same goes for the late Lenin's programmatic note: "What if the
complete hopelessness of the situation, by stimulating the etlorts of the workers
and peasants tenfold, offered us the opportnnity to create the fundamental
18 Ibid.
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requisites of civilization in a different way from that of the West European
countries?"1') After conceding the complete hopelessness of the situation in
which the Bolshevik state found itself in 1922, with no realistic option of build
ing socialism, Lenin thought in panic about how to block the obvious conclusion
(that the Bolsheviks should simply step down), and, suddenly, the idea came to
him of presenting this hopeless situation itself as offering an unexpected oppor
tunity. There is a passage in one of Stalin's speeches from the early 1930S where
he proposes radical measures against all those who even secretly oppose the
collectivization of farms: "We should detect and fight without mercy even those
who oppose collectivization only in their thoughts-yes, I mean this, we should
fight even people's thoughts:' One can safely presume that this passage was not
prepared in advance: Stalin got caught up in his rhetorical enthusiasm and was
spontaneously carried away into adding that even people's private thoughts
should be controlled and fought; then he immediately become aware of what be
had just said, but, instead of admitting that he had gotten carried away, qUicldy
decided to stick heroically to his hyperbole. Looking further back, does not
exactly the same hold for Antigone's conti-ontation with Creon' At the outset,
Antigone grounds her insistence on the proper burial for Polynices in the simple
substantial ethical awareness that there are higher (or, rather, deeper) laws than
the public laws of the city; it is only through her act that she becomes aware of
the specific motive that guided her (she was ready to do what she did only for
her brother, not for all the oppressed and excluded).
Mirabeau and Antigone: two exemplary cases of how "truth is an effect of
surprise triggered by its enunciation"20�or, as Althusser put it, referring to the
word-play between prise and surprise, every authentic "grasping" (prise) of some
content comes as a surprise to the one who accomplishes it. Althusser locates
this inSight in the same Kierkegaardian opposition between the open contin
gent process of becoming and the retroactive systemic illusion: "The world is
an accomplished fact. Once it is accomplished, sense etc. take over in it. But
the accomplishment of the fact is an dE,ct of contingency:'" The irony is that,
for Althusser as for Kierkegaard, Hegel is the systemic philosopher of the jait
accompli, while, as we have just seen, the point of Hegelian dialectical analysis
is not to reduce the chaotic flow of events to a deeper necessity, but to unearth
the contingency of the rise of necessity itself-this is what it means to grasp
things "in their becoming:' So when, in his late text "The Subterranean Cnrrent
of the Materialism of Encounter;' Althusser endeavors to discern, beneath the
hegemonic idealist orientation of Origins/Sense, etc., the subterranean tradition
19 V. I. Lenin, "Our Revolution;' in Collected Works, Vol. 33, MoscO\v: Progress Publishers
1966, p. 478.
20 Gregor Moder, Hegel in SpitlOza, Ljubljana: Analecta 2009, p. 240.
21 Louis Althusser, Philosophy of the Encounter, London: Verso Books 2006, p. 162.
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of "aleatory materialism"�Epicurus (and the Stoics,) versus Plato, Machiavelli
versus Descartes, Spinoza versus Kant and Hegel, Iv1arx, Heidegger-the least
one can say is that he is wrong to locate Hegel in the hegemonic "idealist" line.
Everything is thus here, in Kleist's refined description, up to and includ
ing the temporal dialectic of transference and the proto-Lacanian invocation of
the cut (the analyst's sudden intervention) into the flow of analysand's rambling
("free associations") as generative of the sudden emergence of new meaning:
"Nothing in all this is more useful than SOlne n10vement on the part of my sister,
a movement indicating that she intends to interrupt me. For my strained mind
becomes even more excited by the need to defend this inherent right to speak
against attack from the outside:' It is easy to miss the complexity of Kleist's point:
it is not simply that the effort to put one's thought into words clarifies and forms
it, but that, for this to happen, my speech should be addressed to an Other who,
in the transterential illusion, is presupposed to already know the meaning I
struggle to formulate-in order to formulate a thought, we must presuppose
that this thought already exists in the Other's mind: "The other persolls face is
a curious source of inspiration for a person who speaks. A single glance which
indicates that a hair expressed thought is already understood, bestows on us the
other half of the formulation:'
This, then, brings us back to Hegel: the structure of the Hegelian "dialecti
cal process" is not the automatic deployment of conseqnences regulated by an
inexorable conceptual necessity, but precisely the process of getting lost and
then improvising an invention described by Kleist. One plans to say (do) some
thing, things go wrong, one gets lost and, to escape the deadlock, one invents an
improvised solution. And one should go to the end here: does not exactly the
same hold for the crucifrxion itself? Christ's plan was to give himself up to the
Roman authorities via the delicate negotiations carried out by judas; however,
things took an unexpected tnrn for the worse and, in a truly Kleistian twist, as
a desperate attempt to get something out of the fiasco, the story of redemption
through-death was duly concocted. And, in exactly the same way, it was only
Creon's interruption which made Antigone aware of her true intention.
There is, however, a limitation in this figure of the brother as the stand-in for
the universality of a human being deserving flmeral rites: the brother as Other
is deprived of all personal features, for Antigone's deed "no longer concerns the
living but the dead, the individual who, after a long succession of separate dis
connected experiences, concentrates himself into a single completed shape, and
has raised himself out of the unrest of the accidents oflife into the calm of simple
universality:'" Speight is right to add wryly that "to love someone for what he is,
22 G. \V. F. Hegel, Phenomenology aISpirit, trans. A. V. Miller, Oxford: Oxford University
Press 1977, p. 270.
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for h i s being, i s to love him i n h i s inaction, i s to love a corpse,"n This limitation
is the necessary result of Antigone's imlnediate immersion in the ethical sub
stance: there is no call of duty here exerting pressure on us, so that, in order to
act upon it, we have to fight our spontaneous pathological impulses-Antigone's
pathos is directly substantially ethical. This is why, as Hegel puts it, experiencing
the limited character of this ethical identity can only happen through suffering:
in experiencing the contingency of this identity, the subject has to separate itself
from its very ethical "nature."
However, in an exemplarily Hegelian way, this utter tragedy, this loss of
our very ethical ground, turns into comedy, In other words, Hegel noticed
something weird happening to Antigone after she pathetically assumes her
fate-to put it bluntly, she starts to act, for her statements display a level of self
awareness and reflexivity about her "role" which undermine her immediate
ethical spontaneity from within:

I've heard about a guest of ours,
daughter of Tantalus, from Phrygia
she \vent to an excruciating death
in Sipylus, right on the mountain peak.
The stone there, just like clinging ivy,
wore her down, and now, so people say,
the snow and rain never leave her there,
as she laments. Below her weeping eyes
her neck is wet with tears. God brings me
to a final rest which most resembles hers.
Antigone is using metaphors to designate herself-do not these lines display
a "self�consciously artistic ability involved in playing the role of a character"?'-f
Antigone is acting here, modeling her predicament on mythical examples-in
short, she is aware of the immanent theatricality of her tragic predicament, a
theatricality which by definition confers on it a minimal touch of comedy-one
can (and should) imagine her interrupting her pathetic complaint, worrying
briefly whether her outburst of spontaneous passion is well acted. Indeed, the
tragic characters

are artists, who do not express with unconscious naturalness and naivety the external
aspect of their resolves and enterprises, as happens in the language accompanying
ordinary actions in actual life; on the contrary, they give utterance to the inner
essence, they prove the rightness of their action, and the "pathos" which moves them
23 Speight, Hegel, Literature and the Problem o.fAgemy, p. 62.
24 Ibid., p. 67.
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is soberly asserted and definitely expressed in its universal individuality; free from
the accidents of circumstance and personal idiosyncrasies."
The lesson concerns the "inherent theatricality involved in selt�knowledge and
action. No action or motivation of [the agentJ is directly his own, but must be
assessed in the light of others' reactions to it; he understands himself by con
stantly looking at his actions in the light of the mask that he wears in them:' ,6
In other words, the lesson concerns "the mediation of desire and feeling by the
imagination or fiction inherent in the relation between actor and spectator;'
namely the "inherently socially mediated character of desire formation itself'''
What Lacan calls "the big Other" is this agency of social rules and appearances
which confers on everything we do a minimal aspect of theatricality: no matter
how paSSionately we act, our desire is always a desire of the Other, mediated by
the Other (the symbolic texture which provides the scripts for possible desires) ;
w e are not directly ourselves, w e play the role o f ourselves, w e imitate a fiction
of what we are.
We should link this topic with Hegel's lectures on aesthetics, where he
describes how the passage from tragedy to comedy concerns overcoming the
limits of representation: while in a tragedy the individual actor represents
the universal character he plays, in a comedy he immediately is this character.
The gap of representation is thus closed, which, however, does not mean that, in
a comedy, the actor coincides with the person he plays in the way that he plays
himself on the stage, that there he just "is what he really is:' It is rather that, in a
properly Hegelian way, the gap which separates the actor from his stage persona
in a tragedy is transposed into the stage persona itself a comic character is never
hllly identified with his role, he always retains the ability to observe himself
from outside, "making fun of himself."'" Speight notices the inversion of theatri
cality that occurs in modernity, when the alienating process of Bildung reaches
its climax: "in ancient comedy, it was the recognition of real life coming onto the
stage that was at issue in the comic actor's dropping of his mask, whereas here we
will be concerned with how the theatrical comes into life" -the artificial social
world of modernity conli'onts us with "roles and imitation in social life itself'''
This reversal is in itself deeply dialectical: the intrusion of reality onto the stage
(an actor distancing himself from his role, showing his awareness of playing a

Hegel, Phenomenology of Spirit, p. 444.
Speight, Hegel, Literature and the Problem ofAgency, p. 70.
Ibid., p. 81.
Recall the immortal Lucy from I Love Lucy whose trademark gesture, when something
unusual happened, was to slightly bend her neck and cast a surprised look direct to the
camera-this was not Lucille Ball, the actress, mockingly addressing the public:, but an
attitude of self-estrangement that was part of "Lucy" (as a screen persona) herself.
29 Speight, Hegel, Literature and the Problem ofAgency, p. n.
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role) is paid for by the theatricalizatiol1 of real life itself: YOll start claiming that
we should not get caught up in the theatrical fiction, that we should be aware of
how theater is part of our real lives, and you end up claiming that real li!e itself
is a theater.

C HA P T E R

9

Suture and Pure Difference

More than forty years ago, a short debate between Jacques-Alain Miller and
Alain Badiou took place in Cahiers pour l'Analyse, a journal that stands for eve
rything in "French theory" that resists being incorporated into "deconstruction,"
The debate focused on the notion of "suture": to Miller's seminal text "Suture
(Elements of the Logic ohlle Signifier) ," Badiou replied with "The Mark and the
Lack:' Lurking in the background was the status of the subject, the relationship
between the subject/lack and structure, and one can say that this was the key
problem of the entire field of "structuralism:' Its fonnding gesture is to assert
the differential or self-relational structure in its formal purity, purifying it of all
"pathological" imaginary elements. Here is Lacan's classic formulation:

it is the specific law of [the symbolic] chain which governs those psychoanalytic
effects that are decisive for the subject: such as foreclosure, repression, denial
itself�specifying with appropriate emphasis that these effects follow so faithfully
the displacement of the signifier that imaginary factors, despite their inertia, figure
only as shadows and reflections in the process.'
The question is: after this puriflcation, is there a subject to this structure? The
predominant answer was a resounding no. Even post-structuralist decon
struction, with its emphasis on gaps, ruptures, differences, and deferrals, etc.,
conceived the subject as the culmination of the metaphysics of self.presence,
and its self-identity as something to be deconstructed (by way of demonstrating
how its condition of impossibility is its condition of possibility, how the sub
ject's identity is always already deferred, how it has to rely on the very process
that undermines it) . Derrida's early analyses of Husserl's phenomenology are
exemplary here: the subject's self-presence and self-identity, whose supreme and
founding case is the experience of s'e ntendre-parler (of hearing or understanding
oneself-talking), is always already undermined by the process of "writing:' which
stands for the deferral of self-identity, for the "dead letter" in the very heart of
the living spirit. Although "deconstruction" endlessly insists on the gap, rupture,

1 Jacques Lacan, "Seminar on the 'Purloined Letter;" in John P. Muller and William J.
Richardson, eds., The Purloined Poe, Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press 1988,
pp. 28-9.
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deferral, lack, failure, etc., it conceives the subject as the agent and result of the
obfuscation of this lack.
So what were the positions taken up in this struggle? The ultimate reason
for the breathtaking resonance of Miller's "Suture" was that, by systematizing
Lacan's dispersed statements (let us not forget that Lacan uses the term only
once, and even then in a verbal form), Miller for the first time proposed and
elaborated the concept of a subject which belongs to the very "abstract:' purely
differential notion of structure. In fierce and rigorous opposition to this notion
of a subjectivized structure, Badioll insisted on the anonymous or asubjective
structure: structure renders the knowledge of the real; there is no lack in it, so
the concept of the subject should be strictly limited to the level of imaginary
misrecognition; it is the \va)' we illusorily live or experience anonymous struc
tural causality.

FROM DIFFERENTIALITY TO THE PHALLIC SIGNIFIER
In order to elaborate on the idea of a subjectivized structure, we need to radical
ize the notion of differentiality, bringing it to self-referentiality. Ferdinand de
Saussure was the first to formulate the notion of differentiality, pointing out that
the identity of a SignifIer resides only in a series of differences (the features wbich
distinguish it from other signifiers)-there is no positivity in a signifier, it "is"
only a series of what it is 110t The crucial consequence of differential identity is
that the very absence of a feature can itself count as a feature, as a positive fact
if every presence arises only against the background of potential absence, then
we can also talk about the presence of absence as such. For example, sometbing
not happening can also be a positive event-recall the falllous dialogue from
"Silver Blaze" between Scotland Yard detective Gregory and Sherlock Holmes
about the "curious incident of the dog in the night-time":

"Is there any other point to which you would wish to draw my attention?"
"To the curious incident of the dog in the night-time."
"The dog did nothing in the night-time:'
"That was the curious incident."
This positive existence of the absence itself; the fact tbat the absence of a feature is
itself a positive feature which defines the thing in question, is what characterizes
a differential order, and, in tbis precise sense, differentiality is the core feature
of dialectics proper. Consequently, Jameson was right to emphasize, against the
standard Hegelian-Marxist rejection of structuralism as "undialectical:' that the
role of the structuralist explosion in the 19605 was "to Signal a reawakening or
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a rediscovery of the dialectic." 2 This is also "vhy, in a nice jab at cultural studies'
fashionable rejection of "binary logic;' Jan1eson calls for "a generalized celebra�
tion of the binary opposition" which, brought to self-referentiality, is the very
nlatrix of structural relationality or difterentiality. l Furthermore, insofa.r as Hegel
is the dialectician and his Phenomenology of Spirit is the unsurpassed model of
dialectical analysis, Jameson is fully justified in draWing his non-intuitive COI1clusion: "it is certain that the Phenomenology is a profoundly structuralist work
avant fa lettre. "4 This background should be borne in mind when conSidering
Adorno's very last course on the "Introdnction to Sociology" hom 1968, where
Adorno twice signals his interest in French structuralism (which at that point
was exploding in popularity in France).' First, atier opposing the methods of
\Neber and Durkheim and endorsing the then current cliche about the French
Durkheimean tradition as "chosisme;' he says: "Traces of this notion survive
today in French structuralism, to which, by the way, I plan to dedicate one of
the next main seminars, because I think German students of sOciology should
be able to obtain a first-hand knowledge of preCisely these things:" Forty pages
later, Adorno makes it clear that sociological theory deals with phenomena
which cannot be reduced to the purely social:

To refer to a recent phenomenon within social thinking, structuralism, French
structUIalism, which is linked above all to the names of Levi-Strauss and Lacan, and
'which influences very strongly sociological thinking-I hope I will be able to hold a
seminar on structuralism in the semester after the next one-for essential reasons,
fully jllstified by the development of its theory, this structuralism takes its material
above all from anthropology and, over and above that, from a very specific orienta
tion of language research, phonology, whose main representative \vas Trubetzkoj in
Vienna. vVhen one wants to separate structuralism, which understands itself essen
tially as a theory of society, from this ethnological or anthropological material, then
basically nothing at all remains from its conception.'
Is not this announcement that the topic for a later semester will be Claude Levi
Strauss and Jacques Lacan a clear sign of Adorno's awareness that s01nething
important was going on in France at that moment? vVithout casting him as a
German John the Baptist with regard to Lacan, and without speculating on his
reading of the latter, we can nevertheless assume that Adorno's confrontation
2 Fredric Jameson, The Hegel Variations, London: Verso Books 2010, p. 48.
1

4
5
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7

Ibid.
Ibid.
See Theodor W. Adorno, Einleitung in die Soziologie, Frankfurt: Suhrkamp 1993.
Ibid., p. 133.
Ibid., pp. 174-5·
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would have been much more substantial than was either Alfred Schmidt's or
Jiirgen Habermas's facile dismissal of structuralism as a regression to an unhis
torical and non-dialectical mode of thinking, The very term chosisme should
make us suspicious: if there is a purely relational thought which dispenses with
any reference to the positivity of "things" it is structuralism with its basic notion
of the identity of X as reducible to a faisceau of its differences from other ele
ments, which is why the absence of a feature can itself function as a positive
property (the link between this differentialist approach and Hegelian dialectics
was clearly perceived by Roman Jakobson).
But if absence itself can function as presence or as a positive fact-if� for
example, woman's lack of a penis is in itself a "curious incident"-then pres
ence (man's possession of a penis) can also arise only against the background
of its (possible) absence. But how, precisely? Here we need to introduce self�
reflexivity into the signifying order: if the identity of a signifier is nothing bnt
the series of its constitutive differences, then every signifying series has to be
supplemented-"sutured"-by a reflexive signifier which has no determinate
meaning (signified), since it stands only for the presence of meaning as such
(as opposed to its absence) . The Ilrst to fully articulate the necessity of such a
signifier was Levi-Strauss, in his famous interpretation of "mana" ; his achieve
ment was to demystify mana, reducing its irrational connotation of a mythic or
magical power to a precise symbolic function. Levi-Strauss's starting point is
that language as a bearer of meaning by definition arises at once, covering the
entire horizon: "Whatever may have been the moment and the circumstances of
its appearance in the ascent of animal life, language can only have arisen all at
once. Things cannot have begun to signify gradually."" This sudden emergence,
however, introduces an imbalance between the two orders of the Signifier and
the signified: since the signifying network is finite, it cannot adequately cover
the endless field of the signified in its entirety. In this way,

a fundamental situation perseveres which arises out ofthe human condition: namely,
that Illan has from the start had at his disposition a signifier-totality \vhieh he is at
a loss to know how to allocate to a signified, given as such, but no less unlUlown
for being given, There is always a non-equivalence or "inadequation" between the
t\VO, a non-fit and overspill which divine understanding alone can soak up; this
generates a signifier-surfeit relative to the signifieds to \vhich it can be fitted, So, in
man's etlort to understand the world, he always disposes of a surplus of signification
.. That distribution of a supplementary ration , ' is absolutely necessary to insure
that, in total, the available signifier and the mapped-out signified may remain in
8 Claude Levi-Strauss, Introduction to the Work of Nlarcel Mauss, London: Routledge
1987, p. 59·
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the relationship of complementarity \vhich is the very condition of the exercise of
symbolic thinking.9
Every signifying field thus has to be "sutured" by a supplementary zero-signifier,
"a zero symbolic value, that is, a sign marking the necessity of a supplementary
symbolic content over and above that which the signified already contains."10
This signifier is "a symbol in its pure state": lacking any determinate meaning, it
stands for the presence of meaning as such in contrast to its absence; in a further
dialectical twist, the mode of appearance of this supplementary signifier which
stands for meaning as such is non-sense (Deleuze developed this point in his
Logic of Sense) Notions like mana thus "represent nothing more or less than that
jloating signifier which is the disability of all finite thought:'"
The first thing to note here is Levi-Strauss's commitment to scientific posi
tivism: he grounds the necessity of mana in the gap between the constraints
of our langnage and infinite reality. Like the early Radiou and Althusser, he
excludes science from the dialectics oflack that generates the need for a suturing
element. For Levi-Strauss, mana stands for the "poetic" excess which cOll1pen
sates for the constraints of our finite predicament, while the effort of science is
precisely to suspend mana and provide direct adequate knowledge. FolloWing
Althusser, one can claim that mana is an elementary operator of ideology which
reverses the lack of our knowledge into the imaginary experience of the ineffa
ble surplus of Meaning. The next step towards "suture" proper consists of three
interconnected gestures: the universalization of mana (the zero-signifier is not
just a mark of ideology, but a feature of every signifying structure); its subjecti!'i
zalion (re-defining mana as the point of the inscription of the subject into the
signifying chain) ; and its temporalization" (a temporality which is not empirical
but logical, inscribed into the very signifying structure). With this subjectiviza
lion, the standard Althusserian difference between science and ideology is left
behind-no wonder Radiou introduces the Truth-Event and the subject as the
agent offldelity to the Truth-Event in terms which strangely resemble Althusser's
analysis of ideological interpellation as the transformation of (human-animal)
individuals into subjects: the Truth-Event is the big Other which requires the
fidelity of the subject who recognizes itself in it.
9 Ibid., pp. 62--3
10 Ibid., p. 64.
11 Ibid., p. 63.

12 For Levi-Strauss, the symbolic structure is an atemporal matrL",{ of all possible
permutations of a structure, while the radicalized mana introduces into the structure
an irreducible temporality: the "floating" zero-signifier alternates endlessly between 1
and 0, bctvI'een being and non-being, the fullness of ineffable meaning and nOll-sense,
providing the most elementary formula of what Freud called the compulsion to repeat.
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This triple gesture, a crucial step from mana to "suture;' was gradually
accomplished by Lacan, starting with his articulation of the concept of the "point
de capitan" (quilting point) whose apparent reference obviously points towards
suture. As in Levi-Strauss, the "quilting point" sutures the two fields, that of
the signifler and that of the signified, acting as the point at which, as Lacan
put it in a precise way, "the signifier falls into the signified:" 3 This is how one
should read the tautology "socialism is socialism"-recall the old Polish anti
commnnist joke: "Socialism is the syntheSiS of the highest achievements of all
previous historical epochs: tram tribal society, it took barbarism, from Antiquity,
it took slavery, from feudalism, it took relations of domination, from capitalism,
it took exploitation, and from socialism, it took the name . . ." Does not the same
hold for the anti-Semitic image of the Jew? From the rich bankers, it took finan
cial speculation, from capitalists, it took exploitation, from lawyers, it took legal
trickery, from corrupt journalists, it took media manipulation, from the poor, it
took indifference towards hygiene, from sexual libertines it took promiscuity,
and from the lews it took the name. Or take the shark in Spielberg's Jaws: from
immigrants, it took the threat to small-town daily life, from natural catastro
phes, it took their blind destructive rage, from big capital, it took the ravaging
effects of an nnknown cause on the daily lives of ordinary people, and tram the
shark it took its image. In all these cases, the "signifier falls into the signifIed"
in the precise sense that the name is included in the object it designates-the
signifier has to intervene into the signified to enact the unity of meaning. What
unites a multitude of features or properties into a single object is ultimately its
name." (In a strictly homologous way, for Badiou, an Event includes its name in
its definition.)
This is why every name is ultimately tautological: a "rose" deSignates an
13 We should note here the link between Lacan's "quilting point" and the concept of a
point deployed by Badiou in his Logics a/ Worlds, as the moment when the complexity of

a situation is reduced to a simple choice of "yes" or "no:' when we have to decide-war or
peace, attack or withdraw, accept or reject an offer ..
14 Many theorists sympathetic to communism mention what one could call a PR
objection: ill most countries, especially post-socialist ones, the very word "communism"
has such a bad press, evoking traumatic memories, that, if one aims at a serious
social movement, another word should be found, one more acceptable to the general
public. It is hard not to be reminded here of Ernst Jones's negotiations on the fate of
psychoanalysis in Germany after 1933, when Jones reached a compromise with the Nazi
regime to the effect that, in order to save psychoanalytic: practice (on top of excluding
Jewish analysts, of course), the term "psychoanalysis" would be replaced with the term
"dynamic psychology:' In other words, the problem with this easy solution is that the
very taboo with regard to the word "communism" is the result of the defeat of the radical
emancipatory struggle, so that when one abandons the word, one sooner or later also
betrays the content covered by this word.
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object with a series of properties, but what holds all these properties together,
what makes them the properties of the same One, is ultimately the name itself
Imagine a situation of social disintegration and confusion in which the cohesive
power of ideology loses its efficacy: in such a situation, the Master is the one
who invents a new Signifier, the famons "quilting point;' which stabilizes the sit
uation and makes it readable. The "university discourse" that then elaborates the
network of Knowledge which sustains this readability by definition presnpposes
and relies on the initial gesture of the Master. The Master adds no new positive
content-he merely adds a Signifier which all of a sudden turns disorder into
order, into a "new harmony," as Rimbaud would have put it. Take anti-Semitism
in the Germany of the 1920S: following their "undeserved" military defeat, the
German people were disoriented, thrown into a situation of economic crisis,
political inefficiency, and moral degeneration-and the Nazis offered a Single
agent which accounted for it all: the few, the Jewish plot. Therein resides the
magic of a Master: although there is nothing new at the level of positive content,
"nothing is qnite the same" after he pronounces his Word. Recall how, to illus
trate the point de capitan, Lacan quotes the famous lines from Racine's Athalie:
"Je crains Dieu, cher Abner, et je noi point d'autre crainte " ("I fear God, my dear
Abner, and I have no other fears") -all fears are exchanged for one fear, it is
the very fear of God which makes me fearless in all worldly matters. The same
reversal that gives rise to a new lVlaster-Signifier is at work in ideology: in anti
Semitism, all fears (of economic crisis, of moral degradation . . . ) are exchanged
for the fear of the Jew-je crains Ie Jui}: cher ciloyen, el je nai point daulre crainte.'5
Lacan is here a radical Hegelian (unbeknownst to himself, no doubt):
there is multiplicity because the One does not coincide with itself. We can now
see the precise sense of Lacan's thesis according to which what is "prinlordi
ally repressed" is the binary signifier (that of Vorstellul1gs-Reprasentanz): what
the symbolic order precludes is the full harmonious presence of the couple of
Master-Signifiers, 5,-5" as yin-yang or any other two symmetrical "fundamental
principles:' The fact that "there is no sexual relationship" means precisely that the
secondary signifier (that of the Woman) is "primordially repressed;' and what

we gel in place of this repression, whalfills the gap, are the multiple "returns of the
15 In clear opposition to the idea that anti-capitalism is today really a form of anti

Semitism, one should assert more than ever the notion of anti-Semitism as the elementary
form of a compromise with capitalism, of accepting capitalism: if a "leftist" movement
resorts to anti-Semitism, this eo ipso means that it displaces the cause of capitalist
antagonisms onto a (pselldo- )concrete intrusive (racial) Other, thereby evoking the
fantasy that, once we get rid of this Other, we will get capitalism without its antagonisms.
So if, indeed, one call fInd elements of anti·Semitisrn in today's anti-imperialist
struggles, what they indicate is simply the depth of the global victory of capitalism, the
way capitalism pervades our ideological imagination: even those who profess to be anti
capitalist cannot really escape the most basic coordinates of the capitalist universe.
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repressed," the series of "ordinary" signifiers. Watching Woody Allen's parody of
Tolstoy's lVar and Peace, the first association that springs to mind is, of course:
"If this is Tolstoy, where is Dostoyevsky'" In the film, Dostoyevsky ( the "binary
signifJer" to Tolstoy) remains "repressed"-however, die price to be paid for
that appears in a conversation in the middle of the mm which, accidentally as it
were, includes the titles of all Dostoyevsky's main novels: "Is that man still in the
underground?" "You mean one of the Karamazov brothers? " "Yes, that idiot! "
"\Nell, h e did commit his crime and was punished for it!" "I know, h e was a
gambler who always risked too much! " and so on. Here we encounter the "return
of the repressed;' the series of signifiers which flIls in the gap of the repressed
binary signifier "Dostoyevskl' This is \vhy the standard deconstructionist criti
cism according to which Lacan's theory of sexual difference falls foul of "binary
logic" totally misses the point: Lacan's fa Femnle n'existe pas aims precisely at
undermining the "binary" polar couple of Masculine and Feminine-the origi
nal split is not between the One and the Other, but is strictly inherent to the
One, as the split between the One and its empty place of inscription (this is how
we should read Kaflca's famous statement that the Messiah arrives one day too
late). This is also how one should conceive the link between the split inherent
to the One and the explosion of the multiple: the multiple is not the primordial
ontological fact; the "transcendental" genesis of the multiple resides in the lack
of the binary signifier; that is, the multiple emerges as a series of attempts to fill
in the gap of the missing binary signifier. The difference between S , and S is thus
,
not the difference of" two opposed poles within the same field, but, rather, the cnt
within this Held (the ent of the level at which the process occurs) inherent to the
one term: the original couple is not that of tvw signifiers, but that of the signifier
and its reduplicatio, the minimal difference between a signifier and the place of
its inscription, behveen one and zero.
According to Thomas Schelling, real human interactions are governed not
only by a pure strategic calculus (which can be formalized), but also by focal
points that are "invisible under a mathematical formulation of the problem.
Schelling did not believe that game theory was useless, merely that most human
interactions were so shot through with ambiguity that these focal points could
be the ultimate guide to what might or should happen:'" Here is Schelling's most
famous example: I arrange with a friend to meet him the next day in New York,
but, due to a breakdown of all communication systems, neither of us knows
where and when to meet. When Schelling asked his students what to do, the
majority suggested going to the clock at the Grand Central Station at noon-it
is the meeting point which imposed itself as the most "obvious" one (to a person
. from our culture, of course) independently of all strategic calculations. The
16 Tim Harford, The Logic ofL�fe, London: Abacus 2009, p. 52.
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reasoning i s here more complex than i t may appear: i n choosing a focal poini, I
do not merely try to guess which will be the most obvious pOint for both of us
the question I try to answer is "What do I expect the other to expect that I will
expect of him7" In other words, when I go to the Grand Central clock at noon,
I do so because I expect that my friend expects me to expect him to go there.
III negotiations, the "focal point" can be an "irrational" commitment (in
the sense of not being grounded in any rational strategic calculation) which
fixes a non-negotiable feature: for the State of Israel, control over the whole of
Jerusalem is "non � negotiable"; ahead of salary negotiations, a trade union leader
announces that he will never settle for a pay raise of less than 5 percent, and
so on. While there are, of course, always ways to compromise while sticking
to the letter of one's engagement (the trade union leader, say, can accept a 5
percent rise spread over five years) , such an engagement rises the stakes: one
cannot abandon it altogether without "losing face:' In contrast to purely strate
gic reasoning, such commitment is not psychological but properly symboliC: it
is "performative;' grounded in itself ("I say so because I say so!"). As such, the
"focal point" is another name for what Lacan called the "quilting point" and,
later, the Master-Signifier.
We can also say that, in contrast to the particular features of a thing, a
name is a symptom of the thing it names: insofar as it is a Signifier which falls
into the signified, it stands for objet a, the X, the je ne sa is quoi, which makes
a thing a thing. The name names the universality of a thing in its impossible
objectal counterpoint. Recall again Lacan's precise reading of Freud's concept of
Vorstellungs-Repriisentanz: not simply (as Freud probably intended it) a mental
representation or idea which is the psychic representative ofthe biological instinct,
but (much more ingeniously) the representative (stand-in, place-holder) of a
missing representation. Every nalne is in this sense a Vorstellungs-Reprasentanz:
the signifying representative of that dimension in the deSignated object which
eludes representation, that which cannot be covered by our ideas-representa
tions of the positive properties of this object. There is "something in you nl0re
than yourself;' the elusive je ne sais quoi which makes you what you are, which
accounts for your "specitle flavor"-and the name, far hom referring to the col
lection of your properties, ultimately refers to that elusive X. An act does have a
cause: it is caused by the objet a, by the je ne sais quoi which pushes me to do it.
The moment one asks, "What to do?" this cause is lost."
Does not the formula of love-"You are . . you!"-rely on the split which is
17 This is why an act as a proper symbolic intervention has to be strictly distinguished
from a performative one (a speech act): ,vhile a speech act remains firmly embedded
in a "big Other," relying for its effect on pre-established rules, an intervention proper
intervenes in the big Other itseU; attacking it at the point of its inconsistency, changing
its very rules.
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at the core of every tautology? You-this empirical person, full of defects-are

you, the sublime object af love, for the tautology itself renders visible the radical
split or gap. This tautology surprises the lover again and again: how can you
be you?"' But we should take a step further here and recall that Lacan defines
Vorstellungs-Reprasentanz as the representative of the missing binary signifier,
the feminine Master-Signifier which would be the counterpart of the phallic
Master-SignifIer, guaranteeing the c01llplementarity of the two sexes, each at its
own place-yin and yang, etc. Lacan's thesis is that the starting point is the seIf
deferral of the One, its non-coincidence with itself: and that the two sexes are
two ways of dealing with this deadlock,
It is in this precise sense that one can agree with Brecht when he wrote that
there is no dialectics without humor: dialectical reversals are deeply connected
to comical twists and unexpected shifts of perspective. In his book on jokes,
Freud refers to the well-known story of a go-between who tries to convince a
young man to marry a woman he represents; his strategy is to turn every objec
tion into a positive feature: When the man says, "But the woman is ugly!" he
answers: "So you will not have to worry about her deceiving you with others! "
"She i s poor!" "So she will be used t o not spending lots o f your money!" and s o
o n until, finally, when the young man formulates a reproach impossible t o rein
terpret in this way, the middleman explodes: "What do you want? Perfection?
Nobody is totally without faults! " Is it not also possible to discern in this j oke the
underlying structure of the legitimization of a "really existing" socialist regime?
"There is too little meat and rich food in the stores!" "So you don't have to worry
about getting fat and suffering a heart attack!" "There are not enough interesting
films or good books available!" "So you are all the more able to cultivate a rich
social life, visiting hiends and neighbors! " "The secret police exert total control
over my life!" "So you can just relax and lead a life safe from worries! " and so on,
until . . . "But the air is so polluted horn the nearby factory that all my children
have life-threatening lung diseases !" "What do you want? No system is without
its faults!"" For Lacan, the phallic signifier is such a suturing element: Lacan's
concept of the phallus is exemplary of the dialectic of the priority of lack over
18 If love is, as Lacan put it, giving what one does not have, how then does a true Master
who loves you give YOll what he does not have? He gives you, his pupil, yourself, the
possibility of becoming \'I'hat you are. But recall here the apparently opposite use of
tautology in everyday practice: when one says "a man is a man;' this means precisely
that no man is at the level of its notion, that every actual man is full of imperfections; or,
again, when we say "the la\v is the law;' the implication is that we have to obey it even
when it obviously violates our sense of justice-"the law is the law" means that the law is
hmdarnentally grounded on an illegal violence.
19 It is similar with the series seventeen, eighteen, nineteen, tenteen�twenty: the
reversal from "tenteen" to "hventy" Signals the self-reflexive gesture of an inscription of
the maximum at a lower level into a higher encompassing level.
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the element that fills it in-and, as Lacan points out, for a very precise reason
(known to all Lacanians) , the phallus is the very signifier of this lack:

the nature of the phallus itself is "nothing but the site of the lack it indicates in the
subject." A lack in being provided in its index, in its signifier, is presented to us then
as the ultimate nature of the phallus. Also, to define it as lack in being in Lacan's
clinical practice makes it equivalent to the barred subject. This radical position of
the nature of the phallus as lack in being allows for the equivalence bet\\'een this
lacking phallus and subjective lack itselUo
Insofar as the phallic Master-Signifier is the point of the subject's symbolic identi
fication, identification is ultimately always identification with a lack. Sometilnes,
mentioning the so-called excesses of Political Correctness is jushfled�not to
make cheap jibes about it, but to identify at its purest the logic which underlies
our social space. Take the case of Deaf Nation:

Today deaf activists, who argne that being deaf is not a disability but a distinguish
ing mark of separateness, are in the process of creating a Deaf Nation. They resist
medical interventions, such as cochlear implants, or attempts to train deaf children
to speak ("Oralism;' they say with contempt) and insist that sign language is a fully
fledged language in its uwn right. Capitalizing the D in "Deaf" symbolizes the view
that deafness is a culture and not simply the loss of hearing.'J
The entire academic identity-politics machine is thus set in motion: scholars
give courses and publish books on "deaf history" dealing with the oppression
of the deaf and celebrating victims of Oralism, organize Deaf conventions,
denounce speech therapists and hearing-aid manufacturers as a powerful lobby
which wants to grind the deaf minority down, and so on and so forth. It is easy
to make fun of this case-and one can imagine going several steps further: if
Deaf Nation, why not Blind Nation, fighting the tyranny ofVisualism? Why not
Impotent and Frigid nation, oppressed by Sexualism? Why not the Fat Nation,
terrorized by the health-food and the fltness lobbies? Why not Stupid Nation,
brutally oppressed by the academic lobby? The sky is the limit here . . . However,
it is much more interesting to see the formation of the Deaf Nation as a rep
etition of the very matrix of the rise of a specifkally human community-as
an attempt to elevate (what is from a biological standpoint) a lack into a dis
tinguishing feature of collective identification, and then to lllobilize creative
energy to invent new modes of supplanting this lack. In a way, we humans are a

20 Jacques-Alain Miller, "Phallus and Perversion;' lacanian ink 33 (Spring 2009),
p· 58.
21 Margaret MacMillan, The Uses and Abuses ofIlistory, London: Profile 2009, p. 60.
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"Deaf Nation"-Lacan's name for the "deafi1ess" (the malfimction) constitntive
of being-human is, of course, symbolic castration.
This brings us to the paradox of how sexual difference relates to the phallic
signifier: the moment we conceive the phallus as sigriifier and not only as an
image ("symbol") of potency, fertility, or whatever, we should conceive it primar
ily as something that, due to the very fact that a woman lacks a penis, belongs
to her (or, more preCisely, to the mother). It is thus not that, in a fIrst moment,
man "has it" and woman does not, and, in a second moment, woman fantasizes
about "having if' As Lacan puts it on the very last page of his Berits: "the lack of
penis in the mother is 'where the nature of the phallus is revealed: We must give
all its importance to this indication, which distinguishes precisely the function
of the phallus and its nature:'" And it is here that we should rehabilitate Freud's
deceptively "naive" notion of the fetish as the last thing the subject sees before
it sees the lack of a penis in a woman: what a fetish covers up is not simply
the absence of a penis in a woman (in contrast to its presence in a man), but
the fact that this very structure of presence/absence is differential in the strict
"structuralist" sense.2'
What makes the phallic signifier such a complex notion is not only that, in
it, the symbolic, imaginary, and Real dimensions are intertwined, but also that,
in a double self-reflexive step which uncannily imitates the process of the "nega
tion of the negation;' it condenses three levels: ( , ) position : the signifIer of the
lost part, of what the subject loses and lacks with its entry into (or submission
to) the signifying order; (2) negation : the signifier of (this) lack; and (3) nega
tion of the negation: the lacking/missing Signifier itself." The phallns is the part
which is lost ("sacrifked") with the entry into the symbolic order and, simul
taneously, the Signifier of this loss." (Therein is grounded the link between the
phallic signifier and the Narne-of-the-Father, the paternal Law; here also, Lacan
accomplishes the same self-relating reversal, for the paternal prohibition is itself
prohibited.) Why is this the case? Why should the prohibition itself be prohib
ited? The answer is: because there is no meta-language.
22 Cited in Miller, "Phallus and Perversion;' p. 58.
23 Against the standard feminist critiques of Freud's "phallocentrism;' Boothby makes

clear Lacan's radical reinterpretation of the notorious notion of "penis envy": "Lacan
enables us finally to understand that penis envy is most profoundly felt precisely by those
who have a penis" (Richard Boothby, Freud as Philosopher, London: Routledge 2001,
P· 292).

24 Frant;:ois Balmes, Dieu, Ie sexe et la verite, Ramonville Saint-Agne: Eres 2007,
p. 150.
25 The properly Freudian reply to the common-sense dig at alleged "psychoanalytic
symbolism" ("Sometimes a Cigar is just a cigarl") is undoubtedly: "Sometimes a phallus
is just a phallus!" It should be added, however, that the subject for whom a phallus is just
a phallus has a precise name: the pervert.
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The idea(l) ofa symbolic order which dearly and explicitly states its prohibi
tions presupposes a level at which prohibitions that ground the symbolic space
are canceled, a level free of prohibitions at which we carl, in this space of "com
municahon free of domination;' establish the very rules of domination. It is as
if we are not fully caught up in relations of domination but are able to occupy
the neutral position of a meta-language from which we can view domination
from the outside, observing it ,vithout our position of enunciation already being
affected by it. Recall a typical child's strategy when confronted with his father's
stern prohibition: in a (sometimes touching) gesture of trying to ensure a level of
basic solidarity above (or, rather, beneath) their conflict, he tries to address the
father as an equal partner, to secure the conditions under which he will accept
the paternal prohibition. At his show trial, Nikolai Bukharin found himself in
exactly the same predicament when he heroically insisted that the core of his
subjectivity should be exempted hom his confessions. In his letter to Stalin of
December 10, '937, while making clear that he would obey the ritual of confes
sion in public ("In order to avoid any misunderstandings, I will say to you from
the outset that, as far as the world at large [society] is concerned . . . I have no
,,
intention ofrecanting anything I've written down [confessed] "), he desperately
addressed Stalin as a person, professing his innocence. Bukharin's latal mistake
was to think that he could in a sense have his cake and eat it: to the very end,
while professing utter devotion to the Party and to Stalin personally, he was not
ready to renounce the minimum of subjective autonomy. He was ready to plead
guilty in public if the party needed his confession, but in the inner circle, among
comrades, he wanted it to be made clear that he was not really guilty, but just
willing to play the necessary role in the public rituaL This, precisely, the Party
could not allow him: the ritual loses its performative power the moment it is
explicitly deSignated as a mere ritual.
Far from being a symbol of power and fertility, the phallic signifier thus
gives body to the structural fault of the system; that is, it stands for the point at
which a Lmlt can no longer be recast as a positive feature, the point of "What
do you want? No system is without faults! " the point at which castration is
inscribed into a system. This is why it has to be covered up: its disclosure equals
the disclosure of castration. This covering-up has "two essential recourses:
the wall-which is the phobic solution-or the veil-which is the fetishistic
solution."27 We can even take a step further and conceive the veil as a painted
wall, like the Berlin Wall, which was painted on its Western side, or the wall that
separates the (very diminished and fragmented) West Bank from Israel proper.
The dream that underlies this politics of "painting the wall" is best illustrated
26 J. Arch Getty and Oleg V. NalllTIOV, The Road to Terror: Stalin al1d the Selj�Destruction
afthe Bolsheviks, 1932--39, New Haven and London: Yale University Press 1999, p. 556.
27 Miller, "Phallus and Perversion;' p. 61.
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by a wall that separates a Jewish settler's town from the Palestinian town on a
nearby hill somewhere in the West Bank. The Israeli side of the wall is painted
with the image of the countryside beyond the wall-but minus the Palestinian
town. Is this not ethnic cleansing at its purest, imagining the outside beyond
the wall as it should be, empty, virginal, waiting to be settled? Who is devour
ing whom here? Afraid of being devoured by the Arabs surrounding it, Israel is
effectively gradually devouring the West Bank.'"
And the same goes for the so-called "non-castrated" omnipotent devouring
mother: apropos the real mother, Lacan noted that "not only is there an unsatis
fied mother but also an all-powerful one. And the terrifying aspect of this figure
of the Lacanian mother is that she is all-powerflll and unsatisfied at the same
time."29 Therein resides the paradox: the more "omnipotent" a mother appears,
the more unsatisfied (which means: lacking) she is: "The Lacanian mother
corresponds to the formula quaerens quem devoret: she looks for someone to
devour, and so Lacan presents her then as the crocodile, the subject with the
open mouth."w This devouring mother does not respond (to the child's demand
for a sign of love), and it is as sneh that she appears omnipotent: "Since the
mother does not respond . . . she is transformed into the real mother, that is
to say, into power . . . if the Other does not respond, he is transformed into a
devouring power:'" The lesson from all this is a surprisingly feminist one: being
a mother is not the ultimate destiny or path of fulfillment for a woman, hut
a secondary suhstitute. Being-a-mother makes a woman "the one who has;' it
obfuscates her lack, but

behind the mother there is always a Medea; this is always in the order of the possible.
And even if the mother is exemplary, the child is only a substitute, to such a pOint
that one must assume the question which is presented here: is maternity the only
path or the privileged path of the realization of the female? . . Lacan surely had the
idea that maternity is not the path, it is a metaphorical part for the woman, to the
point that I think that the ethics of psychoanalysis cannot really impose this ideal
that is more on the side of substitution, even for Freud himself}'
28 It would be appropriate if the Zionists who want to annex the West Bank were to
remember passages from the Old Testament like the following: "Do not oppress an alien;
you yourselves know how it feels to be aliens, because you were aliens in Egypt" (Exodus
23:9); "When an alien lives with you in your land, do not ill-treat him. The alien living
with you must be treated as one of your native-born. Love him as yourself, for you were
aliens in Egypt" (Leviticus 19:33-4)
29 Miller, "Phallus and Perversion;' p. 23.
30 Jacques-Alain Miller, "The Logic of the Cure;' lacanian ink 33 (Spring 2009), P. 19.
31 Ibid., p. 28.
32 Ibid., p. )1.
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The "good" mother tHIs i n h e r lack with a child�fetish; the "evil" devouring
mother fills it in with her phobic�terrifying figure-again, two modes of obfus�
eating the void that is (feminine) subjectivity."
But this description opens up the space for a standard reproach to the
Lacanian notions of the phallus and castration, which is that they involve an
ahistorical short -circuit: Lacan directly links the limitation of human existence
as such to a particular threat (that of castration) which relies on a specific patri�
archal gender constellation. The next move is usually to try to get rid of the idea
of castration� this "ridiculous" Freudian notion-by claiming that the threat
of castration is, at best, just a local expression of the global limitation of the
human condition, which is that of human finitude, experienced in a whole series
of constraints (the existence of other people who limit our freedom, our mortal�
ity, and, also, the necessity of "choosing one's sex"). This move from castration
to an anxiety grounded in the finitude of the human condition is, of course,
the standard existential�philosophical move of "saving" Freud by getting rid of
the embarrassing topic of castration and penis envy ("who can take this seri�
ously today?"). Psychoanalysis is thus redeemed, magically transformed into a
respectable academic discipline that deals with how suffering human subjects
cape with the anxieties of finitude. The (in)f[nflous advice given to Freud by
Jung as their boat was approaching the US coast in 1912-that Frend should leave
out or at least limit his emphasis on sexuality, in order to render psychoanalysis
more acceptable to the American medical establishment-is resuscitated here.
Why, then, is it not sufHcient to emphaSize how "castration" is just a particu�
lar instance of the general limitation of the human condition? Or, to put it in a
slightly different way, how should one cut the link between the universal symbolic
structure and the particular corporeal economy' The old reproach against Lacan
is that he canfhtes two levels, the allegedly neutral�universal�formal symbolic
structure and the particular�gendered�bodily reference: true, he emphasizes that
the phallus is not the penis as an organ, but a signifier, even a "pure" signifier-so
why then call this "pure" signifier a "phallus"? However, as was clear to Deleuze
(and not only to Lacan), the notion of castration answers a very specific ques�
tion: how does the universal symbolic process detach itself from its corporeal
roots? How does it emerge in its relative autonomy? "Castration" designates the
violent bodily cut which enables us to enter the domain of the incorporeaL And
the same goes for the topic of finitude: "castration" is not simply one local case
of the experience of fInitude-the concept of casiration tries to answer a more
hmdamental "arche�transcendental" question, namely, how do we, as humans,
experience ourselves as marked by finitude in the first place! This fact is not self�
evident: Heidegger was right to emphaSize that only humans exist in the mode

So is there a vagina with teeth? There is, of course, and it is called virginity-the point
of losing virginity is precisely that the vaginal teeth get broken.
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of "being-towards-death." Of course, animals are also somehow "mvare" of their
limitations, of their limited power, and so on-the hare does try to escape the
fox. And yet, this is not the same as human finitude, which emerges against the
background of the small child's narcissistic attitude of illusory omnipotence (of
course, we do indeed say that, in order to become mature, we have to accept
our limitations). What lurks behind this narcissistic attitude is, however, the
Freudian death drive, a kind of "undead" stubbornness denounced already by
Kant as a violent excess absent in animals-which is why, for Kant, only humans
need edllcation through discipline. The symbolic Law does not tame and regu
late nature, but, precisely, applies itself to an unnatural excess. Or, to approach
the same complex horn another direction: at its most radical, the helplessness of
the small child about which Freud speaks is not physical helplessness, the inabil
ity to provide for one's own needs, but a helplessness in the face of the enigma
of the Other's desire, a helpless fascination with the excess of the Other's enjoy
ment, and the ensuing inability to account for its meaning in the terms available,
So what is symbolic castration, with the phallus as its signifier? We should
begin by conceiving of the phallus as a signifier-which means what? From the
traditional rituals of investiture, we know the objects which not only "symbol
ize" power, but put the subject who acquires them into the position of effectively
exercising power-if a king holds the scepter and wears the crown, his words will
be taken as the words of a king. Such insignia are external, not part of my nature:
I don them; wear them in order to exert power, As such, they "castrate" me: they
introduce a gap between what I immediately am and the function that I exercise
(thus I am never fully at the level of my function), This is what the infamous
"symbolic castration" means: not "castration as symbolic, as just symbolically
enacted" (in the sense in which we say that one is "symbolically castrated" when
deprived of something), but the castration which occurs by the very fact of being
caught up in the symbolic order, assuming a symbolic mandate, Castration is the
gap between what I immediately am and the symbolic mandate which confers on
me this "authoritY:' In this precise sense, far from being the opposite of power, it
is synonymous with power; it is that which confers power on me, And, one has
to think of the phallus not as the organ which immediately expresses the vital
force of my being, my virility, and so on, but precisely as such an insignia, as a
mask which I put on in the same way a king or judge puts on his insignia-the
phallus is an "organ without a body" which I put all, which gets attached to my
body, without ever becoming its "organic part;' forever sticking out as an inco
herent, excessive supplement.
But the fact remains that the notion of the "phallic signifier" enacts a short
circuit between pure difference (the form of meaning prior to meaning) and a
contingent bodily element. How to justify this? The point is, precisely, that the
short-circuit is thoroughly contingent: to become operative, pure difference, its
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pure form, has t o attach itself to a contingent bodily element (the absence!pres
ence of a penis). This short-circuit between the opposites is the same as that
of the rational order of the State, which only acquires full actuality in the con
tingent monarch's body, which is thereby transubstantiated! aufgehoben, turned
into a "reflexive determination" of its opposite. One should recall here the phe
nomenon of the phantom limb: the sensation that an amputated limb or organ,
like a hand, is still attached to the body and moving appropriately with other
body parts. In contrast to the phantom organ (which we feel even if it is cut off),
the phallus is the organ which men effectively possess (as a penis), but they do
not feel it as such, always experiencing it as missing, cut off, separated.
Can this identity between pure form and a contingent bodily element be
broken? Can the contingent objectal moment be separated from the symbolic
form of a pure signifier' This, for Lacan, is precisely what happens in what he
calls separation, the separation of the object hom the signifler, which renders
visible the utter contingency of their link.

FROM THE PHALLIC SIGNIFIER TO OBJET A
The concept ofpoint de capitan underwent many transformations in Lacan's later
work before flnding its definite form in the notion of the Master-Signifier. This,
finally, brings us to back to Miller: in "Suture;' flrst delivered as au interven
tion at Jacques Lacan's seminar on February 24, 1965, he elevated a casual word
that occurs once in Lacan into a concept deSignating the relationship between
the signifying structure and the subject of the signifier. Miller's implicit starting
point is Lacan's definition of the signifier as that which "represents the subject
for another signifier": all signifiers are not on the same level-since no structure
is complete, since there is, in a structure, always a lack, this lack is filled in, re�
marked, sustained even, by a "reflexive" signifier which is the Signifier of the
lack of the signifier. Identifying the subject with the lack, we can thus say that
the reflexive signifier of the lack represents the subject for the other signifiers. If
this sounds abstract, recall numerous examples beam the history of science, from
phlogiston (a pseudo-concept which merely betrayed the scientist's ignorance
of how light really travels) to Marx's "Asiatic mode of production" (which is a
kind of negative container: the only true content of this concept being "all those
modes of production which do not fit Marx's standard categorization of modes
of production"). Miller generates the notion of the subject without any reference
to the imaginary level: this "subject of the SignifIer" involves no lived experience,
consciousness, or any other predicates we usually associate with subjectivity.3-!
34 In the later development of Lacanian theory, of course, complications arise: there is a
pathological "stain" that is the subject's eqUivalent-not imagillary, but real, the objet petit
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The basic operation of suture is thus that 0 is counted as one: the absence of
a determination is counted as a positive determination of its own, as in Borges's
famous classification of dogs which includes, as a species, all the dogs not
included among the previous species, in other words, the "part of no-part" of
the canine genus. While all this is well known, what is usually left out of consid
eration is the formal homology (as well as substantial difference) between this
reflexive logic of the Master-Signifier-the signifier of the lack of the signifier,
the signifier which functions as a stand-in (filler) of a lack-and the logic of the
objet petit a which is also repeatedly defined by Lacan as the filler of a lack: an
object whose status is purely virtual, with no positive consistency of its own, only
a positivization of a lack in the symbolic order. Something escapes the symbolic
order, and this X is positivized as the objet a, the je ne sais quoi which makes
me desire a certain thing or person. It is all too easy to counter the hermeneutic
circle of Meaning with reference to the external reality of the voice (or some
other material medium) itself, emphasizing how the presence of this external
reality is an a priori condition of every re-presentation-every hermeneutician
will fully endorse this point, adding only that we should repeat the same move
in the opposite direction and concede that every such presence always already
appears to us within a certain symbolic horizon of understanding, never in its
virgin factuality. The true task is to see how Meaning is corroded from within by
an ex-timate object, an object inherent to it, a stranger within.
However, this formal parallel between the Master-Signifier and the objet
petit a should not deceive us: although, in both cases, we seem to be dealing
with an entity which fills in the lack, what differentiates the objet a from the
Master-Signifier is that, in the case of the former, the lack is redoubled, that is,
the objet a is the result of the overlapping of the two lacks, the lack in the Other
(the symbolic order) and the lack in the object-in the visual field, say, the objet
a is what we cannot see, our blind spot in relation to the picture. Each of the two
lacks can operate independently of the other: we can have the lack of the signi
fier, as when we have a rich experience for which "words are missing:' or we can
have the lack in the visible for which, precisely, there is a signifier, namely the
Master-Signifier, the mysterious signifier which seems to recapture the invis
ible dimension of the object. Therein resides the illusion of the Master-Signifier:
it coalesces with the objet a, so that it appears that the subject's Other/Master
possesses what the subject lacks. This is what Lacan calls alienation: the con
frontation of the subject with a figure of the Other possessing what the subject
lacks. In separation, which follows alienation, the objet a is separated also from
the Other, from the Master-Signifier; that is, the subject discovers that the Other
a, the "stain in the picture:' the non�signifying remainder of the signifying operation. In
this way, we arrive at the four elements of Lacan's concept of discourse: the chain of
ordinary signifiers (S), the Master-Signifier (S). the "barred" subject ($), the object (a).
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also does not have what he i s lacking. The axiom Lacan follovvs is "no I without
a": 'wherever an I (unary feature, signifying mark that represents the subject)
emerges, it is followed by an Q, the stand-in for what ,vas lost in the signifkation
of the rea!:;)
Is, then, the objet a the signified of the S of the lVlaster-Signifier? It may
"
appear so, since the Master-Signifier signifies precisely that imponderable X
which eludes the series of positive properties signified by the cbain of "ordinary"
signifiers (S ). But, upon a closer look, we see that the relationship is exactly the
inverse: with regard to the division between signifier and signified, the objet a is
on the side of the signifier, it fills in the lack in/ of the signifier, while the Master
Signifier is the "quilting point" between the signifier and the signified, the point
at which the Signifier falls into the signified.
How, then, does One divide into Two? Gilbert Ryle once played with the
idea that the only way to bring to an end the interminable division of an entity
into smaller and smaller parts would be to reach the point of the "last division;'
the point at which One no longer divides into two positive parts, but into a
part and nothingness. For Lacan, this nothingness positivizes itself as the objet
a. This nothingness which supplements every positive identity is not to be con
fused with the differentiality constitutive of every identity: the relation between
the One and the objet a is not that of differentiality, but that of diffraction at
its most elementary: the One (the clearly delineated object) plus its teieiasis, its
blurred virtual supplernent, "rrlOre than one but less than twO:'36 This two-ness,
the doubling of an entity into itself and its teieiosis, the nothingness of its objec
tal shadow, precedes any relationship to the big Other (the symbolic order) as
well as to a complementary other (a polar opposite: masculine and feminine,
light and darkness, left and right . . . ). The objet a is not complementary to the
One, but its supplement: a strange supplement which makes the One to which it
is attached not so much more as less than One, corroding it from within; it is an
excess which subtracts.31
35 Years ago, on the Santa Cruz campus, one of the capitals of Political Correctness, I
was told that they had developed jokes which were funny without hurting, humiliating,
or even making fun of anyone, like, "What happens when a triangle meets a circle? .:'
Predictably, I immediately exploded: "I don't care what happens when a triangle
meets a cirde, the whole point of a joke is that there must be someone who gets hurt,
humiliated ... J" But what if I was wrong, what if it is the purely formal aspect of a joke
which makes it funny much more than its content, in the same way that sexuality is not a
matter of direct content, but of the INay this content is formally treated? The problem, of
course, is whether this form can work alone, or whether it needs "a little piece of reality"
added to it, in the sense of some contingent positive content related to "dirty" topics (sex,
violence, etc.) ,
36 For a more detailed account of teleiosis, s e e Chapter 14.
37 The relationship between anorexia and bulimia is a supreme example of the link
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This nothingness which attaches itself to every entity as its shadowy double
is the zero-level of negativity and is as such inaccessible to Hegel, as the non
tbematized presupposition of his entire deployment of negativity. Hegel does
formulate the overlapping of two lacks, the subject's lack and the lack oUin
the substance itself (recall his famous statement that the secrets of the Ancient
Egyptians were secrets also for the Egyptians themselves); however, he does
not see this overlapping (dis-alienation) as separation, but as a cancellation of
the lack-ffl[ example, if my distance from God is God's distance from himself,
then there is a reconciliation between me and God. In other words, what Hegel
misses is the objet a, the object produced by the overlapping of the two lacks.
Furthermore, it is because of his inability to think the objet a that Hegel cannot
conceive pure repetition: pure repetition is sllstained by the nothingness of
the objet a which haunts every One, for the One repeats itself in the attempt to
recapture its shadow.
Although the objet a is the non-signifying glitch within a symbolic edifke,
it can thus only be conceived against the backgronnd of the gap tbat separates
a formal structure from the elements that fill in its places. jacques-Alain Miller
recently elaborated this gap apropos the topic of structure and change. He took
Lacan's matrix of the four discourses-in which, in an anti-clockwise move
ment, each of the four terms (the subject-$; the Master-Signifier-S ,; the chain
ofknowledge-S ; the object-a) gradually occupies all four places in the struc
,
ture (agent, other, truth, production)-as the exemplary case of how

something remains constant and, at the same time, something changes, What
remains con$ ,tant? The places, the relationships and the relationships between the
places. v\That changes are the terms that occupy these places . . This is what allmvs
us to say that precisely in the structure the transformation is a permutation, that
speaking of permutation is the attempt, the way of making the structure dynamic
and, I would say, it is a certain structural solution for the articulation of one and of
multiple. The places are fixed and, "'ivith the permutation of terms, "'ive obtain the
variants.3R
This difference between (fIxed) structural places and the (variable) terms that
occupy these places is crucial in oreler ·to break the fetishistic coagulation of a

between lack alld excess: anorexics as a rule turn into bulimics and then, in order to
punish themselves, return to anorexia. Bulimics eat to excess while, for anorexics, all
food is already an excess, a disgusting foreign body to be rejected. vVhich is why the two
coincide: they both lack the "common measure" of the "normal" habit of eating; they
both bear witness to the imbalance introduced into the animal rhythm of digestion by
the emergence of subjectivity.
38 Miller, "The Logic of the Cure;' p. n.
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term with its place, to make u s mvare of the extent t o which the aura emanating
from an object hinges not on the object's direct properties, but on the place it
occupies. The classic example of this dependency on place is, of course, Marcel
Duchamp's \vell-known urinal, which became an art object by being exhibited as
such. Duchamp's achievement was not just to extend the scope of what counts
as a work of art (even a urinal), but-as a formal condition of such universaliza
tion-to introduce the distinction between an object and the (structural) place
it occupies: what makes a urinal a work of art is not its immanent properties,
but the place it occupies (in an art gallery)-or, as Marx put it long ago apropos
commodity fetishism, people do not treat a person as a king because he is a king,
he is a king because people treat him as such.}9 In everyday life, we are victims
of a kind of reification: we misperceive a purely £01'11131 or structural determi
nation as a direct property of an object. This is why one can imagine a quite
justified provocation at a Duchamp exhibition: a spectator starts to urinate into
the urinal; when the shocked bystanders remind him that this is an art gallery,
not a toilet, he replies: "No, you don't get it: when I entered the space of the art
object, my activity also became an art performance-what I did was not vulgar
desublimation, I merely filled the sublime space of art with new content . . ."
This logic was taken to an extreme in Hal Ashby's mm Being There (based on
)erzy Kozinski's short novel) in which Peter Sellers plays the US president's autis
tic, socially isolated gardener. When the president dies unexpectedly, Sellers is
mistaken for the presideut's wise confidante. His naive sayings about how to cul
tivate a garden are taken as encoded deep insights into how to run international
affairs simply because he "is there" -tlnds himself in the wrong place, like Roger
O. Thornhill who is mistaken for the inexistent George Kaplan at the beginning
of Hitchcock's North by Northwest.4"
This purely formal boundary between daily life in which we engage with
objects and the aesthetic stance in which we suspend the tunctional use of
objects can also be registered in non-artistic ways. Recall chindogu, the Japanese
movement popular a decade or more ago, devoted to inventing objects which
are useless in their very over-functionality (like spectacles with small wiper
blades, enabling one to see clearly while walking in rain; or a lipstick-tube filled

The difference between a structural place and the element filling it out is also
discernible in the subtle distinction between "we are waiting for X" and "X is what we
were waiting for." For example, if we afe eagerly expecting a ne\v book fro111 an author,
and the book, when it finally appears, turns ont to be a disappointment, we can say:
"Although we were waiting for this book, this is not the book \\ie were waiting for:'
40 Or, as Will Self wrote apropos his The Book afDave: "The book is arguing that what
you need for a revealed religion is any old bollocks, it just has to be there in the right place
at the right time" (quoted in Helen Brown, Interview vvith \!Ilill Self, Daily Telegraph, May

39

28, 2006).
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with butter, allowing me to butter a slice of bread without a kn ife)-through this
procedure, a kind of technological counterpart to ideological over-identifica
tion, our engagement with technology itself is turned into a means of releasing
ourselves from its grip. Although the shift from a sexual to an aesthetic atti
tude towards a naked body is often taken as a model for such disengagement,
one should not forget the fundamental lesson of psychoanalysis, namely that
sexuality itself emerges from a similar disengagement: the disengagement from
the procreative functionality of mating. Sexuality proper occurs only when the
process of mating is cut offfrom its procreative goal and posited as an end-in
itself, caught in the vicious cycle of repetitive insistence which cannot ever be
fully satisfied.4'
This difference between place and term opens up the possibility (or,
rather, structural necessity) of an empty place lacking any element to fill it in;
for this place to occur, it must itself be "marked" as empty, in other words,
within it, form and content are mediated. This place is not simply empty or
without content, emptiness is its content (or, to put it in structuralist jargon,
absence-of content-is itselfpresent in it) . We thus get two emptinesses: direct
pre-symbolic emptiness and emptiness marked as such within the symbolic
space; or, in terms of music, we get two silences, direct silence and marked
silence, a silence heard as such: the "sound of silence:' In the old days of the juke
box, some diners offered a simple solution for those guests who preferred silence
to the noisy music: the machine would contain a disc with nothing recorded
on it lasting the length of an average song, so the customer who wanted peace
just had to slip in the appropriate coins and select the silent disc-a nice struc
tural mechanism for "marking" silence itself as present: after the empty disc was
selected, not only was there no longer music playing, but, in a way, silence itself

was playing.
But does this difference between place and content not remain too formal
istic? Do we not, as card-carrying Hegelians, have to take a further step towards
the full dialectical overlapping of form and content? Here is Miller's concise
description of this overlapping apropos what one can only call Levi-Strauss's
Hegelianism (ironically, in view of the latter's opposition to dialectics):

It is a matter of a logic, a logic of detail, it is a matter of assuming some details. Levi
Strauss had already said it, long ago, that it was the superiority of structuralism over
41 Architecture (together with design) is here unique: it has to generate this effect

of the suspension of everyday functioning, of disengagement, while simultaneously
constructing buildings which still meet the material needs of the people using it and thus
function as part of everyday functional reality. At its best. it succeeds in pervading our
utilitarian use of the object with a kind of disengagement. so that. in a utopian way, our
daily business is elevated to an aesthetic experience.
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formalism. He said it in an introduction to Vladimir Propp, who had proposed a
formalization of fairy tales. He said: for the formalist there is a form, and the details
are like an amorphous material that does not count; for a structuralist, on the con
trary, there is no distinction between material and form and the structure is found in
the things themselves, so everything counts; one cannot be satisfied with an abstract
formula.42
We are dealing here with the properly dialectical paradox of an object which "is"
only its formal structure, a paradox that offers a solution to the problem of struc
tural change stronger than the permutation of terms within a fIxed set of places:
permutations come to an end when an element intervenes whose emergence (or
disappearance) changes the structure itself. Such an element is the Lacanian objet
a: an element to which-since its status is thoroughly non-substantial-the
form(al matrix) itself is linked as to its umbilical cord. At the (admittedly rather
abstract) level of social dynamics, such an element is what Badiou calls the
"symptomal torsion" of the social edifIce, its Rancierian "part of no-part": this
element cannot just be submitted to permutation and made to occupy different
places within the same formal edifIce-the change in its position necessarily
brings about a radical transformation of the entire edifice itself. One can only
talk about the "part of no-part" against the background of the topic of suture.
This brings us, fInally, to the most speculative aspect of the notion of suture:
the purely formal difference between an element and its place functions as a pure
difference which is no longer a difference between two positive entities; and, as
we have already seen, this pure difference is the condition of symbolic differen
tiality. The paradox is thus that what sutures a fIeld is not a unifying feature but
the pure difference itself-how?

SIBELIUS ' S SILENCE
One aspect of the difference between modernism and postmodernism, not only
in music, is that modernism involves a logic of prohibition and/or limitation
what is dodecaphony if not a self-imposed set oflimitations on and prohibitions
of harmonies? The paradox here, noted already by Adorno, is that the liberation
from the chains of tonality assumes the form of a self-imposed set of limitations
and prohibitions which demand a strict diScipline. Postmodernism, on the con
trary, stands for a massive return to the stance of "everything is permitted:' But
why? Our awareness that the authentic Thing is irrevocably lost, that no sub
stantial relationship towards it is possible, generates an attitude of playfulness in
which the old forms can be reenacted in the form of pastiche, deprived of their
42 Miller, "The Logic of the Cure;' p. 29.
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substantial content. In this sense, was not Stravinsky (as opposed to Schoenberg)
the first postmodern composer, playing freely with all inherited styles?"
If the couple of Schoenberg and Stravinsky exemplifies the opposition of
modernity and postmodernity, who then is emblematic of the missing third
option, that of a persistent traditionalism? The answer is the third S, Sibelius, so
utterly despised by Adorno; not any old Sibelius, but Sibelius once he had out
grown the influence of Tchaikovsky, the Sibelius of the fourth symphony. Here
one encounters the notion of "substance" -of being immersed in the ethnic
substance of one's being-at its most radical, beyond all cheap late-Romantic
nationalism. And here we should counterpose Sibelius and Mahler, in partic
ular, the two similar movements from their symphonies: Mahler's notorious
Adagietto from his fifth symphony, and what is arguably Sibelius's supreme
achievement, the third movement (Il tempo largo) from his fourth symphony. In
spite of the striking Similarity, one can feel here the gap succinctly expressed in
the famous dialogue between the two composers that took place during Mahler's
visit to Helsinki: Mahler emphasized how a symphony has to encompass the
entire world, while Sibelius pleaded for restraint and reserve."
The proof of Sib elius's artistic integrity, the proof that his case is not straight
forwardly that of a phony conservative, lies in his ultimate failure: his silence
from the mid-1920S onwards when, for thirty years, he composed practi
cally nothing." At what precise point in his development did Sibelius fall into
silence? -at the point when the parallax that provided the basic tension of his
work collapsed, when the distance between the two lines of his music, sym
phonic and narrative, dissolved. His last two substantial compositions are the
seventh symphony and the tone poem "Tapiola" (which, as was often remarked,
43 In Lacanian terms, this difference is that between alienation and separation:
modernism enacts alienation, the loss of one's roots in tradition, but only with
postmodernism do we truly separate ourselves from tradition: its loss is no longer
experienced as a loss, which is why we can playfully return to it.
44 This, perhaps, is what makes Sibelius similar to Maurice Ravel, the other great
composer of restraint and reserve: Stephan in Claude Sautet's Un coeur en hiver is in
a way a portrait of Ravel himself, of the proper "spirit" of his music. The difference
between Ravel and Sibelius is the difference of the two types of reserve: refined and
sensitive French bourgeois self-constraint versus Nordic rural reticence and distrust
of metropolitan society. Recall Ravel's ironic statement apropos his "Trio;' one of his
greatest masterpieces, that he had in his head the whole piece already composed-he just
had to invent and insert the melodic lines. This priority of structure over the melodic line
is perhaps the best characterization of the "reserve" of Ravel's musical style.
45 All great composers fail-Beethoven's ninth is a failure, Wagner's Parsifal is a failure.
the finale of Mozart's Cosi is a failure-failure is a sign that the composer is dealing with
the Real of the musical matter. It is only the "light" kitsch composers who can pass from
one smooth triumph to the next.
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i s t o the forest what Debussy's "La mer" i s t o the sea), and their crucial feature is
their similarity (both are of approximately same length, in one long movement
internally subdivided, but deeply interconnected), as if Sibelius approached the
same ideal-impossible point of encounter from two different directions. This
impossible/ideal Sibelius composition is the one which would "sublate" the
tension between "absolute music" (symphonies) and "programmatic music"
(tone poems), between music as representing (depicting, evoking . . . ) a deter
minate "content" and music as rendering its spiritual content directly by means
of its formal articulation, between the wealth of personal experience (of nature)
and the void of subjectivity. ("Tapiola" internalizes the experience of forest into
a purely spiritual, "abstract" inner journey, while the seventh symphony comes
imperceptibly close to being a tone poem.) This synthesis, of course, is a priori
impossible, lbe failure is structural, and Sibelius, to retain his artistic integrity,
had to remain silent. But it is precisely on account of this uncanny proximity
and resemblance that the difference between absolute and programmatic music,
between symphony and tone poem, becomes more palpable than ever: the last
symphony renders a state of inner calm and satisfaction, of a battle finally won,
of the assertion of Life (no wonder that it often resembles lbe fifth symphony),
while "Tapiola" -far from falling into the Romantic trap of an immersion in the
healing flux of Nature-renders lbe restlessness and horror at the raw power
of nature, man's vain attempt to resist the power of nature and his ultimate
breakdown. The final outcome of the cycle of symphonies is thus assertion and
reconciliation, and of the tone poems failure and loss, with no further mediation
possible between these two poles.
The third movement of Sibelius's fourth symphony exemplifies his intense
relationship towards musical "stuff": it is a kind of musical counterpart to the
statues of Rodin (or even late Michelangelo) in which the shape of the body
painfully, with strenuous effort, endeavors to emerge from the inert captivity
of the stone, never quite getting rid of the oppressive weight of material inertia.
The great effort of this movement is to give birlb to the central melodic motif
(melodic line), which occurs only a couple of times towards the end of the
movement. This procedure offers the greatest possible contrast to Viennese clas
sicism in which the motif, the main melodic line, is directly given and rendered
(in Mozart's famous third movement of Gran Partita, the melodic line literally
"emerges from up above;' "from heaven," delivered of any material weight).
If we reach even further back in time, we enter a period in which there
was no melody in the strict sense of the term. Take a popular baroque piece
like Pachelbel's "Canon" : today, the first notes are automatically perceived as
the accompaniment, so that we wait for the moment when the melody proper
will emerge; since we get no melody but only a more and more intricate poly
phonic variation of (what we perceived as) the pre-melodic accompaniment, we
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somehow feel "disappointed:' Where does this horizon of expectation, which
sustains our feeling that the melody proper is missing, come from? The moment
of the birth of a melody proper is, of course, the event of Viennese classicism;
suffice it to recall again the third movement of the Grim Partita serenade: after
the first notes, whose status is uncertain (today, we perceive them as accom
paniment preparing the way for the melody proper, while in its own time,
there probably was uncertainty as to its status, for it was probably perceived
as already the main melodic line), the melody proper enters as if "from above;'
from the "heavenly heights:' And where does then the melody proper end? The
answer is also clear: in late Beethoven (especially his last piano sonatas) , in
Romanticism proper, whose true breakthrough resides precisely in rendering
the melody proper "impossible;' in marking it with a bar of impossibility (the
flowering of "beautiful Romantic melodies" is nothing but the kitschy obverse
of this fundamental impossibility). So we have an apparently universal phe
nomenon (melody) which is, "as such;' nonetheless constrained, limited to a
precisely defined historical period. What is perhaps the ultimate achievement of
late Romantic expressionism is precisely the notion of the melodic line, of the
main motif, as something which has to be "wrought out;' sculpted, extracted
from the inertia of vocal material by means ofpainful labor: far from function
ing as the starting point for a series of variations which then form the main
part of the piece, the main musical motif results from the painful perlaboration
of the musical matter which forms the main b ody of the piece. Perhaps this
intense relationship towards the inertia of stuff or matter is what brings together
Sibelius and Tarkovsky, for whom, also, the earth, in its inert, humid nature, is
not opposed to spirituality but is its very medium.
In this respect, the third movement of Sibelius's fourth symphony has to be
contrasted with its concluding fourth movement. Each of them renders a spe
cific mode of failure. As we have just seen, the third movement displays a painful
effort to extract the main melody, an effort which twice comes to the very verge
of succeeding, yet ultimately fails: "what purports to be the main theme . . . as the
movement evolves tries twice to achieve the status of a fully fashioned melody,
but backs off each time, first when dissuaded by the return of the opening motif,
secondly when crushed by the brass:'46 This failure, this inherent blockage which
prevented the ultimate assertion of the melody, must have been especially diffi
cult to bear for Sibelius, who is otherwise known for his capacity to build tension
slowly and then release it with the fmal emergence of the full melodic motif
suffice it to recall the triumphant finales of his second and fifth symphony.
The fourth movement fails in a much more disturbing way:
46 Burnett James, The Music aflean Sibelius, Rutherford: Fairleigh Dickinson University
Press 1983, p. n.
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the first part of the finale appears to be on the point of releasing melodic and impul
sive generosities, as though the principle of laying longer, more pliable sentences
alongside the concentrated thematic nuclei is about to be honored. But it does not
come Qut like that: before long an unnerving process of disintegration begins which
by the end has become total and irreconcilable. The last pages die away into a kind
of resigned nothingness. with a thrice repeated figure from a solo oboe as of some
mythical creature uttering a cry of infinite loneliness in the frozen wastes of the
spirit .. , 47
The last part of this appreciation is not only pseudo-poetically awkward, but
stricto sensu false: what effectively happens in the last part of the finale of
Sibelius's fourth is something much more uncanny than the standard expres
sionist rendering of the utterly isolated individual's scream heard by no one in
the void of an empty wasteland. We rather witness a kind of musical cancer
or virus triggering the gradual progressive decomposition of the very musical
texture-as if the very foundation, the "stuff" of (musical) reality, loses its con
sistency; as if; to use another poetic metaphor, the world we live in is gradually
losing its color, its depth, its definite shape, its most fundamental ontological
consistency.
What happens in the last movement of Sibelius's fourth is thus something
homologous to the scene towards the end of Josef Rusnak's The Thirteenth Floor
(1999), when Hall, the films hero, drives to a place he would never have consid
ered going to otherwise; at a given point during the trip, he stops the car after
seeing that everything within it has been replaced with wireframe models. He
has approached the limit of our world, the domain where our dense reality dis
solves into abstract digital coordinates, and he finally grasps the truth: that 1990S
Los Angeles-his world-is a simulation.
So, instead of becoming engaged, like the third movement, in a struggle to
wrest out the melody, the fourth movement begins as if everything is alright,
as if the melodic starting point is already at our disposal, and the full organic
deployment of its potential is promised; but what happens next is that the mate
rial does not resist our effort to mould it properly (as in the third movement)-it
rather directly disintegrates, slips away, gradually losing its material substance,
turning into a void. We can do anything we want with it, the problem is that the
stuff on which we work progressively implodes, collapses, simply fading out. Is
not this tension between third and fourth movement of the fourth symphony
comparable to the tension between Hitchcock's Vertigo and his Psycho?" It is
47 Ibid., p. 75.
48 In short, the passage here is that from Romanticism to modernism. From the

standpoint of the new materialism, we should also rehabilitate musical Romanticism:
its basic feature is not the ce.lebration of spiritual longing. but the gradual and painful
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the difference between the human and the inhuman, or rather the post-human:
while the third movement renders the human dimension at its most melan
cholic, the fourth movement shifts into a dimension beyond, in which a mad
post-human playfulness coincides with subjective destiiution.

THE PURE DIF FERENCE
Deleuze often varies the motif of how, in becoming post-human, we should
learn to practice "a perception as it was before men (or after) . . . released from
their human coordinates":49 those who fully endorse the Nietzschean "return
of the same" are strong enough to sustain a vision of the "iridescent chaos of a
world before man:'" Although Deleuze openly resorts here to Kantian language,
talking about the direct access to "things (the way they are) in themselves;' his
point is precisely that one should subtract the opposition between phenomena
and things-in-themselves, between the phenomenal and the noumenal, from its
Kantian context, where noumena are transcendent things that forever elude our
grasp. What Deleuze refers to as "things-in-themselves" are in a way even more
phenomenal than our shared phenomenal reality: they are the impossible phe
nomena, the phenomena excluded from our symbolically constituted reality. The
gap that separates us from noumena is thus primarily not epistemological, but
practico-ethical and libidinal: there is no "true reality" behind or beneath phe
nomena; noumena are phenomenal things which are "too strong;' too intense
or intensive, for our perceptual apparatus, attuned as it is to constituted reality.
Here, epistemological failure is a secondary effect oflibidinal terror, its underly
ing logic a reversal of Kant's "You can, because you must!": "You cannot (know
noumena), because you must not!" Think of someone being forced to witness
terrifying acts of torture: in a way, the monstrosity of what they see would make
this an experience of the noumenal impossible-real that shatters the coordinates
of our common reality. (The same holds for witnessing intense sexual activity.)
In this sense, if we were to discover mms shot in a concentration camp
among the Musulmannen, showing scenes from their daily life, how they were

emergence of a melody out of a struggle with the musical material. In this sense, musical
Romanticism is deeply materialist: in Mozart and (most of) Beethoven, a melody is
unproblematically there, simply given as the starting point for its variations, while in
Romanticism, the melody only gradually emerges through the struggle with and work on
the material. In modernism proper, something even more radical happens: the material
itself loses its substantial density and weight.
49 Gilles Deleuze, Cinema 1: The Movement-Image, trans. Hugh Tomlinson and Barbara
Hammerjam, Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press 1986, p. 122.
50 Ibid., p. 81.
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systematically mistreated and deprived of all dignity, w e would have "seen too
much;' seen the prohibited, we would have entered a forbidden territory of what
should have remained unseen. Is this not an example of intensity growing so
strong that it undermines or explodes the very transcendental coordinates of the
world in which it occurs? This, perhaps, is what is missing in Badiou's notion
of intensity as a feature of all entities that belong to a world: they participate
in this world with more or less intensity, down to the minimum of the "part of
no-part;' of the element which is formally part of a world, but deprived of any
intense participation in it." But what about the idea of excessive intensity? Such
an intensity explodes a world, but not from outside, as a simple external catas
trophe; it explodes it from within, overburdening its inherent or constitutive
intensity. (For example, a community can disintegrate when its rulers take the
omnipotence of their role too literally and engage in a murderous annihilation
of their subjects.)
This is also what makes it so unbearable to witness the last moments of
people who know they are about to die and are in this sense already living-dead.
Again, imagine that we discovered intact, among the ruins of the Twin Towers, a
video camera from one of the planes containing footage of what went on among
the passengers in the minutes before the plane crashed into one of the towers."
In all these cases, we would effectively see things as they are "in themselves;'
outside human coordinates, outside our human reality-we would see the world
with inhuman eyes. It is against this background that we should also locate
Claude Lanzmanris famous statement that, ifby chance he were to stumble upon
some documentary footage depicting the actual process of Jews being killed in
Auschwitz, he would destroy it immediately-this is Jewish iconoclasm at its
purest, as a prohibition on showing images of the raw Real. The lesson here is
profoundly Hegelian: the difference between the phenomenal and the noumenal
has to be reflected or transposed back into the phenomenal, as the split between
the normal "gentrified" phenomenon and the "impossible" phenomenon.
Robert Altmaris universe, best exemplified in his masterpiece Short Cuts,
is effectively one of contingent encounters between a multitude of series, a
universe in which different series communicate and resonate at the level of
what Altman himself refers to as "subliminal reality" (meaningless mechanical
shocks, encounters, and impersonal intensities which precede the level of social
meaning) . One should thus avoid the temptation to reduce Altman to a poet
51 An Event, of course, turns around this disposition, so that the "part of no-part"
becomes the most intense element of the new world-proletarians who were nothing
become everything, abstract form which was nothing in realistic painting becomes the
hegemonic style, etc.
52 Maybe the US authorities do possess such footage and, for understandable reasons,
are keeping it secret.
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of American alienation, rendering the silent despair of everyday lives: there is
another Altman, for whom the focus is on opening oneself up to j oyful aleatory
encounters. Just as Deleuze and Guattari read the absence of the inaccessible
and elusive transcendent Center ( Castle, Court, God) in Kafka as the presence
of multiple passages and transformations, one is tempted to read Altmanian
"despair and anxiety" as tbe deceptive obverse of a more affirmative immersion
in a multitude of subliminal intensities. The difference is precisely that between
human and inhuman: tbe story read as one of despair and alienation is the story
reduced to its human coordinates, while the same story appears as an inter
play of contingent encounters between a multitude of series when it is released
from those coordinates and read as part of the "iridescent chaos of a world
before man:'
This "iridescent chaos" is pure Life as the flux ofvirtual creativity, the flux in
which Spinods substance as causa sui overlaps with the Fichtean self-positing of
tbe pure absolute I: "The concept posits itself to tbe same extent that it is created.
What depends on a free creative activity is also that which, independently and
necessarily, posits itself in itself: tbe most subjective will be the most objective:'"
Consequently, the most succinct definition of Deleuze's late philosophy would be
that it amounts to a "Fichteanized Spinozism' -and we should just bear in mind
that Fichte was (or perceived himself as) the absolute anti-Spinozist. The purely
virtual self-referential act of creation moves at infinite speed, since it needs no
externality in/through which to mediate its self-positing movement: "Infinite
speed thus describes a movement that no longer has anything to do witb actual
movement, a purely virtual 'movement' that has always reached its destination,
whose moving is itself its own destination:'54 This is why Deleuze insists tbat
desire has no object (whose lack would trigger and sustain its movement): desire
itself is "a purely virtual 'movement' that has always reached its destination,
whose moving is its own destination:' This is also tbe tbrust of Deleuze's reading
of masochism and courtly love-in both cases what is at stake is not the logic
of sacrifice, but ratber how to sustain desire. According to tbe standard reading
of masochism, the masochist, like everyone else, is also looking for pleasure; his
problem is that, because of his internalized superego, he has to access pleasure
witb pain, to pacify the oppressive agency which finds pleasure intolerable. For
Deleuze, on the contrary, the masochist chooses pain in order to

dissolve the pseudo-link of desire with pleasure as its extrinsic measure. Pleasure
is in no way something that can only be reached via the detour of pain. but that
which has to be delayed to the maximum since it is something which interrupts the
53 Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari, What is Philosophy?, trans. Hugh Tomlinson and
Graham Burchell, New York: Columbia University Press 1994, p. ll.
54 Peter Hallward, Out of This World, London: Verso Books 2006, p. 142.
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continuous process of the positive desire. There is an immanent joy of desire. as if
desire fills itself with itself and its contemplations, and which does not imply any
lack, any impossibility 55
And the same goes for courtly love: its eternal postponement of fulfillment
does not obey a law of lack or an ideal of transcendence: here also, it signals
a desire which lacks nothing, since it finds its fulflllment in itself, in its own
immanence; every pleasure is, on the contrary, already a re-territorialization of
the free flux of desire.,6 Therein resides the ultimate irony ofDeleuze's critique of
Hegel: when, against Hegel, Deleuze claims that creation "is immediately crea
tive; there is no transcendent or negating subject of creation that might need
time in order to become conscious ofitself or otherwise catch up with itself;' he
thereby imputes to Hegel a substantialization-reification which was never there,
and, in this way, obliterates precisely that dimension in Hegel which is closest to
Deleuze himself." Hegel repeatedly insists that Spirit is "a product of itself": it
is not a pre-existing Subject intervening into objectivity, sublating-mediating it,
but the result of its own movement, that is, pure processuality. As such, it needs
time not to "catch up with itself;' but simply to generate itself.,8
Deleuze's second reproach to Hegel is the obverse of this first misread
ing: "whereas according to Hegel any given 'thing differs with itself because it
differs first with all that it is not; namely with all the objects to which it relates,
Deleuze's Bergson affirms that a 'thing differs with itself first, immediately; on
account of the 'internal explosive force' it carries within itself.'" If ever there
was a straw man, it is Deleuze's Hegel: is not Hegel's basic insight precisely that
every external opposition is grounded in the thing's immanent self-opposition,
that every external difference implies self-difference? A finite being differs from
other (finite) things because it is already not identical with itself.
When Deleuze talks about a process which creates and sees in a single
movement, he thereby consciously evokes the formula of intellectual intuition,
the prerogative of God alone. Deleuze pursues a pre-critical agenda, passion
ately defending Spinozas and Leibniz's metaphysical "realism' (direct insight
into the very core of things-in-themselves) against Kant's "critical" limitation
of onr knowledge to the domain of phenomenal representations. However, the
Hegelian reply to this would be as follows: what if the distance of re-presentation,

Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari, Mille plateaux, Paris: Minuit 1980, p. 192.
Ibid., p. 193.
Hallward, Out a/ This World, p. 149.
Furthermore, does not Deleuze's argument against the (Hegelian) negative hold only
if we reduce the negative to the negation of a pre-existing positive identity? What about
a negativity which is in itself positive. giving, "generative"?
59 Hallward, Out of This W� rld, p. 15.
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the distance that renders the Thing inaccessible to us, is inscribed into the heart
of the Thing itself, so that the very gap that separates us from the Thing includes
us in it? Therein lies the core of Hegelian Christology, in which our alienation
from God coincides with the alienation of God from hhnself. Deleuze says that
propositions do not describe things but are the verbal actualization of those
things, namely these things themselves in their verbal mode-would not Hegel
claim, in the same way, that our re-presentation of God is God himself in the
mode of representation, that our erroneous perception of God is God himself in
erroneous mode?60
The exemplary case of such a creative process is art which "allows for an
absolute and genUinely transformative liberation-expression, precisely because
what it liberates is nothing other than the liberating itself, the movement of pnre
spiritualization or dematerialization":" what has to be liberated is ultimately
liberation itself, the movement of "deterritorializing" all actual entities. This
self-relating move is crucial-and, along the same lines, what desire desires is
not a determinate object but the unconditional assertion of desiring itself (or,
as Nietzsche put it, the will is at its most radical the will to will itself). Another
name for this process is individuation as "a relation conceived as a pnre or
absolute between, a between understood as fully independent of or external to
its terms-and thus a between that can just as well be described as 'between'
nothing at all:'"
The status of this "absolute between" is that of a pure antagonism. Its struc
ture was deployed by Lacan apropos sexual difference which, as a difference,
precedes the two terms between which it is the difference: the point of Lacan's
"formulae of sexuation" is that both masculine and feminine positions are ways
of avoiding the deadlock of the difference as such. This is why Lacan's claim
that sexual difference is "real-impossible" is strictly synonymous with his claim
that "there is no sexual relationship:' Sexual difference is for Lacan not a firm
set of "static" symbolic oppositions and inclusions or exclusions (heterosexual
normativity that relegates homosexuality and other "perversions" to some sec
ondary role), but the name of a deadlock, of a trauma, of an open question, of
something that resists every attempt at its symbolization. Every translation of
sexual difference into a set of symbolic opposition(s) is doomed to fail, and it is
60 The gist of Deleuze's critique of Aristotle's notion of specific difference is that it
privileges identity over difference: specific difference always presupposes the identity of
a genre in which opposed species coexist. But what about the "Hegelian complication"
here? What about a specific difference which defines the genre itself, a difference of species
which coincides with the difference between genus and species, thus reducing the genus
itself to one of its species?
61 Hallward. Out o/ This World, p. 122.
62 Ibid., p. 154.
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this very "impossibility" that opens up the terrain of the hegemonic struggle for
what "sexual difference" will mean. And the same goes for political difference
(class struggle): the difference between Left and Right is not only the differ
ence between the two terms within a shared field, it is "real" since a neutral
description of it is not possible-the difference between Left and Right appears
differently if perceived from the Left or from the Right: for the first, it signals the
antagonism which cuts across the entire social field (the antagonism concealed
by the Right), while the Right perceives itself as a force of moderation, social
stability, and organic unity, with the Left reduced to the position of an intruder
disturbing the organic stability of the social body-for the Right, the Left is as
such "extreme:' In this precise sense, sexual (or political) difference is the "dark
precursor;' never present, a purely virtual "pseudo-cause;' the X which always
(constitutively) "lacks at its own place" (all its actualizations already displace
it) and, as such, distributes the two actual series (masculine and feminine in
sexuality, the Right and the Left in p olitics). In this sense, Lacan advocates a
non-relational concept of the phallus: the phallic signifier "founds sexuality in
its entirety as system or structure": it is in relation to the phallic object

that the variety of terms and the variation of differential relations are determined
in each case . . . The relative places of the terms in the structure depend first on the
absolute place of each. at each moment, in relation to the object = x that is always
circulating, always displaced in relation to itself . . . Distributing the differences
through the entire structure, making the differential relations vary with its displace
ments, the object = x constitutes the differentiating element of difference itself.63
Here, however, one should be careful to avoid the same trap that lurks apropos
Deleuze's notion of the "pure past": this fixed element which, as the "absent
cause;' distributes the elements is a purely virtual element which is present only
in its effects and is, as such, retroactively posited (pre-sup-posed) by its effects;
it has no substantial independent existence prior to this process." It is because
63 Gilles Deleuze, Desert Islands and Other Texts, 1953-1974, Los Angeles: Semiotext(e)
2004, pp. 185-6.
64 This brings us to the dimension of symbolic castration: the phallus as the signifier

of the pure virtuality of meaning has to be a "signifier without a signified": it is non
sense, the absence of any determinate meaning, which stands for the virtuality of pure
meaning. (Or, to put it in more Deleuzian terms: the very counter-actualization, the
move backwards from actuality to the virtual field that is its transcendental condition,
has to occur within actuality, as a displacement or disorder, out-of-joint of the elements
within this order.) This is why it is not nonsensical to speak of the "signifier without a
signified": this absence of meaning is in itself a positive feature, inscribed into the field
of meaning as a gaping hole in its midst. (In a homologous way, the Jews are the "phallic"
nation, the "phallic" element among nations: they are a nation without a land, such that
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of this "minimalist" -purely formal and insubstantial-status of the Real that.
for Lacan. repetition precedes repression-or. as Deleuze put it succinctly: "We
do not repeat because we repress, we repress because we repeat."65 It is not
that, first, we repress some traumatic content, and then-, since we are unable to
remember it and thus to clarifj our relationship to it. this content continues to
haunt us. repeating itself in disguised forms. If the Real is a minimal difference.
then repetition (which establishes this difference) is primordial; the primacy
of repression emerges with the "reification" of the Real into a Thing that resists
symbolization-only then does it appear that the excluded or repressed Real
insists and repeats itself. The Real is primordially nothing but the gap that
separates a thing from itself. the gap of repetition."
Deleuzian "pure difference" at its purest. if we may put it in this tautologi
cal way. is the purely virtual difference of an entity which repeats itself as totally
identical with regard to its actual properties: "there are significant differences in
the virtual intensities expressed in our actual sensations. These differences do
not correspond to actual recognizable differences. That the shade of pink has
changed in an identifiable way is not all-important. It is that the change is a sign
of a re-arrangement of an infinity of other actual and virtual relations:" ; Does
not such a pure difference take place in the repetition of the same actual melodic
line in Robert Schumann's "Humoresque"? This piece is to be read against the
background of the gradual loss of the voice in Sclmmann's songs: it is not a
simple piano piece. but a song without the vocal line. with the vocal line reduced
to silence. so that all we actually hear is the piano accompaniment. This is how
one should read the famous "inner voice" (innere Stimmel added by Schumann

this absence is inscribed into their very being, as the absolute reference to the virtual
land of Israel.)
65 Gilles Deleuze, Difference and Repetition, trans. Paul Patton, London: Continuum
2001, p. IDS. The consequence of this also involves an inversion in the relationship between
repetition and re-memoration. Freud's famous motto "what we do not remember, we
are compelled to repeat" should thus be reversed: what we are unable to repeat, we are
haunted with and are compelled to memorize. The way to get rid of a past trauma is not to
rememorize it, but to fully repeat it in the Kierkegaardian sense.
66 Especially in the context of political struggle. detecting the minimal difference in
all its guises is crucial: the difference between authentic enthusiasm and reactionary
fanaticism, between the pursuit of national liberation and anti-immigrant populism.
between obscene solidarity and racist jokes, etc. This difference is difficult to define
because there are often no clear criteria, no positive properties which allow us to decide
it is all a matter of proper contextualization. For example, Badiou's formula "qui est ifi
est d'ifi" (those who are here are from here) works in France against the anti�immigrant
. populists, but a similar formula is also invoked by Jewish settlers in the West Bank: we
are here, so we are from here no less than the Palestinians.
67 James Williams, Gilles Deleuze's Difference and Repetition: A Critical Introduction
and Guide. Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press 2003. p. 27.
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( i n t h e written score) as a third line between t h e two piano lines, higher and
lower: as the vocal melodic line which remains a non-vocalized "inner voice"
(which exists only as Augenmusik, music for the eyes only, in the guise of written
notes). This absent melody is to be reconstructed on the basis of the fact that the
first and third levels (the right and the left hand piano lines) do not relate to each
other directly; that is, their relationship is not that of an immediate mirroring:
in order to account for their interconnection, one is thus compelled to (re)con
struct a third, "virtual" intermediate level (melodic line) which, for structural
reasons, cannot be played. Schumann takes this use of the absent melody to an
apparently absurd level of self-reference when, later in the same fragment of
"Humoresque:' he repeats the same two actually played melodic lines, yet this
time the score contains no third absent melodic line, no inner voice-so that
what is absent here is the absent melody, absence itself: How are we to play these
notes when, at the level of what is actually to be played, they repeat the previ
ous notes exactly? The actually played notes are deprived only of what is not
there, of their constitutive lack; or, to refer to the Bible, they lose even that which
they never had." Consequently, when we suspend the symbolic efficiency of the
inexistent "third melody:' we do not simply returu to the explicit line; what we
get is a double negation-in the terms of the Lubitch joke, we do not get straight
coffee, but a no-no-milk coffee;" in terms of Schumann's piece, we do not get a
straight melody, but a melody which lacks the lack itself, in which the lacking
"third line" is itselflacking.
On a closer analysis, we could say that "Humoresque" can be played in four
ways: (1 ) simply ignoring the third (absent) line; (2) playing it so that the absent
line resonates in the other two lines; (3) playing it without the resonance of the
third line, but so that this absence of resonance is felt, that is, playing the two
lines with active ignorance of the third; (4) playing the piece so that the third
absent line resonates in it, but in an active and reflected way, generating the
impression that the third line does not just organically resonate, but somehow
imposes itself-this last option is, of course, the most difficult."
68 Another everyday example of pure difference: when watching a movie on DVD with
the subtitles for the hearing-impaired turned on, which also describe all the sounds.
one often encounters a strange moment: what to do when a scene occurs which usually
generates a clearly recognizable sound, but, on the soundtrack, we (whose hearing is
not impaired) do not hear it? (Say someone on screen shouts, but we do not hear any
shout?) At such moments, the only solution for the subtitles is to note the absence itself
(automatically assumed by the spectator), something like "no cry heard" or "no ringing
of the phone heard:' Is not the difference here also a purely virtual one, a difference
between me not hearing anything because I am hearing wimp aired, and me not hearing a
sOlmd which, if I were not hearing-impaired, I would have heard?
69 See Chapter 11 (on the non-All) of the present book.
70 We should introduce the same quadruple structure into Antigone: the conflict is not
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In Natsume Sasek,s The Three-Cornered World, a painter (the narrator),
wandering over the mountains, finds himself drawn to O-Nami, the strange and
beautiful daughter of an innkeeper rumored to have abandoned her husband
after falling in love with a priest at a nearby temple. He' wants to paint her, but,
troubled by a certain quality in her expression which condenses the enigma of
her life, fails to capture it:

"I could paint it now really. But it's just that there's something missing. and I think it
would be a pity to paint you without that something:'
"What do you mean, <something missing'? Since this is the face I was born with.
there is nothing I can do about it, is there?"
"Even the face you were born with can be varied in many ways:'71
Towards the end of the novel, the painter observes O-Nami giving some money
to a destitute bearded soldier who, she later tells him, is her ex-husband. The
soldier then departs on a train to the front. The narrator sees how-and these
are the very last lines of the novel-the soldier,

filled with the sadness of parting, was taking one last look out of the window. Just
then, he and O-Nami happened to catch sight of each other, but the engine contin
ued to chug on, and very soon his face disappeared from view.
O-Nami gazed after the train abstractedly, but strangely enough the look of
abstraction was suffused with that "compassion" which had hitherto been lacking.
"That's it! That's it! Now that you can express that feeling, you are worth paint
ing:' I whispered, patting her on the shoulder. It was at that very moment that the
picture in my mind received its final touch,72
Is not this story a beautiful parable of a "pure" parallax shift-a shift which does
not relate to the change in any of the object's positive properties? Badiou's (and
Deleuze's) name for this shift is "a minimal difference:' In Lacanese, what occurs
is the addition or subtraction of the objet a fram the thing, of that unfathomable

only between Antigone (standing for the family principle) and Creon (standing for the
principle of the polis, the state), Two other positions must be added to render this conflict
understandable: that of Haimon (who stands for neither family nor state, but for erotic
love) and that of the Chorus (which stands for community in its distance from state
power), What is crucial here is not the tension between family and state, but the tension
which determines each of these two terms from within: in the "private" domain, family
versus the singularity of erotic love (a couple ultimately always betrays their respective
families), and, in the "public" domain, state versus society outside the state structure.
71 Natsume Soseki, The Three-Cornered World, London: Peter Owen 2002, pp. 178-9,
72 Ibid., p. 184.
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X which stands for t h e inscription o f t h e subject itself (its gaze o r desire) into
the object. This minimal difference can only be detected at the moment of short
est shadow when, as Nietzsche put it in Beyond Good and Evil, "at midday it
happened, at midday one became two:'
This logic of virtual difference can also be discerned in another paradox.
The cinema version of Doctorow's Billy Bathgate is basically a failure, but an
interesting one: a failure which nonetheless evokes in the viewer the specter of a
much better novel. However, when one then goes on to read the novel on which
the film is based, one is disappointed-this is not the novel the film evoked as
the standard with regard to which it failed. The repetition (of a failed novel in
the failed film) thus gives rise to a third, purely virtual, element: the better novel.
This is an exemplary case of what Deleuze describes in a crucial passage from

Difference and Repetition :

while i t may seem that the two presents are successive, a t a variable distance apart
in the series of reals, in fact they form, rather, two real series which coexist in relation
to a virtual object of another kind, one which constantly circulates and is displaced
in them . . . Repetition is constituted not from one present to another, but between
the two coexistent series that these presents form in function of the virtual object
(object = xl."
With regard to Billy Bathgate, the film does not "repeat" the novel on which it
is based; rather, they both "repeat" the unrepeatable virtual X, the "true" novel
whose specter is engendered in the passage from the actual novel to the film.
This virtual point of reference, although "unreal;' is in a way more real than
reality: it is the absolute point of reference of the failed real attempts. This is
how, from the perspective of materialist theology, the divine emerges from the
repetition of terrestrial material elements, as their "cause" retroactively posited
by them. Deleuze is right to refer to Lacan here: this "better book" is what Lacan
calls the objet petit a, the object-cause of desire that "one cannot recapture in
the present, except by capturing it in its consequences;' the two really existing
works, the book and the film.

Why is structuralism serious? For the serious to be truly serious. there must be the
serial, which is made up of elements, of results. of configurations. of homologies. of
repetitions. What is serious for Lacan is the logic of the signifier, that is to say the
opposite of a philosophy, inasmuch as every philosophy rests on the appropriate
ness, transparency, agreement, harmony of thought with itself. There is always some
part hidden, in a philosophy, an I = I, which constitutes what Lacan called at some
73 Deleuze, Difjerence and Repetition, pp. 104-5.
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moment "the initial error in philosophy:' which consists in privileging this equal
ity and thus making one believe that the ''1'' is contemporary with itself, while its
constitution is always after the emergence of its cause, of petit a.
The unconscious means that thought is caused by the non-thought that one
cannot recapture in the present, except by capturing it in its consequences. This
is how Georges Dandin recaptures the consequence of stopped time when he
stops to say: " Tu las voulu, Georges Dandinf" (You wanted it, Georges Dandin! )
H e makes time stop t o recapture i n the consequence what was caused b y the nOfl
thought.'4
The only thing with which one cannot fully agree in this quoted passage con
cerns Miller's (and Lacan's) all too quick and slick condemnation of philosophy:
Fichte, the very German idealist who articulated the infamous I = I, the formula
of the ]'S self-identity from which Lacan is distancing himself, also made clear
the subject's dependence on a cause which is de-centered with regard to the
subject-the subject needs an absolutely contingent object-cause, what Fichte
called Anstoss, obstacle or solicitation. The temporality of the subject's cause is
not that of the linear deployment of time (and of the corresponding notion of
causality in which past causes determine the present); it is the temporality of
a circular time in which "time stops" when, in a convoluted self-relating, the
subject posits its own presupposed cause. Miller himself concedes this when
he points out that the cause of desire is "a cause moreover which is posed by
retroaction:'75 It is in this precise sense that subject and object are correlative: the
subject's emergence, its breaking of (cut into, suspension of) the linear causal
ity of "reality" has a cause, but a cause which is retroactively posited by its own
effect. It is this minimal retroactivity, not just some kind of structural "com
plexity;' which allows us to pass from linear natural causality, no matter how
complex it is, to structural causality proper.
"You wanted it, Georges Dandin;' quoted by Miller, is a line from Moliere
in which the subject is reminded that the deadlock he finds himself in is the un
intended consequence of his own past acts; Miller gives it an additional twist: the
subject should recapture in the consequences he encounters in reality the results
of their absent and non-thought cause-in the case of Billy Bathgate, he should
recapture in the two "real" objects, the novel and the film, the consequences of
their virtual cause, the spectral "better novel:'
The underlying movement is thus here more complex than it may appear. It
is not that we should simply conceive the starting point (the novel) as an "open
work;' full of possibilities which can later be deployed, actualized in other ver
sions; or-even worse-that we should conceive the original work as a pre-text
74 Jacques-Alain Miller, "Profane Illuminations;' lacanian ink 28 (Fall 2006), pp. 22-3.
75 Jacques-Alain Miller, "Detached Pieces;' lacanian ink 28 (Fall 2006), p. 37.
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to be later incorporated in other con-texts and given a meaning totally differ
ent from the original one. What is missing here is the retroactive, backwards
movement: the film inserts back into the novel the possibility of a different,
much better novel. And the irony is that this logic of repetition, elaborated
by Deleuze, the anti-Hegelian, lies at the very core of the Hegelian dialectic:
it relies on the properly dialectical relationship between temporal reality and
the eternal Absolute. The eternal Absolute is the immobile point of reference
around which temporal figurations circulate, their presupposition; however,
precisely as such, it is posited by these temporal figurations, since it does not
pre-exist them: it emerges in the gap between the first and the second one-in
the case of Billy Bathgate, between the novel and its repetition in the film. Or,
to return to Schumann's "Humoresque": the eternal Absolute is the third un
played melodic line, the point of reference of the two lines played in reality: it is
absolute, but fragile-if the two positive lines are played wrongly, it disappears.
This is what one is tempted to call "materialist theology": temporal succession
creates eternity.
It is along these lines that one should interpret the (often noted) weird
impassivity of the figure of Christ, its "sterility": what if Christ is an Event in
the Deleuzian sense-an occurrence of pure individuality without proper causal
power? Which is why Christ suffers, but in a thoroughly impassive way. Christ
is "individual" in the Deleuzian sense: he is a pure individual, not character
ized by positive properties which would make him "more" than an ordinary
human; the difference between Christ and other humans is purely virtual.
Christ is, at the level of actuality, the same as other humans, only the unplayed
"virtual melody" that accompanies him is added. And with the Holy Spirit,
we get this "virtual melody" on its own: the Holy Spirit is a collective field
of pure Virtuality, with no causal power of its own. Christ's death and resur
rection is the death of the actual person which confronts us directly with the
("resurrected") virtual field that sustained it. The Christian name for this virtual
force is "love" : when Christ says to his worried followers after his death "where
two or more are gathered in my name, I will be there;' he thereby asserts his
virtual status.
Does this virtual dimension which sustains actuality allow us to bring together
Lacan and Deleuze? The starting point for a Lacanian reading of Deleuze should
be a brutal and direct substitution: whenever Deleuze and Guattari talk about
"desiring machines" (machines desirantes), we should replace this term with
drive. The Lacanian drive-this anonymous/acephalous immortal insistence-to
repeat of an "organ without a body" which precedes the Oedipal triangulation
and its dialectic of the prohibitory Law and its transgression-fits perfectly what
Deleuze tries to circumscribe as the pre-Oedipal nomadic machines of desire: in
the chapter dedicated to the drive in his Seminar Xl, Lacan himself emphasizes
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the "machinal" character of a drive, its anti-organic nature of an artificial
composite or montage of heterogeneous parts."
However, this should be only the starting point. What immediately compli
cates the issue is the fact that, in this substitution, something gets lost: the very
irreducible difference between drive and desire, the parallax nature of this dif
ference which makes it impossible to deduce or generate one from the other. In
other words, what is totally foreign to Lacan is Deleuzo's anti-representationalist
notion of desire as the primordial flux which itself creates its scene of represen
tation or repression. This is also why Deleuze talks about the liberation of desire,
ofliberating desire from its representationalist frame, something which is totally
meaningless within Lacan's horizon: for Deleuze, desire at its purest stands for
the free flow of the libido, while the Lacanian drive is constitutively marked
by a basic insoluble deadlock-the drive is an impasse, which finds satisfaction
("passe') in the very repetition of the impasse.
To put it in Deleuzo's own terms, his flux of desire is a BwO, a body without
organs, while Lacan's drive is an OwB, an organ without body. Desire is not a
partial object, while the drive is such an object. As Deleuze emphasizes, what
he is fighting against are not organs but organism, the articulation of a body
into a hierarchical-harmonious Whole of organs, each "in its place:' with its
function: "the BwO is in no way the contrary of the organs. Its enemies are not
organs. The enemy is the organism:'77 He is fighting corporatism/organicism.
For him, Spinoza's substance is the ultimate BwO: the non-hierarchical space in
which a chaotic multitude (of organs? ) , all equal (the univocity of being), float.
Nonetheless, there is a strategic choice made here: why BwO, why not (also)
OwB? Why not the Body as the space in which autonomous organs freely float?
Is it because "organs" evoke a function within a wider Whole, a subordination
to a goal? But does not this very fact make their autonomization, OwB, all the
more subversive?
The price Deleuze pays for his preference of the body over organs is clearly
discernible in his acceptance of the Leibnizian hierarchy of monads: the differ
ence between monads is ultimately quantitative, for every monad is substantially
the same, it expresses the whole infmite world, but with a different, always spe
cific, quantitative intensity and adequacy: at the one extreme, the lowest, there
are "darkened monads" with only one clear perception, their hatred of God; at
the highest extreme, there are "reasonable monads" which can open themselves
76 For both Lacan and Deleuze, the drive has an ethical status. So when I am in doubt
about whether I can perform some difficult task. and a teacher tells me, "I trust you!
. I know you can do it!" he is referring not only to my symbolic identity beneath my

miserable psychological reality, but also to "what is in me more than myself,' to the
impossible· real of the acephalous drive that is me.
77 Deleuze and Guattari, Mille plateaux, p. 196.
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t o reflect the entire universe. What, i n a monad, resists the full expression of God
is its stubborn attachment to its creatural delusion, to its particular (ultimately
material) identity. Humanity occupies here the place of the highest tension: on
the one hand, humans are, even more than other living beings, caught up in
the thrall of absolute egotism, obstinately focused on the preservation of the
identity of their Self (which is why, for Deleuze, the highest task of philoso
phy is to elevate man above his human condition, to the "inhuman" level of the
"overman'); on the other hand, Deleuze agrees with Bergson that man stands for
a unique breakthrough and the highest point in the evolution of life-with the
emergence of consciousness, a living being is finally able to by-pass its material
(organic) limitations and advance to a purely spiritual plane of unity with the
divine All.
From a Hegelian standpoint, what Deleuze fails to fully perceive is what
Schelling, among others, saw clearly: the ultimate identity of these two features,
of the lowest and the highest. It is precisely through its stubborn attachment to
its Singular Self that a human subject is able to extract itself from the particular
convolutions of actual life (with its circular movement of generation and cor
ruption) and enter into relation with virtual eternity. This is why (insofar as
"Evil" is another name for this stubborn egotistical attachment) Evil is a formal
condition of the rise of the Good: it literally creates the space for the Good.
And do we not encounter here the ultimate case of suture: in order to retain its
consistency, the field of the Good has to be sutured by the singularity of Evil?
The rest, as they say, is history: already in the late 1960s, the concept of "suture"
was imported into cinema theory by Jean-Pierre Oudart;78 later, when it was
again taken over and elaborated by the English Screen theorists, it became a
global concept within cinema theory, the subject of wide discussion. Finally,
years later, it lost its specific mooring in cinema theory and became part of
the deconstructionist jargon, functioning as a vague notion rather than a strict
concept, as synonymous with "closure": "suture" signaled that the gap, the
opening, of a structure was obliterated, enabling the structure to (mis)perceive
itself as a self-enclosed totality of representation.
Miller's suture thus made history (in social and cinema theory), while
Badiou's reply was largely ignored, or, rather, drowned out by the Althusserian
orthodoxy. Furthermore, soon after the Cahiers debate, Badiou shifted his posi
tion, introducing his own theory of the subject (elaborated in detail in his first
masterpiece, Theorie du sujet) In a crucial difference from Lacan and Miller,
Badiou's subject is not universal (co-extensive with the structure as such, since
every structure involves a lack), but a rarity, something which arises only in
78 Jean-Pierre Oudart, "La suture;' Cahiers du cinema 211 {April 1969), pp. 36-9; and
Jean-Pierre Oudart, "La suture� Cahiers du cinema 212 (May 1969), pp. 50-5.
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exceptional conditions when a Truth-Event disrupts the ordinary run of things.
Although Badiou's notion of the subject involves a reflexivity which is vaguely
homologous to the reflexivity of the subject of the signifier (the site of the emer
gence of a subject is the "supernumerary" element of the situation, its "part of
no-part;' homologous to the empty signifier) , the gap that separates Badiou
from Miller thus remained after Badiou introduced his concept of the subject.
So did Miller "win" in the debate? The catch here is that the very triumph
of Miller's concept of suture was inextricably mixed up with a radical misunder
standing of the concept: paradoxically, what won out was a kind of perverted
synthesis of the two positions, Althusser's and Lacan's. As we have seen, what
triumphed was the Althusserian notion of the subject as the site of an imagi
nary or ideological (mis)recognition of structural necessity, and the notion
of "suture" was, in its predominant popnlar reception and use, interpreted as
the very operator of this misrecognition; that is, it designated the operation
by means of which the field of ideological experience gets "sutured;' its circle
closed, and the de-centered structural necessity rendered invisible. In this
reading, "suturing" means that all disturbing traces of the radical Outside within
the field of ideological experience are obliterated, so that this field is perceived
as a seamless continuity-a grand historical process, say, is (over)determined
by a complex network of "anonymous" structural causes, and this complexity
is obfuscated when we posit a Subject (humanity, consciousness, life, God . . . )
which dominates and directs the process. This misunderstanding emerges when
one reads suture against the background of the conceptual couple presence!
representation.
Where do we stand today, then, with regard to the debate between Miller
and Badiou? In contrast to Badiou, we should insist on a "universal" subject,
since anxiety is co-extensive with the human condition, and it is this anxiety
which is the site of primordial subjectivization-subjective fidelity to a Truth
Event comes later. There is, however, also a crucial limitation to Miller's position
(which, one can argue, is the limitation of psychoanalysis as such) For Miller
(who here follows Lacan), anxiety remains the only affect which does not cheat
(as Freud already put it), which means that there is in every (political) enthusi
asm for a Cause an element of imaginary misrecognition-as Miller has insisted
especially in the last few years, politics is a domain of imaginary or symbolic
identifications and as such the domain of illusions. Such a position unavoid
ably ends up in some kind of cynical peSSimism (which can be also masked as a
tragic grandeur): all collective enthusiastic engagement ends in fiasco, the truth
can only be experienced momentarily, in self-blinding acts of tragic authenticity
in which we "traverse the fantasy:' These moments cannot be sustained per
manently, so the only thing we can do is to "play the (social) game;' aware that
it is ultimately a mere game of illusions. Badiou enables us to break out of this
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ennobled tragic cynicism: enthusiasm is no less "authentic" than anxiety, a col
lective political engagement does not eo ipso involve imaginary misrecognition.
This difference is absolutely crucial today-it is the difference between
political death and life, between endorsing the reigning post-political cynicism
and gathering the courage for a radical emancipatory engagement.

INTERLUDE 5

Correlationism and Its Discontents

Quentin Meillassoux, in his After Finitude, made a forceful return to the "naive"
question of the existence and cognizability of reality in its independence from
our (human) mind.' Meillassoux's argumentation often sounds like a repetition
of Lenin's ill-famed Materialism and Empirio-Criticism (such as when, in an
exact echo of Lenin, he ultimately reduces Kantian transcendentalism to a re
packaged version of Berkeley's solipsism ) . Indeed, After Finitude can effectively
be read as Materialism and Empirio-Criticism rewritten for the twenty-first
century. This is why Meillassoux starts with the naive but urgent question of the
status of so-called "ancestrality": how can transcendental philosophy (for which
all reality is subjectively constituted) account for statements about natural pro
cesses which occurred prior to the rise of humanity, from the beginning of our
universe (the Big Bang) to fossils from the early stages of life on Earth? Within
the transcendental approach, the ultimate horizon of subjectivity is that of our
finitude, for we cannot reach beyond (or abstract from) our engagement with
the world. Here is Heidegger's ambiguous formulation of this obscure point: "I
often ask myself-this has for a long time been a fundamental question for me
what nature would be without man-must it not resonate through him in order
to attain its ownmost potencY:"
Meillassoux is well aware of the finesses of the transcendental approach; that
is, he is well aware that Kant's transcendental constitution is not the same as the
pre-transcendental Berkeleyian notion of the observer who directly (ontically)
1 Quentin Meillassoux, After Finitude: An Essay on the Necessity of Contingency, London:
Continuum 2008.
2 Letter from October 11, 1931, in Martin HeideggerlElisabeth Blochmann: Briefwechsel
1918-1969, Marbach: Deutsches Literatur�Archiv 1990, p. 44; as quoted in Meillassoux,
After Finitude, p. 137. Note that this passage is from the time immediately after Heidegger's
lectures on The Fundamental Concepts ofMetaphysics from 1929-30, where a Schellingian

hypothesis is also formulated that, perhaps, animals are, in a hitherto unknown way,
aware of their lack, of the "poorness" of their relating to the world-perhaps there is an
infinite pain pervading the entire living nature: "if deprivation in certain forms is a kind
of suffering, and poverty and deprivation of world belongs to the animal's being, then
a kind of pain and suffering would have to permeate the whole animal realm and the
realm of life in general:' (Martin Heidegger, The Fundamental Concepts of Metaphysics,
Bloomington: Indiana University Press 1995, p. 271.)
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"creates" what it observes. He is furthermore well aware that the minimal feature
of the position he is attacking is so-called "correlationism': the idea that subject
and object (or, to put it in less subjectivist terms, man and reality) only exist
(more precisely: are only given to us) as correlated, in their inter-relationship.
There is no subject outside its engagement with reality, we are "beings-in-the
world:' and, for this very reason, every reality disclosed to us is always already a
reality disclosed within a certain life world-or, as the young Georg Lukacs put
it in Marxist terms, nature is always already a social-historical category.
This "correlationism' can be further grounded in a multitude of posi
tions: subjectivism (the subject's self-division as the origin of the subject-object
distinction-as Fichte put it, every object which opposes a subject is the result of
the subject's self-limitation); the positing of the subject-object (cor)relation itself
as the Absolute (basically post-Kantian German Idealism, especially Schelling's
"philosophy of identity") ; and, finally, the standard twentieth-century position,
involving an acceptance of the correlation itself as the unsurpassable horizon,
the mark of the finitude of the human condition. However, what all these posi
tions share is their inability to provide a satisfying account of the status of
"ancestrality": a cosmological description of what occurred millions of years ago,
before the formation of our solar system, is not really what it claims to be, i.e., a
description of what went on millions of years ago, before the rise of humanity,
but a deSCription of how this past appears within the horizon of our human
existence-our position is always already included in what is described.
Against this background, Meillassoux convincingly argues that the recent
rise of irrational religiOUS orientations within philosophy (so-called "post
secular" thought) is not a regression to premodern times, but a necessary
outcome of Western critical reason. In the Kantian version of the Enlightenment,
the critical use of reason was always aimed also at reason itself: the critique of
religion ended up as the critique of reason, as reason's self-limitation which
again opened up a space for religious faith, only this time not for the "God of
Philosophers:' the God whose existence or features can be demonstrated or at
least circumscribed by our reasoning, but for the paradoxically abyssal God
qua radical Otherness, totally beyond logos. The first to make this move was
Kant himself, when he famously claimed that he had to limit reason (human
knowledge) to create the space for morality; today, the emblematic figure of this
orientation is, of course, Levinas, the central point of reference for all postmod
ern-deconstructionist theologies of a "God beyond Being:' Derridas theological
turn brought this orientation to its climax: the radical deconstruction of the
entire metaphysical tradition has to accomplish a reflexive turn and render the.
matic its own "undeconstructible" conditions. The presupposition of this "death
of the death of God" is thus that the Enlightenment, to be consistent, leads to its
self-negation: the critique which first targets religious and all other metaphysical
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superstitions has to end up by negating its own metaphysical presuppositions,
its own trust in a rational deterministic world which inexorably leads to pro
gress: "In Kierkegaard and Nietzsche, the world of Enlightenment Reason and
Hegelian Absolute Knowledge is left far behind. They each foresee in his own
way the madness of the twentieth century whose genocidal violence made a
mockery of Hegel's sanguine view of history as the autobiography of the Spirit
of time."3 In this way, as one might expect, even Nietzsche, the fiercest critic of
Christianity, can be enlisted in support of the postmodern "theological turn":

When Nietzsche says "God is dead:' he's saying that there is no center, no single.
overarching principle that explains things. There's just a multiplicity of fictions or
interpretations. Well, if there's no single overarching principle, that means science is
also one more interpretation, and it doesn't have an exclusive right to absolute truth.
But, if that's true, then non-scientific ways of thinking about the world, including
religious ways, resurface.4
It is indeed true that the now predominant "skepticism" about the secular nar
ratives of the Enlightenment is the obverse of the so-called "post-secular" turn
in which religion appears as a key "site of resistance" against the alienations of
what is perceived as a singularly Western modernity. Religion stands here for an
"auratic" belief in "God;' a word here deprived of any positive onto-teleological
status: God is no longer the Highest Being watching over our destiny, but a name
for radical openness, for the hope of change, for the Otherness always-to-come,
etc. According to Meillassoux, what lies at the origin of this "death of the death
of God" is the mistake inherent in the Kantian criticism: Kant confnsed the
rejection of philosophical dogmaticism (a la Leibniz) with the rejection of all
philosophical (rational, conceptual) reference to the Absolute, as if the Absolute
and radical contingency were incompatible. When Kant prohibits us to think the
Absolute (since the noumenal is beyond the grasp of our reason), the Absolute
itself does not thereby disappear-such a critical delimitation of human knowl
edge opens up a new discursive space for the access to the Absolute, " the only

proviso being that nothing in these discourses resembles a rational justification of
its validitY:' 5 In this way, "the victorious critique of ideologies has been trans
formed into a renewed argument for blind faith" :' the ruthless critique of every
dogmaticism culminated in an unexpected resurgence of credo qua absur
dum. However, when Meillassoux sarcastically notes how the Kantian critique
3 John D. Caputo, On Religion, London: Routledge 2001, p. 55.
4 John D. Caputo and Gianni Vattimo, After the Death of God, ed. Jeffrey W. Robbins,
New York: Columbia University Press 2007. p. 133.
5 Meillassoux, After Finitude, pp. 44-5·
6 Ibid., p. 49.
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of idealist rational metaphysics opens up the space for irrational fideism, he
strangely overlooks how the same is true of his own position: does not his mate
rialist critique of correlationism also open up the path to a new divinity (as we
know from his mostly unpublished texts on the inexistent virtual God) ?
We will have to leave aside here many wonderful lines of thought in After
Finitude-for example, Meillassoux's precise and perspicuous deduction of why
it follows from the assertion of the radical contingency of Being that "there is
something and not nothing": the jump from universal notion to actual empiri
cal reality is always contingent; that is, the actual existence of an entity cannot
be deduced from the inner necessity of its notion. What this means is that, if a
being is necessary, then it can always not exist. If, however, a being is radically
contingent, then something (contingent) has to exist.' This insight is connected
to Meillassoux's reversal of the ontological proof of God: it is the radical contin
gency of Being itself which allows us to make a jump from notion to reality, to
prove that some (contingent) entity necessarily has to exist. And, in contrast to
the standard opinion on Hegel (unfortunately shared by Meillassoux), Hegel's
rehabilitation of the ontological proof of God in no way also rehabilitates the
"illegitimate" jump from notion to actual existence: Hegel can pass to the exist
ence of "something and not nothing" precisely because his starting point is the
pure contingency of Being.
In another ambiguous (mis)reading of Hegel, Meillassoux claims that
the dialectical principle of contradiction (contradictions are really present in
things) excludes any change: change means a transformation of p into non-p,
of a feature into its opposite, but since, in a contradiction, a thing already is its
opposite, it has nowhere to develop into. The universe which fully embodied the
reality of contradiction would be an immovable self-identical universe in which
contradictory features would immediately coincide. In the actual universe,
things move, change in time, precisely because they cannot be directly A and
non-A-they can only gradually change from A to non-A. There is time because
the principle of identity, of non-contradiction, resists the direct assertion of con
tradiction. This is why Hegel is not a philosopher of evolution, of movement
and development: Hegel's system is "static;' every evolution is contained in the
atemporal self-identity of a Notion.
Here, however, Meillassoux misses the point of Hegelian dialectical move
ment: contradiction is necessary and at the same time impossible; that is, a finite
thing precisely cannot be Simultaneously A and non-A, which is why the process
through which it is compelled to assume contradiction equals its annihilation
. 7 Is this not a variation on the old insight into how existence does not follow from a

true universal judgment? If a "unicorn has one horn" is true, it can still be true that no
unicorn exists; but if "some unicorns have one horn" is true, then at least one unicorn
has to exist.
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No wonder, then, that Hegel was the first to outline the contours of a logical
temporality: even in the sphere of pure conceptual reasoning, the succession
of moves does not work as an atemporal chain of consequences-some logical
moves (precisely the right ones) can be made only after other (erroneous) moves
have been done. Meillassoux thus reads the "atemporality" of the dialectical
process in an all too "immediate" way: he fails to grasp how, for Hegel, "con
tradiction" is not opposed to identity, but is its very core. "Contradiction" is
not only the Real-impossible on account of which no entity can be fully self
identical; "contradiction" is pure self-identity as such, the tautological coinci
dence of form and content, of genus and species, in the assertion of identity.
There is time, there is development, precisely because opposites cannot directly
coincide. Therein resides already the lesson of the very beginning of the Logic:
how do we pass from the first identity of opposites, Being and Nothing, to
Becoming (which then stabilizes itself in Something [s] ) ? If Being and Nothing
are identical, if they overlap, why move forward at all? Precisely because Being
and Nothing are not directly identical: Being is a form, the first formal-notional
determination, whose only content is Nothing; the couple Being/Nothing forms
the highest contradiction which is impossible, and to resolve this impossibility,
this deadlock, one passes into Becoming, into oscillation between the two poles.
But let us return to the crux of After Finitude, the mutual implication of
the contingency of necessity and the necessity of contingency: not only is every
necessity contingent (groundless, "without reason;' and under the shadow of
the permanent possibility of its collapse), but, even more strongly, the only thing
that is absolutely necessary is the contingency (of the laws of nature, of their
necessity). The beauty and strength ofMeillassoux's argument is that the conclu
sion he draws from this unconditional assertion of contingency is not some kind
of universalized agnostic relativism, but, on the contrary, the assertion of the
cognitive accessibility of reality-in-itself, the way it is independently of human
existence. The "finitude" to which the book's title alludes is the finitude of the
Kantian transcendental subject which constitutes the phenomenal "objective
reality": Meillassoux's aim is no less than to demonstrate-after Kant, taking
into account the Kantian revolution-the possibility of the cognition of the
noumenal In-itself. He rehabilitates the old distinction between the "primary"
properties of objects (which belong to objects independently of their being
perceived by humans) and their "secondary" properties (color, taste), which exist
only in human perception; the basic criterion of this distinction is a scientific
one, namely the possibility of describing an object in mathematicized terms: " all

those aspects of the object that can be formulated in mathematical terms can be
meaningfully conceived as properties of the object in itself"
8 Meillassoux, After Finitude, p. 3.
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According to Meillassoux. the greatest irony in the entire history of philoso
phy is the naming of the Kantian turn as a "Copernican revolution": his turn is,
on the contrary, a Ptolemaic counter-revolution against the Galilean decentering
of the universe from the meaningful medieval Earth-centered and teleologically
ordered Whole to the "gray" infinite universe of science adequately rendered
only in mathematicized formulae. Although Kant's original task (as formulated
in his Critique of Pure Reason) was to provide ontological grounding for the
(obvious) universal validity of modern (Newtonian) science, his "grounding"
is nothing but the negation of the most basic ontological premise of modern
science: while natural science purports to describe reality the way it "really is;'
independently of our observations and of the meanings we introject into it on
account of the interested character of those observations, the transcenden
tal "grounding" of the natural sciences claims that the very "objective reality"
described by sciences hinges on a subjective transcendental frame, is subjec
tively constituted, or that the "disinterested;' neutral character of science is
itself sustained by certain interests or practical attitudes (say, for Heidegger, the
attitude of technological manipulation and explOitation of nature).
Meillassou.x is very clear about how his primary target here is not so
much Kant himself as those twentieth-century philosophers, from Husser! to
Heidegger, who emphasize the "naivete" of the natural sciences, their crude
"naturalism;' the "abstract" character of their description of reality. As was exem
plarily asserted by the late Husserl and early Heidegger, the scientific "objective"
approach to reality is always already grounded in our (human) immersion into
a concrete historical life world (Lebenswelt), for we do not encounter things
primarily as objects of neutral observation, but as something "ready-at-hand;'
something which belongs to the whole of our practical-engaged existence.'
The dilemma that arises here can also be expressed in terms of the traditional
distinction between genesis and value (of a scientific proposition) . A parti
san of scientific objectivism would in all probability accept most of the claims
about how science is always already rooted in a concrete historical life world,
and so on; he would simply add that, while these claims adequately describe
the empirical genesis of the natural sciences, it is epistemologically illegitimate
to see them as affecting also their cognitive validity. A somewhat simplified
example: while it is probably true that Galilean physics could not have arisen
outside of the development of the capitalist market economy and of the prospect
of technological domination over nature, this fact does not invalidate the objec
tive truth of Galileo's scientific discoveries-they hold independently of their
contingent origins. For a transcendental philosopher, however, the link between
9 This transcendental critique�grounding of the natural sciences and their "objectivism"

can also be given a distinctly Marxist touch when the natural sciences are grasped as
rooted in a historical collective praxis.
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scientific knowledge and its historical presuppositions concerns the very epis
temological status of scientific knowledge: the natural sciences do not describe
and/or explain reality "the way it is independently of us"; they describe and/or
explain reality they way it appears only from within a certain historically speci
fied horizon of meaning and are therefore stricto sensu meaningless outside of
this horizon.
However, are things as clear as all that with regard to Kant's "Ptolemaic
counter-revolution" ? B oth Kant and Freud clalm to repeat the "Copernican
turn" in their respective domains. With regard to Freud, the meaning of this
reference seems simple enough: in the same way that Copernicus demonstrated
that our Earth is not the center of the universe, but a planet revolving around the
Sun, and in this sense "de-centered:' turning around another center, Freud also
demonstrated that the (conscious) Ego is not the center of the human psyche,
but ultimately an epiphenomenon, a satellite turning around the true center,
the Unconscious or the rd. With Kant, things are more ambiguous-in a first
approach (on which Meillassoux relies) , it appears that he actually did the exact
opposite of the Copernican turn: is not the key premise of his transcendental
philosophy that the conditions of possibility of our experience of objects are at
the same time the conditions of possibility of these objects themselves, so that,
instead of a subject who, in his cognition, has to accommodate itself to some
external, "decentered" measure of truth, the objects have to follow the subject,
for it is the subject itself who, from its central position, constitutes the objects
of knowledge? However, if one reads Kant's reference to Copernicus closely, it
becomes clear that his emphasis is not on the shift of the substantial fixed Center,
but on something quite different-on the status of the subject itself:

We here propose to do just what Copernicus did in attempting to explain the celes
tial movements. When he found that he could make no progress by assuming that all
the heavenly bodies revolved round the spectator, he reversed the process, and tried
the experiment of assuming that the spectator revolved, while the stars remained
at rest.10
The precise German terms ("die Zuschauer sich drehen " -not so much turn
around another center as turn or rotate around themselves") make it clear what
interests Kant: the subject loses its substantial stability or identity and is reduced
to the pure substanceless void of the self-rotating abyssal vortex called "tran
scendental apperception." And it is against this background that one can locate
10 Immanuel Kant, Critique of Pure Reason, trans. J. M. D. Meiklejohn, London: Henry
G. Bohn 1855, p. xxix
11 For a good account of the false translations of this key passage, see Gerard Guest, "La
tournure de revenement;' Heidegger Studies 10 (1994).
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Lacan's "return t o Freud": to put i t as succinctly as possible, Lacan reads the
Freudian reference to the Copernican turn in the original Kantian sense, as
asserting not the simple displacement of the center from the Ego to the Id or
the Unconscious as the "true" substantial focus of the human psyche, but as

the transformation of the subject itselffrom the sell identical substantial Ego, the
psychological subject full of emotions, instincts, dispositions, etc., into what Lacan
calls the "barred subject ($)," the vortex of the self-relating negativity of desire.
In this precise sense, the subject of the unconscious is none other than the
Cartesian cogito.
How, then, does Meillassoux accomplish the shift, the reversal, from tran
scendental-correlationist closure to the opening of our knowledge towards
the In-itself, to the accessibility of the In-itself? The ultimate horizon of tran
scendental correlationism is that offacticity: things are the way they are " ohne
Warum:' as Angelus Silesius put it. Our unsurpassable finitude means that, ulti
mately, things appear to us the way they do for no reason, there is no necessity
in the specific mode of their appearing, there is always the possibility that they
could (have) turn(ed) otherwise. It was Heidegger who pushed this line of rea
soning to the extreme, a line which has a long history in modern thought, from
its beginnings in Duns Scotus and Descartes (who both advocated the radical
"voluntarism" of divine creation: there is no Reason whose necessity limits God's
freedom; if God were to decide 2 + 2 ; 5 and not 4 it would be so) through
to figures like the late Schelling (who, against Hegel, insisted on the utter con
tingency of the act of creation: God could also have decided not to create the
world; the ultimate reality is the abyss of the divine freedom) There is a link
here between the apparent opposites of the "irrational" (decisionist/voluntarist)
assertion of radical contingency and of the scientific universe of natural laws:
for modern mathematicized science, every (discovered) necessity is contingent,
there is no necessity of the necessity itself (which is why Pope Benedict was in a
way right to accuse modern science of "irrationalism" and to see in Christianity
a defense of Reason against scientific "irrationality"). Heidegger's "Er-Eignis:'
the Event/Arrival of a new historical epoch, of a new mode of the disclosure
of Being-or, to put it in inadequate but nonetheless appropriate terms: of a
new transcendental horizon of meaning-asserts the radical facticity or contin
gency of the Transcendental. There is no Necessity, no Reason, no Why in why
reality is disclosed to us within this and not another transcendental horizon
of meaning, no deeper logical process which regulates the succession of the
epochs of Being; the history of Being is an abyssal game; that is, Er-Eignis is not
. a "deeper" Ground or Agent regulating the succession of the historical appear
ances of Being, it is these appearances themselves as abyssal Events, as things
which, in the most radical sense imaginable, "just happen:'
The mistake of transcendental correlationism does not reside in this full
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assertion of facticity (of radical ontological contingency), but, on the contrary,
in the (philosophically inconsistent, self-contradictory) limitation of this factic
ity. Correlationism reads the ultimate facticity, the " ohne Warum;' of our reality,
as the indelible mark of our finitude, on account of which we are forever con
demned to remain trapped behind the Veil of Ignorance separating us from the
unknowable Absolute. It is here that Meillassoux pulls off a properly speculative
Hegelian tour deforce, demonstrating how the way out of this deadlock is not to
by-pass it by claiming that we can nonetheless penetrate the Veil of Ignorance
and reach the Absolute, but to assert it and extrapolate all its consequences. The
problem with transcendental agnosticism concerning the In-itself is not that it is
too radically skeptical, that it "goes too far;' but, on the contrary, that it remains
stuck half-way.
In what, then, does Meillassoux's operation consist? The very problem-the
obstacle-retroactively appears as its own solution, since what prevents us from
directly accessing the Thing is the Thing itself. Is the logic of the final reversal
not exactly the same as that of Adorno's analysis of the antagonistic character of
the notion of society? On a first approach, the split between the two notions of
society (Anglo-Saxon individualistic-nominalistic and Durkheimian organicist
notions of society as a totality which pre-exists individuals) seems irreducible,
we seem to be dealing with a true Kantian antinomy which cannot be resolved
via a higher "dialectical synthesis" and which elevates society into an inacces
sible Thing-in-itself. On a second approach, however, one merely need take note
of how this radical antinomy which seems to preclude our access to the Thing
already is the Thing itself-the fundamental feature of today's society is the
irreconcilable antagonism between Totality and the individual.
Meillassoux does exactly the same with regard to the experience of facticity
and/or absolute contingency: he transposes what appears to transcendental par
tisans of finitude as the limitation of our knowledge (the inSight that we can be
totally wrong about our knowledge, that reality in itself can be totally different
from our notion of it) into the most basic positive ontological property of reality
itself-the absolute " is simply the capacity-to-be-other as such, as theorized by
the agnostic. The absolute is the possible transition, devoid of reason, of my state
towards any other state whatsoever. But this possibility is no longer a 'possibility
of ignorance; viz., a possibility that is merely the result of my inability to know
. . . rather, it is the knowledge of the very real possibility"" in the heart of the
In-itself:

We must show why thought, far from experiencing its intrinsic limits through factic
ity, experiences rather its knowledge of the absolute through facticity. We must grasp
in fact not the inaccessibility of the absolute but the unveiling of the in-itself and the
12 Meillassoux, After Finitude, p. 56.
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eternal property of what is, as opposed to the perennial deficiency in the thought of
what is . . . [In this way,1 facticity will be revealed to be a knowledge of the absolute
because we are going to put back into the thing itself what we mistakenly mistook to
be an incapacity in thought. In other words. instead of construing the absence of

reason inherent in everything as a limit that thought encounters in its search for the
ultimate reason, we must understand that this absence of reason is, and can only be
the ultimate property of the entity."
The paradox of this quasi-magical reversal of epistemological obstacle into
ontological premise is that "it is through facticity, and through facticity alone,
that we are able to make our way towards the absolute":'4 the radical contin
gency of reality, this "open possibility, this 'everything is equally possible: is
an absolute that cannot be de-absolutized without being thought as absolute
once more:'15
Here, one should also establish a link with the great conflict over how to
interpret indeterminacy in quantum physics: for the "orthodox" quantum
physicists, this epistemological indeterminacy is simultaneously ontological, a
property of "reality" itself which is "in itself" indeterminate, while for those,
from Einstein onwards, who hold to the classical "realism-of-necessity," the epis
temological indeterminacy can only mean that quantum physics does not offer a
complete description of reality, that there must be some hidden variables it does
not take into account. To put it in a somewhat problematic and exaggerated way,
the Einsteinian critics try to re-Kantianize quantum physics, excluding from its
grasp reality-in-itself.
Meillassoux is well aware that quantum physicS, with its uncertainty prin
ciple and emphaSiS on the role the observer plays in the collapse of the wave
function, seems to undermine the notion of objective reality independent of
any observer and thus give an unexpected boost to Kantian transcendentalism;
however, as he points out, their similarity is deceptive, and obfuscates a funda
mental difference: "Certainly, the presence of an observer may eventually affect
the effectuation of a physical law, as is the .case for some of the laws of quantum
phYSics-but the very fact that an observer can influence the law is itself a
property of the law which is not supposed to depend upon the existence of an
observer:',6 In short, while in Kant's transcendentalism the "observer" -subject
constitutes what he observes, in quantum physics, the observer's active role itself
is re-inscribed into physical reality.
How, then, can this access to the absolute be reconciled with the obvious
13
14
15
16

Ibid., pp. 52-3.
Ibid., p. 63.
Ibid., p. 58.
Ibid., p. 114.
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limitation of our knowledge of reality? A reference to Brecht may be of some
use here: in one of his reflections about the stage, Brecht ferociously opposed
the idea that the background of the stage should render the impenetrable depth
of the All of Reality as the obscure Origin of Things out of which everything we
see and know appear as fragments. For Brecht, the background of a stage should
ideally be empty, white, Signaling that, behind what we see and experience, there
is no secret Origin or Ground. This in no way implies that reality is transparent
to us, that we "know all"; of course there are infinite blanks, but the point is that
these blanks are just that, blanks, things we simply do not know, not a substantial
"deeper" reality.
Now we come to the properly speculative crux of Meillassoux's argument:
how to justify this passage from (or reversal of) epistemological limitation to (or
into) positive ontological feature? As we have seen, the transcendental criticism
conceives facticity as the mark of our finitude, of our cognitive limitations, of
our inability to access the absolute In-itself: to us, to our finite reason, reality
appears contingent, ohne Warum, but considered in itself, it may well be true
that reality is non-contingent (regulated by a deep spiritual or natural necessity),
so that we are mere puppets of a transcendent mechanism, or that our Self is
itself generating the reality it perceives, etc. In other words, for the transcenden
talist, there is always the radical "possibility of ignorance" :" we are ignorant of
how reality really is, there is always the possibility that reality is radically other
than how it appears to us. How, then, does Meillassoux make the step from
this epistemological limitation to the unique access to the absolute? In a deeply
Hegelian way, he locates in this very point the paradoxical overlapping of pos
sibility and actuality: "How are you able to think this 'possibility of ignorance'. . . ?
The truth is that you are only able to think this possibility of ignorance because
you have actually thought the absoluteness of this possibility, which is to say, its
non-correlational character."" The ontological proof of God is here inverted in
a materialist way: it is not that the very fact that we can think the possibility of a
Supreme Being entails its actuality; it is, on the contrary, that the very fact that
we can think the possibility of the absolute contingency of reality, the possibility
of its being-other, of the radical gap between the way reality appears to us and
the way it is in itself, entails its actuality, that is, entails that reality in itself is
radically contingent. In both cases, we are dealing with the direct passage from
the notion of existence to existence which is part of the notion; however, in the
case of the ontological proof of God, the term that mediates between possibil
ity (of thinking) and actuality is "perfection' (the very notion of a perfect being
includes its existence), while in the case of Meillassoux's passage from notion
to existence, the mediating term is imperfection. If we can think our knowledge
17 Ibid., p. 58.
18 Ibid.
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of reality (the way reality appears to us) as having radically failed, as radically
different from the Absolute, then this gap (between For-us and In-itself) m ust be
part of the Absolute itself; so that the very feature that seemed forever to keep
us away from the Absolute is the only feature which directly unites us with the
Absolute. And does not exactly the same shift lie at the very core of the Christian
experience? It is the radical separation of man from God which unites us with
God, since, in the figure of Christ, God is thoroughly separated from itself-the
point is thus not to "overcome" the gap which separates us from God, but to
take note of how this gap is internal to God himself· (Christianity as the ulti
mate version of the Rabinovitch joke) -only when I experience the infinite pain
of separation from God do I share an experience with God himself (Christ on
the Cross).
Two things must be noted here. First, when Meillassoux asserts contingency
as the only necessity, his mistake is to conceive this assertion according to the
masculine side of Lacans formulae of sexuation, that is, according to the logic
of universality and its constitutive exception: everything is contingent-with
the exception of contingency itself, which is absolutely necessary. Necessity
thus becomes the external guarantee of the universal contingency-but what
about the non-All of contingency: there is nothing which is not contingent,
which is why not-All is contingent? Simultaneously, there is the non-All of
necessity: there is nothing which is not necessary, which is why not-All is nec
essary. Not-All is necessary, which means that, from time to time, a contingent
encounter occurs which undermines the predominant necessity (the space of
possibilities sustained by this necessity), so that in it, the "impossible" happens."
How do these two non-Ails relate? Since reality is contingent, we should begin
with the non-All of contingency: it is out of contingency that, contingently,
necessities arise.
Second, we should take note of Meillassoux's frequent and systematic use
of Hegelian terms, even (and especially) in his critique of Hegel. For example,
he repeatedly characterizes his own position as "speculative" (in the sense of
the post -Kantian assertion of the accessibility to our knowledge of the absolute)
in contrast to "metaphysical" pre-critical dogmatism (which claims access to
transcendent absolute necessity). Paradoxically, Hegel counts for him as "meta
physical;' although it was precisely Hegel who deployed the "metaphysical;' the
"critical" (in the sense of Kantian criticism), and the "speculative" as the three
basic stances of thought towards reality, making it clear that his own "specula
tive" stance can only arise when one has fully accepted the lesson of the critical
stance. No wonder that Meillassoux, following Hegel, designates his own posi
tion as that of '�bsolute Knowledge;' characterized in a thoroughly Hegelian
19 See Alenka ZupanCic, "Realno in njegovo nemozno" ("The Real and its Impossible"),
Problemi 1-2 (2010).
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way as "the principle of an auto-limitation or auto-normalization of the omnipo
tence of chaos ""-in short, as the rise of necessity out of contingency:
We can only hope to develop an absolute knowledge-a knowledge of chaos which
would not simply keep repeating that everything is possible-on condition that we
produce necessary propositions about it besides that of its omnipotence. But this
requires that we discover norms or laws to which chaos itself is subject. Yet there
is nothing over and above the power of chaos that could constrain it to submit to
a norm. If chaos is subject to constraints, then this can only be a constraint which
comes from the nature of chaos itself, from its own omnipotence . . . in order for an
entity to be contingent and un-necessary in this way, it cannot be anything whatso
ever. This is to say that in order to be contingent and un�necessary. the entity must
conform to certain determinate conditions. which can then be construed as so many
absolute properties of what is,!l
Is this not exactly Hegel's program? For Hegel, necessary laws are contingent in
the simple sense that "they are because they are'-there is no question of why.
In a Hegelian-speculative manner the regularities of nature are precisely the
highest assertion of contingency: the more nature behaves regularly, following
its "necessary laws;' the more contingent is this necessity. Radical contingency
not only does not preclude, but even prefers the stability of laws: the highest
contingency is when laws are eternal, unchangeable-but contingently so, for no
reason at all. At the beginning of Hegel's LOgiC, we have the process of Becoming
(the unity of Being and Nothingness), which is the thoroughly contingent
process of generating the multiplicity of Somethings. The "spurious infmity"
of Somethings and Something-Others is chaos at its purest, with no necessity
whatsoever underlying or regulating it, and the entire development of Hegel's
Logic is the deployment of the immanent process of " auto-limitation or auto
normalization of the omnipotence of chaos " : "We then begin to understand what
the rational discourse about unreason-an unreason which is not irrational
would consist in: it would be discourse that aims to establish the constraints to
which the entity must submit in order to exercise its capacity-not-to-be and its
capacity-to-be-other:'"
This "capacity-to-be-other;' as expressed in the gap that separates For-us
and In-itself (in the possibility that reality-in-itself is totally different from the
way it appears to us), is the self-distance of the In-itself, the negativity in the
very heart of Being-this is what Meillassoux signals in his wonderfully dense
proposition that "the thing-in-itself is nothing other than the facticity of the
20 MeillassoUJ(, After Finitude, p. 66.
21 Ibid.
22 Ibid.
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transcendental forms of representation;' nothing other than the radically con
tingent character of our frame of reality." To see reality the way it "really is" is
not to see another "deeper" reality beneath it, but to see this same reality in its
thorough contingency.
50 why does Meillassoux not openly acknowledge the Hegelian nature of
his breakthrough? The first reason, at least, is a simple one: he endorses the
standard reading of Hegelian dialectics as the description of the necessary self
deployment of the Notion:
Hegelian metaphysics maintains the necessity of a moment of irremediable con
tingency in the unfolding of the absolute; a moment which occurs in the midst of
nature as the pure contingency, the reality devoid of actuality, the sheer finitude
whose chaos and gratuitousness are recalcitrant to the labour of the Notion . . . But
this contingency is deduced from the unfolding of the absolute, which in itself, qua
rational totality, is devoid of contingency. Thus, in Hegel, the necessity of contin
gency is not derived from contingency as such and contingency alone, but from a
Whole that is ontologically superior to the latter.24
Meillassoux here crucially simplifies the properly Hegelian relationship between
necessity and contingency. On a first approach, it appears that their encompass
ing unity is necessity, that necessity itself posits and mediates contingency as
the external field in which it expresses or actualizes itself-contingency itself is
necessary, the result of the self-externalization and self-mediation of notional
necessity. However, it is crucial to supplement this unity with the opposite, with
contingency as the encompassing unity of itself and necessity: the very elevation
of a necessity into the structuring principle of the contingent field of multiplic
ity is a contingent act; one can almost say: the outcome of a contingent ("open")
struggle for hegemony. This shift corresponds to the shift from 5 to $, from
substance to subject. The starting point is a contingent multitude; through
its self-mediation ("spontaneous self-organization"), contingency engenders
or posits its immanent necessity, in the same way that Essence is the result of
the self-mediation of Being. Once Essence emerges, it retroactively "posits its
own presuppositions;' that is, it sublates its presuppositions into subordinated
moments of its self-reproduction (Being is transubstantiated into Appearance);
however, this positing is retroactive.
This brings us to Meillassoux's basic strategic move (and a deeply Hegelian
one, at that) from the gap that separates us (finite humans) from the In-itself
to the gap that is immanent to the In-itself; this move is strictly correlative to
Lacan's move from desire to drive: the drive is "transcendental;' its space is that
23 Ibid., p. 76.
24 Ibid., p. 80.
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of the fantasy which fills in the void of the lost primordial Object (Thing)
in short, desire is Kantian, the drive is Hegelian. The Lacanian objet a as the
object which overlaps with its loss, which emerges at the very moment of its
loss (so that all its fantasmatic incarnations, from breast to voice and gaze, are
metonymic figurations of the void, of nothing), remains within the horizon of
desire-the true object -cause of desire is the void filled in by its fantasmatic incar
nations. While, as Lacan emphasizes, the objet a is also the object of the drive,
the relationship is here thoroughly different: although, in both cases, the link
between object and loss is crucial, in the case of the objet a as the object-cause
of desire, we have an object which is originally lost, which coincides with its own
loss, which emerges as lost, while, in the case of the objet a as the object of the
drive, the "object" is directly the loss itself in the shift from desire to drive, we
pass from the lost object to loss itselfas an object. In other words, the weird move
ment called "drive" is not driven by the "impossible" quest for the lost object; it
is a push to directly enact the "loss"-the gap, cut, distance-itself. There is thus a
double distinction to be drawn here: not only between the objet a in its fantas
matic and post-fantasmatic status, but aiso, within this post-fantasmatic domain
itself, between the lost object-cause of desire and the object-loss of the drive.
I! is thus wrong to claim that the "pure" death drive would be the impos
sible "totaf' will to (self-)destruction, an ecstatic self-annihilation in which the
subject would rejoin the fullness of the maternal Thing, but that this will is not
realizable, that it gets blocked, stuck to a "partial object:' Such a notion retrans
lates the death drive into the terms of desire and its lost object: it is in desire that
the positive object is a metonymic stand-in for the void of the impossible Thing;
it is in desire that the aspiration to fullness is transferred to partial objects-this
is what Lacan called the metonymy of desire. We have to be very precise here
in order not to miss Lacan's point (and thereby confuse desire and drive): the
drive is not an infinite longing for the Thing which gets fixated onto a partial
object-the "drive" is this fixation itself in which resides the "death" dimension
of every drive. The drive is not a universal thrust (towards the incestuous Thing)
checked and broken up, it is this brake itself, a brake on instinct, its "stuckness;'
as Eric Santner would put it." The elementary matrix of the drive is not that of
transcending all particular objects towards the void of the Thing (which is then
accessible only in its metonymic stand-in), but that of our libido getting "stuck"
onto a particular object, condemned to circulate around it forever.
Consequently, as we have seen, the concept of drive makes the alternative
"either get burned by the Thing or maintain a safe distance" false: in a drive, the
"Thing itself" is a circulation around the void (or, rather, hole, not void) To put
it even more pointedly, the object of the drive is not related to the Thing as a
25 See Eric Santner, On the Psychotheology of Everyday Life, Chicago: University of
Chicago Press 2001.
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filler of its void: the drive is literally a counter-movement to desire, it does not
strive towards impossible fullness and, being forced to renounce it, get stuck
onto a partial object as its remainder-the drive is quite literally the very "drive"
to break the All of continuity in which we are embedded, to introduce a radical
imbalance into it, and the difference between drive and desire is precisely that,
in desire, this cut, this fixation onto a partial object, is as it were "transcendental
ized;' transposed into a stand-in for the void of the Thing.
From this paradox of the drive, we can discern the limitation of specula
tive realism, a limitation signaled in the fact that it immediately split into four
orientations which form a kind of Greimasian semiotic square: Meillassoux's
"speculative materialism;' Harman's "object-oriented philosophy;'" Grant's neo
vitalism," and Brassier's radical nihilism. The two axes along which these four
positions are placed are divine/secular and scientific/metaphysical. Although
both Meillassoux and Brassier advocate a scientific view of reality as radi
cally contingent and apprehensible through formalized science, Brassier also
endorses scientific reductionism, while Meillassoux leaves the space open for
a non-existent divinity which will redress all past injustices. On the other side,
both Harman and Grant advocate a non-scientific metaphysical approach, with
Harman opting for a directly religious (or spiritualist, at least) panpsychism,
outlining a program of investigating the "cosmic layers of psyche" and "fer
reting out the specific psychic reality of earthworms, dust, armies, chalk, and
stone;' while Grant, in Deleuzian fashion, locates the meta-physical dimension
in nature itself, conceiving the world of objects as the products of a more pri
mordial process of becoming (will, drive, etc.). What stands out in this square
are the two positions which unsettle the expected overlapping of the two axes
(metaphysical divinity versus secular scientific reductionism): Meillassoux's sci
entistic assertion of radical contingency which nonetheless leaves open the space
for a non-existing God who may emerge in order to redress past injustices, and
Grant's anti -scientistic vitalist metaphysics which nonetheless remains naturalist/
materialist. The gap filled in by these two additional options Signals that the
price speculative realism pays for leaving behind transcendental correlationism
is that it remains caught up in the traditional pre-critical antinomies, i.e., that a
dimension is missing in the basic opposition which defines speculative realism:
realism versus correlationism. What is this dimension?
Ray Brassier was right with his programmatic slogan of nihil unbound
one should definitely go all the way in "unbounding" nothingness, or, in other
words, pushing "secularization" to the end. One of the names of the enemy
today is "post-secular thought": the idea that the process of "disenchantment"
26 Graham Harman, The Quadruple Object, Rapley: Zero Books 20ll.
27 lain Hamilton Grant, Philosophies of Nature After Schelling, London: Continuum
2006.
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has reached its limit and that a new, post-metaphysical, return of the Sacred
is on the way, no longer grounded in the access to an infinite Absolute, but in
our very finitude, in our irreducible rootedness in the finite Lebenswelt with its
concrete experience of bodily life permeated with meaning. In order to over
turn this tendency, we should begin at the very beginning, with the reversal of
the identity of being and logos first formulated by Parmenides in what is the
inaugural gesture of philosophy: "being and thinking/speaking are the same:'
This sameness should be conceived as negative: contrary to Plato's notion that
what one talks about has to exist in some way, one can only talk about what
(potentially, at least) is not, for there is no speech withont a hole in the texture
of the Real; the very fact of affirming something locates this something against
the background of its potential disappearance, or, to paraphrase Parmenides,
thinking/speaking and non-being are the same. Furthermore, this hole in the
texture of the Real can only arise if the Real itself is nltimately nothing but a void,
if "all there is" is, precisely, not-All, a distorted fragment which is ultimately a
"metonymy of nothing:'
The problem here is how we componnd this full deployment of nothing
ness with the big dilemma of contemporary thonght, which is (to paraphrase
Brassier) : do we conceive the scientific explanation of reality as grounded in our
concrete experience of reality, in our Lebenswelt, or do we endorse a version of
"scientific reductionism" which tries to explain our very experience of reality
in scientific terms (in terms of cognitive science, Darwinism, etc.)? The first
approach is a version of what Meillassoux calls "correlationism;' which can also
have a pOintedly "materialist" accent (as in what was once called "humanist
Marxism;' where science was seen as part of the practical engagement of human
ity with nature), so the problem is, again, how to break out of the correlationist
constraints. In short: can science think radical Nothingness? Meillassoux claims
that my (and "perhaps" Badiou's) positions
consist at bottom in making of materialism a "misfired correlationism.'� Ever since
Derrida in particular, materialism seems to have taken the form of a "sickened cor
relationism" : it refuses both the return to a nalve pre-critical stage of thought and
any investigation of what prevents the "circle of the subject" from harmoniously
closing in on itself. Whether it be the Freudian unconscious, Marxist ideology.
Derridean dissemination, the undecidability of the event, the Lacanian Real consid
ered as the impossible, etc., these are all supposed to detect the trace of an impossible
coincidence of the subject with itself, and thus of an extra-correlational residue in
which one could localize a "materialist moment" of thought. But in fact, such mis
fires are only further correlations among others: it is always for a subject that there
is an undecidable event or a failure of signification. Unless we fall back on naive
realism, we cannot treat these misfires as "effects" of a cause that could definitely
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be established as external to the subject or even to consciousness. In any case, a
correlationist would have no difficulty in retorting that this genre of materialism
is either a disingenuous idealism or a dogmatic realism of the "old style". When a
chair is wobbly, the "wobbly" exists only in relation to the chair, not independently
of it. When one clogs up the Subject, one does not go outside it: instead, ODe merely
constructs a transcendental or speculative Wobbly Subject-a subject that is assured
a priori, and according to a properly absolute Knowing. for which things always turn
out badly in its world of representations. 28
As usual with Meillassoux, this argumentation is precise and to the point;
my (day)dream is that if Lenin were alive and had time to read my Parallax
View, something like this would have been his reaction to my "dialectical
materialism' -beneath the rhetorical materialist surface, there lies good old
fashioned subjective idealism. But is this really the case? On the face of it, the
argument is convincing: do I not claim that, beneath the transcendental correla
tion between (the conscious) subject and reality, there is the correlative between
the subject (of the unconscious) and its Real/impossible objectal counterpoint,
S-a? Strange as this correlation is, it still makes sense only if a subject is already
there, that is, it does not enable us to think reality without a subject. But, again,
is this truly the case? The point Meillassoux misses is that this impossible/
Real object is the very mode of inscription of the subject into trans-subjective
reality; as such, it is not transcendental, but (what Derrida would have caIJed)
arche-transcendental, an attempt to circumscribe the "subject in becoming;' the
trans-subjective process of the emergence of the subject.
The critical implication with regard to Meillassoux is that the true problem
is not to think pre-subjective reality, but to think how something like a subject
could have emerged within it; without this (properly Hegelian) gesture, any
objectivism will remain correlationist in a hidden way-its image of "reality
in itself" remains correlated (even if in a negative way) with subjectivity. To
make this gesture, it is not enough to posit the subject (or, rather, presuppose
it) as a contingent emergence-while this is true, one should locate traces
of this contingency in a kind of umbilical cord which links the subject to its
28 Quentin Meillassoux. interview in Graham Harman, Quentin Meillassoux: Philosophy
in the Making, Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, p. 166. Incidentally, if there is a
philosopher who effectively seems to be caught in the circle of what Meillassoux calls
"failed correlationism," it is Derrida, whose thought oscillates in its deconstructive
analyses between two poles: on the one hand, he emphasizes that there is no direct outside
(of metaphysics), that the very attempt to directly break out of the circle oflogocentrism
has to rely on a metaphysical conceptual frame; on the other hand, he sometimes treats
writing and difference as a kind of general ontological category, talking about "traces"
and "writing" in nature itself (genetic codes, etc.).
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pre-subjective Real, and thus breaks the circle of transcendental correlationism.
In other words, what Meillassoux calls "sickened" or "failed" correlationism, far
from being a half-hearted break-out from the correlationist constraint, is the
key component of any true escape: it is not enough to oppose to transcendental
correlation a vision of reality-in-itself-transcendental correlation itself has to
be grounded in reality-in-itself; i.e., its possibility has to be accounted for in the
terms of this reality. As Niels Bohr (who is sometimes misunderstood as having
wanted to "transcendentalize" physics) liked to repeat, at the level of the physics
of micro-particles, there is no "objective" measurement, no access to "objective"
reality-not because we (our mind) constitutes reality, but because we are part
of the reality which we measure, and thus lack an "objective distance" towards it.
It is against this background of the radical asymmetry or non-correlation
between subject and object (or thinking and reality) that one can clearly see
where Meillassoux's critique of correlationism falls short. In his very anti
transcendentalism, Meillassoux remains caught up in the Kantian topic of the
accessibility of the Thing-in-itself: is what we experience as reality fully deter
mined by our subjective-transcendental horizon, or can we get to know something
about the way reality is independently of our subjectivity? Meillassoux's claim is
to have achieved the breakthrough into independent "objective" reality. But there
is a third Hegelian option: the true problem that follows from Meillassoux's basic
speculative gesture (transposing the contingency of our notion of reality into
the Thing itself) is not so much what more we can say about reality-in-itself, but
how our subjective standpoint and subjectivity itself fit into reality. The problem
is not "Can we penetrate the veil of subjectively constituted phenomena to
Things-in-themselves?" but "How do phenomena themselves arise within the
flat stupidity of reality which just is; how does reality redouble itself and start to
appear to itself?" For this, we need a theory of the subject which involves neither
transcendental subjectivity nor a reduction of the subject to a part of objective
reality; such a theory also enables us to formulate in a new way what Meillassoux
calis the problem of correlationism (ancestrality). Here, both Lacan and Hegel
are anti-Leninists, for their problem is not "how to reach objective reality which
is independent of (its correlation to) subjectivity:' but how subjectivity is already
inscribed into reality-to quote Lacan again, not only is the picture in my eye,
but I am also in the picture.
To make this key point again, in his rejection of transcendental correlation
ism (the claim that in order to think reality, there must already be a subject to
whom this reality appears), Meillassoux remains trapped within the confines of
the Kantian-transcendental opposition between reality the way it appears to us
and the transcendent beyond of reality-in -itself, independently of us. In a Lenin
like manner (the Lenin of Materialism and Empirio-Criticism), he then asserts
that we can access and think reality in itself. But something is lost in this very
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field of the transcendental dilemma, something which concerns the very core
of the Freudian discovery (or the way this discovery was formulated by Lacan):
the inherent twist/curvature that is constitutive of the subject itself. In other
words, what Lacan asserts is precisely the irreducible (constitutive) discord, or
non·correlation, between subject and reality: in order for the subject to emerge,
the impossible object·that.is·subject must be excluded from reality, since it is
this very exclusion which opens up the space for the subject. The problem is
not to think the Real outside of transcendental correlation, independently of the
subject; the problem is to think the Real inside the subject, the hard core of the
Real in the very heart of the subject, its ex·timate center.
The true problem of correlationism is not whether we can reach the In·itself
the way it is outside of any correlation to the subject (or the way the Old is
outside its perception from the standpoint of the New); but the true problem
is to think the New itself "in becoming:' The fossil is not the Old the way it was/
is in itself, the true fossil is the subject itself in its impossible objectal status-the
fossil is myself, the way the terrified cat sees me when it looks at me. This is what
truly escapes correlation, not the In·itself of the object, but the subject as object.
Usually we have the split in the obj ect (between the object for us and the way
the object is in itself), but thinking and the subject are conceived as homogene.
ous. Lacan, however, introduces a split also into the subject, between its thinking
and its (not actual life·being but its) non·thought thought, its non· non· thought,
between discourse and the Real (not reality). So the point is not only to over·
come the inaccessible In· itself by claiming that "there is nothing beyond the veil
of semblances except what the subject itself put there;' but to relate the In·itself
to the split in the subject itself.
Meillassoux ironically mentions the ridiculously ingenious Christian reply
to the Darwinist challenge: one of Darwin's contemporaries proposed a neat
reconciliation between the Bible and evolutionary theory: the Bible is literally
true, the world was created C.4000 years BC-but how then do we explain the
fossils? They were directly created by God as fossils, to give humanity a false
sense of living in an older universe-in short, when God created the universe,
he also included in it traces of an imaginary past. Meillassoux's point is that
post·Kantian transcendentalism answers the challenge of objective science in
a similar way: if, for the theological literalists, God directly created fossils in
order to expose men to the temptation of denying the divine creation, to test
their faith, the post· Kantian transcendentalists conceive the spontaneous every·
day "naive" notion of objective reality existing independently of us as a similar
trap, exposing humans to the test, challenging them to see through this "evi·
. dence" and grasp how reality is constituted by the transcendental subject." We
29 Meillassoux, After Finitude, p. 62.
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should nonetheless insist that the Christian solution, meaningless though it is
as a scientific theory, contains a grain of truth: what Lacan calls the objet a, the
subject's impossible-Real objectal counterpart, is precisely such an "imagined"
(fantasmatic, virtual) object which never positively existed in reality-it emerges
through its loss, it is directly created as a fossil.
Simultaneously, the exclusion of this object is constitutive of the appearance
of reality: since reality (not the Real) is correlative to the subject, it can only con
stitute itself through the withdrawal from it of the object which "is" the subject;
that is, through the withdrawal of the subject's objectal correlate. Or, to put it
in the old jargon of the logic of the signifier, the subject is only possible out of
its own impossibility, the impossibility of becoming an object. What breaks up
the self-closure of transcendental correlation is thus not the transcendent reality
that eludes the subject's grasp, but the inaccessibility of the object that "is" the
subject itsel£" This is the true "fossil;' the bone that is the spirit, to paraphrase
Hegel, and this object is not simply the full objective reality of the subject (the
successful scientific reduction of subjective experience to objective proc esses,
such as in biogenetics) , but the non-corporeal, fantasmatic lamella.
Why this primordial loss, why this constitutive withdrawal from reality of
a part of the Real? Precisely because the subject is a part of reality, because it
emerges out of it. This is why, if the subject is to emerge as the non-substantial
cogito, its being must be elevated into a spectral impossible object which forever
haunts it (and which can assume many fantasmatic forms, from the lamella to the
double) . The "official" transcendental subject-object correlation is thus redou
bled by a kind of negative correlation of the subject and the impossible-Real
object: before relating to objects which are part of external reality, the subject is
haunted by its own objectal shadow; in the guise of this additional virtual object,
the subject is ex-posed to the Real, constitutively "de-centered;' much more rad
ically even than in the symbolic order. This is how we can read one of Lacan's
re-formulations of Descartes's cogito ergo sum: "I am at that impossible piece of
the real where I cannot think:' We can also see in what way two lacks overlap
in this impossible object: the constitutive lack of the subject (what the subject
has to lose in order to emerge as the subject of the Signifier) and the lack in the
Other itself (what has to be excluded from reality so that reality can appear).
Again, the object is not simply there at the intersection of the two lacks: it liter
ally and much more radically emerges through the overlapping of the two lacks.
(Once Lacan got this point, he changed the status of the objet a from imaginary
to Real.) So the Real is not some kind of primordial Being which is lost with the
opposition of subject and object (as Hiilderlin put it in his famous Ur-Fragment
of German Idealism); the Real is, on the contrary, a product (of the overlapping
30 See ZupanCic, "Realno in njegovo nemozno:'
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of the two lacks). The Real is not lost, it is what we cannot get rid oj; what always
sticks on as the remainder of the symbolic operation.
It is here that Meillassoux is also too hasty in dismissing the transcendental
position: (what we experience as) reality is always transcendentally constituted.
The remainder of the Real is the price we pay for the inversion of the "natural"
order that pertains to the symbolic order: although language is ultimately part of
reality, reality (the way it appears to us) is always already transcendentally con
stituted through language. Or, to put it another way: we cannot gain full neutral
access to reality because we are part of it. The epistemological distortion of our
access to reality is the result of our inclusion in it, not of our distance from it. The
objet a is the splinter in the eye which distorts our clear perception of reality, and
the agent of this distortion is desire (recall that the objet a is the object-cause of
desire). This brings us to the unique "short-circuit between epistemology and
ontology": the very epistemological failure (to reach reality) is an indication and
effect of our being part of reality, of our inclusion within it."
In the opposition between the symbolic order and reality, the Real is on the
side of the symbolic-it is the part of reality which clings to the symbolic (in
the guise of its inconsistency/gap/impossibility). The Real is the point at which
the external opposition between the symbolic order and reality is immanent to
the symbolic itself, mutilating it from within: it is the non-All of the symbolic.
There is a Real not because the symbolic cannot grasp its external Real, but
because the symbolic cannot fully become itself. There is being (reality) because
the symbolic system is inconsistent, flawed, for the Real is an impasse of for
malization. This thesis must be given its full "idealist" weight: it is not only that
reality is too rich, so that every formalization fails to grasp it, stumbles over it;
the Real is nothing but an impasse of formalization-there is dense reality "out
there" because of the inconsistencies and gaps in the symbolic order. The Real is
nothing but the non-All of formalization, not its external exception.
Since reality is in itself fragile and inconsistent, it needs the intervention of
a Master-Signifier to stabilize itself into a consistent field; this Master-Signifier
marks the point at which a signifier falls into the Real. The Master-Signifier
is a signifier which not only designates features of reality, but performatively
intervenes into reality. As such, the Master-Signifier is the counterpart of the
objet a: if the objet a is the Real which is on the side of the symbolic, the Master
Signifier is the signifier which falls into the Real. Its role is exactly homologous
to that of the transcendental synthesis of apperception in Kant: its interven
tion transforms the inconsistent mUltiplicity of fragments of the Real into the
consistent field of "objective reality:' In the same way that, for Kant, it is the
31 At a different level, therein resides the basic epistemological lesson of quantum
physics: we cannot get to know reality the way it is independently of us because we are
part of reality.
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addition of the subjective synthesis which transforms the multiplicity of sub
jective impressions into objective reality, for Lacan, it is the intervention of
the Master-Signifier which transforms the confused field of impressions into
"extra-linguistic reality:' This, then, should be the Lacanian answer to correla
tionism: while transcendental correlationism can think the intervention of the
Master-Signifier as constitutive of reality, it misses this other inverted correla
tion between the Master-Signifier and the objet a; that is, it cannot think the
stain of the Real which de-centers the subject from within.
So, to repeat Meillassoux's fossil question in the most direct way: is a dino
saur fossil proof that dinosaurs existed on Earth independently of any human
observer, whether empirical or transcendental? If we can imagine transposing
ourselves into the pre-historical past, would we encounter dinosaurs the way
we reconstruct them today? Before rushing to an answer, we should remember
how relative "external reality" is with regard to our point of view, which does
not mean that we "created" it, but that out of the infinite complexity of the Real
in-itself a part or slice of reality was selected as correlative to our perceptual
apparatus. So we cannot ever escape the circle: the reality of a fossil is "objective"
insofar as it is observed from our standpoint, in the same way that a rainbow
"objectively exists" from our standpoint-what "objectively exists" is the entire
field of interaction between subject and object as part of the Real.

C H A P TER 1 0

Obj ects, Obj ects Everywhere

SUBTRACTION, PROTRACTION, OBSTRUCTION . . . DESTRUCTION
Back in 2008, when confronted with his low position in the opinion polls, the
Republican presidential candidate Mike Huckabee (a figure who seemed to have
stepped right out of an old Frank Capra fUm, if not a Dickens novel) said: "1
know the pundits and 1 know what they say, the math doesn't work out. Well
1 didn't major in math, 1 majored in miracles. And 1 still believe in those, too:'
This anecdote is worth quoting not just to make fun of the standard of political
debate in the US, but because, in a negative way, it points to a central component
of Badiou's thinking which, precisely, brings together mathematics and miracles.
When talking about miracles, we should of course bear in mind Lacan's quali
fication that the only "irrationality" he admits is that of irrational numbers in
mathematics-in a homologous way, the only "miracles" a radical materialist
allows for are mathematical ones. A "miracle" is simply the sudden emergence
of the New, irreducible to its preceding conditions, of something which retro
actively "posits" its conditions. Every authentic act creates its own conditions
of possibility.
But what is this "irrational" element? As Badiou has pOinted out, what
defines a "world" is not primarily its positive features, but the way its struc
ture relates to its own inherent (point of) impossibility. Classical mathematics
dismissed the square root of -1 as an irrelevant externality, as nonsense to be
ignored, while modern mathematics makes this impossible calculable, marking
it with the letter 1 ("imaginary number") : "mathematics historically splits and
remakes itself by creating constants that occupy these impossible places: the root
square of -1 is baptized an imaginary number which is then used in a new space
of calculations:"
Things are similar with Cantor's conceptualization of different modalities of
the infmite: the transfinite and so forth. The distinction between "transfinite" and
"infinite" as elaborated by Cantor roughly fits the Hegelian distinction between
"true" and "bad" (or "spurious") infinity: with the "bad infinity," we never actu
ally reach the infinite, another unit can be added to every number, and "infinity"
1 Oliver Feltham, "On Changing Appearances in Lacan and Badiou;' Umbria) 1 (2007),
p. 121.
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here refers precisely to this constant possibility of adding, to the impossibility of
ever reaching the ultimate element in the series. What if, however, we treat this
set of elements forever "open" to addition as a closed totality and posit the infi
nite as an element of its own, as the external frame of the endless set of elements
it contains? The transfinite is thus a number or au element with the paradoxical
property of being insensitive to addition or subtraction: whether we add a unit
to it or subtract one from it, it remains the same.' Did not Kant in a similar way
construct the concept of the "trauscendental object"? One is tempted to risk a
pun here: Kantor. The transcendental object is external to the endless series of
empirical objects: we arrive at it by way of treating this endless series as closed,
and positing au empty object outside of it, the very form of an object, that frames
the series. It is also easy to discern a further homology with the objet petit a, the
Lacaniau object -cause of desire: the latter is also "transfinite;' namely an empty
object that frames the endless set of empirical objects. In this precise sense, our
two objets petit a, voice and gaze, are "trausfinite": in both cases, we are dealing
with an empty object that frames the "bad infinity" of the field of the visible
andlor audible by giving body to what constitutively eludes this field (on this
account, the object-gaze is a blind spot within the field of the visible, whereas the
object-voice par excellence is of course silence).'
In his debate with the Atheniaus related in Acts, Paul makes deft use of the
fact that the Athenians, in their pragmatic opportunism, built a statue to au
unknown god on top of the statues of alI their known gods-they just wauted to
be sure that their series of statues also included a reference to a divinity ignored
by them, a reference to what might be excluded or missing from their pautheistic
2 On a first approach, it may appear that we are here as far as possible from Hegel: does
not Cantor's concept of the transfinite as that which persists outside the finite, which
stands side by side with it, which is exempted from it as its external frame, provide an
exemplary case of what Hegel calls the "abstract infinite" which, insofar as it is externally
opposed to the finite and excludes it, is in itself again finite? And, in contrast, is not the
Hegelian "true infinite" immanent to the finite, is it not the very organic totality of the
finite in its movement of self-sublation? It is, however, precisely such an "organic" notion
of the infinite as the living totality of the finite that remains at the level of Substance
since. in it, the infInite is not yet for itself: it is crucial for Hegel that the infmite must
appear, that it be "posited as such;' in its difference to the fmite-only thus do we pass
from Substance to Subject. For Hegel, the "subject" qua the power of absolute negativity
designates the point at which the infinite is posited as such, in its negative relationship
to everything finite.
3 Strictly speaking, the same goes also for the transcendental dimension as such. The
field of our experience is in principle "open;' infinite, there is always something to be
added to it; we arrive at the transcendental dimension when we decide to treat this
"open" field of experience as a closed, framed totality and to render thematic the frame
which, although not part of our experience, a priori delineates its contours.
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pandemonium. Paul cunningly remarks that there already i s i n Athens a statue
of the unique God of whom he speaks; the trick is that he replaces the indefinite
article with a definite one: not a statue of an unknown god (like the monu
ment to the unknown soldier, referring to the anonymous fallen generally),
but a statue of the unknown god, meaning the (one true) god who is/remains
unknown, obfuscated by the glittering chaos of polytheism. Did not Paul also
thereby internalize the point of impossibility of the pagan universe?
The same holds for capitalism: its dynamic of perpetual self-revolutionizing
relies on the endless postponement of its point of impossibility (its final crisis
or collapse). What for earlier modes of production was a dangerous exception is
for capitalism normality: in capitalism, crisis is internalized, taken into account,
as the point of impossibility which impels it into continuous activity. Capitalism
is structurally always in crisis-which is why it is expanding all the time: it can
only reproduce itself by "borrowing from the future;' in a fuite en avant into the
future. The final settling of accounts when all its debts will have been paid will
never arrive. Marx proposed his own name for the social point of impossibility:
"class struggle:'
Perhaps, one should extend this to the very definition ofhumanity: what ulti
mately distinguishes humans from animals is not some positive feature (speech,
tool-making, reflexive thinking, etc.), but the rise of a new point of impossibility
designated by Freud and Lacan as das Ding, the impossible-real ultimate refer
ence point of desire. The often noted experimental difference between humans
and apes acquires here all its Significance: when an ape is presented with an
object out of reach, it will abandon it after a few failed attempts to grasp it and
move on to a more modest object (a less attractive sexual partner, say), while a
human will persist in its effort, remaining transfixed on the impossible object.
This is why the subject as such is hysterical: precisely a subject who posits
jouissance as an absolute; it responds to the absolute of jouissance in the form
of unsatisfied desire. Such a subject is capable of relating to a term that remains
outside the limits of the game; indeed, this relationship to a term "out-of-play"
is constitutive of the subject itself. Hysteria is thus the elementary "human" way
of installing a point of impossibility in the guise of absolute jouissance. Is not
Lacan's il ny a pas de rapport sexuel also such a point of impossibility constitutive
of being human?
When cognitivists from Dennett onwards try to explain consciousness,
they enumerate a whole series of specifically human capacities which "cannot
really function without consciousness" -what if, however, instead of focus
ing on "what we can (only) do with consciousness;' we should shift the terrain
and ask: what is the specific point of impossibility of consciousness? What is it
that we cannot do with consciousness? How is consciousness related to what
we a priori cannot become conscious of? And what unsurpassable failure gave
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birth to consciousness? Is consciousness at its zero-level not consciousness of a
failure-of coming up against a radical impossibility? Here, the topic of mortal
ity re-emerges: when Heidegger claims that only man is mortal, not animals, this
again means that death is the ultimate possibility of impossibility for a human
being, its inherent point of impossibility, something one calculates with, relates
to, in contrast to the animal for whom death is simply external.
Many a cognitivist (from Pinker to McGinn) tries to account for the paradox
of (self-)consciousness by claiming that its inability to "know itself;' to account
for itself as an object in the world, is co-substantial with consciousness itself,
its inherent constituent. (Pinker offers a more scientific, evolutionist version
consciousness did not emerge with the aim of understanding/explaining itself,
but with other evolutionary functions-while McGinn offers a more purely the
oretical version of why consciousness is necessarily an enigma to itself.)4 What
we get here is nothing less than an evolutionary biological explanation for the
emergence of metaphysics. However, a Heideggerian counter-question, issuing
from the framework of Being and Time, immediately pops up here: does not
consciousness necessarily question itself, asking itself about the enigma it is a
priori unable to answer? (As Heidegger himself puts it: Dasein is an entity that
questions its own being.) How did this property emerge within the evolutionary
logic? The point is not only that, on top of its adaptive functions (how to find
one's way in the environment, etc.), consciousness is also bothered by enigmas
having no evolutionary, adaptive function (humor, art, metaphysical questions).
The further (and crucial) point is that this useless supplement, this compulsive
fixation on problems which a priori cannot be solved, retroactively enabled an
explosion of procedures (techniques, insights) which themselves had a major
survival value. It is as if, in order to assert its priority over other living beings
in the struggle for survival, the human animal has to forsake the struggle for
survival itself and focus on other questions. Victory in the struggle for survival
can only be gained as a by-product: if one focuses directly on the struggle, one
loses. Only a being obsessed with impossible or insoluble problems can make
a breakthrough in possible knowledge. This means that, in contrast to the ani
mal's struggle for survival, man's struggle is already "reflective:' as Heidegger
would have put it, experienced as the horizon of meaning for his existence. The
development of technology, the struggle for power, occur within and as a certain
disclosure of Being, rather than being an immediate "fact oflife:'5

.

4 See Colin McGinn. The Mysterious Flame: Conscious Minds in a Material World, New
York: Basic Books 2000
5 Also, it is incredible how directly Kantian these formulations are (recall Kant's famous
"l or he or it, the thing that thinks"), which is why one is tempted to apply to them
the Hegelian solution or turn: this unknowableness of consciousness to itself is its own
solution, since consciousness is this gap in/of being.
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When McGinn claims that there is, in reality, nothing mysterious about
how the brain generates consciousness (we are just forever cognitively closed
to understanding this process in the same way an understanding of quantum
mechanics lies beyond the cognitive capacities of monkeys), the irony here is
double: not only do we incessantly try to understand consciousness, in clear
contrast to monkeys (who do not care about quantum physics)-even humans
themselves cannot really understand quantum physics (in the strict sense
of translating it into their horizon of meaning). If we claim that what we are
dealing with here is a "mismatch between the very nature of these problems and
the computational apparatus that natural selection has fitted us with:" the true
enigma is not the enigma of the meaning of life as such, but, rather, why do we
persistently probe into the meaning of life in the first place? If religion and phi
losophy are (in part, at least) "the application of mental tools to problems they
were not deSigned to solve:' how did this misapplication occur, and why is it so
persistent?' Note the Kantian background of this position: it was already Kant
who claimed that the human mind is burdened by metaphysical questions that,
a priori, it cannot answer. These questions cannot be suspended; they are part
of human nature itself.
Imagine scientists have discovered a gigantic asteroid which they are certain
will hit Earth in thirty-five years' time, not only destroying all life but throwing
the planet itself off its track around the sun. How would people react? Would the
social and ethical order collapse? Would people lose all shame and quickly try to
realize their sexual and other fantasies? And yet, the true question is: do we not
all know that, in a much more distant (let us hope so) future, something like this
will indeed happen and humanity will disappear without a trace? So what is the
difference? The situation is akin to that in the famous anecdote about George
Bernard Shaw-at a dinner party, he asked the upper-class beauty at his side if
she would spend a night with him for 10 million pounds; when she laughingly
said yes, he went on and asked if she would do it for 10 pounds; when the lady
exploded in rage at being treated like a cheap whore, he calmly replied: "Come
on, we have already established that your sexual favors can be bought-now we
are only haggling over the price . . ." The difference is the same as with death
of course: the event should be far enough in the future that we can ignore it,
pretend not to know about it, and thus act as if we know nothing about it. This
is why almost everyone, though they know very well they will die at some point,
would refuse to know in advance the exact moment of their death: they secretly
refuse to believe they will die, and the knowledge of the exact moment of their
death would made this future death fully actual. Kafka wrote: "The lamenta
tion around the deathbed is actually the lamentation over the fact that here no
6 Steven Pinker, How the Mind Works, New York: W. W. Norton & Company '997, p. 565.
7 Ibid., p. 525.
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dying in the true sense has taken place:" But what if there is no dying "in the
true sense;' what if dying is always and by definition "improper;' arriving at the
wrong time and place?
This point of impossibility is one feature of the Lacaniim objet a: it designates
that which is subtracted from reality (as impossible) and thus gives it consist
ency-if it gets included in reality, it causes a catastrophe. In what sense is the
objet a as the frame of reality surplus-enjoyment? In relation to cinema, think
about the "production of a couple" -a motif which frames many a Hollywood
narrative about a grand historical event like a war or natural catastrophe: this
topic is, quite literally, the film's ideological surplus-enjoyment. Although in a
direct sense we enjoy the spectacular shots of the catastrophe (the battle, the
tidal wave, the sinking ship . . . ), the surplus-enjoyment is provided by the sub
narrative about the couple which forms a "frame" for the spectacular event-the
asteroid which hits Earth in Deep Impact materializes the daughter's rage at her
father's new marriage; the October Revolution in Reds reunites the lovers; the
ferocious dinosaurs in Jurassic Park materialize the father-figure's aggressive
rejection of paternal authority and care; etc. It is this frame, through its surplus
enjoyment, that "libidinally bribes" us to accept the ideology of the story. An
example of subjectivity ruined by such a catastrophic inclusion is provided by
the hero of Perfume (Patrick Siiskind's novel and Tom Tykwer's film).' Lacan sup
plemented Freud's list of partial objects (breasts, feces, penis) with two further
objects: the voice and the gaze. Perhaps, we should add another item to this
series: smell. Perfume seems to point in this direction. Grenouille, the novel's
unfortunate hero, is odorless, others cannot smell him; but he himself possesses
such an extraordinary sense of smell that he is able to detect persons far away.
When his ideal woman dies in an accident, he tries to recreate not the woman
in her bodily eXistence-Perfume is a true anti-Frankenstein, but her odor by
killing twenty-five pretty young women and scratching the surface of their skin
to subtract their odors, mixing them into the ideal perfume. This irresistible
perfume is the ultimate odor di femina, the extracted "essence" of femininity:
whenever ordinary humans smell it, they suspend all rational restraint and
engage in a sexual orgy. So when, towards the novel's end, Grenouille is arrested
for the murders and sentenced to death, it is enough for him to wave a napkin
soaked in the perfume in front of the crowd, who then, instantly forgetting their
cries for his death, start undressing to take part in an orgy. The extracted essence
of femininity is what Lacan called the objet petit a, the object-cause of desire,
that which is "in you more than yourself" and thus makes me desire you; this
is why Grenouille has to kill the virgins in order to extract from them their
8 Franz Kafka, The Blue Octavo Notebooks, ed. Max Brod, Cambridge, MA: Exact
Change 1991, p. 53.
9 See Patrick Siiskind, Perfume: The Story of a Murderer, London: Penguin Books 2006.
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"essence;' or, a s Lacan put it: " I love you, but there i s something i n you more than
yourself that I love, the objet petit a, so I destroy you:'
Grenouille's fate is tragic, however: being odorless, he is a pure subject,
without an object -cause of desire in himself, and as such never desired by others.
What he gains from this predicament is the direct access to the object-cause of
desire: while ordinary individuals desire another person because of the lure of
the objet a in him, Grenouille has direct access to this object. Ordinary individu
als can only desire insofar as they become victims of an illusion: they think they
desire another individual because of the person they are; that is, they are not
aware that their desire is caused by the "essence" or odor which has nothing to
do with the person as such. Since Grenouille can by-pass the person and directly
target the object-cause of desire, he can avoid this illusion-which is why for
him eroticism is a ridiculous game of lures. The price he pays for it, however, is
that he can never accept the inverse illusion that someone loves him: he is always
aware that it is not him but his perfume that makes people adore him. The only
way out of this predicament, the only way to posit himself as an object of the
others' desire, is suicidal: in the final scene of the novel, he spills perfume on
himself and is literally torn apart and devoured by a bunch of thieves, beggars,
and whores.
Is not this violent reduction of the thing to its objet a also an example of
what Badiou calls subtraction? One subtracts from the thing its decentered core,
leaving behind its dead body. The opposite of this subtraction, and also a way
to generate the objet a, is protraction. An example from cinema is provided by
one of Tarkovsky's formal techniques which, ironically given his Soviet origins,
cannot but evoke the {in)famous dialectical "law" of the inversion of quantity
into quality, supplementing it with a kind of "negation of the negation" (which
was excluded by Stalin from the list of these "laws" as being too Hegelian, not
properly "materialist"). As Sean Martin put it:
Tarkovsky proposed that if a take is lengthened, boredom naturally sets in for the
audience. But if the take is extended even further, something else arises: curiosity.
Tarkovsky is essentially proposing giving the audience time to inhabit the world that
the take is showing us, not to watch it, but to look at it. to explore iUO

Perhaps the ultimate example of this procedure is the famous scene in Tarkovsky's
Mirror, in which the heroine, who works as a proofreader for a daily newspa
per in the Soviet Union of the mid-1930S, runs from her home to the printing
office fearing she has missed an obscene misprint of Stalin's name." Martin is
10 Sean Martin, Andrei Tarkovsky, Harpenden: Pocket Essentials 2005. p. 49.
11 Tarkovsky refers here to the legend according to which, at the height of the purges, an
issue of Pravda was almost printed in which Stalin's name was misspelled "Sralin" -the
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right to emphasize an uuexpected feature of this scene -its immediate physical
beauty:
it is as ifTarkovsky were content just to watch Margarita Terekhova running through
the rain, down steps, across yards, into corridors. Here, Tarkovsky reveals the pres
ence of beauty in something that is apparently mundane and, paradoxically (given
the period), also potentially fatal for Maria if the mistake she thinks she's made has
gone to press. \�

.

This effect of beauty is generated precisely by the excessive length of the scene:
instead of just watching Maria running and, immersed in the narrative, worry
ing whether she will arrive on time to prevent the catastrophe, we are seduced
into looking at the scene, taking note of its phenomenal features, the intensity of
movements, and so forth.
Cristian Mungiu's 4 Months, 3 Weeks and 2 Days (Romania 2007), set in
1987 during the last years of Ceau�escu's rule, tells the story of Otilia and Gabita,
two university friends in Bucharest. When Gabita falls pregnant, Otilia arranges
for her friend a meeting with Mr. Bebe in a hotel, where he is to perform the
abortion (abortion was prohibited and severely punished at that time) The
frighteningly repulsive Mr. Bebe (a kind of Romanian version of the Javier
Bardem figure in No Countryfor Old Men) demands sexual favors from Otilia as
the price for performing the operation. Otilia agrees for the sake of her friend,
the abortion is performed, but at the filnis end she remains alone, having lost
even the respect of her friend for whom she made the sacrifice. Throughout the
film, the threat that Mr. Bebe will do something terrifying (butcher Gabita and
bleed her to death, etc.) lurks in the background; however, the elegance of the
film is such that this threat remains purely virtual, nothing happens, everything
basically goes as planned, and yet nevertheless the final result is bitter despair.
This endless postponement of the threatened act functions in a similar way to
the Tarkovskian protraction: it elevates Mr. Bebe to the objet a, to a sublime
figure of Evil.
Tarkovsky, however, all too often succumbs to the temptation of re-inscrib
ing this excess of phenomenality into hermeneutics. Recall the difference
between Stanislaw Lenis classic science-fiction novel Solaris and Tarkovsky's
cinema version. Solaris is a planet with an oceanic fluid surface which moves
incessantly and, from time to time, imitates recognizable forms, not only
elaborate geometric structures, but also gigantic children or human buildings
Although all attempts to communicate with the planet fail, scientists entertain
"shitter;' from the verb "srat�' to shit. At the scene's end, relieved that the fatal mistake
had not taken place, the actress whispers the word into her friend's ear.
12 Martin, Andrei Tarkovsky, p. 135.
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the hypothesis that Solaris i s a massive brain which somehow reads our minds.
Soon after his arrival there, Kelvin, the hero, finds at his side in his bed his dead
wife, Harey, who, years ago on Earth, killed herself after he had abandoned her.
Kelvin grasps that Harey is a materialization of his own innermost traumatic
fantasies. Solaris, this gigantic Brain, directly materializes the innermost fan
tasies which support our desire. Read in this way, the story is really about the
hero's inner journey, about his attempt to come to terms with a repressed truth,
or, as Tarkovsky himself put it in an interview: "Maybe, effectively, the mission
of Kelvin on Solaris has only one goal: to show that love of the other is indis
pensable to all life. A man without love is no longer a man:' In clear contrast
to this, Lern's novel focuses on the inert external presence of the planet Solaris,
of this "Thing that thinks" (to use Kant's expression, which fully fits here): the
point of the novel is precisely that Solaris remains an impenetrable Other with
which communication is impossible-true, it returns us our innermost disa
vowed fantasies, but it remains thoroughly impenetrable (Why does It do it? As
a purely mechanical response? To play demonic games with us? To help us-or
compel us-to confront our disavowed truths?). It would thus be interesting to
put Tarkovsky's fIlm in the same bracket as Hollywood commercial rewritings
of novels which have served as the base for a movie: Tarkovsky does exactly the
same as the lowest Hollywood producer, reinscribing the enigmatic encounter
with Otherness into the framework of the production of the couple.
But there is, perhaps, a link between these two aspects of Tarkovsky. In
standard pre-critical metaphysics, "finitude" was associated with material
ist empiricism ("only material finite objects really exist"), while "infinity" was
the domain of idealist spiritualism. In an unexpected reversal, today, the main
argument for spiritualism relies on the irreducibility of human finitude as the
unsurpassable horizon of our existence, while it is the contemporary forms of
radical scientific materialism which keep the spirit of infinity alive. The standard
spiritualist argument is as follows: we should not forget that the technological
dream of total mastery over nature and our lives is indeed just a dream, that we
humans remain forever grounded in our finite life world with its unfathom
able background, and that it is this finitude, this very limitation of our horizon,
which opens up the space for spirituality proper. All today's predominant forms
of spirituality thus paradoxically emphasize that we are not free-floating spirits
but are irreducibly embodied in a material life world; they all preach respect for
this limitation and warn against the "idealist" hubris of radical materialism
exemplary here is the case of ecology. In contrast to this spiritualist attitude
of limitation, the radical scientific attitude which reduces man to a biological
mechanism promises the full technological control over human life, its artificial
recreation, its biogenetic and biochemical regulation, ultimately its immortality
in the guise of the reduction of our inner Self to a software program that can be
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copied from one piece of hardware to another. The scientific basis of the claim
that such immortality is feasible lies in the hypothesis of so-called "substrate
independence": "conscious minds could in principle be implemented not only
on carbon-based biological neurons (such as those inside your head) but also on
some other computational substrate such as silicon-based processors:'"
The third figure of the objet a, after subtraction and protraction, is that of
obstruction: the objet a as an agent of the Cunning of Reason, the obstacle which
always perturbs the realization of our goals. Another example from cinema:
the libidinal focus of the Coen brothers' No Country for Old Men (2007) is the
figure of the pathological assassin played by Javier Bardem-a ruthless killing
machine, with an ethic all his own, sticking to his word, a figure of what Kant
called diabolical Evil. When, at the film's end, he forces the hero's wife to choose
head or tails to decide whether she lives or dies, she replies that he should not
hide behind the contingency of flipping a coin-it is his will that will decide
to kill her. He replies that she has not understood: he, his will, is like the coin.
The key to this character is the fact that it represents not a real-life person, but
a fantasy-entity, an embodiment of the pure object-obstacle, that unfathomable
"X" of Blind Fate which always, in a weird mixture of chance and inexorable
necessity, as the necessity of chance (of bad luck), intervenes to undermine the
fulfillment of the subject's plans and intentions, guaranteeing that, one way or
another, things will always somehow go wrong.
The Bardem character is thus the opposite of the resigned old Sheriff
(Tommy Lee Jones) , who complains all the time about the crazy violence of
modern times-it is to him that the film's title refers. They are the obverse of
each other: the Sheriff as the Master rendered impotent, the failure of paternal
authority; the Bardem figure as embodying the cause of his collapse. The proper
way to read No Country jor Old Men is therefore first to imagine the same story
without the Bardem figure: just the triangle of the hero who runs away with the
money after stumbling upon the site of the gangsters' gunfight, the gangsters
hiring a freelancer (Woody Harrelson) to get the money back, and the Sheriff
observing their interplay from a safe distance, playing off one against the other,
and guaranteeing a happy (or at least just) outcome. The Bardem figure is the
fourth element, the objet a which ruins the game.
Another way to put it is that the objet a prevents the letter arriving at its
destination-but does it? Is there not a Cunning of Reason at work here, such
that the very failure to reach the destination compels us to change our perspec
tive and redefine the latter? The 2001 Darwin award for the most stupid act of
the year was posthumously conferred on an unfortunate Romanian woman who
13 Nick Bostrom, "Playthings of a Higher Mind;' Times Higher Education Supplement,
May 16, 2003. Also known as "The Simulation Argument: Why the Probability that You
Are Living in a Matrix is Quite High:'
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awoke in t h e middle of h e r funeral procession; after crawling out of h e r coffin
and seeing what was going on, she ran from the procession in terror and, cross
ing a busy road, was hit by a truck and instantly killed-so they put her back in
the coffin and the funeral procession carried on. Is this not the ultimate example
of what we call fate-of a letter arriving at its destination?
The fate of Nikolai Bukharin's "testament;' a letter he wrote to his wife
Anna Larina in 1938, on the eve of his execution, is a tragic case of the same
thing. Bukharin exhorts his wife to "Remember that the great cause of the USSR
lives on, and this is the most important thing. Personal fates are transitory and
wretched by comparison:" 4 The letter disappeared into the secret Soviet archives
and was delivered to Anna Larina only in 1992-she was able to read it only after
the fall of the Soviet Union. Bukharin's letter did arrive at its destination-did
reach its addressee-at precisely the right moment; one can even say that it was
delivered as soon as was possible, that is, as soon as the historical situation made
it possible for its delivery to produce a truth-effect. Bukharin saw his personal
fate as insignificant in comparison to the success of the great historical cause
of the USSR-the continuity of this cause guaranteed that his death was not
meaningless. Read after the USSR has disappeared, the letter confronts us with
the meaninglessness of Bukharin's death: there is no big Other to redeem it, he
literally died in vain.
The general lesson of this is that, in order to interpret a scene or an utter
ance, sometimes the key thing to do is to locate its true addressee. In one of
the best Perry Mason novels, the lawyer witnesses a police interrogation of a
couple in the course of which the husband explains in unusually great detail
what happened, what he saw, and what he thinks happened-why this excess of
information? The answer is that the couple themselves committed the murder,
and since the husband knew that they would both soon be arrested on suspicion
and kept separated, he used the opportunity to tell his wife the (false) story they
should both stick to-the true addressee of his interminable discourse was thus
not the police, but his wife.
Subtraction, protraction, obstruction : three versions of the same excessive!
lacking object, an object which is never at its own place, always missing and
exceeding it. One finds all three dimensions of the objet a in the formal struc
ture of capitalism itself: subtraction (of surplus-value as the movens of the entire
process); protraction (the capitalist process is by definition interminable, for its
ultimate goal is the reproduction of the process itself); and obstruction : the gap
between the subjective experience (of individuals pursuing their interests) and
objective social mechanisms (which appear as an "irrational" and uncontrol
lable Fate) is inscribed into the very notion of capitalism, and, on account of
14 Anna Larina, This I Cannot Forget: The Memoirs of Nikolai Bukharins Widow, New
York: W. W. Norton & Company 1993, p. 355.
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this gap, there always lurks the threat that individuals' intentions and plans will
be sabotaged, obstructed. It is in this gap that one should locate the systemic
violence proper to capitalism.
To the three modes of the objet a, of how it distorts reality by inscribing itself
into it, one should then add a fourth: destruction . Is what happens in the case
of a post-traumatic subject not the destruction of the objet a? This is why such
a subject is deprived of engaged existence and reduced to "vegetative" state of
indifference. What we should nonetheless bear in mind is that this destruction
results also in the loss of reality itself, which is sustained by the objet a-when
the subject is deprived of the excess, it at once loses that with regard to which
the excess is an excess. This is why the "Muslims;' the "living dead" of the con
centration camps, were simultaneously reduced to "bare life" and stood for the
pure excess (the empty form) which remains when all the content of human
life is taken away from the subject. To properly understand the world-historical
dimension of the post-traumatic subject, one should recognize in this extreme
form of subjectivity the actualization of a possibility that announces itseif in
the Cartesian cogilo: is not the radical de-substantialization of the subject, its
reduction to the evanescent point of "I think;' the very operation that gives birth
to the cogito? As such, the cogito-the modern subject or, rather, the subject of
modernity-should not be too hastily dismissed as "Eurocentric": one can argue
that the cogito stands for a kind of un-historical excess which underlies and sus
tains every historical life-form.

THE OBJET A BETWEEN FORM AND CONTENT
What these paradoxes indicate is that, in the objet a, form and content coin
cide: the objet a is the "indivisible remainder" which escapes the symbolic form,
and, simultaneously, pure form, a purely formal distortion (protraction, etc.)
of the content. More precisely, this oscillation of the objet a between form and
content involves four consecutive dialectical reversals, in a kind of complex
negation of the negation. It is symptomatic that, when Lacan and his follow
ers describe some process that clearly has the structure of a "negation of the
negation;' they almost compulsively hasten to add that this is not meant in the
Hegelian sense-is this not a defense mechanism par excellence, the disavowal
of an uncomfortable proximity? How, then, does it stand with the "negation of
the negation" in Lacan? Is his version compatible with Hegel's? Since, in Lacan,
,in apparent contrast to Hegel, the double movement of "negation of negation"
produces an excess or remainder, that of the objet a, let us begin with Miller who,
in his commentary on Lacan's Seminar XVI, elaborated the crucial change in the
status of the objet petit a, the object-cause of desire: the passage from corporeal
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specimen (partial object: breasts, feces . . . ) t o a pure logical function. I n this
seminar, "Lacan does not really describe objets a as corporeal specimens, he con
structs them as a logical consistency, logic being there in the place of biology.
The logical consistency is like a function that the body must satisfy through
different bodily deductions:'"
This passage is the passage from the foreign intruder, the grains of sand
in the signifying machine which prevent its smooth functioning, to something
which is totally immanent to the machine. When Lacan is describing the loops
and twists of the symbolic space on account of which its interiority overlaps with
its exteriority ("ex-timacy"), he does not merely describe the structural place of
the objet a (surplus-enjoyment): surplus-enjoyment is nothing but this structure
itself; this "inward loop" of the symbolic space. This can be clarified in relation to
the gap that separates drive from instinct: while drive and instinct have the same
"object;' the same goal, what differentiates them is that the drive finds satisfac
tion not in reaching its goal, but in circulating around it, repeating its failure to
reach it. One can say, of course, that what prevents the drive from reaching its
goal is the objet a which is decentered with regard to it, so that, even if we reach
the goal, the object eludes us and we are condemned to repeat the procedure;
however, this objet a is purely formal, it is the curvature of the space of the drive,
hence the "shortest way" to reach the object is not to aim directly at it but to
encircle it, to circle around it.
This shift is deeply Hegelian, forming a kind of "negation of the negation":
we begin with the consistent "big Other;' the self-enclosed symbolic order;
then, in a first negation, this consistency is disturbed by the remainder of the
Real, a traumatic left -over which resists being integrated into the symbolic and
thus disturbs its balance, rendering it "barred;' introducing into it a gap, flaw,
or antagonism; in short, inconsistency; the second negation, however, requires
a shift of perspective in which we grasp this intrusive left-over of the Real as
itself the only element that guarantees the minimal consistency of the inconsist
ent big Other. Take the logic of class struggle: it renders society "inconsistent;'
antagonistic, perturbing its balance; however, it is Simultaneously that which
holds the entire social body together, its underlying structuring principle, since
all social phenomena are overdetermined by class struggle. At a more prosaic
level, is it not often struggle itself, a basic tension, that keeps different elements
together? When struggle disappears, the elements drift apart into a sterile, indif
ferent coexistence. In the same way, while trauma is, of course, what disturbs the
balance of a subject's symbolic space, it is Simultaneously the ultimate reference
point of the subject's psychic life-all its symbolizing activity ultimately aims at
coping with the trauma, repressing it, displacing it, and so on.
15 Jacques-Alain Miller, {(A Reading of the Seminar From an Other to the other," lacanian
ink 29 (Spring 2007), p. 13.
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There is more: not only does the intruding element "hold together" the
big Other which, in the absence of this intruder, would have fallen apart; this
element, the objet a, has no positive objectal reality, its status is purely that
of logical consistency: it is logically implied, presupposed, as the cause of the
inconsistencies offin the big Other; that is, it can only be discerned retroactively,
through its effects. Take an attractor in mathematics: all positive lines or points
in its sphere of attraction can only endlessly approach it, never actually reaching
its form-the existence of this form is purely virtual, being nothing more than
the shape towards which the lines and points tend. However, precisely as such,
the virtual form is the Real of this field: the immovable focal point around which
all elements circulate.
The Hegelian logic of these twists can thus be rendered even more precise:
there are not only three, but four moments at work here. First, the consistent
big Other; then, the big Other rendered inconsistent by the objet a as intrusive
remainder; then, this object as guaranteeing the "consistency" of the big Other
(multiple inconsistent symbolizations can only be "totalized" as a network of
reactions to the intruding object); finally, we are back at the beginning, although
at a different level-there is no object that, from outside, disturbs the consist
ency of the big Other; the objet a as the "Real" is only a name for the purely
formal twist, the internal loop, of the symbolic order itself.
Insofar as it lacks its mirror image, is the objet a then the vampiric object
(vampires, as we know, are not reflected in a mirror) ? It may seem so: are not
vampires versions of lamella, of the undead partial object? However, perhaps the
exact opposite would be more appropriate as an image of the objet a: when we
look at a thing directly, in reality, we do not see "it" -this "it" only appears when
we look at the thing's mirror image, as if here there were something more than
in reality, as if only the mirror image can bring out that mysterious ingredient
for which we search in vain in the object's reality. To put it in Deleuzian terms:
the mirror image desubstantializes a thing, depriving it of its density and depth,
reducing it to a flat surface, and it is only through this reduction that the purely
non-substantial objet a becomes perceptible.'6
Perhaps this double status of the objet a also provides a clue to the relationship
between the death drive and the superego. Some time ago, Eric Santner raised a
critical point about my work, questioning "The link, even at times identity . . . of
the organ without body and the superego. Should we just collapse the superego
16 One story in the classic British horror omnibus Dead of Night plays on this very
register: a couple moves into a renovated house with a large, old mirror in the living
. room; when, in the evening, the husband looks into the mirror, he sees a scene totally
different from the reality of the living room, an old-fashioned room with a fireplace. The
explanation is that, two centuries earlier, a terrible murder was committed in this very
room, which is "remembered" by the mirror.
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and the death drive like this? Doesn't everything depend on keeping at least a
thin line between them? Shouldn't we speak of a superegoization of drive?">?
As Santner emphasizes, we are dealing here with a parallax split, not with the
cosmic polarity of two opposed forces: the organ without a body and the super
ego are not like yin and yang or the principles of light and dark. Furthermore,
the tension in question is asymmetric, the two poles are not balanced, the OwB
aspect somehow has priority-but what kind of priority exactly? What we are
not dealing with here is yet another case of the logic of self-alienation, at work
from Marx and Nietzsche to Deleuze, of a generative power which misrecog
nizes itself in its own product, i.e., in the same way that, for Marx, capital is the
result of collective labor turned against itself, its own origin, or, for Nietzsche,
moral resentment is the productivity of life turned against itself, the superego
excess is the excess of the OwB turned against itself. Read in this way, the task
becomes one of returning the alienated result back to its origin, re-establishing
the excess of OwB without its superego distortion. This, however, is the very
logic one should avoid at all costs.'"
One path to take here would be to link this duality of the superego and the
drive to the duality in the status of the objet petit a: is not the "superego;' as
the name for the excess of the drive, the object in its aspect of material reality,
the foreign intruder that "drives me crazy" with its impossible requests; and is
not the OwB the object in its aspect of a purely formal structure? Both aspects
display the same self-propelling structure of a loop: the more the subject obeys
the superego, the more he is guilty, caught up in a repetitive movement homolo
gous to that of the drive circulating around its object. The passage from the first
to the second aspect is itself structurally homologous to that of the Rabinovitch
j oke, or of the problem which is its own solution: what, at the level of the super
ego, appears as a deadlock (the more I obey, the more I am guilty . . . ) turns into
the very source of satisfaction (which is not the object of the drive, but the very
activity of repeatedly encircling it) ."
17 Private communication.
18 A direct reference to the formulae of sexuation (the "masculine" superego versus the
"feminine" drive) also has its limits.
19 According to Freud, love arises out of the inhibited desire: the object whose (sexual)
consummation is prevented is then idealized as a love object. This is why Lacan establishes
a link between love and drive: the space of the drive is defined by the gap between its goal
(object) and its aim, which is not to directly reach its object, but to circulate around the
object. to repeat the failure to reach it-what the drive and love share is this structure
of inhibition. And does not the same shift determine also the status of the Badiouian
Event with regard to how it relates to the order of Being? An Event inscribes itself into
the order of Being, leaving its traces in it, or rather, an Event is nothing but a certain
distortion or twist in the order of Being. The four stages in the development of the objet
a can effectively be applied to the Event in its relation to Being: (1) there is the order of
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S o , back t o the two aspects o f the objet a, its corporeal reality and its logical
consistency: although antinomic, they fit together-but how, exactly? Miller's
first formulation is that of a hole (empty place) and the contingent element
filling it in: "The small a, when it is deSignated as topological structure and as
logical consistency, has, if I may say so, the substance of a hole, and then some
detached pieces of the body are molded in this absence:'" This formulation,
however, appears all too simplistic. Does not the paradox of an object which
"is" only its formal structure disappear here? How, then, are we to accomplish
that move which, in the terms of the classical Teachers, one could call the move
from metaphysical/mechanical materialism to dialectical materialism? In his
Logic of Sense, Deleuze provided a model which allows one to grasp the media
tion of form and content in shOWing how the two series (of the signifier and the
signified) always contain a paradoxical entity that is "doubly inscribed" (that is
simultaneously surplus and lack): a surplus of the signifier over the Signified
(the empty signifier without a signified) and the lack of the signified (the point
of nonsense within the field of Sense) In other words, as soon as the symbolic
order emerges, a minimal difference is introduced between a structural place
and the element that occupies or fills out this place: an element is always logi
cally preceded by the place in the structure it fills out. The two series, therefore,
can also be described as the "empty" formal structure (signifier) and the series
of elements filling out the empty places in the structure (signified) From this
perspective, the paradox consists in the fact that the two series never overlap:
we always encounter an entity that is simultaneously (with regard to the struc
ture) an empty, unoccupied place and (with regard to the elements) a rapidly
moving, elusive object, an occupant without a place. We have thereby produced
Lacan's formula of fantasy $-a, since the matheme for the subject is $, an empty
place in the structure, an elided signifier, while the objet a is, by definition, an
excessive object, an object that lacks a place in the structure. Consequently, the
point is not simply that there is a surplus of an element over the places available
in the structure, or the surplus of a place that has no element to fill it out. An
empty place in the structure would still sustain the fantasy of an element that
will emerge to fill the place; an excessive element lacking its place would still
Being; (2) this order is rendered incomplete or inconsistent by the miracle of an Event;
(3) this Event appears as the virtual point of consistency which only renders readable
the inconsistently distorted texture of Being; finally, 4) the Event appears as nothing but
this distortion of Being. But perhaps this reference to Lacan also enables us to identify
what is missing in Badiou's scheme: is it not possible to think this distortion of Being
. independently off or as prior to) the Event, so that the "Event" ultimately names a minimal
"fetishization" of the immanent distortion of the texture of Being into its virtual object
cause? And is not the Freudo-Lacanian name of this distortion the drive, the death drive?
20 Miller, ''A Reading of the Seminar From an Other to the other;' p. 25.
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sustain the fantasy o f some yet unknown place waiting t o b e filled. The point is,
rather, that the empty place in the structure is strictly correlative to the errant
element lacking its place: they are not two different entities, but the two sides
of one and the same entity, that is, one and the same entity inscribed onto the
two surfaces of a Mobius strip. In short, the subject qua $ does not belong to the
depths: it emerges from a topological twist of the surface itself. Does not Miller
himself point in this direction later in the same text?
When Lacan speaks of a hole at the level of the big Other, he must say that the hole
is not a lack, but it is what permits, on the contrary. in Lacan's logical elucubrations,
the interior circle of the Other to be considered as conjoined to the most exterior
circle, almost as its inversion. Lacan says in passing that it is the structure itself of
the objet a , or rather that the objet a is this structure in which the most interior is
conjoined to the most exterior in its turning.2'

The "or rather" has to be given full weight here: from the structure of the object
to a strange object which is nothing but this structure, its substantial identity
merely a reified specter. This object "is" the subject, the subject's impossible/Real
objectal correlate. This weird correlation subverts the standard transcendental
correlation between subject and object: in it, the subject is correlated with the
very impossible/Real object that has to be excluded from the field of reality so
that the subject can relate to this field. In order to delineate this unique character
of the objet a as the embodiment of a void, of the lack or loss of the primordial
object which can only emerge as always already lost, Lacan opposes it to two
other figures of nothingness, the nothingness of destruction and the Hegelian
negativity which is the "nullification" constitutive of subjectivity, the nothing as
the initial moment in the instauration of the subject. In contrast to these two
versions, he relates the objet a to what Kant called "der Gegenstand ohne Begrif.f,"
the object without concept (not covered by any concept) . The objet a is as such
"irrational;' in the strictly literal sense of being outside all ratio, all relation as
proportion. In other words, when a particular element resists being subsumed
under a universal concept, the objet a, "what is in you more than yourself;' is
precisely that je ne sais quoi which prevents this subsumption.
Here, however, one must remain a consistent Hegelian and resist the empiri
cist temptation: the fact that the assertion of the existence of a particular element
goes against the universal notion supposed to cover or contain this element
should not be dismissed as a case of the wealth of particular content overwhelm
ing abstract notional frameworks. The empirical excess should rather be read as
an indication of the inherent inconsistency or failure of the universal notion itself.
So when Lacan says that "only with the analytic discourse can a universal find its
21 Ibid., p. 18.
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true ground in the existence of an exception, which is why it is certain that we can
in any case distinguish the universal which is thus grounded from all use of this
same universal rendered common by the philosophical tradition;'n he (as usual)
ignores the uniqueness of Hegelian "concrete universalit}':' Let us risk a political
example here. When, in order to generate hope among radical leftists, certain
intellectuals point out that there indeed exists today some authentic emancipa
tory agent (usually far away, in Haiti or Venezuela or Nepal . . . ) , this triumphant
assertion ("You see, we are not dreaming, there is an authentic revolutionary
process going on!") serves precisely as a fetish enabling us to avoid confronting
the inadequacy of the standard notion of radical emancipatory agency for today's
global struggle. What this means is that, in the opposition between concept and
reality (real existence), the objet a is on the side of the concept: it is not the excess
of reality, but an immanent hole or crack in the conceptual edifice.
The objet a is thus not the core of reality which resists being subsumed by
the conceptual frame imposed by the subject; it is, on the contrary, the objectivi
zation of the subject's desire: the status of that which makes me desire an object
is irreducibly linked to my "subjective" perspective, it is not simply an objective
property of the beloved-that X which fascinates me in the beloved exists only
for me, not for an "objective" view. We can even go a step further and argue that
the subjective mediation here is double: far from simply standing for the excess
in the object eluding the subject's grasp, the objet a is, at its most elementary,
what I see in the other's gaze. In other words, what eludes me in a libidinal object
is not some transcendent property, but the inscription into it of my own desire:
what I see in the other is his or her desire for me; that is, I read in his or her eyes
my own status as an object (of desire), the way I appear to the other.

VOICE AND GAZE
This brings us to the paradoxical status of the voice and the gaze, the paradig
matic objets a in Lacan's theory. As noted above, the voice and the gaze are the
two objects added by Lacan to Freud's list of "partial objects" (breasts, feces,
phallus). As objects, they are not on the side of the looking/hearing subject
but on the side of what the subject sees or hears. Recall the archetypal scene
from Hitchcock: a heroine (Lilah in Psycho, Melanie in The Birds) approaches a
mysterious, apparently empty house; she looks at it, yet what makes a scene so
disturbing is that we, the spectators, get the vague impression that the house is
somehow returning her gaze. The crucial point, of course, is that this gaze should
. not be subjectivized: it is not simply that "there is somebody in the house;' we
are rather dealing with a kind of empty, a priori gaze which cannot be traced
22 Jacques Lacan, seminar of March 3, 1972,

..

au pire (unpublished).
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to a determinate reality-the heroine "cannot s e e i t all;' there i s a blind spot in
what she is looking at, and the object returns her gaze from this blind spot. The
situation is homologous with the voice: it is as if, when we are talking, whatever
we say is already an answer to a primordial address by the Other-we are always
already addressed, and, again, this address is blank, it cannot be attributed to a
specific agent but is a kind of empty a priori, the formal "condition of pOSSibil
ity" of our speaking, just as the object returning the gaze is a kind of formal
"condition of possibility" of our seeing anything at all. What happens in psycho
sis is that this empty point in the other, in what we see and/or hear, is actualized,
becomes part of effective reality: the psychotic actually hears the voice of the
primordial Other addressing him, knows that he is being observed all the time.
Usually, psychosis is conceived as a form of lack with reference to the "normal"
state of things: something is missing, the key signifier (the "paternal metaphor")
is rejected, foreclosed, excluded from the symbolic universe and thence returns
in the Real in the guise of psychotic apparitions. However, we should not forget
the obverse of this exclusion: the inclusion. Laean pointed out that the consist
ency of our "experience of reality" depends on the exclusion of the objet petit a
from it: in order for us to have a normal "access to reality;' something must be
excluded, "primordially repressed:' In psychosis, this exclusion is undone: the
object (in this case, the gaze or voice) is included in reality, the outcome of which
is the disintegration of our "sense of reality:' the loss of reality. '3
Franl'ois Balmes draws attention to the radical ambiguity in how the Lacan
of the 1950S defines the relationship between the Real, the symbolic, and the lack:
he shifts between the thesis that the symbolic introduces the laek-ofbeing into
the Real-prior to the rise of the symbolic, there is no lack, just a flat positivity
of the Real-and the thesis that being arises only with the symbolic-prior to
the symbolic, there is no being." Confronted with this ambiguity, we would be
23 Insofar as this object is the elementary fantasmatic object (see Lacan's matheme
of fantasy, $-a), another way to make the same pOint is to say that OUf sense of reality
disintegrates the moment reality approaches too closely our fundamental fantasy. We
should be careful not to miss the paradox here: when. exactly, does the experience of
the "loss of reality" take place? Not, as one would expect, when the abyss that separates
"words" and "things" grows too large. so that "reality" no longer seems to fit the frame
or horizon of our symbolic pre-understanding, but, on the contrary. when "reality" fits
"words" too closely, when the content of our words is realized in an excessively "literal"
way. Suffice it to recall Freud's uncanny reaction when, after many years of fantasizing
about the Acropolis, he visited it for the first time: he was so amazed by the fact that
what he had read about since his youth really existed and looked exactly the way it was
described in the books, that his first reaction was an overwhelming feeling of a "loss of
reality" -"No, this cannot be real ..."
24 See Fran�ois Balmes, Ce que Lacan dit de l'etre, Paris: Presses Universitaires de France
1999·
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wise to avoid the all-tao-easy Heideggerian solution that we are simply dealing
with two different meanings of "being": Being in the ontological sense of the
openness within which things appear, and being in the antic sense of reality,
of entities existing in the world (what arises with the symbolic is the ontologi
cal horizon of Being, while its obverse is the lack-of-being, i.e., the fact that a
human being as the there-of-Being (Dasein) lacks its place in the positive order
of reality, that it cannot be reduced to an entity within the world, because it is
the place of the very openness of a world). Balmes seeks the solution along a
totally different path: he notes perceptively that Lacan resolves the problem, the
question, by way of "making a response out of this question;'" of perceiving the
question as its own answer. That is to say, being and the lack-of-being coincide,
they are the two sides of the same coin-the clearance of the horizon within
which things fully "are" only emerges on condition that something is excluded
("sacrificed") from it, that something in it is "missing at its own place:' More
precisely, what characterizes a symbolic universe is the minimal gap between its
elements and places they occupy: the two dimensions do not directly coincide,
as is the case in the flat positivity of the Real, which is why, in the differential
order of signifiers, absence as such can count as a positive feature. This brings
us back to Lacan's basic "ontological" hypothesis: in order for this gap between
elements and their structural places to occur, something-some element-has to
be radically (constitutively) excluded; Lacan's name for this object which is always
(by definition, struchirally) missing at its own place, which coincides with its
own lack, is, of course, the objet petit a, as the object-cause of desire or surplus
enjoyment, a paradoxical object which gives body to the very lack-of-being. The
objet petit a is that which should be excluded from the frame of reality, that
whose exclusion constitutes and sustains the frame itself. And, as we have just
seen, what happens in psychosis is precisely the inclusion of this object into the
frame of reality: it appears within reality as the hallucinated object (the voice or
gaze which haunts a paranoiac, etc.)."
Is it possible to conceive of this tension between the objet a and the frame of
reality at the.level of the relationship between the visual and auditive dimensions
themselves, so that the voice itself would function as the objet a of the visual, as
the blind spot from which the picture returns the gaze? Therein seems to lie the
lesson of "the talkies:' That is to say, the effect of adding a spoken soundtrack
to the silent film was the exact opposite of the expected "naturalization;' of an
even more "realistic" imitation of life. What occurred from the very beginning
25 Ibid., p. 138
. 26 Balmes also notes this asymmetrical circularity in the relationship between the Real.
reality, and symbolization: reality is the Real as domesticated-more or less awkwardly
by the symbolic; within this symbolic space, the Real returns as its cut, gap, point of
impossibility (see, for example, ibid., p. 177).
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o f the talking movie was a n uncanny autonomization o f the voice, baptized by
Chion as "acousmatization" :" the emergence of a voice that is neither attached
to an object (a person) within diegetic reality nor simply the voice of an external
commentator, but a spectral voice which floats freely in a mysterious intermedi
ate domain and thereby acquires a horrifying dimension of omnipresence and
omnipotence, the voice of an invisible Master-from Fritz Lang's Testament of
Dr. Mabuse to the "mother's voice" in Hitchcock's Psycho. In the final scene of
Psycho, the "mother's voice" literally cuts a hole in the visual reality: the screen
image becomes a delusive surface, a lure secretly dominated by the bodiless
voice of an invisible or absent Master, a voice that cannot be attached to any
object in the diegetic reality-as if the true subject of enunciation of Norman's!
mother's voice is death itself, the skull that we perceive for a brief moment in the
fade-out of Norman's face.
In his Lectures on Aesthetics, Hegel mentions an Ancient Egyptian sacred
statue which, every sunset, as if by a miracle, issued a deeply reverberating
sound. This mysterious sound magically resonating from within an inanimate
object is a good metaphor for the birth of subjectivity. However, we must be
careful here not to miss the tension, the antagonism, between the silent scream
and the vibrant tone, the moment when the silent scream resounds. The true
object-voice is mute, "stuck in the throat:' and what actually reverberates is the
void: resonance always takes place in a vacuum-the tone as such is originally
the lament for the lost object. The object is there as long as the sound remains
silent: the moment it resounds, the moment it "spills out:' the object is evacu
ated, and this voidance gives birth to $, the barred subject lamenting the loss
of the object. This lament, of course, is deeply ambiguous: the ultimate horror
would be that of an object-voice coming too close to us, so that the reverberation
of the voice is at the same time a conjuration destined to keep the VOice-object at
sufficient distance. We can now answer the simple question "Why do we listen
to music?": in order to avoid the horror of the encounter with the voice qua
object. What Rilke said of beauty goes also for music: it is a lure, a screen, the
last curtain protecting us from directly confronting the horror of the (vocal)
object. When the intricate musical tapestry disintegrates or collapses into a
pure unarticulated scream, we approach voice qua object. In this precise sense,
as Lacan points out, voice and silence relate as figure and ground: silence is
not (as one would might think) the ground against which the figure of a voice
emerges: quite the contrary, the reverberating sound itself provides the ground
which renders visible the figure of silence. We have thus arrived at the formula
of the relationship between voice and image: the voice does not simply persist
at a different level with regard to what we see, it rather points towards a gap in
27 See Michel Chion, La voix au cinema, Paris: Cahiers du Cinema 1982.
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the field of the visible, towards the dimension of what eludes our gaze. In other
words, their relationship is mediated by an impossibility: ultimately, we hear
things because we cannot see everything.'"
The next step is to reverse the logic of the Voice as the filler of the body's
constitutive gap: the obverse of the Voice that gives body to what we can never
see, to what eludes our gaze, is an image that makes present the failure of the
voice-an image can emerge as the place-holder for a sound which does not
yet resonate but remains stuck in the throat. Munch's Scream, for example, is
by definition silent: in front of this painting, we "hear (the scream) with our
eyes:' However, the parallel is here by no means perfect: to see what one cannot
hear is not the same as to hear what one cannot see. Voice and gaze relate to
each other as life and death: the voice vivifies, whereas the gaze mortifies. For
that reason, "hearing oneself speaking" (sentendre-parler), as Derrida has dem
onstrated, is the very kernel, the fundamental matrix, of experiencing oneself
as a living being, while its counterpart at the level of the gaze, "seeing oneself
looking" (se voir voyant), unmistakably stands for death: when the gaze qua
object is no longer the elusive blind spot in the field of the visible but is included
in this field, one meets one's own death. Suffice it to recall how, in the uncanny
encounter with a double (Doppelganger), what eludes our gaze is always his
eyes: the double strangely seems always to look askew, never to return our
gaze by looking straight into our eyes-the moment he were to do so, our life
would be over."
It was Schopenhauer who claimed that music brings us into contact with
the Ding an sich: it renders directly the drive of the life substance that words
can only signify. For that reason, music "seizes" the subject in the Real of his or
her being, by-passing the detour of meaning: in music, we hear what we cannot
see, the vibrating life force beneath the flow of Vorstellungen. But what happens
when this flux of life substance is itself suspended, discontinued? At this point,
an image emerges, an image that stands for absolute death, for death beyond
the cycle of death and rebirth, corruption and generation. Far more horrifying
than to see with our ears-to hear the vibrating life substance beyond visual
28 If we imagine the respective domains of what we see and of what we hear as two
intersecting circles, their intersection is not simply what we hear and see; it has two sides:
the voice that we see (but do not hear) and the image that we hear (but do not see).
29 However, although it is not possible to "see oneselfloolting," it is, for that very reason,
possible to "see oneself [being-] seen" (se voir etre vu)-therein, in seeing oneself being
exposed to the other's gaze. consists the exhibitionist's enjoyment. On the other hand,
the very possibility of "hearing oneself speaking" renders it impossible to "hear oneself
. being heard" (s'entrendre etre entendu)-as Lacan pOinted out, those who do "hear
themselves being heard" are precisely those who "hear voices," psychotics with auditory
hallucinations (see Jacques Lacan, Le seminaire, Livre VIII: Le transfert, Paris: Seuil
1991. p. 360).
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representation, this blind spot i n the field of the visible-is t o hear with our eyes,
to see the absolute silence that marks the suspension of life, as in Caravaggids
Testa di Medusa: is not the scream of the Medusa by definition silent, "stuck in
the throat;' and does not this painting provide an image of the moment at which
the voice fails?30
Against this background of "hearing what one cannot see" and "seeing what
one cannot hear:' it is possible to delineate the illusory locus of the "metaphys
ics of presence:' Let us return for a brief moment to the difference between
"hearing oneself speaking" and "seeing oneself looking": only the second case
involves reflection proper, namely the act of recognizing oneself in an (external)
image, while in the first case we are dealing with the illusion of an immedi
ate auto-affection which precludes even the minimal self-distance implied
by the notion of recognizing oneself in one's mirror-image. In contrast to
Derrida, one is tempted to assert that the founding illusion of the metaphys
ics of presence is not Simply that of "hearing oneself speaking:' but rather a
kind of short -circuit between "hearing oneself speaking" and "seeing oneself
looking": a "seeing oneself looking" in the mode of "hearing oneself speak
ing:' a gaze that regains the immediacy of vocal auto-affection. In other words,
we should always bear in mind that, from Platds theoria onwards, metaphys
ics relies on the predominance of seeing-so how are we to combine this with
"hearing oneself speaking"? "Metaphysics" resides precisely in the notion of a
self-mirroring seeing which would abolish the distance of reflection and attain
the immediacy of "hearing oneself speaking:' In other words, "metaphysics"
stands for the illusion that, in the antagonistic relationship between "seeing"
and "hearing:' it is possible to abolish the discord, the impossibility, that medi
ates between the two terms (we hear things because we cannot see it all, and
vice versa) and to conflate them in a unique experience of "seeing in the mode
of hearing:'
True, the experience of s' e ntendre-parler grounds the illusion of the trans
parent self-presence of the speaking subject; however, is not the voice at the
same time that which undermines most radically the subject's self-presence and
self-transparency? I hear myself speaking, yet what I hear is never fully myself
but a parasite, a foreign body at the very heart of me. This stranger in myself
acquires positive existence in different guises, from the voice of conscience and
the voice of the hypnotist to the persecutor in paranoia. The voice is that which,
30 Georges Balanchine staged a short orchestral piece by Webern (they are all short)
in which, once the music is over, the dancers continue to dance for some time in
complete silence. as if they had not noticed that the music providing the substance for
their dance was already over. Like the living dead who dwell in the interstices of empty
time: their movements, lacking vocal support, allow us to see not only the voice but
silence itself.
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in the signifier, resists meaning; it stands for the opaque inertia which cannot be
recuperated by meaning. It is only the dimension of writing which accounts for
the stability of meaning, or, to quote the immortal words of Samuel Goldwyn:
''A verbal agreement isn't worth the p aper it's written on:' As such, the voice
is neither dead nor alive: its primordial phenomenological status is rather that
of the living dead, of a spectral apparition which somehow survives its own
death, namely the eclipse of meaning. In other words, while it is true that the
life of a voice can be opposed to the dead letter of the written word, this life is
the uncanny life of an undead monster, not the "healthy;' living self-presence
of Meaning.
To make manifest this uncanny voice, it is sufficient to cast a cursory glance
at the history of music-which reads as a kind of counter-history to the usual
story of Western metaphysics as the domination of voice over writing. What we
encounter here again and again is a voice that threatens the established Order and
which thus has to be brought under control, subordinated to the rational articu
lation of the spoken and written word, fIxed in writing. In order to designate the
danger that lurks here, Lacan coined the neologism jouis-sens, enjoyment-in
meaning-the moment at which the singing voice cuts loose from its anchoring
in meaning and accelerates into destructive self-enjoyment. The problem is thus
always the same: how are we to prevent the voice from sliding into a destructive
self-enjoyment that "effeminizes" the reliable masculine Word? The voice func
tions here as a "supplement" in the Derridean sense: one tries to restrain it, to
regulate it, to subordinate it to the articulated Word, yet one cannot dispense
with it altogether, since a proper dosage is vital for the exercise of power (suffice
it to recall the role of patriotic-military songs in the construction of a totalitarian
community). However, this brief description may create the wrong impression
that we are dealing with a simple opposition between the "repressive" articulated
Word and the "transgressive" voice: on the one hand, the articulated Word that
disciplines and regulates the voice as a means of asserting social discipline and
authority, on the other, the self-enjoying Voice which acts as the medium of
liberation, breaking the disciplinary chains oflaw and order. But what about the
US Marine Corps' mesmeric "marching chants"-with their debilitating rhythm
and sadistically sexualized content are they not an exemplary case of consuming
self-enjoyment in the service of Power? The excess of the voice is thus radically
undecidable

.

THE GRANDMOTHER ' S VOICE
The magic power of the voice as object is perhaps best rendered towards the end
of Chapter 1 of Marcel Proust's "The Guermantes Way;' part of his In Search of
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Lost Time." In a memorable scene, the narrator Marcel, using the phone for the
first time, talks to his grandmother:
after a few seconds of silence, suddenly I heard that voice which I supposed myself,
mistakenly, to know so well; for always until then, every time that my grandmother
had talked to me, I had been accustomed to follow what she was saying on the open
score of her face, in which the eyes figured so largely; but her voice itself I was
hearing this afternoon for the first time. And because that voice appeared to me to
have altered in its proportions from the moment that it was a whole, and reached me
in this way alone and without the accompaniment of her face and features, I discov
ered for the first time how sweet that voice was . . . It was sweet. but also how sad it
was, first of all on account of its very sweetness, a sweetness drained almost-more
than any but a few human voices can ever have been-of every element of resist
ance to others, of all selfishness; fragile by reason of its delicacy it seemed at every
moment ready to break, to expire in a pure flow of tears; then, too, having it alone
beside me, seen, without the mask of her face, I noticed for the first time the sorrows
that had scarred it in the course of a lifetime.

Proust's very precise description here uncannily points forward to Lacanian
theory: the voice is subtracted from its "natural" totality of the body to which
it belongs, out of which it emerges as an autonomous partial object, an organ
magically capable of surviving without the body whose organ it is-it is as if it
stands "alone beside me, seen, without the mask of her face:' This subtraction
withdraws it from (our ordinary) reality into the virtual domain of the Real,
where it persists as an undead specter haunting the subject: '''Granny!' I cried to
her, 'Granny!' and would have kissed her, but I had beside me only that voice, a
phantom, as impalpable as that which would come perhaps to revisit me when
my grandmother was dead:' As such, this voice signals simultaneously a distance
(Granny is not here) and an obscene over-proximity, a presence more intimate,
more penetrating, than that of a body in front of us:
A real presence indeed that voice so near-in actual separation. But a premoni
tion also of an eternal separation! Over and again, as I listened in this way, without
seeing her who spoke to me from so far away, it has seemed to me that the voice was
crying to me from depths out of which one does not rise again, and I have known the
anxiety that was one day to wring my heart when a voice should thus return (alone,
and attached no longer to a body which I was never more to see).

31 Marcel Proust, The Guermantes Way, trans. C. K. Scott Moncrieff, New York: Modern
Library 1952.
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The term "anxiety" is to be read in the precise Lacanian sense: for Lacan, anxiety
does not signal the loss of the object, but, on the contrary, its over-proximity.
Anxiety arises when the objet a falls directly into reality, appears in it-which is
precisely what happens when Marcel hears the grandmother's voice separated
from her body and discovers "for the Hrst time how sweet that voice was": this
sweetness is, of course, the extracted quintessence which led to Marcel's intense
libidinal investment in the grandmother. This, incidentally, is how psychoanaly
sis approaches the libidinal-subjective impact of new technological inventions:
"technology is a catalizer, it enlarges and enhances something which is already
here""-in this case, a fantasmatic virtual fact, like that of a partial object." And,
of course, this realization changes the entire constellation: once a fantasy is real
ized, once a fantasmatic object directly appears in reality, reality is no longer
the same.
Here we might mention the sex-gadget industry: one can Hnd today on the
market a so-called "Stamina Training Unit:' a masturbatory device which resem
bes a battery light (so that one will not be embarrassed carrying it around). It
works by putting the erect penis into the opening at the top and moving the
device up and down until satisfaction is achieved. The product is available in
different colors, widths, and forms that imitate all three main oriHces (mouth,
vagina, anus). What one is offered here is simply the partial object (erogenous
zone) alone, minus the embarrassing additional burden of a whole person.
The fantasy (of reducing the sexual partner to a partial object) is thus directly
realized, which changes the entire libidinal economy of sexual relations.
This brings us to the key question: what happens to the body when it is
separated from its voice, when the voice is subtracted from the wholeness of the
person? For a brief moment, we see "a world robbed of fantasy, of the affective
frame and sense, a world out of joinf'" Grandmother appears to Marcel outside
the fantasmatic horizon of meaning, the rich texture of his previous long experi
ence of her as a warm, charming person. All of a sudden, he sees her "red-faced,
heavy and common, sick, lost in thought, following the lines of a book with eyes
that seemed hardiy sane, a dejected old woman whom I did not know:' Seen
after the fateful phone conversation, deprived of the fantasy frame, the grand
mother is like a beached squid-a creature which moves elegantly in the water
but turns into a disgusting piece of slimy flesh once out of it. Here is Proust's
precise description of this effect:
32 Mladen Dolar, "Telephone and Psychoanalysis;' Filozojski Vestnik, Vol. 29, No. 1
(2008), p. 12. I rely here heavily on this text
Something like this happens in a psychoanalytic session where, precisely, the patient
is reduced to a voice: "psychoanalysis makes out of the ordinary voice a telephone voice"
(ibid., p. 22).
34 Ibid., p. n.
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entering the drawing-room before my grandmother had been told of my return,
I found her there, reading. I was in the room, or rather I was not yet in the room
since she was not aware of my presence, and, like a woman whom one surprises
at a piece of work which she will lay aside if anyone comes in, she had abandoned
herself to a train of thoughts which she had never allowed to be visible by me. Of
myself-thanks to that privilege which does not last but which one enjoys during
the brief moment of return, the faculty of being a spectator, so to speak, of one's
own absence,-there was present only the witness, the observer, with a hat and
traveling coat, the stranger who does not belong to the house, the photographer
who has called to take a photograph of places which one will never see again. The
process that mechanically occurred in my eyes when I caught sight of my grand
mother was indeed a photograph. We never see the people who are dear to us save
in the animated system, the perpetual motion of our incessant love for them. which
before allowing the images that their faces present to reach us catches them in its
vortex, flings them back upon the idea that we have always had of them, makes
them adhere to it, coincide with it . . . But if, in place of our eye, it should be a purely
material object, a photographic plate, that has watched the action, then what we
shall see, in the courtyard of the Institute, for example, will be, instead of the digni
fied emergence of an Academician who is going to hail a cab. his staggering gait, his
precautions to avoid tumbling upon his back, the parabola of his fall, as though he
were drunk, or the ground frozen over. So is it when some casual sport of chance
prevents our intelligent and pious affection from coming forward in time to hide
from our eyes what they ought never to behold, when it is forestalled by our eyes,
and they, arising first in the field and having it to themselves, set to work mechani
cally, like films, and show us, in place of the loved friend who has long ago ceased to
exist but whose death our affection has always hitherto kept concealed from us, the
new person whom a hundred times daily that affection has clothed with a dear and
cheating likeness . . . I, for whom my grandmother was still myself, I who had never
seen her save in my own soul, always at the same place in the past, through the trans
parent sheets of contiguous. overlapping memories, suddenly in our drawing-room
which formed part of a new world, that of time, that in which dwell the strangers of
whom we say "He's begun to age a good deal:' for the first time and for a moment
only, since she vanished at once, I saw, sitting on the sofa, beneath the lamp, red
faced, heavy and common, sick, lost in thought, following the lines of a book with
eyes that seemed hardly sane, a dejected old woman whom I did not know.

This passage should read against its implicit Kantian background: a network
screens our raw perceptions of beloved persons; that is, "before allowing the
!mages that their faces present to reach us catches them in its vortex, [it] flings
them back upon the idea that we have always had of them, makes them adhere
to it, coincide with it"; this network-the complex web of past experiences,
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affections, etc., which colors our raw perceptions-plays exactly the role of a
transcendental horizon which makes our reality meaningful. When deprived
of this network, of the fantasmatic coordinates of meaning, we are no longer
engaged participants in the world, we find ourselves confronted with things
in their noumenal dimension: for a moment, we see them the way they are
"in themselves;' independently of us-or, as Proust puts it in a wonderful
formula, one becomes "a spectator, so to speak, of one's own absence:' Once the
fantasy-object is subtracted from reality, it is not only the observed reality which
changes, but also the observing subject himself: he is reduced to a gaze observ
ing how things look in his own absence (recall the old Tom Sawyer/Huck Finn
fantasy about being present at one's own funeral). And is not this, precisely, the
feature which makes the camera so uncanny? Is not a camera our eye separated
from our body, drifting around and recording how things look in our absence?
So, to recapitulate: the grandmother's voice, heard on the telephone, sepa
rated from her body, surprises Marcel-it is a voice of a frail old woman, not the
voice of the grandmother he remembers. And the point is that this experience
colors his perception of the grandmother: when he later visits her in person, he
perceives her in a new way, as a strange old woman drowsing over her book,
overburdened with age, flushed and coarse, no longer the charming and caring
grandmother he remembered. This is how voice as an autonomous partial object
can affect our entire perception of the body to which it belongs. The lesson is
precisely that the direct experience of the unity of a body, where the voice seems
to fit its organic whole, involves a necessary mystification; in order to get to the
truth, one has to tear this unity apart, to focus on one of its aspects in isolation,
and then to allow this element to color our entire perception. In other words,
what we fmd here is another case of Freud's anti-hermeneutic motto that one
should interpret en detail, not en masse. To locate every feature of a human being
in the organic Whole of the person is to miss not only its meaning, but the true
meaning of the Whole itself. In this sense also, person and subject are to be
opposed: the subject is de-centered with regard to person, it obtains its minimal
consistency from a singular feature ("partial object"), the objetpetit a, the object
cause of desire.
What we have to renounce is thus the common-sense notion of a primordial,
fully constituted reality in which sight and sound harmoniously complement
each other: the moment we enter the symbolic order, an unbridgeable gap
separates forever a human body from "its" voice. The voice acquires a spectral
autonomy, it never quite belongs to the body we see speaking, there is always a
minimum of ventriloquism at work: it is as if the speaker's own voice hollows
. him out and in a sense speaks "by itself;' through him." In other words, their
35 The point is therefore not only that voice fills out the hole in the image: the voice
simultaneously cuts out this hole. What we encounter here is again the fundamental
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relationship is mediated by an impossibility: ultimately, we hear things because
we cannot see everything. When, in narrating the myth of the cave, Socrates
describes the prisoners who can see only shadows on the wall in front of them,
he asks: ':And if their prison had an echo from the wall opposite them, when
one of the passers-by uttered a sound, do you think that they would suppose
anything else than the passing shadow to be the speaker?"" Does he not thereby
refer to the gap between the speaking body and the speaking voice which is con
stitutive of our experience of a speaking subject?
One can thus even go on to claim that this gap is that of castration, so that
the ultimate modernist dream of "seeing voices" is the dream of entering a uni
verse where castration is suspended-no wonder the Talmud declares that the
elect "have seen the voices:' This is why directors like Eisenstein, Chaplin, and
even Hitchcock were so resistant to embracing sound-as if they wanted to
prolong their sojourn in the silent paradise in which castration is suspended.
Hitchcock himself expected his spectators "to have auditory eyes:'" The disem
bodied seductive voice which threatens to swallow us thus simultaneously bears
witness to the fact of castration.
This same lesson, concerning the tension between bodily appearance and
the voice as ex-centric partial object, is given a sexualized twist in the story
of Jacob. Jacob feU in love with Rachel and wanted to marry her; her father,
however, wanted him to marry Leah, Rachel's elder sister. So that Jacob would
not be tricked by the father or by Leah, Rachel taught him how to recognize
her at night in bed. Before the sexual act, Rachel felt guilty towards her sister
and told her what the signs were. Leah asked Rachel what would happen
if Jacob recognized her voice. So the decision was taken that Rachel would
lie under the bed, and while Jacob was making love to Leah, Rachel would

paradox of a fantasy which fills out the gap it itself opens up: the element which conceals
is simultaneously that which reveals; Le., the very process of concealing creates the
concealed content. creates the impression that there is something to conceal. A scene
from Mel Brooks's High Anxiety takes place at a psychoanalytical conference, with a
couple of young children occupying seats in the first row. The speaker, scrutinized by
the inquisitive children, feels embarrassed when he comes to talk about perversions, the
phallus. castration, and so on, so he gets around the problem by translating his complex
psychoanalytical jargon into "childspeak" ("papa threatens to cut off the little boy's pipi:'
etc.). The blunder here resides in the fact that the very attempt to adapt the content
to accommodate the children (and thus to neutralize its traumatic impact) renders it
accessible to them-had the speaker simply read his original text, the children would
have had no idea as to its content.
36 Plato, The Republic, Vol. 2, trans. Paul Shorey, Cambridge, MA: Harvard University
Press 1935, p. 123 (Book VII, 515b).
37 Peter Conrad, The Hitchcock Murders, London: Faber & Faber 2000, p. 159.
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make the sounds, so he would not recognize that he was having sex with the
wrong sister.38
In Shakespeare's All's Well That Ends Well, we can also imagine Diana hidden
beneath the bed where Helen and Bertram are copulating, making the appropri
ate sounds so that Bertram will not realize he is not having sex with her, her
voice serving as the support for the fantasmatic dimension. Shakespeare's As You
Like It proposes a different version of this logic of double deception. Orlando
is passionately in love with Rosalind who, in order to test his love, disguises
herself as Ganymede and, as a male companion, interrogates Orlando about his
love. She even takes on the personality of Rosalind (in a redoubled masking, she
pretends to be herself, as Ganymede playing Rosalind) and persuades her friend
Celia (disguised as Aliena) to marry them in a mock ceremony. Here Rosalind
literally feigns to feign to be what she is: truth itself, in order to win, has to be
staged in a redoubled deception-in a homologous way to All's Well in which
marriage, in order to be asserted, has to be consummated in the guise of an
extramarital affair.39
What then is the relation between the voice (and the gaze) and the triad
imaginary-symbolic-Real? When Pascal, as a Jansenist, says that the authen
tic image of God is speech, we should take this claim literally and insist on
"image" as the encompassing term whose subspecies is speech: Pascal's point
is not simply the standard iconoclastic one that speech, not the visual image, is
the domain of the divine; it is rather that speech remains a paradoxical image
which sublates itself as image and thus avoids the trap of idolatry. Speech (the
symbolic) deprived of its mediation by image ( the imaginary) disintegrates
in itself, as meaningful speech. (Recall the last words of Moses und Aaron,
Schoenberg's great iconoclastic work and one candidate for the honorific title
of the "last opera" : "0 Wort, das mir lehlt!" [0 the word which I lack! ] -a quite
appropriate description of Moses's predicament following his furious rejection
of images. ) For a Lacanian, the solution is simple (or, rather, elementary in the
Holmesian sense): we should read the claim about speech being the true image
of God together with the Jansenist's basic thesis on the "dieu cachem (the hidden
38 Galit Hasan-Rokem, Web of Life: Folklore and Midrash in Rabbinic Literature, Palo
Alto: Stanford University Press 2000.
39 In the fall of 2007, the Bosnian media reported on a crazy communicational short
circuit: A wife disappointed by her marriage established a passionate link with a no less
disappointed married man via an internet chat-room; they both found in their virtual
partner (each koown only by pseudonyms) what they were missing in their real-life
partner, and feU wildly in love. The wife wrote: "I believed that 1 had finally found
someone who understood me, since he was like me caught in an unhappy marriage:' The
virtual couple finally decided to risk meeting in real life-and discovered that the virtual
partner was the real-life spouse! The disappointed real-life couple had constructed in the
virtual space an ideal couple.
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god)-the word changes (the image of) God into the void in the image, into
what is hidden in and by the image we see. The image thus becomes a screen
which offers itself as visible in order to conceal what is invisible-in the sense
of the dialectic of appearance deployed by Lacan: the symbolic is appearance
as appearance, a screen which hides not another true content, but the fact that
there is nothing to hide. In other words, the true function of a deceptive screen is
not to conceal what lies behind it, but, precisely, to create and sustain the illusion
that there is something it is hiding.

THE MASTER AND ITS SPECTER
This notion of the lacking Other also opens up a new approach to fantasy, con
ceived as precisely an attempt to fIll out this lack of the Other, to reconstitute the
consistency of the big Other.'" For that reason, fantasy and paranoia are inher
ently linked: at it most elementary, paranoia is a belief in an "Other of the Other;'
in another Other who, hidden behind the Other of the explicit social reality,
controls (what appears to us as) the unforeseen effects of social life and thus
guarantees its consistency. This paranoid stance has acquired a further boost
with the ongoing digitalization of our daily lives: it is easy to imagine, once our
(social) existence is entirely externalized, materialized in the big Other of the
global computer network, an evil programmer erasing our digital identity and
thus depriving us of our social existence, turning us into non-persons.
In the domain of ideology, the primordial fantasmatic object, the mother of
all ideological objects, is the object of anti-Semitism, the so-called "conceptual
Jew": beneath the chaos of the market, the degradation of morals, and so on,
there lies the Jewish plot. According to Freud, the attitude of the male subject
towards castration involves a paradoxical splitting: I know that castration is not
an actual threat, that it will not really occur, yet I am nonetheless haunted by
its prospect. And the same goes for the figure of the "conceptual Jew": he does
not exist (as part of our experience of social reality), but for that reason I fear
him even more-in short, the very non-existence of the Jew in reality functions
as the main argument for anti-Semitism. That is to say, anti-Semitic discourse
constructs the figure of the Jew as a phantom-like entity to be found nowhere
in reality, and then uses this very gap between the "conceptual Jew" and actually
40 A patient from Latin America reported to his analyst a dream in which he felt an
unbearable compulsion to eat caramel sweets. The analyst was wise enough to resist any
quick reference to the oral drive. etc.) and instead focused on the Spanish expression
"to eat a caramel;' which means to swallow a lie or a fantasy (to say that someone "gave
me a caramel to eat" means that he put me off with solacing lies). The dream was thus
revealing the patient's urge to be protected by a cobweb of fantasies to soften the impact
cf the Real.
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existing Jews as the ultimate argument for anti-Semitism. We are thus caught
in a kind of vicious circle: the more things appear to be normal, the more sus
picion they arouse and the more panic-stricken we become. In this respect, the
Jew is like the maternal phallus: there is no such thing in reality, but for that
very reason, its phantom-like, spectral presence gives rise to an unbearable
anxiety. Therein consists also the most succinct definition of the Lacanian Real:
the more my (symbolic) reasoning tells me that X is not possible, the more its
specter haunts me-like the proverbial courageous Englishman who not only
didn't believe in ghosts but was not even afraid of them.
A homology imposes itself here between the "conceptual Jew" and the
Name-of-the-Father: in the latter case, we also have a split between knowledge
and belief ("I know very well that my father is actually an imperfect, confused,
impotent creature, yet I nonetheless believe in his symbolic authority") . The
empirical father never lives up to his Name, to his symbolic mandate-and
insofar as he does live up to it, we are dealing with a psychotic constellation
(Schreber's father, from the case analyzed by Freud, was a clear case of a father
who did live up to his Name). Is not the "transubstantiation;' the "sublation"
(Aujhebung), of the real father into the Name-of-the-Father therefore strictly
homologous to the "transubstantiation" of the empirical Jew into (the form of
appearance of) the "conceptual Jew"? Is not the gap that separates actual Jews
from the fantasmatic figure of the "conceptual Jew" of the same nature as the
gap that separates the empirical, always deficient person of the father from the
Name-of-the-Father, from his symbolic mandate? In both cases, a real person
acts as the personification of an irreal, fictitious agency-the actual father as a
stand-in for the agency of symbolic authority and the actual Jew as a stand-in for
the fantasmatic figure of the "conceptual Jew:'
Convincing as it may sound, this homology has to be rejected as deceptive:
in the case of the Jew, the standard logic of symbolic castration is reversed. In
what, precisely, does symbolic castration consist? A real father exerts authority
only insofar as he posits himself as the embodiment of a transcendent symbolic
agency, that is, insofar as he accepts that it is not himself, but the big Other who
speaks through him (like the millionaire from one of Claude Chabrol's films
who inverts the standard complaint about being loved only for his wealth: "If
only I were able to find a woman who would love me only for my millions, not
for myself!"). Therein lies the ultimate lesson of the Freudian myth of parricide,
of the primordial father who, after his violent death, returns stronger than ever
in the guise of his Name, as a symbolic authority: if the real father is to exert
paternal symbolic authority, he must in a sense die while alive-it is his identifi
. cation with the "dead letter" of the symbolic mandate that bestows authority on
his person, or, to paraphrase the old anti-Native American slogan: "Only a dead
father is a good father!"
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F o r this reason, o u r experience o f t h e paternal figure necessarily oscillates
between lack and surplus: there is always "too much" or "not enough" of the
father, never the right measure-"either he is wanting as presence or, in his pres
ence, he is all too much here:'4' On the one hand, we have the recurrent motif
of the absent father, blamed for everything up to and including the crime rate
among adolescents; on the other hand, when the father is effectively "there:'
his presence is necessarily experienced as disturbing, vulgar, boastful, indecent,
incompatible with the dignity of parental authority, as if his presence as such is
already an obtrusive excess.
This dialectic of lack and excess accounts for the paradoxical inversion in
our relationship to a figure of Power: when this figure (father, king . . . ) no longer
successfully performs his function, when he no longer fully exerts his power, this
lack is necessarily (mis )perceived as an excess, the ruler is reproached for having
"too much authority:' as if we were dealing with a "brutal excess of Power:' This
paradox is typical of the pre-revolutionary situation: the more a regime (say,
the ancien regime in France in the years before 1789) is uncertain of itself, of its
legitimacy-the more it hesitates and makes concessions to the opposition-the
more it is attacked by the opposition as a tyranny. The opposition, of course, acts
here as a hysteric, since its reproach concerning the reginle's excessive exercise
of power conceals its exact opposite-its true reproach is that the regime is not
strong enough, that it does not live up to its mandate of power.
Another homology that has to be rejected for the same reasons is that
between the Name-of-the- Father and the fantasmatic Woman. Lacan's "Woman
doesn't exist" (la Femme n'existe pas) does not mean that no empirical, flesh
and-blood woman is ever "She:' that she cannot ever live up to the inaccessible
ideal of Woman (in the way that the empirical, "real" father never lives up to his
symbolic function, to his Name). The gap that forever separates any empirical
woman from Woman is not the same as the gap between an empty symbolic
function and its empirical bearer. The problem with woman is, on the contrary,
that it is not possible to formulate her empty isleal-symbolic function-this
is what Lacan has in mind when he asserts that "Woman does not exist:' The
impossible "Woman" is not a symbolic fiction, but again a fantasmatic specter
whose support is objet a, not S , The one who "does not exist" in the same sense
as Woman does not exist is the prinlordial Father-enjoyment (the mythic pre
Oedipal father who had a monopoly over all women in his group), which is why
his status is correlative to that of Woman.
The trouble with most criticisms of Lac an's "phallocentrisrn" is that, as a rule,
they refer to the "phallus" and/or "castration" in a pre-conceptual, common
sense metaphorical way: within standard feminist film-studies, for example,
41 Jacques Lacan, Le seminaire, Livre VIII: Le tmnsfert. Paris: Seuil 1991, p. 346.
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every time a man behaves aggressively towards a woman or asserts his authority
over her, one can be fairly sure his actions will be designated as "phallic"; every
time a woman is framed, rendered helpless, cornered, and so forth, her experi
ence will most likely be designated as "castrating:' What gets lost here is precisely
the paradox of the phallus as the signifier of castration: if we are to assert our
(symbolic) "phallic" authority, the price to be paid is that we have to renounce
the position of agent and consent to function as the medium through which the
big Other acts and speaks. Insofar as the phallus qua signifier designates the
agency of symbolic authority, its crucial feature therefore resides in the fact that
it is not "mine;' the organ of a living subject, but a place at which a foreign power
intervenes and inscribes itself onto my body, a place at which the big Other acts
through me-in short, the fact that the phallus is a Signifier means above all that
it is structurally an organ without a body, somehow "detached" from my body.
This crucial feature of the phallus, its detachability, becomes clearly visible in the
use of the plastic artificial phallus ("dildo") in lesbian sadomasochistic practices,
where it circulates as a plaything-the phallus is far too serious a thing for its use
to be left to stupid creatures like men."
There is, however, a pivotal difference between this symbolic authority guar
anteed by the phallus as the Signifier of castration and the spectral presence of the
"conceptual Jew": although in both cases we are dealing with the split between
knowledge and belief, the two splits are of a fundamentally different nature. In
the first case, the belief concerns the "visible" public symbolic authority (not
Withstanding my awareness of the father's imperfection and debility, I still accept
him as a figure of authority), whereas in the second case, what I believe in is the
power of an invisible spectral apparition." The fantasmatic "conceptual Jew" is
42 If we were to indulge in speculation as to why the phallus qua organ has been chosen
to function as the phallic signifier, then the characteristic that "predisposes" it for this
role would be the feature evoked by Saint Augustine: the phallUS is an organ of power
potency. yet one whose display of potency essentially eludes the subject's control-with
the alleged exception of some Hindu priests, one cannot bring about an erection at will,
hence it bears witness to some foreign power at work in the very heart of the subject.
43 The other (mis)reading, closely linked to the first, concerns the opposition between
the phallic economy and the polymorphous plurality of subject positions: according to
the standard view, the task of the phallic economy is to mold the dispersed pre-Oedipal
plurality of subject-positions into a unified subject subordinated to the rule of the Name
of-the-Father (the bearer and relay of social authority) and is as such the ideal subject of
(social) Power. What should be called into question here is the underlying assumption
that social Power exerts itself via the unified Oedipal subject entirely submitted to the
phallic paternal Law and, inversely, that the dispersion of the unified subject into a
multitude of subject-positions as it were automatically undermines the authority and
exercise of Power. Against this commonplace, one has to point out again and again that
Power always interpellates us, addresses us, as split subjects. that. in order to reproduce
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not a paternal figure of symbolic authority, a "castrated" bearer or medium of
public authority, but something decidedly different, a kind of uncanny double
of the public authority that perverts its proper logic: he has to act in the shadow,
invisible to the public eye, irradiating a phantom-like, spectral omnipotence. On
account of this unfathomable, elusive status of the kernel of his identity, the Jew
is-in contrast to the "castrated" father-perceived as uncastratable: the more ·
his actual, social, public existence is cut short, the more threatening his elusive
fantasmatic ex-sistence becomes.44
This fantasmatic logic of an invisible and for that very reason all-powerful
Master was clearly at work in the way the figure ofAbimael Guzman- "Presidente
Gonzalo;' the leader of Sendero Luminoso in Peru-functioned prior to his
arrest: the fact that his very existence was doubted (people were not sure if
he actually existed or was just a myth) only added to his power. The mysteri0us master criminal "Keyser S6ze;' from Bryan Singer's The Usual Suspects, is
another example. Again, it is not clear whether he exists at all: as one of the
characters in the film puts it, "I don't believe in God, but I'm nonetheless afraid
of him:' People are afraid to see him or, once forced to confront him face to face,
to mention this to others-his identity is kept highly secret. At the end of the
film, it is disclosed that Keyser S6ze is in fact the most miserable of the group
of suspects, a limping, self-humiliating wimp, like Alberich in Richard Wagner's
Ring des Nibelungen. What is crucial is this very contrast between the omnipo
tence of the invisible agent of power and the way this same agent is reduced to a
crippled weakling once his identity is made public. The fantasmatic feature that
accounts for the power exerted by such a Master figure is not his symbolic place
but an act in which he has displayed his ruthless will and readiness to dispense
altogether with ordinary human considerations (Keyser S6ze supposedly shot
his own wife and children in cold blood in order to prevent an enemy gang from
blackmailing him by threatening to kill them-an act strictly homologous to
Alberich's renunciation oflove) .
itself, it relies upon o u r splitting: t h e message the power discourse bombards us with
is by definition inconsistent, there is always a gap between public discourse and its
fantasmatic support. Far from being a kind of secondary weakness, a sign of the Power's
imperfection, this splitting is constitutive of its exercise. With regard to the so-called
"postmodern" form of subjectivity that befits late capitalism, we must even go a step
further: the "postmodern" subject is directly, at the level of the public discourse itself,
constituted as an inconsistent bundle of multiple "subject positions" (economically
conservative but sexually "enlightened" yuppie, etc.).
44 For a classic statement of the different versions of "I know very well, but still ..."
see Octave Mannoni, "Je sais bien, mais quand meme ... ;' in Clefs pour I'imaginaire; au,
Lautre scene, Paris: Seuil 1968. For a political reading of it, see Chapter 6 of Slavoj Z itek,
For They Know Not What They Do, London: Verso Books 2002.
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In short, the difference between the Name-of-the-Father and the "concep
tual Jew" is the difference between a symbolic fiction and a fantasmatic specter:
in Lacanian algebra, between S the Master-Signifier (the empty signifier of
"
symbolic authority), and the objet petit a.45 When the subject is endowed with
symbolic authority, he acts as an appendix of his symbolic title; that is, it is the
big Other who acts through him. In the case of the spectral presence, in contrast,
the power I exert relies on "something in me more than myself,' best exemplified
by numerous science-fiction thrillers from Alien to Hidden: an indestructible
foreign body that stands for the pre-symbolic life substance, a nauseous mucous
parasite that invades my insides and takes over.
So, back to Chabrol's j oke about the millionaire: when someone says they
love me not because of myself but because of my symbolic standing (power,
wealth), my predicament is decidedly better than when I am told that I am loved
because somebody feels the presence in me of "something more than myself'
If a millionaire loses his millions, the partner who loved him for his wealth
will simply lose interest and abandon him, with no deep trauma involved; if,
however, I am loved because of "something in me more than myself," the very
intensity of this love can easily convert into a no less passionate hatred, a violent
attempt to annihilate the surplus-object in me that disturbs my partner.4' One
can therefore sympathize with the poor millionaire's plight: it is far more com
forting to know that a woman loves me for my millions (or power or glory)-this
45 The same logic seems to be at work in the anti�communist, right-wing populism that
has recently been gaining strength in the ex -socialist East European countries: its answer
to the present economic and other hardships is that, although they have officially lost
power, the communists continue to pull the strings, to control the levers of economic
power, to dominate the media and state institutions. Communists are thus perceived as
a fantasmatic entity it la the Jews: the more they lose public power and become invisible.
the stronger their phantom-like omnipresence, their shadowy control. This idee ftxe of
the populists-according to which what is now emerging in post-socialist countries is
not "true" capitalism but a false imitation in which actual power and control remain in
the hands of ex -communists dressed up as new capitalists-also offers an exemplary
case of the illusion whose mechanism was laid bare for the first time by Hegel: what
the populists fail to recognize is that their opposition to this "false" capitalism is
effectively an opposition to capitalism tout court, Le., that they, not the ex-communists,
are the true ideological inheritors of socialism-no wonder that the populists are
compelled to resuscitate the old communist opposition between "formal" and "true"
democracy. In short, we are dealing with yet another example of the irony that pertains
to the revolutionary process, already described by Marx: all of a sudden, the amazed
revolutionaries realize that they were mere vanishing mediators whose "historical role"
was to prepare the terrain for the old masters to take over in a new guise.
46 A classic example of this opposition between symbolic authority and the spectral,
invisible Master is provided by Wagner's Das Rheingold, in the guise of opposition
between Wotan and Alberich.
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awareness allows m e t o maintain a safe distance, t o avoid getting caught u p in
the relationship too intensely, exposing to the other the very kernel of my being.
When the other sees in me "something more than myself;' the path is wide open
for the paradoxical short-circuit between love and hate for which Lacan coined
the neologism I'hainamorationY

THE TWO SIDES OF FANTASY
This duality of symbolic fiction and spectral apparition can also be discerned
in the utter ambiguity that surrounds the notion of fantasy. The latter offers
an exemplary case of the dialectical coincidentia oppositorum: on the one hand,
fantasy on its beatific side, in its stabiliZing dimension, the dream of a state
without disturbances, out of reach of human depravity; on the other hand,
fantasy in its destabilizing dimension whose elementary form is envy-all that
"irritates" me about the Other, images that haunt me of what he or she might
be doing when ont of my sight, of how he or she deceives me and plots against
me, of how he or she ignores me and indulges in an enjoyment so intense it
lies beyond my capacity to represent it, and so on (this, for example, is what
bothers Swann apropos Odette in Un amour de Swann). Does not the funda
mental lesson of so-called totalitarianism concern the co-dependence of these
two aspects of the notion of fantasy? Those who claimed to have fully realized
fantasy 1 (the symbolic fiction) had to have recourse to fantasy 2 (the spectral
apparition) in order to explain their failure-the foreclosed obverse of the Nazi's
harmonious Volksgemeinschaft returned in the guise of their paranoiac obses
sion with the Jewish plot. Similarly, the Stalinists' compulsive discovery of ever
new enemies of Socialism was the inescapable obverse of their pretense to have
realized the ideal of the "new Socialist man:' (Perhaps freedom from the infernal
hold of fantasy 2 provides the most succinct criterion for sainthood.)
Fantasy 1 and fantasy z, symbolic fiction and spectral apparition, are thus
two sides of the same coin: insofar as a community experiences its reality as
regulated or structured by fantasy 1, it has to disavow its inherent impossibility,
47 The millionaire's position is in fact even more complex. That is to say, when a woman
says to a man, "I don't love you for your millions [or your power ... J but for what you
really are!" what does this amount to? The more she "means it sincerely" the more she
is the victim of a kind of perspectival illusion, failing to notice how the very fact that
(people know that) I am a millionaire (or a man of power) affects people's perception
of what I am "in myself;' irrespective of this property of mine. As long as I remain rich,
people perceive me as a strong, independent personality, whereas the moment I lose
my millions, they all of a sudden see in me a dull weakling (or vice versa). In short, the
paradox lies in the fact that only a woman who (knows that she) loves me for my millions
is able to see me the way I tr�ly am, since my wealth no longer distorts her perception.
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the antagonism at its very heart-and fantasy 2 gives body to this disavowal.
]n short, the success of fantasy 1 in maintaining its hold depends on the effec
tiveness of fantasy 2. Lacan rewrote Descartes's "] think, therefore ] am" as "]
am the one who thinks 'therefore ] am''' -the point being, of course, the non
coincidence of the two "am's;' and the fantasmatic nature of the second. The
pathetic assertion of ethnic identity should be submitted to the same reformula
tion: the moment "] am French ( German, Jewish, American . . J" is rephrased as
"] am the one who thinks 'therefore ] am French;' the gap at the core of my self
identity becomes visible-and the function of the "conceptual Jew" is precisely
to render this gap invisible.
What, then, is fantasy? The desire "realized" (staged) in fantasy is not the
subject's own but the other's desire-that is to say, fantasy, a fantasmatic forma
tion, is an answer to the enigma of " Che vuoi?" (What do you want?), which
renders the subject's primordial, constitutive position. The original question of
desire is not directly "What do ] want?" but "What do others want from me?
What do they see in me? What am ] for others? " A small child is embedded in
a complex network of relations, serving as a kind of catalyst and battlefield for
the desires of those around him; his father, mother, brothers, and sisters, and so
on, fight out their battles around him. While being well aware of this role, the
child cannot fathom what object he is for the others, or the exact nature of the
games they are playing around him. Fantasy provides him with an answer to this
enigma-at its most fundamental level, fantasy tells me what ] am for my others.
It is again anti-Semitism, anti-Semitic paranoia, which reveals in an exemplary
way this radically intersubjective character of fantasy: the social fantasy of the
Jewish plot is an attempt to provide an answer to the question "What does
society want from me?" to unearth the meaning of the murky events in which
] am forced to participate. For that reason, the standard theory of "projection;'
according to which the anti-Semite "projects" onto the figure of the Jew the disa
vowed part of himself, is inadequate-the figure of "conceptual Jew" cannot be
reduced to being an externalization of the anti-Semite's "inner conflict"; on the
contrary, it bears witness to (and tries to cope with) the fact that the subject
is originally decentered, part of an opaque network whose meaning and logic
elude its control.
On that account, the question of la traverSlie du fantasme (of how to gain a
minimal distance from the fantasmatic frame which organizes one's enjoyment,
of how to suspend its efficacy) is not only crucial for the psychoanalytic cure
and its conclusion-in our era of renewed racist tension, of universalized anti
Semitism, it is perhaps also the foremost political question. The impotence of
. the traditional Enlightenment attitude is best exemplified by the anti-racist who,
at the level of rational argumentation, produces a series of convincing reasons
for rejecting the racist Other but is nonetheless clearly fascinated by the object of
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his critique. Consequently, all his defenses disintegrate the moment a real crisis
occurs (when "the fatherland is in danger;' for example), like in the classical
Hollywood film in which the villain, though he will be "officially" condemned at
the end, is nonetheless the focus of our libidinal investment (Hitchcock empha
sized that a film is only as alluring as its bad guy). The foremost problem is
not how to denounce and rationally defeat the enemy-a task which can easily
result in its strengthening its hold upon us-but how to break its (fantasmatic)
spell. The point of la traverS/Ie du jimtasme is not to get rid of jouissance (in
the mode of old-style leftist Puritanism): taking a minimal distance towards
fantasy rather means that I, as it were, "unhook" jouissance from its fantasmatic
frame and acknowledge it as that which is properly undecidable, as an indivis
ible remainder which is neither inherently "reactionary;' supporting historical
inertia, nor a liberating force enabling us to undermine the constraints of the
existing order.
In his movie version of Kafka's The Trial, Orson Welles accomplishes such a
breaking of the fantasmatic spell in an exemplary way by reinterpreting the place
and the function of the famous parable "Before the Law:' In the film, we hear
the story twice: at the very beginning, it serves as a kind of prologue, read and
accompanied by (fake) ancient engravings projected from lantern-slides; then,
shortly before the end, it is told to Josef K., not by the priest (as in the novel),
but by K:s lawyer (played by Welles himself), who unexpectedly joins the priest
and K. in the Cathedral. The action then takes a strange turn and diverges from
Kafka's novel-even before the lawyer has warmed to his theme, K. cuts him
short: "['ve heard it. We've heard it all. The door was meant only for him:' What
ensues is a painful dialogue in which the lawyer advises K. to "plead insanity" by
claiming that he is the victim of a diabolical plot hatched by a mysterious State
agency. K., however, rejects the role of victim: "I don't pretend to be a martyr:'
"Not even a victim of society?" "No, I'm not a victim, I'm a member of society
. . ." In his final outburst, K. then asserts that the true conspiracy (of Power) con
sists in the very attempt to persuade subjects that they are victims of irrational,
impenetrable forces, that everything is crazy, that the world is absurd and mean
ingless. When K. thereupon leaves the Cathedral, two plain-clothes policemen
are already waiting for him; they take him to an abandoned building site and
blow him up. In Welles's version, the reason K. is killed is therefore the exact
opposite of the reason implied in the novel-he represents a threat to power the
moment he unmasks, "sees through;' the fiction upon which the existing power
structure is founded.
Welles's reading of The Trial thus differs from both predominant approaches
to Kafka, the obscurantist-religious as well as the naive enlightened human
ist perspectives. According to the former, K. is effectively guilty: what makes
him guilty is the very protestation of his innocence, his arrogant reliance on
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naIve-rational argumentation. The conservative message of this reading that
sees K. as representative of an enlightened questioning of authority is unmistak
able: K himself is the true nihilist, who acts like the proverbial elephant in the
china shop-his confidence in public reason renders him totally blind to the
Mystery of Power, to the true nature of bureaucracy. The Court appears to K as
a mysterious and obscene agency bombarding him with "irrational" demands
and accusations exclusively on account of K:s distorted subjectivist perspective:
as the priest in the Cathedral points out to K , the Court is in fact indifferent,
it wants nothing from him. In the contrary reading, Kafka is seen as a deeply
ambiguous writer who revealed the fantasmatic basis of the totalitarian bureau
cratic machinery yet was himself unable to resist its fatal attraction. Therein
resides the uneasiness felt by many "enlightened" readers of Kafka: in the end,
did he not participate in the infernal machinery he was describing, thereby
strengthening its hold instead of breaking its spell?
Although it may seem that Welles aligns himself with the second reading,
things are by no means so uneqUivocal: he, as it were, adds another turn of the
screw by raising "conspiracy" to the power of two-as K puts it in the Welles's
version, the true conspiracy of Power resides in the very notion of conspiracy,
in the notion of some mysterious Agency that effectively runs the show, that
behind the visible, public Power, there lies another obscene, invisible, "crazy"
power structure. This other, hidden Law acts the part of the "Other of the Other"
in the Lacanian sense, the part of the meta-guarantee of the consistency of the
big Other (the symbolic order that regulates social life). "Totalitarian" regimes
were especially skilled in cultivating the myth of a secret parallel power, invis
ible and for that very reason all-powerful, a kind of "organization within the
organization" -the KGB, freemasons, or whatever-that compensated for the
blatant inefficiency of the public, legal Power and thus assured the smooth oper
ation of the social machine. This myth is not only in no way subversive, it serves
as the ultimate support of Power. The perfect American counterpart to it is (the
myth of) J. Edgar Hoover, the personification of the obscene "other power"
behind the president, the shadowy double of the legitimate Power. Hoover held
onto power by compiling secret files that allowed him to keep the entire politi
cal and power elite in check, while he himself regularly indulged in homosexual
orgies dressed up as a woman. When K:s lawyer offers him, as a desperate last
resort, the role of playing the martyr-victim of a hidden conspiracy, K. turns
it down, being well aware that by accepting it he would walk into the most
perfidious trap of Power.
This obscene mirage of the Other Power brings into play the same fantas
matic space as the famous advertisement for Smirnoffvodka, which also deftly
manipulates the gap between reality and the "other surface" of the fantasy space:
the camera, placed behind a bottle ofvodka on a tray carried by a waiter, wanders
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around the deck o f a luxurious ocean-liner; every time i t passes a n object, we
first see it as it is in its everyday reality, and then, as the transparent glass of the
bottle comes between our gaze and the object, we see it distorted in a fantasy
dimension-two gentlemen in black evening attire become two penguins, the
necklace around a lady's neck a living snake, stairs a set of piano keys, etc. The
Court in Kafka's The Trial possesses the same purely phantasmagorical exist
ence; its predecessor is Klingsor's Castle in Wagner's Parsifal. Since its hold upon
the subject is entirely fantasmatic, it is sufficient to break its spell via a gesture of
distantiation, and the Court or Castle falls to dust. Therein resides the political
lesson of Parsifal and of Welles's The Trial: if we are to overcome the "effective"
social power, we have first to break its fantasmatic hold upon us."
"Traversing the fantasy" does not mean going outside reality, but "vacil
lating" it, accepting its inconsistent non-All. The notion of fantasy as a kind
of illusory screen blurring our relation to partial objects may seem to fit per
fectly the common-sense idea of what psychoanalysis should do: of course it
should liberate us from the hold of idiosyncratic fantasies and enable us to
confront reality the way it is. This, precisely, is what Lacan does not have in
mind-what he is aiming at is almost the exact opposite. In our daily existence,
we are immersed in "reality" (structured or supported by the fantasy), but this
immersion is disturbed by symptoms which bear witness to the fact that another
repressed level of our psyche resists the immersion. To "traverse the fantasy"
therefore means, paradOxically, to fully identify oneself with the fantaSY-With the
fantasy which structures the excess that resists our immersion in daily reality. In
Richard Boothby's succinct formnlation:
"Traversing the fantasy" thus does not mean that the subject somehow abandons its
involvement with fanciful caprices and accommodates itself to a pragmatic "reality;'
but precisely the opposite: the subject is submitted to that effect of the symbolic
lack that reveals the limit of everyday reality. To traverse the fantasy in the Lacanian
sense is to be more profoundly claimed by the fantasy than ever, in the sense of being
brought into an ever more intimate relation with that real core of the fantasy that
transcends imaging.49

Boothby is right to emphaSize the Janus-like structure of a fantasy: a fantasy is
simnltaneously pacifying, disarming (providing an imaginary scenario which
48 What if there is-as indeed there always is-an actual conspiracy or corruption
scandal in which state power itself is involved? The fantasmatic logic of Conspiracy
effectively hinders the public revelation of actual conspiracies, corruption cases, etc.
the efficacy of the fantasmatk logic of Conspiracy demands that the Enemy remain an
unfathomable entity whose true identity can never be fully disclosed.
49 Richard Boothby, Freud as Philosopher, London: Routledge 2001, pp. 275-6.
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enables us to endure the abyss of the Other's desire) and shattering, disturbing,
inassimilable into our reality. The ideologico-political dimension of this notion
of "traversing the fantasy" was made clear by the unique role the rock group Top
lista nadrealista ( The Top List of the Surrealists) played during the Bosnian war in
the besieged Sarajevo: their ironic performances which, in the midst of the war
and hunger, satirized the predicament of the Sarajevan population, acqUired a
cult status not only in the counterculture, but also among the citizens of Sarajevo
in general (the group's weekly TV show was broadcast throughout the war and
became extremely popular). Instead of bemoaning their tragic fate, they dar
ingly mobilized all the cliches about "stupid Bosnians" common in Yugoslavia,
fully identifying with them-the point thus made was that the path to true soli
darity goes via a direct confrontation with obscene racist fantasies circulating
in symbolic space, through a playful identification with them, not through the
denial of them on behalf of "what people are really like�
This brings us to what, for Lacan, is the ultimate ethical trap: to confer on
the fantasmatic gesture of deprivation some sacrificial value, something that can
only be justified with a reference to a deeper meaning. This seems to be the trap
into which The Life of David Gale fell, a film which has the dubious distinc
tion of being the first big Hollywood production to include an explicit Lacanian
reference." Kevin Spacey plays a philosophy professor and opponent of the
death penalty who, very early on, is seen delivering a course on Lacan's "graph
of desire:' Later, he sleeps with one of his students, loses his j ob, is shunned by
the commuoity, and then gets blamed for the murder of a close female friend,
ending up on death row, where a reporter (Kate Winslet) comes to interview him.
Initially certain that he his guilty, she begins to have doubts when he tells her:
"Think about it-I was one of the biggest opponents of the death penalty, and
now I'm on death row:' Pursuing her research, Winslet discovers a tape which
reveals that he didn't commit the murder-but too late, since he has already
been executed. She makes the tape public, however, and the inadequacies of the
death penalty are duly revealed. In the last moments of the fIlm, Winslet receives
another version of the tape in which the whole truth becomes clear: the alleg
edly murdered woman in fact killed herself (she was dying anyway of cancer) ,
and Spacey was present a s she did s o . I n other words, Spacey was engaged i n an
elaborate anti-death-penalty activist plot: he sacrificed himself for the greater
good of exposing the horror and injustice of death penalty. What makes the
film interesting is that, retroactively, we see how this act is grounded in Spacey's
reading of Lacan at the fIlm's beginning: from the (correct) insight into the fan
tasmatic support of desire, it draws the conclusion that all human desires are
. vain, and proposes helping others, right up to sacrificing one's life for them, as
50 The Life of David Gale, 2003, directed by Alan Parker and written by Charles
Randolph, a native from Texas who taught philosophy at Webster University in Vienna.
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the only proper ethical course. Here, measured b y t h e proper Lacanian stand
ards, the fIlm fails: it endorses an ethic of radical self-sacrifice for the good of
others; this is why the hero makes sure Winslet receives the final tape-because
ultimately he needs the symbolic recognition of his act. No matter how radical
the hero's self-sacrifice, the big Other is still there.

IMAGE AND GAZE
It is against this background that we should read the mediation between the
imaginary and the symbolic in Lacan: the imaginary relates to the seen, while
the symbolic as it were redoubles the image, shifting the focus onto what cannot
be seen, onto what the image that we see obfuscates or blinds us to. Lacan spells
out very precisely the implications of this redoubling: it is not only that, with the
symbolic, the imaginary turns into the appearance concealing a hidden reality
the appearance the symbolic generates is that of appearance itself, namely the
appearance that there is a hidden reality beneath the visible appearance. The
precise name for this appearance of something that has no existence in itself, that
exists only in its effects and thus only appears to appear, is virtuality-the virtual
is the invisible X, the void whose contours can only be reconstructed from its
effects, like a magnetic pole which only exists inasmuch as it attracts the small
metal pieces that gather around it. With regard to sexual difference, the funda
mental virtual entity, the most elementary invisible X which only "appears to
appear;' is the maternal phallus: the maternal phallus is imagined-not directly,
but as a forever invisible virtual point of reference:
When Lacan spoke of the imaginary register, he was talking about images that could
be seen. The pigeon is not interested in the void; if there is a void in the place of the
image, the pigeon does not develop there, the insect does not reproduce. But it is a
fact that Lacan does not stop talking about the imaginary once he has introduced
the symbolic. He still talks a great deal about it, but it is an imaginary that has com
pletely changed its definition. The post -symbolic imaginary is very different from
the pre-symbolic imaginary from before the introduction of this register. How is the
concept of the imaginary transformed after the symbolic has been introduced? In a
very precise way. The most important part of the imaginary is what cannot be seen.
In particular, taking the pivot of the clinical practice that, for example, is developed
in Seminar IV; La relation dobjet, it is the female phallus, the maternal phallus. It
is a paradox to call it the imaginary phallus when precisely one cannot see it; it is
almost as if it were a question of imagination. In Lacan's celebrated observations and
theorizations on the mirror stage, Lacan's imaginary register was essentially linked
to perception. While now, when the symbolic is introduced, there is a disjunction
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between the imaginary and perception, and in some way this imaginary of Lacan is
linked to the imagination . . . . This implies the connection of the imaginary and the
symbolic and thus a thesis that is separated from perception: the image is a screen
for what cannot be seenY

Insofar as the maternal phallus is by definition veiled, this brings us to the
positive/constitutive ontological function of the veil: the image/screen/veil itself
creates the illusion that there is something behind it-as one says in everyday
language, with the veil, there is always "something left to the imagination:' One
should take this ontological function at its strongest and most literal: by hiding
nothing, the veil creates the space for something to be imagined-the veil is the
original operator of creation ex nihilo, or, as Hegel put it in his Phenomenology:
"behind the so-called curtain which is supposed to conceal the inner world,
there is nothing to be seen unless we go behind it ourselves, as much in order
that we may see, as that there may be something behind there which can be
seen:'" Ten pages earlier, he puts it in even stronger terms: our perception is
limited to the sensible world; beyond this world, there is only the void, and
in order that, "in this complete void, which is even called the holy of holies,
there may yet be something, we must fill it up with reveries, appearances, pro
duced by consciousness itself. It would have to be content with being treated
so badly for it would not deserve anything better, since even reveries are better
than its own emptiness:'53 What Hegel is saying here is, of course, not that the
sensible world is the only real one, and that the "true supra-sensible Beyond"
is only a product of our imagination; the sensible world is a world of vanish
ing, self-canceling appearances-therein lies Hegel's idealism-but there is no
separate "true reality" beneath it. The only "true reality" is the fact that appear
ances are "mere appearances;' the transformation of immediate sensible reality
into appearance: "The suprasensible is therefore appearance qua appearance:'"
We thus have two levels of appearance: the appearances of the direct sensible
world, and the appearance, within this world of appearances, of objects which
are "elevated to the dignity of a Thing;' that is, which give body to-or point
beyond themselves towards-what is beyond appearance: "Thanks to the veil,
the lack of object is transformed into object, and the beyond makes its entrance
in the world"55-this gap is crucial, and is missed by Buddhist "nihilism" where
we have only flat appearances and the Void. And, in the same way that, as Freud
51 Jacques�Alain Miller, "The Prisons of Jouissance," lacanian ink 33 (Spring 2009), p. 39.
52 G. W. F. Hegel, Phenomenology o/Spirit, trans. A. V. Miller, Oxford: Oxford University
. Press 1977, p. 103·
53 Ibid., pp. 88-9·
54 Ibid., p. 89·
55 Miller, "The Prisons of Jouissance:' p. 45.
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put it, the real inscribes itself i n a dream i n the guise of a dream within a dream,
the real beyond appearances appears as an appearance within appearance, as
what Plato called the "imitation of imitation:' As Lacan perceptively notes, this
is why Plato was so adamantly opposed to painting: not because painting is even
further away from true reality than the sensible reality it imitates, but because,
in it, true reality appears within ordinary sensible reality:
The painting doesn't compete with appearance. it competes with what Plato des
ignated as the Idea which is beyond appearance. It is because the painting is this
appearance which says that it is what gives appearance that Plato rises against
painting as against an activity which competes with his own.56

This is why Hitchcock's Vertigo is the ultimate anti-Platonic film, a systematic
materialist undermining of the Platonic project: the murderous fury that seizes
Scottie when he finally discovers that Judy, whom he has tried to make into
Madeleine, is (the woman he knew as) Madeleine is the fury of the deceived
Platonist when he perceives that the original he wants to remake in a perfect
copy is itself already a copy. The shock here is not that the original turns out to
be merely a copy-a standard deception against which Platonism continually
warns us-but that (what we took to be) the copy turns out to be the original.
Scottie's shock at the moment of recognition is also a Kafkaesque one. In the
same way that, at the end of the parable "Before the Law;' the man from the
country learns that the door was there only for him, in Vertigo too, Scottie has to
accept that the fascinating spectacle of Madeleine, which he was secretly follow
ing, was staged for his gaze only, that his gaze was included in it from the very
beginning.
This brings us to Lacan's (and Hegel's) implicit theology: if God is the
ultimate ground of all things, the reason why "there is something rather than
nothing;' then God is the veil itself: there is something and not nothing thanks
to the veil which separates us from the void of Nothing. The statement "God
is the veil" has to be read as a Hegelian speculative judgment which unites two
opposite contents: (1) God is the ultimate reverie with which our imagination
fills in the void behind the veil; (2 ) God is this veil itself as the ultimate creative
power:
the image conceals; the image that is showing is both an image that conceals. and
that shows in order to conceal. All of Lacan's commentaries on images from that
moment revolve around this idea . . . So the image is something that is presented,
and a fortiori when it is a matter of the image in a tableau, the image that is given
56 Jacques Lacan, Le seminaire, Livre
psychanalyse, Paris: Seuil 1973 > p. 103.
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to be seen is a deception because it veils what is found behind. In this way it repeats
a whole classic rhetoric that invites people to be wary, to reject images as deceitful.
But at the same time-I have said that the image hides at first, I've commented on
this-the veil that hides causes what cannot be seen to exist. This is the schema that
Lacan presents in Seminar IV, La relation d'objet: on the left, the subject. a point;
then the veil; and on the other side, another point, nothingness. Without the veil it is
as if there is nothingness. But with a veil between the subject and nothingness every
thing is possible. One can play with the veil, imagine things, a little bit of simulacra
can also help. Where there was nothing before the veil there is, perhaps, something
and at least there is the beyond of the veil and in this way, through this "perhaps," the
veil creates something ex nihilo.
The veil is a God. Leibniz asks quietiy why things exist rather than not-I say
"quietly" because it's a little late, there already is something, and he should have
thought about this a little before, before developing this world. I am addressing the
God . . . who creates ex nihilo. But the veil is how one can respond to Leibniz: if there
is something and not nothing, it is because there is a veil somewhere. With this func
tion of the veil, the screen is introduced, this screen that converts the nothing into
being. This is important to all of us inasmuch as we have come here dressed. One
can hide what there is and, at the same time and in the same manner, what there is
not: hiding the object and hiding, at the same time and with the same facility, the
lack of the object. Clothing itself is in this movement of showing and hiding. The
transvestite shows something and hides it at the same time. Which is to say he gives
something other than what he shows to be seen. Thanks to the veil, the lack of object
is transformed into object, and the beyond makes its entrance in the world in such a
way that with the veil, as Lacan says, already in the imaginary there is the symbolic
rhythm of the subject, the object and the beyondY

The consequence of this insight is nothing less than an undermining of both
the basic pre-Hegelian philosophical positions, the pre-critical metaphysics of a
"true" substantial reality behind appearances as well as Kant's critical transcen
dentalism. In order to fully grasp this consequence, we should take the crucial
step from the veil masking the Void to the gaze of the Other, the gaze as object:
the In-itself beyond the veil, what the veil masks, is not some substantial trans
cendent reality but the Other's gaze, the point from which the Other returns the
gaze. What I do not see in what I see is the gaze itself, the gaze as object.
Hence Lacan's axiom: in every picture, there is a blind spot, and the picture
at which I look returns the gaze (stares back at me) from this point. It is against
this background that one should read Lacan's thesis on the reflexive character
. of the Freudian drive, as the stance of "se faire " " (the visual drive is not the
drive to see, but, in contrast to the desire to see, the drive to make oneself seen,
57 Miller, "The Prisons of Jouissance;' pp. 44-5.
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etc.). Does not Lacan here point towards t h e most elementary theatricality o f the
human condition? Our fundamental striving is not to observe, but to be part of
a staged scene, to expose oneself to a gaze-not the determinate gaze of a person
in reality, but the non-existing pure Gaze of the big Other. This is the gaze for
which, on ancient Roman aqueducts, the details were carved on the reliefs at the
top, invisible to any human eye; the gaze for which the ancient Incas made their
gigantic drawings out of stones whose form could be seen only from high up in
the air; the gaze for which the Stalinists organized their gigantic public specta
cles. To specify this gaze as "divine" is already to "gentrify" its status, to deprive
it of its "acousmatic" nature, of the fact that it is a gaze of no one, a gaze freely
floating, with no bearer. The two correlative positions, that of the actor on stage
and that of the spectator, are not ontologically equivalent or contemporary: we
are not originally observers of the drama of reality, but part of the tableau staged
for the void of a non-existing gaze, and it is only in a secondary moment that we
assume the position of those who look at the stage. The unbearable "impossible"
position is not that of the actor, but that of the observer, of the public.

PRESENCE
This brings us to a possible Lacanian definition of fantasy as an imaginary
scenario which stages an impossible scene, something that could only be seen
from the point of impossibility.58 A fantasy scene is what fully deserves the term
"auratic presence:' Insofar as it involves the point of impossibility, it can also
be said to stage the objet petit a. And, indeed, does not the Lacanian couple of
signifier and objet a correspond to the difference between representation and
presence? While both are stand-ins, place-holders, of the subject, the signi
fier re-presents it, while object shines in its presence. In this sense, we can talk
about-I quote Jacques-Alain Miller here-"the representation of the subject
through the objet a, except that the word 'representation' does not suit. Must
one posit an expression, a presentation, an identification?"" Precisely because
the objet a does not represent the subject, we should not conjoin them (as in the
formula of fantasy: $-a), limiting ourselves to
putting only a and putting rays about it, rays because of the implicit presence, of pres
ence as effacement of the subject, since, rather than of representation, of expression,
58 Here, we encounter the limit of Descartes's procedure of the exhaustion of fiction: I
cannot feign that I am not. This, precisely, is what happens in fantasy, whose elementary
coordinates are the subject's contraction to a gaze observing the world as it is imagined
to be in the absence of the subject.
59 Miller, "The Prisons of Jouissance;' p. 45.
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of identification, it is a question here of effacement . . . The subject is present here
essentially in its effacement, in its fashion of being effaced, what [Lacan] calls, with
a great economy of words, using this neologism: the effa con.60

Lacan's twist here is that this presence of the objet a fills in the gap, the failure, of
representation-his formula is that of the objet a above the bar, beneath which
there is S(A), the signifier of the barred, inconsistent other. The present object
is a filler, a stop-gap; so when we confront the tension between the symbolic
and the Real, between meaning and presence-the event of presence which
interrupts the smooth running of the symbolic, which transpires in its gaps and
inconsistencies-we should focus on the way the Real corrodes from within
the very consistency of the symbolic. And, perhaps, we should pass from the
claim that "the intrusion of the Real corrodes the consistency of the symbolic"
to the much stronger claim that "the Real is nothing but the inconsistency of the
symbolic:'
Heidegger liked to quote a line from Stefan George: "Kein Ding sei wo das
Wort gebricht" -there is no thing where the word breaks down. When talking
about the Thing, this line should be reversed: "Bin Ding gibt es nur wo das Wort
gebrichf'-there is a Thing only where the word breaks down. The standard
notion according to which words represent absent things is here turned around:
the Thing is a presence which arises where words (symbolic representations)
fail, it is a thing standing for the missing word. In this sense, a sublime object
is "an object elevated to the dignity of the Thing": the void of the Thing is not a
void in reality, but, primarily, a void in the symbolic, and the sublime object is an
object at the place of the failed word." This, perhaps, is the most succinct defini
tion of aura: aura envelops an object when it occupies a void (hole) within the
symbolic order. What this implies is that the domain of the symbolic is not -All
is thwarted from within."
60 Ibid., pp. 45-6.
61 Pippin noted the contrast between the Kantian and the religious sublime: while the
latter aims at provoking a humbling awe (confronted with the infinite and inconceivable
divine power, I am a nobody), in Kant's "heretical" view, the experience of the sublime
is a two-step process which culminates in the assertion of "man's absolute supremacy
over all of nature by virtue of his moral vocation and its independence from any
natural condition or power." Robert Pippin, The Persistence of Subjectivity, Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press 2005, p. 294.
62 This lack or imperfection of the (big) Other is rendered in a wonderfully simple
way in a joke about two friends playing a game of trying to hit a can with a ball. After
repeated hits, one of them says: "For devil's sake, I missed!" His friend, a religious fanatic,
complains: "How dare you talk like that, this is blasphemy! May God strike you down
with a lightning bolt as punishment!" A moment later, lightning does strike, but it hits
the religious boy who, badly hurt and barely alive, turns to the heavens to ask: "But why
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So, again, what is presence? Imagine a group conversation in which all the
participants know that one of them has cancer and also know that everyone in
the group knows it; they talk about everything, the new books they have read,
movies they have seen, their professional disappointments, politics . . . just to
avoid the topic of cancer. In such a situation, one can say that cancer is fully
present, a heavy presence that casts its shadow over everything the participants
say and that gets all the heavier the more they try to avoid it.
What if, then, the true line of separation is not the one dividing presence
and symbolic representation, but the one which runs across this division,
splitting from within each of the two moments? It is to the eternal credit of
"structuralism" to have "de-hermeneuticized" the very field of the symbolic, to
have treated the signifying texture as independent of the universe of the experi
ence of meaning; and it is the great achievement of the late Lacan's elaborations
of the Real to have uncovered a traumatic intrusive "presence" which wreaks
havoc upon every meaningful auratic experience of Presence. Recall Sartre's
Nausea, one of the paradigmatic literary approaches to the Real: it is very dif
ficult, counter-intuitive, to subsume the disgusting slime of the inert Real
under the category of "aura:' Is not aura precisely a "domestication" of the Real,
a screen that protects us from its traumatic impact? The motif of a presence
"this side of hermeneutics" is central for Lacan, for whom psychoanalysis is not
hermeneutics, especially not a deep form. Psychoanalysis deals with the subject
contemporary to the rise of the modern Real which emerges when meaning is
evacuated from reality: not only the scientific real accessible in mathematical
formulae, but also, from Schelling to Sartre, the proto-ontological abyss of the
inertia of the "mere real" deprived of any meaning. For Lacan, there is thus no
need for a psychoanalytic hermeneutics-religion does this j ob perfectly well.
Here Meaning and Sense should be counterposed: Meaning belongs to the
big Other, it is what guarantees the consistency of our entire field of experi
ence, while Sense is a local, contingent occurrence in the sea of non-sense. In
Lacanian terms, Meaning belongs to the level of All, while Sense is non-All:
ultimate Meaning is guaranteed by religion (even if things appear meaningless,
like killings, famine, disasters, all this confusion has a higher Meaning from
God's standpoint), while Sense is materialist, something which arises "out of
nowhere" in a magical explosion of, say, an unexpected metaphor. Meaning is an
affair of hermeneutics, Sense is an affair of interpretation, such as interpreting
the sense of a symptom which, precisely, belies and undermines the totality of
Meaning. Meaning is global, the horizon encompassing details which, in them
selves, appear meaningless; Sense is a local occurrence in the field of non-sense.
Meaning is threatened from the outside by non-Meaning; Sense is internal to
did you strike me, my Lord, and not the real culprit?" A deep voice resonates from above:
"For devil's sake, I missed!"
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non-Sense, the product of a nonsensical, contingent, or lucky encounter. Things
have Meaning, but they make Sense.
Lacan's notion of interpretation is thus opposed to hermeneutics: it involves
the reduction of meaning to the signifier's nonsense, riot the unearthing of a
secret meaning.63
Even "lower;' if I may put it in this way, there is the level of what Lacan
calls sinthomes, as opposed to symptoms-signifying knots of jouis-sens, enjoy
meant, "meaning" which directly penetrates the materiality of a letter.6, Heinrich
Kleist's short story "St Cecilia or the Power of the Voice" renders perfectly the
(singing) voice in its uncanny embodiment of "ugly" jouissance. It takes place
in a German town, torn between Protestants and Catholics, during the Thirty
Years' War. The Protestants plan to trigger a slaughter in a large Catholic church
during midnight mass; four people are planted to start making trouble and
thus give the signal to the others to cause havoc. However, things take a strange
turn when a beautiful nun, allegedly dead, miraculously awakens and leads the
chorus in a sublime song. The song mesmerizes the four thugs: they are unable
to start making trouble and so, since there is no signal, the night passes peace
fully. Even after the event, the four Protestants remain numbed: they are locked
into an asylum where for years they just sit and pray all day long. At midnight
each night, they all promptly stand up and sing the sublime song they had heard
on that fateful night. Here, of course, the horror arises, as the original divine
singing which exerted such a miraculous, redemptive, pacifying effect becomes,
in its repetition, a repulsive and obscene imitation. What we have here is an
exemplary case of the Hegelian tautology as the highest contradiction: "Voice
is . . . voice;' the ethereal-sublime voice of a Church choir encounters itself in its
otherness in the grotesque singing of the madmen. This effectively inverts the
standard version of the obscene turn-that of the gentle girl's face all of a sudden
63 There is a certain anti-hermeneutic literalism which belongs to the very core of
Jewish spirituality. David Grossman told me a nice personal anecdote: when, just prior
to the 1967 Israeli-Arab war, he heard on the radio about the Arab threat to throw the
Jews into the sea, his reaction was to take sWimming lessons-a paradigmatic Jewish
reaction if there ever was one, in the spirit of the long talk betw'een Josef K. and the priest
(the prison chaplain) that follows the parable "Before the LaW.'
64 The sinthome should be opposed to the matheme: although they both belong to the
enigmatic space "between nature and culture:' between senseless data and meaning
they are both pre-semantic, outside the domain of meaning, and yet nonetheless are
signifiers and as such irreducible to the meaningless texture of positive data-"sinthome"
is a name for the minimal formula which fixates/registers what Eric Santner called the
"too-muchness of life." A sin thorne is a formula which condenses the excess ofjouissance,
and this dimension is clearly missing in the matherne, whose exemplary cases are
mathematically formalized scientific statements-mathemes do not imply any libidinal
investment, they are neutral, desubjectivized.
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distorted b y rage a s s h e starts to swear and spit out unspeakable blasphemies
(the possessed girl in The Exorcist, etc.). This common version reveals the horror
and corruption beneath the gentle surface: the semblance of innocence disinte
grates, all of a sudden we perceive the intense obscenity behind it-what can be
worse than this? Precisely what takes place in Kleist's story: the ultimate horror
does not occur when the mask of innocence disintegrates, but rather when the
sublime text is (mis)appropriated by the wrong speaker. In the standard version,
we have the right object (a gentle, innocent face) in the wrong place (engaged
in blasphemous profanities) , while in Kleist the wrong object (the brutal thugs)
in the right place (trying to imitate the sublime religious ritual) produces a much
stronger profanation.
Two questions nonetheless arise here: how does this subversive practice
relate to the similar (though definitely not subversive) practice of obscene
"marching chants" ? Where is the difference? Why is the first practice subversive
and the second not? Furthermore, what would have been a parallel procedure
for subverting the ruling ideology in the state-socialist regimes? There is a
song which comes pretty close to it: the 8.40-minute-long Gruess an die Partei
(Chormusik Nr. s fuer grossen Char, Bass-Solo und grosses Orchester), composed
in 1976 by Paul Dessau (Brecht's last collaborator), with words by-again!
Heiner Millier (Brecht's unofficial successor as the leading dramatist of the
GDR), putting together quotes from a speech by Erich Honecker, then general
secretary of the Socialist Unity-Party of Germany (Sozialistische Einheits-Partei
Deutschlands, SED-the tone-series "Es-E-D" appears again and again in the
music! ) . The legend of Honecker as a misrecognized poet was one of the GDR's
standard jokes: the idea was to take a passage from one of his speeches and add a
new line every few words, thereby creating an abstract modern poem. In Muller
Dessau's "Greeting to the Party:' a supreme example of what the Germans called
Polit-Byzantinismus, this joke is realized in such a way that (as was often the
case in the communist countries) it is not clear whether Muller intended it as a
secret parody, whether he wrote (or mose) the words with his fingers crossed.
What stands out is the extreme disparity, tension even, between the thoroughly
modernist, non-melodic, atonal music and the utter banality of the words. Here
are the first three Honecker "poems":
Great things were achieved
With the force of the people and
For the well-being of the people
In the fraternal link with the Soviet Union
Never was so much done
In the community of
Socialist states
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For peace and security
For the freedom of the people
Many things remain to be done
In the Communist way
Year after year

The obscenity reaches its peak in the last "poem" where, towards its end, in a
celebration of the ongoing passage from socialism to communism, the harsh
declarations and injunctions, accompanied by rather brutal drum beatings,
momentarily morph into a much softer and silent chant, like the climax of a
religious hymn, Signaling how, after the hard struggle of our epoch of socialism,
the harmony of communism will win the day.
Today everybody can see:
Imperialism is in retreat
Progress is
Marching forward
With the power of the entire people
From the present of Socialism
To the futnre
Of Communism65

The frontier between the (state-byzantine) Sublime and the ridiculous is here
effectively undecidable-one need only imagine Honecker, after a speech at the
Party congress, singing these words accompanied by a chorus (composed of the
delegates) and orchestra, to find oneself in the middle of the Marx Brothers'
Duck Soup. But perhaps laughing at such spectacles is all too easy-perhaps it
makes us miss their true addressee, the same imagined or inexistent gaze as the
Incas' impossible gaze from above. In short, the most elementary fantasmatic
notion is not that of a fascinating scene to be looked at, but the notion that "there
is someone out there looking at us"; not a dream but the notion that "we are
characters in someone else's dream:' Far from signaling a subjective pathology,
such a fantasmatic gaze is a sine qua non of our normality, in contrast to psycho
sis, where this gaze appears as part of reality. To make this crucial point clear,
let us begin by clarifying the status of the gaze and the voice in psychoanalytic
theory, where we must always keep in mind their different status in neurosis,
psychosis, and perversion:"
· 65 Song and text available on the CD Die Partei hat immer Recht: Bine Dokumentation in
Liedern, Amiga, BMG 74321394862.
66 I rely here on Paul-Laurent Assoun, Le�ons psychanalytiques sur Ie regard et la voix,
Vols. 1 and 2, Paris: Anthropos 2001.
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( 1 ) In neurosis, ,ve are dealing with hysterical blindness or loss of the voice,
that is, the voice or gaze are incapacitated; in psychosis, on the contrary, there is
a surplus of the gaze or voice, for a psychotic experiences himself as gazed upon
(paranoiac) or he hears (hallucinates) non-existing voices,'" In contrast to both
these stances, a pervert uses the voice or gaze as an instrument, he "does things"
with them,
(2 ) The couple gaze and voice should also be linked to the couple Sach
Vorstellungen and Wort- Vorstellungen: the "representations-of-things" involve
the gaze�we see things, while the "representations-of-words" involve the voice
("vocal images")-we hear words.
(3) Furthermore, the gaze and the voice are linked, respectively, to the Id
(drive) and the superego: the gaze mobilizes the scopic drive, while the voice is
the medium of the superego agency which exerts pressure on the subject. But
one should also bear in mind here that the superego draws its energy from the
Id, which means that the superego voice also mobilizes drives, In terms of the
drives, the voice and the gaze are thus related as Eros and Thanatos, life drive
and death drive: the gaze "siderates;' side-tracks, transfixes, or immobilizes
the subject's face, turning the subject into a Medusa-like petrified entity. The
insight into the Real mortifies, it stands for death (the Medusa's head is itself a
transfixed/petrified gaze, and seeing it does not blind me-on the contrary, I
myself turn into a transfixed gaze), while the seductive voice stands for the pre
Oedipal maternal link beyond/beneath the Law, for the umbilical cord which
vivifies (from the maternal lullaby to the hypnotist's voice),
(4) The relationship between the four partial objects (oral, anal, voice, gaze)
is that of a square structured along the two axes of demand/desire and to the
Other/from the Other, The oral object involves a demand addressed to the
Other (the mother, to give me what I want), while the anal object involves a
demand tram the Other (in the anal economy, the object of my desire is reduced
to the Other's demand-I shit regularly in order to satisfy the parents' demand)
In a homologous way, the scopic object involves a desire addressed to the Other
(to show itself, to allow to be seen), while the vocal object involves a desire from
the Other (announcing what it wants from me), To put it in a slightly differ
ent way: the subjeds gaze involves its attempt to see the Other, while the voice
is an invocation (Lacan: "illvocatory drive") , an attempt to provoke the Other
(God, the king, the beloved) to respond; this is why the gaze mortifies-pacifies
immobilizes the Other, while the voice vivifIes it, tries to elicit a gesture from it.
67 This difference can also be linked to the difference between the inability to act and the
passage a l'acte: the hysteric position involves a blocked act, procrastination, oscillation,
empty gestures (which fUDction like "acting out;' a theatrical gesture instead of a true
act); the psychotic position involves the Real of a violent passage a l'aete which suspends
the big Other itself.
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(5) How, then, are the gaze and the voice inscribed into the social field?
Primarily as shame and guilt: the shame of the Other seeing too much, seeing
me in my nakedness; the guilt triggered by hearing what others say about
me." Is not the opposition of voice and gaze thus linked to the opposition of
superego and Ego Ideal? The superego is a voice which haunts the subject and
finds it guilty, while the Ego Ideal is the gaze in front of which the subject is
ashamed. There is thus a triple chain of equivalences: gaze-shame-Ego Ideal,
and vOice-guilt-superego.

"THE PICTURE IS IN MY EYE, BUT ME, I AM IN THE PICTURE "
This brings us to the properly ontological lesson of psychosis, of psychotic hallu
cinations in which "what was foreclosed from the symbolic returns in the Real;'
the lesson which effectively undermines the Cartesian cogito as the percipiens
(perceiving subject) external to the percepturn. The lesson is that
the percipiens is not exterior to the perceptum but that it is included, that there is a
being in the perceptum itself that is not exterior to it; that it is not necessary to depart
from the idea of a representation in which the exterior world would be convoked
facing the subject sure of his existence. but that one must consider the inclusion of
the subject of perception in the perceived. With hallucinations, for example . . . it is
not enough to say that the subject perceives what is not found in the perceptum or
of only asking if the subject believes this, and of thinking that this is not consistent.
Why doesn't someone other than the subject experience it? . . . What Lacan stresses
in verbal hallucinations is that they have their own linguistic structure and that it is
not necessary to consider them as an error or a malady of the subject, but as exploi
tation of the structure itself of language. The subject does not unify perception; it is
not a power of exterior synthesis of the perceived, but he is included . . .
When the question is one of perception and more precisely of visual perception,
of the relationship with the scopic, it is a .matter of re-establishing the percipiens
in the perceptum, of assuring and of basing the presence of the percipiens in the
perceptum. One more presence, one "more" left out of classic theory. But there
is also an absence. We must refer to Freud's concept of reality. The objectivity of
reality implies, according to Freud . . . that the libido does not invade the perceptive
field. This means that for Freud, the condition of objectivity of reality is a libidi
nal disinvestment. Its ingenuous translation is the ethics of the sensible scientist to
. 68 The most disturbing thing here is the Other's ignorance, as in the well-known dream
in which I walk naked in the street or some other public place, but everyone ignores me
and behaves as if nothing extraordinary is taking place-such a predicament is much
more disturbing than expressions of shock at my nakedness.
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meticulously try not to employ his personal passion and to eft�1Ce any libido, or at
least the libido sciendi, to describe or investigate reality. But the ethical supposition
of the scientist is translated into the exigency of delibidinalization of perception that
Lacan renders in his code as extraction of the objet petit a and there, the condition
of' ''the objectivity of reality"-in quotations, because the subject is always included,
as Lacan says the perceptum is always impure-extorts that reality be a desert of
jouissance.
This jouissal1ce is condensed in the objet petit a in such a way that the presence
of the per-cipiens in the perceptum is correlative to what appears as an absence of
surplus�jouir. When one studies vision, which one studies in psychology, in medi
cine, in ophthalmology, it is a relationship to reality without jouissance. This is why
Lacan distinguishes the field of vision from what he calls the scopic field. What he
calls the scopic field is reality and jouissol1ce. Lacan developed a theory of the scopic
fIeld by studying how the drive presents itself in this field.69

This structure of the scopic held as opposed to the held of vision, this experi
ence of "when 1 look at the world, I always somehow feel that things stare back
at me" -as opposed to the pure Cartesian subject who perceives the world along
clear geometric lines-provides the underlying minimal dispasitif of religion.
"God" is, at its most elementary, this Other's gaze returned by objects, an imag
ined gaze, for sure (we look for it in vain in reality), but no less reaL This gaze
exists only for a desiring subject, as the object-cause of its desire, not in reality
(except for a psychotic). In passionate love, there are moments when the beloved
feels that her lover sees in her something of which she herself is not aware-it is
only through his gaze that she becomes aware of this dimension in her. What the
beloved feels in those moments is "what is in herself more than herself;' the je
ne sais quai which causes the lover's desire for her and which exists only for the
lover's gaze, which is in a way the desire's objectal counterpart, the inscription
of desire into its object. What the lover sees is the lost part of himself contained
in (enveloped by) the Other. As such, the object-gaze cannot be reduced to an
effect of the symbolic order (the big Other): "the gaze of the Other remains, even
if the Other has ceased to exist."'o
Due to its inexistence, the status of this immaterial object -cause is not onto
logical, but purely ethical-perhaps this feeling of an Other's gaze which "sees
in me more than myself" is the zero-level deontological experience, what origi
nally pushes me towards ethical activity whose goal is to render me adequate
to the expectation written into the Other's gaze. One cannot but recall here the
last two verses of Rillee's famous sonnet "Archaic Torso of Apollo": "denn da ist
keine Stelle / die dieh nicht sieht. Du musst elein Leben aendern" (for here there
69 Miller, "The Prisons of Jouissance;' pp. 48-50.
70 Ibid., p. 55.
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is no place that does not see you. You must change your life). Peter Sloterdijk,
who used the second line as the title for a book," noted the underlying enigmatic
interdependence of the two statements: from the fact that there is no place (in
the Thing which is Auguste Rodin's torso of Apollo) which does not gaze back
at you, the call somehow follows that you (the viewer of the statue) must change
your life-how? In his grandiose reading of Rilke's poem, in a subchapter enti
tled "The Order Out of the Stone:' Sloterdijk illustrates how the torso regards or
concerns me, addresses me, how the object returns the gaze-this gaze returned
by the object is the "aura:' the minimum of "religiosity:' this ability to be affected
by the Other/Thing's gaze, to "see it as seeing:'" Subject and object exchange
places here-but not wholly: I remain subject and the object remains object,
for I do not become an object of the subjectivized big Other-this happens
only in perversion. As Sloterdijk puts it, this gazing Other is fantasized, never
part of reality, it is only "supposed" (unterstellt)-a supposed gaze." Authentic
religion never takes the fateful step beyond this supposed status of the Other
gazing at us-the moment we accomplish this step, we find ourselves in psy
chosis: a psychotic knows himself to b e looked at in reality. Therein also resides
the ultimate difference between knowledge and belief: I can know the objects I
look at (Descartes's perspective), but I can only believe that they return my gaze.
More precisely, what returns the gaze is by definition the object and not another
subject, as in psychosis. This is why, perhaps, there is nonetheless a psychotic
core in every religion, insofar as every religio transforms the Ding into another
Subject from which the gaze emanates. The clinical implications of this purely
virtual status of the gaze (and the voice) are thus clear: what characterizes psy
chosis, the psychotic experience, is that this gaze is precisely no longer a virtual
Real but falls into perceptible reality-a psychotic can "see" the object-gaze (or
"hear" the object-voice). The key point to bear in mind is that the counterpoint
to the psychotic is not a "normal" subject who sees only "what is really out there:'
but a subject of desire who relates to a virtual Real of the gaze or the voice:
What Lacan designates as objects we cannot perceive. What he calls gaze or voice
are objects whose substance, the substantiality. cannot be captured. What he calls
voice is not the tone, it is not the breath, not even the feeling; the voice is what is
already present in each signifying chain, and what he calls gaze is not something that
is found in the eye or that comes out of the eye. That is, he gives to these objects,
gaze and voice, a definition exterior to perception. We can all approach these two
terms through perception but they are only really constituted when perception is
not possible.
71 See Peter Sloterdijk, Du muftt dein Leben iindern, Frankfurt: Suhrkamp 2009.
72 Ibid., p. 45.
73 Ibid" p. 44.
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I t is i n t h e experience of t h e psychotic that t h e voice that no one can hear, that
the gaze that no one can see, find their existence. It is in relation to the psychotic that
Lacan finally introduces the theory of perception in order to detonate it, in order not
to reduce the experience of the psychotic to supposedly normal experience. In the
psychotic experience voice and gaze are not elided. It is the privilege of the psychotic
to perceive Lacanian objects, voice and gaze. He perceives the voice present in each
signifying chain. It is enough to have a signifying chain to have a voice, and it is
enough to have an articulated thought in order to perceive the presence of a voice.
Painfully, the psychotic experiences the gaze that comes from the world, but these
are the "things themselves that gaze on him," something shows "itself' Thus the well
IU10wn example of the sardine box, Lacan's famous little anecdote we remember
that gives precisely a simulacrum of a psychotic experience. This object gazes at me
myself and I am, myself: in the perceptum of this object. Lacan says that the frame
is ill my eye, and this is the truth of the theory of representation, but myself, I, am
in the frame,74

is at this point that Lacan's theory of visual art intervenes: with regard to the
traumatic gaze embodied in an object, a painting is the process of "taming a
shrew:' it imprisons or tames this gaze:

It

a tableau gives pleasure to the spectator who finds in reality something beautiful,
and this appeases in him the anxiety of castration because nothing is lacking. The
spectator can see the gaze in the tableau but it is an imprisoned gaze, the gaze mate
rialized in the form of the stroke of the brush. Thus the tableau . . . is like a prison for
the gaze. Lacan makes an exception for expressionist painting inasmuch as expres
sionist painting tries to activate the gaze that is in the tableau and inasmuch as the
spectator feels gazed upon and captured by the spectacle,75

No wonder expressionism is usually associated with anxiety: anxiety arises when
the gaze-object is displayed too directly." Benjamin noted that the aura sur
rounding an object Signals that it returns the gaze: he simply forgot to add that
the auratic effect arises when this gaze is covered up, "gentrified"-the moment
this cover is removed, the aura changes into a nightmare, the gaze becomes that
of Medusa.
This brings us again to the key difference between the Cartesian subject of
the geometric perspective and the Freudian subject of the curved space of desire:
74 Miller, "The Prisons of Jouissance;' pp. 51-3.
75 Ibid., p. 54·
76 Note how for Lacan, in contrast to Heidegger and Freud, anxiety has its object, which
is the object-cause of desire, the objet petit a in all its versions. Anxiety does not arise
when the object is missing, but in the case of its over-proximity.
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the object-gaze (or the object-voice) does not exist for a neutral gaze observing
reality, but for a gaze sustained by desire; what I see in the object that I desire is
the objectal counterpoint to my desire itself-in other words, I see my gaze itself
as an object. Kant is here all too Cartesian, which is why the faculty of desire is
for him thoroughly "pathological": there is for Kant no a priori object-cause of
desire, every desire is a desire for some contingent "pathological" object. Lacan
supplements Kant by way of extending the notion of transcendental critique to
the faculty of desire: in the same way that, for Kant, our pure (theoretical) reason
implies a priori universal forms, and in the same way that our "practical" faculty
is also "pure:' motivated by the a priori universality of the moral law, for Lacan,
our facuIty of desire is also "pure" since, beyond all "pathological" objects, it
is sustained by non-empirical objects, which is why the most succinct formula
for Lacan's endeavor is, in precise Kantian terms, the critique ofpure desire. But
what we should add (since this is not always clear to Lacan himself) is that this
addition of a "pure faculty of desire" not only completes the Kantian edifice, but
sets in motion its radical reconfiguration-in short, we have to move from Kant
to Hegel. It is only with Hegel that the fundamental and constitutive "reflexiv
ity" of desire is taken into account (a desire which is always already desire ofl
for a desire, that is a "desire of the Other" in all variations of this term: I desire
what my Other desires; I want to be desired by my Other; my desire is struc
tured by the big Other, the symbolic field in which I am embedded; my desire
is sustained by the abyss of the real Other-Thing) What functions as an object
in the curved space of such reflexivity of desire is an X which undermines the
most elementary coordinates of modern philosophy, the opposition between
objectivist realism and transcendental idealism. The object-cause of desire is
neither part of substantial "objective reality" (we look for it in vain among the
properties and components of the things around us) nor another subject, but the
impossiblelinsubstantial "object" that is the desiring subject itself. The inter
vention of this purely virtual, inexistent but real, object which "is" the subject
means that the subject cannot be located in "objective reality" as a part of it, that
I cannot include myself in reality and see myself as part of reality, but neither can
the subject posit itself as the agent of the transcendental constitution of reality.
It is here that the move from Kant to Hegel has to be accomplished, the move
from transcendental constitution to the dialectical self-inclusion of the subject
into substance. Lacan's most succinct formula for this inclusion is: "The picture
is in my eye, but me, I am in the picture:' The picture is in my eye: as the tran
scendental subject I am the always already given horizon of all reality, but, at the
same time, I myself am in the picture: I exist only through my counterpoint or
.
counterpart in the very picture constituted by me; I as it were have to fall into my
own picture, into the universe whose frame I constitute, in the same way that, in
the Christian Incarnation, the creator God falls into his own creation.
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From the transcendental standpoint, such an inclusion of the subject into
its own perceptum can only be thought as the transcendental subject's consti
tution of itself as an element of (constituted) reality: ] constitute "myself" as
an inner-worldly entity, the "human person" that is "me;' with a set of posi
tive ontic properties, etc. But the self-inclusion of the transcendental ] itself into
the field of its own perceptum is nonsensical from the transcendental stand
point: the transcendental I is the a priori frame of reality which, for that very
reason, is exempted from it. For Lacan, however, such a self-referential inclusion
is precisely what happens with the objet petit a: the very transcendental I, $, is
"inscribed into the picture" as its point of impossibility.
A statement is attributed to Hitler: "We have to kill the Jew within us:'
A. B. Yehoshua has provided an adequate commentary: "This devastating por
trayal of the Jew as a kind of amorphous entity that can invade the identity of
a non-Jew without his being able to detect or control it stems from the feeling
that Jewish identity is extremely flexible, precisely because it is structured like a
sort of atom whose core is surrounded by virtual electrons in a changing orbif'77
In this sense, Jews are effectively the objet petit a of the Gentiles: what is "in the
Gentiles more than the Gentiles themselves;' not another subject that I encoun
ter in front of me but an alien, a foreigner, within me, what Lacan called the
lamella, an amorphous intruder of infinite plasticity, an undead "alien" monster
which can never be pinned down to a determinate form. In this sense, Hitler's
statement says more than it wants to say: against its intended sense, it confirms
that the Gentiles need the anti-Semitic figure of the "Jew" in order to maintain
their identity. It is thus not only that "the Jew is within us" �what Hitler fatefully
forgot to add is that he, the anti-Semite, his identity, is also in the Jew.'" Here we
can again locate the difference between Kantian transcendentalism and Hegel:
what they both see is, of course, that the anti-Semitic figure of the jew is not
to be reified (to put it naively, it does not fit '''real jews"), but is an ideological
fantasy ("projection"), it is "in my eye:' What Hegel adds is that the subject who
fantasizes the jew is itself "in the picture;' that its very existence hinges on the
fantasy of the Jew as the "little bit of the Real" which sustains the consistency of
its identity: take away the anti-Semitic fantasy, and the subject whose fantasy
it is itself disintegrates. What matters is not the location of the Self in objective
reality, the impossible-real of "what ] am objectively;' but how I am located in my
own fantasy, how my own fantasy sustains my being as subject.
In philosophical terms, the task is to think the subject's emergence or
becoming from the self-splitting of substance: the subject is not directly the
77 A. B. Yehoshua, ''An Attempt to Identify the Root Cause of Antisemitism;' Azure 32
(Spring 2008), p. 71.
78 I am here, of course, paraphrasing Lacan's statement: "The picture is in my eye, but
me, I am in the picture:'
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Absolute, it emerges out of the self-blockage of substance, out of the impossi
bility of substance fully asserting itself as One. Hegel's position here is unique:
the subject is the operator of the Absolute's (self-)fmitization, and to "conceive
the Absolute not only as Substance, but also as Subject" means to conceive the
Absolute as failed, marked by an inherent impossibility. Or, to borrow terms
from one interpretation of quantum physics: the Hegelian Absolute is diffracted,
splintered by an inherent-virtuallreal-impossibility/obstade. The key turning
point in the path towards Hegel is Fichte: the late Fichte was struggling with
the right problem resolved later by Hegel. After radicalizing the Kantian tran
scendental subject into the self-positing "absolute I:' Fichte then struggled till
the end of his life with how to limit this absolute I, how to think the primacy
of the trans-subjective absolute ("God") over the I without falling back into a
pre-critical "dogmatism:' (This problem is first outlined in Holderlin's famous
system-fragment.) Frederick Beiser is right to point out that the basic problem
of all post- Kantian German Idealism is how to limit subjectivity: Fichte's attempt
to think a trans-subjective Absolute is based on a correct insight, but he is unable
to accomplish his task successfully; later, Schelling and Hegel offer two different
ways out of this Fichtean deadlock.

LEAVE THE SCREEN EMPTY!
The external gaze is "impossible" in the precise sense that its place is libidinally
too strongly invested to be occupied by any human subject. Recall the magic
moment from Hitchcock's Vertigo when, in Ernie's restaurant, Scottie sees
Madeleine for the first time: this faScinating shot is not Scottie's point-of-view
shot. It is only after Elster rejoins Madeleine, with the couple moving away from
Scottie and approaching the restaurant exit, that we get, as a counter-shot to the
shot ofScottie behind the bar, his point-of-view shot of Madeleine and Elster. This
ambiguity of subjective and objective is crucial. Precisely insofar as Madeleine's
profile is not Scottie's point of view, the shot of her profile is totally subjectivized,
depicting, in a way, not what Scottie really sees, but what he imagines, that is, his
hallUCinatory inner vision (recall how, while we see Madeleine's profile, the red
background of the restaurant wall seems to get even more intense, almost threat
ening to explode in red heat turning into a yellow blaze-as if Scottie's passion is
directly inscribed into the background). No wonder, then, that although Scottie
does not see Madeleine's profile he acts as if he is mysteriously captivated by it,
deeply affected by it. In these two excessive shots, we encounter the "kino-eye"
at its purest: as the shot which is somehow "subjectivized:' without the subject
being given."
79 Such an impossible point of view is often mobilized in jokes. One contemporary
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V./e thus have, twice, the san1e movement from the excess of "subjectivity
without subject-agent" to the standard procedure of "suture" (the exchange of
objective and subjective shots-we are first shown the person looking and then
what he sees). The excess is thus "domesticated;' captivated in being caught
within the subject-object mirror relationship as exelnplified by the exchange
of objective shot and point-of-view counter-shot. This scene can be connected
to another wonderful moment in the fHrn, the evening scene in Judy's Elnpire
Hotel room, to which the couple returns after dinner at Ernie's. In this scene, we
see judy's profile, which is completely dark (in contrast to Madeleine's dazzling
profile at Ernie's). From this shot, we pass to a hont shot ol her face, the left half
completely dark, and the right half a weird green (from the neon light outside
the room).
Instead of reading this shot as simply designating judy's inner conflict,
it should be allowed its full ontological ambiguity: judy is depicted here as a
proto-entity, not yet ontologically constituted in full (a greenish ectoplasm
plus darkness), as can be found in some versions of Gnosticism. It is as if� in
order to fi.111y exist, her dark half waits to be filled in with the ethereal image
of Madeleine. In other words, here we have literally the other side of the mag
nifleent profile shot of Madeleine at Ernie's, its negative: the preViously unseen
dark half of Madeleine (the green angUished face oOudy), plus the dark half to
be filled in by Madeleine's dazzling profile. At this very point at which judy is
reduced to less-than-an-object, to a formless pre-ontological stain, she is subjec
tivized-this anguished half face, totally unsure of itself; deSignates the birth of
the subject. Recall the proverbial imaginary resolution of Zeno's paradox of infi
nite divisibility: if we continue the division long enough, we will finally stumble
upon a point at which a part will no longer be divided into smaller parts, but into
a (smaller) part and nothing-this nothing "is" the subject. Is this not, exactly,
the division oOudy in the above-mentioned shot? We see half of her face, while
the other half is a dark void. And, again, the task is to leave this void empty,
not to fill it up by projecting onto it the disgusting slime called the "wealth of
personality:'
This void is not the result of an "abstraction" from the concrete fullness of
human existence; this void is primordial, constitutive of subjectivity, it precedes
any content which might fill it up. And it poses a limit to the common-sense
idea that our conversation with others should follow the path of straightforward
sincerity, avoiding the extrelnes of both hypocritical etiquette and unwarranted

Chinese sexual joke relates a conversation between twin brothers who are still fetuses in
their mother's -v'iomb. One says to the other: "I love it when our father visits us, but why
is he so rude at the end of each visit, spitting all over us?" The other replies: "True, our
uncle is much nicer: he always comes with a nice hat made of rubber on his head, so that
he doesn't spit on us!"
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intrusive intimacy. Perhaps the time has come to acknowledge that this imagi
nary middle road has to be supplemented with both its extreme poles: the "cold"
discretion of symbolic etiquette which allows us to maintain a distance towards
our neighbors, as well as the (exceptional) risk of obsce n ity which allows us to
establish a link with the other in the Real of his/her jouissance.
Let us conclude with a more political example of resisting the urge to
project. The theologico-political topic of the King's Two Bodies (developed
by Ernst Kantorowicz in his classic work of the same title) returns Violently in
Stalinism, in the guise of the Leader's two bodies (recall the Stalinist procedures
for dealing with the Leader's body, from retouching photos to conserving the
body in a mausoleum) . As Eric Santner has pointed out, the sublime body's
obverse is a rotting undead body, disgusting in the literal German sense of ent
setzlich, de-posed, what remains after the king loses his title. This remainder is
not the king's biological body, but the excess of an "undead" horrible specter;
this is why the Stalinists put the dead Leader's body in a mausoleum: to prevent
its putrefaction.8o
When the sovereignty of the State shifts from King to People, the problem
becomes that of the people's Body, of how to incarnate the People, and the most
radical solution is to treat the Leader as the People incarnated. In between
these two extremes, there are many other possibilities-consider the unique
ness of Jacques-Louis David's The Death ofMarat, "the first modernist painting:'
according to T. J. Clark. The oddity of the painting's overall structure is seldom
noted: its upper half is almost totally black. (This is not a realistic detail: the
room in whim Marat actually died had lively wallpaper.) What does this black
void stand for? The opaque body of the People, the impossibility of represent
ing the People? It is as if the opaque background of the painting (the People)
invades it, occupying its entire upper half. What happens here is structurally
homologous to a formal procedure often found in film noir and Orson Welles
movies, when the discord between figure and background is mobilized: when
a figure moves in a room, the effect is that the two are somehow ontologically
separated, as in a clumsy rear-projection shot in which one can clearly see that
the actor is not really in a room, but just moving in front of a screen onto which
the image of a room is projected. In The Death of Marat, it appears as if we see
Marat in his bathtub in front of a dark screen onto which the fake background
80 The scandal of Dominique Strauss-Kahds alleged rape of a chambermaid in New
York, which erupted in early 2011, confronted us with a new variation on the topic of
the "king's two bodies:' Here we had the banker's two bodies: the "infinite judgment on
.
DSK" asserts the ultimate identity of the sublime body of a top banker and the ridiculous
tumescent body of a compulsive seducer. Something similar can be found in films like
Percy Jackson and Thor, where, respectively. an Ancient Greek and a Nordic god (Perseus,
Thor) find themselves in the body of a confused US adolescent.
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has not yet been projected-this is \vhy the effect can also be described as one
of ananl0rphosis: we see the figure, while the background remains an opaque
stain; in order to see the background, we would have to blur the figure. But what
is impossible is to get the figure and the background in the same focus.
Is this not also the logic of the Jacobin Terror-individuals must be annihi
lated in order to make the People visible; the People's Will can be made visible
only through the terrorist destruction of the individual's body? Therein resides
the uniqueness of The Death of Jviarat: it concedes that one cannot blur the indi
vidual in order to represent the People directly-all one can do to come as close
as possible to an image of the People is to show the individual at the point of his
disappearance-his tortured, mutilated dead body against the background of
the blur that "is" the People.
There is nonetheless a minimal sublimation at work here: "vhat we see in
The Death ofMarat is Marat's (sublime) body, not his (scarred) flesh. That is to
say, we all know Marat suffered hom a disease which covered his skin with scars
and cansed constant itching-his flesh was almost literally burning. The only
way to avoid the pain and the constant pressure to scratch was to be submerged
in water. The "real" Marat was thus like a "creature from the lagoon" incapable
of surviving in fresh air and light, who can thrive only in an "unnatural" aquatic
element. Significantly, David omits this feature in his portrait (just as portraits
of Stalin omit the scars which besmirch his face): Marat's skin on the parts of
his body that we can see (tace, shoulders, and arms) is smooth and shiny, plus
there is a clear desexualization of his face, with its softly rounded) almost femi
nine features. Referring to the Paulinian opposition between body and flesh (a
Christian gets rid of flesh and enters Corpus Christi, the body of the Church),
where flesh belongs to the jews caught up in the cycle of the Law and its trans
gression (the Law makes flesh out of the body), one can say that The Death
of Marat also transforms the flesh of the "real" Marat into a body, in accor
dance with the Christological aspects of the painting (Marat's hand hanging in
a Christ-like way; his sacrifice for the People, bringing them freedom and thus
redeeming them, etc.). One usually talks here about a failed Christ-but why
failed? As Thomas Altizer pointed ant, in Christianity also only suffering can be
vividly represented, not the heavenly bliss that comes afterwards.
It is quite impressive that this uneasy and disturbing painting was adored by
the revolutionary crowds in Paris-proof that jacobinism was not yet "totalitar
ian;' that it did not yet rely on the f,mtasmatic logic of a Leader who is the People.
Under Stalin, such a painting would have been unimaginable, the upper part
would have had to have been filled in-with, say, the dream of the dying Marat,
depicting the happy life of a free people dancing and celebrating their freedom.
The greatness of the jacobins lay in their attempt to keep the screen empty, to
resist filling it in with ideological projections. They thereby set in motion a
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process which, in art, culminated in the minimalism of Kazimir Malevich, with
his reduction of painting to the act of registering the minimal, purely formal
difference between the frame and its background: Malevich is to the October
Revolution what Marat was to the Prench Revolution.
After the minimalist radicality of his paintings of the 1910S and the early
1920S, with their variations on the motif of a square on a surface, Maleviclis last
decade ( 1925-35) is marked by a return to figurative painting; it is, of course, not
the old realism, the figures are "flat;' composed of abstract color patches, but
the patches are nonetheless clearly recognizable as figures (mostly of women
and peasants). Can this return be written off as a mere compromise with the
new cultural politics, as bowing to official pressure? Malevich himself signals
his persistence, his fidelity to his "minimalist" breakthrough, in his late realistic
Self-Portrait (1933), where the open hand with outstretched fingers sketches the
outline of the absent square. The same goes for Portrait of the Artist� Wife and
Woman Worker from the same year: the virgin Mary becomes a worker, the child
Christ disappears, but the hands retain the imprint of the child's form."' We should
bear in mind that the minimalism of the "square and surface" paintings was not
an asymptotic zero-point, but a starting point, a clearing-of-the-decks ahead of
a new beginning. The end is always a new beginning, which is why we should
reject the topic of the asymptotic approach to zero: one is never quite there,
where the Real Thing is, one can only reach the point of minimal difference!
distance, of being almost there. The Hegelian lesson is that the zero-point is
the point one must pass through in order to start again "from zero"-in art,
Maleviclis black square on a white surface is such a marking of the liminal zero
point of minimal difference which creates the conditions for a new beginning.
What, however, does his return to figurality indicate? Prom the late 1920S,
Malevich not only made many paintings of peasants (and also workers and
sportsmen) , he himself started to dress like one. His peasants are painted in an
abstract-desubjectivized mode: figures reduced to brightly colored flat forms,
with faces simplified to a black circle or divided geometrically into symmet
ric colored parts, as in Young Girls in the Fields (1928-32), Sportsmen (1928-32),
Peasant Woman (1930), Peasants (1930), Red Figure (1928-32), and Running Man
(early 1930s-behind the figure of the running man there is a red cross) . How
to read this desubjectivization? Do we really have here a defense of the peas
antry against brutal mechanization and collectivization? "Paces without faces,
faces that have lost their beards, dummies without arms, stigmatised or cruci
fied beings: Maleviclis icons show humanity to be the victim of some nihilistic
apocalyptic devastation. They are as if frozen in expectation of world's end:'"'
81 It is significant that persistence is signaled by the hand acting as an autonomous
''organ without a body;' delivering a message of its own.
82 Gilles Neret, Malevich, Koln: Taschen 2003, p. 84.
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But if this is the message, then it presupposes as its standard a fully realistic
portrait of peasants with rich features; in other words, such a reading would
imply that Malevich abandoned his minimalist breakthrough, retroactively rein
terpreting it as a depiction of the "soullessness" of modern man, not as an act of
artistic liberation. If, on the contrary, we take into account Malevich's continu
ing fidelity to his minimalisln, then the peasants' "faceless faces" can be read as
the instantiation of a new dimension of subjectivity, of the post-psychological
"desubjectivized subject:'
Such a reading allows us to establish an unexpected link between l\!Ialevich
and Hitchcock's Vertigo: the black patches which depict faces in Malevich's late
paintings belong to the same series as the black profile oOudy's head in Vertigo.
Furthermore, with regard to the history of painting, one can posit Malevich
as the third, concluding, term in the series David-Munch-Malevich. Recall
Munch's Madonna, where the voluptuous feminine body is drawn within a dou
ble·lined hame; in the tiny space between the two lines of the frame, among the
floating sperm -like drops, we recognize a small homunculus, none other than
the figure from The Scream. This homunculus is desperate not because of a lack
or void, but because it is overwhehned by the flux of excessive enjoyment: the
Madonna versus the sperm in the frame stands for the incestuous Enjoyment
Thing versus the remainders of surplus-enjoyment.
The line that runs from David through Munch to Malevich is thus clear. In
Munch, the figure of "Marat" is squeezed into the frame, reduced to a homun
cuus, while the dark void that covers most of David's painting is here filled in
by the impossible incestuous object. In Maleviclls square, we get a kind of ironic
negation ofthe negation: the reduction is total, both the frame and the center are
reduced to nothing, all that remains is the minimal difference, the purely formal
line which separates the frame from the content it encircles.

I N T E R L U DE 6

Cognitivism and the Loop of Self-Positing

When a certain discipline is in crisis, attempts are made to change or supplement
its theses within its basic fralnework-a procedure one lnight call "Ptolemization"
(after data poured in which clashed with Ptolemy's Earth-centered astronomy,
his snpporters introduced additional complications to account for the new
data); then, the true "Copernican" revolution takes place, which, instead of just
adding additional complications and modifying minor premises, changes the
basic framework itself. So when we are dealing with a self-professed "scientific
revolution;' the question to ask is always whether it is truly a Copernican revolu
tion, or merely a Ptolemization of the old paradigm. Two examples of the latter:
there are good reasons to claim that "string theory;' which pretends to provide
the foundations of the unified theory (combining relativity theory and quantum
physics by accounting in a Single theoretical framework for all four elementary
forces), is still an attempt at Ptolemization, and that we are still waiting for a
new beginning which will require an even more radical change in our basic pre
suppositions (something like abandoning time or space as the basic constituent
of reality).' In social theory, there are also good reasons for claiming that all
the "new paradigm" proposals about our epoch (that we are entering a post
industrial, postmodern, risk, or infonnational society, and so on) remain so
many Ptolemizations of the "old paradigm" of the classic sociological models.
The question is: how do things stand with psychoanalysis? Although Freud
presented his discovery as a Copernican revolution, the fundamental premise of
the cognitive sciences is that psychoanalysis remains a "Ptolemization" of clas
sical psychology, failing to really abandon its most basic premises.' Only with
today's brain sciences do we have the true revolution, namely that, for the first
time, we are approaching a scientific understanding of the emergence of con
sciousness. Catherine Malabou draws a radical consequence from the cognitivist
standpoint: the task now is not to supplement the Freudian unconscious with the
cerebral unconscious, but to replace the former with the latter-once we accept
the cerebral unconscious, there is no longer any space for the Freudian version.
1 See Lee Smolin, The Trouble with Physics, New York: Houghton Mifflin Company
2006.
2 And, incidentally, post -classical economists make the same claim about Marx: his
critique of Smith and Ricardo amonnts to their Ptolemization.
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There is, however, o n e problem with this easy and clear solution: reading the
classic cognitivists, one cannot help noting how their description of conscious
ness at the phenomenal-experiential level is very traditional and pre-Freudian.
Recall Damasio's narrative of the gradual emergence of Self: first there is the
"proto-Self" as the agent which regulates the homeostasis of the body, the self
organizing agent which maintains the body within the limits of stability and
self-reproduction. This, however, is not yet the domain of the "mental" proper:
the "proto-Self" is followed by the emergence of self-awareness, the singular "I;
and, finally, by the "autobiographic Self;' the organization ofthe narrative-history
of "what I am:'3 Two related points should be noted here. First, the common
senSe simplicity of this description, which perfectly fits the naiVe-evolutionist
notion of how the Self must have developed. Second: as such, this description
stands on its own, it is fully understandable without its neurological-scientific
foundation (without the precise description of the neuronal foundations of the
psychic life) The key question here is what happens when this description is
replaced with the much more counter-intuitive Freudo-Lacanian description,
with its paradoxes of the "death drive;' formations of the unconscious, and so
forth? One cannot avoid the simple fact that the epistemological function of the
development of the neuronal foundation of the Self is to enable us to get rid of
the paradoxes of the Freudian subject, so that we can return to the naiVe pre
Freudian figure of the Self, this time legitimized by the neurological-scientific
notional edifice.
Against this cognitivist dismissal, we should rehabilitate psychoanalysis in
its philosophical core-as a theory indebted to Hegel's dialectic and only read
able against this background. This may well appear as the worst possible move
to make: trying to save psychoanalysis, a discredited theory (and practice), with
reference to an even more discredited theory, the worst of speculative philoso
phy rendered irrelevant by the progress of modern science. However, as Lacan
pointed out, when we are confronted with an apparently clear choice, the correct
thing is sometimes to choose the worst.
We are dealing here with four basic positions: (1) our common everyday
understanding of what we are as Selves; (2 ) the philosophical understanding
of the Self (which reaches its peak in German Idealism and its notion of the
transcendental I); (3) theories of the Self in contemporary cognitivism and brain
sciences; (4) the psychoanalytic (Freudian, Lacanian) notion of the subject. The
implicit premise of the brain sciences is that positions (2 ) and (4) are historical
curiosities which have no inherent role to play in our knowledge of the human
mind-all We really need is our everyday understanding of the Self (which, even
'iffalse, is part of our pre-theoretical experience and, as such, has to be accounted
3 See Chapters V and VI of Antonio Damasio, The Feeling of What Happens, London:
Vintage 2000.
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for) and scientific theories which explain that Self' The task is to see if (2 ) and
(4) are really basically irrelevant, or if they indicate a dimension missed not only
in our everyday experience, but also by cognitivism and the brain sciences.
Let us begin with some strange echoes between cognitivism and German
Idealism. Does not the title of Douglas Hofstadter's book on the paradoxes of
(self-)consciousness, I Am a Strange Loop, best capture Fichte's early thought?5
Hofstadter understands his work as a contribution to the "selfreferentialist"
theory of consciollsness-the underlying idea is not a simple "reductionist"
neurological materialism (a search for the material-neuronal substrate of con
sciousness), but a mnch more interesting one: independently of its Inaterial
(neuronal) support, a certain abstract-formal paradoxical structure of self
referentiality at the level of thinking itself is constitutive of consciousness. As
is usually the case, Hofstadter understands this self-referentiality in terms of
Gode]'s theorem.
In order to explain the illusion of consciousness, of the Self as a clearly delim
itated self-identical entity, Hofstadter reports on a personal experience which,
at first glance, may appear convincing as a metaphor but is much more weird
in its presuppositions and consequences. Taking hold of a pack of envelopes in
a box, all of a sudden he "felt, between my thumb and fingers, something very
surprising. Oddly enongh, there was a marble sitting (or floating?) right in the
middle of that flimsy little cardboard box!'" He inspected the package envelope
by envelope, looking for the small, firm object which must have somehow found
its way there, but there was nothing. Finally, "it dawned on me that there wasn't
any marble in there at all, but that there was something that felt for all the world
exactly like a marble":
rt was an epiphenomenon caused by the fact that, for each envelope, at the vertex
of the "V" made by the flap, there is a triple layer of paper as well as a thin layer of
glue. An unintended consequence of this innocent design decision is that when you
squeeze down on a hundred such envelopes all precisely aligned with each other,
you can't compress that little zone as much as the other zones.'

Hofstadter's point, of course, is that the Self in its firm self-identity-the
Cartesian Ega-is an exactly homologous "large-scale illusion created by the
4 Even if some theories in (3) and (4) are treated with sympathy by brain scientists�see,
for example, Damasio's celebration of Spiuoza-they are reduced to precursors of brain
sciences: Damasio's point is simply, "Look how much Spinoza had already guessed about
,vhat we know today about the Selfl"
5 Douglas Hofstadter, I Am a Strange Loop, New York: Basic Books 2007.
6 Ibid., p. 92.
7 Ibid., p. 93·
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collusion of many small and indisputably non-illusory events."' Our everyday
experience finds it difficult to accept that my "me-ness is more like a shimmer
ing elusive rainbow than it is like a solid, mass-possessing rock":' "We believe
in marbles that disintegrate when we search for them but that are as real as any
genuine marble when we're not looking for them:'" Recall the famous formula
of phrenology from Hegel's Phenomenology: "the Spirit is a bone (crane):'
Hofstadter here offers as a common-sense view of the Self a similar formula:
"The spirit is a stone (marble):' But was not this common-sense view of the Self
as a substantial thing undermined long ago by David Hume? Here is his classic
formulation:
It must be some one impression that gives rise to every real idea. But self or person
is not any one impression, but that to which our several impressions and ideas are
supposed to have a reference. If any impression gives rise to the idea of self, that
impression must continue invariably the same, through the whole course of OUf
lives; since self is supposed to exist after that manner. But there is no impression
constant and invariable. Pain and pleasure, grief and joy, passions and sensations
succeed each other, and never all exist at the same time. It cannot therefore be from
any of these impressions, or from any other, that the idea of self is derived; and con
sequently there is no such idea . . . For my part, when I enter most intimately into
what I call myself, I always stwnble on some particular perception or other, of heat
or cold. light or shade. love or hatred. pain or pleasure. I never can catch myself at
any time without a perception, and never can observe any thing but the perception
. . . If any one, upon serious and unprejudiced reflection, thinks he has a different
notion of himself. I must confess I can reason no longer with him. All I can allow
him is. that he may be in the right as well as I. and that we are essentially different in
this particular. He may, perhaps, perceive something simple and continued, which
he calls himself; though I am certain there is no such principle in me.ll

The mention of Hume is important here because his position on the non
existence of a substantial Self draws attention to another key distinction which
is ignored by Hofstadter, for whom the only alternative is that between (1) our
higher-level, spontaneously illusory (self-)perception of the I as an isolated
monad, a firm, self-identical mental agent who is exempted from the laws of
material reality and, as such, "freely" causes its actions, and (2 ) the lower-level
reality of neuronal loops etc.-all that which the I "really is" but is unable to
perceive itself as such. However, what Hume does when he turns his gaze upon
8 Ibid.
9 Ibid., p. 360.
10 Ibid., p. 363.
11 David Hume, A Treatise of Human Nature, Book I, Part 4, Section 6, available online
at anselm.edu.
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the Self and discovers the illusory character of its substantial identity is neither
(» nor (2): he undermines the perception of Self as a stable "marble;' but 110t
through any scientific insight into the neuronal basis of consciousness-he
simply provides a close description of our stream-of-consciousness itself� dem
onstrating that the stable identity of the Self is not a spontaneous illusion of our
experience, but the result of Ollr imposing upon our immediate experience a set
of metaphysical concepts. As James Giles notes, Hofstadter thereby confounds
scientific reductionism and the Ho-self theory which is
more phenomenologically based than are the reductionist theories. To borrow
Busserl's phrase, it goes back to the things themselves. That is, it starts with an
examination of experience rather than with an attachment to the project of how to
account for personal identity. This does not mean, of course, that the no-self theory
need not face the issue of why someone might come to believe in his own identity.
For if there is no such thing as personal identity, then it is essential that we can offer
some other account of why someone might be led to think there is

In the earliest texts of Buddhism, we come across a distinction drawn between
two types of discourse: that of direct meaning and that of indirect meaning.
The former type of discourse is said to be one whose meaning is plain while the
latter type needs to have its meaning inferred with reference to the former. In the
discourses of indirect meaning, words are nsed which apparently refer to per
sisting entities such as a self or an I which, according to the Buddha, are merely
"expressions, turns of speech, designations in CDn1man use in the world which
the Tathagata (i.e., the Buddha) makes nse of without being led astray by them."
That is, althongh we may use words like "self" and ''I:' we should not be led
into thinking that they actually refer to something, for they are bnt grammatical
devices. This non-denoting aspect of these expressions is something which must
be inferred in light of the discourses of direct meaning. In this latter type of dis
course, the nOll-existence of anything permanent or enduring, such as the self
or I, is asserted, and the misleading features of language-those features which
lead us astray into the belief in an I -are made explicit. Here there is no need for
inference, since the meaning of such discourse is plain.
Although the Buddha cites various characteristics that something must
have if it is to be considered a selt the most important is that of permanence
or identity over time. But when we look to our experience, there is nothing but
impermanence: our bodies, feelings, and thoughts are forever coming and going.
In this sense the Buddha is ill complete agreement with Hume: where there is
diversity there can be no identity.12
12 James Giles, "The No-Self Theory: Hume, Buddhism, and Personal Identity:'
Philosophy East and v\lest, Vol. 43 (1993), available online at http://ccbs.ntu.edu.tw.
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This brings u s t o the passage from Hume t o Kant: while Hume endeavors to
demonstrate how there is no Self (when we look into ourselves, we only encoun
ter particular ideas, impressions, etc.-no "Self" as such), Kant claims that this
void is the Self. The proper Kantian answer to Hume's argument against the Self
(when I look into myself, I see a multitude of particular affects, notions, etc., but
I never find a "Self" as an object of my perception) is a kind of Rabinovitch joke:
"When you look into yourself, you can discover your Self' "But I see no Self
there, there is nothing in me beyond the multiplicity of representations!" "Well,
the subject is precisely this Nothing!" The limitation of Buddhism is that it is not
able to accomplish this second step-it remains stuck at the insight that "there is
no true Self' All the German Idealists insist on this point: while Kant just leaves
it empty (as the transcendental Ego-the inaccessible Thing), Fichte endlessly
emphasizes that the I is not a thing, but purely processual, only a process of
its appearing-to-itself; Hegel does the same. They would have been the first to
laugh at what Hofstadter presents as the idealist (dualist) view:
The problem is that, in a sense, an "I" is something created out of nothing. And since
making something out of nothing is never possible, the alleged something turns out
to be an illusion, in the end, but a very powerful one, like the marble among the
envelopes. However, the "I" is an illusion far more entrenched and recalcitrant than
the marble illusion, because in the case of "c' there is no simple revelatory act cor
responding to turning the box upside down and shaking it, then peering in between
the envelopes and finding nothing solid and spherical in there. We don't have access
to the inner workings of our brains. And so the only perspective we have on our "1"
ness marble comes from the counterpart to squeezing all the envelopes at once, and
that perspective says it's reall '3

This is patently wrong: we do have an exact counterpart to the "simple revelatory
act corresponding to turning the box upside down and shaking it, then peering
in between the envelopes and finding nothing solid and spherical in there;'
namely, the simple act of focusing our gaze upon our Self itself and discovering
precisely that there is "nothing solid and spherical in there;' the act performed
in modern philosophy in an exemplary way by Hume (but performed long ago
already by Buddhist thinkers).
The post-Humean critical-transcendental idealists, from Kant to Hegel, do
not return to the pre-critical, rock-like, solid, substantial identity of the Ego
what they struggled with was precisely how to describe the Self which has no
substantial identity (as was stated by Kant in his critique of Descartes's own
reading of cogito as res cogitans, "a thing that thinks"), but nonetheless functions
13 Hofstadter, I Am a Strange Loop, p. 292.
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as the irreducible point of reference-here is Kant's unsurpassable forrnulation
in his Critique of Pure Reason:
The simple, and in itself completely empty, representation T . . . we cannot even say
that this is a concept, but only that it is a bare consciousness which accompanies all
concepts. Through this I or he or it (the thing) \vhich thinks, nothing further is rep
resented than a transcendental subject of the thoughts = X. It is ImOlvn only through
the thoughts which are its predicates, and of it, apart from them, we cannot have any
concept whatsoever, but can only revolve in a perpetual circle, since any judgment
upon it has always already made use of its representation.14

Kant thus prohibits the passage from "I think" to "J am a thing that thinks": of
course there has to be smne nOllmenal basis for (self-)consciollsness, of course I
mnst be "something" objectively, but the point is precisely that this dimension is
forever inaccessible to the I-and co-substantial with the very (f)act of the I. A
Self that "knew itself objectively" would no longer be a Self. "
So when Hofstadter proposes to "see the T as a hallucination perceived by a
hallucination, which sounds pretty strange, or perhaps even stranger: the T as a
hallucination hallucinated by a hallucination," the problem with this statement
is not its strangeness, its shocking impact for common-sense understanding,
nor its apparent paradox (at the end of the line, there must be some reality in
which hallucinations are grounded; that is, the loop of self-relating hallucina
tions cannot be complete-it would imply the same nonsensical paradox as
Escher's two hands drawing each other; or, as Descartes would have put it, even
if everything is just hallucinated, there must be some X which does the halluci
nating), but, on the contrary, that it remains all too much within the confines of
the common-sense distinction between basic reality and higher-level illusions.16
What Hofstadter cannot see is how it is the higher-level "illusion" which trans
forms the pre-ontological blur of the Real into substantial reality. In Hegelese,
in "a hallucination hallucinated by a hallucination;' hallucinating is self-sublated
through its very self-relating, and a new "reality" is established.
In a way, Fichte says the same thing when he claims that the I exists only
for the I, that mental representation exists only for the mental representation,
14 Immanuel Kant, Critique of Pure Reason, trans. Norman Kemp Smith, London:
Macmillan 1929, p. 331.
15 The passage from Kant to post-Kantian idealism is crucial here, involving as it does
not a return to pre-critical access to the absolute reality of the I, but a radical shift in
perspective, so that the problem itself appears as its own solution-what if the negativity
that pertains to the 1, its constitutive inability to locate itself "objectively;' is not just
epistemological but ontological, and as such its positive feature? What if the I is the void
of negativity?
16 Hofstadter, I Am a Strange Loop, p. 293.
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that it has no "objective" existence external to this loop. So when Hofstadter
defines (self-)consciousness as a hallucination perceived by a hallucination, he
is here not "too radical;' pushing things towards a paradox unacceptable to our
common sense, but not radical enough: what he does not see (and what Fichte
clearly saw), is that the paradoxical redoubling of hallucination (a hallucination
itself perceived by a hallucination, that is by a hallucinatory entity) cancels (sub
lates) itself, generating a new reality of its own.
There is, of course, a way to account for the paradox of "a hallucination
itself perceived by a hallucination' without getting caught up in a meaningless,
vicious cycle: stricto sensu) it is not a hallucination that perceives a hallucination;
it is just that the asubjective neuronal process (the "really existing" foundation
of the process of perception), together with the illusion that we directly perceive
reality, generates the illusion that the agent of perception is a Self-both poles
of the perceptual process, the perceived content and the perceiving subject, are
in this sense hallucinations, and there is no paradox involved here. Thomas
Metzinger has developed this position in detail;" according to him, human phe
nomenal experience is a dynamic multi-dimensional map of the world-but
with a twist: "like only very few of the external maps used by human beings, it
also has a little red arrow . . . the phenomenal self is the little red arrow in your
conscious map of reality:'" Metzinger here refers to city, airport, or shopping
mall maps in which a little red arrow indicates the observer's location within the
mapped space ("You are here!"):
Mental self-models are the little red arrows that help a phenomenal geographer
to navigate her own complex mental map of reality . . . The most important dif
ference between the little red arrow on the subway map and the little red arrow in
our neurophenomenological troglodyte's brain is that the external arrow is opaque.
It is always clear that it is only a representation-a placeholder for something else
. . . The conscious self-model in the caveman's brain itself, however, is in large por
tions transparent: . . . it is a phenomenal self characterized not only by full-blown
prereflexive embodiment but by the comprehensive, all-encompassing subjective
experience of being situatedY

This "red arrow;' of course, is what Lacan called the signifier which represents
the subject for other signifiers. Metzinger illustrates our total immersion in the
map with the metaphor of a total flight simulator:

17 Thomas Metzinger, Being No One: The Self-Model Theory oJSubjectivity, Cambridge,
MA: MIT Press 2004, p. 331.
18 Ibid., p. 551.
19 Ibid., p. 552.
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The brain differs from the Hight simulator in not being used by a student pilot, who
episodically "enters" it . . A total flight simulator is a self-modeling airplane that has
always flown without a pilot and has generated a complex internal image of itself
within its own internal flight simulator. The image is transparent. The information
that it is an internally generated image is not yet available to the system as a whole . . .
Like the neurophenomenological caveman, "the pilot" i s born into a virtual reality
right from the beginning-without a chance to ever discover this fact,20

Again, how to avoid the vicious circle in this version of Plato's Cave argument?
A cavern projects an image of itself onto the cave wall, and it generates-simulates
the observer itself-but is it not the case that, while the cave can simulate the sub
stantial identity or content of the observer, it cannot simulate the function of the
observer, since, in this case, we would have a fiction observing itself? In other
words, while what the observer immediately identifies with in the experience of
self-awareness is a fiction, something with no positive ontological status, his very
activity of observing is a positive ontological fact. Metzinger's (and Hofstadter's)
solution is to distinguish between the reality of the obserVing process (there
is no "observer" as an autonomous Self, just the asubjective neuronal process)
and the "transparent" (self-)perception of the agent of this process as a Self. In
other words, the distinction between appearance (of phenomenal "transparent"
reality) and reality in transposed into the perceiving process itself.
But does this solution actually work? In his analysis of the Cartesian "I am
certain that I exist;' Metzinger introduces a distinction very dose to Lacan's own
between the "subject of the enunciation" and the "subject of the enunciated;'"
Crucial for Metzinger is the distinct status of the two 'T's in "] am certain that ]
exist": while the second "]" simply designates the content of the transparent self
model-Lacan's "subject of the enunciated;' the ego as an obj ect-the first "]"
stands for the opaque component of the very thinker that thinks (i.e., generates)
this thought -Lacan's "subject of the enunciation;' The Cartesian confusion is
that the self-transparent thinking substance which directly experiences itself
is generated by the illegitimate identification of the two I's, where the first is
embedded in the second: the opaque component "has already been embedded
in the continuously active background of the transparent self-model."" ]n other
words, although the first "!" (the X that thinks this very thought) undoubtedly
refers to something, to a system that generates this thought, " [w]hat is not clear
is if this system is actually a self "'3
20
21
22
23

[bid., p. 557.
[bid., pp. 398-403.
Ibid., p. 401.
[bid., p. 405.
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But here we are in for a surprise: this distinction was already known to Kant,
who, as we have seen, emphasized the thoroughly non-substantial character of
the subject and defined its noumenal substratum as the "I or he or it that thinks;'
effectively implying that the ignorance of one's own nourilenal nature is a posi
tive condition of thinking subjectivity. There is, however, something more in
Kant, a key element which missing in Metzinger: the thoroughly non-substantial
''I;' to be distinguished from its noumenal substratum, is also not what Kant calls
a "person;' the positive phenomenal content of subjectivity, including all the
psychological wealth of desires, dreams, knowledge, abilities, etc., which form
my personality and which is what Metzinger calls the conscious "self-model"
of the brain. The "I" is neither noumenal nor phenomenal, neither the I's asub
jective neuronal substratum nor my representation of myself. This is what is
missing in Metzinger. Let us quote him again: "The most important difference
between the little red arrow on the subway map and the little red arrow in our
neurophenomenological troglodyte's brain is that the external arrow is opaque.
It is always clear that it is only a representation-a place-holder for something
else:' The Kantian reply is that the "red arrow" that holds the place of the I in the
I's cognitive mapping is also "only a representation-a place-holder for some
thing else"-however, this "something else" is not the I's neuronal substratum,
but the I itself as the empty point of (self-)reference, what Lacan calls the "barred
subject;' $. This subject precisely cannot be in the map-to put it in the map
would amount to the subject's full self-objectivization, for in it, I would be able
to see myself "objectively;' as a part of the world. The paradox is here a very
precise one: the "red arrow" that holds the place of the I in the I's cognitive map
is "only a representation-a place-holder for something else;' but a representa
tion of what? Not of something, but of nothing. "I" am not just my self-model,
the content of my self-representation, but that elusive X to which this content
appears, the "myself" which cannot be yet another appearance, since it is that
to which/whom appearance appears as appearance. In other words, for the dis
tance between noumenal and phenomenal, between my neuronal substratum
and my self-model, to persist, a third virtual term is needed-appearance cannot
appear to another appearance, but it also cannot appear to reality itself. The
"subject" is the non-phenomenal support of appearance: it is not part of reality,
since, as Fichte clearly saw, a subject exists only for a subject; that is, there is no
subject for an external "objective" view; but it is also not another appearance.
In order to account for the Self, we should thus problematize the stand
ard opposition between appearance and reality (where appearance is precisely
a "mere appearance") and accept the embarraSSing paradox encountered by the
twentieth-century "hard" sciences: in (among others) quantum physics, the
"appearance" (perception) of a particle determines its reality-the very emer
gence of "hard reality" out of the quantum fluctuation through the collapse of the
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wave function is the outcome of observation, of the intervention of conscious
ness. This notion of the ontological superiority of appearances is difficult to
accept-no wonder it is often shared by otherwise fierce opponents: Hofstadter
here shares a key premise with his official opponent, David Chalmers, whom
he often lllocks. Vhen, in his argument against the reductive explanation of
consciousness, Chalmers writes that "even if we l.:..ne w every last detail about the
physics of the universe-the conflguration, causation, and evolution among all
the fields and particles in the spatiotemporal manifold-that information would
not lead us to postulate the existence of conscious experience;' he commits the
standard Kantian mistake: such total knowledge is strictly nonsensical, episte
mologically and ontologically.">! It is the obverse of the vulgar determinist notion,
articulated in Marxism by Nikolai Bukharin when he wrote that, if we knew all
physical reality, we would also be able to predict precisely the emergence of a
revolution. This line of reasoning-consciollsness as an excess, surplus, over the
physical totality-is misleading, since it has to evoke a meaningless hyperbole:
·when we imagine the Whole of reality, there is no longer any place for con
scionsness (and subjectiVity). There are two options here: either subjectivity is
an illusion, or reality is in itself (and not only epistemologically) not-All. The
premise Hofstadter shares is that of the theoretical possibility of a total descrip
tion of reality at the most basic level-the difference is that he draws lrom it the
opposite conclusion: he thinks that at tbis level, it would be possible to account
for consciousness.
Hofstadter conceives of the I as an agent in parallel with how we sponta
neously perceive higher�level processes, ignoring their lower-level substratum.
When a high wave approaches the seashore, we perceive it as a substantial entity
moving across the surface of the water; but this wave has no substantial identity,
its atoms are changing all the time-what is "really going on" is that an infinitely
complex interaction of water and other molecules generates the effect of the
same wave moving across the ocean. This is an effect of the spontaneolls "thinko
dynamics" of our psychic lite: to avoid the infinite complexity of what really is
going 011, we construct higher-level entities and perceive thelll as "agents." The
same goes for the J: when we see a person perform an act, we cannot afford to
analyze the infinitely complex interaction of brain and muscle (and, at an even
lower level, of the elementary particles) which constitutes this act, so we con
struct the "1" to which we attribute the power to canse the act in question.!) We
24 David Chalmers, The Conscious kIind, New York: Oxford University Press 1997,
p. lOL
25 When, in an otherwise "realistic" video game, we get too close to a single figure,
we all of a sudden see that it has no face at all, but iust crude abstract contours, like an
imprecise drawing; onr common sense tells llS that this is so because we are not dealing
with a real human person, but just an artificial, virtual copy. However, does the same not
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thus have two levels. First, there is what Hofstadter calls the "God's eye view;'
the view which perceives reality in its endless complexity and can establish the
full fundamental causal chain-here, we "see it al1;' the causal network is com
plete, nothing is left out. Then, we have the "highly compressed simplification in
which vast amounts of information are thrown away"; this simplification "might
seem to be the more useful one for us mortals, as it is so much more efficient
(even though some things seem to happen 'for no reason' -that's the tradeoff):'"
The feeling of "freedorn" (the perception that we did something "for no reason at
an;' just because the urge to do it popped into our mind) is grounded precisely
in our ignoring all the details we lose when we perceive things at the higher level
of simplification. When we perceive some acts as "intentional:' we commit the
same spontaneous simplification: when I raise a glass to my mouth and drink
water from it, the true answer to the question "Why did I raise the glass? " would
involve the complex of neuronal processes, reacting to (what I experience as)
thirst, which send signals to my hand muscles, and so on-at this level, there is
no intention, just pure (although extremely complex) natural causality. In order
to simplify things, I posit intention as a cause and say: "I raised the glass in order
to have a drink:'
So, what is wrong with this premise? Its initial presupposition, that there is
something like a "God's eye view;' that the idea of an intelligence which "sees
it alJ;' although (for an atheist) epistemologically impossible, is ontologically
grounded: the infinitely complex network of "all reality" really is out there, it
is the ultimate true reality, it is just inaccessible to our finite minds. But what
if there simply is no basic level, what if divisions go on indefinitely, what if the
quantum level marks the beginning of the "blurring" of "basic" full reality, so
that the only ultimate reality is a Void?"
This brings us to Hofstadter's limitation: he is precisely unable to think
the "downward causality" displayed by the collapse of the wave function in
quantum physicS, for his opposition between reality and appearance remains
the traditional one. The gap that separates the quantum level from our ordinary
perceived reality is not a gap between ultimate hard reality and a higher-level
unavoidable-but-illusory hallucination. On the contrary, it is the quantum
hold also for real human persons? When we approach them too closely, do we also not
discover that, beneath the surface. there are just organs, blood, bones, that our thought
"is" just the flesh of the brain. and, when we get even closer, just mindless atoms and
empty space?
26 Hofstadter, I Am a Strange Loop, p. 98.
27 What makes nanotechnology so thrilling is the prospect of constructing objects and
processes in such a small dimension that all correlation with our ordinary life world
is lost, so that it is effectively as if we are dealing with an alternate reality: there are no
shared scales between nano-reality and our ordinary reality, and yet nonetheless we can
influence our reality through nano-processes.
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le"vel which is effectively "hallucinated;' not yet ontologically fully constituted,
floating and ambiguous, and it is tbe sbift to the "higher" level of appearances
(appearing perceived reality) that makes it into a hard reality.
Furthermore, when Hofstadter defines the Self not as a substantial thing,
but as a higher-level pattern which can flow between a multitude of material
instantiations, he is not consistent enough and repeats the mistake of the brain
in-the-vat fantasy: the "pattern" which forms my Self is not only the pattern of
self-referential loops in my brain, but the much larger pattern of interactions
between my brain-and-body and its entire n1aterial, institutional, and symbolic
context. What makes me "my-Self" is the way I relate to the people, things, and
processes around me-and this is what by definition would be lost if only my
brain-pattern were transposed from my brain here on Earth to another brain on
Mars: this other Self would definitely not be me, since it would be deprived of
the complex social network which makes me my-Self.
Hofstadter's alternative is: either my Self is somehow directly linked to a
mysterious, unknown physical property of my brain and thus irreduCibly rooted
in it, or it is a higher-level formal pattern of self-relating loops which is not
limited to my individuality but can be transposed into others. What Hofstadter
lacks here is simply the notion of the I as the Singular universality, the abstract
universal point of reference which, of course, is not to be identified with its
material support (my brain) in a Searle-like way, but is also not just a pattern
floating around and capable of being transposed into other individuals.'s This
purely formal-negative self-identity is the core of the Cartesian cogilo, and this
is why, whenever Hofstadter speaks (in the usual mocking way) of the Cartesian
Ego, he substantiaJizes it into a Thing. No wonder, then, that things get com
plicated when, in order to account for the threshold which separates humans
trom animals, Hofstadter refers to Turing's notion of a "universal (computing)
machine":
the critical threshold for this kind of computational universality comes at exactly
that point Ivhere a machine is flexible enough to read and correctly interpret a set of
data that describe its own structure. At this critical juncture, a machine call, in prin
ciple, explicitly 'ivatch how it does any particular task, step by step. Turing realized
that a machine that has this critical level of flexibility can imitate any another lsicJ
machine, no matter how complex the latter is. In other words, there is nothing more
flexible than a universal machine . . We human beings, too, are universal machines
28 Incidentally, the strange thing about the constellation described in Searle's
(in)famous Chinese Box thought experiment is that it can also be taken as a description
of how our mind works: if we take a close look at our brain, we "\'I'ill never locate the exact
place where the brain "understands" the symbol input, but just a dispersed network for
the "meaningless" transmission and manipulation of signs ..
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of a different sort: our neural hardware can copy arbitrary patterns, even if evolution
never had any grand plan for this kind of "representational universality" to come
about.29

How do we become "universal machines"? Through a self-referential loop. This
is philosophically the crucial insight: it is the very "limitation" of universality, the
fact that universality involves a short-circuit with a singularity, which enables
the universality to be posited "for itself," to appear as such, to cut its links with
a particular content." The standard notion of self-referentiality remains at the
level of the "spurious infinity": an image endlessly mirrors itself-say, on a TV
screen, we see a table with a TV set whose screen shows a table with a TV set
whose screen shows . . . and so on. In order to distinguish the "true infinity"
that gives rise to the Self from this infinite regress, Hofstadter evokes a nice old
example, namely:
the famous label of a Morton Salt box, which shows a girl holding a box of Morton
Salt. You may think you smell infinite regress once again, but if so, you are fooling
yourself! The girl's arm is covering up the critical spot where the regress would
occur. If you were to ask the girl to please hand you her salt box so that you could
actually see the infinite regress on its label, you would wind up disappointed, for the
label on that box would show her holding a yet smaller box with her arm once again
blocking the regress.
And yet we still have a self-referential picture, because customers in the grocery
store understand that the little box shown on the label is the same as the big box they
are holding. How do they arrive at this conclusion? By using analogy. To be specific,
not only do they have the large box in their own hands, but they can see the little box
the girl is holding. and the two boxes have a lot in common (their cylindrical shape,
their dark-blue color, their white caps at both ends); and in case that's not enough,
they can also see salt spilling out of the little one. These pieces of evidence suffice to
convince everyone that the little box and the large box are identical, and there you
have it: self-reference without infinite regressP'

Through such self-referential inclusion, we get "the elephant into a match
box": the frame is inscribed as an element in the framed content, the whole
becomes part of itself. The price to be paid for this victory over infinite regress
29 Hofstadter, [ Am a Strange Loop, p. 242, p. 245.
30 Another way to define the terms of the famous Turing Test on how to gauge whether
. our partner in a conversation is human or a machine would have been to focus on the
ability of the machine to generate a true (Freudian) slip: not only a meaningless glitch,
but a failure with meaning, an uncontrolled "malfunction" which bears a message.
31 Hofstadter. I Am a Strange Loop, pp. 144-5.
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is that the second image-\vithin-the-image is incomplete, curtailed, not fully the
same but recognized as the same only by analogy (we see only partially the box
·within the picture)-the supplelnentary self-reflexive image has to be minimally
"metonymic." And-to simplify things to the utmost-the idea is that the same
curtailed symbolic self-representation is constitutive of what we call "Self": the
Self is constituted through its (self-) representation; that is, the two meanings
of the term "self;' substantial and predicative (self as the "!" and self as desig�
nating self-relation) , are closely linked. There is "human speech" only insofar
as the speaking subject who uses language to designate objects and processes
self-reflexively inscribes itself into its speech. This self-inscription which consti
tutes the subject cannot be reduced to a simple inclusion of a representation (an
image or sign) of me into the chain of my speech--the catch is that this repre
sentation has to function as the stand-in of "me;' the speaker itself as the unique
point from which I perceive the world and engage with it, the point for which
words have meaning. Since this operation is basically impossible (I cannot tully
objectivize myself in my speech and see/represent myself in it as speaking)
and yet necessary, it can only be performed in a truncated way-to put it in
Lacanese, the signifier which Signifies "me" (the very subject of the enunciation)
is a signifier without a signified. Lacan's name for this exceptional Signifier is the
Master�Signifier (S), as opposed to the chain of "ordinary" signifiers (S , ) , and
we can see now how the topic of "downward causality" can be translated into
Lacanian terms: this exceptional signifler exerts "downward causality" insofar
as it "falls into the signified;' that is, insofar as it constitutes the very unity of the
Signified object Ca jew becomes a jew when the name "jew" is added to him, for
the name is not just his external designation, it constitutes him ontologically).
This causality runs "downward" in contrast to the standard "upward" causality
of" signs which "reflect" the reality they designate: causality runs here "upward;'
things cause words, they determine their signs, while in the case of the Master
Signifier, a word determines/causes the deSignated thing.
Does this then mean that the "Self" is the X caused (posited) through its
nomination in the same way a "Jew" emerges through his nomination? vVe TI1USt
introduce a key distinction here: the Self is not seIf-referential in the direct sense
of referring to itself and thus being accessible to itself-the Self is the void that
enables the infinite regress to be cut short, and the sign that directly represents
the Self (I) is therefore an empty sign, a sign which holds the place of a void. This
is the dimension missing in the Metzinger metaphor of the subject as the red
arrow on the map-here is the key passage again:
The most important difference between the little red arrow on the subway map
and the little red arrow in our neurophenornenological troglodyte's brain is that
the external arrow is opaque. It is always clear that it is only a representatioll-a
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placeholder for something else . . . T h e conscious self-model in t h e caveman's brain
itself. however, is in large portions transparent: . . . it is a phenomenal self charac
terized not only by full-blown prereflexive embodiment but by the comprehensive,
all-encompassing subjective experience of being situated/l

What Metzinger misses is that, in contrast to ordinary signs, which are "place
holders for something else:' the "red arrow" which stands in for the Self is a
place-holder for nothing (the nothing which "is" the subject itself). Here one
should correct the standard notion of the I as a set of features in which I (the
subject) recognize myself: I by definition experience myself as absent, as an emp
tiness towards which my stand-ins point, I never directly identify myself with
my stand-ins or with my self-model. It is here that the (otherwise fashionable
and much misused) reference to Gode!'s theorem acquires a precise meaning: in
the same way that, for Godel, the lack of proof of the "undecidable" proposition
is a direct consequence of its truth, the very failure of the subject's representation
is a proof that we are dealing with the dimension of subjectivity. This brings us
back to one of our formal definitions of the subject: a subject tries to articulate
("express") itself in a signifying chain, this articulation fails, and by means and
through this failure, the subject emerges: the subject is the failure of its signify
ing representation-this is why Lacan writes the subject of the Signifier as $,
as "barred:' In this precise sense, the subject is a non-provable presupposition,
something whose existence cannot be demonstrated but only inferred through
the failure of its direct demonstration. This weird coincidence of the inacces
sible Thing with the very obstacle which prevents direct access to it signals that
the status of the subject is that of a Real-that, as Lacan would have put it, the
subject is an "answer of the Real" to the failed attempts to enforce its symboliza
tion. The reason Hofstadter misses this dimension is that, when he describes
"upside-down causality:' he ultimately presents it as a kind of necessary illusion:
evolution tailored human beings to be perceiving entities-entities that filter the
world into macroscopic categories. We are consequently fated to describe what
goes on about us, including what other people do and what we ourselves do. not
in terms of the underlying particle physics (which lies many orders of magnitude
removed from our everyday perceptions and our familiar categories). but in terms
of such abstract and ill-defined high-level patterns as mothers and fathers, friends
and lovers, grocery stores and checkout stands, soap operas and beer commercials,
crackpots and geniuses, religions and stereotypes, comedies and tragedies.33

32 Metzinger, Being No One, p. 552.
33 Hofstadter, I Am a Strange Loop, p. 172.
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Applied to ourselves, the sanle mechanism accounts for the emergence of the
Self: "We are powerfully driven to create a term that summarizes the presumed
unity, internal coherence, and temporal stability of all the hopes and beliefs and
desires that are found inside our own cranium-and that term, as we all learn
very early on, is '1':'34 And since "we perceive not particles interacting but macro
scopic patterns in which certain things push other things around with a blurry
causality, and since the Grand Pusher in and of our bodies is our 'I; and since
our bodies push the rest of the world around, we are left with no choice but to
conclude that the T is where the causality buck stops . . . This is . . . a surprisingly
reliable and totally indispensable distortion:';; The ] is thus "a useful shorthand
standing for a myriad of inflnitesimal entities and the invisible chemical trans
actions taking place among them,"36
As a description of our innermost self-experience, this is wrong: the "]"
does not stand for any unity-coherence-stability of the substantial content of
my personality, but for an evanescent, self-referential singularity which is at a
distance from all substantial content. Furthermore, when Hofstadter talks about
the tendency of our mind to reduce complex reality to "abstract and ill-defined
high-level patterns;' he seems to confuse two levels of ontologically different
nature:
Mature human brains are constantly trying to reduce the complexity of what they
perceive, and this means that they are constantly trying to get unfamiliar, complex
patterns made of many symbols that have been freshly activated in concert to trigger
just one familiar pre-existing symbol (or a very small set of them), In fact, that's the
main business of human brains-to take a complex situation and to put one's finger
on what matters in it, to distill from an initial welter of sensations and ideas what a
situation really is about, To spot the gist.37

Here, we have to be precise: the reduction of compleXity Hofstadter is talking
about is not the same as the reduction of lower-level neuronal processes to the
higher-level perceptions and symbols, but a reduction, inherent to this level of
symbols, of complex patterns to the simple choice (point of decision) which
condenses the entire situation to a simple feature. These two levels are, of course,
linked, but in a way which escapes Hofstadter: the "upward leap from raw stimuli
to symbols;' namely the emergence of the symbolic order, can only occur when,
within this order (what Lacan calls) a Master-Signifier "quilts" and thus stabi
lizes the field of meaning. ]n a perceptive observation, Hofstadter suggests that
34 Ibid., p. 179·
Ibid., p. 182.
J6 Ibid., p. 20J.
37 Ibid., p. 277·
J5
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it is this "level-shifting" which accounts for the difference between the simple
feedback loop (like the TV mirror-image of the TV set infinitely reflected in
itself) and the "strange loop" that constitutes a Self: in the second case,
the level-shifting acts of perception, abstraction, and categorization are central,
indispensable elements. It is the upward leap from raw stimuli to symbols that
imbues the loop with "strangeness" . . . What makes a strange loop appear in a brain
and not in a video feedback system, then, is an ability-the ability to think-which
is, in effect, a one-syllable word standing for the possession of a sufficiently large
repertoire of triggerable symbols.38

We should add here a key feature noted by Hofstadter elsewhere: in contrast
to the infinite reiteration of a simple feedback loop (a picture within a picture
within a picture . . . ), the "strange loop" is precisely not infinite, the infinite series
is cut short by a stop-gap, a "reflexive" symbol, the odd-one-out in the series.
Furthermore, as Hofstadter is quick to note, this very ability is grounded in
an inability which is its obverse: the "inability to peer below the level of our
symbols. It is our inability to see, feel, or sense in any way the constant, fre
netic churning and roiling of micro-stuff, all the unfelt bubbling and boiling that
underlies our thinking:'" Consequently, "the combination of these two ingredi
ents-one an ability and the other an inability-gives rise to the strange loop of
selfhood, a trap into which we humans all fall, every last one of us, willy-nmY:'40
Here, Hofstadter again displays his eternal oscillation: he as a rule dismisses
downward causality as an indispensable distortion, as in the following passages:
The "I:' -yours, mine, everyone's-is a tremendously effective illusion, and falling
for it has fantastic survival value. OUf "I"s are self-reinforcing illusions that are
an inevitable by-product of strange loops, which are themselves an inevitable by
product of symbol-possessing brains that guide bodies through the dangerous straits
and treacherous waters of life . . . The "I" is a necessary, indispensable concept to all
of us, even if it's an illusion, like thinking that the sun is circling the earth because it
rises, moves across the sky, and sets . . . Ceasing to believe altogether in the "I" is in
fact impossible, because it is indispensable for survival. Like it or not, we humans are
stuck for good with this myth."

There is thus an unbridgeable gap between my spontaneous s elf-expe
rience which tells me that 'T' am the agent of my acts, and the scientific
38
39
40
41

Ibid., p. 187, p. 203.
Ibid., p. 204·
Ibid., p. 205.
Ibid., pp. 291-2, p. 294.
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knowledge which tells me that there is no "1:' just a complex network of neuronal
processes- in this sense, the "1" is literally a fetish, for we are stuck in a situation
of fetishistic disavowal: "I know very well [that what science tells me is true] ,
but nonetheless , ," -At the same time, however, Hofstadter often reiterates
that "high-level, emergent, self-referential meanings in a formal mathematical
system can have a causal potency just as real as that of the system's rigid, frozen,
low-level rules of inference."-p "Indispensable illusion" or "just as real"?
We encounter the same problem with the question "How do choice and
genetic determinism relate?" If I stop smoking by genetic intervention, not
through my strenuous effort, does this deprive me of my freedom of choice?
The spontaneous mystification here is: if my attitude (say, desire to smoke) is
just a contingent fact, I perceive it as my choice and lIlyself as responsible for it;
if, on the contrary, my ceasing to smoke is the result of a biogeneticist's inter
vention, it is as if [ am deprived of my freedom, under the control of others.
But, if my ceasing to smoke is conditioned by the geneticist's meddling with my
genes, then my previous smoking was also determined by the previous constel
lation of my genes. If, on the contrary, my previous smoking was my choice, then
even after the geneticist's meddling [ am still hee to stop smoking, even if this
now takes more effort. If genes determine me, then they determine me always,
whether their constellation is the result of natural hlind chance or the result of
the intervention of another person who changed my genome. vVhy, then, does
it appear that the geneticist's meddling deprives me of my freedom? There is
only one consistent answer: if my genome depends on blind chance, then I can
pretend that I am free, save the appearances. In my spontaneous perception, I
thus secretly believe in the truth of determinism-what I want to save is not
freedom but the appearance of freedom.
One should thus reject the "positive" ontology which presupposes some
zero-level of reality where things "really happer!' and dismisses the higher
levels as mere abbreviations, illusory self-perception, and so forth. There is no
such zero-level: if we go "all the way down;' we arrive at the Void. Back in 1959,
Richard Feynman announced nanotechnology in a speech entitled "There's
Plenty of Room at the Bottom" -from the standpoint of the incompleteness of
reality, we can even make a step further and claim that, at the very bottom, there
is all the room we want, since there is nothing else there, just the void.
And it is only within such an incompleteness that the notion (and actuality)
of the Self is thinkable. In other words, what is the Self? When we see a table,
we accept that there is nothing behind its components, no secret X that stands
for the core of its identity beyond and independently of all its properties, while,
when dealing with a Self, we spontaneously assume that the Self is not simply
42 Ibid., p. 206.
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a combination of its properties and of things that happens to and in it-there
has to be some X beneath all this wealth that gives the Self its uniqueness. The
problem is that, after we abstract all determinate qualities from the Self, what
remains is just plain nothing, a void. So we should accept that our Self is, like a
table, nothing but the network of its properties, of its contents, or, to put it in a
more postmodern vein, of stories it tells itself about itself-as Nietzsche put it,
there is no mysterious doer behind the multitude of deeds. There is, however,
one option that this account leaves out of consideration: what if our Self is this
void itself, what if its core is not some positive content, but the "self-relating
negativity" (Hegel), the very ability to negate every determinate content?
The dilemma here is that between the "upward" or "downward" status of
freedom. That is to say, on the one hand, there are the attempts to account for
freedom as a higher-level property "emerging" out of the complex interaction of
lower-level elements which are part of a determinist network-the problem is
then to determine what the status of freedom is if the same process which, at this
higher level (the level of what Dennett calls "design" ) , involves freedom, can also
be described at the lower level of its constituent elements in deterministic terms.
On the other hand, there are attempts to ground freedom in the fact that the
deterministic interaction is not the lowest ontological level: in terms of quantum
physics, it takes place at the level of constituted reality, beneath which there are
quantum oscillations which do not obey deterministic laws-the problem here
is that freedom in no way involves pure contingency, for if an event is under
determined, if it is genuinely accidental, this in no way means that it is free,
since freedom is not the lack of causal determination, but a sui generis form of
determination.
Furthermore, Hofstadter distinguishes the I from a content-free feedback
loop (the "vanilla' loop): if one points a TV camera at the middle of a blank
screen to which the camera is linked, all that we shall see on the screen is a fIXed
white image, the endless series of self-reflected images indistinguishable from
each other. When, however, the camera turns or zooms out enough to take in
something external to the blank screen, this non-blank patch gets sucked into
the video loop and cycled around, populating the screen with many bits of color
forming a complex pattern. Similarly, "a 'bare' strange loop of selfhood does not
give rise to a distinct self-it is just a generic, vanilla shell that requires contact
with something else in the world in order to start acqUiring a distinctive iden
tity, a distinctive '1':' 43 Is this not what Lacan was aiming at with his formula $-a?
What Hofstadter calls a "bare strange loop of selfhood" is the void of self-relating
negativity, the empty form of self-reflexivity deprived of all content-to fill in
this form with content ("personal identity") , to pass from a pure/empty subject
43 Hofstadter, I Am a Strange Loop, p. 208.
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to a "person;' one needs a minimum of contingent external input, what Lacan
calls Ie peu de reel, (or what Fichte called Ansloss). From a strict Lacanian point,
however, is not this scheme of the relationship between $ and a, between the
empty form of a subject (or, rather, subject as an empty form of self-relating) and
the "pathological" content which fills it in, too close to common sense? What
it misses is the proper dialectical tV'list: Ie peu de ff?el of minimal content is not '
merely the stain which spoils the purity of the "bare strange loop of selfhood;'
but its formal condition of possibility-it is the very minimal motivation, the
"cause" which sets in motion the self-reflecting of the pure I. And vice versa, the
"bare strange loop of selfhood;' the pure form of self· relating negativity, always
accompanies every positive content that forms a "personality" as a permanent
threat of radical negativity, that is, of the erasure of all content In Hegelese, the
pure·empty form of self· relating negativity and the minimal "stain" of a contin·
gent content withont form that affects the Self from outside are the two sides of
the same coin, they are identical in the sense of an "infinite judgmenf' Therein
resides the difference from the TV set endlessly reflecting itself: in the case of
the I, the "bare" loop is formally, not only empirically, impossible-if one erases
the stain, the Self implodes, collapses in on itself.
The problematic nature of identifying a Self with the individuals' self· model
(the complex network of memories, attitudes, opinions, ideals, fears, etc., that
form a particular personality) becomes clear when Hofstadter approaches the
topic of the interpenetration of Selves: "The Inore intimately someone comes to
know you, the finer· grained will be the 'portrait' of you inside their head. The
highest- resolution portrait of you is of course your own self-portrait--your own
mosaic of yourself, your self-symbol, built up over your entire life."H From this
notion of the Self as self·model, Hofstadter draws the logical conclusion that,
when I know another person intimately enough, part of his Self is effectively in
me-once the Self is dellned as the texture of psychic features, there is no longer
any strong qualitative difference between my feature and the same feature as
it reverberates in the minds of those close to me, it is just that, for the obvious
reasons (lack of all the background "murmur" of innumerable other features), I
am present in others in a much reduced way. Hofstadter goes on to draw other
conclusions-Ilrst, Selves are not equal, there is an inllnite variety of Selves, up
to persons with "great souls" (the meaning of Mahatma, Gandhi's name) who
can integrate elements of numerous other Selves. Second, one can rehabilitate
the old topic of the soul's immortality: once a Self is defined in this way, the
biological death of an individual does not automatically entail the death of his
44 Ibid., p. 255· But VI/hat about the (Freudian) hypothesis of the unconscious? Does
it not imply precisely that a subject is not the one whose self-portrait has the highest
resolution. An external observer can see unconscious patterns which determine my
activity much more clearly than I do, precisely because he is not "me:'
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Self, since parts ofhis Selfliterally survive in the lasting memory of all those who
remember him and continue to mentally interact with him.
This apparently neutral and benevolent notion that there are large and small
souls is not without potentially dangerous political co n sequences: if there is
no underlying equality between Selves, why should we all be politically equal?
Hofstadter is aware of the problematic character of the "distinctions between
the values of souls": "any hint at such a distinction risks becoming inflamma
tory, because in our culture there is a dogma that states, roughly, that all human
lives are worth exactly the same amount:'45 Hofstadter's counter-argument is
here a common-sense comparison of the difference between human souls with
the difference between human and animal souls: "Most people I know would
rate . . . cat souls as higher than cow souls, cow souls higher than rat souls . . .
And so I ask myself, if soul-size distinctions between species are such a com
monplace and non-threatening notion, why should we not also be willing to
consider some kind of . . . spectrum of soul-sizes within a single species, and in
particular within our own?"4' Is then political equality just an illusion, a pure
ethico-political presupposition without any foundation in reality? The solution
is to focus on the "I" as the pure subject, the evanescent point of self-relating
negativity-at this level (and at this level only), we effectively are all equal. One
should thus nonetheless endorse our common-sense intuition which tells us that
something is missing in Hofstadter's account: not some mysterious para-natural
ingredient, but simply the self-relating singularity of "me" in which a Self is only
actualized. There is no substance to this One: it is neither some minimal feature
of my psychic content nor the biological base (brain) which instantiates it -it is
merely the abstract form of self-relating, but a form which is as such essential
for the Self's actuality. It is this One-ness which makes us equal in the moral and
political sense: no matter how rich or pure our content, we are all Ones, points
of irreducible singularity.
Sara Baartman was a young woman from the Khoi Khoi tribe who, in 1810,
was taken from Cape Town to London and then exhibited as a freak across
Britain, where the image of "The Hottentot Venus" (focused on her broad
behind) fascinated the public. After a court battle waged by abolitionists to
free her from her exhibitors failed, she was in 1814 taken to France, where she
became the object of "scientific" research: Cuvier himself (who, after seeing her
head, said that he never saw a human being whose physiognomy was so close
to that of an ape) measured and examined her body in detail, and was espe
cially fascinated by her extended labia minora . Sara died a year later, but her
body remained an object of "scientific" fascination for decades after her death:
.
her sexual organs and brain were displayed in the Musee de I'Homme in Paris
45 Ibid., p. 343.
46 Ibid . • p. 344.
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until 1985. Two outstanding films on Sara Baartman "vere made recently, a docu
mentary The L�fe and Times of Sam Baartrnan by Zola 1vlaseko (South Africa
2001), and a fictional film Black Venus by Abdellatif [(echiche (France 2010)
with Yahima Torres playing Sara. Torres rendered "vith disturbing and breath
taking force the feature emphasized by many witnesses: although Sara "vas hurt
and felt betrayed when she was examined, she stood with silent dignity when
"scientists" touched her behind and poked and measured her labia. The contrast
here is absolute between her poise and the vulgarity of her "explorers": if the
word "civilization" has any meaning after its history of abuses, it is Sara who was
truly civilized 'when confronted with the barbarism of European scientists, and
the difference between barbarism and civilization is here not only quantitative,
but qualitative and, as such, absolute.
The very fact of Sara's dignity refutes one of the more disgusting books
of European cultural conservatism, Max Scheler's Ressel1timent, an attempt to
Christianize Nietzsche." When Scheler debates the issue of slavery, he introduces
the distinction between a mere human being and a free person: for Aristotle,
slaves are of course human, but they are not persons, since they do not possess
the inner dignity and free autonomy of a true person�and, as he adds to dispel
any ambiguity, this does not mean only or primarily that a slave is not treated
as a free person, but that he does not treat himself as a person, that he does not
truly respect himself� has no sense of the dignity of his person, is not mortally
offended when something is done to him that would deprive a free person of
their dignity. What Scheler misses here is that this lack of dignity of a slave is
not a simple fact, but something imposed on him or her by education and harsh
discipline exerted by the masters: if a slave displays dignity, it is either brutally
suppressed or mocked, taken as a ridiculous imitation of true dignity. This was
Sara's position: her (evident) dignity was simply ignored by her ordinary and
"scientific" observers. And this brings llS to the din1ension Hofstadter misses:
the unique dignity of a person has nothing to do with the "greatness" of his or
her soul in Hofstadter's sense of integrating elements of numerous other Selves.

47 See Max Scheler, Ressentiment, Nnv York: Schocken 1972.

CHAPTER 11

The Non-All, or, the Ontology of S exual
Difference

SEXUAL DIFFERENCE IN THE D ISENCHANTED UNIVERSE
On a first approach, there is nothing shocking about the link between ontology
and sexual difference. Is not such a link the defining feature of all premodern
cosmologies which explain the origin of the universe in terms of a primordial
conflict between a masculine and a feminine principle (yin and yang, light and
darkness, Heaven and Earth . . . )1 Back in the hippie era of J960s, I remember
reading a book by Alan Watts, the zen popularizer, in which he explained how,
in the simple activity of love-making, the whole cosmos resonates, the two
opposing cosmic principles, yin and yang, danCing with each other-a message
which no doubt boosted the confidence of adolescents wanting sex as well as
spiritual fulfillment.
What we call the modern "disenchantment" of the universe involves not only
the assertion of the gap between the meaningless and cold "objective reality"
accessible to mathelnaticized science and the "subjective" universe of meanings
and values which we "project" onto reality; underlying this gap is the de-sexual
ization of reality. It is against this background that Lacan's achievement should
be measured: he reasserts the ontological status of sexual difference within the
field of modern science--how can this be done without regressing into a pre
scientific mythology? That is to say, for modern transcendental philosophy,
sexual difference is deontologized, reduced to the ontic sphere of the human
race-if one ontologizes it, one is accused of "anthropomorphism;' of projecting
onto the universe what is merely an empirical (biological and psychic) feature of
human beings. This is why neither the Kantian transcendental snbject nor the
Heideggerian Dasein is sexualized: in his analytic of Dasein, Heidegger totally
ignores sexuality. (Typically, when philosophers deal with Freudian notions like
"castration;' they read them as ontic metaphors for the ontological a priori of our
finitude, limitation, powerlessness . . . )
So how exactly does Lacan succeed in re-ontologizing sexual difference
without regressing to a premodern sexualized cosmology? Clearly, for Lacan,
"sexuality" does not designate a particular ontic sphere of human reality: it
stands for a certain displacement, an analTIorphic distortion, whose status is
strictly formal. Every "sphere" of human reality can get "sexualized;' not because
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sexuality is so "strong" that it can spill over and contaminate all other spheres,
but for the very opposite reason: because it does not have its own "proper"
sphere, because it is primordially "out of joint;' marked by a constitutive gap
or discord.' The first philosopher to articulate this deadlock (though he was
unaware of its link with sexual difference, of course) was Kant, when, in his
Critique ofPure Reason, he described the "ontological scandal" of the antinomies
of pure reason, the inner inconsistency of the basic ontologico-transcendental
hamework we use to approach reality: "mathematical" antinomies render the
deadlock which characterizes the feminine position, and "dynamic" antinomies
the deadlock of the masculine position.' Kant himself, as we have seen, was
unable to confront and assume the radicality of his breakthrough: he ultimately
confers on these antinomies a merely epistemological status. Antinomies are
indications of the inability of our finite reason to grasp the noumenal reality:
the moment we apply our categories to what can never become an object of our
experience, we become caught up in insoluble contradictions and antinomies.
As Hegel put it with his acerbic irony, Kant, the great destroyer of metaphys
ics, all of a sudden developed a tenderness towards Things-in-themselves and
decided to spare them from antinomies. Here, however, Lacan is at the level of
modern science-what he does with Kant is, in a way, to raise his Newtonianism
to the level of quantum physics.
The passage from Einstein to Bohr repeats the logic of the passage from Kant
to Hegel: for Einstein, in a thoroughly Kantian way, the "antinomy" of velocity
and position demonstrates that quantum physics does not reach the noumenal
reality of Things-in-themselves; for Hegel, "antinomy" is the very sign that we
have touched the noumenal Real. In the first case, ontological incompleteness
is transposed into an epistemological form, the incompleteness is perceived as
an effect of the fact that another (secret, but fully real) agency has constructed
our reality as a simulated universe. The truly difficult thing is to accept the
second choice, the ontological incompleteness of reality itself Common sense
will immediately complain loudly: but how can this ontological incompleteness
hold for reality itself? Is not reality defined by its ontological completeness?' If
1 Lacan has many names for this discord, some Freudian, some his own: symbolic
castration, "there is no sexual relationship," the difference between the aim and the goal
of a drive, etc.
2 See Joan Copjec, Read My Desire: Lacan Against the Historicists, Cambridge, MA: MIT
Press 1994; and Slavoj Z itek, Tarrying With the Negative, Durham: Duke University Press
1993 ·
3 The opposition to this notion of ontological completeness defines Hegel's Idealism: its
core lies in the assertion that finite (determinate, positive-substantial) reality is in itself
.
empty, inconsistent, self-sublating. However, it does not follow from this that finite reality
is just a shadow, it secondary reflection, etc., of some higher reality: there is nothing but
this reality, and the "suprasensible is appearance qua appearance;' i.e., the very movement
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reality "really exists out there;' it has to be complete "all the way down;' other
wise we are dealing with a fiction which just "hangs in the air;' like appearances
which are not appearances of a substantial Something. Here, precisely, quantum
physics enters in, offering a model of how to think (or at least imagine) such
an "open" ontology. Alain Badioll formulated the same idea with his notion of
pure multiplicity as the ultimate ontological category: reality is the multipliCity
of multipliCities which cannot be generated or constituted from (or reduced to)
some form of Ones as its elementary ("atomic") constituents. Multiplicities are
not multiplications of One, they are irreducible multiplicities, which is why their
opposite is not One but zero, the ontological void: no matter how far we pro
gress in our analysis of multiplicities, we never reach the zero-level of its simple
constituents-the only "background" for multiplicities is thus zero, the void.'
Therein resides Badiou's ontological breakthrough: the primordial opposition
is not that of One and Zero, but that of Zero and multiplicities, and the One
emerges later. To put it even more radically, since only Ones "really exist," mul
tiplicities and Zero are the same thing (not one and the same thing): Zero "is"
multipliCities without the Ones which would guarantee their ontological con
sistency. This ontological openness of the One-less multiplicity also allows us to
approach in a new way Kant's second antinomy of pure reason: "Every cOlnpos
ite substance in the world consists of simple parts; and there exists nothing that
is nor either itself simple, or composed of simple parts:" Here is Kant's proof:
For, grant that composite substances do not consist of simple parts; in this case, if all
combination or composition were annihilated in thought, no composite part, and
(as, by the supposition, there do not exist simple parts) no simple part would exist.
Consequently, no substance; consequently, nothing would exist. Either, then, it is
impossible to annihilate composition in thought; or, after such annihilation, there
must remain something that subsists without composition, that is, something that is
simple. But in the former case the composite could not itself consist of substances,
because with substances composition is merely a conlingent relation, apart from
of the self-sublation of this reality. So we really pass "from nothing through nothing to
nothing": the starting point, immediate reality, deploys its nothingness, it cancels itself,
negates itself; but there is nothing beyond it. This is why Hegel cannot be situated with
regard to the opposition between transcendence and immanence: his position is that
of the absolute immanence
In other words, his position can only be
grasped in a temporal shift:
one asserts transcendence (in an apophatic way)immanentlimmediate positive reality is not all, it has to be negated/overcome, it points
beyond itself; then, this overcoming is posited as thoroughly immanent: \vhat is beyond
immediate reality is not another higher reality, but the movement of its negation as such.
4 See Alain Eadiou, Being and Event, London: Continuum 2005.
5 Immanuel Kant, Critique of Pure Reason, trans. J. M. D. Meiklejohn, London: Henry
G. Bohn 1855, p. 271.
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which they must still exist as self-subsistent beings. Now, as this case contradicts the
supposition, the second must contain the truth-that the substantial composite in
the world consists of simple parts.
It follows, as an immediate inference, that the thi ngs in the world are all,
without exception, simple beings-that composition is merely an external condi
tion pertaining to them-and that, although we never can separate and isolate the
elementary substances from the state of composition, reason must cogitate these as
the primary subjects of all composition. and consequently, as prior thereto-and
as simple substances.6

What if, however, we accept the conclusion that ultimately "nothing exists"?
(A conclusion which, incidentally, exactly matches that of Plato's Parmenides:
"Then may we not sum up the argument in a word and say truly: If one is not,
then nothing is?") Such a move, although rejected by Kant as obvious nonsense,
is not as un-Kantian as it may appear: it is here that we should apply yet again the
Kantian distinction between negative and infinite judgment.
The statement "material reality is all there is" can be negated in two ways,
in the form of "material reality is not all there is" and "material reality is non
all:' The first negation (of a predicate) leads to standard metaphysics: material
reality is not everything, there is another, higher, spiritual reality. As such, this
negation is, in accordance with Lacan's formulae of sexuation, inherent to the
positive statement "material reality is all there is": as its constitutive exception, it
grounds its universality. If, however, we assert a non-predicate and say "material
reality is non-all;' this merely asserts the non-All of reality without implying any
exception-paradoxically, one should thus claim that the axiom of true materi
alism is not "material reality is all there is;' but a double one: (1) there is nothing
which is not material reality, (2) material reality is non-All.'
6 Ibid., pp. 271-3.
7 Perhaps the incompatibility between Derrida and Deleuze can also be accounted for
in terms of Lacan's "formulae of sexuation:' What makes Derrida "masculine" is the
persistence, throughout his work, of totalization-with-exception: the search for a post
metaphysical way of thinking. for an escape from metaphysical closure, presupposes
the violent gesture of universalization, of a leveling-equalization-unification of the
whole field of intra-metaphysical struggles ("all attempts to break out of metaphysics,
from Kierkegaard to Marx, from Nietzsche to Heidegger, from Levinas to Levi-Strauss,
ultimately remain within the horizon of the metaphysics of presence"). This same gesture
is clearly discernible in Heidegger (for whom all reversals of metaphysics from Marx to
Nietzsche, from Husserl to Sartre, remain within the horizon of the forgetting of Being,
ultimately caught in the technological nihilism of the accomplishment of metaphysics) as
well as in Adorno and Horkheimer (for whom all Western, and not only Western, thought
is totalized-equalized as the gradual deployment ofthe dialectic of Enlightenment which
culminates in today's "administered world"-from Plato to NATO, as one used to say).
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If V'lt' want to simulate reality within an artificial (virtnal, digital) medium,
we do not have to go all the way: \ve just have to reproduce those features "ivhich
will make the image realistic from the spectator's point of view. For example, if
there is a house in the background, we do not have to program the house's inte
rior, since we expect that the participant will not want to enter the house; or, the
construction of a virtual person in this space can be limited to his exterior-no
need to bother with inner organs, bones, etc. We just need to create a program
which will promptly fill in this gap if the participant's actions necessitate it (say,
ifhe plunges a knife deep into the virtual person's body) . It is similar to scrolling
down a long passage of text on a computer screen: the pages do not pre-exist our
viewing them. The truly interesting idea here is that the quantum indeterminacy
we encounter when inquiring into the tiniest components of our universe can be
read in exactly the same way, as a feature of the limited resolution of our sirrlU
lated world, as the sign of the ontological incompleteness of (what we experience
as) reality itself. Imagine a god creating the world tor us, its human inhabitants,
to dwell in. His task
could be made easier by furnishing it only with those parts that its inhabitants need
to lmow about. For example, the microscopic structure of the Earth's interior could
be left blank, at least until someone decides to dig dmvn deep enough, in which case
the details could be hastily filled in as required, If the most distant stars are hazy,
no one is ever going to get dose enough to them to notice that something is amiss.8

The idea is that the god who created or "programmed" our universe was too
lazy (or, rather, he underestimated our intelligence): he thought that we humans
would not succeed in probing into the structure of nature beyond the level of
In Derrida, this logic of totalizing exception finds its highest expression in the formula
of justice as the "indeconstructible condition of deconstruction": everything can be
deconstructed-with the exception of the indecollstructible condition of deconstruction
itself Perhaps it is this very gesture of a violent equalization of the entire field, against
which one's own position as Exception is then formulated, which is the most elementary
gestnre of metaphysics. In clear contrast to Den-ida, this gesture of violent equalization
is absent from Deleuze's work-his gaze upon the tradition of philosophy is something
like the gaze of God upon Creation in God's reply to Job (as described by Chesterton):
there is no norm ·which would allow us to level the field, miracles are everywhere,
every phenomenon, perceived properly (from a position which "estranges" it from its
standard context) is an exception. (This is also why what both Deleuze and Badiou
call the "minimal difference" is not the gesture of "totalizing the enemy" performed by
critics of metaphysics from Heidegger to Adorno and Den'ida, but its very opposite: a
de-totalization of the enemy.)
8 See Nicholas Fearn, Philosophy: The Latest Answers to the Oldest Questions, London:
Atlantic Books 2005, p. 77.
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atoms, so he programmed the Matrix of our universe only to the level of its
atomic structure-beyond that, he simply left things fuzzy.' This theologico
digital interpretation, however, is not the only way to read the paradox in
question. It can be read as a sign that we already live in a simulated universe, but
it can also be taken as a Signal of the ontological incompleteness of reality itself.
Does not this ontological "fuzziness" of reality also offer us a new approacb to
modernism in painting? Are not the "stains" which blur the transparency of a
realist representation, which impose themselves as stains, preCisely indications
that the contours of constituted reality are blurred, that we are approaching
the pre-ontological level of fuzzy proto-reality? Therein lies the crucial shift a
viewer has to accomplish: stains are not obstacles that prevent our direct access
to represented reality, they are, on the contrary, "more real than reality;' some
thing that undermines its ontological consistency from within-or, to put it
in old-fashioned philosophical terms, their status is not epistemological but
ontological.
Along these lines we can also address the standard problem of how to unite
the causal description of an event with its reading as a free human act: where,
in the network of natural necessity, is the space for freedom? Is the "teleologi
cal" causality of motivation (I acted in such a way because I aimed at such and
such a goal) just an epiphenomenon, the mental translation of a process which
can (also) be fully described at the purely physical level of natural determin
ism, or does such a "teleological" causation actually possess a power of its own,
which fills in a gap in physical causality? The underlying premise here is that
the causality of natural necessity reaches "all the way down" -but is this level
of total determinism really the zero-level of the ontological structure of reality?
The lesson of quantum physics is that, beneath solid material reality, there is a
quantum level at which determinism breaks down. Hence the claim that the
indeterminacy discovered by quantum physics opens up a space within which
the "higher level" teleological causality can determine the "lower level" material
events, without relying on any spiritualist notion of the power of our minds to
magically suspend natural causality.
The only true alternative to this ontological fuzziness is the aforementioned
and no less paradoxical idea that, at some point, the endless progress of divid
ing reality into its components reaches its end when the division is no longer
a division into two (or more) parts, but a division into a part (something) and
nothing. This would be proof that we had reached the most elementary constitu
ent of reality: when something can only be further divided into a something and
a nothing. Do not these two options relate again to Lacan's "formulae of sexua
tion;' so that the irredUcible-multiplicity option is "feminine" and the division
9 Ibid., pp. 77-8.
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of the last term into a something and a nothing is "masculine"? Furthermore, is
it not the case that, if 1,ve could reach the point of the last division (and thus the
ultimate one, the last constituent of reality), then there "\vould be no "creation"
proper, nothing really nC1.v "\vould emerge, there '\vould be only a (re)combina
tion of existing elements, while the feminine "fuzziness" of reality leaves open
the space ror creation proper? The underlying problem here is how to pass
fr01TI the multitude-that-is-Zero to the emergence of One. Is it that One is a
multiple which "stands for nothing:' is it that Ones only exist at the level of
re-presentation?

THE REAL OF SEXUAL DIFFERENCE
On a first approach, sexuality is thus a force of disfiguration, something which
distorts our "objective" view of reality. As such, it points tmvards an irreducible,
llnsurpassable, ontological scandal, the true "euthanasia of reason" by "\vhich
Kant was so shocked: every attempt to think reality in its totality has to end in a
deadlock, an inconsistency. The paradox-and the properly Hegelian insight-is
to accept that this distorting "sexual bias" of our perception, far from separat
ing us from reality-in-itself, provides a direct link to it: "sexuality" is the way
the ontological deadlock, the incompleteness of reality in itself, is inscribed into
subjectivity. It is not a subjective distortion of objective reality, but a subjective
distortion which is directly identical with the non-All, the inconsistency/out-of
j ointness, of reality itself. This is why sexuality is, at its most radical, not human,
but the point of in-humanity, the "operator of the inhuman. "10 Pagan sexualized
cosmology is a fantasmatic attempt to supplement and obfuscate the ontological
scandal inherent in the deacllock of human sexuality.
An old Slovene joke: a young schoolboy has to write a short composition
with the title "There is only one mother!" in which he is expected to illustrate,
apropos a singular experience, the love which links him to his mother; here is
what he writes: "One day I returned home earlier than expected, because the
teacher was ill; I looked for my mother and found her naked in bed with another
man who was not my father. My nI0ther angrily shouted at 11Ie: 'What are you
staring at, you idiot? Why dout you run to the refi'igerator and get us two cold
beers! ' I ran to the kitchen, opened the rehigerator, looked into it and shouted
back to the bedroom: 'There is only one, mother!'" Is this not a supreme case of
an interpretation in which a single diacritical sign simply changes everything, as
in the well-Imown parody of the first words of Moby Dick: "Call me, Ishmael! "
We c a n find the same operation i n Heidegger (the way he reads "Nothing is
10 Alenka Zupancic, "Sexuality and Ontology;' FilozoJski Vestnik, VoL 29, NO. 1 (2008),
p. 63. I rely here heavily on this text.
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without reason" [nihil est sine ratione] , by shifting the accent to "Nothing[nessl
is without reason" ) , or in the superego displacement of the prohibitive injunc
tion of the symbolic law (from "Don't kilU" to "Don't!" . . . "Kill!"). However, here
one should risk a more detailed interpretation. The joke stages a Hamlet-like
confrontation of the son with the enigma of the mother's excessive desire; in
order to escape this deadlock, the mother as it were takes refuge in (the desire
for) an external partial object, the bottle of beer, designed to divert the son's
attention from the obscene Thing he has just stumbled upon-the message
of her demand is: "You see, even if I am in bed with a man, my desire is for
something else that only you can bring me, I am not excluding you by getting
completely caught up in the circle of passion with this man ! " The two bottles
of beer (also) stand for the elementary signifying dyad, like Lacan's famous two
restroom doors observed by two children from the train window in his "Instance
of the Letter in the Unconscious:' From this perspective, the child's riposte is to
be read as giving the mother an elementary Lacanian lesson: "Sorry, mother,
but there is only one signifier, for the man only, there is no binary signifier (for
the woman), this signifier is ur-verdriingt, primordially repressed!" In short: you
have been caught naked, you are not covered by the signifier. And what if this
is the fundamental message of monotheism-not the reduction of the Other to
the One, but, on the contrary, the acceptance of the fact that the binary signi
fier always already lacks? This imbalance between the One and its "primordially
repressed" counterpart is the radical difference, in contrast to the great cosmo
logical couples (yin and yang, etc.) which can only emerge within the horizon
of the undifferentiated One (tao, etc . ) . Even attempts to introduce a balanced
duality into trivial spheres of consumption, like the small blue and red bags of
artificial sweetener found in many cafes, betray yet another desperate effort to
proVide a symmetrical signifying couple for sexual difference (blue "masculine"
bags versus red "feminine" bags). The point is not that sexual difference is the
ultimate signified of all such couples, but rather that their proliferation is an
attempt to compensate for the lack of the founding binary signifying couple that
would directly stand for sexual difference.
This is also why the Lacanian problematic of sexual difference-of the
unavoidability of sexuation for human beings ("beings of language" )-has to
be strictly distinguished from the (de )constructionist problematic of the "social
construction of gender;' the contingent discursive formation of gender identities
which emerge in being performatively enacted. An analogy with class antago
nism may be of some help in grasping the crucial distinction: class antagonism
(the unavoidability of the individual's "class inscription" in a class society, the
. impossibility of remaining unmarked by its central antagonism) also cannot be
reduced to the notion of the "social construction of class identity; since every
determinate "construction of class identity" is already a "reactive" or "defense"
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formation, an attempt to "cope with" (to come to terms with, to pacify. . . ) the
trauma of class antagonism. Every symbolic "class identity" already displaces
the class antagonism by way of translating it into a positive set of symbolic fea
tures: the conservative organicist notion of society as a collective Body, with
different classes as bodily organs (the ruling class as the benevolent and wiser
"head;' workers as the "hands;' etc.) is only the most obvious case. For Lacan,
things are the same with sexuation: it is impossible to "stay outside" of it, the
subject is always already marked by it, always already "takes sides;' always
already "partial" with regard to it. The paradox of the problematic of the "social
construction of gender" is that, while presenting itself as a break with "meta
physical" and/or essentialist constraints, it implicitly accomplishes a return to
the pre-Freudian philosophical (i.e., non-sexualized) subject. The problematic
of the "social construction of gender" presupposes the subject as given, presup
poses the space of contingent symbolization, while, for Lacan, "sexuation" is the
price to be paid for the very constitution of the subject, for its entry into the
space of symbolization. Therein lies the crucial difference between psychoanaly
sis and philosophy concerning the status of sexual difference: for philosophy,
the subject is not inherently sexualized, sexualization only occurs at the COil
tingent, empirical level, whereas psychoanalysis raises sexuation into a kind
of formal a priori condition for the very emergence of the subject. We should
thus defend the claim that what philosophy cannot think is sexual difference
in its philosophical (ontological) dimension: sexual difference stands for the pri
mordial antagonism, for the non-All that subverts any totality, and this is what
philosophy, up to Heidegger, has to ignore:
The Greeks had tvvo words for what we call life: bios and zoe. They used bios in a
twofold sense. First, in the sense of biology, the science of life. Here we think of
the organic growth of the body, glandular activity, sexual difference, and so on
Another sense of bios for the Greeks is the course of a life, the history of a life, more
or less in the sense that the word "biography" still has for us today. Bios here means
human history and existence-so there can be no bios of animals. Bios, as human
bios, has the peculiar distinction of being able either to stand above the animal or to
sink beneath iL"

If there is a lesson of psychoanalysis, it is that sexual difference belongs to the
domain of bios as history, not to the domain of glandular activity, and so forth.
Even the "mystical" experience of "depersonalization" is marked by sexual
difference. In this experience, I see myself as part of a picture which is not "mine;'
does not involve my standpoint-in short, I see myself "objectively" (even if this
11 Martin Heidegger, "Hegel und der Staat," unpublished seminar from 1933/34; my
thanks to Gregory Fried, who provided me with this translation.
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objectivity is, of course, fantasmatic) . Recall Lacan's formula: "The picture is in
my eye, but I am in the picture:' If, in the common subjectivist perspectival view,
every picture is mine, "in my eye;' while I am not (and by definition cannot be)
in the picture, the mystical experience inverts this relation: I am in the picture
that I see, but the picture is not mine, "in my eye:' This is how Lacans formula of
the male version of the mystical experience should be read: it identifies my gaze
with the gaze of the big Other, for in it I see myself directly through the eyes of
the big Other. This reliance on the big Other makes the male version of the mys
tical experience false, in contrast to the feminine version in which the subject
identifies her gaze with the small other.
When Lacan claims that sexual difference is "real;' he is therefore far from
elevating a historically contingent form of sexuation into a trans-historical
norm ("if you do not occupy your proper pre-ordained place in the heterosexual
order, as either man or woman, you are excluded, exiled into a psychotic abyss
outside the symbolic domain') : the claim that sexual difference is "real" equals
the claim that it is "impossible": impossible to symbolize, to formulate as a sym
bolic norm. In other words, it is not that we homosexuals, fetishists, and other
perverts are proof of the failure of sexual difference to impose its norm; it is
not that sexual difference is the ultimate point of reference which anchors the
contingent drifting of sexuality; it is, on the contrary, on account of the gap
which forever persists between the real of sexual difference and the determinate
forms of heterosexual symbolic norms that we have the multitude of "perverse"
forms of sexuality. Therein lies the problem with the accusation that sexual dif
ference involves a "binary logic": insofar as sexual difference is real/impossible,
it is precisely not "binary:' but, again, that on account of which every "binary"
interpretation (every translation of sexual difference into symbolic dualisms:
reason versus emotion, active versus passive, etc.) always fails.12
In short, what marks the difference between the two sexes is not a direct
reference to the series of symbolic oppositions, but a different way of coping
with the necessary inconsistency involved in the act of assuming one and the
same universal symbolic feature (ultimately that of "castration'). It is not that
man stands for logos as opposed to the feminine emphasis on emotions; it is
rather that, for man, logos as the consistent and coherent universal principle
of all reality relies on the constitutive exception of some mystical ineffable X
("there are things one should not talk about") , while, in the case of woman, there
is no exception, "one can talk about everything;' and, for that very reason, the
12 As Joan Copjec demonstrated in Read My Desire, herein resides the limit of the
. Butlerian motif of sexual difference as being always incomplete, as a performative
process which never arrives at its end (Le., in ftxed identities). Here one has to take only
a (Hegelian) step further into self-relating: sexual difference is not always incomplete,
etc., it is this incompleteness itself which makes a difference sexual.
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universe of logos becomes inconsistent, incoherent, dispersed, "non-All:' Or,
with regard to the assnmption of a symbolic title, a man who tends to identify
with his title absolutely, to put everything at stake for it (to die for his Cause) ,
nonetheless relies on the rn)1h that he i s n o t only h i s title, the "social mask" h e
i s wearing, that there is sonlething beneath it, a "real person"; i n the case of a
woman, on the contrary, there is no firm, unconditional commitment, every
thing is ultimately a mask, and, for that very reason, there is nothing "behind the
mask:' Or again, with regard to love: a man in love is ready to give everything
for it, the beloved is elevated into an absolute, unconditional Object, but, for that
very reason, he is compelled to sacrifice Her for the sake of his public or profes
sional Cause; while a woman is entirely, without restraint or reserve, immersed
in love, there is no dimension of her being which is not permeated by love-but,
for that very reason, "love is not all" for her, it is forever accompanied by an
uncanny fundamental indifference.
If, then, the active-passive contrast cannot serve to differentiate the two sexes,
is the contrast betweeu interactivity (in the sense of the Cunning of Reason, of
the subject transposing his/her activity onto another) and interpassivity more
appropriate? Interactivity is "feminine;' according to the cliche about women
knowing how to remain in the background and, with their cunning plots, how
to manipulate men into doing their dirty work (destroying their enemies, say)
Agatha Christie's Curtain: Poirot's Last Case (published in '975, although written
decades earlier) concludes with a self-relating twist: the final murder is commit
ted by Poirot himself. The true criminal of the novel, Norton, is responsible for
a series of deaths but without getting blood on his hands: he has perfected the
lago-like technique of manipulating someone psychologically to provoke them
into commiting a murder. In the middle of the novel, Hastings himself; Poirot's
Watsonesque companion, plans a poisoning and is prevented at the last minute
by Poirot. Since Poirot, himself close to death, cannot bring Norton to court, he
shoots him in cold blood and then lies down to die, denying himself the pills
that would have saved his life. No wonder the author of this story is a woman:
Norton is interactive Evil at its purest. Interpassivity, on the contrary, is more
a masculine strategy: since l11en are not expected to display their eillotions in
public, they let women to do it for them (weepers hired to mourn at funerals are
always women), while they retain their self�constraint.
The traditional metaphysics of subjectivity opposes man and woman as
"pure" subject (man is rational, delivered of sensuality and bodily passions) and
"impure" subject (woman is unable to cut her links with sensuality, her mind at
the mercy of obscure irrational passions, a passive receiver of sensual inlpres
sions, etc.)-to paraphrase Hegel, woman is a substance which has failed to fully
become a subject, to purify itself into subject (or a subject who has failed to cut
its links with its substance). For example, in the domain of ethics, only a man is
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able to abstract from his substantial family ties and reason according to universal
principles, that is, to act in a truly ethical way; while with women, universality is
always coloured by their particular interests: if a woman acquires universal polit
ical power, she uses it to promote the interests of her particular kin-a wisdom
endlessly varied by anti-feminists like Otto Weininger (and traces of which are
discernible even in Hegel's famous remarks, apropos Antigone, of femininity as
the "eternal irony" of history)
Lacan introduces a key complication into this traditional scheme: for him,
a subject (as $, a barred one) is the failure of its own actualization-a subject
endeavors to actualize-express itself, it fails, and the subject is this failure. What
Lacan calls the objet petit a gives body to this failure, it is the substantial remain
der of the process of the subjectivization of substance, of the latter's Aufhebung
in a subjective order; this is why, for Lacan, the subject is constitutively linked
to the remainder, it is strictly correlative to it, as registered in Lacan's formula of
fantasy: $-a. Insofar as woman is an "impure" subject, and insofar as the objet
petit a is the index of this impurity, we can therefore conclude that, on account
of her very "impurity;' only woman is a pure subject, the subject as such, in con
trast to masculine subjectivity whose "purity" is by definition fake, sustained by
a hidden substantialization. In Cartesian terms, only a woman is a cogito, while
a man is always already a res cogitans.
So, how does all this relate to our "concrete;' "lived" experience of sexual dif
ference? Let us begin with an archetypal melodramatic scene: that of a woman
writing a letter explaining the situation to her lover, and then, after some vacil
lation, tearing it apart, throwing it away, and (usually) going to him, offering
herself, in flesh, in her love, instead of the letter. The content of the letter is
strictly codified: as a rule, it explains to the beloved why the woman he fell in
love with is not who he thinks she is, and, consequently, why, precisely because
she loves him, she must leave him in order not to deceive him. The tearing up
of the letter then functions as a retreat: the woman cannot go right to the end
and tell the truth, she prefers to go on with her deception. This gesture is fun
damentally false: the woman's presence is offered as a screen destined to repress
the traumatic truth which was to be articulated in the letter-as in transference
in psychoanalysis, where the patient offers herself to the analyst as the ultimate
form of defense, in order to block the emergence of truth." In other words, love
emerges when the analysis gets too close to the unconscious traumatic truth: at
this point, the analysand offers herself to the analyst as the object oflove, instead
13 In this sense. love is the "interpretation of the other's desire": by way of offering myself
to the other, I interpret his desire as the desire for myself and thereby obfuscate the
enigma of the other's desire. Put another way: when a woman offers her presence instead
of the symbolic message, she thereby posits her body as the envelope of a secret, for her
presence becomes a "mystery."
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of the authentic letter to the analyst which would articulate the traumatic truth.
In transferential love, I offer myself as object instead of knowledge: "here you
have me (so that you will no longer probe into me)."'+
This, however, is only one way to interpret the enigma of the letter which
is written but not posted. In his Why Do Women Write More Letters Than They
Post?, Darian Leader proposes a series of answers to this question," which can
be systematized by grouping them into two couples:

(1) With regard to its addressee, the true addressee of a woman's love letter is the
Man, the absent symbolic fiction, its ideal reader, the "third" in the scene, not the
flesh-and-blood man to whom it is addressed; alternatively, its true addressee is
the gap of absence itself; for the letter functions as an object, it is its very play
with absence (the absence of the addressee) which proVides jouissance, since
jouissance is contained in the act of writing itself� and since its true addressee is
thus the writer herself.
(2) With regard to the way it relates to its anthor, the letter remains unposted
because it did not say all (the author was unable to express some crucial trauma
which would account for her true subjective position); or, it remains in itself
forever unfinished, for there is always something more to say, since-like
modernity for Habennas-woman is in herself an "unfinished project;' and the
non-posting of the letter acknowledges this fact that woman, like truth, cannot
be "all told;' that this is, as Lacan put it, "materially impossible:'
Do we not encounter here the split between the phallic economy and the non
phallic domain? Not posting a letter as a false act of "repression" (of suppressing
the truth and offering oneself as a love object in order to maintain the lie) is
clearly correlated to the split between the man, its flesh-and-blood addressee,
and some third Man, the bearer of phallic power, its ultimate addressee. In an
homologous way, not posting a letter because it is an object which contains its
own jouissance is correlated to the non-All ofjeminine jouissance, to the jouis
sance which can never be "said" in its entirety.
The direct sexualization of the gap itself which characterizes feminine
14 In contrast to such a letter which, apparently, does not arrive at its destination, there
are (at least) two types af letters which do arrive at their destinations. One is the "Dear
John" letter, in which the woman explains to the husband or boyfriend not love but the
end of love, the fact that she is leaving him. The other is the suicidal letter destined
to reach its addressee when the woman is already dead, as in Zweig's "Letter From an
Unknmvn Woman:'
15 See DariaJl Leader, Why Do Women Write More Letters Than They Post?, London:
Faber & Faber 1996.
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sexuality-namely the fact that, in it, much stronger than in man, the absence as
such (the withdrawal, the non-act) is sexualized-also accounts for the gesture
of feminine withdrawal at the very moment when "she could have had it all"
(Le., the longed-for partner) in a series of novels from 'Madame de Lafayette's
Princesse de Cleves to Goethe's Elective Affinities (or, in the obverse or comple
mentary case, the woman's non-withdrawal, her inexplicable perseverance in the
unhappy marriage, even when the possibility has arisen for her to get out of it,
as in James's The Portrait of a Lady)." Although ideology gets invested in this
gesture of renunciation, the gesture itself is non-ideological. One reading of this
gesture to be rejected is the standard psychoanalytic interpretation according to
which we are dealing with the hysterical logic of the object of love (the lover)
who is desired only insofar as he is prohibited, only insofar as there is an obsta
cle in, e.g., the guise of the husband-the moment the obstacle disappears, the
woman loses interest in the love object. In addition to this hysterical economy
of being able to enjoy the object only insofar as it remains prohibited, in other
words in the guise of fantasies about what "might be;' this withdrawal (or insist
ence) can also be interpreted in a multitude of other ways: as the expression of
so-called "feminine masochism" (which can be further read as an expression
of the eternal feminine nature, or as the internalization of patriarchal pressure)
preventing a woman from fully "seizing the day"; as a proto-feminist gesture of
breaking with the phallic economy which posits happiness in a relationship with
a man as the woman's ultimate goal, and so on. However, all these interpretations
seem to miss the point, which consists in the absolutely fundamental nature of
the gesture of withdrawal or substitution as constitutive of the subject herself.
If, following the great German Idealists, we equate the subject with freedom
and autonomy, is not such a gesture of withdrawal-not as a sacrificial gesture
addressed to some version of the big Other, but as a gesture which generates its
own satisfaction, finding jouissance in the very gap that separates the subject
from the object-the ultimate form of autonomy?"
16 Furthermore. the Princess of Cleves subverts the logic of adultery as inherent
transgression by reversing the standard adulterous procedure of "doing it" (having sex
with another man) and not telling the husband: on the contrary, she tells her husband,
but does not "do it:'
17 Although here again the obverse also holds: is not the famous an die ferne Geliebte,
to the distant beloved, the motto of all love poetry? Is not male love poetry therefore the
exemplary case of the sexualization of the gap which separates the poet from the beloved.
so that, when the barrier disappears and the beloved comes too close. the consequences
can be catastrophic? The thing to do would be, again, to construct two almost
symmetrically inverted couple of opposites: men prefer their beloved to remain distant
in contrast to women who want their man close to them; but, simultaneously, men want
to enjoy directly the partner's body, while women can enjoy the very gap which separates
them from the partner's body. What is wrong with the male version? One of Schubert's
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The conclusion to be dra\vn from this is that it is \vrong to contrast man
and woman in an imnlediate way, as if man directly desires an object, while
vvOlnan's desire is a "desire to desire;' the desire for the Other's desire. VIe are
dealing here with sexual difference as real, 'which means that the opposite also
holds, albeit in a slightly displaced way. True, a man directly desires a woman
who fits the frame of his fantasy, 'while a l,voman alienates her desire nluch more
thoroughly in a man-her desire is to be the object desired by man, to fit the
fieame of his fantasy, which is why she endeavors to look at herself through the
other's eyes and is permanently bothered by the question "What do others see
in her/me?" However, a "'lOman is Simultaneously much less dependent on her
partner, since her ultimate partner is not the other human being, her object of
desire (the man), but the gap itself, that distance from her partner in which the
jouissance feminine is located. Vulgari eloquentiu, in order to cheat on a woman,
a man needs a (real or imagined) partner, while a woman can cheat on a man
even when she is alone, since her ultimate partner is solitude itself as the locus
ofjouissance jeminine beyond the phallus.
Sexual difference is thus real also in the sense that no symbolic opposition
can directly and adequately render it. The real difference is not a difference
between opposed symbolic features, but a difterence between two types of oppo
sition: a woman is essential to a man's sexual life, yet for that very reason he
has a domain outside his sexual life which matters more to him; to a WOlnan,
sexuality tends to be the feature which permeates her entire life, there is nothing
which-potentially, at least-is not sexualized, yet for that very reason a woman's
sexuality involves much more that the presence of a man. The point, of CGurse,
is that this reversal is not purely symmetrical, but slightly displaced-and it is
this displacement which points towards the Real of sexual difterence. Again,
the underlying structure here is that of Lacan's formulae of sexuation, the uni
versality (a woman who is essential, all . . . ) with an exception (career, public
life) in man's case; the non-universality (a man is not-all in woman's sexual life)
with no exception (there is nothing which is not sexualized) in woman's case.
This paradox of the feminine position is captured by the ambiguity of Emily
Dickinson's celebrated Poem 732:

key songs, "The vVanderer" (D 493, words by Georg Philipp Schmidt von Luebeck),
describing the search for the beloved homeland where "my friends walk, \vhere my dead
rise again:' ends with: "1 wander, silent and joyless, ! my sighs forever asking: Where? I A
ghostly whisper answers me: / 'There where you are not, there happiness lies:" The final
"Dort, wo du nicht bist, dart ist das GlUck!" is the most concise formulation of what is
wrong with Romantic love, of why this love is fa.lse.
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She rose to His Requirement-dropt
The Playthings of Her Life
To take the honorable Work
Of Woman, and of WifeIf ought she missed in Her new Day,
Of Amplitude, or AweOr first Prospective-Or the Gold
In using. wear away,
It lay unmentioned-as the Sea
Develop Pearl, and Wheed,
But only to Himself-be known
The Fathoms they abide-'"

This poem, of course, can be read as alluding to the sacrifice of the agalma
the objet petit a, the "playthings" of feminine jouissance-which occurs when
the woman becomes a Woman, when she assumes the subordinate role of Wife:
underneath, inaccessible to the male gaze, the part of "she" which does not fit
her role as "Woman" (which is why, in the last stanza, she refers to herself as
"Himself") continues to lead its secret "unmentioned" existence. However, it
can also be read in an opposite, and far more uncanny, way: what if the status of
this "secret treasure" sacrificed when the woman becomes a Wife is purely fan
tasmatic? What if she evokes this secret in order to fascinate His (her husband's,
the male) gaze? Is it not also possible to read "but only to Himself" in the sense
that the notion of the feminine treasure sacrificed when a woman enters into a
sexual liaison with a man is a semblance intended to fascinate His gaze, and thus
stands for the loss of something which was never present, never possessed? (The
very defmition of the objet a is: an object which emerges in the very gesture of
its loss. ) In short, does not this "lost treasure" follow the line of the male fantasy
about the feminine secret which lies beyond the limit of the symbolic order,
beyond its reach? Or, in Hegelese: the feminine In-itself, out of reach of the male
gaze, is already "for the Other:' an inaccessible Mystery imagined by the male
gaze itself. This is why Badiou is fully justified in rejecting the standard version
of Lacan's jouissance feminine which links its infinity to the mystical Unsayable
as the remainder of the "cultural": "That feminine enjoyment ties the infmite to
the unsayable, and that mystical ecstasy proVides evidence for this, is a theme I
would characterize as cultural. One feels that, even in Lacan, it has not yet been
. submitted to a radical test by the ideal of the matheme:" 9
18 The Complete Poems a/Emily Dickinson, Boston: Little, Brown 1960, p. 359.
19 Alain Badiou, Theoretical Writings, London: Continuum 2004. p. 129.
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All o n e should add here i s that there is also a more literal reading of the

jouissance jbninine which totally breaks with the topos of the Unsayable-on
this opposite reading, the "non-All" of the feminine implies that there is nothing
in feminine snbjectivity which is not marked by the phallic-symbolic function:
if anything, woman is more ftllly "in language" than man. Which is why any
reference to pre-symbolic "feminine substance" is misleading. According to a
recently popular theory, the (biological) male is just a (falsely emancipated)
detour in female self-reproduction, which, in principle, is possible without meu.
Elisabeth Badinter claims that, biologically, we are all essentially feminine (the X
chromosome is the pattern for all humanity, the Y chromosome an addition, not
a mutation); for that reason, development into a male implies a labor of differen
tiation that female eJnbryos are spared. ,r) Furthermore, in relation to social life,
males start off as citizens in a female homeland (the uterus) before being forced
to emigrate and live their lives as homesick exiles. That is to say, since men were
originally created female, they must have become differentiated from women
by means of social and cultural processes-so it is man, not woman, who is the
culturally formed "second sex:'H This theory can be useful as a kind of political
myth accounting for the contemporary insecurity of male identity. Badinter is
at a certain level right to point ont that the true social crisis today is the crisis
of male identity, of "what it means to be a man": women are more or less suc
cessfully invading man's territory, assuming male functions in social life without
losing their feminine identity, while the obverse process, the male (re)conquest
of the "feminine" territory of intimacy, is far more traumatic. While the figure
of publicly successful woman is already part of our "social imaginary;' problems
with a "gentle man" are far more unsettling. This theory, however, while it seems
to assert in a "feminist" way the primacy of the feminine, reproduces fundamen
tal metaphysical premises concerning the relationship between the masculine
and the feminine; Badinter herself associates the male position with the values
of being prepared to take the risk of exile, to leave the safe haven of Horne, and
of the need to create one's identity through labor and cultural mediation-is
this not a pseudo-Hegelian theory which, on account of the fact that Jabal' and
mediation are on the male side, clearly privileges man? In short, the notion that
woman is the Base and man the secondary mediation/deviation with no proper!
natural identity, lays the ground for the anti-feminist argument par excellence,
20 See Elisabeth Badinter, XY: On Masculine Identity, New York: Columbia University
Press 1996.
21 At a more elementary biological (and also Scientifically more convincing) level, some
scientists claim that complex forms of organic life result from the malignancy of simple
(monocellular) life�for111S which, at a certain point, "ran amok" and started to multiply
in a pathological way-complex life is thus inherently, in its very notion, a pathological
formation.
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since, as Hegel never tires of repeating, spirit itself is, from the standpoint of
nature, "secondary;' a pathological deviation, "nature sick unto death;' and the
power of spirit resides in the very fact that a marginal/secondary phenomenon,
"in itself" a mere detour within some larger natural p'rocess, can, through the
labor of mediation, elevate itself into an End-in-itself which "posits" its own
natural presupposition as part of its own "spiritual" totality. On that score, the
apparently "depreciating" notions of femininity as a mere masquerade, lacking
any substantial identity and inner shape, of woman as a "castrated;' deprived,
degenerated, incomplete man, are potentially of far greater use for feminism
than the ethical elevation offemininity-in short, Otto Weininger is more useful
than Carol Gilligan.

FORMULAE OF SEXUATION: THE ALL WITH AN EXCEPTION
Lacan elaborated the inconsistencies which structure sexual difference in his
"formulae of sexuation;' where the masculine side is defined by the universal
function and its constitutive exception, and the feminine side by the paradox
of "non-All" (pas-tout) (there is no exception, and for that very reason, the
set is non-All, non-totalized). Recall the shifting status of the Ineffable in
Wittgenstein: the passage from early to late Wittgenstein is the passage from AIl
(the order of the universal All grounded in its constitutive exception) to non-All
(the order without exception and for that reason non-universal, non-All). That
is to say, in the early Wittgenstein of the Tractatus, the world is comprehended
as a self-enclosed, limited, bounded Whole of "facts" which precisely as such
presupposes an Exception: the mystical Ineffable which functions as its Limit.
In late Wittgenstein, on the contrary, the problematic of the Ineffable disappears,
yet for that very reason the universe is no longer comprehended as a Whole
regulated by the universal conditions oflanguage: all that remains are lateral con
nections between partial domains. The notion of language as a system defined
by a set of universal features is replaced by the notion oflanguage as a multitude
of dispersed practices loosely interconnected by "family resemblances:'"
A certain type of ethnic cliche renders perfectly this paradox of the non-All:
the narratives of Origin in which a nation posits itself as being "more X than X
itself,' where X stands for another nation commonly regarded as the paradig
matic case of some property. The myth of Iceland is that it became inhabited
22 In Yu-Gi-Oh, a massively popular card game of neo-Gothic mythical content, the
rules are endless: new cards are always added, each card containing its own precise rule
of application. All the cards together thus can never be subsumed under a general set of
rules-they form a kind of Lacanian "non-All" multiplicity, in clear contrast to the classic
games with their limited number of cards and clear finite rules.
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when those who found Norway, the freest land in the world, too oppressive, fled
to Iceland; the myth about Slovenes being miserly claims that Scotland (the pro
verbial land of misers) became populated when Slovenes expelled to Scotland
someone who had spent too much money. The point is not that Slovenes are
the most avaricious or Icelanders the most freedom-laving-Scots remain the
most miserly, but Slovenes are even more so; the people of Norway remain the
11lOst fi:eedom-loving, but Icelanders are even more so. This is the paradox of
the "non-All": if vve totalize all nations, then the Scots are the most 111 iserly,
yet if we compare them one by one, as "non-All;' Slovenes are more miserly.
A variation on the same motjf occurs in Rossini's famous statement on the
difference between Beethoven and Mozart: when asked, "Who is the greatest
composer?" Rossini answered, "Beethoven"; when asked the additional question
"What about Mozart?" he added, "Mozart is not the greatest, he is the only com
poser. . ." This opposition between Beethoven ("the greatest" of them all, since he
struggled with his compositions with titanic effort, overcoming the resistance of
the musical material) and Mozart (who freely floated in the musical stuff and
composed with spontaneous grace) points towards the well-known opposition
between the two notions of God: God as "the greatest:' above all Creation, the
Ruler of the World, and so on, and God who is not the greatest but simply the
only reality, who does not relate to finite reality as separate from him, since he is
"all there is:' the immanent principle of all reality."
The famous first paragraph of Deleuze and Guattari's Anti-Oedipus contains
another unexpected example of universality grounded in an exception: it begins
with a long list of what the unconscious ("it:' not the substantialized "Id:' of
course) does: "It is at work everywhere, functioning smoothly at times, at other
times in fits and starts. It breathes, it heats, it eats. It shits and hICks."" Talking
is conspicuously missing from this series: for Deleuze and Guattari, there is no
,\a parle:' the unconscious does not talk. The plethora of functions is in place
to cover up this absence-as was clear already to Freud, multiplicity (of phal
luses in a dream, of the wolves the Wolt�man sees through the window in his
23 Nietzsche's famons claim that Christ was the only true Christian also relies on a
reversal ohhe usual role ofthe founding figure which is that of the constitutive exception:
Marx ,vas not a Marxist, since he himself was Marx and could not entertain towards
himself the reflexive relationship implied by the term "Marxist:' Christ, on the contrary,
not only was a Christian, but-for that very reason, following an inexorable necessity
has to be the only (true) Christian. How is this possible? Only if we introduce a radical
gap between Christ himself and Christianity and assert that Christianity is grounded in
the radical misrecognitioll, even active disavowal, of Christ's act. Christianity is thus a
kind of defense-tormation against the scandalolls nature of Christ's act.
24 Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari, Anti-Oedipus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia,
trans. R. Hurley, M. Seem, and H. R. Lane, Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press
1983, p. 1.
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famous dream) is the very image of castration. Multiplicity signals that the One
is lacking."
The logic of universality and its constitutive exception should be deployed in
three moments: (1) First, there is the exception to universality: every universality
contains a particular element which, while formally belonging to the universal
dimension, sticks out, does not fit its frame. (2) Then comes the insight that
every particular example or element of a universality is an exception: there is no
"normal" particularity, every particularity sticks out, is in excess and/or lacking
with regard to its universality (as Hegel showed, no existing form of state fits the
notion of the State) . (3) Then comes the proper dialectical twist: the exception
to the exception-still an exception, but the exception as singular universality,
an element whose exception is its direct link to universality itself, which stands
directly for the universal. (Note here the parallel with the three moments of the
value-form in Marx.)
The starting point for Lacan's formulae of sexuation is Aristotle-why?
Aristotle oscillates between two notions of the relationship between form and
matter: either form is conceived as universal, a possibility of particular beings,
and matter as the principle or agent of individualization (what makes a table this
particular table is the particular matter in which the universal form of Table is
actualized), or matter is conceived as neutral-universal stuff, a possibility of dif
ferent beings, and form as the principle of individualization, as the agent which
transforms neutral matter into a particular entity (the form of a table makes
wood-which could have become many other things-a table). For Hegel, of
course, the first notion is that of abstract universality (universality as a neutral
form shared by many particular entities), while the second notion already con
tains the germ of concrete universality: the form (Le., universal concept) is in
itself the principle or agent of its own individualization, of its concrete self
articulation. It is in order to resolve or obfuscate this deadlock that Aristotle has to
have recourse to sexual difference: being (a substantial entity) is the unity of form
and hyle, of masculine and feminine, of active and passive.
This point is crucial to bear in mind: Lacans claim is not the rather obvious
one that the Aristotelian couple ofform and hyle is "sexualized;' that Aristotelian
ontology remains in the lineage of the ancient sexualized cosmologies. It is, on
the contrary, that Aristotle has to have recourse to a sexualized couple in order
to resolve a strictly conceptual problem-and that this solution does not work,
since the paradox of gender is that it disturbs the clear division into genus and
species: we cannot say that humanity is a genus (gender) composed of two
25 However, how are we to read this thesis together with Badiou's basic ontological
axiom on primordial multiplicity which is not the multiplicity of Ones? The identity
of this multiplicity and the Void is clearly not the sign of the lack of the One, but a
primordial ontological fact.
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species, men and women, since a species is a unity \vhich can reproduce itself�
no wonder our everyday use of these terms turns this hierarchical distinction
around: we talk about the human species composed of (divided into) two gen
ders.26 What this confusion indicates is that there is indeed "gender trouble;' but
not in judith Butler's sense: the point is not only that the identity of each sex is
not clearly established, neither socially nor symbolically nor biologically-it is
not only that sexnal identity is a symbolic norm imposed onto a fluid and poly
morphous body which never fits the ideal-the "trouble" is rather that this ideal
itself is inconsistent, masking a constitutive incompatibility. Sexual difference is
not simply a particular difference snbordinated to the universality of the human
genus/gender, but has a stronger status inscribed into the very universality of
the human species: a difference which is the constitutive feature of the univer
sal species itself, and which, paradoxically, for this reason, precedes (logically!
conceptually) the two terms it differentiates between: "perhaps, the difference
which keeps apart one [sex1 from the other belongs neither to the one nor to
the other:'"
So how do Lacan's formulae of sexuation relate to Aristotle? Lacan proposes
a reading of the Aristotelian "logical sqnare" different from the predominant
one: he introdnces a snbtle change into each of the four propositions. First, in his
reading (here Lacan follows Peirce), the truth of the universal affirmation does
not imply existence: it is true that "all x are Fx" even jf no x exists. Second, he does
not read the particular affirmation (some x are Fx) in the standard "minimal"
way ("at least some x-but maybe all x-are Fx"), but in the "maximal" way, that
is, as excluding the universal affirmation, as in contradiction with it ("some x
are Fx means that all x are not Fx" ) . Third, he changes the formulation of the
universal negative statement into a double negation: instead of the standard "all
x are not Fx;' he writes, "there is no x which is not Fx:' Fourth, he changes the
formulation of the negative particular statement, displacing the negation from
the function to the quantifier: not "some x are not Fx;' but "not-all x are Fx:'
What immediately stands out is how contradiction is displaced. In the
classic Aristotelian logical square, contradiction is vertical, between the left side
("all x are Fx" and "some x are Fx") and the right side ("all x are not Fx" and
"some x are not Fx"): the two universal propositions are contrary (all x are Fx
or not Fx), while the two diagonals are contradictory ("some x are nonFx" is in
contradiction with "all x are Fx"; and "SOITIe x are Fx" is in contradiction with "all
x are nonFx") . Furthermore, the relation between each universal and particular
26 A further indication of this confusion is found in German, where the word
Geschlecht means species (like Menschengeschlecht, human species) or even tribe, and
sex (GeschlechtdiJlerenz is sexual difference).
27 Guy ie Gaufey, Le Pastout de Lacan: consistance logique, consequences cliniques, Paris:
EPEL 2006, p. 11.
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proposition is one of implication: "all x are Fx" implies that "some x are Fx:' and
"all x are not Fx" implies that "some x are not Fx"; plus the relation between the
two particular propositions is one of compatibility ("some x are Fx" and "some
x are not Fx" can both be true) The standard example: "all swans are white"
and "all swans are not-white" is contrary; "all swans are white" and "some swans
are non-white" is contradictory, as well as "all swans are non-white" and "some
swans are white"; "some swans are white" is compatible with "some swans are
non-white:'
In the square as rewritten by Lacan, contradictions are only between the
upper and the lower levels (directly and diagonally): "all x are Fx" is in contra
diction with "there is at least one x which is nonFx" as well as with "not -all x are
Fx:' and vice versa for "there is no x which is not Fx"; the relationship between
the two horizontal couples, the upper and the lower, is, on the contrary, one
of equivalence: "all x are Fx" is equivalent to "there is no x which is nonFx,"
and "there is at least one x which is nonFx" is equivalent to "not-all x are Fx:'
This lesson is crucial: "there is no sexual relationship" means that there is no
direct relationship between the left (masculine) and the right (feminine) side,
not even that of contrariness or contradiction; the two sides, set side by side,
are equivalent, which means they just coexist in a non-relationship of indiffer
ence. Contradiction only occurs within each of the sexes, between the universal
and the particular of each sexual position ("all x are Fx" is in contradiction with
"there is at least one x which is not Fx:' and "there is no x which is not Fx" is in
contradiction with "not-all x are Fx") . Sexual difference is thus ultimately not
the difference between the sexes, but the difference which cuts across the very
heart of the identity of each sex, stigmatizing it with the mark of impossibility.
If sexual difference is not the difference between the two sexes, but a difference
which cuts from within each sex, how then do the two sexes relate to each other?
Lacan's answer is "indifference" : there is no relationship, il ny a pas de rapport
sexuel-the two sexes are out of sync. Recall that, on very last page of Seminar
XI, Lacan defines the desire of the analyst not as a pure desire (a self-critical
remark, clearly-he had himself claimed this in Seminar VII), but as a desire
to obtain absolute difference." In order for the difference to be "absolute:' it
28 The structural role of Lacan's seminar on the four fundamental concepts of
psychoanalysis is comparable to that of Shakespeare's late plays, Mozart's Magic Flute,
or Wagner's Parsifa l: after the lowest point of despair (Shakespeare's mature tragedies,
Mozart's Cosi jim tutte, Wagner's Twilight of the Gods), the mood changes, we enter a
fairy-tale space where problems are magically resolved, where the tragic deadlock
dissolves into bliss. This shift is similar to the one in the middle of Freud's dream on
Irma's injection: the darkest moment of nightmare, as Freud looks into Irma's throat,
which stands for the abyss of the primordial Real, suddenly shifts into comedy, the
lighthearted conversation between the three doctors who try to pass the blame for the
treatment's failure onto each other. And is it not similar with the passage from Lacan's
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must be a redoubled, self-reHected difference, a difference of differences, and
this is what the formulae of sexuation offer: the "dynamic" antinomy of All and
its exception, and the "mathematic" antinOlny of non-All without exception. In
other words, there is no direct way to formulate sexual difference: sexual differ
ence names the Real of an antagonism which can only be circumscribed through
two different contradictions.29
Let us take a closer look at the first antinomy: Lacan refers here to Peirce's
logical square of universal and particular positive and negative propositions,
which implies that the truth of a universal affirmative proposition does not
imply the existence of a term to which it refers, in contrast to a particular affir
mative proposition ("all unicorns have one horn" is true even if there are no
unicorns, but not "some unicorns have one horn"-for the second proposition
to be true, at least one unicorn has to exist) .30 What are the consequences for
psychoanalysis of the purely logical point that the true of a universal affirmation
does not imply that a particular element which exemplifIes this truth exists? It is
true that unicorns have only aIle horn, but there are nonetheless no unicorns . . .
and if we go by way of a little wild analysis insisting on the phallic value of the
Single horn growing out of the forehead, this brings us to the paternal phallic
authority, to what Lacan calls the Name-of-the-Father. ''All fathers are Fx" is
true, but this means that no existing hther is "really father;' that-in Hegelese
there is no father at the level of his notion: every father that exists is an exception
to the universal notion of father:
the order of the function which we introduced here as that of the name-of�the�father
is something which has universal value, but, simultaneously, puts on you the charge
to control if there is or not a father who fits this function. If there is no such father,
Seminar X (on anxiety) to Seminar XI? Seminar X marks the lowest point of nightmare,
the confi'ontation with the Real of anxiety, while, in Seminar Xl, the mood changes-�
stylistically also-from the tragic-pathetic elaboration of concepts that characterizes
Lacan's "mature" seminars of the late 19505 and early 19605, to the hermetic "playfulness"
of the seminars that follow the eleventh.
29 There are even two approaches to the inner logic of the four formulae: either \ve
start on the masculine side, where it all begins with the maximal particular (existential)
judgment, and the feminine side then emerges as the consequence, or we begin with the
feminine non-All, which is then totalized through exception.
30 During one of Boris Yeltsin's visits abroad in the mid-1990S, a foreign dignitary
asked him: "Can you describe, very briefly, in one word, the situation in Russia?" Yeltsin
replied: "Good:' Surprised, the foreign dignitary went on: ''And a little bit more in detail,
in two words?" "Not good:' Yeltsin's answer demonstrated a surprising dialecticalji'nesse:
both of his replies were true; i.e., ill order to pass from the positive judgment to negativity
("not"), all one has to do is expand the judgment into the particular, since particularity is
as such "negative;' the negation of its universal dimension.
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it still remains true that the father is God. it is simply that this formula is confirmed
only by the empty sector of the square."
The implications of this paradox for the individual's psychic economy are
crucial: the paternal function is universal, each of us is determined by it, but
there is always a gap between the universal paternal function and the individual
who occupies this symbolic place: no father is "really a father;' every "real" father
is either not-enough-father, a deficient father, failing to play the role properly,
or too-much-father, an overbearing presence which stains the paternal sym
bolic function with pathological obscenity. The only father who fully exists
is the exception to the universal function, the "primordial father" external to
the symbolic Law." Or, a more problematic example: one curious story about
Hitler reported in the (in)famous record of his "table conversations" is that,
one morning in the early 1940S, he awoke terrified and then, with tears running
down his cheeks, explained to his doctor the nightmare that had haunted him:
"In my dream, I saw the future overmen-they are so totally ruthless, without
any consideration for our pains, that I found it unbearable! " The very idea of
Hitler, our main candidate for the most evil person of all time, being horrified at
a lack of compassion is, of course, weird-but, philosophically, the idea makes
sense. What Hitler was implicitly referring to was the Nietzschean passage from
Lion to Child: it is not yet possible for us, caught as we are in the reflective
attitude of nihilism, to enter the "innocence of becoming;' the full life beyond
justification; all we can do is engage in a "self-overcoming of morality through
truthfulness:'33 So it is all too easy to dismiss the Nazis as inhuman and bestial
what if the problem was precisely that they remained "human, all too human"?
But let us go further and move to the opposite end of the spectrum, to Jesus
Christ: is not Jesus also a case of the Singular exception ("there is one God who
is an exception to divinity, who is fully human" ) which implies the inexistence
of the universal God?
This affirmation of existence as an exception to (its) universal notion
cannot but appear anti-Hegelian, Kierkegaardian even: is not Hegel's point pre
cisely that every existence can be subsumed under a universal essence through
notional mediation? But what if we conceive it as the elementary figure of what
Hegel called "concrete universality"? Concrete universality is not the organic
31 Jacques Lacan. seminar of January 17, 1962, in Le seminaire, Livre XI: Eidentification
(unpublished).
32 The Lacanian exception is nicely captured in a vulgar wisdom popular among
soldiers: "No matter how hard you shake your peg, you'll always have a drop upon
your leg!"
33 Friedrich Nietzsche, Ecce Homo, trans. R. j. Hollingdale, London: Penguin Books
1992, p. 98.
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articulation of a universality into its species or parts or organs; we approach
concrete universality only when the universality in question encounters, among
its species or moments, itself in its oppositional determination, in an exceptional
moment which denies the universal dimension and is as such its direct embodi
ment. Within a hierarchical society, the exceptional element are those at the
bottom, like the "untouchables" in India. In contrast to Gandhi, Dr. Ambedkar
"underlined the futility of merely abolishing Untouchability: this evil being the
product of a social hierarchy of a particular kind, it was the entire caste system
that had to be eradicated: 'There will be out castes [Untouchables] as long as
there are castes: . . . Gandhi responded that, on the contrary, here it was a qnes
tion of the foundation of Hinduism, a civilization which, in its original form, in
fact ignored hierarchy."H Although Gandhi and Ambedkar respected each other
and often collaborated in the struggle to defend the dignity of the Untouchables,
their difJerence here is insurmountable: it is the difference between the "organic"
solution (solving the problem by returning to the purity of the original uncor
rupted system) and the truly radical solution (identifying the problem as the
"symptom" of the entire system, a symptom which can only be resolved by abol
ishing the entire system) . Ambedkar saw clearly how the four-caste structure
does not unite four elements which belong to the same order: while the first
three castes (priests, warrior- kings, merchants-producers) form a consistent All,
an organic triad, the Untouchables are, like Marx's ''Asiatic mode of production;'
the "part of no-part;' the inconsistent element which, within the system, occupies
the place of what the system as such excludes-and, as such, the Untouchables
stand for universality. Effectively, there are no castes without outcasts-as long
as there are castes, there will be an excessive, excremental zero-value elelnent
which, while formally part of the system, has no proper place within it. Gandhi
obfuscates this paradox, clinging to the (im)possibility of a harmonious stnK
ture that would fully integrate all its elements. The paradox of the Untouchables
is that they are doubly marked by the excremental logiC: not only do they deal
with impure excrement, their own formal status within the social body is that
of excrement. Hence the properly dialectical paradox: to break out of the caste
system, it is not enough to reverse the Untouchable's status, elevating them into
the "children of Goel:' The first step should rather be exactly the opposite one: to
universalize their excremental status to the whole of humanity.
But is there an inconsistency here?-First, the claim was that every particu
lar entity is an exception, unfit as an example of its universality; then we posited
the exception as the singular Master-Signifier which holds, within a structure,
the place of its lack. The solution lies in the redoubled exception: every par
tiCldar entity is in the position of an exception with regard to its universality;
34 Christophe jatfrelot, Dr Ambedkar and Untouchability: Analysing and Fighting Caste,
New Delhi: Permanent Black 2005, pp. 68-9.
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with regard to the series of "normal" exceptions, the Master-Signifier which
represents the subject is the exception to the exception, the only place of direct
universality. In other words, in the Master-Signifier, the logic of exception is
taken to its reflexive extreme: the Master-Signifier is tOfally excluded from the
universal order (as its "part of no-part;' with no proper place in it), and, as such,
it immediately stands for universality as opposed to its particular content. (It is
in this sense that Hegel characterizes Christ as an "example of example" and, as
such, as the "absolute example:')
Such "oppositional determination" subjectivizes a structure-how? To
grasp this logic of subjectivization, one has to introduce the difference between
the enunciated (content) and its process of enunciation, that is, Lacan's differ
ence between the subject of the enunciated and the subject of enunciation: the
exception with regard to the universal order is the subject itself, its position of
enunciation. To put it in somewhat simplistic terms, insofar as universality is in
front of me, the object of my thought or speech, I occupy by definition a place
of minimal externality with regard to it-no matter how much I locate myself
as a res cogitans, as a determinate obj ect within the reality I am grasping, that
tiny spot in my world is not me as the point of "self-consciousness;' the point
from which I speak or think. Of course, all my positive properties or determina
tions can be "objectivized;' but not "myself" as the singular self-reflexive point
of enunciation. In this simple but strict sense, the subject is more universal than
universality itself: it may be a tiny part of reality, a tiny speck in the "great chain
of being;' but it is Simultaneously the Singular (stand)point encompassing reality
as something that appears within its horizon. We experience this exception in
a pointed way apropos statements which concern our mortality: "every human
is mortal" implicitly excludes me as mortal, excepts me from the universality of
mortals, although I know very well that (as a human animal) I am also mortal.
One should take a step further here: not only is the subject a crack in universal
ity, an X which cannot be located in a substantial totality-there is universality
(universality "for itself;' as Hegel would have put it) only for the subject: only
from the minimally exempted subjective standpoint can an All, a universality (as
different from its particular instantiations), appear as such, never to someone or
something fully embedded in it as its particular moment. In this sense exception
literally grounds universality.

FORMULAE OF SEXUATION: THE NON-ALL
What if there is no such exception? Then we are dealing with particularities
which, by definition (or, in Hegelese, in their very notion), cannot be univer
salized. The most interesting case is that of so-called "direct democracy" in its
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different forms (from "workers' councils" or "self-governn1cnt" to "multitudes").
Political theorists and activists who today advocate such an approach, fighting
for local self-organization against state power and representative democracy, as
a rule hold to the utopian idea of a radical revolutionary rupture through which
direct-democratic self-organization will encompass the entire social body.
Typical here is Hardt and Negri's 1Hultitude: after describing multiple forms of
resistance to Empire, the book ends with a messianic note pointing towards the
great Rupture, the moment of Decision when the movement of multitudes will be
transubstantiated into the slidden birth of a new world: ''Atter this long season of
violence and contradictions, global civil war, corruption of imperial bio-power,
and infinite toil of the bio- political multitudes, the extraordinary accumulations
of grievances and reform proposals must at some point be transformed by a
strong event, a radical insurrectional demand."» However, at this point, where
one would expect some theoretical deternlination of this rupture, what we get
is again a withdrawal into philosophy: ''A philosophical book like this, however,
is not the place for us to evaluate whether the time for revolutionary political
decision is irnrninent:',6 Hardt and Negri here make an all too hasty leap: of
course one cannot ask them for a detailed eJnpirical description of the Decision,
of the passage to the globalized "absolute democracy;' to the multitlide that will
rule itself; but what if their justified refusal to engage in pseudo-concrete futur
istic predictions masks an inherent notional deadlock or impossibility? That is
to say, what one can and should expect is some description of the notional struc
ture of this qnalitative jump, of the passage from the multitudes resisting the
One of sovereign Power to the l1mltitudes annihilating state power and directly
becoming the global structuring principle of society. Leaving the notional struc
ture of this passage in a darkness elucidated only by vague homologies and
examples from resist.ance movements only raises the suspicion that this direct,
self�transparent rule of everyone over everyone, this democracy tout court, will
coincide with its opposite. This is why such generalization is properly utopian: it
cannot see its own structural impossibility, how it can only thrive within a field
dominated by what it fights against.
To better grasp this notion of the non-All, let us turn to a wonderful dia
lectical joke in Lubitch's Ninotchka: the hero visits a cafeteria and orders coffee
without cream; the waiter replies: "Sorry, but we've run out of cream. Can I bring
you coffee without milk?";, In both cases, the customer gets straight coffee,
but this One-coffee is each time accompanied by a different negation, first

35 Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri, lvlultitude, New York: The Penguin Press 200+
p. 358.
36 Ibid, p. 357·
37 l owe this reference to Alenka ZupanCic.
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coffee-with-no-cream, then coffee-with-no-milk.3' What we encounter here is
the logic of differentiality where the lack itself functions as a positive feature
the paradox also rendered nicely by an old Yugoslav joke about Montenegrins
(people from Montenegro were stigmatized as lazy in exCYugoslavia): why does
a Montenegrin guy, when going to sleep, put two glasses, one full and one empty,
at the side of his bed? Because he is too lazy to think in advance whether he will
be thirsty during the night. The point of this joke is that the absence itself has
to be positively registered: it is not enough to have a full glass of water, since, if
the Montenegrin is not thirsty, he will simply ignore it-this negative fact itself
has to be registered, the no-need-for-water has to be materialized in the void of
the empty glass. A political equivalent can be found in a well-known joke from
socialist-era Poland. A customer enters a store and asks: "You probably don't
have butter, or do you?" The answer: "Sorry, but we're the store that doesn't have
toilet paper; the one across the street is the one that doesn't have butter!" Or
consider contemporary Brazil where, during a carnival, people from all classes
will dance together in the street, momentarily forgetting their race and class
differences-but it is obviously not the same if a j obless worker joins the dance,
forgetting his worries about how to take care of his family, or if a rich banker lets
himself go and feels good about being one with the people, forgetting that he has
just refused a loan to the poor worker. They are both the same on the street, but
the worker is dancing without millr, while the banker is dancing without cream.
We should supplement this structure of the un-said that accompanies what
is said, of the negation which reverberates in what is asserted, with the sym
metrical version of getting more than you asked for-in the terms of our j oke,
of getting coffee with milk when one asked only for a black coffee. Is not this
ideological mechanism structurally the same as the relationship between played
and unplayed notes in Schumann's "Humoresque"? The point is that the way
ideology cheats is not so much by directly lying (telling us we are being served
coffee while we are effectively being served tea), but by engendering the wrong
un-said implication (telling us we are being served coffee without cream while
we are effectively being served coffee without milk) We do not expect the public
discourse of those in power to tell us everything, to disclose all their secret
maneuvers; most of us accept that some things have to be done discreetly, in
the shadows, but we also expect these things to be done for the common good.
At the beginning of the Marx Brothers' Go West (1940), Groucho buys a ticket
at the railway station counter and gives the clerk a bundle of dollar notes, non
chalantly remarking: "It's OK, you don't have to count it! " The clerk nonetheless
carefully counts the money and indignantly replies: "But there is not enough
money here!" To which Groucho responds: "I told you not to count it! " Did not
3 8 In a similar way. East Europeans in 1990 wanted not only democracy-without
communism, but also democracy-without-capitalism.
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Dick Cheney treat us in a similar way when he said that, in the '\var on terror;'
some things had to be done out of public view in order to get results? When we
were shocked to discover the truth about mass killings, torture, etc., but also
about Cheney promoting his own business interests (Halliburton), his reply was
basicaily: "I told you things have to be done out of public view! "
C a n the underlying logic of these jokes, however, really be reduced to dif
ferentiality' Is "coffee with no-milk" instead of "coffee with no-cream" a case of
symbolic clifferentiality, of absence itself counting as a positive feature? In other
words, in both cases, what we "really get" is exactly the same plain coffee, the
ditterence residing only in the purely differential fact that the absence which
defines this coffee is the absence of milk instead of the absence of cream, and,
as we know from Lacan, there is no absence in the Real, things can be "present
in the mode of absence" only in the symbolic space where something can be
missing at its (symbolic) place.l9 What complicates the issue is the double nega
tion at work in "coffee with no-milk" : this coffee is not just "with no-milk" but
"not with no-cream," and this second negation is not purely symbolic, even if it
may appear that what is added is just a new differential opposition ("with no
cream" versus "not with no-cream"). It is "coffee with milk" which would have
functioned differentially, as "coffee with no-cream;' and, within this differential
space, "coffee not with no-cream" is simply "coffee with cream:' Is it then that we
have to add another differential opposition, that of "coffee with X" versus "coffee
without X"? Our thesis is that this last opposition is not symbolic or differential,
since it concerns the objet petit a, the real of a je ne sais quoi which makes coffee
an object of desire, that which is "in coffee more than coffee itself' Or, as Alenka
ZupanCic subtly reconstructed the waiter's reasoning:
If [the customer] wants just straight coffee, he should have been indifferent tmvards
what it is without. There is thus a desire at work in his explicit rejection of cream,
and, as a good waiter, I should try to follow this desire, since, in this case, "coffee
without cream" is in no way the same as "straight coffee:' The solution is in the
metonymy of lack, since desire itself is nothing but this metonymy. Let us then give
him a coffee without milk,'lD
It may appear that "coffee without milk" instead of "coffee without cream" is a
case of differentiality, not of the negation of the negation which generates the
"minimal difference" of the objet a-or is it? A coffee "not without cream" is
not a coffee with milk, but a coffee without milk, i.e., the negation of another
39 This is why, for Lacan, castration is symbolic: ill the Real, nothing is missing in a
woman's body, it is only for the gaze which expected to see a penis that its absence is
experienced as such.
40 Alenka ZupanCic, "Med dvema ne;' Problemi 8-9 (2010).
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supplement. There is a difference between "plain coffee" and "coffee not without
cream" (Le., "coffee without milk" ) : the second is still marked by a lack, but the
place of the lack has shifted. Where is the objet a here? We have to ask a simple
question: why do we add milk or cream to coffee? Because there is something
missing in coffee alone, and we try to fill this void-in short, the series of sup
plements to coffee are attempts to fill in the non-identity of coffee with itself.
What this means (among other things) is that there is no full self-identical "plain
coffee;' that every simple "just coffee" is already a "coffee without:' And it is here
that the objet a is located: coffee is in itself not One but a One plus something
which is less than One and more than nothing. The structure is the same as
that of Kinder Surprise chocolate eggs: after unwrapping the egg and cracking
the shell open, one finds a small plastic toy inside. Is not this toy the objet petit
a at its purest, a small object filling in the central void of our desire, the hidden
treasure, agalma, at the center of the thing we desire? This material ("Real")
void at the center, of course, stands for the structural ("formal") gap on account
of which no product is "really that;' no product lives up to the expectation it
arouses. This reflexive logic of fIlling the void is at work even (and especially)
when we are offered a product "with nothing added;' standing for authentic
quality, like "just plain best coffee, with no additives to ruin the taste" : in this
case, the object is not just directly itself, but is redoubled, functioning as its own
supplement-it itself fIlls the void its mere fact creates, as in saying "this coffee
is . . . just simple coffee:'
It is hard not to mention here another incident involving coffee from popular
cinema, this time from the English working-class drama Brassed Off. The hero
walks home a pretty young woman who, when they reach the entrance to her
flat, asks him if he would like to come in for a coffee. To his answer-"There's a
problem-I don't drink coffee"-she replies with a smile: "No problem-I don't
have any. . ." The erotic power of her reply lies in how-again through a double
negation-she makes an embarrassingly direct sexual invitation without ever
mentioning sex: when she first invites the guy in for a coffee and then admits
she has no coffee, she does not cancel her invitation, she just makes it clear that
the coffee invitation was a stand-in or pretext, indifferent in itself, for the sexual
invitation. Along the same lines, we can imagine a dialogue between the US and
Europe in late 2002, as the invasion of Iraq was being prepared for: the US says
to Europe: "Would you care to join us in the attack on Iraq to find the WMD?";
Europe replies: "But we have no facilities to search for the WMD !"; the Rumsfeld
answer: "No problem, there are no WMD in Iraq:' Is not the general formula
of humanitarian interventions also similar? -"Let us intervene in country X to
. bring humanitarian help and alleviate the suffering taking place there! " "But our
intervention will mostly just cause more suffering and death! " "No problem, this
will give us a reason to intervene even more:'
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�lI,That does all this mean with regard to sexual difference? Sexual difference
is not differential (in the precise sense of the differentiality of the signifier): "vhen
Lacan privileges the phallus, this does not mean that sexual difference is struc
tured along the axis of its presence or absence-man has it, woman does not
have it, where (following the basic rule of the ditlerential system) the absence of
a feature also counts as a positive feature, or, to paraphrase Sherlock Holn1es: "Is ,
there any other point about seeing your sister naked to which you would ·wish to
draw my attention?" "To the curious thing 1 noticed between her legs." "There
was nothing between her legs." "That was the curious thing." In this refusal of
differentiality as the principle of sexual difference, Lacan moves beyond his own
earlier position which was, precisely, a differential one: man and woman ·were
opposed with regard to the couple being/having (man has the phallus, woman
does not have it, she is it) . Now, however, the phallic signifier is not the feature
whose presence or absence distinguishes man and woman: in the formulae of
sexuation, it is operative on both sides, masculine and feminine, and, in both
cases, it works as the operator of the impossible relationship (non-relationship)
between S and ), speaking subject and jouissal1ce-the phallic signifier stands for
the jouissal1ce accessible to a speaking being, integrated into the symbolic order."
Consequently, in the same way that there is only one sex plus the not-All which
resists it, there is only phallic jouissal1ce plus an X which resists it, although,
properly speaking, it does not exist, since "there is no jouissal1ce which is not
phallic:'" This is why, when Lacan speaks of the mysteriously spectral "other
jouissance;' he treats it as something which does not exist and yet still works,
functions, exerts a certain efficacy-a non-existing object with real properties.
"Masculine" and "feminine" are two modes (each of them contradictory in its
own way) of dealing with this impossible (non- ) relationship between the sym
bolic order and jouissance. Or, insofar as the subject of the signifier ($) is the
exception to the symbolic universality, and the objet a its objectal counterpoint,
standing for the excess of enjoyment (surplus-enjoyment), Lacan's formula of
I,mtasy ($-a) is yet another version of this same impossible non-relationship:
the non-relationship between the two sides of the same coin (the empty place
with no element mling it in and the excessive element without its place). Guy
Le Gauley is right to emphasize that, if we ignore this crucial point, then no
nlatter how fonnalized and non-intuitive our propositions are we reduce Lacan's
formulae of sexuation to being just another way of grounding, in a lllodern "sci
entifk" manner, the oldest intuitions about the great cosmic polarity and eternal
41 The deadlock of the phallus is rendered superbly by Lacan in the ironic statement that
the "phallus is the conscientious objector to the service we owe to the other sex" (quoted
in Franc;:ois Balmes, Dieu, le sexe et fa verite, Ramonville Saint-Agile: Eres 2007, p. 129):
phallic jouissance is
it misses the Other (sex), reducing it to the objet a.
Encore, Paris: Seuil 1975, p. 97.
42 Jacques Lacan, Le scminaire,
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struggle of the sexes, with all its concomitant theses, including the normativity
of sexual difference (the "proper" division of sexual roles, with regard to which
one can dismiss divergences as perversions) .43
In a purely differential relationship, each entity consists in its difference from
its opposite: woman is not-man and man is not-woman. Lacan's complication
with regard to sexual difference is that, while one may claim that "all (all ele
ments of the human species) that is not-man is woman:' the non-All of woman
precludes us from saying that "all that is not-woman is man": there is something
of not-woman which is not man; or, as Lacan put it succinctly: "since woman
is 'non-all: why should all that is not woman be man?"44 The two sexes do not
divide the human gender among themselves so that what is not one is the other:
while this holds for the masculine side (what is not man is woman), it does not
hold for the feminine side (all that is not woman is not man)-the consequence
of this breach of symmetry is: "exit yin and yang and all those oppositions which,
in different cultures, pretend to regulate the number of sexes:'45 Sexes are more
than one and less than two: they cannot be counted as two, there is only one and
something (or, rather, less than something but more than nothing) which eludes
it. In other words, 1 + a precedes 1 + 1. Consequently, what, on the feminine side,
contradicts the negative universal ("there is no x for which it holds that nonFx"),
that is, the negative particular of "non-all are x Fx:' is
the affirmation of the "nothing" pursued by Lacan from the very beginning, this
nothing which is neither that of Hegel nor that of Freud, [and which is 1 the very
absence of the subject to whom one could attach a predicate. This affirmation is
thus the affirmation of that which exists with regard to a function (ofthe predicate),
without satisfying this function (possessing the predicate).46
In other words, since "there is no x for which it holds that nonFx:' the x which
makes the set non-All can ouly be this nothing itself, the "barred" subject ($).
This is how we should read the impossible conjunction (the non-relationship) of
$ and a: the subject is the void, the empty position, a subject without a predicate,
while a is a predicate without its proper subject-something like "coffee without
milk" (or, rather, coffee without caffeine) '" This notion of the subject as "more
43 See Le Gaufey, Le Pastout de Lacan.
44 Jacques Lacan, seminar of May 10, 1972, in Le seminaire, Livre XIX: ... ou pire, Paris:
Seuil 2011.
45 Le Gauley, Le Pastout de Lacan, p. 41.
46 Ibid., pp. 142-3.
47 Ifthe subject is inextricably linked with non-existence, if "the subject introduces the
nothingness as such" (the subject is barred, a void, the "neantisation" [nothingification]
of being, etc.), then does not Lacan's "Woman does not exist" point towards the privileged
link between woman and subjectivity?
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than one but less than two" accounts for why being alone and being solitary are
not the same: one can be solitary without being alone insofar as one can still be
in company with oneself, with the shadowy double of oneself. True loneliness
occurs not when there are no others around lne, but when I am deprived even
of my shadow.
Each sex is not the negation of the other, but an obstacle to the other: not
something whose identity is established through its diflerence to the other,
but something whose identity is thwarted from within by the other. For such
a (non- )relationship which eludes differentiality, Ernesto Laclau reserved the
term "antagonism:'4B Antagonism is, at its most radical, not the opposition or
incommensurability of the Two, but an effect or articulation of the inconSistency
of the One, of its deferral with regard to itself. Sexual difference or antagonism
is not, as the common wisdom would have it, about the irreconcilable struggle
between the two sexes ( "men are from Mars and WOlnen are from Venus"}-for
this cliche, each of the sexes has its full identity in itself, and the problem is that
these two identities are "out of sync;' not on the same wavelength. This position
merely turns around the ideological topic of Man and Woman complementing
each other: alone, they are truncated; only together do they form the One. We
thus have the rightist deviation (the sexualized cosmology with its polarity of
two "cosmic principles;' yin and yang, etc., to which today's pop-cultural New
Agel'S like Dan Brown are returning) and the leftist deviation (from Deleuze
to Butler: the plurality of polymorphous perversion is secondarily restrained
by the imposed Oedipal norm of sexual difference). And there should be no
preference for either-both are worse.

48 Laclau's duality of difference and equivalence, however, remains caught in the logic
of external opposition. What Laclau does not develop is the conceptual mediation of
the two opposites, how the very logic of difference (differentiality: the identity of each
element resides only in its difference towards all others) immanently leads to antagonism.
Differentiality, in order to remain pure (i.e., to avoid reference to any kind of external
support in the guise of some element which is not grounded in differences but sustains
itself in its identity), has to include a marker of the difference between the field (of
differences) itself and its outside, a "pure" difference. This "pure" difference, however,
already has to function as antagonism, it is what curtails or thwarts the identity of each
of the elements. This is why, as Laclau put it, external difference is always also internal
difference: it is not only that the difference between the fIeJd itself and its outside has to
be reflected into the field itself, preventing its closure, thwarting its fullness; it is also that
the differential identity of every element is simultaneously constituted and thwarted by
the differential network.
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THE ANTINOMIES OF SEXUAL DIFFERENCE
The antagonistic nature of sexual difference means that what appears as the
obstacle to the sexual relationship is simultaneously jts condition of possibil
ity-here, "negation of the negation" means that in ridding ourselves of the
obstacle we also lose that which it had thwarted. We now know that Emily Hale
was T. S. Eliot's "lady of silences;' the object of his discreet love attachment, in
the long years of separation from his wife Vivienne: all this time, almost two
decades, was spent waiting for the moment when Eliot would be free to marry
her. However, here is what happened when, on January 23, '947, Eliot was
informed that Vivienne had died:
He was shocked by his wife's death, but even more by its consequences. For now,
unexpectedly, he was free to marry Emily Hale, which, for the last fifteen years, she
and his family had believed was what he wanted. Yet at once he realized that he had
no emotions or desires to share . . . "I have met myself as a middle-aged man," says
the hero of Eliot's new play, The Cocktail Party, when he discovers, after his wife
departs, that he has lost his wish to marry the shining, devoted Celia. The worst
moment, he adds, is when you feel that you have lost the desire for all that was most
desirable.49
The problem was that Vivienne remained Eliot's symptom throughout, the
"knot" of his ambiguous libidinal investment: "The death of Vivienne meant
the loss of Eliot's focus of torment;" " or, as Eliot himself put it through his hero
in The Cocktail Party, a fictional account of this trauma: "I cannot live with
her, but also cannot live without her:' The unbearable core of the Vivienne
Thing was concentrated in her hysterical outbursts: Eliot never visited Vivienne
in the asylum, because he feared "the nakedness of her emotional demands " .
the compelling power of her 'Welsh shriek':'" Vivienne was like Rebecca versus
Emily as the new Mrs. De Winter: " The whole oppression, the unreality / Of the
role she had almost imposed upon me / With the obstinate, unconscious, sub
human strength / That some woman have:' As sum, she was the object-cause
of Eliot's desire, that which made him desire Emily, or believe that he desired
her-no wonder, then, that the moment she disappeared the desire for Emily
disappeared with her. The conclusion to be drawn from Eliot's imbroglio is clear:
there was no love in his relationship to either Vivienne or Emily, for, as Lacan
pointed out, love supplements the impossibility of sexual relationship. It can do
49 Lyndall Gordon, T .S. Eliot: An Imperfect Life, New York: W.
zooo, p. 394.
50 Ibid., p. 395.
5 1 Ibid.
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this in different ways, one of which is for love to function as perversion: a per
verse supplement \vhich makes the Other exist through love, and in this sense
a pervert is a "knight of love,"52 Historical forms of love are thus, from a clinical
standpoint, forms of perversion (and Lacan complains here that psychoanalysis
did not invent any new perversions), In clear contrast, the late Lacan affirms
love as a contingent encounter between two subjects, of their unconscious
nesses, subtracted from narcissism-in this authentic love, sexual relationship
"cesse de ne pas secrire:' Here we are beyond pure and impure, love for the Other
and selflove, disinterested and interested: "Love is nothing more than a saying
[un dire 1 as event:'"
The standard notion of love in psychoanalysis is reductionist: there is no
pure love, love is just "sublimated" sexual lust. Until his late teaching, Lacan also
insisted on the narcissistic character of love: in lOVing an Other, I love myself
in the Other; even if the Other is more to me than myself, even if I am ready
to sacrifice myself for the Other, what I love in the Other is my idealized per
fected Ego, my Supreme Good�but still my Good. The surprise here is that
Lacan inverts the usual opposition of love versus desire as ethics versus patho
logical lust: he locates the ethical dimension not in love but in desire-ethics
is for him the ethics of desire, of the fidelity to desire, of not compromising on
one's desire, 54
Furthermore, the late Lacan surprisingly reasserts the possibility of another,
authentic or pure love of the Other, of the Other as such, not my imaginary
other. He refers here to medieval and early modern theology (Fenelon) which
distingnished between "physical" love and pure "ecstatic" love. In the first (devel
oped by Aristotle and Aquinas), one can only love another if he is my good, so
we love God as our supreme Good. In the second, the lOVing subject enacts a
complete self-erasure, a complete dedication to the Other in its alterity, without
return, without benefice, whose exemplary case is mystical self-erasure, Here
Lacan engages in an extreme theological speculation, imagining an impossible
situation: "the peak of the love for Goel should have been to tell him 'if this is
thy will, condemn me; that is to say, the exact opposite of the aspiration to the
supreme good:'55 Even if there is no mercy from God, even if God were to damn
52 See Balmes, Dieu, Ie sexe et In verite, p, 16l.
53 Jacques Lacan, seminar of December 18, 1973, in Le seminaire, Livre XXI: Les nO/1dupes errel1t (unpublished).
54 In the hermeneutics of suspicion of love, Lacan goes much further than an ordinary
denunciation of secret profit in seIt1ess love-even if my sacrifice for the Other is pure,
it is a sacrifice done in order to avoid or conceal the Other's castration, the lack in the
Other, The surprising example here is the Stalinist show trial, in which the accused is
called on to confess their guilt to save the purity of the Party.
55 Jacques Lacan, Laean in italia, 1953-1978, Milan: La Salamandra 1978, p. 98.
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me completely to external suffering, my love for Him is so great that I would
still fully love him. This would be love, iflove is to have Ie moindre sens. Fran,ois
Balmes here asks the right question: where is God in all this, why theology? As
he perceptively notes, pure love must be distinguished from pure desire: the
latter implies the murder of its object, it is a desire purified of all pathological
objects, as desire for the void or lack itself, while pure love needs a radical Other
to refer to." This is why the radical Other (as one of the names of the divine) is
a necessary correlate of pure love.
This leads Lacan to address the complex interaction between love and
sexuality, culminating in the canonical thesis according to which love supple
ments the impossibility of sexual relationship. The starting point is il ny a pas
de rapport sexuel. In outlining this discordance, Lacan refers to Freud: there are
no representations of sexual difference; all we have is the active/passive opposi
tion, but even this fails-and what this means is that the only support of sexual
difference is, for both sexes, masquerade. Masquerade has to be opposed here to
parade in the animal kingdom: in the latter, males parade in order to be accepted
as sexual partners by the females, while in masquerade, it is the woman who
is masked. This reversal signals the passage from imaginary to symbolic: for
the feminine masquerade to work, the big Other has to be present, since sexual
difference is Real, but a Real immanent to the symbolic.
In sexuality, everything hinges on the Otherness of the other sex: masculine
and feminine are not Simply opposed as others of each other (woman as the
other of man and vice versa), since the masculine "phallic" position is the Same
"in itself;' and the feminine position the Other sex "in itself' We are dealing here
with a refined Hegelian self-relating of opposites: the relationship of otherness
(each is related to its other) is reflected back into the terms, so that one of the
terms (the masculine) stands for the Same and the other for the Other. If the
Woman were to exist, she would be the Other of the Other, the guarantee of its
completeness and consistency."
A similar self-relating pertains to the status of sexuality itself. It is a com
monplace that, for psychoanalysis, sexuality is what one defends oneself against
(through repression, etc.); however, sexuality is simultaneously, at a more radical
level, itself a defense-against what? Against the traumatic truth that "there is
no Other:'," Since the first figure of the Other is the mother, "there is no big
Other" first means that the "mother is castrated" -sexuality (in the ordinary
sense of sexual relations with another subject, a partner, where the couple forms
56 Balmes, Dieu, Ie sexe et fa verite, pp. 186-7.
57 The big Other is ambiguous: there is the Other as radical Other, the ultimate
addressee, the other Subject "beyond the wall of language," and the Between itself, the
medium of the interaction between the subject and its other.
58 Balmes, Dieu, le sexe et la verite, p. 101.
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a complelnentary Whole) is a defense against the fact that the radical partner
(Other) does not exist at all.
Back to Freud's legendary example of the patient who told him: "I do not
know who this woman in my dream is, but I am sure of one thing, that it is not
my mother!" As Alenka ZupanCic has pointed out, the underlying paradox is
that the patient's emphatic "This is not my mother! " means the exact opposite
'
at two different levels. First, there is the obvious level of denial: in the patient's
unconscious, the flgure is, of course, his mother, and denial is the price the
patient has to pay for bringing this maternal figure to consciousness. There is,
hc)'wever, another level at which "This is not my mother!" asserts the existence
of the Mother: the Mother, the impossible/Real incestuous object of desire, fully
exists in its inaccessible In-itself� and "This is not my lllother! " just gives voice to
the disappointment, Signaling an experience o f ce nest pas la, of "This miserable
figure cannot be that real Mother! ";' No object we find in reality is that, so the
subject can only glide from one to another object. But is this metonymy of desire
the last word? Here enter the drive and its sublimation in love: the object of love
is a miracle of coincidence; in it, an ordinary object (person) is elevated to the
level of the Thing, so that here, the subject can fully say, "This is that!" or "You are
you]" where this tautology announces the miracle of the ii"agile coincidence of an
ordinary object with the absolute Thing. All this is missed by the contemporary
patient whose answer to Freud's question \vould be: ""\;"hoever this woman in my
dream is, I am sure she has something to do with my mother!" -this open admis
sion is so depressing since it is sllstained by a radical de-sublimation: mother
is just mother, so what? We can also see in what sense de-sublimation coin
cides with fetll and successful repression: the mother can be openly mentioned,
because the properly incestuous dimension is totally erased.
Negation thus operates at two levels here: first, there is the simple Verneinung
of "This is not my mother!"; then, there is the gap between the mother as an
object in reality and the Mother as the impossible/Real object of desire. This dif
ference can be marked through the two opposed versions of truth as adequatio:
the first level concerns the simple comnlOn-sense notion of truth as adequatio
of am notion (statement) to reality (a statement is true if what it claims is con
firmed by reality); the second level concerns truth as adequatio of a thing to its
own notion (an actual state is a "true" state if it meets certain conditions) Is
this second gap between mother as an object in reality and the Real-impossible
Mother (in short, the "symbolic castration;' the loss of the incestuous object, the
"primordial repression") then the primordial form of negation? III other words,
does the origin of negativity lie ill the fact that, if that 'va man is or is not the
mother, the Mother is always lost?
59

Zupancic, "Med dvema ne."
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This brings us to two paradoxical conclusions nicely formulated by Balmes:
"sexuality is constantly sustained by actively denying its essential condition of
possibility"; castration is "what renders possible sexuality as a relation to the
Other, and also what renders it impossible:'60
How, then, can we conceptualize the sexual act with regard to the fact that
if n'y a pas de rapport sexuel? The philosophy of dialectical materialism teaches
us to reject simultaneously both the rightist and the leftist deviations; in this
case, the rightist deviation, in its conservative-Catholic guise, claims that the
sexual act is in itself an act of animal copulation, and that it needs to be sup
plemented by gentle kisses and whispers which give it a more civilized spiritual
coating; while the leftist deviation preaches our total immersion in the sexual
act-the two lovers should dissolve their separate identities and lose themselves
in the intensity of copulation. In rejecting both of these deviations, dialectical
materialism begins with the axiom of de-centering: the sex organs involved in
copulation function as "organs without bodies;' organs invested with libidi
nal intensity which are experienced as minimally separated from the subjects'
bodies-it is not the subjects themselves who copulate but their organs "out
there:' The subject can never directly identify with these organs, it cannot fully
assume them as "its own" : the very focus of its sexual activity at its most intense
is "ex-timate" with regard to it. This means that even (or precisely) in the most
intense sexual activity, the participating subject is reduced to the role of a help
less, passive observer of its own activity, to a gaze fascinated by what is taking
place-and it is this coincidence of the most intense activity with a helplessly
fascinated passivity which constitutes the subjective attitude of the subject
involved in a sexual act.
There is more to this passivity than may at first appear. In De anima (27:5),
Tertullian prOVides a delightful description of the sexual act, orgasm included.
In the traditional Christian manner, he first endorses the act itself, rejecting
it only when it is excessive-the difficulty here, of course, is that with regard
to human sexuality proper it is formally impossible to distinguish normal or
modest sexual activity from its excessive eroticization. The explanation lies in
the inherent reflexivity of sexualization discovered already by Freud: the pro
tective rituals designed to keep excessive sexuality at bay become sexualized
themselves, the prohibition of desire reverts into the desire of prohibition, and
so on. One can thus imagine a couple reducing their sexual activity to a minimal
level, depriving it of all excess, only to find that the minimalism itself becomes
invested with an excessive sexual jouissance (along the lines of those partners
who, to spice up their sex life, treat it as a disciplinary measure, dress up in
' uniforms, follow strict rules, etc.). Therein lies the obscenity of Tertullian's de
60 Balmes, Dieu, Ie sexe et la verite, p. 102.
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facto role: one can imagine a couple, tired of experimenting and orgies, deciding
to "do it a la Tertullian" as a last desperate solution to make sex more exciting.
There is no excessive seJ� because, the moment Ive enter the hunlan nniverse,
sex itself is an excess. Tertullian then goes on to describe how, in the sexual act,
both the soul and the flesh discharge a duty together: the soul supplies desirc,
the flesh contributes the gratification of it; the soul furnishes the instigation, the
flesh affords the realization. The entire man being excited by the one dfort of both
natures, his seminal substance is discharged, deriving its fluidity from the body, and
its \varmth from the soul. Now if the soul in Greek is a word which is synonymous
,vith cold, hOlv does it come to pass that the body grows cold after the soul has
quitted it? Indeed (if I run the risk of offending modesty even, in my desire to prove
the truth), I cannot help asking, whether we do not, in that very heat of extreme
gratification when the generative fluid is ejected, feel that somewhat of our soul has
gone from us? And do we not experience a faintness and prostration along with a
dimness of sight? This, then, must be the soul-producing seed, ,vhich arises at once
hom the out-drip of the soul, just as that fluid is the body-producing seed which
proceeds from the drainage of the £1e5h.61
However, what if we read the claim that, in orgasm, "somewhat of our soul has
gone fro111 us:' not as a transferring of the soul from the father to the £llture
newborn, but-ignoring insemination and focusing on the phenomenology of
the act itself-as a kenolic emptying of the subject's substantial content ("soul")?
What if, in the orgasm, the subject is momentarily deprived of the ballast of its
"wealth of personality" and is reduced to the evanescent void of a pure subject
witnessing its own disappearance?
Balrnes systematizes this paradoxical nature of sexuality in a Kantian \vay,
enumerating a series of "antinomies" of sexual reason:
the antillOmy of sexual enjoyment: thesis-sexual jouissance is everywhere, it colors
all our pleasures; antithesis-sexual jouissance is not sexual.
The explanation of this antinomy resides in the overlapping of lack and excess:
because it lacks its proper place, jouissarlce spreads everywhere. The two sides
can be condensed in the tautology: "the sexual is defined by the failure to reach
the sexuaL""'
61 Tertullian, "A Treatise on the Soul;' trans. Peter Holmes, in The Ante-Nicene Fathers,
Vol. 3, New York: Charles Scribner's Sons 1918, p. 208.
62 Balmes, Dieu, Ie sexe et fa verite, 1'. 105. "Vhat is the precise relationship betvveen love
and the excess of unnal11able jouissance? Is it enough to say that love as the encounter of
the Two transubstantiates sexuality from masturbatory pleasure into an Event? Does this
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t h e antinomy oj the two and the Other. thesis-in t h e real of sex, there are two, and
only two, sexes, man and woman; antithesis-from the moment we enter language,
there is no second (other) sex.
Lacan insists here on "binary logic;' on the Real of sexual difference, and quali
fies the denial of the Real of sexual difference as the (idealist) denial of castration.
Retroactively, this diagnosis takes on additional weight today, in relation to the
rise of what Balmes ironically refers to as "foucauldo-lacanisme;' the celebration
of the multitude of "sexes;' of sexual identities (e.g., Judith Butler's performative
constructivism as an idealist denial of the Real of sexual difference). However,
we should add that this duality of sexes is a strange one, since one of the two
is missing; it is not the complementary duality of yin and yang, but a radically
asymmetric duality in which the Same confronts the place of/as its own lack.
the antinomy of woman and Other: thesis-woman is not the place of the Other;
antithesis-woman is the radical Other.
This antinomy is generated by the fact that the symbolic Other as a place emerges
with the erasure of the feminine Other Sex.
the antinomy of Other and body: th esis- one only enjoys the Other; antithesis-there
is no jouissance of the Other (objective genitive).
The explanation of this last antinomy is that enjoyment as Real has to refer to an
Otherness; however, this Otherness is as such inaccessible, Real/impossible. The
underlying matrix generating these antinomies is that, in the sexual relationship,
two relationships overlap: the relationship between the two sexes (masculine,
feminine), and the relationship between the subject and its (asymmetrical)
Other. The Other Sex, embodied in the primordial Other (Mother) , is evacu
ated, emptied ofjouissance, excluded, and it is this "voidance" which creates the
Other as the symbolic place, as the Between, the medium of intersubjective rela
tions. This is the Ur-Verdrangung, the primordial metaphoric substitution: the
Other S ex is replaced by the symbolic big Other. This means that there is sexual
ity (sexual tension between man and woman) precisely because the Woman as
Other does not exist. 6)
not follow the logic of the All and its exception? So what about the abyss of the non-All
ofjouissance? Is not this opposition the same as that of the mathematical and dynamic
antinomies in Kant? The dynamic antinomy is structurally secondary, it resolves the
deadlock of the mathematical antinomy-so is it that, in a homologous way, love resolves
the deadlock ofjouissance?
63 This is why, as Lacan put it, Woman is one of the Names-of-the-Father (one of the
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Balmes is justified in pointing out that the relationship here is ambiguous:
is it that language (the symbolic Other) comes second, as a defense, a protective
screen, against the Other Sex, or is it that the Other Sex is repressed with the
entry of the symbolic big Other? In other words, is it that there is no sexual rela
tionship because we dwell in language, or is it that language is a defense against
the impossibility of the sexual relationship? The underlying paradox is that, in
the tension between the Real of sexual difference and the symbolic, the symbolic
order is an effect which rebels against its own cause, and, vice versa, language
itself retroactively generates the heterogeneous Otherness which it represses or
excludes. Here is Balmes's superb ironic conclusion: "It is thus 'in the sexual
relationship' which is not a relationship and which is not sexual (which means
the same thing) that the woman is the Other (neither of whom exists). Well, it's
exactly like that."'" While we should be carefill not to confuse the different cases,
the underlying model is nonetheless formally the same: an entity-woman, the
Other, sexuality, the subject itself. .. -is rendered possible by its own impossibil
ity; that is, in (the little bit of) its own positive existence, it as it were materializes
its own impossibility. The status of the subject is thus immanently temporal: the
subject is a virtual entity, it "is" not (in the present), it is a virtual X which always
"will have been" -the pre-subjective thrust towards (signifying) representation
(Lacan deSignates it with the triangle of the Greek "delta" ) fails, and the subject
"is" this failure, enlerging retroactively as the failure of its own representation.
VVhat this paradoxical coincidence of opposites bears witness to is the antag
onistic nature of the entity in question, antagonistic as opposed to differential.
In the same way, the antagonistic inseparability of the two sexes does not mean
that their relationship is differential in the symbolic sense, that each sex's iden
tity is nothing but its difference with regard to the opposite sex: if this were the
case, then the identity of each sex would be fully determined through its differ
ential features. To arrive at the antagonism as Real, we must add a further turn of
the screw: each sex does not supplement the other, but functions as the obstacle
preventing the other from achieving its full identity. "Man" names that which
prevents "woman" from fully realizing itself; and vice versa. In the class strug
gle, there is also "no class relationship": the "bourgeoisie" names the class which
prevents the proletariat from fully becoming itself Lacan's claim that sexual dif
ference is "Real-impossible" is strictly synonymous with his claim that "there is
no sexual relationship": sexual difference is not a fixed set of "static" symbolic
oppositions and inclusions or exclusions (with heterosexual normativity relegat
ing homosexuality and other "perversions" to a secondary role) , but the name
names of the Divine): if the Woman were to exist, she would be the Other of the Other,
the Subject which personifies, dominates, and regulates the very impersonal Between,
the big Other as the anonymous symbolic Order.
64 Balmes, Dieu, Ie sexe et la verite, p. 118.
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of a deadlock, a trauma, an open question, something that resists every attempt
at symbolization. Every translation of sexual difference into a set of symbolic
oppositions is doomed to fail, and it is this very "impossibility" that opens up the
terrain of the hegemonic struggle for what "sexual diffeTence" will mean.

WHY LACAN IS NOT A NOMINALIST
Sexual difference and class difference are thus both real in the very precise
formal sense of being rooted in an antagonism: the difference paradoxically pre
cedes the two terms whose difference it is. In a dense and unique passage from
his 1971 Seminar XVIII, Lacan provides a precise definition of this logic of antag
onism, including his identification with dialectical materialism, which comes as
a surprise precisely because it is stated as a self-evident premise:
If there is something I am, it is clear that I am not a nominalist. What I want to say
is that my starting point is not that the name is something like a nameplate which
attaches itself, just like that, onto the real. And one has to choose. If one is a nomi
nalist, one has to renounce completely dialectical materialism, so that, all in all, I
evidently reject the nominalist tradition which is effectively the only danger of ide
alism which can arise in a discourse like mine. The point is not to be a realist in the
sense in which one was a realist in Medieval times, in the sense of the realism of the
universals; the point is to emphasize that our discourse, our scientific discourse, can
only find the real insofar as it depends on the function of the semblant.
The articulation, and I mean the algebraic articulation, of the semblant-and
because of this we are only dealing with letters-and its effects, this is the only appa
ratus which enables us to designate what is real. What is real is what opens up a hole
in this semblant, in this articulated semblant which is the scientific discourse. The
scientific discourse progresses without even worrying if it is a discourse of sem
blance or not. All that matters is that its network, its texture, its lattice, as one is used
to say, makes the right holes appear at the right place. The only reference reached
by its deductions is the impossible. This impossible is the real. In physics, we aim
at something which is real with the help of the discursive apparatus which, in its
crispness, encounters the limits of its consistency.65
As they say in Ing/ourious Basterds, the Fiihrer himself could not have put it
better-here we find in nuce the difference between Lacan's dialectical material
ism and the "aleatory materialism" Althusser struggled to formulate in his last
65 Jacques Lacan, Le seminaire, Livre XVIII: D'un discours qui ne serait pas du semblant,
Paris: Seuil 2006, p. 28. My thanks to Alenka Zupancic, who drew my attention to this
passage.
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writings, where h e also claims that nominalism i s the only consistent materialist
position. But what kind of "realist" is Lacan' He defines his position as that of
the "realism of jouissance;' but here we should avoid the trap of elevating jou
issance into some kind of substantial In-itself which resists being captured by
symbolic semblants. For Lacan,jouissance is a weird substance with no substan
tial positivity: it is discernible only as the virtual cause of the cracks, distortions,
and imbalances in the texture of symbolic semblants. That is to say, with regard
to reality, Lacan agrees with Althusser's materialist nominalism of exceptions
(or "clinamina"): what actually exists are only exceptions, they are all the reality
there is. (This is the motif of historicist nominalism endlessly repeated in
cultural studies: there is no Woman as such, there are just lesbians, working
women, single mothers, and so on and so forth.) However, what nominalism
does not see is the Real of a certain impossibility or antagonism which is the
virtual cause generating nmltiple realities. In his book on modernity, Jameson
deploys this Real in his concise critiqne of recently fashionable theories of
"alternate modernities":
How then can the ideologues of "modernity" in its current sense manage to dis
tinguish their product-the information revolution, and globalized, free-market
modernity-from the detestable older kind, without getting themselves involved
in asking the kinds of serious political and economic, systemic qnestions that the
concept of a postmodernity makes unavoidable? The ans\ver is simple: you talk
about "alternate" or "alternative" modernities. Everyone knows the formula by now:
this means that there can be a modernity for everybody which is different from the
standard or hegemonic Anglo-Saxon model. Whatever you dislike about the latter,
including the subaltern position it leaves YOll in, can be effaced by the reassuring and
"cultural" notion that you can fashion your own modernity differently, so that there
can be a Latin-American kind, or an lndian kind or an African kind, and so forth
But this is to overlook the other fundamental meaning of modernity which is that of
a worldwide capitalism itself.('6
The significance of this critique reaches far beyond the case of modernity-it
concerns the fundamental limitation of nOlninalist historicizing. The recourse to
the mnltitude ("there is no single modernity with a fixed essence, there are mul
tiple modernities, each of them irreducible to the others . . .") is false not because
it does not recognize a unique fixed "essence" of modernity, but because lTIul
tiplication here functions as a disavowal of the antagonism that inheres in the
notion of modernity as such: its falsity lies in the fact that it frees the universal
notion of modernity of its antagonism, of the way it is embedded in the capitalist
66 Fredric Jameson, A Singular Modernity, London: Verso Books 2002, p. 12.
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system, b y relegating this aspect t o just o n e of its historical subspecies." Insofar
as this inherent antagonism could be designated as a "castrative" dimension
and insofar as, according to Freud, the disavowal of castration is represented as
the multiplication of phallus-representatives (a multitude of phalluses signals
castration, the lack of the one)-it is easy to conceive such a multiplication of
modernities as a form of fetishist disavowal.
jameson's critique of the notion of alternate modernities thus provides a
model for the properly dialectical relationship between the Universal and the
Particular: the difference is not on the side of particular content (as the tradi
tional differentia specifica), but on the side of the Universal. The Universal is
not the encompassing container of the particular content, the peaceful medium
or background for the conflict of particularities; the Universal "as such" is the
site of an unbearable antagonism or self-contradiction, and (the multitude of)
its particular species are ultimately nothing but so many attempts to obfuscate/
reconcile/master this antagonism. In other words, the Universal names the site
of a Problem- Deadlock, of a burning Question, and the Particulars are attempted
but failed Answers to this Problem. For example, the concept of the State names a
certain problem: how to contain the class antagonism of a society? All particular
forms of the State are so many (failed) attempts to find a solution to this problem.
This is how we should read Lacan's slatement that the point is not to be
a realist in the medieval sense, but in the sense that our (scientific) discourse
"can only find the real insofar as it depends on the function of the semblant":
reality is a semblant, but not in the simple sense that it is a deceptive appearance
hiding true Being-there is nothing, no true substantial real, behind the veil of
phenomenal reality. Reality is a semblant in the sense that its structure already
materializes a certain fantasy which obfuscates the Real of a social antagonism.
This is why we "can only find the real insofar as it depends on the function of the
semblant": by way of identifying the impossibilities, cracks, antagonisms which
underlie and generate the inconsistent multiplicity of semblants.
Perhaps we can construct a triad here: (1) for Hegel, we have contradie
tion, inconsistency, as Real, but not in mathematics, only in concepts; (2) for
modern science, we have the Real articulated in mathematical formulae, but
not as inconsistent; (3) for Lacan, we have the Real residing in the impasse of
mathematical formalization.
67 We should not forget that the first half of the twentieth centnry was marked by
two big projects which perfectly fit this notion of "alternate modernity" : fascism and
communism. Was not the basic idea of fascism that of a modernity which would offer an
alternative to the standard Anglo-Saxon liberal-capitalist one, which would save the core
of capitalist modernity by casting away its "contingent" Jewish-individualist-profiteering
distortion? And was not the rapid industrialization of the USSR in the late 19205 and
19305 not also an attempt at modernization different from the Western-capitalist version?
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And exactly the same goes for jouissance: when Lacan talks about jouissance
eminine, he always qualifies it --"if a thing like that were to exist (but it does
not)" -thereby confirming its incommensurability with the order of (symbolic)
existence.OS Jouissance .tenzinine does not exist, but il y a de jouissance feminine,
"there is" feminine enjoyment. This il y a, like the German es gibt which plays
such a key role in late Heidegger, is dearly opposed to existence (in English, the
distinction gets blurred, since one cannot avoid the verb "to be" in translation).
jouissance is thus not a positive substance caught ill the symbolic network, it is
something that shines through only in the cracks and openings of the symbolic
order-not because we, who dwell within that order, cannot regain it directly,
but, more radically, because it is generated by the cracks and inconsistencies of
the symbolic order itself
We should be attentive here to the difference between the inexistence of
jouissance feminine and the inexistence of a father who would fit its symbolic
femction. ("If there is no such father, it still remains true that the father is God, it
is simply that this formula is confirmed only by the empty sector of the square:')"
Iu the case of the father, we have a discrepancy between the symbolic function
(of the Father) and the reality of individuals who never fit this tlmction, while
in the case of jouissance feminine, we have the Real of jouissal1ce which eludes
symbolization. In other words, in the first case, the gap is between reality and
the symbolic, while in the second case, the gap is between the symbolic and the
Real: miserable individuals called fathers exist, they just do not fit their sym
bolic hmction, which remains an "empty sector of the square"; but jouissance
feminine, precisely, does not exist.
One standard definition of the Lacanian Real describes it as that which
always returns to the same place, that which remains the same in all pos
sible symbolic universes. This notion of the Real as a "hard core" that resists
symbolization must be supplemented by its opposite: the Real is also a "pure
appearance;' that which exists only when we look upon reality from a certain
perspective--the moment we shift our point of view, the object disappears. What
both extremes exclude in the standard notion of reality as something which
resists in its In -itself� but changes with regard to its properties: when we shift
perspective, it appears different. However, these two opposed notions of reality
cau be thought together-if one bears in mind the crucial shift that takes place
in Lacan's teaching with regard to the Real. From the 1960s onwards, the Real
is no longer that which remains the same in all symbolic universes; with regard
to the common notion of reality, the Real is not the underlying sameness which
persists through the multitude of different points of view on an object. The Real
is, on the contrary, that which generates these differences, the elusive "hard core"
68 Lacan, Le seminaire, Livre XX: Encore, p. 97.
69 Lacan, seminar of January 17, 1962, in Le semina ire, Livre XI: L'identifi cation.
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that the multiple points of view t r y (and fail) t o recapture. This i s why the Real
"at its purest" is the "pure appearance" : a difference which cannot be grounded
in any real features of the object; a "pure" difference.
In Mr. & Mrs. Smith, Brad Pitt and Angelina Joli.; play a bored married
couple seeking advice from a therapist, while, unbeknownst to each other, they
are both employed (with different agencies) as professional assassins (the plot,
of course, takes off when each is given the assignment to kill the other). Here
we encounter an interpretive dilemma: are Pitt and Jolie an everyday couple
dreaming (fantasizing) about being top contract killers in order to liven up their
marriage, or, vice versa, are they professional killers fantasizing about living the
life of an ordinary married couple? (There is then a link with Hitchcock's film
of the same title: both are "comedies of remarriage:') When Karl Kraus, who
knew Trotsky from his stay in Vienna before the First World War, heard that
the latter had saved the October Revolution by organizing the Red Army, he
snapped back: "Who would have expected of Herr Bronstein from Cafe Central
to do that!" Here again we have the same dilemma: was it Trotsky, the great
revolutionary, who, as part of his underground work, had to spend time in Cafe
Central in Vienna; or was it the gentle and loquacious Herr Bronstein from Cafe
Central who later became the great revolutionary? Both situations are variations
on Chuang-Tzu's famous story about how, on waking after dreaming that he
was a butterfly, he was not sure whether he was Chuang-Tzu dreaming he was
a butterfly or a butterfly dreaming he was Chuang-Tzu. Ideologists of multiple
shifting identities like to quote this passage, but, as a rule, they stop short and
leave out the key insight that follows: "However, there must be some sort of dif
ference between Chuang-Tzu and a butterfly!" This gap is the site of the Real: the
Real is not the "true reality" to which we awaken (if we ever do), but the very gap
that separates one dream from another.
On a closer look, however, we can immediately see that there is a further
step to be taken here, since the relationship of the two opposites is not symmet
rica!. True, "bourgeoisie" names the class which prevents the proletariat from
fully becoming itself, but it is not true that the proletariat prevents the bourgeoi
sie from fully becoming itself. True, the masculine subject prevents the feminine
subject from fully becoming itself, but the reverse is not true. This means that
each sex is not simply One-in-itself and Other-of-the-Other: the relationship
between One and Other is not purely formal and as such applied to each of the
two sexes, but is reflected in the very quality of the two sexes-the masculine
sex is "in itself" One, and the feminine "in itself" (Le., not only for its Other, but
with regard to itself) is "the other sex" (as Simone de Beauvoir put it). So there
. is only one sex which is itself, the One, and the other sex is neither another One
nor some kind of all-embracing substantial Otherness within which we all dwell
(like the primordial Mother). The same goes for class struggle: we do not simply
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have two classes; there is-as lVlarx himself p u t it-only one class "as such," the
bourgeoisie; classes prior to the bourgeoisie (feudal lords, clergy, etc.) are not
yet classes in the full sense of the term, their class identity is covered up by other
hierarchical determinations (castes, estates . . . ); after the bourgeoisie, there is the
proletariat, which is a non-class in the guise of a class and, as such, the Other not
only for the bourgeoisie but in and for itself
How then to define woman if not as simply non-man, man's symmetrical
or complementary counterpart? The Kantian notion of "infinite or indefinite
judgment" as opposed to negative judgment can again be of some help here: the
positive judgment "the soul is mortal" can be negated in two ways, when a predi
cate is denied to the subject ("the soul is not mortal" ) and when a non-predicate
is affirmed ("the soul is non-mortal") . In exactly the same way, we should not
say that woman is not man, but that woman is non-man-in Hegelese, woman
is not only the negation of man, but the negation of the negation, opening up a
third space of non-nan-man which not only does not bring us back to man but
leaves behind the entire field of man and its opposite. And, again, in exactly the
same way, the proletariat is not the class opposite of the bourgeoisie, it is non
bourgeoisie, which means non-non-bourgeoisie. We thus have not two classes,
but one-the bourgeoisie-and its negation of the negation, a non-non-class, a
weird class which can only win by abolishing itself as class and thereby doing
away with all classes. The proletariat is the living, existing paradox of a class
which is a non-class-or, as Rammstein put it in their Ohne dich: " ahne dich
kann ich nicht sein, ahne dich / mit dir bin ich ouch aliein, ohne d;ch " (without
you I cannot be, without you I with you I am also alone, without you); in short,
even when I am with you, I am "alone with you:' The proletariat is alone even
when it is with the bourgeoisie, related to it.
But is this Other (the Other which is Other with regard to itself) radically
outside the order of the One, like the mythical jouissance jemin;ne? Can it have
only a spectral presence, having eftects but without properly existing? This, pre
cisely, is the last trap to be avoided: no, the Other which is not-not-One is even
more "here" than the One-women are here, workers are here. What then is
their status? Let us go by way of a more general ontological thesis: we get from
1 to 2 because 1 is not fully 1: the emergence of 2 is an attempt by 1 to catch its
own excess through its own reduplication. In other words, in the passage from
1 to 2, the split implicit in 1 is explicated. However, this series of 1S-1 + 1 + 1
+ . . -never reaches the Two of radical Otherness, the Other which cannot be
reduced to another One. How to reach this Otherness' There are two potential
traps here: (,) evading the impasse of radical Otherness by positing an original
multiplicity which is only secondarily constrained by binary logic; (2) elevating
Otherness, in a Levinasian or some other way, into a substantial force or site
which dominates me ("there is an Other in me, something stronger, a Force
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which speaks through me;' even when this Other is called the "Unconscious").
Lacan avoids this trap by formulating the antinomy of the Other (as elaborated
by Balmes) :
Thesis- There i s the Other: the Unconscious is t h e speech of t h e Other, desire is
desire ofthe Other, the Other is the place of Truth presupposed or implied even (or
especially) when we are lying; and so Oll.
Antithesis-There is no Other: the Other is barred, inconsistent, lacking; the goal of
the analysis is to bring the subject to assume the Other's inexistence; and so forth.7°
To clarify this, we should first note that both thesis and antithesis can be read
in (at least) three different ways. Following the triad of ISR, the Other (which
exists) can be the imaginary Other (the egds mirror-image), the symbolic Other
(the anonymous symbolic order, the place of truth), and the real Other (the abyss
of the Other-Thing, of the subject qua Neighbor). "There is no Other" can be
read as: a lack or hole in the Other (a missing signifier, the exception on which
the Other is grounded); the inconsistency of the Other (the Other as non-All,
antagonistic, and which as such cannot be totalized); or the Simple assertion of
the virtual character of the big Other (the symbolic order does not exist as part
of reality, it is an ideal structure which regulates our activity in social reality)."
The resolution of this "antinomy" is provided by the redoubled formula:
there is no Other of the Other, the Other is the Other with regard to itself. What
this means is that the de-centering of the subject in the Other is in itself redou
bled: true, the subject is de-centered, its truth is not deep in itself but "out there;'
in the symbolic order in whose web it is caught and whose effect it ultimately
is. However, this symbolic Other in which the subject is constitutively alienated
is not a full substantial field, but is separated from itself, articulated around an
inherent point of impossibility, around what Lacan deSignated as its ex-timate
core. Lacan's name for this ex-timate core which de-centers the de-centered sub
ject's Other itself is, of course, the objet a, surplus-enjoyment, the object-cause
of desire. This paradoxical object functio ns as a kind of bug or glitch in the
70 See Balmes, Dieu, Ie sexe et fa verite.
71 As Bruce Fink pointed Qut, we find in Lacan two types of negative judgments: the
negation of existence ("Ia Femme nexiste pas") and the more outright negation ("it ny
a pas de lAutre de lAutre"). These two negations are not to be confused: while Woman
does not exist. there definitely are women. What the negation of existence denies is the
. full ontic status of an entity (the existence of a particular entity guaranteed or constituted
by its limit), while "there is no such thing as .. :' is an outright denial. The couple of One
and Other should be read along these lines: there is no big Other, but "Y a d'l'Un;' there
is something of the One.
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b i g Other, a s a n immanent obstacle t o i t s full actualization, and the subject i s
only a correlative to this glitch: without t h e glitch, there would have b e e n n o
subject, t h e Other would have b e e n a complete, smoothly running order. The
paradox is thus that the very glitch which makes the Other incomplete, incon
sistent, lacking, and so on, is precisely what makes the Other Other, irreducible
to another One.

NEGATION OF THE NEGATION: LACAN VERSUS HEGEL?
How does this Lacanian negation of the negation�in its two main versions: the
redoubled negation which generates the excess of the non-All, and the move
from alienation to separation-relate to the Hegelian negation of the negation?
Is the Hegelian version strong enough to contain (account for) the Lacanian
version? Lacan repeatedly insists that his "negation of the negation;' in contrast
to Hegel's, does not result in a return to any kind of positivity, no matter how
sublated or mediated that positivity might be. In Vertigo, Scottie reaches the
end when he discovers that Madeleine was a fake from the very beginning, "no
longer (not) without Madeleine;' which, again, does not mean that he is with
Madeleine, but that he has lost the loss itself, the very point of reference which
circumscribed the place of the loss structuring his desire. In a way, he loses
desire itself, its object-cause. This move is still Hegelian, for Hegel can well think
the negation of the negation as a radical loss. The question is thus not "Does the
Hegelian negation of the negation erase the loss in a return to full unity?" but
rather: "Can Hegel think the additional fourth phase in which the sett�relating
movement of the negation of the negation itself engenders a particular tic, a
Singular excessive-repetitive gesture (like Julie's suicidal explosion of passion at
the end of La nouvelle Heloise, or Sygne's tic at the end of Claudel's rOtage ) ? "
A s w e have already seen, the Lacanian negation of the negation i s located on
the feminine side of the "formulae of sexuation;' in the notion of the non-All:
there is nothing which is not a fact of discourse; however, this non� not �discourse
does not mean that all is discourse, but, preCisely, that not-All is discourse
what is outside is not a positive something but the objet a, more than nothing
but not something, not One." Alternatively: there is no subject which is not
72 What Freud called a "partial object" is also more than nothing and less than One:
One is a Body, a partial object is its lack or excess; i.e., it is not only a separated part of a
Whole (body), it is partial with regard to itself- this is what DemocrihlS did not see when
he conceived atoms as Ones which can be counted, and the void as external to them,
as the empty space surrounding them: as Hegel put it, one should internalize the void,
conceiving it as the very core of the identity of the One-only in this way does movement
become immanent to atoms.
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castrated, but this does not mean that all subjects are castrated (the non
castrated remainder is, of course, the objet a). The Real that we touch upon here,
in this double negation, can be linked to Kantian infinite judgment, the affirma
tion of a non-predicate: "he is undead" does not simply mean that he is alive,
but that he is alive as not dead, as a living dead. "He is undead" means that he is
not-not-dead." In the same way, the Freudian Unconscious is like the undead:
it is not simply not-conscious but non-not-conscious, and, in this double nega
tion, a no not only persists, but is even redoubled: undead remains not-dead and
not-alive. Is not the objet a in the same way a non-not-object and, in this sense,
an object which embodies the void?
This double negation can also have the structure of a choice which, while
not forced, is rendered indifferent since, whatever our decision, the resnlt will
be the same. Such was allegedly the case in Vietnam where, after the defeat of
the South, Northern propagandists picked up young people on the streets and
forced them to watch a long documentary propaganda film. After the screening,
the viewers were asked if they liked the film. If they answered no, they were told
that obviously they did not really understand it and so would have to watch it
again; if they answered yes, they were told: "Good, since you like it so much,
you can now watch it again! " Yes and no amount to the same thing, which, at
a more basic level, amounts to a "no" (the boredom involved in seeing the film
again). Similar (but not the same) is the legendary answer of a Hearst newspa
per editor to Hearst's inquiry as to why he did not want to take a long-deserved
holiday: 'Tm afraid that if ! go, there will be chaos, everything will fall apart
but I'm even more afraid that, if I go, things will just go on as normal without
me, proving that I am not really needed!" A certain negative choice (no holiday,
seeing the film again) is supported by both yes and no; there is, however, an
asymmetry in the answers, which comes out clearly if we imagine the dialogue
as a succession of two answers: first, the reaction is the obvious (negative) one
(I did not lIke the film; I am afraid everything will fall apart if ! take a holiday);
then, when this reaction fails to produce the desired outcome, the opposite
(positive) reason is given (I lIked the film; everything will be fine without me),
which fails even more miserably. No wonder that the Hearst editor's answer can
be reformulated as a dialogue along the lines of the Rabinovitch joke: "Why
don't you take a holiday, you deserve it!"; "I don't want to, for two reasons. First,
I'm afraid that everything will fall apart here if I take a holiday. . ."; "But you are
totally wrong, things will just go on as normal when you're not here!" "That is
my second reason."
73 This real of the double negation is nonetheless not the same as the Kantian sublime,
where the Real is touched through the failure of phenomenal representation: the undead
real is not sublime, but obscene.
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This Lacanian matrix of the "negation of the negation" is clearly discern
ible in Leo Strauss's notion of the need for a philosopher to employ "noble lies;'
to resort to myth, to narratives ad captum vulgi. The problem is that Strauss
does not draw all the consequences hom the ambiguity of this stance, torn as
he is between the idea that wise philosophers IUlOW the tmth but judge it inap
propriate for the common people, who cannot bear it (it would undermine the
very flmdamentals of their morality, which needs the "noble lie" of a personal
God who punishes sins and rewards good deeds), and the idea that the core of
truth is inaccessible to conceptual thought as such, which is why philosophers
themselves have to resort to myths and other forms of fabulation to fill in the
structural gaps in their knowledge. Strauss is, of course, aware of the ambiguity
of the status of a secret: a secret is not only what the teacher knows but refrains
from divulging to the non-initiated-a secret is also a secret for the teacher
himself� something that he cannot fully penetrate and articulate ill conceptual
terms. Consequently, a philosopher uses parabolic and enigmatic speech for two
reasons: in order to conceal the true core of his teaching from the common
people, who are not ready for it, and because the use of such speech is the only
way to describe the highest philosophical insights.'·,
No wonder, then, that Strauss answers ill a properly Hegelian way the
common-sense reproach according to which, when we are offered an eso
teric explanation of a work which is already in itself esoteric (as with, say,
Maimonides's reading of the Bible), the explanation will be twice as esoteric and,
consequently, twice as difficult to understand as the esoteric work itself:
thanks to Maimonicies, the secret teaching is accessible to us in two different ver
sions: in the original Biblical version, and in the derivative version of lMaimonides's]
Guide. Each version by itself might be ·wholly incomprehensible; but we may become
able to decipher both by using the light ,vhich one sheds on the other. Our posi
tion resembles then that of an archeologist confronted with an inscription in an
unknown language, who subsequently discovers another inscription reproducing
the translation of that text into another unknown language . . . [Maimonides] wrote
the Guide according to the rules which he was wont to follow in reading the Bible.
Therefore, if we ·wish to understand the Guide, we must read it according to the rules
which Maimonides applies in that work to the explanation of the Bible.1i
The redoubling of the problem thus paradoxically generates its own solution.
One should bear in mind here that when Strauss emphasized the difference
between exoteric and esoteric teaching, he conceived this opposition in a way
74 Leo Strauss, Persecution and the Art of Writing, Chicago: University of Chicago Press
1988, p. 57.
75 Ibid., pp. 60-1.
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almost exactly opposite to today's New Age defenders of esoteric wisdom. The
content of New Age wisdom is some spiritual higher reality accessible only to
the initiated few, while common mortals see around them only vulgar reality;
for Strauss, on the contrary, and in a properly dialectical way, such narratives
of spiritual mystery are the very model of fables concocted ad capturn vulgi. Is
this not confirmed by the success of the recent wave of religious thrillers epito
mized by Dan Brown's The Da Vinci Code? These works are perhaps the best
indicator of the contemporary ideological shift: the hero is in search of an old
manuscript which will reveal some shattering secret that threatens to under
mine the very foundations of (institutionalized) Christianity; a "criminal" edge
is provided by the desperate and ruthless attempts of the Church (or some hard
line faction within it) to suppress the document. The secret as a rule focuses on
the "repressed" feminine dimension of the divine: Christ was married to Mary
Magdalene; the Grail is actually the female body, etc. The paradox assumed here
is that it is only through the "monotheistic" suspension of the feminine signi
fier, of the polarity of masculine and feminine, that the space emerges for what
we broadly refer to as "feminism" proper, for the rise of feminine subjectivity
(which ultimately coincides with subjectivity as such). For Strauss, by contrast,
the unbearable esoteric secret is the fact that there is no God or immortal soul,
no divine justice, that there is only this terrestrial world which has no deeper
meaning and carries no guarantee of a happy outcome.
When Strauss deploys the inherent paradox of a theology which proceeds
ad capturn vulgi, he thus proVides a textbook case of the Hegelian negation of
the negation." In the first step, Strauss, following Spinoza, asserts that, in the
Bible, God speaks in the language of ordinary people, adapting his speech to
vulgar prejudices (presenting himself as a supreme person, a wise lawgiver
who performs miracles, utters prophecies, and dispenses mercy)-in short,
he tells stories which mobilize the powers of human imagination. However, in
the second step, the question necessarily pops up: is not the idea of a God as
a supreme Person who employs ruses, displays mercy and rage, and so on, in
itself a common idea which only can occur when one speaks "with a view to the
capacity of the vulgar"?
Another example: Badiou uses the term "inaesthetics" (inesthetique) to
refer to "a relation of philosophy to art that, maintaining that art is itself a
producer of truths, makes no claim to turn art into an object for philosophy.
Against aesthetic speculation, ina esthetics describes the strictly intraphilo
sophical effects produced by the independent existence of some works of arf'''
Badiou's opposition to philosophical aesthetics is thus double: (1) art is not
76 Ibid., pp. 178-9.
77 Alain Badiau, Handbook of [naesthetics, Palo Alto: Stanford University Press 2005,
p. xii.
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opposed to thinking, art generates its own truth, which is \vhy philosophy does
not preside over art, explicating in conceptual terms the truth that art stages
in pre�conceptl1al modes of representation (but it also does not elevate art
into a privileged medium of truth) ; (2) philosophy does not deploy a universal
theory of art, it describes the intra-philosophical eflects of some works of art.
Nevertheless, we should note that this distance from aesthetics is inherent to it, ,
that the term "inaesthetics" functions like a predicate in an infinite judgment, as
a negation which remains within the negated field-"inaesthetics" is non-l1on
aesthetics (just as "inhuman" is non-nan-human, non-human within the field
of the human).
Where then is the non-All in the relationship between necessity and con
tingency? Is it that necessity is universal and contingency its constitutive
exceptioll�everything is necessary except necessity itself, the fact of which
is contingent, and so on; or vice versa-everything is contingent except con
tingency itself, the fact of which is necessary, etc.? A first hint is given by Le
Gaufey, who ingeniously links this grounding of universality in the exception
of its enunciation to the (in)famous cry of a compulsive nenrotic: "A.. nything but
that!" -expressing his readiness to give away everything but that which really
matters ("Take it all, just not this book!" etc.): "Anything but that!' the cry, if
there is one, of a man confronted with castration, assumes here [in the case of
'all men are mortal'] the form of a 'everyone, but not me: which asserts itself as
,
the sine qua 110n of the enunciation of an 'a11': ,8 The difference between the two
is that the exception which grounds universality is contingent (a contingency of
enunciation grounding the universal necessity), while the cornpulsive neurotic's
exception is necessary: the one thing he is not ready to give is necessary, every
thing else is contingent. This means that contingency as exception is priulOrdial,
and that the reversal of roles (necessity as exception) is its compulsive-neurotic
inversion. This conclusion imposes itself the moment we formulate all four posi
tions that follow tram each of these two opposed starting points: (1) everything
is necessary; there is something which is not necessary; there is nothing which
is not necessary; not-all things are necessary; ( 2 ) everything is contingent; there
is something which is not contingent; there is nothing which is not contingent;
not - all things are contingent. The true foundation of dialectical materialism
is not the necessity of contingency, but the contingency of necessity. In other
words, while the second position opts for a secret invisible necessity beneath
the surface of contingency (the big compulsive topic) , the first position asserts
contingency as the abyssal ground of necessity itself.
In a brilliant move, Le Gaufey applies this logic of universality and its consti
tutive exception to the relationship between psychoanalytic theory and clinical
78 Le Gaufey, Ie Pastollt de Lacal1,

p. 145.
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practice. In the standard theoretical view, particular cases are used to verify (or
falsify) a general concept-say, we analyze a concrete case of paranoia and see
if it fits our general notion (e.g., paranoia is the result of displaced homosexual
attachment, etc.). Le Gaufey, on the contrary, reads concrete cases as constitutive
exceptions: each case "rebels" against its universality, it never simply illustrates
it. However, Le Gaufey here all too naIvely endorses the opposition between
conceptual realists and empirical nominalists: "For the first, the conceptual
architecture first articulates the order of the world. For the second, it misses
it at first, and it is from this failure that the object shines forth, is grounded in
existence:'" For a Hegelian, this is literally true-more literally than intended
by Le Gaufey: it is not only that the object eludes our conceptual grasp, it is
that the "object" in the strict sense emerges as the result of (is generated by) the
failure of our conceptual grasp. This is why Le Gaufey also unwittingly speaks
the truth when he writes: " The feature displayed by the object, the situation or the

individual, and which allows us to subsume it under a concept, is actually not of
the same nature as the feature present in the concept itself"'· What this means,
read literally, is that. the "trutli' of the discord between the individual case and
its universal concept is the inherent discord within the concept itself: the feature
in question redoubles itself into the universal feature and the same feature in its
particular (over)determination.
It is because of this nominalist-empiricist (mis)reading of the logic of excep
tion that Le Gaufey misses the opposite aspect of the Freudian relationship
between theory and practice, the obverse of the excess of praxis: psychoanalytic
theory is not merely the theory of psychoanalytic practice, but, simultane
ously, the theory of the ultimate failure of this (its own) practice, a theoretical
account of why the very conditions which gave birth to psychoanalysis render
it "impossible" as a profession-theory here relates to the impossible-Real core
of the practice." It is this ultimate failure of the practice that renders its theory
necessary: theory is not simply external to practice, confronting practice as the
immense field of reality; the opening of the very gap between theory and prac
tice, the exemption (subtraction) of theory from practice, is in itself a practical
act, maybe the most radical one.
We can thus articulate the relationship between theory and practice as a
square of the formulae of sexuation: on the left (masculine) side: all cases are
subsumed under a universal concept of clinical theory / there exists at least one
case which is not subsumed under any universal concept; on the right (femi
nine) side: there is no case which is not subsumed under a universal concept /
79 Ibid., p. 122.
80 Ibid., p. 121.
81 Another parallel with Marxism. which is also a theory of revolutionary practice and
an account of the failure of revolutionary attempts.
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not-all cases are subsumed under a universal concept. The feminine side (there
is nothing outside theory, inconsistency is immanent to theory, an effect of its
non-All character) is here the "truth" of the masculine side (theory is universal,
but undermined by factual exceptions) .
The Lacanian negation o f the negation also enables u s t o s e e "!'vhy the logic
of carnivalesque suspension is limited to traditional hierarchical societies: with
the full deployment of capitalism, it is "normal" life itself which, in a vvay, is
today carnivalized, with its constant. self-revolutionizing, with its reversals,
crises, and reinventions. How, then, are we to revolutionize an order whose very
principle is one of constant self-revolutionizing? This is the problem of the nega
tion of the negation: how to negate capitalism without returning to some form
of premodern stability (or, even worse, to some kind of "syntheSis" between
change and stability, a more stable and organic capitalism known as tascism . . . ) .
Here, again, not-nat-capitalism i s not a premodern order ( o r any c01nbina
tion between modernity and tradition, this eternal fascist temptation which is
today re-emerging as the Confucian "capitalism with Asian values"), but also
not the overcoming of capitalism the way lVlarx conceived it, which involved a
certain version of the Hegelian Aujhebung, a version of throwing out the dirty
bath water (capitalist exploitation) and keeping the healthy baby (unleashed
human productivity). Therein resides the properly utopian misunderstanding
of Aujhebung: to distinguish in the phenomenon both its healthy core and the
unfortunate particular conditions which prevent the full actualization of this
core, and then to get rid of those conditions in order to enable the core to fully
actualize its potentiaL Capitalism is thus aufgehoben, sllblated, in COll111llll1ism:
negated but maintained, since its essential core is raised to a higher level. What
such an approach blinds lIS to is the fact that the obstacle to the fi.lll deployment
of the essence is Simultaneously its condition of possibility, so that when we
remove the false envelope of the partiClllar conditions, we lose the core itself.
Here, more than anyvvhere, the true task is not to throw away the dirty water and
keep the baby, but to throw away the allegedly healthy baby (and the dirty water
will disappear by-take care of-itself).
Recall the paradox of the notion of reflexivity as " the movement whereby

what has been used to generate a system becomes, through a change in perspec
tive, part of the system it generates:' "" As a rule, this reflexive appearance of the
generating movement within the generated system, in the guise of what Hegel
called the "oppositional determination;' takes the form of the opposite: within
the material sphere, Spirit appears in the guise of the most inert moment (crane,
as in "the Spirit is a bone;' the formless black stone in Mecca); in the later stage of
a revolutionary process, when the Revolution starts to devour its own children,
82 N. Katherine Hayles, How
Press 1999, p. 8.
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the political agents who effectively set the process in motion are relegated to the
role of being its main obstacle, as waverers or outright traitors who are not ready
to follow the revolutionary logic to its conclusion. Along the same lines, once the
sOcio-symbolic order is fully established, the very dimension which introduced
the "transcendent" attitude that defines a human being, namely sexuality, the
uniquely human "undead" sexual passion, appears as its very opposite, as the
main obstacle to the elevation of a human being to pure spirituality, as that which
ties him or her down to the inertia of bodily existence. For this reason, the end
of sexuality represented by the much-vaunted "post-human' self-cloning entity
soon expected to emerge, far from opening up the way to a pure spirituality, will
Simultaneously signal the end of what is traditionally deSignated as the uniquely
human capacity for spiritual transcendence. For all the celebration of the new
"enhanced" possibilities for sexual life that Virtual Reality has to offer, nothing
can conceal the fact that, once cloning supplements sexual difference, the game
is effectively over.8)

" THERE IS A NON-RELATIONSHIP "
So, to conclude, one can propose a "unified theory" of the formulae of sexuation
and the formulae of four discourses: the masculine axis consists of the master's
discourse and the university discourse (university as universality and the master
as its constitutive exception), and the feminine axis of the hysterical discourse
and the analyst's discourse (no exception and non-All). We then have the follow
ing series of equations:
5, =

$

=

Master = exception 5, = University = universality
Hysteria = no-exception a = Analyst = non-All

83 And, incidentally, with all the focus on the new experiences of pleasure that lie
ahead with the development of Virtual Reality, neuronal implants, etc., what about new
"enhanced" possibilities of torture? Do not biogenetics and Virtual Reality combined
open up new and unheard-of horizons for extending our ability to endure pain (by
widening our sensory capacity to sustain pain, by inventing new forms of inflicting
it)? Perhaps the ultimate Sadean figure of the "undead" victim of torture, who can bear
endless pain without recourse to the escape into death, may also become a reality?
Perhaps. in a decade or two, the most horrifying cases of torture (say, what was done
to the Chief-of-Staff of the Dominican Army after the failed coup in which the dictator
Trujillo was killed-sewing his eyes together so that he was not able to see his torturers,
and then for four months slowly cutting off parts of his body in the most painful ways
possible, like using blunt scissors to detach his genitals) wili look like naIve childrens
games.
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can see here how, in order to correlate the two squares, we have to turn one
90 degrees in relation to the other: with regard to the four discourses, the line
that separates masculine from feminine runs hOrizontally; that is, it is the upper
couple which is masculine and the lower one which is feminine."4 The hysterical
subjective position allows for no exception, no x which is not-Fx (a hysteric pro
vokes its master, endlessly questioning him: show me your exception), while the
analyst asserts the non-All-not as the exception-to-All of a Master-SignifIer,
but in the guise of a which stands for the gap/inconsistency.s; In other words,
the masculine universal is positive/affirmative (all x are Fx), while the feminine
universal is negative (no x which is not-Fx)-110 one should be left out; this is
why the masculine universal relies on a positive exception, while the feminine
universal undermines the All from within, in the guise of its inconsistency.
This theory nonetheless leaves some questions unanswered. First, do the
two versions of the universal (universality with exception; non-All with no
exception) cover the entire span of possibilities? Is it not that the very logic
of "Singular universality:' of the symptomatic "part of no-part" which stands
directly for universality, fits neither of the two versions? Second, and linked to
the first, Lacan struggled for years with the passage Ii'om "there is no (sexual)
relationship" to "there is a non-relationship": he was repeatedly trying "to give
body to the difference, to isolate the non-relationship as an indispensable ingre
dient of the constitution of the subject.""'
Frege drew attention to the ambigUity of the notion of indeterminacy: "We
should, of course, talk about 'indeterminacy: but 'indeterminate' is not a qualita
tive epithet of 'number: it is rather an adverb modifying 'indicate.' One doesn't
say that x deSignates an indeterminate number, it indicates in an indeterminate
way nun1bers."87 There is an underlying shift at work here: trOln indicating in
'/,,,Te

84 And, insofar as, with regard to the Kantian sublime, the masculine position is
dynamic and the feminine position mathematical, the formulae of sexuation also allow
us to formalize the two modes of the sublime: the dynamic sublime focuses on the
Master-Signifier as the intensity of the excessive force dominating the series, while the
feminine sublime exposes itself to the endless series which cannot be totalized.
85 A typical hysterical position is that of a poet confronted with the theorist: he complains
that the theorist reduces his art to an illustration of abstract theory, but at the same time
challenges the theorist to go on and produce a theory which will effectively hold.
86 Le Gaufey, Ie Pastout de Lacan, p. 151. There is also a non-relationship between
the partial object and the body/organism to which it belongs: the partial object is not
harmoniously inserted into the Whole of a body, it rebels against "its" body and acts on its
own. However, this non-relationship is not simply homologous to the non-relationship
between the two sexes-one can even say that the excess of the partial object with regard
to the body comes first, i.e., that it is what canses the non-relationship between the two
(sexed) bodies.
87 Gottlob Frege, Serits logiques et philosophiques, Paris: Seuil 1973, p. 163.
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an indeterminate way numbers to designating an indeterminate number (here,
"indeterminate" is a qualitative epithet of a number)-or, to put it in a some
what simplified way, a shift from designating a broad field of numbers (each of
them determinate) which can occupy the place of x, to a single number which
is immediately indeterminate. This direct "reification" of indeterminacy, where
the indeterminacy as such (as the lack of determination) becomes directly the
determination of an object, is also at work in the objet a, an object which is the
lack (of the object) positivized.
When Lacan opposes the One, he targets two of its modalities, the imagi
nary One (of the specular fusion into One-ness) and the symbolic One (which
is reductive, concerning the unary feature-Ie trait unaire-to which an object is
reduced in its symbolic registration; this one is the One of differential articula
tion, not of fusion). The problem is: is there also a One of the Real? Is this role
played by the Y a d'l'Un mentioned in Encore, which is a One prior to the differ
ential articulation of the big Other, a non-delimitated but nonetheless particular
One, a One which is neither qualitatively not quantitatively determined, a "there
is something of the One" designating a minimal contraction, condensation, of
the libidinal flow into a sinthome?
Lacan's if ny a pas de l'Autre is strictly correlative to his Y a d'l'Un, "there
is something of the One": insofar as the One of Y a d'l'Un is an "indivisible
remainder" which makes the sexual relationship inexistent, Y a d'l'Un is also
strictly correlative to if ny a pas de rapport sexuel: it is the very object-obstacle
to this rapport. The One of Y a d'l'Un is not primarily the mystical all
encompassing One of the infamous "oceanic feeling" derided by Freud, but a
"little piece of the real;' the excremental remainder which disturbs the harmony
of the Two. Clarifying this crucial distinction, Le Gaufey draws our attention
to a subtle passage in late Lacan from " if ny a pas de rapport sexue/" to " il y a
du non-rapport (sexuelX' a shift which precisely fits Kant's distinction between
negative judgment (the negation of a predicate) and infinite judgment (the affir
mation of a non-predicate) . "There is no sexual relationship" can still be read as
a variation on the old motif of the eternal conflict between the sexes. "There is
a non-relationship" implies something much more radical: the positivization of
this impossibility of the sexual relationship in a paradoxical "trans-finite" object
which overlaps with its own lack or which is in excess with regard to itself. This
means that masculine and feminine are not simply two out-of-sync entities, but
that sexual difference in a way precedes the two sexes (the difference of which it
is), so that the two sexes somehow come (logically) later, they react to, endeavor
to resolve or symbolize, the deadlock of the Difference, and this deadlock is
materialized in the pseudo-object called the objet a. This is why we should not
say of the objet a simply that it is not sexual: it is un-sexual in exactly the same
sense in which vampires are undead: the "undead" are neither alive nor dead but
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the monstrous living dead, and, in the same way, the objet a is neither sexual nor
non-sexual but "sexually asexuaI;' a monstrosity which does not fit the coordi
nates of either of the two sexes but is still sexuaL As Lacan pOinted out, what is at
stake here is nothing less than a change in the "principle of all principles;' from
the ontological principle of non-contradiction to the principle that there is no
sexual relationship.
It is easy to see hmv this passage from "there is no relationship" to "there is
a non-relationship" evokes the Kantian passage from negative to infinite judg
ment: "he is not dead" is not the same as "he is undead;' just as "there is no
relationship" is not the same as "there is a non-relationship." The importance
of this passage, with regard to sexual difference, is that, if we stop at "there is
no sexual relationship" as our ultimate horizoIl, we remain in the traditional
space of the eternal struggle between the two sexes. Even Jacqnes-Alain Miller
sometimes sounds like this-when, for example, he reads "there is no sexual
relationship" along the lines of "male with regard to female is not like a key
which fits its lock;' as a simple assertion of disharmony in contrast to harmony.
Once we pass to "there is a non-relationship;' even this kind of Heraclitean
"unity/harmony in conflict" is left behind, since masculine and feminine are
no longer symmetrical opposite poles: one of them (feminine) contains its own
negation and thus breaks out of the contInes of the opposition-nat-woman is
not man, but the abyss of not-woman within the feminine, as the undead remain
within the domain of the dead (as the living dead)
Fran�ois Wahl once made a critical remark, directed at Badiou, that "the
argument that enjoins us to deduce the existence of non-belonging from the
negation of belonging merely reiterates the ontological argument"-lnaybe, but
is this not the only version of the ontological argument that a materialist can
endorse?88 The situation is strictly homologous to that of relationship: if there is
no sexual relationship, there has to be an impossible object which gives body to
a non-relationship (the asexual objet 0); if there is no class relationship, there has
to be a social agent which embodies this non-relationship, class struggle as such
(the "part of no-part" of the social body, its "organ without a body" ) . This rever
sal of "there is no relationship" into "there is a non-relationship;' this notion
of a paradoxical object in which negativity itself acquires positive existence, is
crucial: without it, we remain at the abstract level of the "eternal struggle of two
opposed principles:'
The passage from " il n'y a pas de rapport sexue!" to " il y a du non-rapport
(sexue/)" is also homologous to the passage in Hegel from determinate reflection
88 As paraphrased in Ray Brassier, Nihil Unbound: Enlightenmel1tand Extinction, London:
Palgrave Macmillan 2007, p. 104, citing Fran<;:ois ·Wahl, "Presentation, Representation,
Apparaitre;' in Alain Badiou: Penser Ie multiple, ed. Charles Ramond, Paris: LHannattan
2002, pp. 169-87.
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to reflexive determination-or indeed to the passage in Marxism from material
ist dialectics to dialectical materialism The shift we are dealing with here is the
key dialectical shift-the one most difficult to grasp for a "negative dialectics" in
love with explosions of negativity, with all imaginable forms of "resistance" and
"subversion;' but unable to overcome its own parasitizing on the preceding posi
tive order-from the wild dance of the liberation from the (oppressive) System
to (what the German Idealists called) the System of Liberty. Two examples from
revolutionary politics should suffice here: it is easy to become enamored of the
multitude of free-thinkers who blossomed in the pre-revolutionary France of
the late eighteenth century, from libertarians debating in the salons, enjoying
the paradoxes of their own inconsistencies, to the pathetic artists amusing those
in power with their own protests against power; it is much more difficult to fully
endorse the reversal of this unrest in the harsh new Order of the Revolutionary
Terror. In a homologous way, it is easy to enjoy the creative unrest of the years
immediately following the October Revolution, with suprematists, futurists,
constructivists, and so on, competing for primacy in revolutionary fervor; it is
much more difficult to recognize in the horrors of the forced collectivization
of the late 1920S an attempt to translate this revolutionary fervor into a new
positive social order.
We should also not confuse the series of Lacan's " il ny a pas . . . " (de l'Autre)
with the series of " nexiste pas " : " nexiste pas" denies the full symbolic existence
of the negated object (already for Hegel, existence is not being, but being as
the appearing of an underlying symbolic-notional essence), while " il ny a pas"
is more radical, it denies the very pre-essential nomadic being of specters and
other pre-ontological entities. In short, la Femme nexiste pas, mais if y a des
femmes. The same goes for God and the unconscious: God does not exist, but
"there are gods" who haunt us; the unconscious does not exist as a full ontologi
cal entity (Tung thought it did exist), but it insists in haunting us-which is why
Lacan said that the true formula of atheism is "God is the unconscious:'",
The reason Lacan, in his later teaching, turned to the theme of knots was
precisely in order to think the non-relationship as embodied in a paradoxical
element (which would vaguely fit the singular universal, the "part of no-part") .'o
Here enters the Borromean knot, consisting of three circles intertwined in such
a way that no two are directly connected but are held together only through the
third, so that if we cut the third knot, the other two will also be disconnected
in short, there is no relationship between any two circles. What is this third
circle? The objet a ? The sinthome? The symbolic order itself? Here Lacan, at the
. 89 Incidentally, this non-existence of God has nothing to do with Levinas's and Marion's
"God beyond being:'
90 As we have already seen, den, Democritus's name for the atom, is arguably the most
appropriate name for a non-relationship.
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very end of his teaching, reached a deadlock to 1,vhich, in an authentically tragic
mode, he openly confessed:
The metaphor of the Borromean knot is, in its most simple state, inadequate. It
abuses the metaphor, because there really is no thing which supports the imagi
nary, the symbolic, and the real. What is essential in what T am saying is that there
is 110 sexual relationship. That there is no sexual relationship because there is an
imaginary, a symbolic, and a real, this is what I did not dare to say. But I nonethe
less said it. It is evident that I was wrong, but I simply let myself slide into it. This
is disturbing, it is even more than annoying. It is even more annoying that it is not
justified. This is hmv things look to me today, and this is \vhat I confess to you.
All right!91
Two things should be noted here. First, retroactively, one can see where the
obvious mistake lay: the Borromean knot works as a metaphor only if we think
the three circles as simultaneous, intertwined on the same surface. (The only way
to save this model would be to add a fourth element holding the three together,
which Lacan did with his notion of the sinthome holding together the ISR
triad.) Second, why was Lacan, by his own confession, wrong to say that there
is no sexual relationship becanse there is an imaginary, a symbolic, and a Reall
Because the three are not given simultaneously as a triad-they rather function
like the Kierkegaardian triad of Aesthetic-Ethical-Religious, where the choice is
always between two terms, an either/or; in other words, the three terms do not
operate at the same ontological level, so that we encounter a certain minimal
temporality: first the antagonism between the Aesthetic and the Ethical; then,
with the passage to the Ethical, the antagonism repeats itself in the (new) guise of
the jump from the Ethical to the Religious. One can thus even say that, in a weird
"negation of the negation:' the ReligiOUS is the return of the Aesthetic within the
domain of the Ethical: the Religious is non-non-Aesthetic." Similarly, in Lacan's
triad of imaginary-symbolic-Real, or in Frend's of ego-superego-Id, when we
focus on one term, the other two get condensed into one (under the hegen10ny
of one of them). If we focus on the imaginary, the Real and the symbolic get
contracted into the imaginary's opposite nnder the domination of the symbolic;
if we focus on R, I and S get contracted under the domination of S.9)
91 Jacques Lacan, seminar of January 9, 1979, in Le seminaire, Livre XXVI: La topologie
et Ie temps (unpublished).
92 One can even sexualize this shift: the aesthetic-ethical axis (the overcoming of the
aesthetic attitude through ethical engagement) is masculine, while the ethical-religious
axis (the religious suspension of the ethical) is feminine.
93 Therein resides the shift in Lacan's work announced by his Seminar VII on the ethics
of psychoanalysis: the shift from the axis J-S to the axis S-R.
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What Lacan i s struggling with here i s h o w to formulate or formalize an
impossible/Real object which keeps the two sexes apart and, simultaneously,
is the only thing, a third thing, which indirectly connects the two. Insofar as
this object is an obstacle to the identity of each sex, this means that every sex
is grounded by its immanent impossibility. The inadequacy of the Borromean
metaphor is that it makes it appear as if, when the third circle is cut off, the
two other circles (the two sexes) simply wander off, each going its own
way-as if the two sexes have some kind of consistency outside of their consti
tutive difference. How can we think this dependence of the two sexes outside
differentiality?
In short, the non-relationship-which had the ambition to affirm the absence of
relationship-loses its support. There is no "thing» to support such a . . . concept . . .
To conclude. the non-relationship did not find its object, and remains an affirmation
which can only be related to its enunciation.94
But is then every object which gives body to non-relationship a fetish? Are we
dealing here with something homologous to the structure of anti-Semitism: the
two non-related circles are the two classes, capitalists and proletarians, and their
non-relationship exists in the figure of the Jew? This (falsely) radical formula
tion brings us to a "dynamic" position which presupposes a non-relationship
as an unfathomable elusive "absolute difference" already betrayed by any object
which tries to positivize "there is no relationship" into "there is (embodied in
this object) a non-relationship:' like the objet a which poses as the obstacle to
the direct relationship between the sexes. We can see what is wrong here if we
pursue further this homology of sexual difference and class antagonism. The
axiomatic basis of communist politics is not simply the dualist "class strug
gle:' but, more precisely, the Third moment as the subtraction from the Two of
hegemonic politics. That is to say, the hegemonic ideological field imposes on us
a plane of (ideological) visibility with its own "principal contradiction" (today,
the opposition between market -freedom-democracy and fundamentalism
terrorism-totalitarianism-"Islamo-Fascism:' etc.), and the first thing we must
do is reject (subtract from) this opposition, recognize it as a false opposition
destined to obfuscate the true line of division. Lacan's formula for this redou
bling is 1 + 1 + a: the "official" antagonism (the Two) is always supplemented by
an "indivisible remainder" which indicates its foreclosed dimension. In other
words, the true antagonism is always reflexive, it is the antagonism between the
"official" antagonism and that which is foreclosed by it (this is why, in Lacan's
.
mathematics, 1 + 1 = 3). Today, again, the true antagonism is not between liberal
94 Le Gaufey, Le Pastout de Lacan, pp. 166, 168.
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multiculturalism and fundamentalism, but behveen the very field o f their
opposition and the excluded Third (radical emancipatory politics).
This is why Lacan's formula of ''1 + 1 + a" is best exemplified by the class
struggle: the two classes plus the excess of the "Jew;' the objet a, the supple
ment to the antagonistic couple. The function of this supplementary element
is double: it is a fetishistic disavowal of the class antagonism, yet precisely as
such, it stands for this antagonism, forever preventing "class peace." In other
words, if we had just the tvw classes, just 1 + 1 without the supplelnent, we would
not have a "pure" class antagonism but, on the contrary, class peace: h¥o classes
complementing each other in a harmonious Whole. The paradox is thus that
it is the very element which blurs or displaces the "purity" of the class struggle
that serves as its "prime mover:' Critics of Marxism ·who point out that there are
never only two classes opposed in social life thus miss the point: it is precisely
because there are never just two classes opposed that there is class struggle. We
never have a pure confrontation of the two antagonistic classes, there are always
third elements which displace the struggle, and these third elements are not just
a "complication" of the class struggle, they are the class struggle. Without them,
we would not have class struggle proper, but a simple differential relationship of
the two opposed classes: class struggle is precisely the struggle for hegemony, for
the appropriation of these third elements.
Here is the final sentence Ii'om the Wikipedia description of the mm Super
8: "The movie ends with the star ship blasting off towards the creature's home
planet while Joe and Alice hold hands:' The couple is created when the Thing
which served as the ambiguous obstacle disappears-an1biguous, because it was
nonetheless needed to bring the couple together in the first place. This is what il
n)! a pas de rapport sexuel means "in practice": the direct relationship is iInpos
sible, a third object serving as obstacle is needed to establish a link. Lars von
Trier's Melancholia stages an interesting reversal of this classic formula of an
object-Thing (an asteroid, aliens) which serves as the enabling obstacle to the
production of the couple: at the film's end, the Thing (a planet on a collision
course with Earth) does not withdraw; it hits Earth, destroying all life, and the
film deals with the different ways the main characters deal with the impending
catastrophe (from suicide to cynical acceptance).
This allows us also to approach in a new way Badiou's concept of the "point"
as the point of decision, as the moment at which the complexity of a situation
is "filtered" through a binary disposition and thus reduced to a simple choice:
all things considered, are we against or for (Should we attack or retreat? Support
that proclamation or oppose it?) . With regard to the Third moment as the sub
traction from the Two ofhegernonic politics, we should always bear in mind that
one basic operation of hegemonic ideology is to enforce a false point, to impose
on us a false choice--as in to day's "war on terror;' when anyone who tries to
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draw attention to the complexity and ambiguity of the situation is sooner or
later interrupted by an impatient voice saying: "OK, enough of this muddle-we
are engaged in a difficult struggle in which the fate of the free world is at stake,
so please, make it clear, where do you really stand: do you support freedom
and democracy or not?"95 The obverse of this imposition of a false choice is, of
course, the blurring of the true line of division-here Nazism, with its designa
tion of the Jewish enemy as an agent of the "plutocratic-Bolshevik plot;' remains
unsurpassed. In this designation, the mechanism is almost laid bare: the true
opposition ("plutocrats" versus "Bolsheviks;' i.e., capitalists versus proletarians)
is literally obliterated, blurred into One, and therein lies the function of the name
"Jew" -to serve as the operator of this obliteration. The first task of emancipa
tory politics is therefore to distinguish between "false" and "true" points, "false"
and "true" choices, to bring back the third element whose obliteration sustains
the false choice-just as, today, the false choice of "liberal democracy or Islamo
Fascism" is sustained by the obliteration of radical secular emancipatory politics.
We should be clear, then, in rejecting the dangerous motto "my enemy's
enemy is my friend;' which may lead us in particular into discerning a "pro
gressive" anti-imperialist potential in fundamentalist lslamist movements. The
ideological universe of organizations like Hezbollah is based on a blurring of the
differences between capitalist neo-imperialism and secular progressive emanci
pation: within Hezbollah's ideological space, women's emancipation, gay rights,
etc., are nothing but the "decadent" moral aspect of Western imperialism. We
can see clearly here how the bourgeoisie functions in the masculine way, and
the proletariat in the feminine: for the bourgeoisie, the field of the political is a
closed dual relationship where the enemy of my enemy is my friend, for which
they are now paying a heavy price-today's enemies, Muslim fundamentalists,
were yesterday enemies of the (common) enemy (Soviet communism); for the
proletariat as non-All, the field is not closed in this binary fashion-my enemy's
enemy is not my friend (no alliance with religious fundamentalists), but, on the
other hand, to be non-non -bourgeois is not to be bourgeois again, but our (the
proletariat's) prospective ally.

95 One can also imagine a humanitarian version of such pseudo-ethical blackmail: "OK.
enough of this muddle about nea-colonialism, the responsibility of the West, and so
on-do you want to do something to really help the millions suffering in Africa. or do
you just want to use them to score pOints in your ideologico-political struggle?"

P art I V
THE CIGARETTE AFTER

CHAPTER 12

The Foursome o f Terror, Anxiety, Courage
and Enthusiasm

My ongoing debate with Badiou could be read as a series of variations on
the motif of how to redeem Hegel, how to reclaim him for the contemporary
universe of radical contingency. In terms of the most elementary ontological
coordinates, my difference with Badiou is threefold, with regard to the triad
Being/World/Event. At the level of being, the multiplicity of multiples has to
be supplemented by the "barred One;' the Void as the impossibility of the One
becoming One. At the level of appearance, the world has to be conceived of as
language-bound: each world is sustained by a Master-Signifier (the true refer
ence of what Badiou calls a "point"). At the level of the Event, the "negativity"
of anxiety and the (death) drive has to be posited as prior to the affirmative
enthusiasm for the Event, as its condition of possibility.
What is missing in Badiou is an ontology of the Event. That is to say, when
Badiou posits the Truth-Event as the exception to the order of Being (all there
is are bodies and languages, with the exception of Truths), he adds that, as a
materialist, he of course presumes that an Event is just a "torsion of being;' that
it exists only in the sum of its consequences, its inscriptions into the order of
Being. In order to conceptualize the mode of existence of the Event, we thus
need an ontology of virtual (non-)being, of a virtual X present only in its effects,
or, even, retroactively generated by its own effects.

BEING/WORLD/EvENT

It is easy to imagine Badiou's rejoinder to my first thesis: is not the notion of
a multipliCity of "worlds" (transcendental structures) set against the back
ground of the barred One yet another case of post-philosophical metaphysics?
Metaphysics because it provides no space for (mathematics as) general ontology
which, for Badiou, guarantees that we remain within materialism? And does
not this lack of a general ontology which defines the common texture of being
also make it impossible to account for universal Truths, Truths which reach
across Single worlds (such as, in art, the plays of Aeschylus and Sophocles which,
although embedded in the Ancient Greek world, continue to speak to us)? The
key point here is how, preCisely, we are to conceive the multiplicity of worlds.
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Let me begin by defending Badiou against a critical point, recently made by
Peter Hallward, which concerns the very ontological fundamentals of Badiou's
philosophical edifice, the relationship between Being and beings:
The problem is that Badiou assumes but does not account for the status of the
middle and mediating term-the status of beings. Neither Badiou's ontology nor
his logic seem to provide any clear place for ordinary ontic reality. What appears
in our various Parisian worlds, clearly, are not instances of pure being or multi
plicity, but people. Depending on the transcendental configuration of their world,
these people can then appear or exist as tranquil workers, patriotic heroes or rebel
lious insurgents. but in each case the transcendental appears to take the elementary
ontic status of its inhabitants for granted. Between the being of a pure multiplicity
and an appearing as docile or insurgent lies an abyss without mediation. The space
that in other philosophies might be filled by an account of material actualization
or emergent self-realization (or any number of alternatives) is one that Badiou, so
far, prefers to consign to contingency. If the transcendental of a world determines
the ways in which its objects may appear, Badiou seems to presume a meta
transcendental register which simply gives a world the ontic raw material of its
objects . . '
The gist of Hallward's argument is clear: the ontological structure of a purely
formal mathematical multiplicity is not enough to provide (account for) the
"raw material:' the ontic density of beings, of positive entities (material objects)
caught up in a world, organized through its transcendental frame. Convincing
as it appears, this argument nonetheless imputes to Badiou's notion of the "tran
scendental" a perspectival status: it only works if, in a traditional Kantian way,
we conceive the transcendental as the network that structures our perspective
on noumenal reality. If, however, we follow Badiou and conceive the World
the transcendental structuring principle-as strictly immanent to ontic reality,
then we have to conclude that beings, in their material denSity and with their
wealth of properties, exist always and only as part of a World and its determi
nate situation. Beings are not neutral "raw stuff" caught up in one and then
another transcendental network-the only neutral "stuff" outside every situa
tion is mathematical multiplicity. There is another important consequence to be
drawn from this absolute immanence of the transcendental: we should totally
reject any notion of the symptomal point of a situation as an effect of the resist
ance of the inconsistent multiplicity of ontic reality to getting caught in the grid
of transcendental consistency. The p oint of inconsistency, of the "symptomal
. torsion" of a situation, is generated by its immanent transcendental structure.
1 Peter Hallward, "Order and Event: On Badiou's Logics of Worlds;' New Left Review 5 3
(September-October 2008), p . ll8.
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Here ,\ve can discern the key lesson of Hegelian idealism for today's mate
rialism: the basic premise of materialisn1 is not the existence of some obscure
impenetrable material density or thick "matter" \vhich indicates that "everything
is not just thought;' just notional determinations, that there is something "really
out there" irreducible to notional determinations. For a materialism which has
absorbed the lesson of Hegel, "reality out there" (the real-in-itself) really is
"dematerialized:' an "abstract" interplay of purely formal interrelations in which
"matter (in its thickness) disappears;' Far from indicating a radical externality
resisting the subject, the thickness of objectivity resisting the subject's grasp is
precisely the su�jective moment, the most elementary "reifying" illusion of sub
jectivity, what the subject adds to the real-in-itself This brings us to another key
lesson of Hegel: whenever we are dealing with the tension between our (subjec
tive) notional determinations and the stuff "out there" which resists our grasp,
this tension is by definition secondary, an effect or reifying (mis)perception of
·what is originally an inner ilnbalance or antagonism in the texture of notions
themselves. Therein lies Hegel's basic "idealist" wager: every tension between
notional determinations and reality can be reduced to an immanent tension of
notional determinations. So where is the "materialism" here? In the fact that
these tensions or antagonisms are constitutive and irreducible, that we can never
arrive at a "pure" and fully actualized notional structure.
There is nonetheless a problem with Badiou's elevation of mathematics into
a model of the sciences: no modern science can be reduced to mathematical
formalislll, since it always includes also a minimum of empirical testing and
measurement which introduce the aspect of the contingency of the Real
no one knows in advance what the measurelnents will show. This element is
missing in mathematics where the contingency is limited to the selection or pos
iting of the axioms with which the theoretician begins, while all that follows are
the rational consequences of the axioms. Even such an "abstract" science like
quantum phYSics, in which the dense positive materiality is dissolved into the
pure virtuality of quantum waves, has to expose itself to measurement.
Is the conclusion then that, for this very reason, mathematics is not a science,
but a philosophical diScipline, the only true universal ontology? Or, on the con
trary that in order to pass from mathematics to ontology proper, aIle needs a
'
minimum of contingency able to disrupt or surprise the necessity involved in
generating formulae from axioms? Insofar as mathematics is the pure ontol
ogy of being, we approach here the most sensitive and obscure part of Badiou's
philosophical "system;' the transition from being to appearing, Although the
professed task of Badiou's Logics of Worlds is to answer the question of how
a world (of appearing) emerges from the pure multiplicity of being, he does
not (even pretend to) really answer this question-he merely posits this transi
tion, namely the emergence of a world, as a fact, and then goes on to describe

'
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the transcendental structure of a world. From time to time, however, he risks a
formulation which borders on Gnostic Schwarmerei, as in the following passage:
A kind of push, which is essentially topological, makes it that the multiple is not
satisfied by being what it is since, as appearing. it is there that it has to be what it is.
But what does this "being-there" mean, this being which comes to be insofar as it
appears? It is not possible to separate an extension from what dwells in it, or a world
from the objects which compose it.2
Note how Badiou here claims the exact opposite of Heidegger: the whole point
of Heidegger's "ontological difference" as the difference between appearing enti
ties and the horizon-world of appearing is that one can and should separate a
world from the objects which compose it-ontological difference is this separa
tion. The problem here is the problem: not that of how we pass from appearances
to true being, but the opposite, the truly hard one-how we pass from being to
appearing, how and why does being start to appear to itself? In other words, the
problem is one of locality, of a focal point always presupposed in a "world:'
In his Human Touch, Michael Frayn noted the radical relativity of our notion
of the universe: when we talk about the micro-dimensions of quantum physics,
so small as to be unimaginable, or about the vastness of the universe, so large
that we are an imperceptible speck within it, we always presuppose our gaze, our
"normal" measure of greatness: quantum waves are small, the universe is large,
with regard to our standards. The lesson is that every notion of "objective reality"
is bound to a subjective point. How, then, do we pass from the totally "flat" and
incommensurable or de-focalized Real to a focused World, to a field constituted
through a transcendental measure? Heidegger refuses this problem as, precisely,
metaphysical: for him, the horizon of appearing is the ultimate horizon, there
is nothing beyond it, only the abyssal play of Ereignis, and if we try to reach
beyond, we become involved in a nonsensical endeavor to deduce the very onto
logical horizon of ontic reality from this reality.
Ray Brassier is thus right to insist on Badiou's "failure to clarify the con
nection between ontological inconsistency and ontical consistency:' that is,
the passage from Being to a World.' We should add only (but not only) a ter
minological clarification: the consistency of a world is not merely ontic, it is
transcendental-ontological, for a world is the unity of the ontic and the onto
logical-transcendental horizon, it is the ontic mUltiplicity given within a certain
ontological horizon, while being-in-itself is purely ontic, ontic without an onto
logical horizon, given without givenness. (This is why its science is mathematics,
:vhile worlds hinge on a logic, on an onto-logic.)
2 Alain Badiou, Second manifeste pour fa philosoph ie, Paris: Fayard 2009, p. 39.
3 Ray Brassier, Nihil Unbound: Enlightenment and Extinction, London: Palgrave
Macmillan 2007. p. 111.

TERROr<, iU-'TJ'-IJ:'TY, COURAGE
In the history of philosophy, the most consistent ans'wer to this questioJl
(in a certain sense one could say the o n ly true answer) \vas provided by the
German Idealists, especially Schelling and Hegel. III his IVeli-alter manuscripts,
Schelling ontlined the birth of logos (the articulated 'Norld) out of the pre-onto
logical antagonism or drives, I,vhile Hegel, in his Logic, tries to demonsti'ate hovv'
"appearing" (correlative to Essence) emerges OUt of the immanent inconsist
encies ("contradictions") of Being. In spite of the insurmountable differences
between Schelling and Hegel, the two share a key feature; they try to account for
the emergence of appearing with reference to S0111e kind of tension or antago
nism or contradiction in the preceding order of being. This route, hmvever, is
excluded a priori by Badiou, since his axiom is that "being as being is absolutely
homogeneous: a mathematically thinkable pme multipiicitY:'" This is why all
Badiou can do is offer obscure hints about "a kind of push" of being towards
appearing which belongs more to the Schopenhauerian Gnostic notion of hmv
the abyssal Ground of B eing harbors an obscure inexplicable will to appear.5
Badiou touches npon the same problem Ivhen he explains the "fundamental
principle of materialism";
"Every atom of appearing is real:' This axiom indicates that, at the atomic level
(which means: when Ive are dealing with only one element of the multiple which
appears), Vle can identify the atorn of appearing and a real clement of the multiple
in question (in the ontological sense: this element "belongs" to it). vVe enter here the
deepest considerations of the link between ontology and logic, between being and
appearing. To adopt the principle of materialism means to admit that, at a minimal
point of appearing, there is a kind of'''fusion'' with the being which appears. An atom
of appearing is in a way "prescribed" by a real element of the multiple.6
But is not this notion of a "fusion" between appearing and being a pseudo-solu
tion along the lines of Descartes's pineal gland? Is it not the case that, once we
are within a world, there is no externality with regard to it since everything is
focalized with regard to its transcendental structure? How, then, can we break
out of the prison�house of a world? This brings us to our second critical remark:
Badiou does not really account for how Truths can reach across different worlds.
How can we combine this trans-worldly character of Truth with his emphatic
claim that every Truth is localized, the Truth of a certain situation within a
World? The key axiom of Badiou's "logics of worlds" concerns the concept of the
4 Dadiou, Second manifeste pour la philosophie, pp. 39-40.
5 Not \vithont irony, one can compare such speculative formulations to the similar
propositions about the deeper unity of the sensual and the noumenal found in Kant's
posthumously published manuscripts.
6 Badioll, Second man�reste pOllr la philosophie, pp. 66-7-
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"inexistent" of a world: "If a multiplicity appears in a world, one element of this
multiplicity and only one is an inexistent of this world. "7 A "non-existent" is an
element which is part of a world but participates in it with the minimal degree of
intensity: that is, the transcendental structure of this world renders it "invisible":
"The thing is in the world, but its appearing in the world is the destruction of
its identity:" The classical example is, of course, Marx's notion of the proletariat
which belongs to the existing society but within its horizon is invisible in its spe
cific function. Such an inexistent is, of course, the "evental site" of a world: when
the Event occurs, the inexistent passes from minimal to maximal existence, or,
to quote the well-known line from the "Internationale" : "We were nothing, we
shall be alI:' As Badiou makes clear, this inexistence is not ontological (at the
level of being, workers are massively present in capitalist society), but phenom
enological: they are here, but invisible in their specific mode of existence. The
philosophical question here is: why, exactly, does every world contain a "non
existent"? Its necessity
depends on the axiom of materialism, according to which every atom is real. Perhaps
we should see in this dependence a dialectical statement: if the world is regulated
at the level of the One, or at the atomic level, by a materialist prescription of the
type appearing = being, then negation is [exists], in the form of an element hit by
inexistence.9
In short, precisely because of the gap between being (irreducible multiplicity)
and appearing (the domain of atoms-Ones), the unity (overlapping) of being
and appearing (existence) can only appear within the (transcendental) space
of appearance in a negative way, in the guise of an inexistent, a One which is
(from within the transcendental frame that regulates appearing) not-One, an
atom which, while part of the world of appearing, is not properly covered by it,
participates minimally in it. This inexistent is the point of symptomal torsion of
a world: it functions as a "universal singular:' a singular element which directly
participates in the universal (belongs to its world), but lacks a determinate place
in it. At the formal level of the logic of the signifier, this inexistent is the empty
"signifier without a signified:' the zero-signifier which, deprived of all determi
nate meaning, stands only for the presence of meaning as such, in contrast to its
absence, to non-meaning: its meaning is tautological, it means only that things
have meaning, without saying what this meaning is. Levi-Strauss, who first theo
rized this empty Signifier, also grounded its necessity in the gap between the
irreducible multiplicity of the Real and the always-limited network of signifiers
7 Ibid., p. 72.
8 Ibid., p. 779 Ibid., p. 74.
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(Ones) which try to capture this excess of the Real.w Or, to refer to Marx's analy
sis of the commodity-form, it is as if: over and above lions, tigers, worms, fishes,
and other particular species of animals, there exists animal as such, a direct
embodiment of the genus. What the transcendental field of a world obfuscates is
that this "inexistent" which has no place within its world simultaneously stands
for the universality of its world: within the horizon of a world, the "inexistent"
appears simply as a dispersed multiplicity of obscure marginal elements.
How, then, does an Event change a world whose Truth it enacts' Here enters
the notion of subtraction: it is the concept of subtraction which resolves the
open question of Badiou's Being and Event, which is that of the link or intersec
tion between being and Event. How do we avoid the reproach that an Event
is a proto-religious miracle which intervenes from some transcendent Beyond
into the order of beingl At its most elementary, subtraction is precisely the
way an Event inscribes itself into being, it is the subtractive movement which
opens up the space for the Event within the order of being. We should also note
how, in contrast to Badiou's "affirmationist" insistence on the positivity of an
Event, subtraction designates a negative lllove, a withdrawal, the reduction to a
minimum (to the "minimal difference"). What Badiou calls "subtraction" is thus
another name, his name, for negativity in its affirmative dimension, for a negativ
ity which is not just a destructive gesture, but gives, opens up a new dimension.
No wonder, then, that Badiou's "subtraction" functions like Hegel's Aufhebung:
it contains three different layers of meaning: (,) to withdraw, disconnect; (2) to
reduce the complexity of a situation to its minimal difference; (3) to destroy the
existing order. As in Hegel, the solution is not to differentiate the three meanings
(eventually proposing a specifle term for each of them) , but to grasp subtraction
as the unity of its three dinlensions: we should withdraw from our immersion
in a situation in such a way that this withdrawal renders visible the "minimal
difference" sustaining its multiplicity and thereby causes its disintegration, in
the same way that removing a card from a house of cards causes the collapse of
the entire edifice.
Badiou grounds this solution in three premises: (1) The multiple which local
izes the evental mutation should already be there in the world, it should appear
in it; that is, the mutation should not occur as the effect of a transcendental
intervention of SOlne miraculous Outside. ( 2 ) The transcendental of the world in
question should not be modified in its internal rules, for we remain in the same
world. (3) The "inexistent" multiple somehow supplements the functioning of
the transcendental rules, so that the mutation should concern the relationship
between the multiple and the transcendental of its world. His solution is thus
that " there is a local mutation il1 the appearing when a multiple falls itself under
10 The underlying and correct implication is that there is One only at the level of the
signifier: in the Real, there is no One-except for obscurantists.
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the measure of the identities which authorizes the comparison between its elements.
Or when the support-oI-being of the appearing appears locally:' " What happens
here is that a multiple "is counted under its own law of appearance": "We call
'site" a multiple which appears in a new way, insofar as it"falls under the general
measure of the degrees of identity which prescribe its own appearing element
by element. Let us say that a site makes (itself) appear itself' " This can happen
precisely because the site is a "universal singular": since the inexistent does not
have a particular content (its content is reduced to a minimum), one cannot just
endow it with a greater intensity of appearing (like the fascists who want the
proper role of work to be recognized in the social organism); at this symptomal
point, a local mutation is only possible if the very universal "support-of-being of
the appearing appears locallY:' When proletarians no longer appear as obscure
background entities, but as a direct embodiment of the universal, an evental
mutation occurs: in their singular being, the universality (of their world) as such
is momentarily visible.13
The question to be raised here is this: why should an Event not designate a
modification of the very internal rules of the transcendental of a world? Why do
we not actually pass from one to another world? Is it not that, for a non-existent
to change into a being with the maximum intensity of existence, the very rules
which measure the intensity of being have to change? If proletarians are to count
11 Ibid., p. 91.
12 Ibid., p. 93.
13 How, then, does the Badiouian Event stand with regard to formulae of sexuation?
Some Lacanian feminist critics claim that the exceptional status of the Event with regard
to ordinary "human-animal" life, its status as the exception to universality, compels us
to locate it on the male side of the formulae-and, indeed, is not this logic of exception
to universality confirmed by Badiou's own formulations, such as when he says: "There is
nothing but bodies and languages ;' to which materialist dialectics adds ". . . with the excep
tion o/truths" (Alain Badiou, Logiques des mondes, Paris: Seuil 2006, p. 9)? Furthermore,
does not the heroic-phallic connotation of the fidelity to an Event (the idea of "enforcing"
the truth) also bear witness to its masculine nature? There is nonetheless a key feature
which renders such a reading problematic, convincing as it may appear: on the male side
of Lacan's formulae of sexuation, the exception is the exception to universality (all but x
are ... ) which, as such, grounds this universality, while in the case of the Badiouian Truth
Event, the evental Truth is universal; Le., here, exception does not ground universality
(with regard to which it is an exception), the exception (an evental Truth) is universality.
Or, to put it in another way, universality is here singular, it is what Hegel called a univer
sality "for itself;' a universality posited as such in a singular point. Or, to put yet another
way. universality is here not the outcome of a neutral view to which we gain access after
elevating ourselves above particular or partial engaged positions; universality is, on the
contrary, something which is accessible only to an engaged subjective position. The
supreme case here is the Marxian proletariat which stands for the exception, the "part of
no-part;' of the social body, and is precisely as such the "universal class:'
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as "being-human as such;' does not the very measure of what counts as "being
human" have to be modified? In other words, is it not that an inexistent which is
the point of symptomal torsion of a world can only be made fully existent if we
pass into another world?
This brings us to the very complex and ambiguous relationship between
inconsistency and truth in Badiou's thought. As Hallward has pointed out, for
Badiou, "inconsistency is a category of truth, rather than knowledge or expe
rience": reality is, at its most elementary ontological level, an inconsistent
multiplicity that no One can totalize into a consistent unity.l-1 Of course, reality
always appears to us within a determinate situation, as a particular world whose
consistency is regulated by its transcendental features. But, as Badiou puts it:
A truth is this minimal consistency (a part, an immanence without concept) which
indicates in the situation the inconsistency that makes its being . . . Since the ground
less ground of what is presented is inconsistency, a truth ,,,,ill be that which, from
within the presented and as a part of the presented, brings forth the inconsistency
upon which, ultimately, the consistency of presentation depends.);
Here is how Hallward deploys the consequences of this notion of truth as
inconsistency:
Perhaps the two most important general notions that underlie this philosophy of
truth are fidelity and inconsistcmy. However varied the circumstances of its pro
duction, a trnth always involves a fidelity to inconsistency. The semantic tension
behveen these terms is only apparent. Fidelity: a principled commitment, variously
maintained, to the infinite and universalizable implications of a disruptive event.'6
Inconsistency: the presumption, variously occasioned, that such disruption touches
on the very being of being. Inconsistency is the ontological basis, so to speak, of a
determined wager on the infinitely revolutionary orientation and destiny of thought.
Fideljty is the subjective discipline required to sustain this destiny and thus to affirm
an "immortality" that Badiou readily associates with the legacy of Saint Paul and
Pascal. Inconsistency is what there is and fidelity is a response to what happens, but
it is only by being faithful to the consequences of what happens that we can think the
truth of what there is. In every case, "the truth of the situation is its inconsistency:'
and "a truth does not drmv its support from consistency but £l'om inconsistency:'!?

14 Hallward, "Order and Event;' p. 100.
15 Alain Badiou, lvlanifeste pour la philosophie, Paris: Seuil 1989, pp. 90, 88.
16 Is not Badiou's notion of fidelity to an Event as the highest (the only true) freedorn
a variation on the old Protestant motto that obedience is the highest form of freedom?
17 Hallward, "Order and Event;' pp. 98-9.
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The term "inconsistency" is used here in two senses that are not dearly dis
tinguished. First, there is inconsistency as the "true ontological foundation
of any multiple-being:' namely "a multiple-deployment that no unity can
gather" -inconsistency is here the starting point, the zero-level of pure pres
ence, that which is subsequently counted-as-one, organized into a world, that
which subsequently appears within a given transcendental horizon. Then, there
is inconsistency as the symptomal knot of a world, the excess which cannot
be accounted for in its terms. (Exactly the same ambiguity characterizes the
Lacanian Real.)
A bit of clumsy elementary reasoning may be useful here: if inconsistency
is "what there is" and fidelity is fidelity to inconsistency, does this then mean
that the Badiouian fidelity to a Truth-Event is ultimately a fidelity to what there
is? Is a Truth-Event then only the intervention of the inconsistent multiplic
ity into a consistent situation, the index of how every totalizing representation
of the inconsistent multiplicity fails to capture it fully? If this is the case, then
we are back in the standard post-Hegelian universe of the productivity of
a life-process which is always in excess over its re-presentations, so that re
presentations (situations, Worlds, totalizations) are like temporary envelopes
which can be discarded when the productive force of presence overgrows them.
At this level, inconsistency as the symptomal point of a situation is simply an
index of the failure of this situation, an index of the need to drop it. We can even
accommodate at this level Badiou's notion of the symptomal point as "nothing
(the element without place) which becomes all": the symptomal point is the
element within a situation which counts for nothing within its (transcendental)
coordinates; through the evental revolution, this nothing (the "part of no-part")
becomes All, the basic structuring principle of a new situation (like the proletar
iat before and after the revolution) . However, considered in this way, the Event is
only a passage from one to another World, a founding of a new World, a "World
in becoming" -the whole process can be grasped in the terms of an opposition
between the inconsistent multiplicity of Being and the consistency of a World as
a form of appearance of multipliCity.
This couple is, however, dearly not "strong enough" to provide the coor
dinates for Badiou's notion of a Truth-Event: a Truth-Event is not only the
"revenge" of the inconSistency upon a consistent situation; fidelity to a Truth
Event is a work of imposing a new order onto the multiplicity of Being, for
Truth is a "project" which is enforced upon the unnamable of a situation. In a
way, Truth is itself even more forcefully imposing than a World: there is no pre
established harmony between Being and Event, for the enforcing of a Truth onto
the multiple reality in no way "expresses" the "inner truth" of reality itself.
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TRUTH, INCONSISTENCY, AND THE SYMPTOMAL POINT
There is thus a potential tension between truth as fidelity to inconsistency
and Truth as enforcing a project upon being; that is to say, the key dilemma is
whether it is sufficient to define an Event as the intrusion of the inconsistency
into a consistent situation, as the return of its repressed in the guise of a symp
tomal torsion, of an excessive element which formally belongs to a situation but
lacks a proper place in it (Ranciere's "part of no-part"). Is it not the case that such
points of symptomal torsion are not yet Events themselves but only what Badiou
calls "evental sites;' possible places where an Event can occur?
It� however, Truth is an Order enforced or imposed on the multiplicity of
being, then the question arises: how does Truth differ from a World? Can Truth
become a World?" To put it bluntly: does an Event, like every situation (or
World), also have (or, rather, generate) its point of symptomal torsion, so that a
Truth-Event is merely the passage between one and another World? The answer,
of course, is no. The Truth enforced npon a sitnation is of a radically different
nature to a World. Again, to put it bluntly: a World is historical, a transcen
dental-historical organization ofa sphere of Being, while-as Badiou repeatedly
emphasizes in his unabashedly Platonic way--Truth is eternal, in enforcing it
one enforces onto reality an eternal Idea. We are thus dealing with two radi
cally different levels: a World is a formation of human finitude, "hermeneutic"
(a horizon of meaning) ; the evental Truth is eternal, the trans-historical per
sistence of an eternal Idea which continues to haunt us "in all possible worlds:'
As the Idea "only exists in its power to make an object come 'in truth; and
thus to sustain that there is universal, it is not itself presentable, since it is the
presentation-to-the-true. In a word: there is no Idea of Idea. By the way, one
can name this absence 'Truth:"19 Truth thus always relies on a "there is no meta
language": it occurs when we cannot step back and adopt a reflexive distance,
when the only (impossible) step back would have been into the horizon itself
The sign of an Idea is that we "cannot go further back": we have reached the
limit, the only thing behind an object is the void of its presentation. For example,
a work of art is a Truth-Event when it cannot be dissolved further into its posi
tive (social, politicO-ideological, aesthetic) historical conditions, when there is
more in its pure appearing than in the complex conditions that sustain it, so that
we can only admire its appearance as s11ch.
Both World and Truth -Event are modes of appearing: a World consists of the
transcendental coordinates of appearing, while a Truth-Event (or an immortal
18 The ambiguity here-that while for Badiou an Event is the pOint of inconsistency
and subversion of a World, he ends up calling for a new World against capitalist atonal
worldlessness-is symptomal of this subterranean link between World and Truth-Event.
19 Badiou, Second n1an�feste pour la philosophie, p. 112.
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Idea) is something that, rather than appearing, "shines through;' trans-pires
in reality. The status of the World is hermeneutic, it provides the horizon of
meaning that determines our experience of reality, while the status of the Idea
is Real, it is a virtual-immovable X whose traces are discernible in reality. In
other words, the universality of a World is always "false" in the Marxist critico
ideological sense: every World is based upon an exclusion or "repression' which
can be detected through its points of symptomal torsion, while the universality
of Truth is unconditional, for it is not based upon a constitutive exception, it
does not generate its point of symptomal torsion.
Badiou takes this claim literally: at the beginning of his Logics of Worlds,
he takes the example of a horse as an object of visual art and attempts to dem
onstrate how two historical extremes-the famous Lascaux cave-drawings of
a horse and Picasso's horses-both render the same "eternal Idea" of a horse.
Much more important examples in this context are the great Events of modern
emancipatory politics: the French Revolution, the October Revolution, the
Chinese Cultural Revolution. In all these cases, Badiou staunchly opposes (what
he perceives as) the "Hegelian" reading which interprets the final failure of these
Events as the result of their immanent limitations, so that the failure of the
Event is its "truth" : due to the immanent limitations of its egalitarian project,
the French Revolution had to end in the triumph of the bourgeois market, as the
"truth" of the enthusiastic dreams which had inspired the revolutionaries; like
wise, the October Revolution had to end in Stalinism; the Cultural Revolution
had to end in the recent triumph of capitalism in China. In each case, the inter
pretive method is the same, that of a "symptomal reading" which sees in what
appeared to the engaged participants as the failure or betrayal of their project
the realization of the very truth of that project. The disappointed revolutionaries
are thus dismissed as hysterical "beautiful souls" who refuse to recognize in the
catastrophe they deplore the outcome and "truth" of their own acts. It is easy to
discern in this the motif of the Cunning of Reason: the revolutionaries were the
instruments of historical Necessity, mere tools employed in the realization of
something they themselves despised.
For Badiou, on the contrary, the failure of a revolution simply indicates
the exhaustion of a sequence: it does not in any way reveal its truth, its fateful
limitations. Take the Cultural Revolution, which can be read at two different
levels. If we read it as a part of historical reality (being), we can easily submit
it to a "dialectical" analysis in which the final outcome of a historical process is
taken to reveal its "truth" : the ultimate failure of the Cultural Revolution bears
witness to the inherent inconsistency of the very project (or "notion') , it is the
. explication-deployment-actualization of that inconsistency (in the same way
that, for Marx, the vulgar reality of capitalist profit -seeking was the "truth" of the
noble jacobin revolutionary heroism) . If, however, we analyze it as an Event, as
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an enactment of the eternal Idea of egalitarian Justice, then the ultimate OUtcome
of the Cultural Revolution, its catastrophic failure and reversal into savage capi
talist expansion, does not exhaust the Real of the Cultural Revolution: its eternal
Idea survives its deteat in socio-historical reality, it continues to lead the spectral
life of a failed utopia which will haunt future generations, patiently a\vaiting its
next resurrection.
There is a basic philosophical dilemma underlying this alternative: it may
seem that the only consistent Hegelian standpoint is one which measures the
notion by the success or failure of its actualization, so that, from the perspective
of the total mediation of essence by its appearance, any transcendence of the Idea
over its actualization is discredited. The consequence is that, if we insist on the
eternal Idea which survives its historical defeat, then this necessarily entails-in
Hegelese--a regression fro111 the level of the Notion as the fully actualized unity
of essence and appearance to the level of the Essence supposed to transcend
its appearing. But is this actually the case? One can also claim that the excess
of the utopian Idea does not contradict the total mediation of the Idea and its
appearing: the basic Hegelian insight according to which tbe failure of reality to
fully actualize an Idea is Simultaneously the failure (limitation) of this Idea itself
continues to hold. The gap that separates the Idea from its actualization Signals
a gap within this Idea itself-but in what, precisely, does this gap consist?
The ambiguity of Lacan's motif "Kant avec Sade" may be of some help here,
but only if we reverse the commonplace reading according to which Sadean per
version is the "truth" of Kant, more "radical" than Kant, that it draws out the
consequences Kant himself did not have the courage to confront. It is not in this
sense that Sade is the truth of Kant; on the contrary, Sadean perversion emerges
as a result of the Kantian compromise, of Kant's avoidance of the consequences
of his breakthrough. Sade is the symptom of Kant: while it is true that Kant
retreated from drawing all the consequences of his ethical revolution, the space
for the figure of Sade is opened up by this compromise, by Kant's unwillingness
to go to the end, to maintain hIll fidelity to his philosophical breakthrough. Far
hom being simply and directly "the truth of Kant:' Sade is the symptom of how
Kant betrayed the truth of his own discovery-the obscene Sadean jouisseur is
a stigma bearing witness to Kant's ethical compromise; the apparent "radicality"
of this figure (the willingness of the Sadean hero to go all the way in his Will· to
Enjoy) is a mask for its exact opposite. In other words, the true horror is not the
Sadean orgy, but the real core of the Kantian ethic itself-to paraphrase Brecht
yet again, what is the miserable Evil of a Sadean group orgy in comparison with
the "diabolical Evil" that pertains to a pure ethical act? Mutatis mutandis, the
same goes for the relationship between the Cultural Revolution and contem
porary Chinese capitalism as its "truth": this outcome is also a sign that Mao
retreated from drawing all the consequences of the Revolution, for the space for
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the triumph of capitalism was opened up by this compromise, by Mao's unwill
ingness to go to the end, to maintain his fidelity to lbe Idea.
The "symptom" functions here in a different way from the "symptomal
point" of a situation: while, in the second case, the "symptom" indicates the
failure or falsity of lbe situation as such and is thereby its "truth;' in the first case,
the "symptom" indicates not the failure of the Idea as such, but rather the failure
of the subject's fidelity to the Idea. In the second case, the symptom is "the truth
of . . . ;' while in the first case it bears witness to the fact lbat lbe subject "com
promised (gave way with regard to) his desire:' Consider another "symptom":
Richard Wagner's anti-Semitism. The predominant critical Cultural Studies
reading of Wagner interprets his anti-Semitism as lbe "truth" of his project, as
the key which enables us to identify what is false even in Wagner's most sublime
visions and musical achievements. But one can also read it as an indication of
Wagner's inconsistency, of his infidelity to his own project, and show how the
very narrative and musical texture of his work undermines it/a
The question is not which of these two logics of the symptom is the right
one-it depends on what type of universality or totality we are dealing with. In
the case of capitalism, the Marxist view that crises, wars, and other "deviant"
phenomena are its "truth" fully holds. Democracy is a more ambiguous case
exemplary here is the legendary study of the "authoritarian personality" in
which Adorno participated. The features of the "authoritarian personality" are
clearly opposed to the standard figure of the "open" democratic personality, and
the underlying dilemma is whether these two types of personality are opposed
in a struggle, so that we should fight for one against the alber, or whether lbe
"authoritarian" personality is in fact the symptomal "truth" of lbe "democratic"
personality. Along these lines, the shift from Adorno to Habermas apropos
modernity can itself be formulated in these terms: at the heart of Adorno's and
Horkheimer's "dialectic of enlightenment" is the idea that phenomena such
as fascism are "symptoms" of modernity, its necessary consequence (which is
why, as Horkheimer memorably put it, lbose who do not want to talk critically
about capitalism should also keep silent about fascism). For Habermas, by con
trast, lbey are "symptoms" or indicators of the fact that modernity remains an
"unfinished project;' that it has not yet deployed all its potential.
Does this logic of the Idea as an "unfinished project" not commit us to
Derrida's notion of a gap between the spectral Idea that continues to haunt his
torical reality and the Idea in its positive form, as a determinate program to be
realized? Every determinate form of the Idea, every translation of lbe Idea into a
positive program, betrays the messianic Promise at its spectral core. We are lbus
20 For example, the central figure of his entire work, the hero condemned to the obscene
immortality of an endless wandering and seeking redemption in death, is clearly a figure
of the Wandering Jew.
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back in pseudo-Kantian Levinasian territory, where eternal Truth is conceived
as a regulative Idea which is forever "to come;' which never arrives in its full
actuality. But is this the only solution?

THERE IS NO HUMAN ANIMAL
There is a different way to read the "eternality" of the Idea. Recall that, for
Hegel, the "resolution" of a contradiction does not entail the abolition of differ
ence, but its full admission. It took even Lacan a long time to reach this insight.
Throughout his development, Lacan was looking for a "quilting point;' a link
that would hold together or at least mediate between S (the symbolic semblance)
and j (the Real ofjouissance) The main solution is to elevate the phallus into the
signifier of the lack of a signifier which, as the signifier of castration, holds the
place of jouissance within the symbolic order; then, there is the objet a itself as
the surplus-enjoyment generated by the loss of jouissance, which is the obverse
of the entry into the symbolic order, as jouissance located not on the side of the
real jouissance but, paradoxically, on the side of the symbolic. In "Lituraterre;'
he finally drops this search for the symbolic pineal gland (which lor Descartes
marked the bodily point at which body and soul interact) and endorses the
Hegelian solution: it is the gap itself that forever separates 5 and ], which holds
them together, since this gap is constitutive of both of them: the symbolic arises
through the gap that separates it from full jouissance, and this jouissance itself
is a specter produced by the gaps and holes in the symbolic. To designate this
interdependence, Lacan introduces the term littorale, standing for the letter in
its "coast-like" dimension and thereby "figuring that one domain [which] in its
entirety makes for the other a frontier, because of their being foreign to each
other, to the extent of not falling into a reCiprocal relation. Is the edge of the hole
in knowledge not what it traces?"" So when Lacan says that "between knowl
edge and jouissance, there is a littoral;' we should hear in this the evocation of
jouis-sense (enjoy-meant), of a letter reduced to a sinthome, a signifying formula
of enjoyment." Therein resides late Lacan's flnal "Hegelian" inSight: the con
vergence of the two incompatible dimensions (the Real and the symbolic) is
sustained by their very divergence, for difference is constitutive of what it dif
ferentiates. Or, to put it in more formal terms: it is the very intersection betv\reen
the two flelds which constitutes them.
It is along these lines that, in his reading of Saint Paul, Badiou offer a percep
tive interpretation of the subjective passage from the Law to love. In both cases,
21 Jacques Lacan, "Lituraterre;' Autres cerits, Paris: Seun 2001, p. 14.
Ibid., p. 16.
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we are dealing with division, with a "divided subject"; however, the modality of
the division is thoroughly different. The subject of the Law is "decentered" in the
sense that it is caught up in the self-destructive, vicious cycle of sin and the Law
in which one pole engenders its opposite. Paul gave an unsurpassable descrip
tion of this entanglement in Romans 7'
We know that the law is spiritual; but I am carnal, sold into slavery to sin. What I
do, I do not understand. For I do not do what I want, but I do what I hate. Now if
I do what I do not want, I concur that the law is good. So now it is no longer I who
do it. but sin that dwells in me. For I know that good does not dwell in me, that is,
in my flesh. The willing is ready at hand, but doing the good is not. For I do not do
the good I want, but I do the evil I do not want. Now if ! do what I do not want, it
is no longer I who do it, but sin that dwells in me. So, then, I discover the principle
that when I want to do right, evil is at hand. For I take delight in the law of God, in
my inner self, but I see in my members another principle at war with the law of my
mind, taking me captive to the law of sin that dwells in my members. Miserable one
that I am!
It is thus not that I am merely torn between two opposites, the Law and sin; the
problem is that I cannot even clearly distinguish them: I want to follow the Law,
but I end up in sin. This vicious cycle is (not so much overcome as) broken out
of in the experience of love, more precisely: in the experience of the radical gap
that separates love from the Law. Therein lies the radical difference between the
couple Law/sin and the couple Law/love. The gap that separates Law and sin is
not a real difference: their truth is their mutual implication or confusion-the
Law generates sin and feeds upon it, one cannot ever draw a clear line of sepa
ration between the two. It is only with the couple Law/love that we attain real
difference: these two moments are radically separated, they are not "mediated;'
one is not the form of appearance of its opposite. In other words, the difference
between the two couples is not substantial, but purely formal: we are dealing
with the same content in its two modalities. In its indistinction or mediation, the
couple is that of Law/sin; in the radical distinction of the two, it is Law/love. It is
therefore wrong to ask the question ''Are we then forever condemned to the split
between the Law and love? What about the synthesis between the Law and love?"
The split between the Law and sin is of a radically different nature than the split
between the Law and love: instead of a vicious cycle of mutual reinforcement, we
have a clear distinction of two different domains. Once we become fully aware
of the dimension of love in its radical difference from the Law, love has in a way
. already won, since this difference is visible only when one already dwells in love,
from the standpoint of love. In this precise sense, there is no need for a further
"synthesis" between Law and love: paradoxically, their "synthesis" is already the
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very experience of their radical split. In the same way, for Chesterton, the book
oOob "saved [the Jews] from an enormous collapse and decay":
Here in this book the question is really asked whether God invariably punishes vice
\vith terrestrial punishment and rewards virtue with terrestrial prosperity. If the
Jews had ans\vered that question wrongly they might have lost all their after influ
ence in human history. They might have sunk even down to the level of modern
well-educated society. For when once people have begun to believe that prosperity
is the reward of virtue, their next calamity is obvious. If prosperity is regarded as the
reward of virtue it will be regarded as the symptom of virtue. Men will leave ofI the
heavy task of making good men successfuL They will adopt the easier task of making
out successful men good.o3
No synthesis is needed here: the experience of the radical gap between prosper
ity and virtue is already the victory of virtue. It is along these lines that we should
oppose the "eternal Idea" as the inaccessible Goal to the "eternal Idea" as a prin
ciple of division-or, as Badiou put it: "The idea is that which allows a division:'"
In relation to a confuSing and "complex" situation, an Idea renders its contours
clear, allowing us to draw a line of division with reference to the antagonism
which underlies the situation. The "eternity" of the Idea does not rely on the
"spurious infinity" of an endless approach to an impossible goal; the "eternity" of
an Idea is the eternity of division. It is this feature which makes the Idea non-All
("feminine" in the terms of Lacan's formulae of sexuation): the Idea compels
us to divide without any pre-eXisting encompassing unity-more precisely (and
paradoxically), every unity is here a form of division.
The Kantian "regulative Idea" is on the side of desire with its forever elusive
object-cause: with every object, the desiring subject experiences a " ce nest pas
,a" (this is not that-not what I really want) , every positive determinate object
falls short of the elusive spectral "X" after which desire runs. With the Idea as the
principle of division, by contrast, we are on the side of the drive: the "eternity"
of the Idea is nothing other than the repetitive insistence of the drive. However,
in the terms of the triad of Being/World/Event, this solution only works if we
add to it another term, a name for the terrifying void called by some mystics the
"night of the world;' the reign of the pure death drive. If an individual belongs to
the order of being, if a human (being) is located in a world, and if a subject has
its place within the order of an Event, a neighbor always evokes the abyss of the
"night of the world:' Our hypothesis is that it is only with reference to this abyss
that one can answer the question "How can an Event explode in the midst of
23 G. K. Chesterton, "Introduction;' in The Book oj" Job, London: Cecil Palmer &
Hayward 1916, p. xxvi.
24 Badiou, seminar on Plato, December 5, 2007
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Being? How must the domain of Being be structured so that an Event is possible
within it?" Badiou-as a materialist-is aware of the idealist danger that lurks in
the assertion of their radical heterogeneity, of the irreducibility of the Event to
the order of Being:
We must point out that in what concerns its material the event is not a miracle. What
I mean is that what composes an event is always extracted from a situation, always
related back to a singular multiplicity, to its state, to the language that is connected
to it, etc. In fact, so as not to succumb to an obscurantist theory of creation ex nihilo,
we must accept that an event is nothing but a part of a given situation, nothing but
a fragment of being. "
However, here we should go further than Badiou himself is prepared to: there
is no Beyond of Being which inscribes itself into the order of Being-there is
nothing but the order of Being. Recall again the paradox of Einstein's general
theory of relativity, in which matter does not curve space but is an effect of
space's curvature: an Event does not curve the space of Being through its inscrip
tion into it-on the contrary, an Event is nothing but this curvature of the space
of Being. ''All there is" is the interstice, the non-self-coincidence of Being, the
ontological non-closure of the order of Being." The difference between the
Event and Being is the difference on account of which the "same" series of real
occurrences, which, in the eyes of a neutral observer, are simply part of ordi
nary reality, are in the eyes of an engaged participant inscriptions of the fidelity
to an Event. For example, the "same" occurrences (say, battles on the streets of
St. Petersburg), which to a neutral historian are just violent twists and turns in
Russian history, are, for an engaged revolutionary, aspects of the epochal Event
of the October Revolution.
But, again, how are we to grasp the thesis that "an event is nothing but a
part of a given situation, nothing but a fragment of being' ? Why, if it is a part
of the situation, is it then irreducible to this situation, why cannot it be causally
"deduced" from it? The underlying philosophical choice is here once again: Kant
or Hegel, Kantian transcendental finitude or Hegelian speculative infinity. From
the Kantian viewpoint, an Event appears as irreducible to its situation (to the
order of Being) on account of the radical finitude of the subject who is "touched
by the grace" of an Event and engaged in it. Here enters Badiou's distinction
between the multiplicity of Being and a particular World (a situation, a mode
25 Alain Badiou, Theoretical Writings, London: Continuum 2004, p. 43
. 26 Which is why one should ask the key question: is there a Being without an Event,
simply external to it, or is every order of Being the disavowal-obliteration of a founding
Event, a "perverse" je sais bien, mais quand meme ... , a reduction-reinscription of the
Event into the causal order of Being?
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of Appearance of Being), a distinction which basically corresponds to Kant's
distinction bet"ween In-itself and for-us. As Meillassoux has demonstrated, the
only In-itself admissible within our scientific modern universe is the In-itself of
a radically contingent mathematicized multiplicity, and there are no Events at
the level of the multiplicity of Being-any talk about Events at the level of Being
would take us back to the premodern notion of Sense as immanent to reality. But
then, again, the very difference of Event and Being hinges OIl the flnitude of our
subjectivity: ultimately, it is simply that, on account of our finitude, we cannot
adopt a neutral view of the infinity of Being, a view which would enable us to
locate the Event as a "hagment of being" in the totality of being." The only alter
native to this Kantian perspective is a Hegelian one: one can and should fully
assert creation ex nihilo in a materialist (non-obscurantist) way if one asserts
the non-All (ontological incompleteness) of reality. From this standpoint, an
Event is irreducible to the order of Being Cor to a situation with regard to which
it is Event); it is also In-itself not just a "fragment of being:' not because it is
grounded in some "higher" spiritual reality, but because it emerges out of the
void in the order of being. It is to this void that suture refers.
The only solution here is to admit that the couple Being/Event is not exhaus
tive, that there must be a third level. Insofar as an Event is a distortion or twist of
Being, is it not possible to think this distortion independently of Cor as prior to)
the Event, so that the "Event" ultimately names a minimal "fetishization" of the
immanent distortion of the texture of Being into its virtual object-cause? And
is not the Freudo-Lacanian name for this distortion the drive, the death drive?
Badiou distinguishes man qua mortal "human animal" from the "inhuman"
subject as the agent of a truth-procedure: as all animal endowed with intelli
gence and able to develop instruments to reach its goals, man pursues happiness
and pleasure, worries about death, and so on; but only as a subject faithful to a
Truth-Event does man truly rise above animality. How, then, does the Freudian
unconscious fit into this duality of the human animal and the subject (defined
by its relation to the Truth-Event)? Badiou himself proposed a clear-cut solution:
the formal operations of incorporation into the place of the Other and of the split
ting of the subject constitute under the name of the unconscious the substrncture of
the human animal, and not the occurrence-no matter how rare�of the process of
a truth that a subjectivated body treats point by point.28
27 Consequently, insofar as the Event is the intrusion of inflnity into our lives, and
insofar as the distinction between Being and Event is only operative from the standpoint
of our finitude, it seems that Jean-Luc Nancy is right in his claim that Badiou's "infinity"
is a name for its exact opposite, for human finitude: the "Event" is the infinite the way it
appears within the horizon of finitude.
28 Alain Badiou, Logiques des mondes, Paris: Seui! 2006, pp. 502-3, as translated in
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But this solution should be rejected: there is no way to account for the Freudian
Unconscious in terms of what Badiou calls the "human animal;' a living being
bent on survival, a being whose life follows "pathological" interests (in the
Kantian sense): the "human animal" leads a life regulated by the pleasure prin
ciple, a life unperturbed by the shocking intrusion of a Real which introduces a
point of fIxation that persists "beyond the pleasure principle:' What distinguishes
humans from animals (the "human animal" included) is not consciousness-one
can easily concede that animals do have some kind of self-awareness-but the
un-conscious: animals do not have the Unconscious. One should thus say that
the Unconscious, or, rather, the domain of the "death drive;' this distortion or
destabilization of animal instinctual life, is what renders a life capable of trans
forming itself into a subject of Truth: only a living being with an Unconscious
can become the receptacle of a Truth-Event.
The problem with Badiou's dualism is thus that it ignores Freud's basic
lesson: there is no "human animal;' a human being is from its birth (and even
before) torn away from its animal constraints, its instincts are "denaturalized;'
caught up in the circularity of the (death) drive, functioning "beyond the pleas
ure principle;' marked by the stigma of what Eric Santner called "undeadness"
or the excess oflile. This is why there is no place for the "death drive" in Badiou's
theory, for that "distortion" of human animality which precedes the fIdelity to
an Event. It is not only the "miracle" of a traumatic encounter with an Event
which detaches a human subject from its animality: its libido is already in itself
detached." No wonder, then, that Badiou has such problems with the notion
of the (death) drive that he regularly dismisses it as a morbid obsession, and
so forth."
The standard criticism ofBadiou concerns the miraculous divine-like emer
gence of the Event which, as if from nowhere, intervenes into the complacent
Bruno Bosteels, "Force of Nonlaw: Alain Badiou's Theory of Justice:' Cardozo Law
Review 29 (April 2008), p. 1919.
29 Taking a step further, we can even venture that there is no animal tout court, if by
"animal" we mean a living being fully fitted to its environment: the lesson of Darwinism
is that every harmonious balance in the exchange between an organism and its envi
ronment is temporary and fragile, that it can explode at any moment; such a notion of
animality as a balance disturbed by human hubris is a fantasy.
30 Badiou's reluctance to address the death drive should be contrasted to some of the
more orthodox Freudian contributors to Cahiers pour l�nalyse (in particular Serge
Leclaire and Andre Green), who remained skeptical about the Cahiers' apparent push
towards uncompromising formalization and emphasized the drive as the element which
resists formalization. We should note here that these authors were also critical of Lacan
and, especially, of'Miller: what the late Lacan and Miller tried to do was precisely to radi
cally formalize (de-biologize) the drive, reading it as a purely formal «twist" or repetitive
torsion of the signifying order.
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order of Being: is not such a notion or the Event a remainder of religious thought,
apparent whenever Badiou himself talks about "grace" and the "miracle" of the
Event? Such criticism accepts the order of Being vlith its "animal life" as given,
and then goes on to locate the difference between lllaterialism and idealism in
the question "Can we 'materialistically' generate the Event out of the order of
Being, or do we proceed like 'idealists' and conceive it as an external intervention
into the order of Being?" In both cases, the "finite" order of Being is accepted
as a positive fact; the question is only whether this order can generate the "infi�
nite" Event out of itself. The properly Hegelian move here is to problematize the
shared premise itself. In other words, Hegel's criticism of all attempts to prove
the existence of God out of the structure of the finite natural world (we cannot
explain its teleology without a higher rational entity, and so on) is that they "dog
matically" accept our ordinary finite reality as an unproblematic fact, and then
go on to demonstrate the existence of God hom this premise-in this way, their
very procedure undermines their thesis (asserting the origin of finite reality in
God): God comes second, becomes dependent on what should depend on Him.
In contrast to this common-sense reliance on the fact of finite reality, truly dia
lectical thought starts by problematizing the fiIll actuality of finite reality itself:
does this reality hilly exist, or is it just a self-sublating chimera?"
So, returning to the criticisll1 of Badiou's notion of the Event as "religious;' as
a miracle which disturbs the finite life of the human animal, we should answer
with a qnestion: does this "human animal" really exist, or is it just a myth-and
an idealist myth, for that matter? In other words, the basic idealist strategy is
to reduce nature (bodily reality) to a primitive level which obViously excludes
"higher" capacities and thereby create some space for the external intervention
of a "higher" spiritual dimension. Kant is exemplary here: according to him, if
one finds oneself shipwrecked along with another survivor, and the largest piece
of flotsam around will support only a Single person, then moral considerations
are no longer valid-there is no moral law preventing me from fighting to death
with the other survivor to secure the raft; I can do so with moral impunity. It
is here that, perhaps, one encounters the limit of Kantian ethics: what about
someone who willingly sacrifices himself to give the other person a chance to
survive-and, furthermore, is ready to do so for no pathological reason? Since
there is no moral law commanding him to do so, does this mean that such an act
has no ethical statlls? Does not this strange exception demonstrate that ruthless
egotism, a commitment to personal survival and gain, is the silent "pathologi
cal" presupposition of Kantian ethics-that is, that the Kantian ethical edifice
31 It is at this level that Hegel also locates the difference between ancient and modern
skepticism: the greatness of ancient skepticism was to doubt the existence of "obvious"
finite material reality, while modern empiricist skepticism doubts the existence of any
thing beyond this reality.
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can only sustain itself by silently presupposing a "pathological" image of man
as a ruthless utilitarian egotist? (In exactly the same way, the Kantian politi
cal edifice, built on the notion of ideal legal power, can only maintain itself by
silently presupposing a "pathological" image of the subfects of this power as "a
race of devils:')
Is not Badiou also all too Kantian with his opposition of "mere animal life"
and the miracle of Event? The properly dialectical-materialist solution here is
not, of course, the direct spiritualization of nature in the mode of Romantic
Naturphilosophie, but an immanent de-naturalization of nature. We should thus,
for purely conceptual reasons, expand the opposition of human animal and
subject" into four basic existential positions: the individual (what Badiou calls
the "human animal;' the ordinary human being oriented by utilitarian motives
and engaged in "servicing the goods" ) ; the human (the individual aware of the
precariousness and mortality of its position) ; the subject (a human being that
overcomes its subordination to the "pleasure principle" by way of a heroic fidel
ity to a Truth-Event); the neighbor (not the Levinasian version, which is closer
to the second position, but the Freudo-Lacanian one, the abyssal inhuman Ding
whose proximity causes anxiety). A Greimasian semiotic square imposes itself
here, with the two axes of human versus inhuman and positivity versus neg
ativity: the individual is a pOSitively attuned human (living an ordinary life),
in contrast to the negatively attuned human (aware of the precariousness and
mortality of its condition); the subject is a positively attuned agent engaged in
an over-human truth-process, in contrast to the neighbor attuned to the nega
tive stance of anxiety. Different figures can be located along these lines-for
example, Christ is a "human subject;' combining precarious mortality with a
fidelity to Truth.

32 In his afterword to Peter Hallward's collection Think Again, Badiou approvingly
quotes Lin Biao: "The essence of revisionism is the fear of death" (Peter Hallward, ed.,
Think Again: Alain Badiou and the Future of Philosophy, London: Continuum 2004,
p. 257). This existential radicalization of the political opposition between orthodoxy and
revisionism throws new light on the old '68 motto "the personal is political": here, the
political becomes personal, the ultimate root of political revisionism is located in the
intimate experience of the fear of death. Badiou's version of it would be that, since "revi
sionism" is, at its most basic, the failure to subjectivize oneself, to assume fidelity to a
Truth-Event, being a revisionist means remaining within the survivalist horizon of the
"human animal:' There is, however, an ambiguity that clings to Lin Biao's statement: it
can be read as saying that the root of political revisionism lies in human nature which
makes us fear death; but it can also be read as saying that, since there is no unchangeable
human nature, our very intimate fear of death is already politically overdetermined, for it
arises in an individualist and egotistical society with little sense of communal solidarity,
which is why, in a communist society. people would no longer fear death.
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B ADIOU AGAINST LEVIN AS
Leszek Kolakowski once wrote that man can be a moral being only insofar as
he is weak, limited, fragile, and with a "broken heart" -this is the liberal core of
Levinas's thought, a core to which Butler also subscribes when she focuses on
the hagile symbolic status of a human subject, caught in the abyss of decentered
symbolic representation, and whose very identity hinges on an external, incon
sistent network. It is this precarious status of subjectivity which functions as the
zero-level of all ethics: the absolute call, the injunction, emanating from the vul
nerable neighbor's face. To be an ethical subject means to experience oneself, in
one's Singularity, as the addressee of that unconditional call, as responsible and
responding to it even when one chooses to ignore it.)3
The tirst thing to note here is the basic asymmetry of the situation: the other's
face makes an unconditional demand on us; we did not ask for it, and we are not
allowed to refuse it. (And, of course, what Levinas means by "the face" is not
directly the physical face: a face can also be a mask for the face, there is no direct
representation of the face.) This demand is the Real which cannot be captured
by any words; it marks the limit oflanguage, every translation of it into language
already distorts it. It is not simply external to discourse--it is its inner lilnit, as
the encounter with the other which opens up the space for discourse, since there
can be no discourse without the other. It is the real of a violent encounter that (as
Badiou would put it) throws me out of my existence as a human animal." And
Butler is hrlly justified in emphasizing that this ethical injunction, at its most
basic level, is a reaction to the quasi·-automatic reaction to get rid of the other
neighbor, to kill him (this urge can easily be accounted for in Freudo-Lacanian
terms as the basic reaction to the encounter with the intrusive Neighbor-Thing):
If the first impulse towards the other's vulnerability is the desire to kill, the ethical
injunction is precisely to militate against that first impulse, In psychoanalytic terms,
that would mean marshalling the desire to kill in the service of an internal desire to
kill one's own aggression and sense of priority. The result would probably be neu
rotic, but it may be that psychoanalysis meets a limit here. For Levinas, it is the
ethical itself that gets one out of the circuitry of bad conscience, the logic by which
the prohibition against aggression becomes the internal conduit for aggression itself.
33 See Judith Butler, Precarious Life, London: Verso Books 2006, From a Christian
perspective, we should go to the end here: if man is created in God's image, the
becoming-mall-of-God means that the same goes for God: in Christ, God becomes a
fragile absolute, precarious, vulnerable, and impotent.
34 The irony here is that, with Butler, the encounter with the Other in its precarious
ness and fragility (finitude, mortality) has exactly the same structure as the Badiouian
encounter of the Event which opens up the dimension of immortality or eternity.
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Aggression is then turned back upon oneself in the form of super-egoic cruelty.
If the ethical moves us beyond bad conscience, it is because bad conscience is,
after all, only a negative version of narcissism, and so still a form of narcissism.
The face of the Other comes to me from outside, and interrupts the narcissistic
cireuiU'
Something is terribly wrong here: psychoanalysis is first limited to the economy
of narcissistic-egotistic aggression and its superegoic reversal, and from that,
of course, the inevitable conclusion follows-that the proper dimension of the
ethical lies outside the scope of psychoanalysis, that "psychoanalysis meets a
limit here;' that it can read the ethical only as the neurotic-masochistic reversal
of narcissistic aggression. But for Freud and Lacan (as was convincingly elabo
rated by Jean Laplanche), the traumatic encounter with the Other as a desiring
which "interrupts the narcissistic circuit" is precisely the basic experience con
stitutive of desiring subjectivity-which is why, for Lacan, desire is a "desire
of the Other:' Thus Lacan's "ethics of psychoanalysis" stands for his attempt to
demonstrate that there is an ethical dimension discovered in the psychoana
lytic experience, a dimension which has nothing whatsoever to do with any kind
of reduction of the "higher" ethical sphere to "lower" neurotic libidinal vicis
situdes. Lacan's option involves neither the aggressive thrust to annihilate the
Other-Neighbor-Thing, nor its reversal into accepting the Other as the source
of an unconditional ethical injunction. But why not?
We should note that, in Levinas's account, it is not me who experiences
myself as precarious, but the Other who addresses me. This is why, in my very
asymmetric subordination to the Other's call, in my unconditional responsibil
ity, in my being taken hostage by the Other, I assume supremacy over the Other.
Do we not encounter this wounded-precarious Other almost daily, in adver
tisements for charity which bombard us with images of starving or disfignred
children crying in agony? Far from undermining the hegemonic ideology, such
adverts are one of its exemplary manifestations. Butler shows how the face itself
can function as an instrument of dehumanization, like the faces of evil funda
mentalists or despots (bin Laden, Saddarn Hussein), and how the power regime
also decides which faces we are allowed to see as worthy of grief and mourning
and which not-it was pictures of children burning from napalm that generated
ethical outrage in the US public over Vietnam. Today, the very fragility of the
suffering Other is part of the humanitarian ideological offensive.
What must be added to the precariousness and vulnerability of the ethical
subject is the notion of absolute fidelity, the reference to an absolute point of
infinity, in accordance with Pascal's well-known thought that man is a tiny speck
of dust in the universe, but at the same time infinite spirit. Fragility alone does
35

Butler, Precarious Life, pp. 137-8.
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not account for ethics-the gaze of a tortured or wounded animal does not in
itself make it an ethical subject. The two minimal components of the ethical
subject are its precarious vulnerability and its fidelity to an "immortal Truth"
(a principle for which, in clear and sometimes ridiculous contrast to its vulner
ability and limitations, the subject is ready to put everything at stake) -it is only
this presence of an "immortal Truth" that makes human vulnerability different
from that of a wounded animal. Furthermore, to these two, we should also add
the "demonic" immortality whose Freudian name is the (death) drive, the very
core of the Neighbor-Thing."
But, again, cannot this fidelity be understood precisely as a fidelity to the
call of the vulnerable Other in all its precariousness? The answer is not that the
ethical agent should also experience his or her own fragility-the temptation
to be resisted here is the ethical domestication of the neighbor, or what Levinas
effectively did with his notion of the neighbor as the abyssal point from which the
call of ethical responsibility emanates. Levinas deploys the notion of the subject
as constituted by its recognition of an unconditional ethical Call engendered
by the experience of injustices and wrongs: the subject emerges as a reaction to
the traumatic encounter with the helpless suffering Other (the Neighbor). This
is why it is constitutively dec entered, not autonomous, but split by the ethical
Call, a subject defined by the experience of an internalized demand that it can
never meet, a demand that exceeds it. The paradox constitutive of the subject is
thus that the demand that the subject cannot meet is what makes the subject,
so that the subject is constitutively divided, its autonomy "always usurped by
the heteronomous experience of the other's demand": "my relation to the other
is not some benign benevolence, compassionate care or respect for the other's
autonomy, but is the obsessive experience of a responsibility that persecutes me
with its sheer weight I am the other's hostage:'37 My elementary situation is thus
that of an eternal struggle against myself: I am forever split between egotistic
rootedness in a particular familiar world around which my life gravitates, and
the unconditional call of responsibility for the Other: "The I which arises in
enjoyment as a separate being having apart in itself the centre around which
its existence gravitates, is confirmed in its Singularity by purging itself of this
gravitation, and purges itself interminabli'J" Levinas likes to quote Dostoyevsky
here: "We are all responsible for everything and guilty in front of everyone, but
36 This is why, in psychoanalytic treatment, there is no face-to-face, neither the analyst
nor his analysand sees the other's face: only in this way can the dimension of the
Neighbor-Thing emerge.
37 Simon Critchley, Infinitely Demanding, London: Verso Books 2007, p. 10.
38 Emmanuel Levinas, Totality and Infinity, The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff 1979, p. 44.
Would not this version of what Badiou calls "pitiless censorship of oneself" make the
heart of every Stalinist lover of purges leap with joy?
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I am that more than all others:' The underlying cruelty is that of the superego,
of course.
What is the superego? In a Motel One, close to Alexanderplatz in Berlin, the
do-nat-disturb signs read: "I am enjoying my Motel One room . . . please don't
disturb!" Not only is this message obscene insofar as it compels the hotel guest
who wants peace and quiet to declare that he is enjoying his room, the deeper
obscenity resides in the fact that his desire not to be disturbed is implicitly char
acterized as a desire to enjoy himself in peace (and not, for example, to sleep or
to work).
Recall the strange fact, regularly evoked by Primo Levi and other Holocaust
survivors, about how their intimate reaction to their survival was marked by a
deep split: consciously, they were fully aware that their survival was the result of
a meaningless accident, that they were not in any way guilty for it, that the only
guilty perpetrators were their Nazi torturers. At the same time, they were (more
than merely) haunted by an "irrational" feeling of guilt, as if they had survived at
the expense of others and were thus somehow responsible for their deaths-as is
well known, this unbearable feeling of guilt drove many of them to suicide. This
displays the agency of the superego at its purest: as the obscene agency which
manipulates us into a spiraling movement of self-destruction. The function of
the superego is precisely to obfuscate the cause of the terror constitutive of our
being-human, the inhuman core of being-human, the dimension of what the
German Idealists called negativity and Freud called the death drive. Far from
being the traumatic hard core of the Real from which sublimations protect us,
the superego is itself a mask screening off the Real. For Levinas, the traumatic
intrusion of the radically heterogeneous Real Thing which decenters the subject
is identical with the ethical Call of the Good, while, for Lacan, on the contrary,
it is the primordial "evil Thing;' something that can never be sublated into a
version of the Good, something which forever remains a disturbing cut. Therein
lies the revenge of Evil for our domestication of the Neighbor as the source of the
ethical call: the "repressed Evil" returns in the guise of the superego's distortion
of the ethical call itself.
But there is a further question to be raised here: is the opposition between
fellow-man and Neighbor the ultimate horizon of our experience of others? It is
clear that for Levinas the "face" is not the name for my fellow-man with whom
I can empathize, who is "like me;' my 5emblant, but the name for a radical face
lessness, for the Real of the abyss of an Otherness whose intrusion destabilizes
every homeostatic exchange with others. However, does not the very fact that
Levinas can use the term "face" to designate its opposite, the faceless abyss of
the other, point to the link between the two, to the fact that they belong to the
same field? Is not the faceless abyss of the Neighbor a faceless Beyond engen
dered by the face itself, the face's inherent overcoming, like the terrifying image
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(vortex, maelstrom, Medusa's head, Irma's throat . . . ) which is too strong for our
eyes, which closes down the very dimension of what can be seen? Insofar as, for
Lacan, the face functions as an imaginary lure, the Real of the faceless Neighbor
is the imaginary Real; the question is thus whether there is another, syn1bolic,
Real. What emerges if, in a vague homology, we push the symbolic as rar as
the same self-canceling into which the face is pushed to give rise to the faceless
abyss of the Neighbor? What would be the status of the human individual as a
symbolic Real? What emerges at this point is the subject, the Cartesian cogito
which, according to Lacan, is none other than the subject of the unconscious.
No wonder that Lacan refers to this subject as an "answer of the real": it emerges
when the symbolic is pushed to the limit of its impossibility, of its immanent
Real. This subject is totally de-substantialized; coinciding with its own failure
to-be, it is a mere cut, a gap, ill the order of being.
If the axis fellow-man/Neighbor remains our ultimate horizon, we have
to abandon the dimension of universality: the Neighbor is a singular abyss
which resists universality. But is it then the case that the non -universalizable
Neighbor is the ultimate horizon of our ethico-political activity? Is the highest
norm the injunction to respect the neighbor's Otherness? No wonder Levinas
is so popular today among leftist-multiculturalist liberals who improvise end
lessly on the motif of impossible universality-every universality is exclnsive,
it imposes a particular standard as universaL The question to be posed here is
whether every ethical universality is really based on the exclusion of the abyss
of the Neighbor, or whether there is a nniversality which does not exclude the
Neighbor. The answer is: yes, the universality grounded in the "part of no-part:'
the singular universality exemplifled in those who lack a determined place in
the social totality, who are "out of place" in it and as such directly stand for the
universal dimension.

FROM TERROR TO ENTHUSIASM
While the Neighbor is non-universalizable, the Subject is universaICizable).
This universality is no longer a universality founded on an exception, it is the
universality of a gap, a cut: not the underlying universal feature shared by all
particulars, but the cut of an impossibility which runs through them all. Reading
Badiou retroactively from this standpoint, we can discern how he does already
offer an implicit reply to this question (how a distortion at the level of Being,
of its animal life, opens up the space for an Event) in his early masterpiece The
Theory of Subject (1982), where he deploys his own four fundamental concepts
-the four fimdamental subjective-affective attitudes towards the Real. He
opposes two couples: the Sophoclean couple of terror and anxiety ( Creon's
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terror, Antigone's anxiety), and the Aeschylean couple of courage and justice
(Orestes's courage, Athena's justice) . On the grounds of internal consist
ency, I proposed to replace justice with enthusiasm, for the reasons I shall
now outline.
Often cited is the chorus from Antigone about man being the most
"demonic" of all creatures, as a being of excess, a being that violates all proper
measure. However, it is crucial to bear in mind the exact location of these lines:
the chorus intervenes immediately after it becomes known that somebody (it is
not yet known who) has defied Creon's order and performed the funeral ritual
on Polynices's body. It is this act which is perceived as a "demonic" excessive
act, and not Creons prohibition-Antigone is far from being the place-holder
of moderation, of respect for proper limits, against Creon's sacrilegious hubris.
This is what makes problematic Badiou's reading of Creon as the figure who
stands for "the law's inner excess over itself, laid bare in superegoic fury":
«Creon" is the name of the superego: the deregulated law-destroyed and, by its own
native essence, returned as an excess over the place that it prescribes. 'l\ntigone" is
the name of anxiety, that is, the principle of the infinity of the real which is unplace
able in the regulated finitude of the place. From this point of view, Antigone and
Creon, although antagonists in the play, accomplish the same process, the formation
of the Sophoclean tragic subject.39
Bosteels, who recently took over this reading, specifies this dimension of the
Law as that of the violence registered by the tautology "the law is the law":
This element of excess and destruction is what Badiau calls the nonlaw in the law,
which as such lies revealed in the ferocity of the superego injunction, reduced to a
pure You must, or to redundancies of the type The law is the law: "The nonlaw is
what manifests itself as the affirmative of the law; for this reason the superego can
be simultaneously the index of the law and of its destruction:' Through the notion
of the superego, the law itself in other words paradoxically lays bare its potential for
subversion from within.40
However, is it not that, in the central confrontation between Antigone and
Creon, it is the former who stands for the tautology "the law is the law;' while
Creon is a pragmatic Realpolitiker who gives reasons for his prohibition of
Polynices's funeral (the interests of the polis are superior to the individual griev
ances, Polynices's funeral would trigger a new civil war which might lead to the
39 Alain Badiou, Theorie du sujet, Paris: Seuil 1982. p. 179, as translated in Bosteels.
"Force of Nonlaw;' p. 1909.
40 Bosteels. "Force of Nonlaw;' p. 1910.
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destruction of Thebes)? Antigone's only answer to all this is a repeated variation
on "I insist! I stick to my rule!"
As we have said, Badiou supplements the "Sophoclean" couple anxiety
superego (Antigone-Creon) with the ''Aeschylean'' couple of courage and justice
(Orestes-Athena) : while the Sophoclean nniverse remains caught in the cycle
of violence and revenge, Aeschylus opens up the possibility of a new law which
will break the cycle. However, Badiou insists that all four are necessary constitu
ents of a Truth-Event: "The courage of the scission of the laws, the anxiety of
an opaque persecution, the superego of the blood-thirsty Erinyes, and finally
justice according to the consistency of the new-four concepts to articulate the
subjed'" The actuality of Aeschylus is aHested by The Suppliants, a play which
tackles the problem of how to deal with those seeking refuge from tyranny. The
"suppliants" are the fifty daughters of Danaus; they arrive at Argos fleeing the
fifty sons of King Aegyptus (of Egypt), who wish to marry them. The king of
Argos is reluctant to accept them, fearing the wrath of Aegyptus and war with
Egypt; however, the popular assembly of the city overrules him and the suppli
ants are given shelter. What the people display here is courage (risking war with
Egypt) and a sense of justice (protecting the "suppliants" from their brutal fate).
Badiou proposes his own tetrad of the "four fundamental concepts of the
Truth-Event;' his own version of Lacan's "four fundamental concepts of psy
choanalysis"; Bosteels also notes that, in Logiques des mondes, Badiou returns
to this tetrad, with a small but signifkant change: the "superego" is replaced by
"terror" as a necessary constituent of every Truth-Event-in politics as wen as
in other domains, no truth happens without some form of terror: "None of that
which overcomes the finitude in the human animal, subordinating it to the eter
nity of the True by its incorporation to a subject in becoming, has ever been able
to occur without anxiety, courage and justice. But no more, as a general rule,
without terror:" " There are many deeply relevant inSights in this tetrad, from the
assertion of the inevitable role of terror in emancipatory politics to the crucial
distinction between heroislll and justice:

41 Badiou, Theorie du 5ujet, p_ 176, as translated in Bosteels, "Force of Nonlaw;' p_ 1913_
Badiou sometimes proposes "justice" as the Master-Signifier that should replace all
too-heavily ideologically invested notions like "freedom" or "democracy"-but do we
not encounter the same problem with justice? Plato (Badiou's main reference) deter
mines justice as the state in which every particular determination occupies its proper
place ·within its totality, within the global social order. Is this not the corporatist anti
egalitarian motto par excellence? A lot of additional explanation is thus needed if"justice"
is to be elevated into the Master-Signifler of radical ernancipatory politics.
42 Badiou, Logiques des mondes, p_ 99, as translated in Bosteels, "Force of NonlaVlr;'
p. 1915·
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If heroism is the subjective figure ef facing up to the impossible, then courage is the
virtue of endurance in the impossible. Courage is not the point itself. it is holding on
to the point. What demands courage is holding on, in a different duration from the
one imposed by the law of the world."
Heroism without courage is limited to a momentary pathetic suicidal gesture
followed by the conformist "sobriety" of returning to the common sense of eve
ryday Life: the truly difficult thing is to persist courageously in fidelity to the
Event. Furthermore, Badiou's tetrad allows for a very pertinent diagnosis of our
contemporary predicament: "I believe that this subjective figure, whose dialec
tic is built on anxiety and the superego, always prevails in times of decadence
and disarray, both in history and in life:'« Or, to quote Bosteels's perspicuous
paraphrase:
the Sophoclean dominant of our times can be seen as a symptom of the fact that
once courage and justice are dismissed as so many illusions of dogmatic volunta
rism. what we are left with are precisely only the twin dispositions of anxiety and
terror, that is to say. an excessive dimension of the real as too-much that at the same
time exposes the fragility and precariousness of the law qua nonlaw.45
The problem which persists here is double. First, is "justice" really a term which
belongs to the same series of "emotional" responses to the encounter of a Truth?
Does locating it in this series not "subjectivize" it too much? A possible alterna
tive candidate would have been enthusiasm (which, already in Kant, designates
a subjective elevation which bears witness to the encounter with a noumenal
Real). In other words, insofar as anxiety and courage form a pair of opposites, do
not terror and enthusiasm form another symmetrical couple? In the same way
that courage can only emerge against the background of anxiety (the courage to
accomplish an act which is not covered by the "big Other"), enthusiasm can only
emerge against the background of terror, as its immanent reversal. 46 As is well
known, Freud claimed that anxiety is the only affect which does not cheat-so
what about enthusiasm? Does not enthusiasm as a rule cheat? Do we not fmd
all around us false enthusiasms? Here we should recall that enthusiasm can only
emerge against the background of terror: it is this background which as it were
43 Alain Badiou, The Meaning oJSarkozy, London: Verso Books 2008, pp. 72-3.
44 Badiou. Theorie du sujet. p. 180, as translated in Bosteels, "Force of Nonlaw;' p. 1920.
45 Bosteels, "Force of Nonlaw," p. 1920.
46 As. once again. was already clear to Kant, for whom the terror at our utter impotence
in face of the unleashed violence of some natural power turns into enthusiasm when we
become aware of how not even the mightiest natural violence can threaten our autonomy
as free moral agents.
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guarantees its authenticity, locates it into the relation to the Real, and distin
gUishes it from the false enthusiasm.
Second, can "terror" really be conceived as replacing the "superego"? It is
true that, according to the vague notion of "totalitarian terror;' the state does
not function as a constrained legal power, but as an unconstrained exercise of
a superego agency which makes you all the lnore guilty the more you are inno,
cent. However, to put it in somewhat simplified terms, not only is terror, for
Badiou, an unavoidable aspect of the subjective relating to a Truth; he also goes
to the (political) end and insists that terror is present in all radical emancipatory
politics, ironically referring to his own politics as the "search for a good terror:'
So it is not only that the experience of terror is always part of the attitude of the
subject awed by the intrusion of a Truth that derails its daily life-recall Heiner
Muller's famous motto: " the first appearance of the new is the dread:' Much more
radically, terror is a legitimate part of every radical democratic politics: its ruth
less exercise of popular justice cannot but appear as terror. And it is absolutely
crucial to distinguish this ernancipatory terror in both its aspects, the subjective
experience as well as the exercise of power, from the superego-excesses of legal
power, the excess of non-law at the very heart of the law. Whatever Creon stands
for, opportunistic Realpolitik or the superego-excess oOegal power, he definitely
does not stand for emancipatory terror.
Correcting Badiou, we should thus propose a new-third-series of the
"four fundamental concepts of emancipatory politics": anxiety, courage, terror,
enthusiasm. Heidegger already developed in detail this point about anxiety:
when the very basis of our existence is shattered by terror, when a mere antic
fear changes into anxiety, when we are conhonted with the ontological Void
of our being, we are violently torn out of what Badiou calls our utilitarian
hedonistic "animal life" (and what Heidegger calls our engaged being-in-the
world). Although such an "out-of-joint" experience of radical dislocation is not
yet an Event, it is its necessary precondition: only a dislocated subject, a subject
torn out of its life world, can recognize itself as the addressee of an Event and
courageously commit itself to a fidelity to its Truth.
There is, however, a difference with Badiou to be drawn out here: while for
him the experience of anxiety, of out-of-jointness, of negativity in general, is a
precondition of the Event -its retroactive negative shadow, as it were--we must
confer on it a "stronger;' more autonomous role. Negativity (whose Freudian
name is the "death drive") is the primordial ontological fact: for a human being,
there is no "animal life" prior to it, for a human being is constitutively "out
of-joint:' Every "normality" is a secondary normalization of the primordial
dislocation that is the "death drive;' and it is only through the terrorizing expe
rience of the utter vacuity of every positive order of "normality" that a space is
opened up for an Event.
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This, then, is the ultimate difference between Badiou and Lacan: Badiou's
starting point is an affirmative project and the fidelity to it; while, for Lacan, the
primordial fact is that of negativity (ontologicaUy, of the impossibility of the One
being One), and the fidelity to a Truth-Event is secondary, a possibility whose
space is opened up by negativity.
This key intermediary notion of anxiety also enables us to resolve an incon
sistency in Badiou's notion of an Event: if an Event is self-referential in the
sense that it includes its own nomination (there is an Event only for the subjects
engaged in it, who "believe in it"; there is no Event for a neutral observer), how is
it that Badiou can distinguish different modes of subjectivity which are simulta
neously modalities of how the subject relates to the Event (echoing Kant's thesis
that the conditions of our experience of the object are Simultaneously the condi
tions of the object itself)? We should thus drop the notion that truth, as opposed
to knowledge, is something that only an engaged gaze, the gaze of a subject who
"believes in it;' can see. In his Logiques des mondes, Badiou himself corrected his
thesis that there is a Truth-Event only for those who recognize themselves in it:
while a Truth is always the truth of a particular historical situation, it affects the
entire situation. Badiou elaborates four possible responses to an Event: the faith
ful subject; the reactive subject; the obscure subject; and resurrection. Perhaps
this list should be complicated a little, so that there are six responses in aU; for
example:
The responses to the Freud-Event are: (1) fidelity (Lacan); (2) reactive normali
zation, re-integration into the predominant field (ego-psychology, "dynamic
psychotherapy"); (3) outright denial (cognitivism); (4) obscurantist mystifica
tion in a pseudo-Event (jung); (5) total enforcement (Reich, Freudo-Marxism);
(6) resurrection of Freud's "eternal" message in the various "returns to Freud:'
The responses to a love-Event are: (1 ) fidelity; ( 2) normalization, re-integration
(marriage) ; (3) outright rejection of the evental status (libertinage, the transfor
mation of the Event into sexual adventure); (4) thorough rejection of sexual love
(abstinence); (5) obscurantist suicidal passion a la Tristan; (6) resurrected love
(re-encounter).
The responses to the Marxism-Event are: ( 1 ) fidelity (communism, Leninism) ;
( 2) reactive re-integration (social democracy); ( 3 ) outright denial of the evental
status (liberalism, Furet); (4) catastrophic total counter-attack in the guise of a
pseudo-Event (fascism); (5) total enforcement of the Event, which ends up in
' an "obscure disaster" (Stalinism, the Khmer Rouge) ; (6) renewal of Marxism
(Lenin, Trotsky, Mao . . . ) .
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So how do (1 ) and (6) coexist (in figures like Lenin or Lacan) ? This brings us to
a further hypothesis: an Event is necessarily missed the first time-true fidelity
is only possible in the form of resurrection, as a defense against "revisionism":
Freud did not see the full significance of his discovery, it was only Lacan's "return
to Freud" that allowed liS to get to its core; or, as Stanley Cavell put it apropos
Hollywood comedies of re-marriage, the only true marriage is the second
marriage (to the same person)."
When Badiou describes the interaction of the different subjective ly',>es
which define a historical sequence (faithful, reactive, obscure), he emphasizes
how " contrary to what Hegelian dialectics and dogmatized Marxism claim, the
,
historical present doesn't coincide with the present of the body of truth: ,8 In every
historical present, the "body of truth" coexists and interacts with those who
react to the Truth-Event by trying to reinscribe it into the field of pre-evental
processes, and those who struggle to destroy the body of truth (as, in poli
tics, communists, liberal democrats, fascists), while for Hegelians and vulgar
Marxists, every historical epoch is under the sign of one Single (hegemonic)
notion. However, does not the Marxist notion of the "non-synchronicity of the
synchronous" (Ernst Bloch), of the coexistence within the same epoch of seg
ments which belong to different stages, indicate the very same interaction? This
is precisely the point of the Marxist concept of "articulation" : of how, with the
rise of the new, the old gets re-functionalized and assumes a different role in
the new totality (recall how the Catholic Church reinvented itself in each new
phase of modernity). Furthermore, contrary to misleading appearances, does
not Hegel's notion of "totality" also aim at the same complex articulation?
But back to Badiou: if an Event exists only for those engaged within it,
how can we sustain the notion of a subjectivity which denies (or ignores) the
Event? Does denying it imply that the Event already in some sense exists for
the denying subject? My hypothesis is that anxiety here plays the crucial role.
An Event always occurs within a world, within its transcendental coordinates,
and its emergence affects the entirety of that world: no one can really ignore
it-for example, the post -Evental liberal who tries to prove that there was no
Event, that the October Revolution was just a quirk of Russian history, is not
the same as the pre-Evental liberal, since he is already mediated by the Event,
reacting to it. It is one thing not to know something, another thing to act as if
one does not know it. The Event in its first emergence causes anxiety, since by
definition it shatters the transcendental coordinates of a world. It is this anxiety
which affects everyone, all subjects of a world, and denying or ignoring the
47 Is it then possible to imagine the attitude of the fetishistic split towards an Event: "I
know very well that there was no Event, just the ordinary run of things, but, perhaps
unfortunately, nonetheless .," (I believe) there was one"?
48 Badion, Second manijeste pour fa philosophie, p. 121.
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Event, trying to reintegrate it into the coordinates of the (old) world, etc., are
reactions triggered by this anxiety, reactive ways of coping with the Event's trau
matic impact. (Social democracy, liberal ignorance, and fascism are reactions
'
to the anxiety caused by a communist event.) But only an authentic subjective
fidelity to the Event succeeds in "converting" anxiety into enthusiasm (almost in
the Freudian sense of converting affects): it displays the courage to confront or
accept the Event in its full traumatic impact, and to transform this anxiety into
the enthusiasm of emancipatory struggle. In this precise sense, anxiety is the
necessary background of enthusiasm: there is no enthusiasm without anxiety,
enthusiasm does not begin in itself, it is formally the result of the conversion of
anxiety. This is also why Badiou is justified in designating regressive reactions to
the Event as modes of subjectivity: the emergence of subjectivity is not limited
to the enthusiastic endorsement of the Event, but to anxiety, and anxiety as the
first reaction to the Event is universal, it affects the entire field of the world
shattered by an Event.
The reference to anxiety also enables us to formulate the inner limit to each
of the post-Evental truth-procedures which follow the triad of True-Beautiful
Good: Science concerns the True, Art the Beautiful, and Politics the Good. The
fourth procedure, Love, does not operate at the same level: it is more "funda
mental" and "universal" than the others.49 The structure is therefore not that
of the four, but of 3 + I-a feature perhaps not emphasized enough by Badiou
(although, apropos sexual difference, he does remark that women tend to
approach all [other] truth-procedures through love). Not only psychoanalysis,
philosophy and religion also belong to love (the very term "philosophy" means
love of wisdom)-is love, then, Badiou's ''Asiatic mode of production;' the cat
egory into which he throws all truth-procedures which don't fit the other three
modes (from psychoanalysis to theology), as well as the underlying structuring
principle of the entire field?"
In each truth-domain, anxiety signals the encounter with a minimal
difference which hinders the absolute reduction or purification, that is,
which is simultaneously the condition of possibility and the condition of
impossibility (the immanent limit) of the domain in question: in science,
ontological difference, which prevents the scientistic reduction of the object of
49 Within the domain of art itself, this triad is reflected as the triad of epic (the True),
lyric (the Beautiful), and drama (the Good).
50 Badiou is here ambiguous in denying religion any Truth status in a materialist way.
The mystery remains: how then can a religious text (Paul) have been the first to establish
the very formal matrix of a Truth-Event? One can even go further and, follOwing Badiou,
link this triad to the three grand theories of the twentieth century: Marxism is epic (priv
ileging literature), psychoanalysis dramatic (privileging theater), and (Heideggerian)
phenomenology lyric (privileging poetry).
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knuwledge to a positive entity (as in cognitivist brain sciences); in politics, class
difference, which prevents the political project from fulfilling itself in a new non
antagonistic "harmonious SOciety"; in love, sexual dijference, which stands for the
impossibility of the sexual relationship; and, in art, the minimal gap between art
and daily life which condemns to failure all modernist attempts to unite the two.
Each time the difference persists; however, each time, the point is not to "respect
the limit" but to push through to the end in order to encounter the minimal
difference: to push through the cognitivist reduction of man to a brain n1achine
to discover the "negativity" of the death drive; to push through the modernist
unification of art and life to discover the "minimal difference" between the two
dimensions (Malevich, Duchamp); to push through love to confront the limit of
sexual difference; likewise, one must push through a revolutionary process to
the end in order to confront the insurmountable antagonism.
Badiou wrote recently of "the real as such, the real of 'there is no; the real as
the impossibility ofa relationship, or, let us risk the philosopheme, pure being as
unbound multiplicity. Or the void:';> He poses here a problematic sign of equal
ity between the Lacanian Real and his own real, ignoring the key difference;
the Lacanian Real is not simply a void of unbound multiplicity, what is missing
here is preCisely the "there is no" which, for Lacan, is not only a "there is no
relationship" between unbound elements of a multipliCity, but the extreme of
an antagonism which inextricably binds together the antagonism's two aspects.
"There is no sexual relationship" does not mean that there is a multiplicity of
unbound or unrelated sexual positions, i.e., that there is no common measure
between the masculine and the feminine positions; sexual difference is rather
"impossible" because it is, in a sense, prior to both positions: masculine and
feminine are the two ways to symbolize the deadlock of sexual difference. This
misunderstanding has crucial consequences for how Badiou formulates the core
of Lacan's antiphilosophy, his basic reproach to philosophy, summarized by
Badiou in the following:
Philosophy is a subversion of three by the tvm. Philosophy refuses to accept that the
three is irreducibly originary, that it cannot be reduced to the two. This is, I think,
the reason for the continuous and complex controversy between Lacan and Hegel,
since Hegel proposes a position of the three which is necessarily engendered by the
two. Which two? The two of contradiction. It is ·with regard to this position that
Hegel is for Lacan the most philosophical of philosophers.52

51 Alain Badiou and Barbara Cassin,
P· 117·
52 Ibid., pp. 124-5·
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One is tempted to invert this reproach: it is philosophy which passes all too
quickly from the One to the Three, refusing to think the Two as the inherent
impossibility of the One. The primordial (pre-philosophical, mythical) form
of the Two is that of the cosmic sexualized polarity (light and darkness, yin
and yang, etc.) . With philosophy, this polarity is reduced to the One (logos, the
higher principle) generating the totality of being out of itself; this is why phi
losophy endeavors to contain the lower element, to reduce it to a moment in the
self-deployment of the higher element." Does the answer then lie in a "material
ist" reversal which generates the higher element out of the lower (logos from the
interaction of bodies, the One from the multiple-as in ancient Greek atomism
which conceives everything as the result of the interaction of atoms in the void)?
It is here that we encounter the unprecedented originality of Hegel. On a
first approach (according to the official doxa) , Hegel's thought is the ultimate
example of the One overcoming its self-division through the Three (the "syn
thesis" by means of which the One re-appropriates its alienated Otherness). It is
thus true that "Hegel proposes a position of the three which is necessarily engen
dered by the two" ; however, it is precisely through this engendering that Hegel
affirms a Two which is no longer the pre-philosophical mythical Two, the Two
of a symmetrical polarity, but the Two of the non-coincidence of the One with
itself. This is why, when (against the phantom of "Slovene readings" of a Kantian
Lacan) Badiou asserts Lacan's anti- Kantianism, he misrecognizes the Hegelian
nature of Lacans distance towards Kant. Here is how B adiou answers the key
question "How does Lacan escape Kantianism?":
if the real is subtracted from knowing, we enter the critical speech which tells us
that the real (the in-itself) is unknowable, and which limits knowledge to phenom
ena. Finally, reality would be the phenomenal donation of things, and the real its
point of inaccessibility to which one simply relates through the act, i.e., to which
one has a practical relationship. There is a prescriptive, not a cognitive, relationship
towards the real. The real gives itself in practical reason, in the categorical impera
tive. and not in theoretical reason which structures phenomena. There are readings
of Lacan and of Kant, Slovene readings ( Z izek, Zupancic, Riha, Sumic . . . ) which go
in this direction, and which are very forceful. As far as I am concerned, I think that
Lacan avoids the critical trap, and that he is in no way Kantian. His gesture is not
to propose that the real is unknowable, or that it is knowable. Lacan's thesis asserts
53 And the eternal Gnostic search for the "secret teachings" of the great philosophical
masters always tries to unearth traces of pre-philosophical mythic dualism: in the case
. of Plato, say, his "secret teaching" is supposed to posit matter (chora, the "receptable")
as a positive counter-force to Ideas-in an exact parallel to the search for the "secret
teaching" of Christ which supposedly reinscribes pagan sexual difference into the divine
sphere, reintroducing into it the feminine moment.
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t h e exteriority of the real to the antinomy of knowing and ignoring. The real as sllch
does not rely on the alternate categories of knowing and ignoring. It relies on what
Lacan tries to invent under the name of "demonstrating."54
For Lacan, the Real can only be demonstrated through formal logic, not in a
direct way, but negatively, through a deadlock of logical formalization: the Real
can only be discerned in the guise of a gap, an antagonism. The primordial status
of the Real is that of an obstacle, the absent cause of a failure, a cause which has
no positive ontological consistency in itself but is present only through and in
its effects. To put it succinctly: one tries to formalize the Real, one fails, and the
Real is this failure. This is why, in the Lacanian Real, opposites coincide: the Real
is simultaneously what cannot be symbolized and the very obstacle which pre
vents this symbolization. And this coincidence) the coincidence of a Thing with
the very obstacle which prevents our access to it, in other words this overlapping
of epistemological failure and ontological impossibility, is profoundly Hegelian.

B ADIOU AND ANTIPHILOSOPHY
How does this difference between Badiou and Lacan affect Badiou's delimitation
of antiphilosophy? The basic motif of antiphilosophy is the assertion of a pure
presence (the Real Life of society for Marx, Existence for Kierkegaard, Will for
Schopenhauer and Nietzsche, etc.) irreducible to and excessive willi regard to
the network of philosophical concepts or representations. The surprise is that
Badiou, who coined this critical term, retains a strange solidarity with anti�
philosophers on account of his unproblematic reliance on the couple "presence
and representation:' The great theme of post-Hegelian antiphilosophy is the
excess of the pre�conceptual productivity of Presence over its representation:
representation is reduced to the "mirror of representation;' which reflects in a
distorted way its productive ground:
Post-Hegelian philosophy (or, if ODe prefers, antiphilosophy) started off with this
fundamental claim: symbolic representations which were traditionally considered
as access to the truth and to the real of Being do in fact alienate us from Being and
deform it (or our perception of it). And classical philosophy (or "metaphysics") was
suddenly recognised as the queen of this representative misrepresentation.
Indeed, if one were to name one central isslle that distinguishes the rise of
modern thought) it is perhaps none other than precisely the issue of representation
(and the question of One andlor Multiple is part of this issue), its profound inter
rogation, and the whole consequent turn against (the logic of) representation. This
54 Badiou and Cassin, Il n'y a pas de rapport sexuel, pp. 128-9.
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is perhaps most perceptible in (modern) art which frontally attacked the notion of
art as representation . . . In politics, this also was a central issue: who represents the
people and how they can be properly represented? Why are some represented and
some not? And what if the very idea of representation is the source of society's evils
and its alienation? The realm of politics is especially interesting in this respect since
the introduction of a "representative" system coincided with the very questioning
of its pertinence. Something similar took place in respect to the generic procedure
oflove: a simultaneous demand that love be properly represented by the institution
of marriage (the new imperative that one should marry Qut of love), and a massive
"observation" that this is in fact impossible, i.e, that marriage can never truly
represent the real of love, 55
In so-called "post -structuralism;' the relation between the two terms is
inverted: presence itself is denounced as the illusory result of a dispersed pro
ductive process defined as anti-presence, as a process of self-differing, and so
on; however, the encompassing framework remains that of production versus
representation, of a productive process occluded by/in the false transparency
of its representation. With regard to B adiou, the problem is how to relate the
couple of presence and representation to the triad of B eing/World/Event -more
precisely, insofar as B eing names the presence of inconsistent multiplicity and
World its representation, its organization into a consistent situation regulated
by its immanent transcendentals-how to conceive the Event with regard to the
couple of presence and representation.
Where, then, does the flaw in Badiou's account reside? Badiou reacted to
the "obscure disaster" of the fall of the socialist regimes-and, more generally,
to the exhaustion of the revolutionary event of the twentieth century-by taking
a step from history to ontology: it is important to note how it was only after
this "obscure disaster" that Badiou started to play with the double meaning of
the term "state" (etat)-the "state of things" and State as the apparatus of social
power. The danger of this move is that, by establishing a direct link, a short
circuit, as it were. between a particular historical form of social organization
and a basic ontological feature of the universe, it (implicitly, at least) ontolo
gizes or eternalizes the state as a form of political organization: (the political)
state becomes something we should resist, subtract ourselves from, act at a dis
tance from. but Simultaneously something which can never be abolished (save
in utopian dreams) . Is not this step from history to ontology, from the State qua
political apparatus to the state qua state of things, this short -circuit wherein State
; state, an elementary ideological operation? This overblown notion of the State,
. which effectively tends to overlap with the state (of things) in the broadest sense,
55 Alenka ZupanCic. "The Fifth Condition;' in Hallward, ed., Think Again: Alain Badiou
and the Future of Philosophy. pp. 197-8.
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is effectively Badiou's symptom; along these lines, at a conference on commu
nism in London in March 2009, Judith Balso claimed that opinions themselves
are part of the State. The notion of the State has to be over-expanded in this
way precisely because the autonomy of "civil society" with regard to the State
is ignored, so the "State" has to cover the entire economic sphere, as l,veil as the
sphere of "private" opinions.
As a consequence of this short -circuit, Badiou gets caught in the typical
Kantian ambiguity apropos the question of whether abandoning the form of
Party-State, subtracting oneself from State, acting in the interstices of' State, is an
a priori necessity of radical emancipatory politics as such, or just the expression
of a certain (our) historical moment, that of the global defeat of radical politics?
In other words, when Badiou interprets the failure of the Cultural Revolution
as the exhaustion of the "Leninist" Party-State revolutionary paradigm, does he
mean that this paradigm was appropriate for its period (the twentieth century)
and is no longer appropriate for our period, or does he mean that our histori
cal moment has the privilege of giving us an insight into a universal feature of
radical emancipatory politics which was obhlscated in previous epochs (which
is why the "Leninist" paradigm ended up in a dismal failure, in an "obscure
disaster") ? Badiou is ambiguous here: sometimes he implies that we are dealing
with a succession of historical epochs, and sometimes (say, when he talks about
the end of History, of global politics, even conceiving it as the last consequence
of the "death of God;' and emphasizes that politics should be a local intervention
into a local situation) that we are dealing with an a priori necessity.
To put it another way, the problem with state-representation is not that it
contaminates or mystifies the presence of the productive Real, but quite the
opposite: it constitutes this presence (or, rather, its illusion). The state (appa
ratus) does not contaminate (or act as a parasite upon) the "apolitical" spheres
of the economy, of private life, of sexuality, etc., rather it constitutes them as
apolitical or pre-political-the ultimate task of state apparatuses is to de
politicize these spheres, to regulate their apolitical status by means of coercive
and ideological apparatuses. This is why, in a properly Marxist perspective, the
ill-famed "withering away of the State" does not aim at a de-politicization of
society, but (in its first step, at least) at its radical and thorough "politicization":
one does not "abolish the state" by getting rid of its excess in a transparent
harmonious self-organization of society, but by "abolishing" the specter of
apolitical spheres, by demonstrating how "there is nothing which is not politi
cal;' up to and including people's most intimate dreams. No wonder, then, that
in accordance with his reliance on the couple presence and representation,
Badiou exempts-as a malicious afterthought, one is tempted to say "subtracts"
--the economy (the sphere of "servicing the goods;' of production-exchange
distribution) from the domain of Truth. Does this exemption not also imply that
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the economy is a sphere of productive presence prior to its (political) representa
tion? Badiou thereby effectively accepts the depoliticization of the economy as a
fact, not as an effect of ideological censorship; that is, he ignores the fundamen
tal Marxist insight that the economy is always a political economy.
"Idealism" and "metaphysics" are names for the Ulusion that the circle of
representation can close in upon itself, wiping out all traces of its de-centered
production process. Antiphilosophy here develops its own version of the logic
of "suture;' conceiving it as the mode in which the exterior is inscribed in the
interior, thus "suturing" the field, producing the effect of self-enclosure with no
need for an exterior, effacing the traces of its own production. Traces of the pro
duction process, its gaps, its mechanisms, are obliterated, so that the product can
appear as a naturalized organic whole (likewise with identification, which is not
simply full emotional immersion in the quasi-reality of a story, but a much more
complex split process) . Suture is thus somewhat like the basic matrix of Alistair
Maclean's adventure thrUiers from the 1950S and 1960S (Guns of Navarone,
Polar Station Zebra, Where Eagles Dare) : a group of dedicated commandos on a
dangerous mission all of a sudden discover that there must be an enemy agent
among them, i.e., that their Otherness (the Enemy) is inscribed within their set.
Much more crucial, however, is the obverse aspect: not only "no interior
without exterior;' but also "no exterior without interior:' Therein lies the lesson
of Kant's transcendental idealism: in order to appear as a consistent Whole,
external reality has to be "sutnred" by a subjective element, an artificial supple
ment that must be added to it in order to generate the effect of reality, like the
painted background that confers on a scene the Ulusory effect of "reality:' This,
for Lacan, is the objet petit a: the subjective element constitutive of objective
external reality.
The matrix of an external site of production that inscribes itself into the
domain of Ulusions it generates thus has to be supplemented: by itself, it simply
cannot account for the emergence of the subject. According to standard (cin
ematic) suture theory, the "subject" is the Ulusory stand-in, within the domain
of the constituted or generated, for its absent cause, for its production process:
the "subject" is the imaginary agent which, while dwelling inside the space of the
constituted phenomena, is (mis)perceived as their generator. This, however, is
not what the Lacanian "barred subject" is about: the latter can be conceptualized
only if we take into account how the very externality of the generative process
ex-sists only insofar as the stand-in of the constituted domain is present in it.
When, in Prokofiev's ballet Romeo and Juliet, Romeo finds Juliet dead, his
dance expresses his desperate effort to resuscitate her-here, the action in a
·sense takes place at two levels, not only at the level of what the dance evokes.
but also at the level of the dance itself. The fact that the dancing Romeo drags
around Juliet's corpse, suspended like a beached squid. can also be read as his
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desperate effort to return her immobile body to the state of dance itself: to
restore its capacity to magically sublate the inertia of gravity and freely float in
the air-his dance is thus in a 'way a reflexive dance, a dance aimed at the very
(dis)ability of his partner to dance. The designated external content (Romeo's
lament for Juliet) is sustained by the self-reference to the form itself.
The notion of reflexivity might be of some help here.50 To put it succinctly,
"suture" means that external difference is always also internal, that the external
limitation of a fJeld of phenomena always reflects itself within this field, as its
inherent impossibility to fully become itself. To take the elementary example
of sexual difference: in a patriarchal society, the external limit or opposition
that divides women from men also functions as the inherent obstacle preventing
women from fully realizing their potential. We can see how, in this precise sense,
suture is the exact opposite of the illusory self..enclosed totality that successfully
erases the dec entered traces of its production process: sllture means precisely
that such self�enclosure is a priori impossible, that the excluded externality
always leaves its traces within-or, to put it in standard Freudian terms, that
there is no repression (from the scene of phenomenal self-experience) without
the return of the repressed.
This is what Lacan aims at in his persistent references to torus and other
variations of Mobius-band-like structures in which the relationship between
inside and outside is inverted: if we want to grasp the minimal structure of
subjectivity, the clear-cut opposition between inner subjective experience and
outer objective reality is not sufficient-there is an excess on both sides. On the
one hand) we should accept the lesson of Kant's transcendental idealism: out
of the confused multitude of impressions, "objective reality" emerges through
the intervention of the subject's transcendental act. In other words, Kant does
not deny the distinction between the multitude of subjective impressions and
objective reality; his point is merely that this very distinction results from the
intervention of a subjective gesture of transcendental constitution. In a homolo
gous way, Lacan's "Master-Signifier" is the "subjective" signifying feature which
sustains the "objective" symbolic structure itself: if we abstract this snbjective
excess from the objective symbolic order, the very objectivity of that order disin
tegrates. Suture is thus not a secondary short-circuit of the two levels-it comes
56 The term "reflection" had two main uses in twentieth-century epistemology. On the
one hand, there is "reflection" in the Hegelian dialectical sense: the bending of the sub
ject's gaze onto itself, the inclusion of the process of knowing itself into the known object;
on the other hand, there is the infamous dialectical-materialist "theory of reflection": the
notion of our knowledge as the-always imperfect-subjective reflection/mirroring of
the "objective" reality existing independently of us. The point is not just to dismiss the
second use as vulgar, but to grasp the passage from the second to the first use as a move
ment inherent in the very concept of reflectioll.
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first, it logically precedes the two levels that overlap in it, as the subjective gesture
of suturing that constitutes (what appears to us as) objective reality.
Lacans claim that the "imaginary" number (the square root of -1 ) is the
"meaning of the phallus;' its signified, is often invoked as an outstanding
example his intellectual imposture-so what does he mean by it? The paradox of
the square root of -1 is that it is an "impossible" number whose value can never
be positivized, but which nonetheless "functions:' What does this have to do
with the phallus? Precisely insofar as it is the signifier of the impossible fullness
of meaning, the phallus is a "signifier without a signified" -the "minus I;' the
supplementary feature which sticks out from the series of "normal" signifiers,
the element in which excess and lack coincide. The impossible fullness at the
level of meaning (of the signified) is sustained by the void (the castrating dimen
sion) at the level of the signifier-we encounter the "meaning of the phallus"
when, apropos some notion, we enthusiastically sense that "this is it, the true
thing, the true meaning;' although we are never able to explicate what, precisely,
this meaning is. For example, in a political discourse, the Master-Signifier "Our
Nation" functions as this kind of empty signifier standing for the impossible
fullness of meaning; its meaning is "imaginary" in the sense that its content is
impossible to positivize-if you ask a member of the Nation to define of what
his National identity consists, his ultimate answer will be, "r cannot explain, you
must feel it, it is it, what our lives are really about:'
We can now see how Lacans definition of the signifier as that which "rep
resents the subject for another signifier;' in its convoluted self-referential form
(explanandum resurges in explanans), relies on a very precise rehabilitation of
the centrality of representation-not representation as the secondary mirror of
a primordial productive process, but representation as something reflexively
inscribed into the very represented dimension of the productive process. This
means that the gap, the self-referentially convoluted twist, is operative already
in the "productive presence" itself. To put it in classical Marxist terms, it is
not enough to demonstrate how politico-ideological struggles are a theater of
shadows reflecting the "true reality" of the economic process; one should sup
plement this with a demonstration of how the politico-ideological struggle is
inscribed into the very heart of the economic process. This is what Marx called
"class struggle;' and it is why he speaks of ' 'political economY:' (One of the names
for this strange "ideology" at the very heart of the economic process, for the
"illusion' which sustains reality itself, is "commodity fetishism:')
Furthermore, this means we must dispense with the standard notion of the
One (in all its different guises, right up to the Master-Signifier) as a secondary
.
"totalization' of a primordially dispersed and inconsistent field of productiv
ity. To express the paradox in its most radical form: it is the One itself which
introduces inconsistency proper-without the One, there would have been
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just flat, indifferent multiplicity. T h e "One" i s originally the signifier of (self-)
division, the ultimate supplement or excess: by ·way of re-marking the pre-exist
ing real, the One divides it from itself: introduces its non -coincidence with itself.
Consequently, to radicalize things even further, the Lacanian One as the Master
Signifier is, stricto sensu, the signtfler of its own impossibility. Lacan makes this
clear when he emphasizes how every One, every Master-Signifier, is simultane
ously S(A), a signifier of the lack oUin the Other, of its inconsistency. So it is
not only that there is the Other because the One can never fully coincide with
itself-there is One (Lacan's Y a d'l'Un) because the Other is "barred;' lacking,
inconsistent:
Lacan's S" the (in)famous "master signifier" or "phallic signifier" is, paradoxically,
the only way to write that "One is not" and that what "is" is the void that constitutes
the original disjunction in the midst of every count-for-one. The count-for-one is
always already two. S, is the matheme of what one can describe as "the One is noe' It
writes that "the One is not" by presenting the very thing that prevents it from being
One. This is \vhat S, says: the One is not; yet what is is not a pure multiple, but two.
This is perhaps Lacan's crucial insight: if there is something on which Olle could lean
in order to leave the "ontology of the One" behind, this something is not simply the
multiple, but a TwoY
Everything hinges on this crucial point: deconstructionist or historicist "dem
ocratically materialist" antiphilosophy extols multiplicity and abhors "binary
logiC;' seeing in the Two just a mirror�like redoubling of the One (this is why
antiphilosophers like to criticize Hegel's succession of mnltiplicity, opposition,
and contradiction, from the beginning of his "logic of essence;' as an exemplary
case of the gradual snbordination of the multiple to the One); materialist dia�
lectics knows that multiplicity without the Two is just a multiplicity of Ones,
the monotonous night of a plurality in which all cows are black. What the anti�
philosophical extolling of multiplicity misses is the non�coincidence of the One
with itself, the non�coincidence which makes the One the very form of appear�
ance of its opposite: it is not only that the compleXity of its situation undermines
every One-much more radically, it is the very one ness of the One which
redoubles it, functioning as an excess over the simple one. The function of void
is crucial here: what explodes every One from within is not a complexity which
subverts its unity, but the fact that a void is a part of every One: the signifier�
One, the Signifier which unifies or totalizes a multiplicity, is the point of the
inscription into this multiplicity of its own void. Or, in terms of the Deleuzian
"minimal difference" (a purely virtual difference which registers the distance
57 ZupanCic, "The Fifth Condition;' p. 199.
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of a thing from itself, without reference to any of its real properties) , an actual
identity is always sustained by a virtual minimal difference.
The same point can be made with regard to the shift in the status of the
"excess": in the standard space of antiphilosophy, "excess" names the excess
of productive presence over its representation, that X which eludes the
totalization-through-representation. But once we acknowledge the gap in the
space of productive presence itself, the excess becomes the excess of represen
tation itself which always already supplements productive presence. A simple
political reference will make this point clear: the Master (a king or leader) at
the center of a social body, the One who totalizes it, is simultaneously the excess
imposed on it from outside. The whole struggle of the power-center against the
marginal excesses threatening its stability can never obfuscate the fact, visible
once we accomplish a parallax shift of our view, that the original excess is that
of the central One itself-as Lacan would have put it, the One is always already
ex-timate with regard to what it unifies. The One totalizes the field it unifies
by "condensing" in itself the very excess that threatens the field. We encounter
here the same self-relating move of redoubled negation as in the case of the law
as universalized crime (or property as a form of theft): we pass from the excess
with regard to the field of representation (the excess of that which eludes rep
resentation) to the excess of representation itself, that is, to the representation
itself as an excess with regard to what it represents.
!talo Calvino's ''A King Listens" focuses on the sense of hearing: in an anony
mous kingdom, the royal palace becomes a giant ear and the king, obsessed
and paralyzed by fears of rebellion, tries to hear every tiny sound that reverber
ates through the palace: servants' footsteps, whispers and conversations, fanfare
trumpets at ceremonies, the sounds of the city on the outskirts of the palace,
riots, etc." He cannot see the source of the sounds but is obsessed by interpreting
their meaning and the destiny they predict. This state of interpretive paranoia
only seems to come to a halt when he hears something that completely enchants
him: through the window the wind carries the singing voice of a woman, a voice
of pure beauty, unique and irreplaceable. For the king it is the sound of freedom;
he steps out of the palace into the open space and mingles with the crowd. The
first thing to bear in mind here is that this king is not a traditional monarch, but a
modern totalitarian tyrant: the traditional king does not care about his environ
ment, he arrogantly ignores it and leaves worrying about plots to his ministers;
it is the modern Leader who is obsessed by plots-"to rule is to interpret" is a
perfect formula of Stalinism, the system of an endless paranoid hermeneutics. S o
when the king i s seduced b y the pure feminine voice o f immediate life-pleasure,
. this is obviously (although, unfortunately, not for Calvino himself) a fantasy58 !tala Calvino,

''A

King Listens," in Under the Jaguar Sun, London: Vintage 1993.
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precisely the fantasy of breaking out of t h e closed circle of representations and
rejoining the pure outside, that which needs no interpretation but merely gives
body to the voice which enjoys its mvn exercise. V\That is missing here is the way
the innocent externality of the voice is itself already reflexively marked by the
mirror of interpretive representations�which is why one can ilnagine an alter
native ending to the story: when the king exits the palace, following the voice,
he is immediately arrested�the feminine voice was a trick used by the plotters
to lure the king out of the safety of the palace. One can be sure that, after a thor
ough police interrogation, the woman would have sung a different song.
The same insight can also be formulated in the terms of the set-theoretical
axiomatic: a set B is considered to be part of set A (its subset) if all the elements
of B also belong to A, and, as is generally known, the number of elements of B
is always larger than the number of elements of A�every A has more subsets
(parts) than elements. Let us say that A is composed of three elements, a, b,
and c; the corresponding number in B comprises all possible combinations of
a, b, and c (a alone, b alone, c alone, a + b, a + c, b + c), plus a + b + c ( since a
set is by definition a part of itself), plus the empty set which is always a part of
every set-altogether eight subsets. Cantor generalized this axiom, applying it
also to infinite sets, which gives rise to the proliferation of infinities. Perhaps
this abstract axiom provides the principle for why a complete mapping of the
genome of a human organisln in no way entails that we will be able to master
the way this organism functions: the mapping gives only the elements of the set,
saying nothing about the much larger number of its subsets (which corne closer
to determining how the genes effectively determine the organism). This excess
of subsets over elements justifies Meillassoux in designating the proliferation
of infinities as the "Cantorian non-All" --where the term "non-All" should be
taken in its strict Lacanian sense.59
This brings us back to antiphilosophy, to the post -Hegelian cut in the history
of philosophy. What happened "after Hegel" was not simply that the One of
re-presentation was no longer able to totalize the multiplicity of present reality,
but something much more precise. The One (of the Master-Signifler) lost its
ability to "condense" (or, in Freudian terms of libidinal investment, to "bind")
the excess, to (re- )mark it, to effectively function as its stand-in, its place-holder;
so the excess became "unbound," a threat to the representative system in all its
guises, from the rabble in politics to "free sex" in personal relations-something
which was either to be feared and controlled or celebrated as the site of freedom
and resistance:

59 Quentin Meillassoux, After Fil1itude, London: Continuum 2008, p. 127-
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a spectre of excess starts haunting the society, in its different spheres; and its «spec
tral" form is in no way insignificant. The Master's discourse (or, if one prefers. the
authority of the One) is a social bond in which this excessive element is, if one may
say so, in the "ideal" place, in the service of the hegemonic power of the One, which
reigns by assuming the very excessiveness of excess. What happens with the destitu
tion of this bond is, so to speak, that the ghost of excess escapes from the bottle. The
process could be said to have started with the French revolution, to have reached
its full extent in the nineteenth century. and continued through a part of twentieth
century. The nineteenth century in particular was deeply haunted by this exces
sive element in all possible forms, from conceptual to phantasmagoric . . . all serious
thinkers sought to think at a maximal proximity to, if not in a direct confronta
tion with, this excess. A "tarrying with the excess" thus became the most prominent
figure of thought. Utopias, designed to eliminate social and other injustice, mostly
proposed to achieve this by eliminating this very excess. To a certain extent, even
Marx was tempted by the possibility of eliminating, once and for all, the excessive,
disharmonious element of society-the element in which he himself recognised its
truth, its real and its symptom.60
The critical reference to Marx is crucial here-precisely as Marxists, on behalf
of our fidelity to Marx's work, we should be clear on his fundamental mistake:
he rightly perceived how capitalism unleashed the breathtaking dynamo of self
enhancing productivity-see his fascinated descriptions of how, in capitalism,
"all things solid melt into air;' of how capitalism is the greatest revolutionizer in
the entire history of humanity; on the other hand, he also clearly perceived how
this capitalist dynamic is propelled by its own inner obstacle or antagonism-the
ultimate limit of capitalism is Capital itself, its incessant development and revo
lutionizing of its own material conditions is ultimately nothing but a desperate
flight forward to escape its own debilitating inherent contradiction. On the basis
of these insights, Marx's fundamental mistake was to conclude that a new social
order (communism) was possible, an order that would not only maintain but
even raise to a higher degree and release the full potential of that self-propelling
spiral of productivity which, in capitalism, on account of its inherent obstacle
("contradiction" ), is again and again thwarted by socially destructive economic
crises. In short, what Marx overlooked was that this inherent obstacle or antago
nism as the "condition of impossibility" of the full deployment of the productive
forces is simultaneously its "condition of possibility": if we abolish the obstacle,
we do not get the fully unleashed drive to productivity, but lose precisely this
productivity itself-remove the obstacle, and the very potential it thwarted dis
. sipates. Therein resides Lacan's fundamental reproach to Marx, which focuses
on the ambiguous overlapping between surplus-value and surplus-enjoyment.
60 ZupanCic, "The Fifth Condition;' p. 196.
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A s w e have just seen) Badiou's own position i s ambiguous here: although
he (rightly) endeavors to defend philosophy against the post-philosophical
"passion of the real;' he remains all too indebted to the post-philosophical
topos of representation as the mystifying mirror of the productive real, of the
re-presentative meta -structure as the site of the "counting-as-One" of the incon
sistent multiplicity of presence:
The problem of representation as meta-structure, and the consequent imperative
to restrain oneself from representation or to pull oneself away from the "state;' is
something that belongs to another ontology than the ontology of the pure multiple,
of infinity and of contingency. For in an infinite contingent universe there is no
necessity for the "counting the connt itself" to be situated on a meta-level. It can very
well be situated on the same level as the counting itself, only separated from it by an
irreducible interval (and it is this interval that Lacan calls the Real). Moreover, this
is precisely what makes a situation "infinite:' What makes it infinite is not the exclu
sion of any operation of representation (which would "want" to count it for one and
thus to close it upon itself), but its inclusion. vVhat makes the "presentation" infinite
is precisely that it already includes representation."!
This brings us back to Hegel's uniqueness: the Hegelian "actual infinity" is the
infinity generated by the selhelating of a totality, by the short-circuit which
makes a totality an element of itself (or, rather, which makes a genus its own
species) , which makes re-presentation part of presence itself-and the Hegelian
Real is nothing but this purely formal convoluted structure. In philosophical
terms, this passage from the anti-philosophical substantial Real to the purely
formal Real qua the immanent gap in the order of representations can again be
located in the passage from Kant to Hegel. No wonder Schopenhauer, the key
figure in nineteenth -century philosophy, claimed to be simply extending Kant in
his interpretation of the Will as the Kantian noumenal Thing: the unknowable
Thing which escapes our cognitive grasp and is accessible only at the level of
practical reason is the first figure of the post-philosophical Real. What happens
in Hegel is that the Real is thoroughly de-substantialized: it is not the transcend
ent X which resists symbolic representations, but the immanent gap, rupture,
inconsistency, the "curvature" of the space of representations itself.
As such, Hegel's thought stands for the moment of passage between phi
losophy as the Master's discourse, the philosophy of the One that totalizes the
multipliCity, and antiphilosophy which insists on the Real as that which escapes
the grasp of the One. On the one hand, he clearly breaks with the metaphysical
logiC of counting-for-One; on the other hand, he refuses to admit any excess
61 Ibid., p. 200.
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external to the field of notional representations. For Hegel, totalization-in-One
always fails, the One is always already in excess with regard to itself, is itself the
subversion of what it purports to achieve, and it is this tension internal to the
One, this Two-ness which makes the One One and simiJItaneously dislocates it,
which is the motor of the "dialectical process:' In other words, Hegel effectively
asserts that there is no Real external to the network of notional representations
(which is why he is regularly misread as an "absolute idealist") . However, the
Real does not disappear here in the global self-relating play of symbolic repre
sentations; it returns with a vengeance as the immanent gap, the obstacle, on
account of which representations can never totalize themselves, on account of
which they are "non-AIr'"
It is crucial not to confuse this Hegelian overcoming of the couple presence/
representation in the "true infinity" of speculative self-relating with the standard
deconstructionist move of demonstrating how the fullness of presence is "always
already" corroded from within by the gap in re-presentation, and so on. As we
have seen, the difference between the two positions is condensed in the different
status each gives to the subject: for deconstruction, the subject is the self-identity
to be deconstructed, while from a Hegelian perspective, the subject is the name
for the reflexive gap in the substance. Furthermore, we should also not confuse
the antiphilosophical "excess" which escapes re-presentation with the tradi
tional philosophico-theological motif of the divine Absolute beyond the order
of (representable) beings, " epekeina tes ousias" (Plato ) . The notion of a divine
Absolute beyond representation is a constant from Platds supreme Good to the
Neoplatonist One; Orthodox Christianity tries to close this gap between the
divine excess and the space of representation with its unique notion of the icon
(the presence of the divine in its image) . For the Orthodox Christians, the fact
that the immaterial God took flesh in the form of Tesus Christ makes it possible
to depict the Son of God in human form: since Christ himself is an icon of God,
the Incarnation cancels the Old Testament prescriptions against making images.
Not only is Christ the "image of the invisible God" (Colossians 1:15), people are
also "made in God's image" and can therefore be considered living icons. To
avoid the charge of idolatry, the Orthodox theologians emphasized that when a
62 As we saw in Chapter 1, at the very outset of philosophy, Plato also approached this
non-All of the field of logos in his Parmenides-this is why the latter occupies a unique
position between early and late Plato: a gap becomes visible here which Plato desper
ately tries to fill in his late dialogues. Parmenides is a proto-version of Hegel's logic, truly
readable only retroactively, i.e., from the standpoint of Hegel's logic. Its eight (or nine)
hypotheses are the first version of the complete (and non-All: complete in the sense of
"no exception") set of categories, and, as in Hegel'S logic, it is meaningless to ask which
hypothesis is "true"-only the conclusion (nothing exists ... ) is "true;' which throws us
back into the entire movement.
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person venerates an image, the intention is to honor the person depicted, not the
substance of the icon. As St. Basil the Great said: "If ! point to a statue of Caesar
and ask YOlI 'Who is that?', your answer would properly be, 'It is Caesar.' When
you say such you do not mean that the stone itself is Caesar, but rather, the name
and honor you ascribe to the statue passes over to the original, the archetype,
Caesar himself." This is also why, in the Eastern Orthodox tradition, only flat
or bas relief images are used: the sensual quality of three-dimensional statues is
taken to glorify the human aspect of the flesh rather than the divine nature of
the spirit. The highest form of icon is " acheiropoieta " (not-made-by-hand), an
icon that has allegedly come into existence miraculously, not made by a human
painter, but the result of a mysterious emanation from the depicted object itself,
and so seen as especially authoritative as to the true appearance of the subject.
An icon thus points beyond itself to the divine presence that dwells within
it-exactly contrary to the antiphilosophical notion of an excess which limc
tions as a rupture destabilizing the harmonious continuity of a representative
image. In other words, the "excess" in an icon is that of divine transcendence,
of the "invisible" spirit that reverberates in or through what we see, while the
antiphilosophical "excess" is an excess of immanence over transcendence, like
the "stains" in the early modernist paintings of van Gogh or Munch, the over
present blotches of heavy color (the yellow sky in van Gogh, blue-green water
or grass in LVlunch) whose dense non- transparency draws attention to itself and
thus disrupts the smooth passage of the eye towards the represented content.
The same ambiguity holds for Deleuze who, between The Logic of Sense
and Anti-Oedipus, "regresses" to the logic of productive presence and its re
presentation.03 This logic, which clearly dominates the entire notional apparatus
of Anti-Oedipus with its opposition of molecnlar and molar, of production and
its theatre of representation, can be discerned in the radically changed status of
one of Deleuze's key concepts, that of the "pseudo-cause." Since Anti-Oedipus is
a study of capitalism, no wonder that the supreme example it gives of a "pseudo
cause" is Capital itself; Deleuze refers here to the well-known section in the first
volume of Marx's Capital dealing with the passage hom money to capital. With
this passage, money-as-substance bec01nes money-as�subject, the "abstract"
universality of money (as universal equivalent of all commodities) becomes the
"concrete" universality of a self-mediating or self-engendering movement. In
this way, the endless self-propelling circulation of capital reaches the level of
Hegelian "true infinity": every relation to external otherness is subsumed into
a "private relation with itself' From this viewpoint, the "materialist reversal of
Hegel" involves breaking this self-enclosed circle of self�mediation and admit
ting a radical Otherness, not engendered by capital itself; as the sonrce of proflt:
63 For an outstanding description of this "regression;' see Peter Klepec, "On Deleuze's
Conception of Quasi-Cause;' Filozofski Vestnik, Vol. 29, NO. 1 (2008), pp. 25�40.
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the "decentered" labor force and its exploitation. In this precise sense, capital
is a "pseudo-cause": it appears to function as a self-engendering totality, as its
own cause, but this appearance only obfuscates its decentered "absent cause:'
the labor which produces surplus-value. This is why Deleuze praises the British
empiricists for insisting upon external causality, or, rather, the externality of
relations between things with regard to these things themselves-against the
German Idealist tradition of internal causality, of the development of a thing
as an expression or deployment of its inner potential, or, in Hegelian terms, the
development from In-itself to For-itself For Deleuze, on the contrary, there is no
continuity between In-itself and For-itself-and this is also the basic insight of
his interpretation of Hitchcock's films. In a typical Hitchcockian plot, the hero's
life is all of a sudden perturbed when, as a result of some contingent change in
external circumstances, his social identity is radically changed ( at the beginning
of North by Northwest, for example, Thornhill, an ordinary publicity manager,
is mistakenly identified as the-in reality non-existent-secret agent George
Kaplan).
Are things really as simple and clear as this, however? This Deleuzian
formula only works if we remain within the field of the opposition between
presence and re-presentation: only then does the "pseudo-cause" appear as the
point of "suture" of the field of re-presentation, as the imaginary Cause which
completes the self-sufficient circularity of the sphere of re-presentation and
thus obfuscates its decentered real causes. This use of "pseudo-cause" displaces
and obfuscates Deleuze's original use of the concept-the notion of "pseudo
cause" was introduced as an answer to a precise problem in his ontology of the
virtual: how to combine the unambiguous affirmation of the Virtual as the site
of production which generates constituted reality with the no less unambiguous
statement that "the virtual is produced out of the actuar':
Multiplicities should not be conceived as possessing the capacity to actively interact
with one another through these series. Deleuze thinks about them as endowed with
only a mere capacity to be affected, since they are, in his words, "impassive entities
-impassive results:' The neutrality or sterility of multiplicities may be explained in
the follOwing way. Although their divergent universality makes them independent
of any particular mechanism (the same multiplicity may be actualized by several
causal mechanisms) they do depend on the empirical fact that some causal mecha
nism or another actually exists . . . they are not transcendent but immanent entities
. . . Deleuze views multiplicities as incorporeal effects of corporeal causes, that is, as
historical results of actual causes possessing no causal powers of their own. On the
other hand, as he writes, "to the extent that they differ in nature from these causes,
they enter, with one another, into relations of quasi-causality. Together they enter
into a relation with a quasi-cause which is itself incorporeal and assures them a very
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special independence" . . . Unlike actual capacities, which are always capacities to
affect and be affected, virtual affects are sharply divided into a pure capacity to be
affected (displayed by impassible multiplicities) and a pure capacity to ajfect.64
The concept of a quasi�cause is what prevents a regression into simple reduc�
tionism: it designates the pure agency of transcendental causality. Take Deleuze's
own example hom his Cincnw 2: The Time�Image: the emergence of cinematic
neorealislIl. One can, of course, explain neorealism in terms of a set of histori�
cal circumstances (the trauma of World War II, etc.). However, there is here an
excess in the elnergence of the New: neorealism is an Event which cannot simply
be reduced to its rnaterial or historical causes, and the "quasi�cause" is the cause
of this excess, the cause of that which makes an Event (an emergence of the New)
irreducible to its historical circumstances. One can also say that the quasi-cause
is a second�level cause, the meta-cause of the very excess of the effect over its
(corporeal) causes. This is how what De1euze says about being affected should
be understood: insofar as the incorporeal Event is a pure affect (an impassive
neutral-sterile result), and insofar as the New (a new Event, an Event otlas the
New) can only emerge if the chain of its corporeal causes is not complete, we

must postulate, over and above the network ofcorporeal causes, a pure, transcen
dental, capacity to affixt. This is also why Lacan so much appreciated The Logic
of Sense: is not the Delenzian quasi-cause the exact equivalent of Lacan's objet
petit a, this pure, immaterial, spectral entity which serves as the object-canse
of desire?
We shonld be very precise here in order not to miss the point: Delenze is
not affirming a simple psycho-physical dnalism a la someone lilee John Searle;
he is not offering two different "descriptions" of the same event. It is not that
the same process (say, a speech act) can be described in a strictly naturalistic
way, as a neuronal and bodily process embedded in its actual causality, and also
"from within;' at the level of meaning, where the causality ("I answered your
question because I understood it") is a pseudo-causality. In such an approach,
the material-corporeal causality remains complete, while the basic premise of
Deleuze's ontology is precisely that corporeal causality is not complete: in the
emergence of the New, something occurs which cannot be properly described
at the level of corporeal causes and effects. The quasi-cause is not an illusory
theater of shadows, like that of the child who thinks he is magically making a toy
move, unaware of the mechanical causality which actually does the work-on
the contrary, the quasi-cause fills in the gap of corporeal causality. In this strict
sense, and insofar as the Event is the Sense-Event, the quasi-cause is non-sense
as inherent to Sense: if a statement could be reduced to its sense, it would fall
64 Manuel DeLanda, Intensive Science and Virtual Philosophy, London: Continuum
2002, p. 75.
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into reality-the relationship between Sense and its designated reality would
simply be that of objects in the world. Non-sense is that which maintains the
autonomy of the level of sense, of its surface flow of pure becoming, wilb regard
.
to the designated reality ("referent")
Does this not bring us back to the unfortunate "phallic signifier" as the
"pure" signifier without a signified? Is not the Lacanian phallus precisely the
point of non-sense that sustains lbe flow of sense? As such, the phallus is lbe
"transcendental signifier"-the non-sense within the field of sense-which dis
tributes and regulates the series of Sense. Its "transcendental" status means that
there is nolbing "substantial" about it: the phallus is the semblance par excel
lence. What the phallus "causes" is the gap that separates the surface-event from
bodily denSity: it is the "pseudo-cause" that sustains the autonomy of the field
of Sense with regard to its true, effective, bodily cause. We might recall here
Adorno's observation that the notion of transcendental constitution is the result
of a kind of perspectival inversion: what the subject (mis)perceives as his con
stitutive power is actually his impotence, his incapacity to reach beyond the
imposed limitations of his horizon. The transcendental constitutive power is
a pseudo-power representing the flipside of the subject's blindness to the trne
bodily causes. The phallus qua cause is the pure semblance of a cause.
There is no structure without the "phallic" moment as the crossing-point
of the two series (of signifier and signified), as the point of the short-circuit at
which-as Lacan puts it in a very precise way-"the signifier falls into the signi
fied:' The point of non-sense within the field of Sense is the point at which the
signifier's cause is inscribed into the field of Sense. Without this short-circuit,
the signifier's structure would act as an external bodily cause and would thus
be unable to produce the effect of Sense. On that account, the two series always
contain a paradOXical entity that is "doubly inscribed" (that is simultaneously
surplus and lack): a surplus of the signifier over the signified (lbe empty signifier
without a signified) and the lack of the signified (the point of non-sense within
lbe field of Sense). 65
The "pseudo-cause" is thus not a "mere quasi-cause:> an "illusory cause" in
contrast to "real" causes-rather, it gives body to (jills in) the gap in the order of
real causes (and not only the gap in the order of re-presentation). This is what
complicates the simplistic notion of "suture" as the place-holder for the absent
production process within the order of re-presentations. Along these lines,
Badiou proposes to situate the couple Sartre-Althusser along the axis of the Cause
versus causality: while Althusser conceived the field of history as determined by
a complex asubjective structural causality, Sartre opposed this reduction and
focused on Causes in the sense of points of reference which motivate political
65 I dealt in detail with this topic in
Consequences, London: Routledge 2003.
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subjects (like "the Cause o f the people" ) . Lacan also insists o n a Cause a s opposed
to causality, although in a sense very different from that of Sartrean subjective
engagenlent: for him, a Cause is that which interrupts the regular exercise of
causality, that 'liihich is ex-centric with regard to the causal chain.66 In this sense,
the ultimate Callse for Lacan is the objet petit a, the object-cause of desire, or
even, behind and beneath it, the Callse-Thing (In Cause-Chose) itself. With
regard to the chain of causality, this Cause is, again, a pseudo-Cause.
To return to the 1Vlarxist reference to Hegel: no ·wonder thal-from IvIarx
himself through Lukacs to the Frankh,rt School-this reference is profoundly
ambiguous, oscillating between two extrelnes: (1) the notion of Hegel's logic as
the speculative-mystified articulation of the "logic of Capital" (Capital is the
actual Substance-Snbject, the historical Absolute which posits its own presup
positions and thus engenders itself); and (2) the notion of Hegel's logic as the
idealist-mystified logic of the revolutionary process of emancipation.6, We find
this ambiguity already in Marx himself, who, in the above-quoted passage from
Capital, presents capital as a Hegelian self-generating "concrete universality:'
while, in the famous fragment on the pre-capitalist modes of production from
the Grundrisse, he conceives the entire historical process in Hegelian terms as a
gradual emergence of an alienated subjectivity which, through the communist
revolution, will unite itself with its substantial presuppositions.'"
From his early writings (the once famous "Economic and Philosophical
Manuscripts" of 1844), Marx succumbs to the (Feuerbachian) temptation of
formulating "alienation" and class society in tenns of a mirror-reversal of the
"proper" relation of causality: in capitalism, the subject is enslaved to its own
product, "dead labor" (capital) rules over "living labor" (the workers' productiv
ity) the predicate becomes the subject of its own true subject, the effect becomes
'
the cause of its own cause. What it; however, this "capitalist reversal" (the effect
retroactively subsumes its cause, the process that generates capital appears as
its own subordinated moment) is grounded in a more fundamental "reversal"
constitutive of subjectivity as such? What if subjectivity is an effect which ret
roactively posits its cause, a "predicate reversed into subject"? With regard to
the topic of productive presence and its re- presentation, this means that there is
66 To take a Freudian example: normally our speech is determined by linguistic, psy
chological, etc., causalities; but when a slip of the tongue occurs which conveys an
unconscious message, some ex-centric canse has interrupted the smooth flow of causality.
67 As for example in Lukacs's History and Class Consciousness: the proletariat is the actual
Subject of history destined to appropriate the alienated historical Substance through the
revolutionary act-which is why Lukacs has to elevate Kantian transcendental formal
ism into the ideal expression of capitalist social reality, so that Hegel already appears as
its mystified overcoming.
68 For a more detailed development of this point, see Interlude 3.
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no subject-of-presence which precedes representation: the subject is as such an
effect of representation (which is why Lacan rehabilitates representation in his
very definition of the signifier as that which "represents the subject for another
signifier"). The dialectical reversal is thus more complex than it may appear:
at its most radical, it is not only the reversal of a predicate (the reason against
becoming the reason for), but the shift of the predicate itself into the position
of subject.

CHAPTER 13

The Foursome of Struggle, Historicity,
Will

. . .

and Gelassenheit

WHY LACAN IS NOT A HEIDEGGERIAN
The main philosophical proponent of the critique of subjectivity is Heidegger,
one of Lacan's main references, at least in the 19508. For this reason, it is crucial
to clarify how Lacan gradually moves from accepting Heidegger's critique of the
Cartesian cogito as another version of the Freudian "dec entering" of the subject
to the paradoxical and counter-intuitive embracing of the cogito as the subject
of the unconsciolls.
Lacan's starting point is Freud's notion ofa primordial Bejahung, affirmation,
as opposed to Verwerjung (usually [misJ translated as "foreclosure"): he reads
Bejahung as primordial symbolization, against the background of Heidegger's
notion of fhe essence oflanguage as disclosure of being. However, things quickly
get complicated here. As we saw earlier, in Freud there are four main forms, four
versions, of " Ver- " : Verwerfung (foreclosure/rejection), Verdrangung (repres
sion), Verneinung (denial), Verleugnung (disavowal). In Verwe1jung, the content
is thrown out of the symbolic, de-symbolized, so that it can only return in the
Real (in the guise of hallucinations). In Verdriingung, the content remains within
the symbolic but is inaccessible to consciousness, relegated to the Other Scene,
returning in the guise of symptoms. In Verneinung, the content is admitted into
consciousness, but marked by a denial. In Verleugnung, it is admitted a positive
form, but under the condition of ls olierung- its symbolic impact is suspended,
it is not really integrated into the subject's symbolic universe. Take the signifier
"mother": if it is foreclosed or rejected, it simply has no place in the subject's
symbolic universe; if it is repressed, it forms the hidden reference of symptoms;
if it is denied, we get the by now familiar form "Whoever that woman in my
dream is, she is not my mother!"; ifit is disavowed, the subject talks calmly about
his mother, conceding everything ("Yes, of course this woman is my mother!"),
but remains unaffected by the impact of this admission. It is easy to see how the
violence of exclusion gradually diminishes here: from radical ejection, through
repression (where the repressed returns within the symbolic) and denial (where
the denied content is admitted into consciousness) to disavowal, where the
subject can openly, without denial, talk about it.
All four forms already presuppose that the symbolic order is in place, since
they deal with how some content relates to it; consequently, a more radical,
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"transcendental" question must be raised here, that of the negativity which
founds the symbolic order itself. Is what Freud called Ur-Verdriingung (pri
mordial repression) a candidate for this role? Primordial repression is not a
repression of some content into the unconscious, but a repression constitutive
of the unconscious, the gesture which creates the very space of the unconscious,
the gap between the system cslpcs and the unconscious. Here we must proceed
very carefully: this primordial separation of the I from the unconscious, which
generates all the standard anti-Cartesian variations ("I am not where I think;'
etc.), should not be conceived only as the separation of the I from the uncon
scious Substance, so that I perceive the core of my being outside myself; out of
my grasp. The Hegelian lesson of Lacan is that de-centering is always redoubled:
when the subject finds itself de-centered, deprived of the core of its being, this
means that the Other, the de-centered site of the subject's being, is also in its turn
de-centered, truncated, deprived of the unfathomable X that would guarantee its
consistency In other words, when the subject is de-centered, the core of its being
is not the natural Substance, but the "big Other;' the "second nature;' the virtual
symbolic order which is itself constructed around a lack. The gap that separates
the subj ect from the big Other is thus Simultaneously the gap in the heart of the
Other itself. This overlapping of the two lacks is what makes it so hard to for
mulate the ambiguous relation between Ausstossung (the expulsion of the Real
which is constitutive of the emergence of the symbolic order) and Verwerfung
(the "foreclosure" of a Signifier from the symbolic into the Real) in Freud and
Lacan-sometimes they are identified and sometimes distinguished. Fran<;ois
Balmes makes the appropriate observation:
If Ausstossung is what we say it is, it is radically different from Verwerfung: far from
being the mechanism proper to psychosis, it would be the opening of the field of
the Other as such. In a sense, it would not be the rejection of the symbolic, but
itself symbolization. We should not think here psychosis and hallucination, but
the subject as such. Clinically, this corresponds to the fact that foreclosure doesn't
prevent psychotics from dwelling in language. 1
This conclusion is the result of a series of precise questions. The fact is that psy
chotics can speak, that, in some sense, they do dwell in language: "foreclosure"
does not mean their exclusion from language, but the exclusion or suspension
of the symbolic efficacy of a key Signifier within their symbolic universe-if a
signifier is excluded, then one must already be in the signifying order. Insofar
. as, for Freud and Lacan, VerwerJung is correlative to Bejahung (the "affirma
tion;' the primordial gesture of subjectively assuming one's place in the symbolic
1 Franl):ois Balmes, Ce que Lacan dit de letre, Paris: Presses Universitaires de France 1999.
P· 72 •
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universe), Balmes's solution is to distinguish between this Bejahung and a n even
more originary (or "primary") symbolization of the Real, the quasi-mythical
zero-level of direct contact between the symbolic and the Real which coin
cides with the moment of their differentiation, the process of the rise of the
symbolic, of the elnergence of the primary battery of signifiers, whose obverse
(negative) is the expulsion of the pre-symbolic Real. When the Wolfman, at the ,
age of one, observed his parents' coitus a tergo, it left in his Inind a memory
trace: it was symbolized, but it was just retained as a libidinally neutral trace,
Only after three more years or so-after Wolfman's sexual fantasies had been
awakened and he had become intrigued by where children come from�was this
trace bejaht, properly historicized, activated in his personal narrative as a way of
locating himself in the universe of meaning, PsychoticS accomplish the first step,
they inhabit the symbolic order; what they are unable to do is to subjectively or
performatively engage in language, to "historicize" their subjective process-in
short, to accomplish the Bejahung,
As Balmes perceptively noted, it is for this reason that the lack occurs at a
different level in psychoSiS: psychotiCS continue to dwell in the dense symbolic
space of the primordial "full" (maternal) big Other, they do not assume symbolic
castration in the proper sense of a loss which is in itself liberating, giving, "pro
ductive;' opening up the space for things 10 appear in their (meaningful) being;
for them, a loss can only be purelyprivative, a question of something being taken
from them,
In a risky interpretive move, Lacan links this "primary" symbolization
which is accessible to psychotiCS and which precedes the subjective engagement
they lack-to Heidegger's distinction between the originary dimension of lan
guage as the disclosure of Being and the dimension of speech as the bearer of
(subjective) significations or as a means of intersubjective recognition. At this
originary level of naming as shOWing (Sagen as Zeigen), the difference between
signiflcation and reference falls away, a word which names a thing does not
"mean" it, it constitutes or discloses it in its Being, it opens up the space of its
existence. This level is the level of appearing as such, not appearance as opposed
to reality beneath it, but "pure" appearing which "is" entirely in its appearing,
behind which there is nothing, In his seminar 011 psychoses, Lacan provides a
nice description of such pure appearing and of the concomitant, properly meta
phYSical temptation to reduce it to its gronnd, to its hidden causes:
The rainbow, it is just that [eest cefa l o And this it is just that implies that we will
engage ourselves to our last breath to learn what is hidden behind it, what is the
cause to which we can reduce it. Note how 'Yvhat from the very beginning charac
terizes the rainbow and the meteor�and everybody knows this, since it is for this
reason that we call it a meteor-is precisely that there is nothing hidden behind. It is
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entirely in this appearance. What makes it persist for us, to the pOint that we never
cease to ask questions about it, consists solely in the originary it is just that, that is to
say, in the nomination as such of the rainbow. There is nothing else but this name.2
This inherent reflexive moment of "declaration" (the fact that every commu
nication of a content always simultaneously "declares itself" as such) is what
Heidegger identified as the "as such" that specifies the properly human dimen
sion: an animal perceives a stone, but it does not perceive this stone "as such:'
This is the "reflexivity" of the signifier: every utterance not only transmits some
content, but, simultaneously, determines how the subject relates to this content
(in terms of German Idealism, determines that every consciousness is always
already self-consciousness). To put it in Heidegger's terms, the psychotic is not
welt -los, deprived of the world: he already dwells in the opening of Being.
This reading, however, as is often the case with Lacan, is accompanied by
its (asymmetrical, true) opposite: by a reading which attributes to psychotics
access to a "higher" level of symbolization and deprives them of the "lower"
basic level. Insofar as Lacan reads the Freudian distinction between "rep
resentations of things" (Sach- Vorstellungen) and "representations of words"
( Wort- Vorstellungen) as internal to the symbolic order-as the distinction
between primordial symbolization, the establishment of the originary uncon
scious's battery of signifiers ("memory-traces;' in the language of the early,
pre-psychoanalytic, Freud), and secondary symbolization, the conscious!
preconscious system oflanguage-this furnishes him with a paradOxical defini
tion of the psychotic's predicament: a psychotic is not one who regresses to a
more "primitive" level of representations-of-things, who "treats words as things;'
as is commonly said; he is, on the contrary, someone who precisely disposes of
representations-of-words without representations-of-things.' In other words, a
psychotic can use language in a normal manner, but what he lacks is the uncon
scious background which gives the words we use their libidinal resonance, their
specific subjective weight and color. Without this background, psychoanalytic
interpretation is powerless, inoperative: "In psychosis, truth is without effect,
which doesn't prevent the psychotic from saying it better than anyone else:"
This is also one way to understand Lacan's misleadingly "eccentric" claim that
normality is a species of psychosis: our "normal" common-sense definition of
language is that it is an artificial secondary system of signs we use to transfer
pre-existing information, and so on-what this defrnition ignores is the under
lying level of subjective engagement, the position of enunciation; the paradox
of the psychotic is that he is the only one who fully fits this definition, that is,
2 Jacques Lacan, Le seminaire, Livre III: Les psychoses, Paris: Seuil lg81, p. 358.
3 Balmes, Ce que Lacan dit de !'eire, p. 91.
4 Fran'Tois Balmes, Dieu, Ie sexe et la verite, Ramonville Saint�Agne: Bres 2007, p. 53.
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who eHectively uses language as a neutral secondary instrument ,vhich does not
concern the speaker's very being:
certain signiflers do not pass into the unconscious writing, and this is the case with
the paternal signifier in psychosis. This does not preclude their presence at the pre
conscious level�as Ive can see in the case of the signifiers which we call foreclosed
in psychosis and ,,\rhich are at the subject's disposal in his language.'
This oscillation seems to indicate that there is something wrong with the solu
tion of distinguishing the two levels, the level of primary symbolization and
the level of BejahunglVerwerfung. (Solutions which rely on simply distinguish
ing between different levels are a priori suspicious. ) What it loses is the basic
paradox of the symbolic as the two at the same: ultimately, the expulsion of the
Real from the symbolic and the rejection of a signitler overlap; that is, in the case
of the symbolic Other, external and internal limitations coincide, the symbolic
order can only emerge as delimited tram the Real if it is delimited from itself;
missing or excluding a central part of itself, not identical with itself. There is thus
no Ausstossungwithout a Verwerfung-the price the symbolic has to pay in order
to delimit itself from the Real is its own being-truncated. This is what Lacan is
aiming at with his formula that there is no big Other, no Other of Other- and,
as the late Lacan knew very well, this implies that, at a certain most basic level,
we are all psychotics. However, we should be more precise here: the signifIer
which is foreclosed is not simply a missing one, one that is lacking, but rather
a signifier that itself stands for the barred A, for the lack of signifier, for the
incompleteness-inconsistency of the symbolic field. The psychotic's problem,
then, is not that he dwells in a truncated symbolic order ( Other), but, on the
contrary, that he dwells in a "complete" Other, an Other which lacks the inscrip
tion of its lack.
There is thus no need to posit two phases, first the symbolization, the rise
of the primary battery of signifiers through the expulsion of the Real, then the
exclusion of a signifier: the two processes are one and the same, and psycho
sis comes afterwards, in a second stage, when-if-the signifier which stands
for the very incompleteness or inconsistency of the Other, which registers this
incompleteness, is foreclosed. This two-faced primordial Ausstossung has to be
distinguished from the violent defensive measure of ejecting (what is experi
enced as) a foreign intruder, up to and including the infamons call Juden raus!,
the ejection which reappears in all its brutality in today's hyper-reflexive society.
The Hegelian lesson of the global reflexivization-mediatization of our
lives-that this process generates its own brutal immediacy-was best captured
5 Ibid., p. 81.
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by Etienne Balibar's notion of excessive, non-functional cruelty as a feature of
contemporary life, a cruelty whose figures range from "fundamentalist" racist
andlor religious slaughter to "senseless" outbursts of violence performed by ado
lescents upon the homeless in our megalopolises, a violence one is tempted to
call Id-Evil, a violence grounded in no utilitarian or ideological reasons. All the
talk about foreigners stealing our jobs from us or about the threat they rep
resent to our Western values should not deceive us: on closer examination, it
soon becomes clear that this talk provides a rather superficial secondary ration
alization. The explanation we ultimately get from a skinhead is that it makes
him feel good to beat up foreigners because their presence disturbs him. What
we encounter here is indeed Id-Evil, Evil structured and motivated by the most
elementary imbalance in the relationship between the Ego and jouissance, by the
tension between pleasure and the foreign body of jouissance at the very heart
of it. Id-Evil thus stages the most elementary "short-circuit" in the relationship of
the subject to the primordially missing object-cause of his desire: what "bothers"
us in the "other" (Jew, Japanese, African, Turk) is that he appears to entertain
a privileged relationship to the object-the other either possesses the object
treasure, having snatched it away from us (which is why we do not have it), or
he poses a threat to our possession of the object. Here we can again employ the
Hegelian "infinite judgment;' asserting the speculative identity of these "useless"
and "excessive" outbursts of violent immediacy, which display nothing but a pure
and naked ("non-sublimated") hatred of Otherness, with the global reflexiviza
tion of society. Perhaps the ultimate example of this coincidence is the fate of
psychoanalytic interpretation. Today, the formations of the unconscious (from
dreams to hysterical symptoms) have defmitely lost their innocence and are
thoroughly reflexivized: the "free associations" of a typical educated analysand
consist for the most part of attempts to provide a psychoanalytic explanation
of their disturbances, so that one is quite justified in saying that we have not
only Jungian, Kleinian, Lacanian . . . interpretations of the symptoms, but symp
toms themselves which are Jungian, Kleinian, Lacanian . . . that is, whose reality
involves an implicit reference to some psychoanalytic theory. The unfortunate
result of this global reflexivization of interpretation (everything becomes inter
pretation, the unconscious interprets itself) is that the analyst's interpretation
itself loses its performative "symbolic efficacy;' leaving the symptom intact in
the immediacy of its idiotic jouissance.
In what precise sense, then, does that which is foreclosed from the symbolic
return in the Real? Consider verbal hallucinations: their content is massively
symbolic, and they are, at the level of their ordinary meaning, fully understood
by the (psychotic) subject, so, again, in what sense do they belong to the Real?
Two interconnected features make them Real: isolation and certitude. They
are foreclosed in the precise sense that they do not "exist" for the subject: they
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e x-sist, persist, and impose themselves outside the symbolic texture. They are
isolated from their symbolic context, which is by definition one of trust and
supposition, the context in which every presence arises against the background
of its possible absence, every certitude is accompanied by a possible doubt,
and in which one ultimately has to rely on a basic wager to trust the symbolic
order. In religion proper, one does not know God, but one risks trusting in him,
.
believing in him. A psychotic, on the contrary, proceeds like the Slovene punk
group Laibach who, when asked during an interview about their relation to Goel,
answered with reference to the "In God we trust" printed on every dollar note:
"Like you Americans, we believe that God exists, but, unlike you, we do not
trust Him:' Or, as Balmes puts it succinctly, it is not that psychotics believe in
the voices they hear, they simply believe them.' This is why psychotics have an
absolute certitude about the voices they hear: they do not trust them, of course,
they take them as evil voices which want to hurt them; but they simply kuow
that the voices are real-this absolute certitude itself make them real.

HEGEL VERSUS HElD EGGER
"It is time to talk about the late Hegel. If there is something which is little
known, it is the last period of Hegel's thought in Berlin." 7 Far from confirming
Hegel's philosophy as a conservative (or, at least, conformist) Staatsphilosoph, it
was during his last years in Berlin that Hegel, after a long effort, provided the
definitive formulation of his key inSights. This point should be insisted upon
especially in response to one standard critique of Hegel, first formulated by
the "young Hegelians:' concerning the so-called contradiction between Hegel's
dialectical method and his system: while the method approaches reality in its
dynamic development, discerning in every determinate form the seeds of its
own destruction and self-overcoming, the system endeavors to render the total
ity of being as an achieved order in which no further development is in viewY
In the twentieth -century interpretations of Hegel developed under Heidegger's
influence, this contradiction between the "logical" and the "historical" acquires
6 Ibid., p. 66.
7 Jean-Marie Lardic, in G. W. F. Hegel, Lerons sur Ies preuves de l'existence de Dieu, Paris:
Aubier 199+ p. 9·
8 How are method and system related in Hegel's thought? According to the standard
Marxist doxa, there is a contradiction between the two: Hegel's system is conservative,
while his dialectical method is revolutionary, so we should liberate the method from the
constraints of the system. What this naoive opposition misses is the identity of the two,
somewhat like the strange fate about Stanislavsky's theatrical teaching, which in Russia
was IU10wn as his "system;' and later in the US, where it became very influential (in the
Actor's Studio, etc.), as his "method�'
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a more radical underpinning: what they try to outline is a more fundamental
ontological frame which is simultaneously both the source of Hegel's dialectical
systematizing and what the latter betrays. The historical dimension is here not
simply the fact of the unending evolution of all life forms; nor the philosophical
opposition between the young Hegel who tries to grasp the historical antago
nisms of social life and the old Hegel who compulsively steam-rollers all content
with his dialectical machine, but rather the inherent tension between Hegel's
systematic drive of notional self-mediation/sublation and a more original onto
logical project which, follOWing Heidegger, Alexandre Koyn' describes as the
historicity of the human condition oriented towards the future.'
The root of what Hegel calls "negatiVity" is (our awareness of) the future: the
future is what is not (yet), the power of negativity is ultimately identical to the
power of time itself, this force which corrodes every firm identity. The proper
temporality of a human being is thus not that of linear time, but that of engaged
existence: a man projects his future and then actualizes it by way of a detour
through past resources. This "existential" root of negativity is, according to
Koyre, obfuscated by Hegel's system, which abolishes the primacy of the future
and presents its entire content as the past "sublated" in its logical form-the
standpoint adopted here is not that of engaged subjectivity, but that of Absolute
Knowing. A similar critique of Hegel was deployed by Alexandre Kojeve and
Jean Hyppolite: what they all try to formulate is a tension or antagonism at the
very core of Hegel's thought which remains unthought by Hegel-not for acci
dental reasons, but necessarily, which is why, precisely, this antagonism cannot
be dialecticized, resolved or "sublated" through dialectical mediation. What all
these philosophers offer is thus a critical "schizology" of Hegel.'"
It is not difficult to recognize in this vision of the future-oriented tempo
rality of the engaged subject the traces of Heidegger's assertion of fmitude as
the unsurpassable predicament of being-human: it is our radical finitude which
exposes us to the opening of the future, to the horizon of what is to come, for
transcendence and fmitude are two sides of the same coin. No wonder, then,
that it was Heidegger himself who proposed the most elaborate version of
this critical reading of Hegel. Not the Heidegger of Sein und Zeit, but the later
Heidegger, who tries to decipher the unthought dimension in Hegel through a
close reading of the notion of the "experience" (Erfahrung) of consciousness in
the Phenomenology of Spirit. Heidegger reads Hegel's famous critique of Kantian
skepticism (we can only get to know the Absolute if the Absolute already wants
to be bei uns, with us) through his own interpretation of parousia as the epochal
disclosure of being: parousia is the way the Absolute (Hegel's name for the Truth
9 See Alexandre Koyr", "Hegel it lena;' in Etudes d'histaire de la pensee philasophique,
Paris: Gallimard 1971.
10 I rely here on Catherine Malabou, La chambre du milieu, Paris: Hermann 2009.
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o f Being) i s always already disclosed t o u s prior t o any active effort o n our part,
that is, the way this disclosure of the Absolute grounds and directs our very effort
to grasp it-or, as the mystics and theologians say, "you would not be searching
for me if you had not already found me:' Here is the passage-including the key
claim that the Absolute itself "wishes to be beside us;' with us, present to us, to
disclose itself to us-which Heidegger reads as Hegel's own formulation of the
old Greek notion of parousi a:
If the Absolute were only to be brought on the whole nearer to us by [our] agency,
without any change being wrought in it, like a bird caught by a limestick, it would
certainly scorn a trick of that sort, if it were not in its very nature, and did it not wish
to be, beside us from the start."
Rather than dismissing this claim as evidence of how Hegel remains a prisoner
of the "metaphysics of presence;' we should draw attention, first, to the fact that
Heidegger himself offers a further variation on this same topic with his notion
of Dasein as das Da des Seins, the "there" of Being itself, which means that Being
itself "needs" man as its only "there;' and that, in this sense, in spite of its with
drawa it also "wants to be with us:' Furthermore, this "wish to be with us" is
'
more enigmatic and complex than it may appear--it can be conceived, again,
along the lines of Kafka's parable "Before the Law;' when the man from the
country finally learns that the Door was there only for him and that now, upon
his death, it will be closed. All the mystery of withdrawal, of the inaccessibility of
what the Door concealed, was thus there only for the Man, destined to fascinate
his gaze-the Door's reticence was a lure destined to obfuscate the fact that the
Door "wished to be with the man." In other words, the trick of the Door was
the same as that in the competition between Zeuxis and Parrhasius: the Door
was like the painting of a curtain on the wall, there to create the illusion that it
concealed some secret.
Why then, according to Heidegger, is Hegel unable to see the proper dimen
sion ofparousia? This brings us to Heidegger's next reproach: that Hegel's notion
of negatiVity lacks a phenomenal dimension (fails to describe the experience in
which negativity would appear as such), that Hegel never systematically exem
plifies or makes appear the difference between rejection, negation, nothing,
"is not;' etc." Hegelian dialectics just presupposes the occultation of its own
phenomenologico-ontological foundation; the name of this occultation is, of
course, subjectivity: Hegel always already subordinates negativity to the subject's
11 G. W F. Hegel, Phenomenology ofMind, second rev. ed., trans. J. B. Baillie, Mineola:
Dover 2003, p. 74·
12 Martin Heidegger, Gesamtausgabe, Vol. 68: Hegel, Frankfurt: Vittorio Klostermann
1993, p. 37·
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"work of the negative:' to the conceptual mediation or sublation of all phenom
enal content. In this way, negativity is reduced to a secondary moment in the
subject's work of self-mediation. This blindness to its own foundation is not
secondary, but the enabling feature of Hegel's metaphysics of subjectivity: the
dialectical logos can only function against the background of a pre-subjective
Absage, renunciation or saying-no.
There is nonetheless a privileged phenomenal mode in which negativity can
be experienced: pain. The path of experience is the path of the painful realization
that there is a gap between "natural" and transcendental consciousness, between
"for the consciousness itself" and "for us": the subject is violently deprived of
the "natural" foundation of its being, its entire world collapses, and this process
is repeated until it reaches Absolute Knowing. When he speaks about "tran
scendental pain" as the fundamental Stimmung of Hegel's thought, Heidegger is
following a line which begins in Kant's Critique of Practical Reason, where Kant
describes pain as the only "a priori" emotion, the emotion of my pathological
ego being humiliated by the injunction of the moral law.'3 (Lacan sees in this
transcendental privilege of pain the link between Kant and Sade.)
What Heidegger misses in his description of Hegelian "experience" as the
path of VerzweifJung is the proper nature of the abyss it involves: it is not only
natural consciousness which is shattered when it has to confront death, but also
the transcendental background or frame as the measure ofwhat the natural con
sciousness experiences as its inadequacy and failure-as Hegel put it, if what
we thought to be true fails the measure of truth, this measure itself has to be
abandoned. This is why Heidegger misses the vertiginous abyss of the dialecti
cal process: there is no standard of truth that natural consciousness is gradually
approaching through painful experience, for this very standard is itself caught
up in the process, and thus undermined again and again.
This is also why Heidegger's criticism regarding Hegel's "machination"
misses the point. According to Heidegger, the Hegelian process of experience
moves at two levels, that of lived experience (Erlebnis) and that of conceptual
machination (Machenschaft) : at the level oflived experience, consciousness sees
its world collapse and a new figure of the world appear, and experiences this
passage as a pure leap with no logical bridge uniting the two positions. "For us:'
however, the dialectical analysis makes visible how the new world emerged as
the "determinate negation" of the old one, as the necessary outcome of its crisis.
Authentic lived experience, the opening to the New, is thus revealed as being
underpinned by notional work: what the subject experiences as the inexplicable
rise of a new world is actually the result of its own conceptual work taking place
behind its back and can thus ultimately be read as having been produced by the
13 Ibid., p. 103.
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subject's uwn conceptual machination. Here there i s no experience of genuine
otherness, the subject encounters only the results of its own (conceptual) work.
But this reproach only holds if we ignore how both sides, the phenomenal "for
itself" of the natural consciousness and the "for us" of the subterranean concep
tual work, are caught up in the groundless, vertiginous abyss of a repeated Joss.
The "transcendental pain" is not only the pain the natural consciousness experi
ences, the pain of being separated from its truth; it is also the painhli awareness
that this truth itself is non -All, inconsistent.
Which brings us back to Heidegger's claim that Hegel fails to include the
pheuomenal experience of negativity: what if negativity names precisely the
gap in the order of phenomenality, something which does not (and can never)
appear? Not because it is a transcendental gesture which by definition eludes the
phenomenal level, but because it is the paradoxical, difficult-to-think negativity
which cannot be subsumed under any agent (experiential or not)-what Hegel
calls "self-relating negativity;' a negativity which precedes all positive grounding
and whose negative gesture of withdrawal opens up the space t()r all positivity.

THE TORTURE-HOUSE OF LANGUAGE
At this point, we can even invert Heidegger's critique of Hegel and claim that it
is Heidegger himself who is unable to think this "transcendental pain" -and that
he misses the path to thinking it precisely because he dispenses all too early with
the term "the subject" in order to think the (inhuman) core of being-human.
What, then, is the dimension of pain overlooked by Heidegger?
In his "Critique of Violence;' Walter Benjamin raises the question: "Is any
non-violent resolution of conflict possible?"14 His answer is that it is possible in
"relationships among private persons;' in courtesy, sympathy, and trust: "there
is a sphere of human agreement that is non-violent to the extent that it is wholly
inaccessible to violence: the proper sphere of 'understanding; language:'l5 This
thesis belongs to the mainstream tradition in which language or the symbolic
order are conceived as a mediUlll of reconciliation and mediation, of peaceful co
existence, as opposed to a violent medium of immediate and raw confrontation. ,6
14 Walter Benjamin, "Critique of Violence;' in Selected Writings, Cambridge: Harvard
University Press 1996, p. 243.
15 Ibid., p. 245·
16 An idea propagated by Habermas (see Jurgen Habermas, The Theory afCommunicative
Action, Vals. 1 and 2, New York: Beacon Press 1985), but also not alien to a certain Lacan
(see Jacques Lacan, "The Function and Field of Speech and Language in Psychoanalysis;'
in Eaits: The First Complete Edition in English, trans. Bruce Fink, New York: W. \V.
Norton & Company 2006).
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In language, rather than acting violently towards one another, we are meant to
debate, to exchange words, and such an exchange, even when it is aggressive,
presupposes a minimum recognition of the other.
What if, however, humans exceed animals in their capacity for violence
precisely because they can speak? There are many violent features of language
thematized by philosophers and sOciologists from Heidegger to Bourdieu.
There is nevertheless at least one violent aspect of language which is absent
in Heidegger, and which is the focus of Lacan's theory of the symbolic order.
Throughout his work, Lacan varies Heidegger's motif of language as the house
of being: language is not man's creation and instrument, it is man who "dwells"
in language: "Psychoanalysis should be the science of language inhabited by the
subjecf'" Lacan's "paranoid" twist, his additional Freudian turn of the screw,
comes with his characterization of this house as a torture-house: "In the light of
the Freudian experience, man is a subject caught in and tortured by language:'"
The military dictatorship in Argentina from 1976 to 1983 invented a gram
matical peculiarity, a new passive use of active verbs: when thousands of leftist
political activists and intellectuals disappeared, never to be seen again, tortured
and killed by the military, who denied any knowledge of their fate, they were
referred to as "disappeared;' where the verb was used not in the simple sense that
they had disappeared, but in an active transitive sense: they "were disappeared"
(by the military secret services). In the Stalinist regime, a similar irregular
inflexion affected the verb "to step down" : when it was publicly announced that
a high-up member of the nomenklatura had stepped down from his post (for
health reasons, as a rule) , and everyone knew it was really because he had lost
out in the struggle between different cliques, people said he "had been stepped
down" -again, an act normally attributed to the affected person (he steps down,
he disappears) is reinterpreted as the result of the non-transparent activity of
another agent (the secret police disappeared him, the majority in the nomen
klatura stepped him down). And should we not read in exactly the same way
Lacan's thesis that a human being does not speak but is spoken? The point is
not that it is "spoken about;' the topic of speech of other humans, but that, when
(it appears that) it speaks, it "is spoken;' in the same way that the unfortunate
communist functionary was "stepped down:' What this homology reveals is the
status of language, of the "big Other;' as the torture-house of the subject.
We usually take a subject's speech with all its inconsistencies as an expres
sion of his or her inner turmoil, ambiguous emotions, and so forth; this holds
even for a literary work of art: the task of a psychoanalytic reading is supposed
to be to unearth the inner psychic turbulence which found its coded expression
. in the work of art. But something is missing in this classical account: speech
17 Lacan, Le seminaire, Livre III: Les psychoses, p. 276.
18 Ibid.
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does not only register or express traumatic psychic life; the entry into speech
is in itself a traumatic fact ("symbolic castration"). This means that we should
include in the list of traumas that speech tries to cope v"ith the traumatic impact
of speech itself. The relationship between psychic turmoil and its expression in
speech should thus also be reversed: speech does not simply express or articulate
psychic troubles; at a certain key point, psychic turmoil itself is a reaction to the
trauma of dwelling in the "torture-house of language:'
The "prison -house of language" (the title of Fredric Jameson's early book on
structuralism), is thus also a torture-house: all the psychopathological phenom
ena described by Freud, from conversion-symptoms inscribed into the body up
to complete psychotic breakdowns, are scars of this permanent torture, so many
signs of an original and irremediable gap between the subject and language,
so many signs that man can never be at home in his own home. This is what
Heidegger ignores, this dark side of our dwelling in language, and this is why
there can be no place for the Real ofjouissal1ce in Heidegger's edifice, since the
tortnring aspect of language concerns primarily the vicissitudes of the libido. It
is also why, in order to get the truth to speak, it is not enough to suspend the
subject's active intervention and let language itself speak-as Elfriede Jelinek
put it with extraordinary clarity: "Language should be tortured to tell the truth:'
Language must be twisted, denaturalized, extended, condensed, cut and reu
nited, made to work against itself. Language as the "big Other" is not an agent
of wisdom to whose message we should attune ourselves, but a medium of cruel
indifference and stupidity. The most elementary form of torturing one's language
is called poetry-think of what a complex form like a sonnet does to language:
it forces the free flow of speech into a Procrustean bed of fixed forms of rhythm
and rhyme.
But what about Heidegger's procedure of listening to the soundless word
of language itself, of bringing out the truth that already dwells within it? No
wonder that the late Heidegger's thinking is poetic-can one imagine a torture
more violent than what he does in, say, his famous reading of Par menides's prop
osition "thinking-speaking and being are the same"? To extract the intended
truth hom it, he has to refer to the literal meaning of words ([egein as gath
ering), to counter-intuitively displace the accent and scansion of the sentence,
to translate single terms in a strongly interpretative descriptive way, and so
on. From this perspective, late Wittgensteinian "ordinary language philoso
phy"-which sees itself as a kind of medical cure, correcting the erroneous use
of ordinary language which gives rise to "philosophical problems"-wants to
eliminate precisely this "torturing" of language which would force it to deliver
the truth (recall Rudolph Carnap's famous critique of Heidegger from the late
1920S, which claimed that the latter's ratiocinations were based on the misuse of
"nothing" as a substantive).
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Does the same not apply to cinema? Does not cinema also force its visual
material to tell the truth through torture? First. there was Eisenstein's "montage
of attractions;' the mother of all cinematic torture: a violent cutting of contin
uous shots into fragments which are then re-united in · a thoroughly artificial
way. a no less violent reduction of the whole body or scene to close-ups of
"partial objects" which float around in the cinematic space. cut off from the
organic Whole to which they belong. Then there is Tarkovsky. Eisenstein's great
enemy. who replaced the frantic Eisensteinian montage with its opposite. a
stretching-out of time. a kind of cinematic equivalent of the "rack;' the classic
torture machine designed to stretch the victim's limbs. We can thus characterize
Tarkovsky's polemic against Eisenstein as a dispute between two professional
torturers over the relative merits of different devices.
This is also the ultimate reason why. against Heidegger's historicization of
the subject as the agent of technological mastery in the modern age. against his
replacement of the "subject" with Dasein as the name for the essence of being
human. Lacan stuck to the problematic term "the subject:· When Lacan implies
that Heidegger misses a crucial dimension of subjectivity. his point is not the
silly humanist argument that Heidegger excessively "passivizes" man. turning
him into an instrument of the revelation of Being and thus ignoring human
creativity. and so forth. The point is. on the contrary. that Heidegger misses the
properly traumatic impact of the very "passivity" of our being caught up in lan
guage. the tension between the human animal and language: there is a "subject"
because the human animal does not "fit" language. the Lacanian "subject" is the
tortured. mutilated subject.
Althusserians strongly insist on the constitutive double meaning of the term
"subject": as the active transcendental agent. creator of (its) reality. and as the
passive agent submitted (subjected) to a legal state order (sujet de letatl-or. to
give it a more general Lacanian twist. subjected to the big Other. Here. however.
Lacan adds a much more radical dimension of passivity: as he puts it in his
seminar on the ethics of psychoanalysis. the subject is "that [part-aspect of] the
real which suffers from the signifier [ce que du reel patit du signiflant]" -the
most elementary dimension of the subject is not activity. but passivity. enduring
something. Here is how Lacan locates rituals of initiation which make a violent
cut into the body. mutilating it:
The rituals of initiation assume the form of the changing of form of these desires, of
conferring on them in this way a function through which the subject's being identi
fies itself or announces itself as such, through which the subject, if one can put it
this way, fully becomes a man, but also a woman. The mutilation serves here to
orientate desire, enabling it to assume precisely this function of index, of something
which is realized and which can only articulate itself, express itself, in a symbolic
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beyond, a beyond which is the one we today call being, a realization of being in
the subject.'�
The gap that separates Lacan from Heidegger is here clearly discernible precisely
on account of their proximity, of the tact that, in order to designate the symbolic
function at its most elementary, Lacan still llses Heidegger's term "being": in
a human being, desires lose their mooring ill biology, they are operative only '
insofar as they are inscribed within the horizon of Being which is sustained by
language. However, in order for this transposition from the immediate biologi
cal reality of the body to the symbolic space of language to take place, it has
to leave a mark of torture on the body in the form of its mutilation. It is thus
not enough to say that "the Word became flesh": what we must add is that, in
order for the Word to inscribe itself into flesh, a part of that flesh-the prover
bial Shylockian pound-has to be sacrificed. Since there is no pre-established
harmony between the Word and flesh, it is only through such a sacrifice that the
flesh becomes receptive for the Word.
This brings us, finally, to the topic ofjouissance. Philippe Lacoue-Labarthe
located very precisely the gap that separates Lacan's interpretation of Antigone
frOll1 Heidegger's (to which Lacan otherwise abundantly refers); what is totally
missing in Heidegger is not only the dimension of the Real of jouissance,
but, above all, the dimension of the "between-two-deaths" (the symbolic and
the Real) which designates Antigone's subjective position after she is excom
municated from the polis by Creon. In an exact symmetry with her brother
Polynices, who is dead in reality but denied the symbolic death, the rituals of
burial, Antigone finds herself dead symbolically, excluded from the symbolic
community, while biologically and subjectively still alive. In Agamben's terms,
Antigone finds herself reduced to "bare life;' to a position of homo sacer, whose
exemplary case in the twentieth century is that of the inmates of the concentra
tion camps. The stakes of this Heideggerian omission are thus very high, since
they concern the ethico-political crux of the twentieth century, the "totalitarian"
catastrophe in its extreme deployment. The omission is thus quite consistent
with Heidegger's inability to resist the Nazi temptation:
the "between-two-deaths" is the hell "\vhich our century realized or still promises to
realize, and it is to this that Lacan replies and to which he wants to make psychoa
nalysis responsible. Did he not say that politics is the "hole" of metaphysics? The
scene with Heidegger-and there is one--is in its entirety located hereo
19 Jacques Lacan, seminar of May 20, 1959, in Le seminaire, Livre VI: Le desir et son
interpretation (unpublished).
20 Philippe Lacoue-Labarthe, "De l'ethiqne: a propos d'Alltigone," in Lacan avec les
philosophes, Paris: Albin Michel 1991, p. 28.
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This also accounts for the disturbing ambiguity of Heidegger's description of
deatb in extermination camps as no longer authentic death, involving tbe indi
vidual's assumption of its own death as the possibility of its highest impossibility,
but just another anonymous industrial-technological process-people do not
really "die" in the camps, they are just industrially exterminated. Heidegger thus
obscenely suggests tbat the victims murdered in tbe camps somehow did not
die "autbentically:' thereby translating their utter suffering into subjective "non
autbenticity:' The question he fails to raise is precisely how they subjectivized
(related to) tbeir predicament. Their death was indeed an industrial process of
extermination for their executioners, but not for themselves.
Balmes here makes an acute observation: it is as if Lacan's implicit clinical
reproach to Heidegger's existential analytic of Dasein as "being-towards-deatli'
is that it is appropriate only for neurotics and fails to account for psychotics."
A psychotic subject occupies an existential position for which tbere is no place
in Heidegger's mapping, the position of someone who in a certain sense "sur
vives his own death:' PsychoticS no longer fit Heidegger's description of Dasein's
engaged existence, their life no longer involves freely engaging in a futural
project against the background of assuming one's past; their life is beyond "care"
(Sorge), their being is no longer directed "towards death:'
This excess ofjouissance that resists symbolization (logos) is the reason why.
in the final two decades of his teaching, Lacan (sometimes almost pathetically)
insists that he considers himself an antiphilosopher, someone who rebels against
philosophy: philosophy is onto-logy, its basic premise is-as Parmenides, the
first philosopher, had already put it-"thinking and being are the same:' tbere
is a mutual accord between thinking (logos as reason or speech) and being. Up
to and including Heidegger, the Being philosophy had in mind was always the
being whose house was language, the being sustained by language, the being
whose horizon was opened by language; or, as Wittgenstein put it: the limits
of my language are the limits of my world. Against this onto-logical premise of
philosophy, Lacan focuses on the Real ofjouissance as sometbing which, though
far from being simply external to language (it is rather "ex-timate" witb regard
to it), resists symbolization, remains a foreign kernel within it, appearing as a
rupture, cut, gap, inconsistency, or impOSSibility:
I challenge any philosopher to account now for the relation that there is between the
emergence of the signifier and the way jouissance relates to being . . . No philosophy,
I say, meets us here today. The wretched aborted freaks of philosophy which we
drag behind us from the beginning ofthe last [nineteenth] century as habits that are
falling apart, are nothing but a way of dancing around rather than confronting this
question, which is the only question about truth and which is called, and named by
21

Balmes, Ce que Lacan dit de letre, p. J3.
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Freud, the death drive, the primordial masochism ofjouissance . . All philosophical
speech escapes and withdraws here.02
It is in this sense that Lacan describes his position as the "realism ofjouissance. "
The "natural" enemy of this realism is, of course, Hegel's "panlogism;' dismissed
by Lacan as the climax of ontology, of philosophical logic (the self-deployment
onogos) as the total explanation of being, through which being loses its opacity
and becomes totally transparent. But, as we have seen, things with Hegel are not
so simple. Following Lacan's mvn formulae of sexuation, is not the obverse of
Hegel's basic thesis, "there is nothing which is not logos:' the assertion of a non
All-"not-all is logos;' or logos is not-all, since it is corroded and truncated from
within by antagonisms and ruptures, and never fully itself?
Perhaps Lacan was somehow obscurely aware of all this, as implied in the
above-quoted passage by the CuriOIlS and unexpected limitation of his brutal
dismissal of philosophy to the "wretched aborted freaks of philosophy which we
drag behind us from the beginning of the last century:' that is, to post-Hegelian
thought. In other words, the more obvious thing to say would have been that it
is precisely post-Hegelian thought which breaks with onto-logy, asserting the
primacy of a trans-logical Will or Life-in the anti-logos (antiphilosophy) that
runs hom late Schelling through Schopenhauer to Nietzsche. It is as if Lacan
had here learned Heidegger's lesson: Marx's formula "being determines con
sciousness" is not radical enough-all the talk about the actual life of engaged
subjectivity as opposed to "mere speculative thought" remains trapped within
the confines of ontology, because (as Heidegger demonstrated) being can only
arise through logos. The difference with Heidegger is that Lacan, instead of
accepting this accord (sameness) between Being and logos, tries to move beyond
it, to a dimension of the Real indicated by the impossible juncture between the
subject and jouissance. No wonder, then, that with regard to anxiety Lacan prefers
Kierkegaard to Heidegger: he perceives Kierkegaard as the anti-Hegel for whom
the paradox of Christian faith Signals a radical break with the Ancient Greek
ontology (in contrast to Heidegger's reduction of Christianity to a moment in
the process of the decline of that ontology in medieval metaphysiCS). Faith is
an existential leap into what (from an ontological viewpoint) can only appear
as madness, a crazy decision unwarranted by any reason-Kierkegaard's God is
really "beyond Being:' a God of the Real, not the God of philosophers. Which is
why, again, Lacan would accept Heidegger's famous statement, from the 1920S,
when he abandoned the Catholic Church, that religion is a mortal enemy of
philosophy-but he would see this as all the more reason to stick to the core
of the Real inherent in the religiOUS experience.
22 Jacques Lacan, seminar of June 8, 1966, in Le seminaire, Livre
psychanalyse (unpublished).
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The Lacanian "subject" names a gap in the symbolic, its status is Real
this is why, as Balmes pointed out in his crucial seminar on the logic of the
fantasy (1966-7), after more than a decade of struggling with Heidegger, Lacan
accomplishes his paradoxical and (for someone who adheres to Heidegger's
notion of modern philosophy) totally unexpected move from Heidegger back
to Descartes, to the Cartesian cogito. There really is a paradox here: Lacan first
accepts Heidegger's point that the Cartesian cogito, which grounds modern
science and its mathematicized universe, heralds the highest forgetting of B eing;
but for Lacan, the Real of jouissance is precisely external to Being, so that what
was for Heidegger the argument against the cogito becomes for Lacan the argu
ment for it-the Real of jouissance can only be approached when we exit the
domain of being. This is why, for Lacan, not only is the cogito not to be reduced
to the self-transparency of pure thought, but, paradoxically, the cogito is the
subject of the unconscious-a gap or cut in the order of Being in which the Real
ofjouissance breaks through.
Of course, this cogito is the cogito "in becoming;' not yet the res cogitans,
the thinking substance which fully participates in Being and in the logos. In the
seminar on the logic of fantasy, Lacan reads the truth of Descartes's cogito ergo
sum more radically than in his earlier seminars, where he played endlessly on
variations of "subverting" the subject. He began with decentering being in rela
tion to thought-"I am not where I think;' the core of my being ("Kern unseres
Wesens " ) is not in my (self-)consciousness; however, he quickly became aware
that such a reading only paves the way for the irrationalist Lebensphilosophie
topic of Life deeper than mere thinking or language, which runs counter to
Lacan's basic thesis that the Freudian unconscious is "structured like a language;'
that is, is thoroughly "rational" or discursive. So he moved on to a much more
refined "I think where I am not;' which decenters thinking with regard to my
Being, the awareness of my full presence: the Unconscious is a purely virtual
(in-existing, insisting) Other Place of a thought which escapes my being. Then,
there is a different punctuation: "I think: 'therefore I arn'''-my Being devalued
to an illusion generated by my thought and so on. What all these versions share
is their accent on the gap that separates cogito from sum, thought from being
Lacan's aim was to undermine the illusion of their overlap by pointing to a fissure
in the apparent homogeneity of thinking-being. It was only towards the end of
his teaching that he asserted their overlap-a negative one, for sure. In other
words, Lacan fmally grasps the most radical zero-point of the Cartesian eogito
as the point of the negative intersection between being and thinking: the vanish
ing point at which I don't think and I am not. I am not: I am not a substance, a
. thing, an entity, I am reduced to a void in the order of being, to a gap, a beanee."
23 Recall how, for Lacan, the discourse of science presupposes the foreclosure of
the subject-to put it in naIve terms, in it, the subject is reduced to zero: a scientific
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] do not think: here, again, Lacan paradoxically accepts Heidegger's thesis that
(modern mathematized) science "does not think" -but for him, this precisely
means that it breaks out of the hame of onto-logy, of thinking as logos correla
tive to Being. As pure cogito, ] do not think, I am reduced to "pure (form of)
thought" which coincides with its opposite, that is, which has no content and
is as such non-thinking. The tautology of thinking is self-canceling in the same
way as is the tautology of being, which is why, for Lacan, the "] am that which I
am" announced by the burning bush to lVIoses on Mount Sinai indicates a God
beyond Being, God as Real.'4
The importance of this Lacanian assertion of the cogito is that, with regard
to the couple language-world, it assures a point external to it, a minimal point
of Singular universality which is literally world-less, trans-historical. This means
we are condemned to our world, to the herrneneutic horizon of our finitude, or,
as Gadamer put it, to the impenetrable background of historical "prejndices"
which predetermine the field of what we can see and understand. Every world
is sustained by language, and every "spoken" language sustains a world-this
is what Heidegger was aiming at with his thesis on language as the "house of
being"-is this not effectively our spontaneous ideology? There is an endlessly
differentiated, complex reality which we, the individuals and communities
elnbedded within it, always experience from the particular, finite perspective
of our historical world. What democratic materialism furiously rejects is the
notion that there can be an infinite universal Truth which cuts across this mul
titude of worlds-in politics, this supposedly entails a "totalitarianism" which
imposes its truth as universal. This is why we are told to reject, for example, the
jacobins, who imposed onto the manifold nature of French society their uni
versal notions of equality and other truths, and thus necessarily ended in terror.
So there is another version of the democratic-materialist axiom: "All that takes
place in today's society is a conseqnence of the dynamic of postmodern globali
zation, or of the (conservative-nostalgic, fnndamentalist, old leftist, nationalist,
religious . . . ) reactions and resistances to it"-to which materialist dialectics
adds its proviso: "with the exception of the radical-emancipatory (communist)
politics of truth:'
Of course, the only way for us to articulate this truth is within language-by
way of torturing language. As Hegel already Imew, when we think, we think in
proposition should be valid for anyone who repeats the same experiment. The moment
we have to include the subject's position of enunciatioll, we are no longer in science, but
in a discourse of wisdom or initiation.
24 Balmes, Ce que Lawn dit de l'etre, pp. 211-13. Here we can also establish a link with
Meillassoux's version of speculative materialism: the scientific mathematized Real is
outside the transcendental correlation of logos and being. See Quentin Meillassoux,
After Finitude, London: Continuum 2008.
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language against language. This brings us back to Benjamin: could we not apply
his distinction between mythic violence and divine violence to the two modes
of violence we were dealing with? The violence of language to which Heidegger
refers is "mythic violence": it is a sprach-bi/dende Gewalt, a language-forming
violence, to paraphrase Benjamin's definition of mythic violence as staats
bi/dend-the force of mythos as primordial narrativization or symbolization, or,
to put it in Badiou's terms, the violent imposition of the transcendental coordi
nates of a World onto the multiplicity of B eing. The violence of thinking (and of
poetry, if we understand it differently from Heidegger) is, on the contrary, a case
of what Benjamin calls "divine violence;' it is sprach-zerstoerend, a language
destroying twisting of language that enables the trans-symbolic Real of a Truth
to transpire in it. The rehabilitation of Descartes is thus only a first step: it should
be followed with a rehabilitation of Plato.
Furthermore, the answer to B enjamin's question with which we began is not
simply negative. There is a "language" which is outside violence, but Benjamin
looks for it in the wrong place. It is not the language of peaceful communica
tion among subjects, but the language of pure mathematics, this joyful study of
multiplicities. Should we still call it language? Lacan's answer was no: he played
with terms like "matheme" or "writing:'

AN ALTERNATIVE HEIDEGGER
This excess of the cogito over its historicization also enables us to approach in a
new way the ambiguous status of Evil in Heidegger. In his seminar on Schelling's
"Treatise on Freedom;' Heidegger has to admit a dimension of radical Evil which
cannot be historicized, that is, reduced to the nihilism of modern technology.
It is to the merit of Bret Davis that he has analyzed in detail this deadlock in
Heidegger's thought.
The period between Being and Time and the Nietzsche seminars of the
late 1930S was Heidegger's most productive period of research when, having
accepted the ultimate failure of his original project, he began looking for a new
beginning. Presenting the conclusion of this search in the Nietzsche seminars,
Heidegger established his "grand narrative" of the history of the West as the
history of the oblivion of Being, and it was only at this point that he historicized
Will as the defining feature of modern subjectivity and its violent nihilism.'5 It is
against this background that accounts of Heidegger's engagement with Nazism
are usually given, an engagement most palpable in "On the Essence and Concept
25 In his Ereignis seminar of 1937, which is usually taken as the beginning of his "mature"
late thought, Heidegger still speaks of the "will to Breignis;' an expression unthinkable a
couple of years later.
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of Nature, History, and State;' Heidegger's seminar of the winter selnester of
'933-4, in which he was still captivated by the nihilist decisionism of the Will.
The starting point (axiom, even) for our reading is that a certain dimension
which opened up another potential path was lost in the elaboration of what one
is tempted to call late Heideggerian orthodoxy. It is thus important to return to
Heidegger's texts between Being and Time and the Nietzsche seminars and treat
them not j ust as transitional works, but as containing a potential which became
invisible with the establishment of the orthodoxy. True, in some sense, these
texts remain Heidegger's "lowest point;' Inore or less coinciding with his Nazi
involvement. Our thesis, however, is that these same texts open up possibilities
which point in an entirely different direction, towards a radical emancipatory
politics. Although not pursued by Heidegger himself; these possibilities haunt
his texts of the 1930S as an orninous spectral shadow.
In the US presidential elections of 2000, Al Gore, who it was generally
thought would win, unexpectedly lost to George W Bush (as a result of the elec
toral debacle in Florida). In the years following, Gore often ironically referred to
himself as "the guy who was once the future US president" -a case of the future
logged into the past, of something that was to-come but which unfortunately did
not come. In the same way, the Heidegger of the mid-1930S "was a future C0111 munist": his involvement with the Nazis was not a simple mistake, but rather a
"right step in the wrong direction;' for Heidegger cannot be simply dismissed as
a German volkisch- reactionary. 26
Let us then take a closer look at "On the Essence and Concept of Nature,
History, and State:'27 Heidegger's starting point involves an imlnediate transpo
sition of the ontological diflerence between an entity (Seiendes) and its Being
(Sein) onto the relationship between a people and its state: the state is "a way of
Being and a kind of Being of the people. The people is the entity whose Being
is the state:' This gesture may appear problematic from within Heidegger's
own field: is the state really a name for the Being of a people, for the ontologi
cal horizon of how a meaning of Being is disclosed to a people? Is the state
not rather a set of ontic institutions and practices? If the state is the Being of a
people, then "it is after all impossible to consider the people without a state-the
entity without its Being, in a certain sense:' Does this mean that those peoples
26 Even at the superficial political level, we now know that Heidegger followed the
student revolt of the late 19605 with great sympathy, greeted Willy Brandt's electoral
victory enthusiastically, and, after World War II, more or less consistently voted for the
Social DenlOcrats.
27 The quotes that follow are from the manuscript of this seminar from 193311934.
See Martin
" OLer Wesen und Begriff von Natur, Geschichte und Staat:' in
Vol. 4: Heidegger und der Nationalsozialismus 1, Freiburg: Karl Alber
2010.
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which d o n o t have a state are excluded from the history of Being? It is interesting
to note here how, in contrast to the usual perception of him as an advocate of
provincial life, Heidegger clearly opposes homeland to fatherland:
The homeland is not to be confused with the fatherland. We can speak of the state
only when to groundedness is added the will to expansion, or generally speaking,
interaction. A homeland is something I have on the basis of my birth. There are
quite particular relations between me and it in the sense of nature, in the sense
of natural forces. Homeland expresses itself in groundedness and being bound to
the earth. But nature works on the human being, grounds him, only when nature
belongs as an environment, so to speak, to the people whose member that human
being is. The homeland becomes the way of Being of a people only when the home
land becomes expansive, when it interacts with the outside-when it becomes a
state. For this reason, peoples or their subgroups who do not step out beyond their
connection to the homeland into their authentic way of Being-into the state-are
in constant danger of losing their peoplehood and perishing. This is also the great
problem of those Germans who live outside the borders of the Reich: they do have
a German homeland, but they do not belong to the state of the Germans, the Reich,
so they are deprived of their authentic way of Being.
Remember that these lines were delivered in 1934-do they not imply that the
way to resolve this "great problem" is to annex to the Reich the homeland of
those Germans living outside the German state, and thus to enable them to
fully participate in their "authentic way of Being" (i.e., what Hitler actually did
a couple of years later)? Heidegger continues with his analysis: what happens
to a people ( Volk) when it decides to form a state? "We should further inquire
into what we understand by 'people; since, in the French Revolution, the answer
was also: the people:' (Note the negative tone: we should inquire further, since
it is sure that we do not mean "people" in the sense of the French Revolution.)
In the "decision for a state;' a people determines itself by way of deciding for a
certain kind of state, or, to paraphrase the well-known proverb: tell me what
kind of a state a people has, and I will tell you what kind of people it is. Humans
have consciousness; they not only interact with things like animals, they care
about them, knowingly relate to them. Members of a people thus know and care
about their state, they will it. For a people, their state is not just an instrument of
their welfare, but a thing that matters, a thing they love and are ready to sacri
fice themselves for, an object of their eros. The constitution of a state is not just
a matter of rational consideration and negotiation, of a social contract which
. regulates the welfare of individuals, but a commitment to a vision of shared life.
If, then, the people is the entity which is in the mode and way of the state,
we should further specify the question: "What kind of shape or imprint does
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the people make o n the state, and the state on the people? " Heidegger rejects
the first answer, the shape of an organism, as missing the specifically human
dimension; the smne holds for the general answer: "order;' since any objects,
books, stones, can also be arranged in an order. "However, what does provide an
appropriate answer is order in the sense of domination, rank, leadership and fol
lowing [Herrschaft, Rang, Fiihrung and GefolgschaftJ . What remains open here
is: who dominates?" In its authentic mode, the relationship of domination and
following is grounded in a common will, in a commitment to a shared goal:
"Only where the leader and those led by him are brought together in one destiny
[Schicksal] and struggle for the realization of one idea, does a true order grow:'
Where this shared commitment which grounds the readiness to fight is lacking,
domination turns into exploitation and order is enforced, externally imposed
upon the people. This is what happens in the modern liberal epoch: the state
order is reduced to an abstract notion of order, the state becomes Hobbes's
Leviathan imposed on the people as the agent of absolute sovereignty which,
instead of expressing the deepest will of the people, monopolizes all violence
and acts as the force of law constraining the will of individuals. Only afier domi
nation is reduced to sovereignty does the French Revolution become possible,
in which sovereign power is transferred to the opposite pole of the social order,
to the people: "The essence of the French Revolutiou can be properly under
stood and explained only tram the principle of sovereignty in absolutism, as its
counter-phenomenon."
In Germany itself, the living unity of the state and the people began to
disintegrate with Bismarck:
We have heard that a people, in addition to needing a leader, also needs a tradition
that is carried on by a political nobility. The Second Reich fell prey to an irreparable
collapse after Bismarck's death, and not only because Bismarck failed to create this
political nobility. He was also incapable of regarding the proletariat as a phenom
enon that was justified in itself, and to lead it back into the state by reaching out to
it with understanding.
To the obvious counter-argument that, in Bismarck's Germany, the Junkers
continued to play a much larger public role than in other European states and,
furthermore, that Bismarck precisely did "reach out" to the proletariat with
the first elements of a welfare state (social insurance, etc.), Heidegger would
have probably answered that Bismarck's Germany was a modern authoritarian
bureaucratic state par excellence. In absolutism as well as in liberal democracy,
the unity of will between the leader and the people is thus lost: the state moves
between the two extremes, sovereign absolute power experienced by the people
as an external authority, and the service or instrument of civil society, fulfilling
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tasks necessary for the smooth running of social life in which individuals follow
their own interests. In both cases, the authentic expression of the people's will by
their leader is unthinkable:
The question of the consciousness of the will of the community is a problem in all
democracies, a problem which can only become fertile when the will of the leader
and the will of the people are recognized in their essential character. OUf task today
is to direct the basic relationship of our communal being towards this actuality of
people and leader, where the two are one in actuality, since they cannot be separat�d.
What is there to add to these lines, spoken in 1934, to explain why Heidegger
endorsed the Nazi takeover? Do we not have here a rather simplistic conserv
ative-authoritarian vision which is not even very original, since it fits perfectly
the standard coordinates of the conservative-national reaction to the Weimar
republic? Indeed, the only open question here seems to be where, precisely;
we should locate Heidegger on the spectrum delineated by the two extremes
of committed Nazism and political naIvete: was Heidegger (as Emmanuel Faye
claims) a fully fledged Nazi, did he directly "introduce Nazism into philosophy:'
or was he simply politically naIve, becoming caught up in a political game with
no direct links to his thought? I propose to follow a different line: neither to
assert a direct link between Heidegger's thought and Nazism, nor to emphaSize
the gap that divides them (that is, to sacrifice Heidegger as a naIve or corrupt
person in order to save the purity of his thought), but to transpose this gap into
the heart of his thought itself, to demonstrate how the space for the Nazi engage
ment was opened up by the immanent failure or inconsistency of his thought, by
the jumps and passages which are "illegitimate" in terms of this thought itself.
In any serious philosophical analysis, external critique has to be grounded in
immanent critique: hence we must show how Heidegger's external failure (his
Nazi involvement) reflects the fact that he fell short as measured by his own aims
and standards.

F ROM WILL TO DRIVE
Such an immanent critique of Heidegger has a long history, beginning with the
early Habermas's attempt to think "Heidegger against Heidegger:' There are
many other pertinent readings along these lines-suffice it to mention Jean-Luc
Nancy's observation that, already in Being and Time, Heidegger strangely leaves
.
out the analytic of Mit-Sein as a dimension constitutive of Dasein. Our starting
point will be a different one, focusing on a feature that cannot but strike the
reader of Heidegger's texts of the 1930S, and especially of the seminar "On the
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Essence and Concept of Nature, History, and State": the preponderance of the
topic of the Will. The homeland and the fatherland differ in that only the latter
implies the state, while the former is a mere "province;' a distinction which relies
on the fact that "province" stands for a passive rootedness in a particular soil and
set of customs, while the state implies an active will to expansion and confronta
tion with neighboring peoples. The province thus lacks political will proper, in
contrast to the state, which is grounded in political will. Heidegger's (in)famous
short text horn '934, "Why Do I Stay in the Provinces? " (in which he explains his
refusal to accept a university post in Berlin with reference to a rather ridiculous
figure of the "subject supposed to know;' a simple farmer who, after Heidegger
asked him for advice, responded only with a shake of his head) thus takes on an
unexpected prophetic dimension, pointing towards Heidegger's later advocacy
of the province as the site of authentic being over the state as the domain of will
to power and domination.
How, then, should we interpret this strange persistence of the Will which
continnes to haunt Heidegger not only through the '930S, but even later, when
its overcoming becomes the very focus of his thought? In his detailed study on
this topic, Bret Davis proposes a twofold reading of this persistence: first, as a
sign of " Gelassenheit as an unfinished project:' an indication that Heidegger did
not succeed in thoroughly "de constructing" the Will, so that it is up to us, who
continue in his path, to accomplish the job and draw all the consequences from
Gelassenheit; second, as necessitating a distinction "between (,) what Heidegger
calls 'the will' of subjectivity, a fundamental (dis)attunement that has risen np
and prevailed in a particular epochal history of metaphysics, and (2) what we
have (interpretively supplementing Heidegger) called 'ur-willing: a non-histor
ical dissonant excess which haunts the proper essence of non-willing:" " Recall
how, in his reading of the fragment of Anaximander on order and disorder,
Heidegger considers the possibility that an entity
may even insist [bestehen 1 upon its while solely to remain more present, in the sense
of perduring [Bestaendigen] .That which lingers persists [beharrtJ in its presencing.
In this way it extricates itself from its transitory while. It strikes the wilful pose of
persistence, no longer concerning itself with whatever else is present. It stiffens-as if
this were the only way to linger-and aims solely for continuance and subsistence.29

28 Bret W. Davis, Heidegger and the Will: On the Way to Gelassenheit, Evanston:
Northwestern University Press 2007, p. 303.
29 As quoted in ibid., pp. 286-7; translation from Martin Heidegger, "The Anaximander
Fragment;' in Early Greek Thinking, trans. David Farrell Krell and Frank A. Capuzzi,
New York: Harper & Row 1984, p. 42.
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Davis's thesis is that this "rebellious whiling" refers to a non-historical ur
willing, a willing which is not limited to the epoch of modern subjectivity and
its will to power.'" But one should here raise a more fundamental question: is
the Will the proper name for the "stuckness" which de �ails the natural flow?
Is the not Freudian drive (the death drive) a much more appropriate name?
The standard philosophical critique of the Freudian drive is that it is another
version of the post-Hegelian "Will" first developed by the late Schelling and
Schopenhauer and which reached its highest formulation in Nietzsche. Is this the
case, however?
A reference to the use of sound in film might be of some help here. Recall
the remarkable scene at the beginning of Sergio Leone's Once Upon a Time in
America, in which we see a phone ringing loudly, but when a hand picks up
the receiver, the ringing goes on-as if the musical life force of the sound is too
strong to be contained by reality and persists beyond its limitations. Or recall a
similar scene from David Lynclls Mulholland Drive, in which a performer sings
Roy Orbison's "Crying" on stage, but when she collapses unconscious, the song
goes on. Therein resides the difference between the Schopenhauerian Will and
the Freudian (death) drive: while the Will is the substance of life, its productive
presence, in excess over its representations or images, the drive is a persistence
which goes on even when the Will disappears or is suspended: the insistence which
persists even when it is deprived of its living support, the appearance which
persists even when it is deprived of its substance. One has to be very precise here
in order not to miss Lacan's point (and thereby confuse desire and drive): the
drive is not an infinite longing for the Thing which gets fixated onto a partial
object-the "drive" is this fixation itself in which resides the "deatll' dimension
of every drive. The drive is not a universal thrust (towards the incestuous Thing)
which brakes and is then broken up, it is this brake itself, a brake on instinct,
its "stuckness:' as Eric Santner would say." The elementary matrix of the drive
is not one of transcending all particular objects towards the void of the Thing
(which is then accessible only in its metonymic stand-in), but that of our libido
getting "stuck" on a particular object, condemned to circulate around it forever.
In trying to designate the excess of the drive, its too-muchness, one often
resorts to the term "animality": what Deleuze called the "becoming-animal"
(Ie devenir-animal) of a human being, rendered in an exemplary way in some
of Kafka's stories. The paradox here is that one uses the term "animality" for
the fundamental movement of overcoming animality itself, the working over
of animal instincts-the drive is not instinct but its "denaturalization." There
30 For a closer analysis of the vicissitudes of the Will in Heidegger's development. see
Chapter 3 of Slavoj Zizek, In Defense of Lost Causes, London: Verso Books 2008.
31 See Eric Santner, On the Psychotheology of Everyday Life, Chicago: University of
Chicago Press 2001.
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i s , however, a deeper logic to this paradox: horn within the established human
universe of meaning, its own founding gesture is invisible, indiscernible from
its opposite, so that it has to appear as its opposite. This, in simple terms, is
the basic difference between psychoanalysis and Christianity: while both agree
that the life of the "human animal" is disrupted by the violent intrusion of a
properly meta-physical "immortal" dimension, psychoanalysis identifies this
dimension as that of (specifically [in]human) sexuality, of the "undead" drive as
opposed to the animal instinct, while Christianity sees in sexuality the very force
which drags humans towards animality and prevents their access to immortal
ity. Such is the unbearable "news" of psychoanalysis: not its emphasis on the
role of sexuality as such, but its rendering visible the "meta-physical" dimension
of human sexuality. The paradox of Christianity is that, in order to uphold its
edifice, it has to violently snppress this meta-physical dimension of sexuality, to
reduce it to animality. In other words, this violent de-spiritualization of the key
dimension of being-human is the "truth" of the Christian elevation of human
spirituality. Unfortunately, Hegel does the same in his theory of marriage-as
does Heidegger too.
The standard idealist question "Is there (eternal) life after death?" should
be countered by the materialist question: "Is there life before death?" This is the
question Wolf Biermann asked in one of his songs-what bothers a material
ist is: am I really alive here and now, or am I just vegetating, as a mere hun1an
animal bent on survival? When am I really alive? Precisely when I enact the
"undead" drive in me, the "too-much-ness" of life. And I reach this point when
I no longer act directly, but when "it" (es)-whose Christian name is the Holy
Spirit-acts through me. At this point, I reach the Absolute.
The next, and crucial, step is to see how this "stuckness" is not just a con
sequence of our human deficiency or finitude, of our inability to grasp pure
Being hom our partial perspective (if it were, then the solution would lie in a
kind of Oriental self-effacement, an immersion in the primordial Void); rather,
this "stuekness" bears witness to a strife at the very heart of Being itself Deeply
pertinent here is Gregory Fried's reading of Heidegger's entire opus through the
interpretive lense of his reference to Heraclitus's polemos (struggle-in Gennan,
Krieg, Kampf; or, predominantly in Heidegger, Auseinandersetzung) hom the
latter's blInous fl'agment 53: "War is both father of all and king of aU: it reveals
the gods on the one hand and humans on the other, makes slaves on the one
hand, the free on the othd'" It is not only that the stable identity of each entity
is temporary, that they all sooner or later disappear, disintegrate, return to the
primordial chaos; their (temporary) identity itself emerges through struggle, for
stable identity is something that must be gained through an ordeal-even "class
32 See Gregory Fried, Heidegger's Polemos: From Being to Politics, Ne\v Haven: Yale
University Press 2000.
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struggle" is already present here, in the guise of the war which "makes slaves on
the one hand, the free on the other:'
There is, however, a further step to be taken with regard to polemos: it is
easy to posit struggle as "father of all" and then elevate -this struggle itself into
a higher harmony, in the sense that B eing becomes the hidden concord of the
struggling poles, like a cosmic music in which the opposites harmoniously echo
each other. So, to put it bluntly, is this strife part of the Harmony itself, or is it a
more radical discord, one which derails the very Harmony of Being? As Davis
perceptively notes, Heidegger is ambiguous here, oscillating between the radi
cally open "strife" of Being and its reinscription into the teleological reversal of
Danger into Saving in which, as Jean-Luc Nancy put it, '''discord' is at best what
makes 'unity appear"':"
Is being a fugue into which all dissonance is in the end necessarily harmonized? Or
does evil haunt the gift of being as its non-sublatable dissonant excess? If the former
idea pulls Heidegger's thought back towards the systematicity of idealism, the latter
suggestion draws him into the uncharted region of thinking the essential negativity
and finitude of being itself."
Note how the same reproach that Heidegger directed at Schelling recoils back
onto Heidegger himself: for Heidegger, Schelling was unable to "inextricably
inscribe non-sublatable negativity and finitude into the abyssal heart of being
itself;'35 that is, to accept that the Unwesen of evil
is no longer that of either an inessential or dialectically necessary alienation from an
original plenum; it is an originary dissonant excess of the essencing of being itself.
The ambivalent occurrence of being in its essential finitude entails the ineradicable
possibility of evi1.36
This option raises an even more vertiginous series of questions: What if there is
stricto sensu no world, no disclosure of being, prior to this "stuckness" ? What if
there is no Gelassenheit which is disturbed by the excess of willing? What if it is
this very excess or stuckness which opens up the space for Gelassenheit? The pri
mordial fact is then not the fugue of Being (or the inner peace of Gelassenheit),
which is later disturbed or perverted by the rise of ur-willing; the primordial fact
is this ur -willing itself, its disturbance of the "natural" fugue. Put another way:
33 Jean-Luc Nancy, The Experience of Freedom, trans. Bridget McDonald, Palo Alto:
, Stanford University Press 1993, pp. 131-2.
34 Davis, Heidegger and the Will, p. 294.
35 Ibid., p. 291.
36 Ibid.
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i n order for a human being to withdraw from full immersion i n its environment
into the inner peace of Gelassenheit, this immersion has first to be broken by
way of the excessive "stuclG1eSS" of the drive. Davis talks frequently about the
"residue" of the will-an expression which cannot but remind us of Schelling's
"indivisible remainder" of the Real which cannot be dissolved or resolved in its
ideal or notional mediation, The conclusion to be drawn from this is that we
must reverse the entire perspective and perceive the "residue" itself as constitu
tive of the very positive order it smears, perceive the will not just as an irreducible
obstacle, but as a positive condition of Geiassel1iJeit.
Heidegger's relation to Schelling is crucial here: his two consecutive read
ings of the latter's treatise on freedom play the same symptomal role as do
his two consecutive readings of the chorus from A n Ugo n c -- in both cases, the
second reading is a "regression;' failing to resolve the creative tension of the
first. According to Heidegger, the uniqueness of Schelling was to try to elab
orate a "system of freedom" as a "metaphysics of evil": for Schelling, freedom
is not abstract idealist freedom, freedom of the unconstrained deployment of
Reason, but the concrete freedom of a living human being caught up in the
tension between Good and Evil, and the possibility of such utterly contingent
actual Evil cannot be justified in the terms of the systematicity of the Absolute.
What Schelling was not ready to do was fully endorse the abyss of freedom by
abandoning the idealist -systematic frame and accepting human finitude and
temporality as our unsllrpassable horizon.
But what if it is precisely this idealist-systematic frame of the Absolute
which enables Schelling to make his most radical step, that of grounding
human freedom in the Verriiclctheit (madness/inversion) of the Absolute
itself? The moment we abandon the frame of the Absolute and enter the space
of post-Hegelian finitude-where, as the story goes, we are dealing "not with
abstractions, embodied notions, but with concrete living individuals, their pain
and struggles" -the fundamental Schellingian question "How is the Absolute to
be structured in order to render human freedom thinkable?" becomes meaning
less. In Lacanese, within this horizon of finitude, only alienation (of humanity
from itself, from its potential, etc.) is thinkable, not separation (of the Absolute
from itself) In Christian terms, only the overcoming of God's estrangement
from man is thinkable, not the kenosis of God himself; his self-emptying and
Incarnation. Schelling himself struggled with the radicality of his conclusion:
it is entirely correct to say dialectically that good and evil are the same thing, only
seen from different aspects, or evil in itse1f� i.e., viewed in the root of its identity, is
the good; just as, on the other hand, the good, viewed in its division or non-identity,
is evil . . . there is only one principle for everything; it is one and the same essence
that rules with the will of love and the good and with the will of wrath and evil
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Evil, however, is not an essence but a dissonant excess [ Unwesen] which has reality
only in opposition, but not in itsel£ And for this very reason absolute identity, the
spirit of love, is prior to evil. because evil can appear only in opposition to it. 37
But we should correct Schelling here: evil is ontologically prior to good because
"evil" is the primordial dissonance or excess in the natural order of being, the
"stuckness" or derailment of the natural run of things, and "good" is the second
ary (re)integration of this excess. It is Unwesen which creates the space for the
appearance of a Wesen, or, in Hegelese: Good is self-sublated (universalized)
Evil. So why was Heidegger not ready to go to the end here? What lurks behind
here is, of course, the figure of Hiilderlin. Both Hiilderlin and Heidegger deploy
the same apocalyptic-eschatological logic in which history culminates in total
danger and devastation: in order to gain salvation, one must first pass through
the greatest danger." Of course, Heidegger's emphasis is on how this logic must
be distinguished from the Hegelian "negation of the negation:' But how does
Heidegger distinguish his own notion of the "strife" at the heart of Being from
the German Idealist notion of the negativity at the heart of the Absolute? One
distinguishing feature is that, in German Idealism, negativity is a subordinate
moment in the movement of the Idea's self-mediation, in the game that the
Absolute plays with itself, merely giving its opposite-other enough rope to hang
itself. In Hegel, according to Davis,
Spirit reaches out to-or indeed posits out of itself-the other than itself only to
cunningly bring this other back into its original sameness. Spirit needs this rein
corporation of the other even at the risk of alienating itself from itself, sacrificing
its initial solitary immediacy for the sake of the incorporative transformation of all
otherness into a mediated and thus self-consciously self-identical totality.39
In spite of his breakthrough to the very edge of metaphysics, Schelling remains
caught in the same trap: his definition of human freedom as the freedom for
good and evil indicates a shift from the systematic Idealist self-development of
37 F. W. J. Schelling, "Philosophical Investigations into the Essence of Human Freedom
and Related Matters;' trans. Priscilla Hayden-Roy, in Ernst Behler, ed., Philosophy of
German Idealism, London: Continuum 1987, pp. 270-1, 278-9.
38 Peter Koslowski proposed a variation of Fichte's famous thesis that the kind of
philosophy one upholds depends on the kind of man one is: the kind of philosopher
one is depends on the kind of theory of original sin (the Fall) one upholds. Does not the
same hold today? For ecologists, the "original sin" is the Cartesian domination over a
nature reduced to mechanical object; for Marxists, the Fall is the rise of class society; for
Heideggerians, the Fall is the forgetting of the truth of Being, etc.
39 Davis, Heidegger and the Will, p. 171.
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the Absolute t o the radical existential openness o f the actual fInite human being.
The status of this freedom, however, relnains profoundly ambiguous:
Does God's love let the ground operate for the sake of the most far-reaching rev
elation of his unconditional subjectivity-a self-revelation of absolute mastery that
would require so much as the submission of "free slaves"? Or does this love intimate
a letting-be that lets go of the will to closure of the system of the Absolute, of the very
will to unconditional subjectivity itself?{O
Ultimately, as Davis notes, Schelling opts for the second version:
The will of love "lets the ground operate" in independence; it allows the insurgence
of the ·will of the ground in order that, by ultimately subordinating this rebellions
will of darkness to the order of light, it may manifest its own omnipotence. God lets
man freely become the inverse god, so that the dissonance of evil may in the end
serve as a foil for the sake of the revelation of the superior harmony of divine love.'"
Because of this limitation, "Schelling's bold attempt to think a 'system of
freedom' as a 'metaphysics of evil' in the end falls back into a 'systematicity' of
the Absolnte. Evil is required and justilled for the sake of the revelation of the
omnipotence of the divine will of love:'4' In contrast to Hegel and Schelling,
so the argument goes, Heidegger's "strife" is not the cunning game of Being's
self mediation, but a genuinely "open" game in which nothing guarantees the
outcome, since the strife is primordial and constitutive and there is no "rec
onciliation" that would abolish it. But is this scheme adequate? With regard to
Hegel, it misses the key aspect of the dialectical process, the trans-substantia
tion which marks the dialectical reversal: the "sameness" to which the process
returns after alienation is not "substantially the same" as the initial sameness, it
is another Sameness which totalizes the dispersed moments. This is why aliena
tion or negation is irreducible: what happens in the "negation of the negatiOl{'
is the accomplishment of negation; in it, the immediate starting point is defini
tively lost. So there is no Single Absolute Subject to cunningly play the game of
self-alienation with itself-this subject emerges, is constituted, through aliena
tion. Insofar as the starting point is the immediacy of nature, Spirit "returns
to itself" in internalizing-itself from the externality of nature, and it constitutes
itself through this "return to itself' Or, to put it in the traditional terms of Good
versus Evil, the Hegelian Good is not the Absolute that mediates or sublates
Evil, it is Evil itself which gets universalized and thus reappears as Good. Hegel's
40 Ibid., p. 120.
4' Ibid., p. 110.
42 Ibid., pp. 115-16.
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vision here is even more radical than that of the "open" strife of Good and Evil:
for him, this strife is inherent to Evil, it is Evil, and Good names merely the
partial and fragile self-sublations of Evil.

THE NON-HISTORICAL CORE OF HISTORICITY
What we confront here is the problem of historicity at its most radical: a histo
ricity which goes "all the way down" and cannot be reduced to the deployment
or revelation in history of a non-historical Absolute. In a way, the true Kehre
from Sein und Zeit to the late Heidegger is the shift from ahistorical formal
transcendental analysis to radical historicity.43 To put it in (the not quite appro
priate) terms of German Idealism, Heidegger's achievement is to elaborate a
radically historicized transcendentalism: Heideggerian historicity is the his
toricity of transcendental horizons themselves, of the different modes of the
disclosure of being, with no agent regulating the process-historicity happens as
an es gibt (il y a), the radically contingent abyss of a world-game.44
This radical historicity reaches its definitive formulation with the shift from
Being to Ereignis, which thoroughly undermines the idea of Being as a kind
of super-subject of history, sending its messages or epochs to man. Ereignis
means that Being is nothing but the chiaroscuro of these messages, nothing but
the way it relates to man. Man is finite, and Ereignis also: the very structure of
finitude, the play of Clearing or Concealment with nothing behind it. "It" is
just the impersonal it, a "there is:' There is an un-historical dimension at work
here, but what is un-historical is the very formal structure of historicity itself."
43 Attentive interpreters have noticed the multiplicity of meanings ofHeidegger's Kehre;
the three main ones are: (1) the shift in Heidegger's thought from Being to Ereignis; (2)
the shift in the world-history of Being from technology to Ereignis; (3) the strife in
Ereignis itself between it and its Unwesen, Ent-Eignis.
44 This is also why there is no place for the Lacanian Real in Heidegger's thought. The
most concise definition of the Real is that it is a given without givenness: it is just given,
with no possibility of accounting for its being-given by any agency of giving, even if it be
the impersonal "es gibt / if y a," without a phenomenological horizon opening the space
for it to appear. It is the impossible point of the antic without the ontological.
45 Is not Heidegger's notion of epochal historicity a kind of reversal of the Kantian
relationship between the transcendental a priori and the multiplicity of the matter unified
by the transcendental frame? While in Kant, the transcendental frame is the universal
trans-historical moment and the ontic the empirical multiplicity of changeable matter,
in Heidegger, it is the transcendental frame (the disclosure of being) which is historical,
changing with the epochs, and the ontic (the "Earth" ) which is the trans-historical
"stuff" disclosed in different historical modes of its appearing. We can thus have the
same "reality" which appears differently, which is differently disclosed, to people living
in different historical periods.
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It is this emphasis on radical historicity that forever separates Heidegger from
so-called Oriental thought: in spite of the similarity of Gelassenheil to nirvana
and so on, the attainment of the zero-level of nirvana is meaningless within the
horizon of Heidegger's thought-it would mean something like doing away with
all shadows of concealment.'" Like Kafka's man from the country who learns that
the Door is there for him only, Dasein has to experience how Being needs us,
how our strife with Being is Being's strife with itself
What Heidegger calls Ereignis is the event-arrival of Truth, of a new "her
meneutic" horizon within which beings appear as what they are�Being is, for
Heidegger, the "Sense of Being:' Heidegger's ontological difference is the dif�
ference bet\veen beings and their non -antic horizon of meaning. Some readers
interpret ontological difference in terms of essence versus existence-as the dif
ference between what things are and the mere tact that they are-and point out
that metaphysics overlooks this difference when it subordinates being to some
essential entity (Idea, God, Subject, Will . . . ). But, as Heidegger makes clear in
his "Letter on Humanism;' such a Sartrean reversal which asserts the priority
of existence over essence (recall Sartre's disturbing description of the inertia of
senseless existence in his Nausea) remains within the conflnes of metaphysics.
For Heidegger, the point of ontological difference is precisely that to draw such a
line of separation between mere existence and its horizon of sense is impossible:
radical historicity means that being is always already disclosed in a horizon of
meaning, never as pure neutral being. So when Badiou writes that "a poem is not
a guardian of being, as Heidegger thought, but the exposition in language of the
resources of appearing;' he is, trom the Heideggerian standpoint, constructing
a false and meaningless opposition: what Heidegger calls "Being" is the "truth
of Being;' the specific disclosure of a world as the horizon of appearingY We
can measure here the distance that separates Heidegger's notion of ontological
difference from Badiou's:
We know that Heidegger linked the destiny of metaphysics to the misunderstanding
of the ontological difference which is thought as the difference between being and
entities. If one interprets entities as the "there" of being, or as the worldly localization
46 When Heidegger speaks of the "concealment of concealment itself" or the "oblivion
of oblivion;' this should not be reduced to a double movement of first forgetting Being
in our immersion in beings and then forgetting this forgetting itself: forgetting is always
also a forgetting of forgetting itself, otherwise it is not forgetting at all-in this sense, as
Heidegger put it, it is not only that Being withdraws itself� but Being is nothing but its
own withdrawal. (Furthermore, concealment is a concealment of concealment in a much
more literal way: what is concealed is not Being in its purity but the fact that concealment
is part of Being itself)
47 Alain Badiou, Second manifeste pour la philosophie, Paris: Fayard 2009, p. 39.
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of a pure multiple, or as the appearing of the multiple-being-which is in any case
possible-one can say that what Heidegger calls ontological difference concerns
the immanent gap between mathematics and logics. In order to follow Heidegger,
it would thus be appropriate to call "metaphysics" every-orientation of a thought
which confounds under the same Idea mathematics and Iogics.48
A brief note of explanation: for Badiou, matbematics is the only true ontol
ogy, the science of Being as such, in itself, which consists of pure multiplicities
of multiplicities against the background of a Void, while a logic is always the
logic of a world, tbe immanent structure of the transcendental coordinates of a
certain mode of appearing of entities. For Badiou, the multiplicity of worlds is
irreducible, and there is no higher unifying matrix that would allow us to deduce
one from the other, or to mediate them into a higher totality-therein resides
the fateful limitation of Hegel's logic.
There is no place in Heidegger for such a notion of ontological difference:
Heidegger's ontological difference is the difference between appearing enti
ties and the ontological horizon of their appearing, and, from this perspective,
entities outside their appearing are a pre-ontological X whose status is totally
ambiguous and non -tbematized.
A closer analysis reveals how the radical historicity embraced by the late
Heidegger resolves a deadlock which had haunted the analysis of Dasein in
Sein und Zeit, in which two couples echo each other without fully overlap
ping. First, there is the opposition between Zuhanden and Vorhanden, between
being engaged in the world and adopting towards it the attitude of a disengaged
observer, which is an ontologically secondary mode (we assume theoretical
distance when things malfunction, when our engagement meets an obstacle).
Then, we have the opposition between autbentic Dasein and its Verfallenheit
into " das Man;' between choosing one's project through assuming one's mortal
ity, and non-authentic obedience to tbe anonymous "this is what one does:' How,
exactly, are these two couples related? Obviously, they form a kind of semiotic
square whose terms are disposed along the two axes of authentic versus inau
thentic and engagement-in-the-world versus withdrawal-from-the-world: there
are two modes of engagement, authentic being-in-the-world and inauthentic
"das Man;' and tbere are two modes of withdrawal, the authentic assumption
of one's mortality through anxiety and the inauthentic distance of the subject
towards objectivized "reality:' The catch is, of course, that the two inauthentic
modes overlap (partially, at least): inauthentic engagement involves technologi
cal manipulation in which subject stands opposed to "external reality:'
Heidegger sometimes hints at a link between "das Man" and the reduction
of things to vorhandene objects of theory; tbis, however, implies the standard
48 Ibid., p. 51.
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doubtful presupposition that our most common Veijallenheit into "das Man" is
structured by the metaphysical categories-� almost a kind of the Hegelian infinite
judgment, a coincidence of opposites: here, of the most vulgar and superficial
following the predominant trend of what "one" is supposed to do and think, and
of the high speculative and metaphysical efforts of the greatest Western think
ers hom Plato to Hegel. The most succinct definition of modern technology is
precisely that it paradoxically unites Verfallenheit, immersion in worldly atlairs,
the will to dominate, with theoretical distance: objects of technology are not
Zuhanden, they are Vorhanden, technological Reason is theoretical, not practical.
The first task of Sein und Zeit is to prOVide a phenomenological descrip
tion of the "immediacy of everyday Dasein;' not yet contaminated by the
traditional metaphysical categorical apparatus: where metaphysics talks about
objects endowed with properties, a phenomenology of everyday life sees things
which are always already ready-to�use, part of our engagement, components
of a meaningful world-structure; where metaphysics talks about a subject who
relates to the world, or is opposed to objects in the world, phenomenology sees
a human being always already in the world, engaged with things, and so on.
The idea here is that traditional metaphysics (which is to be "de(con)structed"
by phenomenology) is a kind of secondary screen, an imposed network cov
ering up the true structure of everyday life. The task is thus to dispense with
the metaphysical prejudices and describe phenomena the way they are in them�
selves; however, since our predominant philosophical attitude is already deeply
infected by metaphysics, such a pure phenomenological description is the
most difficult task, requiring the hard work of ridding ourselves of traditional
metaphysics. Heidegger thus searches for the conceptual apparatus that would
sustain sllch a description in difrerent sources, from Paulinian early Christianity
to Aristotelian pi1ronesis.
Heidegger's own life offers an ironic comment on this tension between the
immediacy of everyday life and its metaphysical misreading: it seems that, in his
final years at least, he returned to Catholicism, since he left instructions that he
should be buried as a Catholic, with a Church funeral. So while in his philosophy
he theorized the immediacy of pre-metaphysical life, in his everyday life he ulti
mately remained faithful to Christianity, which, in his theory, he had dismissed
as the result of the Roman misreading of the original Greek disclosure of Being,
as the key step in onto-theological forgetting of Being, and as a metaphysical
ontological screen obfuscating the immediacy oflife. It is thus as if the terms had
changed places: Heidegger's immediate life was metaphysically structured, while
his theory opened up the structure of the immediacy of everyday life.
As we have seen, in the period that immediately followed Sein und Zeit,
having reached an impasse in the project as planned, Heidegger for a couple
of years searched desperately for a philosophical reference point that would
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enable him to re-found the project. Of greatest interest here are his two attempts
to "repeat" Kant: in Kant and the Problem of Metaphysics, he referred to the
transcendental imagination as the key to understanding the primordial tempo
ralization of Being, while in '930, he briefly explored the potential of the Critique
of Practical Reason, interpreting the categorical imperative as " the fundamental
law of a finite pure willing. "49 The unique act of authentic decision, the choice of
a project defining one's life-assumed when one reaches the border of death as
the ultimate (im)possibility of a human life-is now interpreted in the Kantian
terms of the subject's autonomy and self-legislating freedom, as the act of pure
will which unilaterally determines the law of practical reason.
Heidegger was well aware that Kant would reject such a (re)formulation,
since, from the standpOint of his universalist rationalism, it smacks too much
of voluntaristic self�will: the pure practical will does not arbitrarily create its
own law, it discovers it as the a priori transcendental structure of every ethical
activity. For Heidegger, of course, it is Kant who remains within the confines
of rationalist-universalist metaphysics, unable to think the finitude of human
being. Davis, as one might expect, raises the suspicion that Heidegger's subor
dination of ethical will to a decisionism of historical contingency paved the way
for Heidegger's Nazi engagement.
However, we need to be very precise here: the Kantian ethics of the auton
omy of the will is not a "cognitive" ethics, an ethics of recognizing and following
the moral Law which is already given. Heidegger is basically right in his reading
of Kant: in an ethical act, I do not just follow my duty, I decide what my duty is.
But it is precisely for this reason that Kant totally rejects any form of sacrificial
"deferred willing:' of deferring one's will to the will of the State or of a Leader:
moral autonomy means precisely that I have to stand fully behind my duty,
that I can never assume the perverse position of being the instrument of the
Other's Will. The problem with Heidegger here is that, paradOxically, he is not
"subjectivist-decisionist" enough: his early "decisionism" is all too much the
obverse of responding to-following-a pre-ordained Destiny. Radical "sub
jectivism" (the insistence on the decision-and the responsibility for it-being
absolutely mine) and universalism are not opposed, they are two aspects of the
same position of singular universality; what both are opposed to is the particu
lar historical Destiny of a community (a people) This is where the possibility
of following Hitler arises: when we recognize in him not the voice of universal
Reason, but the voice of a concrete historical Destiny of the German nation.
The great shift that occurs in Heidegger's thinking from the 1930S onwards
lies in the radical historicization of this opposition: traditional metaphysics
is no longer a false screen covering up the structure of everyday life, but the
49 Martin Heidegger, The Essence of Human Freedom: An Introduction to Philosophy,
trans. Ted Sadler, London: Continuum 2005. p. 193.
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elaboration of the epochal, historically specific, fundamental "attunement"
which provides the structure for our lives. All great metaphysics ultimately is a
phenomenological ontology of the historical "immediacy of everyday Dasein " :
Aristotle provided the ontology that structured the everyday experience of
Greek citizens; the philosophy of modern subjectivity provides the structure
of willing, domination, and "inner experience:' which is the structure of our
daily lives in modern dynamic capitalist societies. Stepping out of metaphys
ics is thus no longer just a matter of seeing through the obfuscating network
and perceiving the true nature of everyday life, but a matter of historical change
in the fundamental attunement of everyday life itself. The turn in philosophy
from traditional metaphysics to post-metaphysical phenomenology is part of
the world-historical turn (Kehre) in Being itself.
The naive question to be asked here is this: how are flgures like Meister
Eckhart, Angelus Silesius, and Holderlin possible, how are their intimations of
a non-metaphysical dimension (of Gelassenhei!, of ohne Warum, of the essence
of poetry) possible in the space of snch radicalized historicity' Do they not
suggest "the possibility of a non-historical excess to the history of metaphys
ics, an excess which both critically calls into question the seamless rule of its
epochs and affirmatively suggests the possibility of participating in a transition
to an other beginning beyond the closure of metaphysics in the technological
will to will"" " The same should be asked apropos everyday lite: in our epoch
of technology, is our daily life today fully determined by the epochal disclosure
of Gestell, or is there something in our daily mores--encollntering a work of
art, wondering at beauty, a simple immersion in some actiVity-which resists
technology' Heidegger seems to oscillate between the notion that such distan
Hations are always already included in technology (such as tourism, artistic
consumption, etc., which allow us to recharge and then return with more energy
to the technological universe) and the opposite idea that-since technology is
not reducible to machines and so on, but is a way that Being is disclosed to us·
one can continue to use technology at a distance, without being caught up in
Gestell and redUcing entities to material for technological manipulation:
We can llse technical devices, and yet with proper use also keep ourselves so free of
them, that we may let go of them at any time . . . let them alone as something which
does not affect our most inner and proper being . . . We let technical devices enter
OUf daily life, and at the same time leave them outside . . . I would call this comport
ment tmvard technology which expresses "yes" at the same time as "no;' by an old
word: releasement [GelassenheitJ toward thingsY
50 Davis, Heidegger and the Vvill, p. 145.
51 Martin Heidegger, Discourse on Thinking, trans. John M. Anderson and E. Hans
Freund, New York: Harper & Row 1966, p. 54.
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Here we encounter Heidegger at his worst, perfectly fitting the "cool" postmod
ern attitude. The greatest Oriental wisdom is supposed to reside in the ability not
to simply withdraw from the world, but to participate in its affairs with an inner
distance, to "do it without doing it;' without being really engaged in it. Ironically,
this version of Gelassenheit finds its equivalent in today's expression "cool"-a
"cool" person does everything with an air of indifference or inner distance.

FROM GELASSENHEIT TO CLASS STRUGGLE
The same tension between historicity and the a-historical dimension is at work
also in the opposite of the Will, in Gelassenheit. Gelassenheit is not merely the
name for mans non-historical proper attitude towards Being, it is also the name
for the specific attunement that will follow the reign of technology; the Will
is not only the name for the epoch of modern subjectivity, but also the name
for an eternal temptation, possibility of Unwesen, that is part of the humanity
of man. More precisely, Gelassenheit works at three levels of temporality: it is
always already here as constitutive of being-human; it is to come as the pre
dominant attitude with the other beginning after the Turn; it is here and now
as a possibility that each of us can actualize in our attitude and behavior, thus
preparing the way for the other beginning." How are we to resolve the ambigu
ity of Heidegger's attempt to go through metaphysics: is the goal to reach its
hidden beginnings, or to move beyond it to a radically new beginning, the "other
beginning" which leaves behind the entire history of metaphysics? Note that a
homologous ambiguity is at work in D errida, who often varies the motif that
the end of the "age of the sign" is discernible on the horizon; although this age
will perhaps never pass, we will never leave it behind: today, the metaphysics of
presence has reached closure, but still we will never be able to step out of it. The
entire deadlock of "deconstruction" is condensed in this strange temporality of
the endlessly postponed (deferred) consummation of the end of metaphysics,
as if we are condemned to dwell endlessly in the limbo of the time of the end of
(metaphysical) time. This, perhaps more than democracy, is the true Derridean
"to-come" (d venir) : always to come, never fully here." There are basically only
52 Even the words Heidegger uses to describe the outlines of the "new beginning" often
rely on hidden homologies with metaphysics: das Geviert-the Four-Fold of earth, sky,
humans. and gods-is his version of the Aristotelian four causes: earth is the material
cause, sky (the Apollonian form) the formal cause, humans as agents the efficient cause,
and the gods the final cause.
53 Derrida strictly opposes his "to-come .. ," to the Kantian regulative Idea: the to-come '
implies an unconditional urgency to act now and is, as such, the very opposite of adopting
a gradual approach to an inaccessible Ideal. However, there are two counter-points to be
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two ways to resolve this deadlock. Either the exit out of Inetaphysics is in itself
a wrong (metaphysical) notion, so that this dwelling in the end of time is the
only non -metaphysical position available; or one defines metaphysics itselfas the
desire to exit a field of containment, so that, paradoxically, the only way to truly
exit metaphysics is to renounce this desire, to fully endorse one's contairunent.
How then are we to get out of this impasse? A reference to Kierkegaard is per�
tinent here: the New is Repetition, one can only retrieve the Hrst Beginning by
way of a new one which brings out the lost potential of the first.
If this is the case, however, what happens with radical historicity-radical in
the sense that Being is nothing but the events of the epochal history of being, that
there is no substantial Being behind this that only partially discloses itself in the
game of disclosure or withdrawal?
Being itself is "finite" or "historical" in the sense that it "is" only as the temporal
events of revealing/concealing. The history of being is, on the one hand, the conti�
nuity of an increasing withdrawal of being (and the corresponding rise of the will),
and yet, on the other hand, being is nothing but this (dis)continuous movement of
revealing/concealing, granting-in-withdrawal.5-f
Shan we say then that history is nothing but the epochal deployment of the
strifeJ" negativity" in Being itself? That the modern Will to power is nothing but
a historical actualization of a potential that dwells in the non-historical structure
of Being itself?
The non-historical must be seen as inseparably interwoven with the historical,
rather than as independently set over against it. In tact, it is only when we fall into
historicism (in the sense of historical relativism) that any suggestion of the 110n
historical can only be heard as a failure to think historicity.55 Heidegger's radical
thinking of historicity, on the other hand, demands that we also think its relation
to the non-historical. However, the non-historical . . . "is" only in and through its
historical determinations.56
made here. First, this urgency is there already in Kant, who should not be set up as a
straw man. Second, Derrida necessarily oscillates here between this urgency of acting in
the moment and the gap that separates each act (as a contingent intervention) from the
spectral idea of Justice.
54 Davis, Heidegger and the Will, p. 266.
55 Take historicism at its most radical: today's anti-essentialist discourse theories (Butler,
Laclau) which account for every "stable" formation, up to and including our sexual
identities and nature itself, as an effect of contingent articulations-the ensuing vision of
history is that of a flat, ahistorical, "eternal present" in which the game of re-articulation
goes on and on.
56 Davis, Heidegger and the Will, p. 208.
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The conclusion to be drawn is clear: if being is nothing but the movement of
its revealing or disclosure, then the "forgetting of being" is also and above all
self-relating, the forgetting or withdrawal of this historical play of revealing and
withdrawal itself. And if we take this into account, the n "the other beginning
would not be a complete eradication of the problem of willing, but rather a vigi
lant opening to it, a watchful recognition of the finitude of our selves caught
between this problem of willing and the possibility of non-willing:'"
We should note here the invocation of vigilance, which occurs a couple
of times in Davis's book, such as on page 280 ("would the other beginning
be a time where non-willing, or at least decisive or incisive moments thereof,
would be made possible precisely through a Vigilant openness to a certain
never-finally-eradicable problem of 'willing'?"), on page 282, and again on page
286: "The other beginning would, in that case, not only entail an attunement
to the harmonious play of ek-sistence/in-sistence, but also a vigilant recogni
tion of the impulse to persistence, an impulse which, when left unchecked,
would pull one back towards wilful subjectivity:' But the term "vigilance" is
extremely problematic here: not only is "vigilance" a willing attitude par excel
lence, so that we arrive at the pragmatic paradox of "willingly watch over our
willingness"; more radically even, if what is concealed in the withdrawal of
being is ultimately the very game of revealing or concealing, then is not the
"vigilant" attitude of watching over forgetfulness the very source of the problem
(in the same way that the absolute striving towards the Good is the very
source of Evil)?
To avoid such paradoxes, we have to make a choice: either we take the
"impulse to persistence" as a kind of eternal temptation of the human mind akin
to Kantian "radical evil" as the tendency to "fall" inscribed into the very human
condition, or we fully assert this "fall" (the "rebellious whiling" which throws
out of joint the flow of reality) as the grounding gesture of being-human. With
regard to politics, this changes everything. The first change concerns the status
of the polemos constitutive of politics. Does not Heidegger's idea that the order
implied by the state is the order of domination and servitude strangely recall the
classical Marxist notion of the state as strictly linked to the division of society
into classes? So when Heidegger, in his reading of Heraclitus's fragment 53,
insists on how the "struggle meant here is originary struggle, for it allows those
who struggle to originate as such in the first place;' is not class struggie, within
the political, the name of this struggle constitutive of those who struggle, and
not j ust a conflict between pre-existing social agents?" Recall here the lesson of
Louis Althusser: "class struggle" paradoxically precedes classes as determinate
57 Ibid., p. 279.
58 Martin Heidegger, Introduction to Metaphysics, trans. Gregory Fried and Richard
Polt, New Haven: Yale University Press 2000, p. 65.
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social groups, for every class position and determination is already a n effect o f
the "class struggle:' (This is why "class struggle" i s another name for the fact that
"society does not exist" -it does not exist as a positive order of entities.) In other
words, we should always bear in mind that, for a true Marxist, "classes" are not
categories of positive social reality, parts of the social body, but categories of the
Real of a political struggle which cuts across the entire social body, preventing
its "totalization."
However, Heidegger ignores such a reading of the polemos as the strug
gle between those who dominate and those who serve them: if the homeland
"becomes the way of Being of a people only when the homeland becomes expan
sive, when it interacts with the outside -when it becomes a state;' then it is clear
that the polemos is primarily the strife with the external enemy. No wonder
that, when Heidegger elaborates the essence of the political, he sympathetically
compares his notion of the political with two other notions: Bismarck's idea of
politics as the art of the possible (not just opportunistic strategic calculation,
but the leader's ability to grasp the "essential possibility" offered by a historical
constellation and to mobilize the people for it), and Carl Schmitt's idea of the
antagonistic friend/enemy relationship-that is, the tension with the external
enemy-as the defIning feature of the political.
The paradox is that (as in the case of sexual difference) Heidegger ignores
the properly ontological status of class struggle as a strife or antagonism which
cannot be reduced to an antic conflict, since it overdetermines the horizon of
appearance of all antic social entities. It is class struggle (social antagonism), not
the state, which is the mode of Being of a people-the state is there to obfuscate
this antagonism. Such a radicalized notion of the polemos as class struggle brings
us to the second change, closely linked with the first: another way to approach
the "question of the consciousness of the will of the community" as "a problem
in all democracies:' Heidegger's idea of political commitment involves the unity
of a people and the leader who mobilizes them in a shared struggle against an
(external) enemy, bringing them all together ("accepting" even the proletariat).
It: however, we take class struggle as the polemos constitutive of political life,
then the problem of the common political will appears in a radically different
way: how to build the collective will of the oppressed in the class struggle, the
emancipatory will which takes the class polemos to its extreme. (And was this
will not at work already in Ancient Greek democracy, was it not operative at the
very Core of the Athenian polis?) This collective will is the crucial component of
communism, which
seeks to enable the conversion of work into will. Commnnism aims to complete the
transition, via the struggle of collective self-emancipation, from a suffered necessity
to autonomous self-determination. It is the deliberate effort, on a world-historical
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scale, to universalize the material conditions under which free voluntary action
might prevail over involuntary labour or passivity. Or rather: communism is the
project through which voluntary action seeks to universalize the conditions for vO}w
untary action. 59
Exemplary cases of such activity can be found in
people like Robespierre, Toussaint rOuverture or John Brown: confronted with an
indefensible institution like slavery, when the opportunity arose they resolved to
work immediately and by all available means for its elimination. Che Guevara and
Paulo Freire would do the same in the face of imperialism and oppression. Today
Dr. Paul Farmer and his "Partners in Health;' in Haiti, Chile and elsewhere, adopt
a somewhat similar approach when confronted by indefensible inequalities in the
global provision of healthcare. In each case the basic logic is as simple as could be:
an idea, like the idea of communism, or equality, or justice, commands that we
should strive to realize it without compromises or delay, before the means of such
realization have been recognized as feasible or legitimate, or even "possible:' It is the
deliberate striving towards realization itself that will convert the impossible into the
possible, and explode the parameters of the feasible.60
Such collective activity realizes the "actuality of people and leader, where the
two are one actuality, since they cannot be separated." Along these lines, Badiou
recently proposed a rehabilitation of the revolutionary communist "cult of per
sonality": the real of a Truth-Event is inscribed into the space of symbolic fiction
through a proper name (of a leader)-Lenin, Stalin, Mao, Che Guevara.6' Far
from signaling the corruption of a revolutionary process, the celebration of the
leader's proper name is immanent to that process: to put it in somewhat crude
terms, without the mobilizing role of a proper name, the political movement
remains caught in the positive order of Being rendered by the conceptual cat
egories- it is only through the intervention of a proper name that the dimension
of "demanding the impossible;' of changing the very contours of what appears
as possible, arises.
What if this "essential possibility" of communism, ignored by Heidegger
himself, and not Heidegger's continuing hidden fidelity to fascism, is the truth
of his ill-famed doubts about democracy in his posthumously published Der
59 Peter Hallward, "Communism of the Intellect, Communism of the Will;' in Costas
Douzinas and Slavoj Z izek, eds., The Idea of Communism, London: Verso Books 2010,
. p. 117·
60 Ibid., p. 112.
61 See Alain Badiou, "The Idea of Communism;' in Douzinas and Zizek, eds., The Idea
of Communism.
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Spiegel interview: "How can a political system accommodate itself t o the tech
nological age, and which political system would this be? I have no answer to this
question. I am not convinced that it is democracy:'" How are we to read this
statement? The obvious reading would be that, for Heidegger, a more adequate
political response to the technological age than liberal democracy is probably
some kind of "totalitarian" socio-political mobilization in the Nazi or Soviet
style; the no less obvious counter-argument to such a position is that it ignores
how liberal-democratic freedom and individualist hedonism mobilize individu
als much more effectively, turning them into workaholics:
One can wonder as to whether Heidegger was right to suggest, as he did in the
Der Spiegel interview, that democracy is perhaps not the most adequate response
to technology. With the collapse of fascism and of soviet communism, the liberal
model has proven to be the most effective and powerful vehicle of the global spread
of technology, which has become increasingly indistinguishable from the forces of
Capital.63
But it would also be easy to reply that the rise of so-called "capitalism with Asian
values" in the last decade unexpectedly justifies Heidegger's doubt-this is what
is so unsettling about contemporary China: the suspicion that its authoritarian
capitalism is not merely a remainder of our past, a repetition of the process of
capitalist accumulation which in Europe took place from the sixteenth century
to the eighteenth, but a sign of the future. What if it Signals that democracy,
as we understand it, is no longer a condition and driving force of economic
development, but rather its obstacle?
Nevertheless, we can take the risk of reading Heidegger's statement on
democracy in a different way: the problem he is struggling with is not simply
that of determining which political order best fits the global spread of modern
technology; it is, rather, whether anything can be done, at the level of political
activity, to counter the danger to being-human that lurks in modern technol
ogy. It never entered Heidegger's mind to propose-say, in a liberal mode-that
the failure of his Nazi engagement was merely the failure of a certain kind of
engagement which conferred on the political the task of carrying out "a project
of onto-destinal significance;' so that the lesson of this failure was simply that
we should endorse a more modest political engagement. Therein lies the limi
tation of wh at one may call "liberal Heideggerianism" (from Hubert Dreyfus
to John Caputo) : from the failure of Heidegger's political engagement, they
62 Martin Heidegger, "Only a God Can Save Us: Der Spiegel's interview with Martin
Heidegger," ·in Richard Wolin, ed., The Heidegger Controversy: A Critical Reader,
Cambridge, MA: MIT Press 1993, p. 104.
63 Miguel de Beistegui, Heidegger and the Political, London: Routledge 1998, p. 116.
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draw the conclusion that ·we should renounce any such engagement with desti
nal ontological pretensions and engage in a modest, "merely ontic;' pragmatic
politics, leaving destinal questions to poets and thinkers.
The answer of traditional Heideggerians to the reading proposed here would
be, of course, that, in advocating a communist radicalization ofHeidegger's poli
tics, we are faIling into the worst trap of the modern subjectivist decisionislll
of tbe Will, replacing one (fascist) totalitarianism with its Left mirror-image
which is in a way even worse, since, in its "internationalism;' it endeavors to
erase the last traces of "provincial" homeland, to render people literally rootless
(a feature it shares with capitalist neoliberalism). This, however, is not where
the core of the problem lies; it rather concerns the sphere of capitalist eco
nomic life: crazy, tasteless even, as it may sound, the problem with Hitler was
that he was "not violent enough," his violence was not "essential" enough. Hitler
did not really act, all his actions were fundamentally reactions, for he acted
so that nothing would really change, staging a gigantic spectacle of pseudo
Revolution so that the capitalist order would survive. Hannah Arendt was right
when (implicitly against Heidegger) she pointed out that fascism, although a
reaction to bourgeois banality, remains its inherent negation, remains trapped
within the horizon of bourgeois society: the true problem of Nazism is not that
it "went too far" in its subjectivist-nihilist hubris of exercising total power, but
that it did not go far enough, that its violence was an impotent acting-out which,
ultimately, remained in the service of the very order it despised. Hitler's grand
gestures of contempt for bourgeois self-complacency and so on were ultimately
in the service of enabling this complacency to survive: far from effectively dis
turbing the much-despised "decadent" bourgeOiS order, far from awakening the
Germans from their immersion in its c01nplacency, Nazism was a dremll which
enabled them to carry all.
The tact remains that, as we have tried to indicate apropos the status of the
polemas and collective will, Heidegger does not follow his own logic to the end
when he endorses the fascist compromise. To employ again a familiar metaphor:
fascism wants to throw out the dirty bath water (the liberal-democratic indi
vidualism that comes with capitalism) and keep the baby (capitalist relations of
production), and the way it tries to do this is, again, to throw out the dirty water
(the radical polemos which cuts across the entire social body) and keep the baby
(the corporatist unity of the people). But what should be done is the exact oppo
site: to throw out both babies (capitalist relations as well as their corporatist
pacification) and keep the dirty water of radical struggle. The paradox is thus
that, in order to save Heidegger from Nazism, we need more will and struggle
.
and less Gelassenheit.6.,
64 Against Davis's sympathies for Zen Buddhism, one should bear in mind that Japanese
militarism perfectly suited Zen warriors who killed with Gelassenheit.
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This, then, i s o u r true choice when w e read Heidegger's "pro-Nazi" sem
inars from 1933-4: do we engage in sanctimonious criticism and gloat in the
Besserwisserei of our later historical position, or do we focus on the missed
potential in these seminars, raising the difficult question of how to resuscitate
them in an era when, after the great failure of the twentieth-century commu
nist project, the problems to which communism tried to find an answer (radical
social conflicts, collective will) are still with us?

CHAPTER 14

The Ontology of Quantum Physics

Is not what Badion calls the Event, at its most basic, the very rise of re
presentation or appearing out of the flat stupidity of being? So that the Event
proper (the Truth-Event in Badiou's sense) is the For-itself of the In-itself of
appearing? Insofar as appearing is always appearing for a thought (for a think
ing subject), we can go further and say that the rise of a thought as such is an
Event-as Badiou likes to say, thought as such is communist.
The key question is thus: how is thought possible in a universe of matter,
how can it arise out of matter? Like thought, the subject (Self) is also immaterial:
its One-ness, its self-identity, is not reducible to its material support. I am pre
cisely not my body: the Self can only arise against the background of the death of
its substantial being, of what it is "objectivelY:' So, again, how can one explain the
rise of subjectivity out of the "incomplete" ontology, how are these two dimen
sions (the abyss/void of subjectivity, the Incompleteness of reality) to be thought
together? We should apply here something like a weak anthropic principle: how
should the Real be structured so that it allows for the emergence of subjectivity
(in its autonomous efficacy, not as a mere "user's illusion")?
This confronts us with a hard choice: is the void of subjectivity a particular
domain ("region") of the "universal" incompleteness / void of reality, or is that
incompleteness already in itself a mode of subjectivity, such that subjectivity is
always already part of the Absolute, and reality is not even thinkable without
subjectivity (as in Heidegger, where there is no Sein without Da-Sein as its local
ity)? It is at this precise point that Ray Brassier criticizes me for choosing the
second, "transcendental;' option, unable as I am to think the Void of Being as
such without subjectivity; from my standpoint, however, Brassier is here follow
ing Meillassoux, who pays a fateful price for his suspension of the transcendental
dimension-the price of a regression to a "naIve" ontology of spheres or levels
in the style of Nicolai Hartmann: material reality, life, thought. This is a move
which is to b e avoided at all costs.
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THE ONTOLOGICAL PROBLEM
The nrst step in resolving this deadlock is to invert the standard "realist" notion
of an ontologically fully constituted reality which exists "out there independently
of our mind" and is then only imperfectly "reflected" in human cognition�the
lesson of Kant's transcendental idealism should be fully absorbed here: it is the
subjective act of transcendental synthesis which transfornls the chaotic array
of sensual impressions into "objective reality." Shamelessly ignoring the objec�
tion that we are confounding ontological and elnpirical levels, here we must
invoke quantum physics: it is the collapse of the quantum waves in the act of
perception which fixes quantum oscillations into a single objective reality And,
furthermore, this point must be universalized: every flgure of reality is rooted
in a determinate standpoint. Even at a level closer to us, we know how different
"reality" appears to a hog or a bird, starting with the different tapestry of colors:
each living being perceives (and interacts with) its own "realitY:' And one should
push this insight to the extreme of Cartesian doubt: the very notion of greatness
should be relativized. How do we know that our Milky Way is not just a speck of
dust in another universe? Why, when we think about aliens, do we always accept
that, though they may be smaller or larger than us, they nonetheless live in a
world which is proportionally of the same order of greatness as ours? Perhaps
aliens are already here, but just so large or so small that we do not even notice
each other. Remember that thought itself exists only for beings which think,
but also only for beings of a physical grandeur comparable to ours: if we were
to observe ourselves from too close (or too far), there would be no meaning or
thought discernible in our acts, and our brain would be just a tiny (or gigantic)
piece of living matter.1
It is against this background that one can make ant the contours of what
can perhaps only be designated by the oxymoron "transcendental material�
ism" (proposed by Adrian Johnston) : all reality is transcendentally constituted,
"correlative" to a subjective position, and, to push this throngh to the end, the
way out of this "correlationist" circle is not to try to directly reach the In�itself;
but to inscribe this transcendental correlation into the Thing itself The path to
the In·itself leads through the subjective gap, since the gap between For�us and
In�itself is immanent to the In�itself: appearance is itself "objective;' therein
resides the truth of the realist problem of "How can we pass hom appearance
For-ns to reality In-itself?"
1 It is true that, if we accept the hypothesis of the Big Bang, we can nonetheless formulate
an immanent measure or limit of grandeur to the universe, namely that there is, in this
case, a zero-point of measurement (the singularity of the beginning) as well as the All (of
the flnite universe), so that the imagined observer cannot jump along an infinite scale
of grandeur. However, what about many Big Bangs following each other?
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I t may appear that the basic defining feature of materialism i s a common
sense trust in the reality of the external world-we do not live in the fancies of
our imagination, caught up in its web, there is a rich and filll-blooded world
open to us out there. But this is the premise any serious form of dialectical mate
rialism has to do away with: there is no "objective" reality, every reality is already
transcendentally constituted. "Reality" is not the transcendent hard core that
eludes our grasp, accessible to us only in a distorted perspectival approach; it is
rather the very gap that separates different perspectival approaches. The "Real"
is not the inaccessible X, it is the very cause or obstacle that distorts our view
on reality, that prevents our direct access to it. The real difficulty is to think the
subjective perspective as inscribed in "reality" itself.
It is true that, at the most elementary level of the natural sciences, episte
mological shifts and ruptures should not be directly grounded in ontological
shifts or ruptures in the Thing itself-not every epistemological limitation is
an indication of ontological incompleteness. The epistemological passage from
classical physics to the theory of relativity did not mean that this shift in our
knowledge was correlated to a shift in nature itself, that in Newton's times nature
itself was Newtonian and that its laws mysteriously changed with the arrival of
Einstein-at this level, clearly, it was our knowledge of nature that changed, not
nature itself. But this is not the whole story: there is nonetheless a level at which
the epistemological break of modern physics is to be correlated to an ontolog
ical shift-the level not of knowledge, but of truth as the subjective position
from which knowledge is generated. What is totally lacking in Meillassoux is the
dimension of truth in its opposition to knowledge: truth as that self-reflective
"engaged" or "practical" knowledge which is validated not through its adequa
tio rei but through the way it relates to the subject's position of enunciation (a
statement which is factually "true" can be "existentially" a lie). This is the dimen
sion Meillassoux ignores in his critical account of the Transcendental: since, for
him, there is no truth outside knowledge, the Transcendental is dismissed as a
deceptive lure.
Is it not possible to define Hegel's (idealist) premise as the claim that all knowl
edge can be ultimately generated from truth? Hegel tries to overcome Kantian
"formalism" -the irreducible gap that separates the transcendental form from its
heterogeneous contingent content-by deploying their total "mediation;' that is,
by reducing obj ective knowledge to a reified or naturalized form-of-appearance
of the dialectical truth. The standard scientific argument is that there is a limit to
this procedure. Let us take science at its most "subjective;' in quantum physics,
which (in its Copenhagen interpretation, at least) effectively claims that the cog
nition of an object creates (or, at least, transforms) it: the measurement itself,
through the collapse of the wave function, makes the empirical reality as we
know it appear. It would nonetheless be wrong to claim that the great revolutions
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in the history of physics (the rise of Nevvtonian physics, of relativity theory, and
of quantum physics) or of biology (Karl Linne's systematization, Darwin's evolu
tionism, etc.) are simultaneously (dialectically mediated by) the transformation
of its object, in the same way that, for Georg Lukics, the proletariat's acquir
ing of self-consciousness (becoming aware of its historical mission) changes its
object (through this awareness, the proletariat in its social reality turns into a
revolutionary subject), The most we can say with regard to the natural sciences
is that, as Lukics put it, nature itself is a historical category, that our basic under
standing of what counts as "nature" changes with the great historical breaks: in
the absolutist seventeenth century, nature appeared as a hierarchical system of
species and snbspecies; in the dynamic nineteenth century, characterized by
capitalist competition, nature appears as the site of the evolutionary struggle for
survival (it is well known that Darwin came up with his theory by transposing
Malthus's insights onto nature); in the twentieth century, nature was as a rule
perceived through the lenses of systems theory; and it is already a commonplace
to draw a parallel between the shift to the auto-poetic, self-organiZing dynamic
of natural processes in recent decades and the passage to new forms of the capi �
talist dynamic following the decline of the centralized welfare state,
However, it would be a far and fateful step to conclude from such historical
mediations of aUf notion of nature that, in the course of fundamental historical
changes, nature itself also changes: when Einstein's theory replaced Newton's, no
one would have claimed that this reflected or registered a homologous change in
its object of cognition, in nature itself What Einstein did was offer a deeper and
more adequate scientific theory of nature. Nature did not become ontologically
indeterminate with the rise of quantum physics; the discovery of the "principle
of uncertainty" means that it always was like that, and no matter how strongly
"historically mediated" these scientific discoveries are, they refer to some reality
external to the historical process. To a transcendental philosopher, it is clearly
too easy to apply here the well-Imown distinction between the conditions of dis
covery for a certain scientific theory and the conditions of tts validity (although
capitalist competition was a necessary historical condition for Darwin's discov
ery, this does not mean that it also conditions the truth-value of the theory of
evolution): the ontological claims of a scientific theory are stronger, being ulti
mately incompatible with their historicist or transcendental relativization. To
claim that modern physics is part of the male-dominated culture of domina
tion and exploitation is one thing, but to say that its basic underlying premises
are formed in advance by this culture is definitely saying too much. And, as
lvleillassoux has pOinted out, the classic transcendental claim that the validity
. of every "objective" natural science is constrained by the a priori horizon which
constitutes its domain, i.e., that its theories are valid and meaningful only within
this horizon, also goes too far.
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The difficult problem i s how t o think the relationship between scientific
knowledge and historical truth if neither of them can be reduced to the other.
Perhaps the solution is nonetheless provided by HegeL Hegel will appear to
be deducing or generating all knowledge from the self-relating truth-process
only if we conceive his system as a closed circle of necessary deductions; the
moment we fully take into account the radical retroactivity of the dialecti
cal process, "deduction" itself becomes a retroactive ordering of a contingent
process. Take, for example, the impossibility of reconciling relativity theory and
quantum physics in a consistent Theory of Everything: there is no way to resolve
the tension between the two by means of an "immanent" dialectical reflection
in which the problem itself becomes its own solution. All we can do is wait for a
contingent scientific breakthrough-only then will it be possible to retroactively
reconstruct the logic of the process.
As we have seen, the price Meillassoux pays for excluding the complex of
Truth-Event-Subject is the return of a naive ontology of levels: physical reality,
life, mind. The transcendental dimension of transcendental materialism pre
vents this regression to naive ontology: what if we discover that this hierarchy is
false? That, for instance, dolphins think better than we do? Only transcendental
materialism can proVide a materialist reading of the simple fact (noted by the
"Christian materialist" Peter van Inwagen, in one unexpected encounter of con
temporary philosophy with Hegel) that ordinary objects like chairs, computers,
etc., simply do not exist: for example, a chair is not actually, for itself; a chair-all
we have is a collection of "simples" (more elementary objects "arranged chair
wise"); so, although a chair functions as a chair, it is composed of a multitude
of parts (wood, nails, fabric . . . ) which are, in themselves, totally indifferent to
this arrangement; there is, stricto sensu, no "whole" of which the nail is here a
part. Only with organisms do we have a Whole. Here, the unity is minimally
"for itself"; parts really interact.' As was noted already by Lynn Margulis, the
elementary form of life, a cell, is characterized precisely by such a minimum of
self-relating, a minimum exclusively through which the limit between Inside
and Outside that characterizes an organism can emerge. And, as Hegel put it,
thought is only a further development of this For-itself.
In biology, for instance, we have at the level of reality only bodily interac
tion. "Life proper" emerges at the minimally "ideal" level, as an immaterial event
which proVide,:; the form of unity of the living body which allows it to "remain
the same" throughout the incessant change of its material components. The
basic problem of evolutionary cognitivism-that of the emergence of this ideal
life-pattern-is none other than the old metaphysical enigma of the relationship
between chaos and order, between the Multiple and the One, between parts and
2 Peter van Inwagen. Material Beings, Ithaca: Cornell University Press 1990.
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their whole. How can we get "order for free:' that is, how can order elnerge out of
initial disorder? How can we account for a whole that is more than the mere sum
of its parts? How can a One with a distinct self-identity elnerge out of the inter
action of its multiple constituents? A series of contemp �rary researchers, from
Margulis to Francisco Varela, have contended that the true problem is not how
an organism and its environment interact or connect, but, rather, the opposite:
how does a distinct self-identical organism emerge out of its environment? How
does a cell form the membrane which separates its inside from its outside? The
true problem is thus not how an organism adapts to its environment, but how
it is that there is something, a distinct entity, which must adapt itself in the first
place. And it is here, at this crucial point, that today's biological language starts
to resemble, quite uncannily, the language of HegeL
This relationship between the empirical and the transcendental-historical
gets further complicated with the fact that, over the last few decades, techno
logical progress in experimental physics has opened up a new domain, that of
"experimental metaphysics:' unthinkable in the classical scientific universe:
"questions previously thought to be a matter solely for philosophical debate
have been brought into the orbit of empirical inquiry:" What were until now
merely topics for "thought experiments" are gradually becoming the topics
of actual laboratory experiments-exemplary here is the famous Einstein
Rosen -Podolsky double· slit experiment, first just imagined, then actually
performed by Alain Aspect. The properly "metaphysical" propositions tested
are the ontological status of contingency, the locality-condition of causality, the
status of reality independent of our observation of it (or some other form of
interaction with it), and so on. Nonetheless, we should be careful here not to
overestimate the philosophical consequences of this "experimental metaphys
ics": the very possibility of "empirically testing" so-called metaphysical (basic
ontological and epistemological) propositions bears witness to a radical break
which cannot be accounted for in empirical terms.
This is where Stephen Hawking goes wrong when, at the very beginning of
his bestseller The Grand Design, he triumphantly proclaims that "philosophy is
dead:" With the latest advances in quantum physics and cosmology (M -theory),
he claims, so-called experimental metaphysics has reached its apogee. Upon
a closer look, of course, we soon discover that we are not quite there yet
almost, but not quite. Furthermore, it would be easy to reject this claim by
demonstrating the continuing pertinence of philosophy for Hawking himself
(not to mention the tact that his own book is definitely not science, but a very
3 Karen Barad, A1eeting the Universe Halfway: Quantum Physics and the Entanglement of
Matter and Meaning, Durham: Duke University Press 2007, p. 354 Stephen Hawking and Leonard Mlodinow, The Grand Design, New York Bantam
2010, p. 5.
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problematic popular generalization): Hawking relies on a series of methodologi
cal and ontological presuppositions which he takes for granted. Only two pages
after making the claim that philosophy is dead, he describes his own approach
as "model-dependent realism;' based on "the idea that our brains interpret the
input from our sensory organs by making a model of the world. When such a
model is successful at explaining events, we tend to attribute to it . . . the quality
of reality"; however, "if two models (or theories) accurately predict the same
events, one cannot be said to be more real than the other; rather, we are free
to use whichever model is most convenienf'5 If ever there was a philosophical
(epistemological) position, this is one (and a rather v u lgar one at that). Not to
mention the further fact that this "model-dependent realism" is simply too weak
to do the job assigned to it by Hawking, that of providing the epistemologi
cal frame for interpreting the well-known paradoxes of quantum physics, their
incompatibility with common-sense ontology. However, in spite of all these
problematic features, we should admit that quantum physics and cosmology
do have philosophical implications, and that they do confront philosophy with
a challenge.6
Similar here is the position of Nicholas Fearn, whose "symptom" is dis
cernible already from the Contents list of his book: the longest chapter
("Postmodernism and Pragmatism" ) is an umbrella chapter covering everything
that is excluded by the horizon of the book, by its choice of what philosophy is.'
The duality in the chapter title is Significant: "postmodernism" as the outside
and "pragmatism" (mainly Rorty) as the inscription of this outside within the
field of analytical-cognitive thought. The book's abiding theme is the gradual
transposition of philosophical problems into scientific ones-philosophy,
caught in insoluble dilemmas, reaches maturity when it cancels or overcomes
itself by posing its problems in scientific terms. General ontology thus becomes
quantum physics cum theory of relativity; epistemology the cognitive account
of our acquisition of knowledge; ethics the evolutionist inquiry into the rise of
moral norms and their adaptive function. This is how Fearn elegantly accounts
for the fact that, in some philosophical diSciplines, approaches out of tune with
current scientific thinking tend to proliferate: this is "what one would expect in
a field that has been vacated by philosophy's regular armies and left to partisans
who refuse to accept defeaf" In short, once the problem is fully transposed into
5 Ibid., p. 7.
6 Furthermore, one cannot help noticing that. as to the positive content of Hawking's
Theory of Everything, it bears an unmistakable resemblance to dialectical materialism.
or is at least fully compatible with a reasonable version of dialectical materialism.
7 See Nicholas. Fearn, Philosophy: The Latest Answers to the Oldest Questions, London:
Atlantic Books 2005.
8 Ibid., p. 37.
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terms which in principle make its scientific solution possible, there is no more
work for philosophers to do on it. The serious ones among them will move else
where, while those who remain are simply partisans of the old positions resisting
the inevitable defeat-and, paradoxically, their very predominance (i.e., the
absence of "serious" philosophers) is another sign of that defeat. Fearn's example
is that of the problem of free will versus natural determinism: the fact that most
philosophers today who work in this field are incompatibilists simply signals
that compatibilists have already won the battle with their naturalistic account of
how (what we mean by) freedom can be united with determinism, so "they have
better things to do than reoccupy secured ground."9
How are we to escape from this impasse? Adrian Johnston is right to empha
size the engaged character of Badiou's philosophy, its readiness to take risks by
engaging itself on behalf of particnlar scientific, political, and artistic achieve
ments: Badiou's thought is not a distanced reflection, it courageously "jumps into
the world" and links its fate to the fate of a scientific discovery, political project,
love encounter, and so OIL This readiness of a philosopher to involve himself with
an ilnpure, contingent, historical "pathological" stain is what Badiou is aiming
at when he speaks about science, art, politics, and love as the four "conditions"
of philosophy, and it is in this sense that one should also read Lenin's statement
that, with every great scientific discovery, the definition of materialism changes
radically. Today, the scientific discovery which needs philosophical rethinking
is quantum physics-how are we to interpret its ontological implications whilst
avoiding the double trap of supertkial pragmatic empiricism and obscurantist
idealism ("mind creates reality")? Lenin's Materialism and Empirio-Criticism has
to be thoroughly rewritten-firstly by abandoning the aforementioned naive
notion of fully constituted material reality as the sole trne reality outside our
minds. This notion of material reality as "all" relies on the overlooked excep
tion of its transcendental constitution. The minimal definition of materialisln
hinges on the admission of a gap between what Schelling called Existence and
the Ground afExistence: prior to fully existent reality, there is a chaotic non-All
proto-reality, a pre-ontological, virtual fluctuation of a not yet fully constituted
real. This pre-ontological real is what Badiou calls pure multipliCity, in contrast
to the level of appearances, which is the level of reality constituted by the tran
scendental horizon of a world. This is why, in a strange reversal of the standard
distribution of predicates, contemporary idealism insists on corporeality, on the
unfathomable density and inertia of matter, while materialism is more and more
"abstract;' reducing reality to a process rendered in mathematical formulae and
formal permutations of elements.'o
9 Ibid., p. 36.
No ,vonder the greatest poet of the material inertia in cinema, Andrei Tarkovsky, is
simultaneously one of the great cinematic "spiritualists:' More broadly, do not the three
10
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Franz Brentano, from whom Husser! took the notion of intentionality, pro
posed the concept of teleiosis in order to resolve Zeno's paradox of movement
(at any determinate moment, a flying arrow occupies a certain point in space,
so when does it move?); teleiosis stands for the virtual orientation of an actual
point. Take two arrows at a certain point in time, one of them at rest, the other
flying: although each of them occupies a determinate point in space, they do
not occupy it in the same way, because their respective teleiosis is different-the
teleiosis of the first arrow is zero, while the teleiosis of the second one is positive
(its strength depending on the velocity of its movement) and with a given direc
tion. This potentiality of movement is part of the actuality of an object: if we
want to describe an object in its full reality, we have to include its teleiosis. D o
w e n o t encounter something strictly homologous in differential calculus? The
primary motivation for the study of so-called differentiation was the tangential
line problem: how to find, for a given curve, the slope of the straight line that is
tangential to the curve at a given point? When we try to determine the slope of
a line that "touches" a given curve at a given point, are we not trying to deter
mine the spatial direction of that point, its teleiosis? No wonder that, in his Great
Logic, in the section on "Quantum:' Hegel spends dozens of pages discussing
differential calculus, rejecting precisely the notion, usually attributed to him,
that the mathematical infinite "is called the relative infinite, while the ordinary
metaphysical infinite-by which is understood the abstract, spurious infinite-is
called absolute":
in point of fact it is this metaphysical infinite which is merely relative, because the
negation which it expresses is opposed to a limit only in such a manner that this
limit persists outside it and is not sublated by it; the mathematical infinite, on the
contrary. has within itself truly sublated the finite limit because the beyond of the
latter is united with it.l!
The ordinary metaphysical notion of the infinite conceives it as an Absolute
which persists in itself beyond the finite: the limit which separates it from the
finite is external to it, for the negation of the finite is not part of the identity of
the Absolute. In the case of the mathematical infinite, on the contrary, the infi
nite is not something outside the series of fmite numbers, but the infinity of this
aspects of the L �canian Real fit the three aspects of materialism? First, the "imaginary"
Real: the proverbial grain of dust, the material "indivisible remainder" which cannot
be sublated in the symbolic process. Then, the "symbolic" Real: scientific letters and
formulae which render the structure of material reality. Finally, the "real" Real: the cut of
pure difference. of the inconsistency of structure.
11 G. W. F. Hegel, Hegel� Science of Logic, trans. A. V. Miller, Atlantic Highlands:
Humanities Press International 1989. p. 249.
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very series. The limit that separates the infInite from the finite is immanent to
the fInite-one can even say that the mathematical infinite is nothing but this
limit. In differential calculus, this limit as such is alltonomized, rendered inde
pendent: when we calculate the slope of the straight line that is tangential to the
curve at a given point, we effectively calculate the slope (spatial direction) of a
given point of the curve, the spatial direction of something whose spatial length
is reduced to the infinitely small, to zero. This means that, in the result of differ
ential calculus, we have a quantitative relationship between two terms (a straight
line and a curve) whose quantity is reduced to zero ( a point), that is, we have
a quantitative relationship which remains after the quantity of the two relata is
abolished; but when we subtract the quantity of an entity, what remains is its
quality, so the paradox of differential calculus is that the quantitative relation
ship expressed in its result functions as a quality: "the so-called infinitesimals
express the vanishing of the sides of the ratio as quanta, and what remains is
their quantitative relation solely as qualitatively detennined." J::!
And since, for Hegel, time is the sublation (negation of the negation) of space,
we can also say that teleiosis is the inscription of time into space in the sense of
space-time, of time as another (fourth) dimension of space: Ie/eiosis supplements
the three dimensions which determine the spatial position of an object with
the virtual and temporal dimension of its spatial movement. A purely spatial
defInition which immobilizes its object produces a non-actual abstraction, not a
full reality; the unfinished (ontologically incomplete) character of reality which
compels us to include the virtuality of leleiosis in the definition of an object is
thus not its limitation, but a positive condition of its actual existence. The same
holds also for large historical objects: the definition of a nation should include
its past and future, its memories and illusions. To paraphrase an old critic of
Renan, a nation is a group of people united by a mistaken view about the past,
a hatred of their present neighbors, and dangerous illusions about their future.
(For example, today's Slovenes are united by myths about a Slovene ldngdom in
the eighth century, their hatred of [at this moment] the Croats, and the illusion
that they are on their way to becoming the next Switzerland.) Each historical
form is a totality which encompasses not only its retroactively posited past,
but also its own future, a future which is by defmition never realized: it is the
immanent ItIture of this present, so that, when the present form disintegrates, it
undermines also its past and its future. '3 This is also how we should understand
diffraction in relation to the blurred edges of an object: not in the common
sense manner which tells us that, upon a closer look, its lines of demarcation are
J2 Ibid., p. 269.
13 Along these lines, we can perhaps conceive the wave function in quantum physics
as the teleiosis of an object deprived of the object's actuality, as the direction of a point
without its reality.
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imprecise, but in the sense that the virtuality of an object's future movements are
part of that object's reality.
We can see from this example that, if for no other reason, Lenin's gesture
should be repeated in the context of denouncing spiritualist appropriations of
quantum physics. For example, there is no direct link or even a sign of equation
between (human) freedom and quantum indeterminacy: simple intuition tells us .
that if an occurrence depends on pure chance, if there is no causality in which to
ground it, this in no way makes it an act of freedom. Freedom is not the absence
of causality, it occurs not when there is no causality, but when my free will is the
cause of an event or decision-when something happens not without cause, but
because I wanted it to happen. On the opposite side, Dennett proceeds all too
qUickly in naturalizing freedom, that is, in equating it with inner necessity, with
the deployment of an inner potential: an organism is "free" when no external
obstacles prevent it from realizing its inner inclinations-again, simple intuition
tells us that this is not what we mean by freedom.
To avoid succumbing to similar speculations about how, according to
quantum physics, mind creates reality and so on, the first thing to keep in mind
is that the propositions of quantum physics only function within a complex
apparatus of mathematical formalization: if one directly confronts its para
doxical implications (synchronicity, time running backwards, etc.) with our
common-sensical ontology, ignoring the apparatus of mathematical formaliza
tion, the way is then open for New Age mysticism. The second thing to bear in
mind, however, is that the quantum universe is not mathematical in the sense of
involving the immanent development of the consequences of initial axioms, but
rather thoroughly scientific in the sense of relying on measurements and thereby
exposing itself to the contingency of empirical content. This is why scientific
common sense (what Althusser called the "spontaneous ideology of scientists")
dismisses questions about the ontological implications of quantum physics as
irrelevant to science:
It is a common view among many of today's physicists that quantum mechanics
provides us with no picture of "reality" at all! The formalism of quantwn mechanics,
on this view, is to be taken as just that: a mathematical formalism. This formalism,
as many quantum physicists would argue, tells us essentially nothing about an actual
quantum ,ealily of the world, but merely allows us to compute probabilities for alter
native realities that might occur,14

14 Roger Penrose, The Road to Reality: A Complete Guide to the Laws of the Universe,
London: Vintage Books 2004, p. 782.
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There is a moment of truth in this dismissal: translating quantum phenomena
into a larger context to impress the public is wrong and misleading-in our
reality, objects do not occupy two places at once, and so on. However, the onto
logical question persists, even if it remains l.manswered:· what is the ontological
status of the phenomena covered by quantum formulae' While obviously not
part of our daily reality, they must have a status which cannot be reduced to the
scientists' imagination or discursive constructs.
The so-called Copenhagen interpretation of quanturn mechanics, associated
with Bohr, gave rise to a plethora of other interpretations which tried to resolve
what was seen as its deadlock. These included the collapse of the wave function
by consciousness or by gravity; the idea that the wave function never collapses,
since all possibilities are actualized in different worlds; the non -local hidden
variables theory which restores determinisln; decoherence, which accounts for
the collapse by way of the interaction of the object with its randomly fluctuating
environment, and so on. All these attempts should be read following the model
of diffraction: as attempts to "re-normalize" the traumatic ontological shock of
quantum physics. To quote Anton Zeilinger: "The search for interpretations dif
ferent from the Copenhagen interpretation very often is motivated by trying to
evade its radical consequences, that is, an act of cognitive repression on the part
of the proposers:" ; Formulated by Evelyn Fox Keller, this notion of "cognitive
repression" refers to the "unwillingness to let go of the basic tenets of classical
physics: the objectiVity and knowability of nature:'" Can we not also apply here
the notion of diffraction? Does not the Copenhagen interpretation work as a
kind of obstacle, a point of impossibility, causing epistemological diffraction,
that is, giving rise to a multiplicity of conflicting interpretations attempting to
"renormalize" its excess, to re-inscribe it into the traditional epistemological and
ontological space'
There are major debates about the exact moment of the collapse of the
wave function; the three main positions fit perfectly the Lacanian triad of Real!
symbolic/imaginary: the real of measurement (when the result is registered by
the measuring machine, establishing contact between quantum micro-reality
and ordinary macro-reality), the imaginary of perception (when the result is
perceived by a consciousness), and the symbolic inscription (when the result is
inscribed into the language shared by the community of researchers). Does this
debate not signal a kind of ontological inconsistency in quantnm physics? The
latter accounts for the collapse of the wave function (and thus for the emergence
of "ordinary" reality) in terms of the act of perception or registration (a Single
reality emerges through the act of measurement), but it then explains (or, rather,
. describes) this measurement in terms of the ordinary reality that only emerges
15 Quoted from Barad, l\1eeting the Universe Halfway, p. 287·
16 Quoted from ibid.
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through it (the measuring machine is hit by electrons, etc.), and this obviously
involves a circulus vitiosus. One consistent solution here is an explicitly theologi
cal one: the only way to account for the reality of the universe as such is to posit a
point of observation external to it, which can only be something like a God's eye.
There is, however, another way to think this paradox. When Jacques-Alain
Miller emphasizes the immanence of the percipiens to the perceptum as Lacan's
crucial move in the theory of the field of vision, would it be legitimate to link
this to quantum physics, which also asserts the immanence of the observer to the
observed? There are, of course, differences that stand out: in quantum physics,
the observer is not immanent to the observed in the sense of being inscribed into
it, but in the more elementary sense of its act of observation being constitutive of
the observed. Furthermore, this observer is not the Lacanian subject (of desire),
but the subject of science, the subject for whom reality is "flat:' for whom there
is no blind spot in reality from which the object returns the gaze. In other words,
one should bear in mind that Lacan's notion of the immanence of the percipiens
to the perceptum refers to perception sustained by desire: the point in the per
ceived picture from which the object returns the gaze is the "impossible" point at
which the object-cause of desire is located. It is the objectal counterpoint to the
subject's desire, what attracts me "in you more than yourself;' and is as such only
perceivable, indeed only ex-sists, for a perception sustained by desire.
Quantum physics clearly has weird ontological consequences. The origin of
this weirdness is the duality of (extended) wave and (compact) particle which
arose out of an enigma noted by de Broglie when he tried to conceive the elec
tron as a particle: "If an electron in a hydrogen atom were a compact particle,
how could it possibly 'know' the size of an orbit in order to follow only those
orbits allowed by Bohr's by-now famous formula?"" Bohr's solution to the
ontological status of complementarity (wave or particle) is that
the microscopic system, the atom, [does not exist] in and of itself. We must always
include in our discussion-implicitly at least-the different macroscopic experi
mental apparatuses used to display each of the two complementary aspects. All is
then fine, because it is ultimately only the classical behavior of such apparatus that
we report . . . although physicists talk of atoms and other microscopic entities as if
they were actual physical things, they are really only concepts we use to describe the
behavior of our measuring instruments. IS
It is crucial that this description be given in the plain language used to talk about
everyday external reality-consequently, it is tempting to apply here the early
17 Bruce Rosenblum and Fred Kuttner, Quantum Enigma: Physics Encounters
Consciousness, London: Gerald Duckworth 2007, p. 66.
18 As summarized in ibid., pp. 108-9.
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Althusserian distinction between the "real object" and the "object of knowl
edge": the only real objects we are dealing with in quantUlll physics are the
objects of ordinary reality; the entire quantum sphere has no ontological status
proper, it is merely an "object of knowledge;' a conceptual construct whose func
tion is to provide the formulae to explain the behavior of measuring objects
which are part of ordinary reality. It is thus strictly nonsensical to speak about
quantum processes as constituting an autonomous sphere of being: in reality,
there are no objects which can be in two places simultaneously, etc., "all there
is" ontologically is our ordinary reality, what is "beyond" are only mathemati
cal formulae which give a certain credibility to what our instruments measure,
not any kind of insight into "what Nature is trying to tell US."19 Our experi
ence of everyday reality thus remains the phenomenological background and
foundation of quantum theory.
The temptation to be resisted here is that of interpreting the way quantum
physics undermines our common notion of reality existing independently of
our perception as a sign of some "deeper meaning:' of another, more "spirit
ual" reality-even John Wheeler, himself no stranger to a "spiritualist" reading
of quantum physics, has clearly pointed out that '''consciousness' has nothing
whatsoever to do with the quantum process. We are dealing with an event that
makes itself known by an irreversible act of amplification, by an indelible record,
an act of registration . . l Meaning] is a separate part of the story, important but
not to be confused with 'quantum phenomena';'"
Although B ohr avoids this trap, his limit betrays his lack of the properly
philosophical transcendental reflection, discernible in the fundamental ontolog
ical inconsistency of his account of how what we perceive as ordinary "external
reality" emerges only through the collapse of the wave function in the act of
measuring: if ordinary empirical reality constitutes itself through measuring,
how do we accouut for the measuring apparatuses themselves which are part of
this same empirical reality? Are we not dealing here with a petitio pri11cipii, that
is, is not the expla11a11dum part of the explanans?

KNOWLEDGE IN THE REAL
A fact rarely noticed is that the propositions of quantum physics which defy our
common -sense view of material reality strangely echo another domain, that of
language, of the symbolic order-it is as if quantum processes are closer to the
universe of language than anything one flnds in "nature;' as if, in the quantum
universe, the human spirit encounters itself outside itself, in the guise of its
19 Ibid., p. 164.
20 Quoted in ibid., p. 165.
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uncanny "natural" double. Take Lacan's characterization of the "hard sciences"
as dealing with what he calls savoir dans Ie reel (knowledge in the real): it is as
if there is a knowledge of the laws of nature directly inscribed into the Real
of natural objects and processes-a stone, for instance, "knows" what laws of
gravity to obey when it falls. In another example of the scientific "knowledge in
the real;' Ernest Rutherford queried how a particle knows where to go when it
jumps from one "rail" to another around the atorn's core-rails that do not exist
as material objects but are purely ideal trajectories. It may seem that therein lies
the difference between nature and history: in human history, "laws" are norms
which can be forgotten or disobeyed.
At its most daring, quantum physics does seem to allow for the paradox of
the proverbial cartoon cat suspended in mid-air, of the momentary suspension
or "forgetting" of knowledge in the real. Imagine you have to take a flight on day
X to collect a newly inherited fortune which must be picked up the next day but
do not have enough money to buy the ticket. Then you discover that the airline's
accounting system is set up so that if you wire the ticket payment within 24
hours of arriving at your destination, no one will ever know it was not paid for
prior to departure. In a homologous way,
the energy a particle has can wildly fluctuate so long as this fluctuation is over a
short enough time scale. So. just as the accounting system of the airline "allows" you
to "borrow" the money for a plane ticket provided you pay it back quickly enough,
quantum mechanics allows a particle to "borrow" energy so long as it can relin
quish it within a time frame determined by Heisenberg's uncertainty principle . . .
But quantum mechanics forces u s to take the analogy one important step further.
Imagine someone who is a compulsive borrower and goes from friend to friend
asking for money . . . Borrow and return, borrow and return-over and over again
with unflagging intensity he takes in money only to give it back in short order . . .
a similar frantic shifting back and forth o f energy and momentwn is occurring
perpetually in the universe of microscopic distance and time intervals.21
This is how, even in an empty region of space, a particle emerges out of Nothing,
"borrowing" its energy from the future and paying for it (with its annihilation)
before the system notices what it has done. The whole network can function llke
this, in a rhythm of borrowing and annihilation, one borrowing from the other,
displacing the ,lebt onto the other, postponing the payment-it is really as if the
subparticle domain is playing Wall-Street-style games with futures. What this
presupposes is a minimal gap between things in their immediate brute reality
and the registration of this reality in some medium (of the big Other): one can
21 Brian Greene, The Elegant Universe, New York:
PP · 1l6-19.
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cheat insofar as the second moment (registration) is delayed with regard to the
first. What makes quantum physics so strange is that one can cheat "in reality;'
with one's being. In other words, the "spookiness" of quantum physics is not its
radical heterogeneity with regard to our common sense, but, rather, its uncanny
resemblance to what we consider specifically human-here, indeed, one is
tempted to say that quantum physics "deconstructs" the standard binary opposi
tion of nature and culture. Let us go quickly through the list of these features:"

(1) Within the symbolic order, possibility as such possesses an actuality of its
own; that is, it produces real effects-for example, the father's authority is hmda
mentally virtual, a threat of violence. In a similar way, in the quantum universe,
the actual trajectory of a particle can only be explained if one takes into account
all of its possible trajectories within its wave function. In both cases, the actu
alization does not simply abolish the previous panoply of possibilities: what
might have happened continues to echo in what actually happens as its virtual
background.
(2) Both in the symbolic universe and in the quantum universe, we encounter
what Lacan calls "knowledge in the real": if, in the famous double-slit experi
ment, we observe an electron's trajectory in order to discover through which
of the two slits it will pass, the electron will behave as a particle; if we do not
observe it, it will display the properties of a wave-as if the electron somehow
knew whether it was being observed or not. Is such behavior not limited to the
symbolic universe in which our "taking ourselves to be X" makes us act like Xl
(3) When quantum physiCists try to explain the collapse of the wave hmction,
they resort again and again to the metaphor of language: this collapse occurs
when a quantum event "leaves a trace" in the observation apparatus, when it is
"registered" in some way. We obtain here a relationship of externality-an event
becomes fully itself, it realizes itself: only when its external surroundings "take
note" of it·-which echoes the process of symbolic realization in which an event
fully actualizes itself only throngh its symbolic registration, its inscription into a
symbolic network, which is external to it.
(4) Furthermore, there is a temporal dimension to this externality ofregistration:
a minimum of time always elapses between a quantum event and its registration,
and this minimal delay opens up the space for a kind of ontological cheating
with virtual particles Can electron can create a proton and thereby violate the
. principle of constant energy, on condition that it reabsorbs it quickly enough,
22 I rely here on the third chapter ("Quantum Physics with Lacan") of my Indivisible
Remainder, London: Verso Books 1996.
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before its environment "takes note" of the discrepancy). This delay also opens the
way for temporal retroactivity: the present registration decides what must have
happened-for example, if, in the double-slit experiment, an electron is observed,
it wUl not only (now) behave as a particle, its past will also retroactively become
("will have been") that of a particle, in a homology with the symbolic universe
in which a present radical intervention (the rise of a new Master-Signifier) can
retroactively rewrite the (meaning of the) entire past." Perhaps, then, insofar
as retroactivity is a crucial feature of the Hegelian dialectics, and insofar as
retroactivity is only thinkable in an "open" ontology of not yet fully constituted
reality, the reference to Hegel can be of some help in bringing out the ontological
consequences of quantum physicS.
How far should we go with this parallel? Is it just an approximate metaphor?
Does it bear witness to the fact that our entire comprehension of reality is already
over determined by the symbolic order, so that even our grasp of natural reality
is always already "structured like a language"? Or should we risk a step further
and claim that there is something which strangely recalls (or points towards)
symbolic structures already present in "physical" reality itself? If we do draw
that conclusion, then the entire "spontaneous philosophical ideology" of the gap
that separates nature from culture (a form of ideology often clearly discernible
in Lacan himself) has to be abandoned. According to this "spontaneous ideol
ogY;' nature stands for the primacy of actuality over potentiality, its domain is
the domain of the pure positivity of being where there are no lacks (gaps) in
the strict symbolic sense; if, however, we take the ontological consequences of
quantum physics seriously, then we have to suppose that the symbolic order pre
exists in a "wild" natural form, albeit in what Schelling would have called a lower
potency. We thus have to posit a kind of ontological triad of quantum proto-real
ity (the pre-ontological quantum oscillations), ordinary physical reality, and the
"immaterial" virtual level of Sense-Events. How are these three aspects related?
The basic feature of symbolic reality is its ontological incompleteness,
its "non-All": it has no immanent consistency, it is a multiplicity of "floating
signifiers" which can only be stabilized through the intervention of a Master
Signifier-in clear contrast, so it seems, to natural reality, which is what it
is, without any symbolic intervention. But is this so? Is not the key ontologi
cal consequen;: e of quantum physics that quantum proto-reality also needs a
homologous "quilting point" (here called the collapse of the wave function) to
stabilize itself into the ordinary reality of everyday objects and temporal pro
cesses? We thus encounter here also the (temporal) gap between the inconsistent
23 To cite Borges. with the emergence of Kafka, Poe and Dostoyevsky are no longer what
they were, for, from the standpOint of Kafka, we can see in them dimensions which were
not previously there.
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proto�reality and the decentered agency of its registration which constitutes it
as full reality: here too, reality is not fully itself, but decentered with regard to
itself; it becomes itself retroactively, through its registration. In philosophy, this
gap is prefigured in Schelling's distinction between Existence and the Ground
of Existence, between reality and proto·reality. Let us backtrack here: in what
does Schelling's philosophical revolution consist? According to the standard
academic doxa, Schelling broke out of the idealist closure of the Notion's self·
mediation by way of asserting a more balanced bi·polarity of the Ideal and
the Real: "negative philosophy" (the analysis of the notional essence) must be
supplemented by "positive philosophy;' which deals with the positive order of
existence. In nature as well as in human history, the ideal rational order can only
thrive against the background of the impenetrable Ground of "irrational" drives
and passions. The climax of philosophical development, the standpoint of the
Absolute, is thus not the "sublation" (Aufhebung) of all reality in its ideal Notion,
but the neutral medium of the two dimensions-the Absolute is ideal· real. Such
a reading, however, obfuscates Schelling's true breakthrough, his distinction,
first introduced in his essay on human freedom from 1807, between (logical)
Existence and the impenetrable Ground of Existence, the Real of pre·logical
drives.24 This proto-ontological domain of drives is not simply "nature;' but the
spectral domain of the not yet fully constituted reality. Schelling's opposition of
the proto-ontological Real of drives (the Ground of Being) and ontologically
fully constituted Being itself (which, of course, is "sexed" as the opposition of the
Feminine and the Masculine) thus radically displaces the standard philosophical
couples of Nature and Spirit, the Real and the Ideal, Existence and Essence, etc.
The real Ground of Existence is impenetrable, dense, inert, yet at the same time
spectral, "irreal;' ontologically not fully constituted, while Existence is ideal, yet
at the same time, in contrast to the Ground, fully "real;' fully existent.
The theological implications of this gap between proto· reality and its full
constitution through symbolic registration are of special interest: insofar as
"God" is the agent who creates things by observing them, quantum indeter·
minacy compels us to posit a God who is omnipotent, but not omniscient: "If
God collapses the wave functions of large things to reality by His observation,
quantum experiments indicate that He is not observing the smaU:'25 The onto
logical cheating with virtual particles is a way to cheat God himself: the ultimate
agency taking note of everything that goes on; in other words, God himself
does not control the quantum processes, and therein resides the atheist lesson
of quantum physics. Einstein was right with his famous claim "God doesn't
. 24 See F. W. J, Schelling, "Philosophical Investigations into the Essence of Human
Freedom and Related Matters;' trans. Priscilla Hayden-Roy, in Ernst Behler, ed.,
Philosophy of German Idealism, London: Continuum 1987.
25 Rosenblum and Kuttner, Quantum Enigma, p. 171.
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cheat" -what he forgot to add is that he himself can be cheated. Insofar as the
materialist thesis is that "God is unconscious" (God doesn't know), quantum
physics is effectively materialist: there are micro-processes (quantum oscilla
tions) not registered by the system.
Let us recapitulate the quantum measurement paradox. In the double-slit
experiment, when particles are sent through the slits one by one, they never
theless-if they are not observed-form the pattern of a wave. Since the
wave-patt.ern presupposes the interaction of particles, and since, in this experi
ment, each particle travels alone, with what does it interact? Does it inhabit a
synchronous atemporal space where it can interact with past and future? Or
does it interact with itself? This brings us to the notion of superposition: the par
ticle interacts with itself, so that it simultaneously takes all possible paths, which
are "superimposed" on one another. Does this not evoke Nietzsche's idea of the
"shortest shadow;' the moment when an object is not accompanied by another,
but by its own shadow-or, rather, in which the object is not an actual One, but
merely a composite of its multiple shadows, of more-than-nothings or less-than
zeroes? The enigma of the double-slit experiment is thus triple:

(1) Even if we shoot the electrons individually, one after the other, they will, if we
do not measure their path, form a wave pattern-but how can they? With what
does each individual electron interact? (With itself.)
(2) Even if we measure (or not) the path after the electrons have already passed
through the slits, the pattern still depends on our measurement-but how can it,
when the measurement takes place after the passage through the slit? It seems as
though we can retroactively change the past.

(3) Even if we do not enact measurement at all, the mere fact that the measure
ment apparatus (and, with it, the possibility of measurement) is there makes the
electron behave as a particle-but how can it, when it was in no way affected by
the measurement apparatus?
There are, again, two deviant approaches to this enigma: the spiritualist one (the
[observer's 1 mind creates reality, the universe has to be observed by God in order
to exist) , and over-hasty naturalization (the collapse of the wave function needs
no observer u;' the sense of a consciousness, observing stands for simple regis
tration by the environment, so everything in nature is "observed" all the time
by the environment with which it interacts) The basic enigma is the following:
insofar as the result of our measurement depends on our free choice of what
to measure, the only way to avoid the implication that our observation creates
reality is either to deny our free will or to adopt a Malebranchean solution ("the
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world conspires to correlate our free choices with the physical situations we
then observe").'6
The eternal naive- realist question "How does objective reality look without
me, independently of me?" is a pseudo-problem, since it relies on a violent
abstraction hom the very reality it attempts to grasp: "objective reality" as a
mathematicized set of relations is "for us" the result of a long process of concep
tual abstraction. This does not devalue the result, making it simply dependent
on our "subjective standpoint;' but it does involve a paradox: ''objective reality "

(the way we construct it through science) is a Real tvhich cannot be experienced
as reality. In its effort to grasp reality "independently of me;' mathematicized
science erases "me" from reality, ignoring (not the transcendental way I consti
tute reality, but) the way I am part ofthis reality. The true question is therefore
how I (as the site where reality appears to itself) emerge in "objective reality"
(or, more pointedly, how can a universe of meaning arise in the meaningless
Real). As materialists, we should take into account two criteria that an ade
quate answer should meet: (1) the answer should be genUinely materialist, with
no spiritualist cheating; (2) we should accept that the ordinary mechanistic
materialist notion of "objective reality" will not do the j ob. It is here that quantum
phYSics enters the stage: the paradoxes of the double slit experiment clearly
demonstrate that the proto-real domain of quantum waves and particles is obvi
ously not reducible to our standard notion of "external reality;' its properties do
not fit our notion of material obj ects and processes which take place "out there';
however, the domain of quantum waves and particles is no less obViously a
meaningless Real.
Here we must take into account the subtle difference between Heisenberg's
uncertainty principle and Bohr's complementarity, the difference between
merely epistemological and hIlly ontological incompleteness: while Heisenberg's
point is that we cannot establish the simultaneous pOSition and momentum
of a particle because the very act of measurement intervenes in the measured
constellation and disturbs its coordinates, Bohr's point is a much stronger one
concerning the very nature of reality itself-:--particles in thelllseives do not have
a determinate position and momentum, thus we should abandon the standard
notion of "objective reality" populated by things equipped with a fully deter
mined set of properties.
For Heidegger, ontological difference is ultimately grounded in our fini
tude: what Heidegger calls the Event (Ereignis) is the ultimate abyss out of which
Being reveals itself to us in a multitude of historically destined horizons, and
Being discloses or withdraws itself because not all beings open to us. To put it
. bluntly, there is a difference between worldly entities and the horizon of their
26 Ibid., p. 170.
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disclosure because entities disclose themselves to us within a horizon which is
always rooted in our finitude. Here, however, we should repeat the move from
Kant to Hegel: Heidegger never confounds the ontological disclosure of entities
with their ontic production-for him, the idea of humans as the Being-There
of the disclosure of Being does not mean that entities exist only for humans,
not independently of them. If all of humanity were to be wiped out, entities
would still be there as they were prior to the emergence of man, they would just
not ex-sist in the full ontological sense of appearing within a horizon of Being.
But what if we transpose ontological difference (the difference between enti
ties and "nothingness" of the ontological horizon of their disclosure) into the
Thing-in-itself, and (re)conceive it as the ontological incompleteness of reality
(as quantum physics implies)? What if we posit that "Things-in-themselves"
emerge against the background of the Void or Nothingness, the way this Void is
conceived in quantum physics, as not just a negative void, but the portent of all
possible reality? This is the only truly consistent "transcendental materialism"
which is possible after the Kantian transcendental idealism. For a true dialecti
cian, the ultimate mystery is not "Why is there something rather than nothing? "
but "Why i s there nothing rather than something?": h o w i s i t that, t h e more we
analyze reality, the more we find a void?
What this amounts to is that ontological difference should not be limited to
the finitude of human beings to whom entities appear within the (historically)
given horizon of a world, that is, against the background of withdrawal, in the
inextricable mixture of disclosure and veiL This structure of reality as "non-All"
is to be taken in fully ontological terms: it is not that, within our finite horizon,
the In-itself of reality always appears against the background of its withdrawal
and concealment; reality is "in itself" non-AIL In other words, the structure of
disclosure or concealment, the fact that things always emerge out of their back
ground Void truncated, never fully ontologically constituted, is that of reality
itself, not only of our finite perception of it. Therein, perhaps, lies the ultimate
philosophical consequence of quantum physicS: that what its most brilliant and
daring experiments demonstrate is not that the description of reality it offers is
incomplete, but that reality itself is ontologically "incomplete;' indeterminate
the lack that we take as an effect of our limited knowledge of reality is part of
reality itself. In a properly Hegelian way, then, it is our very epistemological
limitation which locates us in the Real: what appears as the limitation of our
knowledge is the feature of reality itself, its "non-AIr'
Again, what this means is that the move from Kant to Hegel should be
repeated apropos Heidegger: Heidegger's history of Being is ultimately a histori
cally radicalized version of Kant ian transcendentalism. For Heidegger, the history
of Being is the history of epochal disclosures of the Sense of Being destined to
man; as such, this history is the ultimate limit of what we can know-every
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knowledge of ours already presupposes and moves within a historically given
disclosure of Being, the abyssal play of these disclosures which just "happen" is
as far as we can go. The ontological implication of quantum physics is not that
we can go further and penetrate reality in itself; but that the limitation posited
by Heidegger belongs to the In-itself itself. Is this not the underlying implication
of the quantum concept of Nothingness (Void) as pregnant with a multiplicity
of entities which can emerge out of it, that is, "out of nothing"? Reality-in-itself
is Nothingness, the Void, and out of this Void, partial, not yet fully constituted
constellations of reality appear; these constellations are never "all;' they are
always ontologically truncated, as if visible (and existing) only horn a certain
limited perspective. There is only a multipliCity of truncated universes: from
the standpoint of the All, there is nothing but the Void. Or, to risk a simplified
formulation: "objectively" there is nothing, since all determinate universes exist
only from a limited perspective.
The clearest answer to the enigma "What happened before the Big Bang, that
singular point at which all physical laws are suspended?" is therefore: nothing.
For Paul Davies, a partisan of this view, the Big Bang is the absolute beginning
of time-it did not happen in time, it created time itself, so the question "What
happened bet,)re?" is as meaningless as the question "What is farther north
than the North Pole?" If this were not the case, then everything that takes place
now would be the infinitely repeatable copy of something that has already hap 
pened. According t o the standard "theological" reading, the punctual infinite
denSity of matter at the point of singularity which is the Big Bang stands for the
absolute Beginning, the unfathomable point of creation at which God directly
intervened and created the universe. The Big Bang is thus a kind of umbilical
cord directly linking the material universe to a transcendent dimension. Such
an expanding universe is finite in time and space, yet without limits because of
the curvature of space. There are, however, problems with this standard view.
According to some measurements, there are traces of n1atter older than the
extrapolated moment of the Big Bang in our universe. The solution could be that
our universe is like a mirror�hall whose visual echOing makes the space appear
larger than it is. Because of such echOing, when the same signal trom another
galaxy reaches us via two different paths, it appears to us that we are dealing
with two different galaXies (or that the same galaxy is simultaneously at two
distant places).
Nick Bostrom has proposed a more radical solution for such inconsist
encies: our universe is a sophisticated computer simulation, a kind of virtual
reality programmed by a civilization incomparably more developed than ours.
The program is so perfect that it makes it possible for us, as simulated beings, to
experience emotions and the illusion of freedorn. From time to time, however)
there are glitches in the system, the system violates its own rules (or, perhaps,
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applies "cheat-codes"), and we experience the effects as "miracles" or UFOs."
This version basically reads as a secularized theological scenario, with the dif
ference that our creator is not a supernatural being but just another, much more
developed, natural species. So, if we know (or presume) that our universe is
"simulated;' has been willfully created by higher beings, how then can we
discern their traces and/or read their motives? Do they want us to remain totally
immersed in the simulated environment? If yes, is this because they are testing
us, epistemologically or ethically? " Were we created for fun, as a work of art, as
part of a scientific experiment, or for some other reason? (Recall many novels
and films, from Heinlein's Strange Profession ofJonathan Hoag to The Truman
Show, The Thirteenth Floor, and The Matrix.) Can we imagine living in a
simulated world without a creator's intention?
What this solution does is transpose the gap between our phenomenal uni
verse and its noumenal Beyond into that universe itself, redoubling it into two
universes: our phenomenal universe is virtualized, reduced to a simulation by
agents operating in another, much more developed, "true" universe. The next
logical step is to multiply the phenomenal universes themselves, without invok
ing a quasi-divine privileged universe. Along these lines, Neil Turok and Paul
Steinhardt proposed a new version of the multiple-worlds theory, according to
which our four-dimensional reality (the three dimensions of space plus time)
stands in relation to true reality the way a two-dimensional surface stands in
relation to our three-dimensional reality: there are more dimension{s) and par
allel universes, we just cannot perceive them. According to this model, the Big
Bang resulted from a crash (collapse) between two such parallel universes: such
a crash does not create time, it just resets the clock of a universe.
The next logical step after that is to transpose this multiplicity into a tem
poral succession within the same universe. Along these lines, Martin Bojowald
replaced the Big Bang with the Big Bounce: the time-space continuum from time
to time tears apart; the ensuing collapse brings about a new Big Bang, in which
the density of quantum forces causes a kind of "amnesia" of the universe-all
information about what went on before the Big Bang is erased, thus with every
new Big Bang the universe wipes out its past and starts again ex nihilo.
Finally, there is the Stephen Hawking hypothesis of "irrational time" (in the
sense of irrational numbers) , which dispenses with the very notion of the Big
Bang: the curYature of time means that, like space, time has no limit, although it
27 Nick Bostrom, "Playthings of a Higher Mind," Times Higher Education Supplement,
May 16, 2003. Also known as "The Simulation Argument: Why the Probability that You
Are Living in a Matrix is Quite High:'
28 Recall how Kant thought that our ignorance of noumenal reality is a condition for
our being able to act ethically: if we were to know Things in themselves, we would act
like automata.
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is finite (curved into itself). The idea ofthe Big Bang results from applying to the
universe the logic of a single linear time and thus extrapolating to a zero-point,
where in truth there is lnerely an endless circular movement.
Do not these five versions form a complete series of possible variations?
Are we not dealing here with a systematic series of hypotheses like the set of the
relations between the One and the Being deployed and analyzed by Plato in the
second part of his Parmenides' Perhaps contemporary cosmology needs such a
"Hegelian" conceptual systematization of the underlying matrix that generates
the multitude of actually existing theories. Does this take us back to the ancient
Oriental wisdom according to which all things are just ephemeral hagments
which emerge out of the primordial Void and will inevitably return back to it?
Not at all: the key difference is that, in the case of Oriental wisdom, the primor
dial Void stands for eternal peace, which serves as the neutral abyss or ground
of the struggle between the opposite poles, while hom the Hegelian standpoint,
the Void names the extreme tension, antagonism, or impossibility which gener
ates the multiplicity of determinate entities. There is multiplicity because the
One is in itself barred, out-of�joint with regard to itself: This brings us on to
another consequence of this weird ontology of the thwarted (or barred) One: the
two aspects of a parallax gap (wave and particle, say) are never symmetrical, for
the primordial gap is between (curtailed) something and nothing, and the com
plementarity between the two aspects of the gap function so that we have first
the gap between nothing (void) and something, and only then, in a (logically)
second time, a second "something" that fills in the Void, so that we get a paral
lax gap between two somethings. For example, in Lacan's formulae of sexuatioll,
the feminine formulae (or mathematical antinomies) have a (logical) priority; it
is only in the second moment that the dynaJnic antinomies enter as attempts to
resolve the deadlock of the mathematical antinomies.
One can venture that the same holds for the antinomy (complementarity)
betv\Teen waves and particles. In our spontaneous scientific ontology, we take
chaotic waves and fluidity to be more elementary than firmly outlined and
delimited objects: reason (or some other force of determination) imposes on
the chaotic fluidity clear forms which, upon closer inspection, reveal themselves
to be blurred, affected by the chaos of matter (no physically drawn triangle is
really a triangle). It is against this spontaneous image that the radical nature of
quantum physics should be measured: its ontology is the exact opposite, for in
it, continuous fluidity is a feature of the higher level, while, when we approach
reality in its microscopic dimension, we discover that it is actually constituted of
i1iscrete parts (quanta). One should not underestimate the denaturalizing efiect
of this reversal: the universe all of a sudden becomes something artificially com
posed from building blocks-it is as if� getting too close to a person, we discover
that they are not a "real;' organic person but are composed of tiny Lego bricks.
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In our common-sense view (and in ordinary reality), on the contrary, the
particle has precedence over the wave. For example, in a desert, sand dunes
moved by the wind function like waves, but the idea is that, had we much greater
knowledge than we actually possess, we would be able to reduce this wave behav
ior to particles: even the largest sand dune is ultimately just a composite of small
grains. To treat the movement of sand like a wave is thus a gross functional sim
plification." The common-sense ontology that underlies this view is that every
wave-movement must be a movement of something, of things which materially
exist and are moved: waves do not properly exist, they are a property or event
which happens to something that exists. The quantum revolution here not only
posits the original irreducible duality of waves and particles; within this duality,
it (more or less openly) privileges the wave: for example, it proposes a shift from
understanding waves as interactions between particles to understanding par
ticles as nodal points in the interaction of waves. For quantum physics, waves
thus cannot be reduced to a property of (or something that happens to) parti
cles. This is also why Bohr claims that quantum physics deals with (measures)
phenomena, not things which "stand behind" phenomena as their substantial
support: the entire traditional problem of distinguishing between properties
which belong to "Things-in-themselves" and properties which merely "appear"
to belong to things because of our perceptive apparatus is thus undermined: this
distinction between primary and secondary properties no longer makes sense,
because the way a thing "appears:' the way it is "for the other:' is inscribed into
it "in-itself' To add insult to injury, the very appearance of "things" as things,
as substantial entities, is the result of the collapse of the wave function through
perception, so that the common-sense relationship is again turned around: the
notion of "objective" things is subjective, dependent on perception, while wave
oscillations precede perception and are thus more "objective:'
The key task is then to interpret this incompleteness without abandoning
the notion of the Real, that is, to avoid the subjectivist reading of the fact that the
act of measurement itself co-constitutes what it measures. Heisenberg's version
of indeterminacy (the "uncertainty principle") still leaves enough room not only
to save the notion of an objective reality independent of the observer (if out of
the observer's reach), but even to determine it, to get to know it as it is in itself:
if the inaccessibility of the In-itself is due only to its distortion by the measuring
apparatus, is it not then possible to determine the effect on the observed object
of the measuring procedure and then, by subtracting this effect from the result,
get the measured object the way it is in itself (or the way it was, prior to measure
ment)? For example, ifI know that my counting a sum of money will add twenty
units to it, and the result of my counting is 120 units, then I know that, prior to
29 Although a mystery remains here, the proverbial mystery of the additional grain of
sand which makes out of ind�vidual grains a heap proper (functioning like a wave),
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my counting, the sum was 100 units. Bohr argues against this possibility: for a
priori reasons, one cannot determine the effect of the measurement interaction
on the measured object. For example, if we measure the position or momentum
�
of an electron by firing a photon at it,
it is not possible to determine the effect of the photon on the particle (electron),
since we would need to determine the photon's position and momentum simultane
ously, which is physically impossible given that the measurements of position and
momentum require mutually exclusive apparatuses for their respective determina
tiOIl. Therefore we arrive at Bohr's conclusion: observation is only possible on the
condition that the ejfect of the measurement is indeterminable. Now, the fact that the
measurement interaction is indeterminable is crucial because it means that we can't
subtract the effect of the measurement and thereby deduce the properties that the
particle (is presumed to have) had before the measurement.30
One cannot but notice the similarity of Bohr's reasoning here to the very first
paragraphs of the "Introduction" to Hegel's Phenomenology of Spirit, where he
describes the absurd consequences of the standard representationalist approach
according to which knowledge is "the instrument by which to take possession of
the Absolute, or the means through which to get a sight of it":
if knowledge is the instrument by which 10 get possession of absolute Reality, the
suggestion immediately occurs that the application of an instrument to anything
does not leave it as it is for itself, but rather entails in the process, and has in view, a
moulding and alteration of it, Or, again, if knowledge is not an instrument which we
actively employ, but a kind of passive medium through which the light of the truth
reaches us, then here, too, we do not receive it as it is in itself, but as it is through and
in this medium. In either case we employ a means which immediately brings about
the very opposite of its own end; or, rather, the absurdity lies in making use of any
means at all. It seems indeed open to us to fInd in the knowledge of the way in which
the instrument operates, a remedy for this parlous state; for thereby it becomes pos
sible to remove from the result the part which, in our idea of the Absolute received
through that instrument, belongs to the instrument, and thus to get the truth in its
purity. But this improvement would, as a matter of fact, only bring us back to the
point where we were before. If we take away again from a definitely formed thing
that which the instrument has done in the shaping of it, then the thing (in this case
the Absolute) stands before us once more just as it was previous to all this trouble,
which, as we now see, was superfluous. If the Absolute were only to be brought on
the whole nearer to us by this agency, without any change being wrought in it, like a
30 Barad, Meeting the Universe Halfway, p. 113.
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bird caught b y a limestick, i t would certainly scorn a trick of that sort, i f i t were not
in its very nature, and did it not wish to be. beside us from the start. For a trick is
what knowledge in such a case would be, since by all its busy toil and trouble it gives
itself the air of doing something quite different from bringing about a relation that is
merely immediate, and 50 a waste of time to establish. Or, again, if the examination
of knowledge. which we represent as a medium, makes us acquainted with the law
of its refraction, it is likewise useless to eliminate this examination from the result. 31
Although Hegel's context is totally different from that of Bohr (if nothing else,
Hegel was writing about the philosophical knowledge of the Absolute, while
Bohr was struggling with the epistemological implications of measuring atomic
particles), the underlying line of argumentation is strictly homologous: they
both reject a position which first posits a gap between the knowing subject and
the object-to-be-known, and then deals with the (self-created) problem of how
to bridge this gap. In other words, they both combine false modesty (we are
just finite subjects confronting an opaque transcendent reality) with the arro
gance of invoking a meta-language (the subject can somehow step outside of its
own limitations to compare its limited perspective with reality in itself) And
the solution of both is basically the same: to include the subject in the "self
movement" of the object-to-be-known. The Hegelian name for this inclusion is
reflexivity." How does this work in quantum physics?

AGENTIAL REALISM
Here enters the "agential realism" deployed by Karen Barad: '1I.ccording to
agential realism, knowing, thinking, measuring, theorizing, and obserVing are
31 G. W F. Hegel, The Phenomenology of Mind, Vol. 1, trans. j. B. Baillie, New York:
MacMillan 1910, pp. 73-5.
32 Barad rejects the notion of reflexivity as a tool for conceiving the inclusion of the
observer in the observed content, with the argument that "reflexivity is founded on
representationalism": "Reflexivity takes for granted the idea that representations reflect
(social or natural) reality. That is, reflexivity is based on the belief that practices of
representing have no effect on the objects of investigation and that we have a kind of
access to repre&entations that we don't have to the objects themselves. Reflexivity, like
reflection, still holds the world at a distaoce" (Meeting the Universe Halfway, p. 87). But
this notion simply misses the core of Hegelian reflexivity, which is the inclusion of the
act of reflection in the object itself: for Hegel, the distance between the object and its
reflection is not external (Le., the object is in itself, the reflection is how it appears to the
observing subject), but is inscribed into the object itself as its innermost constituent
the object becomes what it is through its reflection. The exteriority implied by the notion
of reflexivity is precisely what Barad calls an "exteriority within:'
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subjective material practices of intra-acting within and as part of the world,"33
Agential realism leaves behind the standard modem topic of the subject
confronted with "objective reality;' the topic which opens up the usual episte
mological dilemmas ("can the subject reach independent reality, or is it caught
in the circle of its subjective representations?"): its basic ontological unit is the
phenomenon in which both sides are irreducibly and inextricably entangled:
phenomena display "the ontological inseparability of objects and apparatuses:'H
But the fact that we do not produce our knowledge from afar, observing reality
frOIl1 a distant, objective, non -entangled position, does not mean that we should
renounce objectivity as such, that all Ollr knowledge is subjective: such a reading
still presupposes a representational distance between our subjective view-from
outside and the things themselves. How, then, are we to think the objectivity
(also in the sense of universality) of our knowledge?
Bohr, whose reflections Barad tries to systematize here, emphaSizes that
s11ch an account does not imply subjectivist relativism: objectivity is maintained,
but it no longer means that the result of the observation tells us something about
the reality of the observed object prior to the act of measurement; rather, it
means that whenever we repeat the saIl1e act of measurement under the same
conditions (the same entanglement of object and apparatus), we will obtain the
same result, so that there is no reference to a particular observer. The subjectiV
ist or idealist reading of quantum physics ("the mind creates reality, there is no
reality independent of our minds") is thus patently false: the true implication of
quantum physics is the opposite, compelling us to conceive how our knOWing of
reality is included in reality itself
The lesson of Bohr is thus not that reality is subjective, but that we-the
obserVing subjects-are part of the reality we observe. This is not a question
of spiritualism, but of knowledge itself being grounded in material practices.
In short, the implicit lesson of Bohr's reflections amounts to a materialist cri
tique of the naive-realist epistemology and ontology of Lenin's Materialism and
Empirio-Criticism with its notion of knowledge as an (always imperfect) "reflec
tion" of the objective reality existing independently of us. This naive materialism
treats reality-in-itself in two contradictory ways: (1) as infinitely richer than our
knowledge and perception of it (we can only approach asymptotically the infi
nite wealth of reality); (2) as much poorer than our experience and perception of
it: reality is stripped of all "secondary properties" (colors, tastes, and so on), so
that all that remains are the abstract mathematical forms of its basic elements.
This paradOXical oscillation between the opposites is the price naive materialism
pays for its abstract procedure.
33 Barad, Meeting the Universe Halfway, p. 90.
34 Ibid., p. 128.
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Bohr reveals the idealist presupposition of such a position: if reality is "out
there;' and we are endlessly approaching it, then-implicitly, at least-we, the
observers, are not part of this reality, but stand somewhere outside of it. 35 Within
the entangled unity of a phenomenon, there is no a priori unambiguous way to
distinguish between the agency of observation and the observed object: every
such division hinges on a contingent agential cut within the unity of a phenom
enon, a cut which is not just a "subjective" mental decision, but is "constructed,
agentially enacted, materially conditioned":"
The boundary between the ''object of observation" and the agencies of observation"
is indeterminate in the sense of the absence of a specific physical arrangement of the
apparatus. What constitutes the object of observation and what constitutes the agen
cies of observation are determinable only on the condition that the measurement
apparatus is specified. The apparatus enacts a cut delineating the object from the
agencies of observation. Clearly, then, as we have noted, observations do not refer
to properties of observation-independent objects (since they don't preexist as such)Y
Within the same phenomenon, different cuts are possible, each of them isolat
ing a different aspect of the phenomenon as the observed object. Take the case
of using a stick to find one's way around a dark room: we can treat the stick
as a measuring apparatus, as a prolongation of our hand, as a tool enabling us
to "measure" (recognize) the contours of the room; or, complementarily, if we
already know the contours of the room very well, we can treat the stick itself as
the object to be measured (when it touches a wall which we know to be a certain
distance from where we stand, we can determine the length of the stick; if we hit
the top of a table in front of us, we can estimate the plasticity of the stick; etc.) .
I n a homologous way, i n the double-slit experiment, w e can use the slits a s an
instrument to measure the flow of particles, or we can use the flow of particles
as an instrument to measure the property of the slits-what we cannot do is
directly measure the apparatus of measurement itself; to do this, we would need
to enact a different agential cut by means of which both the measuring agency
and the measured object both become p art of a new object: "the measurement
interaction can be accounted for only if the measuring device is itself treated
as an objecf'38 In other words, "a 'measuring instrument' cannot characterize
35 And the spiritualist misreading of quantum physics ("the observer creates reality")
merely opposes to this vulgar abstract materialism a no less vulgar idealism: here, it is not
the object but the subject which is exempted from the concrete reality of a phenomenon
and presupposed as the abstract source of reality.
36 Barad, Meeting the Universe Halfway, p. 115.
37 Ibid., p. 114.
38 Ibid.
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(Le., be used to measure) itself:' it cannot measure its ovvn entanglement with
the measured object, since each measurement relies on a contingent cut within
a phenomenon, a cut by means of which a part of the phenomenon is 111e asured
by another of its parts.39 This lneans that measurements � and, consequently, our
knowledge) are always local, drawing a line of separation which makes a part of
the phenomenon describable in "classical" (noll-quantum) terms; as such, meas
urements are part of the global quantum reality which encompasses the world
of classically described objects and processes as its subordinate moment. This
insight has important conseqnences for cosmology:
there simply is no outside to the universe for the measuring agencies to go to in
order to measure the universe as a \vhole . . . since there is no outside to the universe,
there is no way to describe the entire system, so that description always occurs from
within: only one part of the world can be made intelligible to itself at a time, because
the other part of the world has to be the part that it makes a difference to.40
It may appear easy to oppose idealism and materialism here: the idealist posi
tion proposes God as the outside observer who can comprehend and "nleasure"
the entire universe, while for the materialist position there is no outside, every
observer remains within the world. In Lacanese, the idealist position is "mas
culine;' it totalizes the universe through the observer as the point of exception,
while materialism is "feminine"; that is, it asserts the "non-All" of every measure
ment." However, it would be too easy to simply privilege the "feminine" non -All
and to reduce the "masculine" totalization-through-exception to a secondary
illusion-here, more thau ever, we should insist on (sexual) difference itself as
39 Ibid., p. 347·
40 Ibid., pp. 350-1.
41 Another inscription ofthe opposition between idealism and materialism in cosmology
occurs in the ongoing debate about the Big Bang: no wonder the Catholic Church has
for decades now supported Big Bang theory, reading it as the moment of God's direct
intervention, the singular point at which universal laws of nature are suspended. The
materialist answer to Big Bang theory is the cyclical theory of the universe, which reads
the Big Bang not as the zero-point of the inexplicable absolute heginning, but as the
moment of passage from one universe to another, a passage which can also be accounted
for by the laws of nature. The idea (relying on string theory-and the problems with
string theory signal the potential weakness of this approach) is that there are more
than the usual four dimensions in the universe (three spatial dimensions plus time):
there is (at least) another spatial dimension which maintains an infinitesimal but still
. operational distance between our world (a "brane": a multi-dimensional membrane)
and its double; at the end of a cosmic cycle, the two branes collapse into each other, the
distance separating them is canceled, and this collapse engenders the explosion of a new
world. See Rosenblum and Kuttner, Quantum Eiligma.
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the primary fact, as the impossible Real with regard to which both positions,
"masculine" and "feminine;' appear as secondary, as two attempts to resolve its
deadlock.
What this means with regard to the philosophical consequences of quantum
physics and cosmology is that one cannot simply locate the "agential cut" which
generates the classical universe within the quantum non-All, thereby reducing
the classical reality to a phenomenon within the quantum universe, for quantum
reality is not simply the encompassing unity including its "opposite;' classical
reality. Here also, we must be attentive to the frame within which quantum
reality appears to us: the encompassing frame itself is in a way already part of
the enframed content. In other words, what we are effectively dealing with is
classical reality, no matter how blurred it is: the wave functions and all other
quanta are ultimately something we reconstruct as the cause of the measure
ments we observe and register in strictly classical terms. What we encounter
here is the paradox elaborated by Louis Dumont as constitutive of hierarchy: the
"higher" ontological order has to appear within the perspective of the "lower"
order as subordinated to the latter, as its effect-in this case, quantum reality
which is ontologically "higher" (causing and encompassing classical reality) has
to appear, within this reality, as something subordinated to it and grounded in
it. And it is not enough to dismiss this reversal as merely epistemological ("while
quantum reality is the true reality which causes classical reality, relations are
reversed in our process of knowledge" ) -here again we should transpose the
epistemological reversal back into ontology and ask the key question: why is this
reversal necessary for the ontological sphere itself?"
The answer is that we have to presuppose a more radical Cut which already
traverses the non -All. The structure of sexual difference is already that of
diffraction: the difference itself precedes the two entities between which it dif
ferentiates; in other words, it works like the diffractive obstacle, so that both
sexual positions, masculine and feminine, must be conceived as reactions to the
obstacle or deadlock, as two ways of coping with it. The reason Barad does not
take into account this more radical ontological cut lies in her implicit naturalism.
Fully versed in Butler's and Foucault's discourse theories, Barad emphaSizes how
the apparatuses which provide the frame for agential cuts are not just material,
in the immediate sense of being part of nature, but are also SOcially conditioned,
always reliant on a complex network of social and ideological practices. Her
critical point against Butler, Foucault, and other historicist discourse-theorists
is that, although they critically reject the Cartesian humanist position, they
continue to privilege the human standpoint: their historicism limits history to
human history, to the complex network of discursive practices and formations
42 This is homologous to the question of hierarchy: why can the higher order retain its
priority only if it appears wi�hin the lower order as subordinated to it?
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which determine the horizon of intelligibility. The gap between (human) history
and nature persists in their work, offering only yet another version of the
standard anti-natnralist rnotif of nature as a historically conditioned discursive
category: what counts as "natural" ultiInately depends on historical discursive
processes. Barad here risks a fateful step further into a full "naturalization" of
the very notion of discourse: rejecting "hUlnanist remains" in Bohr's episteJllol
ogy (his identification of the "observer" with human subject), her agential realist
account argues that
intelligibility is an ontological performance of the world in its ongoing articulation.
It is not a human-dependent characteristic, but a feature of the world in its differ
ential becoming . . . Knmving entails specific practices through which the world is
differentially articulated and accounted for. In some instances, "nonhumans" (even
beings without brains) emerge as partaking in the world's active engagement in
practices of knowing.�3
Barad's radical ontological conclusion is thus that "matter and meaning are
mutually articulated" :�4 "Discursive practices are the material conditions for
making meaning. In my post humanist account, Ineaning is not a human-based
notion; rather, meaning is an ongoing performance of the world in its differ
ential intelligibility:'" She mentions a primitive, brainless deep-sea organism
whose entire surface mirrors light changes and triggers an escape motion when
these changes are read as dangerous-an example of the mutual articulation of
meaning and matter. But Barad's conclusion nonetheless works all too smoothly:
true, it liquidates the last "humanist remains"-that is, it removes the final ves
tiges of what Meillassoux calls "transcendental correlationisrn" (the axiom that
every object or part of reality emerges as the objective correlate of a "positing"
subject)-but the price it pays is that of ontologizing correlation itseljby locating
meaning directly in nature, in the guise of the unity of apparatuses and objects.
The problem here is the implied continuity of the line leading trom the
natural correlation between organism and its environment to the structure
of meaning proper to the symbolic order. In nature, differences make differ
ences: there are agential cuts which establish a difference between the series
of "causes" and the series of "effects;' an organism measures its environment
and reacts accordingly; nonetheless, what is missing is a short-circuit between
the two series of difterences, a mark belonging to the series of "effects" which
retroactively inscribes itself into the series of "causes:' Deleuze's nanle for this
paradoxical mark is "dark precursor;' a term he introduces in Difference and
43 Baraci, lvleeting the Universe Haljlvay, p. 149.
44 Ibid., p. 152.
45 Ibid., p. 335·
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Repetition : "Thunderbolts explode between different intensities, but they are
preceded by an imperceptible dark precursor [precurseur sombre], which deter
mines their path in advance, but in reverse, as though intagliated:'46 As such, the
dark precursor is the signifier of a meta-difference:
given two heterogeneous series, two series of differences, the precursor plays the
part of the differenciator of these differences. In this manner, by virtue of its own
power, it puts them into immediate relation to one another: it is the in�itself of
difference or the "differently different" -in other words, difference in the second
degree, the self-different which relates different to different by itself. Because the
path it traces is invisible and becomes visible only in reverse, to the extent that it is
traveled over and covered by the phenomenon it induces within the system. it has no
place other than that from which it is "missing; no identity other than that which it
lacks: it is precisely the object = x, the one which is "lacking in its place" as it lacks
its own identity.47
Or, as Ian Buchanan puts it concisely: "Dark precursors are those moments in a
text which must be read in reverse if we are not to mistake effects for causes:'4'
In The Logic of Sense, Deleuze develops this concept with direct reference to the
Lacanian notion of the "pure signifier": there has to be a short-circuit between
the two series, that of the signifier and that of the signified, in order for the
effect -of-sense to take place. This short -circuit is what Lacan calls the "quilting
point;' the direct inscription of the signifier into the order of the signified in the
guise of an "empty" signifier without signified. This signifier represents the (sig
nifying) cause within the order of its effects, thus subverting the (mis)perceived
"natural" order within which the signifier appears as the effect or expression of
the signified. This is why the correspondence between the two series of differ
ences that we find in natnre is not yet meaning-or, if it is, it is merely a pure
denotative signal, the registering of a correspondence between two sets of dif
ferences, but not yet sense. Meaning has to be distinguished from sense: Deleuze
demonstrated how sense can only arise against the background of nonsense,
since sense is by definition the making sense of a nonsense.
Take, once again, the example of anti-Semitism: it enacts a correspondence
between a series of featnres of social life (financial corruption, sexual deprav
ity, media mapipulation, etc.) and a series of homologous hypothetic features
of the "Jewish character" (Jews are corrupt, sexually depraved, they control
46 Gilles Deleuze, Difference and Repetition, trans. Paul Patton, London: Continuum
2001, p. 119.
47 Ibid., pp. 119-20.
48 Ian Buchanan, Deleuzism: A Metacommentary, Durham: Duke University Press
2000, p. 5.
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and manipulate our media . . . ) in order establish the conclusion that Jews are
the ultimate callse of these disturbing features of our society. This conclusion
is, however, supported by a much more complex intellectual process. First,
there is a reversal at the level of causality: if someone 'claims that "the Jews
are degenerate, exploitative, and manipulative;' this does not yet make him
an anti-Semite; the true anti-Semite will add: "This guy is degenerate, exploit.
ative, and manipulative, because he is a Jew:' We are not dealing here with a
simple Circularity, for the underlying logic is not: "He is degenerate because
he is a Jew, and Jews are degenerate:' Something more takes place here; in this
reversal, an excess, a mysterious je ne sais quoi, is generated, the underlying
logic of which is: "there is S0111 e mysterious ingredient in Jews, an essence of
being-Jewish, which causes them to be degenerate, etc." A pseudo-cause is thus
introduced, as the mysterious ingredient which makes a Jew a Jew; a "deeper
sense" emerges, things all of a sudden become clear, everything makes sense,
because the Jew is identifled as the source of all our troubles. This sense is, of
course, itself sustained by non -sense, by the nonsensical short -circuit of the
inclusion of the name of an object among its properties. And this additional
reversal which "makes sense" is what is missing in Barad's claim that we find
meaning already in pre-human nature, in the way natural organisms interact
(or, rather, intra-act) with their environment. In other words, although in her
critique of "essentialism" Barad emphasizes again and again the importance of
djfferences and differentiating, what she leaves out of consideration is ultimately
diffe rence itself, the self-relating "pure" difference which precedes the terms it
differentiates.
Here we arrive at the crux of the problem: the aim of our critique of Bm'ad's
conclusions is not to propose a new version of the classical gap that separates
humans hom animals by claiming that the short -circuit which "makes sense"
out of nonsense is specifically human. The insight that, in quantum mechan
ics, we encounter in nature (in, as it were, a lower power/potency) a weird
proto-version of what we usually perceive as the speciflcally human symbolic
dimension should be maintained; our thesis is that a proto-version of the dif
ferential short -circuit ignored by Barad can be found at work in the quantum
field. To establish this, we must first repeat the fundamental Hegelian reversal:
the problem is not "how can we pass from the classical universe to the universe
of quantum waves?" but exactly the opposite-"why and how does the quantum
universe itself immanently require the collapse of the wave function, its 'de
coherence' into the classical universe?" Why and how is the collapse inherent
to the quantum universe? In other words, it is not only that there is no classical
reality which is not sustained by fuzzy quantum fluctuations; it is also that there
is no quantum universe which is not always already hooked onto some bit of
classical reality. The problem of the collapse of the wave function in the act of
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measurement is that i t h a s t o be formulated in classical, n o t quantum, terms
this is why
the collapse of the wave function occupies an anomalous position within quantum
mechanics. It is required by the fact that observations occur, but it is not predicted
by quantum theory. It is an additional postulate, which must be made in order that
quantum mechanics be consistent,49
Note the precise formulation: a measurement formulated in the terms of clas
sical reality is necessary for quantum mechanics itself to be consistent, it is an
addition of the classic reality which "sutures" the quantum field. There have
been multiple attempts to resolve this anomaly. First, there is the dualist posi
tion: we are dealing with two different levels of reality, classical "macro" -reality
obeying ordinary laws, and "micrd' -reality obeying quantum laws; then, there
is the more extreme pOSition according to which all there is is classical reality,
and the quantum sphere is just a rational construct or presupposition designed
to account for measurements formulated in classical terms. For Barad, reality is
also one, but it is the one of entangled phenomena which obey quantum laws: it
is only within a phenomenon, as part of the intra-action of its components (to
talk about "interaction" already concedes too much to classical ontology, since
it implies that separated parts somehow interact), that a cut is enacted and the
object is fixed as observed. The cut isolates the object as the "cause" and the
mark in the measuring apparatus as the "effect," so that a change or difference in
the object is entangled with a change or difference in the apparatus-but this cut
is inherent to a phenomenon.
The key notion here is that of the unity of the entire phenomenon which
encompasses the object and the apparatus; this is why, when, in the double-slit
experiment, the path of each particle is measured and the interference pattern
disappears, we should avoid any mystique about how particles somehow "know"
whether they are being observed or not and behave accordingly. But we should
also not read this fact as the result of an empirical disturbance of particles by
the process of measurement (it is not that a wave changes into a collection of
particles when it is disturbed by photons measuring its path). What changes is
the entire phenomenal dispositifwhich enacts a different agential cut, one which
allows measur,ing:
all that is required to degrade the interference pattern is the possibility of distin
guishing paths . . . what matters is "contextuality" -the condition of possibility of
49 George Greenstein and Arthur G. Zajonc, The Quantum Challenge: Modern Research
on the Foundations of Quantum Mechanics, Sudbury, MA: jones and Bartlett 1997, p. 187:
as quoted in Barad, Meeting the Universe Halfway, p. 285 (emphases added).
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definition-rather than the actual measurement itself. Since it has been confirmed
experimentally that the interference pattern disappears without any which-path
measurement having actnally been performed-but just by! the mere possibility of
distinguishing paths- these findings offer a clear challenge to any explanation of the
destruction of the interference pattern that relies on a mechanical disturbance as its
causal mechanism.50
Note the occurrence of the transcendental term "condition of possibility": the
apparatuses play a kind of transcendental role, structuring the field of intelligi
bility of a phenomenon. This is why a mere possibility of measuring suffices: the
interference pattern disappears with the mere possibility of distinguishing paths,
even in the absence of any empirical measurement, not because individual par
ticles somehow "know" their path is observed, but because the possibility of
measuring is transcendentally constitutive of their field of intelligibility. This
is also how one can account for the even more perplexing case of the delayed
measurement which seems to be able to "change the past":
not only is it possible to restore the interference pattern by erasing the which-path
information . . but we can decide whether or not to erase the Which-path informa
tion after the atom has passed through the slits and registered its mark on some
screen . . . if the experimenter can decide whether or not an interference pattern will
result by deciding whether or not to erase the which path information long after
each atom has already hit the careen then it seems the experimenter has control over
the past. How can this be?"
Again, the key is provided by the uuity of the phenomenon, by the "ontological
priority of phenomena over objects": the paradox only arises if we isolate parti
cles as autonomous "objects" which magically change their behavior once they
"know" they are (or even: will be) observed:
If one focuses on abstract individual entities the result is an utter mystery, we cannot
account for the seemingly impossible behavior of the atoms. It's not that the experi
menter changes a past that had already been present or that atoms fall into line
with a new future simply by erasing information. The point is that the past was
never simply there to begin with and the future is not simply what will unfold; the
"past" and the "future" are iteratively reworked and enfolded . . . There is no spooky
action-at-a-distance coordination between individual particles separated in space or
individual events separated in time. Space and time are phenomenal, that is, they are
50 Barad, Meeting the Universe Haljivay, pp. 305-6.
51 Ibid., pp. )11-12.
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intra-actively produced i n the making o f phenomena; neither space nor time exist as
determinate givens outside of phenomena.s�
In short, each phenomenon encompasses its own ('past" and "future" which are
created once the coordinates of this phenomenon are set by an agential cut. What
this means is that each phenomenon already involves an agential cut, already
involves the collapse of the (local) wave function. Each phenomenon thus gives
body to a specific difference: to a cut which opposes an agent and an object. The
background of this plurality of phenomena-the In-itself, to put it in Kantian
terms-is the void or vacuum, pure quantum potentiality: every phenomenon
breaks the balance of the vacuum. If it is already difficult to imagine the emer
gence out of nothing of a little piece of reality, how can the entire universe
emerge ex nihilo? Quantum physics here offers a beautiful and properly dialecti
cal solution: of course no single object within a given universe can emerge out
of nothing, but the entire universe can do so, and for a very precise reason: "One
requirement any law of nature must satisfy is that it dictates that the energy of an
isolated body surrounded by empty space is positive, which means that one has
to do work to assemble the body"; otherwise,
there would be no reason that bodies could not appear anywhere and everY""here.
Empty space would therefore be unstable . . . If the total energy of the universe must
always remain zero, and it costs energy to create a body, how can a whole universe
be created out of nothing? That is why there must be a law like gravity " . Because
gravity shapes space and time, it allows space-time to be locally stable but globally
unstable. On the scale of the entire universe, the positive energy of the matter can be
balanced by the negative gravitational energy, and so there is no restriction on the
creation of whole universes. Because there is a law like gravity, the universe can and
will create itself from nothing. 53
The dialectical beauty of this argument is that it inverts the standard idea of a
universe which is locally unstable but globally stable, as in the old conservative
saw that something must change so that everything remains the same: the stabIl
ity and harmony of the Whole is the very harmony of the continuous struggle
between its parts. What quantum physics proposes is, on the contrary, global
instability as the basis of local stability: entities within a universe have to obey
stable rules, they are part of a causal chain, but what is contingent is the very
totality of this chain. Does this mean, however, that at this level of the pure
potentiality of the Void, there are no differences? No: there is pure diffe rence in
the guise of the gap between two vacuums, the topic of the Higgs field. Let us
52 Ibid., p. 315.
53 Hawking and Mlodinow, The Grand Design, pp. 179-80.
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approach the paradox ofthe Higgs field via, once again, a parallel with the status
of the "Nation" in our sOcio-political imaginary.
What is a "Nation" to which we "belong" if not one of the names for the
Freudo-Lacanian "Thing": the unnamable X, the black hole of the symbolic uni
verse which can never be defined by a set of positive properties, but can only be
signaled by tautological pseudo-explanations like "It is just what it is, you have to
be a German (or . . . ) to know what it means"? It is not in front of us, its menlbers,
but behind us, as the impenetrable background of our collective existence.
Think of the art of choosing which queue to join: any precise definable strategy
will turn out to be counterproductive if it is followed by too many participants
(like the well-known example of most drivers taking a detour through a side
road because the main road is expected to be clogged up, with the result that
the side-road gets congested and the main road is free of traffic) . If, however,
the opposite strategy of randomly chOOSing any queue is followed by almost all
participants, a predictable pattern will emerge which, again, will enable those
following a strategy that takes this pattern into account to choose the fastest line.
There are nonetheless some people who regularly do choose the faster queue
how do they do it? The true art is to find a balance between these two extremes:
adopting a limited strategy which takes into account the short -term fluctuations
and imbalances before every strategy becomes fully self-destructive. Something
similar goes on with naming the X of one's Nation-Thing: both fully consist
ent strategies (either acting as if one can define a Nation-Thing with a set of
properties-the equivalent of a definable strategy of chOOSing a queue, or just
insisting that the Nation-Thing is an unfathomable tautology-the eqUivalent
of chOOSing the queue randomly) are self-destructive, so that all that one can do
is apply the "poetic" approach of picking out fleeting particular features which
somehow give a particular spin to the empty Nation-Thing, while remaining
ever so particular, that is, without imposing themselves as universal properties
of all (or even the majority of) the members of a Nation-say, in the case of the
English, drinking warm beer, playing cricket, fox hunting, and so forth.
Hanif Kureishi was Ollce telling me about his new novel, which had a dif
ferent narrative to his earlier books. I ironically asked him: "But the hero is
nonetheless an immigrant with a Pakistani father who is a failed writer . . ." He
replied: "What's the problem? Don't we all have Pakistani fathers who are failed
writers?" He was right-and this is what Hegel meant by Singularity elevated
into universality: the pathological twist that Kureishi identified in his father is
part of every father; there is no normal father, everybody's father is a figure who
failed to live up to his expectations and thus left to his son the task of settling
his symbolic debts. In this sense, Kureishi's "Pakistani failed writer" is a uni
versal Singular, a singular standing in for universality. This is what hegemony
is about, this short-circuit between the universal and its paradigmatic case (in
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the precise Kuhnian sense of the term) : it is not enough to say that Kureishi's
own case is one in a series of cases exemplifying the universal fact that being
a father is yet another "impossible profession" -one should take a step further
and claim that, precisely, we all have Pakistani fathers who are failed writers. In
other words, let us imagine being-a-father as a universal ideal which all empiri
cal fathers endeavor to approach but ultimately fail to reach: this means that the
true universality is not that of the ideal being-a-father, but that of failure itself.
The "Pakistani failed writer" is Kureishi's name for the Father-Thing, giving it a
specific spin-it is poets who are the original spin-doctors. Therein also resides
the art of "naming" a Nation-Thing: to invent or name such specific "spins"
which give a flavor of the Nation-Thing while maintaining a proper distance
towards it, thereby respecting its unnamability. Such is the art, or one of them,
of the poets.
The parallel with modern cosmology reveals more than one might expect
here. Insofar as the Nation-Thing functions as a kind of semiotic "black hole;'
we should bring into play the notion of the "event horizon:' In general relativity,
the event horizon designates a boundary in space-time: the area surrounding
the black hole, beyond which events cannot affect an outside observer. Light
emitted from inside the horizon can never reach the observer, so that anything
that passes through the horizon from the observer's side is never seen again.
Where is the equivalent of a poetic nomination of the Nation-Thing? Perhaps
in so-called "Hawking radiation," a thermal radiation predicted by Stephen
Hawking in 1975 to be emitted by black holes: quantum effects allow black holes
to emit black body radiation from just beyond the event-horizon; this radia
tion does not come directly from the black hole itself, but is the result of virtual
particles being boosted by the black hole's gravitation into becoming real parti
cles: vacuum fluctuations cause a particle-antiparticle pair to appear close to the
event-horizon of a black hole; one of the pair falls into the black hole whilst the
other escapes, and to an outside observer it would appear that the black hole has
just emitted a particle. Are not poetic nominations of a Thing something like
this? To an outside observer (reader), it appears that the Nation-Thing itself has
emitted this nomination. One is tempted to go even further with this parallel
and include in it the "Higgs boson;' a hypothetical elementary particle which is
the quantum of the Higgs field, a paradoxical field which acquires a non-zero
value in empty space. This is why the Higgs boson is also called the "God parti
cle": it is a "so �ething" of which the "nothing" itself is made, literally the "stuff
of nothing:' So too the Freudian Thing: the stuff of nothing.
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THE TWO VAC UUMS
The Higgs Held undermines the standard New Age appropriations of the
quantulll Void as the Nothing-All, a pure potentiality at the abyssal origin of all
things, the Plotinian formless Over-One in which all deierminate Ones disap
pear. The "Higgs field" controls whether forces and particles behave differently
or not: when it is "switched on" (operative), symmetries are broken between
elementary particles, and their complex pattern of differences emerges; when it
is "switched off' (inoperative), forces and particles are indistinguishable from
one another, the system is in a state of vacuum-this is why particle scientists
search so desperately for the (hypothetical, for the time being) Higgs Particle,
sometimes referring to it as the "god particle:' This particle is the equivalent of
what Lacan calls the objet petit a, the object-cause of desire, namely the cause
disturbing the symmetry of a vacuum, the X which breaks the symmetry and
introduces differences-in short, nothing less than the cause of the passage from
nothing (the vaCUUlll, the void of pure potentialities) to something (actual dif
ferent particles and fOlTes). How is this miraculous particle even thinkable in a
materialist way? How can we avoid here the obscurantist idea of a mystical cause
of all objects?"
The materialist solution is very precise, and it concerns the key paradox of
the Higgs field: as with every field, Higgs is characterized by its energy density
and by its strength-however, "it is energetically favorable for the Higgs Held
to be switched on and for the symmetries between particles and forces to be
broken:';; In short, when we have the pure vacuum (with the Higgs field switched
off), the Higgs field still has to spend some energy-nothing comes for free;
it is not the zero-point at which the universe is just "resting in itself" in total
release-the nothing has to be sustained by an investment of energy. In other
words, energetically, it costs something to maintain the nothing (the void of the
pure vacuum). Maybe some theosophical traditions are on the right track here,
such as the Talmudic idea that, prior to creating something, God had to create
nothing, to withdraw, to clear the space for creation. This paradox compels us to
introduce a distinction between twu vacuums: first, there is the "false" vacuum
in which the Higgs field is switched off, i.e., there is pure symmetry with no
diflerentiated particles or forces; this vacuum is "ftlse" because it can only be
sustained by a certain amount of energy expenditure. Then, there is the "true"
vacuum in which, although the Higgs field is switched on and the symmetry
54 All theosophical speculations focns on this point: at the very beginning (or, more
precisely, before the beginning), there is nothing, the void of pure potentiality, the will
,which wants nothing, the divine abyss prior to God, and this void is then inexplicably
disturbed or lost.
55 Paul ]. Steinhardt and Neil Turok, Endless Universe: Beyond the Big Bang, London:
Phoenix 2008, p. 82.
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broken, i . e . , there is a certain differentiation of particles and forces, the amount
of energy spent is zero. In other words, energetically, the Higgs field is in a state
of inactivity, of absolute repose." At the beginning, there is the false vacuum;
this vacuum is disturbed and the symmetry is broken because, as with every
energetic system, the Higgs field tends towards the minimization of its energy
expenditure. This is why "there is something and not nothing": because, ener
getically, something is cheaper than nothing. We are here back at the notion of
den in Democritus: a "something cheaper than nothing:' a weird pre-ontological
"something" which is less than nothing.
It is thus crucial to distinguish between the two Nothings: the Nothing of
the pre-ontological den, of "Iess-than-nothings," and the Nothing posited as
such, as direct negation-in order for Something to emerge, the pre-ontological
Nothing has to be negated, has to be posited as a direct/explicit emptiness, and
it is only within this emptiness that Something can emerge, that there can be
"Something instead of Nothing:' The first act of creation is thus the emptying
of the space, the creating of Nothing (in Freudian terms, the death drive and
creative sublimation are intricately linked).
Is not the Epicurean notion of the clinamen the first philosophical model
of this structure of the double vacuum, of the idea that an entity only is insofar
as it "comes too late" with regard to itself, to its own identity? In contrast to
Democritus, who claimed that atoms fall straight down in empty space, Epicurus
attributed to them the spontaneous tendency to deviate from their straight paths.
This is why, in Lacanese, one could say that the passage from Democritus to
Epicurus is the passage from the One to the surplus-object: Democritus's atoms
are "ones:' while Epicurus's atoms are surplus-objects-no wonder that Marx's
theoretical path begins with his doctoral thesis on the difference between the
philosophies of Democritus and Epicurus.
Perhaps this gives us a minimal definition of materialism: the irreducible
distance between the two vacuums. And this is why even Buddhism remains
"idealist": there, the two vacuums become confused in the notion of nirvana.
Even Freud did not quite grasp this clearly, sometimes confounding the death
drive with the "nirvana principle:' thereby missing the core of his notion of the
death drive as the "undead" obscene immortality of a repetition which insists
beyond life and death. Nirvana as the return to a pre-organic peace is a "false"
vacuum, since it "costs more" (in terms of energy expenditure) than the circular
movement of the drive.s7
56 Ibid., p. 92.
57 Within the domain of the drive, the same gap appears in the guise of the difference
between the drive's goal and aim, as elaborated by Lacan: the drive's goal-to reach its
object -is "false;' it masks its "true" aim, which is to reproduce its own circular movement
by way of repeatedly missing its object. If the fantasized unity with the object brought
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We encounter a homologous structure a1so on the market: when Tim
Hartford talks about "the men who lmew the value of nothing;" " we should
complicate the formula by drawing a parallel with Stephen Jay Gould's famous
essay on the relationship between the price and size of Hershey chocolate bars.
Comparing price and size changes from 1949 through 1979, Gould discovered
how the company gradually reduced the size of the bars, then made them larger
(though not as large as they were originally) and raised the price . . . then they
started to reduce the size again. If we take this process to its logical conclusion,
at some point which could be exactly calculated, the company would be selling a
package with nothing in it, and this nothing would have a price which could be
precisely determined." The Lacanian objet a is precisely this something which
sustains the nothing, the "price of nothing;' in exactly the same way in which a
certain energy is needed to sustain the vacuum. The common -sense reaction
to all this would be that surely we can only talk about "less than nothing" in a
symbolic space where, for example, my bank balance might be minus $15,000. In
reality, there is by definition nothing that is "less than nothing:' But is this really
the case? Quantum physics undermines precisely this elementary ontological
presupposition.
There is nonetheless a way in which authentic Buddhism is aware of this
paradox. To take an example from popular culture: when, in the remake of
The Karate Kid (2010), the young American boy protests to his Chinese kung
III teacher, "How can I win my fight if I only stand stim" the teacher replies:
"Being still is not the same as doing nothing:' We can understand this proposi
tion against the background of the well-known (but no less adequate) cliche
about a wise ruler who knows how to play one subordinate off against another,
so that their plots neutralize each other-a simple example of how the Whole
of the kingdom is at peace while the parts fight each other. In contrast to this
"doing nothing" of the Whole sustained by the frantic activity of the parts,
"standing still;' as a sudden interruption of movement, disturbs the peace of
the fuUlimpossible incestuous jouissance, the drive's repeated missing of its object does
not simply cOIIlpel ns to be satisfied with a lesser enjoyment, but generates a surplus
enjoyment of its own, the plus-de-jouir. The paradox of the death drive is thus strictly
homologous to that of the Higgs field: from the standpoint of the libidinal economy, it
is "cheaper" for the system to repeatedly traverse the circle of the drive than to stay at
absolute rest.
58 See Tim Hartford, The Undercover Economist, London: Abacus 2007, p. 77-8.
59 See Stephen Jay Gould, "Phyletic Size Decrease in Hershey Bars;' in Hen's Teeth and
Horses' Toes, New York: W W. Norton & Company 1994. This is the profit: the price of
nothing we pay when we buy something from a capitalist. The capitalist economy counts
with the price of nothing, it involves the reference to a virtual Zero which has a precise
price.
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the harmonious functioning (the circular movement) of the Whole.'o Do we
not have here, once again, a homologous duality of vacuums: the vacuum of
"standing still" and the vacuum of "doing nothing"? In a kind of repetition of the
paradox of the Higgs field, in order to effectively "do nothing:' one should not
"stand still:' but be active in a certain way, since, if one is really inactive, if one
just stands still, this immobility causes havoc and chaos."
If we want to describe the minimal ontological coordinates of the universe, it
is thus not enough simply to posit the endless multiplicity of phenomena against
the background of the vacuum or void as their universality: the vacuum itself
is always already split between the "false" and the "true" vacuum, a split which
originally or constitutively disturbs it. Or, to risk an anachronistic Hegelian for
mulation: it is thanks to this split in the vacuum itself that the "substance is
always already subject." Here it is crucial to distinguish between the subject and
the agent: the agent is a particular entity embedded in the context of a phenom
enon, the entity whose contours are constituted through a particular agential cut
and in contrast to the object which emerges through the same cut; the subject,
on the contrary, is a void which is not determined by its context but disentangled
from it, or, rather, is the very gesture of such a disentanglement. In other words,
the opposition of agent and object is the result of the agential cut; but when the
"object" is the vacuum itself, it is supplemented by the pure difference which "is"
subject. The shift from specific to pure difference is thus the same as the shift
from agent to subject. And, insofar as the subject is for Hegel not only the name
for a cut, but also the name for the emergence of appearance, is not so-called
de-coherence, the collapse of the wave function which makes ordinary reality
appear, also the name for a cut, a break, in the entanglement of quantum fluctua
tions? Why does Barad not make this point?
60 In Tolstoy's War and Peace, the opposition between Napoleon and Kutuzov is one
between active passivity and passive activity: Napoleon is frantically active, moving and
attacking all the time, but this very activity is fundamentally passive-he passively follows
his fate which pushes him into activity, a victim of historical forces he does not understand.
Marshall KutuzQv, his Russian military counterpart, is passive in his acts-withdrawing,
just persisting-yet his passivity is sustained by an active will to endure and win.
61 There is a personality type which exemplifies the catastrophic consequences of
"doing nothing": the subject who just stands still, doing and noticing nothing wrong,
while causing ,atastrophes all around him. According to Ray Monk, Bertrand Russell
was such a type, sitting still at the center of his family network and enjoying life, while
suicides multiplied around him. Here we can invoke a common experience: when one is
over-excited, attempting to calm oneself down by ceasing all activity usually fails since it
is counter-productive-it demands a lot of effort to abstain from activity in such a state.
It is much more effective to pursue some minimal meaningless activity. like rhythmically
pulling or squeeZing one's fingers-such automatic activity brings much more calm than
does complete inactivity.
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Barad offers many variations on the motif that "details matter": in every
experimental set-up, aIle Inust be very attentive to material details which
can lead to enormons differences in the final result (the "butterfly effect"); in
other words, the experiment can never be reduced to its abstract-ideal coor
dinates. However, is not the opposite fact mnch more interesting, namely, that
the same global form persists through all the variations of the details? What
should surprise us is that this ideal form exerts its own efficacy, that it generates
the same material effects, so that we can almost always safely ignore the mate
rial details� like the form of a wave lNhich remains the same in a sand storm,
although the grains of sand which constitute it are never the same. Perhaps this
efficacy of the abstraction (the abstract form) is the basis of idealism: its status
is not merely epistemological, but also ontological, for the tension between the
abstract notion of an object and the details of its material existence is part of
the object itself Barad is right to commend Bohr for transposing the merely
epistemological "uncertainty" of rneasurement into the ontological incomplete
ness of the (measured) object itself; but she fails to make the same move apropos
ideality: what if all the "bad" features she enumerates ("essentialist" notions of
identity, and so on) are also not only a result of the observer's epistemological
mistake, but, as it were, the result of a "mistake" inscribed into reality itself? To
put it another way, Barad proposes a list of features opposing ("good") diffrac
tion and ("bad") reflection: diffraction pattern versus mirror image, differences
versus sameness, relationalitjes versus min1esis, performativity versus repre
sentationalism, entangled ontology versus separate entities, intra-action versus
interaction of separate entities, phenomena versus things, attending to detailed
patterns and fine-grained features versus reifying simplifkation, the entangle
ment of subject and object within a phenomenon versus the fixed opposition
between the two, complex network versus binary oppositions, etc. But is not
this very opposition between diffraction and reflection (or between per
formativity and representation) itself a rude binary opposition between truth
and illusion?6J
Closely linked to this critical point is another: Barad also repeatedly
claims that meaning is not an ideal entity, but a material practice embedded in
62 We should make the same move apropos the opposition ofpc/formative and constative:
for decades, we have heard how language is an activity, not a medium of representation
which denotes an independent state of things but a life-practice which "does things;'
which constitutes new relations in the world�has the time not come to ask the obverse
question? How call a practice which is fully embedded in a life world start to function
in a representative way, subtracting itself from its life-world entanglement, adopting a
distanced position of observation and denotation? Hegel praised this "miracle" as the
infinite power of Understanding, which can separate-or, at least, treat as separated
what in real life belongs together.
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apparatuses, and so forth. But how are we then to account for its ideal status,
Ulusory as it may be? Concepts may be always and constitutively embedded in
material practices, but they are not only this. The problem is not to locate con
cepts in material practice, but to explain how material practices can generate
the ideal entity we experience as a concept. In a similar way, Barad repeatedly
deploys the motif of the Cartesian subject as the external agent of disentangled
observation, to be replaced by agential entanglement: we are part of the observed
reality, the cut between subject and object is contingently enacted, and so on.
But the true problem is to explain how this "false" appearance of a disentangled
subject can emerge in the first place: can it really be accounted for in the terms of
the agential cut within the entanglement of a phenomenon? Is it not that we have
to presuppose a more radical trans-phenomenal cut as a kind of transcendental
a priori that makes intra-active agential cuts pOSSible?
Here, perhaps, a more radical reading of diffraction is needed: the very
notion of diffraction has to be diffracted. As Barad notes, "diffraction has to
do with the way waves combine when they overlap and the apparent bending
and spreading of waves that occurs when waves encounter an obstruction:'6J
Diffraction itself is thus diffracted into combining and splitting, into overlap
ping and spreading. This duality does not refer to two consecutive phases of a
process, like a wave which, upon encountering an obstruction, splits into two
waves which then, meeting up again on the other side of the obstacle, interfere.
Rather, the duality refers to two aspects of one and the same process: diffraction
is a splitting which generates what it splits into two, for there is no unity preced
ing the split. In other words, we should conceive diffraction not as a liberating
dehiscence of the One, but as the very movement of the constitution of the One,
as the disunity, the gap, which gives birth to the One. Thus radicalized, diffrac
tion is revealed as another name for parallax, the shift of perspective needed to
produce the effect of the depth of the Real, as if an object acquires the impen
etrable denSity of the Real only when its reality reveals itself to be inconsistent:
the observed X is real only insofar as it is the impossible point at which two
incompatible realities overlap-now it is a wave, but if we measure it differently,
it is a particle.
This means that the two vacuums are also not symmetrical: we are not
dealing with a polarity, but with the displaced One, a One which is, as it were,
retarded with regard to itself, always already "fallen;' its symmetry always already
'
broken.'4 The pure" vacuum always reveals itself as "false;' drawn towards the
balance of a "true" vacuum which already involves a minimum of activity and
disturbance. It is crucial that this tension between the two vacuums be main
tained: the "false vacuum" cannot simply be dismissed as a mere illusion, leaVing
63 Barad, Meeting the Universe Halfway, p. 74.
64 Perhaps Derrida was aiming at something similar with his notion of diffe rance.
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only the "true" vacuum, so that the only true peace is that of incessant activity, of
balanced circular motion-the "true" vacuum itself remains forever a traumatic
disturbance.
Complementarity in quantum physics (wave or particle) excludes any
dialectical relationship, there is no mediation between the parallax gap that
separates the two aspects-is this gap the non-dialectical ground of negativity?
The old metaphysical problem of how to name the nameless abyss pops up here
in the context of how to name the primordial gap: contradiction, antagonism,
symbolic castration, parallax, diffraction, complementarity . . . up to difference.
As Jameson hinted, perhaps one should leave this gap nameless, but what we
should not abstain hom is at least an interim outline of the ontology implied by
such a universe.
Recall the example of the revolutionary lovers living in a permanent state of
emergency, totally dedicated to the Cause, ready to sacrifice all personal sexual
fulfillment for it, but Simultaneously totally dedicated to each other: the radical
disjunction between sexual passion and social-revolutionary activity is fully rec
ognized here, for the two dimensions are accepted as totally heterogeneous, each
irreducible to the other, and it is this very acceptance of the gap which makes the
relationship non-antagonistic. This example can serve as a model for the prop
erly dialectical reconciliation: the two dimensions are not mediated or united
in a higher "syntheSiS;' they are merely acceptecl in their incomn1ensurability.
This is why the insurmountable parallax gap, the conhontation of two closely
linked perspectives between ·which no neutral common ground is possible, is
not a Kantian revenge over Hegel, that is, yet another name for a fundamental
antinomy which can never be dialectically mediated or sublated. Hegelian rec
onciliation is a reconciliation with the irreducibility of the antinomy, and it is in
this way that the antinomy loses its antagonistic character.

Y 'A DE DEN
So where does all this leave us with regard to Hegel? We all know the famous
opening lines of "BurI1t Norton;' the first of T. S. Eliot's Four Quartets:
Time present and time past
Are both perhaps present ill time future,
And time future contained in time past.
If all time is eternally present
All time is unredeemable.
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There i s a parody on these lines (admired b y Eliot himself) which, b y merely
changing or adding a word here and there, transforms them into a pure and
simple banality, in the style of "Yesterday I was a day younger than today, and
tomorrow I will be a day older . . ." Does not something homologous occur in
the predominant reception of Hegel's thought? What we get is an endlessly
repeated series of banalities: Hegel's thought as the ultimate expression, to the
point of madness even, of metaphysical onto-teleology; the dialectical process
as a closed circle in which things "become what they are;' in which nothing
really new can emerge; the elevation of the Concept into a monster whose self
movement engenders all of reality; the a priori confidence that all negativity,
splits, antagonisms, are "reconciled" in the final sublation, and so on and so
forth. Here, we need only introduce a little displacement, and the entire image
of a grand metaphysical process turns into a freakish monstrosity. Yes, things
"become what they are;' but literally: in a contingent and open process, they
become what, retroactively, it appears that they always already were. Yes, antag
onism is "reconciled;' but not in the sense that it magically disappears-what
Hegel calls "reconciliation" is, at its most basic, a reconciliation with the antago
nism. Yes, in the course of a dialectical process, its ground (starting point) is
retroactively posited by its result, but this retroactive positing never closes in a
full circle, a discontinuity always persists between a ground and what the ground
grounds, and so on.
The ultimate "Hegelian" banality concerns the fact, emphasized by Lebrun,
that, whatever the radical contingency of the process, Hegel holds out the
promise that, at the end, we can always tell a story about the process. What the
critics of Hegel usually question is the happy ending: the assurance that every
negativity will be sublated in a higher unity. This questioning, however, relies
on a false presupposition: the idea that the story Hegel is telling is the arch
ideological story of the primordial Fall, the story of how One divides into Two,
of how original innocence is disturbed by division or alienation, and so on.
Then, of course, the reproach is that once the Original unity is lost it can never
be regained. But is this really the story Hegel is telling? Let us approach this key
question through a detour.
When we speak about myths in psychoanalysis, we are effectively speak
ing about one myth, the Oedipus myth-all other Freudian myths (the myth of
the primordial father, Freud's version of the Moses myth) are variations on it,
although nece� sary ones. However, with the Hamlet narrative, things get com
plicated. The standard, pre-Lacanian, "naive" psychoanalytic reading of course
focuses on Hamlet's incestuous desire for his mother. Hamlet's shock at his
father's death is thus explained in terms of the traumatic impact the fulfillment
of an unconscious violent desire (in this case, for the father to die) has on the
subject; the specter of the dead father who appears to Hamlet is the projection
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of his own guilt with regard to his death-wish; his hatred of Claudius is an effect
of narcissistic rivalry-Claudius, instead of Hamlet himself, got his mother; his
disgust for Ophelia and womankind in general expresses his revllision at sex
ill its suffocating incestuous modality, which arises with the lack of the pater
nal prohibition or sanction. So, according to this standard reading, Hamlet
as a modernized version of Oedipus bears witness to the strengthening of the
Oedipal prohibition of incest in the passage from Antiquity to Modernity: in the
case of Oedipus, we are stilI dealing with incest, while in Hamlet, the incestuous
wish is repressed and displaced. And it seems that the very diagnosis of Hamlet
as an obsessional neurotic points in this direction: in contrast to hysteria which
is found throughout all (at least Western) history, obsessional neurosis is a
distinctly modern phenomenon.
While one should not underestimate the strength of this robust, even heroic,
Freudian reading of Hamlet as a modernized version of the Oedipus myth, the
problem is how to harmonize it with the fact that, although-in the Goethean
lineage -Hamlet may appear a model of the modern (introverted, brooding,
indecisive) intellectual, the myth of Hamlet is older than that of Oedipus. The
kernel of the Hamlet narrative (the son avenges his father against the father's
evil brother who murdered him and took over his throne; the son survives the
illegitimate rule of his uncle by playing the fool and making "crazy" but truth
ful remarks) is a universal myth found everywhere, from old Nordic cultures
through Ancient Egypt up to Iran and Polynesia. The expected chronological
order is thus reversed: what appears to be the original mythical story comes
second, preceded by its more "corrupted:' ironic, mediated copy. This paradox
of (what is experienced as) repetition (a distorted copy) preceding the "pure"
original is what defines historicity proper in contrast to the ideological (hi)story
of a Fall: history proper begins when our vision of the past is no longer colored
by our (negative) experience of the present, when we are able to perceive the
past as an epoch regulated by forms of social organization which radically differ
from the present ones. Fredric Jameson has pointed out that the original topic
of a narrative, the narrative "as such:' is the narrative of a Fall, of how things
went wrong, of how the old harmony was destroyed (in the case of Hamlet, how
the evil uncle overthrew the good father-king). This narrative is the elementary
form of ideology, and as such the key step in the critique of ideology should be
to invert it-which brings us back to Hegel: the story he is telling in his account
of a dialectical process is not the story of how an original organic unity alienates
itself from itself; but the story of how this organic unity never existed in the first
place, of how its status is by definition that of a retroactive fantasy-the Fall itself
generates the mirage of what it is the Pall from.
The same paradox holds for belief viewing the present as an era of
cynical non-belief, we tend to imagine the past as a time when people "really
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believed" -but was there ever a n era when people "really believed"? A s Robert
pfaller demonstrated in his Illusionen der Anderen," the direct belief in a truth
which is subjectively fully assumed ("Here I stand!") is a modern phenomenon,
in contrast to traditional beliefs-at-a-distance, such as underpin conventions
of politeness or other rituals. Premodern societies did not believe directly,
but at a distance, which explains the misreading inherent in, for example, the
Enlightenment critique of "primitive" myths-faced with a notion such as a tribe
having originated from a fish or a bird, the critics first take it as a literal belief,
then reject it as naIve and "fetishistic:' They thereby impose their own notion of
belief on the "primitivized" Other." pfaller is right to emphasize how, today, we
believe more than ever: the most skeptical attitude, that of deconstruction, relies
on the figure of an Other who "really believes:' The postmodern need for the
permanent use of devices of ironic distantiation (quotation marks, etc.) betrays
the underlying fear that, without these devices, belief would be direct and imme
diate-it is as if saying "I love you" instead of the ironic "As the poets would say,
'I love you�' would entail a directly assumed belief that I love you, as if a certain
distance is not operative already in the statement "I love you:' We can see how
the idea of an earlier age of naIve belief also follows the logic of the Fall: what
it obfuscates is the fact that such belief is a retroactive fantasy generated by the
cynical present. In reality, people never "really believed": in premodern times,
belief was not "literal;' it included a distance which was lost with the passage to
modernity.
So, to conclude, let us recapitulate not only this chapter, but the focal point
of the entire book, by taking as a starting point Ray Brassier's question: " How
does thought think the death of thinking?"" To really think the end of the universe
(not only the extinction of the human race, but the end of the universe itself pre
dicted by quantum cosmology), we have to grasp this end as "something that has
already happened;' " and to think our present from this impossible standpoint.
The very last words of Brassier's book define philosophy at its most radical as
65 See Robert Pfaller, Die Illusionen deT anderen: abeT das Lustprinzip in deT Kultur,
Frankfurt: Suhrkamp 2002.
66 One commonplace about philosophers today is that their very analysis of the
hypocrisy of the dominant system betrays their nalvete: why are they still shocked to
see people inconsistently violate their professed values when it suits their interests? Do
they really expect people to be consistent and principled? He we should defend authentic
philosophers: what surprises them is the exact opposite feature-not that people do not
"really believe" and act upon their professed principles, but that people who profess their
cynicism and radical pragmatiC opportunism secretly believe much more than they are
ready to admit, even if they transpose these beliefs onto (non-existent) "others:'
67 Ray Brassier, Nihil Unbound: Enlightenment and Extinction, London: Palgrave
Macmillan 2007, p. 223.
68 Ibid.
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"the organon of extinction" " �the attempt to think being horn the standpoint
of extinction means to think externality without thinking, without (the implicit
presence of) the mind. But there is something wrong, some key dimension is
blurred, when we formulate the problem in this way: it is easy to think the uni
verse prior to the emergence of humanity, there are hundreds of popularizing
books written about the Big Bang, the evolution aflile on Earth, and so on. The
true problem lies elsewhere and is only indicated by the transcendental retort
"How can we be sure that the scientific view of pre-human objective reality is
not already constituted by a transcendental horizon?": the true problem is how
can r think myself as if I am already dead or, more precisely, extinct? Certainly
not through any kind of mystical immersion in a primordial abyss, but, para
doxically, through a radical dis-embodying, through depriving myself of all
"pathological" features of my finitude�and this is the cogito, this zero-point of
the disembodied gaze which sustains "objective" science. This dis-embodied X
which may think itself as part of the object, as already dead, this "undead" X is
the subject, so that the problem is not how to think the In-itself without mind,
but how to think the "objecta!" status of this zero-point of thinking itself: This
forever-elusive objectal counterpart of the subject, the "fossil" which "is" the
subject, is what Lacan calls the objet a, and it is this paradoxical object which is
the only true In-itself.
Ultimately, the alternative we are dealing with here is between two versions
of the death drive: either Brassier's reading of Freud (as an heroic step beyond
the Nietzschean will-to-life into fully assuming the will-to-know as the will-to
nothingess, the will to reach the In-itselfby way of thinking the end of thinking),
or Lacan's reading of Freud (the death drive as the undead compnlsion-to
repeat). Brassier's Freudian option repeats Freud's confusion between the death
drive and the nirvana principle, reading the former as a striving for the return
of the organic to the inorganic or of matter itself to the primordial void, while
Lacan conceives the death drive as a disturbance of any void, as the insistence
of a pre-ontological X on account of which "it moves:' The ultimate ontologi
cal choice is thus not the choice between nothing and something, but between
nothing (extinction) and less than nothing (eppur si muove).
In a way, the difference between Brassier's position and the Lacano- Hegelian
position can be summed np by a simple replacement: Brassier refers to Freud's
triple de-centering or humiliation of man's narcissism-Copernicus, Darwin,
psychoanalysis�but he replaces psychoanalysis with cognitivismi' The latter
fully naturalizes our mind, reducing it to a phenomenon arising naturally out of
evolntion�but perhaps Brassier proceeds too fast here: while cagnitivisrn de
centers the human mind from outside, treating it as an effect of objective natural
69 Ibid., p. 239.
70 Ibid., p. 40.
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mechanisms, only psychoanalysis de-centers i t from within, revealing how the
human mind involves not only objective neuronal processes but also "subjec
tive" processes of thinking which are inaccessible to it.
Referring to Fran�ois Laruelle, Brassier defines materialism in terms of the
Marxist -sounding notion of "determination in the last instance;' which should
be opposed to the similar notion of overdetermination: "determination-in
the-last-instance is the causality which renders it universally possible for any
object X to determine its own 'real' cognition, but only in the last instance:" >
Overdetermination is transcendental; that is, the point of transcendentalism is
that a subject can never fully "objectivize" itself, reduce itself to a part of "objec
tive reality" in front of it, since such a reality is always already transcendentally
constituted by subjectivity: no matter to what extent I succeed in accounting for
myself as a phenomenon within the "great chain of being;' as an effect deter
mined by a network of natural (or supernatural) causes, this causal image is
always already overdetermined by the transcendental horizon which structures
my approach to reality. To this transcendental overdetermination, Brassier
opposes the naturalist determination in the last instance: a serious materialist
can only assume that every subjective horizon within which reality appears,
every subjective constitution or mediation of reality, has to be ultimately deter
mined by its place within objective reality, has to be conceived as part of the
all-encompassing natural process. The contrast is clear here: overdetermination
does not stand for the way an all-encompassing Whole determines the interplay
of its parts, but, on the contrary, for the way a part of the whole emerges as a
self-relating One which overdetermines the network of its relations with others.
In this precise sense, the elementary form of overdetermination is life: a living
being is part of the world, but it relates to its environment as a function of its
self-relating (to take the simplest example: an organism relates to food because
it needs it) Overdetermination is a name for this paradoxical reversal by means
of which a moment subsumes under itself the whole out of which it grew (or, in
Hegelese, posits its presuppositions) .
Such a relationship between overdetermination and determination in
the last instance is antagonistic, since the former makes any direct conceptu
alization of the latter impossible. At the level of temporality, the structure of
overdetermination is that of retroactivity, of an effect which retroactively posits
(overdetermiqes) the very causes by which it is determined in the last instance,
and the reduction of overdetermination to determination in the last instance
means that we have succeeded in retroactively transposing causality back
into the linear causal network. Why, then, does (symbolic-retroactive) over
determination emerge at all? Is its status ultimately that of an illusion, albeit
71 Franc;ois Laurelle, Introduction au non-marxisme. Paris: PDF, p. 48; as quoted in
Brassier, Nihil Unbound, p. 138.
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a spontaneous and necessary one? The only way to avoid this conclusion is to
break the linear determinist chain and assert the ontological openness of reality:
overdetermination is not illusory insofar as it retroactively fllls in the gaps in the
chain of cansality."
Does not Brassier himself admit this complication when-again, following
Laruelle-he concedes that thought can touch the Real only through the over
lapping of hvo foreclosures?
[IJ dealisrn is not circumvented by subtracting intellectual intuition from the reality
to which it provides access, but by short-circuiting the transcendental difference
between thinking and being so that what is foreclosed to thought in the object coin
cides (albeit non-synthetically) with what is foreclosed to the object in thoughU3
This formula is very precise: "what is foreclosed to thought in the object" (the
transcendent In-itself of the object inaccessible to thought) overlaps with "what
is foreclosed to the object in thought" (the immanence of the subject excluded
from the realm of objectivity). This overlapping of the two "foreclosures" (not to
be confused with Lacan's forclusian) repeats the basic Hegelo-Lacanian move: the
very distance which separates us from the In-itself is immanent to the In-itself,
makes us (the subject) an unaccountablel"impossible" gap or cut within the
In-itself. Insofar as, for Lacan, "what is foreclosed to thought in the object" is
the "impossible" objet a, and "what is foreclosed to the object in thought" is $,
the void of the barred subject itself, this overlapping brings us back to Lacan's
formula $-a.
No wonder, then, that we can approach the Real only via a (proto-Hege
lian) detour through error: "Thinking needs to be occasioned by objectifying
transcendence ill order for it to be able to assume the real as its unobjectifiable
cause-of-the-last-instance . . . Thus determination-in-the-last-instance requires
objectifying transcendence even as it modifies if'74 In other words, la verite
surgit de la meprise: the process of knOWing has to be triggered by a transcend
ent object, in order to cancel this erroneous transcendence in the second step.
How, then, can we touch the Real in thinking?
72 The terminological reference to Marx is not as arbitrary as it may appear: in Marxist
terms, the relationship betvveen determination in the last instance and overdetermination
is that between the economy and politics: the economy determines in the last instance,
yvhile politics (political class struggle) overdetermines the entire process. One cannot
reduce overdetermination to determination in the last instance-this would be the same
as reducing political class struggle to a secondary effect of economic processes. Again,
. the duality betvveen determination in the last instance and overdetermination should be
conceived as that of a parallax split.
73 Brassier, Nihil Unbound, p. 139.
74 Ibid., p. 140.
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To think oneself i n accordance with a real which i s without essence does not mean
to think oneself to be this rather than that; a human being rather than a thing. To
think oneself according to an inconsistent real which punctures nothingness itself
means to think oneself as identical with a last-instance which is devoid of even the
minimal consistency of the void. The real is less than nothing-which is certainly
not to equate it with the impossible (Lacan),75
The only thing to drop from this (sympathetic) summary of Laruelle's position
is the final qualification: the Lacanian Real-impossible is precisely such a "given
without givenness;' without a phenomenological horizon opening the space for
it to appear, the impossible point of the ontic without the ontological. The key
question here is whether this impossibility applies only to us (and as such is
epistemological, concerning the fact that it is impossible for us, as finite humans,
to relate to reality outside of an ontological horizon), or whether it is inherent
to the Real In-itself.
In a way, Brassier is right to reject the identity of the inconsistent (ics) real
with the Lacanian Real- impossible: for Lacan, there is an impossibility inscribed
into the very core of the Real. To return to Democritus: den is the name of
the pre-ontological ics multiplicity of less-than-Ones (and thereby less-than
Nothings), whieh is the only dialectical-materialist candidate for the In-itself.
The question is: is this ics multiplicity sufficient as a (pre-)ontological starting
point? When Badiou says that there is no One, it all hinges on how this nega
tion is to be understood: is it simply the assertion of pure multiplicity, or is it
asserting that the negation of the One is the immanent negative feature of that
pure multiplicity itself? In the terms of the j oke quoted in Chapter 10, is the
ics multiplicity just plain coHee or coffee without . . . (x)? The Lacano-Hegelian
axiom is that the impossibility of the One is the immanent negative feature of the
ies multiplicity: there is an ies multiplicity because there is no One, because the
One is in itself blocked, impossible."
What, then, is the "Thing-in-itself" from a dialectical-materialist stand
pOint? The best way to answer this question is, again, to oppose dialectical
materialism to Buddhism: in Buddhism, the In-itself is the void, nothing, and
ordinary reality is a play of appearances. The question ultimately unanswered
here is how we get from nothing to something. How do illusory appearances
arise out of the void? The dialectical-materialist answer is: only if this some
thing is less th�n nothing, the pre-ontological proto-reality of den. From within
this proto-reality, our ordinary reality appears through the emergence of a
subject which constitutes "objective reality": every positive reality of Ones is
already phenomenal, transcendentally constituted, "correlated" to a subject-in
75 Ibid., p. 137.
76 Note how "the One is not" brings us back to the hypotheses of Plato's Parmenides.
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Badiou's terms, every reality is that of a world deflned by its transcendental
coordinates.
How, then, do we pass fi'om the In-itself of proto-reality to transcenden
tally constituted reality proper? Lamelle is right to point out that the In -itself is
not "outside;' as an external Real independent of the transcendental field: in the
couple subject and object, the In-itself is on the side of the subject, since there are

(transcendentally constituted) objects (of "external reality") because there is a split
subject. This constitutive split of the subject (which precedes the split between

subject and object) is the split between the void that "is" the subject ($) and the
impossible-Real objectal counterpart of the subject, the purely virtual objet a.
What we call "external reality" (as a consistent fleld of pOSitively existing objects)
arises through subtraction, that is, when something is subtracted from it -and
this something is the objet a. The correlation between subject and object (objec
tive reality) is thus sustained by the correlation between this same subject and
its objectal correlate, the impossible-Real objet a, and this second correlation
is of a totally different kind: it is a kind of negative correlation, an impossible
link, a non-relationship, between two moments which can never 111 eet within
the same space (like subject and object), not because they are too far away, but
because they are one and the same entity on the two sides of a Mobius band.
This impossible-Real virtual object is not external to the symbolic, but its imma
nent impediment, what makes the symbolic space curved; more precisely, it "is"
nothing but this curvature of the symbolic space.
What this means, in effect, is that there is no ontology of the Real: the very
held of ontology, of the positive order of Being, emerges through the subtraction
of the Real. The order of Being and the Real are mutually exclusive: the Real is
the immanent blockage or impediment of the order of Being, what makes the
order of Being inconsistent. This is why, at the level of ontology, transcendental
correlationism is right: every "reality;' every positive order of Being, is onto+
logica!, correlative to logos, transcendentally constituted through the symbolic
order-"language is the house of being;' as Heidegger put it.
But do we not get caught in a contradictory redoubling here: the Real is a
gap in the order of Being (reality) and a gap in the symbolic order? The reason
there is no contradiction is that "reality" is transcendentally constituted by the
symbolic order, so that "the limits of my language are the limits of my world"
(Wittgenstein). In the common transcendental view, there is some kind of Real
in-itself (like the Kantian Ding an siehl which is then formed or "constituted"
into reality by the subject; due to the subject's finitude, we cannot totalize reality,
reality is irredUcibly inconsistent, "antinomic;' and so forth-we cannot gain
.
access to the Real, which remains transcendent. The gap or inconsistency thus
concerns only our symbolically constituted reality, not the Real in itself. Lacan
here takes a step strictly homologous to the move from Kant to Hegel with regard
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to antinomies and t h e Thing-in-itself: t h e Real i s n o t t h e external In-itself that
eludes the symbolic grasp, that the symbolic can only encircle in an inconsistent
and antinomic way; the Real is nothing but the gap or antagonism that thwarts
the symbolic from within-the symbolic touches the Real in a totally immanent
way. We are thus led back to the key paradox of the Real: it is not simply the inac
cessible In-itself, it is simultaneously the Thing-in-itself and the obstacle which
prevents our access to the Thing-in-itself. Therein lies already the basic reflexive
move of Christianity, as well as of the Hegelian dialectic: in Christianity, the very
gap that separates a believer from God is what ensures his identity with God,
since, in the figure of the abandoned Christ on the Cross, God is separated from
himself; in Hegel, an epistemological obstacle becomes an ontological feature
of the Thing itself (contradiction is not only an index of the imperfection of
our knowledge, the limitation of our knowledge brings us in contact with the
[limitation of the 1 Thing itself)
The Real is thus an effect of the symbolic, not in the sense of performativ
ity, of the "symbolic construction of reality:' but in the totally different sense of
a kind of ontological "collateral damage" of symbolic operations: the process
of symbolization is inherently thwarted, doomed to faU, and the Real is this
immanent faUure of the symbolic. The circular temporality of the process of
symbolization is crucial here: the Real is the effect of the faUure of the symbolic
to reach (not the In-itself, but) itself, to fully realize itself, but this faUure occurs
because the symbolic is thwarted in itself. It is in this sense that, for Lacan, the
subject itself is an "answer of the Real": a subject wants to say something, it faUs,
and this faUure is the subject-a "subject of the signifier" is literally the result
of the faUure to become itself. In this sense, also, within the symbolic space, the
effect is a reaction against its cause, while the cause is a retroactive effect of its
cause: the subject produces signifiers which fail, and the subject qua Real is the
effect of this failure.
But does this mean that we end up in a kind of idealism of the symbolic
what we experience as "reality" is symbolically constructed, and even the Real
which eludes the grasp of the symbolic is a result of the immanent failure of the
symbolic? No, because it is through this very failure to be itself that the symbolic
touches the Real. In contrast to transcendentalism, Lacan agrees that we have
access to the In-itself: Lacan is not a discourse-idealist who claims that we are
forever caught in the web of symbolic practices, unable to reach the In-itself.
However, we do not touch the Real by way of breaking out of the "prison-house
of language" and gaining access to the external transcendent referent-every
external referent ("fully existing positive reality") is already transcendentally
constituted. We touch the Real-in-itself in our very failure to touch it, since the
Real is, at its most radical, the gap, the "minimal difference;' that separates the
One from itself.
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It is therefore not enough to say that, while things exist out there in their
meaningless reality, language performatively adds meaning to them: the syln
bolic transcendentally constitutes reality in a llluch stronger ontological sense,
in its being itself. The true question is how this perform ativity (the "magic" of
"doing things with words") is possible. It is not simply that the ultimate failure
of symbolic performativity produces the excess of the Real as the immanent
obstacle to the process of symbolization; this obstacle, the gap or antagonism that
hinders the symbolic process from within, is the condition of performativity:
it is because being is ahvays also a form of antagonism/distortion that these [per
formative J operations are effective. This is what makes "performativity" possible
to begin with, what makes it ontologically (and not only logically) effective. If the
symbolic is productive of being, and not only of the ways ( and norms) of being, it is
because of \vhat prevents being to be qua being, because of its inherent contradic
lion, which is precisely not symbolic, but real.!7
In short, the symbolic can be productive ofbeing only insofar as the order of being
is in itself thwarted, incomplete, marked by an immanent gap or antagonis111 .
This brings us back to the properly Lacanian notion of sexuality as the
immanent limit of ontology. One has to oppose here sexuality and animal sex
(copulation) : animal sex is not "sexual" in the precise sense of human sexuali
ty." Human sexuality is not defined by its bodily content; it is a formal feature,
a distortion or protraction of the space-and-time which can affect any activity,
even those which have nothing to do with sexuality. How does an activity that is
in itself definitely asexual acquire sexual connotations? It is "sexualized" when
it tails to achieve its asexual goal and gets caught up in a vicious cycle of futile
repetition. We enter sexuality when an activity or gesture that "officially" serves
some instrumental goal becomes an end-in-itself, when we start to enjoy the
very "dysfunctional" repetition of this gesture and thereby suspend its purpose
fulness. For example: I meet a friend and we shake hands, but instead of letting
go after the first shake, I continue to hold his hand and squeeze it rhythmi
cally�with this simple non-functional protraction, I generate an obscene sexual
undertone. It is in this sense that "sexuality (as the real) is not some being that
exists beyond the symbolic, it 'exists' solely as the curving of the symbolic space

that takes place because of the additional something produced with the signifying
gesture:'" In other words, sexuality as Real is not external to the symbolic field,
77 Alenka ZupanCic, "Sexual Difference and Ontology" (unpublished manuscript).
78 It is in this sense that we should read those theologians who claim that Adam and Eve
did copulate while in the Garden of Eden, but did so as a simple instrumental activity,
like sowing seeds in a field, without any underlying sexual tension.
79 ZupanCic, "Sexual Difference and Ontologi'
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i t i s its immanent curvature or distortion, i t occurs because the symbolic field is
blocked by an inherent impossibility.
And this brings us back finally to the triad of the premodern sexualized view
of cosmos, modern desexualized ontology, and Lacan's re-assertion of sexual
ity in its ontological dimension within the modern desexualized universe, as
its inherent limitation: "De-sexualization of ontology (its no longer being con
ceived as a combinatory of two, 'masculine' and 'feminine; principles) coincides
,
with the sexual appearing as the real/disruptive point of being: g" Desexualized
modern ontology attempts to describe a flat, neutral (neutered) order of being
(the anonymous multiplicity of subatomic particles or forces) , but in order
to do so, it has to ignore the inconsistency or incompleteness of the order of
being, the immanent impossibility which thwarts every ontology. Every field of
ontology, even at its most radical (like the mathematical ontology of Badiou),
has to subtract the impossible/Real (the curved space of sexuation) from the
order of being.

80 Ibid.

Conclusion: The Political Suspension
of the Ethical

What the inexistence of the big Other signals is that every ethical and!or moral
edifice has to be grounded in an abyssal act which is, in the most radical sense
imaginable, political. Politics is the very space in which, without any external
guarantee, ethical decisions are made and negotiated. The idea that one can
ground politics in ethics, or that politics is ultimately a strategic effort to realize
prior ethical positions, is a version of the illusion of the "big Other:' From the
question "Which ethics fits psychoanalysis?" we should therefore pass to the
question "Which politics fits psychoanalysis?"
With regard to politics, Freud's ultimate pOSition is the same as Lacan's:
psychoanalysis does not provide new positive political programs for action: its
ultimate achievement, the "bottom line" of analysis, is to have discerned the con
tours of a "negativity:' a disruptive force, which poses a threat to every stable
collective link. Since a political act intervenes in a state of things, simultaneously
creating instability and trying to establish a new positive order, one can say that
psychoanalysis confronts us with the zero-level of politics, a pre-political "tran
scendental" condition of possibility of politics, a gap which opens up the space
for the political act to intervene in, a gap which is satnrated by the political
effort to impose a new order. In Lacanian terms, psychoanalysis confronts us
with the zero-level at which "nothing is taking place but the place itself,' while
politics proper intervenes in this place with a new Master-Signifier, imposing
fidelity on it, legitimizing us in "enforcing" on reality the project sustained by
this Master-Signifier.
Consequently, one can say that, with regard to the gap or antagonism which
defines the human condition, the relationship between psychoanalysis and
politics is that of a parallax split, of a missed encounter between a "not yet"
and a "too late" : psychoanalysis opens up the gap before the act, while poli
tics already sutures the gap, introducing a new consistency, imposing a new
Master-Signif:er.' But does every politics, every political act, necessarily involve
a self-blinding cover-up of the gap? What if there is no pure experience of the
gap, what if every version of the gap is already viewed from the standpOint of a
1 See Mladen Dolar, Ojicirji, sluzkinje in dimnikarji, Ljubljana: Analecta 2010. In
literature, the corresponding couple is perhaps that of Sophocles versus Aeschylus: the
tragic deadlock versus a new order, terror versus a new harmony.
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certain political engagement? So there is a conservative-tragic celebration of the
gap (we are ultimately doomed to fail, heroic acts can only temporarily postpone
the final fall, the most we can do is fall in an authentic way), a liberal prag
matic assertion of the gap (democracy admits the imperfection of Ollr societies,
there is no final solution to our woes, just a more or less successful pragmatic
tinkering), and the radical-leftist eternalizatioll of struggle (Mao: "class struggle
will go on forever" ) . Each of these positions can also be formulated in terms of
its own specific denial of the antagonism: the conservative organic harmony,
the liberal balancing of conflicts through the translation of antagonism into
agonistic competition, the leftist post-revolutionary paradise-to-come.
But, again, are these three versions of the gap equal? Is not the leftist version
to be privileged, insofar as it is the only one to conceive the gap not only as
struggle but as an immanent antagonism or discord constitutive of the social
dimension itself? This means that here, too, we should posit the coincidence
of opposites: the gap is visible "as such" only from the standpoint of extreme
leftist engagement. Is this parallax gap, this extreme coincidence of opposites
(pure form and the contingent material excess which gives body to it, wave and
particle in quantum physics, universality and full partisan engagement, etc., up
to and including fidelity to a universal Cause and intimate love), the dead-point
of the "dialectic in suspense" (as Benjamin put it), a case of pure "contradiction"
(or, rather, antinomy) which no dialectical mediation or reconciliation can over
come? The parallax gap is, on the contrary, the very form of the "reconciliation"
of opposites: one simply has to recognize the gap. Universality is "reconciled"
with partisan political engagement in the guise of the engagement which stands
for universality (then proletarian emancipatory engagement); pure form is "rec
onciled" with its content in the guise of the formless excess of content which
stands for form as such; or, in Hegel's political vision, the universal Rational
State is "reconciled" \vith particular content in the guise of the Monarch, whose
legitimization is simultaneously purely symbolic (his title) and "irrational" (bio
logical: his birth alone justifies his being a monarch) .
We should reject here the common-sense view according t o which, b y dis
pelling all mystifications and illusions, psychoanalysis makes us aware of what
we truly are, what we really want, and thus leaves us at the threshold of a truly
free decision no longer dependent on self-delusion. Lacan himself seems to
endorse this view when he claims that "it; perhaps, the analysis makes us ready
for the moral action, it ultimately leaves us at its door": "the ethical limits of the
analysis coincide with the limits of its praxis. This praxis is only a prelude to a
moral action as such:'� However, does not Lacan outline here a kind of politi cal
. suspension of the ethical? Once we become aware of the radical contingency of
2 Jacques Lacan, Le semina ire, Livre VII: uthique de la psychanalyse, Paris: Seuil 1986,
p. J O.
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our acts, the moral act i n its opposition t o the political becomes impossible,
since every act involves a decision grounded only in itself, a decision which is, as
such and in the most elementary sense, p olitical. Freud himself is here too hasty:
he opposes artificial crowds (the church, the army) and "regressive" primary
crowds, like a wild mob engaged in passionate collective violence (lynching,
pogroms). Furthermore, from his liberal perspective, the reactionary lynch mob
and the leftist revolutionary crowd are treated as libidinally identical, involving
the same unleashing of the destructive or unbinding death drive.' It appears as
though, for Freud, the "regressive" primary crowd, exemplarily operative in the
destructive violence of a mob, is the zero-level of the unbinding of a social link,
the social "death drive" at its purest.
The theological implications of this violence are unexpectedly far-reaching:
what if the ultimate addressee of the biblical commandment "Do not kill" is God
(Jehovah) himself, and we fragile humans are his neighbors exposed to divine
rage? How often, in the Old Testament, do we encounter God as a dark stranger
who brutally intrudes into human lives and sows destruction? When Levinas
wrote that our first reaction to a neighbor is to kill him, was he not implying that
this originally refers to God's relationship to humans, so that the commandment
"Do not kill" is an appeal to God to control his rage? Insofar as the Jewish solu
tion is a dead God, a God who survives only in the "dead letter" of the sacred
book, of the Law to be interpreted, what dies with the death of God is precisely
the God of the Real, of destructive fury and revenge. That often stated claim
God died in Auschwitz-thus has to be inverted: God came alive in Auschwitz.
Recall the story from the Talmud about two rabbis debating a theological point:
the one losing the debate calls upon God himself to intervene and decide the
issue, but when God duly arrives, the other rabbi tells him that since his work of
creation is already accomplished, he now has nothing to say and should leave,
which God then does. It is as if, in Auschwitz, God came back, with catastrophic
consequences. The true horror does not occur when we are abandoned by God,
but when God gets too close to us.
3 Freud's voting preferences (in a letter, he reported that. as a fule, he did not vote
the exception occurred only when there was a liberal candidate in his district) are thus
not just a private matter, they are grounded in his theory. The limits of Freudian liberal
neutrality became clear in 1934, when Dolfuss took over in Austria, imposing a corporate
state, and armed conflicts exploded in Vienna suburbs (especially around Karl Marx
Hof, a big workers housing project which was the pride of Social Democracy). The scene
was not without its surreal aspects: in central Vienna. life in the famous cafes went on as
normal (with Dolfuss presenting himself as defender of this normality), while a mile or
so away, soldiers were bombarding workers' blocks. In this situation, the psychoanalytic
association issued a directive prohibiting its members from taking sides in the conflict
effectively siding with Dolfuss and making its own small contribution to the Nazi
takeover four years later.
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vVe should add to this Freudian position at least three points. First, Freud
fails to clearly distinguish between the church-model and the arIny-model of
the artificial crowd: while the "church" stands for the hierarchical social order
which tries to n1aintain peace and equilibrium by malting necessary compro�
mises, the "army" stands for an egalitarian collective defined not by its internal
hierarchy but by its opposition to an enemy which is out to destroy it-radical
emancipatory movements are always modeled on the army, not the church,
and millenarian churches are really structured like armies. Second, "regressive"
prilnary crowds do not come fIrst, they are not the "natural" foundation for
the rise of "artiflcial" crowds: they come afterwards, as a kind of obscene sup
plement that sustains the "artificial" crowd, thus relating to the latter like the
superego to the symbolic Law. While the symbolic Law demands obedience, the
superego provides the obscene enjoyment which attaches us to the Law. Last but
not least, is the wild mob really the zero-level of the unbinding of a social link?
Is it not rather a panicky reaction to the gap or inconsistency that cuts across
a social edifice? The violence of the mob is by definition directed at the object
(mis)perceived as the external cause of the gap (the jews, exemplarily), as if the
destruction of that object will abolish the gap.
So, again, what are the political consequences of asserting this gap? There
are three basic options. First, there is the liberal option essentially advocated by
Freud himself the gap means that we should not fully identify with any positive
political project, but retain a minimal distance towards them all, since politics
is as such the domain of the Master-Signifier and of symbolic and/or imaginary
identifications. Then, there is the conservative option: against the eternal threat
of destructive "negativity:' it is all the more necessary to impose onto social life
a strict order based on a Master-Signifler. Finally, there is a Trotskyist -Deleuzian
leftist version: true radical politics is a matter of "permanent revolution;' of per
sisting in permanent self-revolutionizing, without allowing this flux to stabilize
itself into a new positive order. With Lacan and politics, it is thus the same as
with Hegel: there are three lnain interpretations, the conservative (elnphasizing
the symbolic authority as a sine qua non of the social order), the leftist (using
Lacan for the critique of patriarchal ideology and practice), and the cynically
permissive liberal version (to each his or her own jouissance). This liberal inter
pretation participates in the short -circuit between ontology and politics typical
of postmodern thought: radical leftist politics is rejected as "metaphysical;' as
imposing on social life a universal metaphysical vision, as striving for a totally
self-transparent and regulated society, and, since life resists the constraints of
any such ideological straight-jacket, this politics necessarily ends in totalitarian
·terror. Such a political stance is very comfortable: while legitimizing a prag
matic politics without risks, it is able to present its cynical liberalism as the most
radical-critical position.
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So which o fthese three options i s the correct one? The first should be rejected
as taking the easy way out, claiming that the question itself is wrong: there is no
"true" or "correct" version, the choice is undecidable, open. But, again, which
of the three is the correct option? The answer is, of course, the fourth. In other
words, as we have already seen, we should reject the presupposition shared by all
three. In a properly Hegelian way, the distinction between the zero-level of the
empty place and its filling-up with a positive project must be rejected as false:
the zero-level is never "there;' it can be experienced only retroactively, as the
pre-supposition of a new political intervention, of imposing a new order. The
question is thus the Hegelian one of a positive order whose positivity gives body
to the negativity by accomplishing it.
For the earlier Lacan, both the ethics of symbolic realization and the ethics
of confronting the Real Thing call for the heroic stance of pushing things to the
limit in order to leave behind our everyday Verfallenheit, our fallen existence
(one must "subj ectivize one's own death" by casting off the wealth of imaginary
identifications, thereby attaining the limit-position of a pure subject without an
ego; one must Violently transgress the very limit of the symbolic order, heroi
cally confronting the dangerous Beyond of the Real Thing) Renouncing this
radicalism, the later Lacan re-conceives psychoanalytic treatment in a much
more modest way: "one does not need to learn all of the truth. A little bit is
sufficient:'4 Here the very idea of psychoanalysis as a radical "limit experi
ence" is rejected: "One should not push an analysis too far. When the patient
thinks he is happy to live, it is enough:" How far we are here from Antigone's
heroic attempt to attain the "pure desire" by entering the prohibited domain
of ate! Psychoanalytic treatment is now no longer a radical transformation of
subjectivity, but a local patching-up which does not even leave any long-term
traces. (Along these lines, Lacan draws attention to the neglected fact that,
when Freud met the Rat-man again, years after his treatment, the latter had
totally forgotten about his analysis.) This more modest approach was fully
articulated in Jacques- Alain Miller's reading which focuses on late Lacan: in his
last seminars, Lacan leaves behind the notion of "traversing the fantasy" as the
concluding moment of the psychoanalytiC process; in its place he introduces
the opposite gesture of accepting the ultimate non-analyzable obstacle called
the sin thorne. If the symptom is a formation of the unconscious to be dissolved
through interpretation, the sin thorne is the "indivisible remainder" which resists
interpretation and interpretive dissolution, a minimal figure or node which
condenses the subject's unique mode of enjoyment. The goal of analysis is thus
reformulated as "identification with the symptom': instead of dissolVing his
unique sinthome, the subject should become aware of it and learn how to use it,
4 Jacques Lacan, "Radiophonie:> in Autres ecrits, Paris: Seuil 2001, p. 442.
5 Jacques Lacan, "Conferences aux USA;' Scilicet 6/7 (1976), p. 15·
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how to deal with it, instead of allowing the sinthome to determine him behind
his back:
The analytic experience enables us to re-appropriate our desire. In the best case, one
can thus hope to arrive at '\vanting what one desires" and "desiring what one wants."
If the experience is brought to its conclusion, it allmvs us to identify ourselves with
our "incurable": not only to find oneself in it, but to make use of it.(,
Through this identification, the opposition of meaning and enjoyment is also
overcome in their "synthesis;' that of jouis-sens (enjoy-meant, enjoying the
sense): the subject is not reduced to an idiotic autistic enjoyment, s/he continues
to speak, but his/her talk now ilmctions as a play with semblances, as an empty
blah-blah-blah which generates enjoyment. This would be Lacan's version of
eppur sl' muove: even after we have seen through imaginary and symbolic sem
blances, the game goes on in the guise of the circulation ofjouis-sens, the subject
is not dissolved in the abyss of the Real.
Relying on this new notion of the final moment of the analytic process,
Miller deploys a simplified version of the "critique of instrumental reason;'
establishing a link between democratic culture and raciSln: our era privileges the
universalizing scientific rationality which admits only mathematically quantified
statements whose truth-value does not depend on an idiosyncratic subjective
position; in this sense, both universalism and egalitarian-delnocratic passion
are the results of the hegemony of the scientific discourse. But if we extend the
validity of scientific reason into the social Held, the results are dangerous: uni
versalizing passion pushes us to search for a universal Jnode of enjoyment that
will be best for all, so those who resist it are disqualified as "barbarians": "Due
to the progress of science, racism has thus a bright future. The more refined
discriminations provided by science we have, the more segregation in society
we get.'" This is why psychoanalysis is under such attack today: it focuses on
the uniqueness of each subject's mode of enjoyment, a uniqueness which resists
scientific universalization as well as democratic egalitarianism: "Democratic
leveling may be very nice, but it doesn't replace the eroticism of exception:'8
One has to concede that Miller has fearlessly spelt out the political implica
tions of this insistence on the uniqueness of the subject's mode of enjoyment:
psychoanalysis "reveals social ideals in their nature of semblances, and we can
add, of semblances with regard to a real which is the real of enjoyment. This is
6 Nicolas Fleury, Le reef insense: Introduction a la pensee de Jacques-Alain Miller, Paris:
. Germina 2010, p. 136.
7 Ibid., p. 98.
8 Jacques-Alain Miller, "La psychanalyse, la cite, Ies cOIllmunautes;' La cause freudienne
68 (February 2008), p. llS.
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the cynical position, which resides i n saying that enjoyment i s the only thing that
is true:" What this means is that a psychoanalyst
occupies the position of an ironist who takes care not to intervene into the politi
cal field. He acts so that semblances remain at their places while making sure that
the subjects under his care do not take them as real . . . one should somehow bring
'
oneself to remain taken in by them (fooled by them). Lacan could say that "those
who are not taken in err": if one doesn't act as if semblances are real, if one doesn't
leave their efficacy undisturbed, things take a turn for the worse. Those who think
that all signs of power are mere semblances and rely on the arbitrariness of the
discourse of the master are the bad boys: they are even more alienated.lO
In relation to politics then, a psychoanalyst thus "doesn't propose projects, he
cannot propose them, he can only mock the projects of others, which limits the
scope of his statements. The ironist has no great design, he waits for the other to
speak first and then brings about his fall as fast as possible . . . Let us say this is
political wisdom, nothing more:'u The axiom of this "wisdom" is that
one should protect the semblances of power for the good reason that one should
be able to continue to enjoy. The point is not to attach oneself to the semblances
of the existing power, but to consider them necessary. "This defines a cynicism in
the mode of Voltaire who let it be understood that God is our invention which is
necessary to maintain people in a proper decorum:' Society is kept together only by
semblances, "which means: there is no society without repression, without identifi
cation, and above all without routine. Routine is essentia!:'lZ
The result is thus a kind of cynical liberal conservatism: in order to maintain
stability, one has to respect and follow routines established by a choice which is
always arbitrary and authoritarian. "There is no progressivism which holds;' but
rather a particular kind of hedonism caIled "liberalism of enjoyment:' One has to
maintain intact the routine of the cite, its laws and traditions, and accept that a kind
of obscurantism is necessary in order to maintain social order. "There are questions
one shouldn't ask. If you turn the social turtle on its back, you will never succeed in
turning i; back onto its paws:'l}

9
10
11
12
13

Ibid., p. 109
Fleury, Le reel insense, pp. 93-4.
Miller, "La psychanalyse, la cite, les communautes;' pp. 109-10.
Fleury, Le reel insens., p. 95 (quotations from Miller).
Ibid., p. 96 (quotations from Miller).
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Against Miller's cynical-hedonist idea of a subject who, while admitting the
necessity of symbolic semblances (ideals, Master-Signifiers, without which any
society would fan apart), reJates to them at a distance, aware that they are sern'
blances and that the only Real is that of bodily jouissance; we should emphasize
that such a stance of "enjoy and let others enjoy" would be possible only in a new
communist order which has opened up the field for authentic idiosyncrasies:
a Utopia of misfits and oddballs, in which the constraints for uniformization and
conformity have been removed, and human beings grow wild like plants in a state of
nature . . . no longer fettered by the constraints of a now oppressive sociality, [they]
blossom into the neurotics, compulsives, obsessives, paranoids and schizophrenics,
whom our society considers sick but who, in a world of true freedom, may make up
the flora and fauna of "human nature" itself'4
As we have seen, Miller is of course critical of the standardization of enjoy
ment demanded by the market to sell commodities, but his objection remains at
the level of standard cultural critique; moreover, he ignores the specific socio
symbolic conditions for such a thriving of idiosyncrasies. As was noted long ago,
capitalism is marked by a contradiction between ideological individualism (the
interpellation of individuals as subjects free to follow their unique desires) and
the leveling pressures of the market, imposing standardized modes of enjoy
ment as a condition of the commodification of mass consumption (while we
are encouraged to indulge in our idiosyncrasies, the media bombard us with
ideals and paradigms of how to do this). Communism is in this sense not a
further leveled down "socialization" which curtails individual idiosyncrasies,
but a social reconstruction which creates the space for their free deployment.
Traces of this are found even in literary and Hollywood utopias of a social space
subtracted from commodiflcation, from the houses in which a group of eccen
tries dwell in some of Dickens's novels, to the crazy large family house in Frank
Capras You Can't Take It with You whose inhabitants include Essie Carmichael
(who makes candy as a hobby and dreams of being a ballerina), Paul Sycamore
(a tinkerer who manufactures flreworks in the basement), Mr. DePina (who
visited to speak to Paul eight years previously and has never left), Ed Carmichael
(an amateur printer who prints anything that sounds good to him, including
dinner menus for his family and little quotes that he places in the boxes of Essie's
candy), and Boris Kolenkhov (a Russian very concerned with world politics; he
is opinionated and often loudly declares that something "stinks"),
At a more theoretical level, we should problematize Miller's (and, maybe,
if one accepts his reading, the late Lacan's) rather crude nominalist opposition
between the Singularity of the Real of jouissance and the envelope of symbolic
14 Fredric Jameson, The Seeds of Time, New York: Columbia University Press 1994, p. 99.
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semblances. What gets lost here i s the great insight of Lac an's Seminar XX (Encore):
that the status of jouissance itself is in a way that of a redoubled semblance, a
semblance within semblance. Jouissance does not exist in itself, it simply insists
as a remainder or product of the symbolic process, of its immanent inconsisten
cies and antagonisms; in other words, symbolic semblances are not semblances
with regard to some firm substantial Real-in-itself, this Real is (as Lacan himself
formulated it) discernible only through impasses of symbolization.
From this perspective, an entirely different reading of Lacan's les non-dupes
errent imposes itself. If we follow Miller's reading based on the opposition
between symbolic semblances and the Real of enjoyment, les non-dupes errent
amounts the cynical old saw that, although our values, ideals, rules, etc., are
just semblances, we should not undermine them but act as if they were real
in order to prevent the social fabric from disintegrating. But from a properly
Lacanian standpoint, les non-dupes errent means almost the exact opposite: the
true illusion consists not in taking symbolic semblances as real, but in substan
tializing the Real itself, in taking the Real as a substantial In-itself and reducing
the symbolic to a mere texture of semblances. In other words, those who err are
precisely those cynics who dismiss the symbolic texture as a mere semblance
and are blind to its efficacy, to the way the symbolic affects the Real, to the way
we can intervene into the Real through the symbolic. Ideology does not reside
primarily in taking seriously the network of symbolic semblances which encircle
the hard core ofjouissance; at a more fundamental level, ideology is the cynical
dismissal of these semblances as "mere semblances" with regard to the Real
ofjouissance.
We should push on to the end here and also apply this logic to the topic of
the primordial crinle which founds every power-Joseph de Maistre is among
those who clearly formulated this highest anti-Enlightenment axiom: "There are
mysterious laws which it is not good to reveal, which should be covered by a
religiOUS silence and revered as a mystery:' " And he makes it clear which mystery
in particular he has in mind: the mystery of the sacrifice, of the efficacy of the
sacrifice-how is it that the infrnitely good God demands blood sacrifices, that
these sacrifices can also be achieved by substitution (sacrificing animals instead
of human culprits), and that the most effective sacrifice is the one in which
the innocent voluntarily offers to spill his blood for the guilty? No wonder de
Maistre's boo\det is strangely prescient of Rene Girard and his motif of "things
which are hidden from the beginning of the world." Here, however, we should
resist the false fascination: what the law ultinlately hides is that there is nothing to
hide, that there is no terrifying mystery sustaining it (even if the mystery is that
15 Joseph de Maistre, Eclaircissement sur Ies sacrifices, Paris: tHerne 2009. p. 7: "n existe
des mysterieuses lois qu'il n'est pas bon de divulguer. qu'il faut couvrir d'un silence
religieux et reverer camme un mystere:'
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of a horrible founding crime or some other form of radical Evil), that the law is
grounded only in its O\vn tautology_
The most radical critical analysis of the "mystery of sacrifice" as a funda
mental ideological category is in fact provided by Jean-Pierre Dupuy. Although
the "official" topic of Dupuy's The Mark of the Sacred is the link between sacri·
flee and the sacred, its true focus is the ultimate mystery of the so-called human
or social sciences, that of the origins of what Lacan calls the "big Other;' what
Hegel called "externalization" (Entdusserung), what Marx called "alienation;'
and-why not?-what Friedrich von Hayek called "self-transcendence": how,
out of the interaction of individuals, can the appearance of an "objective order"
arrive which cannot be reduced to that interaction, but is experienced by the
individuals involved as a substantial agency which determines their lives?16 It is
all too easy to "unmask" such a "substance;' to show, by means of a phenomeno
logical genesis, how it gradually becomes "reified" and sedimented: the problem
is that the presupposition of such a spectral or virtual substance is in a way
co-substantial with being-human-those who are unable to relate to it as such,
those who directly subjectivize it, are called psychotics.
Dupuy's great theoretical breakthrough is to link this emergence of the "big
Other" to the complex logic of the sacrifice constitutive of the dimension of the
sacred, that is, to the rise of the distinction between the sacred and the profane:
through the sacrifice, the big Other, the transcendent agency which sets limits
to our activity, is sustained. The third link in this chain is hierarchy: the ulti
mate function of sacrifice is to legitimize and enact a hierarchical order (which
works only if it is supported by some figure of the transcendent big Other). It
is here that the first properly dialectical twist in Dupuy's line of argumentation
occurs: relying on Louis Dumont's Homo Hierarchicus, he explains how hierar
chy implies not only a hierarchical order, but also its immanent loop or reversal:
true, the social space is divided into higher and lower hierarchical levels, but
within the lower level, the lower is higher than the higher." An example is pro
vided by the relationship between Church and State in Christianity: in principle,
of course, the Church is above the State; however, as thinkers from Augustine
to Hegel made clear, within the secular order of the State, the State is above the
Church (in other words the Church as a social institution should be subordinated
to the State)-if it is not, if the Church wants directly to rule also as a secular
power, then it becomes unavoidably corrupted from within, reducing itself to
just another secular power using its religiOUS teaching as the ideology to justify
its secular rule_ls
. 16 Jean-Pierre Dupuy, La marque du saC/-e, Paris: Carnets Nord 2008.
17 Louis Dumont, Homo Hierarchicus, New Delhi: Oxford University Press 1988.
18 As Dumont demonstrated, long before Christianity, this paradoxical reversal is clearly
discernible in the ancient Indian Veda, the first fully elaborated ideology of hierarchy;
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Dupuy's next, even more crucial move is to formulate this twist in the logic
of hierarchy in terms of the negative self-relationship between the univer
sal and the particular, between the All and its parts, that is, of a process in the
course of which the universal encounters itself among its species in the guise of
its "oppositional determination:' To return to our example: the Church is the
encompassing unity of all human lives, standing for its highest authority and
conferring on all its parts their proper place in the great hierarchical order of
the universe; however, it encounters itself as a subordinate element of the terres
trial State power which is in principle subordinated to it: the Church as a social
institution is protected by and has to obey the laws of the State. Insofar as the
higher and the lower also relate here as the Good and the Evil (the good divine
domain versus the terrestrial sphere of power struggles, egotistical interests, the
search for pleasure, etc. ), one can also say that, through this loop or twist imma
nent to hierarchy, the "higher" Good dominates, controls, and uses the "lower"
Evil, even if it may appear, superficially (to a gaze constrained by the terrestrial
perspective), that religion with its pretense to occupying a "higher" place is just
an ideological legitimization of "lower" interests (for example, that the Church
ultimately just legitimizes socially hierarchical relations), that religion secretly
pulls the strings as the hidden power which allows and mobilizes Evil for the
larger Good. One is almost tempted to use the term "overdetermination" here:
although it is the secular power which immediately plays the determining role,
this role is itself overdetermined by the religious/sacred All." How are we to
read this complex self-relating entwinement of the "higher" and the "lower"?
There are two main alternatives, which perfectly fit the opposition between
idealism and materialism:

(I) The traditional theological (pseudo- )Hegelian matrix of containing the
pharmakon: the higher all-embracing All allows the lower Evil, but contains
it, making it serve the higher goal. There are many figures of this matrix: the
{pseudo- )Hegelian "Cunning of Reason" ( Reason is the unity of itself and par
ticular egotistical passions, mobilizing the latter to achieve its secret goal of
universal rationality); Marx's historical process in which violence serves pro
gress; the "invisible hand" of the market which mobilizes individual egoism for
the common good and so on.
(2 ) A more radical (and truly Hegelian) notion of Evil which distinguishes
itself from itself by way of externalizing itself in a transcendent figure of the
the caste of preachers is in principle superior to the caste of warriors, but, within the
actual power structure of the state, they are de facto subordinated to warriors.
19 Of course, for the partisan of the "critique of ideology," this very notion of religion
secretly dominating and con�rolling social life is an ideological illusion par excellence.
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Good. From this perspective, far from Evil being encompassed as a subor
dinated moment, the difference between Good and Evil is inherent to Evil,
Good is nothing but universalized Evil, Evil is itself the unity of itself and Good.
Evil controls or contains itself by generating a specter of transcendent Good;
however, it can only do this by superseding its "ordinary" mode of Evil in au
infinitized or absolutized Evil. This is why the self-containing of Evil through
the positing of some transcendent power which limits it can always explode;
this is why Hegel has to admit an excess of negativity which always threatens to
disturb the rational order. All the talk about the "materialist reversal" of Hegel,
about the tension between the "idealist" and the "materialist" Hegel, is pointless
if it is not grounded in precisely this topic of the two opposed and conflicting
ways of reading the negative self-relating of universality.
This self-reflected inversion of hierarchy is what distinguishes Reason from
Understanding: while the ideal of Understanding is a simple and clearly articu
lated hierarchy, Reason supplements it with an inversion on account of which, as
Dupuy puts it, within the lower level of a hierarchy, the lower stands higher than
the higher. As we have seen, priests (or philosophers) stand higher than brutal
secular power, but within the domain of power, they are subordinated to it-the
gap that allows for this reversal is crucial for the functioning of power, which is
why the Platonic dream of unifying the two aspects in the figure of the philoso
pher-king (realized only with Stalin) has to fail miserably.'" The same point can
also be put in the terms of the metaphor of Evil as a stain in the picture: if, in tra
ditional teleology, Evil is a stain legitimized by the overall harmony, contributing
to it, then, from a materialist standpoint, the Good itself is a self-organization
or self-limitation of stains, the result of a limit, a "minimal difference;' within
the field of Evil. This is why moments of crisis are so dangerous-in them, the
obscure obverse of the transcendent Good, the "dark side of God;' the violence
which sustains the very containment of violence, appears as such: "We believed
that the good rules over the evil, its "opposite;' but it appears now that it is rather
the evil which rules over itself by assuming a distance towards itself, by positing
itself outside itself; thus 'self-externalized: the superior level appears as good:'"
Dupuy's point is that the sacred is, as to its content, the same as the terrible
or Evil; their difference is purely formal or structural-what makes the sacred
"sacred" is its exorbitant character, which makes it a limitation of "ordinary" evil.
To see this, we should not only focus on religiOUS prohibitions and obligations,
but also bear in mind the rituals practiced by a religion, and the contradiction,
One could, of course, argue that the higher status of the priest is only an ideological
illusion tolerated by warriors to legitimize their actual pmver, but this illusion is
nonetheless necessary, a key feature of the charisma of power.
21 Dupuy, La marque du sacre, p. 13.
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already noted by Hegel, between prohibitions and rituals: "Often, the ritual con
sists in staging the violation of . . . prohibitions and violations:'" The sacred is
nothing but our own violence, but "expelled, externalized, hypostasized:'" The
sacred sacrifice to the gods is the same as an act of murder-what makes it sacred
is the fact that it limits or contains violence, including murder, in ordinary life.
In those moments when the sacred falls into crisis, this distinction disintegrates:
there is no sacred exception, a sacrifice is perceived as a simple murder-but
this also means that there is nothing, no external limit, to contain our ordinary
violence.
Therein resides the ethical dilemma Christianity tries to resolve: how
to contain violence without sacrificial exception, without an external limit.
Following Rene Girard, Dupuy demonstrates how Christianity stages the same
sacrificial process, but with a crucially different cognitive spin: the story is not
told by the collective staging the sacrifice, but by the victim, from the standpoint
of the victim whose full innocence is thereby asserted. (The first step towards
this reversal can already be discerned in the Book of Job, where the story is
told from the perspective of the innocent victim of divine wrath.) Once the
innocence of the sacrificial victim is known, the efficacy of the entire sacrificial
mechanism of scapegoating is undermined: sacrifices (even of the magnitude
of a holocaust) become hypocritical, inoperative, fake, but we also lose the con
tainment of violence enacted by the sacrifice: "Concerning Christianity, it is not
a morality but an epistemology: it says the truth about the sacred, and thereby
deprives it of its creative power, for better or for worse. Humans alone decide on
this."" Therein lies the world-historical rupture enacted by Christianity: now we
know, and we can no longer pretend that we don't know. As we have seen, the
impact of this knowledge one cannot get rid of once it has been gained is not
only liberating, but deeply ambiguous: it also deprives society of the stabilizing
role of scapegoating and thus opens up the space for a violence not contained
by any mythic limit. This is how, in a truly perceptive insight, Dupuy reads the
scandalous lines from Matthew: "Do not think that I came to bring peace on
the earth; I did not come to bring peace, but a sword" (Matthew 10:34). And the
same logic holds for international relations: far from making violent conflicts
impossible, the abolition of sovereign states and the establishment of a Single
world state or power would rather open up the field for new forms of violence
within the "wqrld empire;' with no sovereign state to set limits to it: "Far from
guaranteeing eternal peace, the cosmopolitan ideal would rather be the favora
ble condition for limitless violence:'"
22
23
24
25

Ibid., p. 143.
Ibid" p. 151.
Ibid., p. 161.
Monique Canto-Sperber, "Devons-nails desirer la paix perpetuelle?" in Jean-Pierre
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The role of contingency is crucial here: once the efficacy of the transcendent
Other is suspended and the process (of decision) has to be confronted in its con
tingency, the problem of the post-sacred world is that this contingency cannot
be fully assumed, and so has to be sustained by what Lacan called Ie peu du reel,
a little piece of the contingent Real which acts as la niponse du reel, the "answer
of the Real." Hegel was deeply aware of this paradox when he opposed ancient
derrlOcracy to modern monarchy: it was precisely because the ancient Greeks
did not have a figure of pure subjectivity (a king) at the summit of their state
edifice that they needed to resort to "superstitious" practices-such as looking
I" r signs in the flight-paths of birds or in the entrails of animals-to guide the
polis in making crucial decisions. It was clear to Hegel that the modern world
cannot dispense with this contingent Real and organize social life only through
choices and decisions based on "objective" qualifkations (the illusion of what
Lacan later called the discourse of the University): there is always some aspect
of ritual involved in being invested with a title, even if the conferring of the
title follows automatically from certain "objective" criteria having been met. A
semantic analysis ot for example, what "passing one's exams with the highest
grades" means, cannot be reduced to "proving that one has certain actual
properties-knowledge, skills, etc:'; to all this, a ritual must be added by means
of which the results of the exam are proclaimed and the grade is conlen'ed and
acknowledged. As we saw earlier, there is always a minimal gap, a distance,
between these two levels: even if I am absolutely sure that I have answered all
the exam questions correctly, there has to be something contingent -a rnoment
of surprise, the thrill of tbe unexpected-in the announcement of the results,
which is why, when waiting for the announcement, we cannot ever fully escape
the anxiety of expectation. Take political elections: even if the result is known
in advance, its public proclamation is anticipated with excitement-indeed,
to make something into Fate, contingency is needed. This is what, as a rule,
critics of the widespread procedures of "evaluation" miss: what makes evalua
tion problematic is not the tact that it reduces unique subjects with a wealth of
inner experience to a set of quantiflable properties, but that it tries to reduce
the symbolic act of investiture (the investing of a subject with a title) to a proce
dure totally grounded in the knowledge and measurement of what the subject
in question "really is."
Violence threatens to explode not when there is too much contingency in
the social space, but when one tries to eliminate this contingency. Is it at this
level that we should look lor what one might call, in rather bland terms, the
social flmction of hierarchy? Dupuy here makes yet another unexpected turn,
conceiving hierarchy as one of the four procedures ("symbolic dispositifs" ) whose
Dupuy: Dans l'oeil du cyclone. Colloque de Cerisy, ed. Mark Anspach, Paris: Cm'nets Nord
2008, p. 157.
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function i t is to make t h e relationship of superiority non-humiliating for those
subordinated: hierarchy itself;" demystifi cation;" contingency;" and complexity."
Contrary to appearances, these mechanisms do not contest or threaten hierar
chy, but make it palatable, since "what triggers the turmoil of envy is the idea
that the other deserves his good luck and not the opposite idea which is the only
one that can be openly expressed:" o From this premise, Dupuy draws the con
clusion that it would be a great mistake to think that a society which is just and
which also perceives itself as just will thereby be free of all resentment-on the
contrary, it is precisely in such a society that those who occupy inferior positions
will only find an outlet for their hurt pride in violent outbursts of resentment.
The standard objection to utilitarianism is that it cannot really account for
the full and unconditional ethical commitment to the Good: its ethics is only
a kind of "pact of the wolves" in which individuals obey ethical rules insofar
as this suits their interests. The truth is exactly the opposite: egotism or the
concern for one's well-being is not opposed to the common Good, since altruis
tic norms can easily be deduced from egotistic concerns." Individualism versus
communitarianism, utilitarianism versus the assertion of universal norms, are
false oppositions, since the two opposed options amount to the same in their
results. Conservative (Catholic and other) critics who complain how, in today's
hedonistic-egotistical society, true values have disappeared totally miss the
point. The true opposite of egotistical self-love is not altruism, a concern for the
common Good, but envy or ressentiment, which makes me act against my own
interests: evil enters in when I prefer the misfortune of my neighbor to my own
26 An externally imposed order of social roles in dear contradistinction to the
immanent higher or lower value of individuals-I thereby experience my lower social
status as totally independent of my inherent value.
27 The critico� ideological procedure which demonstrates that relations of superiority
or inferiority are not founded in meritocracy, but are the result of objective ideological
and social struggles: my social status depends on objective social processes, not on my
merits-as Dupuy puts it acerbically, social demystification "plays in our egalitarian,
competitive and meritocratic societies the same role as hierarchy in traditional societies"
(La marque du sacre, p. 208)-it enables us to avoid the painful conclusion that the
other's superiority is the result of his merits and achievements.
28 The same mechanism, only without its social-critical edge: our position on the social
scale depends on a natural and social lottery-lucky are those who are born with better
dispositions ancl.into rich families.
29 Superiority or inferiority depend on a complex social process which is independent
of individuals' intentions or merits-for example, the invisible hand of the market can
cause my failure and my neighbor's success, even if I worked much harder and was much
more intelligent.
30 Dupuy, La marque du sacre, p. 211.
31 See the most famous example: Robert Axelrod, The Evolution of Cooperation, New
York: Basic Books 1984.
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fortune, so that I am ready to suffer myself just to make sure that my neighbor
will suffer more. This excess of envy lies at the basis of Rousseau's well-known,
but nonetheless not fully exploited, distinction between egotism, amour-de-soi
(that love of the self which is natural), and amour-propre, the perverted prefer
ence of oneself to others in which a person focuses not on achieving a goal, but
on destroying the obstacle to it:
The primitive passions, which all directly tend tmvards our happiness, make us
deal only with objects which relate to them, and whose principle is only amour-de
sai, are all in their essence lovable and tender; however, when, diverted from their
objects by obstacles, they are more occupied with the obstacle they try to get rid of than
with the object they try to reach, they change their nature and become irascible and
hateful. This is how amour-de-soi, which is a noble and absolute feeling, becomes
amour-pIepre, that is to say, a relative feeling by means of which one compares
oneself, a feeling which demands preferences, whose enjoyment is purely negative
and which does not strive to find satis!,a ction in our own well-being, but only il1 the
misfortune of othersY
An evil person is thus not an egotist, "thinking only about his own interests:'
A true egotist is too busy taking care of his own good to have time to cause
misfortnne to others. The primary vice of a b ad person is precisely that he
is more preoccupied with others than with himself. Rousseau is describing
a precise libidinal mechanism: the inversion which generates the shift of the
libidinal investment tram the object to the obstacle itself." Here is why egali
tarianism itself should never be accepted at face value: the notion (and practice)
of egalitarian justice, insofar as it is sustained by envy, relies on an inversion of
the standard renunciation undertaken for the benefit of others: "I am ready to
renounce it, so that others will (also) not (be able to) have it!" Far from being
opposed to the spirit of sacrifice, Evil here emerges as the very spirit of sacri
fice, a readiness to ignore one's own well-being-if, through my sacrifice, I can
deprive the Other of his enjoyment
True Evil thus makes us act against our own interests-or, to put it in
Badion's terms, what interrupts the life of the egotist-utilitarian "human animal"
is not an encounter with the eternal Platonic Idea of the Good, but the encoun
ter with a figure of Evil, and-as Lacan argued in his seminar on the ethics of
psychoanalysis, "Good is a mask of Evil;' the way for Evil to be re-normalized or
domesticated. We should thus invert Badiou's notion of Evil as secondary with
regard to the Good, as a betrayal of the fldelity to an Event, as a failure of Good:
32 Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Rousseau, Judge of Jean-Jacques: Dialogues, Hanover:
Dartmouth College Press 1990, p. 63.
33 See Jean--Piene Dupuy, Petite metaphysique des tsunamis, Paris: Seui! 2005, p. 68.
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Evil comes first, in the guise of a brutal intrusion which disturbs the flow of our
animal life.
Back to Dupuy: his limitation is clearly discernible in his rejection of class
struggle as determined by this logic of envious violence: class struggle is for him
the exemplary case of what Rousseau called perverted self-love, in which one
cares more for the destruction of the enemy (which is perceived as the obsta
cle to my happiness) than for one's own happiness. Dupuy's only way out is to
abandon the logic of victimhood and accept negotiations between all parties
concerned, treated as equal in their dignity: "The transformation of the conflicts
between social classes, between capital and labor, in the course of the twenti
eth century amply demonstrates that this path is not utopian. We progressively
passed from the class struggle to social coordination, the rhetoric of victimhood
was mostly replaced by wage negotiations. From now on, bosses and trade union
organizations view each other as partners with interests which are simultane
ously divergent and convergent:'34 But is this really the only possible conclusion
from Dupuy's premises? Does not such a replacement of struggle by negotiation
also rely on a magical disappearance of envy, which then stages a surprising
comeback in the form of different fundamentalisms?
Furthermore, we stumble here upon another ambiguity: it is not that this
absence of limits should be read in terms of the standard alternative "either
humanity will find a way to set itselflimits or it will perish from its own uncon
tained violence:' If there is a lesson to be learned from the so-called "totalitarian'
experience, it is that the temptation is exactly the opposite: the danger of impos
ing, in the absence of any divine limit, a new pseudo-limit, a fake transcendence
on behalf of which I act (from Stalinism to religious fundamentalism). Even
ecology functions as ideology the moment it is evoked as a new Limit: it has
every chance of developing into the predominant form of the ideology of global
capitalism, a new opium for the masses replacing the declining religion," taking
over the old latter's fundamental function, that of assuming an unquestionable
authority which can impose limits. The lesson this ecology constantly hammers
into us is our finitude: we are not Cartesian subjects extracted from reality, we
are finite beings embedded in a bio-sphere which vastly exceeds our own hori
zons. In our exploitation of natural resources, we are borrowing from the future,
and hence should treat the Earth with respect, as something ultimately Sacred,
something th;it should not be unveiled totally, that should and will forever
remain a Mystery, a power we should learn to trust, not dominate.
Against such temptations, one should insist that the sine qua non of a really
radical ecology is the public use of reason (in the Kantian sense, as opposed to the
"private use" constrained in advance by state and other institutions) According
34 Dupuy, La marque du sam" p. 224.
35 I take this expression from Alain Badiou.
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to an Associated Press report from IVJay 19, 2011, the Chinese authorities have
now admitted that the Three Gorges D am, which created a 41O-mile-long res
ervoir, the world's largest hydroelectric project, has caused a slew of urgent
environmental, geological, and economic problems. They even now admit
that filling the reservoir has increased the fi'equency of earthquakes. Among
the main problems are widespread contamination of Yangtze tributaries and
lakes with copper, zinc, lead, and ammonium. Furthermore, because the dam
blocked the free flow of water on Yangtze, China's biggest watershed, it made the
drought which hit China in the summer of 20 II much worse: crops withered and
the low ebb along many rivers has affected hydroelectric plants, compounding
widespread power shortages. Finally, much of China's industry and inland ship
ping depend on the Yangtze, but shipping is stalled at some points downstream
from the dam becanse of the low water level. Although the authorities have now
announced major plans to deal with the problems, it is clear that most of them
were caused by official pressures which obstructed the "public use of reason" : no
one can now say "we didn't know;' since the problems had all been predicted by
independent scientists and civic: groups,
But is not the Kantian couple of the public versus the private use of reason
accompanied by what, in more conternporary terms, we could call the sus�
pension of the symbolic efficacy (or perfonuative power) of the public use of
reason? Kant does not reject the standard formula of obedience "Don't think,
obey!" with its direct "revolutionary" opposite "Don't just obey (follow what
others are telling you), think (for yourself) !"; his formula is "Think and obey!"
that is, think publicly (in the hee use of reason) and obey privately (as part of
the hierarchical machinery of power). In short, thinking freely does not legiti
mate my just doing anything-the most I can do when my "public use of reason"
leads me to see the weaknesses and injustices of the existing order is to appeal
to the ruler for reforms. One can go even a step further here and claim, with
Chesterton, that the abstract-inconsistent ffeedom to think (and doubt) actively
prevents actnal freedom:
We may say broadly that free thought is the best of all the safeguards against freedom.
Managed in a modern style the emancipation of the slave's mind is the best way of
preventing the emancipation of the slave. Teach him to worry about whether he
wants to be free, and he will not free himself.36
But is the subtraction of thinking from acting, the suspension of its efficacy,
really as clear and uneqUivocal as that? Is not Kant's secret strategy (intended or
not) like the well-known trick employed in court battles, when a lawyer makes
a statement in front of the jury which he Imows the judge will find inadmissible
36 G. K. Chesterton, Orthodoxy, San Francisco: Ignatius Press 1995, p. 45.
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and order the jury t o "ignore" -which, o f course, i s impossible, since the damage
has already been done. Is not the suspension of efficacy in the public use of
reason also a subtraction which opens up a place for some new social practice?
It is too easy to point out the obvious difference between the Kantian public use
of reason and Marxist revolutionary class consciousness: the first is neutral or
disengaged, the second is "partial" and fully engaged. However, the "proletar
ian position" can be defined precisely as that point at which the public use of
reason becomes practical-effective in itself without regressing into the "privacy"
of the private use of reason, since the pOSition from which it is exercised is that
of the "part of no-part" of the social body, its excess which directly stands for
universality. What happens with the Stalinist reduction of the Marxist theory to
the status of a servant of the Party-State is precisely the reduction of the public
to the private use of reason.
It is fashionable, in some of today's neo-pagan "post-secular" circles, to
affirm the dimension of the Sacred as a space in which every religion dwells
but which is prior to religion (there can be the Sacred without religion, but not
the other way round). (Sometimes, this priority of the Sacred is even given an
anti-religiOUS spin, as a way to remain agnostic while nonetheless engaged in
deep spiritual experience.) Following Dupuy, we should reverse matters here:
the radical break introduced by Christianity consists in the fact that it is the first
religion without the sacred, a religion whose unique achievement is precisely to
demystify the Sacred.
What practical stance follows from this paradox of religion without the
sacred? There is a Jewish story about a Talmud specialist opposed to the death
penalty who, embarrassed by the fact that the penalty was ordained by God
himself, proposed a wonderfully practical solution: not to overturn the divine
injunction directly, which would be blasphemous, but to treat it as God's slip
of the tongue, his moment of madness, and invent a complex network of sub
regulations and conditions which, while leaving the possibility of the death
penalty intact, ensure that it will never be actually realized." The beauty of this
procedure is that it inverts the standard procedure of prohibiting something in
principle (like torture), but then slipping in enough qualifications ("except in
specifled extreme circumstances . . .") to ensure that it can be done whenever one
really wants to do it. It is thus either "In principle, yes, but in practice, never"
or "In princir.le, no, but when exceptional circumstances demand it, yes:' Note
the asymmet ;y between the two cases: the prohibition is much stronger when
one allows torture in principle-in the flrst case, the principled "yes" is never
allowed to realize itself, while in the other case, the principled "no" is exception
ally allowed to realize itself. Insofar as the "God who enjOins us to kill" is one
37 l owe this data to Eric Santner.
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of the names of the apocalyptic Thing, the strategy of the Talmud scholar is a
way of practicing what Dupuy calls "enlightened catastrophism": one accepts the
final catastrophe-the obscenity of people killing their neighbors in the name of
justice-as inevitable, written into our destiny, and one -engages in postponing
it for as long as possible, hopefully indefinitely. Here is how, along these lines,
Dupuy stuns up Giinther Anders's reflections apropos Hiroshima:
On that day history became "obsolete." Humanity became able to destroy itself, and
nothing can make it lose this "negative omnipotence;' even a global disarmament or
a total denudearization of the vwrld. The apocalypse is inscribed as a destiny in our
Ftture, and the best we can do is delay its occurrence indefinitely. VVe are in excess.
On August 1945 we entered the era of the "freeze" and of the "second death" of all
that existed: since the meaning of the past depends on future acts, the becoming
obsolete of the future, its programmed ending, does not mean that the past DO
longer has any meanillg, it means that it never had any meaningY
It is against this background that we should read the basic Paulinian notion of
living in an "apocalyptic time;' a "time at the end of time": the apocalyptic time
is precisely the time of such an indeflnite postponement, the time of ti'eeze in
between two deaths: in some sense, we are already dead, since the catastrophe
is already here, casting its shadow from the future-after Hiroshilna, we can
no longer play the simple humanist game of insisting that we have a choice ("It
depends on us whether we follow the path of self-destruction or the path of
gradual healing") ; once such a catastrophe has happened, we lose the innocence
of such a position, we can only (indefinitely, maybe) postpone its reoccurrence."
This is how, in yet another hermeneutic coup, Dupuy reads Christ's skeptical
words against the prophets of doom:
As he went out of the temple, one of his disciples said to him, "Teacher, see what
kind of stones and what kind of buildings!" Jesus said to him, "Do you see these
great buildings? There will not be left here one stone on another, which will not be
thrown down:' As he sat 011 the Mount of Olives opposite the temple, Peter, James,
John, and Andrew asked him privately, "Tell us, when will these things be? "Vhat is
the sign that these things are all about to be fulfilled?" Jesus, answering, began to
tell them, "Be careful that no one leads you astray. For many will come in my name,
saying, 'I am he!' and will lead many astray. \tVhen you hear of wars and rumors of
38 Dupuy, La marque du sacre, p. 240
. 39 In a homologous way, the danger of nanotechnology is not only that scientists will
create a monster which will starl to develop out of (our) control: when we try to create a
new life, it is precisely our aim to bring about an uncontrollable self-organizing and self
expanding entity (ibid., p. 43).
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wars, don't be troubled. For those must happen, but the end i s n o t yet . . . Then if
anyone tells you, 'Look, here is the Christ!' or, 'Look, there!' don't believe it. For there
will arise false Christs and false prophets, and they will show signs and wonders,
that they may lead astray, if possible, even the chosen ones. But you watch:' (Mark
13:1-23)
These lines are tremendous in their unexpected wisdom: do they not exactly
correspond to the stance of the above-mentioned Talmudic scholar? Their
message is: yes, of course, there will be a catastrophe, but watch patiently, don't
believe it, don't succumb to hasty extrapolations, don't indulge yourself in the
properly perverse pleasure of thinking "This is it!" in all its diverse forms (global
warming will drown us all in a decade; biogenetics will mean the end of being
human; we are approaching a society of total digital control; and so on and so
forth). Far from luring us into such a self-destructive, perverse rapture, adopting
the properly apocalyptic stance is-today more than ever-the only way to keep
a cool head. What gives this need to maintain sobriety an additional sense of
urgency is the contemporary predominance of a cynical ideology which seems
to condemn every critique to practical irrelevance. The irrationality of capitalist
rationalism, the counter-productivity of its accelerated productivism, are well
known, having been analyzed in detail not only by the Frankfurt School authors
and loners like Ivan Illich, but also by numerous critics in the great ideologico
critical wave which accompanied the upheavals of the 1960s. When the same
topic is resuscitated today, in our cynical times, it is not just in order to return to
the past, but rather to add a crucial reflexive twist:
What is new and different today is precisely the fact that, thirty years later, we
know that the knowledge we already possessed was in no way sufficient to make us
change our behavior. This fact is not a minor detail, it constitutes a key element of
the problem. In the 19605 and '70S, it was simpler to believe that another world was
possible. This is why these years continue to inspire so much nostalgia. During this
epoch, one could still imagine that warnings based on the present situation could
influence the future in a positive way. Today, we know it. the future is not what it
was.40
Therein lies the basic lesson of the failure of traditional Ideologie-Kritik: knowing
is not enough, �ne can know what one is doing and still go ahead and do it.
The reason is that such knowledge operates under the condition of its fetish
istic disavowal: one knows, but one does not really believe what one knows.
This insight led Dupuy to propose a radical solution: since one believes only
40 Mark Anspach, "Un philosophe entre Tantale et Jonas;' in Jean-Pierre Dupuy: Dans
loeil du cyclone, pp. 10-11.
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when the catastrophe has really occurred (by which time it is too late to act),
one must project oneself into the aftermath of the catastrophe, confer on the
catastrophe the reality of something which has already taken place. We all know
the tactical move of taking a step back in order to jump further ahead; Dupuy
turns this procedure around: one has to jump ahead into the aftermath of the
catastrophe in order to be able to step back from the brink." In other words, we
mllst assume the catastrophe as Ollr destiny. In our ordinary lives, we pursue
our individual goals and ignore the "destiny" in which we participate in this
way: the catastrophic "fixed point" which appears as external destiny, although
it is "we ourselves who bring it about through our activity: "Destiny is here this
exteriority which is not exterior, since the agents themselves project it out of
their system: this is why it is appropriate to talk about auto-externalization or
auto-transcendence:'4<'
Giorgio Agamberls name (taken from Foucault) for what Dupuy calls "self.
transcending of society" is the dispositif; and it is striking how Agamben also
linked it to the topic of the sacred, although, in contrast to Dupuy, with an accent
on profanation. Agamben pointed out the link between the Foucauldian dis
positif and the young Hegel's notion of "positivity" as the substantial social order
imposed on the subject and experienced by it as external fate, not as an organic
part of itself. As such, the dispositif is the matrix of governability: it is "that in
and through which a pure activity of governing without any foundation in being
realizes itself. It is for this reason that dispositifs always have to imply a process
of subjectivation. They have to produce their subjecf'<; The ontological presup
position of such a notion of dispositifis "a general and massive partition of being
into two large sets or classes: on the one hand, the living beings (or substances),
on the other hand, the dispositifs within which the living beings never cease to
be caught:'"
There is a series of complex echoes between this notion of a dispositif,
Althusser's notion of Ideological State Apparatuses and ideological interpella
tion, and Lacan's notion of the "big Other": Foucault, Althusser, and Lacan insist
on the crucial ambiguity of the term the "subject" (as both free agent and as
subject to power)-the subject qua free agent emerges through its subjection
to the dispositiflISA/"big Other:' As Agamben points out, "desubjectivation"
("alienation') and subjectivation are thus the two sides of the same coin: it is the
very desubjectivation of a living being, its subordination to a dispositif, which
subjectivizes it. When Althusser claims that ideology interpellates individuals
4' Ibid., p. 19·
42 Dupuy, "De l'oeil du cyclone au point fixe endogene;' in Jean-Pierre Dupuy: Dans l'oeil
du Lyclone, p. 313.
43 Giorgio Agamben, Qu'est-ce qu'un dispositif?, Paris: Payot & Rivages 2007, pp. 26-7.
44 Ibid., p. 30.
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into subjects, "individuals" stand here for the living beings o n which a dis
positif of ISAs works, imposing on them a network of micro-practices, while
the "subject" is not a category of living being, of substance, but the result of
these living beings being caught in an ISA dispositif (or in a symbolic order)."
Where Althusser falls short is in his disappointing and misplaced insistence on
the "materiality" of the ISA: the primordial form of dispositif, the "big Other"
of the symbolic institution, is precisely immaterial, a virtual order-as such, it
is the correlative of the subject as distinct from the individual qua living being.
Neither the subject nor the dispositif of the big Other are categories of substantial
being. One can perfectly well translate these coordinates into Lacan's matrix of
the discourse of the University: homo sacer, the subject reduced to bare life, is,
in terms of Lac an's theory of discourses, the objet a, the "other" of the University
discourse worked upon by the dispositif of knowledge. Can we then say that
Agamben inverts Lacan: that, for him, it is the University discourse which is
the truth of the Master's discourse? The "product" of the University discourse
is $, the subject-the dispositif (the network of S of knowledge) works on the
"
bare life of the individual, engendering out of it the subject. Today, however, we
are witnessing a radical change in the working of this mechanism-Agamben
defines our contemporary post-political or bio-political era as a society in
which multiple dispositifs desubjectivize individuals without producing a new
subjectivity, without subjectivizing them:
From here comes the eclipse of politics which supposed real subjects or identities
(workers' movement, bourgeoisie, etc.) and the triumph of economy. that is to say, of
the pure activity of governing which pursues only its own reproduction. The Right
and the Left which today follow each other in managing power have thus very little to
do with the political context from which the terms which designate them originate.
Today these terms simply name the two poles (the one which targets without any
scruples the desubjectivation and the one which wants to cover it up with the hypo
critical mask of the good citizen of democracy) of the same machine of government. 46
"Bio-politics" designates this constellation in which dispositifs no longer gener
ate subjects ("interpellate individuals into subjects"), but merely administer and
regulate individuals' bare life-in bio-politics, we are all potentially reduced to
homini sacri.., The outcome of this reduction, however, involves an unexpected
45 In Deleuzian terms, living being is a substance, while the subject is an event.
46 Agamben, Quest-ce qu'un dispositif?, pp. 46-7.
47 Is every bie-politics necessarily bio-thea-politics, as Lorenzo Chiesa has suggested?
Yes, but in a very precise sense: the notion of "bare life" can only emerge within the
theological horizon, as the founding gesture of reducing all reality to "mere life:' to
which one then opposes the transcendent divine dimension. In this sense, "materialism"
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twist�Agamben draws attention to the tact that the inoffensive desubjectivized
citizen of post-industrial democracies, who in no way opposes the hegemonic
dispositifs but zealously executes all their injunctions and is thus controlled by
them even in the most intimate details of his or her life, is "nonetheless (and
,,
perhaps for this very reason) considered as a potential terrorist :,3 "In the eyes
of the authority (and, perhaps, the authority is right in this), nothing resembles
a terrorist more than an ordinary man."-+9 The more the ordinary man is con
trolled by cameras, by digital scanning, by data collection, the more he appears
as an inscrutable, un-governable X which subtracts itself hom the dispositifs the
more it obeys them with docility. It is not that it poses a threat to the machine of
government by actively resisting it: its very passivity suspends the performative
efficacy of the dispositifs, making their machine "run 011 empty;' turning it into
a self-parody which serves nothing. How can this happen? What is the exact
status of this X? To eradicate the profound ambiguity of Agamben's account, we
should apply here the Lacanian distinction between the subject ($) and subjecti
vation: the X that emerges when a dispositif totally desubjectivizes an individual
is that of the subject itself; the unfathomable void that ontologically precedes
subjectivization (the rise of the "inner life" of self-experience).
Agamben formulates the problem in terms of profanation: the notion of dis
positif has its origin in theology, linked the Greek oikonomia, which, in early
Christianity, related not to God in himself; but to God's relation to the world (of
humans), to how God administers his kingdom. (In radical Hegelian theology,
this distinction vanishes: God is nothing but the "economy" of his relating to
the world.) A dispositif is thus always minimally sacred: when a living being is
caught in a dispositif, it is by definition dis-appropriated. The practices by means
of which it participates in and is regulated by a dispositif are separated from their
"common use" by living beings: being caught in a dispositif, a living being serves
the sacred big Other. This is where profanation comes in as a counter-strategy:
"The problem of profanation of dispositifs (that is to say, of the restitution to the
common use of what was caught in dispositifs and separated [from living beings]
in them) is of the utmost urgency:';o
But what if there is no such "common use" prior to dispositifS? What if the
primordial function of dispositifs is precisely to organize and administer the
"common use"? In this case, prof�mation is not the restitution of a common
use, but, on the contrary, its destitution-in profanation, an ideological practice
effectively is a theological notion: it is what remains of theology after we subtract from
it the divine. In contrast to this, the first gesture of a genuine materialism is not to deny
the divine, but, on the contrary, to deny that there is such a thing as "mere (animal) life:'
48 Agamben, Quest-ce qu'un dispositif?, p. 48.
49 Ibid., pp. 48-9.
50 Ibid., p. 50.
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i s de-contextualized, de-functionalized, made t o run o n empty. To put i t yet
another way, if the founding move that establishes a symbolic universe is the
empty gesture, how is a gesture emptied? How is its content neutralized?
Through repetition, which forms the very core of what Agamben calls profa
nation: in the opposition between the sacred and the secular, the profanation
of the secular does not equal secularization; profanation puts the sacred text
or practice into a different context, it subtracts it from its proper context and
functioning. As such, profanation remains in the domain of non-utility, merely
enacting a "perverted" non-utility. To profane a mass is to perform a black mass,
not to study the mass as an object of the psychology of religion. In Kafkis The
Trial, the weird extended debate between Joseph K. and the Priest about the Law
is deeply profane-it is the Priest who, in his reading of the parable "Before the
Law;' is the true agent of profanation. One can even say that Kafka is the greatest
profaner of the Jewish Law. Or, apropos the topic of Heidegger and sexuality:
secularization would be to interpret Heidegger's style of writing as an alienated
fetishization of language, profanation would be to render in this style phenom
ena like sexual practices that Heidegger would never have addressed. As such,
profanation-not secularization-is the true materialist undermining of the
Sacred: secularization always relies on its disavowed sacred foundation, which
survives either as an exception or as a formal structure. Protestantism realizes
this split between the Sacred and the secular at its most radical: it secularizes the
material world, but keeps religion apart, and it introduces the formal religious
principle into the capitalist economy itself."
Here, however, we should perhaps supplement Agamben: the paradOxical
precedence of transgression over what it violates allows us to throw a critical light
on his concept of profanation. If we conceive profanation as a gesture of extrac
tion from the proper life-world context and use, is not such an extraction also
the very definition of sacralization ? Take poetry: is it not "born" when a phrase
or a group of words is "decontextualized" and becomes caught up in an autono
mous process of repetitive insistence? When, instead of "come here," I say "come,
come here;' is this not the minimum of poeticization? There is thus a zero-level
at which profanation cannot be distinguished from sacralization. So we have
here again the same paradox of displaced classification that we find in Emile
Benveniste's analysis of passive, active, and middle verbs. Just as, in Benveniste,
the original oJ<position is not between passive and active, with the middle inter
vening as a third mediating or neutral moment, but between active and middle,
so too here, the original opposition is between the secular-everyday-useful and
the Profane, and the "Sacred" stands for a secondary shift or mystification of the
Profane. The emergence of the human or symbolic universe lies in the minimum
51 Mutatis mutandis, the same goes for Stalinist communism-it is secularized, not
profaned religion.
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gesture of a "profanatory decontextualization" of a signal or gesture, and "sacral
ization" comes afterwards, as an attelnpt to gentrify, to domesticate, this excess,
this rapturous impact of the profane. In Japanese, bakku-shan signifies "a girl
who looks like she might be pretty when seen from behind, but isn't when seen
from the front" �- is not the relationship between profane and sacred something
like this? A thing which appears (is experienced as) sacred when viewed from
behind, from a proper distance, is effectively a profane excess. To paraphrase
Rilke, the Sacred is the last veil that conceals the horror of the Profane. So what
would the profanation of Christianity be? What if Christ himself�the comical
aspect of the embodiment of God in a ridiculous mortal�already is the profa
nation of divinity? What it; in contrast to other religions which can be profaned
only by men, in Christianity God profanes himself?
For this solution to work, we have to abandon the fundamentals of what one
can only call Agamben's ideology: his elementary dualism of living beings and
dispositifs. There are no living beings, human individuals (can) get caught in
dispositifs precisely because they are not merely living beings, because their very
life substance is derailed or distorted (the Freudian name of this distortion is, of
course, the death drive). This is why the human being is not a "rational animal;'
not denned by a dimension or quality which adds itself to substantial animality :
in order for such an addition to occur, a space for it, its possibility, has to be first
opened up by a distortion of animality itself The Lacanian name for this distor
tion or excess is the objet a (surplns-enjoyment), and, as Lacan convincingly
demonstrated, even Hegel here falls short, missing this dimension of surplus
enjoyment in the struggle for recognition and its outcome.
According to the standard view (propagated by, among others, Kojeve),
what is at stake in the Hegelian struggle between the (future) master and servant
is the separation of the subject from its body: through its readiness to sacrifice
its biological body (life), the subject asserts the life of the spirit as higher and as
independent of its biological life. This other (higher) dimension is embodied
in language, which is, in a way, the negativity of death transposed into a new
positive order: the word is the murderer of the thing it deSignates, it extracts
the concept of the thing in its independence from the empirical thing. From the
Freudian-Lacanian standpoint, however, such a description of the passage from
the biological body to its symbolization, to the spiritnal life of language, misses
something crucial: namely, how the symbolization of the body retroactively gen
erates a fantasmatic inexistent organ which stands for what is lost in the process
of symbolization:
This lamella, this organ, whose characteristic is not to exist, but which is nevertheless
an organ . . . is the libido. It is the libido, qua pure life instinct, that is to say, immortal
life, irrepressible life, life that has need of no organ, simplified, indestructible life.
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I t i s precisely what i s subtracted from the living being b y virtue of the fact that i t is
subject to the cycle of sexed reproduction. And it is of this that all the forms of the
objet a that can be enumerated are the representatives, the equivalentsY
A common motif of the phenomenological description of being human is that
of embodied existence, of experiencing a body as one's own, as a lived body, not
just as an object, a res extensa, in the world-the enigma of what it means not
only to have a body, but to "be" (in) a living body. The twentieth century effected
a double undermining of this immediate experience of the organic body: on
the one hand, the biogenetic reduction of the body to a mechanism regulated
by genetic codes and, in this sense, to an "artificial" mechanism; on the other
hand, the fantasmatic body, a body structured according not to biology but to
libidinal investments, which is the topic of psychoanalysis, from "partial objects"
(autonomous organs without bodies, like an eye or a fist which survive on their
own, as a perfect example of the drive-not the object of a drive, but the drive
as an [impossible] object) to their mythical prototype, the lamella. In some of
Francis Bacon's drawings, we find a (naked, usually) body accompanied by a
formless form, weird, dark, and stain-like, which seems to grow out of it, barely
attached to it, as a kind of uncanny protuberance which the body can never
fully recuperate or reintegrate, and which thereby destabilizes beyond repair the
organic Whole of the body-this is what Lacan aimed at with his notion of the
lamella (or the hommelette).
This forever lost excess of pure or indestructible life is-in the guise of the
objet a, the object-cause of desire-also what "eternalizes" human desire, making
it infinitely plastic and unsatisfiable (in contrast to instinctual needs). It is there
fore wrong to claim that, since the master does not work, he remains stuck at
the natural level: what the servant's products satisfy are not merely the master's
natural needs, but his needs transformed into an infinite desire for excessive lux
uries displayed in competition with the luxuries of other masters-the servant
brings the master rare delicacies, luxury furniture, expensive jewelry, and so on.
This is why the master becomes the servant of his servant: he depends on the
servant not for the satisfaction of his natural needs, but for the satisfaction of his
highly cultivated artificial needs.
This excess is at work across the entire range of culture, from high art to
the lowest consumerism. The standard formula of artistic minimalism is "less is
more": if we ab stain from adding any superficial ornament, if we go even further
52 Jacques Lacan, The Four Fundamental Concepts of Psycho-Analysis, New York:
W. W. Norton & Company 1978, pp. 197-8. When Lacan talks of the body being subjected
"to the cycle of sexed reproduction;' he doesn't mean biological mating, but sexual
difference as the impossible-Real of the symbolic order. In brutally direct terms: animals
who reproduce through mating do not have a lamella.
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and reluse to fill in the gaps or truncate what would have been the completed
form of our product, this very loss will generate additional meaning and create a
kind of depth. Surprisingly (or perhaps not), we find a similar logic of "more for
less" in the consumerist universe of commodities, where " less" is the proverbial
one cent subtracted from the filll rounded price ($4.99, not $5), and "more" the
no less proverbial surplus that we get for hee, known to all buyers of toothpaste:
the top quarter of the tube is often a different color, with large letters announc
ing: "1/3 more for free:' The catch is, of course, that the "!l,ll" product which sets
the standard for this is more or less fictional: we never get to see a toothpaste
without the surplus priced at the full 85-a clear sign that the reality of this
"more for less" is "less for more." From a Freudian perspective, it is easy to see
how this paradox of "more tor less" is grounded in the reflexive reversal of the
renunciation of pleasure into a new source of pleasure. Lacan's formula for this
reversal is a fraction of the small a (surplus-enjoyment) above minus phi (cas
tration) : an enjoyment generated by the very renunciation of enjoyment and, in
this sense, a "less" which is "more,"
This brings us to the crux of the debate between Judith Butler and Catherine
Malabou over the relationship between Hegel and Foucault (recall that Agamben
is an anti-Hegelian Foucauldian)." According to Foucault, Hegel assumes
the total sublation (Aujhebung) of the body in its symbolization: the subject
emerges through-and is equivalent to-its subjection (submission) to the
symbolic order, its laws and regulations; that is, for Hegel, the free and autono
mous subject is the subject integrated into the symbolic order. What Hegel does
not see is how this process of symbolization, of submissive regulation, gener
ates what it "represses" and regulates. Recall Foucault's thesis, developed in his
History of Sexuality, about how the medical-pedagogical discourse disciplining
sexuality produces the excess it tries to tame ("sex"), a process already begun
in late antiquity when the detailed Christian descriptions of all possible sexual
temptations retroactively generated what they tried to suppress. The prolifera
tion of pleasures is thus the obverse of the power which regulates them: power
itself generates resistance to itself, the excess it can never control-the reactions
of a sexualized body to its subjection to diSCiplinary norms are unpredictable.
Foucault remains ambiguous here, shifting the accent (sometimes almost
imperceptibly) between DiSCipline and Punish and the Hrst volume of History
of Sexuality and volumes two and three of the latter: while in both cases, power
and resistance are intertwined and support each other, the earlier works put the
accent on how resistance is appropriated in advance by power, so that power
mechanisms dominate the entire field and we are the subjects of power preCisely
when we resist it; later, however, the accent shifts onto how power generates the
53 See Judith Butler and Catherine Malabou, Sois mon corps: Une lecture contemporaine
de la domination et de la servitude chez Hegel, Paris: Bayard 2010,
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excess of resistance which i t can never control-far from manipulating resist
ance to itself, power thus becomes unable to control its own effects. What this
oscillation betrays is that the entire field of the opposition between power and
resistance is false and has to be abandoned-but how? Butler herself shows the
way: as a good Hegelian, she adds a key reflexive turn which amounts to a kind
of Hegelian response to Foucault: not only do the mechanisms of repression
and regulation generate the excess they endeavor to repress; these mechanisms
themselves become libidinally invested, generating a perverse source of surplus
enjoyment of their own. In short, the repression of a desire necessarily turns into
a desire for repression, the renunciation of a pleasure turns into the pleasure of
renunciation, the regulation of pleasures into a pleasure of regulation. This is
what Foucault does not take into account: how, for example, the diSciplinary
practice of regulating pleasures itself gets infected by pleasure, as in obsessive or
masochistic rituals. The true excess (of pleasure) is thus not the excess generated
by diSciplinary practices, but these practices themselves, which literally come in
excess of what they regulate.54
No wonder that the standard political use of recognition as a key feature of
Hegel's social thought is limited to liberal readings of Hegel-Jameson has already
noted that the ongoing focus on mutual recognition in such readings "reveals yet
a third Hegel, alongside the Marxist and the fascist one, namely a 'democratic'
or Habermasian Hegel":" the ontologically and politically "deflated" Hegel, the
Hegel who celebrates bourgeois law and order as the summit of human devel
opment." Therein lies the common denominator of liberal readings of Hegel's
political thought (and not only the political thought): reciprocal recognition
is the ultimate goal and at the same time the minimal presupposition of sub
j ectivity, the immanent condition of the very fact of self-consciousness-"I am
recognized, therefore I am:' I am a free subject only insofar I am recognized as
free by other free subjects (subjects recognized by me as free). Perhaps, however,
the time has come to problematize the central role played by this notion: it is
54 Sometimes Foucault does come close to this insight-in the first volume of his History
afSexuality, say, where he writes that we have at last invented "another pleasure: pleasure
in the truth about pleasure, pleasure in getting to know, analyze, reveal pleasures" (Michel
Foucault, The History of Sexuality, Vol. 1: An IntroducHon, trans. Robert Hurley, New
York: Vintage 1990, p. 71), Such insights are, however, not developed into a systematic
reflexivity of d&sire.
55 Fredric Jameson, The Hegel Variations, London: Verso Books 2010, p. 54.
56 The same goes for Lacan: there is a conservative Lacan who warns against the
dissolution of the Name-of-tbe-Father, exemplified by Pierre Legendre's work and
falsely targeted by Juditb Butler; there is a liberal Lacan exemplified in recent years by
Jacques-Alain Miller, who reads Lacalls analysis of the events of 1968 as a liberal critique
of revolutionaries; and then there is the radical-revolutionary Lacan, from Copjec and
Badiou to tbe Ljubljana school.
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strictly correlative to the "deflationary" reading of Hegel as a philosopher who
articulates the normative conditions of free lifeY
:Lvlutual recognition is, of course, the olltcome of a long process which
begins with the struggle to the death between the (future) master and servant.
In this struggle, the tension between attachment and detachment (to/frOln one's
body, or to/from material reality in general) repeats itself, but at a higher level,
which brings about their dialectical unity: attachment itself beCOlnes the fornl
of appearance of its opposite. We thus need to break out of the false oscillation
between attachment and detachment: detachment is primordial, constitutive
of subjectivity, a subject never directly "is" its body; all one need add is that
this very detachment (from the body) can only be enacted through an excessive
attachment to an "organ without a body:' The paradox is thus that the zero· level
of negativity is not a negative gesture, but an excessive afflrnlation: by getting
stuck on a partial object, by affirming it repetitively, the subject detaches itself
Ii'om its body, enters into a negative relationship towards its body.
How do I signal to the other my detachment from my particular biological
life? By unconditionally attaching myself to some totally trivial and indifferent
little-bit-of'the-Real for which I am ready to put everything, including my life,
at stake�the very worthlessness of the object for which I am ready to risk eve
rything makes it clear that what is at stake is not it but myself, my freedom. It is
against this background of the subject as actual infinity that we should read the
well-known passage in which Hegel describes how, in experiencing the fear of
57 This "deflated" liberal Hegel of recognition is paradigmatically American
(although one can argue that it was first outlined by Habermas, he was nevertheless
already influenced by the American pragmatic tradition, e.g., G. H. Mead's notion of
intersubjectivity based on the mutual identification of subjects, so that I can see myself
through the eyes of the other). It is thus perhaps more than a historical curiosity that
the first American Hegelian school was, at the origins of pragmatism, the American
philosophical movement. It began in 1856 ,vhen Henry Conrad Brokmeyer, a Prussian
immigrant, retreated deep il1to the Missouri woods with a gun, a dog, and a copy of
Hegel's Science ofLogic. Alone with this book over the next two years, Brokmeyer became
convinced that Hegel's thought should be extended to include the US: Hegel was right
that history has a direction which moves from east to ,vest, but he lived too early to see
the move from Europe to the US. History unfolds in the direction of a world-historical
city, culminating in a flowering of freedom under a rational state. Even in the US itself,
the spirit moves from the east to the west, towards the biggest American city west of the
Mississippi: S1. Louis. Brokmeyer applied to the US Hegel's notion of history progressing
through conflicts; religion versus science, abolitionism versus slavery, up to St. Louis
versus Chicago. After S1. Louis was dwarfed by Chicago, the disappointed Brokmeyer
moved further west-it was said, in the last years of his life, he conducted a Hegel
focused kindergarten class for the Creek Indians in their Oklahoma territory. But his
influence persisted, reaching C. S. Peirce, the father of pragmatism. See Kerry Howley,
"Hegel Hits the Frontier;' The Daily (May 19, 20U).
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death during h i s confrontation with t h e master, t h e servant gets a whiff o f the
infinite power of negativity; through this experience, he is forced to accept the
worthlessness of his particular Self:
For this consciousness was not in peril and fear for this element or that, nor for this
or that moment of time, it was afraid for its entire being; it felt the fear of death,
the sovereign master. It has been in that experience melted to its inmost soul, has
trembled throughout its every fibre, and all that was fixed and steadfast has quaked
within it. This complete perturbation of its entire substance, this absolute dissolu
tion of all its stability into fluent continuity. is, however, the simple, ultimate nature
of self-consciousness, absolute negativity, pure self-relating existence. which conse
quently is involved in this type of consciousness.;8
The rather boring objection to the struggle to the death between the future
master and the future servant is that Hegel cheats by silently ignoring the dead
lock of the obvious radical solution: the two really do fight to the death, but since
that result would bring the dialectical process to a halt, the struggle is not really
fought without restraint, it presupposes a certain implicit symbolic pact that the
result will not be death. In the days prior to the battle of !lipa, one of the key
battles of the Second Punic War in 206 BC, a strange ritual emerged between the
two armies, the Carthaginians commanded by Hasdrubal, Hannibal's brother,
and the Romans commanded by Scipio. One morning, after deploying their
forces in a battle formation,
the two armies stood and watched each other. For all their initial confidence. neither
commander wished to push his men forward and force a battle. After some hours.
with the sun beginning to set. Hasdrubal gave the order for his men to return to
camp. Observing this, Scipio did the same.
Over the following days this became almost a routine. At a late hour. which in
itself suggested no great enthusiasm for battle, Hasdrubal led his army on to the
edge of the plain. The Romans would then match the move, both armies deploying
in the same formation as on the first day. Then the armies would stand and wait,
until near the end of the day, first the Carthaginians and then the Romans returned
to their respective camps.59
Only after sev�ral days of this did Scipio decided to provoke the battle. The only
benefit of such posturing was a marginal moral one: Hasdrubal could claim that
he laid down the challenge to the enemy each day, while Scipio could claim that
58 G. W F. Hegel, Phenomenology of Mind, second rev. ed., trans. ). B. Baillie, Mineola:
Dover 2003. p. 110.
59 Adrian Goldsworthy, In the Name of Rome, London: Orion Books 2004, pp. 69-70.
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he only withdrew after the enelny did so. Such cases are a welcome reminder
of how much of warfare involves not simply physical contlict hut a complex
symbolic ritual of posturing.
Butler proposes a strange and counter-intuitive (but strangely convincing)
reading of this conclusive moment of the dialectic of master and servant: through
the fear of death which shatters the foundations of his entire being, the servant
assumes his finitude, he becomes aware of himself as a hagile, vulnerable being.
What Butler fails to emphasize is the positive obverse of fbis fragile finitude: the
negative force which threatens the individual and shakes the foundations of his
life is not in itself the "ultimate nature of self-consciousness, absolute negativity,
pure self-relating existence"; it is thus not external to the snbject (like the figure
of the master in front of him, threatening him from outside), but his very core,
the very heart of his being. This is the way the awareness of one's finitude imme
diately reverts into the experience of one's true infinity, which is self-relating
negativity.
This dimension of infinity is missing in Foucault, which is why Malabou is
justified in her reproach to Foucault (and, implicitly, Butler) that the Foucauldian
subject engaged in the "care of the self" remains caught in a closed loop of self
affection. Precisely insofar as it is aware of its fragile flnitude and turned towards
the future�that is, insofar as it is attached not to what it is but to the void or
opening ofwhat it may become, and therefore engaged in permanent selrcriticis111,
the continuous "courageous" questioning of its given forms-the Foucauldian
subject remains attached to itself; relating to its (self- )critical activity as the final
point of reference. Snch a stance remains at the level of the "abstract" opposition
of subject and substance, asserting the predominance of the subject attached to
itself in contrast to all objective content. More specifically, we should abandon
the entire paradigm of "resistance to a dispositif " : the idea that, while a dispositif
determines the network of the Self's activity, it simultaneously opens up the space
for the subject's "resistance;' for its (partial and marginal) undermining and dis
placement of the dispositif. The task of emancipatory politics lies elsewhere: not
in elaborating a proliferation of strategies for how to "resist" the predominant dis
positif from marginal subjective positions, but in thinking about the modalities of
a possible radical rupture in the predominant dispositif itseJf In all the talk about
"sites of resistance;' we tend to forget that, difficult as it is to imagine today, trom
time to time fbe very dispositifs which we resist do actually change.
The debate between Butler and Malabou is nonetheless sustained by a shared
premise according to which, "although there is no body which would be mine
without the other's body, there is also no possihle definitive dis-appropriation of
my body, no more than a possible definitive appropriation of the other's bodY:'60
60 Butler and Malabou, Sois mOil corps, p. 8. The mechanism described by Butler as the
disavowed injullction "Be my body!" (a Master orders me to be-to act as-his body,
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I s this premise not confirmed b y two recent Hollywood productions, each of
which stages and tests the extreme of a subject completely passing over into
another body, but with opposite results? In Avatar, the transfer succeeds and the
hero successfully moves his soul from his own to his other (aboriginal) body,
while in Surrogates (2009, based on the 2005-6 comic book series, directed by
Jonathan Mostow), the humans rebel against their avatars and return to their
proper bodies.
Avatar should be compared to films like Who Framed Roger Rabbit? or The
Matrix in which the hero is caught between our ordinary reality and an imagined
universe-of cartoons in Roger Rabbit, of digital reality in The Matrix, and of
the digitally enhanced ordinary reality of the aboriginal planet in Avatar. What
one should thus bear in mind is that, although Avatar's narrative is supposed to
take place in one and the same "real" reality, we are dealing-at the level of the
underlying symbolic economy-with two realities: the ordinary world of impe
rialist colonialism and (not the miserable reality of exploited aboriginals, but)
the fantasy-world of the aboriginals who live in an incestuous link with nature.
The end of the film thus has to be read as a desperate solution in which the hero
fully migrates from real reality into the fantasy-world-as if, in The Matrix, Neo
were to decide to fully immerse himself again in the Matrix. A more immediate
contrast to Avatar is Surrogates, set in 2017, when people live in near-total isola
tion, rarely leaving the safety and comfort of their homes, thanks to remotely
controlled robotic bodies that serve as "surrogates;' designed as better-looking
versions of their human operators. Because people are safe all the time, and any
damage done to a surrogate is not felt by its owner, it is a peaceful world free
from fear, pain, and crime. Predictably, the story revolves around the alienation
and lack of authenticity in this world: at the film's end, all the surrogates are dis
connected and people are compelled to start using their own bodies again. The
contrast between Surrogates and Avatar could not be more apparent.
This does not mean, however, that we should reject Avatar in favor of a more
"authentic" and heroic acceptance of our ordinary reality as the only real world
there is. Even if reality is "more real" than fantasy, it still needs fantasy to retain
its consistency: if we subtract fantasy, the fantasmatic frame, from reality, reality
but in a disavowed way: I should pretend that I am not really that, but continue to be
a free independent individual) seems to concern, much more than bodies, the modern
relationship of qomination in which the servant has to act as free and willingly accept
the subordinated role: the modern master's order is that his servant pretend to be free
rather than a servant. Take the role of the wife in a marriage in which patriarchal values
continue to have a subterranean existence: the wife has to serve her husband, but in the
context of a free and equal relationship; this is why the first act of rebellion is to openly
proclaim one's servitude, to refuse to act as free where one is de facto not free. The effects
of such refusal are shattering, since in modern conditions, servitude can only reproduce
itself as disavowed.
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itself loses its consistency and disintegrates. The lesson is thus that the very
alternative of "either accept reality or choose fantasy" is a false one: what Lacan
calls la traver",e du fantasme has nothing to do with dispelling illusions and
accepting reality the way it is. This is why, precisely when"we are shown SOlneone
doing just that--renouncing all illusions and embracing miserable reality�we
should focus on identifying the minimal j,mtasmatic contours of this reality. If
we really want to change or escape from our social reality, the first thing to do
is to change the fantasies tailored to make us fit this reality; because the hero
of Avatar does not do this, his subjective position is what, apropos Sade, Lacan
called Ie dupe de 5011 jimtasme.
How to escape or "negate" the constraints of the existing universe is thus not
only a difficult empirical problem, but perhaps even more difficult to imagine
or to conceptualize. In mid· April 2011, the media reported that the Chinese gOY·
ernment had prohibited showing on TV and in cinemas films dealing with time
travel and alternative histories, with the argument that such stories introduce
frivolity into serious historical matters�even the fictional escape into an alter
nate reality is considered too dangerous. We in the West do not need such an
explicit prohibition: as the disposition of what is considered possible and what
impossible shows, ideology exerts sufficient material power to prevent alterna
tive history narratives from being taken with a minimum of seriousness.
This material power becomes most palpable precisely where one would
least expect.it: in critical situations, when the hegemonic ideological narrative is
being undermined. We live in such a situation today. According to Hegel, repeti·
tion plays a precise role in history: when something happens just once, it may be
dismissed as a mere accident, as something that might have been avoided with a
better handling of the situation: but when the same event repeats itself: this is a
sign that we are dealing with a deeper historical necessity. When Napoleon lost
for the first time in 1813, it looked like just bad luck; when he lost the second time
at Waterloo, it was clear that his tilne was over. And does the same not hold for
the ongoing financial crisis? When it first hit the markets in September 2008,
it looked like an accident to be corrected through better regulation, and so on;
now that signs of a repeated financial meltdown are gathering, it is clear that we
are dealing with a structural necessity.
How does the hegemoniC ideology prepare us to react to such a predicmnent?
There is an anecdote (apocryphal, for sure) about an exchange of telegrams
between German and Austrian army headquarters in the middle of the First
World War: the Germans sent the message "Here, on our part of the front, the
situation is serious, but not catastrophic;' to which the Austrians replied "Here,
the sitnation is catastrophic, but not serious:' Is this not increasingly the way
many of us, at least in the developed world, relate to our global predicament?
We all know about the impending catastrophe, but somehow we cannot take it
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seriously. I n psychoanalysis, this attitude i s called a fetishistic split: I know very
well, but . . . (I do not really believe it), and is a clear indication of the material
force of ideology which makes us refuse what we see and know."
So where does this split come from? Here is Ed Ayres's description: "We
are being confronted by something so completely outside our collective experi
ence that we don't really see it, even when the evidence is overwhelming. For us,
that 'something' is a blitz of enormous biological and physical alterations in the
world that has been sustaining us:'" In order to cope with this threat, our col
lective ideology is mobilizing mechanisms of dissimulation and self-deception
up to and including the direct will to ignorance: "a general pattern of behavior
among threatened human societies is to become more blinkered, rather than
more focused on the crisis, as they fall:'63 Catastrophic, but not serious . . .
While such a disavowal is clearly discernible in how the majority relates
to ecological threats, we can discern the same mechanism in the predominant
reaction to the prospect of a new financial collapse: it is difficult to really accept
that the long period of post-World-War-II progress and stability in the devel
oped Western world is approaching its end. What makes the situation especially
volatile is the fact that the disavowal is supplemented by its opposite, excessive
panicky reactions: in the fragile domain of financial speculations, rumors can
inflate or destroy the value of companies-sometimes even whole economies
in a matter of days. Since the capitalist economy has to borrow from the future,
accumulating debts which will never be fully repaid, trust is a fundamental ingre
dient of the system-but this trust is inherently paradoxical and "irrational": I
trust that I can get access to my bank account at any time, but while this can hold
61 An exemplary case of the material power of ideology is The Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual ofMental Disorders (DSM), published by the American Psychiatric Association.
Its goal is to provide "a common language and standard criteria for the classification
of mental disorders. It is used in the US and in varying degrees around the world, by
clinicians, researchers, psychiatric drug regulation agencies, health insurance companies.
pharmaceutical companies, and policy makers. There have been four revisions since it
was first published in 1952, gradually including more mental disorders, although some
have been removed and are no longer considered to be mental disorders, most notably
homosexuality"; the next (fifth) edition, DSM-5, is due for publication in May 2013.
(See the Wikipedia entry for "Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders:'
I rely here on the critical analysis by Sarah Kamens.) The role of the DSM is crucial
because hospiif.ls. clinics, and insurance companies generally require a DSM diagnosis
of all patients treated-and since the health-industrial complex in the US turns around
twice as much money as the notorious military-industrial complex, one can imagine
the far-reaching fmancial consequences of seemingly marginal changes in the DSM
classifications.
62 Ed Ayres, Gods Last Offer: Negotiating}"r a Sustainable Future, New York: Four Walls
Eight Windows '999, p. 6.
63 Ibid., p. '41.
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for me individually, it cannot hold for the majority (if the majority effectively
test the system and try to \vithdraw their money, the entire system will collapse)
Crises are thus simultaneously disavowed and triggered out of nowhere, with no
"real" callses. Can we even imagine, along these lines, the economic and social
consequences of the collapse of the U S dollar or the Euro?
The riots in the UK suburbs in 2011 were a zero-level reaction to this
ongoing crisis-but why were the protesters pushed towards this kind of vio
lence? Zygmunt Bauman was on the right track when he characterized the riots
as acts of "defective and disqualified consumers": more than anything else, they
were a consumerist carnival of destruction, a consumerist desire violently redi
rected when unable to realize itself in the "proper" way (by shopping) . As such,
they of course also contained a mOlnent of genuine protest, a kind of ironic
reply to the consumerist ideology with which we are bombarded in our daily
lives: "You call on us to consume while simultaneously depriving us of the pos
sibility to do it properly-so here we are doing it the only way open to us!" The
riots thus in a way stage the truth of "post .ideological society:' displaying in a
painfully palpable form the material force of ideology. The problem with such
riots is not their violence per se, but the fact that it is not truly self-assertive-in
Nietzsche's tern1s, it is reactive, not active, impotent rage and despair masked as
a display of force, envy masked as triumphant carnival.
The danger is that religion will fill in this void and restore meaning. That
is to say, the riots need to be situated in the series they form with another type
of violence perceived by the liberal majority today as a threat to our way of life:
terrorist attacks and suicide bOlnbings. In both instances, violence and counter
violence are caught up in a deadly vicious cycle, each generating the very forces
it tries to combat. In both cases, we are dealing with blind passages a lacte, where
violence is an implicit admission ofimpotellce. The difference is that) in contrast
to the Paris banlieue or British riots which were a "zero-level" protest, violent
outbursts which wanted nothing, terrorist attacks act on behalf of that absolute
Meaning provided by religion. So how are we to pass fr01ll such violent reactions
to a new reorganization of the totality of social life? To do this requires a strong
body able to make quick decisions and realize them with the necessary harsh
ness. Who can accomplish the next step? A new tetrad emerges here, the tetrad
of people-movement-party-Ieader.
The people is still here, but no longer as the mythical sovereign Subject
whose will is to be enacted. Hegel was right in his critique of the democratic
power of the people: "the people" should be re-conceived as the passive b ack
ground of the political process-the majority is always and by definition passive,
there is no guarantee that it is right, and the most it can do is acknowledge and
recognize itself in a project imposed by political agents. As such, the role of the
people is ultimately a negative one: "free elections" (or a referendum) serve as
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a check on t h e party movements, a s a n impediment designed to prevent what
Badiou calls the brutal and destructive ''fort;:age '' (enforcement) of the Truth
onto the positive order of Being regulated by opinions. This is all that electoral
democracy can do; the positive step into a new order is beyond its scope.
In contrast to any elevation of authentic ordinary people, we should insist
on how the process of their transformation into political agents is irreduc
ibly violent John Carpenter's They Live (1988), a neglected masterpiece of the
Hollywood Left, tells the story of John Nada (Spanish for "nothing") , a homeless
laborer who finds work on a Los Angeles construction site but has no place to
stay. One of the other workers, Frank Armitage, takes him to spend the night
at a local shantytown. While being shown around that night, he notices some
odd behavior at a small church across the street. Investigating the next day, he
aCcidentally stumbles on several boxes full of sunglasses hidden in a secret com
partment in a wall. When he later puts on a pair of the glasses for the first time,
he notices that a publicity billboard now simply displays the word "OBEY;' while
another urges the viewer to "MARRY AND REPRODUCE:' He also sees that
paper money now bears the words "THIS IS YOUR GOD:' What we get here is
a beautifully naive mise-en-scene of the critique of ideology: through the critico
ideological glasses, we directly see the Master-Signifier beneath the chain of
knowledge-we learn to see dictatorship in democracy, and seeing it hurts. We
learn in the fiim that wearing the critico-ideological glasses for too long gives
the viewer a bad headache: it is very painful to be deprived of the ideological
surplus-enjoyment. When Nada tries to convince Armitage to put the glasses
on, his friend resists, and a long fight follows, worthy of Fight Club (another
masterpiece of the Hollywood Left). It starts with Nada saying to Armitage:
"I'm giving you a choice. Either put on these glasses or start eating that trash
can:' (The fight takes place among overturned trash bins.) The fight, which goes
on for an unbearable eight minutes, with occasional pauses for an exchange of
friendly smiles, is in itself totally "irrational" -why does Armitage not just agree
to put the glasses on to satisfy his friend? The only explanation is that he knows
his friend wants him to see something dangerous, to access a prohibited knowl
edge which will totally spoil the relative peace of his daily life. The violence
staged here is a positive violence, a condition of liberation-the lesson is that
our liberation from ideology is not a spontaneous act, an act of discovering our
true Self. Th� key feature here is that to see the true nature of things, we need the
glasses: it is not that we have to take off ideological glasses in order to see "reality
as it is": we are "naturally" in ideology, our natural sight is ideological. How does
a woman become a feminist subject? Only through renouncing the crumbs of
enjoyment offered by the patriarchal discourse, !fom reliance on males for "pro
tection" to the pleasures provided by male "gallantry" (paying the restaurant bill,
opening doors, and so on).
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When people try to "organize themselves" directly in movements, the most
they can create is an egalitarian space for debate where speakers are chosen
by lottery and everyone is given the same (short) time to speak, etc. But such
protest lllovelnents prove inadequate the mOlnent one has to act, to impose a
new order-at this point, something like a Party is needed. Even in a radical
protest movement, people do 110t know what they want, they demand a new
Master to tell them. But if the people do not know, does the Party? Are we
back at the standard topic of the Party possessing historical insight and leading
the people?
It is Brecht who gives us a clue here. In what is for some the most problematic
song of The Measure Taken, the celebration of the Party, he proposes something
much more uniqne and precise than it may at first appear. It looks like Brecht
is simply elevating the Party into the incarnation of Absolute Knowledge, an
historical agent with complete and perfect insight into the historical situation,
a "subject supposed to know" if there ever was one: "You have two eyes, but
the Party has a thousand eyes!" However, a close reading of the song makes
it clear that something different is going on: in their reprimand to the young
communist, the chorus says that the Party does not know all, that the young
communist may be right in his disagreement with the predominant Party line:
"Show us the way which we should take, and we / shall follow it like you, but /
do not take the right way without us. / Without us, this way is / the falsest one. /
Do not separate yourself from us:' This means that the authority of the Party is
1101 that of determinate positive knowledge, but that of the form of knowledge,
of a new type of knowledge linked to a collective political subject. The crucial
point on which the chorns insists is simply that, if the young comrade thinks
that he is right, he should fight for his position within the collective form of the
Party, not outside it-to put it in a somewhat pathetic way, ifhe is right, then the
Party needs him even more than its other members. What the Party demands is
that one ground one's "I" in the "We" of the Party's collective identity: fight with
us, fight for us, fight for your truth against the Party line, just do not do il alone,
outside the Party.
Movements as agents of politicization are a phenomenon of "qualitative
democracy": even in the mass protests in Tahrir Square in Cairo, the people who
gathered there were always a minority-the reason they "stood for the people"
hinged on their mobilizing role in the political dynamic. In a homologous way,
the organizing role of a Party has nothing to do with its access to some privileged
lmowledge: a Party is not a figure of the Lacanian subject-supposed-to-know
but an open field of knowledge in which "all possible mistakes" occur (Lenin).
However, even this mobilizing role of movements and parties is not enough:
the gap that separates the people themselves from organized forms of political
agency has to be somehow overcome-but how? Not by the proximity of the
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people a n d these organized forms; something more is needed, and t h e paradox
is that this "more" is a Leader, the unity of Party and people. We should not
be afraid to draw all the consequences from this insight, endorsing the lesson
of Hegel's justification of monarchy and ruthlessly slaughtering many liberal
sacred cows on the way. The problem with the Stalinist leader was not an
excessive "cult of personality:' but quite the opposite: he was not enough of a
Master but remained part of the bureaucratic-party Knowledge, the exemplary
subject-supposed-to-know.
To take this step "beyond the possible" in today's constellation, we must
shift the accent of our reading of Marx's Capital to "the fundamental struc
tural centrality of unemployment in the text of Capital itself": "unemployment
is structurally inseparable from the dynamic of accumulation and expansion
which constitutes the very nature of capitalism as such:'" In what is arguably
the extreme point of the "unity of opposites" in the sphere of the economy, it is
the very success of capitalism (higher productivity, etc.) which produces unem
ployment (renders more and more workers useless)-what should be a bleSSing
(less hard labor needed) becomes a curse. The world market is thus, with regard
to its immanent dynamic, "a space in which everyone has once been a produc
tive laborer, and in which labor has everywhere begun to price itself out of the
system:'" That is to say, in the ongoing process of capitalist globalization, the
category of the unemployed acquires a new quality beyond the classic notion
of the "reserve army of labor": the category should now include "those massive
populations around the world who have, as it were, 'dropped out of history; who
have been deliberately excluded from the modernizing projects of First World
capitalism and written off as hopeless or terminal cases":" so-called "failed
states" (Congo, Somalia), victims of famine or ecological disasters, trapped in
pseudo-archaic "ethnic hatreds;' objects of philanthropy and NGOs or (often
the same people) of the "war on terror." The category of the unemployed should
thus be expanded to encompass a wide range of the global population, from the
temporary unemployed, through the no-longer employable and permanently
unemployed, up to people living in slums and other types of ghettos (Le., all
those often dismissed by Marx himself as "Iumpenproletarians") , and, finally, all
those areas, populations or states excluded from the global capitalist process, like
blank spaces in ancient maps. Does not this extension of the circle of the "unem
ployed" brin� us back from Marx to Hegel: the "rabble" is back, emerging at
the very core of emancipatory struggles? That is to say, such a re-categorization
changes the entire "cognitive mapping" of the situation: what once lay in the
inert background of History becomes a potential agent of emancipatory
64 Fredric Jameson, Representing Capital, London: Verso Books 2011, p. 149.
65 Fredric Jameson, Valences of the Dialectic, London: Verso Books 2009, pp. S80-I.
66 Jameson, Representing Capital, p. 149.
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struggle. Recall Marx's dismissive characterization of the French peasants in his

Eighteenth Brumaire:
the great mass of the French nation is formed by the simple addition of homolo
gous magnitudes, much as potatoes in a sack form a sack of potatoes . . . Insofar as
there is merely a local interconnection among these small-holding peasants, and the
identity of their interests forms no community, no national bond, and no political
organization among them, they do not constitute a class. They are therefore incapa
ble of asserting their class interest in their own name, whether through a parliament
or a convention. They cannot represent themselves, they must be represented.ti7
In the great twentieth· century revolutionary mobilizations of peasants (from
China to Bolivia), these "sacks of potatoes" excluded from the historical process
began actively to represent themselves. We should nonetheless add three
qualifications to Jameson's deployment of this idea. First, the semiotic square
proposed by Jameson-whose terms are (1) workers, (2) the reserve army of
the (temporarily) unemployed, (3) the (permanently) unemployable, and (4) the
"formerly employed" but now unemployable-needs to be corrected: would not
a more appropriate fourth term be the illegally employed, from those workiug
in black markets and slums up to and including different forms of slavery?"
Second, Jameson fails to emphasize how those "excluded" are often nonethe
less included in the world market. Take the case of today's Congo: beneath the
fa�ade of "primitive ethnic passions" exploding yet again in the African "heart of
darkness;' it is easy to make out the contours of global capitalism. After the fall
of Mobutu, Congo no longer exists as a united state; its eastern part especially
is now a multiplicity of territories ruled by local warlords each controlling their
patch ofland with an army which, as a rule, includes drugged children, and each
with business links to a foreign company or corporation exploiting the (mostly)
mining wealth in the region. This arrangement snits both partners: the corpora
tions get the mining rights without taxes and so on, the warlords get money. The
irony is that many of these minerals arc used in high -tech products like laptops
and cell phones-in short: forget about the savage customs of the local popula
tion, just subtract from the equation the technology companies and the whole
system of ethnic warfare fuelled by ancient passions will fall apart.
Jameson's third category, the "permanently unemployable;' should be sup
plemented by its opposite, which consists of those educated but with no chance
of finding employment: a whole generation of students have almost no chance
of finding a job corresponding to their qualifications, which leads to massive
67 Karl Marx, The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte, trans. Saul K. Padover,
Moscow: Progress Publishers 1934.
68 Jameson, Valences of the Dialectic, p. 580.
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protests; and t h e worst way t o resolve this gap i s to directly subordinate educa
tion to the demands of the market-iffor no other reason than that the market
dynamic itself renders the education provided by universities "obsolete:'
Jameson here makes a further (paradoxical, but thoroughly justified) step:
he characterizes this new structural unemployment as a form of exploitation
the exploited are not only workers producing surplus-value appropriated by
capital, they also include those structurally prevented from getting caught up in
the capitalist vortex of exploited wage labor, including whole geographical zones
and even nation states. How, then, are we to rethink the concept of exploita
tion? A radical change is needed here: in a properly dialectical twist, exploitation
includes its own negation-the exploited are not only those who produce or
"create;' but also (and even more so) those who are condemned not to "create:'
This returns us for the last time to the structure of the Rabinovitch j oke: "Why
do you think you are explOited?" "For two reasons. First, when I work, the capi
talist appropriates my surplus-value:' "But you are now unemployed-no one is
appropriating your surplus-value because you create none!" "This is the second
reason . . ." Everything hinges here on the fact that the capitalist circuit not only
needs workers, but also generates a "reserve army" of those who cannot find
work: the latter are not simply outside the circulation of capital, they are actively
produced as not-working by this circulation. Or, to refer again to the Ninotchka
joke, they are not simply not-working, their not-working is their positive feature
in the same way as "without mill{' is the positive feature of "coffee without milk:'
The importance of this accent on exploitation becomes clear when we
oppose it to domination, the favored motif of different versions of the post
modern "micro-politics of power:' In short, the theories of Foucault and
Agamben are insufficient: all their detailed elaborations of the regulatory power
mechanisms of domination, all the wealth of notions such as the excluded, bare
life, homo sacer, etc., must be grounded in (or mediated by) the centrality of
exploitation; without this reference to the economic, the fight against domination
remains "an essentially moral or ethical one, which leads to punctual revolts and
acts of resistance rather than to the transformation of the mode of production as
such" '9-the positive program of such ideologies of "power" is generally one of
some type of "direct" democracy. The outcome of the emphasis on domination
is a democratic program, while the outcome of the emphasis on exploitation is a
communist p,ogram. There lies the limit of describing the horrors of the Third
World in terms of the effects of domination: the goal becomes democracy and
freedom. Even the reference to "imperialism" (instead of capitalism) functions
as a case of how "an economic category can so easily modulate into a concept of
power or domination" 7°-and the implication of this shift towards domination
69 Jameson, Representing Capital. p. 150.
70 Ibid., p. 151.
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is, of course, the belief in another ("alternate") modernity ill which capitalism
will function in a "fairer" way, without domination.
VV h at this notion of domination fails to register is that only in capitalism
is exploitation "naturalized;' inscribed into the functioniilg of the economy-it
is not the result of extra -economic pressure and violence, and this is why, ill
capitalism, we have personal freedom and equality: there is no need for direct
social domination, domination is already inscribed in the structure of the pro
duction process. This is also ·why the category of surplus-value is crucial here:
Marx always emphaSized that the exchange between worker and capitalist is
"just" in the sense that workers (as a rule) get paid the full value of their labor,
power as a commodity-there is no direct "exploitation" here; that is, it is not
that workers "are not paid the full value of the commodity they are selling to
the capitalists." So while in a market economy I remain de facto dependent, this
dependency is nonetheless "civilized;' realized in the form of a "free" market
exchange between me and other persons instead of in the fonrl of direct ser
vitude or even phYSical coercion. It is easy to ridicule Ayn Rand, but there is a
grain of truth in the famous "hymn to money" from her Atlas Shrugged: "Until
and unless you discover that money is the root of all good, you ask for your
own destruction. When money ceases to beconle the lneans by which men deal
with one another, then men become the tools of other men. Blood, whips and
guns or dollars. Take your choice-there is no other:'7' Did Marx not say some,
thing similar in his well-known fonnula of how, in the universe of commodities,
"relations between people assume the guise of relations among things"? In the
market economy, relations between people can appear as relations of mutually
recognized freedom and equality: domination is no longer directly enacted and
visible as such.
The liberal answer to domination is recognition (as we have seen, a favored
topic among "liberal Hegelians"): recognition "becomes a stake in a multicul,
tural settlement by which the various groups peaceably and electorally divide
up the spOilS."72 The subjects of recognition are not classes (it is meaningless to
demand the recognition of the proletariat as a collective subject-if anything,
fascism does this, demanding the mutual recognition of classes) . Subjects of
recognition are those defined by race, gender, etc.-the politics of recognition
remains within the bourgeois civil society framework, it is not yet class politics.73
The recurrent story of the contemporary Left is that of a leader or party
elected with universal enthusiasm, promising a "new world" (Mandela, Lula,
etc.)-but, then, sooner or later, usually after a couple of years, they conhont the
key dilemma: whether to dare to mess with the capitalist mechanism, or whether
71 Ayn Rand, Atlas Shrugged, London: Penguin Books 2007, p. 871.
72 Jameson, Valences af the Dialectic, p. 568.
73 Ibid.
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t o just "play the game:' I f one disturbs the mechanism, one will be very swiftly
"punished" by market perturbations, economic chaos, and the rest.74 So although
it is true that anti-capitalism cannot be the direct goal of political action-in
politics, one opposes concrete political agents and their actions, not an anony
mous "system" -we should apply here the Lacanian distinction between goal
and aim: anti-capitalism, if not the immediate goal of emancipatory politics,
should be its ultimate aim, the horizon of all its activity. Is this not the lesson of
Marx's notion of the "critique of political economy"? Although the sphere of the
economy appears "apolitical;' it is the secret point of reference and structuring
principle of political struggles.
Returning to Rand, what is problematic is her underlying premise: that the
only choice is between direct and indirect relations of domination and exploita
tion, with any alternative dismissed as utopian. However, as noted above, we
should nonetheless recognize the moment of truth in Rand's otherwise ridicu
lously ideological claim: the great lesson of state socialism was indeed that an
immediate abolition of private property and market-regulated exchange, in the
absence of concrete forms of social regulation of the process of production,
necessarily resuscitates direct relations of servitude and domination. Jameson
himself falls short with regard to this point: focusing on how capitalist exploi
tation is compatible with democracy, how legal freedom can be the very form
of exploitation, he ignores the sad lesson of the twentieth-century experience
of the Left: if we merely abolish the market (including market exploitation)
without replacing it with an adequate form of communist organization of pro
duction and exchange, domination returns with a vengeance, and with it direct
exploitation.
When dealing with the topic of human rights, the critique of ideology tends
to commit two (opposed) mistakes. The first is the obvious one: the symptomal
point (excess, self-negation, antagonism) of a field is reduced to a mere accident,
an empirical imperfection, rather than something that emerges necessarily. The
notion of universal human rights de facto privileges a determinate set of par
ticular cultural values (European individualism, etc.), which means that their
universality is false. However, there is also the opposite mistake: the entire field
is collapsed into its symptom-"bourgeois" freedom and equality are directly
and only capitalist ideological masks for domination and exploitation, "universal
human rights'; are directly and only the means of justifying imperialist colonialist
interventions, etc. While the first mistake is part of critico-ideological common
sense, the second is usually neglected and as such all the more dangerous. The
properly Marxist critical notion of "formal freedom" is much more refined: yes,
74 This is why it is all too simple to criticize Mandela for abandoning the socialist
perspective after the end of apartheid: did he really have a choice? Was the move towards
socialism a real option in th8;t particular context?
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"bourgeois freedom" is merely formal, but, as such, it is the only form ofappear
ance (or potential site) of actual freedom . In short, if one prematurely abolishes
"formal" freedom, one loses also (the potential of) actual freedom-or, to put it
in more practical terms, in its very abstraction, formal fre � dom not only obfus
cates actual un freedom, it Simultaneously opens up the space for the critical
analysis of actnal unfreedom./5
What fmther complicates the situation is that the rise of blank spaces in
global capitalism is in itself also a proof that capitalism can no longer afford
a universal civil order of freedom and democracy, that it increasingly requires
exclusion and domination. The case of the Tiananmen crackdown in China
is exemplary here: what was quashed by the brutal military intervention was
not the prospect of a fast entry into the liberal-democratic capitalist order, but
the genuinely utopian possibility of a more democratic and more just society:
the explosion of brutal capitalism after 1990 went hand in hand with the re
assertion of non -democratic Party rule. Recall the classical Marxist thesis on
early modern England: it was in the bourgeoisie's own interest to leave the
political power to the aristocracy and keep for itself the economic power. Maybe
something homologous is going on in today's China: it was in the interest of the
new capitalists to leave political power to the Communist Party.
How, then, are we to break out of the deadlock of post ·political de
historicization? What to do after the Occupy Wall Street movement, when
the protests which started far away (Middle East, Greece, Spain, UK) reached
the center, and are now reinforced and rolling out all around the world? What
should be resisted at this stage is precisely a quick translation of the energy of
the protest into a set of "concrete" pragmatic demands. The protests did create a
vacuum-a vacuum in the field of hegemonic ideology, and time is needed to fill
this vacuum in a proper way, since it is pregnant, an opening for the truly New.
What we should always bear in mind is that any debate here and now neces
sarily remains a debate on the enemy's turf: time is needed to deploy the new
content. All we say now can be taken (recuperated) from us-everything except
our silence. This silence, this rejection of dialogue, of all forms of clinching, is
our "terror;' ominous and threatening as it should be.
Does this negative gesture of protesters not bring us back to Melville's
Bartleby, to Bartleby's "I would prefer not to"? Bartleby says, "I would prefer
75 The legal career of Jacques Verges represents a clear case of this second mistake in
practice. Having recognized the hypocrisy of the Western legal system (in 1945, having
defeated fascism in the name of human freedoms and rights, the Western powers practiced
brutal colonialist oppression in Algeria, Vietnam, etc.), Verges ended up defending those
accused by the West of terrorism, from Klaus Barbie to Pol Pot. Although his goal is to
unmask the hypocrisy of the Western liberal legal system, such a procedure is unable to
propose any alternate system of justice.
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not to" and not " I don't prefer (or care) t o d o it"-we are thereby back a t Kant's
distinction between negative and infinite judgment. In his refusal of the Master's
order, Bartleby does not negate the predicate, he rather affirms a non-predicate:
what he says is not that he doesn't want to do it; he says that he prefers (wants)
not to do it. This is how we pass from the politics of "resistance;' parasitical upon
what it negates, to a politics which opens up a new space outside the hegemonic
position and its negation." In the terms of Occupy Wall Street, the protesters
are not saying only that they would prefer not to participate in the dance of
capital and its circulation, they would also "prefer not to" cast a critical vote (for
"our" candidates) or engage in any form of "constructive dialogue:' This is the
gesture of subtraction at its purest, the reduction of all qualitative differences
to a purely formal minimal difference which opens up the space for the New.
There is a long road ahead, and soon we will have to address the truly diffi
cult questions-not about what we do not want, but about what we do want.
What form of social organization can replace the actually existing capitalism?
What type of new leaders do we need? And what organs, including those of
control and repression? The twentieth-century alternatives obviously did not
work. While it is thrilling to enjoy the pleasures of "horizontal organization," of
protesting crowds with their egalitarian solidarity and free open-ended debates,
these debates will have to coalesce not only around some new Master-Signifiers,
but also in concrete answers to the old Leninist question "What is to be done?"
Reacting to the Paris protests of 1968, Lacan said: "What you aspire to as revo
lutionaries is a master. You will get one:'77 Although this diagnostic/prognostic
should be rejected as a universal statement about every revolutionary upheaval,
it contains a grain of truth: insofar as the protest remains at the level of a hysteri
cal provocation of the Master, without a positive program for the new order to
replace the old one, it effectively functions as a (disavowed, of course) call for
a new Master.
Faced with the demands of the protesters, intellectuals are definitely not in
the position of the subjects supposed to know: they cannot operationalize these
demands, or translate them into proposals for precise and realistic measures.
With the fall of twentieth-century communism, they forever forfeited the role of
the vanguard which knows the laws of history and can gUide the innocents along
its path. The people, however, also do not have access to the requisite knowl
edge-the "people" as a new figure of the subject supposed to know is a myth of
the Party which claims to act on its behalf, from Mao's gUideline to "learn from
the peasants" to Heidegger's aforementioned appeal to his old farmer friend in
76 For a more detailed elaboration of this "Bartleby-politics;' see the last pages of my
The Parallax View, Cambridge, MA: MIT Press 2006.
77 Jacques Lacan at Vincennes. December 3. 1969: "Ce a quoi vous aspirez comme
revolutionnaires, d�st a un Maitre. Vous laurez."
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his short text "Why Do I Stay in the Provinces?" limn 1934, a month after he
resigned as the dean of the Freiburg University:
Recently I got a second invitation to teach at the University 6fBerlin. On that occa
sion I left Freibllrg and withdrew to the cabin. I listened to what the mountains and
the forest and the farmlands were saying, and I went to see an old fdend of mine,
a 75-year old farmer. He had read about the call to Berlin in the newspapers. What
would he say? Slowly he fixed the sure gaze of his clear eyes on mine, and keeping
his mouth tightly shut, he thoughtfully put his faithful hand on my shoulder. Ever so
slightly he shook his head. That meant: absolutely lloFR
One can only imagine what the old firmer was really thinking-in all probabil
ity, he knew what answer Heidegger wanted from him and politely provided it.
No wisdom of ordinary men will tell the protesters warum bleibel1 wi,. il1 Wall
Street. There is no Subject who knows, and neither intellectuals nor ordinary
people are that subject. Is this a deadlock then: a blind man leading the blind, or,
more precisely, each of them assuming that the other is not blind? No, because
their respective ignorance is not symmetrical: it is the people who have the
answers, they just do not know the questions to which they have (or, rather, are)
the answer, john Berger wrote about the "multitudes" of those who tind them
selves on the wrong side olthe Wan (which divides those who are in from those
who are out):
The multitudes have answers to questions which have not yet been posed, and they
have the capacity to outlive the walls. The questions are not yet asked because to
do so requires words and. concepts which ring true, and those currently being used
to name events have been rendered meaningless: Democracy, Liberty, Productivity,
etc. With new concepts the questions will soon be posed, for history involves
precisely such a process of questioning. Soon? Within a generation.79
Claude Levi-Strauss wrote that the prohibition of incest is not a question, an
enigma, but an answer to a question that we do not know. We should treat the
demands of the Wall Street protests in a similar way: intellectuals should not
primarily take them as demands, questions, for which they should produce
clear answers, programs about what to do. They are answers, and intellectuals
should propose the questions to which they are answers. The situation is like
in the Provinces?" trans. Thomas Sheehan,
78 Martin Heidegger,
Do I
the
ed. Thomas Sheehan, Chicago: Precedent
in Heidegger: The Man
Publishing 1981, p, 29.
79 John Berger, "Afterword;' in Andrey Platonov, Sou.l and Other Stories, New York: New
York Review Books 2007, p. 317
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that in psychoanalysis, where t h e patient knows the answer (his symptoms are
such answers) but does not know what they are the answers to, and the analyst
has to formulate the questions. Only through such patient work will a program
emerge.
Badiou has argued, in relation to Aristotle's principle of non-contradiction
and the principle of the excluded middle, that there are three modes of nega
tion." Of the four logical possibilities, Badiou begins by dismissing the last
one (negation which obeys neither principle) as "inconsistent;' equivalent to
the complete dissolution of all potency of negatiVity, so that three consistent
forms remain, each of them fitting a certain logical framework: (1) negation
obeys both principles-classical logic (Aristotle) ; (2) negation obeys the princi
ple of contradiction, but not the excluded middle-intuitionist logic (Brouwer,
Heyting); (3) negation obeys the excluded middle, but not the principle of
contradiction-paraconsistent logic (the Brazilian school, da Costa) In classical
logic, the negation of P excludes not only P itself, but any other possibility con
cerning the contents of the proposition P. In intuitionist logic, the negation of P
excludes P itself, but not some other possibilities which are somewhere between
p and non-P In paraconsistent logic, the negation ofP excludes that sort of space
between P and non -P, but not P itself-P is not really suppressed by its negation
(no wonder Badiou links this negation in which "P lies inside the negation of P"
to Hegel's dialectic) . For example, in the classical ethico-legal domain, someone
is either guilty or innocent, with no zone in between; in the intuitionist space,
we always have intermediate values, like "guilty with attenuating circumstances;'
"innocent because, while certainly guilty, there is insufficient proof;' etc. In the
paraconsistent space (not unfamiliar to certain theologies) , one can be both at
the same time, although there is no third option: my deep awareness of my guilt
is the only proof I can have of my innocence, and so on.
As might be expected, Badiou's privileged example is that of revolution. The
communist revolution is classical, a radical confrontation with no third option,
either us or them: the poor worker who before the revolution appears as nothing
in the political field, becomes the new hero of this field. In the intuitionist space
of social-democratic reformism, the poor worker appears in the political field,
but is in no way its new hero: the idea is to reach a compromise, to find a third
way, to maintain capitalism, but with more social responsibility, and so forth. In
the third case Qf paraconsistent space, we get a sort of undecidability between
event and non-event: something happens, but, from the point of view of the
world, everything is identical, so we have event and non-event simultaneously
a false event, a simulacrum, as in the fascist "revolution" which denounces
"plutocratic exploitation" and maintains capitalism. As Badiou concludes: "The
80 See Alain Badiou, "The Three Negations:' Cardozo Law Review, Vol. 29, NO. 5 (April
2008), pp. 1877-83.
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lesson is that, when the world is intuitionistic, a true change must be classical,
and a false change paraconsistent:'
But what if tociay's late-capitalist world is no longer intuitionistic? Is not
"postmodern" capitalism an increasingly paraconsistent system in which, in a
variety of modes, P is n011- P: the order is its own transgression, capitalism can
thrive under communist rule, and so on? Here, classical change no longer works,
because the negation gets caught up in the game. The only remaining solution
is thus to go with the fourth option (dismissed by Badiou, but which should be
given a different reading). The first thing to remember is the radical asymmetry
of the class struggle: the aim of the proletariat is not simply to negate (in what
ever way) its enemy, the capitalists, but to negate (abolish) itself as a class. This
is why we are dealing here with a "third way" (neither proletarian nor capitalist)
which is not excluded, but also with a suspension of the principle of contradic
tion (it is the proletariat itself which strives to abolish itself, its condition) .
What does this mean i n terms of the libidinal economy? I n a letter to
Einstein, as well as in his New Introductory Lectures to Psychoanalysis, Freud
proposed as a utopian solution for the deadlocks of humanity the "dictator
ship of reason"-men should unite and together subordinate and master their
irrational unconscious forces. The problem here, of course, lies with the very
distinction between reason and the unconscious: on the one hand, the Freudian
unconscious is "rational;' discursive, haVing nothing to do with a reservoir of
dark primitive instincts: on the other hand, reason is for Freud always close to
"rationalization;' to finding (false) reasons for a cause whose true nature is disa
vowed. The intersection between reason and drive is best signaled by the fact
that Freud uses the same formulation for both: the voice of reason or of the drive
is often silent, slow, but it persists forever. This intersection is our only hope.
The communist horizon is peopled by two millennia of failed radical
egalitarian rebellions from Spartacus onwards-yes, they were all lost causes,
but, as G. K. Chesterton put it in his What's Wrong with the World, "the lost
causes are exactly those which might have saved the world:'"'

81 G. K. Chesterton, Whats lVrong with the World, London: Cassell 1910, p. 36.
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deconstruction 279, 327
deconstructionism 295-6
deep awareness 569
Deleuze, Gilles 1 8, 40, 2 1 0, 260, 323, 376,
409, 501, 502, 503, 595
Anti-Oedipus 757-8, 853; and
Capital 853-4; Cinema 2: The
Time-Image 855; comparison with
Derrida 742-3n; critique of Hegel
6 1 1 - 1 2; definition of virtuality 345;
Difference and Repetition 488, 936-7;
and the Kantian break. 1 93-4; and
Lacan 619-21; late philosophy 610;
logic of productive presence 853--6;
The Logic of Sense 35-7, 62-3, 585,
664, 853, 937; modes of Being 64-5;
and multiplicity 227-8, 854-5; and
predestination 2 1 3-16; the pseudo
cause 853-7; and pure difference
481 -4, 608-2 1 ; pure past 207- 1 3 ; the
quasi-cause 855-7; representations
2 1 5 ; sheet of Hme concept 28; the
sign 21 4- 1 5; the Virtual 68
Demick, Barbara, Nothing to Envy 3 1 2
democracy 1 04, 1 1 9-20, 256, 338, 764-5,
8 1 8 , 900-2, 998-9, 1003
democratic anti-Platonism 41
democratic materialism 6, 4 1 , 42, 877
Democritean atomism 60
Democritus 58-60
demystification 977

den 58-60, 495
Dennett, Daniel 2 1 1 , 333-4, 428, 568-9,
734, 9J 5
depersonalization 68, 747
Derrida, Jaques 4, 1 7n, 1 27, 2 1 0, 2 1 1 , 247,
260, 469, 48 1 , 5 8 1 , 670
The Animal That TIwrefore I Am
408-16; comparison ·with Deleuze
742-3n; critique of Foucault 328,
329-30; deconstruction 327; and.
diiJ-erance 377n; failed correlationism
642n; Foucault's critique of 385; On
Grammatology 279; and madness
328, 329-3 1 , 332; pharmakon 342;
and religion 626; to-come 896
Descartes, Rene 79, 327-30, 334, 339, 385,
408, 428n, 476, 632, 7 2 1 , 876, 878
desire 5, 496-7, 498-9, 639, 654, 705-6,
745-6, 753, 989
despotic societies 70
destruction 660
determination 955
determinism 1 46�7, 2 1 1 - 1 2, 402
Dexter (TV series) 425
dialectic approaches 69
dialectical materialism 200, 260-3, 393-4
definition 67; and the existence
of nothing 378; Lacan's 780- 1 ;
philosophy o f 776
dialectics and the dialectical process 398,
490n
and contradiction 39; foundation
of 38; lIegel's 1 94-5, 1 99-206,
260-3, 272-3, 294, 303-4, 369-70,
405-6, 468-70, 492, 501 -2, 5 1 3- 1 4,
532-3, 576-9; and history 2 1 8-19;
and humor 590; Marx and 250-2;
Meillassoux and 629; moments
of 294, 3 14- 1 5 ; negative 261 , 3 9 1 ;
synthesis 532-3; temporality of 290;
transubstantiation 234
dialectical reversal 535, 537-8
dialecticals 590-2
Dickens, Charles, Great Expectations
518-19
Dickinson, Emily, Poem 7 3 2 753-4

INDEX
dictatorship of the bourgeoisie 120
dictatorship of the proletariat 120
dictatorship of reason 1 0 1 0
Diderot, Denis 1 1 7 - 1 8
differance 377n
difference 77ln, 838-9, 892, 950. see also
sexual difference
minimal 6 1 6 - 1 7, 838, 847-8, 959,
974; in nature 936-8; pure 48 1 -4,
596-7, 608-2 1 , 941-2, 947; virtual
6 1 7-20
differend, the 286-92
differentiality 581-2
and the phallic signifier 590-7; and
self-reflexivity 584-90; signifiers and
582-92; and suture 582-97; symbolic
765-8
differentiating 106
dignity 34, 737
Ding an sich, the 148-9, 1 5 0- 1 , 1 52, 163
direct democracy 764-5
discord 886
discourse analysis 537n
discretion 89-90
discursive historicism 6
discursive materialism 7
disenchantment 739
dispositifs 984-8, 994
divine, the 1 10- 1 1
divine Absolute, the 852-3
divine violence 878
divisions 39
documentary cinema 363
doing nothing 947
Dolar, Mladen 1 8 , 40, 53-5, 487, 674
domination 19, 224-5, 256, 1003- 1 0
Double Life of Wronique, The (film) 363
double vacuum, the 1 34, 135
dreams 305, 485-J!, 493-4, 5 1 8
drive 4, 5, 7, 1 3 1 , 1 78-9, 496-504, 546- 5 1 ,
6 1 9-20, 639-40, 663n, 884-5
dualism, ofideas 35-7
Dumont, Louis 935, 972
Duns Scotus, John 632
Dupuy, Jean-Pierre 264, 428, 972-4, 974-9,
981-4
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duty 3 1 0
dynamic antinomies 1 6 3
dystopian fixed pOint, the 264
Eagleton, Terry 8 1 n, 99n, 1 00, 5 1 9-20
Eckhart, Meister 895
Eco, Umberto 5 1 4
ecology 373n
economic crisis 245
economic production, base and
superstructure 370
Edelman, Lee 124
Ego 544, 6 3 1 , 7 1 7 - 1 8
E g o Ideal 702
egotistic indifference 90
Egyptian uprising, 2 0 l l 34-5
Eichmann, Adolf 128
Einstein, Albert 27, 740, 908, 922-3
Eleatic idealism 60
Eliot, T. S. 208-9, 2 1 8 , 772, 950-1
Elizabeth I, Queen 83
emancipatory polities 70
embodied existence 989
emotions 343-4
Empire, resistance to 765
empiricist-analytic anti-Platonism 40
empty signifiers 8 1 0- l l , 937
enjoyment 307-8, 3 8 1 , 968-71
enlightened catastrophism 982-4
Enlightenment (state of being) 108-10, 2 9 1
Enlightenment, the (movement) 626-7
enthusiasm 834
enunciated content 24-5
enunciation 24-5
Eppur si muove 3-5, 44, 1 3 1 , 954, 968
Epstein, Marc 129
equality 440
equivalence, and difference 77ln
Ereignis 1 08, 808, 878n, 890- 1 , 924
Erscheinung 9
esoteric wisdom 789-90
esprit 3 1 6 - 1 7
Essence 37-8, 235, 378-9, 467, 638, 8 1 7
eternal struggle 200
eternity, Platonic sense of 3 1
ethical acts 1 2 1-4
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ethical autonomy 1 27-8
ethical subject, the 827-3 1
ethics 894
and enjoyment 968-71; Freud and
963, 965-7; hedonism 1 23; immoral
123-7; Lacanian 1 2 1 -7, 163, 963,
964-5, 967-8; Levinasian-Derridean
1 23n; limit of 825-6; perspective
of the Last Judgment 1 26-7; and
psychoanalysis 963-7; and religion
981-4; and responsibility 1 27; unity
of opposites 107; utilitarianism and
977-8; Western Buddhism 123
Eucharist, the 99 - 1 0 1
Events 76, 8 1 1 - 1 3 , 8 1 5 , 821-6, 835-9, 905.
see also Truth-Events
Evil 107, 304, 621, 658, 817-18, 830, 864,
878, 898. see also Good
Dupuy's account of 974-9; and
freedom 887-90; hierarchical order
and 973-4; Lacan on 978-9; origin
of 1 2
evolution 730- 1
evolutionary materialism 238-9
exception, logic of 57
excess 848-9, 853
existentialist anti-Platonism 40
experience, Hegelian process of 868-9
experimental metaphysics 9 1 0- 1 1
exploitation 1003, 1 005, 1009 - 1 0
expressionism 705
external reality 385
externalization 235
extinction 953-4
face, the 827-3 1 , 830- 1
failed correlationism 642n
Fall, the 339-40, 376, 549, 888n, 951-2
False Memory Syndrome 273
false vacuum 377-8, 944-5, 949-50
fantasmatic entities 679-85
fantasy 1 76-8, 273, 371 -5, 477, 664-5,
685-9 1 , 695-6, 769, 995-6
fascism 70, 452
fate 79-80, 658-60
fatherland 880

Fearn, Nicholas 743, 9 1 1 - 1 2
female orgasm, the 441
feminine masquerade 46-7
feminine principle,-the 739, 744-5, 795
feminine sexuality 7 5 1 -6
feminism 756
fetishistic displacement 89-90
Feynman, Richard 733
Fichte, Johann Gottlieb 6, 9, 6 1 8, 626, 708,
720
and the Absolute 1 40-5; absolute
transcendental idealism 1 54;
account of self-consciousness 1 80-9;
Ansloss 1 5 0 - 1 , 1 5 1 -4, 1 59, 167,
1 73-5, 3 8 1 , 735; and appearance
142-5; assessment of position 1 7 1 -9;
critique of Kant 168-9; and drive
1 78-9; early philosophy 145-5 1 ;
and the Finite Absolute 1 60-8; and
finitude 1 55-6, 1 5 8-9, 1 6 1 -2, 164;
and freedom 163; and God 1 82-4;
Ground of the Self 1 82-5; and Hegel
1 86-9; and idealism 145�6; and
identity 1 53-5; and the I-form
1 40-2; and imagination 1 77-8; and
Kant 1 37; and knowledge 1 84-5; late
philosophy 140-5; and limitation
1 56-9; and mind 1 78, 180; and nature
1 64-5; Nicht-Ich 165-7; passage from
Kant 1 79-80; passage to theology
1 79-89; philosophical progress 137;
philosophical theory 1 39; the posited
presupposition 168-7 1 ; and the
primacy of practical philosophy 1 7 1 3; primacy o f practical reason 160;
radicalization of Kant 11, 1 47-5 1 ,
1 7 1 -3; and reality 147; and solipsism
163; spurious infinity 1 78; the status
of the Absolute 1 64; and the subject
1 74, 188; and the Thing-in-itself 1 52.
1 54-5, 1 59, 168-9; Wissenschaftslehre
137, 1 4 1 , 143, 1 5 7
fictions 23-30, 43-6, 75-6, 3 7 1 -6
fidelity 8 1 3 - 1 4, 8 1 5
financial crisis, 2008 247, 996-8
Findlay, J. N. 50

INDEX
Finite Absolute, the 160-8
finite J, the 162-3
finite thought 202
finitude 1 52-3, 1 55-6, 1 5 8-9, 1 6 1 -2, 1 64,
1 72-3, 269, 283-5, 657-8
Fink, Bruce 786n
First Love (film) 362-3
fluid appearance 55
For They Know Not What They Do ( Z itek)
286-9
forclusion 68
For-itself 389
form 36, 305-10, 660-6
formlessness 272
forms 66
fossils 644-5, 647
Foucault, Michel 210, 935, 984, 1 003
critique of Derrida 327, 329-33, 385;
Discipline and Punish 332, 338, 990;
and Hegel 990-5; Histoire de la folie
328-30; History ofMadness, 327;
History of Sexuality 332-3, 990; and
madness 328-30, 332-3
4 Months, 3 Weeks and 2 Days (film) 656
France 2 1 0- 1 1 , 437-8
Frank, Manfred 553
Frayn, Michael, Human Touch 808
freedom 34, 1 1 1 , 223-4, 449, 734
absolute 3 1 5- 1 6, 402; abstract
3 1 9-20; and antiphilosophy 84950; and autonomy 1 89, 337-4 1 ;
bourgeois 293, 1 005-6; and causality
744; and determinism 2 1 1 - 1 2 ; and
Evil 887-90; Fichte and 163; formal
1005-6; and genetiC determinism
733; the Ground of 1 3 ; and habits
341 -8; Hegel and 1 49, 1 89, 227,
263-4, 3 1 5- 1 6, 3 19-20; and human
rights 100 � -6; Kant and 1 48-9,
266, 337-41 ; and madness 337-48;
and marriage 445-6; Marx and
298-9; moral 1 7 1-2; and nature 460;
and necessity 227, 460- 1 , 465-6;
noumenal 338-9; and predestination
2 1 6; and quantum indeterminacy
9 1 5 ; and quantum physics 923-4; and
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retroactivity 2 1 1 - 1 3 ; Schelling and
887-90; and Terror 1 96-7
Frege, Gottlob 795-6
French Revolution 33-4, 69, 205-6, 260,
285, 289, 294, 3 1 7- 1 9, 3 1 9-20, 323,
437-8, 464, 574, 881
French Revolution, 1 848 352-3
French vanguard cinema 28
Freud, Sigmuod 3, 4, 57, 2 1 6, 239, 336, 346,
3 8 1 , 47 1 , 479-80, 491-2, 503, 5 5 1 , 595
Bejahung, affirmation 859-63;
Brassier's reading of 954-5;
comparison with Hegel 484-90;
comparison with Lacan 963; on
dreams 305, 485-8, 493-4, 5 1 8 ; and
drive 1 3 1 , 1 79, 500, 503, 547, 663n;
and encountering the Other 828; and
ethics 963, 965-7; Group Psychology
and the Analysis of the Ego 452;
Hegel and 320; Introductory Lectures
on Psychoanalysis 486; Lacan and
305, 380, 397-8, 589-90, 6 3 1 , 837,
862-3, 954-5; and language 871; and
madness 3 3 1 n; Meillassoux and
6 31 -2; and myths 9 5 1 -2; and
negation 493-6; New Introductory
Lectures to Psychoanalysis 1 0 1 0 ;
oceanic feeling 796; the Oedipus
complex 360; partial objects 654,
670- 1 , 787n; phallocentrism 592; the
pleasure principle 123; primordial
repression 860; The Psychopathology
of Everyday Life 456-7; rejection of
philosophy 8; and repression 305,
307; and responsibility 127; and
sexuality 362, 441-2; the unconscious
552, 7 1 5
Freud-Events 836
frictionless capitalism 245-6
Fried, Gregory 885-6
Fried, Michael 255
Fright of Real Tears, The ( Z itek) 86-7
From Noon Till Three (film) 4 1 9-20
frozen image, the 30-1
fundamentalism 303
iulur 264
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future, the 866-7
borrowing from 557-79; plagiarism
by anticipation 557-64; relationship
with past 561-3; retroactive causality
563 -4
Gabriel, Markus 541
Gadamer, Hans-Georg 16
Galileo Galilei 3
Gathering, The (film) 79
gaze 666-8, 700-2, 708
of the Other 4 ! 1 , 41 4- 1 5 , 667, 694-5,
703-5
Gelassel1heit 883, 886-7, 891, 895-6, 896-8
gender 746-7, 758-9
genetic determinism 733
genetic manipulation 354
Geniessen 457
German Idealism 5, 7-8, 1 3 , 106, 1 37-40,
160, 166, 1 87-8, 254, 265, 464, 7 1 7-22,
798, 888
German language 471
Germany 437-8, 880, 8 8 1 -2, 894
Giles, James 7 1 9
Gill, Mary Louise 5 1 -2, 65-6
Gilligan, Carol 756
Gilroy, Frank D., From Noon Till Three
4 1 9-20
Girard, Rene 971 -2, 975
global capitalism 245
God
abandonment of 476-7; Abraham's
83; and the atheist wager 1 1 2-20;
belief in 1 16-18; beyond Being
327n; as big Other 95-6, 1 0 1-2;
correlationism and 626-8; creation
offossils 644-5; death of 85, 96- 1 1 2,
1 1 5, 1 1 8-19, 232-3, 626-7; defeat of
1 03-4; depth 108; desire/will 79; and
dispositifs 986; existence of 78, 96-7,
172, 403-5, 798, 825; feminization
1 1 2; Fichte and 1 82-4; final
revelation of 221 -2; and freedom
1 1 1; the greatest 757; Hegel and 264,
284, 291 -2, 427-8; immaterial 852-3;
inexistence 1 04-5, 230; as jokester

94-5; Kant's concept of 403-5; Lacan
and 105, 693-5; as pure appearing
143; and quantum physics 922-4;
relationship to- 2, 263-4; separation
from 1 06-7; transitive belief 90- 1 ;
and violence 965; and voice 678-9
God particle, the 943, 944
Godard, Jean-Lue 482
G6del's theorem 7 1 7, 730
God's eye view 726
Goethe, Johann Wolfgang 491-2
Good 12, 1 07, 304, 6 21, 830, 887, 889-90,
898, 973-4, 974, 977-8. see also Evil
Gore, Al 879
Gorgias 42, 69, 70- 1 , 75
Gould, Stephen Jay 946
Goux, Jean-Joseph 1 3 3
Gramsci, Antonio 6 1
Grant, lain Hamilton 640
great souls 735-6
Grimm, Jacob and vVilhelm 100- 1
Grossman, David 698n
Ground of Freedom, the 1 3
Ground o f the Self 1 82-5
Guattari, Felix 6 1 0, 6 1 9, 757-8
Haas, Andrew 67n
Habermas, Jurgen 224, 238-9, 299, 302,
8 1 8 , 869n
habits 341-8, 350-8
hainamoratiol1 8 1 - 2
Hajek, Alan 1 1 6n- 1 7
Hallward, Peter 2 1 1 - 1 3, 2 1 5 , 806, 8 1 3 - 1 4,
826n, 900
Hammett, Dashiell 5 2 1
Hartford, T i m 946
Hartmann, Nicolai 905
Hasek, Jaroslav 1
Hawking, Stephen 9 1 0- 1 1 , 927-8, 943
hearing what one cannot see 670- 1
hedonism, ethics of 1 2 3
Hegel, G. W F.
and the Absolute 290-2, 930- 1 ;
absolute idealism 144, 239, 267;
Absolute Knowing 387-94, 399, 40 1 2, 424-5, 868; actual infinity 8 5 1 - 3 ;

INDEX
aesthetics 392; analysis of Capital
241-5: analysis of the revolutionary
Terror 1 96-7. 205-6; Anthropology
346; antiphilosophy and 849-58;
and appearance 168: and art 253-6:
Aujhebung (sublation) 990; on
authority 429-30; banality 9 5 1 ; and
Being 15 - 16: change in political
perspective 241-5; on Christ 97-8;
as Christian philosopher 1 1 2, 232-3,
398-9; and Christianity 6. 1 1 0- 1 1 ;
circularity 232-40; comparison
with Freud 484-90: comparison
with Lacan 481: comparison with
Nietzsche 1 94-9, 201: comparison
with Schelling 12-13: comparison
with Spinoza 367-70, 376-7: and
contingency 976: critical critique
3 2 1 -2; critique of democratic
power 998-9: critique of Kant
267-9. 283-6. 387. 866-7; death
8; defense of monarchy 422-30:
definition of freedom 149; Deleuze's
critique of 6 1 1 - 12; dialectical
process 199-206. 294. 369-70.
468-70. 492. 5 0 1 -2. 532-3. 576-9;
dialectics 69. 194-5. 260-3. 272-3.
303-4. 5 1 3-14; and divisions 39;

Elements of the Philosophy of
Right 343. 407; Encyklopiidie der
philosophischen Wissenschaften 492,
498; eternal 392-3; and Evil 973-4;
and experience 868-9: and Fichte
1 86-9; and Foucault 990-5; and
freedom 189. 227. 263-4. 3 1 5- 1 6 .
3 1 9-20; and the French Revolution
69. 289. 294. 3 1 9-20; Freudian
concepts 320; and the future 221 -6;
and the gag between Substance and
Subject 377-9; gaze upon reality 8:
and God 264. 284. 291 -2. 403-5.
427-8; great brealcthrough 1 88-9;
Great Logic 501; and habits 341-8;
Heidegger's critique of 492-3 . 501.
528-9. 865-9; historicity 390-3;
historiography 225-6: and history
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439-40; idealism 260-2. 404. 692.
740n, 807; infinite judgment 534-5:
"Jenaer Realphilosophie" 353-4;
and Kant 8. 280- 1 . 293. 403-5. 496;
Kierkegaard's critique of 463-4; and
labor 202-3; Lacan and 1 8. 403.
860; and language 877-8; Lectures on
Aesthetics 253, 387, 669-70; Lectures
on the Philosophy of History 289.
3 1 0 . 3 1 9 . 339. 390; Lectures on the
Philosophy of Religion. Vol. 3 399. 509;
liberal readings of political thought
991 -2; limitations of 240. 455-63;
literary examples 564-8: and love 9,
1 1 2; and madness 3 3 1 . 339. 348-54;
and marriage 442-8, 480: Marx
and 6. 207. 245. 250-2. 260. 436-7.
525-6, 857-8: Marx's critique of 201 ,
203. 433-4; Meillassoux and 628-9.
636-8; model of civil society 241-3;
and multiplicity 228-3 1 : narcissism
258; and nature 459-62; and negation
59: negation of negation 38, 292-304,
314. 787; negation without a filling
3 1 1 -26; and negativity 282. 866-8.
869; nihilism 199; objective spirit
96-9. 286; and the One 840. 8 5 1 -2;
oppositional determination 793;
originality 359; and Parmenides 50;
Phenomenology ofMind 198. 276.
280. 282. 309. 3 1 5-16. 364. 379. 485;
Phenomenology of Spirit 1 0- 1 1 . 37.
76. 108. 1 39-40. 168. 188. 1 89. 202.
205. 257. 341. 383. 395. 456. 467.
478. 530. 544. 546. 564-8. 583. 692.
7 1 8 . 930- 1 ; Philosophy of History
471-3. 564-8; Philosophy of Mind
343. 347. 349; Philosophy ofNature
341; Philosophy ofRight 189. 2 0 1 .
2 2 1 . 322. 390. 43 1 . 442. 4 5 1 - 3 . 480;
Philosophy of Spirit 346. 483-4;
Philosophy of Subjective Spirit 1 86.
189. 459; The Philosophy of World
History 3 9 1 ; and pleasure 309-10;
political vision 964; and potentiality
2 3 1 : and predestination 2 1 7 - 1 9:
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pre-Hegelian 4 9 ; a n d psychoanalysis
300-2; and quantum physics 950- 6 1 ;
reconciliation 256-7, 258-60, 262,
290- 1 , 302-3, 321 -6, 357, 392, 478,
502, 950; relevance 257-6 1 ; and
religion 97-8, 358; and repression
306-7; retroactivity 207- 1 3 ; and
Schelling 1 2 - 1 3 , 1 3 7-8, 3 8 1 , 425;
Science of Logic 38, 1 86-7, 1 89, 294,
366-7, 378-9, 399, 459, 466-7, 809,
9 1 3 ; self.consciousness 406-8; and
self-limitation 1 57-8; self-movement
of the notion 92; and sexuality 4409; and skepticism 825n; speculative
idealism 1 94; and Spirit 1 86-7, 203,
234-5, 237-8, 258, 276, 346, 353-4,
414, 459; status 5, 236-40; and the
subject 379-86, 947; and Substance
379-8 1 ; and the supersensible 36-7;
System der Sittlichkeit 24 1 ; and Terror
3 1 5-20, 3 1 9-20; theology 693-5;
theory of Illind 6; theory of Notion
363-7; theory ofi.var 449-53; "third
syllogism of Philosophy" 402-3; and
Thought 2 1 9-26; triad 70; and true
universality 226; and Truth 77, 1 97,
352, 909; the unconscious 484-8;
and Understanding 188, 269, 272-3,
276-7, 279-80, 354, 395, 426-7;
uniqueness 17; and universality 3 6 1 ,
764; Vorlesungen iiber die Philosophie
der Religion I 284; young Hegelian
critique of 865-6; Z iick and 286-9
hegemony 247, 356-8
Heidegger, Martin 6, 56, 257, 409, 4 1 1 ,
472-3, 507, 553, 595-6, 625, 632, 652,
696, 958
and Absolute Knowing 868;
alternative reading of 878- 82 ; anti
Platonism 41; and anxiety 835; and
being 925-6; and Buddhism 1 08;
Catholicism 893; and class struggle
898-903; comparison with Badiou
808; comparison with Lacan 872-8;
comparison with Schelling 886-90;
and consciousness 652; critique of

882--90; critique of Hegel 492-3, 5 0 1 ,
528-9, 865-9; Dasein 739, 867, 872,
874, 882, 892-3, 895; and democracy
900-2; and drive 884-5; Ereignis
890- 1 ; and Evil 878, 887-90; and
fantasy 1 76-7; Gelassenheit 886-7,
8 9 1 , 895-6, 896-8; Gestell 270- 1 ;
grand narrative 878-9; "Hegel und
der Staat" 747; historicity 897-8;
and Husserl 1 39-40; and jouissance
873-5; and Kant 894; Kant and the
Problem of Metaphysics 385, 894;
Lacan and 859-65; and language
869-78; and Nazism 873-4, 878-9,
882, 902-3; and negativity 888;
and Nietzsche 1 95-6; "On the
Essence and Concept of Nature,
History, and State" 878-82, 882-3;
ontological difference 892; polemos
886; quantum physics and 924-6;
radical historicity 890-6; Sein und
Zeit 892-3; and sexuality 987; and
the State 880-2; "Why Do 1 Stay in
the Provinces?" 1 007-8; and Will 5,
883-4
Heine, Heinrich 8, 295
Heisenberg's uncertainty principle 924,
929-30
Henrich, Dieter 8n, 10, ] 1 , 1 3 , 38, 138, 145,
1 7 1 - 2, 1 73-4, 1 75-6, 1 82, 183, 1 88-9,
266
Between Kant and Hegel 1 6n, 52,
1 77-8, 1 84-5, 1 87, 292-3
Heraclitus 59
Hermant, Abel 82
heroes and heroism 2 1 7, 834
Herzog, William 1 1 4
hierarchical order 972-4, 977
hierarchical society 763, 793
Higgs field, the 4, 132, 133-4, 941-2, 943,
944-5
High Anxiety (film) 677n
Highsmith, Patricia, Strangers 011 a Train
569
historical impossibility 193-4
historical memory 397-8

INDEX
historical philology 195
historicism 360
historicist evolutionism 439. 474
historicity 890-6, 897-8
history 233-4, 439-40
emergence of order from 2 1 9-26;
Hegel's philosophy of 564-8;
hegemonic ideological narrative and
996-8; Kant on 33-4; Marxist 464;
and predestination 2 1 7 - 1 9; reading
retroactively 72; and repetition 996
Hitchcock, Alfred 45, 3 7 1 -5, 478-9, 557-8,
606, 666, 687, 854
Hitler, Adolf 707, 762, 902
Hobbes, Thomas 3 1 3, 8 8 1
Hofstadter, Douglas 7 1 7-22, 725-37, 737
Hogrebe, Wolfram 541
H51derlin, Friedrich 1 3 - 16, 353, 888, 895
Holmes, Richard 85
Holocaust, the 23-30, 3 1 , 80n, 128, 965
Holocaust survivors, guilt 830
Holy Ghost, the 86, 1 14, 1 1 5
Holy Spirit, the 96-9, 1 00, 232
homeland 880
homosexuality, ethics of 124
Horkheimer, Max 257, 8 1 8
horror movies 44-5
human, the 826
human animal, the 561 -2, 823-6, 884-5
human rights 360, 1005
humanism 98
humanity, spiritual substance of 96-7
humanization 499
Hume, David, A Treatise ofHuman Nature
7 1 8-20
humor 1 14, 590, 599n
Husser!, Edmund 1 39-40, 1 6 1 , 2 7 1 , 409,
581
Hyppolite, Jean � 83, 5 0 7 , 866
hysterical dissatisfaction 68
"I", Notion of 365-6
icons 853
Id, the 7 0 1
Ideal, t h e 1 56
Ideal of Unity of Self and not-Self 1 7 1
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idealism 144, 1 45-6, 1 60, 228, 270, 844
absolute 1 44, 239, 267, 387;
abstraction and 948; Hegelian 260-2,
404, 692, 740n, 807; and materialism
42; speculative 1 94, 239; subjective 6,
1 37, 1 44, 283
idealist anti-reductionism 41
idealist realism 156
Ideas 3 1 , 35-7
eternal 8 1 5- 1 7, 8 1 9- 2 1 ; existence of
40, 68; fidelity to 8 1 7-18; of objects
375; Otherness of 461-2; regulative
8 2 1 ; as an unfinished project 8 1 8 - 1 9
Idenliliitsphilosophie 1 44
identity 392, 469
and Anstoss 1 5 1 -4; collective 3 1 2 ,
1 000- 1 ; and difference 1 5 3 ; Fichte
and 1 53-5; and habits 345; and
limitation 1 54-5; masculine
755-6; national 3 1 3 - 14, 846; self
1 5 3 -4, 1 87, 386, 7 1 7 - 1 8; sexual
216, 746-7; and sexual difference
745-6; symbolic 422, 553, 555; and
universality 362
identity of opposites 535-6
Ideological State Apparatuses 984-5
Ideologie-Kritik 983-4
ideology 200-1, 269-70, 278, 3 1 1 - 1 3 , 752,
971, 997n
Id-Evil 864
idiot, the 1
I-form, the 1 40-2
ignorance. as hypocrisy 1 0 7n
il y a 57, 890
illusion 44, 46-7, 380
imaginary, the, and the symbolic 69 1 - 5
imagination 1 75-8
imbecility 1 - 3
immoral ethics 123. 123-7
immortality 5, 79, 1 0 1 , 657-8, 735-6
imperialism 802, 1003
inaesthetics 790- 1
inconsistency, and Truth 8 1 3 - 1 4, 8 1 5 - 1 9
incorporation thesis, the 1 69-70
incorporeals 35-6
indeterminacy 795-6
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individual, the 8 2 6
individuality 3 1 2, 366, 45 1
individuation 6 1 2
industrial revolution, the 244
Ineffable, the 756
infinite, the 9 1 3 - 1 4
infinite judgment 75, 1 66-7, 1 70, 534-5,
552, 785, 788, 796, 864, 1007
infinite totality 529-30
infinity 1 58-9, 1 6 1 -2, 1 69, 647-9
In-itself, the 389, 632-5, 644
injustice 434-5
instrumental reason, critique of 968-7 1
intellectual intuition 265-9
interactivity 749
interpassivity 749
intersubjectivity 541-5
Inwagen, Peter van 909
Iran 34
Iraq 3 1 3n, 768
irony 5 1 3 - 1 4
irrational time 927-8
Islam 1 22, 1 32-3
Israel 90- 1 , 299n, 593 - 4
Jacobins, the 205-6, 450, 464, 7 1 0 - 1 2 ,
877
Jambet, Christian 1 9
Jameson, Fredric 256--7, 269-72, 275, 278,
3 1 7n, 462, 582-3, 781 -2, 871, 952, 970,
991, 1 0 0 1 -4
Ie (aime, je t'a ime (film) 28
Jean de Florette (film) 306
Jefferson, Thomas 341 , 450
Jelinek, Elfriede 8 7 1
Jesus Christ
betrayal of 84, 549-50; crucifixion
79, 299-300, 576; death of 79, 80
1 00, 1 02, 1 04, 232-3; Deleuzian
6 1 9; as embarrassing monstrosity
84-5; feminization 1 1 2; as God
in flesh 852-3; Hegel on 97-8;
immortalization of 85-6; Nietzsche
on 757n; parable of the talents
1 1 2-14; radical sayings 1 14- 1 5 ;
relationship t o man 540-- 1 ;

resurrection 530- 1 ; sacrifice 2 1 3 - 14;
as savior 222; unity of opposites 107
"Joe Hill" (song) 85-6, 99
Johnson, Samuel 4'12
Johnston, Adrian 1 1 5- 1 6, 9 1 2
jokester, role o f the 94-5
Joshi, Manohar Shyam, The Perplexity of
Hariya Hercules 542-3
jouissance 43-4, 55-7, 308, 3 8 1 , 457, 500,
560- 1 , 6 5 1 , 7 8 1 , 8 1 9, 968-71
ethics of 1 24; Heidegger and 873-5;
and the One 57; and the phallic
Signifier 769; sexual 777; and
violence 864
jouissancefeminine 56, 57, 751 -6, 783
jouis-sens 672
Joyce, James, Finnegan's vValce 29
Judaism 1 04, 1 1 8 - 1 9
judgment 1 3 , 14. see also infinite judgment
Jung, c. G., Civilization in Transition 300-2
justice 34, 1 27, 834-5
Kafka, Franz 1 , 7, 19, 107, 129, 209, 4 13,
430, 536, 559-60, 653-4, 687-8, 867,
987
Kant, Immanuel
concept of God 403-5; Conflict
of the Faculties 33-4; critique of
metaphysics 268; Critique ofPure
Reason 8, 10, 148, 163, 167-8, 169,
1 76, 265, 2 8 1 -2, 630, 6 3 1 , 7 2 1 , 740,
868, 894; Deleuze and 608; and
desire 706; and duty 547-8; dynamic
antinomies 163; and ethics 1 23,
127-8, 825-6; external X 1 52; Fichte
and 1 1 , 137, 1 47-5 1 , 168-9, 1 7 1-3;
and freedom 1 48-9, 266, 337-41 ;
and the French Revolution 3 1 7- 1 9 ;
and Hegel 280- 1 , 2 9 3 , 403-5, 496;
Hegel's critique of 267-9, 283-6,
387, 866-7; Heidegger and 894;
on history 3 3-4; and imagination
1 76; incorporation thesis 1 69-70;
infinite judgment 166, 785, 788, 796,
1 007; Kant avec Sade 8 1 7-18; and
madness 166-7; materialism 404;

INDEX
Meillassoux's critique of 627-8,
630-2; and metaphysical propositions
120; Metaphysics of Morals 3 1 8;
moral theology 1 7 1 -2; and morality
626: noumena thesis 280-3: and
obedience 980- 1 ; philosophical
motivation 10: philosophy 9- 1 1 ,
271; and the Real 265-6; and reality
9, 1 64: rejection of intellectual
intuition 265-9; and repression
306-7; Schopenhauer on 1 1 ; and
science 9; second antinomy of pure
reason 741-2; and the Self 720- 1 ,
724; and self-consciousness 347-8;
and sexual difference 740: and
terror 834n; Thing-in-itself 152.
1 54-5, 155, 1 59, 168-9, 1 76, 1 79,
267, 389, 496; transcendental I 540;
transcendental idealism 844, 845.
906: transcendental object 650;
transcendental synthesis 468-9;
transcendental turn 8
Kantian break, the 1 93-4
Kantorowicz, Ernst 7 1 0
Karatani, Kojin 1 1 9-20
Karate Kid, The (film, 2010) 946-7
Keller, Evelyn Fox 9 1 6
kenosis 1 1 5
Kierkegaard, S0ren 4 1 , 82-4, 85, 266, 365,
385, 429, 463-4, 491, 575, 627, 875, 897
Kieslowski, Krzysztof 362-3
killing 1 28, 1 34
Kings Speech, The (film) 421
Kieist, Heinrich 569-76, 698-9
knowledge 1 84-5, 907- 1 2, 930- 1
Kojeve, Alexandre 461 , 507, 866
Kolakowski, Leszek 827
Kolbe, Maximilian 1 2 1 - 2
Koslowski, Peter 888n
Koyre, Alexand ;e 866
Kraus, Karl 784
Kubler-Ross, Elisabeth 5
Kureishi, Hanif 942-3
labor
Hegel and 202-3; Marx and 360
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Lacan, Jacques 409, 477, 663n, 1 007
and Absolute Knowing 508- 1 3 ,
522-3: and the emergence o f the
subject 707-8: on animals 4 1 3 :
anti -correlationism 6; o n Antigone
84; antinomies of sexual difference
772-80; antiphilosophy 18-19,
839, 844-50; anxiety 673-4; on
appearance 31: atheism 1 28: and
Bejahung. affirmation 859-63; the
big Other 2, 183, 1 85-6, 263, 406,
5 1 1 , 5 1 4 - 1 5, 526, 578, 661 -2, 972;
binary logic 587-90; the Borromean
knot 439, 798-800; and capitalist
reality 1 8 - 1 9; and causality 856-7;
and cogito 876-7; comparison with
Badiou 836; comparison with Freud
963: comparison with Hegel 4 8 1 :
comparison with Heidegger 872-8:
and contingency 976; critique of
Buddhism 1 27-35; and Deleuze
6 19-2 1 ; on den 59; and desire 706;
dialectical materialism 780- 1 :
discourse o f the University 985:
and drive 179, 497, 498, 550- 1 ,
6 1 9-20; Ecrits 508, 5 1 0, 525-7, 592;
emergence out of the "human animal"
561 -2; and encountering the Other
828: and enjoyment 307-8: ethics
1 2 1 -7, 163, 963, 964-5, 967-8; The
Ethics of Psychoanalysis, 84, 102, 1 2 1 ;
o n Evil 978-9: and the experience of
reality 667; and fantasy 689, 690- 1 ,
695-6, 769, 996; Four Fundamental
Concepts of Psycho-Analysis 128,
336-7; and Freud 305, 380, 397-8,
589-90, 6 3 1 , 837, 862-3, 954-5; on
God 105, 1 1 8; and Hegel 18, 403,
507-55, 860; and Heidegger 859-65;
on the Holy Ghost 86: and jouissance
874-5: and the jouissance feminine
56, 783: jouis-sens 672: Kant avec
Sade 8 1 7- 1 8 ; lalangue 462-3, 470- 1 ,
485: and language 870; "Lituraterre"
819: logic of the signifier 386: on
love 773-4: and madness 334-5:
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and marriage 448; and Marx 525-6;
Master-Signifier 597-9, 647, 679-85,
729, 763-4, 845, 847, 963; Meaning
and Sense 697-8; mediation between
the imaginary and the symbolic
691-5; Miller on 704-5; negation
of the negation 787-94; the non-All
764-71; the non-relationship 800-2;
the objet a 39-40, 1 5 1 , 598-600, 639,
660-6, 946; objet petit a 175, 6 1 7,
650, 668; and the One 796-7, 847-9;
and the Other 785-7; and Parmenides
50; partial objects 654, 670 - 1 ;
perspective o f the Last Judgment
1 26-7; phallic signifier 590-7, 769,
856; phaUocentrism 681 -2; point
de capitan 367; and pretending
46; primordial symbolization
859-65; prosopopoeia 5 1 3-20; and
psychoanalysis 3 1 2 , 5 1 1 - 12, 760-1n;
quilting pOint 586, 589, 921 -2, 937;
Rapport de Rome 507-8, 508-10; and
the Real 244-5, 480, 782-4, 839-41 ,
958-9; the Real o f sexual difference
745-56, 778; realism 780-7; and
scientific knowledge 9 1 9-2 1 ; and
the Self 723; and semblances 43-5;
Seminar I 522; Seminar II 483;
Seminar VII 427-8, 760 - 1 , 799n;
Seminar X 760- 1n; Seminar XI: 1 3 1 ,
1 79, 375, 6 1 9-20, 760 - 1 ; Seminar XVI
660- 2; Seminar XVIII 780; Seminar
XX 971; Seminar XX (Encore) 1 8 ;
Seminar XXIII 1 02; and separation
235-6; and sexuality 960-1 ; and
sexuation 1 1 2, 746-7, 753, 756-71 ,
787-8, 794-802, 875; signifiers 6,
353, 730, 846-50, 937; and Spirit 234;
status 5; on structuralism 5 8 1 -2; and
the subject 140, 1 96n, 750, 872, 876;
subject supposed to know 90; and
the supersensible 37; and supposition
538-4 1 ; symbolic castration 197,
307, 362, 495-6, 595- 6; "Television"
334-5; the theologico-political
550- 1 ; theology 693-5; theory of

sexual difference 588, 6 1 2 - 1 3 , 691 -2,
739-45, 745-56, 772-80; theory of
visual art 705; torus 845; and Truth
23, 76, 77, 252, 5 12-13, 520-3, 526-7;
twofold movement 2 1 9-20; and
the unconscious 484-5; universal
notions 364; use of fantasy 177; "Vers
un signifiant nouveau" 2; on voice
669-70; Y o d'l'Un 54, 55-8, 59
lacks 598-9
Laclau, Ernesto 153, 356-7, 386, 771
Lacoue-Labarthe, Philippe 873
lalangue 462- 3, 470- 1 , 485, 488
language 412- 14, 756
as big Other 871; and contingency
469- 7 1 ; and death 5 1 1 ; depiction
of reality 25-6; essencing of 472-3;
habits as 344; Heidegger and 869-78;
limits of 367; the "linguistic turn 7n;
and listening 8 7 1 -2; as a mode of
production 7; and quantum physics
9 1 8- 19; symbolic castration 197;
and thinking (knOWing) 75; and
Truth 877-8; and understanding 16;
universal intersubjectivity of 25; and
violence 869-78
Lanzmann, Claude 23
Laplanche, Jean 828
Lardreau, Guy 1 8 , 19
Laruelle, Fran�ois 955-8
Last Judgment, absence of 129
Last rear in Marienbad (film) 28
Law, the 8 1 9-21, 965-6
Law of Excluded Middle 61
Le Ganfey 791 -2, 795n, 800
Leader, Darian, Why Do Women Write More
Letters Than They Post? 7 5 1
Lebanon (film) 277-8
Lebrun, Gerard 224-5, 226, 232-3, 236,
249, 429-30, 450
fenvers de fa dialectique 1 94-7, 199,
2 0 1 , 204, 2 1 7 - 1 8
Lefort, Claude 429
Lem, Stanislaw, Safaris 656-7
Lenin, V. l. 40, 1 20, 1 24, 9 1 5

Materialism a n d Empirio-Criticism

INDEX
1 78, 625, 643, 9 1 2 , 932: "Our
Revolution" 574-5
less is more 989-90
Levi, Primo 24n, 29, 830
Levinas, Emmanuel 295, 327, 4 1 1 , 626,
827- 3 1
Levinasian-Derridean ethics 1 23n
Levi-Strauss, Claude 1 85, 503, 584-5,
8 1 0- 1 1 , 1 008-9
Levy, Bernard-Henri 128
Lewis, David K. 45-6
liberal hedonism 123
liberalism 396-7, 966
life, theatricalization of 578-9
Life of David Gale, The (film) 690 - 1
Life and Times of Sara Baarlman, The (film)
737
limitations 1 54-5, 1 56-9, 28 1 -6, 388, 390,
979
Lindquist. DanieL "Christianity and the
Terror" 286-8, 291
literature 32-3
Livet, Pierre 159
Lloyd, Elisabeth 441
LogiC, Metaphysics and 49
lOgical form 25-6
logical temporality 629
logos 13, 77, 809
London, Jack, Martin Eden 4 1 7- 1 9, 420,
563
London Review ofBooks 270
lost causes 1 0 1 0
love 9, 33, 442-9, 749, 750- 1 , 773-4
Badiou and 1 0 1 , 1 1 1 - 1 2 , 8 1 9-20:
Christian 79-86: Christianity and
1 0 1 , 1 1 2: ecstatic 79, 80: Hegel and
1 12: and the Law 8 1 9- 2 1
love-Events 8 3 6
Lilics, Georg 258, 261 , 2 8 5 , 46 1 , 522, 626,
857, 908
•
History and Class Consciousness 220,
260, 388n; Theory of the Novel 393
Lynch, David 3 3 1
Lyotard, Jean-Fran,ois 1 8 , 2 1 0
McFarlane, Thomas J . 5 0
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McGinn, Colin 652-3
Macintyre, Alasdair 97-8
madness 6, 1 66-7, 449
and crime 350; Derrida's analysis
329- 3 1 , 332-3: Descartes and
327-30: Foucault's analysis 328-30,
332-3: and freedom 337-48: Freud
and 3 3 1 n: and habits 341 -8, 350-6:
Hegel and 3 3 1 , 339, 348-54: and
hegemony 356-8: history of 327:
Lacan and 334-5: and psychoanalysis
332-3: and reality 348-9: and religion
327-8
Mahler, Gustav 604
Malstre, Joseph de 5 2 1 , 971-2
Malabou, Catherine 105-6, 3 2 1 , 341, 347,
350- 1 , 353, 544, 7 1 5 - 1 7 , 990-5
The Future of Hegel 359, 390, 400- 1 ,
502
Malebranche, Nicholas 78, 334, 335
Malevich, Kazimir 7 1 2 - 1 3
man, animality o f 408- 1 6
Man, Paul de, Blindness a n d Insight 278-9
mana 584-5
Manke!, Henning 481
Manon des Sources (film) 306
Mao Zedong 2-3
Maoz, Samuel 277-8
Marai, Sandor 542
marching chants 699-700
Marcus Aurelius, Meditations 32
Marcuse, Herbert. Eros and Civilization
308-9
Margulis, Lynn 1 57-8, 909
market dynamic, the 243-4
marriage 1 1 2, 442-8, 480
Martin, Sean 655
Marx, Karl 44, 230- 1 , 395, 412, 4 31, 523,
663, 793, 8 10, 956n
analysis of capital 244-52:
antiphilosophy and 850: Capital:

A Critique of Political Economy
247-50, 260- 1 , 273n, 409- 10, 457-8,
IDOl: and class struggle 250, 846:
"Class Struggles in France" 352-3:
The Communist Manifesto 247,
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2 9 8 - 9 ; communist society 257;
critique of Hegel 201, 203, 433-4;

Critique of Hegel's "Philosophy of
Right 422-3; Eighteenth Brumaire
a/Louis Bonaparte 434, 465, 1002;
and freedom 298-9; Grundrisse
manuscripts 220- 1 , 249, 857; and
Hegel 6, 207, 220, 245, 250-2, 260,
436-7, 525-6, 857-8; Henrich's
critique of 1 89; historiography 464;
and labor 360; logic of commodity
fetishism 7; and power 1 006; "The
Difference Between the Democritean
and Epicurean Philosophy of Nature"
404n; and universality 360-1
Marxism-Events 836
Marxist anti-Platonism 40
Marxist dialectics 7 1 -2
masculine identity 755-6
masculine principle, the 739, 744-5, 795
masks 46-7, 3 5 1 -2, 5 1 6, 5 1 7, 749
mass consumption 970
Master, the 19, 848-9, 1 007
authority 430; dialectics of 1 96-8,
202, 992-4
Master-Signifier, the 428, 589-90, 5 9 1 ,
597-9, 646-7, 679-85, 729, 763-4,
845-6, 847, 963, 966
material reality 742
material sincerity 88-9
materialism 42, 228, 453, 807, 809, 906-7,
9 1 2 , 932-3, 945, 955
materialist dialectics 41, 42
mathematics 458, 807
mathemes 698n
Matrix trilogy (films) 336-7, 995
maturation 16
Maupassant, Guy de 557, 559
mauvaisefOi 355-6
Meaning 7, 92, 568-76, 697-8
meden 59
Meillassoux, Quentin 6, 227-30, 369, 823,
849, 905, 907, 908
and access to the Absolute 633-6;
After Finitude 625-47; critique
of 643-7; critique of Hegel 628-9,

636-8; critique of Kant 627-8,
630-2; and Freud 6 3 1 -2; and religion
626-8; strategic move 638-44; and
transcenden�al correlationism 632-5,
936; use of Hegelian terms 636-7
Meir, Golda 90-1
Melissus 60
Melville, Herman 62, 1 006-7
memory, and trauma 27
Merleau-Ponty, Maurice, Humanism and
Terror 1 26, 524
metaphysical illusions 1 0- 1 1
Metaphysics 1 0- 1 1 , 49, 268, 6 71, 844, 897
Metzinger, l1lOmas 722-4, 729-30
Miller, Jacques-Alain 46, 1 1 9, 2 1 0, 496-7,
5 8 1 -2, 597, 600-3, 6 18, 660- 1 , 664-5,
695-6, 702-3, 704-5, 797, 9 1 7, 967,
968-71
Milner, Jean-Claude 424-5
mind 6, 1 78, 180
minimal difference 6 1 6 - 1 7, 838, 847-8,
959, 974
minimal libidinal fixation 58
miracles 230
Mirror (film) 655-6
mobilism 200, 207
Moder, Gregor, Hegel in Spinoza 498-9
modernism 255, 603-4
modernity 1 5 , 70, 340- 1 , 428-9, 781 -2, 8 1 8
Moliere, Tartuffe 8 8
MolIa Sadra 19n
monarchy and the monarch 407-8, 422-30,
461 , 48 1 , 503, 1 0 0 1
money 246, 247-50
Monk, Ray 947n
moral autonomy 128
moral cowardice 90
moral goodness 135
moral theology 1 7 1 - 2
morality 1 24-5, 1 7 1 , 296, 3 5 0 , 762
moron, the 1, 2
mother, Lacanian 594-5
Mouffe, Chantal 224
Mozart, Wolfgang 446-8, 448, 503, 757
Mr. & Mrs. Smith (film) 784
Mubarak, Hosni 34-5

INDEX
Mulholland Drive (film) 884
Muller. Heiner 835
multiple-worlds theory 927
multiplicity 5 1 , 67, 227- 3 1 , 74 1 , 744-5,
757-8, 805, 808, 809- 1 0, 8 l l - l 2, 823,
847, 854-5, 892
music 458n, 603-8, 61 4- 1 5 , 669- 7 1 , 672
Musil, Robert 5 1 5
Muslim fundamentalists 802
mysticism 55
mythic violence 878
mythos 77
myths 9 5 1 - 3
Name-of-the-Father, t h e 680- 1 , 684, 761
Nancy, Jean-Luc 823n, 882, 886
nanotechnology 726n, 733, 982n
narcissism 394
narrativization 16
Nasstr5m, Sofia 3 1 3
National identity 846
Nation-Thing, the 942-3
natural sciences, Meillassoux's critique of
630-2
nature 7 1 , 1 64-5, 230, 233-4, 237-8, 373,
400
difference in 936-8; exploitation of
405: Hegel and 459-62: human affect
on 416; release of 401-3; sadness in
4 1 2-14; spiritualization of 826
Nature 1 2
Nazism 302-3, 873-4, 878-9, 902-3
necessity 369, 460- 1 , 464, 467-8, 471, 629,
636, 791
and freedom 227, 465-6
negation 58-60
absolute 492; autonomous 292; and
differentiality 765-8: double 788:
Freudian 493-6; Lacanian 787-94;
self-relatiAg 473-80; and signifiers
592; without a filling 3 l l -26
negation of negation 38, 292-304, 3 1 1 ,
3 1 4, 324, 457, 473, 475-80, 520, 592,
787-94
negative dialectics 261 , 3 9 1
negative philosophy 1 2
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negative predication 5 5
negativity 1 99, 282, 290- 1 , 3 1 7- 1 8, 433,
477, 482-3, 489, 492, 494, 500- 1 , 503,
600, 8 l l , 83 5-6, 866-8, 869, 888
neighbor, the 826- 31
Neoplatonism 56, 57
neurosis 70 1
New, the 483, 5 0 1 , 644
emergence of 455-6, 468, 855
New Right, the 452
Newton, Isaac 462. 908
Nietzsche. Friedrich 25. 232. 322. 4 1 0.
549-50, 6 1 2, 627, 663, 734
anti-Platonism 40; on authority 429;
Beyond Good and Evi! 47-8, 6 1 7: on
Christ 757n; comparison with Hegel
1 94-9, 201; and happiness 123; and
immoral ethics 1 24-5; overcoming of
morality 762: Will to Power 1 95-6
9/ 1 1 terrorist attacks 246-7. 491n
Ninotchko (film) 765-6
nirvana principle. the 1 3 1 -2
No Country for Old Men (film) 658
noble lies 789-90
nominalism 781
non-All, the 742, 764-7 1 , 791, 8 2 1 , 849,
852, 9 2 1 , 925
non-being 43. 65
non-existing entities 55
no�-existing things 75-6
non-I (Nicht-Ich) 1 54-5, 1 56-7, 162,
165-7
non-Self 167
normality 835
North by Northwest (film) 3 7 1 -3, 6 01, 854
North Korea 3 l l - 1 3
no-self theory 7 1 8 - 1 9
Nothing 58-9, 60, 68, 167, 376-8, 495, 945
Nothingness 4, 38-9, 55, 66, 132, 304, 926
and Being 228-9; and corre1ationism
641-3: and objet a 599-600: and the
subject 378-9; unbounding 640- 1
Notion 360, 363-7, 396, 638, 8 1 7
notional universality 455
not-Self, and Self 169-71
noumena 280-3
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noumenal domain, t h e 148-9, 1 63
noumenal freedom 338-9
Obama, Barack 3 5
object of desire, illusory nature of 1 32- 3
objective idealism 1 44
objective poverty 434
objective reality 7, 9, 808, 924, 957
objective spirit 96--9
objective thought 463
objectivity 541-5
objectless lmowing 424-5
objet D , the 40, 1 0 1 , 457, 480, 497-8, 500- 1 ,
598-603, 985
coincidence of form and content
660-6; definition 754; destruction
of 660; dimensions of 654-60; Lacan
and 39-40, 1 5 1 , 598-600, 639, 660-6,
946; and the One 599; presence
695-6; structure of 664-6
objet petit a, the 175, 6 1 7, 650, 654-5, 668,
768
obscurantist idealists 58
observing subjects 932-5
obstruction 658--60
occasionalism 334-5, 336
Occupy Wall Street movement 1 006, 1007
Oedipal tradition 133
Oedipus 100, 951-2
Oliveira, Manuel de, A Talking Picture (film)
30
Once Upon a Time in America (film) 884
One, the 473-4, 840, 949-50
and Being 42, 54-5; Hegel and
8 5 1 -2; is not 64-5; and jouissance
57; Lacanian 796-7, 847-9; and
multiplicity 5 1 , 227-8; as non
existing entity 55; and objet a 599;
as part of the Whole 63-4; Platonism
and 52; Plato's eight hypotheses
53-60, 60-9; temporal dimension
6 1 -3; totalization of 851-2; Zaloszyc's
reading of 54-7
One Thousand and One Nights 1 32-3
One-All, the 53
oneness 51

ontological difference 838-9, 892, 924-5
opposites, unity of 1 0 5 - 1 2
oppositional determination 469-71 , 793,
973
orgasm 776-7
Oriental beginning 3 8 1 -2
Origin, narratives of 756-7
Other, the 3, 409, 477, 785-7
alienation of 235-6; and Being
55; enjoyment of 92; gaze of 4 1 1 ,
414-15, 667, 694-5, 703-5; lack of
679; Levinas's account of 827-31; love
of 773-4; as non-ex.isting entity 55;
primitivized 953; supremacy over
828
Otherness 291, 3 9 1 ��2, 461 -2, 785-6
Oudart, Jean-Pierre 621
overdetermination 456-7, 488, 955-6
paganism 1 1 9
Pagnol, Marcel 306
pain 868
Palestine 593-4
parallax 270
Parmenides (Plato) 6, 39, 42, 50, 77, 140n,
641 , 742, 852n
conclusion 53, 66-7; Dolar's reading
53-5; eight hypotheses 5 1 -2,
53-60, 207n; first part 48-9, 5 1 ,
6 8 ; hypothesis I 5 3 , 55-8, 60-3,
65; hypothesis 2 53, 54-5, 60-3;
hypothesis 3 53, 55, 63-4; hypothesis
4 53, 55, 64; hypothesis 5 53, 55,
64-5; hypothesis 6 53, 55, 64-5;
hypothesis 7 53, 55, 65-6; hypothesis
8 53, 55, 65-6; second part 49-53;
Zaloszyc's reading 55-7
parousia 866-7
partial objects 384n, 654, 670- 1 , 674, 70 1 ,
787n, 989
particles, and waves 928-9
particularity, and universality 364-5, 432
Party, the 1 000- 1
Pascal, Blaise 1 1 6-17, 1 1 8, 138, 678
passivity 1 69-70
past, the, relationship with future 561-3

INDEX
Paul, St. 74-5, 85n, l l 2n, 307, 650- 1 ,
8 1 9-20
people, the
Heidegger on 879- 8 1 ; politicization
of 998- 1 0 1 0
Perfume (film) 654-5
personality 735
perversion 305
pfaller, Robert 539-40, 953
phallic authority 682-3
phallic signifier, the 590-7, 769, 856
pharmakon 342
phenomena 280-3
phenomenological reduction 1 39-40
Phenomenology 76-7, 77-8
philosophical progress 1 3 7-40
philosophico-political choice (decision) 42
philosophy 7-10
Picasso, Pablo, Woman Throwing a Stone
36
Pinker, Steven 652, 653
Pippin, Robert 204, 234, 237-8, 241, 253-6,
337, 338, 387, 392, 502, 520, 524, 530,
552-4, 696n
Pittsburgh Hegelians 237
plagiarism, by anticipation 557-64
plasticity 105-6
Plato 9-10, 3 1 , 375, 445, 693, 852n

see also Parmenides
dualism of eternal Ideas 35-7; early
dialogues 5 1 ; esoteric teaching 49;
fall from favor 40; forms of anti
Platonism 40- 1 ; philosopher-kings
423; philosophical revolution 36;
relations between Being and the One
42; return to 41-2; and semblances
43; Sophist 43; and the sophists 43,
69, 77; Statesman 39; vacillating the
semblances 48
Platonism 52 •
pleasure principle, the 123, 308- 1 0
Plotious 5 5
poetry 3 1 , 987
point de capiton 367
Pol Pot 134
polemos 886, 898-9
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polite ignorance, logic of 9 0
politeness 89-90, 3 5 2
political engagement 33-5, 998- 1 0 1 0
political movements 1 000-4
politics 222-3, 488-9
and psychoanalysis 963-4, 966-7
Pollock (film) 374
Popper, Karl 4 1 , 295, 406, 462
Portier, Sylvain 1 52, 1 54-5, 162
posited presupposition, the 168-71
positive philosophy 12, 260
post-Hegelian break 491-6
post-Kantian correlationism 6
postmodern capitalism 1 0 1 0
postmodern relativism 76-7, 367
postmodernism 255, 603-4, 9 1 1 - 1 2
post-secular thought 626-8, 640- 1
post-structuralism 2 IOn, 842
post -structuralist deconstructionism
2 1 0- 1 1
Potentiality 226-31, 232, 398
poverty 432-6
power 1 1 9-20, 475, 681, 683, 688, 990- 1 ,
1003-5, 1006
pragmatism 9 1 1 - 1 2
predestination 2 1 3 - 1 9
pre-historical societies 272
presence 695-702, 841-2
Prestige, The (film) 531-2
pretending 44-6
pre-transcendental gap/rupture 6-7
Preuss. Peter 1 45-6
primordial abyss, the 6 1
primordial division. the 1 3
primordial repression ( Ur-Verdriingung)
306-7, 860
primordial symbolization 859-65
primordial Void 928
Principle of Sufficient Reason 2 1 3 . 229
private property. status of 252
problems 2 1 4- 1 5
productive presence, logic o f 853-6
profanation 987
progress 1 37c40, 474
proletariat, the 43 1 , 434, 437, 440, 784-5,
810
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prosopopoeia 5 1 3-20
protectors of appearances 92-3
protest 1 006- 1 0
Protestantism 2 1 3 , 2 1 6
proto-reality 921-4
protraction 655-R, 659-60
Proust, Marcel, The Guermantes Way 672-6
pseudo-canse, the 853-7, 938
Psycho (film) 372, 558, 606, 669
psychoanalysis 305, 406, 477, 499, 522,
954-5
and Buddhism 1 29-33; and
Christianity 885; and enjoyment
968-9; and ethics 1 2 1 , 1 23n, 963-5;
Lacan and 3 1 2 , 5 1 1 - 1 2, 760- 1n;
and love 773; and madness 332;
myths in 9 5 1 -2; and politics 966-7;
rehabilitation of 7 1 5- 1 7; and the Self
129-30; and sexual difference 747;
sexuality and 774-5; synthesis-of
the-opposites 300-2; and universality
791-3; and voice 674n
psychosis 68, 702-5, 861-5
Ptolemization 715
pure appearing 36
pure becoming 62
pure Being 374
pure difference 48 1 -4, 596-7, 608-2 1 ,
941-2, 947
pure I 385
pure mUltiplicity 741
pure past 207- 1 3
pure repetition 491 -6, 500-4
pure universality 366
quantum indeterminacy, and freedom 9 1 5
quantum physics 6, 1 3 2 , 1 33-4, 458, 633-4,
646n, 724-5, 734, 741, 744, 808, 905
and agential realism 9 3 1 -43, 935-6;
borrowing and annihilation 9 1 9 ;
Copenhagen interpretation 9 1 6;
double-slit experiment 920, 923-4,
939-40; and freedom 923-4; and
God 922-4; and Hegel 950-6 1 ;
and Heidegger 924-6; and language
9 1 8-19 ; and materialism 932-3;

and ontological difference 924-5;
the ontological problem of 906- 18;
and the origins of the universe
926-8; proto-xeality 921 -4; quanhlm
measurement paradox 923-4; and
the Real 9 1 8 -- 3 1 ; and reality 906- 18,
923-4, 926; and symbolic order
920; and symbolic reality 9 2 1 - 3 1 ;
temporal dimension of 920- 1 ; the
two vacuums 944-50; wave/particle
antinomy 928-9; weirdness of
9 1 7 - 1 8 , 9 1 9- 2 1
quasi-cause, t h e 855-7
rabble, the 4 3 1 -40, 449, 503, 1001-3
racism 968
radical contingency 223-4, 640
Rand, Ayn 1 25-6, 1 004, 1005
Ravel, Maurice 604n
Reagan, Ronald 45n
Real, the 24n, 386, 5 1 1 - 1 2 , 827, 8 3 1
and the Absolute 380- 1 ; appearance
of 55; approaching through error
956-7; Badiou and 839-41 ; and
Being 958-9; Brassier on 956-7; and
enjoyment 968-7 1 ; escapes from 33;
future 563-4; imaginary 479-80;
incorporeal 6 1 -2; Kant and 265-6;
Lacan and 782-4, 839-41 ; lack-of
being 667-8; presence 696-7; and
quantum physics 9 1 8--3 1 ; and reality
244-5; return to 32; and semblances
47-8; sexuality as 960- 1 ; symbolic
479-80; and the symbolic 863;
symbolic construction of 959-60; and
symbolic order 646
reality
absolute 1 75-6; and Anstoss 1 5 1 ;
and appearance 36-8, 1 44-5, 724-5;
and art 253-6; and cinema 3 7 1 -5;
correlationism and 644-7; and
determinism 2 1 1 - 1 2 ; experience
of 667; external 385; and fantasy
995-6; Fichte and 147; and fiction
3 7 1 -6; incompleteness of 733, 740-5;
Kant and 1 64; knowledge of 635-6;

INDEX
less than nothing 4; and madness
348-9; material 742; objective 7, 9,
808. 906-7. 924. 929. 957; observing
subjects and 932-5; perception of
906-7; and quantum physics 906- 18.
923-4. 926; and the real 244-5;
reduction of complexity 7 3 1 -2;
sexualised 739-40; simulating 743-4;
and substance 374; subtraction and
654-5; symbolic construction of
959-60; transcendental constitution
of 9; ultimate 67; virtual 68
Reason 41. 395. 626. see also Cunning of
Reason
antinomies of 740; practical 1 7 1 ;
the public use o f 979-8 1 ; and
Understanding 188. 275-7. 974-90
rebellion 450
recognition 1 004
reconciliation 14. 201-5. 242. 256-7. 262.
290- 1 . 302-3. 3 2 1-6. 357. 392. 478. 502.
509. 523. 950
Red River (film) 204
Red Shoes. The (film) 548-9
reflection 378-9. 536-8. 845n
reflexiVity 484-8. 584-90. 793-4. 845
Reformation, the 438
reification 246
religion 75. 79. 97-8. 222. 346. 358. 998
authenticity of 704; Badiou and
838n; correlationism and 626-8; and
ethics 98 1 -4; and humor 1 14; and
madness 327-30; without the sacred
9 8 1 -4
religiOUS community, passage to 363-4
Rembrandt, "Lazarus" 84-5
Renard. Jean 25
repetition 455-6. 465. 483. 490. 491 -6. 493.
500-4
representation '1 74-6. 1 80 - 1 . 2 1 5
repression 305-9
Resnais, Alain, Last Year in Marienbad
(film) 28
responsibility 127. 128. 5 5 1
retroactivity 207- 1 3 . 2 1 4. 221. 223-4. 227.
2 3 1 . 3 1 3. 562-3
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reunification 752
reversal 529-36
revolutionary power 1 1 9
revolutionary terror 69-76, 260, 29 1 ,
3 1 5-20
right without right 435-6
riots, and consumerist ideology 998
Robbe-Grillet. Alain 28
role playing 354-6
Romeo and Juliet (bailet) 844-5
Rorty Richard 4 1 3
Rosenkranz, Karl 1 3 8
Rothenberg. Molly 5 5 8
Rousseau. Jean-Jacques 79. 279. 3 3 7 . 565-6.
978
Ruda. Frank 4 3 1 . 436
Rumsfeld. Donald 76
Rusnak. Josef 607
Russell. Bertrand 25. 160. 569. 947n
Russia, de Custine's visit 70
Russianness 3 1 3- 1 4
Rutherford. Ernest 9 1 9
Ryle. Gilbert 599
Sacred. the 9 8 1 . 987-8
sacrifice. mystery of 971-2
Said. Edward 447
Santner. Eric 639. 662-3. 698n. 7 1 0. 824.
884
Sartre, Jean-Paul 4 1
Being and Nothingness 160. 354-6;
Nausea 697. 891
Saussure, Ferdinand de 582
saying. and showing 23-30
Schein 9
Scheler, Max, Ressentiment 737
Schelling. Friedrich 137. 144. 1 64. 339.
588-9. 922
and art 9, 254; comparison with
Heidegger 886-90; critique of Hegel
1 2 - 1 3 . 1 3 7-8. 3 8 1 . 425; on Good and
Evil 1 2; "Philosophical Investigations
into the Essence of Human Freedom
and Related Matters:' 887-90;
philosophy 1 1 - 1 3. 260; System
of Transcendental Idealism 254;
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Weltalter manuscripts 13, 273-5,
809
schematization 266
Schiller, Friedrich 1 5
Schindler, List (film) 373-4
Schlegel, Friedrich 1 5 , 444
Schoenberg, Arnold 24, 29, 1 93, 302, 604
Schopenhauer, Arthur 1 1 , 670, 8 5 1
Schulze, Walther 1 37, 1 7 1 -2
Schumann, Robert 6 1 4- 1 5 , 619, 766
science 458-9
scientific knowledge 907- 12, 9 1 9-21
scientific naturalism 6
scientific reductionism 641
scientific revolution 7 1 5
scopic field, the 702-3
Searle, John 855
secularization 986-7
seeing what one cannot hear 670- 1
Selbst- Vertrautheit (self-acquaintance) 38
Self, the 129-30, 620- 1
as absolute reality 1 75-6; authenticity
of 1 34-5; in Buddhism 7 1 9; and
cognitivism 7 1 6-37; emergence
of 7 1 6, 73 1 ; false 135; and genetic
determinism 733; and habits
346-8; Hofstadter's account of
7 1 7-22, 725-37, 737; Hume and
7 1 8-20; immaterial nature of 905;
incompleteness of 733-5; Kant and
720- 1 , 724; Lacan and 723; location
in objective reality 707; Metzinger's
account of 722-4, 729- - 30; and
not-Self 169- 7 1 ; passive 169; and
prosopopoeia 5 1 5 - 16; pure 353-4;
real 5 1 5- 1 6; self-inscription of 729;
and the self-model 735-7; surrender
to the Absolute 321-2
self-alienation 5 1 5 - 1 6
self-consciousness 347-8, 387-8, 484-8,
508, 994
cognitivists and 652-3; Pichte's
account of 1 80-9; and Spirit 544-5;
the State's 406-8; the unconscious
and 5 5 1 - 5
self contradiction 200

self-differentiation 345-6
self-experience 7 3 1 - 3
self-identity 1 53-4, 1 87, 386, 7 1 7 - 1 8
self-limitation 1 54-_5, 1 5 7
self-model 735-7
self-objectivization 355, 358
self-perception 352-3
self-recognition 145
self-referentiality 7 1 7
self reflecting I, the 1 4 1 - 2
self-reflexivity 484-8, 584-90
sclf-relating 182
self-relating negativity 304, 473-80
self-will 12
semantic choices 207
semblances 43-8
Sempnin, Jorge 23, 26-30
sensations 1 77-8
Sense 69'7-8
Sense-Events 36, 62-3, 921
separation 604n
servitude volontaire, breaking 35
Seventh Seal, The (film) 153
sexual act, the 776-7
sexual difference 592, 784-5, 839, 935-6.
see also sexuality
sexuation, formulae of and
antagonism 771, 780; antinomies
of 772-80; Aristotle and 758-9;
and depersonalization 747; and
identity 745-6; Kant and 740;
Lacan's theory of 588, 6 1 2 - 1 3 , 691 -2,
739-45, 745-56; lived experience
of 750-3; principle of 769- 7 1 ; and
psychoanalysis 747; the Real of
745-56, 778; and the sexual act
776-7; and signifiers 746; social
construction of 746-7
sexual identity 2 1 6
sexual liberation 1 9
sexual relationships 772-80, 795-7, 839
sexuality 440-9, 794, 987. see also sexual
difference
sexuation, formulae of and bias
745; contingent 748; and desire
745-6, 753; and domination 19;

INDEX
psychoanalysis and 774-5; as Real
960- 1 ; and universality 362
sexuation, formulae of 1 1 2, 746-7, 753,
756-64, 875
first antinomy of 761-4; the logical
square of 759-61 ; negation of the
negation 787-8; the non-All 764- 7 1 ;
the non-relationship 800-2; and the
phallic signifier 769; unified theory
794-802; and universality 792-3,
795
Shakespeare, William 678, 951 -2
Shaw, G. B. 51 9
sheet of time concept 28
Short Cuts (film) 609- 1 0
showing, and saying 23-30
Sibelius, Jean 604-8
signifiers 6, 353, 582-92, 597-9, 730,
846-50
empty 8 1 0- 1 1 , 937; and identity
586-90; and negation 592; phallic
590-7; primordial symbolization
859-65; pure 937; reflexivity of 862;
separation from 597; and sexual
difference 746
Silesius. Angelus 895
sin 820
sinthomes 698-700
skepticism 825n
slavery 340, 737
Sloterdijk, Peter 704
Slovenia 534n
Smith, Adam 243-4
Snow, Edgar 2
social order 431 -40
Socrates 4 1 , 5 1 3 - 14, 677
Solaris (film) 656-7
Solaris (Lem) 656-7
solipsism 163 •
Solomon, Robert C. 96-7
sophists 42, 43, 69, 77-8
Soseki, Natsume, The Three-Cornered World
616-17
soul, t h e 735-6
sovereignty 423, 7 1 0
Soviet Union 24, 72-4, 126, 2 1 8 - 1 9
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space, and time 9 1 4 - 1 5
species, and sub-species 363-4
spectral apparition 684-5. 685-91
speculative idealism 1 94, 239
speculative materialism 640
speculative realism 640
speech 2, 5 1 5- 1 8, 568-76, 729, 870- 1
Speight, Allen 564, 566
Spinoza, Benedict de 263-4, 367-70, 374,
376-7, 3 8 1 , 402, 620
Spirit 12, 1 86-7, 203, 234-5, 237-8, 258,
276, 346, 353-4, 4 14
absolute 98- 9; Hegel's philosophy
of 564-8; historical 525; and history
564-8; objective 286; and self
consciousness 544-5; self-identity of
459-60
spontaneity 148-9
spurious infinity 178
Stach, Reinhard 559-60
Stage Fright (film) 45
Stalin, Josef 24, 7 1 -4, 1 24-6, 2 1 9, 300, 5 12,
533-4, 575, 974
Stalinist dieresis 74
standard ofliving 43 1
Star Wars (film) 296n
State, the 1 89, 396, 475
Badiou and 842-4 ; bureaucracy
429-30; Heidegger on 880-2;
Notion of 360; passage to religiOUS
community 363-4; self-consciousness
406-8; sovereignty 710; and war
449-53
state-representation 842-4
Steinhardt, Paul 927
Stoics, the 35-6
Strauss, Leo 49, 789-90
Strauss-Kahn, Dominique 7 1 0n
Stravinsky, Igor 604
Strong Anthropic Principle 230
structural anthropology 1 8 5
structural place 600-3
structuralism 2 1 8 , 2 1 9, 5 8 1 , 582-4
structure 5 8 1 -2, 600-3
stuckness 884-7
stupidity I
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subject, the
and agent 947; autonomy 340,
457, 553; Radion's 826; de
substantialization of 660; divided
551 -5; emergence of 706-8, 844;
failure of its mvn actualization 750;
Fichte and 1 74; Foucauldian 994;
and habits 350-6; Hegelian 379-86,
947; Heidegger and 872; immaterial
nature of 905; infinity of 169;
Lacanian 1 96n, 750, 876; Levinas
and R29-30; and Nothingness
378-9; responsibility 5 5 1 ; self
positing 188; spontaneity 106; and
Substance 258-60, 377-9, 379-8 1 ;
and supposition 538-4 1 ; and suture
5 8 1 -2; universality of 367, 8 3 1 -4
subjective authenticity 1 35
subjective idealism 6, 137, 1 44, 283
subjective logic 364-5
subjective-affective attitudes 8 3 1 -4
subjectivism 626
subjectivity 106, 453
limiting 708- 1 3 ; rise of 364-5; and
substance 1 4
subjectivization 7 4
sublation 3 1 8 , 394-40 1 , 427
sublimation 427
Substance 106
autonomization of 383-4; and
ciin(lmeH 368-9; and reality 374; and
the subject 258-60, 377-9, 379-8 1 ;
and subjectivity 14
subtraction 654-5, 659-60, 8 1 1
Surnie, Jelica 43-4
superego, the 662-3, 70 1 , 702, 830, 833, 835
superego-God 83
supersensible Idea, the 37
supposition 538-41
surplus-repression 308-9
Surrogates (film) 995
suspended dialectics 129
suture 5 8 1 -2, 582-97, 597-8, 621-3, 844-6
Suzuki, D. T. 1 34, 1 3 5
Symbolic, the, and the imaginary 691-5
symbolic alienation 4 1 8-22

symbolic castration 1 97, 307, 362, 420- 1 ,
495-6, 595-6, 6 1 3n, 680
symbolic diffcrentiality 765-8
symbolic fiction 685-91
symbolic function, the 2 1 9
symbolic identity 422, 553, 555
symbolic order 561-3, 593, 599, 646,
859-60, 920
symbolic reality 92 1 � 3 1
symbolic realization 5 1 1
symbolic truth 3
symptomal point, the 8 1 8
symptoms 523--9, 9 1 ] - 1 2
synthesis-of-the-opposites 300-2
System 402
System of Liberty, the 798
tact 89-90
Tahrir Square, Cairo 1000
Talmud, the 102-3
Tarkovsky, Andrei 655-8
Tat-Handlung 1 54, 167, 1 70, 1 74, 209- 1 0
tautology 369-70
technological nihilism 4 1
teleiosis 9 1 3 - 1 5
teleological causality 744
temporal retroactivity 9 2 1
terror 8 3 3 , 835
revolutionary 69-76, 1 96-7, 205-6,
260, 2 9 1 , 3 1 5-20; totalitarian 24,
70-6, 1 26-7, 835
Tertllilian, De anima 776-7
theatre 33
Thelma and Louise (film) 30
theological materialism 102
They Live (film) 999
Thing-in-itself 152, 1 54-5, 1 59, 168-9, 1 76,
1 79, 183, 267, 389, 496, 957-9
thinking (knowing) 75
TIlirteenth Floor, The (film) 607
Thomas Aquinas 1 14
thought 203, 2 1 9-26, 905, 906
Tibetan Buddhism 1 l0, 1 34-5
time 27-8, 63, 9 1 4- 1 5
To B e o r Not t o Be (Lubitsch) 205n
tolerance 25

INDEX
torus 845
totalitarian terror 24. 70-6, 1 26-7. 835
totalitarianism 1 89. 295. 430
totality 285, 523, 526
Totality of the Present. the 260
transcendence, immanent 1 97-8
transcendental, the. absolute immanence
of 806
transc:endental correlationism 632-5, 643,
646, 936
transcendental egoism 1 79-80
transcendental finitude 6
transcendental idealism 1 49, 844, 845, 906
transcendental materialism 906-7, 909
transcendental schematism 164
transfinite, the 649-50
transitive belief 90- 1
trauma 26-7, 30, 535-6, 563
traversing the fantasy 689-90
Trial, The (film) 687-8
Trier, Lars von 306
Trotsky, Leon 72, 784
true infinity 396, 994
true vacuum 949-50
truth 24
Truth 43, 76, 405
Badiou and 805, 809, 8 1 3 - 1 4,
8 1 5 - 1 9 ; and contingency 467;
dialogic process of 1 1 ; eternal 829;
factual 24; and fiction 23-30, 45-6;
Hegel and 77, 1 97, 352, 909; and
illusion 380: and inconsistency
8 1 3 - 1 4, 8 1 5- 1 9; and knowledge
907- 12; Lacan and 76, 77, 252,
5 1 2 - 1 3 , 520-3, 526-7; and language
877-8; measuring 77-8; non-All
(pas-tout) of 76-7; of the perspectival
distortion 48; and prosopopoeia
5 16-17; st ucture 55; symbolic 3;
trans-worldly 809; as the unbearable
Real Thing 47-8; and universal
affirmation 761-4
Truth-Events 76, 585, 8 1 4, 8 1 5- 1 9, 823-4,
833-9
truthful lie, the 46
Tudor, Mary 83
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Turing, Alan 1
Turok, Neil 927
Two Lovers (film) 560- 1
two vacuums, the 944-50
unconscious, the 274-5, 300-2, 343, 456,
484-8, 5 1 3, 5 5 1 -5, 6 3 1 , 715, 788, 823-4
Undead, the 788
undecidability 76
Understanding (Verstand) 16, 188, 269,
269-80, 283-4, 354, 395, 426-7, 470,
481, 523-5
and reason 275-7, 974-90
unemployment 1002-4
United Kingdom, riots, 20 1 1 998
United States of America
9/ 1 1 terrorist attacks 246-7, 491n:
Hegel on 391; post-structuralist
deconstructionism 2 1 0 - 1 1 ;
presidential elections 1 1 9, 879
universal affirmation 761-4
universal doubt 329, 339
universal Life 233-4
universal machines 727-8
universal Principle, the 2 1 7
universal Singular, the 364
universality 359-60, 450. see also concrete
universality
abstract 98, 360-9; computational
727-2; Hegel and 3 6 1 , 764; Identity
and 362; limitation of 728: logic of
757-8; notional 455; and particularity
364-5, 432; psychoanalysis and
791-3; and sexuation 792-6;
of the subject 367, 8 3 1 - 8
universe
the end of 953; ontological
incompleteness of 743-5; origins of
926-8, 941
unsayable, the 269
unsocial sociability 338
Untouchability 763
Ur-Grund, the 1 5
Ur-Vater 5 7
utilitarianism 977-8
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Weil, Simone 105
Weininger, Otto 1 70, 5 1 7, 559-60, 750, 756
Welles, Orson 687-8
Western Buddhism 123
Vvheeler, John 9 1 8
Whole, the 63-4, 72, 523
Wiesel, Elie 23
Wilde, Oscar, The Picture ofDorian Gray
562-3
Will 5, 549- 5 1 , 883-4, 897
Will to Power 1 95-6
wisdom 969
vVittgenstein, Ludwig 2, 23, 153, 756, 874,
958
Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus 25-6,
152, 368, 756
woman, as symptom of man 527-8
World, the 807- 1 1, 8 1 4, 8 1 5
World Trade Center, 9/ 1 1 terrorist attacks
246-7
World War II 1 2 1 -4

vacuums, duality of 944--50
value 249�50
Varela, Francisco 1 57�8
Verges, Jacques 1 006n
Verneinung 377
Versagung 324�6
Vertigo (film) 94, 326, 372, 375, 478-9,
557-8, 606, 693, 708-9, 7 1 3, 787
Verwerfung 860� 1 , 863
violence 298, 3 J 1, 864, 965-7
Christianity and 975; and
consumerist ideology 998; and
contingency 976-7; and language
869-78
Virtual, the 68, 854�5
virtual capitalism 244�5
virtual difference 6 1 7-20
virtual history 273
Virtual Reality 335�7, 370, 794
Virtuality 226-3 1 , 232, 345, 348
vitalist anti-Platonism 40
voice, the 668-72
and bodily appearance 677�8; and
gaze 701-2; and God 678�9; power
of 672�9; separation from body
674-7
void, the 60, 67, 68, 304, 692, 905, 926,
928
vorstellen (representation) 1 74-6

Y a d'/'Un 54, 55-8, 59, 796-7
Yehoshua, A. B. 707
Yeltsin, Boris 761n
young Hegelians 865-6
Yu-Gi-Oh 756n

Wagner, Richard 296-8, 8 1 8
Wahl, Fran<;ois 797
Wallace, Edgar 45n
war 200, 202-3, 246-7, 449-53
War on Terror 767
Watts, Alan 739
wave functions, collapse of 906, 907�8,
9 1 6 - 1 7, 920, 938-9
waves, and particles 928-9
wealth 433, 436
Webern, Anton 29

Zaloszyc:, Armand 54, 55-7
Zeilinger, Anton 9 1 6
Zen Buddhism 1 34, 135, 304
Zeno the Cynic 16 5
Zeno's paradox 709
zero 67-8
zero-signifier 585
Zoller, Gunter 140
zombies 341
zugrundegehen 3 1 5- 1 6
ZupanCic, Alenka 1 8
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